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work comprising such an extensive body of science as the
Handbook of Zoology of Prof. Van der Hoeven, it is impossible
that in a few years or even months much matter for additions and

To

a

corrections shoukl not be presented.
tlie

printing of a book of more

It is clear,

moreover, that

than 800 pages, like the

first

volume of the English Translation, cannot be completed in a few
The English translator, therefore, could not avail himself
of the contributions of Prof. Leuckaut who, in the beginning of
Aveeks.

first volume of the German edition
und Berichtigungen zu dem, ersten Bands von J. Van
DER Hoeven's Handlmcfi der Zoologie, printed after the translation

1856, gave a supplement to the
[NacJitrdge

of the second volume, Leipzig, Leopold Voss, 1856).
of that publication the greatest part of the

first

English edition had been already long printed.
cause also reference to the second edition of Prof.

At

the date

volume

From

of the

the same

Owen's

Lectures

on the Compar. Anatomy and Physiology of the Invertebrate Animals, was for the most part impossible.

The English

gave in the body of the first
volume additions and remarks in great part similar to those which
are to be found in Leuckart's comprehensive review of the progress of Zoology during the six or seven years subsequent to the
translator, however,

publication of the

the Infusories he

Amongst

first

made

volume

of the original.

In the chapter on

a large use of Prof. Stein's observations.

these the affinity asserted to exist between Vorticelloi and
would seem to have been disproved by Dr Lachmann
(Mueller's Archiv f Anat. v. Physiol. 1856, pp. 340—398), who
followed the roving embryos from Acinette until, having fixed
themselves, they lost their cilia and developed the peculiar suctorial
Acinetce

PRKFACE.

vni

processes that distinguish this family.

D'Udekem [Mem.

sur

le

On

hand M. J.
Mem. de VAcad.

the other

dSveloppement des Infus. in

shewn that Ejyistylis jplicatilis in the course
by metamorphosis, does pass through the
form of Acineta, and in it develops an internal ciliated germ. At
all events, it is established by different observers that, in addition
de BruxeUes 1857) has
of

multiplication

its

and gemmation, infusories also prothe formation of which the nucleus is con-

to multiplication T)y fission

pagate embryos in
cerned.

Leuckart would

Prof.

Hoe yen's

reject the first

and third of

Van der

orders of Infusories, excepting only the Periphrygana

which, by a modification of the definition of the fourth order he
would receive into it, the rest being referred to lower forms oi Algce,
&c. But this proceeding would seem to be premature, for a number
of the Atricha have been seen to take in food, as by CoTiN, Nov.
Act. Acad. Leop. Car. xxii. P. i. p. 182, and Lachmann 1. 1. p.
167, in Monads and Cryptomonads, and J. Mueller and others in
Bodo grandis or an Astasia. In the former the mouth was observed
close to the insertion of aflagelliform appendage and the vent at the
posterior extremity.
tractile vesicle

may

According
be seen in

to
all

Lachmann

at least

one con-

the transparent individuals of

this family, whilst a similar vesicle has

BuSK

been observed by

Volvox [Quarterly Journ. of Microscop. Soc. J. 1853) and by
Clapar^de in several species of Euglena. Lachmann contends

in

that no such pulsating spaces have been found hitherto in

vegetable cell or in the spore of any undoubted plant

(1. 1.

any

p. 369),

and he agrees with Schneider that creatures thus constituted
ought to be placed amongst animal Infusories until it be distinctly
shewn that such organs exist also in undoubted vegetable cells.
See A. Schneider Beitriige zur Naturgesch. der Infusorien in Mueller's Archiv 1854, pp. 191—207.
The argument for the animal nature of

ing pulsatory spaces

is

strengthened by

all

organisms present-

the fact that in very

many

shewn to be in connexion witli these
and hence by the probable inference that Avhere

instances vessels have been

spaces or vesicles,
there

is

The

a pulsatory vesicle there also a vascular system exists.
opinion of O. Schmidt, Vergl. Anat. p. 250, that the pulby other

satory vesicle opens externally, has not been confirmed

observers

;

and appears

to

be directly contradicted by what

is

seen

IX
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in Actinophrys Eichhoryin,

where

Clapaeede Ueher Actinophrys
1854, pp. 398—419.

No

by Leon Dufour
&c.),

an order of minute

may

be most naturally arranged

They were

RMzopoda.

discovered

in the intestine of insects [Forficula^ Melasoma,

named by him on account of their congregating
They are of various form, round, oval, elongate; con-

and were

in numbers.
sist of

after the

See

the surface.

translator of

parasites, the Gregarince, wliich

amongst the Infusories

lies close to

Mueller's Archw,

was taken by the

notice

it

Eichliornii in

so

an external, structureless,

elastic

membrane, and a

fluid

content in which innumerable granules of various form and size
are embedded, whilst within the granular

body with one or more opaque spots, the
There is neither mouth nor vent.

mass a circumscribed

so-called nucleus,

is

found.

There are two families of Gregarinoe: 1, Motwcystidce of Stein,
where the animals are solitary 2, ZygocystidcB, where two indiviThe Monocystidm have for their type the
duals are conjoined.
in the space between the skin
abundantly
simple animals found
and the intestine in the earth-worm and in the testes. The Zygocy;

stidce contain

lorliynclius

by a

two genera:

Stein,

Avitli

1,

Gregarina

a proboscis

which

Leon Dufour;
is

2,

Sty-

sometimes surrounded

circle of booklets.

Stein believed that the Gregarince are propagated by the conjugation of two individuals which become included in a common

From

cyst.

this

union arise spores

intimate

{Pseudotmmcelloe,

which after a time allow new individuals to escape.
But although two individuals are often thus
included in the same cyst, a process like that of the conjugation
of cryptogamous plants does not occur, for the psorosperms are
Spindle-cells, Psorosperonice)

equally produced

,

when only

a single Gregarina

is

The

encysted.

process begins with the disappearance of the nucleus, and consists

of

many

stages, according to

garines in
elles,

Mem. couronnes

1855).

instead

N. Lieberkuehn {Evolution des GreBrux-

des Sav. Etrang., Acad. Roy. d^

This author concludes from his observations that

of the

Gregarince escaping directly from

the

shell

of

the Psorosjyerms, Amoehce are the product, and that finally these

AmoehcB are transformed into Gregarince.

All the successive stages

and abdominal cavity of the Earththey were studied by Lieberkuehn.

are to be seen in the testes

worm, where
VOL.

IT.

chiefly

h

X
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On the Gregarince see in
366—368 FfiANZiua

pp.

;

addition

Leon Dufour Ann.

1846, and in Wiegsiann's Archiv f. Naturgesch. xiv.
in

Mueller's Archiv,

Siebold's Zeitschr.

many

species,

1848, pp. 182

— 223,

f. tcissensch. Zool.

Leidig

in

des Sc. nat. xiir.

Observationes qucedam de Gregarinis,

Koelliker
1

pp.

i.

Mueller's 4 rcAiV,

—

37,

Berolini,

194, &c.,

s.

Stein

Koelliker

in

u.

with a description of

1851, Ueher Psorospermien u.

Gregarinen, pp. 221 and 223.

Many

authors are

now

disposed to refer the sponges to the ani-

mal kingdom.
This opinion of Lamarck was afterwards supported by Grant, Me yen and L. Laurent, and to this conclusion
tend also the observations recently published by N. Lieberkuehn
on the development of the fresh-water SpongillcB.
Sea-sponge {Spongia L.) consists of a

formed of
parent.
is

line

loose, porous,

unjointed, branching threads

In fresh-water sponge [Spongilla

more

horny mass,

or less trans-

frame-work

lacustris) the

formed of fine spicula in which a green granular mass

is

disposed,

whilst in this at certain times of the year small round masses are
seen, the

so-named gemmules.

These are cysts of

spongillge ;

when

the envelope bursts, the spongillar mass creeps forth and after-

wards develops tubular processes. Besides these there are ciliated
embryos, which after a while attach themselves and lose their cilia.
These yoimg spongillge soon develop a tubular process with an
aperture capable of being closed and opened.

There are ova also

with a germinal vesicle and spot and spermozoid bodies which are

formed in fixed capsules.
to the animal kingdom

It
is

seems uncertain where

this addition

Doubtless

to find its true relation.

has some analogy with the Rhizojjoda, pp. 45, 46.

it

If the sponge

be not a colony but an individual, then the relation

to the

RMzo-

poda would be best illustrated by that between Actinia and Fungia
amongst the Anthozoa. Lamarck considered the sponges to be
colonies, polyparies with unknown inhabitants, and placed them
yf\\h Alcyonium (not to be confounded with Lohularia 1jA.M., Alcyonium of recent authors) amongst the Folyjparia porosa or Polypiers
foramines.

1836, Papers of

may be cited Lamarck Hist. nat. des Anim.
M. Deshayes et Milne Edwards, ii. pp. 529
Grant in the Edinh. Phil. Journal, xiii. p. 94, p.

XIV.

336,

On

the sponges

vertebres, 2e edit,

p.

113, p.

:

On spongia

Sponges, Ed. Phil. Journ.
p.

341,

Meyen

ffist.

sans

— 590,

par

New

friabilis, XIV.

Ser.

of British Sponges, by

i.

p.

270,

On

333,

Calcareous

p. 166, On Silicious Sponges, ibid,
George Johnston, Edinb. 1836,

Beitrdge zur ndheren Kenniniss umcres sfiiss-wasser

Schwammes

in

PREFACE.

xi

—

Mueller's Archiv,

1839, PP- 83
89, Laurent Jieclierches sur VHydre et
I'Eponge d'eaic douce, Paris, 8vo, av. Atl. fol. (1844), N. Lieberkuehn Beitrdge zur Entwichelungsgeschichte der SpongiJlen in

—

Mueller's Archiv, 1856,

—

399 414, s. 496 514, Carter on Spongilla in Ann. and Mag. of Nat.
Hist. 2nd Ser., xviii. p. 242, and ibid. XX. p. 21 and foil.
s.

To

Max

the works on the Ehizopoda, cited Vol. i. p. 47, may be added by
Schultze Beohachtung ueher die Foi'tpflanzung der Polythalamien in

Mueller's Archiv,
that the shell of the

1856, pp. 165

young animal

and by Carpenter Researches on
I.

pp. 181

— 173,

is

from which

it

appears probable

formed within the body of the mother;

the

—

Foraminifera in Phil. Trans. 1856,

^236.

The Hydra-for7n polyps

are placed

relation to the AcalejyJis under the

name

by Leuckart

in nearer

of Hydrasmedusce ; but the

great affinity between these animals had already been noticed by
Van der Hoeven at p. 70 of the first volume " It is possible that
:

all

all

hydra-form polyps

may be

At
Hydra would then be unknown."

only imperfect forms of Medusce. ...

events the perfect form of

Amongst the sea-nettles [Acalejyhce) most of the important disquisitions of Leuckart, Vogt and others, shewing that the 8%plionophorce are compound organic bodies (as had already at a previous
period been the opinion of Delle Chiaje and Milne Edavards
respecting some of them), were duly related at p. 102 and
also in the class of the Eclnnoderms,

foil.

the investigations

^So

on the

metamorphosis by Prof. JoH. Mueller up to the date of the English translation were supplied by the translator, pp. 137, 138.
To

Mueller, cited

must now be added another,
Siehente Ahhandlung ueher
die MefamorpJiose der EcMnodermen. Mit 9 Kupfert. Berlin, 1855
[Kdiiigl. Akad. der Wissensch. zu Berlin, Jahrgang 1854).
One of the most questionable points in the classification of in-

the memoirs of

p. 138,

Ueher die Gattungen der Seeigellarven.

vertebrate animals
Prof.

Allman and

It

worms

the true position of Bryozoa (called also

Leuckart seems

son, Polyzoa).
to the

is

other, chiefly English, Naturalists, after

them

whether they belong-

in the vicinity of the Rotatoria or to the molluscs.

seems indeed better

unite

to hesitate

by

Thomp-

to

to the Polyps.

form of them a separate
If,

class,

and not

Tunicata in the great type of the Mollusca, in that case as
objections might be urged' as are

now advanced by different

See

Owen

Lecfurat, &c. sec. edit.

many

writers

There must always be

against their union with the anthozoic type.

^

to

however, this class be placed near the

r.

p.

154.

h2

—
XU
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something of arbitrary selection with respect

to

position

the

of

osculant groups in a systematic arrangement.
To the
Polyzoa,

citations

Ray

on Bryozoa add Allman, Monograph on

the Fresh-water

Sac. 1856.

In the class of Entozoa the most important discovery of Tiiodern
times consists in the demonstration that the Cystica are only imperfect conditions of Cesto'idea, of T(enia.

It

is

hoped that the English

reader will be satisfied with the important additions at pp. 173
176, and p. 181.

ment

It

must not be omitted however that the

state-

and
assumed by the embryo and
not upon original difference of the Tcenice. of which they are the
the progeny, is not tenable. For Leuckart has found that though
Cysticercus jjisiformis, C. tenuicollis and Coenurus cerebralis are all
of V. SiEBOLD, p. 175, that the different forms of Ccenurus

depend upon the

Cysticercus

developed into

Tcenice,

locality

called

collectively

swallowed by a dog, yet that the
species certainly differ in
in other respects

and

;

openings

Wagener

of

of

Tcenia solium, or

T. jpisiformis.

T. serrata are different species.

in his ZetfecAr. /. Wissensch. Zool. ix. 1857, p. 139, confirms,

in the scolex of a
free

when

also that a sheep is not rendered vertiginous

by swallowing the eggs
Hence Tcenia solium and
KoELLiKEK

Tcenia serrata,

and third at least of these
the number and form of the booklets and
first

tape-worm from Muranophis saga, the existence of many
vascular system already observed by

externally of the

{Nov. Act. Nat. Cur. xxiv.

Supipil.

pp. 16 and 33), as stated by

KOELLIKEB.
It has been already related, p. 188, that Pentastoma ought to be
removed from the Entozoa and placed amongst the parasitic Crustacea Lernceacea.
See chiefly the memoir of the first discoverer of
the young form. Prof. Van Beneden, cited p. 625.
It appears that Prof.

Van der Hoeven

is

of opinion that the

Acanthocephala, p. 184, would stand more properly after the Trematoda, p. 188, intermediate

With

between these and the Nematoidea.

respect to the place of the Rotatoria in the systematic

arrangement,

many memoirs have been

V. SiEBOLD

Koelliker's

u.

VoGT

recently

published in

ZeitscJir. f. wissensch. Zool.

1855), and H.

Burmeister

by LEYDia

(VI.

1854), C.

But

the result of all these discussions seems to lead to no other con-

(vii.

(viii.

1856).

clusion than that they form a class of low-developed, articulate ani-

mals, allied to the ringed

worms and

the inferior forms of Crustacea,

PREFACE.
I.

The

p. 196.

distinct sexuality

xni
197, 198) of this class has

(p.

been further extended by CoHN, who has also discovered a second
mode of propagation by the so-named winter-eggs. See his paper
Ueber die Fortpflanzung der RddertJiiere, in V. SiEBOLD and Koell.

p 431—486.

Zeitschr. vii.

The very

difficult

investigation of the generative system in

several of the abranchiate ringed-worms has of late years

engaged
In Lumhricus terrestris he has
made the discovery of the ovaria and ova hitherto unknown. The

M. D'Udekem.

the attention of

ovaries are extremely minute vesicles situated one on each side of

the nervous chord in the 12th ring of the body.

membranes

shaped, closely united to the

They

are pear-

by

of the chord

their

and terminate backwards in a canal, the
believed to open with the vas deferens, but was

anterior broad extremity

oviduct,

which

is

too delicate to be followed to

The

microscopic.

its

The ova are quite
number, three on each side of

termination.

testes are six in

the intestinal tube, the anterior pair in the 8th ring, the middle

and largest pair in the 10th and
and the mid-plane are two ciliated
infundibula, with the anterior of which the two anterior testes compair in the 9th ring, the posterior

Between the

11th rings.

testes

testis. The two infundibula
on each side are the internal extremity of canals which, after many
convolutions, unite to form a vas deferens, which runs backwards to
terminate in a transverse orifice on the 15th ring.
There are also
accessory organs two hollow spherical bodies on each side attached

municate, with the posterior the posterior

:

to the ventral wall

by a

short pedicle,

which

is

they open externally; these were supposed by
to

the duct

by which

Duges and

others

be the testes on account of their containing spermatozoa, but

are called by D'Udekem spermatic reservoirs, having no communication with the interior of the lumbricus, and therefore receiving the spermatozoa from without.
The remaining accessory
bodies, situated like the last on the outer aspect of the testes, are

number of vesicles in pairs from the 8th to the 11th
they are setigerous glands modified for the secretion of
matter to form capsules for the ova [glandes capsulogenes).
The
a variable

ring;

earth-worm
capsule

is

is 2, 3,

oviparous,

4

or more,

In Enchytrceus the
tinal tube;

it

and the number of ova included in a
though usually one alone is developed.

testis is single

and situated below the

extends from the 11th to the 13th ring.

It

intes-

has the

XIV
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form of a vesicle and

two openings

are

is

completely invaginatecl in the ovary. There

by which

at its anterior part

with the vibratile infimdibulum on each

ning of the vas deferens;

forming

after

many

communicates

it

which

side,

the begin-

is

convolutions each vas

deferens opens externally on the ventral surface of the 12th ring.

Here

capsulogenes, but they are found at the

are glandes

also

between the 5th and 8th rings, and open

anterior part

5th

at the

ring on each side.

Tuhifex rwulorum and Nais ^^rohoscidea also the

In

female

organs more or less invaginate the male.
D'Udekem

See

Hist. nat.

du Tuhifex

des ruisseaux,

Mem.

couronne,

Acad. Roy. de Belgique, xxvi. 1855, by the same, Developpement duLomhric
xxvii. 1S56.

terrestre, ibid,

In

this

class

the

between blood, generally red-

distinction

coloured and contained in close vessels, and the nutrient fluid of
the

general

of the

cavity

body {chylaqueous fluid Williams),

The blood

becomes marked.

contains no

corpuscles,

these are

confined to the fluid that circulates in the visceral cavity, which
is

The form

of the

various, is least constant in the lower classes,

where

the product of digestion

corpuscles

is

the chylaqueous

is

mixed with

water.

the sole nutrient fluid, but even in the molluscs

does not attain the regularity of form which prevails in the lower

These corpuscles in many of the articidata., when
removed from the body, send out processes like Amoeba, and are
supposed by N. Lieberkueiin to be parasites. It is from the fluid
vertebrates.

of the peritoneal cavity that the blood derives nutrient matter.
See on this subject

:

Quateefages Mem.

sior la caviti

ginerale

du

corps

—

Ann. des Sc. nat., Ser. iii. Tom. xiv. pp. 302 320; Wharton Jones, The blood-corpuscle considered in its different phases of developdes invertebres,

ment,

On

Mem.

II.

the British

Invertebrates, in Phil. Trans. 1846, pp.

Annelida in

89

272, describing the blood-circulation

and

in Litmhricus, Hirudo and Nais, for which see
Animal Ivinr/d. edit. 2, pp. 272 275, pp. 282 284,
Williams On the blood proper and chylaqueous fluids of

—

Respiration in Ann.

In the

—653;

class of insects Prof.

In

all

—

the same

and Mag. of Nat.

Hist.

On
2nd

the

Williams

— 307

159—

also,

Rymer Jones

pp. 287

— 289,

and

invertebrate animals,

Mechanism of Aquatic

Ser. Vols, xiv, xvi, xvii.

Van der Hoeven

the order Strepsijjtera pp. 305
pressed.

;

his views also of the generative

system

Phil. Trans. 1852, pp. 595

— loi

Rejtort of Brit. Association for 1851, pp.

is

of opinion that

might conveniently be sup-

the genera included in

it

there appears to be the

—
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greatest affinity with Mordellona p. 501 [Rhijnphorus

and Si/mbius,
which indeed Burmeister [Handbuch der Naturgesch.,

p. 502), to

1837,

343)

p.

had ah'eady

Shuckard, and more

recently

referred them,

and afterwards also
2684

Newman Zoologist, 1850, pp.

2694.

The

was

multiplication of insects without previous copulation

noticed in Aphis at pp. 263, 264.

It has

been observed in other in-

and in Bees, but under different circumAphis the parent is imperfectly developed, there is neither

stances, as in Lepidoj>tera

stances. In

In the others both these

bursa copidatrix nor receptacidum seminis.

organs are complete.

The eggs

laid

by

the virgin queen-bee always

produce males: those which are impregnated produce females (working bees or queens)

egg that

;

the queen has the power at will of laying an

shall produce a

male or a female,

i.e.

she can during ovi-

positure impregnate the Qgg with spermatozoa or not.

Bombyx

In

mori SlEBOLD found that only few of the unimpregnated eggs are
productive, and that from these males or females proceed indiscriminately.
In Psi/che it was males that required impregnated
eggs for their production.

Owen On

See

Parthenogenesis,

London, 1849 and V. Siebold WaJirc

Parthenogenesis, Leipzig, 1856.

In the Crustacea the remarkable discoveries of

Darwin

respect-

ing the Cirripedia were referred to by the translator at pp. 608,
609, and 635—640.

Amongst
if

Prof.

the Molluscs, with regard to the Lamellihranchiata,

Van der Hoeven had

to write his

book again he would

entirely alter the order of succession of the families.

What had become
branchiate

kno^\^l respecting the Hectocotylus of di-

Cephalopods was recorded by the translator at pp.

821—823.

With

regard to the second volume of this work the translator

has made few additions beyond the notice of the principal

have been

321

— 327.

But such large
contributed by the author

reptiles at pp.

fossil

additions and alterations
himself,

particularly

in

may

be

the class of Fishes and that of Eeptiles, that this volume

regarded rather as a third edition of the original, than simply a
translation of the second.

At

p. 37,

note

1 it is

existence of corpora

stated that in the class of fishes alone the

Wolffiana had not been ascertained.

This
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XVI
class

now

ceases to be an exception to the rest of the vertebrates

The

in this respect.

primordial kidneys have been demonstrated

in the early period of the fish-embryo

paper

TJeber die

Mueller's ArcMv, 1856,
It is to

be

by Reichert.

See his

Mueller- Wolff' schen Korper hei Fischembryonen in

much

pp.

125—133.

regretted that the original and highly valuable

memoir of Prof. Owen On the characters, prmciples of division,
and jpri:mary groups of the class Mammalia published in the
Proceedings of the Linnean Society for 1857, should have made its
appearance at a period too recent to admit of that general discussion of it by Zoologists, which in the opinion of the author of this
work ought to precede the adoption of any great change in the
The memoir contains in its preliminary
systematic arrangement.

portion a condensed view of the author's various determinations

respecting the dental characters of the class.
full

use has been

made

It will

be found that

of these in the characters of the genera in

the present volume.

In this memoir the fourfold primary division of the mammalian
class is

founded upon the four leading modifications of the cerebral

system.

In some

partially connected

mammals

the

hemispheres are only

cerebral

by the fornix and the

the rest of the class the corpus callosum

is

anterior commissure

;

in

added.

which the corpus callosum is absent are the implaThis first group includes the
cental or marsupial mammals.
Lyencephala, so called from the comparatively loose and discon-

Those

in

nected state of the cerebral hemispheres.

The

are so small that the olfactory ganglions

and cerebellum are ex-

posed, and more or less also of the optic lobes.

hemispheres

is

hemispheres, again,

The

surface of the

generally smooth.

In the next stage of development of the brain the corpus calis present, but connects hemispheres not exceeding those of

losum

the former class in bulk and external character; there are no convolutions, except in a small

number

of the largest

In

members

of the group,

where they are simple and few.
either permanently or temporarily concealed in the abdomen; there
is a common genito-urinary aperture in most; there are two anterior
vencB cavce terminating in the right auricle of the heart, with other
this

subclass the testes are

remarkable indications of resemblance to birds and
are

named

Lissencephala.

reptiles.

These

PREFACE.

The

third leading modification of the

such an increase in

its

relative size that

XVll

mammalian cerebrum
it

is

extends over more or

and generally over more or less of the
few inferior forms of the Quadrumana
folded into convolutions, whence this third sub-

of the cerebellum,

less

Except

olfactory lobes.

the superficies
class is

tum

is

named

the vulva

;

in a

Gyrencejyliala.
is

exception of the elephants, there

In

man

As

a general mle there

is

is

a scro-

With

externally distinct from the anus.

the

a single anterior cava.

the hemispheres overlap the olfactory lobes and the

cerebellum; their posterior large development includes the posterior

horn of the

lateral ventricle

and the hijipocamjjus minor.

Man forms

a distinct sub-class, Archencephala.

For the definitions of the secondary groups of these four primary diseases the memoir itself is referred to.
Prof. Owen's Table of the Subclasses and Orders (reversed to
facilitate

comparison with the arrangement of the present work)

annexed.

w.
Cambeidge,
Feb. 10, 1858.

c.

is

.

.

.

.

CLASS MAMMALIA.
Ordeu.

Subclass.

Ornithorhynchus.

monotremata

... <

Echidna.

Lyencephala

EntoMojjJiaga.
Curjjophaija.

Maesupialia

.

Poephaija.
Rhizopliaga.
Claviculata.

rodentia

...

Non- Claviculata
Soricida'.

Inseotivora

Erinaceidce.

ChEIROI'TERA

Insectivora.
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Talpidw.
Frugivora.
Edenlida.

Bruta

Dasi/podidie.

,

Bradypodida;.
Baki'mdce.

Cetacea

Dclpkinidm.

Mutilata

Halicore.
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Manatus.
Nesodon.

toxodontia

Toxodon.

Dinotherium.

Proboscidia
Gyrencephala

Elephas.

Unsrulata

Perissodactyla

MulUmgida.
.

Solidunr/ida.

Aktiodactyla

Rmninantia.
..

Omnivora.
Pinnigrada.

Carnivora

Planligrada.

,

Digitigrada.

Unguiciilata

Strepsirhina.

Quadrumana

,

Platyrhina.
Catarrhina.

Archencephala

Bimana

Homo,

.

—
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ON THE LAST FOUR CLASSES
OF THE

ANIMAL KINGDOM
IN GENEEAL.

We have already seen

(Vol.

i.

p. 32) that

modern Zoologists,

Lamarck and Cuvier, unite the Fishes, Eeptiles,
and Mammals, under the common name of vertebrate ani-

in imitation of

Birds

mals, to form a large division of the animal kingdom.

animals

tlie

the brain,

main trunk

is

In these

of the nervous system, the spinal cord

inclosed in a

bony

or cartilaginous cavity,

and
which is

usually formed of distinct rings or vertebrse.

The muscles

are

almost

all

inserted into

internal

supports,

which, together with the hard investiture of the brain and spinal
cord, form what is called the frame-work or skeleton.
The body

has in general a symmetrical form on

tlie two sides, and is divided
and left half, in which especially
the organs of animal life, the nerves and muscles, are correspondingly formed and placed. There are never more than four limbs
present in these animals; some have only one pair of limbs; in

by an imaginary

axis into a right

others the limbs are entirely absent.

Their blood

is

The

red^

sexes are always distinct, so that bisexual individuals occur as
pathological exceptions alone.

There are always two jaws, one situated above the other, of
which the lower especially is moveable. The motion of these parts
occurs vertically and not laterally, as is the case in the Articulate

Animals.

Ordinarily the jaws are armed with teeth; in the

1 In AmpJiioxus Janceolatus alone has colourless blood been observed;
J. Mueller
Ueberder Bauu. die Lehcnscrsclicinunyen des Branchiostoma hihricum Costa, AmpMoxus

lanceolatus

Yakrell.

Berlin,

1844 {Physik. Ahhandl. der Akad. d. Wiss. zu Berlin,

iJahrgang, 1842).

VOL.

ir.
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2

and birds a horny covering, and in the whales a row of horny

tortoises

plates (in the upper jaw,

— the

so-called baleen), takes the place

of the teeth which are wanting.
papilla3

on the

palate,

The

on the tongue, and,

in fishes,

intestinal canal is of various

various fluids, which are

receives

Such a

Teeth

are, as it were,

on the mucous membrane of the jaws

fluid is the saliva,

which

may

on the branchial arches.

width in

different parts,

by

secreted
is

they

;

ossified

also occur

different

and

glands.

mixed with the food during

mastication and deglutition, such also the bile and the pancreatic

In

juice.

animals the

all vertebrate

receives also

much venous

viscera, is taken

liver,

besides arterial blood,

blood, which, as

up by a venous trunk

it

returns from the

(the portal- vein)

,

that like an

artery divides into branches to be distributed through the liver.

From

the food which has been changed

stomach and of these secreted

fluids,

chyliferous or lacteal vessels take
it

and

up the

by the
is

nutritious part,

in a fluid state (called chyle) to the veins.

addition,

which resemble the

lacteals,

action of the

called chyme, the

and convey

Other vessels, in

but which are not, like these,

spread over the intestinal canal, absorb from the different parts of
nearly the entire body a watery fluid (lymph), which becomes

mixed with the

chyle.

These

vessels,

with the preceding, make up

the lymphatic system, which appears proper to vertebrate animals

They begin with

alone.

blind extremities, and are formed of an

membrane formed of filaments running longitudinally and mutually crossing in form of a
epithelium,

which

net.

On

fibres

which pass

In the

is

covered by a fibrous

the outside of this

membrane

lies

a covering of circular

into those of the surrounding connective tissue.

interior of the lymph-vessels, at least in most, are placed in

mammals and

birds membranous valves, which favour the motion
from the circumference of the body inwards, towards
In mammals and in man almost the whole
the larger vessels.
fluid of this entire system meets in a principal stem, the thoracic

of the fluid

duct,

which opens

into the left subclavian vein.

ever, smaller trunks also, whicli are situated

There tire, howon the right side, and

sometimes form connexions with other veins. The lymphatics
form repeated networks, and also as in warm-blooded animals, by
their rolling up and intertwining, glands improperly so named
{glandulcB conglohaUe).

The

in vertebrate animals alone,

spleen is also a part which is found
and of which the presence and the

IN GENERAL.
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function are probably in connexion with those of the lymphatics ^

This organ

is

more on the
it

situated in the neighbourhood of the stomach,
left side, at

and thus

the upper part of the abdominal cavity;

consists of a red, highly vascular tissue surrounded

by a

fibrous

external membrane, from which white productions as envelops of

the blood-vessels penetrate the internal soft substance and support
it

like transverse joists.

filled

Peculiar vesicles, of microscopic size,

with a white pultaceous mass [Malingliianhodies), are attached

to these productions; the red

brown

pulpy substance contains

We have already indicated that
is

many

red-

granules*.

the blood of vertebrate animals

hence the ancients, though incorrectly, ascribed blood to

red;

these animals alone, and called the invertebrates bloodless animals.

The
is

veins of the

body convey the blood

to the heart,

driven to the respiratory organs: that

animals
heart

is

i.

from which

it

the heart of vertebrate

In invertebrate animals, on the contrary, the

venous.

is arterial,

is,

e. it

receives those veins

which retm-n the blood

from the respiratory organs, and sends the blood to the vessels
which are distributed to the various parts of the body. In vertebrate

animals, an arterial heart also

may be

present, but never

unless at the same time a venous heart be found.
in that case lie close together (the
or

birds),

two ventricles

The two hearts
mammals and

in

they coalesce to form one cavity, as in most of the

Thus, whenever the heart receives the veins of the body
alone, as in fishes, then there is only one auricle and one ventricle;
if, on the other hand, it receives the veins of the body (the vencB
reptiles.

and the veins of the respiratory organs as well, then there
two auricles [atria), but not on that account always two venIn those vertebrate animals in which the two ventricles
ti-icles.
cavce),

are

are united to form one cavity, not all the blood but only a part of

^

It

is

Rcsultate der Vivisect iotien neuerer Zcit.
2

The

by admixture of fluid
Compare P. W. LuND Physiologische

asserted that the chyle acquires greater coagulabihty

contained in the lymphatics of the spleen.

Kopenhagen, 1825, 8vo,

situated on each side of the superior orifice of the stomach

and

s.

78

— 83.

spleen appears to be absent in the Cyclostomes alone, although a gland
is

referred to

it

by Meter

Notwithstanding, however, the general presence of the organ in vertebrate animals, it does not seem to be essential to life, but may be excised without
others.

danger, as has occurred as well in animals as in

man

;

see the notes in

Haller

ment. Physiol. VI. p. 421.

1—2
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conducted to the respiratory organs; arterial blood

is

it,

is

mixed

with venous blood.

The

respiratory organs of vertebrate animals are gills or lungs.

by

Vertebrates alone inspire
exspire

In

by the mouth
all vertebrate

the mouth, and such as have lungs

also.

animals kidneys are present, parts by which

the urine so rich in nitrogen

and of which the internal

secreted,

is

In the lower vertebrates these
tubules unite to form branches which open into excretory ducts
{iireteres) running along tlie whole kidney; in birds and mammals
structure consists of fine tubules.

they unite to form bundles
the cup-like

—pyramids, —which

commencement

often terminate in a bladder in

are arranged around

The two

of the ureters.

which the secreted

ureters, again,

fluid is collected

before being discharged.

As

to the sexual organs,

sexes are constantly distinct.

however,

most

is tliere

fishes, are

we have already stated above,
Not by any means, on that

a copulation in

impregnated

all,

after

that

tlie

account,

but sometimes the eggs, as in

they have been

laid.

The ovary

In this organ the eggs are formed,
and leave it in order to undergo further development in another
situation.
With most vertebrate animals this situation is external
is

single or double (paired).

to the

body

and the development depends upon
water and warmth: according to the

of the mother,

external conditions of light,

conditions the ^gg

difference of these

may

require a longer or

shorter period for the development of the germ; the

a future independent being

is

germ alone of

present at the time of birth, or of the

separation of the q^^ from the

body

of the parent animal.

In other

body
and here the birth, which terminates the period of foetal life,
is contemporaneous with the relinquishment of the fostal envelops.
Such animals are usually named iHvijjarous^, but the limit
between these and the oviparous cannot always be defined witli
precision.
Most fishes and reptiles and all birds are oviparous.
cases the eggs, so to speak, are brooded within the parent

itself;

In the yolk of eggs, that
small transparent vesicle or a
or

by a small accumulation

1

BuRDACH names

schaft,

II.

still lie

cell,

in the ovary, there is seen a

which

is

surrounded by a ring

of a granular mass.

This germ-vesicle,

these animals nudipara, Vie Phyaiologie als ErfaJirmir/swissen-

Leipzig, 1828,

s.

45 (2te Auflage, 1837,

s.

48).

IN GENEKAL.
first

accurately indicated

by Purkinje

5
in the bird's egg, also con-

which the name of germ-spot [macula germinativa)
has been given, and of which the discovery is due to R. Wagner.
The investigations of the latest period have demonstrated the universality of these parts of the ovarian egg.
When the egg passes
from the ovary into the oviduct, the germ-vesicle disappears, and is
tains a nucleus, to

by a

replaced

germ-membrane from which the

disciform

first

development of the embryo takes a beginning. In mammals, as
early as tlie latter end of the seventeenth century, the vesicles of
the ovaries had become

known through

NERUS De Graaf, which

the investigations of

after their discoverer

Reg-

were named folliculi

and were generally regarded as eggs. But only about
Von Baer found the true egg in
the ovary of mammals, which, however, he took for the germ- vesicle
then lately discovered by Purkinje, and thought that in mammals

graajiani,

twenty years have passed since

alone this vesicle passes from the ovary into the oviduct, whilst in

oviparous animals the entire egg, the yolk,
oviduct.

is

toVoN Baer,

Consequently, according

taken up
\\\e

by

the

folUcuU graa-

fiani were to be regarded as ovarian eggs, which inclosed within
them the ovum stale, the germ-vesicle \ It was afterwards^ dis-'

f

covered that this so-named ovum fetale also included within
germ-vesicle; in other words, that
still

further confirmed

vesicle.

The

it

was a

by the discovery

folliculi graajiani are thus

perfect egg,

of

tlie

it .a

which was

germ-spot in this

not eggs, but each of

them contains an egg which occupies only a small space of
inclosing a germ-vesicle with

but yet in

its

composition, in

germ-spot,

is

similar in form to the egg in the ovary of birds

its

it,

its

and

other animals.

On

development the germ

lies,

as in invertebrate animals, in

form of a gelatinous disc on the yolk, immediately under the vitelline
membrane. The germ-disc separates into three layers; a serous

mucous layer the most internal, and a
vascular layer between the two, but more intimately connected with
the mucous layer. In the middle part of the serous layer arise the
vertebral column, the spinal marrow and the cerebral mass.
On
the outer surface of the serous layer arise two projecting lines, which
layer the most external, a

''

2

De Baer De Ovi Mammalium et Hominis (jenesi.
Wharton Jones, Valentin, Bernhardt enz.

C. E. A.

Costa,

Lijjsice,

1827.
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afterwards unite above and enclose the spinal marrow.
this layer

bends

The mucous

itself

round in order

Beneath,

form the abdominal cavitj.

to

layer gives origin to the intestinal canal.

worthy of remark that the position of the embryo with
respect to the yolk differs from that in the articulate and other
In these the yolk lies on the dorsal surface,
invertebrate animals.
in the vertebrate animals always on the abdominal surface of the
embryo. The central portion of the germ, from which the developIt

is

ment begins,

is,

in vertebrate animals, the dorsal part.

arises also, that if

the body

is

we suppose

the intestine to be the axis

divided longitudinally, the principal mass of the nervous

system, the stem

—the

brain and spinal

marrow

—

lies

axis, whilst the gangliated cord of articulate animals

sponds to the spinal marrow
surface; the spinal

marrow

is

lies

under

here replaced

We

animals above the same axis\
dorsal vessel of insects takes in
I.

above this

which

corre-

on the abdominal

its axis,

Inversely the heart in vertebrate animals

Vol.

Hence it
by which

by an abdominal

lies

cord.

below, in invertebrate

have seen above that the

them the place

of a heart (compare

p. 258).

The

position of the central part of the nervous system

spinal cord and brain) on the dorsal surface, and

its

special cavity distinct from that of the viscera, form

characters of vertebrate animals.

If

we

(the

enclosure in a

two principal

follow the branches from

which the nerves of the skin or those of the muscles arise to their
origin in larger and still larger trunks, then we find that they all run
towards the brain or the spinal marrow, and lose themselves in the
substance of these parts. Brain and spinal marrow are consequently
the central parts of the nervous system of animal life.
They are,
however, only two divisions of one and the same whole, of which
the development and magnitude are usually inversely proportional
to each other.
In the most perfect vertebrate animals, namely the
mammals and especially in man, the mass of the brain far surpasses
that of the spinal cord.

In the brain and in
appears

^

under

two

the

spinal

modifications.

Compare H. Rathke Untersuchungen

Flusskrcbses.
genesi, p. 24.

Leipzig,

1829,

s.

77—90;

cord

iiher die

see also

the

Chemical

nerve-substance
investigation

has

Bildung und Entwiclcelung des

Baer Be

Ovi

Mammal

ct

Ilominis

IN GENERAL.
hitherto indicated no renicarkable

the one seems to contain less
Tliis is of a

fat,

7

difference

between them

;

only

a softer albumen \ and more water.

grey colom- and receives a greater quantity of blood-

vessels than the other,

which

is

white and

is

named medullary

sub-

This denomination and that of co7'ttcal substance are derived from the relative position of the two

stance (comp. Vol.

I.

p. 11).

substances in the brain, where usually the white substance

is

contrary the cortical substance

is

situated internally.

may

In vertebrate animals two nervous systems

generally be

distinguished, one for the vegetative, another for the animal

although

many

sur-

In the whole of the spinal marrow on the

rounded by the grey.

invertebrate animals also, as

noticed, already indicate a

commencement

we have

life,

formerly

of this division

'^.

On

the other hand, in some vertebrate animals the nervus sympatliicus
is

little

nerves

developed, and
of vegetative

is

in part replaced

unite in irregular

life

by

tlie

flat

vagus.

The

or round bodies

which are named nerve-ganglia. Here the branches of nerves form
many nets or plexuses, which principally surround the bloodThe whole is destitute of symmetry.
vessels.
In proportion to the larger development of the nervous system,
the organs of the senses in vertebrate animals are also more perfect.
Four of these, the organs of sight, hearing, smell and taste, are
situated in the anterior part of the head, included in bony cavities
and protected. The olfactory organ, formed by a folded mucous

membrane upon which the brandies

of the

first

pair of nerves are

most fishes entirely segregated and placed on the
upper surface of the bony head, but in those vertebrates that breathe
by lungs is connected behind with the cavity of the mouth, and
The sense of feeling (and more
so with the respiratory organs.
spread out,

is

in

particulary that of tact)

is

some animals especially developed

in

in the fingers, in others in the lips, in others again probably in the

tongue.

Eyes

are always present, as

it

would seem,

in vertebrate

animals, although they are often very small and sometimes concealed

two little balls surrounded
by pigment without refracting media, and so can have no other
under the skin, and in certain

office

fishes are

than that of distinguishing

^

John Ckemische

^

See Vol.

I.

light.

Tabellen des Thierreiclis,

p. 766.

s.
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An

especial cliaracteristic of vertebrate animals consists in the

possession of an internal skeleton, of which the spinal column forms

However

the stem.

strange

may

it

sound,

it

is

nevertheless true

that all vertebrate animals do not possess vertebrae.

mencement of the skeleton
is

The

first

com-

a cord situated in the back, whicli

is

sometimes fibrous but usually gelatinous, and consists of elongated

and

cells,

is

At

the ossified sheath.

where

gradually superseded or included

is

the same time there are imperfect fishes

this dorsal cord is persistent,

are found.

The

This cord

fibrous sheath.

does not undergo ossification, but during the

formation of the bony vertebrae

by

by a

inclosed invariably

{chorda dorsalis)

spinal

marrow

and where no

lies

special vertebrae

above this cord, protected by

two fibrous laminae, or by cartilaginous arches. Consequently a
vertebral column cannot be assigned as the universally prevalent
type of vertebrate animals, but

first

of all a dorsal cord {chorda

which either persists during the whole of life, or is replaced
by a vertebral column and next, a spinal marrow, as central mass
of the nervous system, which is situated upon this cord or upon the
dorsalis)

;

vertebral column.

The

basal pieces of the cranial bones, upon which

the brain rests, resemble the bodies of vertebrjB.

The

tlie

mass of

brain

is

sur-

rounded by very wide vertebral archest All the cranial bones
however do not arise from ossification of the original cartilage which
is to be regarded as a continuation of the vertebral column in the
This cartilage, this primordial skull, is in part covered over
head.

and inclosed by bones which arise from a membranous hlastema
which lies upon the cartilage, and so have never been cartilaginous ^
In general all fibrous and tendinous parts may become bony. Hence
the muscles of the legs in birds are seen to terminate in bony ten-

dons

1

Jena,

;

in other animals portions of bone are found in the diapliragm.

Oken
1807,

adopts three cranial vertebrae
4to;

OwEN

four:

London, 1848.
Attention was directed to

On

:

Ueber die Bedeutung dcr Schddelknochen.

the archetype

and homologies of

the

Vertebrate

Skeleton.
2

Jacobson

especially.

this point

See his memoir

by the celebrated physiological anatomist L.

Om Primordial-craniet

in Forhandlingar vid de
Stockholm, 1842, pp. 739 744; compare
also A. KOELLIKEK in Berichte von der Koniglichen Zootomischen Anstalt zu Wurzburg
(Leipzig, 1849), s- 35—42, where also are found anatomical notices on the labours of

Skandinaviske Naturfor-sJcames tredje Mote.

some writers who preceded Jacoboon on

this point.

—
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which

are nothing else than the

abdominal

in tlie crocodiles

ribs,

ossified transverse tendinous strips of the straight

muscles of the

abdomen.

The

column and the skull are the only essential parts
The limbs are wanting in most snakes
of the internal skeleton.
and in some fishes, the ribs in the frogs and others. If now from
the skeleton of a four-footed mammal or of man the limbs and the
ribs be subtracted, then there will remain nothing but the vertevertebral

column and the bony head.

bral

The division of
from LiNN^US, has

vertebrate animals into four classes, derived
since his time been generally adopted,

and

maintained, although some writers have wished to compose a

fifth

class

from the scaleless Amphibia.

That

division is founded

upon

the temperature of the blood ^ and of the internal organs, upon the

various forms of the heart, upon the difference of the respiratory
organs, which are either gills or lungs, and

upon the

distinction of

the parturition, the laying of eggs or the bringing forth of living

young.
classes are those of fishes, reptiles, birds

and mam-

Fishes and reptiles are cold-blooded, birds and

mammals

These four
mals.

Fishes breathe by

warm-blooded.
animals by lungs

;

birds

gills,

the remaining vertebrate

and mammals are thus warm-blooded

mals that breathe by lungs

;

but of these the

first

ani-

are oviparous, the

last viviparous.

^

and

If,
is

during

life,

the temperature of animals undergoes only very

are said to be warm-blooded.

on that of the
cold-blooded.

medium

little

variation,

which they live, then they
Animals whose temperature is dependent in great part

almost entirely independent of that of the

air or of the water, in

which they

in

reside, are,

on the other hand, named

:

:,

CLASS XIV.
FISHES

The

{PISGUS)'.

Fislies are vertebrate cold-blooded animals,

water, and breathe

by

gills.

Their external form

yet in their internal structure there
ficient for

Linnj^us and Brisson,

preceding century, separated from
the

still

is

live in

very various,

a correspondence suf-

regarding the class of fishes as a natural division of the

animal kingdom.
in

is

which

at the

beginning of the

the cetaceous animals, which,

Systema Naturce, the great Swedish

edition of the

first

it

Naturalist had arranged with the fishes, although Aristoteles

already regarded the

fislies

and cetaceans as two large

genera or classes, adducing the
fishes,

^

On

had

distinct

a special characteristic of

gills as

which, moreover, as he sagaciously remarked,

differ

by the

may be consulted amongst other works
De AquatiUbus Lihri ii. Parisiis, 1553 (forma oblonga).

the class of fishes

P. Belonii

H. Salviani Aquatillum Animalium Historia. Eomse, 1553,
G. RoNDELETii De Piscibus marinis. Lugduni, 1554, folio.
G. WiLLOGBEJi Historia Piscium, cura J. Raji

et C.

folio.

Mortimeri. Londini, 1743,

folio.

Artedi

P.

Ichthyologia,

s.

opera omnia de Piscibus posthuma, edidit C. LiNNiEUS.

L. B. 1738, 8vo.

M.
1784,

E. BiiOCH (Ekonomische NatiirgescMchie der Fische Deutschlands.

III,

M.

Bd. 4to (with

E.

Bloch

Berlin, 1787

Ichthyoloyie ou Histoire naturelle generale

— 1797,

et

1782,

particuliere des Poissons.

432 coloured plates).
Bloch Systema Ichthyoloyice, edidit J. G. Schneider, i8or, 8vo,
no, mostly coloured, plates).

Lacepede

Berlin,

col. plates in folio).

xii. Vol. fol. (with

Hist, naturelle des Poissons.

in small 8vo, XI. parts, with

many

CuviER and Valenciennes

Paris, 1798 to

1803, 4to,

i

Vol. (with

v. Vol.

(also

figures).

Histoire naturelle des Poissons.

Paris, 1828

— 1849,

22 Vols. (8vo or 4to) with 650 plates, coloured or uncoloured.
the Acanthoj)terygii and Malacopterygii abdominales.

The whole contains
Valenciennes has undertaken

a second series on the remaining Malacopterygii and the Chotidropterygii.

On

anatomy of fishes, besides the work last cited, in which the internal structure
is illustrated by many figures from the river Perch, compare
A. Monro The Structure and Physiology of Fishes explained and compared with
those of Man and other Animals. Edinburgh, 1785, fol.
R. Owen Lectures on the Comparative Anatomy and Physiology of the Vertebrate
Animals. Part i. Fishes. London, 1846, 8vo.
Special works on the fishes of particular countries and writings on different points
of the anatomy of these animals will be cited now and then in the sequel.
the

of this class
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absence of the glands that secrete milk, from the sucking dolphins

LiNN^US,

and cetaceans.

in the last edition of his arrangement,

and some other

referred the cartilaginous

neously ascribed, in addition to

which he

fishes, to

lungs

erro-

also, to the class of the

This position was rejected by subsequent writers, and

Am'pMhia.

Gmelin,

gills,

in the thirteenth edition of the Systema Naturce, restored

these animals to the fishes.
Fishes, as

some

is

well known, occur in water alone

many

or even

live in water,

still

fishes

habitants of water, at least

not strange that,

;

and, however

species from all the other classes of animals

by the

form the greatest number of the inamong vertebrate animals so that it is
;

and

uninitiated

in

common

language, the

appellation of fishes should be transferred to other water-animals.

Let us

first

consider shortly the external structure of fishes;

same time, the opportunity of explaining
some terms which are employed in the description of these animals.
The body of fishes may be divided into head, trunk, and tail.
The head is an immediate continuation of the trunk fishes have no
this will afibrd us, at the

;

proper neck, since the respiratory organs are seated under the head,

and the thoracic cavity immediately succeeds

to that of the

Hence the form

mouth,

body is very
simple, usually attenuated gradually towards the two extremities.
In some the hinder end is, as it were, cut ofi", as in the sun-fish
or

is

even confluent with

{Orthagoriscus).

it.

In the rays the

tail is

of the

much narrower than

the

trunk.

The body
j^resswn

s.

of most fishes

cathetoplateum)

,

is

compressed laterally

so that the section

the back forms the broadest end.

depressed or
still,

in

it is

some

flat

{corjnis

cylindrical, as in the eels

rounded by

flat

{corjnis

s.

com-

an oval, of which

In others, as in the rays,

depressum

species of the genus

is

plagioplateum)

;

it

is

in others,

;

in others almost spherical, as

Diodon ;

in some, finally, angular, sur-

or sliglitly concave surfaces,

meeting in three or

four projecting edges, as in the so-named Cofi'er-fishes, the genus
Ostracion.

In general, the body is covered with scales {corjms squamosum).
Sometimes the scales are small, and the smooth slimy skin seems
to be naked, as in the eels
in some fishes, however, as in the
cyclostomes, the scales are really wanting {corpus nudum s. alepi;

dotum)

.

.
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On

each side of the body

extremities of

bony tubes

and forms the so-called

a row of apertures, sometimes

lies

or of small pipes perforating the scales,
lateral line

when

The slimy

developed, has been observed.

body of

fishes is covered, is secreted here.

it

some

in

ceases on the back,

and suddenly

to7'ius) it is

line lies, in

arises lower

i.

c.

some
side;

behind

down, pursuing a

be narrow and compressed,
In the frog-fish [LojjMus pisca-

like the body,

and broad, naked or

The jaws

The

more

with which the

fluid,

fishes (as Chromis, Xirichthys) interrupted,

new direction on the tail.
The head of fishes may,
or flat

these parts are

more towards the abdominal

cases, closer to the back, in others,
it is

under this

{linea lateralis);

lateral line a glandular tissue, at least

scaly.

almost as large as the body, in most fishes

much

smaller.

In some, as in XipMas,

are not always equally long.

the upper jaw, in others (especially in the genus Hemiramphus)
the under jaw

The
is

is

extraordinarily elongated.

aperture of the

mouth

situated on the under side,

tremity

of,

upwards.

the head.

The

lips

parts on

most

fishes at the anterior ex-

In the genus Uranoscopus the mouth is placed
and the jaws have often various appendages,
&c.

filiform feelers {tentacula, cirri),

The

and sturgeons

in the sharks, rays
in

teeth are distinguished

by

which they are

Besides the jaws, they

affixed.

their

form and the different

may

occur

on the vomer, on the palate, the tongue, the branchial arches, and
the small bones of the gullet.

The

nasal apertures and the eyes are the only organs of sense

that can be distinguished externally.
[Fleuronectes) the

In others they

lie

In the genus of the soles
two eyes are placed on the same side of the head.
one on each side, sometimes turned more towards

the upper surface (as in Uranoscop)us) rarely more downwards, as
,

in the sucking-fish [Eclieneis)

The

gills

have ordinarily on each side behind the head a single

opening, through which the water, on expiration,
tura hrancliiarum)
fissure,

,

and which mostly

convex backwards.

They

is

in

is

are protected

by bony

a cover {operculum), of which the posterior margin
tliis

is

a membrane, which

that can expand

it

is

expelled {aper^

form of a semilunar

is free.

folded and supported

{membrana hranchiostega).

these parts more particularly in the sequel.

We

plates as

Beneath

by bony rays

shall advert to

.

.
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The

fins are in part unpaired, situated in

body

two

the plane that divides

on each side.
two pectoral fins [pinnce ^jectorales), which are placed higher and behind the gills, and two
ventral fins [pmnce ventrales), which are situated more below.
In
some fishes, as the haddock, these last are placed quite forward, in
tlie

Tlie last

into

lateral halves, in part paired, lying

may he

four in

number

:

front of the pectoral fins [pisces jugular es)', in others they lie almost

below

directly

pectoral fins [pisces thoracici)

tlie

nearer to the

lie

tail,

behind the pectoral

fins,

;

but usually they

as in the carp [pisces

abdoviinales)

The unpaired

fin at

the end of the

[pinna caudalis), that which
anal fin [pinna

ajialis),

that

tail is called the caudal fin
attached to the body below, the

is

which

is

sometimes divided, or several separate
Adijjose fin [pinna adiposa)

other.

dorsal fin without rays,

which

fins

upon the back,
and the caudal are
are placed behind each

the

name given

situated above

The

the dorsal fin [pinna dorsalis).

is

dorsal

to a small

behind the ordinary dorsal

lies

fin,

as in the salmon.

The

small bones which support the

skin of the fins
either

is

composed of joints and often

filaments [radii molles)

When

spinosi).

,

fins,

and between which the
[radii).
These are

named rays

extended, are

split at the point into different

or simple, hard

and pointed

[acidei

radii

s,.

these last are present, they are situated at the fore

part of the dorsal and anal

The number

fin.

of rays is used as a

Ordinarily the ventral fins are situated in front

specific character.

of the anus, whilst the anal fin begins behind
that have no ventral fins, the anus

is

it.

In some

fishes

placed far forward, close under

the head (the genus SternarcJius)

This

may

suffice for

the external form of fishes.

consider their internal structure a

end shall
^

On

first treat

little

more

We must now

closely,

and

to that

of their frame-Avork^

the osteology of fishes, besides the general works on comparative

CuviEK, Meckel, &c., the following

may

be consulted:

anatomy by

Bojanus Versuck

elner

—

Deutung der Kriochen im Kopfe der Fische in Oken's Isis, 1818, i. s. 498 510;
Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire PhilosopMe Anatomique, i. Paris, 1818, 8vo; G. Bakker
Odeograjjhla liisrAum.

Groningaj, 1822, 8vo (with folio plates, in which the parts of the

skeleton are principally illustrated in the haddock)

Poissons fossiles. Neuchatel, 1833

en general)

;

also in the

work

— 1843,

itself

many

;

L. Agassiz Rechcrches sur

Ics

—

152 {du SquelcUe des Polssons
PP- 91
osteological observations and descriptions

4^0?

i-

of the skeleton of different genera are to be found, ex. gr. of Esox in the fifth part.
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The

chief constituents of

bony

tissue are, as is "well

The

phosphate of lime and gelatine.

known,

organic constituent of the

Chevreul, a

cartilaginous bones in sharks

is,

animal matter, which, in

chemical properties, has more resem-

its

according to

blance to mucus than to gelatine.

According

Mueller,
The

to

peculiar

the gela-

tine fi'om the bones of osseous fishes does not jelly.

cartilagi-

nous fishes have some parts of their skeleton which are more
ossified,

and contain much phosphate of lime, as the bodies of the
and rays, or they are coated with a hard ossified
The difference therefore between cartilaginous and bony
not very definite, since in these last moreover there is

vertebrge of sharks

layer ^
fishes

much

is

cartilage remaining, especially in the skull.

We

will

skeleton.

now,

of

first

all,

confine ourselves to the form of the

It consists of the trunk, the head, the

nous apparatus of the respiratory organs and the

bony
fins.

or cartilagi-

The

spinal

column consists of dorsal and caudal vertebras; for, since fishes
have no pelvis, there are no sacral nor lumbar vertebrte as little
;

are there cervical vertebrae, for the cavity of the thorax is situated

under the head.

Some

writers indeed

name

those vertebrae that

lie

nearest to the head and to which no ribs are attached, cervical vertebrge

;

many

but since there are

made of
The notochord [Owen]

general use can be

have no

fishes that

ribs at all,

no

this distinction.

[chorda dorsalis)

is

some

persistent in

imperfectly organised fishes, and supplies the office of distinct bodies
of vertebrae.

It is deserving of

was very general

remark that

this

embryonal

state

whence
the explanation is given that, in the remains of the so-named
Ganoids no bodies of vertebrae are met with^. In most of the
cartilaginous fishes, however, and in the bony fishes, bodies of
in fishes of the earliest geological period,

—68; Owen Zcc^«res on

pp. 60

Fishes.
fully

the

Comp. Anat. and Physiol, of the

— 162.

London, 1846, pp. 40

Here

Vertebr.

Anim. Pt.

his theory of the cranial vertebrae

is

I.

also

propounded.

The

richest collection of figures of the piscine skeleton

thal's Ichthyotomische Tafeln.

vi.

Hefte. Berlin,

1812

is

to be found in F.

— 1825.

Kosbn-

Cuvier, in the

first

part of his Hist, natur. des Poissons, has figured and described the skeleton of Perca
Jluviatilis in detail.
^

Ahhandlungen der physikaUsch-mathematischen Masse der Konigl. Ahadeniie der

Wissensch. zu Berlin. 1834,

Agassiz ascribed
sur Us Poissons fossiles,
2

s.

136.

this previously to the accidental decomposition.
11. i,

pp. 83, 84.

Recherch^s
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more

or less ossified are present.
These present in front
and behind a conical cavity which is filled with a soft matter, the
remains of the gelatinous cord. These two cavities often communicate in the middle of the body of the vertebrae by a small aperture
between them, and thus have the form of an hour-glass placed
horizontally.
In Lepidosteus the remarkable exception occurs, that
rertebrre

the bodies of the vertebrae exhibit a hemispherical surface at their
anterior

part,

an articular head, and

at the

back part are con-

cave \

Above

the

body of the vertebrae is situated a process on each
Owen). These processes are ossified earlier

side [neurapopliysis

and more generally than the bodies of the vertebree they approach
each other above, and thus form a ring above each of the vertebrae,
the superior vertebral arch, in which the spinal marrow is lodged,
;

and on which a spinous process

is

usually affixed.

At

the base of

this superior vertebral arch there is generally situated forwards

and

backwards, sometimes forwards alone, a small articular process on
each side, which serves, with the conical cavities of the bodies of
the vertebrae, to connect the vertebrae

the anterior articular process

;

overlaps the posterior process of the

preceding vertebra, and

is

received in an excisure at the base of the superior vertebral arch.

Sometimes, as in Polypterus, the superior arches of the bodies of
the vertebrae remain distinct, but in most fishes they sooner or
later

The
Owen)

coalesce with them.

processes

[yarapopliyses

dorsal vertebrae have transverse
;

caudal vertebrae processes

the

which bend downwards and approach each other

way an

vertebral arch, within whicli

inferior

to

form in this

the trunks of the

blood-vessels are situated that run beneath the bodies of the caudal
vertebrae.
fishes

;

The number

of vertebra

is

very different in different

in Orthagoriscus mola, for instance, there are only seven-

Anarrhichas lupus seventy-six, in Muro&na more than an
The tail is formed by nearly the half, and often by many
more than the half, of these vertebrae. For the tail is in fishes the
teen, in

hmidred.

chief instrument of motion,
greatest part of the

leave

room behind

body

;

and
all

in

most of them constitutes the

the organs are pushed forward to

for the large

muscular mass which serves for

motion.
1

Agassiz Rech.

disposition

is

found

mr
in

les Poiss. fossiles, ii. 2, p.

most of the

ReiitUia,

23, Tab. ^', figs. 10

—

12.

but in them the articular head

is

A similar
behind.
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In most

fishes ribs {pleurapopTiyses

Owen)

are present

attached to one vertebra alone, sometimes to

is

its

:

each rib

body, but

ordinarily to the extremity of the transverse process. These ribs do
not inclose the thoracic but the ventral cavity, and are not attached to a sternum below. Only in very few fishes, as in the
herrings, the genus Clujjea,

is

there a sternum present, which, as

be called external

to

:

it

Often, in addition to the

the extremities of the ribs are attached.
there are

ribs,

slender bones which

little

are attached to the ribs or to the vertebra? and

These

muscles.

e2n2ileurales

it

might almost

consists of parts that belong to the dermal skeleton,

fine spines are

named

lie

amongst the

the ossicles of Artedi {spines

Owen).

The unpaired

fins

belong to the dermal skeleton and conse-

quently have no relation to the morphological survey of the vertebrse.

The

caudal fin

consists of the

usually attached to a triangular lamina which

is

body

of the last caudal vertebra

and a connexion of

the upper and lower spinous processes of some preceding vertebrae.

The

rays of the dorsal and anal fins are attached

hinge-joint to small triangular

flat

towards the vertebral column, and which
ossicles,

since they

lie

first

may

be

named

of a

are turned

interspinal

between the spinous processes of the vertebrae.

Sometimes interspinal

The

by means

whose points

bones,

ossicles occur to

which no rays are attached.

interspinal ossicle of the anal fin limits the ventral cavity

behind, and often unites with the inferior spinous processes of the

caudal vertebra to form a firm part in form of an arch ^

first

The proper
less coalesced

;

rays of the fins consist of two lateral parts, more or
some are formed of joints and towards the extremity

split into branches.

and pectoral

This applies equally

to the rays of the ventral

fins^.

The pectoral

fins are the anterior

limbs of

to our arms or to the wings of birds.

fishes,

They

and correspond

are attached to an

osseous belt, which, in the bony fishes and sturgeons, descends

from the
^

skull, in the sharks

and rays from

In some species of Chidodon this bone

belongs that singular bone which

niurem

rexira'sentat,"

is

tlie

spinal column,

and

very thick, especially downwards. Here
described, " quod siia figii^ra quasi

Olaus Woemius

Museum Wormianuni. Amstelodami,
EiMppus giyas Cuv. in

pare the figure of the skeleton of

1655,

B.

folio, p.

Wolf

271.

Com-

Diss, inaug. vied,

de Osse peculiarl Woj-mio dido. Berolini, 182 1, 4to.
2
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Compare on the spines
s.

359

— 372, with

figs.

of the fins

Rosenthal

in

Reil's Archivf. die Physiol,

x.
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Each half

unites beneath with that of the opposite side.

of this

which in osseous fishes is situated behind the gill-cover,
consists of two pieces at the least.
The uppermost is usually regarded as a scapula; in most fishes it consists of two divisions, one
belt,

placed below the other, of which the uppermost

is

situated like a

scaly plate at the side of the head, and begins with two arms.

The lower was by CuviER compared with

the upper

arm-bone

(humerus), but seems rather, as most writers conclude, to correspond

Owen

to the clavicle (according to

Most

to the coracoid clavicle).

anatomists are of opinion that the coracoid bone in the osseous
fishes is represented

by one

or

two bones, of which the lowest has
this bone, or the uppermost

the form of a pointed osseous style

;

when there are two, is attached to the upper extremity of the abovenamed osseous belt, and its lowest point, or the second bone, penetrates obliquely

Downwards

backwards and downwards amongst the muscles'.
margin of the osseous belt

are attached to the posterior

bony

two, seldom three, small
present,

may

laminae.

The

two, Avhicli are usually

be regarded as the representatives of the bones of the

fore-arm {^radius and ulna)

the third

;

probably a rudimentary

is

upper arm-bone {humerus), which, however, as a

wanting in

To

rule, aj)pears to

be

compared

to

fishes.

the outer extremity of the two

bony

plates,

the radius and ulna, a

row

conical small bones

attached corresponding to the carjjus.

is

of four or five cylindrical or doubly-

these no metacarpal bones are attached 2, but they sustain
diately the rays of the pectoral fins,

To

imme-

which may thus be compared

with fingers, but usually their number

far

exceeds that of the

carpal bones.

The

ventral fins are attached to a triangular bone with the point

directed forwards,

which meets that of the opposite

side

in the

mid-line of the abdomen, the two being almost always connected

by

suture.
^

Os epicoracoidewn of

nises the
vertebi-a.
2

This bone represents the pelvis.

homologue of an
Lectures,

1. 1.

Owen

Besides

corresponding with the clavicle.

this,

the

Here Owen recog-

inferior vertebral arch (kcemapophysis) belonging to the first

pp, 123, 160.

In Polypterus alone there

is

a row of small bones, which

may

be compared with

the metacarpus, inserted between the carpus and the fin-rays, as also in the posterior
lies a row of four long
Compare on the pectoral fins

limbs between the pelvic bones and the rays of the fins there
opicles,

C.

which might be named

Mettenheimer,

VOL.

II.

metat-arsal

Disquisitiones de

bones.

Memhro Piscium

pectoral?.

2
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fingers alone of the posterior extremities are present,

respond to the rays of the ventral

The comparison of the skull-hones of fishes with
of the other vertebral animals,

many

is

which

cor-

fins.

those of the skull

a rock upon which the ingenuity

been wrecked. The skull of bony fishes conmuch greater number of bones than that of man and this
peculiarity may in part be explained on the supposition that what in
the embryo state of man and mammals are distinct points of ossiof

sists of

naturalists has

a

;

bones dm-ing their entire

fication, in fishes persist as distinct

life.

Chiefly numerous are the bones which collectively represent the

temporal bone in

man^

appears to be rendered

On
still

a superficial inspection the difficulty
greater

by the bones

related to the

largely developed tongue-bone and to the respiratory apparatus,

which

are connected with the bones of the skull.

bones, which do not correspond to

any

Moreover, some

in the skull of higher ver-

tebrate animals, are to be referred to the dermal skeleton

At

^.

the base of the skull three bones are readily distinguished,

placed in front of one another in a row;

the basal piece of the

body of the sphenoid, an elongated bony lamina
channelled above, and the vomer, which becomes broader and thicker
forwards, and often on its under surface is armed with teeth.
The
basal piece of the occipital bone is a true body of a vertebra, and
occipital bone, the

has behind a conical cavity for connexion with the

Above

vertebra.

it

on each side

lies

first

dorsal

a lateral occipital bone or

articular portion [occipitale laterale, superior vertebral arch),

corresponds with the condyloid portion of the

human

which

occipital bone.

These bones approach one another above, but leave between them
and the basal piece below an aperture nearly triangular {foramen
magnum), through which the spinal marrow passes into the cavity of
the cranium; they are perforated

by a conspicuous

aperture, through

which the nervus vagus, and a smaller one through which the

Above the occipital foramen
an unpaired bone, which sometimes forms a sharp crest in the

n. glossojiharyngeus, leaves the skull.
is

^

On

this bone,

interesting

is

and on the

skull of vertebrate animals in general,

to be found in the celebrated

work of E. Kallmann Die

much

that

is

vergleichende

mit 4 Kupfertafeln. Hannover, 1837, 4to.
Without greater prolixity than this handbook permits we cannot offer more precise
explanations of the names by which we describe the bones of the skull, and therefore
must refrain also, for the most part, from criticising other designations of them.
Osteologie des Schldfenheins,
2
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middle, and corresponds to the squamous portion of the occipital
It often separates the two parietal bones
was named by Cuvier the interjparietal hone. At
the side of this bone and above the lateral occipitals on each side
is a small bone, which is also usually referred to the occipital bone,
the OS occipitale externum of Cuvier. Bojanus regarded this bone

bone

{crista occijntalis)

above, whence

.

it

as the petrous bone, because one of the semicircular canals of the

labyrinth
sufficient

is

covered by it^

ground

for

But

circumstance affords no

this

such a determination, since, on account of their

may be

pro-

Kallmann,

that

great development, the semicircular canals of fishes

by

tected
it is

different bones.

I rather suppose, with

a part of the temporal bone

"\

Above

bone and immediately in front of the
lies

a

flat

bone on each

the body of the sphenoid

lateral occipital bones, there

side, ordinarily

very large, and presenting

a foramen or notch, through which the second and third branch of

These bony plates are the large ala3
OwEN^). On the skull above lie
the two parietal bones, which ordinarily are small.
Only rarely do
tliey meet in the middle of the head at the upper part in a sagittal
the fifth pair of nerves pass.

of the sphenoid [ps alis^li(Bno'ideum

sutm'e, as in Cyprinus.

More

in front,

above the body of the sphenoid (which with

Owen we regard as formed of the bodies of two vertebree),

are the two
which follow upon
the anterior margin of the large wings and mount up to the frontal
bones.
Under these wings through a membranous part the optic
There are
nerves proceed fi-om the skull to the capsule of the eye.
ordinarily two large frontal bones, distinguished by a median suture,
which from the parietals and the occipital bone become narrower

small wings of the sphenoid {orhito-sphceno'idea)

,

Sometimes they are united to form a single bone, as in
the haddock and the cod; in some a crest is found here in the midline, which is a continuation of the occipital crest*; sometimes they
forward.

^

Bojanus Anatomc

2

[Owen, parapophysis of the epencephalic

process of the
3

human

Tcstud. Europ. p. 171.
vert.,

corresponding to the jugular

occipital bone.]

Meckel names this bone os petrosum, in which
On its inner surface, at the inferior margin,

concur.

also
lies

Kallmann and Stannius
the sac of the

membranous

labyrinth.
^

As

m. Lam^iris (jidtatus,

Zeus /itnaGJiELL.,

Bakker

1. 1.

p. 171,

Tab.

11. fig.

in Vomer, &c.

2—2

m.

a,
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are separated from each other

by a memlbranous

part {fontanelle) as
,

in Orthagorisciis.

wings of the sphenoid and the
and many other osseous
an unpaired bone, which divides above into two arms and

Under the small
sphenoid, there
fishes

or anterior

situated in the perch

is

upon the body of the sphenoid below.

rests

Cuvier names

this

part anterior sphenoid {rostrum ossis sphceno'idei, splieno'ide anterieur)

More

.

the fethmoid bone; in
it

Agassiz determines, may

justly, as

many

fishes

it

and the large wings

joins the anterior

it

be regarded as

Above

remains cartilaginous.
of the sphenoid K

In front

of this and below the anterior portion of the frontal bones lies the
nasal bone, a single bone, which is commonly described as the

£ethmoid (by

Bojanus

as the crista cetltmoidalis)

so-named anterior

this are situated the

.

On

each side of

frontal bones {frontalia ante-

and closely connected with the nasal bone.
may be observed on each
side of the skull under the parietals and the external occipitals,
which was named mastoid [os masto'ideum) by CuviER. Often it
It may be
is produced into a point at the back part of the skull.
since the
temporal
bone,
portion
of
the
squamous
the
compared to
riora),

An

which

are small

interposed bone ios interccdare)

external occipital

is

In this bone there

which

rather to be regarded

is

often on the

(p.

19) as the mastoid'^.

is

absent in the pike.

piece,

It is present in the

attached to the lateral occipital bone.

is

perch, for instance, but

bony

inferior part a small

Cuvier supposes

it

which we think is not present
in osseous fishes ^; it is an accessory of the squamous portion of the
Other parts of the temporal bone, which relate to the
temporal.

to correspond with the petrous bone,

articulation of the lower jaw, belong to the bones of the face.

The cranium

is

connected with the lower jaw on each side by a

belt of different bones,

which

portion of the temporal bone.

collectively

make up

the articular

In the sharks and rays there

is

only

which corresponds
tympanicum) of birds and

a single cartilage on each side [susjyensorium),

with the quadrate bone

^

[Owen names

sphjeno'ids
2

:

3

this

bone

quadratum

s.

entospheno'id, as the

common

peculiar, as a distinct bone, to fishes.

[According to

With Owen
is

it is

{os

Owen

the squamosal

is

base of the two orbito-

See Homologies, p. 44.]

normally absent in

fishes.

Cdvier the bone in question is the mastoid.]
[See Owen Homologies, p. 28. The petrosal is the capsule of the

Homol.

p.

62

as well as

never entirely

ossified in fishes; if so,

it

labyrinth,

belongs to the splanchno-skeleton.]

and

;

.
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In the osseous fishes there are four or

reptiles.

side, of

21

with the skull (with the squamosal [mastoid
frontal)

five

bones on each

which the uppermost [ejntympanicum Owen)

by

articulation, whilst at the

connected

is

Owen] and

upper part behind

posterior
it

has an

Under this bone is
a flat osseous disc, often of a circular form to this CuviER gives the
name of os tympanicum ; behind it lies a styliform bone\ and
under the two a triangular bony lamina with a smaller inferior
articular surface for the gill-cover {operculum).
;

extremity and an articular head, which

is

connected with the lower

CuviEJi names this the jugal bone.

jaw.

(In the batrachians the

jugal bone runs from the upper jaw to the quadrate bone, and then

forms a portion of the articular head for connexion with the lower

Behind this connecting arch there lies between the skull and
jaw the gill-cover, consisting of various bones, of which
the first descends as an elongated curved bone nearly as far as the
lower jaw. Tl\\\ii pi-ieoperculum seems to be simply a portion of the
temporal bone, according to Geoffeoy Saint-Hilaire the proper

jaw.)

the lower

OS

tympanicum, according to Agassiz the styliform process {proces-

sus

stylo'ideus'^)

The

ujjper

jaw-bones are commonly without teeth, and

lie

in

the upper lip; they run obliquely backwards and downwards, without being connected at the extremity with other bones.

maxillary bones

are,

as are also the palate-bones,

which

lie two bones which are
bone and the lamelliform middle

vomer.
attached

by

cartilage to the jugal

portion of the quadrate bone, and

may

pterygoid processes that divide into

Below

tlie

inter-

are situated at the sides of the

Behind each of these palate-bones

quite external,

The

on the other hand, usually armed with teeth

be aptly compared with the

an external and internal wing^.

eye is placed a row of bony scales,
which form a half-ring connected behind with the

orbits of the

anterior frontal bone.

Some

writers regard these bones as parts of

the jugal bone; but they belong perhaps to the dermal skeleton,

and thus may be compared with the aj)paratus of the

lateral line

1

Os symplecticum CuviER, Tympano-malleale Agassiz, Meso-fympanicuni

2

[Owen

Homologies, p. 65.

The opercular bones have no

special

Owen.

homologues in

They form collectively the diverging appendage of the descending or
tympano-mandibular arch of the third cranial vertebra.]
higher animals.

3

[Owen

Homologies, p. 114.

The diverging appendage of the maxillary arch of

the fourth, or anterior, vertebra of the head.]
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{Unea

mucus, as

lateralis) for secreting

its

continuation on to the

which is also the
margin of the nasal cavity.
The superior margin of the sac of the olfactory organ is formed by
a small plate of bone (the nasal bone according to Cuvier), which
also appears to belong to the dermal skeleton, and runs on each
side of the anterior frontal bone to the bone of the upper jaw. It is

The

head^

anterior of these suh-orhital hones,

largest, forms the outer or

inferior

the turbinated bone according to

The under jaw

is

Owen.

divided into a right and

portion; these

left

middle by cartilage and ligamentous
Each half usually consists of three pieces an artissue alone.
ticular piece on each side {os articulare), beneath it a small bony
piece for the angle of the lower jaw {os angular e), and an anterior

two halves

are united in the

;

piece, in

which the teeth are fixed (the dental piece, os dentale), in
margin of which is a triangular excisure for the recep-

the posterior

tion of the articular piece.

We must next

consider the tongue-bone, which presents a large

development in the

from

class of fishes,

as an osseous respiratory apparatus.

its

connexion with the

The body

gills,

of the lingual bone

under the head in the mid-plane, and usually consists of a
series of unpaired bony pieces placed behind one another; forward, a
lies

cartilaginous or

bony lamina penetrates

To

Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire).

attached, like ribs to a sternum.

and

is

these

into the tongue [glossohyale

bony

pieces five arches are

The hindmost

arc

simply laid on the under side of the gullet

each side of a bone, which, on

its

;

is

incomplete,

it

consists on

upper surface, almost always bears

teeth (the so-named ossa pharyngealia inferiora).

In some fishes

{Scarus, Lahrus) the two unite to form a single unpaired bone.

bony pieces, of which the
uppermost mount up beneath the skull and bear teeth on their
the two middlemost,
inferior surface [ossa 'pharyngealia superiora)

The

four anterior arches consist of several

;

which are grooved beneath, bear the branchial laminse. At the
side, and in front of the first branchial arch, two small bones are
situated on each side, to which the horns of the tongue-bone are

^

Neue

Compare Stannius
Notizen, Ed. xxiii.

plates,

which

in

supra-tcmporalia

TJeber die
s.

97

— 100

Knoclien des Seitcnhanals der Fiscke, Feokiep's
(April, 1842).

many fishes are situated
of Bakkee and Cuviee.

Of the same kind

are certain bony-

laterally near the parietal bones,

the ossa

FISHES.
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affixed, consisting of two flat bony pieces, that mount beneath the
lower jaw, and are connected by means of a small styliform bone to

the inner surface of the uppermost bone of the mandibular arch

which connects the lower jaw to the cranium. A
compressed unpaired bone runs backwards from the union
two horns of the tongue-bone, and is usually connected to

{ejjitym'panicum)

,

laterally

of

tlie

the belt of the clavicles which sustains the pectoral

horns of the tongue-bone

the

membrane
tm*e

this

;

(see above, p. 12),

membrane

is

which completes the branchial aper-

membrane, of which the number

called rays of the branchiostegous

many

fishes

Beneath

supported by long ossicles bent backwards,

varies in different fishes,

compared;

fins.

the so-named branchiostegous

is

the generic characters may be
have seven such rays, the Cyprini only

by which

where however they are broader.
three bony plates situated behind the prceojyerculum may
be regarded as radiations from that bone con-esponding to the branchiostegous rays from the horns of the tongue-bone.
These plates
form the gill-cover, the most external part of the bony apparatus
three,

The

for respiration.

The

lamina attached

to the

largest of these pieces {operculum Cuv.)

is a
ejntympanicum, and forms the upper and

outer edge of the branchial aperture.
less triangular,

form

beneath

;

it lies

operculum Cuv.), and a smaller

is

It

has an irregular, more or

another small bony plate [sub-

placed in front of this below the

In the sharks, divided,

jprceoperculum [interoperculum Cuv.).

carti-

laginous radiations, like fingers, at the posterior margin of the os

tympamcum, are met with, corresponding with the gill-cover; below
they are repeated by similar appendages of the tongue-bone, which
represent the branchiostegous rays.

The

sturgeons have no bran-

chiostegous rays, but they have gill-covers like other fishes ^

After this concise description of the skeleton, which in vertebrate animals

vey,

must form the commencement of

we may proceed

to treat of the

all

anatomical sur-

remaining internal parts of

fishes.

The

teeth,

whose

insertion

upon various bones we have already

indicated above, usually serve rather for seizing the prey and holding

^

This subject

Untersuchungen
u.

excellently treated

is

ilhcr

by H. Rathke

in Anatomisch-philosophische

den Kiemenapparat und das Zungenhein der Wirhelthiere.

Dorpat, 1832, 4to.

Riga
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it

than for dividing

fast,

much

it.

In form and number they present

In some

variety in this class.

fishes, as in the

genus Acijyenser,

Syngnathus, &c. the teeth are entirely absent; in others, as the
pike, they exist in great

numbers

in the lower jaw, the intermax-

vomer, the palate-bones, the tongue, the branchial
Teeth are rarely met with in
arches and the pharyngeal bones.
the two upper jaw-bones that lie in the lip. The form is very vari-

illary bone, the

ous, sometimes that of laminge, mostly that of a cone,

corner teeth of

mammals.

Sometimes the teeth are

much

like the

as fine as hairs,

The mode of attachment differs, yet
as in the genus Glicetodon.
only seldom are they contained in sockets; ordinarily they are
imited to the bones by ligamentous matter alone or are coalescent
with them by

ossification.

They

are usually

renewed constantly,
is met with

and a regular replacement of teeth that occm-s only once
in the

mammals

alone'.

Salivary glands are not met with in the class of fishes. As a
rule, these organs are more largely developed in animals that live on

vegetable food than in those that
live mostly on the last.

make

Saliva also

use of animal food

may more

easily

;

fishes

be dispensed

where no mastication is performed, and the food, as in fishes,
There are, however, as in the sharks and
rays, under the palate acinous glands, which secrete a slimy fluid;
but these cannot be regarded as homologous with salivary glands.
As little is there any excretory duct to the structure which in the
Avith
is

rapidly swallowed.

carp

situated under the skull, in front of the ossa ijliaryngealia,

is

which by some has been looked on as a salivary gland and of
which the strong contraction under the action of various irritants
has been announced by Weber and Mueller \
The tongae in most fishes is small, and possesses slight mobiThe oesophagus commences like a funnel in the wide cavity
lity.
'^,

1 For obtaining a well-grounded luiowledge of the teeth of
comprehensive work of R. Owen, Odontography, London, 1840

fishes,

must be referred to.
2 H. Rathke Bc'drdgc zur Geschichte cler ThierweU, 11. Halle,
Such a spongy tissue Rathke found not only in Cyprlnus, but also
Bclone, &c. (very small in the last-named genus)
versally in those (osseous) fishes that
3

E. H.

regards

"• 35-

it

Weber,

in

;

he

Mueller's Archiv fur Anat.

as an organ of taste.

is

have no appendices

MuELLEE found

in it

the accurate and

— 1845, 8vo, pp. — 178,
i

1824, 4to,

s.

i

—

7.

in Colitis, Siluriis,

of opinion that

occurs uni-

it

pyloricce.

u. Plvjaiol. 1827,

animal muscular

s.

308

fibre.

— 311,

Physiol.
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usually very short, and furnished internally with

longitudinal folds.

It is often difficult to distinguish the

stomach
and to assign
precisely the limit of the two.
In some, as in the genus Gy])rinus
and in Cohitis fossiUs, there is no distinction.
from the oesophagus, which directly passes into

The

gullet {pharynx)

is

constantly surrounded

circular fibres, a true sphincter muscle,

In some

it,

fishes, as the pike, the

layer of

stomach has an elongated form,

wider in the middle, and the pylorus
extremity, opposite to the superior

Ly a

behind the ossa pharyngealia.
situated at the posterior

is

In others the stomach
an angle or arch, the cardiac portion [pars cardiaca)
being divided from the pyloric by a constriction, and the latter
towards its extremity where it passes into the intestine is sensibly
is

orifice.

reflected at

narrower,

whilst

throughout.

the

Cyclopterus lumpus.

stomach

is

former preserves

Such, for example,

The most

is

same width

nearly the

the form of the stomach in

usual form however of the fish's

that where the cardiac portion

is

prolonged into a blind

sac below, whilst the pyloric portion lies transversely above this
last

on the right side of the stomach, like a narrower portion of
such a stomach is found for instance in Lophius piscato-

intestine

;

amongst our fresh-water fishes, in
of the stomach is always
of the cesophagus, and con-

rius, Scicena aquila, &c., and,

thinner

The muscular membrane
than that at the commencement

sists of

longitudinal and circular fibres.

the perch.

With very few
lar fold or

exceptions there exists at the pylorus an annu-

membranous

of the small intestine.
large intestine

is

valve,

The

which indicates the commencement
between the small and the

distinction

not always very obvious

;

the circumference of the

posterior part of the intestine is not always larger, sometimes even

Almost never is
commencement of the

smaller than that of the so-called small intestine.
there to be found a trace of a coecum at the

large intestine, but often (at least in the osseous fishes) an annular

membranous

valve, like that of the pylorus, is

nation of the small intestine.
length,

more

The

or less convoluted

;

met with

at the termi-

intestinal canal is of very various

on the whole, however,

In Petromyzon, Syngnathus, Belone, and some others,
entirely straight course, without

vent.

is

short.

holds an

any flexure from the mouth

In the sharks and rays also the canal

membranous valve

it is

it

to the

short, but here a

of a spiral form, present also in the sturgeons

26
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and Polypterus \ enlarges the absorbent surface and delays the pasIn the sturgeons this spiral valve extends to the

sage of the food.

is turned obliquely, like a staircase, but in Zysome
other sharks, it is attached lengthwise to one side,
gcena, and
and is convoluted on itself, so that, when unrolled, it appears like

Usually

anus.

it

a broad lamina 2.

The

internal surface of the

mucous membrane of the

intestinal

canal usually presents longitudinal projecting lines or folds, which
often have a sinuous edge, or are incised transversely, or are united

Only
commonly met with

few fishes do

like a net, as in Lojjhius jnscatorius.

in very

true villi occur, like those

in the small intestine

of the higher vertebrates.

The

position of the anus

a ventral

fin it lies

behind

When

very various.

is

this,

more

fishes

or less remote from

have

In the

it.

and such as have no ventral fins {apodes), the
gullet, and the intestine towards its termination bends directly forwards, as for instance in the genus Sternarchus. In some Pleuronectes {Solea) a part of the intestinal canal
lies external to the abdominal cavity, or rather the abdominal
cavity, with its lining of peritoneum, is prolonged behind the first
interspinal bone of the pinna analis, which constitutes the osseous
boundary between the ventral cavity and the taiP. The peritoneum has, in the Plagiostomes and some osseous fishes, two apertures near the anus which conduct outwards {pori abdominales) by
which in these last-mentioned the eggs and the sperma are dis-

jugular fishes
vent

is

(p. 13),

situated

below the

,

charged

;

the internal sexual organs

the peritoneum

lie

Mueller's

See a figure of the intestinal canal of Polypterus hichir

Berlin, Physih. Klasse, 1844, Tab. vi.

fig.

i.

Meckel's System der
1835, pp. 274

— 284,

vergl.

Anat. iv. 1829,

— 107,

arrangement occurs commonly
^

Numerous

cially in

figures of the

on the

Eathke

Mueller

s.

observed

35, in Zyrjcena; in Galeus Thalassi-

Duvernoy Ann.

des Sc. nat. sec. S<^rie,

and Steenstra Toussaint Tijdschr. voor

Physiologie, X. 1843, pp. 103

found, amongst others, in

In Lepidosfeus also

in the intestinal canal at the lower part; ibid. p. 91.

nus {ThalassorMnas vulpecula), and Glaucus,
III.

swimming bladder upon

notice of this fish, Ahhandl. der Konigl. Ahad. der Wisscnsch. zu

an indication of the valve
^

with the intestinal canal in

the kidneys and the

In the so-named Ganoids.

^

in J.

lie

External to and behind, or rather above,

the sac of the peritoneum.

PI. 3.

(According to

in Zy<jcena, Carcharias, Galeocerdo

stomach and

Home's

Geschied. er
this

and Thalassorhinus.)

intestinal canal, in different fishes, are to

Lectures on comp. Anat.

Beitrdge zur Gesch. der Thierwelt,

intestinal canal of fishes in

nat.

Mueller and Henle

11.

Mueller's Arcldv,

Tab.
1837,

II.

—97, and espein his memoir
335 — 356, Taf. 17 —
Tab. 85

—

i
s.

iv.,

and

19.
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productions of peritoneum by which

it is

connected with the lamina that surrounds the intestine, are mostly
filaments or narrow bands remote from each other, and only rarely

form a mesentery.

In these productions, and also in the free folds
may be compared with the onmitum, there

of peritoneum, which

often lies a larger or smaller quantity of very white

The

blind appendages

special notice,

which

{cceca,

and

soft fat.

ajypendices 2^y^oricce)

deserve a

are attached to the intestinal canal in the

neighbourhood of the pylorus, and in which a tenacious, slimy fluid
is secreted.
They are wanting in the Plagiostomes and Gyclostomes,
in the Plectognathi

and Lophohranchii, as

also in

some common bony

When

pike and in the carps (the genus Cyj^rinus L.).
present they differ much in form, size, and number.
Poly-

2)terus

and Ammodytes tohianus have only one such appendage,

fishes, as in the

Lopliius piscatorius has

two,

the perch three, in Trigla five or

more are counted, nine or ten in Scicena aquila, and they are still
more numerous in the genus Gadus, in the herrings and salmons.
When they are numerous they sometimes unite at their insertion in
the intestinal canal to form

common

ducts, so that there are fewer

openings into the intestine than blind appendages.
are collected into bundles

Xtphms
like

gladius^,

body with a

and

in

Sometimes they
and connected by cellular tissue, as in
the sturgeons, where they form a gland-

single efferent duct^

Accordingly these append-

ages have been usually regarded as supplying the

office

of a pan-

which in the sharks and rays presents itself in the ordinary
form.
In the pike the jyanoreas^ as a long whitish-yellow gland,
creas,

lies

along the

many

left side

of the stomach, connected with the liver

and covered by

by

In the pike the ^^awcreas,
as a longitudinal whitish-yellow gland, lies along the left side of
the stomach, connected with the liver by many short vessels, and
short vessels,

it.

covered by it. Also in the eel, Murcena anguilla, a pancreas is
found, which, as an elongated reddish-white mass terminating in a
point backwards, lies upon the intestinal canal, and delivers its
1

EosENTHAL AbkancUungen aus clem Gebiete der Anatomic,
s. 79.
The branches of these bundles unite

Berlin, 1824, 8vo,

which are inserted
2 Observationes

und

Pathologie.

here to form two stems,

close to the pylorus.

anatomicce Collegii privati Amstelodamensis. Amstelodami,

i2mo, pp. 17—24, Tab.
PI. IX.

Physiol,

III.;

MoNEO

Struct,

and

1673,

Physiol, of Fishes. Edinb. 1785,

fol.
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ducts close to the duct of

by two
Cyprinus E. H.

secretion

Weber

had

gall-bladder \

tlie

found a duct close

In

the" ductus

to

and dividing into branches
Since however in the inin the liver, but containing no bile\
vestigation of fishes that have aj)pendices ])ylor{c(B a distinct pancreas has lately been discovered in addition^, it would seem that
the opinion which assigns to these appendages the place of this
choledoclius,

opening into the

intestine,

gland can no longer be maintained

;

probably, however, they also

secrete a fluid that assists in the conversion of the food; for that

they merely supply the intestine with a larger surface for absorption, at least where they are closely collected into bundles or divided
In Lepidosiren the
into branches, is not easily to be imagined*.
appendices jyylor km and

Fishes have

sometimes

fills

into lobes the

saturated, as

it

were, with oily

extends far backward in the abdominal cavity, and
the spaces between the convolutions of the intestinal

In

canal, as in the molluscs.

than the right

pancreas are wanting.

a large, soft liver,

It often

fluid.

\\\Q

side.

number

form

Its

of these

many
is
is

fishes it lies

very various

very

;

more

when

it

to the left
is

different, mostly,

divided

however,

by a small strip. In Myxine the liver
two portions quite distinct from each other. The gallabsent in very few species only of fishes commonly it

two, which are united
consists of

bladder
is

is

large.

;

Its duct, or the gall-bladder itself, receives the hepatic

duct from the liver and penetrates the intestinal canal mostly close to
the pylorus. The venous blood of the intestines is carried by three
or

two trunks,

or

by a

and usually by smaller
The venous blood from the
the liver.
some fishes that also which returns from

single larger trunk,

branches in addition, to

swimming

bladder, and in

the organs of propagation, also flows to the liver before returning to

the heart ^.
nnt. anat.

Coll. x>r hat. Amstel. II. p. 35,

Tab.

viii. fig. i;

F. G. Mieeen-

DORFF De Uepate piscium. Berolini, 181 7, Svo, p. 50, fig. 1.
2 Meckel's Archivf. Anat. u. Physiol. 1827, s. -294
299, Tab. iv. fig. 22.
^ In Acipenser Sturio by Alessandrini, Ann. des Sc. nat. Tom. xxix. 1833, pp. 193,
194, and lately by Stannius, in many fishes of different families. Mueller's Archiv,

—

1848,

s.

405—407.

if ever, has chyme been found in the appendages.
Compare on the liver of fishes, besides the work of Mierendorpf cited above,
H. Eathke in Meckel's Archiv f. Anat. u. Physiol. 1826, s. 126 152, and in
Mueller's .A ?'cAn', 1837, s. 468 475.
•*

"Very rarely,

s

—

—
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The

spleen

is

absent in

Cydostomes and Lejndosiren alone.

tlie

It is of a blood-red colour, lies
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mostly on the right

side, close to

the

stomach or the anterior portion of the intestine, and has sometimes
one or more parts distinct from it (accessory spleens). In the perch
it

placed as a naiTow, elongated mass, within the

is

tion of the intestine; in the pike
it

surrounds like a hood.

elongate

and

oval,

first

convolu-

behind the stomach, which
In Squatina two spleens occur, a smaller,
it lies

in the neighbourhood

another circular, placed on the stomach at

its

of the imncreas^ and
lower part. In Lamna

and Carcharias there are several spleens distinct from each other.
The lymph-vessels of fishes were first described by Hewson
and A. Monro (in 1769 and 1770). According to the researches
of FoHjrAXN, who, some years ago, described and figm-ed them
more completely, they consist of a simple membrane, resembling
serous membrane, and very smooth on the inside.
They have no
valves, except where the larger stems empty themselves into the
veins.
These larger stems fall into veins which may be compared
to the subclavian veins.
In addition there are still other communications between smaller lymph-vessels and venous branches.
The
chyle, at least in the rays, is of a grey colom-.
Neither in the
mesentery nor elsewhere are conglomerate or lymphatic glands met
with in fishes \

The venous

which return the blood from the different
venous sinus situated between the pericardium and the membrane which supplies the office of diaphragm,
and is properly nothing but the anterior part of the peritoneum
strengthened by some tendinous filaments. The auricle, on the
organs, conduct

trunks,

it

to a large

other hand, lies in the
ordinarily broader than

pericardium with the ventricle, and

At

it.

is

the opening of the auricle into the

which prevent the reflux of the blood.
and its weight forms ordinarily only
4^-(j sometimes only xoVo P^i'* of the weight of the whole body.
It is situated behind and between the gills, in osseous fishes under
the head, above the junction of the two clavicles (see above, p. 17).
ventricle valves are situated

The

heart of fishes

is

small,

,

The muscular substance
the voluntary muscles, as

^

1827,

FoHMANN, Das
fol.

of the heart
is

is of a red colour, although
well-known, are pale or even white.

Saucjadersystem der Wirhelthicre, Heft

i.

Heidelberg u. Leipzig,
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more elongated, conical, in the
very thick, and the muscular
rays and sharks broad.
which
sometimes separate from
layers,
fibres are arranged in two
than 20 or 30 beats
Commonly
not
more
each other after death.
whilst
in birds 100
of the heart are counted in fishes in a minute,
In the osseous fishes the heart

is

Its walls are

and more occur

in the

same

continues long after death

it

;

The

period.

irritability of the heart

beats, too, often for hours after

it

has

been removed from the body.

From

the anterior part of the heart arises a single arterial stem.

In the osseous fishes

it

commences with a
thickening

Cyclostomes this

in the

(hulbus);

conical
is

origin of this arterial stem are semilunar valves,

thickening

At

absent.

the

commonly two

in

number, which prevent the return of the blood into the ventricle
In the sturgeons, the Plagiostomes, and, acafter its contraction.
cording to the investigations of Mueller, in Polyjciterus and Lep{~
dosteus also, the muscular substance of the heart

is

prolonged into

a cylindrical part before the origin of the arterial stem, and in that
cylindrical appendage (a true elongation of the ventricle) are

many

valves arranged in three or more longitudinal rows'.

The

continuation of the arterial stem

now comes to view from the

pericardium, and distributes itself as branchial arteries to the respi-

The

ratory organs.

heart of fishes

a physiological point of view
ventricle of the

human

the venous blood

But

artery.

it

thus venous alone, and in

is

to

is

be compared to the right

heart, whilst the arterial stem, conducting

to the gills, agrees in function

with the pulmonary

does not follow from this that the heart of fishes

corresponds also, in the view of comparative anatomy, to the right
ventricle of birds

and mammals.

The metamorphoses

of

fi-ogs

and

salamanders, and the development of the embryo of the higher
matter,

must here

us, that

each side
are at

difi'erent arterial arches,

first

Thus

afford the illustration.

from the heart, originally

This comparison teaches
undivided, there arise on

and that

tlie

pulmonary

arteries

only branches of the hindmost of these arches.

in fishes the branchial arteries are to

arterial arches of the

embryonal

form the

state.

be compared to the

But, instead of immediately

aorta,

they separate into branches and

The work of F. Tiedemann, Anatomie

des Fischherzens, mit 4 Kupfert. Landshut,

bending round

^

still

1809, 4to, contains

to

many

details

on the heart of this

class.
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a fine network of capillaries on the
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gills.

From this the roots of

the

branchial veins arise, which mounting along the branchial arches,
afterwards unite to form the large artery.
of capillaries

Hence

system

in fishes a

placed between the heart and the aorta; and this

is

is

one of the most characteristic peculiarities in the anatomy of this
class.

Already from the branchial veins, before they unite
fishes the branchial veins of each side first unite to

form the

hrancMalis communis), and pass backwards into the aorta,

{ve7ia

whilst, according to the discovery of

by a

to

In the bony
form a vein

aorta, certain arteries arise especially for the head.

Hyetl, they

are united in front

transverse vessel, and thus form an arterial circle [cir cuius

cephalicus) beneath the
for the anterior

cranium \

limbs (pectoral

The

arteries [arterice axillares)

fins) are, in

Torpedo and Chimcera,

provided with a muscular covering and expanded into lateral hearts^.

In Anvphioxus lanceolatus, where the heart
pericardium and

is

is

not enclosed in a

tubular, contractile swellings have

been

also

observed on the branchial arteries, and, moreover, on each side
a pulsating arch, which passes immediately from the heart to the
ao7'ta^.

The venous system

also of fishes

may be

illustrated

history of development in higher vertebrate animals.

by

the

This teaches

us that originally there are two anterior and two posterior venous

The

stems which conduct the blood back to the heart.

anterior are

the persistent vence jugulares ; the posterior, which, at a later period,

when

the cava

Rathke

is

developed, in great part disappear, are

vence cardinales.

On

named by

each side the anterior and posterior

venous stems meet in a transverse canal {Ductus Cuvieri), which

^

Similar in form to the arterial circulus Willisii within the

work of Htrtl on the vascular arrangement of

human

fishes {Medic. Jahrh.

skull.
cler

—The

(Estterr,

Neueste Folge, Bd. XV. 1838) is known to me, and perhaps to many others, from
Compare also on this subject, J. Mdeller in Ahhandl. der Kd7i,igl.
Akad. der Wissensch. zu Berlin, aics d. J. 1839, y^W^- Anatomic der Myxinoidcn, dritte
Staates.

citations alone.

Fortsctzung.
^

This entire work

According to J.

Davy

is

published separately, Berlin, 1835 and 1841.

in Torpedo, Phil. Trans. 1832, p.

natur., sec.

259; according to the

DuvEENOT, and afterwards of Valentin in Chimcera, Ann.
S^rie, viii. 1837, pp. 35
41, Mueller's Archiv, 1842, s. 25.

investigations of

des So.

—

3 Here also the portal vein and the cava are pulsating tubular hearts.
See Mueller Uebcr den Bail untl die Lebenserscheinungen der Branchiostoma luhricum. A hh. der
Konigl. Akad. der Wisscnschaft. zu Berlin aim d. Jahre 1844.

—
,
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and thus conducts the blood

unites with that of the opposite side,

What,

to the auricle of the heart.

embryonal

state of other vertebrate

therefore, is thus seen in the

animals remains in fishes as the

Tliere are properly no posterior cavte,

permanent form.

which

in

fishes are usually so named, bat A^enous stems which correspond, to
the vence cardinales of the emhryo, and of which in osseous fishes
that of the right side is usually much the most developed, so that

a single posterior cava alone
or the veins that

is

come from the

ascribed to them.

The venous

stem,

liver {vena hepatica or vence liejtaticce)

common venous sinus into which
The hepatic veins alone are those

join the

the two ductus Cuvieri

open.

that can be compared

with the posterior cava^
to

In Anguilla and MurcenopJiis the veins of the caudal fin unite
form a pulsating venous heart on each side of the last caudal

In Myxine the portal vein is distended into a large sac,
vertebra^.
which contracts and expands alternately^. In fishes, as in other
classes of animals, arterial and venous plexuses {i-etia mirabilia'^)
occur, in which the stem is suddenly lost as it were, and of which
the vessels at

first lie

side

by

side without dividing into branches,

but afterwards either pass into capillaries or unite to form one
or

in

more larger trunks. They occur
Thynnus and some sharks, also

^

H. Rathke,

Ueber den

Bau

According to the discovery of Marshall

in MiM'cenophis also.

At

the same part

to the lymphatic system of vessels.

240, with

swimming bladder

of

unci die Entwichelung des Venensystems der Wirhel-

thiere; dritter Bericht ilher das JVaturwissensch.
^

in the vessels of the viscera
in the

Seminar zu Konigsherg. 1838,

Hall in

the eel; according to

4to.

Mueller,

many osseous fishes haveasmits, which belongs
Htbtl in Mueller's Archir, 1843. s. 224

See

fig.

Mueller's Archiv, 1842, s. 477.
* In Thynnus vulgaris and Thynnus brachypterus the veins from the stomach, the
intestinal canal and the spleen, before entering the liver, form very large 7'etia mira3

hilia of pencil-shaped branches,

from which subsequently larger veins

branches; the artery that goes to the abdominal viscera {arteria
its

arise as portal

coeliaca) distributes

blood by such nets alone to the stomach and the intestinal canal, but to the liver by

an hepatic artery not deviating from the ordinary form.

Mueller

Ueber die arteriosen

und

veniisen

D. F. Eschricht

u.

J,

Wnndernetze an der Leber des Thunfisches

{Abh. der AJcad. der Wissensch. zu Berlin, 1835).

1°

Lamna

cornubica such arterial

and venous networks are met with, here formed by the hepatic veins in Carcharias
vulpes there are venous and arterial retia m. of a pennate form on the stomach and that
part of the intestinal canal where the spiral valve is situated see A. Barth Diss, inaug.
de Retibus mirabilibu.f, Berolini, 1837, 4to, after observations of J. Mueller.
;

:
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many

fishes

;

the red, apparently glandular body, that in most

bony

the entrance of the optic nerve into the ball of

fishes surrounds

the eye at the choroid coat [glandula choroidalis)

,

is

merely such

a vascular network.

The

respiratory organs of fishes, the gills, consist in

most of

small leaflets usually triangular and of equal breadth, attached
their bases to the branchial arches

on which the branchial

by

arteries

mostly form two rows on each branchial

ramify.

These

arch

one such row alone be present, then the name of half-gill

is

if

;

leaflets

given to such an arch.

In the bony

and the sturgeons the

fishes

branchial arches are on the outside free; the water
the

mouth and afterwards expelled by two

the gill-covers (one on each side).
contrary, there proceeds from

is

taken in by

gill-apertures behind

In the sharks and rays, on the

each branchial arch, between the

branchial leaflets of the anterior and posterior row-, a

membranous

production as far as the skin, entirely covering the gills in these
fishes,

excepting five apertures for the expulsion of the water;

hence arise complete partitions between the pharynx and the skin,
in

which the branchial arches are

the

fifth gill-cavity is

The

situated.

here without branchial

are cartilaginous internally, or rarely bony,

posterior wall of

leaflets.

a rich vascular net, so as to have a bright red colour'.
apparatus

is

the mouth.

water

is

which

covered by a continuation of the mucous

leaflets

In the respiration of fishes the

air

The entire
membrane of

contained in the

by no means the oxygen of the water,
not decomposed by this function.
Some fishes mount to

alone effectual, and

is

the surface of the water to breathe atmospheric air

when

die

The

and are covered with

this

is

fishes cannot live long out of

because the

by gauze

rendered impossible

leaflets fall

water

;

some

itself,

and they

But

interposed.

die even very rapidly,

together and cohere, so that the circulation

of blood in these organs

is

interrupted,

and the oxygen of the

air

cannot act upon the parts that thus cover each other ^.

With

the half-gills or the accessory

gills,

geons occur on the gill-cover, those false

which

gills

in the stur-

[fseudo-brancMcR)

1 DOELLINGER gave a very beautiful figure of thia vascular net in Ahhandl. der
mathem. physik. Klasse der Ahad. zu Miinchen, ii. 1837. Ueher die Vertheilung des
Mutes in den Kiemen der Fische, s. 785 794, Tab. i. fig. 3.

—

^

des

See Flourbns Exj)eriences sar

)Sc.

nattir.

VOL.

xx. 1830, pp.

II.

5

—

h

mecanisme de

la respiration des Poi.<;sons,

25.

3

A nn.
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must not be confounded which in many fishes are found on the
above and outwards from the gills, sometimes presenting a
lobulated structure, but mostly a pennate or pectiglandular
more
Since these organs receive
nate form with a single row of leaflets.

palate,

they cannot be for respiration.

arterial blood,

that

of an arterial branch [arteria

them unites with that

returns from

The blood

ophthalmica magna) which supplies the choroid coat of the eye-ball,

where usually

it

forms a

rete mirahile,

which, connected with a

similar venous net for the blood returning from the eye-ball, forms

the choroid gland lately spoken

of,

and which usually occurs simul-

taneously with the false gilP.

As

swimming-bladder of fishes
This bladder
occurs in the sturgeons and many osseous fishes, and is situated
above the intestinal canal towards the spine, but under the kidneys,
almost always as an unpaired symmetrical organ. Its walls are
as this organ does the

little

deserve to be regarded as serving for respiration'^.

formed by two membranes

;

an external tendinous membrane and

an internal thin mucous membrane, richly supplied with vessels
and covered with flat epitlielimn on the inner surface. In addition,
this bladder is invested

on the ventral surface with a production

In some

from the peritoneum.

fishes a duct proceeds

from

it

to the

in some there is a fissm-e, as a
oesophagus or to the stomach
species of glottis, which leads immediately from the cesophag-us to the
;

Since the swimming-bladder comes into being

swimming-bladder.

as an eversion of the intestinal canal,

it is

probable that even in cases

quite closed a canal existed at an earlier period,

where it is
has been condensed
In

ed.

1

1839,
^

to

many

Compare
s.

213

J.

Mueller Abhandl.

— 240,

247

der Akad. der WissenscJi. zu Berlin, aus d. Jahre

— 261.

There are very numerous publications on

notice the following

Leipzig,

1

which

to form a ligament, or has been entirely absorbfishes, in most sea-fishes especially, the swimming-

795, 8vo

;

:

Ct.

this organ,

Fischer Versuch

De La Roche

—

iiher

of which

we

are ciontent

die Schwimmblase der Fiscke,

Observations sur la vessie aerienne des Poissons,

—

Ann. du Mus. xiv. 1809, pp. 184 217, pp. 245 289 H. Rathke Bemerhungen iiber
die ScMoimmblase einiger Fische in his Beitrdge zur Gesch. der Thierwelt, 4te Abth.
120, and his later investigations in Mueller's Archiv, 1838, s. 413
1827, s. 102
—445, Taf. 12; K. E. Von Baer Untersuchungen iiber die Entwickelungsgesch. der
Fische, nebst einem Anhange iiber die Schtvimmblase, Leipzig, 1835, 4to; H. S. R.
Jacobi De vesica ae'rea Piscium, Diss, inaug. Berolini, 1840, 4to, under the auspices

—

of J.

Mueller.

;
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bladder

A

entirely closed.

is

few

35
fishes

have a

ming-bladder, by which Lejpidostem in particular

The form

of the bladder

usually elongate

cellular

swim-

distinguished.

is

sometimes provided
appendages; sometimes
with a row of such appendages extending the whole length on each
side.
In some fishes it is constricted in the middle, and divided
at the anterior extremity

is

with

two chambers lying one behind the

into

;

lateral blind

The

other.

blood-vessels

divide in a fan-like form into fine branches over the internal

membrane,

mucous
which have
red glandular masses.
Formerly it was thought
absent in fishes whose swimming-bladder is pro-

or form

been described as
that such nets are

7'etia

vided with a duct; but

The
ture of

air

mirahiUa

this,

at particular points,

however,

is

not a general rale*.

contained in the swimming-bladder consists of a mix-

oxygen and nitrogen, with sometimes a small quantity of
In fishes of the same species chemical investi-

carbonic acid gas.

gation often indicates remarkable difierences.

and

De La Roche,

According

to

BiOT

the quantity of oxygen increases with the

depth in which the fishes live

abundant in marine than

;

thus in general

in fresh-water fishes

siderable quantity of nitrogen is always present,

;

it is

much more

in the last a con-

and

in the carps

it

has even been supposed that the air of the swimming-bladder consists of this gas alone
in marine fishes the air of the bladder may
;

contain even eighty per cent, of oxygen gas.

by the

This

air is secreted

inner surface of the swimming-bladder, as appears from

those fishes that have the bladder entirely closed; but even in those

whose swimming-bladder has a

duct,

it

is

diflicult to

suppose, as

Rathke

has suggested, that the air penetrates into the bladder
More probably the duct serves for the escape of
from without.
the

air.

Opinions

differ respecting

the use of the swimming-bladder in

economy of fishes. The name that has been e;iven to
the presumed connexion with SAvimming.
This is the
indicates
it
first
advanced
by
BORELLI,
according
opinion,
to which
common
or
expansion
of the bladder can make itself
the fish by compression
the animal

specifically heavier or lighter,

^
.T.

and alternately sink and

rise in

the

For further particulars on these hlood-glands of the swimming-bladder, see
AhJiavdI. dcr Akad. dcr Wi-i-fensrh. zn Berlin, ci. dem Jahre 1839, s. 262

Mueller
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This compression

water.

is

effected "by motions of the ribs, whilst

Swimmingshew how they are in
rarefy the air. Whatever

in addition sometimes proper muscles are present in the

But

bladder \

in

many

fishes

it is difficult

a condition to expand the bladder and to

to

opinion, however, be entertained respecting the use of the organ,

explain why,

difficult to

it is

really exerts an important influence

if it

or the economy of fishes, it should be absent in so many
even in some genera of fishes should be present in certain
and
species,
in others of the same common form it is not found.
whilst
species

on the

life

Certain

it is

lighter the

that a bladder filled with air will render specifically

body

of the fish, which, without

the specific gravity of water
that part especially of the

and

;

since

body which

only a

it, is

is

it

little

above

placed near the back,

in other respects is the

heavier, so that the centre of gravity of the fish will sink,

and

its

turning belly upwards be prevented. Deep-bodied, compressed fishes
have also usually a well-developed swimming-bladder. According
to the experiments of

Mueller, however,

the vertical fins (dorsal and anal

fin)

the fins and especially

principally resist this upset-

In some fishes, according to the discoveries of E. H. AVeber,
is in connexion with the auditory apparatus,
swimming-bladder
the
and conducts sound. That this bladder
intensifies
that
as an organ

ting.

is

a second respiratory organ and to be compared with the bladder-

like

lung of certain

reptiles, as

some suppose,

the course of the blood-vessels

by

receive venous

The

and not

secretion

of

is sufficiently

refuted

were true

would

for if this

it

arterial blood^.

urine

is

upon the spinal column, which
at their posterior extremity.

from the head backwards as
of a loose spongy tissue

;

^

;

effected

by two kidneys, lying

are often united with each other

In most osseous fishes they extend
above the anus. They are usually

far as

here

the difference between internal

In some of the Siluridce (AucJienipterus, Eaanemus, Sijnodontis, Doras and Melais a bony lamina that descends obliqiiely on each side from the first

pterurus) there

vertebra to the swimming-bladder, and compresses

it

like a spring.

This lamina can

be raised by a muscle arising from the cranium, on which the bladder expands.
J.

See

MvelJjER Abha7idl. der Al:ad. d. Wissensch. zu Berlin, a. d. J. 1842.
^ G-. Fischer modifies the opinion that the swimming-bladder is a respiratory

organ in
gills

this

way

:

it is

for the respiration of the air contained in the water, whilst the

serve for decomposing the water ; but in the respiration of fishes the water

decomposed, as has already been noticed above.

is

not
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and external substance

The

not exist.

{substantia corticalis

and medullaris) does
is formed of ccecal

kidneys

entire substance of the

tubes which open into the ureters.
bladder, or
is

situated

These usually coalesce in a
become wider at tlieir inferior extremity. The bladder
upon the rectum and the urethra opens behind this\

Renal capsules (renes succenturiati, capsuJ(e renales), formerly
thought to be absent in fishes, occur in the cartilaginous fishes as
narrow, elongated, yellow bands situated on the inner side of the
kidneys, and in the bony fishes usually as two small, round, whitish
bodies, mostly at the posterior extremity of the kidneys^.

The organs
The

composite.

animals, there

is

of propagation of fishes are on the whole not very

sexes are always distinct, but often, as in the lower
a great similarity between the parts that prepare the

germ and the seed

(ovaries

and

sable and essential parts.

and two

testes

;

Sometimes the

testes).

tus of the organs of propagation

is

entire appara-

limited simply to these indispen-

Ordinarily there are two ovaries present

there are however fishes in which these organs are

unpaired, of which the examples are more frequent in female speci-

One ovary

mens.

viviiyarus,

many

alone

developed in the perch, in Blennius

is

Ammodrjtes tohianus, Cohitis harhahda, Cobitis tcenia; in

sharks also [Scyllium,

Galeus) only one ovary

Carcharias,

Sphyrna, Mustelus and

present, mostly situated on the right

is

In most bony fishes the ovaries form two long and large
which lie on each side near the intestinal canal and the

side.

sacs,

liver (the so-called roe).

From

the inner surface folds arise which

ordinarily form transverse partitions

which

developed,

some

in

fishes

in these folds the eggs are

;

are

exceedingly numerous in

the spawning-season, sometimes some hundreds of thousands.
inferior part of the

ovary

transmitting the eggs

1

;

is

thus

The

without such plates, and serves only for
it

may be named an

oviduct

;

and here

See on this subject A. J. D. Steenstea Toussaint Conimentatio de systemate

Ann. Acad. Lugd. Bat, 1835. The opening of the urethra behind
a special characteristic peculiarity of fishes.
From this fact Eathke and

uropoetico Pisciuin,

the anus

is

V. Baeb concluded that the kidneys of fishes do not correspond to those of the higher
vertebrates, but to the embryonal corpora Wolffiana (the primordial kidneys).
In the
embryo of fishes at least no corpora Wolffiana, except these kidneys, are met with.

H. Eathke
Thiere,
2

11.

in

1837,

Burdach's
s.

Physiologic,

11. s.

569

;

V. Baer

Enttvickelungsgesch. der

314.

Comp. Stannius

in

Mueller's

ArcJiiv, 1839,

s.

97

—

loi, Taf. iv.
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we

find a disposition

which

in the invertebrate animals is normal,

but in the vertebrates does not occur elsewhere,
oviduct

is

namely that the

an immediate continuation of the ovary.

The

tAVO ovi-

ducts afterwards meet in a single canal which opens in front of the
urethra behind the anus in a small groove, sometimes on a papilla.

In other

fishes

(the eels, the salmons, the Ci/dosfomes) the

which

consists of an elongated lamina,

ovary

attached to the spinal

is

column by a duplicature of peritoneum, and has many projecting
folds

oviducts are not present

;

when

are detached

escape

by one

or

the eggs developed in these folds

;

ripe, fall into

the cavity of the abdomen, and

two ventral apertures\

in Chimcera the ovaries are

much

In the Plagiostomes and

smaller than in the rest of the

they lie in the anterior part of the abdominal cavity near the
and form bunches as in birds whilst some eggs on the surface
are more developed, others as smaller granules lie concealed in the
Here there are always two oviducts, even when there is
stroma.
only one ovary. These have a common opening near to or in front
of the ovaries, and are by no means immediately connected with
them as in the bony fishes. They are very long, provided internally
with longitudinal folds, and become wider at the lower part. Above
the widening a glandular tissue is situated which surrounds the
oviduct as an annular swelling it is more developed in those which
fishes

;

liver,

;

;

and consists of many coecal tubes, laid close togeIn the viviparous sharks the
ther, which open into the oviduct^
inferior wider part of the oviduct may be named uterus, which thus
are oviparous,

double, as in the marsupial animals and the ornitliorliynchus in

is

mammals.

the class of

bony fishes named milt) are in the male individuals placed in the same situation as that occupied by the ovary
They are larger in this class than in any other
in the females.
vertebrate animals, and the secretion of sperma is as abundant as
On the inside of each of
the cffffs are numerous in the ovarium.

The

^

testes (in the

See a figure of the ovarium of the salmon in

illustrantes, Fasc. v.

of compar.

el

Anatomy

ibid. PI. 60,

eel,

Generatione.

Tab.

iv. fig. vii.

in the

and

in

;

Museimn of

the

Tahulce anatom. comparativam

Royal College of Surgeons,

HoHNBAUM-HoBNSCHUCH

Diss, inaug. de

IV. PI.

59; of the

Anguillarum Sexu

Grijphife, 1842, 4to.

lu the rays J. Mueller has figured
glandidarum structura, Tab. 11. figs. 14, iS-

Cauus

of Petromyzon marinus in Catalogue of the Series

this part in his great

work,

De penitiori

—
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vas deferens, and the two unite to form a

tlft

common

which joins the urethra, and thus opens in
a groove or on a papilla behind the anus^.
In most osseous fishes
the tissue of the testes consists of tubes, of which the blind extremicanal, longer or shorter,

towards

ties are directed

the

the

outside of

sometimes

organs,

dividing there into two branches, and open on the inside into the

In the eels^ and mPetromyzon, on the other hand,

efferent vesseP.

the testes are

bands like the ovaria, of a granular

flat

Efferent ducts are absent

cavity and escapes
stomes the

the seed

;

received

is

by an aperture behind the

In the Plagio-

in these vesicles

granules are contained which are filled with sjjerma.
[vasa

e

fevent ia)

and from these

run to the

ejyididi/mes, situated

tissue.

the abdominal

vent.

and

are of a vesicular tissue,

testes

by

Fine ducts

behind the

testes,

two efferent vessels, at first very tortuous,
afterwards straighter, which run over the kidneys and finally
widen into two vesicidce seminales, which are su])plied internally
arise the

From

with annular partitions.

which

these the seminal fluid

conducted

is

There are, in addition,
behind the pelvis, near the tail, appendages which are supported
internally by cartilage they serve to embrace the female during
to the penis,

in the cloaca.

lies

;

copulation

by

afiixing themselves to her tail".

Most osseous fishes do not copulate, but the males sprinkle the
eggs laid by the female with their seminal fluid. It is probable that

^

See a figure of the

testes in

Triyla lyra in the Tabulce of

Carus

cited above, Fasc.

V. Tab. IV. fig. 4.
2

This tubular structure,

illustrated
II.

Darmstadt, 1827,

p. 104,
^

Tab. XV.

s.

10

—

13,

J.

Tab.

According to ScHLUESSER,

still

observed by Eathkb, was afterwards more fully

Mueller.

See Treviranus Zeitschr. fiir Physiol.

III. fig. 4, M.xs'E,iiL^'&

Depenitiorl glandular, struct.

fig. 8.

BAUM-HoRNSCHUCH
are

first

by Trevikanus and

unknown.

it is

not improbable that the parts described by

as testes in eels, are only undeveloi^ed ovaria,

G. Schluesser

cle

Petromyzontum

et

HOHN-

and that male

A ng will arum

Sexu.

eels

Diss,

inauff. Dorpati, 1848.
*

Compare Treviranus Ueher

Physiol.
43.

On

II.

1827,

s.

3

die Zeugungsorgayie

— 10, Tab. in.;

Stannius

in

the sexual organs of fishes consult especially

Thierwelt, 2te Abth.

s,

117

des Dornliay,

Mueller's ArcMv,

Rathke

Mueller

Ueber den Tcornigen

and Treviranus

Bau

der

Zeitschr. f. Physiol, iv.

Hoden
1831,

bei

s.

die mdnnliche Geschlcchtstheile der Rochen u. Haien,

1840,

s.

fiir

41

Beitr. zur Gesch. der

— 206, and in Mueller's Archiv, 1836,

s.

171

the development of these parts, Beitr. zur Gesch. der Thierw., 3teAbth.
J.

Zeitschr.

— 186, and on
— —Also

s. i

18.

mehreren Fischen, in Tiedemann

—

100 113, and H. Stannius Ueber
Mueller's ^ rc/a'v, 1840, s. 41 43.

—
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the males are attracted

by the

by Which they

olfactory sense,

collect

around the females of their species at the season of spawning and
come into their neighbourhood. Amongst those which copulate,

some

Only

species are also oviparous.

bony

fcAV

fishes are vivi-

parous, as, for instance, Anablejjs, Blennius vimparus.

Of the

carti-

laginous fishes, on the contrary, amongst the Plagiostomes the Rajce,
in a proper sense,

and the species of sharks of the genus Scyllium
The %g^ in these rays and sharks has a tough,

alone, are oviparous.

horny,

flat,

elongated

of

sliell,

which the four corners terminate
wound round each other.

in

the rays in long tortuous filaments,

The development

of fishes

scaly reptiles, the birds and

distinguished from that of the

formed.

the yolk

perceptible,

which we have already spoken of

When

classes of invertebrate animals \

it

quite sm-rounds

in different

the yolk has again become

smooth, the germinal disc appears, and as
over the yolk until

amnion nor

in that neither

In the beginning that dividing or cleaving of

nllanto'is is
is

is

mammals,

gTows spreads

it

After

it.

it

itself

has thus become

a vesicle, or in other fishes even before this period, there arises, in
that part of the germ-disc which
as the first

commencement

is first

formed, a longitudinal groove

Two

of the embryo.

projecting edges

surround this groove and approach each other, whilst at the bottom
of the groove the dorsal cord, as the

first

commencement

of the

skeleton (comp. above, pp. 5, 8), is formed. The innermost layer of
the germ-membrane (the mucous layer) presents a constriction, and
is

thus divided into a canal situated beneath the dorsal cord and into

a vitelline

sac.

In some fishes this vitelline sac

by

the ventral cavity w^ith the intestinal canal

is

included in

the walls of the

abdomen, formed from the serous layer there is thus an internal
vitelline sac present in these, and the abdomen of the embryo
presents an unusual projection Cyprinus, Poxa, Sahno) in others
the abdominal covering is drawn together by constriction like the
;

;

(

mucous

layer,

and the

vitelline sac

ventral cavity, being attached to

it

hangs on the outside of the

by a

short pedicle {Blennius

*
Observations on this subject, in eggs of fishes impregnated artificially, have been
published by RuscoNi, Mueller's Archiv, 1836, s. 278
The eggs
288, Taf. xiii.
acquire an elevation or protuberance, and this, not the entire yolk, is the seat of the
regularly increasing grooves.
Later observations have shewn that this phenomenon

—

depends upon the development and change of the germinal

vesicle.
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viviparus^ Cottus gohio, Syngnathus).

In the Plagiostomes (sharks

and rays) an external

vitelline sac is similarly observed,

here, however, has a longer pedicle, which in some sharks

externally with

continued within the abdomen into a second internal vitelline

duct

is

a blind sac,

and

is

beset

In most of these fishes the umbilico-intestinal

villi.

sac

:

which

is

which occupies a large part of the ventral

cavity,

inserted into the anterior bladder-like portion of the intestinal

canal above the

commencement

of the spiral valve \

walls of the body of the embryo, wliich are at

The

lateral

smooth, suddenly

first

Between
commencement of

present on each side 5 (or 6) fissures of equal width.
these fissures four small streaks are formed as the

In front of the

the branchial arches.

first fissure

and behind the

mouth arises a wider arch divided by a groove into two parts.
The anterior half of this is changed into the under jaw and the
various bony pieces which unite it with the cranium.
From
the posterior half arise the
posterior

horns of the tongue-bone

margin of these parts in bony

at

the

fishes the gill-covers

and

;

the branchial rays are developed at a later period only, the branchial

arches being at

first

The unpaired

unprotected.

fins arise at first

which surrounds the body, and is much
more extensive than the future pinna dorsalis and analis. All the
bony fishes whose development has been hitherto observed, quit
their egg-covers at a very early period and whilst still imperfectly
formed. In the embryos of sharks and rays the filaments Avhich
hang freely from the branchial fissures, productions of the internal
as a long fold of skin,

leaflets of

the

gills,

reminding us of the external

gills of larva3 of

Salamanders, are especially deserving of regard '\

This vesicular part of the intestinal canal was

^

after

George Ente, by whom

it

was

first

named by Collins

h%i,Tsa

Entiana,

discovered; System of Anatomy, 1685, Tab.

In Carcharias and Miistelus Icevis MuELL. an external vitelline sac alone is
and this is attached by many folds to the inner surface of the wider inferior
These sharks have thus a placenta, which however
part of the oviduct named uterus.
differs from that of mammals, and is formed by the vitelline sac.
Compare especially
J. Mueller Ueber den glatten Hai cles Aristoteles, &c. Abh. d. Akad. zu Berl. Jahrg.
33, fig. 2g.

present,

1840, Physik-math. Kl.
^

On

s.

187

the development of

—

257, with

fishes,

fig.

amongst other works may be compared H. Rathke

Abhandlungen zur Bildungs- mid Entwickelungs-geschichte, ir. Leipzig, 1833, 4to, s.
r
68 (on the development of Bhnnius viviparus)
V. Baek Untersuchungen iiher

—

die

;

Entvjiclelungs-gesckicJite

der Fische, Leipzig,

1835,

4to;

the same,

—

Ueber Ent-

Konigsberg, 1837, 4to, s. 295
Rathke in
315
Bdbdach's Physiologie, 2te Aufl. 11. 1837, s. 276 296
C, VOGT Embryolog'ie des

wiclcelungs-gcscliichte der Thiere,

II.

—

;

;

—

;
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now

Let us

consider shortly tliose organs in fishes which have

reference to the functions of animal

Here

life.

in the first place

Of this the central parts, the
spinal marrow and brain, oifer commonly a different relation to each
other than in the higher vertebrates.
The mass of the spinal
marrow or cord, in proportion to that of the brain, is very large
the nervous system claims attention.

the cord extends, with few exceptions, to the end of the vertebral

column.

Consequently a cauda equina

by which the

a disposition

only seldom present:

is

nerves arising far fi'om the

last spinal

place where they pass outwards from the vertebral column, and so
also leaving the cord under a very acute angle, lie close together in

On

a bundle \

the under and upper surface the spinal cord

divided longitudinally
interior,

by a

fissure into

two

lateral parts.

through the entire cord, there runs a narrow canal which

extends into the brain to the fourth ventricle, into which

The

is

In the

brain

is

small, not only, as

we have

it

expands.

said, in proportion to

the preponderant spinal marrow, but also to the whole body, of the
it commonly forms less than the y^oo'th or
even the -^owo th part^ This small magnitude of the brain may be
inferred from the smallness of the cranial cavity, though even this,

weight of which

at least in

includes.

bony fishes, is still much larger than the brain which it
For there remains between the delicate membrane which

immediately covers the surface of the brain and the hard membrane
that covers the inner surface of the cranial bones, a space which

is

occupied by a loose cellular tissue, a species of arachnoid, which

is

Sahnones {Coregonus palcea, Cuv.) in Agassiz Hist, natiir. des Polssons d'eau douce,
2 Livr., Neuchatel, 1842
Duveenoy Sur le derelopj^emcnt de la Poecilie de Surinam,
Ann. des sc. natur., 3ieme S6rie, l. 1844, pp. 313 360. PI. 17. On the development
;

—

of rays and sharks

may

be consulted,

Eathke

Beitrdge zur Gesch. der Thienuelt, iv.

1827, s. 4 66, and F. S. Leuckart Untersuclmnyen
Emh-yoyien von Rochen u. Hayen, Stuttgart, 1836, 8vo.
^

In the sun-fish

ing to

Owen

cord, with a

(OrtJiagoriscus), according to

{Lectures on

Comp. Anat.

cauda equina;

twelfth vertebra

;

in

II.

is

is

die iiusseren

Aksakt, and also

p. 173), there is

Lophius the cord

here also there

ilher

Kiemen der

in Diodon, accord-

a very short, conical spinal

also short,

but extends as far as the

a cauda equina, which in part covers the spinal cord.

^ In a pike the cerebral mass was found to be
in
j-^-^y^ of the weight of the body
a sheat-fish, scheidfisch or sly silurus {silurus glanis), only ygW of it. Comp. Halleb
Elem. Physiol, iv. pp. 5, 6, and Cuvier Leer. d'Anat. comp. 11.
where several
;

p. 152,

examples are adduced.

The weight of

the brain in a full-grown

man may

be estimated
of the weiglit of the whole body, although such estimates cannot easily
be rigorous, since the weight of the human body is so different in different individuals.

at about

jL - Jj
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saturated with a fatty matter mostly in a fluid state.

however, the brain

fishes,

is

and

relatively larger,

In younger

fills

the cranial

cavity in a greater degree than in older individuals.

In breadth the brain exceeds the spinal cord but slightly, is
and elongate, and consists of eight lobes partly in pairs, partly
unpaired, lying behind one another.
The unpaired part that lies in
flat

front of the medulla ohlongata above the fourth ventricle, corresponds

however various the opinions
is the most perfect

to the lesser brain or cerebellum; and,

of different writers on other points, here there

agreement.
at its

Internally this part

upper part extends into

two convex bodies, hollow

is

hollow, for the fourth ventricle

In front of

it.

internally,

which

cerebral

tliis

bony

in

mass

lie

fishes consti-

tute the largest division of the brain, whilst in the cartilaginous they

Camper, Cuvier, and amongst the latest writers
GoTTSCHE, compare these parts with the hemispheres of the larger
brain {cerehrum), whilst others place them on a par with the corpora
quadrigemina of man Haller regarded them as the thalami nervorum opticorum. In the bony fishes there lie in the interior of
these parts and behind, two or fom- small round tubercles of grey
substance, which are wanting in cartilaginous fishes.
In these last
the two convex bodies are also smaller, and in fi-ont of them lies an
mipaired hollow eminence, open above {lohus venfriculi tertii), which
in the bony fishes does not appear as a distinct part.
The anterior
are smaller.

;

division of the brain in the osseous fishes
parts,

not hollow internally, united

is

formed of two conical

by a commissure; from

division arise the long olfactory nerves (the

first

this

pair of nerves),

issuing from the inferior surface, but fortified in most

bony fishes by
by two such
lobes, broad and

a swelling at the anterior exti'emity of these lobes, or
in Mtir(e7ia.

In the Plagtostomes these anterior

hollow within,

are

united with

one another.

On

the inferior

surface of the brain the hupophysis or glandida jntuitaria, some-

times attached to a long pedicle,

is

seen, near to

an oval or kidney-shaped eminence (the
tubercula reniformia of Haller^).

lies

^

The

which on each side
lohi inferiorcs,

origins of the optic nerves pass along the outside of these parts,

pair of nerves springs from their posterior margin.

They

are usually

the

and the third

compared to the

corpwa candicantia of the brain of mammals, to which notion, however, well-founded
objections have been raised by CuviEK.
It were more prudent to regard them, with
GoTTSCHB, as special parts peculiar to the brain of fishes.

—
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The comparison with

the brain of reptiles, and especially the

history of development of the brain in higher vertebrates, which

most perfectly known

embryo of the

to us in the

is

bird, induces us to

recognise in the hollow lobes in front of the cerebellum in fishes

the union of the corpora quadrigemina and of the space for the third
If this be right, then fishes have
no corpus caUosum, unless a transverse communication between
these lobes, which some writers regard as such, deserves that appelventricle of the brain {lohi optici)

As

lation.

there a

little is

.

Varolii on the inferior surface in

j)oiis

In addition to these two negative

front of the medulla oblongata.

characters of the brain of fishes, the small development of the

cerebrum (anterior brain) in comparison with that of the optic lobes,

may

be assigned as distinguishing the brain of fishes from that of

and

reptiles

Those parts of the

birds.

by

covered above

which

brain,

man

in

are

the hemispheres of the brain, are here placed

behind one another as middle and posterior brains \

The
by two

spinal nerves arise, as in the rest of the vertebrate animals,

roots,

one from the posterior or upper, and one from the infe-

The

rior strand of the spinal cord.

which swell

posterior roots of these nerves,

into a ganglion, are the sentient roots, the anterior

the motor roots".

As

common

to the cerebral nerves, the

the vertebrate animals prevails in fishes also, and, with

and accessorius

tion of the nervus hypoglossus

of nerves that spring from the

^

Whenever a

r/landula pinealis

is

human

found, as

is

type of

tlie

Willisi'i, all

excep-

the pairs

brain, occur in almost all

the case in some fishes,

it is

situated

behind the anterior and in front of the middle lobes of the brain, and thus affords an
additional proof that the middle lobes of the brain do not correspond to the cerebrum.

—

Haller Elem, Physiol, iv. 1766, pp. 591 596; and more
van die Hollandsche Maatschaiypij der Wentensch. Haarlem, x.
386 A. Arsaky Dissert, de pisciicm cerebro et medulla spinali. Halae,
2, pp. 314
1813 (new edition by MiNTER, Leipzig, 1836, 4to) Cuvier Hist. nat. des Poiss. i.
See,

on the brain of

fishes,

fully in Verhandeltngen

—

;

;

pp. 415

—434;

C.

M. GOTTSCHE

Mueller's Archiv,

1835,

s,

244

Vergleichcnde Anatomie des

— 294,

—486,

433

GeJdms der

Grdtenfische,

Respecting the reduc-

Taf. iv. vi.

common typus, the most important questions are
by Mueller Physiologic, I. (third edition, 1838, s. 824 829).
presume that this physiological truth, of which the discovery is due to C.

tion of the brain of fishes to the

—

investigated
2

We

Bell,

is

known

especially since

to the reader

;

it

applies to all vertebrate animals,

Mueller's experiments on

frogs {Physiologie,

653), as a well established general proposition in our

function.

still

i.

and

is

to be regarded,

3tte Auflage,

s.

65

1

limited knowledge of nervous

;
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The

fishes ^

geminus and

and the tenth pairs of nerves

fifth

n.

vagus) are remarkably developed.

by many writers is denied
bony fishes by the oimrcular

(the nerviis tri-

The

facial nerve,

be represented

Avhicli

to fishes, appears to

in

hrancJi of the fifth pair.

three pairs of nerves of special sense that for the eyes

developed in the greatest number of

fishes.

The

Of

is tlie

optic

the

most

nerves

from the hollow lobes that compose the middle brain, and are
at their origin connected by transverse bundles.
In the Plagioarise

is a chiasma or crossing of the fibres, but in the bony
two nerves themselves lie crosswise upon one another
so that the nerve which springs from the right side runs to the left
eye, and that from the left side to the right eye.
Here, where the

stomes there
fishes the

by any nervous
be separated and thrown apart without
artificial division. The olfactory nerve, when there is no ganglionic
swelling in front of the hemisphere of the cerebrum, has such a
swelling at its extremity, immediately before it enters the olfactory

nerves cross one another, they are not connected
tissue,

may

so that they

organ, as in Gadus, Silurus, most Cyprini, and the Plagiosfomes.

The

fifth pair, from the medulla
vagus arises by two roots from the medulla oblon-

auditory nerve arises, close to the

oblongata.

The

n.

gata ; the posterior root

is

the most conspicuous, and the medulla ob-

longata sometimes presents here a considerable swelling (lobus nervi

This nerve mostly surpasses the trigeminus

vagi") as in Cyprinus.

in thickness

;

its

branches run especially to the branchial arches, but

besides this to the oesophagus, the stomach, the heart, the swim-

ming-bladder, and in Torpedo and Malapterurus electricus to the
Moreover from the ii. vagus a nerve arises, which
electric organ.
runs longitudinally amongst the large lateral muscles, sometimes
deeper, in other instances immediately beneath the skin,
in those fishes

where

it lies

which runs longitudinally under the Unea

1

and which,

deeper, gives off a superficial branch
lateralis.

This nervus

In the Myxinoidce the nerves of motion of the eye are wanting, accordino- to
Compare also on the peripheral nervous system of fishes, besides the works

Mueller.

already cited, especially

Buechner Memoire

de la Soc. d'Hist. nat. de Strasbourg,

Nervensystem der Fische.
2
fig.

See a figure of

26.

it,

Mit

ii.

5 Steintafeln.

given by E. H.

sur

le syst.

1835, and

nerveux clu Barbeau, Memoires

H. Stannius Das

peripherische

Rostock, 1849, 4to.

Weber,

in

Meckel's Archiv,

1827, Tab. iv.
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lateralis

cannot be a nerve of motion*;

situated

more deeply, go

The sympathetic nerve

is

it is

not present in the Cyclostomes,

place being supplied apparently

stomes the cephalic portion
tion is situated

when

branches, even

its

to the skin.

is

by the

wanting

;

in the

its

In the Plagio-

w. vagus.

bony

fishes this por-

on the outside of the cranium between the nervus

trigeminus, glossopharyngeus and vagus

on each

side,

where

it

forms three ganglia situated behind one another, which are con-

by

nected

a string running longitudinally, a continuation of the

Mostly the two sympathetic

sympathetic nerve of the trunk.

nerves are united by a transverse branch beneath the bodies of the
anterior vertebra3.

each side

;

right side,

There are two nervi splancloiici, usually one on
two arise from one ganglion on the

in different fishes the

and

are then only very rarely united at their origin into

one stem^

The

sense of touch

tact, like

our fingers,

is little

developed in

by which

fishes.

the form of objects

gated, are wanting, although the lips perhaps

Often there are

tact.

soft conical

investigation of external obstacles,
to avoid

The

them.

sense of touch

;

developed, and

to

may

be investi-

partly serve for

appendages or filaments at the

jaws which, like the whiskers of mammals, serve

lips or

The

may

Proper organs of

it

is

scales present

is

and put

entire skin is little adapted to

the seat of a

mucous

for the

fishes in a condition

convey a

fine

secretion often largely

usually covered with scales (see above p. 11).

many

stria? parallel to

the edge, and thus appear

be formed, like the shells of bivalve molluscs, of superposed

laminae, as

Leeuwenhoeck

have opposed

this

Later observers, however,

supposed.

laminated origin of scales as horny plates.

The

scales are not situated in the epidermis alone, but really in the skin,

and are included by

it

;

on a fibrous layer formed of connective

tissue there lies a layer of pigment,

As

which

is

covered by an epidermis

the ramus lateralis n. trigemini, less usual in fishes, a motor nerve it
branch which mounts upwards to the cranium, mostly joined by a branch
from the n. vagus, and afterwards continues its course along the whole of the back
(beneath the dorsal fin).
This nerve receives a small branch from all the spinal
^

little is

;

arises as a

nerves.
^

Compare on the nervus

nem sympalliict.

sym2Mihiciis of fishes E.

spnpathico. L.B. 1834, Svo, pp. 41
s-

'31—143-

— 74;

— 66;

H. Weber Anatomia compar.

M. Gtltat Diss, inaug. denervo
s.ndfiTA'N'Nivsi Das perij^herlsche Nervensijstem,

Lipsise, 1817, 8vo, pp. 35

C.
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formed of

cells

flat

47

The

(pavement-epithelium).

considerable quantity of phosphate of lime
it

(in

often forms forty per cent, of their weight),

scales contain a

well-dried

scales

and a much smaller

quantity of carbonate of lime ^

Taste in fishes appears to be very small.

The

part

named

tong-ue in fishes consists merely of the anterior extremity of the

tongue-bone covered by mucous membrane.

armed with

often
is

moved

teeth,

Besides, this part

is

and possesses no proper muscles, so that

it

in conjunction with the branchial arches

glosso-pharyngeal nerve supplies

buted chiefly to the
usually smaller,

is

first

it

The

alone.

with no branches, but

is distri-

branchial arch, although another branch,

spread upon the palate. If fishes possess the sense

of taste, the palate, rather than the tongue,

would appear

to

be

its

seat.

The organ
each

side,

of smell

is

commonly placed

on the upper surface of the head

AonpMoxus alone

it is

on
and

in front of the eyes
;

single or unpaired.

in the Cyclostomes

In

LopMus

piscatorius

the organs of smell appear as two small cups attached by a pedicle
The interior of their cavity is covered by mucous
to the upper lip.
membrane, with folds at the bottom which radiate from a centre, or
which form transverse strise proceeding on each side from a middle

In the osseous fishes each nasal cavity has usually two aperone in front and one behind. Except in the Myxino'ids the

axis.
tures,

cavity of the nose has no communication with that of the mouth, as
is

the case in vertebrates that breathe

by

lungs.

Tlie eyes of fishes, the soles (the genus Pleuronectes) excepted,

more above, sometimes
The bony orbit
is not perfectly closed, but open forwards and backwards.
The
eye-ball is commonly flatter in front and irregularly convex behind.
Although capable of little motion, it has still six muscles in most
fishes, four straight and two oblique, as in man. In some fishes the
are situated on each side of the head, often

quite at the side, as in the hammer-fishes [Zygcenoi).

Compare on the structure of fishes' scales Agassiz (Poiss. foss.), Mandl {Ann.
Tom. xi. 1839, p. 347, and the objections of Agassiz ibid. Tom.
XIV. 1840, pp. 98 and foil.), and Peters in Mueller's Archiv, 1841, Jahreshcrlcht,
s. 209
216.
In the Ganoids, where the scales are covered by an enamel, microscopic
^

des Sc. nat. ie S4ne,

—

investigation indicates bone-corpuscles {lacuna), like those which occur in bone.

Williamson On
pi aco'kl

the microscop. struct,

fishes, Phil.

Tr. 1849, pp.

of the scales and dermal

435—475, with

plates.

teeth

of some

r/ano'id

See

and

—

;;
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eye-ball,

m

which

such cases

is

small,

is

covered

of the skin neither attenuated nor transparent

by a production

in the

:

most the skin

forms round the anterior margin of the eye-ball a circular
then becoming thin and transparent passes over

Only few have

The

ing.

memhrana

nictitans.

external coat [sclerotica)

the inside a cartilaginous layer,

The
the

cornea

is flat,

sclei'otica is

[clioro'idea),

is

and

some sharks have also a
Lachrymal glands are wantelastic and fibrous
it has on

eye-lids with free edges

third eye-lid, the

fold,

as conjunctiva.

it

;

;

which sometimes partially

On

or at least not very convex.

ossifies.

the inside next

situated the external lamina of the vascular coat

a glistering silvery or gold-coloured membrane, which

to it succeeds the vascular layer, formed of a
network of blood-vessels and covered by a layer of black pigment

jDasses into the iris

;

this last passes at the posterior sm'face of the iris into the uvea.

the entrance of the optic nerve into the eye-ball

At

most
osseous fishes a vascular body, which surrounds the nerve like an
incomplete ring [glandula choroidalis, comp, above, p. 34). The
place where the optic nerve enters the eye-ball is frequently not in
The retina arises from a streak or irregular
the axis of the eye.
white spot, where the optic nerve, mostly in form of a folded
band, is expanded. In many osseous fishes a production of the
situated in

is

choroidea as a sickle-shaped band [processus falciformis) penetrates

the vitreous humour, opposite the entrance of the optic nerve, and
attaches itself to the margin of the capsule of the crystalline lens

generally the attachment

is

effected

by means

of a transparent but-

ton [camjyamda Halleri), of which the structure
ciently

The

known.

of the vertebrates.

very large

;

it

The
The

The

humour

is

more

crystalline lens is

is

fluid

not yet

is

suffi-

than in the rest

almost spherical and

projects through the pupil at its anterior part.

aqueous humour

which

vitreous

The

present in small quantity alone \

auditory organ of fishes consists exclusively of that part

in the higher vertebrate animals constitutes

the labyrinth.

external auditory passage, the cavity of the tympanum, the

Eustachian tube and the ossicles of the ear are wanting.

The

—

Compare Rosenthal Zergliederung des Fiscliaufjes in Reil's Archiv, x. s. 393
W. S(EMMERRiNG De OcuJoi'uiii hominis animaliumque sectione horizontali.
Gottingas, 1818, fol. pp. 62
Gottsche Ueher die Retina, im Auge der Gratenfische,
71
Mueller's ^wA/v, X834, I. s. 457— 466.
1

414; D.

;
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membranous labyrinth

in the

bony

fishes

and stm-geons

lies for

the most part free in the cavity of the cranium at the side of the
brain,

and surrounded by the same fatty substance

stomes and Cyclostomes the auditory apparatus
side of the

cranium in a special cavity, and

laginous labyrinth.

In almost

all

fishes

is

is

;

in the Plagio-

situated on each

included in a carti-

three very large semi-

of which the two perpendicular (the
and the posterior canal) have the part between the two

circidar canals are present,
anterior

in

common, and thus together open

into the vestibule

by

three

apertures, whilst the outermost, horizontal canal, opens into

it

by

two apertures. This vestibule [vestihulum, alveus communis) is
situated below the semicircular canals, and has an elongated sac
as an appendage, which is separated from it by a constriction.
The posterior part of this sac has a small vesicular appendage
{cysticula Breschet), whilst at the anterior part of the alveus
communis there is also a small expansion (ufriculus, apj)endix
clavata vestihull).
In each of these three parts there lies a small
stone, of which that which lies in the anterior part of the sac
is the largest.
These ossicles are hard in the bony fishes,
generally grooved, crimped at the margin and sometimes very
glistering and of a pure white; in the Plagiostomes and sturgeons
they are softer and granular; they consist of carbonate of lime\
In the Cyclostomes neither the stones nor any such sand has been
met with. In these the auditory apparatus is also more simple.
In Petromyzon and Ammoccetes two semicircular canals alone
are found.
They are short and thick, and lie towards the membranous vestibule, into which they open, as well by their broad
extremities (the two amjMllce), as also by a common aperture at the
In Myxine and Bdellostoma Muell. the
part where they unite.
entire membranous labyrinth is a single circular canal, which

may

be regarded in part as a canalis semicircularis, in part as
In the Plagiostomes the cartilaginous labyrinth

vestihulum.

is

prolonged beneath the skin and extends to the upper part of the

cranium

in the

;

rays

also

the

membranous labyrinth is proto a membranous sac, which,

longed upon the cranium and leads
situated

by one

between the cranium and the skin, opens on the skin
or

by

three small apertures.

Compare E. Krieger Dc

VOL.

II.

These parts are

filled

with

OtoUthis, Dissert, tvaug. pJiysiol. Berolini, 1840, 4to.
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In some bony fishes

a calcareous matter.

labyrinth

tlie

is

extended

a production which unites with that of the opposite side [sinus

by

impar), and afterwards, on the outside of the occiput on each side,
terminates in an atrium on the
of a chain of small bones,

it

is

first

vertebra.

brought

in

Here, by means

connexion with the

swimming-bladder \ so that by this the intensity of the vibrations
of sound may be augmented. In other osseous fishes the swimmingbladder extends, without such a chain of bones, to membranous
spaces in the cranium which are in connexion with the auditory

apparatus ^.
Tlie muscles of fishes consist of loosely united fibres, generally

On

white.

each side of the trunk a large muscular mass

is

which extends from the head and the osseous belt of the
fin, on the rays of which it
This muscular mass is divided
terminates by tendinous bands.
by tendinous strips [ligamenta intermuscular ia), as though by ribs,
situated,

pectoral fins to the base of the caudal

into segments lying behind one another

;

the margins of these strips

appear on the surface under the skin as zigzag tendinous incisures
{inscrijytiones tendinece)

This muscular mass

man

of which in

descending from the back to the abdomen.
is

the lateral layer

the dorsal portion alone

trunk-muscles,

of the

present,

is

developed to form the different muscles of the back.
the contrary,
exist, the

it

two

to leave a fissure in

^

which these

fins are received; the pectoral

These bones were named by E. H. Weber, to

which

is

refer

them

ventral fins

muscular masses separate from each other

horhnochelchen, ossicula auditus.

MANS Mulder

Where

extends over the abdomen.

lateral

and has been
In fishes, on

Geoffkot de

St.

whom we owe

their discovery, Ge-

Hilaike, J. F.

Meckel and Saag-

to the first vertebra; the largest, ensiform,

hindmost bone,

immediately connected with the swimming-bladder, would seem to be the rib

of the second vertebra.

See in detail the investigations of the author last named in

—

bl. 84
According to Owen these
105.
bony labyrinth, belong to the splanchnic skeleton. Lectures, II. p. 210.
2 The first good description of the auditory organ of fishes was given by P. Camper
YerhandeUngcn van de Holl. Maatscli. der Wetensch. te Haarlem, vii. i, bl. 79 117,

Bijdrarjen

tot

de Natuurk. Wetensck. vi. 1831,

bones, with the

—

with

figs.

1763.

Great in this respect are the deserts of

Monro

subject has been treated with great completeness and detail

work De Aure

et

Auditu hominis

et

animalium.

also G. JiREHCRET Ilechcrches anatom.

17 Planches. Paris,

et

1838, 4to, and J.

Gehororgancs hei den Cyclostomen.

Cum tab.

and Scarpa.

This

by E. H. Weber,

in his

X. LipsiiE, 1820, 4to.

Comp,

VOrgane de I'ouie des Poissons, avec
Mueller Ueber den dgenthumllchen Bau des

physiol. stir

Berlin,

separately from the Abhandl. der AJcad. der

Mit 3 Kupfertafeln fol. (printed
1838.
Wmensch. zu Berlin, avs demJahre 1837).
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with their muscles pass through

side,

a fissure in the anterior part of each of
the spinal column

means

alternate relaxations

cylindrical fishes,

of the lateral muscles

bent to the right or the

is

of progression for

The

left.

principal

consist in the lateral flexures, the

tlie fish

and curvatures of the

as the eel,

muscles, which

tlie lateral

By means

here divide into two bundles.

tail, or,

in the case of

The

of the entire trunks

surface

upon the water may be greater or less in proportion
as the vertical fins (the dorsal, anal and caudal fins) of which the
rays are capable of separation from each other and of erection, are
more or less expanded. This is effected by muscles, two in number
on each side of the interspinal bones one in front and one behind
the projecting line seen on each side of these bones.
That in front
moves the ray forward and thus extends the fin; that beliind draws
which

reacts

,

:

the ray towards the back, or in the case of the anal fin towards

tlie

and thus depresses the fin. Above these muscles there
situated on each side of every ray a superficial muscle inserted

belly,
is

into the skin

these

;

of which the fibres have an oblique direc-

last,

tion as regards the large lateral muscles,

The

principally in directing

water.

its

body

its

fins are large

.

The

position in the

enough

in the air for a certain time

Exocoetus, Dactylojyterus)

to

be able

(flying

fishes,

pectoral fins can be

moved from

moved up or down.
dependent on the osseous belt

the body, can be expanded and

or towards

The forward and backward motion
which these

are

the fins laterally.

course and securing

In some fishes the pectoral

to sujDport the

to

move

ventral and pectoral fins act as oars, and serve the fish

fins are attached,

moved by muscles which

is

and

is

very limited.

are attached to the inner

These fins
and outer

and inserted into the rays.
Those of the inner surface
draw the pectoral fins nearer to the body [musculi adductores) those
of the outer surface move them from it {musculi ahductores).
The ventral fins can draw their rays together or render them more
surface

,

remote from

downwards

each

other,

can

move themselves

perpendicularly

and inwards.
The head is very slightly, if at all, moveable on the trunk the
jaws, the palatine arch, the tongue-bone, the branchial arches, on the
or horizontally outwards

;

^

S. J.

Brugmans

pointed out that the stream of water issuing from the

aperture on expiration, also assists the progressive motion of fishes,
eerste

Klasse van het Hollandsche Instituut,

i,

bl.

185

—

'217.

gill-

Verhandel. ckr

Amsterd. 1812.

4—2
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The

other hand, have great capacity of motion.

principal muscles,

which widen the cavity of the mouth and move the gill-covers, are
attached to the inner and outer surface of the arch of the palate
and to the bones which connect the lower jaw with the cranium.
The restorative power of tishes is limited to the reproduction of
Many fishes may
the parts of tins which have been removed.
carps and pikes have been recorded to have
attain a great age
;

In general they seek their food,

more than a century.

lived

especially marine

by

fishes,

night,

and then

most

are

Many

captured; perhaps they sleep in the day-time.

easily

fishes pro-

bably are torpid during winter.

known. The principal inclination
them feed on living
For stupifying it some have the power of giving electric
prey.
The most remarkable example of art-instinct in the overshocks.

Of the

instinct of fishes little is

of the fish

is

the hunting for food, and most of

powering of prey,

afforded

is

by an East Indian fresh-water

fish

{Toxotes jaculdtor), which squirts drops of Avater upon insects on

water-plants in

The

water.

its

neighbourhood, to cause them to

instinct

which

is

species, propagation, offers less that is

in that of insects

and

fall into

the

directed to the preservation of the

birds, although

remarkable in this class than

some

species are

known

that

prepare a kind of nest under the water for their offspring^
Many fishes change their abode at certain seasons of the year.

Thus,

example, some fishes

for

mouths

in

spring or

summer ascend

of rivers to cast their spawn, as the shad

(

the

Clujjea alosa)

;

Some
salmons ascend even far inland against the stream of rivers.
would seem to undertake expeditions annually in countless shoals,
the

as

herrings,

which,

according to

northern ocean a circuit returning into

Gilpin, describe in
itself,

so that in

the

January

and February they appear off Georgia and Carolina, in April off
York, and there in the rivers and bays deposit their spawn,
then return to the sea and move towards Netvfoundland. Afterwards

New

^

To

leaves

these beloogs the (^vkU of Aristoteles, a marine
Hist. Anini.

{algce).

des Poiss. XII. p.

of

Hancock;

Gasterostcus,

lately

vili.

cap. 30 (according to

fish,

that

Cuvier a

makes a nest of

Gohius), Hist. nat.

the Boras HancocTctl, Cuv. andVAL., according to the observatiojis

to these, finally, also different species of fresh-water sticklebacks belong,

where the males build the

published.

Poissons, PI.

7,

i.

-20.

Coiiipare

Diet,

nests, according to the observations of CosTE,

universal

cVHist. nat. VIII.

1847, pp. 650,

651,
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they run north-eastwards

Orkney

the

to

where

Islands,

tliey

are found in June, divide at the British Isles about August,

run

again unite to

November, whilst

towards

in

south-west

the

December they

in

are found at

some distance

from the west coast of America, in about 18^ or 20° N. L.
they return northwards

to

Georgia,

&c/

These

and
and

October

results,

Then
indeed,

founded upon the supposition that the herring of the east
North America belongs to the same species with that

are

coast of

of the North

Sea, which, however, has been since found not to

be the case^.

On

the whole there

still

prevails

much

uncertainty

Most of them do not migrate,
be compared with those of birds

respecting the migration of fishes.
or their expeditions are rather to

of passage, which, without any determinate course, betake them-

now and then from one place to another. Those marine
which may really be named fishes of passage, change in the
northern hemisphere the northern for more southern regions in the
spring of the year, whilst birds of passage do the same in the
autumn. The cause, therefore, of the passage of fishes must be
selves

fishes,

different

from that of birds ^.

Some

species of fishes can exist for a longer or shorter period

dry land, as the

common

Different species of Callichthys

eels.

on
and

Doras bury themselves in the mud when the ponds in which they
live become dry, or even creep, as Hancock witnessed in a species
of Doras, over the ground, sometimes in large troops to another
pond. The sand-eel [Ammodotes toManus) lives in the sand and
especially in the clayey bottom of the sea, in which it buries
itself deep and through which it winds in all directions
it some;

times approaches so close to the shore that

II.

Philadelphia, 1786, pp. 236

The hen-ing

of

New York

nat. des Poiss. XX. p. 247.

water
its

all

round our

spawn."

by Yarrell
3

may

be dug out at

Observations on the annual Passage of Herrings, Transact, of the Americ. Philos.

^

Soc. Vol.
2

it

coast,

Yarrell

is

— 239.

Clupea elongata Lesueuk.

See Cuv. et Val., Hist.

["There can be no doubt that the herring inhabits deep
and only approaches the shores for the purpose of depositing

British Fishes,

11.

in Journ. of Roy. Institution,

p.

112; see the paper of M'-'Culloch quoted

Jan. 1824.]

A prize essay of Marcel De Serres on the History of Fishes of Passage {Natuurk.
te Haarlem, lie Verzam.
and may be regarded as a failure.

Verhandelingen van de Holl. Maatschappij der Wetenschappen
26 Deel. 1842, 4to) throws

little

light on this matter,

:
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ebb-tide with a spade, as in some parts of Zealand*.

climbs over the rocks by the aid of

alticiis

its fins,

Salarias

and leaps four

That many fishes,
five feet when attempted to be taken.
swimming on the sm-face of the water, often make short leaps into
the air, is known to all the flying fishes [Exoccetus], noticed above,
or

:

can leap

full

twenty

feet whilst flapping

with their large pectoral

fins.

Fishes, in respect of their residence,

and others

as inhabit the sea,

have lately

said,

may

fi-esh-water,

be divided into such

although some, as

we

migrate from the sea to rivers and from these to

The number of species that dwell in the sea is, howmuch larger than those in fresh water, and is to the last
Most of the fi-esh-water fishes are found
probably as 3:1.
the sea.

ever,

amongst the

soft-finned {Malacojjtenjgli)

Salmonacei,

Stluroidei

and

Gyprinoidei,

especially abundant in species

number

of fresh-water species

the thirtieth part of

all

the

physical distribution of fishes

;

many

the families of the

of

which the

last

is

amongst the Acanthojpterygii the

may be

stated as certainly less than

known

species.

is

On

the whole the

bounded by narrower

that of the other animal species.

hot springs, in which

in

As

limits than

a rule, no fishes are found in

other animals frequently live, although

a species of Cyprmus {Leuciscus thermalis) has been found in the
On high mountain
Island of Ceylon in a hot spring of 50° centigr.

where there

levels,

many

is

often a luxuriant vegetable growth,

and where

birds and insects live, only a few fishes are found in the rivers

and ponds, as the EremopMlus Mutisii in the river Bogota, 8000
In the brooks on the highest
feet above the level of the sea.
Altaic mountains no fishes are found.

Some

fishes live in

sub-

terranean lakes.
distribution of fishes indicates some general
which agree with those presented by molluscs (see above,

The geogTaphic
results

^ The Dutch reader
and the lines

will here recall

Dan gaat

dejeugd met spade en ploeg

Naar't hreede

Anabas {Perca
ing to

scandens),

an Indian

vlalcJce

its gill-covers.

strand, &c.

fresh- water fish, not only quits the water, accord-

Daldorf and John, but even

spines on

probably the well-known romance of Bellamy,

climbs the palms upon the bank, by aid of the

Other writers, however, and especially Hamilton Buchanan,

contradict these statements.

;
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Vol.

There are few species alone which may be regarded

p. 770).

I.
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as cosmopolitan, and then only in an improper sense, whilst they
occur, for example, in

Temnodon

most seas only, but not

The

saltator.

fishes of the

North Sea

in part in the

also

;

but

as

many

are peculiar

this

to

along the west-coast of North

large lake, or spread themselves

The Red Sea

Africa to the Atlantic Ocean.

North Sea,

in the

Mediterranean are met with

is

many

in

respects to

be regarded simply as a part of the Indian Ocean, and contains

many
many

genera which do not occur in the Mediterranean, and even
species

which

extend themselves

the

to

extreme limits

of the Indian Archipelago, and sometimes even to the Southern
Pacific.

Amongst

C2/2:)>'inus

L. especially, and the allied genus

the numerous

the fresh-water fishes,

Cobiti's,

genus

are to

be

regarded as a group of the Eastern hemisphere, of which the

number

of species occur in India, whilst only a few are
North
America and none in South America.
met with in
On
greatest

the other hand, the Siluroids occur equally in both hemispheres
of the earth, although

many

forms are found in the Western hemi-

sphere alone.

The

Many

man

use which

races

of

derives

from the fishes

Salted or dried, and thus rendered

fit

they aftord us train

which the use

very great.

for transmission to

they form an important branch of commerce
of

is

people live exclusively or principally on

is

oil,

isinglass,

fish.

a distance,

for seafaring nations

The number of fishes
small when compared with

&c.

injurious, is only

that of the edible and useful.

The arrangement
and

it

of fishes

is

attended with great

seems to be rather the avoidance of what

attainment of what

is

perfect, that the

is

difficulties,

frail

than the

most earnest investigations

and the most learned disquisitions have yet

to offer us.

SYSTEMATIC

ARRANGEMENT OF

FISHES.

CLASS XIV.
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Vertebrate animals breathing during
sistent
single,

the whole

life

hy

per-

branchiaj, having cold blood and a ventricle of the heart
branchial alone aquatic, mostly oviparous.
;

I.

Organ of smell unpaired.
Section

Dermoiiterygii.

I.

Fins surrounding the body at the back and abdomen with a
cutaneous border: pectoral and anal fins none.
sistent, in place of

Body

Ribs none.)

a vertebral column.

Dorsal cord per-

(Swimming-bladder none.

covered by a soft skin, not scaly.

Order

I.

Lejjtocardii.

Pulsating vessels in place of heart.

Blood

Branchial sac

pale.

in front of ojsophagus, included in the cavity of body.

Family

I.

Ampliioxini.

single family.)

Body

(Characters of the order those of the

compressed.

AmjjMoxus Yarrell [BrancMostoma Costa).
at

both ends; dorsal

fin

Body acuminate

extended at the back through the whole

length, confluent at the tail with the anal.

Mouth

inferior, pre-

senting a longitudinal fissure, furnished with somewhat rigid cirri
(12

— 15 on each

side).

This genus of fishes

is

the most imperfect of the tyfus of verte-

There

is

no brain present, at

brate animals.

least

not as a distinct
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organ; this part of the central nervous system
anterior obtuse extremity of the spinal cord.

terminating in a

is

represented by the

The chorda

dorsalis,

has two sheaths, from the most

jjoint at both, ends,

is extended upwards on each
two laminse approach each other and finally coalesce.
In this way a canal is formed above the chorda dorsalis in which
the spinal marrow is contained.
But the entire canal is not filled
by this it is divided by a thin transverse partition into a larger
inferior portion inclosing the spinal cord, and a smaller upper portion

external of which a fibrous lamina

side

these

;

:

containing a cellular tissue saturated with

fat.

Above

this last

portion the two laminse unite to form a crest on which the rays of

the dorsal

fin

The mouth

rest.

cartilage, consisting

laterally in a conical point
cirri

surroimded by two strips of

is

each of which terminates

these points are the supports of the

;

that surround the mouth.

branchial cavity, which
strips

is

of jointed pieces,

Behind the mouth commences the

supported by numerous cartilaginous

and invested by a mucous membrane covered with vibratile
small fissures are left between the

sti-ips of cartilage, which
do not open on the skin but terminate in the cavity of the body.
In front of the anus is an aperture {^porus abdominalis) by which
the water escapes, and which may therefore be regarded as a

cilia

;

respiratory aperture, but thi-ough
also

The

evacuated.

branchial sac of which

it

the eggs and the sperma are

intestinal canal, as in the Ascidice (of the

AmiMoxus

bottom of the branchial

cavity,

reminds

and has a

us),

commences

at the

lateral expansion of

a

green colour terminating in a blind extremity forwards, which

probably corresponds to the

livei".

The

intestinal canal thi'oughout

beset with vibratile cilia

it has no convolutions,
and becomes narrower below ; the anus is situated at a short distance from the extremity of the body, somewhat to the left side.
The sexual organs are in both sexes of the same structure, and
form on each side of the abdominal cavity a series of irregular four-

its entire

extent

is

sided organs, which extends to
visible

through the

skin.

On

;

the 2)orus abdominalis, and are

the under surface, on each side, a fold

of skin has been observed, extending to the ^wrus abdominalis, in

which a canal

is

situated terminating close to this last behind

and

in front in the mouth.

We

give the preference to the

name

AmphioxViS, although devised a

couple of years later than that of Branchiostonia for this genus of animals,
since the last

is

less

mistake that the oral

commonly known, and moreover originated
cirri

are giUs.

in the

;

:
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Compare on

genus

this

W. Yarkell

History of British Fishes,

H. E.ATHKE Bemerhungen

Mueller

1836, pp. 468

ii.

Bau

Amphioxus

des

—

47'2.

lanceolatus.

Mit

Konigsberg, 1841.

einer Kupfertafel.

J.

den

ilber

Ueber den

Bau

u.

die Lebenserscheinungen des Branchio-

Mit 5 Kupfert. Berlin, 1844, 8vo.
A. De Quatrefages Memoire sur le systeme nerveux et sur VMstologie
du Branchiostome ou Amphioxus, Ann. des So. not. 36 S^rie, Tom. iv.
The descriptions of the Neapolitan
ZooJ. 1845, PP- 197
248, PI. 10 -13.
naturalist Costa {Cenni Zoologic't, 1834, Fauna del Regno di Naj^oli, 1839),
stoma lubricum Costa.

—

—

known

are

me from

to

Also of the paper of J. GooDSiR,

citations alone.

Trans, of the roy. Soc. of Edinburgh, XV. 1841, I have only been able to
consult the short account in the Ann. of nat. Hist. VII, pp. 346

Amphioxus

Sp.

lanceolatus Yakr'EJjJj, Branchiostoma lubricum.

the only one as

it

seems of this genus, occurs

rously in some places in the Mediterranean

the shore
figured

;

it,

its

length

held

is

from

Spicileg. Zoolog. Fasc. X.

Oedee
Blood
famished

Heart

red.

at the base

Tab.

II.

distinct.

i.

and nume-

buries itself in the sand of

Pallas, who first described and
whence he named it Llmax lanceolatus.

to 2".

1 1

to be a mollusc,

it

This species,

in different seas,
it

;

— 348.

fig, 11.

Cydostomi.
arteiy without bulb,

Brancliial

with two valves.

Body

cylindrical.

Branchiae

furnished with external spiracles, sacciform, six or seven on each
side.

Family
drical,

Myxinoidei {Hyperolreta MuELL.).

II.

Mouth

obliquely truncated anteriorly.

Body

anterior,

cylin-

cirrose

olfactory cavity furnished anteriorly with a tracheal tube leading to

an external

aj^erture

perforating the palate.
in a double

above the mouth, posteriorly with a canal
Single horny tooth in palate; smaller teeth

row on each

side in tongue, recurved.

Branchise on

each side with internal ducts leading to the oesophagus.

The work of

J.

Mueller, already

Vergleichende Anatomie
Akademie der Wissenschaften

cited,

der Myxhioiden, Ahhand. der Koenigl.

zu Berlin, 1834, 1838, 1839, 1842,
illustrated this family.

the cavities of the nose and the mouth,

and

is

besides a

lungs.

The

present,

is

common

inferior

has,

The perforated
is

in

particular,

palate, the

greatly

connexion of

not found in other

fishes,

character of vertebrates that breathe

margin of the mouth, since no under-jaw

formed by the anterior extremity of the tonguerbone.

by
is
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Two

Myxine L.

on the ventral surface

spiracles approximate

Leliind the branchiae, each spiracle receiving the external ducts of the
six branchiffi of

its

own

Eyes very

side.

Myxine glutinosa L., Gastrobranchus

Sp.

Tab.

VIII. fig. 4,

Poiss. PI. 120,

Bloch

North

3; lives in the

fig.

ccecus

Bloch, Link. Mus. Ad. Fred,
Cuviek R. Ani., ed. ill.,

Tab. 104

Syst. Ichth.

by muscles.

small, hidden

;

LiNN^US

Sea.

referred

it

to the

worms, regarding the two lateral parts of the tongue as transverse jaws
There is
(maxillie transver sales), which do not occur in vertebrate animals.
a duct which leads immediately from the oesophagus to the left spiracuhim ;
a similar duct occurs also in tlie following genus, going to the posterior
spiraculum branchiale of the left side. The animal is about 11" long.

Bdellostoma MuELL., Heptairema

DuMER.

side six or seven, each supplied with

Branchiaj on each

an external

spiracle.

Eyes

small, conspicuous through the skin.

name Heptatrcma can
met with having six gill-apertures

Fishes from the southern seas, for which the
scarcely be retained, since individuals are

on each

side, or six

on the right side and seven on the

not yet sufficiently defined

;

left

internal structure, notwithstanding the external characters

the species are

;

frequently,

how-

There are seven gill-apertures on each side

ever, they attain a larger size.

MuELL. see Bloch Syst. Ichth.
To this genus belongs a species imperfectly described and
by Lacepede Gastrobranchus Dombey ; Poiss. l. PI. 23, fig.i.

in Petromyzon cirratii^, Bdellostoma Forsteri

PP- 53i> 533'
badly figured

;

they closely resemble Myxine glutinosa in

;

Body cylindrical,
Family III. Petromyzonini {Hyperoartia)
with mouth anterior, lip circular or lunate. Olfactory cavity open
above by an external nasal foramen, produced posteriorly into a
Thorax cartilaginous, susblind canal, not perforating the palate.
taining the branchial apparatus, composed of strips descending on
.

each side beneath the skin from the back towards the ventral surface. Two dorsal fins, the posterior conjoined with the caudal fin.

Petromyzon L. (exclusive oiPetr. branchial is). Several labial and
Branchiee open internally in a suboesophagean tube,

lingual teeth.

blind posteriorly. Labial ring circular, margined
Sp. Petromyzon marinus L.,

Yarrell

Bloch

PI. 70,

fig. I,

Bloch

Ichth. Tab. 78, fig.

(named

Petr. marin.).

Ichth. Tab. 77,

Brit. Fishes,

The

approach of summer into

i,

11.

p.

448

Cuv. R. Ani.,

first

rivers,

by many small cirri.

;

ed.

Guerin

Iconogr., Poiss.

Petromyzon
ill.,

fiuviatilis L.,

Poiss. PI. 120, fig.

t

of these species, the marine, comes on the

and attains a length of more than two

much smaller, appears to live constantly in
is named Lamprey (Lampetra from lambendo

feet

;

This

the last,

fresh water.

species

peiras), PricJce, &c.

These animals use their tongue as a sucker, and attach themselves to
difiFerent

bodies

;

they then inspire and expire by the external branchial

;
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apertures.

den innern

On the anatomy, the memoir of H. Rathke {Bemerkungen ilber
Bau der Priche, Pctromyzon fluviatills. Dantzig, 1835, 4to) may

be regarded as the chief work.

The Dutch Society of Sciences has pubhshed a valuable memoir of
Max Schultze of Halle, Die Entwickelmigsgesch. von Petromyzon
Planeri. Mit VIII. Taf. {Natuiirkundige VerJiandelingen van de Hollandsche
Prof.

Maatschappij der Weitensch.

development there

is

Teeth none.

Upper

Comp. DuMEEiL

and

XII,

in the first stages of

that of the frog.

Brancliise

open internally in

Tab.

lip semicircular.

Dissertation sur

Eathke

clopedique, 1808);

Sp.

is entire,

External branchial apertures small, placed in a longi-

tudinal furrow.

— 102,

Haarlem. Tiveede Versameling, Deel

much analogy with

Ammoccetes Dumeb.
the pharynx.

66

te

The cleavage of the yolk

1856, 4to.)

les

Poissons cyclostomes [Magasin ency-

Beitrdye zur Gesch. der Thier^velt, iv. 1827,

s.

II. III.

Ammoccetes hranchialis, Petromyzon hranchialis L., Gu^rin Iconogr.,

Poiss. PI. 70, fig.

many

3,

Yarrell ^rt<.

Fishes,

11.

p. 459.

In fresh water in

countries of Europe, keeping mostly at the bottom or in the sand

this .species attains a length of 6 or 7".

Aug. Mueller {Ueher
323

Archil', 1856, pp.

of Petromyzon.

The

die Entwickelung der Neunaugen,

— 339) has found that Ammoccetes

perfect state

is

is

Mueller's

the larval form

not attained until the fourth year from

the egg.

II.

Organ

of smell double.

A. Muscular bulb at the base of branchial
merous valves disposed in longitudinal rows.

Section

II.

artery,

with nu-

CJiondro])terygiu

Fins supported by cartilaginous rays. Pectoral and ventral
Skeleton cartilaginous; cartilaginous arches closed, forming

fins.

a canal for the spinal cord; bodies of vertebrae distinct in most, in

some the

cJiorda dorsalis persistent, situated

caudal

Skin mostly rough with small bony

fin inferior.

covered with large
situated under

tlie

under the arches in-

Tail recurved upwards, with

closing the spinal cord, continuous.

dispersed

scutes,

sometimes naked.

scales, or

Mouth

(Ribs distinct in most; swimming-blad-

head.

der none.)

Order

III.

DesmiobrancMi

Brancliiaj adhering to the skin
lateral external apertures

by

on each

s.

Plagiostomi.

their outer margin, patent

side.

by

True operculum none.
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Mouth

a transverse fissure on the lower part of the head.
cranium not distinct by sutures. Copulation.
Compare

J.

Plagiostomen.

This order
site

Bones of

Mueller imd J. Henle Systematische Besclireihung der
Mit 60 Steindrucktafeln. Berlin, 1841, folio.

may

iu

many

some recent writers place

most compo-

respects be regarded as the

and the most highly organised
it

in the class of fishes,

and

at the top of the class

far

whence

from the

The conviction that it is an impossibility to preserve
when animals are arranged in a single line,
has withheld us from making such a revolution in the previous and
more common aiTangement of fishes.
The cranium of these fishes presents no sutures. A single bone
attaches the lower jaw to the skull, taking the place of the jugal
bone, of the tyrtiixtnicum, epityviipanicum, and •prceoperculum (see
Cyclostomes.

the natural

afiinity,

At

above, pp. 20, 21).

the posterior margin of this bone cartilaginous

appendages are attached
of the bony fishes.

digitally,

which correspond to the opercula

There are thin cartilaginous

strips

beneath the

skin which support the mai'gins of the external branchial apei^tures,

and replace the more composite apparatus of the Petromyzonines.
it is obvious that the apparatus in Petromyzon is not homologous with branchial arches.

Hence

Above, on the head, with few exceptions, are two apertures
behind the eyes, in front of the quadrate or suspensory bone of the
lower jaws

;

they conduct to the mouth and transmit the water that

has been distributed to the
Spritz-ldcher).

A

above, pp. 39, 40.

Family IV.
eyes or none.

(^foramina temjjoralia, events,

compare

All have a spiral valve in the intestinal canal.

Batides.

on the neck below,

gills

real copulation occurs in these fishes;

five

Body
on each

depressed.
side.

Branchial apertm-es

Eyelids connate with the

Cartilaginous belt sustaining the pectoral fins adher-

ing above to the vertebral column.
This fiimily consists principally of the genus Raja
as

Mueller has remarked, Squalus

Pristis L.

L., to

which,

might be added,

which forms indeed the transition to the following family, but
still

agrees with the rays in essential characters

:

the branchial

apertures are situated on the ventral surface, &c.

In
some

this family the dorsal fins are

commonly

species of rays individuals occur

far

backwards.

In

with a membrane on the

middle of the disc of the body, as in Raja clavata; such varieties
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have been regarded incorrectly as distinct

Lacepede

Many
and the
age and

Foiss.

I.

PL

See a figure in

species.

vii. fig. 1.

have spines or tubercles on the back, on the fins
which vary in number and development according to

species
tail,

difiei'ence of sex.

Body

A.

Tail slender.

f A

serrated spur at the base of

DuMER.

Ce2)]ialo2-)tera

discoldal, hroad.
tail.

SwAlNS.).

{Pterocephala

Pectoral fins

very broad, acuminate towards the point, produced in front of the

Teeth small.

liead like ears.

Cephaloptera Giorna Risso, Eaja giorna

Sp.

GuERiN
feet

;

Iconogr., Poiss. PI. 69,

fig.

4

;

Lac,

this species occurs in the Mediterranean,

Indies,

Japan and Brazil

Ceratoj^tera

are also

PoIss. v. PI. 20, fig. 3,

attains a breadth of

more than 4

but species from the East

known.

Muell. and Henle.
Pectoral fins broad, acuminate towards the

Myliohatis Cuv.

apex, interrupted at the sides of head, surrounding the head an-

Teeth

teriorly.

large,

forming transverse

flat

composed of

vertical

fibres

or cylinders,

covering each jaw with mosaic

lamince,

Tail flagelliform, very long, armed with a serrated spur

work.

behind the dorsal

fin.

Mylidbatis

Sp.

p. 445,

aguUa Risso, Raja aguila

L.,

Yaeeell

Brit.

Fishes,

11.

Mediten-anean Sea, &c.

Sub-genera: Ehinoptera Kuhl, Aetobatis Muell. and Henle.
Aetobatis flagellum, Raja flagellum.

Sp.

Bloch

Syst. Ichth.

Tab. 73, habit, in

Indian Sea, &c.

Trygon Adans.

Pectoral fins surrounding the head and often

produced into a point in front of head.
bicular

Disc of body oval, or-

Teeth placed in alternate rows,

or obtusely rhombic.

Tail mostly of length of body, without

rhombic.

finlets,

furnished

with single or double serrate aculeus.

Add

genera Urolophus and Trygonoptera Muell. and Henle.

Anacanthus Ehrenb.

A

genus

guished by defect of spur in the
Sp.
C.

allied to the

Trygon jyasfinacea BoNAP., Raja pastinacea
L.

Bonaparte Fauna

ranean and North Sea, &c.

Trygons, distin-

tail.

Italica,

Li.,

Bloch

Ichth. Tab. 82,

1841, in. Tab. 156; in the Mediter-

PISCES.

Some

species,
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with very long pectoral

and thus a very broad

fins,

resemble in some degree the preceding genera, but have a short

Raja

disc,

(Sp.

tail.

Bonap. 1. 1. Tab. 158, from the Mediform the genus Pteroplatea Muell. and

altavela L., Syst. nat. ed. X.

These species

terranean Sea.)

Henle.

Raja L.

Pectoral fins surrounding the head produced

(in part).

Disc of body rhombic.

as far as the ventral fins.

depressed,

without spur, bipinnate

Teeth crowded, rhombic,

border at the sides.

Tail slender,

with a membranous

above,

flat,

sometimes,

the most numerous in species of the family.

These species

especially in males, acute.
This genus

is

are often oviparous, whilst
Sp.

all

the other rays are viviparous.

Raja clavata L. (and Raja ruhus Gm.), Bloch

EcKSTEOEM

SuNDEVALL ScancUnaviens

och

thickly beset above with small booklets

from a

flat

round root

like the

—3

Tab. 35.

and some larger

head of a

lower white ; this species becomes 2

Tab. 83, 84, Fries,

IchtJi.

Fislcar,

nail;

spines,

The body
which

is

arise

upper surface a dull-brown,
See, further, 508111

feet large, &c.

Sur un appareil qui se ti'ouve de chaque cote de la queue sur les poissons
du rjenre Raja. Ann. des Sc. Nat. 3ifeme S^rie, Tom. vii. Zool. 1845, PP195, 302. PI.

The

From

3, 4.

ventral fins are usually deeply incised and divided into two lobes.

MuELLEE and Henle form

a species in which this was not observed,

the genus Sympterygia.

B.

Torpedo

Tail fleshy, fusiform.

tail,

covered

by naked unarmed

Tail pinnate at the point

skin, dis-

dorsal fin above the

;

Teeth conical, acuminate, crowded.

mostly double.
Temerch Gray.
Sp.

Body

Dumer.

ciform, rotundate.

Dorsal

fin

none.

Teeth

flat.

Temera Hardwichii Geay.

N

Torpedo auctor. {Astra^^e Muell. and Henle,
archie, Henle,
and Torpedo Muell. and Henle). Dorsal fin sometimes single

Teeth acute.

(Astrape), mostly double.

Compare
historischen

183 1

;

— F.

J. F.

und

G. J.

Synopsis der

The

M. Von Olfees, Die

Gattung Torpedo in ihren natur-

Mit

antiquariscJien Beziehungen erlautert.

Henle

Ueher Narcine, cine neue

electrisclien Fische.

Mit 4

Steintafeln.

3 Tafeln.

Berlin,

Gattung, nebst einer

Berlin, 1834, 4to.

species from'the Mediterranean all belong to the sub-genus Toi'pedo

of the moderns; the exotic species to Narcine {Narcine and Astrape), with

small teeth in alternate rows on a plate projecting from the mouth.

name Raja Torpedo

of the Systema naturce

NiEUS referred

descriptions of these fishes to a single species.

These

fishes

all his

(NdpKri,

is

The

a collective name, for LlN-

Torpedo, Ziiterroche, Krampfrosclie) have

been long known, and were recorded by the antients on account of

—
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and paralysing shocks.

their wonderful property of giving painful

That

was

this

property

an

is

effect of

the development of electricity

proved especially by the experiments of

distinctly

Walsh

{Phil. Trans. 1774) in the latter half of the preceding century.

In

Todd, H. and J. Davy, &c.
the present century also
Soc.
Roy.
the
Trans,
Phil.
of London, 1816, 1832,
(compare
of
illustrated by many
have
inquiries,
and
these
continued
have
1834)

many

writers,

experiments the chemical and magneto-electric properties of these
The electric organ of the Torpedo is situated on each side
fishes.
of the body and consists of a multitude of hexangular prisms or

membranous

tubes, arranged side

by

side

perpendicular to the

ventral and dorsal surfaces, which present numerous transverse

on which the finest nervous filaments are spread, and between which a fiuid is contained. The
filaments arise from thick branches of the nervus vagus and also
from the fifth pair, which run to the electric apparatus.
partitions of microscopic delicacy,

Compare, amongst the

earlier writers, S.

Firenze, 1678, 4to, and J.

alle Torpedini.

LoEENZiNl Ohservazioni intorno

Hunter

in Philos. Trans. 1773,

pp. 481 and foil. and amongst the more recent, especially P. Savi Etudes
anatomiques sur le si/st. nerveux et sur Vorgane electrique de la Torpille (illus;

trated

by

beautiful figures,

Bau

fehieren
Tafel.
\.

Matteucci Traite des pheiioand E.. Wagnek Veberden
Organs im Zitferrochen. Mit einer lithogr.

and appended

nienes electro-fhysiologiques.

des electrischen

to C.

Paris, 1844, 8vo),

Gbttingen, 1847 {-^us d. Ahhandl. der Konigl. Gesellsch. der WisIII.

Bd.).

Rudolphi, Torpedo Narke Kisso, Bloch Ichih. Tab.
naturh. Gegenst. No. 57; Torpedo marmorata
Rudolphi, Torpedo Oalvanii Bonap., Cuv. B. Ani:, ed. ill., Poiss. PI.

Sp.

Torpedo

ocellata

Blumenbach Abh.

122,

116, &c.

Rhinohatus ScHN.
anteriorly.

Disc of body ololong or cordate, acuminate

Pectoral fins terminating in front of ventral.

Skin mostly

rougli,

Head

Teeth crowded, arranged in a quincunx.

in front of eyes, carinate.

with scales or spines dispersed

spines in the middle of back.

;

a

row of

Tail with two dorsal fins and a

terminal fin bilobed.
Sub-genera Platyrhina Muell. and Henle, Trygonorhina M.
and H., Rhinohatus Schn., Rhynchohatus M. and H., Rhina Schn.
:

Sp.

Phinohafus

Poiss. PI. 69,

Bl.,

Icevis
fig.

I

;

Schn.

Syst.

IcJith.

habit, in Indian

Bonap. {Raja rhinohatus L.) &c.

Tab.

71,

and Red Seas.

Gueein

Iconogr.,

Khinoh. Colmnnce
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Platyrliina

Note.

to Torpedo,

diflfers

M. and H.

(Sp.

Raja chinensis Lac), a genus

Comp. Plate

from Rhinobatus.

in habit

in

allied

Muelleu

and Henle,

Lath,

Pristis

with small

duced

Body

the ventrals.

to

Teetli small,

elongate,

depressed anteriorly, covered

Pectoral fins distant from head, not pro-

flat scales.

Tail with two dorsal and a caudal

crowded upon

a plane.

Head produced

fin.

anteriorly into

a depressed ensiform process armed Avith teeth at the margin on

each side.
Pristis antiquorum Lath., Squalus pristis L., Bloch Tchth. Tab. 120,
Cuv. R. Ani., ed. ill., Poiss. PI. 117, fig. 2; the saw-fish {serra marina or
serra pristis), irplaTi? the name of the animal is borrowed from the weapon
with which its head is armed it measures J of the length of the body, and

Sp.

;

;

has on each side from 20 to 30 elongato-conical teeth.

Compare Latham
(Pristis Perotteti,

in Transact, of

Linn. Soc.

tlie

from the Senegal, would seem

pp. 282 and

11.

to be

foil,

found in fresh-water

only.)

Family V.

SelacJn'i

Squali).

(s,

Branchial apertures at

tlie

margin free. Cartilaginous belt
imperfect, not conjoined with vertebral column above.

sides of neck. Eyelids distinct, with

of pectoral fins

Anal

Pectoral fins not produced in front of head.

The Sharks.

— This

group

is

somewhat

less

fin in

many.

numerous in

than the preceding, although about one hiuidred

v.ve

species

known; more

than a fourth part of that number Hve in the seas of our part

In general

of the woi'kl.

and even
the globe

this

group seems,

like that of the I'ays,

in a greater degree, to belong to the eastern hemisphere of
;

from the South American

coasts, Brazil,

and the West

Indies, there are only few species, perhaps only one-tenth of the

whole number.
Carcharias
the

sea.

is

Of

They

live in the sea,

all

although one species of

found in the Ganges at a distance of sixty hours from
these fishes

some are widely dispersed,

as

Spinax

acanthias {Sq. Acanthias L.), Mustelus vulgaris (Squalics Mustehis
L.), which occur in the Mediterranean, the Atlantic, at the Cape,
and even in the South Sea. In this family the largest fishes are
found; many are more than six feet, Selache maxim<f, (^Squalus
niaximics) may be more thaii thirty feet long.

Squatina

DuMER. Body

anterior, eyes small, situated

depressed; head rotundate, with

on the upper part of head.

poral foramina behind the eyes.

VOL,

TI,

Teeth acuminate,

mouth

Two

conical.

temBran-

5

—
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chial

fissures

approximate.

Pectoral fins rhombic, produced anteriorly

Two

sides of the head.
Sp.

in the constricted neck beliind the head,

situated

dorsal fins above the

tail.

none.

fin

Squafina vulgaris Rrsso, Squahis Squatina L., Bloch IcJdh. Tab. ii6;

Yarrell

Br. Fishes,

ii.

p.

407

Compare H. Bourse Wills
anat. de Squatina

Pristiopliorus

Icevi.

;

med. inaug., coHtinens ohservationes

L. B. 1844, 8vo.

MuELL. and Henle.

below in middle of snout.

and North Sea.

in the Mediterranean

Dissert,

Head produced

oblongo-triangular process serrated on each side.

Sp.

Anal

the

at

Anal

fin

into a

flat,

long

cirri

Two

none.

Pristiophorus cirratus, Pristis cirratus Lath., Linn. Trans.

fig. 5,

PI. 27,

South

Pacific,

New

Ii.

PI. 26,

Holland, Japan.

Notwithstanding the external resemblance to Pristis

this fish is a true

shark, with lateral branchial apertures, which are situated in front of the
pectoral fins, whilst in Pristis they are placed below them.

Squalus L. (exclusive of some species). Body elongate, with
head produced into a snout above the mouth.
Branchial apertures
at the sides, situated in front of the pectoral fins or above them.
Dorsal fins mostly two, the anterior placed nearly in the middle of
back before the ventral fins.

A.

Squall with anal Jin none.

Scymnus Cuv.
fins two,

Temporal foramina. Teeth acuminate. Dorsal
unarmed, small or moderate, the first at the middle of

back or nearer the second.
(Sub-genera

:

Echinorhinus Blainv., Lcemargtis and Scymnus

MuELL. and Henle).
Sp.

Scymnus

lichia

Bonap., Squalus americanus Gm., Bonap. Faun.

Tab. 142, MediteiTanean Sea, Atlantic Ocean

;

Scymnus micropterus Valenciennes, Nouv. Ann. du Mus.
20, in the North Sea, &c.

Spinax Cuv. (and Centrina
in front of each dorsal
fin,

exsert at the point.

Sp.

fin,

ejusd.).

Itul. iii.

ScymnushorealisYXjE^WG,
i.

p. 454,

Temporal foramina.

PI.

Sjjine

free or contained in the anterior part of

Teeth small, acuminate, crowded in several

Squalus Acanthias L., Bloch Ichth. Tab. 85, Skandinav.

46; the picked shark; this species
seldom attains a length of 3 feet.

is

FisTcar.

Tab.

amongst the smaller sharks, and
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Squall jyrovided with anal Jin.

B.

t Dorsal fin

single.

Notidanus Cuv. Temporal foramina small. Branchial apertures
on each, side {Hexanchus Rafin.) or seven {Ileptanclms Rafin.).

six

Sqihalm cinereus Gm., from the Mediterranean Sea.

Sp.

ft

With two dorsal

fins.

With temporal foramina.

a)

Eyes without nictitating membrane.

Cestracion Cuv.
front of both

dorsal

Spine in

Teeth crowded, anterior acuminate,

fins.

arranged in several rows, posterior

Head

rhombic.

flat,

flat

above

or subconcave.
Sp.

Sqaalus PhiUppi ScHN.

Phillip

to

Botany Bay.

Port Jackson

London,

teeth are figured in Cuv. R. Ani., ed.

group of

fossil fishes,

not

and

The

OwEN

in

and a very similar

representative of a numerous

which lived principally

in the coal-periods.

Eyes without nictitating membi-ane. Teeth small,
Dorsal fins unarmed.
Branchial apertures

Selache Cuv.
conical,

New Holland,

The only

on the coasts of Japan.

Voyage of Governor

Poiss. T15, fig. 3,

ill.,

Odontogr. PI. 10, 11; Southern Ocean near
species

Sliarlc,

789, 4to, figured opposite p. 383.

1

serrate.

large.
Sp.

Squalus maximus Guenner, Gmel., Blainv. Memoire sur

pelerin,

Add

Ann. du Mus.

xViii. pp. 88

— 135, PL

Squale

le

vi.

Lamna Cuv.
sometimes very small, hence often over-

genera Alojnas Rafin^, Odontaspis Agass.,

Temporal foramina

small,

Tail in S'qtiahis vidqyes Gm. (Alopias Rafin.) longer than

looked.

body exclusive of
Mustelus

tail.

Eyes

Cuv.

furnished with

Teeth small, obtuse, rhombic, crowded.

beginning above the termination of pectoral

margin of these

;

second dorsal

rior branchial apertures

132,

fig.

I,

Miistelus

fins or at

first

the posterior

Two

opposite the anal.

above the pectoral

Squalus mustelus L.,

Sp.

fin

membrane.

nictitating

Dorsal fins unarmed,

poste-

fins.

Bonap.,

phhejus

Faun.

Ital.

Tab.

Mediterranean Sea and North Sea; the jaws with a

in the

pavement of small

teeth, as in

many

sharks

;

a very similar species

is dis-

tinguished by a yolk-sac placenta (see above, p. 41, note) during development it is the Mustelus Ixevis Muell., the smooth shark, yaXebi Xeros of
;

Aristotelbs; see J. Mueller
for

1840 (Mustelus

equestris

in the

VerhandlungenderAkademieoi Berlin

Bonap., Faun.

Ital.

Tab. 132,

fig.

3?).

Triakis Muell. and Henle.

Thalassorhinus Valenc.

5—2
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Loxodon MuELL. and Henle.
Galeus Cuv. (and Galeocerdo Muell. and Henle).

with mai-gin crenate or
b)

Temporal foramina none.

Eyes furnished with nictitating membrane.

Cuv.

Carcharias

Teeth acute,
Sp.

Teeth acute,

serrate.

serrate.

Squalus glaucus L., Bloch Ichth. Tab. 86, &c.

Add sub-genera Tricenodon Muell.

and Henle, Frinodon, Aprion,

Physodon Valenc, Scoliodon, on whicli

Kafinesque,

Spliyrna

Bpliyra nob.

see

Henle, Zygcena Cuv. Body

Muell. and Henle

Bonap.,

Muell.

1. 1.

and

head transverse, broad,
with
nictitating
membrane. Two unsupplied

and eyes lateral,
armed dorsal fins anal
;

elongate, with

Temporal foramina none. Teeth

fin.

acute.

In no other vertebrate animal does tbe head present so

Hammer-fish.

strange a form as in this

two transverse arms.

fish.

It

is

prolonged in front of the mouth into

It is only in the

head of certain dipterous insects

{Addas, Diopsls), or in the position of the eyes upon long pedicles in

many

—The

nasal

apertures are situated along the anterior margin of the broad head.

The

decapod crustaceans, that we find a corresponding disposition.

name Sphyrna
Sphyra

{o-(pvpa,

we think ought

of Rafinesqde, which

hammer),

is

to be changed into

preferable to Zygcena, already given to a genus

of Lepidoptera.

Sphyra malleus, Squalus Zygaina L., in the Mediterranean Sea;
and some other species in various other seas. Compare Valenciennes
sur le sous-genre Marteau, Mem. du Miis. ix. 1822, pp. 222 228, PI. 11,
With the exception of the singular head this genus is not very dis12.
tinct from Galeus and Carcharias.

Sp.

—

Scyllmm Cuv.
head

short, obtuse.

(species of Squalus L.).

Anal

fin.

Two

Body

elongate, with

dorsal fins remote, the

placed above the ventrals or behind them.

first

Temporal foramina.

Eyes without nictitating membrane.
Nostrils approximate to
mouth space between the nostrils and the quadrangular bone circumscribed by two parallel grooves running from the nostrils to tlie
;

mouth.
Dog-fish.
lateral are

Scymnus.

The

teeth are provided with three points, of which the

smaller.

The

dorsal fins are situated far backwards,

in

These species are oviparous.

Scyllmm canicula, Squahis Canicula
Bonap. Faun. JtaL Tab. 131, fig. 1, &c.

Sp.

two

as

L.,

Bloch

Ichth.

Tab. 114,

PISCES.

More than

half the

known
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species of this genus are

from the southern

hemisphere, principally round the southern coast of Africa.

Add genera Pristiurus

Bonap., Hemiscyllium Muell. and Henle,

Chiloscyllium Muell. and Henle, Crossoi-hinus Muell. and Henle,

Ginglymostoma Muell. and Henle (Nehrius Rueppell), Stegostoma
Muell. and Henle.

Oeder IV.

Eleutherohranchii

Branchiae not affixed

by

culum, emitting the water

tlieir

s.

HolocepJialL

outer margin, covered l>y an oper-

Iby a single aperture on each side behind

Dorsal cord persistent.

the liead.

Family VI.

Cranium

Chimcero'idei.

fibroso-cartilaginous, con-

tinuous, produced below on each side into an articular process for

Operculum small, adhering to the hyoid arch, susRays of branchiostegous membrane flat,
concrete at the base, conjoined with the rays of operculum, and
Four fissm-es between the branchise on each
contiguous to them.
Temporal foramina none.
side.
the lower jaw.

taining rays posteriorly.

These

fishes

approach the sharks very nearly, but are distinguished

by many aberrant characters from these and all other fishes. In the
rest of the fishes that have a lower jaw this is always connected
with the cranivim by one or more separate bones {ps quadratum or
suspensorium)

;

in Ghimcera such a distinct bone

is

not present, but

by a process from the cranium. Also the bones of the
upper jaw and the palate are fused with the skull, without any
separation or traces of suture.
The chorda dorsalis presents numerous small cartilaginous rings in its sheath, and in this way ofiers
some resemblance to an aspera arteria ; cartilaginous laminae (much
less numerous than these rings) form the arches of the vertebral
column {iieur apophyses). The anterior part of the column, with
which the skull is connected by articulation, is flatter and formed
is

replaced

of a single piece ; above this
to

which the large

is

a jDerpendicular cartilaginous lamina

spine, situated in front of the first dorsal fin, is

affixed.

See ScHULTZE in Meckel's Archiv fur die Physiol. i\.
fig. 3,

and the

Ichthyot.
Vergl.

V.

Tafeln, xxvii.

Compare with

Anatomie der Myxinoiden,

fig. r, 2

s.

348, Tab. rv.

figure of the skeleton of Chimcera monstrosa in

i.

this especially

1835,

(two skulls of Callorhynchus).

s.

136

— 138,

Rosenthal

J MdelI/EE in his
s.

153

— 159, Tab.

—

;

CLASS XIV.
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In the lips and at the side of the mouth there are also special cartilages,
which correspond to the cartilaginous parts of the oral ring in Petromyzon.

Body

Chimcera L.

elongate, fusiform.

Tail pinnate beloAV,

Osseous scutes in the jaws in place of

long, ending in a thread.

two on each side in the upper jaw, one in the lower jaw.
Two dorsal fins the first armed
situated under the head.
with a strong spur, situated above the pectoral fins.

teeth,

Mouth

;

Callorhynclms Gronov., Cuv., Chimcera Cuv.
Chimcera monstrosa L., Bloch IcUh. Tab. 124, Cuv. R. Ani.,
in the North Sea and the Atlantic Ocean

Sp.

Poiss. PI. 113, fig. 2

;

kl.

ill.,

Chi-

;

mcera callorhynchus L., Bloch Syst. Ichth. Tab. 68, Gueein Incoiujr.,
Poiss. PI. 67, fig. 3, from the South Sea.

Section

III.

Ganolepkhti.

Fins supported by osseous or cartilaginous rays.

some

in

osseous,

others cartilaginous.

Cranium

Skeleton in

in part osseous.

Dorsal cord persistent in many. Branchige covered by operculum,
Scales osseous, covered with a glassy substance, shining
free.
skin sometimes naked.

Caudal

oesophagus.

fin

Swimming-bladder, open by a duct to the
mostly asymmetrical, with the supports of

the rays adhering beneath the spines of the vertebra produced in
the direction of the upper margin of fin. Pectoral and ventral fins,

the ventrals placed behind the pectorals.

The

fishes

united by Agassiz under the

name

of Ganoids are re-

presented in the present age of the world, besides the cartilaginous
stm-geons, only

the

class, if

earth.

we

by a few osseous

fishes,

but form a large division of

take into account the fishes of earHer periods of our

We venture to

change the name of Ganoids into Ganolepi-

and adopt the division in the same sense as that according to

doti,

which
differ

it

has been more closely limited by Joh. Mueller.

from the osseous

fishes

in the

These

form of the heart, in the

presence of a spiral valve (sometimes rudimentary) in the intestinal
canal, in the optic nerves not lying crosswise over one anothei",

being connected at their origin by a chiasma.

but

In the most there

is

a half branchia in front of the branchial arches on the inner surface
of the operculum.
See J. Mueller, Ahhancl. der Konicjl. Akacl. der Wissensch. zu Berlin,
1844,

and printed separately, Ueber den Bau und

den.

Berlin, 1846, folio.

die Grenzen der Ganoi-
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Order V.
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Sturiones {Ghondrostei Muell.).

Skeleton cartilaginous. Lower jaw attached to the cranium by
means of a suspensory formed of three parts. Rays of branchiostegous membrane none. Tail asymmetrical, with fin adhering be-

neath the spine of back.

Family VII.

(Characters of the order those also of

Sturiones.

the single family.)

Body with an armour of osseous
Head produced beyond

Acijjenser L.
in

fi^^e

longitudinal rows.

a triangular apex,

scutes, disposed

the

mouth

into

below.

Cirri in front of the moutli inferior

Scapliirhynchus Heckel.

Temporal foramina none. Body behind

flat

and edentulous.

the pectoral fins covered everywhere with large scales, depressed.
Scaphlrhynclms Rafincsquii Heckel, Annalen des Wiener Mitseums

Sp.

Wien, 1836, pp. 76
sissipi

;

—

78,

attains a lengtli

Acijyenser L.
far as tail, skin

Tab. viii

—

oi. 2'-

;

North America,

in the

l,

Ohio and Mis-

3'.

Temporal foramina. Rows of scutes extending as
naked in the interstices, I'ough with small dispersed

squamules.
Acipenser sturio L., Block, Tab. 88,

Sp.

Tab.

II.

3, fig.

I,

the sturgeon

;

scutes are highest in the middle

Brandt

;

1. 1.

band {Acipenser husoli., Block

Tab.

I a,

Supjil. fig.

The sturgeons

live in

i),

feet

;

Zool.

the dorsal

In other species they are

Ichth. Tab. 129,

Brandt

u.

flat

Ratzeb.

or with small appendages like fringes.

the seas of the northern hemisphere, and from

thence ascend different rivers.

Most

huso, ex. gr. 25 feet).

Ratzeb. Mediz.

— 10

the filaments beneath the head are with-

out appendages and terminate in a point.
like a

u.

attains a length of 6

They

attain a remarkable size (Acipenser

of the species belong to Eastern Europe and

Western Asia (Black Sea, Caspian Sea). From the roe caviar is prepared,
from the swimming-bladder isinglass. To prejjare the last (Hausenblase
trom Hansen, the German name of Huso), of which the best kind comes from
Astracan, the swimming-bladder is laid in warm water, cut open, washed
and exposed to the air, so that the internal silvery membrane lies uppermost this having been removed by rubbing, the external membrane is
;

dried.

s.
s.

—

Compare on this genus Brandt u. Ratzeburg Mediz. Zool. 11. s. i 30,
349 355, and Fitzinger u. Heckel Annalen des Wiener Museioms, i.
261
30.
In some species there are two rows of ven326, Tab. 25

—
—

—

tral scutes, little developed, or in old individuals

they are very

flat

(Acip.

ruthenus L.), on which are founded the statements of some writers that
there are sturgeons with only three rows of scutes.
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Recherches anatom. sur

Bulletin de Moscom, 1850,

ser.

li.

pp. 389

Poissons du genre Acipen-

les

—445,

PI. vi. vil.

;

Osteol.

du

crdne.

Spatularia

jaw

Body

Shaw.

vertebrae, furnished

naked

elongate,

caudal fin below the

;

Head produced beyond

with a lunate lobe.

the

an appendage, depressed, broad, reticulate, osseo-cutaneous.
Branchial aperture large operculum extended posteriorly by a cutainto

;

neous lobe, elongate, acuminate.

Temporal foramina small.

(Os-

seous operculum adhering to the suspensory bone of lower jaw,
digitato-laciniate

Osseous lamella conjoined to the

posteriorly.

hyoid arch on each

side,

formed of the concrete rays of the bran-

chiostegous membrane).
Sp.

Spatidaria folium, Polyodon folium Lacep. Poiss.

GuBRiN

There

Inconoc/r., Poiss. PI. 67, fig. 2.

giU-cover, as in Acipenser

the dorsal

;

that genus, somewhat before the anal
of this kind under the

name

— 386,

fin

is

is

gill

fig.

3,

on the

placed more forward than in

Mauduit first
spatula, Jommal de

fin.

ot Squalus

PI, xir.

i.

here no half

described a fish

Physique, 1774,

PI. II. fig. I
this was without teeth.
In other individuals
numerous very small teeth in two rows in the upper jaw, and in
one row in the lower jaw. Rapinesque accordingly has distinguished two
genera, Planirostra and Polyodon Lac. since however the large specimens
(of 3 or 4 feet) are edentulous ^, and the small ones (of h foot or less) possess teeth, the opinion of Valenciennes, that the difference depends upon
age, seems to me probable, and at least the adoption of two genera is the

pp. 384

;

there are

;

less advisable as

strated.
is

These

long as the specific difference

fishes live in the rivers of

quite osseous at the upper part,

is

not sufficiently demon-

North America.

and the sutures

The cranium

(at least those

between

the frontal bones) are as conspicuous as, for instance, in the pike; so that,

according to the characteristics which CuviEK gives for the Chondropterygii,
Spatularia ought not to be united to them.
relates to the
lofjie

jaws and the tongue bone,

der Myxinoiden, Tab. v.

fig.

vii

;

is

The bony head, as
by J. Mueller,

figured

far as
Osteo-

with which figure a specimen in

the Rijks-Museum corresponds.

Order VI.
Skeleton osseous.

Ganolepidoti {Holostei Muell.).

Body

covered with scales, mostly rhombic,

not imbricate, osseous, with vitreous substance externally.

Family VIII. Scmroidei Agassiz. Teeth conical, acute, in a
row in each jaw small, crowded teeth behind this row, and
the palate. (Body elongate.)

single
in

1

;

The specimen, however, described by Mauduit was only

perhaps the small teeth were overlooked.

membrane

5 inches in size, but

Since the teeth are attached to the

alone, they are always missing in the skeleton.

mucous

—
PISCES.

We unite
as

much
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three genera here, of which perhaps each might, with

Mueller forma
Amia L. ought
been shewn by Vogt and

propriety, be placed in a distinct family, as

oi Lepidosteus and Polypterus two distinct families.

with these genera, as has

also to be joined

Yet Amia can be brought

Mueller.

into no nearer

Hence

either with Lepidosteus or with Polypterus.
also a distinct family

connexion

genus
In the arrangement of

would be required.

for this

CuviER these three genera, with many other osseous

are

fishes,

placed in the family of the Glupeacii, amongst the Malacopterygii
abdominales.

The family

of the Sauroidei of

extinct genera,

Agassiz contains a great number of

which are no longer met with

Diplojiterus, Pi/gopterus, Saurichthys, &c.

after the Jura-formation, as

More numerous

are those

still

Ganolepidoti which are referred by Agassiz to another family, quite extinct,
that of the Lcpidoides, to which the genxis Palceonisciis belongs ^j these are

commonly by small teeth. A third family of the Ganolepiby flat, round teeth arranged in many rows, that of the
Pycnodontes, is also entirely extinct. To this is referred the genus Placodus
distinguished

characterised

doti,

Agass., with very large

found

The

PI. 70.

teeth in the palate, of which the remains are

flat

See Agassiz Poiss. foss.

in the MusclieHcallc.

limits of this

ii, 2,

Hand-book do not permit us

pp. 217

— 222,

to enter into further

particulars concerning these extinct genera of fishes.

Jaws produced,

Agassiz [Lepisosteus Lacep.).

Lejndosteus

narrow.

Hard

osseous scales, rhombic, arranged in oblique rows

descending backwards from the back towards the belly.
stegous

membrane with

towards the

fin,

Sp.

behind

remote

it.

First

covered with aculeate imbricate scales,

fin,

fin.

Lepidosteus osseus

Bloch

Lac, Esox

Ichth. Tab. 390,

skeleton)

;

Agassiz

;

Lepidosteus Bison

Poiss. foss.

this species

In the Kupferschiefer a species of

illustrated this formation so greatly

Frieslehenense

osseus L.,

11.

Tab.

Lepidosteus spatula Lac. Poiss. v. PI.

head and shorter jaws

cum

little

Branchio-

small,

Vertebral column produced in the direction of the superior

margin of caudal

^

fin

of anal, of pectoral and ventral fins and the

external rays of caudal
serrate.

Dorsal

rays.

placed above the anal or a

tail,

ray of dorsal

three

it

by

becomes

6.

A

fig. 2

7 feet long.

De Kay

(except
;

flat

Kafinesque

occurs which, in honour of the Geologist
his investigations,

of

fig.

with a

who

has been named Palceonis-

(Blainville Nouv. Diet. d'Hist. nat., nouv. edit, xxvii. p. 320), or
Cuvier had already observed the resemblance of

Paloioniscus Frieslebeni Agass.
these fossil fishes to Lepidosteus

PP- 307, 308.

and Acipenser, Rech.

s. I.

Ossem. foss., 3ifeme ed. v.

2,
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They

distinguishes various other species.

world, principally from

The caudal

and sharks,

as in the sturgeons

fin,

(Agassiz names these parts fulcra)

A swimming-bladder

extending to the anus;

it is

permost ossa phary7igealia ; see
Tab. S. Fig.

The anatomy of

4.

the investigations of JoH.

und

head.

Two

There

is

a half

gill

attached to

two

lateral halves,

and communi-

with the oesophagus below the up-

my figure

of

this fish has

Mueller

of the first fin-rays

found, entirely cellular and very long,

{glottis)

in his

Head

it

in

Mueller's Archiv, 1841,

been illustrated principally by

work

Bau

den

lately cited, Uber

oval, rotvmdate anteriorly, depressed

Two

above the mouth.

cirri

spiracles at the sides of

Scales hard, osseous, rhombic, arranged in rows running

Branchiostegous membrane with a single,

obliquely backwards.

Caudal

flat ray.

Polypterus bicJdr

Sp.

—68,

numerous,

fins

sup-

all

single ray sustaining soft transverse rays at

Anal

posterior margin.

Dorsal

rotundate.

fin

by a

ported anteriorly
its

attached to the under

die Grenze der Ganoiden.

Polypterus Geoffr.

above.

is

divided into

by a longitudinal opening

cates

uew

a character which also occurs in

is

Ganolepidoti of the former world.

the gill-cover.

is

The spinous covering

side of the vertebral column.

many

are fresh-water fishes of the

N. America.

fin small, situated

near the caudal.

Geoffrot Saint-Hilaire, Ann. du Mus.

i.1802, pp.

Agassiz Poiss. foss. 11. Tab. c with 16 dorsal fins this
fish lives in the Nile, and attains a size of about 2' ; another species from
the Senegal has only 10 dorsal fins, Pol. Senegalus CuviER, Guerin Magas.
de Zool. 1839, Poiss. PI. I finally, a third species from the WJiite Nile has
57

PI. v.,

;

;

;

lately

become known under the name of Polypterus Eadlicheri,

Ahhildungen
Tab. XXII.

These

u.

fig.

fishes

Beschreihungen neucr Thiere
I

;

it

has 12 dorsal

have no

gill

u.

PJlanzen.

in

KoTSCHY

Stuttgart, 1849,

fins.

on the

gill-cover.

The swimming-bladder

and without cells, with fine longitudinal folds
It opens on the under side of the oesophagus.
See Geoffrot

is

long, sacciform, double,

in-

ternally.

op.

and J. Mueller in his Archiv, 1841, s. 224, 225. F. Leydig
Ilistologische Bemerhungen iiher Polypterus hichir. Zeitschr. fur wissenscJi.
Zool. V. s. 40
74, Taf. II. III.
cit.

p. 65,

—

Head osseous, depressed, rotundate anteriorly. Nasal
Body covered with large scales, rounded at the free marBranchiostegous membrane with 10 12 rays.
Dorsal fin

Arnia L.
cirri

gin.

two.

—

long, depressed.

Anal

Caudal

fin short.

fin

rotundate, with rays

adhering to the inferior and posterior margin of vertebrse running
obliquely upwards through the

fin.

There are various species of
America.

What

species

be determined with certainty

ciennes

Hist. nat.

this genus, all

LiNN^US
;

see

from fresh-water

Valenciennes

in

des Poissons, xix. (1846), pp. 402

Cuvier

et

North

in

Amia calm

indicated by his

cannot

Valen-

— 432.-^.4»Ma

calva

PISCES.
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Meth., Poiss. PI. 99,

fig.

408, Bloch,

Schneider

Syst.

Aviia lentiylnosa Val.

is

The swimming-bladder is cellular and double. There is no gill on the
ComiDare H. Franque Diss, inaug. nonnulla ad Amiam calvam

gill-cover.

L. accuratius cognoscendam,

Mueller, with

B.

Berolini,

1847,

under the direction of J.
and the viscera.

figure of the skeleton, the brain, the heart,

Arterial bulb elastic, with

two valves

at the base.

(Comp.

above, p. 60.)

Section IV.

Osteopterygii.

Fins supported by osseous rays.

column composed of

distinct

Skeleton osseous.

vertebra.

Branchias

Dorsal

(Optic
nerves decussating or placed cross-wise with respect to each other.)

Oedee VII.

Loi^liobrancliii

free.

Cuv.

Branchial laminae broad, clavate, not numerous, arranged in a
double row along the branchial arches, folded transversely. Branchial aperture small, superior, with a large

skin throughout nearly

membrane

stegous

Body

small, very thin.

Cluster-gilled.

operculum fixed

entire circumference.

its

Bays

to the

of branchio-

loricate, angular.

The singular structure of the gills was first, as it
Tiedemann (Meckel's Archivfur die Physiol.
112, Tab. 11. fig. 7, 8), but more accurately inves-

seems, remarked by

1816,

II.

s.

tigated by
fig.

2)

—

{Ueber den Kiemenapparat,

and by Eetzius.

gills is,

s.

50, 51, Tab. iv.

The deviation from the usual structure of

according to these researches, rather ajjparent than essential.

Rathke

my

110

Rathke

denies gill-rays to these fishes, which however, according to

observations,

incorrect.

is

All the species belonging to this order are of small size; only
a few grow to the length of V. In the sea-horse {Syngnathus

—

hippocampus

a species of this order, a hybernation has been
observed, during which the respiration is diminished ; see RuscoNi
in

L.),

Meckel's Archivf.

The eggs
tail,

d.

Physiol, v.

are carried imder the

s.

268

— 270.

abdomen or

at the base of the
mostly under two longitudinal folds of skin which close like

folcUng doors,

and in

have observed, by
them, and with
for a time.

Eckstroem and other Northern writers
whose protection the female consigns
the young ones, when born, continue to live

fact, as

the male, to

whom

Die Fische in den Scheeren von Morkb, besch'iehen von

76
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C.

stomus

Berlin, 1835, 8vo,

Family IX.

LophohrancMi.

Mouth

of the single family.)

(Characters of

tlie

order those also

Dorsal

de-

fin opposite to anal.

Bloch IcMh. Tab.

Sp. Pegasus draconis L.,

107

a figure of the skeleton

;

Tab. X.

figs.

13

— 17;

expanded wings

109, figs,

to be found in

is

The broad

the sea-dragon.

i, 2,

CuviEK R. Ani.,

pectoral fins resemble

these small, singularly formed fishes are found in the

;

ed.

ill.,

Poiss. PI.

A

the preceding species.)
volans,

is

unknown

large, concrete
fins

in,

fig. 2,

i.

Tab. xi.

figs, i,

(The figure in

does not represent

third species recorded

this,

but

by LiNNiEDS, Pegasus

to me.

Solenostomus Seba, Lacep.

Ventral

terminal.

Tab.

Ichtliyot. Tafeln,

with an elongated, thinner body, and a long snout.

2,

nate, with

Syst. Ichlh.

Rosenthal

East-Indian se&s.—-Pegasus natans L., Gronov. Zoophyl.

Dorsal

Body

Ventral tins narrow, setaceous or cirriform, behind the

pectorals.

mouth

In Soleno-

edentulous.

Snout elongate, with mouth below.

Pegasus L.
pressed.

ample

122, 132, 133.

s.

ventral fins form a sac, whicli serves a similar purpose.

tlie

fins

Snout elongate, compressed, with
placed behind the pectorals, very

with each other, and connected to the sides of body.

two, posterior opposite

anal.

to

Caudal

fin

acumi-

middle rays elongate.

Sp. Solenostomus paradoxus
fasc. VIII. pp. 32

—

Lac,

Fistularia paradoxa Pall., Spicil. Zool.,

35, Tab. iv. fig.

6

;

from Amboyna,

&c., attains a size

of 2".

Syngnaihus L.
Ventral

nal.

fins

Snout elongate, tubular, with mouth termiDorsal

none.

In some the trunk

is

fin single.

higher than the

tail,

and bent in a curve

;

they form

the sub-genus of the sea-horses, or

Hippocampus Cuv.
SyngnatJius hippocampus L.,

is

a collective name, under which different

Hippocampus hrevirostris Cov., Yarrell, Brit.
Goerin Iconogr., Poiss. PJ. 65, fig. 2. These fishes
Fishes, 11. p. 342
have no caudal fin the tail is prehensile or volute, by which they hang
upon marine plants the females have a small anal fin, which is wanting in
Sp.

species are included.
;

;

;

the males^.

^

Shaw,
fig. 3,

A
is

species

from

New

Holland with

figured and described

Syngnathe a handerolles.

leaf-like

appendages, Syngnathus foliatus

by Lacepede, Ann. du Mus.

iv. pp. 203, 204, PI. 58,

PISCES.
In others the body
they are named

is
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much

of a more uniform thickness and

needle-fishes,

and form the sub-genus

elongated

;

:

Syngnathus Cuv.
* With pectoral

and caudal

Sp, Syngnathus Ophidion L.,

STROEM,
the only

1.

Tab. VI.

1.

which

fin

however, pectoral

abdomen

flat

figs. 3, 4

this

fins none.

Yakrell
;

animal possesses

;

— 9" long. A

Eckfin is

ii.

in the early stage of

The male

fins are present.

p. 47,

low dorsal

Suppl.

Brit. Fishes,

greenish 6"

development,

carries the eggs

and not covered by any valves or longitudinal appendages of
**

With pectoral and caudal

Brit. Fishes,

11.

p.

325,

skin.

fins.

Sp. SyngnatJms Aciis L., Cuv. R. Ani., ed.

KELL

under the

in small cavities or cells placed longitudinally in three rows,

ill.,

Eckstroem

1. 1.

Poiss. PI. rir, fig.
fig.

r,

These

&c.

r, 2,

Yarlittle

animals feed principally on small crustaceans {Palcemon, &c.)

Compare on this genus, and especially in what relates to the details of
anatomy and development, Retzius in Oken's Isis, 1835, s. 396 404,
Taf. XI. (from the Trans, of the Acad, of StocMolm for 1833); H. Rathke
Reise-Bemerhungen aus Tauricn. Riga u. Leipzig, 1837, 4to, s. 152
178
Fries in Wiegmann's 4?-cA/y /. Naturgesch, iS^i, a. 236 256, V. SieBOLD in Erichson's Archiv, 1842, s. 292—300.

—
—

—

Oeder VIII,

Pectognathi

(s.

;

PlectognatM Cuv.).

Branchise pectinate, with lamellse narrow, numerous. Upper
jaw-bones united to the sides of intermaxillary bones by immoveable connexion.

Palatine arch immoveable.

Body

with multangular scutes or with spines and rough

covered either
scales.

ming-bladder in most large, always destitute of duct.

Swim-

Opercula;

membrane covered with a dense mem-

rays of branchiostegous
brane.
Pectognathi (from

irriKTo^, coalescent, fast,

jaw), bony fishes vrith jaws coalescent.

connected,

With

the sub-genus Triacanthus Cuv. (Balistes hiaculeatus)
tute of veotral

fins.

Most

and

yv(iQo<i the

the exception of
all

are desti-

of the species occur in the seas of hot

countries, principally in the Indian Sea

and South

Pacific.

The characters of this order were first propounded by CuviEK in his Mem.
surla Composition de la Machoire superieiire des Poissons ; Mem. du Mus. 11.
1815, p. 102,

et

suiv.

See Camille Dareste, Rech. sur la Classification

des Poissons de Vordre des Plectognathes.
Zool. 1850, pp.

105—133.

Ann. des

sc.

natur. 36 S^rie, xiv.

CLASS XIV.
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Gymnodontes Cuv. Jaws at the anterior part
exsert from the mouth, covered with an ivory substance made up of
very small concrete teeth.

Family X.

fishes the three anterior branchial arches alone carry

In these
gills,

the fourth does not.

The structure of the teeth has been described by Cuvier (Zej?.
cVAnat. comp. iii. pp. 126, 127, PI. 32, fig. 8), and afterwards with
greater detail and exactness by
PI. 38, 39).
is

Owen

{Odontography, pp. 77

—

82,

Besides the dental envelope in front of the jaws, there

seen in Diodon in the upper and lower jaw, behind the margin, a

flat

tubercle divided in the middle, with transverse

surface,

on the

striae

formed by the projecting edges of transverse laminae of teeth

In some species of Tetrodon a similar

placed one behind the other.

tubercle with enamelled teeth, but miich smaller,

upper jaw; in others

it is

is

found in the

wanting both in the upper and under

jaws.

Body

Orthragoriscus ScHN.
cated.

compressed, not aculeate, trun-

Maxillas undivided in the middle.

Dorsal and anal

fins

remote, high, united with the caudal at the posterior truncated part
of the body.

The fishes
membrane has

Sun-fish.

of this genus have no swimming-bladder

;

their

Behind the smooth margin of the jaws,
which is invested with dental substance, are some small conical teeth arranged
irregularly.
Since the jaws are undivided in the middle, these species ought
in the arrangement of LlNN^us to be referred to the genus Diodon, although
branchial

six rays.

he placed the species known to him under Tetrodon.
Sp. Orthragoriscus mola ScHK., Tetrodon mola L.,

Bloch

Icth.

Willughb. Tab.

i.

26,

Tab. 128, Sun-fish, Domsma, Verhandel. van de Haarl. Maatsch.

XII. 1770, bl.

413

—422, with a

figure.

The

skeleton, heart,

canal are described and very beautifully figured in P.

H.

J.

and

intestinal

Wellenbergh

Diss, inauff., Observ. anat. de Orthragorisco viola, L. B. 1840, 4to.
(From
the bony pieces at the margin of the caudal fin in the specimen described by

W.,

it

but at

has been imagined that
all

events

it is

it

belongs to the genus Ozodura

Ranzani

a different species from that described by E., as

;

is

proved not only by the different number of the fin-rays, but also by the form
of the body, which in Ozodura Orsini is elongate.)

The genera Ozodura,

Trematojisis

and Diplanchias of Eanzini,

as also

the genera of the same vsTiter founded upon the division of the under-jaw,
or of both jaws, Tympanium and Cephalus, are unknown to me, but seem
not to be sufficiently established, and, partly at least, to rest upon insecure
or incorrect detenninations. See Ranzani's memoir in Nov. comment. Acad.
Scimtiarum Bononiensis 1839, of which Troschel has given an epitome in

Erichson's Archiv f. Naturgesrh. 1841,

11. s.

140, 141.

PISCES.
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Mola Nardo.
Naedo.

Sp. Ceplialus mola Risso, 31'ola Imia

Molacantlms SwAINS., Pallasia Nardo.
Sp.

Molacanthus Pallasli Swains., Diodon mola Pall.,

Tab.

S2yicil.

Zool. viir.

4, fig. 7.

Diodon L.
sharp spines.

Body everywhere

Maxillos undivided.

Dorsal

fin small,

They

Urcliin-fishes.

are able to inflate themselves by taking air into their

spacious stomach, and then

swim

belly upwards.

swimming-bladder divided into two

Compare on

In addition they have a

lobes.

genus Cuviee Mem.

this

dotted with

remote, opposite to anal.

clu

Mus.

iv.

1818, pp. 121

— 138,

In some the spines are three-sided, or strongly carinate, as
in Diodon tigrhms Cuv. R. Ani., ed. ill., Poiss. PI. iii. fig. 3, from the E.
Indian Sea, and in another from S. America all of these are conjoined by
Tab. vr.

vil.

;

LiNN^us

as

Diodon atringa (doubtless a misprint

In addition there are species with long round

jnmdatm

hedgehog, Diodon hystrix L., Diodon
126,

from the Indian Ocean.

like needles,

Diodon

j^ilosus

Upper jaw

Triodon Cuv.

Finally, there

is

for Atinga).
quills, like

Cuv.,

those of the

Bloch

IchtJi. Tab.
a species with fine spines

MiTCHiLL.

Body muri-

bipartite, lower entire.

Pendulous sac beneath the body.
organ perforate in front and behind.)

cate with short spines.
fiictory

Sp.

(01-

Triodon hursarius Cuv., Tttrodon hursarius Reinw., Triodon macro-

Dupereey, Poiss. No. 4, Cuv. P. Ani.,
from the E. Indian Sea. See Cam, Daeeste Obsur VOsteologie du Poisson appele Triodon macropierus. Ann. des

pterus Less, and Gaen., Voyage de
ed. ill,

PL

servations

112,

fig.

I,

Sc. nat. 3e S(^rie, Zoolog.

Tom.

Both jaws

Tetrodon L.

spines, especially below.

Xir. 1849, PP-

^^

— 83,

Body

bipartite.

PI.

i. fig.

i.

muricate with short

(Olfactory organ representing in

many

a

cirrus or tentacle.)
Four-tootli or Spine-belly.

The head

is

There are

five

The

usually short and blunt.

times they are entirely absent on the back.
itself in

many

as a sulcated or fissured

rays in the branchial membrane.
spines are very various ; some-

The

appendage

olfactory organ presents

and above the
a very small channel like the prick
of a pin, with everted margin, as in Tetrodon rosiratus, Bloch Ichih. Tab.
in others a large, wide cavity, with folded margins, as in Tetro146, fig. 2
don grandispina, a new species from Borneo in the Leyden Museum (Cheeyes, Tetrodon lineatus L.

In some

in front of

it is

;

lonodon Mueller),
olfactory nerve

is

Others have imperforate tentacula,

situated {Arothon

Mueller).

in

which the

Others, finally, would

—

—
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seem

to be entirely without nasal apertures or tentacula {A nosmius

To

Mueller)^

these differences in the olfactory organ J.

Alad. zu Berlin,

cially has directed attention {Ahh. der

Ganoiden,

The

78, 79).

s.

Peters,

Mueller espe1844, Bau der

species are very numerous.

Sp. Tetrodon Vmeatus L., FaJiaca Hasselq.,

Iter

Pcdcest.

pp. 400

—405,

with a long brown stripe running longitudinally on the back and at the
sides

The

white underneath.

;

(This species

is

quite different from Tetrodon linealus

pon., Pise. Tab. 125,

Many

and as though swollen

spines are fine,

This and some other species are supposed to be poisonous.

at the point.

figs,

Bloch, Faun. Ja-

i, 2.)

species occur in the sea of Japan, as Tetrodon firmamentum, SCHL.,

Faun. Jap., Pise. Tab.
Tab. 123,

Family XI,

fig.

I,

120,

fig.

2,

Tetr. ruhripes ScHL.,

Faun. Jap., Pise.

&c.

anterior, furnished with teeth.

Body

covered with hard scales,

sometimes very small, or with a lorica composed of angular

Body

Balistes L.

made up

terior dorsal fin

Horned fishes.

An-

in each jaw, broad, cuneate.

of one or several spines, very near the

head, or inserted into the head, posterior

all (see

areolae.

compressed, covered with scales or with a

Eight teeth

rough warty skin.

Mouth

Snout conical or pyramidal.

Sderodermi.

Although no ventral

soft,

opposite the anal.

fins are present, there is

a pelvis in

above, pp. 17, 18) of which the two bones have coalesced.

Hence

a bony keel on the abdomen below, connected forwards with the

arises

bones of the pectoral
see a figure in

fins,

Kosenthal

behind with the bones that support the anal
Ichthyot. Tafeln, Tab. Xii. fig. 3.

fin

;

In many the scales are very small, or their place is supplied by spine-like
on the skin. Here belong the genera Triacanthus, Alutera,
and Monaeanthus of Cuvier. In others, which form the sub-genus Balistes

inequalities

Cuv., very large rhomboidal scales are present often there are found behind the branchial aperture some larger scales or pentagonal horny plates.
;

Many

species

side of the tail,

PL

112,

fig.

2;

have three or more

parallel

Bal. Cmispicillum Schn., Lac.

americain), Faun. Japan., Pise. Tab. 129,
belly

on each

Japan;

rows of horny spines on each

Sp. Balistes aeuleatus L., Cuv. R. Ani., ed.

fig. t,

i.

Poiss.

ill.,

PI, 15, fig. 2 (Baliste

a large species, black

side with large pale yellow or dull white oval spots

;

;

the

from

Bal. lineatus Bloch, Schn., Syst. Ichfk. Tab. 87, &c.

In some
Monaeanthus Cuv. the tail has a quantity of hard bristles on each
Sp. Bal. tomentosus L., Gronov. 3Ius. Ichth. Tab. vi. fig. 5.

species of
side.

See

HoLLARD Monographie

des Balistides,

A nn.

des Se. natur. 3e Serie,

Zool, Tom. XX. pp. 71— I [4, PI. 13; 4iJ;me Serie, i. 1854, pp. 39—72, PI.
'^> 3;
suite et fin. Alio366, PI. 12
339> ?!• 5, "• PP- 321
PP- 303
14

—

tdres,

Tom.

iv, 1855, pp. 5

—

—

—

22,

Additions

et

;

Correetions, pp.. 23

—

27.

—
81
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Ostracion L.

Ten

Body

or twelve teetli in each jaw.

or tetragonal, loricate, with scute inflexible, continuous,

of hexagonal areolae, perforate
fins

and the mouth.

apertiu'es for the soft tail, the

Branchial aperture linear.
The

Coffer-fish.

by

trigonal

composed

sj^ecies

and

of this genus are not very numerous,

all

live in the tropical seas.

Bloch

Sp. Ostracion triqueter L.,
Poiss., PI. 66, fig. 3,

West Indian

sea

Jchth. Tab.

Cuv. R.Ani.,

ed.

ill.,

Bloch

Ostracion cornutus L.,

;

Japon., Pise. Tab. 131,

fig. 4,

Okder IX.
with

Branchiae pectinate,

first

fig.

3,

Guee.
fig.

2

Iconogr.,
;

from the

Tab. 133, Faun.
from the East Indies and Japan, &c.
IcJith.

Malacoj^terygii.

narrow

laciniae.

Rays

bones not connate with intermaxillaries.
except sometimes the

130,

Poiss. PI. 112,

ray of the pectoral

Supra-maxillary
of fins articulate,

fins or of tlie dorsal

fin.

The

Soft-finned.

wards the point.

rays of the fins are jointed and mostly

sj^lit

to-

This order corresponds in great part with that of

the Cyclolepidoti of Agassiz, since the scales are usually without

Yet some

teeth at the posterior margin.

long to the Ctenole2ndoti of Agassiz, that

The

of the Malacopterygii be-

is,

they have toothed

scales.

Mueller, which are founded upon the swimmingbladder, we cannot here adopt, however highly we esteem the merits
of this author in the anatomy and systematic arrangement of fishes.
The presence of an air-tube or its absence and the consequent
divisions of

closure of the swimming-bladder, cannot supply a primary character
for

two

divisions in

Therefore

absent.

Mueller

in the

which the swimming-bladder itself is often
leave the Physostomi and Anacanthini of

we

same division together.

Malacoptei^ygii ahdominales.

I.

Swimming-bladder

almost always furnished with an air-duct.
in the

abdomen behind

We

Ventral

in most,

fins situated

the pectoral, in a few absent.

here join together the fishes usually regarded as Malacopterygii ahdo-

minales, although

some of them have no ventral

fins at all {Pristigaster

Gnatkobolus) , whilst in others {Notopterus and CMrocentrus) they are very
small.

Similarly there are wingless insects amongst the Diptera,

Hemi-

ptera, &c.

Family XII.
loricate

Siluroidei.

Body

with large osseous scutes.

VOL.

II.

covered with naked skin or

Margin

of upper

jaw formed by
6

—
82
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intermaxillary

with

bones,

supra-maxillaiy

changed into cirri. First ray of dorsal
most a spine, furnished with a moveable

very

small

or

and of pectoral fins in
joint.
Adipose fin behind

fin

the dorsal in many.

Mouth

A.

by a membranous

surrounded

inferior,

cirrose

velum.

Body

Loricaria L.

Teeth long, thin, recurved at
(Swimming-bladder none.)
Oonio-

cuirassed.

the point, sometimes none.
dontes Agassiz.

Mailed fishes.

The

These

America.

fishes live in the rivers of Sovith

and not numerous. The upper and
lower spinous processes have, with the exception of those of some
ribs are feebly developed

of the anterior vertebi'se, coalesced to form a

flat

ridge compressed

at the side.

Loricaria L. in part, Lacep.

Loricaria Agass.

Doi'sal fin single.

Branchiostegous

membrane with

Tab. 29, Bloch

Sp. Loricaria cataphracta'L., Mus. Adolph. Frider.
Icldh. Tab. 34
fin

(named Loric.

cirrhosee)

;

four rays.
Syst.

the uppermost ray of the caudal

runs out into a filament that equals the body in length

Loricaria

;

tnaculata Bh., Ichth. Tab. 375, figs, i, 1, Gronov. Mus. Iclith., Tab. 11.
Plecostomus ; this species has the above filament scarcely as long as the

caudal

fin.

In Loricaria

rostrata, a

new

species in the Eijks- Museum at

Leyden, the lowest as well as the uppermost ray of the caudal
This

into a filament.

pointed head.

sjiecies,

from the Caraccas,

(The thus named species

is

name, but a new one afterwards figured by

is

fin

runs out

very narrow, with a

not that of Spix with the same

Kner

as Acestra acus.)

Kner

Die Panaericelse des Kaiserl. Konigl. Hof-naturalien Cabinettes zu Wien. le Abth. Loricaria, Mit 8 Tafeln.
(Aus dem vi. £d. der
Dcnkschr. des Math, naturwiss. classe der Kaiserl. Akad. de Wissensch. heSee R.

R.

sonders dbgedrucht.)
milie der Panserivelse,

Kner

Mit

Uypostomiden, Zweite Hauptgruppe der Fa-

5 Tafeln.

Wien, 1854.

{Aus dem

vii. JBd.

der

Denkschriftcn, &c.)

Rinele2ns Spix, Agass. (and Acanthicus of the same) Valenc.

Branchiostegous membrane with three rays.

Body

aculeate or

rough.

Hypostomus Lac.
with three

Dorsal

Sp. Hypostomus plecostomus

Mus.

fins

two.

Branchiostegous

membrane

rays.

Ichth. Tab.

iii. figs,

Valenc,
i, 2,

Loricaria plecostomus L.,

Linn. Mus. Ad. Frid. Tab.

Gronov.

28, fig. 4.
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Ham. Buchan.

Sisor

caudal

fin

Body naked. Teeth

produced into a very long

none.

First ray of

seta.

Is this its place ? Compare on this fish F. Hamilton
Buchanan, Account of the Fishes found in the Ganges, Edinburgh, 1822,
4to. 207
209; J. E. Gray, Indian Zoology, 1. London, 1834, folio, PL

Sp. Sisor rhabdophorus.

—

84,

B.

fig.

I.

Moutli terminal or sub-terminal, under the margin of upper

jaw.
t

Operculum immoveable.

Aspredo L., Gkonov.

Body naked, head

Branchial aperture a small

or six cirri.

Eyes

setaceous, crowded, incurved.

gous membrane with

five rays.

depressed, with eight

fissure.

Teeth very small,

small, superior.

Dorsal

Branchioste-

fin single, small,

nuchal;

First ray of pectoral fins very strong, dentate.

anal fin long.

Sp. Aspredo hevisYAJj^yc, Silurus Aspredo L., (Syst. nat.), Amcsn. Acad.
I.

Tab.

II.

fig. V.

Poiss. PI. 54,

water

fishes

p. 311,

fig. I,

from Surinam. In

which small round bodies,

tt

Bloch

many

ill.,

fig.

r,

Poiss. PI. 100,

the belly

like eggs, are

Operculum moveable.
Siluroids proper.

Ichth. Tab. 372,

Cuv. R. Ami., ed.

is

Guerin

beset with

Iconogr.,

&c.

fig. i,

little

Fresh-

stems, to

sometimes attached.

{Silurus L. in part.)

—The cranium has

iu the

mid plane an oblong

aperture or fontanelle in front of the frontal bone between

it

and the

sethmoid, and usually another further back between the frontal bone

The teeth are mostly small, card-shaped, and
The subojyerculum is wanting, and thus the gill-cover consists of thi-ee jDieces only.
The number of branchial rays is very various, but the two hindmost, especially the last, are sometimes much broader than the rest, and supply
the place in some degree of the suhope7'culum.
The fii\st ray of
the pectoral fin is in many thick and bony, and is so affixed to
and the

interparietal.

very numerous, placed close together.

an angular articular cavity of the humerus, that the extended ray
can be rendered immoveable as by a bolt. Mostly a large, strong,
cordiform swimming-bladder

is

present ; there are no blind append-

ages at the inferior aperture of the stomach.

Many

of these fishes live in fresh-water, some as well in rivers as

in the sea; but numerous also are the species which, especially in

warm

regions,

must be

regai'ded as marine, the species of

Arius and

Plotosus in the East Indies, &c.

6-2
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Head

Brachystacus nob.

Mouth

depressed, broad; eyes small, superior.

Teeth thin, crowded in the
Branch iostegous membrane with seven

transverse, with gape large.

jaws; palate edentulous.

first

ray

strong, short; the posterior depressed, confluent with caudal,

and

rays.

Dorsal

fins

two, the anterior near the head, with

with a second anal at the apex of

from the terminal

tail;

the anterior anal fin separate

fin.

Sp. Brachystacus chaca, Platystacus chaca BuCHAN., Chaca 1 ophioides

Y ALE'S C,

Hamilton Buchanan Account of the Fishes found in the Ganges, PI. 28,
%• 43) Valenciennes Hist. nat. des Poiss. xv. PI. 451 9" long; found
by Bdchanan in Bengal. The Mijks- Museum at Leyden possesses also
;

specimens of this singular

fish

from Borneo.

The colour

Callichthys L. (previously, species of Silurus

Cataphractus

Lac, Swains, and

blackish.

Si/st. nat. ed.

Hojylisoma Swains.).

Body

12,

lori-

a double row of scutes, naked below.

the sides, with

cate at

is

Mouth small, with teeth very small.
membrane with five rays. Dorsal fins

Branchiostegous

Cirri four.

two, the second adipose, with

single ray.
Sp. Callicthys asper Val., Silurus callicthys L.,
nat. Brasil. 1648, p. 151,

GuEiiiN

Bloch

Tamoata Makcgeavi,

Ichth.Ta,h. 377

Iconoijr., Poiss. PI. 53, fig. 4.

;

Call.

Hist.

longifilisVAL^SC,

Fresh-water fishes from

S.

America;

they have no swimming-bladder.

Doras Lac, Mystus SwAiNSON. Head mailed. Body at the
armed with a single row of carinate or aculeate scutes,
elsewhere naked. Teeth crowded, small, in both jaws, or in lower
lateral line

Branchiostegous membrane with

Cirri six.

alone.

Dorsal

fins two,

second adipose.

spine above the pectoral

Bone

of

Mus.

II.

from

S.

Tab. V.

—8

humerus ending

rays.
in a

fin.

Sp. Doras carinatus Val., Silurus carinatus L., Cuv. et
Poiss. XV. Tab.

6

442

;

Valenc.

Hist, des

Doras costatus Lac, Silurus costafus L., Geonov.

figs, i, 2,

Bloch

IcJdh. Tab. 376, &c.

Fresh-water fishes

America.

Synodontis Cuv.

Head

mailed.

conical in upper jaw; teeth of lower

Body naked.
jaw compressed,

recumbent, with incurved ascending apex.

Cirri

Teeth small,
thin, mobile,

six;

the four

Branchiostegous membrane with seven
Dorsal fins two, the second adipose. Bone of humerus endrays.
ing posteriorly in a spine. First ray of pectoral fins very strong,
inferior pinnate or ramose.

dentate.

—

—

—

.
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Synodont'is macrodon Isid. Geoffe. Saint-Hilaike, Silurus Clarias
Hasselquist
Synod, arabi Valenc, Silurus schal Bloch, Syst. Ichth.,
SoNNiNi Voyage en Eyypte, PI. cr, fig. 2
Synod, serratus Rueppell,
Beschr. und Ahhild. 7ieutr FischeimNil entdecM, 4to. 1829, Tab. 11. — Synod,
maciilosus Rueppell, ibid. Tab. iii. fig. i

Sp.

;

;

All the

Teeth

—

placed above

tlie

Pimelodus

fins

two, the second adipose, frequently small,

Cirri six or eight.

anal.

Sp. Pimelodus Sebce Cuv., Silurus clarias L., excl. synon.,

Tab. 29,

Body

Lacep.).

crowded, sometimes none;

thin,

Branchiostegous membrane mostly with eight

Dorsal

12).

of

(species

in maxillse veiy

palate edentulous.

rays (5

found in the Nile.

species are

Valenc.

Pimelodiis

naked.

known

fig.

I

;

Seba Thesaur. in.
et Valenc.

Pimelodus catus Cuv., Silurus catus L., Cuv.

Poiss. XV. PI. 432, &c.

The
in the

genus are very numerous

species of this

in

warm

regions, especially

western hemisphere.

Calophysus Muell. and Trosch.'

Hypophthahnus Spix

(in

part),

Yalenc.

placed at the inferior margin of jaw.

with foxu'teen or
Sp.

XV.

Eye.s

membrane

fifteen rays.

Hypophthahnus marginatits Valenc, Cuv.

Poiss.

Teeth none.

Branchiostegous

PI.

439

;

et

Valenc.

Hist, nat, des

Hypophth. Spixii Val., Hypophthalmus edentatus

Spix, &c.

Ageneiosus Lacep., Valenc.

Ketengus Bleeker.

Arges Valenc.
bi'ane

Genus unknown

Teeth

with four rays.

to me,

bifid at the apex.

Eyes small.

with four cini^

Branchiostegous

mem-

Cirri two.

Sp. Arges Sabalo Val., Hist. nat. des Poiss. PI. 444, Peru.

To this genus Valenciennes refers the small species of fish which Humboldt has described under the name of Pimelodus cydopum, and which
lives in

brooks in the high ranges of Quito.
as the natives assert,

1

5,

if,

mud

from the Cotopaxi sometimes by thousands.

Humb.

—

25, PI, 7.

et

it

is

d'Anat. compar.

Compare Mueller and Troschel Horce
P. Bleekek, Nieuioe Bijdrage
p. 9.

the same species which

least

vations de Zoologie

'^

It resides also in subterranean

which appear to communicate with the volcanos of these regions, at

lakes,

tot

i.

pp. 21

is

ejected with

Recueil d'Obser-

Ichthyologicm, 3, 1849, PPde Kennis der Slluroieden von Java.

^> ^•

Batavia,
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Brontes Yalenc.
Distinguished from the preceding genus by the absence of a second dorsal
fin.

Sp. Brontes prenadlUa

Valenc.

1.

1.

PI.

445

;

this fish also lives at

great heights in brooks that flow from the Cotopaxi, and
ported, ejected

as

is also,

is re-

by the Volcano.

Astroble2ms Humb., Valenc.

Dorsal

fin single, I'adiate.

Ventral

fins none.
Sp. Astrohlepits Orixalvii

Humb., Eecuell

d'Observ.

i.

pp. 19, 20.

Trachelyopterus Valenc.

Auchenipterus Valenc.

Bagrus Cuv. (with the addition of some species of Fhnelodus
Body naked. Teeth setaceous, crowded in jaws; palatine
teeth in some arranged in the vomer in a parallel row, similar to the
maxillary, in others at the sides of mouth in the bones of palate
and the pterygoids, sometimes globose. Branchiostegous membrane
with rays various in number, mostly 6 10. Dorsal fins two, the
ejusd.).

second adipose.

Cirri 2

Arms Valenc.

—

—

8.

Palatine teeth arranged in two lateral groups.

membrane with 5

Branchiostegous

Sp. Arius militaris

Valenc,

has discovered some
generic

name

branous and

new

stiff

many

;

East Indies, as Arius

bony

cirri at

species of this division

of Osteogeneiosus.

flexible

8 rays.

Silurus militaris L.? Cuv. et Valenc. Hist,

Two

des Poiss. xv. PI. 430.

—

rita

In the remaining species the

Valenc.

Two

Bleekeb

which he unites under the
cirri are

mem-

of these species occur in America, others iu the
1. 1.

PL

Bagrus Cuv. Palatine teeth crowded
row behind the teeth of itpper jaw.
Silundia Valenc.

the upper jaw.

small

cirri.

429.

in a continuous parallel

Adipose

fin

small,

anal long.

Branchiostegous membrane with 12 rays.

Pangasius Valenc.
Galeichlhys

6 rays.

Cirri 4.

Branchiostegous membrane with 10 rays.

Valenc. Head rotundate.

Branchiostegous membrane with

Cirri 6 or 4.

Platystoma Agassiz.
16 or 17 rays.

Snout depressed. Branchiostegous membrane with

Cin-i 6.

Phractoceplialus

Agass. Branchiostegous membrane with 9

Osseous rays imperfect in the upper margin of adipose

Bagrus Valenc.
or 8.

Adipose

fin

Branchiostegous membrane with 8

without rays.

rays.

Cirri 6.

— 10 rays.

Cirri 6

fin.
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Valenc,

Sp. Bagrus Bajad
cle

Bagrus

ScJdlbeides

Silurus Bajad FoKSK. and Gmel., Description

Guerin Iconorjr., Poiss. PL 52,
Valenc, HiUMptlialmus niloticus Rueppell,

VEgypte, Poiss. PI. 15,

fig. i,

Abb. neuer Fische im Nil, Tab.

Owen
The

Homologies, &c. PI.

fig. i,

i.

i. fig.

53, fig.

i.

Beschr. u.

See section of the skull in

&c.

3.

Bagrus are chiefly from the eastern hemiand are particularly numerous in Asia also those of the subdivisions
Silundra and Pangasius, are from the E. Indies. On the other hand, the
species of Galeicht/igs, Plafystoma, and Phractocephalus are from the western
hemisphere, principally from BraziP.
species of the sub-genus

sphere,

;

Body naked.

Silurus Cuv.

a row of

illae;

Dorsal

in

teetli

Teetli crowded, setaceous in

Anal

near the head.

fin single, short, rather

Branchiostegous membrane with 10

six or four.

Schilbe Cuv.,

Val.

Silurus Cuv.,

fig. 2,

fig. 3,

Guerin

Icon.,

&c.

Val. Dorsal

r,

Cirri

First ray of dorsal fin spinose, thick, dentate.

fin

unarmed.

Bloch
Tab. 34, Cuv. R. Ani., ed.
Brandt u. Ratzeburg, Mediz. Zool. ir. Tab. v.

Sp. Silurus glawis L.,
PI. 96, fig.

fin long.

— 19 rays.

Sp. Silurus mystus L., Descr. de VEgypte, Poiss. PI. 11,
Poiss. PI. 51,

max-

maxillary teeth.

to the

palate, parallel

Ichth.,

Poiss.

ill.,

fig. 2,

the

two on the upper jaw, very long, four below the underjaw anal fin long and coalescing behind with the caudal fin is often more
than four feet long, and after the sturgeon is the largest fresh-water fish of
Europe, where it occurs especially in the eastern parts, as also in some regions
of Asia.
In Holland the fish is found oiily in the Haarlem meer, with the
draining of which it will disappear from the catalogue of our native fishes.
sheat-fish ; six cirri,

;

;

A figure of the skeleton
in

Brandt

Cetojjsis

Agass.

and

small, covered

by

u.

found

in

Rosenthal

1. 1.

Branchiostegous

Agass.;

Valenc,

— Cet.

Ichth. Tafeln, ix. figs,

fins

unarmed.

eight.

Two

Rays

Heteropneustes

Anal

MuELL.

fin long,

of branchiostegous

lateral sacs at the

7,

rays.

Candi7-a Agash. Brazil.

Body naked.

single, small, unarmed, situated above the pectorals.

as far as caudal.

—

Eyes very

membrane with nine

Teetli crowded, setaceous in maxillae and in vomer.

pectoral fins osseous, denticulate.

i

Tab. vi.

Dorsal and pectoral
skin.

Sp. Cetopsis ccecutiens

Saccohranckus

is

Ratzeburg

Dorsal

fin

First ray of

extending almost

membrane

seven.

Cirri

back below the muscles, resting on

the vertebrae, connected with the branchial cavity.

^

Compare Mueller and Troschel, Hot.

sub-genera are announced.

Ichth, pp.

6

—

11,

where

also

some other

—

—
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Bloch,

Sp. SaccohrancJtas fossilis, Silurus fossllis

H. Buchanan,

PL

Fishes of the Ganyes,

gular, elongated aii'-sacs receive a branch

IcJith.

46

37, fig.

;

Tab. 370,

from the branchial

fig.

The

in Bengal.

arteries,

2;
sin-

and

go to the aorta ; consequently they are respiratory organs sup-

their veins

plementary to the

gills

;

Taylok, Edinburgh Journal of

see J.

Science,

V. 1834.

Valenc, Macropteronotus Lacep., HeteroHead mailed. Body naked. Teeth veiy tliin,

Clarias Geonov.,

hranchus Geoffe.

crowded in both jaws and in vomer. Branchiostegous membrane,
with 9 15 rays. Dorsal fins two, the second adipose, or a single,
long fin, supported by rays.
Cirri eight or six. Arborescent

—

appendages, adhering to the third and fom-th branchial arch.
a)

Dorsal fin single;

ivith

8

cirri.

Clarias Geonov., Valenc.

Valenc, Silurus anguillaris L. (excl. synon.),
Egypte, PL 22, fig. 2, Cuv. R. Ani., ed. ill., Poiss. PL

Sp. Clarias Hasselquisti

Sonnini Voyage en
10 J,
It.

fig. 2

(the branchial

Pakestin., p. 371,

Valenc, Gronov.
b)
Sp.

Dorsal fins 2

appendages

Zoophylac. Tab.
;

2b.)

fig. 2a,

Karmouth Sonnini;

uith 6

cirri.

— CAarmwiA Hasselquist,

in the Nile;

8, fig. 3

—

5,

bidorsalis Geoffb.., &c.

Lacep. Head and body naked. Teeth

in maxillce, globose or rotundate in vomer.

brane with ten or eleven rays.

Dorsal

conical,

and

fins two,

First ray of dorsal fin

anal.

crowded

Branchiostegous

mem-

supported by rays,

second elongate, confluent at the acuminate apex of
caudal

marpus

Valenc

UeterobrancMis

Heterohranchus GeoffroyiY alenc, Heterohranclms

Plotosns

Clarias

&c.

tail

with the

and of pectoral

fins

dentate.

Valenc, Lacep. Poiss, v. PL 3, fig. 2, Platystacus anBloch Ichth. Tab. 373, figs, i, 2, Syst. Ichth. Tab. 74 ? Plotosus
alhilahris Valenc, Gueein Iconogr., Poiss. PL 53, fig. 3, &c.

Sp. Plotosus lineatus
grdllaris

Malapteruriis Lacep.

Head and body naked.

congested into a crescentic row in each maxilla.

membrane with

7

—8

rays.

Dorsal

fin

Teeth small,

Branchiostegous

single,

adipose, remote.

Pectoral fin unarmed.

A ilia

Gray, Yalenc. Venti^al fins approaching the pectoral,
Anal fin long. Body compressed. Eight long cirri.

subthoracic.

Sp. Malapterus

(sic)

Ailia Bcngalensis Geat, Indian Zoology,

Malcqiterurus Lac, Valenc.
short.

Body

roxmd.

Six short

Ventral
cirri.

fins

PL

remote.

85, fig. 2.

Anal

fin

;
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Sp. Malapterurus electricus

Lac,

Poiss. PI. 62, fig. 245, (copied

eledricus Gmel.,

Silu7'us

Encycl.

from a figure of Broussonet

;

meth.,

me-

see his

Mem.

de I'Acad. royale des Sc. de Paris, 1782, pp. 692 and following),
Cuv. R. Ani., ed. ill., Poiss. PI. 99 le trembleur; this fish lives in the

moir,

;

Nile and other rivers of Africa, in the Senegal, and even to the 19th deg.
south

lat.

in the

Like the Torpedo and Gymnotus

Zambeze.

give shocks, concerning which

imparted observations.

The

electricus it

can

Adanson, Forskal, and Broussonet have
electric

organ

below the integument on

lies

each side of the body, between two tendinous membranes formed of crossed
filaments, of

which the innermost covers a layer of loose conjunctive

which has been regarded as a second or internal

thickest at the abdomen, gelatinous, transparent,

electric

organ

is

of

many

cells, visible to

sists
its

the naked eye, mostly rhomboidal

I.

pp. 401

—403,

;

and con-

it

receives

See Geoffrot Saint-Hilaire Ann.

nerves from the nervus vagus.

du Mus.

tissue,

The proper

electric organ.

EuDOLPHi, Ahhandl. der Ahad.

PI. 26, fig. 4;

der Wissensch. zu Berlin, aus d. Jahre 1824,

137

s.

— 144,

Taf.

I.

—

iv.

MuELL. Handb. der Physiol, i. 3tte Aufl. 1838, s. 66 Valenciennes
Archives du Museum d'Hist. nat. 11. 1841, s. 43 61, PI. IV.
W. Peter's
in MvEhiMR's Archiv, 1845, s. 375
This fish
377, Taf. 13, figs. 8— 11.
is also eaten and noted for its flavour
it attains a length of one to
two feet.
J.

;

—

;

—

;

Body naked,

Trichomycterus (Humboldt) nob.
pressed towards the

ported

by

six,

two

Dorsal

round, com-

fin single,

sup-

Teeth small, setaceous, crowded in jaws; palate
Branchiostegous membrane with eight rays. Cirri

rays.

edentulous.

sides of

Fins unarmed.

tail.

filiform in front of nostrils,

two conical maxillary

at

both

mouth.

Trwliomycterus Valenc.

Ventral

Sp. Trychomycterus pimctulatus

&c.

Valenc,

fiiis.

Hist. nat. des Poiss. xviii. PI. 553,

Fresh-water fishes from South America, which form the transition to

They have,

the genus Cohitis.

like the following genus,

no swimming-

bladder.

Eremophilus Humb., Valknc.

No

ventral

fins.

Sp. £renio2>hihts Mutisii ^VTABOhBT, Ohserv. de Zool.

Valenciennes,
Bogota.

1.

1.

PI. 553,

Von Humboldt

Trichomycterus, which

in

had already proposed

Valenciennes has given

at a later period, which have ventral

Family XIII.
rounded
in

many

ferior

scales.
cirrose.

Cyprinoidei.

Dorsal

i.

pp. 17

fresh-water on the

—

19, PI. vi.,

high table-land of

for this fish the

name

to the species, discovered

fins.

Body almost always covered with
Mouth small, edentulous,

fin single, radiate.

Branchiostegous membrane with three rays.

pharyngeal bones

armed with large

teeth.

In-

Swimming-
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bladder connected with the labyrinth by a set of ossicles, con-

middle or divided into an anterior and a

stricted in the

No

a)

scales.

Aulopyge Heckel.

and vent

tm'e

posterior.

Uro-genital aper-

(Cirri four, moderate.

apex of a fleshy process connate

in females at the

with the anterior part of the anal

fin.)

Hugdil Heckel, Ahhildungcn unci Besclireihtmgen der Fische
Russeggee's Reisen ahgedrucht) s. 31
Dalmatia and Bosnia.

Sp. Aidojiyye

Syriens, Stuttgart, 1843, 8vo. {aus

This

fisb, -whicli

I Lave not seen,

;

is

regarded by

Heckel

as a form inter-

mediate between Cohitis harbatida and Cyprinus Barhus.

Body

b)

scaly.

some

Cohitis L. (excl. of

the

tail,

tulous,

Body

species).

scarcely narrowed at

Mouth eden-

elongate, covered with small scales, mucose.

guarded with

(6

— 10)

Fins

cirri.

remote, placed under the dorsal

unarmed, ventral

all

fin.

The swimming-bladder in most lies in a bony cavity, which
Weber, de Aure animcd. aquatiUum,
Tab. vr., Rosenthal Ichtliyot. Tafeln, Taf. x. fig. 8, Owen

Mud-creeper.
is

attached to the third vertebra (see

pp. 63, 64,

Homol. &c. PL

fig.

I.

LiNN^us

7).

which belong here.

species

{Cohitis

Ekstroem
and Coh.

tcenia L.,

his

genus Cohitis counted three

These three species are

be referred to other genera.)
(Fries,

in

Anahleps and Coh.
:

heteroclita L.

must

Cohitis harhatula

L.

och Sundevall, Shandinaviens Fishar, Tab. 53), Cob.
fossilis, all

European

;

but subsequently

many

species

They are
of this genus have been discovered in different parts of Asia.
Cohitis fossilis L.
all fresh-water fishes, of which few surpass 6" in length.
(Block
weather

IcJuh. Tab. 31, fig.
is

changing, and

abstracts from

it

i),

comes to the

sui-face of the

very tenacious of

is

life

;

water when the

this fish gulps in air,

the oxygen, and gives out carbonic acid gas by the

In these species the caudal

fin is

vent-'.

roundish, but there are also exotic species

fin {Schistura Macclelland).
In a species from
by Valenciennes under the name of Cohitis malapteriira,
there is a fold of skin on the back like fhe rudiment of a second dorsal or
adipose fin, which recalls the preceding family. Compare however Heckel,

with a forked caudal
Syria, described

who

attaches

Czernay

importance to the

Notice sur

le

Imp. des natur. de Moscou,

i.

See

1

little

See on this intestinal respiration

140—159.

Cohitis

fold.

Fische Syriens, p. 151.

merga Krynickii, Bulletin de

pp. 548. 549, Tab. viii.

Erman

in CiIBERT's

fig.

la Soc.

i.

Annalen, Bd. xxx. 1808,

—
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Van Hasselt, BaUtora Gray. Body

Homaloptera
small, with six

cirri.

Eyes

Pectoral fins large, flattened.

elongate,

Mouth

covered with small scales, partly naked beneath.

inferior,

small, placed in upper part of head.

Dorsal

fins

placed above the ventral.

Sp. Homaloptera ocellata V. Hass.

(fig. in the first edition of this Handbook,
Homaloptera erythrorhina V. Hass., Valenc. Hist. nat.
des Poiss. XVIII. PI. 524, from Java.
This genus, as it seems, is inter-

PI. 13, fig.

I

;

2)

mediate between Colitis and Cyprinus.

The caudal

truncated, as in most of the species of Cohitis.

the swimming-bladder

is

fin is forked,

and not

According to Valenciennes

wanting.

Cyprinus L. Head naked, with mouth small, edentulous. Teeth
of inferior pharyngeal bones large

;

a hard lamina below the occiput,

Branchiostegous membrane

in place of the superior pharyngeals.

with

flat,

all

broad rays.

Carp; a large genus or a natural group of sub-genera in which
the species admitted by Linn^us may be left, with the excep-

tion of Cyprinus dentex {Salmo dentex Hasselq.) and Gonorhynchus

Gronov.

known

to

There will then remain twenty-nine species which were
Linn^us, whilst now more than 400 species are known ^.

In some the dorsal aud anal

fins,

or the

with a hard and dentate ray ; in others
the dorsal
iu

fin is

many both

all

first

alone, are furnished

the rays are

soft.

In some

very long, in others, on the other hand, the anal

these vinpaii'ed fins are short.

barbules (cirri) at the mouth.

On

Some have

four or

fin

;

two

these characters, to which were

afterwards added those which are supplied by the difierent disposition of the teeth of the ossa pliaryngecdicfj (Agassiz,

Heckel),

depends the division of the groups which must in our opinion be
regarded as sub-genera alone, not as genera.

These

fishes live in fresh-water,

plants, yet also

on

insects,

and

worms, &c.

on seeds and
Most of them are found in

live principally

Asia and Europe; many species are indigenous.
genus amongst others N.

G-. Leske, IchtTiyologioi LipsiAgassiz Distribution des genres des
Cyprlns, Mem. de la Sac. des Sc. natur. de Neufchatel, 1836, Tom. i. p. 33,
and foil. (WiEGMANN's Archiv f. Naturg. 1838, s. 73 82) J. Heckel,

Compare on

this

ensls Specimen,

Lipsias

1774,

8vo

;

—

;

Ueber einige neiie Cyprinen, nebsteiner systematischen Darstellung der Europ.

Gattungen dieser Gruppe, Ann. des Wleyier- Museums,

1

are

1.

1S36,

s.

219

— 234,

L. C. Bonaparte reckons the number even at 650, for which the grounds
to me.

unknown
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21; and Fische Syriens,
pharyngeal teeth).

Taf. 19

t Dorsal fin long
duced as far as

and

A

catory, with

anal

(figures of the

I.

and pro-

dentate spine in the anterior part of the

fins.

Bloch

Sp. Cyprinus carpio L.,

Gov. B. Ani., ed.

&c., Tab.

of the analfiii).

Anal fin
crown mostly sulcate.

tlie

—53,

heginoiing above the ventral fins

the posterior 2}cort

Cyjyrinus Cuv.
dorsal

(i. e.

11

s.

ill.,

Pharyngeal teeth masti-

short.

Yaeb.

Ichth. Tab. 16,

Poiss. PI. 93,

fig. i

;

the

Brit. Fishes,

i.

p. 305.

Carp, la Carpe, der Karp-

fen ; four short barbules at the upper jaw, the back round, olive-coloured,
belly yellow; in still waters, especially in the south of Europe; this species

A variety with very large scales and naked spots is named
Carpe a mirolr, Bloch Ichth, Tab. 17. Monstrous individuals sometimes occur with an arched head and short impressed snout.
In others there are no barbules. They form the genus Carassiiis NiLSmay

be

3'

long.

SpiegeR-arpter,

SON, Cyprinopsis Fitzinger.
II,

deep body,
less

is

Bloch IcMh. Tab.

Sp. Cyprinus carassius L.,

Skandinaviens Fiskar, Tab. 31

seldom more than

1'

;

the steenharper, stone-carp, with a very

long.

C. Gtbelio

Bloch, Gmel., which

is

deep and more elongate, ought, according to Eckstroem, to be regarded

simply as a variety of this species.

Cyprinus auratus L., Bloch Ichth. Tab. 93 the gold-fish {Kln-Yii), from
in our stews
it was first imported into Holland in the middle of the last century (see Baster Verhand. van cle Haarl.
;

China and Japan, naturalised
MaatscJi. vil. bl. 215

— 246,

;

Natuurk. Uitsp.

11.

bl.

Bloch it was introduced into England in
The varieties of this fish are very numerous,

according to

James

I.

fications of the fins

Gihelion

Heckel.

;

some have no dorsal

Dorsal and anal

— loi.

83

161

1,

Tab. Xi.);

in the reign of

there are also modi-

fin.

fin

without osseous ray.

Anal

fin short.

Sp. Cyprinus abramoides Sykes, Trans, of the Zool. Soc.
fig,

2

;

from India,

Rhodeus Agars.

11.

Part

5, PI. 61,

like the other species of this division.

Dorsal and anal

fin elongate.

Anal

fin

without

osseous ray.
Sp. Cyprinus amarits Bloch, Tab. 8,

ft Dorsal fin
a)

Anal fin

&c.

(Add genus Devario Heck.)

short.

shorter than, or eqiialling dorsal.

Barhus Cuv.
fin.

fig. 3,

Cirri four.

teeth cylindrical,

and sometimes in anal
Pharyngeal
uncinate towards the apex, hollowed by an oval

Osseous ray in dorsal
Dorsal

fossa before the apex.

fin

fin,

placed above the ventral.

—
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Sp. Cyprinus barbus L.,

Bloch

Idith. Tab. i8

the barbel, &c.

;

—

Note. Add genera Systomiis Macclell., Labeobarbus Euepp., Luciobarbus Heck., Schizothorax Heck., Scaphiodon Heck.

Gatostomus Lesueur (and Rhytidostomus Heck.).

Labeo Cuv.

No

Dorsal

beginning in front of ventral

fin high,

Mouth with

osseous ray.

sometimes with none.

thick fleshy

with two

lips,

fins.

cirri,

Pharyngeal teeth compressed, aggregate,

with crown obliquely truncate.
Sp. Cyprinus niloticus Forsk., Gmel., Cdv. et Valenc. Poiss. xvi. PI. 485,

GuEKiN

Iconogr., Poiss. PI. 46,

fig.

EuEPPELL, Mus. Senckenb. n. Taf.

3

Labeo Forshalii

Cypi"- Forskalii,

;

iir. fig.

described

1,

by Forskal

as a

Head

flat

variety of the preceding, &c.

Gyrene Heck., Dcmgila Valenc.
Rohita Yalenc.

Tylognathus Heck,
Discognathus Heck.
Dorsal and anal fins without osseous ray.

Gohio Cuv.
above.
Sp.

Mouth with two

Cyprinus gobio L., Gobio fiuvlatUis Cuv.,

Cdv.

Val.

et

Poiss. xvi. PI. 481

Isocephalus Heck.

some other

species

Tinea Cuv.
fin

Dorsal and anal

Jt.

Ani., ed.

rays in the anal fin

fius

Tab.

without osseous ray.

commencement of

8,

fig. 2,

ventral

fins.

Dorsal

Pharyn-

Scales minute, covered with mucus.

Bloch

ill.,
;

Ichth. Tab.

met with

this fish

in higher latitudes

Ghondrostomus Agass.

Mouth

14,

Poiss. PI. 94, fig.

i

Skandinav. Fiskar, Tab. 52,
the tench, greenish, with 10

;

seldom attains more than

nearly in the whole of Europe, but

Cirri none.

Ichth.

cirri.

Sp. Cyprinus tinea L.,

Cuv.

Bloch

the gudgeon, &c.

{Girrhina Cuv. Val., with the addition of

geal teeth compressed, clavate.

small

;

from the East Indies).

inserted behind the

Two

Pharyngeal teeth uncinate.

cii-ri.

is

rare in the north,

i'

of length, occurs

and probably

is

not

than 60 deg. N.

Dorsal and anal

inferior,

fins

without osseous ray.

with margin attenuated into a car-

Pharyngeal teeth masticatory, compressed, with
narrow oval crown.

tilaginous edge.

Sp. Cyprinus nasus, L.,

Add

Bloch

Ichth. Tab. 3, &c.

genera Gynmostomus, Chondrochylus, and Chondrorhynchus Heck.

;
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Leuciscus Klein, Cuv.

Mouth

Dorsal and anal

anterior or supei'ior, with soft

Abdomen behind

nate.

ventral fins

fins

without osseous ray.

Pharyngeal teeth unci-

lips.

more or

1

Cirri

less carinate.

mostly none, more rarely two or four.
Sp. Cyprinus eryihrophihalmus L.,

i6; the red-eye or rud

PI.

Skand. Fiskar,

PL

Bloch Ichtli. Tab.

— Cy^mnus rutllus

i,

L.,

Skandinaviens Fiskar,

Bloch

Ichth. Tab. z,

15, the roach, &c.

A very numerous

sub-genus

;

the scales are generally of moderate size

;

they are small in Phacinus Agass.

Here belong the genera Squalius and Scardinius BoNAP., Idas, Lencos,
Phoxinellus, Argyreus, and Leucosomus of

CLELLAND

Anal Jin

b)

*

Mouth

Heckel and

Opsarlus of

Mac-

(in part).

longer than dorsal.

superior ; lotoer jaw ascending at the apex.

Aspius Agassiz (Aspius and Alhurnus Heck.) Dorsal and anal
without osseous ray. Cirri none. Body subcompressed, rotun-

fins

Pharyngeal teeth uncinate.

date beneath.

Dorsal

the space between the ventral fins and the anal
Cyprinus alhurims L., Bloch Ichth. Tab.

Sp.
PI.

51; the

Chela Cuv.
osseous ray.

fin

fig. 4,

Skandin. Fiskar,

hieah, &c.

(Pelecus Agass.).
Cirri

Dorsal and anal

fins

sometimes four or two, mostly none.

nate beneath, compressed or cultrate.

Dorsal

8,

placed above

fin

fin.

without

Body

cari-

Pharyngeal teeth uncinate.

remote, placed over anal.

Bloch Ichth. Tab. 37,
Here are arranged some species from India. The genus
Nuria of Valenciennes is characterised by the presence of two or four

Sp. Cyprinus cultratus L., Leuciscus cidtratusYxiMNC,
in Russia, &c.

long barbules.

** Mouth

(Cirri none).

anterior.

Dorsal and anal fins without osseous ray.

a)

Abramis Cuv.
Sp.

Cyprinus

{Blicca, Bliccojisis,

Brama

tains a length of

/3)

Bloch

L.,

bream, la breme; high

;

Ahramis, Ballerus Heck.).

Ichth. Tab. 13, Skandin. Fiskar, PI. 41

the long anal fin has 28 to 29 rays.

more than

This

;

the

fish at-

r'.

Dorsal fin with osseous ray.

Sub-genera: Acanthohrama, Osteohrama, Glossodon Heckel.
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Family XIV. Cijprinodontes. Teetli small in maxillse. Suand inferior pharyngeal teeth conical or subulate, crowded,
Superior margin of mouth formed by the intermaxillary bone.
Rays of branchiostegous membrane 5 6. Adipose fin none.
Head, opercula and cheeks covered with scales.
perior

—

[Swimming-bladder simple.
fishes, or of

moderate

size,

Pyloric appendages none.

Small

many

are vi-

with scales often large;

viparous.]

This small family

is

distinguished fiom the preceding, with which

by the gilbmembraue with
more than three rays, and was first separated from it by Agassiz.
Most of the species are found in America. Some however occur in
Europe, in Syria and Egypt.
it

agrees in habitus, by the teeth and

Analleps Artedi, Bl. (species of Cobitis

Teeth slender,

L.).

both jaws, palate edentulous.

Eyes

protuberant; cornea

divided transversely into two segments.

Head

depressed between

subulate in

the eyes. Nostrils produced into a tubular papilla.

membrane with

five rays.

Pectoral fins scaly.

remote, placed behind the anal
posterior

;

Branchiostegous
Dorsal

fin small,

anal fin in males adhering to

tlie

margin of a conical scaly process.
Peeper
in the

aloft.

—The eye of these

insect genus

fishes

Ascalaplms.

reminds us of the form of

(See Vol.

I.

p.

420.)

this

organ

The cornea

is

divided into two halves by an opaque transverse band; the iris also appears

and thus to form a double pupil, yet in reality is merely
drawn together by two processes from the iris, that meet under the transThe connexion between the seemingly two
verse band of the cornea.
pupils is quite apparent, particularly in young fishes. The lens is pearshaped, and the broader portion lies under the upper and larger segment of
the cornea.
The other parts of the eye offer nothing peculiar. The structure of these eyes has been described by Aktedi, Campek, Lacepbde,
Bloch, J. F. Meckel {Archiv f. die Physiol, iv. 1818, s. 124, 125), and
circumstantially by D. W. Scemmeeing especially (De oculorum sectione
horiz. Gottingse, 18 18, pp. 68, 69, with a figure), and by Valenciennes
to be double,

{Hist. nat. des Poiss. xviii. pp. 264, 266, PI. 539).

These

fishes,

of which for a long time only one species was formed, are

found in Surinam

;

they are viviparous.

Sp. Anableps tetropTithahnus Bloch, Cohitis Anahleps L., Anableps Gronovii

is

—

3, Bloch IcMTi. Tab. 361,
xvin. PI. 538. The skeleton
figured by Rosenthal Ichthyot. Tafeln, Tab. x. figs. 9, 10.
Two other

Valenc, Geonov.
Syst. Icldh.

Zoophyl. Tab.

Tab. 71, Guv.

species are noted

et

i.

Valenc

figs, i

Poiss.

and figured by Valenciennes

op.

cit.

PI. 540, 541.

—
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Head

Cyprinodon Lac.

depressed;

iiitermaxillaiy

bone pro-

Teeth in maxillte small. Brancluostegous membrane with

tractile.

more rarely

five rays,

Body

six.

compressed.

Branchiostegous tnembrane with 5 rays.

a)

Pcecilia Bl., Yal. Teeth in maxillfe mobile, hiciirved, in a
row; teeth crowded and very thin behind this row.
Sp. Pcecilia surinamensis

compare DuVEKNAY,

Valenc, Cuv. R.

Ani., ed.

ill.,

Poiss. PI. 95, fig.

i

see above, p. 42, &c.

Lesueur. Sp. Mollienisia latipinna Les., Cuv. 1. 1. fig. 4
from North America is distinguished by a very long dorsal fin

Mollienisia
this species

single

;

and by the position of the ventral

(of 14 rays)

fins close

behind the

pectorals.

Cyprinodon Lac, Lebias Cuv.

Maxillary teeth in a single row,

tripartite at the apex.
Sp. Cyprinodon calaritanus Val., Lebias calaritana Bonelli, &c.

Fundulus Lac.

Maxillary teeth very thin, crowded.

Sp. Fundulus cosnicolus Val., Cohilis heteroclita L., Cuv. et

Branchiosterjous

6)

Val.

Poiss. 18,

All the species of this sub-genus are from America.

PI. 580, &c.

membrane with 6

Hydrargyra Lac. {Cyprinodon Val.

7'ays.

previously). Maxillary teeth

very thin, crowded.
Sp. Hydrargyra
fig.

swampina Lac.

Hydrarg. hispanica Val., Poiss.

;

PI. 531,

I.

Valenc. Teeth in maxilla3 conical, thin, crowded.
Branchiostegous membrane with five rays.
Dorsal fin remote,
Orestias

opposite to anal.
Sji.

Ventral fins none.

Orestias Cuvierii

Valenc,

1.

1.

PI.

352

;

from the lake Titicaca; the

genus becoming 8 or 9 inches long. Most of the
other species of Orestias and Cyprinoden are under 3". The eyes are mostly

largest species of the

large.

In small species of this and the preceding genus the cranial bones
and so transparent that the brain is seen lying within the

are veiy thin,

cranium.

Family XV.

Characini.

regular, imbricated.

Dorsal

Body covered with
fins

scales distinct,

mostly two, the posterior adipose.

Superior margin of mouth formed in the middle by the intermax-

by the supramaxillaries. Rays of branmembrane mostly four, more seldom five. Teeth

illary bone, at the sides

chiostegous
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various, Unguals none.

Swimming-bladder

Pseudobrancliige none.

bipartite transversely, conjoined witli the labyrinth of ear

position of small bones (as in the Cyprini

Like the preceding genera these
S.

and

also

by

inter-

Siluroidei).

are almost

all

found in

America.
This family was separated from that of the salmons by Joh.
Archiv, 1842, p. 307; Joh. Mueller und
H. Troschel, Horce Ichthyologies, Beschreibung und Ahhildung

Mueller (Mueller's
F.

neuer Fische, Erstes

und

which in the

oviducts,

it differs

from the salmons in having

where the eggs

latter,

Besides

Berlin, 1845, 4to).

zweites Heft.

the characters already stated

the abdomen, are wanting (see above,

p.

fall

into the cavity of

Not only in the
many sj)ecies
however many blind

38).

swiiuming-bladder, but also in external appearance,

They

resemble the genus Cyprinus.

appendages at the pylorus, which

A.

Dorsal Jin

single,

A

palate

row
thin and crowded.

rays.

Dorsal

scales.

absent in Cyprimis.

supported hy rays.

Body

Erythrinus Geonov.

have,

ai-e

oblong, round, covered with large

of conical, unequal teeth in both jaws.

fin

Caudal

placed over the ventrals.

fin

Erythrinus Gronovii Val., Synodus erythrinus Bloch,

Sp.

Ichth. Tab. VII. fig. 6
this

Teeth in

Branchiostegous membrane with five

;

Also the

from Surinam.

rounded.
Gronov. Mus.

rest of the species of

genus are from South America, and the name of Esox malabaricus,
Bloch to a species of Erythrinus {Ichth. Tab. 392), is founded in

given by

This species and some others belong to the genus Macrodon Mdel.,
which the lower jaw has some very large conical teeth, whilst a row of
larger teeth, parallel with the teeth of the upper jaw, is found at the fore
error.

in

part of the palate.

In those which are named Erythrini by

Mueller

in

a

proper sense {Erythrinus Gronov. &c.) the small teeth in the palate stand

two

in

lateral masses,

to each other in size.

and the teeth of the lower jaw are more similar
In these the posterior division of the swimming-

See H.

R. Jacobi De

bladder

is cellular.

inaug.

Berolini, 1840, 4to, pp. 23

S.

— 25

;

vesica aerea Pisciuon.

MuELLEE Archiv f.

Diss,

Physiol. 1842,

307—309-

PP-

— Genera Lehiasina,

Pyrrhulina Yal. is this their place?
The swimming-bladder is bipartite ; but the absence of oviducts in
Lehiasina noticed by the author would suggest the negative. The
fishes ai-e unknown to me.
Compare Cuvier et Valenciennes,
Note.

Hist. Nat. des Polss. xix. pp.

B.

Dorsal Jins two,

531

—537.

the posterior adipose

{Char ax Gronov.)

t Gape of mouth small or moderate.

VOL.

II.

*
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A

Palate smooth.
Prochilodus Agass., Pam Spix, Muell.
double row of very thin and very small teeth in lips.
Sp.

Prochilodus argenteim Agassiz, Curimata

Marcgr.

Nat. Bras.

Hist.

p. 156.

Characinus Lacep.

jaw

stegous

membrane with

Teeth

Palate smooth.

(in part).

lary bone and in lower

in a single

four rays,

more

row

rarely five.

in

maxil-

Branchio-

or none.

Abdomen

not

serrate.

Anodus

Spix, MuELi^., Curimata Cuv, (in part), Cui-imatus

Body

Teeth none.

Characinus cyprino'ides

Sp.

Bloch,

Val.

elongate.

Ichth. Tab.

330

Heniiodus Muell.

;

Lac, Salmo

cyprinoldes

L.,

Salmo edentatus

Surinam.

Teeth mobile, small, broad, with margin

nate in iipper jaw; lower jaw edentulous.

Body

cre-

elongate.

Characinus unimacidatus, Salmo imimacidatus Bloch, Ichth. Tab. 381,

Sp.
fig.

3

Surinam, &c.

;

Piabuca Cuv., Valenc. {Piabuca and Schizodon Agass., Muell.).
Teeth in intermaxillaiy bone and in lower jaw broad, serrate or
Pharyngeal teeth uncinate.

pectinate at the mai'gin.
Sp.

Characinus argentinus, Piabuca argentina Cuv., €almo argentinus L.,

Bloch

Ichth. Tab. 382, fig.

i,

a very long anal fin

;

scales small.

Chara-

cinus Schizodon, Schizodon fasciatus Agass., Spix Pise. Brasil. Tab. 36,

with short anal

fin

and large

scales

;

Leporinus Spix, Agass., Muell.

and in lower jaw in a

both from South America.

Teeth in intermaxillary bone

single row, small, procumbent, entire.

Pha-

ryngeal teeth uncinate.
Sp. Characinus Friderici

Lac, Curimatus acutidens Valenc

Friderici Block, Ichth. Tab. 378

Citharmus Cuv.

;

formerly, Salmo

Surinam.

Teeth in intermaxillary bone and lower jaw

very minute, setaceous or subulate.
With maxillary

a)

none.
anal

Dorsal

fin

teeth numerous, setaceous

with pharyngeal teeth

Sp. Characinus Qeoffroyi, Serrasalmo cifharinus Geoffr., Descr.

fin.

de I'Egypte, Poiss. PI. v.
b)

;

placed over the space between the ventral fins and the

figs. 2, 3.

Habit, in the Nile.

"With maxillary teeth few, subulate; with pharyngeal teeth flattened,

uncinate.

Dorsal

fin

placed over the ventrals.

(Chilodus MuELL.)

Characinus chilodus, Chilodus pimctcUus Muell. and Trosch.
fig. 1.

Habit, in Guiana.

1. 1.

Sp.

Tab. 57,
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Epicyrtus

rupted

in

Muell.

Teeth

conical, unequal, in single row, inter-

supramaxillary and

intermaxillary bone,

Palate smooth.

lower jaw.

Branchiostegous membrane with four rays.

abdomen not

compressed, with

Ventral

serrate.

Body

near

fins

to

pectoral.
Sp.

Eficyrtus gibhosus Muell., Sahno gihhosus L.,

Tab.

I. fig.

Cuv.

4,

Valenciennes
be separated from

Chalceus Cuv.

row

is

et

Val.

Poiss. xxii.

PL 636

;

Gronov. Mus.

of opinion that the genus Exodon

Muell. ought not

Body

to

this.

Teeth

sliort,

multicuspidate, in double or treble

row in lower jaw.
abdomen not serrate.

in upper jaw, double or single

smooth.

Ichth.

Surinam.

compressed, with

Palate
Scales

Branchiostegous membrane with four rays.

large.

Chalceus Cuv., Brycon Muell. and Trosch.
Teeth in a
row in upper jaw, double in lower. Abdomen rotundate.
Sp.

Chalceus macrolepidotus Cuv.,

Muell.

Tetragon02yterus Artedi,

jaw, in single
Sp.

row

in lower jaw.

Chalceus Artedii,

p. 44,

Mem. du

Mtis. iv. PI. 21, fig.

triple

i.

Teeth in double row in upper

Abdomen

rotundate.

Coregonus amboinensis Abtedi, Descr. specieruvi Pise.

SEBM^Thesaur.

iii.

Tab. 34,

fig.

3,

&c.

Brycinus Valenc.
Chalcinus Valenc, Chalceus Muell. Double row of teeth in both

Abdomen

jaws.
Sp.

carinate.

Chalceus branch tpomtis,

Clialcinus

branchipomus Valenc,

Chalceus

angulatus Spix.

Oasteropelecus

Gronov.

Teeth tricuspidate, in intermaxillary
Teeth of supra-

bone in a double row, in single row in lower jaw.
maxillary bone conical, in a single row.

Body

Palate smooth.

compressed, with abdomen convex, carinate.

Ventral

fins

very

Scales small.

small.

Sp,

Oasteropelecus

Ichth. Tab. vn.

Myletes Cuv.

sternicla

fig. 5,

Pall.,

Pallas

Clupea

S'picil.

sternicla

L.,

Zool. viil. Tab. 3,

Gronov. Mus.

fig.

4

;

Surinam.

Teeth prismatic, tricuspid, in a double row in

teeth of lower jaw thick, with crown flattwo middle mostly conical, forming a second row. Supramaxillary bone edentulous. Palatine teeth none. Body com-

intermaxillary bone;
tened, the

pressed.

7—2
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Alestes Muell.,
Sp.

Abdomen

Yalenc.

Myletes Hasselquisti Cuv.,

ejusd.),

Cuv. Mem.

Mus. IV. PI. 21, fig. 2, R. Ani., ed, ill., Poiss.
Baramoze JOANNIS, Gukrin Magas. de Zool. 1835,
PI. 6; in the Nile, where it is named by the Arabs Haji; the scales
very readily the caudal fin is large and deeply forked. This fish

PI. 103, fig.
CI. IV.
fall off

I,

clu

Myletes

;

attains a length of

Myletes

Scales large.

rotundate.

Cyprinus Dentex L. (and Salmo niloticus

Cuv.

i'

to 15",

part),

(in

Abdomen

Muell.

carinate, serrate.

Scales small.
Sp.

Myletes

macropomus Cuv., Mem. du Miis.y.
from S. America.

All these

PI. 2X, fig. 8, &c.

species are

Tometes Valenc.

Myleus Muell.

Teeth in both jaws mostly

Serrasalmus Cuv., Lac.

in a single

Body compressed, with belly
Branchiostegous membrane with four rays.

row, triangular, trenchant.
Scales small.
a)

Palatine

serrate.

teeth none.

Sub-genera: Pygocentrus, Pygopristis, Gatoprion Muell.
Serrasalmus Piraya Cuv., Mem. du Mus. v. PI. 28, fig. 4, Piraya or
Piranha Marcgk. Hist. nat. Bras. p. 165 this and another species, Pygocentrus niger Muell., swim togefher in large troops in the rivers of Brazil
and Guyana they are very voracious and so bold that they attack even

Sp.

;

;

large animals that chance to get into their shoal, and in a short time con-

sume them

An

to the bone.

ox cannot reach the far side of a stream only

and in part gnawed to a skeleThe Guaraunos, who preserve their dead as skeletons, hang, according
GUMILLA, the bodies in the stream for a night, and on the following day

thirty or forty feet wide without nearly dying,
ton.

to

have a clean-made skeleton^.
b)

Palatine

teeth triangular, acute,

in a single row.

Serrasalmo Muell.
Sp.

Serrasalmus rhombeus Lacep., Salmo rhombeus L., Pall.

VIII, PI. 5. fig. 3,

Bloch

Ichth.

Tab. 383.

ft Gape of month large, jproduced heyond
serrate.

^

Sjyicil.

Zool.

Guiana, Surinam, &c.

the eye.

Abdomen

not

be made, and

still

Hydrocyon Cuv.

Spix Pise. Brasil, Fasc.

I.

From

such stories deductions

much

that

fishes

by Augusts de Saint-Hilaire and Schomburgk

is

remarkable remains.

may

See also the accounts respecting these gluttonous

Hist, nat, des Poissons, xxii. pp. 290, 291, 293, 294.

in

Cuvier and Valenciennes

PISCES.
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Teetli conical, acute, in the intermaxil-

lary bone in a double row, in a single

membrane with

chiostegous

Palate smooth.

Eahiius of EpicyHus.

row

in lower jaw.

Bran-

five rays.

Salminus Agass., Muell.

Scales small.

Teeth conical, in a double row in
Teeth of supramaxil-

the intermaxillary bone and the lower jaw.
lary bone in a single row, conical, small.

mem-

Branchiostegous

brane with four rays.
Sp.

Salminus Cuvieri Valenc, Hydi'ocyon hrevidens C0V., Mem. du Mus.

V. PI. 27, fig. I, Brazil,

Hydrocyon Cuv.

&c.

Teeth conical, large, in both jaws

(in part).

in a single row, the upper alternating with the lower.

f Palate smooth.

Hydrocyon Agass., Muell.
brane with 4

Branchiostegous

Scales large.

mem-

rays.
,

Hydrocyon Forshahlii Cuv., Mem. du Mus.
and also in the Senegal.

kip.

+t Palate furnished with

v. PI. 28, fig.

i,

in the Nile

teeth.

Xiphorhynchus Agass. {Xiphorhamphus Muell.).

Cynodon Spix

{Raphiodon

Agass.,

Muell., and Hydrolycus

Muell.).
Smaller conical teeth with larger mixed.

Note.

a)

Sp.

Conical palatine teeth in a single row,

Hydrocyon

du Mus.
b)

Scales moderate or

Species from S. America,

small.

falcirostris Cuv.,

Xiphoramphus

falcirostris

Mdell., 3Iem,

V. PI. 27, fig. 3.

Pcdatine

teeth

minute, with crcncded granides.

Branchiostegous

mem-

brane with 5 rays.
Sp.

Hydrocyon

du Mus.

sconiheroide Gov.,

Cynodon

scondteroides

Salanx Cuv.

Teeth in both jaws conical, incurved, unequal.

Palatine bones with a single row of small teeth.

Body

elongate.

Valenc, Mem,

V. PI. 27, fig. 2.

Dorsal

fin

remote,

Head

depressed.

placed behind ventral

fins.

Branchiostegous membrane with four rays.
Sp.

Salanx Cuvieri Valenc, Salanx Reevesii Valenc, Albula chinensis

OsBECK, Leucosoma

Reevesii

Gray, Valenc.

Poiss. xxii. p. 363, PI.

646;

CLASS XIV.
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almost

from

appearance of a Bclone.

tlie

The genus seems

scarcely to differ

Xi2:)liorhynchus^.

Xiphostoma Spix. Teeth in intermaxillary bone, in supramaxand in lower jaw thin, minute, numerous, in a single row.
Bones of palate rough, with minute teeth. Head conical, acumiBranchiostegous membrane with five rays. Dorsal fin renate.
illary

mote, placed behind ventral

fins.

Sp, Xiphostoma Indus Spix, Hydrocyon lucius Cuv., Mem. du Mus.
26, fig. 2, and some other species from S. America.

Family XVI. Scopelini Muell. Body
naked.
tongue.

in

some

v. PI.

scaly, in others

Teeth acute, conical in jaws, mostly also in palate and
Branchiostegous membrane mostly with numerous rays.
Dorsal

Pseudobranchise.

fins

two, the posterior adipose, sometimes

Ovaries furnished with oviduct.

with obsolete rays.

Swimming-

bladder mostly none.
If this small family be

to be separated from the following,

still

the presence of oviducts remains as the most important character,
whilst

it is

distinguished from the preceding

by

the intermaxillary bones prevails indeed in many,

and Saurus, but
ming-bladder
a)

is

is

by no means

found, which

is

is

formed by

ex. gr. Sco2)elus

In Faralepis a swim-

general.

wanting in the

Interiyiaxillary hones forming with

The

false gills.

character that the upper margin of the oral aperture

rest.

supramaxillary

the

upper

margin of mouth.
8ternoptyx

Heemann. Body

compressed, high, scaleless.

illary teeth small, short, in several rows, palatine teeth few.

membrane with
membranous fold

Ventral

chiostegous

five rays.

long, low,

in the place of

Sternoptyx diaphana

Sp.
s.

8

— 36;

Hermann,

CuviEK R.AnL,

the tropics;

a small

fish

MaxBran-

fins very small.
an adipose fin.

Naturforscher, xvi. Tab.

^d, 2, PI. 13, fig.

i

;

in the Atlantic

about two inches long, which

is

i.

A

figs, i, 2,

Ocean near
found only

seldom.

Body compressed, high, naked, with tail
Maxillary
teeth
subulate, unequal, in a single row.
attenuate.
Branchiostegous membrane with nine rays.
Argyropelecus COCCO.

in

1 The tongue, according to Valenciennes, is armed with teeth.
some degree to doubt whether the genus be rightly placed here.

This causes us

—

——
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Sp.

Argyro-pelecus

121,

fig. 3,
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hemigymnus Cocco,

Cuv. R. Ani.,

ed.

C. L.
Poiss.

ill.,

Bonap. Faun.
PI.

103,

fig.

Ital. iii.

3;

silvery spots along the belly, li inch long; in the Mediter. Sea;

pelecus Olfersii

Valenc,

Tab.

with round

Sternoptyx Olfersii Cuv. R. Ani., sec.

Argyroildit.,

PI.

from the Atlantic Ocean near the Canary Islands, and found
to the Cape of Good Hope, from which last locality the museum of

13, fig. 2;

close

Leyden has received specimens of

this sj)ecies.

Oonostoma Rafin., Valenc, Oonostomus Cocco. Intermaxbones short, the supramaxillary especially forming the upper
margin of mouth. Maxillary teeth in a single row, acute, conical,
illary

in

most very small, with few large interposed. Palatine teeth small,
crowded.
Branch iostegous membrane with fourteen rays.

sharp,

First dorsal fin remote, placed over the

anal

commencement

of the long

Scales moderate, deciduous.

fin.

Gonostoma denudata (or better, Gonostomiis acanthurtis Cocco) C, L.
Ital. iii. Tab. 119, fig. i, Mediter. Sea.

Bonaparte, Faun.

ChauJiodus Bloch, Schn.

Head

with gape of mouth very large.
conical, acute,

the anterior

acute, in a single row.

large, short in front of eyes,

Maxillary teeth in a single row,

long, exsert.

Anterior dorsal

from the second by a long interval.

Palatine teeth remote,

fin

near the head, remote

Scales large, thin, deciduous.

Branchiostegous membrane with seventeen rays.
Cliauliodus Sloani Bloch,

Sp.

BoNAP. Faun.
b)

Syst. Iclith.

Ital. in. PI. 123, fig. 2,

Tab. 85,

Chauliodus setinotus

Medit. Sea.

Intermaxillary hones long, descending hy the side of suprathe uiiper margin of mouth.

maxillary forming
.,

Scopelus Cuv.

rows

;

large.

Maxillary teeth small, numerous, in several

palatine teeth very small, tongue smooth.

Gape

Branchiostegous membrane with nine rays.

of

mouth

Scales often

deciduous.
Sp.

Scopelus Humloldtii Cuv., Gasterttpelecus Humboldtii Risso, Ichthyol.

Bonap. Faun. Ital. iii.
Steoem Skrivier af
Nafurhistorie-Selskabet, 11. 2, 1793, Tab. i. fig. 2, from the coast of Norway,
They are all small fishes with silvery spots on the sides, and below
&c.

de Nice, 1810, PI. 10,

Tab.

19, fig. 4,

1

on the

To

38;

fig.

Medit. Sea

;

Sco2Jelus Fenoisti

Scopelus horealis Nilsson,

belly.

this

genus ought to be refen-ed Lampanyctus, Ichthyococcus of C. L.

BoNAPABTE, Maurolicus Cocco, Bonap., and Myctophmn Rafin., Bonap.

To Maurolicus, which genus J. Mueller retains,
Scopelus iorealis, which we have recorded above.

this

author refers the

—
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Upper teeth

Odontostomus Cocco.

in intermaxillary bone small,

Palate armed

recurved, lower teeth elongate, acuminate, mobile.

with long teeth.

membrane with 8

Branchiostegous

Odontostomus hyalinus Cocco, Bonap. Faim.

Sp.

appears to have no scales

this species

Ital. iii.

PI. 120, fig. 6;

becomes 5" long, and

it

;

rays.

lives in the

Medit. Sea.

Saurus Cut. (and Saurida Valenc).

Teeth subulate, crowded

and palate

in jaws, in several rows, the internal longer; in tongue

teeth acute,

Branchiostegous membrane with sixteen

numerous.

rays, or more'.
Sp.

Saurus

/ceteris

Valenc, Salmo

foetens L., Encycl.

285 (copied from the figure of Catesby)
Poiss. XXII. PI. 643, &c.
fig.

;

meth. Pahs. PI. 70,

Saurida nebidosa Valenc,

Aidojnts Cuv. Teeth small, acute in maxillae, palate, vomer
and tongue. Ventral fins placed almost under pectoral. Scales
16 rays.
large. Eyes large. Branchiostegous membrane witli 10

—

a)

BrancTiiostefjous

memhrane with 16

rays.

Sp. Aulopus filamentosus, Salmo filainentosug Hhocn, Schriften der Gesellsch.
naturf. Freunde
Ital. III.

Berlin, x. 1792,

zu,

Tab. 121,

elongated

;

fig.

i

;

in the

s.

424, Tab. IX.

fig. 2,

Bonap. Faun.

male three rays of the dorsal

the margin of the scales

is

as

fin are

though haired with

much

fine spines.

In the Medit. Sea.
b)

Sp.

Branchiostegous membrane with 10 rays.

Aulopus Agassizi Valenc,

Ital. III.

Tab. 121,

Paralepis Cuv.,

fig.

jaw and

allied

PL

X.

et

vii. 1838, pp. 115, 125, 126,

1

close

Valenciennes found

Sawus

Opkiodon.

Poiss, ill. PI. 67,

Guekin

3,

from Greenland and Iceland.

referred this genus first to the Salmonidce,
thopterygii

Val.

from the Medit. Sea. With this is nearly
Reinh., Konigl. Danske Videnskabernes Selskabs

fig.

Paralepis borealis

Afhandl.

acuminate, larger,

elongate, scaly.

Paralepis coregonoides' Risso, Cuv.

Iconogr., Poiss.

'

Body

First dorsal fin remote.
Sp.

palate subulate,

Branchiostegous membrane with seven

with smaller interposed.
rays.

Teeth very small in intermaxillary

RiSSO.

bone, teeth of lower

Chlorophthahnus Agassizi Bonap. Fawn.

2; also in the Mediter. Sea.

to Sphyrcena;

Cuvier afterwards

Reinhardt again

the extraordinarily large

number

to the

assigned

it

Risso
Acan-

a place

of 25 branchial rays in

105

riiscEs.

amongst the Malacopterygii.
See the fifth part of the Natural-History
Transactions of the Royal Society at Copenhagen, 1832, s. LXXV. Lxxvi.

Sudis Rafinesque, Bonap., Muell. (not Cuv.).
senate carina, edentulous.

Inferior teeth

Palate with a

flat.

Paralepis hyalinus Cuv., SvAis hyalina Rafin., Bonap. Faun.

Sp.

Tab. 124,
readily

fig.

r

;

the dorsal fin

fall off;

Ital. iii.

the scales, with the exception of those of the lateral line,
is

placed in front of the ventral

palate would appear to have no teeth, but to be serrate.

fin.

The

In the Mediter.

Sea.

Familj XVII. Sahnonacet. Body scaly, with scales sometimes
deciduous. Second dorsal fin adipose. Superior margin of mouth
formed at the sides by the supramaxillary bones. Branchiostegous

membrane with 6

— 13

rays

(mostly

10

—

Pseudobranchias

12).

Swimming-bladder simple. Ovaries without oviduct,
the ova falling from the ovaries into the cavity of abdomen.

pectinate.

Argentina L.
illa3

Teeth in tongue and vomer; in max-

(in part).

membrane with

Branchiostegous

none.

six

rays.

Scales

deciduous.
Sp. Argentina sphynena L. (not Gronov.),

Brunnich

la petite spkyrene,

80,

GouAN

pp. 228

Histor,

—236,

Bkunnich

silvery.

Fiscib. mar. p. 227,

Cuvier. Mem. du Miis. i. 1818,
Sea; becomes only 8 or 10"
dull-black; the swimming-bladder glistering and

Fisc. pp. 197, 198,

PI. XI. fig.

long; the stomach

Rondelet de

Ichthyol. Massiliensis, Hafnise, 1768, pp. 79,

is

first

I

;

in the Mediter.

recognised the affinity of this fish with the

salmons.

Sahno L. (exclusive of
vomer and tongue in most,

Gliaracini).

membrane with

Body

7

— 13 rays.

in

A numerous genus of fishes,
ing sub-genera

may

—

Body

9 rays.

Caudal

Teeth in jaws, palate,
teeth.

Branchiostegous

scaly.

especi.iUy in northern

Europe i. The

follow-

be adopted.

Teeth none.

Coregonus Cuv.
7

some no

Branchiostegous membrane with

elongate, with head acuminate.

Scales moderate.

fin forked.

Sahno oxyrhynchus L., Bloch Iclith. Tab. 25 (under the name of Salmo
et Val. Foiss. XXI. PI. 630.
The head ends in a pointed
This fish, called by the Dutch
snout, prolonged in front of the mouth.

Sp.

Lavaretus), Cuv.

1

Compare

Salmonidce,

Sir

folio,

William Jardine Nat.

184 1 and

foil.

Histoi~y

and

Illustrations of the Scottish

—
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Eoutmr/,
in the

found in the North, and in March and April occurs frequently
their rivers the ventral fins begin behind the middle of

is

mouths of

the dorsal

fin

;

there are 7 rays in the gill-membrane.

;

Salmo Lavaretas Gov., Salmo Wartmanni Bloch.
et

Val.

Ichth. Tab. 105,

Poiss. XXI, PI. 627; 8 rays in the gill-membrane; the head

prolonged beyond the mouth

retm L.

is

Cuv.
is

not

from the lakes of Switzerland {Salmo Lava-

;

a collection of different species).

Yarkell

Coregomis Willuf/iii Jardine,

Brit. Fish.

11. p.

89

;

in

lakes

of the south of Scotland {Dumfries); this fish appears to feed jmncipally

on small fresh-water crustaceans,

Thymallus Cuv.

Teeth very

water-fleas, &c.^

conical, in

sliortj

palate furnislied. with very small

jaws;

smooth.

Dorsal

Caudal

fin long, high.

membrane with 8

— 10

and few

fin forked.

a single row in

Tongue

teeth.

Branchiostegous

rays.

Sp. Salmo Thymallus L., Bloch Ichth. Tab. 24 (probably Thymallus
nothorax Val., Cuv. et Val. Poiss. PI. 625), &c.

In these

fishes the dorsal fin

ffym-

has 20 or more rays, whilst there are about

15 in the species of the preceding sub-genus.

Teeth very short, conical in palate and maxillae,

Mallotus Cuv.

somewhat longer

Caudal

over ventrals.
8 rays.

Pectoral fins large.

in tongue.

fin forked.

Dorsal

fin

placed

Branchiostegous membrane with

Scales small.

Salmo arcticus 0. Fabr., Clupea villosa Gmel., Salmo grmnlandicus
Bloch. Ichth. Tab. 381, fig. i, Cuv. e< Val. Poiss. PI. 622; in the male
along the lateral line are long narrow scales standing close together, which
from their softness resemble felt. These fishes are sometimes found on the

Sp.

shore of Greenland, inclosed, as

modern

petrifactions, in a clayey earth.

See the figures in Agassiz Poiss. foss. V. PI. 60.

Comp.

ihid.v.

2,

pp. 98

100, Mallotus villosus.

Osmerus Artedi

Cuv.

(in part),

Teeth in maxillae small,

in-

vomer and tongue thick, in palate conical in a
Branchiostegous membrane with 8 rays. Caudal fin

cui'ved, conical, in

double row.
forked.

Salmo Eperlanus

L.,

Bloch

Ichtli.

Tab. 28,

fig. 2,

XXI. PI. 620; the smelt; occurs abundantly at the
land, confined to the eastern

Br. Fishes,

11.

Cuv.

mouth

et

Val.

Poiss.

of rivers in Hol-

and western coasts of Great Britain, Yarrell

p. 75.

Salmo Cuv. {Solar, Fario, Salmo Yalenc). Teeth conical, in a
single row in maxillse; teeth in vomer, in palate and tongue.

Cyclops, see Vol.

i.

p.

632, Da/phnia 641, &c.

—

;
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Branchiostegous membrane mostly with 10 or 11

with 9 or

Caudal

12).

rays

(rarely

truncate or concave posteriorly, emar-

fin

ginate.

Salmo Fario L., Bloch Ichth. Tab.

ii, Salar

AusoniiY Ah., Cuv. etYAL.

Poiss. XXI. pi. 6i8; the trout; in small, rapid streams.

Salmo Salar

Val.

Bloch

L.,

Ichth. Tab. 20,

Salmo Salmo Valenc, Cuv.

614; the salmon, le Saumon, der Lachs; 11 broad
rays, the back dark blue, with dark brown round spots, which, after a
Poiss. XXI. PI.

dence for some time in fresh water, become indistinct.
species of this genus,

which attains a length of

which weighed 50 lbs.
having shot its spawn

(old

being hatched
occur;

it

figured

fin

in fresh water.

the spring).

(in

by Rosenthal,

3'

;

The eggs

lie

is

winter in the sea after

100 days or more before

In the Mediterranean

this species does not

and Norway.

Ichthyot. Tafeln, Tab. vi. fig.

The skeleton

is

i.

Body mostly covered with

Esocii.

resi-

the largest

some have been taken

fish lives in

particularly abounds in Scotland

Family XVIII.
Dorsal

Dutch). This

This

et

gill-

scales.

near caudal, almost opposite to anal; no second adipose

Margin of upper jaw partly formed by intermaxillary bone
Swimming-bladder simple. Py-

fin.

supramaxillary bones edentulous.
loric

appendages none.
+

Pseudobranchiffi latent, glandular.

Inferior 'pharyngeal hones two.

Body naked.

Galaxias Cuv.
with 6 9 rays.

membrane

Brancbiostegous

—

Sp. Galaxias trutfaceus Guv., Cuv. etYAL. Poiss. xviii. PI. 543;
attemiatus

Valenc,

Poiss. PI. 97, fig.

Mesites attenuatus

Small fresh-water

&c.

2,

Galaxias

Jennyns, Cuv. R. Ani.,
fishes

ed.

ill.,

from the southern hemi-

J. Mueller, who would either make a distinct family of them or
them with the preceding, has drawn attention to the absence of

sphere.

unite

oviducts,

Esox L.

(in

part)

oblong, obtuse, depressed.

elongate,

vomer and palate subulate,

— 16

scaly,

with snout

Intermaxillary bones small, armed with

Teeth in lower jaw

small sharp teeth.

brane with 13

Body

Cuv.

conical, unequal.

small, crowded.

Teeth in

Branchiostegous

mem-

rays.

Sp. Esox Lucius L.,

Bloch

Ichth. Tab. 32, Skandinaviens Fishar, PI. ro

;

Brochet, der Hecht; the gill-membrane has mostly fourteen rays,

the

pilce, le

the

number however is variable, sometimes even different on the two
and the same fish the colour on the head and back is dark

in one

;

brown, at the sides spotted yellow, white below.

This species

is

sides,

olive-

foimd in

the rivers of the whole of Europe and north of Asia, and even in some lakes
of

North America

(the lahe

Huron,

for instance,

EiCHARDSON Faun,

boreal.

;
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Amer.

Iil. p.

124, &c.),

from which however another species must be

dis-

The pike rarely attains
a length of more than three feet, or weighs more than twelve pounds,
although some have been taken that weighed twenty, thirty, or more
pounds. The pike is a very voracious, predacious fish, which feeds on other
tinguished which occurs in North America alone.

fresh-water fishes, even of

Some

its

own

species,

on

frogs,

&c.

may

it

;

other species of pike are also found in North America, as Esox

americanuisIjAC. (probably the species announced by

XX. p.

rats,

age^

attain a great

Esox

26), also

estor

Lesueur, Cuv.

et

Val.

Schoepf NaturforscJier,

The

Poiss. PI. 542, &c.

would seem to be confined to the northern hemisphere did we
not know from Peron's Voyage of a species which he appears to have caught
in Van Diemeu's Land.
entire genus

Body elongate, with head short and gape of
Lower jaw longer than upper. Teeth long, conical,

Stomias Cuv.

mouth

large.

in an interrupted

row

in intermaxillary

bone and lower jaw.

Cir-

Branchiostegous membrane with seventeen

rus under the throat.
rays.

Sp. Stomias boa Val., Cuv.

terranean Sea

;

much

et

Val.

Polss. xviii. PI. 545,

from the Medi-

resembling ChauUodus, and perhaps not belonging to

the present family.

++

{PharyngognatM malacopterygii
row of longitudinal

Inferior pharyngeal hone single.

Body

MuELL.)

elongate, carinate oh both sides, with a

Swimming-bladder

scales.

Belone Cuv.

closed.

Both jaws produced

into a subulate snout, the

some
mixed with the smaller palate bones edentulous.
14 rays. Scales small.
Branchiostegous membrane with 12

lower beyond the apex of upper.

Small teeth in both jaws

larger, conical,

—

Sp. Belone vidgarisY kl^^c, Esox Belone L. (excl. syn. ),

Yarrell
in the

ing to
the

Brit. Fishes,

i.

p. 391,

;

;

Bloch

Iclith.

Tab. 33,

the gar-fish, horn-fish, Hornhecht, Orphie

North Sea this fish may attain the length of full two feet accordValenciennes small teeth on the vomer distinguish this species from

rest,

;

;

even from a very similar Mediterranean species with which

usually confounded (Belone acus'Ri&^o, C.

Bonaparte jFaww.

Ital.

it is

Tab. 122,

i).
Yet this character would seem at the least to be insecure, for
Kroeijer in the specimens from the North Sea examined by him did not
meet with these teeth. But in a specimen from our (Dutch) coasts I found

fig.

^

There

is

an account or a story respecting a pike which was placed in a fish-pond
Emperor Frederic II. in 1230, with a Greek inscription on a ring,

at Heilbron by the

up again in 1497, having been thus more than 267 years
Compare Oken's Lehrbuch der Zoologie, II. 1816, s. 100,
ciennes in Cuv. et Val. Poiss. xviii. pp. 305 312.
and

fished

long.

—

old

;

lor,

was 19 feet
and Valen-

it

—
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vomer as Valenciennes did, and believe that
Kroeijer had overlooked them. Denmark's Fiske, in. 1846, pp. 276 277.
small acute teeth on the

The

The ribs are very delicate, and
Very young fishes have been

spines have a lively green colour.

the gill-covers thin, transparent, bouy plates.

met with about

i" long,

with a short upper snout which has been regarded

young of Belone. See such a fish,
June 1842, and figured and described

as a species of HemtrampJtus, but are the

found by Prof.

by him
bl.

I

in

— II,

sphere also

my

Been

in the Baltic in

TIjdschrift voor natuurlijke Gesch. en Physiologic, X. 1843,

and Hoenschuch, ibid. bl. 295
and in the East Indies species of

— 300.
this

In the western hemigenus occur, living partly

in fresh water, partly in the sea.

Lac, Sayris Rafin., Bonap,

Scomberesox
in a single

row

in both

jaws

;

Teeth very small,

Tongue smooth.

palatine teeth none.

Snout acuminate, protracted, lower jaw the longer. Branchial
aperture large.
Branchiostegous membrane with 12 15 rays.
Body elongate, compressed, with small deciduous scales. Several
pinnules behind dorsal and anal fins, as far as caudal fin.

—

This genus

is

guished by the

very similar to the preceding, and

many

small dorsal and anal

principally distin-

is

A species has been

found
Mediterranean Sea, Scomberesox Rondclctii Valenc, Saurus RONDEiiET, dePiscib. p. 232, Bonap. Faun. Ital. in. Tab. 122, fig. 2, which is
fins.

in the

distinguished from that of the Atlantic Ocean and the
esox
I.

Uamperi Lacepede,

p.

394), according to

Poiss. v. PI. 6, fig. 3,

North Sea {Scomher-

Yarkell

British Fishes,

Valenciennes, by the absence of a swimming-

bladder.

s.

Ernst Haeckel Ueber
23^31. PI. IV. u. V.

die Eier dcr Scomberesoces ,

Muell. Archiv,

1855,

Hmiiramplius Cuv. Teeth small, crowded into a narrow belt
around the margin of each jaw; palatine teeth none. Sympliysis
of lower jaw produced into a narrow process beyond the row of
teeth

;

upper jaw short, triangular.

with 10

— 14

rotundate or
Sp.

Scales

rays.

large.

Branchiostegous membrane

Body

elongate,

with back

flat.

Hemiramphus Brownii Valenc, Esox

brasiliensis

L.

(in part),

Browne

Jamaica, Tab. 45, fig. 2. Encycl. meth., Poiss. PL 72, fig. 298 West Indies
and Atlantic Ocean. There are also species in the East Indies, amongst
;

which Hemiramphus
PI, 98, fig. 2,

Exocoetiis L.

jaws.

is

longirostris

Valenc, Cuv. R.

distinguished by very large pectoral

Ani., ed.

ill.,

Poiss.,

fins.

Teeth very small in the anterior part of both

Palate edentulous.

Gape

of

mouth

small.

Branchiostegous

;;
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membrane with 10

— 11

Caudal

with inferior lobe larger.

fin forked,

Pectoral fins elongate.

Scales large.

rays.

In some species the pectoral fins are as long as the body
fins these fish can keep themselves for a time above
They are all marine fishes, of which more
(See above, p. 5 1).
the water.
than thirty species are now known, though LiNNiEUS recorded two of them
Flying

fishes.

by means of these long

namely Exocoetus

onlj^,

volitans L., (Cuv.

Valenc.

et

Poiss. xix. PI. 559),

and Exoc. evolans L., Bloch Ichth.
398, occurring in the North Sea, the Atlantic, and also in the

principally in the Mediterranean Sea,

Tab.

Southern

Pacific,

Family XIX.

by

Upper margin

Mormyrini.

of

the intermaxillary and supramaxillary bones
in intermaxillary

teeth

;

mouth formed
mouth small

bone and lower jaw compressed, small,
teeth in vomer and tongue subulate,

emarginate or tricuspid;

Branchial aperture small, linear

crowded.

brane with few

(5

—

Body

6) rays.

;

branchiostegous

mem-

compressed, covered with small

head with naked thick skin. Dorsal fin single, often long.
Swimming-bladder simple, furnished with a duct.

scales

;

Mormyrus L.
Fresli-watev fishes fx'om Africa, of which several species are

They

known.

differ

from the

fishes of the precetling family

now
by a

longer intestinal canal, and two blind tubes {apj^endices pyloricw).

At

the posterior margin of the mastoid bone (see above,

there
in

is

p. 20,)

a large oval apei-ture, which was discovered by Heusinger

Mormyrus

and which

cyprinoides,

sujiratemporale (see above,

p.

covered by a scale-like os

is

22 note)

nnder the opening

;

lies

the

sac of the vestibule.
See Meckel's Archiv fur Anat. w. Physiol. 1826,
figs.

s.

324

— 327, Tab.

iv.

8—10.

At

the

into a

tail,

which

is

thickened, are situated on each side under the

muscle two elongate organs, which cause the thickening, divided

lateral

number

of spaces, and probably to be regarded as electric organs,

although, as far as I know, nothing has yet been ascertained respecting the
electric

power of these

fishes.

Erdl and Gemminger observed this arrangement in Mormyriis oxy7'hynch us and M. dorsalls, Koelliker in Mo7'my7'us lonffi2nnnis Hvevpell
;

see

Koelliker's description with

mischen Anstalt zu Wiirzhurg,

Anatomische
4to.

Hyrtl has
of the

gills.

1849,

s.

M ittheilungen iiber Mormyrus

Mit 6 Tafeln.
Akad. der

Kaiserl.

11.

figures, Berichte

(xii.

von der honigl. Zooto-

See also J. Hyrtl,
9—13.
und Gymnarchus, Wien, 1856,

Bd. der Denkschr. der math,

nattir,

Classe der

Wissensch.)

figured remarkable diverticula at the bulb of the arterial stem

—

—
Ill
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Sp.

Mormyrus

longipinnis Rueppell, Morniyrus Caschive Hasselquist,

—400

It.

Valenc, Centriscus niloticus
Bl., Sch. Syst. Ichth. Tab. 30, fig. i;—Mormyr. oxyrhynclius Geofpr.,
Mormyr. Jcannume Foksk. Descr. Animal, p. 74, Guerin Iconogr., Poiss.
Morm. anguilloides L., Sonnini Voyage en Egypte, PI. 22,
PI. 51, fig. I
Pakest, pp. 398

Mormyrus

;

Geoffroyi

;

fig.

I,

irain, &c.

Gonorhynclms GronOV. (Genus of uncertain position). Mouth
middle cirrus in front of mouth. Small scales

edentulous, inferior

;

Body

covering bodj and head.

near to

tail

;

membrane with 4

Zoophyl. Tab. X.

fig. 2,

Valenc, Cyprinus

Cuv.

Good Hope. — GonorJi.

%•

Branchiostegous

rays.

Sp. Gonorhynchus Gronovil

of

Ventral fins somewhat

elongate.

dorsal fin over the ventral fins.

et

Val.

GonorTiynchus L., Gronov.

Poiss. xix. PI. 568,

ahhreviatus Schleg.

Fauna

from the Cape

Ja^ionica, Tab. 103,

5.

There are several blind appendages at the pylorus, nine

Valenciennes

novii, according to

;

peculiarities sufficiently indicate that

in Gonorliyn. Gro-

no swimming-bladder.

These
LiNNiEDS incorrectly united the genus

there

is

Gonorhynchus with Cyprinus.

Family XX. Clupeacei. No adipose dorsal fin. Upper jaw
composed of small intermaxillary bones and supramaxillary placed
at

Body

the sides.

covered with

distinct

scales,

often

large.

Swimming-bladder furnished with a duct in most. Pyloric appendages in very many. Pseudobranchise similar to branchiae or none.
Inferior pharyngeal bones two.

This family has a very close affinity with Exoccetus and Hemi-

which is interrupted by the preceding
two in a linear arrangement. Still these
the unpaired inferior pharyngeal bone a very

ramphus amongst the

Esoces,

family placed between

tlie

two genera

possess in

aberrant character.
See

Hyrtl

Ueber die accessorischen Kiemenorgane der Clupeaceen nehst

BemerTcungen uber der Darmlcanal derselhen.

Xten Bande der math,
sonders abgedi-uckt.

Mit

Osteoglosswn Vandellt, Isclmosoma Sfix.

bones covering the cheeks.

Head

Two

cirri at

membrane with 10
anal

;

Eyes

Body

at the

apex of snout.

rays.

Dorsal

fin

Gape of

vomer, palate and

the symphysis of lower jaw.

— 15

compressed,

naked, with large infraorbital

large, teeth conical, acute, small in jaws,

tongue.

Aus dem

Wien, 1855.

covered with large scales.

mouth

3 Tafeln.

natur. Classe der Kaiserl. AJc. der Wissensch. be-

Branchiostegous

remote, beginning behind

anal fin very long, approximate to caudal.
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in the river
et Valenc. Polsa. xix. PI. 57'
long; the gill-membrane has lo ra>s there
Onteoz/lossum formosiim Muare two pyloric appendages, as in Mvrmyrm.
KLLER and ScHLEGEL, Verkand. over de nat. Geschiedenis der Nederl. overze-

Sp. Osteofjlosmm VandelUl Cuv.

Amazon.

The

dorsal fin

esche Bezittingen, 1839

;

is

;

—

— 1844» Pi^c^> Tab.

I, has a short dorsal fin, and 15
This species occurs in lakes and rivers in the

rays in the gill-membrane.

{Ischnosoma hicirrko»um Spix,

south of Borneo.

Select.

Spec,

et

Gener.

Pise. Tab. 25, corresponds exactly with Osteor/lossum VandeUii, except that

the anal

fin is

may

this

confluent with the caudal

Sudis Cuv. (not Rafin.),

Body

Arapatma Muell.. Vastres Valenc.
Head covered with

Teeth conical

in jaws, the

upper in a single

Teeth crowded and acute in vomer, sphenoid, palatine and

pterygoid bones, and in tongue.

16 rays.
fin,

that

elongate, covered with large hard scales.

thick scaleless skin.

row.

Valenciennes thinks

fin.

be an occasional malformation.)

Dorsal

fin

Branchiostegous membrane with

and anal remote,

short, covered, as is caudal

with scales.
Cuv. P. Ani., 1817, PI, X.
and some other species
see Valenciennes in Cuv. et Val. Poiss. xix, pp. 433 464. These fishes attain
a length of 6 or even 8 feet, and live in the river Amazon.

Sp. Sudls giga.^ Cv\., Vastres CuvtenYAi,'E'SC.
fig.

4 (ed.

2,

1829, PI. XII.

,

fig. 4),

;

—

Ilete/roti'i

witli large

Ehrenb.

hard

(spec, of

scales.

/S'w^/i'.s

Cuv., RuEPP.).

Body covered

Maxillary teeth recurved, slender, approxi-

mate, in a single row; teeth in pterygoid bones setaceous; vomer,

sphenoid and palate-bones edentulous.
with 8 rays.
caudal

Branchiostegous membrane

Dorsal and anal fins remote, elongate, depressed;

fin small,

rotundate

Sp. Ileterotis Ehrenhergii

;

scales in these fins none.

Valenc, Sudis

mehrerer neuer Fische,

1829, Tab.

3,

niloticus

fig. 2,

Rueppell Beschr. u. Abb.
et Val. Poiss. xix. PI.

Cuv.

584 (at the third branchial arch Ehrenberg found an enigmatical conical
appendage with a spiral canal). A similar species occurs in the Senegal,
Jleterotis Adansoni Valenc.

—

This genus also has, like Osfeoglossinn, two pyloric appendages, which
here are large.

Notopterus Lacep. Body towards the tail recurved, compressed,
covered with small scales; abdomen bicarinate, serrate.
Teeth
acute, crowded, in several rows in margin of jaws
lesser teeth
;

crowded

vomer and sphenoid bones. Branchiostegous
membrane with 6—8 rays. Cheeks and opercles scaly. Ventral
fins

in palate,

very small.

Dorsal

fin

small, high, almost in middle of back.

—
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Anal

fin

covered with

small

113
very long, confluent with

scales,

caudal.
Gymnotus

Sp. Notojiterus Pallasii nob.,

Tab.

notopiei'us

East Indian fresh-water

&c.

6, fig. 2,

Pall., Spicil. Zool. vii.

fishes,

which resemble Silurus

in the defect of the suh-operculum.

They have

notwithstanding their small

with Osteof/lossum.

Chtrocentrns

scales,

Body

Cuv.

affinity

with Mormyms, and,

covered with very minute

compressed, with abdomen carinate.

scales,

Lower jaw produced beyond

Teeth conical in jaws, the lower and two middle upper

upper.

larger; teeth very small in palate, in

membrane with 8

vomer none.

Branchiostegous

Pectoral fins inserted in a furrow between

rays.

two

lamella3, hard, triangular, acute, covered

fins

very small.

Dorsal

fin

with scales. Ventral
placed over anal, shorter than anal.

Sp. CJiirocentrus dorab Val., Clupea dorab Foesk., Esoce chirocentre Lacep.
Poiss. V. PI. 8, fig.

T

;

Red Sea and

in the

the Indian Ocean.

Body covered with large thin scales.
Teeth very thin in a single row in intermaxillary

Al&pocepTialus Kisso.

Head naked.

bone and lower jaw.

and anal

Palatine teeth very small, in vomer and

Branchiostegous membrane with 6 rays.

tongue none.

fins scaly at

Sp. Alcpocephalus rostratus Risso, Cuv.

Mediten-anean Sea at great depths.

CuviER

refers

it

Lutocleira

Van

Body

et

Val.

This

;

in the

has no swimming-bladder.

this.

Hass., Ruefpell, Chanos Lacep.

covered with scales, moderate.

lamellffi at the

Poiss. xix. PI. 566

fish

to the Esocii, but there are here twelve pyloric appendages,

which, beside other characters, oppose

tulous.

Dorsal

the base, opposite to each other, remote.

Two

base of both pectoral and ventral

Mouth eden-

triangular scaly

fins.

Caudal

fin

deeply forked, with two horny lamellae on each side at the base
of lobes.

Branchiostegous membrane with 4 broad rays.

aperture ample, produced under

t]ie

Branchial

throat.

Sp. Lutodeira chanos Ruepp., Mugil chanos FoKSK. Descr. Animal, p. 74;
Lutodeira orientalis Van Hass., Baiitam, Renakd Poissoiis,
Red Sea
;

Ecrevisses et Crahes de la

Mer

des Indes, PI. 34,

fig. 1

84

;

Indian Ocean, &c.

Body elonHead naked, with co-

Butyrinus Commers., Alhula Gronov., Valenc.
gate, covered

with

scales, hard,

nical snout produced

moderate.

beyond mouth.

Teeth small, crowded, conical,
and in lower jaw; teeth

acute, in intermaxillary bone, in palate

VOL.

II.

8

—

—
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granular, round in sphenoid bone.

11

—

—

— 13

Brancliiostegous

membrane with

rays.
Sp.

Bidyrinus Plamieri, Alhula macrocephala

Bloch,

Sijst.

Lacep.

Ichth. Tab. 86,

Valenc, Alhida Plumieri
West Indian
i

Poiss. v. PI. 14, fig.

;

Butyrinus hananus, Argentina fjlossodonta FoKSK.,

Sea.

v. PI. 8, fig. 2

;

in the Indian

Body

Hyodon Lesueur.

Lackp. Poiss,

and Red Seas^.

compressed,

with belly

carinate.

Teeth in jaws conical, with a single row in
Teeth in vomer, in palate and
upper, a double row in lower.
Branpterygoid bone teeth of tongue large, subulate, recurved.
Scales moderate.

;

membrane with 9

chiostegous

— 10

over the beginning of longer anal
Sp.

Hyodon

water

Body

JElops L.

Lesueur, Cuv.
North America.

tergisus

fishes of

elongate, with

pressed towards the

Dorsal

rays.

et

Val.

Poiss. xix. PI. 572, &c.

abdomen prominent, round, comGape of

crowded in jaws, vomer, sphenoid,

small,

palatine and pterygoid bones. Branchial apertm-e ample

membrane with 25

of pectoral and ventral

fresh-

;

covered with moderate scales.

tail,

mouth ample. Teeth very
tegous

placed

fin small,

fin.

—35

;

brancliios-

Acute lamella at the base
as well as above and below caudal

fins,

rays.

fin.

Sp.

Elops saurus L. (and Argentina Carolina

cjusd.),

Ocean,

Elops lacerta

&c.

Valenc, Cuv.

et

in the

Red

Eastern hemispheres, in the Atlantic Ocean, the

Val.

Western and

Sea,

Indian

tlie

Poiss. xix.

Pi.

575,

distinguished

by a

Western Coast of Africa.

Megalops Lac.
This genus almost agrees with the preceding, but
smaller

number

of the dorsal
also

by

fin,

— 25) and

ray

which as a long thread reaches nearly to the caudal

fin,

and large

larger scales

which attains a length of
cyprinoides Broussonet,
Poiss. XIX. PI. 576

;

3'

— 12';

^

To

visch,

this genus,

Valenc,

179 {Clupea gigantca Shaw),
Megalops indicus Valenc, Clupea

Icldli.,

Decas

this species,

which

ceding, appears to continue always

by the elongation of the

Sp. Megalops atlanticus

eyes.

Canieripuguacu Makcgr. Hist. Brasil.

men
N.

is

last

of gill-rays (22

much

p.

i.

is

1782,

Tab.

9,

Cuv.

et

smaller.

beyond doubt, belong the description and figure of eenen

Conorhynchus of C.

Nozeman

in the Uitgez. Verliand.

says that the fish was a native of the Mediterranean.

species of the genus from that sea

is

Val.,

often confounded with the pre-

found in collections.

iii.

p.

381,

PL

zeldza25.

Hitherto, however,

no
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Clupea L.

(excl. of

some genera).

Teeth in jaws, palate and

Gape

mouth moderate.
Jaws subequal,
or lower produced beyond upper.
Branchiostegous membrane with
6 8 rajs. Body compressed, elongate, keel of abdomen serrate.
tongue small;

sometimes no teeth.

of

Superior maxillarj bones divided into 3 laminas.

—

Scales large, thin, deciduous.

A

very numerous genus, which Valenciennes has lately divided into

many

small genera, based especially on the teeth.

are very

fine,

and occur sometimes

in

young

are afterwards without them, since moreover
differ in habitus

Since however the teeth

fishes of the

many

same

species that

of these groups do not

and other characters, we cannot adopt these divisions as
some of them are of little service as sulvgenera

genera, and even think that

We

for the distinction of the species.

shaU, nevertheless, as far as our plan

permits, follow them.

SwpramaxXLlary

•f

hy a moveable joint to the end of the small
Lower jaw produced heyond the upper.

hone, adJiering

{ntermaxillai~y hone.

A.

Very small

minute

Clujjea

with 8

teeth

in vomer, tongue

and palate.

Jaws rough, with very

teeth.

Valenc. (and Rogenia

ejusd.),

Branchiostegous

membrane

rays,

Sp. Clupea harengus L.,
Poiss. PI. 104, fig.

I

;

Bloch

Icldh. Tab. 29, fig.

i,

Sea, which does not occur in the Mediterranean,

When Willem Beukelz

fecundity.

Gov. R. Ani.,

ed.

ill.,

the herring, der haring, lehareng, a fish of the North

had discovered the mode of curing

and of an astonishing

at the end of the fom-teenth century

herrings, the capture of this fish, the

great fishery of Holland, soon became a gold-mine for the country

which,

;

two thousand herringlength of the natural histoiy, and

in the seventeenth century sent out annually about
boats.

Valenciennes has

treated at

of the history of the fishery. Hist. nat. des Poiss. XX. pp. 31

Clupea alba Yake., Rogenia alha

Cuv.

et

Val.

Valenc, Yabb,

Poiss. PI. 601, has teeth not only

on the pterygoids.

This

is

— 242,

Brit. Fish.

11.

p. 126,

on the palate-bones, but also
In the

the celebrated white-hait of the English,

beginning of summer white-bait dinners are very

common

at Greenwich

and Blackwall.

AU the known

species of this sub-genus are

from the northern hemisphere

;

Clupea pxjntica belongs to the Black Sea, and a fourth different species to
the coasts of North America.

B.

Teeth of vomer none

; teeth

in tongvje, palatine

and pterygoid

hones.

Jaios tvith teeth very small or none.

Sardinella Yalenc.
ventral

fins.

Jaws edentulous. Dorsal fin placed over
membrane with 6 rays.

Brancliiostegous

Harengula Yalenc.

Branchiostegous'

membrane with

6 or 7

rays,

8—2
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Yark.

Sp. Clupea spratins L.,

Brit. Fish.

ii.

p. 121

;

tlie sprat.

— Most of the

species of this sub-genus are exotic.

Pellona Yalenc.
fin long.

Ventral

placed before dorsal

fins

Anal

fin.

Abdomen com-

Branchiostegous membrane with 6 rays.

pressed, convex, sharply serrate.
Sp. Clupea

Iserti,

East Indian

Clupea africana Block, &c.

;

numerous,

all exotic, mostly-

species.

Pristigaster Cuv.

Ventral

fins none.

Abdomen

genus

as in sub.

Pellmia.

Anl,

Sp. Pristigaster cayanus Cuv., R.

PI. x. fig. 3

;

^d. 2,

PI, xii. fig. 3.

Species foreign.

C.

and pal

Teeth of vomer

Clu2)eonia

piterygoid hones none.

Teeth in p date bones and in tongue alone.

Valenc.

Spratella

D.

and of

Teeth of vomer

te

hones none.

Teeth in tongue and in pterygoid bones

Valenc.

alone.

PL 1 1, fig. 2 Clupea melamira Cuv.,
Val'NC, Lacep. ibid, fig.3; Clupea Blochvi, Clupea

Sp. Clupea Jussievi Lacep. loiss. v.

Clupeonia Commersonii
sinetisis

Bloch,

Ichth. Tab. .05.

Teeth in jaws and in pterygoid bones.

Kowala Valenc.

Sp. Clupea Kowal Eussell, Corom

Faun. Japan., Pise.

Meletta Valenc.

Fish. PI. 86, cited

PI. 107, fig.

Clupea

Teeth in tongue only.

meletta, Meletta vulgaris

by Valenc, Schlegel

i.

brane with 7 rays, more rarely with

— Clupea

;

Branchiostegous

mem-

6.

YaleHc, Cuv.

Val. Poiss. xx. PI. 603
Brousson, 1. 1. Tab. 10;
forms a long thread it is found
et

.

thrissa auctor (not L.), ChaloessusCvv.,

in this species the last ray of the dorsal fin

;

on the coasts of America.

Alosa Cuv.

Teeth either none, or small, deciduous in jaws alone.

Upper jaw emarginate
with 8

in the middle.

Branchiostegous membrane

rays.

Valenc, Yabr. Brit. Fish. 11. p. 136,
Val. Poiss. xx. PI. 604 the shad, I'alose ; this fish lives in the
North Sea and the Mediterranean, and belongs to the species which, at a
Thus, in April it is not
.certain time of the year, come into fresh water.
rare in the niouth of our rivers, and at Rotterdam, for instance, is commonly known. The Clupea finta Cvv Clupea fallax Lacep., is, according
^There
to Valenciennes, by no means to be regarded as a distinct species.

Sp. Clupea Alosa L., Alausa vulgans

Cuv.

et

;

.

,

—

—
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are about twenty foreign species of this sub-genus, partly in the East
Indies, at China and Japan, partly in the Western hemisphere.

'\'f

Sup7'amaxiUary bone beJiind

Jaws

bone produced.

the intermaxillary inserted into the (ethmoid

equal, with snout

tumid above

Chaioessus Valenc. (Cuv. in part).

gous membrane with. 6 rays.

many

the mouth.

Teeth none.

Last ray of dorsal

Branchioste-

fin

produced in

into a long seta.

Sp. Clupea nasus Bloch, Ichih. Tab. 427, Peddah-Kome'RussEhh, from Pondicherry
Chatoessus Cepcdianus, Megalop)s Cepedianus Lesueue, Cuv. et
;

Val.

Poiss. XX. PI. 612

;

on the coasts of N. America, &c.

Cuv. iEthmoid bone produced beyond the mouth.
mouth very ample, produced behmd the eyes, with long
supramaxillary bones. Vomer, palatine and pterygoid bones mostly
rough or armed with very small teeth. Maxillary teeth very small,
Engraiilis

Gape

of

sometimes none.

Branchial aperture very ample; branchiostegous

membrane with 9

men

some

in

— 14

rays.

Scales thin, often deciduous.

Abdo-

rotund, in others carinate, serrate.

Sp. Engraulis encrasicholus Cuv., Clupea Encrasicholus L.,
30, fig. 2,

Yaer.

Brit. Fish.

11.

Bloch

Ichth. Tab.

p. 140, the anchovy, Vanchois, in the

Medi-

terranean and North Sea; there are 12 or 13 rays in the gill-membrane,
15

— 17 rays

from 5" to

in the pectoral,

In some species
duced into

free,

7 in the ventral fin

;

the length

is

mostly

(the sub-genus Thryssa Cuv.) the

long threads.

sharp serrated margin.
SON, Ichth. Tab. xi.

Coilia

and

6".

;

upper jawbones are proIn these the abdomen is furnished with a

Sp. Engraidis

setirostris,

Clupea

Brous-

selirostris,

from the South Pacific and Indian Ocean.

Gray, Trichosoma SwAiNS.

Exotic

fishes, related to

the preceding genus; with setae elongate,

free over the pectoral fins,

Odontognathus
pressed,

covered

Lac, Gnatlwholus SCHN.
with deciduous

Body

with

scales,

elongate,

abdomen

com-

serrate.

Supramaxillary bones elongate, cuspidate.
conical.

none.

Maxillary teeth small,
Branchiostegous membrane with six rays. Ventral fins
Dorsal fin small, remote; anal fin very long, depressed.

Sp. Odontognathus aculeatus Lacep. Poiss.
Poiss. XXI. PI. 611;

11.

from the West Indies.

PI. 7, fig. 2,

Cuv.

This genus differs

Engraidis, except in the absence of the ventral

fins.

et

little

Val.
from
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Family XXI. Heteropygii. Upper margin of mouth formed
principally by the intermaxillary bone. Teeth acute, small in jaws
and palate, none in vomer and tongue. Body scaly. Head naked.
Dorsal fin remote, opposite to anal. Vent in front of pectoral fins
behind

Ventral fins small.

gills.

dobranchise none.

Aperture of

gills small.

Swimming-bladder fm'nished with a duct

Pseuto the

oesophagus.
Amhlyo^psis

membrane with

Dekay.

(Characters of family.)

six rays.

Two

Branchiostegous

very small black points at the sides

of head, instead of eyes.

A

Sp. Amhhjo]psis spelceus.

am
is

—

Dekat
by the

in

the

Fauna of New

animals removed from the light

other

with which I

York,

It lives in a subterranean grotto in Kentucky,

not acquainted.
like

small fish from the United States of America,

by Dekay

described

first

—whitish

placed this genus with the SUuroidei, from which however

I think that this

it differs

There are two small pyloric appendages nevertheless,
genus is best placed in the neighbourhood of the Cyprino-

scaly body.

dontes.

and

or colourless.

It differs

;

from

the other Malacopterygii ahdominales in the

all

Wyman

Descr. of a Blind Fish, &c. Annals
of Nat. Hist. XII. 1843, pp. 288, 299 (from Silliman's American Journal,
394, Taf, ix.
1843), and Tellkampf in Muelleu's Archiv, 1844, s. 381

See

position of the vent.

—

II.

Body

Ventral fins none.

Malacopterygii apodes.

elongate,

with scales often small hidden in the skin.
Swimming-bladder in most, either furnished with a duct or closed.

skin thick and

soft,

Family XXII. Gymnotini. Pectoral belt affixed to cranium.
Upper margin of mouth formed in the middle by the intermaxillary
bones, at the sides by the small supramaxillaries. Teeth mostly
subulate or conical, small, in the intermaxillary bone and in lower
jaw some similar teeth in the fore part of vomer and in the synv
;

physis of lower jaw.

Branchial aperture in front of pectoral

Swimming

Ovaries famished with duct.
into the oesophagus, double in
*

Dorsal

Pyloric appendages.

fin.

Gymnarchns Cuv.
finless

many.

fins.

bladder open by a duct

apex acuminate.

Dorsal

fin longitudinal.

Head naked; body

Tail towards the

scaly.

A

Sp. Gymnarchus niloticus Gov. R. Ani., 2e Mit. PI. 13, fig. 3.
representation of the skeleton is given by J. Htrtl Denkschr. der mctthem. natur.
Classe der Kaiserl. Akad. der Wissenscfi. zu Wien, 1856.
Compare FoERG
Remarques surl'appareil pulmonaire d'U Gymnarchus niloticus, Ann. des Sc.
not. 36 S6r[e, xx. 1853,
PP* *

Dorsal

fin

none.

^Sh

162, PI. 5,

and Hybtl,

1. 1.

—
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Body compressed, scaly head naked.
by an interval from anal. Anal fin

ScHN.

Sternarclms

Caudal

;

separated

fin distinct,

Mem-

beginning from throat, with vent placed under the throat.
branous cirrus in back, affixed by tendinous filaments.
Sp.

Sternarclms albifrons Schn., Gymnotus alhifrons L., Pall. Spicil. Zool.

Tab.

VI. fig.

IcTiih. III.

Tab. 2

VII.

Muell. and Tkosch. Hor.

Sternarchus oxyrhynchus

;

I

South America,

in

;

like all the species of this family.

There are two groups of conical teeth in the intermaxillary bone, and two
rows of similar teeth in the lower jaw.

Body

Carapus Cuv.
produced as

Anal fin
and without dis-

depressed, scaly; head naked.

apex of

far as the

tail,

attenuated,

tinct caudal fin.

Bloch

Sp. Carapus Carapo, Gymnotus Car apo L.,

Carapus
the

mouth

Gymnotus rostratus

rostratus,

L.,

/c^^A.,

Bloch

Tab. 157,

Syst. Ichth.

fig. 2,

&c.

Tab. 106

without teeth, at the end of an elongated snout, narrow at

is

;

its

Mueller and Tkoschel form from this

termination.

species the sub-genus
There are only three rays in the gill-membrane, whilst
the other species have five.

Rhamphichthys.

Gymnotus Cuv.
distinct scales.
Sp.

(spec, of

Gymnotus

Body

L.).

round, with in-

Tail truncate, with caudal fin conjoined with anal.

Gymnotus

Poiss. PI.

electricus L.,

no,

fig.

I

;

Bloch

Cuv. R. AuL,

Ichth. Tab. 156,

the electrical

eel,

VAnyuille

electrique.

ed.

ill.,

This species

ponds, &c. in South America, and attains the considermore than five feet. The electric organs comprise two larger
above, and two smaller below, and are situated on each side of the body,

lives in fresh water, in

able length of

occupying about three-fourths of

its leng-th

;

the large organs

lie

immedi-

ately under the skin, the inferior are covered by the muscles of the anal fin.

The apparatus

formed by membranous, aponeurotic partitions, which run
body almost parallel to each other, and between which

is

in the length of the

extremely fine transverse plates are situated, thus forming small chambers
filled

with

The nerves which run

fluid.

to the electric organs are not here,

as in Torpedo a.nd Malapterurit^ (see above, pp.64, 89), branches of cerebral

nerves, but branches of spinal nerves, of
nerves, which for the

The shocks

a time the electric power

more

electric eels

and exposed

pairs of

easily, wild horses are

;

;

by

repetition of

them the

hence, in order to capture these

sometimes driven into the water,

to their first attacks.

J.

N.

S.

Allamand

Verhandelingen van de Haarl, Maatschap-

—J. Hunter An Account of
Trans. Vol. 65, Part
1775, pp. 395 — 407,

pij, II. 1755, bl.

tricus, Phil.

more than two hundred

also give branches to the swimming-bladder.

are subject to the will of the animal

fish loses for

Compare

most part

tion published

352—379

;

2,

by R. OWEN, of

the

Gymnotus

elec-

or in the collec-

his Observations on certain parts

of the
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Animal Economy,

1837, pp. 415

—421,

PI. 56, 57;

G. Valentin, Beitrdge

Anatomic dcs Zitteraales, Neuchatel, 1841, 4.to, {A us dcni viiten Bde
der Neuen DenTcsclirifteii der allg. Schweizer. Gesellsch. f. Nafurivisscnschaf-

ziir

ten,)

and

See

in

Wagner's Handwortcrbuch

Humboldt

alluded,

der Physiol,

i. s.

266, 273.

on the mode of capture of Gymnotus to which we have

also, especially

in his Recucil d'Ohservat. de Zool. etd'Anat. comp.

— 148, Reisc in die jEqidnoctial Gegenden,

i.

—

294 324. Physical
and chemical experiments with Gymnotus were performed especially by

pp. 83

Faraday some

lii. s.

years ago; Philos. Transact, for 1839, Parti, p.

i,

and

following.

Family XXIII.

Pectoral belt annexed behind

Symhrmichii.

the head to the spinal column.

Upper margin

by intermaxillary bones descending

mouth formed

of

to the

angle of mouth, the

supramaxillaries being placed next to them.

Teeth in jaws and

bones

Ovaries supplied with duct.
pyloric appendages.

in

and without

Common

at least in most.

branchial aperture trans-

Lips fleshy, expanded beyond the margin of

Pectoral fins none.

the apex of

tail.

three pairs

of branchiaj.)

eye, anterior

Intestinal tract straight,

Teeth very small, subulate, crowded

by a septum.

jaws and palate.

jaw.

the throat.

Swimming-bladder none,

Monopterus CoMMEESON.
verse, divided

under

Branchial aperture single

of palate.

Dorsal and anal

(Branchiostegous

fins remote, confluent at

membrane with

below the eye.

Sp. Monopterus javanensis Commers., Lacep.

The

Rijk's

specimens of this genus from Java and Borneo, up to

Amjjht^mous MuELL.

Head narrowed

septum.

six rays; only

Posterior orifice of nostrils above the

Common
in

2'

Museum

possesses

feet in length.

branchial aperture divided

front of eyes,

by a

obtuse at the apex.

Posterior aperture of nostrils above the eyes, anterior at apex of
snout.

First and fourth branchial arch without branchige.

open into the mouth in front of

small bladders, respiratory,
branchial arch.

Body

finless; tail

Two
first

compressed, with a sharp edge

above and below, acuminate.
Sp.

Amphlpnous

Ganges,

PL

cuchia, UnihrancTiaperlura cuclda,

16, fig. 4, pp. 16, 17.

The

Buchanan

Fishes of the

respiratory sacs receive blood from

the branchial arteries of the second and third branchial arch, and send
their veins to the aorta

;

immediately into the aorta.
pp.

42—49.

two of the arches of the branchial

Taylor

in Edltib.

arteries

go

Journal of Science, v. 1831,
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SymbrancJius [Synhranchus Bloch), Unibrancha/pertura Lacep.

Common

branchial aperture, transverse or oval, not divided

septum.

Orifice of nostrils (single

Dorsal and anal

fins

sides)

by a

above the eye.

remote, confluent at the apex of

membrane with

chiostegous

on both

(Bran-

tail.

Teeth obtuse.)

six rays.

Sp. Symbranchus marmoratus Bloch, Ichih. Tab. 418, from Surinam, &c.

Alahes Cuv.
Note.
which

—Genus unknown to me.

it differs

in

having pectoral

The
fins,

characters of Symbranchus, from

and only

3 rays of branchiostegous

membrane.

XXIV.

Family

Murcenoidei.

by

intermaxillary bones alone

covered

by

Pectoral belt annexed to spi-

Superior margin of mouth formed

nal column behind the head.
;

rudiment of supramaxillary bone

Pyloric appendages none.

muscles.

Swimming-bladder

furnished with retia mirabilia of vessels and with duct.

Ovaries

without oviduct.
S])liagebranclius

times no

Bl.

Apertures of branchise approximate under

Pectoral fins small or none.

the throat.

Eyes

fins.

Dorsal

remote

fin

Sp. Sphagehranchus rostratus Bloch, Ichth. Tab. 419, Syst.
fig. 2

this species has

;

Vahl

described by

;

some-

often very small.

no pectoral

fins,

Ichtli.

Tab. 103,

neither has the East Indian species

under the name of Ccecula pterygera ; Skrivter of natur.
Tab. 13, figs, i, 2.

Selshahet, ili. 1, 1794,

There

is

a species which

consequently

is

is

also destitute of both dorsal

and anal fin,
his genus

From this Dumeril forms
La Roche Ann. du Mus. xiii, PI.

entirely without fins.

Murcena cceca L.,
The small eyes are concealed beneath the skin
Apterichthus.

;

21, fig. 6.

this fish lives in the

Medi-

terranean Sea.

Saccopharynx MiTCHiLL, Opliiognatlius

Harwood. Body comby a long filiform

pressed, with abdominal sac ample, terminated
tail.

Anal and

Branchial aperture gaping forwards

small.

Gape

of

mouth

Pectoral fins

dorsal fins depressed, longitudinal.

Eyes

large.

under pectoral

fins.

small, placed at the extremity of upper

jaw.
Sp. Opliiognatlms

pp. 49

—57,

ampuUaceus

PI. 7.

Hakwood

This singular

fish is

PMlos. Transact, for 1827, Part i.
taken in the Atlantic Ocean. The

Harwood was 4 ^ feet there was a single
and bent backwards in both jaws. Compare also
Mitchill, Description of an extraordinary fish, Annals of the Lyceum of

size of

row

the specimen described by

of teeth, pointed

Nexv York,

i.

1824, pp. 82

—86.

;

;
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Thunb.

Teetli subulate in jaws
(spec, of Murcena L.).
and in anterior "part of vomer. Opercular bones
small, suiTOunded by numerous incurved, slender rajs of the brancliiostegous membrane. Branchial apertures at the base of pectoral
fins.
Anterior orifice of nostrils tabular, in the apex of snout.
Dorsal and anal fins produced to the apex of tail, and confluent.

Anguilla

in a naiTOW belt

Dorsal fin commencing at half the interval

Anguilla Cuv.

between head and the beginning of anal

fin.

Bloch

Sp. Anguilla vulgaris Fleming, Murcena anguilla L.,

Ichth. Tab. 73;

Aal; the under jaw is longer than the upper.
This fish is generally known, and becomes 2 or 3 feet long. There are
several varieties (or species accoi'ding to some writers), which have been
described under distinct names, and have been observed amongst us we
the

common

eel,

I'Anguille, der

;

record only Anguilla acutiroslris

Yaerell,

Yarrell,

Brit. Fish.

284, Anguilla

il. p.

298 the figure of Bloch, cited above, belongs
Both Norwegian and English naturalists have observed the young eels in the >Spring to ascend in the mouths of rivers in large
troops, even by day, at M'hich time the full-grown eels, as is well known, keep
themselves concealed. Although no direct observations on the propagation
of eels are yet known, it is nevertheless very improbable that they should
be viviparous sometimes intestinal worms have been mistaken for embryos
compare Creplin in Archivf. Naturgeschichte, vii. 1841, s. 230 233.
latirostris

1. 1.

p.

;

to Anguilla acutirostris.

;

—

On

the generation of the eel see

kochtrdchtigen Aal,

Conger Cuv.

H. Eathke BemerTcungen

Mueller's Archiv,

Dorsal

fin

1850, pp. 203

beginning above pectoral

—

ueber einen

206.

fins.

(Upper jaw pro-

tracted beyond the lower.)

Sp. Conger vulgaris, Murcena conger L.,
Brit. Fishes,

li.

p.

304

;

Bloch

IcJdJi.

conger-eel ; the dorsal fin

is

becomes 6

feet long.

Yarrell

dotted white.

This

Specimens have been recorded of even 10

feet in

extends close to the pectoral fins; the lateral line
fish

Tab. 155,

edged with black, and
is

length.

Murcena TuuNB., GymnotJiorax BlOCH, MurcenopMs Lacep.
Teeth in jaws in one or more
rows, sometimes crowded; teeth in vomer, often large, conical,
sometimes in a single longitudinal row, in the middle of bone.
(Species from genus Murcana L.).

Opercular bones small, surrounded by circular rays of the branchiostegous membrane, very thin, concealed under the skin.
of branchige small, lateral.

On
2j

the teeth of the different species of this genus compare Gov. R. Ani.

PP- 35i> 352 (sec, ddit.)and

Sp. Mv/rcena Helena L.,
fig.

2,

Apertures

Pectoral fins none.

A

Bloch

Owen

Ichth.,

figure of the skeleton

is

Odontography, pp. 164

Cuv. R. Ani.,
to be

ed.

ill.,

— 166,

PI. 56.

Poiss. PI. 109,

found in Rosenthal Ichthyot.

—

—
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23. The Romans kept these fishes, which were highly esteemed
by them, in stews. Of Vedius Pollio it is related that he cast his condemned slaves to these fishes Plinids Hist. nat. Lib. xi. c. 23 compare
Seneca de Ira, Lib. iii. cap. 40.

Tafdn, Tab.

;

Uropterygius Rueppell.
row.

;

Teeth in jaws acute,

Solitary conical tooth in vomer.

by the confluence of dorsal and anal
Opliisurus Lac.

apex of

Dorsal and anal

apex of

Caudal

conical, in a double

fin small, as if

formed

fins.

fins

not produced as far as the

;
(Remaining characters almost
those of Anguillce, but some species approach the Murcenai by their

tail

small pectoral

tail

subulate.

scarcely distinguishable.)

fins,

Sp. Ophisurris coluhrinus, Murcena coluhrina Gmel., Lacep. Poiss. v. PI. 19,
fig. i;
3Iur(ena ophis L. ; Murcena serpens L. &c.

Tribranchus Peters.

Gronov., Pennant. Body compressed, sub-pelsmall, acuminate. Teeth very minute. Pectoral
small,
very
placed behind the branchial aperture. Dorsal and

Leptocei^halus
lucid.
fins

Head very

anal fins longitudinal, confluent with one another at the
Sp. Leptocephalus Morrisii Penn., Gronov. Zoophylac.

Lacep.

Poiss.

11.

PI.

iii. fig. 2,

Yarrell

Brit. Fishes,

\.

tail.

Tab. 13,

11.

p. 311

;

fig.

3,

in the

North Sea and Mediterranean.

Family

XXV.

Ophidini.

Swimming-bladder

Avithout pneumatic duct, or none.

PseudobranchijB pectinate.

Body

Ammodytes L.

Head

either closed

and

Pyloric appendages mostly none.

Ovaries furnished with oviduct.

elongate, covered with very small scales.

compressed, acuminate; lower jaw produced beyond upper.

Teeth none.

Branchiostegous membrane with six or seven slender,

setaceous rays.

Dorsal and anal

nearly to the distinct, forked caudal
Sp.

Ammodytes Tohianus

L.,

fins

long, depressed, produced

fin.

Block

Ichth. Tab.

75, fig.

2,

Skandinaviens

54; the sand-eel; (compare above, p. 53).
LiNN^US were of opinion that two species occur on the

Fiskar,

PI.

Ray and
coasts

of

The accurate discrimination of the two is principally due to
Lesauvage. The other species is named hy Cvyies. Ammodytes lancea;
it continues smaller than the preceding, has the under jaw less projecting,
and a dorsal fin which is prolonged more forwards, to above the pectoral
Europe.

;
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fins.

Sandlaunce J a figure

is

to be found in

Yarrell

British Fishes,

ii.

p. 322.

The ovary is single, but divided by a partition the oviduct is wide, and
more to the left side, insei'ted in the ovary almost at a right angle an
appendage of the ovary extends behind the vent into the tail. See Rathke
in Mueller's Archiv f. d. Physiol, vi. s. 597, 598.
;

;

The

position of this genus in a natural arrangement

is

no agreement however with the preceding family except
ventral

It has

doubtful.

in the absence of

fins.

Body

O^liidium L.

oblong, ensiform, covered witli small scales

immersed in tlie skin. Small teeth in jaws, in vomer and palate.
Dorsal and anal fins connate with caudal. Pectoral fins. Branchial
apertm-e larger, with six or seven short rays.

Bloch

Sp. Ophidium iarbatum L.,

below the under jaw.
skeleton

is

Ichth. Tab.

remarkable for a bony apparatus at the

serves for fixing the

swimming-bladder.

this genus, with the exception of
ilber

den

i

;

four barbules

Ban

u. die

It

is

first

vertebra,

The

figured in

which

Eosenthal

Pyloric appendages are wanting in

Ichthyot. Tafeln, Tab. 22, figs. 7, 8.

Mueller

fig.

159,

This species occurs in the Mediterranean Sea.

Ophidium

where there are

blacodes,

Grenzen der Ganoiden,

s.

61.

The

six

;

teeth in

the jaws are like cards, and are placed in several rows close together
those of the palate are conical, short and roundish.
transition to the Gadoidei,

and

in

some degree

These

fishes

form the

to BUnnixis.

The absence of barbules distinguishes the sub-genus Fierasfer Cuv.
Here belong the following sub-genera.
imhei'be L.).

{OpJddium

Machceriuni Richardson.
Compare Annals of Nat.

Hist. sil. 1843, pp. 175

— 178, Tab.

VI.

Echiodon Thompson.
Compare Trans, of

EncIielyopMs
Note.

the Zool. Society,

1839, PP- 207, 212, PI. 38,

Muell.

—The single Species, from the

micidaris Muell.,

is

unknown

forward, behind branchiae.

III.

11. 3,

to me.

Philippine Isles, Enclielyophis ver-

Pectoral fins none.

Mueller Ganoiden

Malacopterygii suhhracMi.

Ventral

Vent placed

1. 1.

fins

placed mider the

pectoral or in front of them.

Family XXVI. Gadoidei. Body elongate, scaly; head symSwimming-bladder without pneumatic duct. Pyloric
metiical.
appendages numerous.

—
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Macrurus Blocii, Lepidoleprus Risso. Head and body covered
with scales mostlj carinate or spinose on the posterior margin.
Snout jDroduced over the mouth mouth inferior. Numerous small
teeth in intermaxillary bone and lower jaw; lingual and palatine
;

Ventral

six rays.

Branchiostegous membrane with

Cirrus under chin.

teeth none.

fins

placed under pectoral.

Dorsal

fins

two,

tail

with

Bloch

IcJdh.

second very long, confluent at the point of the acuminate
anal.
Sp. Macrurus Fabricii Sundev., Coryphmna rupestris Fabr.,

Macrurus

Tab. T77, from Greenland, with scales sharply carinate;
emii Reinh., Coryphcenoidcs rw^es<r/sGuNNEEUS,with
spines at the posterior margin

A

on the coasts of Norway.

;

Stro-

having fine
very similar

flat scales

species occurs in the Mediterranean Sea, Lepkloleprus ccelorhynclius Risso,

BoNAP. Faun.
In other

Ital. iii. PI. 123, fig. i.

species the snout

is

more prolonged and pointed

;

as in Lepido-

and a very
from Japan, Macrurus japonicus Schlegel, Faun. Japan.
Pise. Tab. ri2, fig. 2,
These fishes appear to reside at great depths in
leprus trachyrhynchus Risso, Iclith. de Nice, PI,

7,

fig.

11,

similar species

the sea.

Compare on
for 1840, pp.

I

this

genus Sundevall Kongl.

— 14 (transferred to Oken's

Ateleopus Schlegel.

Acad. Handlingar

VetensTc.

Isis,

1845,

loi

s.

Scales inconspicuous or none.

duced beyond the mouth, obtuse; mouth

—

103).

Head

pro-

Teeth

protractile, inferior.

crowded in intermaxillary bone and lower jaw; teeth in
palate and vomer none. Cirri none. Branchiostegous membrane
small,

with

eiglit rays.

Ventral fins placed in

fi-ont

of pectoral, consisting

of a single cirrus formed of two rays intimately joined.

small above the pectoral

fins.

Anal

fin

Dorsal

fin

very long, distinct from the

small caudal.
Ateleopus SchlegelU nob.,

Fauna Japonica,

Pise. Tab.

112,

fig.

2; the

Japan fish was 2' 2" long. The genus
Ateleopus appears to stand between Macrurus and the sub-genus Brotula
(under Gadns)
of the internal structure nothing is known.
only

known specimen

of this rare

;

Oadus L. Head smooth. Body covered with
small, circular, entire at the posterior margin.

rous in intermaxillary bones, in lower

chiostegous

minate.

A

membrane with seven

jaw and
Ventral

rays.

Mostly several dorsal and anal
numerous genus of marine

scales mostly very

Teeth

conical,

in vomer.

numeBran-

fins jugular, acu-

fins.

fishes,

of which

many

species in

northern countries constitute the chief food of man, and form wlien
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dried or salted an important article of commerce.

these

for the people of

fislies is

the harvest

for the inhabitants of

is

favourite food

Tlie capture of

what

countries, as of Iceland,

more temperate regions

their

;

the cod.

is

Head

A.

some

broader tJian body, depressed.

Raniceps Cuv.

Dorsal

second long; anal

fin

second rays elongate.

be distinguished,

fins two, first scarcely to

Ventral

long.

distant,

fins

with

and

first

Single cirrus of throat.

Sp, Raniceps fuscus'K.^o^Y'ER, Blenniusfuscus Stroem., Gadusraninus'B^Xi'E.T^-

Mueller

NICH,

This

fish

Zool. Danica, Tab. 45, Skandmavieyis Fiskar, Tab.

has only two rudimentary pyloric appendages, and

from the ordinary Gadi than the

North

Pennant

+

rest of the sub-genera.

comes sometimes into the

Yarrell

this species, according to

Head

B.

also

[Raniceps trifurcatus,

from

differ

and

Sea,

Baltic.

Brit. Fishes

21.

more

differs

It lives in the

Gadus trifmxatus
p. 204), does

11.

not

Fries and Kroeter.

not broader than body, compressed.

Ventral fins uniradiate.

Phycis Artedi.

Dorsal

Head

Single gular cirrus.

fins two.

and body covered with thin

scales (larger

than in the other Ga-

doids).
Sp.

Phycis mediterraneus Laroche, Ann. du Mas.

nius phycis L.,

Rondelet

p. 186,

siii. pp. 332, 333, Blen-

Willughb. Tab. No.

Phycis furcatus, Gadus furcatus Penn., Yarrell

12, fig. 3.

Brit. Fishes,

il. p.

201

;

the ventral fins are not placed very close together.

Brotula Cuv.
several,

Dorsal and anal

sometimes none.

Ventral

fins

vmited with caudal.

Sp. Brotula barbata, Enchelyopus barbatus Schn., Syst. Ichth. p. 52

from the West Indian Sea, figured by Parra,

PI. 31, fig. 2

{Description de diferenfes piesas de historia natural,

known

to

me from

citations alone.

Cirri

fins contiguous.

To

this

;

a species

(whose work

Havana, 1787, 8vo,)

Japan, Brotula midtibarbata Schlegel, Faun. Japonica, Pisces, Tab.
fig. 2,

and Brotula imberbis Schlegel,

is

genus belong two species from
ill.

ibid. fig. 3.

In Brotula multibarbata there are only two small pyloric appendages, as
in Raniceps.

Faun. Japonica, Pise.

p. 253.

Gadopsis nov. gen. Verany, Filippi.
Sp.

Compare Ueber die Schwimmblase des Oligopus
einem Schreiben der Prof. Filippi in Turin an A. Kobl-

Oligopus ater Risso.

ater Risso,

A us

liker, Zeitschr. f. wisscnsch. Zool. vii. 1855,

s.

170, 171.
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Ventral fins with several rays, mostly 5 or

a)

Dorsal fin

single,

6.

long; anal fin single.

Brosmius Cuv.
Gadus brosme Gmel., Brosmius imlgaris Cuv., Yaekell

Sp.

Brit. Fishes,

11.

p. 197.

Dorsal fins

b)

tivo ;

Ventral

fins distant.

Gadus Mustela L., Bloch

Sp.

Lota Cuv.

single.

First dorsal fin very low or rudimentary, inserted

Motella Cuv.
in a furrow.

anal fin

Ichth. Tab. \6$, &c.

Mental

First dorsal fin exsert.

cirrus.

Ventral

fins

distant.

Gadus Lota

Sp.

PI. 106, fig. 3

Bloch

L.,

ascends rivers and

is

Merluccius Cuv.

Teeth

Ichth. Tab. 70

;

Ccv. R. Ani.,

ed.

ill.,

Poiss.

the eel-pout, burbot; the only species of this family that

;

taken in fresh water.

Chin without

First dorsal fin exsert.

cirrus.

almost in a single row.

large, acute, disposed

Gadus Merluccius L., Bloch Ichth. Tab. 164, Shandinaviens Fishar,
the under jaw longer than the upjjer the hahe.

Sp.

PI. 33

c)

;

;

Dorsal fins

three,

Gadus Cuv. (with

anal

add. of genus

Gadus Merlangus L., Bloch

Sp.

PI. 18; the whiting;

Bloch

finus L.,

Mental cirrus single or none.

ttco.

Merlangus

Ichth. Tab.

without barbule

Ichth.

Tab.

62,

;

ejusd.)

65,

Skandioiaviens FisJcar,

upper-jaws longer.

Shandinaviens Fiskar,

Gadus JEglePI.

19

;

the

haddock; Gadus {Callarias and) Morrhua L., Bloch Ichth. Tab. 64,
Skandinavicns Fiskar, PI. 47 the cod; these species have a barbule at the
lower jaw. {Gadus Callarias of authors is, according to Fries, Kroeter
;

and

others, a

name

given to younger cod-fishes.)

When

dried this species

(and Gadus Merluccius also) supplies the so-called stock-fish, when salted
the Haberdine

The

(salt-fish).

much

liver oil is

oil

of the liver {Oleum jecoris

aselli)

cod-

used, especially in glandular affections.

Pleuronectce.
Body compressed, covered
Family XXVII.
with scales small or moderate, mostly denticulate at the posterior

margin.

Head asymmetrical

;

both eyes placed on the same

Branchiostegous membrane mostly with
fins

very long.

none.

7 rays.

side.

Dorsal and anal

Pectoral fins small, very often unequal, sometimes

Swimming-bladder none.
The

marine

soles or flat-fishes,
fishes,

forming the genits Pleuronectes

L.,

are

which commonly keep in deep water; some species

CLASS XIV.
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occur also at times in

hemispheres and in

Agassiz

water.

fresh

On

all climates.

refers this family to the Ctenoides,

contains Acantho2}ter9/g{i siione ; but

it,

Tliey

rays of the dorsal and anal

both,

division, but for

soft,

observe, that the

are

still

mostly not

This family forms in fact the transition to the

split into threads.

In almost

AcanthojJterygii.

in

foiincl

which

we must

although

fins,

are

account of their dentate scales

all

the species there are 7 rays in the

gill-membrane j Pleuronectes limandoides Block has

8.

by the position of the
lie on the right side,
of species on the
number
even
a
greater
but in as great or perhaps
in
this
respect,
and the eyes
are
observed
varieties
Sometimes
left.
lie on the opposite side to that on which they are usually placed in
These

fishes are distinguished especially

eyes on one side of the head ; in some they

that species, which has been often seen in Pleuronectes Jlesus L., the
it has even been obsei-ved, that on both sides of the
head an eye was placed, as in other vertebrate animals'. The side

flounder; nay,

on which these eyes are placed is coloured, the other white; the
side with the eyes is in some sense to be regarded as the back, and
in swimming is turned upwards; often the jaws are more strongly
developed on the opposite side, and the teeth larger; sometimes
On account of
these last are entirely wanting on the upper side.
the great development of the tail the abdominal cavity

The

is

j^laced

which are of
small service in swimming, are wanting in some, and are always
The ventral fins also, which lie close together and
little developed.
quite forward and

is

very small.

are situated under the pectoral

On
57

always remain very small.

—

may

be found

Wiedemann's Archiv fur Zoologle u. Zoot. i,
130; skeletons are figured in Eosenthal Ichthyot. Taf. xi.

See P. J.

Pleuronectes

in

Van Beneden

dans leurjeune

dge,

Note sur la Symmetrie

Ann. des

Sc. nat. 3e S6rie,

QuENSEL, Sundev.

not covered with scales.
apex.

fins,

the structure of these fishes interesting remarks

by AuTENRiETH
s.

fins,

pectoral

cles

Poissons pleuronectes

xx. pp. 340

— 342.

Maxillge apparent externally,

Superior maxillary bone with

Opercula free above pectoral

i8oo,

fins.

free,

Eyes moderate.

dilated

Nostrils

remote from jaws, placed on the blind side at the dorsal margin.

Caudal

^

Taf.

fin

always

distinct, truncate or

In Pleuronectes maxiimis; see Schleep,
III.

rounded.

Oken's

Isis,

1829,

s.

1049— 1053,
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Rhombus Cuv. Teeth minute, acute,
commencing in head in front of eyes.

Dorsal

in several rows.

fin

Sp. Pleuronectis

maximus
which

L.,

Bloch

Tab. 49

Iclith.

;

the turhot

;

the eyes on

coloured brown and beset with small tubercles.

In
which are very large, are far asunder, as in Pleurotiectes rhoniboides Bonap., Pleuronectes mancus Risso, Bonap. Faun. Ital.
III. Tab. 99, fig. I, from the Mediter. Sea, and Rhombus myriaster Schleg,
the

left side,

some

Faun,

species the eyes,

Japoii., Tab. 92, fig. 2,

Platessa Cuv,
fin

is

from Japan.

Teeth in a single row, obtuse or subacute.

beginning over the upper eye.

mostly on the right

Dorsal

(Eyes

Interstice of eyes small.

side.)

Bloch IcJith. Tab. 42 the plaise or plaice ; the
brown-coloured right side with orange or red spots between the eyes

Sp. Pleuronectes Platessa L.,

;

;

a stripe of six or seven tubercles

;

Pleuronectes

Limanda

L.,

Bloch

Ichth.

Tab. 46, the dab, &c.

Teeth strong, acute, incurved, the anterior

Hippoglossus Cuv.

very large, arranged in multiple row.

Interstice of eyes depressed,

broad, with upper eye often placed almost at the ridge of back.

(Body somewhat narrow, elongate.)
Pleuronectes Hippoglossus

Sp.

QuENSEL, SuNDEV.

Solea

upper rotund,

the

skin,

the

Teeth on lower side alone,
rows.

Ti.,

Bloch, Tab. 47;

Jaws

\heJioVibut, &c.

-concealed under the scaly-

Mouth

lower shorter.
tliin,

cylindrical,

Branchial aperture below pectoral

fins.

incurved.

minute, in several

Eyes small

lower

;

eye placed behind the other, almost at the angle of mouth. Nostrils
placed on both sides behind the maxillary margin.

narrowed towards

and

tail

;

with caudal

(Body oblong,

fin often confluent

with dorsal

anal.)
Sp. Solea vulgaris

Gottsche, Kroeyer, Pleuronectes Solea L., Bloch

Ichth.,

Tab. 45, Skandinaviens Fiskar, Tab. 39; the sole; sometimes only six
rays in the gill-membrane ; eyes on the right side.

Add

genera Monochirtis Cuv. (with pectoral

none) and Achirus Lac. (with pectoral

Order X.

Branchiae pectinate, with narrow

and anal

on lower side

Acantho^terygn.

not connate with intermaxillary.
part of dorsal

fin

fins none).

laciniae.

Supramaxillary bones

Rays supporting the

fins inarticulate,

anterior

mostly hard, strong, acumi-

nate at the apex.

VOL.

II.

9
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Spine-finned. This order of fishes

is

the most numerous of

all.

The

scales

are in most furnished with fine spines or points at the posterior margin
{Ctenoides Agassiz).
The ventral fins have commonly a hard pointed ray,
hke the first rays of the dorsal and anal fins they are placed in almost
all under or in front of the pectoral fins, and only in few behind these, as is
;

the case in so

+

many

malacopterygians.

Loioer pharyngeal hone unpaired.

{Pharyngognathi acanthopterygii

MUELL.)

Family XXVIII.

Chromides.

Pharyngeal bone divided by a

longitudinal suture into two lateral portions.

Ventral

fins

placed under pectorals.

often large.

with

Fleshy

Dorsal

single.

fin

Scales almost always ctenoid,

Branchiostegous membrane

lips duplicate.

Pseudobranchise none.

five rays.

Teeth of jaws arranged in a double row with acute
margin exsert or tripartite. Anal fin with several (11 13) punEtro^lus.

—

gent rays.
et Val. Poiss. v. PI. 136;
Etroplus macidatus
Cuv., Chcetodo7imaculatus 'Block, Ichih. Tab. 427; East Indian fresh- water
fishes, which were placed by CuviEB in the family of the Sciwnoids with

Sp. Etroplus corucTii Cuv.

Plyphisodon Lac.

Chromis Cuv.
hranchiis

Heck.

(in

part)

Body

Acara,

Heros,

thin, conical,

crowded, forming a band, with front row somewhat larger.
line

Lateral

interrupted, anterior part convex, parallel to back, posterior

straight in the middle of
nate,

Chceto-

GeojyJiaffus,

Teeth of jaws

compressed.

tail.

Dorsal, anal and ventral fins acumi-

with some rays produced into filaments.
Sp, Chromis niloticus Cuv., Ldbrus niloticus Hasselq., Iter Palcest. p. 346.

SoNNiNi Voyage en Egypte, PI. 27, fig. i this fish, named Bidti or Bolti,
according to Hasselquist, the best in the Nile, and reaches a size of
1'
The head is broad and thick.
This species has cycloid scales, whilst
;

is,

.

in the other species they are ctenoid.
species,

J.

This Chromis, or another nearly allied

occurs also in South Africa

Mueller

in

:

Tilapia Sparmanni Smith

;

comp.

Erichson's Archivf. Naturgesch. 1S43, pp. 381, 382.

Chromis Gronovii, Acara Gronovii Heck., Lahrus brmieus Gbonov.
Mus. Ichth. p. 36, Zoophylac. Tab. V. fig. 4, (probably not specifically
diflierent from Lahrus punctatus L., Bloch Ichth. Tab. 295, fig. i) from
Surinam; the head and the anterior part of the back very thick and
round.

Here belong difierent species of S. American fresh-water fishes, on which
compare Heckel Ann. des Wiener Museums, 11. 1840, s. 337 407.
Here also belong the genera Uaru, Symphysodon, Pterophyllum and
Batrachops of the same writer.

—
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Bl.,

CicJila

(excl. of

131

some

Maxillary

species).

small, thin, crowded, forming a broad "band, with no front

Body

larger teeth.

oblong.

Scales small.

teetli

row of

Lateral line abruptly

deflected, or interrupted.

With prseoperculum

a)

Sp.

With prseoperculum

b)

Sp. CicJda saxatiUs, Sparus

Ckhla Heck.

entire.

Perca

Ciclila hrasiliensis,

Bloch

hrasiliensis,

Habitus of Perca.

denticulate. CvemcicJda

fig.

&c.

2,

Heck. Hahitm of

Gronov. Mus,

L.,

saocatilis

Tab. 310,

IcJuJi.

Esox.

Ichth. 1, p. z^, ibid,

and Zoophl. Tab. VI. fig. 8 a brcvvn stripe behind the eye above the
operculum, and a black oval spot bordered with white in front of the
caudal fin from Surinam.
;

;

XXIX.

Family

Pomacentrini.

Inferior pharyngeal

bone un-

paired, without longitudinal suture, with teetli conical or subulate,

Dorsal

acute.

fin

Rays

placed under pectorals.

fins

of branchiostegous

—

membrane 4

6.

Lateral line convex, ending at the termination of

Pseudobrancliia\
dorsal

Ventral

single.

Scales large, ctenoid.

fin.

This family, which contains marine fishes alone, whilst the
ceding consists of river-fishes,

of lips or folds of skin around the jaws.

genera belonging to

to the Scicenoids ;

it

their afiinity with the Lahroids,

By

far the greatest

Cuvier

Heckel

first

S.

pointed out

Ann. des Wiener Museums,

Mueller

the

I'eferred

11.

p.

ntimber of species belong to the Indian

Comp. H. ScHLEGEL and

pi-e-

distinguished by the absence

is also

330.
seas.

in Verhandelingen over de

Natuurlijke Geschiedenis der Nederlandsche Overzeesche Bezittingen;
Vischen,\.\.

17—25.

Most of

the species are striped with broad bands across the body, of

a white or darker colour, strongly contrasting with the ground-colour,

which

in the first

case

is

blackish, in the

other white.

They are

all

small, or only of moderate size.

Several rows of maxillary

i)

Heliases

than the

margin
fins

Cuv.

rest.

entire.

Teeth

Body

teeth.

thin, conical,

compressed,

those of front row larger

broad.

Praeoperculum with

Branchiostegous membrane with five rays.

acuminate.

Caudal

Sp. Heliases insolatus Cuv.
of the few species
cinerascens Cuv.

et

Ventral

fin forked.
et

Val,

Poiss. v. PI. 137,

of this family from the

Val., Schi-eg. and

S.

from the Antilles, one

W. Hemisphere

Mueller

1.

1.

;

Heliaces

PI. 6, fig. 5,

Java, &c.

9-2

from

—

—
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To

this

genus belongs

according to Hkckel, Sparus chromis L.,

also,

Rondelet De

Chromis castanea Cuv., Helioses chromis nob.,

Cuv. R. Ani.,

p. 152,

ed.

ill.,

Poiss. PI. 90, fig.

i

a small

;

Piscibus,

fish,

of dark

brown or black colour, found in the Mediterranean Sea. Since this species
was the first that caused Cuvier to form the genus Chromis {Mem. du Mus. I.
p. 353) Heckel would allow it to retain the name Chromis.

Dascyllus Cuv.

with

Body

Teeth conical, numerous.

Prseoperculum

broad.

Caudal

five or six rays.

compressed,

Branchiostegous membrane

denticulate.

fin bilobed.

Sp. Dascyllus aruanus, Ch(stodon aruanus L. Mus. Adolphi Frider. Tab. 33,
fig.

Bloch

8,

centrals

Ichth. Tab. 198,

Single roio of maxillary

2)

Dascyllus niyer Bleeker, Pomci'

;

Red and Indian

Branchiostegous membrane with six rays.

with margin

Caudal

entire.

Seas, &c.

teeth.

Teeth equal, with margin acute, often ex-

OlypJiisodon Lac.
sert.

fig. 2

trimacidatus Rueppel, from the

fin

Proeoperculum

forked or bilobed.

Sp. Glyphisodon ccelestinus Cuv., Labrus sexfasciatus Lac. Poiss.

Pacific

;

ill.

PI. 19,

Val., Poiss. v. PI. 135; from the Indian Sea and Southern
with numerous other species from the eastern and some from the

Cuv.

fig. 2,

e<

western hemisphere.

Pomacentrus Lacep.

(excl.

of species),

Cuv.

Branchiostegous membrane with four rays.

Operculum

ticulate.

entire.

fig.

Caudal

Lac, Cuv.,

Sp. Pomacentrus pavo

Cuv. R. Ani., ed.

I.

ill.,

Teeth small.

Prajoperculum den-

fin excised, or bifurcate.

Chietodon pavo Bloch, Ichth. Tab. 198,
Poiss.

PI. 32,

fig.

3

;

from the Indian

Sea, &c.

Premnas Cuv. Teeth

obtuse.

Prgeoperculum denticulate.

bone with one spine or two directed backwards.
stegous membrane with six rays. Caudal fin rounded.

orbital

Sp.

Premnas

Cuv.

trifasciatus Cx}V., Chcetodon hiactdeatus'BhOCB, Ichth. Tab. 2jg,

ScHLEG. and

fig. 2,

et

Sunda

Sub-

Branchio-

Val.

S.

Mueller

Poiss. v. PI. 133,

1.

1,

fig.

Tab.
i

;

5,

fig.

5

;

Premnas

semicinctus

both from the Indian Sea at the

Isles.

Amphiprion Bl., Schn. (excl. of several species). Teeth coniobtuse, small.
Operculum, suboperculum and prasoperculum
striate, with margin serrate.
Branchiostegous membrane with five
Caudal fin rounded.
rays.
cal,

Sp. Amphiprion ephippium Schn., Cuv,, Lutjanus

Tab. 250,
Tab. 316,

fig.
fig.

3

2,
;

at

Ephippium Bloch
Java; Amphiprion percula Cuv., Bloch
Java, Sumatra and Celebes, &c.

at

Ichth.

Ichth,

—
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Family XXX. Lahrotdei. Lower pharyngeal bone impaired
pharyngeal teeth globose, thick
and without longitudinal suture
;

or lamellose, oval, tranverse, placed in transverse rows.
fleshy

Dorsal

lips.

by

posteriorly

appendage.

split rays, the spines often increased

Ventral fins placed under pectorals.

covered with cycloid scales.

membrane with

five rays, in

Lip-fishes.

As

Mouth with

supported anteriorly by spines,

single,

fin

Pseudobranchise.

few with

by a
Body

filiform

oblong,

Branchiostegous

six.

the Pleuronectce are soft-finned fishes, which be-

long to the Gtenolejyidoti, so this family with some others forms an
exception amongst the

toothed or spined
(cycloid) scales.

spine-finned

scales,

A

and

which usually

fishes,

have

provided with smooth-margined

is

primary character, which

also occurs in the

two

preceding families, consists in the unpaired inferior os pharyngeale;

but from both the preceding the present family

is

by

distinguished

the large, blunt teeth which cover that bone as well as the upper
ossa pharyngealia in form of a pavement.

(See the bones figured in

Scarus, Owen's Odontography, PI. 51.)

The

fourth branchial arch has branchial leaflets on the fore side

alone;

the fourth

All the

fishes of this family live in

gill

is

thus only a half

Near the Labroidei seems

the

gill

\).

33).

some new species
Comp. Gibbons and

to be the place for

from San Francisco, Hollonoti.

of fishes

(see above,

sea.

GiRARD Archiv fiir Naturgesch.

xxi. 1 (1855)

s.

331

— 341,

342

354.

Scarus FoRSK., Gmel.

some spec). Jaws rather prominent, convex, covered with teeth grown together imbricately.
Fleshy lips simple. Pharyngeal teeth transverse, vertical laminfe,
arranged in lower pharyngeal bone in alternating rows. Body
covered with large scales.
Parrot-fish.

The

(excl. of

Lateral line branched, interrupted.

articular portion of the lower

jaw

{os articulare, p. 22) is

connected with the anterior portion (the os dentale) by a joint, so that

it

has

here a moveable connexion at both extremities, and not at the vipper part
alone, with the jugal

each

side,

The

known

bone

In the dental piece there

(p. 21).

which serves for the

a cavity on

and we may reckon the species now
which a fourth part are at home around

species are very numerous,

at about one hundred, of

Sunda Isles and in the Moluccan Archipelago.
upon the coral reefs.

the

is

joint.

They keep

principally

—

—

—
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Aldrovandi

Sp. Scarus cretensis Rondel, (not Bloch), Lahrus cretensis L.,

de Piscib.

Gubrin

p. 7, fig. 4,

Iconogr., Poiss. PI. 44,

loured red, then blue again ; this

fish lives in

fig. 3;

at one time co-

the eastern parts of the Mediter-

ranean Sea, and was highly esteemed by the ancients; Scarus Ahildgaardi
Val., Scarus coccineiis, Bloch Ichth. Tab. -259, Lacep. Poiss. iii. PI. 33, fig.
3,

from the West Indies, &c.

Tom.

Poiss.

XIV. pp. 132

See on this genus especially Cuv.

— 284;

compare

also P.

Bleeker

Valenc.

et

Overzigt der

Batavia voorhomende gladschuhhige Labroieden, Verhandelingen van
Batav, Genootsch. vanKimsten en Wiitensch. xxii. Batavia, 1849, PP- 4^

Callyodon Gron., (in part) Cuv. (Calliodon).

Val.

Valenc, Gronov.

Poiss. PI. 405

better,

Fauna

Upper jaw with

3Ius. IcJith. Tab. 7, fig. 4,

Calliodon japonicus Val., Cuv.

;

—^4-

with an inner row of smaller teeth.

lateral teeth remote, acute,
Sp. Callyodon ustus

te

het

et

Val.

Cuv.

PI. 406,

et

and

Japonica, Pisces, Tab. 89.

Odax Cuv.
Teeth in jaws in a single row, the two

Epihulus Cuv.

protractile, exsert, longer

Body

cal teeth.

inter-

Mouth

mediate above and below larger, exsert, the rest small.

Pharyngeal bones with coni-

than head.

comj)ressed, covered with large scales.

Lateral

line interrupted.
Sp.

Epibulus insidiator Cuv., Sparus insidiator ,Pall. Spicil. Zool.

pp. 41

—44,

Tab. v.

Poiss. PI. 88, fig. 2

fig.
;

(with snout protracted), Cuv. R. Ani., ed.

I,

der Betrilger,

le

filou; in the East Indies,

viil.
ill.,

at Java,

Sumatra and the Molucca Islands. This fish captures other fishes almost
in the same way that the larvae of libellulce overjjower their prey (see above
I.

p. 421)

;

it

watches, without moving, until a small fish in

its

neighbour-

and then seizes it by very rapidly projecting the tube, at
The intermaxillary bones have long
the extremity of which are the jaws.
pedicles which, when the snout is retracted, lie in grooves upon the skull,
and when it is extended bound the margin of the tube at the upper side.

hood swims

The

past,

articular pieces of the lower

bone whose convex margin

is

jaw are

bones glide forwards, the jugal also

jaw

two

and the jugal

is

;

when

is

a thin curved

the intermaxillary

drawn forward and causes the under

to project.

Cheilimis
inferior

long,

turned forward

Lac, Cuv.

Maxillary teeth conical; middle and

incurved, two middle and upper small, placed between

large, incurved, divaricate

the middle ones of both jaws.

;

lesser teeth in second row,

behind

Pharyngeal teeth in some

conical,

in others cylindrical or sub-globose.

Lateral line

Scales large.

interrupted.
Sp.

Cheilinus fasciatus Cvv., Sparus fasciatus BhOCS, Ichth. Tab. 257;

Lac,
Red Seas and

Cheilinus trilohatus

Poiss., in. PI. 3

Indian and

the Pacific Ocean.

r,

fig. 2,

&c.

;

species

from the
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Maxillary teeth conical, in a single row,

with two larger, exsert, incurved in the middle of both jaws.
Phaiyngeal bones covered with globose teeth. Head truncatodeclivous, with eyes approximate to the back, very remote from

mouth.

Body

compressed,

with scales

covered

Lateral line interrupted. Branchiostegous

Valenc, Coryphcena Novacula

Sp. Xyrichthys cidtratus
Piscib. p. 146,

Sea.

Cuv.

mostly large.

membrane with

et

Val.

—In some species the

first

Polss. xiv. PI. 391

;

six rays\

L., Rondelf.t de

in the

Mediterranean

three rays of the dorsal fin are placed

much

forward and separate from the rest. From the species with small scales
under the eyes, on the prceoperculum, Valenciennes forms the sub-genus
Novacula. To this belong Xyrichthys pentadactylus, Coi-yphcena pentadac-

Willughb.), Block

tyla L.

{exl.

PI. 395,

from the Indian Sea, at Celebes.

Lahrus L.

syn.

(in part),

Cuv. (add

Ichth. Tab. 173, Cuv.

et

and Coricus

Cretiilahrus

Val.

1. 1.

ejusd.).

Maxillary teeth conical, in a single row, or in front row, with
lesser

and crowded teeth forming a second row.

cylindric, globose or conical.

Cheeks and opercula

transversely in front of suborbital bones.
scaly.

Pharyngeal teeth

U])per lip duplicate, with skin folded

Lateral line continuous.
Sp. Lahrus mixtus L., Lahrus variegatus Gm., Lahrus vetula Bloch, Ichth.

Tab. 293, male, Lahrus cartieus Bloch, Ichth, Tab. 289, fem. {Lah-us
trimaculaius Gmel., Valenc).
All these names, to which probably

Lahrus ossifragus L. might be added, refer to one

species,

which occurs in

the Mediterranean and in the North Sea, and of which the two sexes are

marked very

differently

;

see the figures of both in the celebrated

Fries, Ekstroem and Sundevall,

Probably

Dutch

this,

like other

northern species, occurs

coasts, although, as far as

As found on

we know,

it

now and

our coasts we are alone able to record

change rapidly

work on the
rest, since
1 1

;

a length of 15".

attains
fishes,

FisJc. PI. 2

this is the largest of the

The

:

fishes of

Sweden

and

Tab.

many

other

in this respect the figures cited in the

are to be relied on in preference to

Pneoperculum

denticulate.

all

the

Yaeeel describes

Lahrus and Crenih,hi~us as frequenting the British

Crenilabrus Cuv.

294,

northern species, and

they were always taken from living specimens.

species of

Lahrus maculatus
Ichth.

lively colours of this, as of

after death,

then on the

has not yet been observed.

Bloch, Lahrus Berggylta Ascan., Valenc, Bloch
Skandinav.

work of

Skandi7iarie7is Fiskar, PI. 37, 38.

coasts.

Mouth not

pro-

tractile.

Coricus Cuv.

^

Prseoperculum denticulate.

In Tautoga also Bleeker found

appear to have

five.

six gill-rays.

Mouth

protractile.

All the other genera of this family

—

—
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Head naked, narrowed

Gompkosus Lac.

mouth

with

anteriorly,

Maxillary teeth in a single row, the two

small, terminal.

middle above and below larger.

Caudal

Lateral line continuous.

fin truncate or lunate.

Quot et Gaimaed, Voyage de Feeycinet, ZooL
Cuv. et Valenc. Poiss. xiv. PI. 390 ; snipe-fish, Renaed,
Valentijn from the Moluccan Archipelago and the Southern Pacific
^Goviphosus fuscus Valenc, Lacep. Poiss. iii. PI. v. fig. 2; Gomphosus

Sp. Gojnphosus cepecUanus
PI- 5Sj fig- 2,
;

cceruleus

—

Lacep. Poiss.

fig. i.

1. 1.

Head naked.

Anampses Cuv.

exsert, curved outwards, the

Only two

teeth in each jaw,

upper broader. Lateral line continuous.

Branchiostegous membrane with six rays.
Anampses Cuvieri Qvor et Gaim., Voyage de Feeycinet, PL 55, fig. i.
Anampses geogo-aphicus Valenc, Cuv. etYAL. Poiss. xiv.
PI. 389, from the Indian Ocean, at Celebes, &c.
All the species are from
the eastern hemisphere, but some from the Red Sea.

Sp.

South Pacific;

JuUs Cuv.

Head naked. Maxillary

teeth subulate,

two or four

middle above and below larger lesser teeth in second row. Lateral
;

Branchiostegous membrane

line continuous, abruptly geniculate.

with six rays.

(Scales in

some

species small.

Colours variegated,

lively.)
Sp. Julis vulgaris

Cuv.

et

Val.

hortulanus

Valenc, Lahrus

Poiss. xili. PI. 384

Valenc, Lahrus

Gronov. Zoophyl.

i.

Tab.

Lac

IcTith.

Tab. 387,

fig. i,

Julis

;

Poiss. in. PI, 29, fig. 2

Jidis tewa.?'?s

vi. fig. 2,

Zoology, London, 1790, Tab. xvi.

Bloch

from the Mediterranean Sea

centiquadrus

East Indies, at the Sunda Islands;
L.,

julis L.,
;

Valenc, Lahrus

;

lunaris

Lahrus zeylanicus Pennant, Indian

fig. 2,

Scarus Galliis Foesk.

;

Red

Sea,

Indian Ocean, &c.

Most of the species of this numerous genus, (about 100 are known),
which well deserves and requires a monograph, are from the Indian Ocean ;
there are, however,
"H"

also

some

Lower Pharyngeal

species

hones

two,

from the western hemisphere.
separate.

(Order of Acanihopteri

MUELL.).

Family

XXXI.

Aulostomi

(s.

Fistulares).

Body

in

some

covered with scales denticulate on the posterior margin, in some

with scaleless skin.
toral fins.

Head

apex of snout.

Ventral fins placed in abdomen behind pec-

elongated into a cylindric snout.

Dorsal

fin

remote.

Jaws

at the
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Pipe-snouted

The production of

fishes.

head in front of the

tlie

head in Syngnathus,

eyes, resembling that of the

is

length of the ethmoid bone and vomer and of the

The jaw-bones
almost

all

They belong

this family

from

they belong to the abdominales of LiN-

fins,

carinate.

fossil in

Body oval or
Head produced

Dorsal

small.

Some

chiefly to the tropical seas.

have been found

Centriscus L.

domen
mouth

fishes diflTer

the other Acanthopterygii in this, that, according to the

position of the ventral

N^us.

These

are of the usual length.

formed by the
'pr(BO'perculur}i.

fins

two,

species of

the Monte-Bolca.

with ab-

compressed,

oblong,
into a

very narrow snout, with

very remote, the

with a

first

Branchiostegous membrane with two or

strong anterior spine.
three rays.

Sp. Centriscus Scolopax L.,
Poiss. PI. 45,

fig.

Bloch

Ichtli.

Tab. 123,

fig. i,

Gueein

2; from the Mediterranean Sea; the body

with small

scales.

behind the

first

scutatus L.,

Gkonov. Mhs.

Icono(jr.,

is

covered

In an East Indian species the body is more elongate
and covered above or on the sides also vdth long thin scales, whilst the tail

is

dorsal fin

is
i.

bent downwards

Tab.

vii. fig. 3,

formed the genus Amphisile Klein, Gov.

;

this species is Centriscus

Bloch

1.

1.

fig. 2.

— Centriscus

From

velitaris

this

Pall.,

fig. 8, makes in some sense the transition between
two forms. I have not seen this fish myself, yet from the figure
of Pallas, I am disposed rather to leave it with Centriscus scolopax, than

Spic. Zool. VIII. Tab. iv.

these

to refer

it

to the sub-genus Amphisile,

Body

Aulosto7nus Lac.

Mouth edentulous

elongate, covered with small scales.

end of the compressed, obtuse tube.
Short conical cirrus under the apex of lower jaw. Body higher at
the very remote dorsal and anal fins, from thence attenuated into
Several separate spines in a furrow of back in front
the short tail.
Caudal fin rounded. Branchiostegous membrane
of dorsal fin.
at

tlie

with four rays?
Sp.

Aulostomus

chinensis

Lac,

Fistularia cMnensis

L.,

Bloch

Ichfh.

Tab. 388; in the Indian and Chinese seas, also rarely at Japan. The
specimens which I have seen of this fish had, with the exception of a small
black spot at the base of the ventral fins and of two brown or black spots

on the caudal

many

A
some

fin,

the body of one colour.

Bloch has drawn

this fish

with

spots.

specimen coloured red, with a row of black spots on the belly and
similar spots on the

tail,

in the Rijks-Museuiii at

agree with Aulostoma maculatum

Valenc, Guv.

Leyden, appears to

R. Ani., ed.

ill.,

Poiss.

;
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PL

92,

fig.

(in

2,

which

however, as in

figure,

the barbule at the lower jaw

acquainted,

Valenciennes

am

According to

from St Domingo.

this species is

Body

Ftstularia L. (in part).

with which I

all

omitted).

is

elongate, covered with

naked

Snout compressed, very long; teeth small, subulate, few, in
a single row in intermaxillary bone, in lower jaw and on both sides
Dorsal fin single, short.
of palate. Lower jaw without cirrus.
skin.

Caudal

Ventral fins small, distant.

fin

forked, with single

double very long terminal seta between the lobes.

membrane with

six or seven rays.

Fistularia tabacaria L., Mus. AdolpJi. Frider. Tab. 26,

Sp.

or

Branchiostegous

Ichth. Tab.

fig. i

387,

—Fistularia serrata Bloch,

fig.

Bloch

r.

only one thread at the caudal

this has

;

ib. fig. 2

fin (1)

with two threads. Both species are

;

from South America.
Fistularia immaculata

Neiv South Wales, PI. 64,

common

The

at Japan,

thread at the caudal

Family XXXII.

;

colour during

life is

brown-red ; there

a single

is

fin.

Theutides.

Body

compressed, scaly, oblong

Scales small, smooth, mostly rough posteriorly with thin

or oval.

Mouth

spines.

small, with maxillary teeth in a single

Dorsal

tine teeth none.

Caudal

CoMMERS., J. White Journal of a Voyage to
in the Indian Ocean and the South Pacific

fig. 2

fin

narrow

cate or excised.

fin

single,

at the base,

Ventral

long.

row

fins

;

pala-

thoracic.

ample towards the extremity, trun-

Lateral line, parallel to back, curved at the com-

mencement, posteriorly

A small family of
vegetable food.

straight.

marine

fishes

from

warm

regions, all living

on

In the habitus they approach nearest to some

iScombero'ids, as Stromateus.

+ Hard pungent rays in anal fin two or

three.

Skm

rough, vnth

scales very small, sometimes incons^yicuous or none.

Keris Valenc.

Teeth subulate.

jugular, with a single pungent ray

1

Does

this species also occur

Tail unarmed.

and

on the coast of Africa

?

The Rijhs-Muscum received
The species of

a specimen from Guinea resembling in marking that of Bloch.
this

genus are not yet

suflBciently distinguished.

Ventral fins

five soft.

—

—

—
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Priodon Cuv. Teeth serrate. Tail unarmed. Branchiostegous
membrane with three rays. Ventral fins with one ray pungent

and three

soft.

Sp. Priodon annulai'is Gov., Cuv.

et

Val, Poiss.

X. PI. 294, Indian Sea at

Timor.

AcantJmrus FoRSK., Lacep.

Teeth

Tail with a move-

seiTate.

able sharp spine on each side, the apex directed forward, or

armed

with a row of compressed, carinate laminse [Prionurus Lac).
Branchiostegous membrane with five rays. Ventral fins with single
ray pungent and mostly with

five soft.

Sp. Acanthurus hepatus Cuv., Teuthis hepatus L. (excL syrwn. in part), Cuv. et
Val. Poissons, x. PI. 288
Acanthurus triostegus Cuv., Chcetodon triodegus
;

L. (omissa synon. in part), Broussonet Ichth. Tab.

4,

(and

less

good,

Seba

Tab. 25, fig. 4, Lacep. Pom. IV. PI. 6, fig. 3), yellow-green
with five black stripes; in the Indian and Pacific Ocean; Acanthurus
chirurgus Bl., Schn., Chcetodon chirurgus Block, Ichth. Tab. 208, from the
Thesaur.

West

iii.

Acanthurus Delisiani Cuv., Val., Guekin Iconogr., Poiss.
Indian Ocean, from the island Mauritius to Ceylon, &c.

Indies;

^^- 35> fig- 2

;

Prionurus microlepidotus Lac., Cuv.

—Prionurus

et Valenc. Poiss. X. PI. 292;
scalprum, Acanthurus scalprum Langsd., Schlegel Faun.

Japon., Pise. Tab. 70.

Naseus Commees., Monoceros Block, Schn.
a single row.

Scales scarcely conspicuous.

front of eyes or produced into a horn.

each

side, or

Teeth

Head

conical, in

often

tumid in

Tail with two spines on

with triangular lamellae placed upon an oval scute.

Branchiostegous membrane with four rays.

Ventral fins witli a

single pungent ray and with only three soft rays.
Sp.

Naseus fronticoniis Commees., Willughb., Hist.

GuEKiN

Iconogr. Poiss.

rostris);

Red

Lac. Poiss.

PL

35, fig. 3,

(under the

Sea, Indian Ocean, South Pacific;

iii.

Tab. 0, 4;
of Naseus longi-

Pise.,

name

—iVasews <M6er COMMEBS.,

PI. 7, fig. 3, &c.

Axinurus Cuv.

Teeth

thin.

Tail

armed on each

side

with a

Head gibbous and without
Branchiostegous membrane with five rays.

compressed, sharp, horizontal lamella.

horn ; mouth small.
Sp.

Axinurus thynnoides Cuv., Cuv.

et

Valenc.

Poiss. x. PI. 298;

New

Guinea,

The length of the intestinal canal is remarkable in these fishes. In a
specimen of Naseus fronticornis of 10" long, the intestinal canal was
observed to be

4'

long

;

Cuv.

et

Val.

Poiss. X. p. 268.

—

—
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Scales distinct^ small or
ft Pungent rays in anal fin seven.
moderate, with posterior margin entire {^ycloid).

Amphacanthus Bl., [Seganus FoRSK. Centrogaster HoUTT^).
Teeth small, in a single row in both jaws, emarginate at the apex
Ventral fins with two rays, external and internal,
or cuspidate.
pungent, with three soft rays interposed. Tail unarmed.
Fishes from the

hemisphere which

eastern

are

distinguished,

like

and the genera Centrarckus Cuv. and
PoJyacantlius V. Hass., by the numerous spinous rays of the anal fin;
more characteristic still is the furnishing of the ventral fins with a spinous
Etroplus

(see

ray on the

The

above,

130)

p.

inside, a peculiarity

which occurs in no other genus of

styliform bone of the belt of the pectoral fins, which

as a coracoid bone (see above, p.
in an arch

backwards

anal fin 2.

A species from the

A inphacanthus
the generic

7), is

fishes.

regarded

strongly developed, and extends

to attach itself to the first inter-spinal

siganus

name

1

is

bone of the

Red Sea {Amphacanthus luridus Eheenb. or
Edepp. ?) is named by the Arabs Sidjan, from which

Sir/anus

is

borrowed.

Sp. Amphacanthus javus Cuv., Teuthis javus L., Hepatus Gronov. Zoophyl.
I. Tab. 8, fig. 4
on the back dark-coloured, greenish, below grey, with
yellow-white round spots on the back, which on the sides pass into elongated
;

^spots,

Bloch

and downwards into stripes; Amphacanthus guttatus Bh., Schn.,
Ichth. 196
Amphacanthus coralUnus Gov., Val. Verh. over de nat.
;

Gesch. der Nederl. Bezittingen, Pise. Tab.
nat. Poiss.

PI.

VUranie, PI. 62, Diet,

Family XXXIII.

3. fig. 2,

Dictionn. univ. d'Hist.

Amphac. marmoratus Quoy

11, fig. i;

class. d'Hist. nat. PI. 108,

HalihatracM

s.

scaleless,

with head large.

Ventral

Gaim. Voy. de

Bones of

GMronectce.

pus elongate, forming a pedicle, sustaining pectoral
mostly

et

&c.

fins jugular.

car-

Body

fins.

Branchiae

only three complete, with last arch naked or hranchiferous on the
anterior

margin alone.

Chironectes

naked.

narrow, rotund, behind pectoral
separate from dorsal

1

fin,

fin.

Branchial aperture

Three spinous rays above head,

the dorsal supported

back in front of anal

M. HouTTDTN

by

soft rays,

described a couple of species of this genus under the
te

philos.

1.

name

of

Haarlem, xx. Dl.

2e Stuk, 1782, pp.

332—334.
Geoffboy Saint-Hilaire Anat.

com-

fin. Ions:.

Centrogaster ; Verhand. van de Holl. Maatsch. der Wetensch.

2

six.

Cuv. [Antennarius Commers.). Body compressed,

Three branchiae with semibranchia.

raencino- in

membrane

B-ays of branchiostegous

p. 471, PI. ix. fig. 108.

—

—

;
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Comp. CuviER Sur
pp.

genre Chironede ;

le

Mem.

de Museum,

1817,

ii.

418—435, PL 16— 18.

They have a large swimmingby distending the stomach, to inflate their body.
The pediculated pectoral fins and the ventral fins placed in front of them,
resemble four feet, by means of which these fishes creep over the ground.
The different species of them are found in the tropical seas, especially
amongst forests of Fucus nutans, which cover large tracts of the surface of
These

on the whole small.

fishes are

bladder, and are able,

the ocean.
Sp.

Valenc, Lophius

Chironectes pictus

Poiss.

Valenc,

PI.

;

far as the seas of

sutus

hisirlo L. in part,

Atlantic Ocean, West Indies
364
Schleg. Fmin. Japan., Pise. Tab. 8r, fig.

XII.

China and Japan

Lac, Cuv. Mem.

1.

1.

;

Cuv.

et

Valenc.

Chir. marmoratus

;

:

Indian Ocean, as

CJiir. piinctatus

Cuv., Lo'phius Air-

i

PI. 18, fig. 2, &c.

Chaunax Lowe.
Comp.

Transact, of Zool. Soc.

Note. — Does genus
here

Yentral

1

Ceratias

fins none.

iii. 4,

Kroeyer, unknown

Teeth

maxillary bones and lower jaw;

1846, p. 339, PI. 51.

conical,

teeth in

to me, belong

subincurved in inter-

vomer and palate-bones

none.
Sp. Ceratias HolhoelU, from the Greenland Sea.

ny Raehke,

1.

Cuv. Body naked, depressed.

Lojylims'L. (in part),
large,

depressed,

Dorsal

TidssTcrift

Branchial aperture

rotiindate.

Head very

small behind

Mouth very ample, with lower jaw produced beyond

pectoral fins.

upper.

Comp. Kroeyer

1845, P- 639.

Teeth subulate, unequal in jaws, vomer and palate-bones.
two, the

fins

first

composed of separate

anterior remote forwards, placed on head, mobile
fin small, opposite to anal.

Only

;

rays,

the three

the second dorsal

three pairs of branchiae, with last

branchial arch naked.
Charleton Onomastic. Zoic, Mantissa anatom.
Tab. 87, Guerin Iconogr., Poiss. PI. 41, fig. 4;
the wide gab, sea-devil, angler; ^drpaxos, Rana piscatrix of the ancients.
The widely gaping mouth is armed with numerous conical teeth. On the

Sp.

Lophius

Tab.

2nscatoi-ius L.,

p. 201;

I.

Bloch

Ichth.

head are three moveable filaments, which are to be regarded as

free rays of

That the fish moves these filaments to entice small
fishes, is a statement already advanced by the ancients, and which a few
years ago found a wordy defender in Bailly Mem. du Museum, IX. 1824,

the

first

pp. 117

dorsal

— 131.

fin.

But

this fish

would seem not only

to take its prey

with

the fishing-rod but also with the net, and to this end makes use of the sac,
is formed behind the gill-cover by the elongation of the gillmembrane. Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire Ann. du Museum ix. pp.417 420,

which

—

X. pp.

480—481.

At

the fore part of the head on each side of the

first
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ray,

lies

the olfactory apparatus? in form of a small stalked cup.

(See

Scarpa De Auditu et Olfact. Tab. iv. fig. 3.) This species
occurs in the North Sea and in the Mediterranean Sea. Another species
from Japan is Lophius setigerus Vahl, Skrivter af. nat. Selskdbet, IV. i,
a figure in

Tab.

3, figs. 5, 6,

Faun. Japon., Pise. Tab. 80.

Body

Cuv.

Maltlie (or Malthcea)

scaleless, rougli or muricate,

Dorsal

anteriorly depressed, broad, posteriorly narrow, conical.
single, remote, witli soft rays.
first

fin.

(Branchice two and a half, with

branchial arch naked, and last branchiferous at the anterior

Teeth crowded, small in both jaws.

surface alone.)

Teeth in vomer and palate-bones none.

a)

Anterior part of body in

front of pectoral fins circular, larger than trunk or caudal portion.

Halieutcea Valenc.
Sp. Halieutcea stellata

Valenc, Lophius

Japon., Pise. Tab. 82
red

;

the body

is

;

stellatus

Vahl,

1, 1.

from the sea of China and Japan

;

figs. 3, 4,

when

Faun,

alive

deep

beset with spines above, which proceed from the skin with

three or four ray-like roots.

h)

Teeth in vomer and palate-bones.

Anterior part of body in front of

mouth

pectoral fins cordate or trigonal, running out into a rostrum, with
inferior.

Malthe Cuv., Valenc.
Sp. Malihcea vesperiilio

Valenc, Lophius

vesperiilio

L. in part, Blocu lehth.

West Indies, and also
some other species, all from the east coast of America, as Malfhwa angusta
Cuv., Mallhwa cubifrons Richardson, Faun. bor. Amer., Pise. PI. 96, of
which Rosenthal has figured the skeleton, Ichfhyot. Taf. xix. fig. 2, and
others, distinguished by VALENCIENNES; CuviER et Valenc Poiss. xil.
Tab. no, Cdv. B. Ani., ed.

pp.

ill.,

Poiss. PI. 85,

fig. 2

;

450—455.

Batrachus Bl., Schn.

(Spec, of Cottus

depressed, broader than trunk.

and Gadus

Body naked

L.).

in some,

Head
some

in

Teeth conical, in intermaxillary bone thin, small, crowded
in a narrow belt, in lower jaw and in palate-bones and vomer larger,
scaly.

with apex rounded.
the

short,

first

Operculum

small, spinose.

Dorsal

fins

two,

with three spinous rays, almost concealed in the

skin, the second elongate, with soft rays.

Ventral fins narrow,

triradiate.
Toad-fish.

These

fishes hide in the

sand and the

muddy bottoms

Species are found in the seas of both hemispheres.
seated

The

of bays.

pectoral fins are

upon short arms, consisting of five (not as in Lophius only of two)
The fourtli branchial arch is without gills. Most of the

carpal bones.

—

—
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species are without scales

known
(excl.

synon.

158, PI. 17,

Tab.

Lac. Poiss.

7,

XXIV.

fig.

Dorsal

North America.

2; west coast of

PI. 12, fig.

11.

i

Batrachus consjpicillum

;

2.^

fig.

Muell. Body elongate, commucous or covered with small scales

Blennioidei

pressed, with skin naked,
(cycloid).

were

Sp. Batrachus surinaviensis Bloch, Schn.

scales.

Cuv,, Gadus tau Bloch, Ichth. Tab. 67,

by only two

species that

;

Other species have

Family

two

this is the case in the

Marcge.), Bloch Ichth. Tab. 179, Batraclioides gangene
Fishes, PI. 14, fig. 8
in the East Indies;
Batrachus
(not Bl.), Batrachoides vernullus Lesueur, Mem.

Buchanan, Gangetic
tau, Gadus tau L.
du Mus. V. pp. 157,

Syst, Ichth.

;

Sp. Batrachus grunniens Bloch, Cottus grunniens L.

to Linnfeus.

very long.

fin

Ventral fins separate, supported

or three rays, thoracic or jugular, sometimes none.

Swimming-bladder none.

Pyloric appendages none.

Branchioste-

gous membrane mostly with six rays.

Body compressed, with scales small, covered
Head anteriorly obtuso-rotundate. Mouth ante-

AnarrMclias L.

by mucous
riorly

skin.

with strong conical teeth in both jaws, and with rotun-

date tubercles dentiferous at the apex at the posterior part of both

Branchiostegous membrane with

jaws, on vomer and palate-bones.

seven rays.

Ventral

fin distinct,

rounded.

Sp. Anarrhichas lupus L.,
PI. 79,

fig. 2

;

Sea-wolf,

not in the Medit. Sea

where
its

it

is

very small.

fin

very long;

caudal

Bloch Ichth. Tab. 74, Cuv. E. Ani., ed. ill., Poiss.
Loup marin, Chat marin, &c. in the North Sea,
;

common

;

in the North,

eaten dried and salted, whilst

gall used for soap.

length of seven
is

Dorsal

none.

fins

This

feet, quite

fish is

its

skin

especially at Iceland,
is

made

into bags,

very predacious, and

an extraordinary

may

The brain

size in this family.

In a specimen of 1.04 meters I found

it

and

attain a

not more than 0.02

long (from the origin of the olfactory nerves to the posterior margin of the
cerebellum), and the greatest breadth (of the corpora quadrigemina) only
o.oi.

Compare on the osteology Kuhl's

Dictyosoma Schleg.

Dorsal

fin

Beitrdge.

low,

very long, produced

from behind the head nearly as far as the apex of

tail,

by numerous pungent

by some only

1

Here would seem

horealis,

to belong the species which

Nilsson described

but which does not appear to have been since observed.

Danmark's
harbatus

rays, in the posterior part

Fiske, pp. 473, 474.

Valenc, Batrachus

It occurs to us that this species

supported

as Batrachus

See Keoeyeb,

may

be Batrachus

didactylus Bl., Schn., of which a specimen had strayed

from the African to the Swedish

coast.

—

;
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Ventral

that are soft and ramose.

membrane with

Body

six rays.

Brancliiostegous

none.

fins

covered with small scales, marked

with transverse furrows.
Didyosoma Burgeri nob., Schlegel Faun Jap., Pise. Tab. 73, fig. 3.
fish, which forms the transition between Zoarces and Anar-

Sp.

This Japanese
rhichas,

J^OTE.

becomes 10" long.

Patcecus

Eichardson

Nat. Hist. XIV. 1844,

Body

Zoarces CuY.

;

is

this its place

1

Comp. Ann. of

280.

p.

elongate, anguilliform, with scales small,

not imbricate, resembling points dispersed through the skin. Dorsal
supported at this part by

fin long, depressed before the termination,

undivided, inarticulate rays, elsewhere

by

the long anal fin at the extremity of

tail.

soft rays, confluent

Ventral

with

fins jugular,

Teeth conical in both jaws, in a single row at the sides,
Papilla bepalate edentulous.
the middle in two or three rows
sexes.
hind the vent in both

triradiate.

;

Zoarces viviparus Cuv., Blennius viviparus L.,

Sp.

Bloch

Ichih. Tab. 72,

243 Shandinav. Fiskar, PL 8, fig. i the
pout; yellowish -brown, with black spots on the back, along the dorsal

Yarrell

Brit. Fish.

I.

this fish is only rarely

p.

i

'

;

;

long.

That

it is

viviparous

is

eel-

fin

;

already indicated

by the name; the young continue for four months in the body of the
mother, and are commonly born in December or January, although at
other times also females have sometimes been found with fully developed

young. Females have been observed with 300 young usually however there
This species does not occur in the Mediterraare between 100 and 200.
;

Some Amenean, but in the North Sea from 50 to about 70° N.L.
rican species also of this genus are known, of which one attains the
remarkable length of
et

Valenc.

Poiss. xi.

2'.

PL

Zoarces labrosus, Blennius labrosus Mitch., Cuv.
341.

Gunnelhis Cuv., Val. {Murceno'ides

Body

compressed, elongate.

Lac,

Centronotus ScHN.)

Teeth small, obtusely conical, in a

row in jaws, a few others behind this row in upper jaw
some very thin teeth in vomer. Head small, with mouth ascend-

single

Dorsal fin long, with all the rays pungent, short.
Ventral fins small, jugular, supported by one only or by two rays.
ing obliquely.

Brancliiostegous
dispersed,

membrane with

immersed

five or six rays.

Scales small,

in the skin.

Gunnellus vulgaris Cuv., Val., Blmnins gunnellus L., Bloch Ichth.
Tab. 71, fig. r, Skandinav. Fisk. PL 25, fig. i, Yarrel Br. Fish.i. p. 239,
become 8" or at most 9" long, five branchial rays; there is a row of deep

Sp.

—
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black spots (mostly ten) along the back and at the base of the dorsal fin

by a white edge. This species is oviparous, and occurs in
It is more than probable that LiNN^US confounded this

partly bordered

the North Sea.

with Opliidion imberbe

fish

species into the Swedish

when he admitted the last-named
Fauna Japonica two new species

(p. 124),

Fauna.

—In

the

For other

are described of this genus of Blennoids.

Valknc.

et

Stichceus

Reinhardt

Poiss. xi.

Reinh. Rays of brancliiostegous membrane

rows of pores or

compare Cuv.

species

distinguishes here the following genus.

Several

six.

lateral lines.

GunneUus punctatus Valenc, Blennlus pundatus 0. Fabricius, Skrivter

Sp.

Selskahet, 11. 2, 1793, p. 84, Tab. 10, fig. 3.
This species
has indeed superficially some resemblance to Gunncllus vulgaris, yet the

af Naturhisiorie

eye-shaped spots do not

lie

half on the back

and half on the dorsal

fin,

but

and are less numerous moreover the ventral fins are
more developed and the head is larger, which is also the case with another
species of this subdivision, Stlchccus tmimaculatus Reinh.
entirely on the last,

;

Body compressed,

Glinvs Cuv.

scaly.

Larger conical

teetli in

the front row of both jaws, lesser, crowded, arranged in a belt

behind the former.
Dorsal

bones.

iin

Small teeth in vomer, sometimes also in palatesupported by many spinose rays, with a few
Ventral fins biradiate, jugular.

posterior rays, soft, articulate.

Clinus argentatus Val., Blcnnius argentatus Eisso and Bl. Aiidifredi

Sp.

ejusd. Ichth. de Nice, PI. 6. fig. 15,

Ichth. Tab. 168

duced

Add
Eisso,

from the Medit. Sea

;

Clinus superci-

Blennius superciliosus L., Geonov., Zoophyl. Tab. v.

liosus,

;

;

roch-fish,

a feeler above the eye

very

common

genera or sub-genera

Valenc,

:

at the

the

;

first

fig. 5,

Block

three dorsal fin-rays pro-

Cape of Good Hope, &c.

Gristic&j^s

Cuv.,

Yalenc, Tripterygion

Cirribarhis Cuv.

Myxodes Cuv.
Sp.

Myxodes

ocellatus Cuv.,

Val.

Poiss. Xi. PI. 335

;

from the sea of

Chili,

like the other Sp. of this genus.

Salarias Cuv.

row

in each

two

Teetli numerous, setaceous, mobile, in a single
;

palatine teeth none.

Dorsal

Scales none.

jugular.
into

jaw

lobes.

Sp.

Salarias quadripennis Cuv., Val., Salarias omatus Eheenb., Blennius

this

genus belongs

Blennius CuY.
last tooth

VOL.

Ventral fins biradiate,

mostly emarginate or divided

Cirrus on each side above the eye.

gattorugine Forsk.

;h

fin

II.

(not Willughb.);

Red Sea, Indian Ocean,
Bloch Ichth. Tab. 162,

also Blennius fasciatus

&c.

To

fig. i.

Maxillary teeth elongate, thin, in a single row,

on both sides sometimes larger in lower or

in botli

10

—
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jaws.

Palatine

teetli

none.

Sometimes a fimbriate

Scales none.

or pinnate cirrus over tlie eye on both sides.

Ventral fins triradiate

or biradiate, jugular.
Blennius

Sp.

Poiss.

ill.,

Bloch Ichth. Tab. 167,
Yarrell Brit. Fish.

ocellaris L.,

PL

deeply incised

on the

;

i;

fig.

77,

first

rounded by a white ring

;

in

fig.
I.

Cuv. B. Anu,

ed.

223; the dorsal

fin

r,

p.

and higher part is a black, round spot, surthe Mediter. and occasionally in the North

Sea, observed a few times on the English coast.

Pholis Cuv.

Blennechis Cuv., Valenc.

Chasmodes Cuv., Yalenc.

XXXV.

Family

MuELL.

Gohiodei

more than three
bladder in some
I.

Ventral

Four complete

Anterior rays of dorsal

Ventral

fin inarticulate, all thin, flexile.

fins jugular,

supported

by

and united together. (Swimminga few pyloric appendages, in most none.)

rays, often broad
;

in

with

fins distinct,

ray aculeate, the rest

first

split.

branchice.

Eyes

Opisthognaihus Cuv.
large, protracted.

Teeth

thin,

Superior maxillary bones

large.

crowded

into a belt in both jaws.

Branchiostegous membrane with six rays.

Scales small.

(Swim-

ming-bladder small.)
Sp,

OpistJiognathus Sonneratii Cuv.

R-

Platyptera
depressed.

Van

Mouth

membrane with
of

Valenc.

Opisth. Cuvierii

Poiss. xi.

Hass.

[Flatyjyterus)

Body

.

scaly.

Branchial aperture large

six rays.

Two

short,

;

branchiostegous

distinct dorsal fins.

Platyptera aspjro Gov., Valenc. Poiss. xii. PI. 360

Java (Bantam) and

Callionymus L.

Head

small, with very small teeth crowded in botli

jaws, in palate none.

Sp.

;

343.

;

fresh-water fishes

Celebes.

(excl.

CalUonymus

indicus).

Head

depressed,

Body

broader than body, with eyes approximate, looking upwards.

naked.

Jaws with

thin crowded teeth

chial aperture small, nuclial
rays.

Dorsal
Sp.

;

fins two, distant.

Callionyimis

;

branchiostegous

Ventral

membrane with

Cuv. B. Ani.,

six

fins jugular, broad.

Lyra L. (male and CalUonymus Dracunculus

Ichth. Tab. i6i, fig. 2,

Bran-

palate edentulous.

ed.

ill.,

fern.),

Poiss. PI. 82, fig.

i,

Bloch
Skan-
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dinav. FisJcar, PI. 22,2^; in the

long

North Sea

there are four rays in the

;

long; in the second dorsal
higher than the

fin,

147

which

VIII.

Tab.

IV. figs.

T

great

is

—

which

first

;

is

there are neither pyloric

In other species also of

genus

this

Pallas be mistaken, would

the female, unless

3,

seem to have a higher

male are very

Calllonymus ocellalus Pall. Spicil. Zool.

in

;

more than 10"

is

in the

in the female (Call. Dracimculus)

appendages nor a swimming-bladder.
the sexual difference

fin,

nine or ten are counted

first,

seldom

this fish

:

dorsal

first

dorsal

with four ocellifoi-m spots, which are

fin,

absent in the male.

Cuv.

Hopliclithys

Sp. Hojilkhthys Lanrjsdorfii Cuv.

Tab. 79,

Val.

Hemeroccetes Cuv.,
Syst. IchtJi.,

from the

furnished with teeth.

Triclionotus Bl.,

almost contiguous.

Pacific,

Dorsal

Callionymus monopterygius Bl.

New

near

fin single.

Is this

with

first

Body

Comephorus Lac.

Mouth

naked.

Habitat

Tab. 39.

Palate

scaly.

?

large

branchiostegous

Dorsal

bran-

;

membrane with

?

with teeth very

large,

crowded in jaw, vomer and palate-bones.

Branchial apertm-e

six rays. Ventral fins none,

fins two.

Comephorus baikalensis Lac, Callionymus Baicalensis Pall., Nov. Act.

Sp.

Pctrop.

I.

PI. 9, figs. 2, 3,

Geonov. Body

Eleotris

compressed.

Head

scaly, with trunk attenuated posteriorly,

depressed, with eyes

remote.

crowded, arranged in both jaws in several rows.

membrane with
rays.

place

two rays very long.

small,
;

its

Ventral fins jugular.

rays.

To'icJionotus setiger Bl., Syst. Ichtli.

pectoral long.

Body

Zealand.

Branchial aperture large

membrane with seven

fin single,
Sp.

place

Schn. Body scaly, slender. Eyes suj)erior,
Mouth with small acuminate teeth, crowded in

jaws, vomer and palate-bones.

chiostegous

its

Valenc.

Callionyimis acantlwrhynchos Forster,

Sp.

Faun. Jap., Pise.

Poiss. iv. PI. 81,

and not with the Aspidognatki.)

here,

Dorsal

et

(The learned Schlegel thinks that this genus has

fig. 2.

six rays.

Dorsal

Teetli

small,

Branchiostegous

fins two, the first

with

flexile

(Swimming-bladder.)

PhUypnus Val.

Small teeth in the anterior margin of vomer.

(Maxillary teeth of front row larger, conical, distant.)
Eleotris dormitatrix Cuv., Platyceplialus dormitator 'BhOCB, Syst. Ichth.,

Sp.

Tab. XII. (the scales are not shewn),
I

;

Guerin

Iconogr.,

Poiss.

PI. 40, fig.

a fresh- water species from S. America, which attains a size of

i

10—2

to

i^'.

—
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Bleeker

Eleotris strlgata Cuv., Gohius strigatiis

Sp.

Valenc,

mur/iloides Cuv.,

Brouss. Dec, Tab.

i

;

Eleotris

Scicena maculata Bloch, IcJdh. Tab. 299,

fig.

&c.

2,

Ventral fins with

ray aculeate, the rest

first

together or joined to form a single infundibuliform

row

split,

united

fin.

Teeth cjlindric or conical in a

Perioj)hthahm(s Bl., Schn.
single

oj^hice/pha-

Teeth in vomer noue.

Yal.

Eleotris

II.

sub-genus a species from Java, Eleotris

refers to this

K. and V. H.

lus

Eyes contiguous,

in both jaws, palatine teeth none.

furnished at the inferior margin with a folded eye-lid. Pectoral fins

Dorsal

placed upon a scaly peduncle.

membrane with

Branchiostegous

fins two.

five rays.

Perioplithahuus Schlosseri Bl., Schn., Gohius Schlosseri Pall., Spidl.

Sp.

Zool. Tab.

I.

—

4, Cdv. R. Ani., ed. ill, Poiss. PI. 81. fig. i; MoIn some species the teeth of the lower jaw are very fine,

figs. I

lucca Islands.

with the exception of the two middle teeth, which are placed somewhat
They form the genus Boleophthalmus of Valenciennes. To it

backward.

belongs Periophthalmtis Boddarii, Gobms striatus Bl. Syst.

Ichtli.

Tab. 14,

&c.

Sicydium Valenc.
Comp. Valenc.

in

Cuv.

et

Val., Poiss.

xii.

p.

Gohius L.
small;

JcJitJi.

Body

(in part).

Gobius

Sp.

167.

Tab. 178, fig. 3, Laoep. Poiss. PI. 15,
GoMus lafjocephalus Pall., Spic. Zool. viii. Tab. 2, fig. 6, 7, &c.
Plumieri Bloch,

fig.

2;

covered with scales, sometimes very

cheeks and opercles naked.

Teeth crowded, numerous,

small in both jaws, with an anterior row of teeth conical, larger
Branchiostegous membrane with five rays.

palatine teeth none.

Ventral fins united

by

the inner edge and

by a

transverse limb at

the base, resembling a funnel.
a)

Dorsal fins two.

Yarrell

Gobius niger L.,

Sp.

North Sea;

PI. 36; in the
PI.

39,

fig.

I

;

Brit. Fishes,

i.

p. 251,

Skandinav. Fishar,

Gobius capita Cuv., Guer. Iconogr., Poiss.

in the Mediterranean Sea.

—There

are also

fresh-water

species of this genus; Gohius fiuviatilis Bonelli, Cuv. R. Ani., id.
Poiss. PI. 80, fig. 2

b)
Sp,

Dorsal fin

;

in Italy,

single.

Gobioides Broussoneti

XII. PI. 348,

and others

Gobioides

Lac,

in the

ill.,

East Indies.

Lac, Valenc.

Gobius oblongus Schn., Cuv.

et

Val.

Poiss.

—
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Apocryptes Valenc.
skin.

Maxillary

ters of

Gobms.

Scales very small,

teeth, in

immersed in mucous
fins two.

Charac-

Body naked,

elongate,

Dorsal

a single row.

Sp. Gobius pectlnlrostrls L. &c.

AmUyopus Valenc,

Twnioides Lacep.

Maxillary teeth in

anguilliform. Dorsal fin single. IMoutli simoiis.

Eyes very

a single row, exsert, long.

AmUyopus

Sp.

coecidus

Valenc,

small.

Gohius anguillar'ts L.

mannianus Valenc, Tcvnioides ITermanni Lac.
Cdv. et V^VLENC Poiss. XII. PI. 350.

Ambli/ojnts Hcf-

?

Poiss.

PI. 14,

il.

ij

fig",

Trypauchen Valenc.
III.

Ventral fins concrete into a

disc,

with

the rays undi-

all

Branchiae three only or three and a half, with

vided. [Discoholi.)

the last branchial arch naked on

its

posterior or

on both

sides.

Swimming-bladder none.

Body

Cycloj)terus L.

some osseous points

scaleless,

covered with mucous skin, with

Teeth small, acute, crowded in

dispersed.

Branchiostegous membrane

intermaxillary bone and lower jaw.

with six rays.

Rays
to

Pectoral

of ventral fins

form an oval

large,

fins

produced under the

t])roat.

conjoined by an orbicular membrane, disposed
(Pyloric appendages numerous.)

disc.

J. INTuELLER lias separated this genus from the Malacopterygii, under

which

it

was placed previously, and asserted

There are either two dorsal
the rays of the
are simple

The

first

bony

dorsal

fin,

with the Gohioids.

its affinity

a single longer one {Llparis Artedi)

fins or

or the anterior rays of the single dorsal

;

fin,

rays, without joints.

skeleton of these fishes

much

is

always soft and for the most part

carti-

and then exhibits a laminated
texture.
The rays of the ventral fins are placed around an oval plate
of bone
the whole forms a hollow sucker, which by its thick margin
attaches itself by adhesion to the surface of solid bodies if the attempt be
made from without to detach the fish, it loosens the innermost part of the
cavity, thus causing a vacuum, by which the attachment is rendered
The loosing can be effected withoiit considerable force by the
stronger.
volition alone of the fish, which moves the rays and thus raises the edge

laginous.

contracts

It

in drying,

:

;

so that the water can penetrate between

of the disc,

adhered.— Comp. Rathke Bemerhimgen
Oyclopterus Lumpus, Meckel's Archiv f. d. Physiol,

to

which

524, with

Sp.

it

GuKRiN

skeleton

and the surface

iiher

den

Bau

vii. 1822. s.

des

498

fig.

Cyclopterus

fig. 1,

it

is

Lumpus

L.,

Eloch

Ichth. Tab. 30,

Iconofjr., Poiss. PI. 62, fig. 2

to be found in

Rosenthal

;

Lacep.

Poiss.

11.

PI. 3,

the lumi>fish; a figure of the

Ickthyot. Taf. xix. fig.

i.

Young
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fish are described

specimens of this

Pall., Spicil. Zool.

Danic.

vii.

two dorsal

7

—

of which the

fins,

581, PI. IX.

dorsal

fin,

rays, of

which

figs. 3, 4,

North Sea,

Bloch

1839, PP- 3^

first

—

43-

Zool.

^^^^

ahnost entirely hidden in

as does another, Cyclopterus

Nozeman

Uitgez. Verkandel.

Ichth. Tab. 123, figs. 3, 4, with a

very long, extends close to the caudal

is

which the

iii.

first is

Liparis L., Liparis iarbatus Ekstroem,
bl.

and Gobius mlnutus,

9,

of nat. Hist.

It occurs in the

the thick skin.

under the name of Cyclopterus mlnutus
figs.

3,

Thompson Annals

See

species has

Tab.

thirteen are not jointed.

On

fin,

i.

smgle

and has thirty

this species is

the genus Liparis of Artedi, which has also been adopted by

founded

many mo-

dern writers.

Pectoral fins large, descending below
GouAN.
bj four firmer rays at the lower part on each

Lepadogaster

the throat, supported

united around an oval disc in front of the concave disc of

side,

the ventral

Dorsal

Rajs

fins.

of branchiostegous

membrane

five or four.

Pyloric appendages

remote, opposite to anal.

fin single,

none.

Lac, Lepadogaster rostratus ScHN., Gouan Hist.
Yaekell Brit, Fish. il. p. 264; in the North

Lepadogaster Gouani
Pise.

Tab.

I.

figs.

6,

7,

Sea, &c.

Gohiesox Lac.

A

genus scarcely distinct from the preceding, and imperfectly

described by

Lacepede.

rather large.

Ventral disc

pectoral

fins,

posteriorly

Sp. Lepadogaster deniex,

Tab.

I.,

Cuv. R. Ani.,

Maxillary teeth
single,

by the

conical,

ventrals.

Cyclopterus denfex Pall., Spic.
ed.

ill.,

the anterior

formed anteriorly by the united

Poiss. PI. 108, fig.

Rijlcs-Museum are from the Cape of

i

;

Zool.

Fasc. vii.

the specimens in the

Good Hope.

Cotylis and Sicyases Muell. and Teosch.
Branchiae only thr-ee.
Comp. Mueller Bau der Ganoiden, p. 43, note, Horce Ichtli. hl

1849j pp. 17—20, Tab.

IV.

Four

Ventral' fins

perfect branchise.

3.

thoracic,

Head

narrow, contiguous at the base.

flat

above, with an oval disc trans-

versely costate. [Naucratoidei.)

Echeneis L.

Teeth in jaws, vomer and palatine bones small,

subulate, crowded,

in palate

towards the back part very small,

passing gTadually into a roughness scarcely to be distinguished.

Lower jaw produced beyond upper.

Eyes

at the sides

Scales very small.

with eight rays.

(Body elongate, attenuate

almost of Gadus.)

above the

Branchiostegous membrane

angle of mouth.

posteriorly

;

habitus
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Above the head and the anterior dorsal vei-tebrsB there
oval disc or shield, presenting from the middle to both sides,

Suchmg-Fishes.
is

a

flat,

may

obliquely placed, transverse plates, which

of a sun-blind {jalousie)

these parts

;

be compared with the slats

are furnished in the

middle,

on

the under-surface, with spine-like projections, which are connected by short

bands with the skull and the anterior vertebrae.
plates

is

By means

beset with fine teeth.

The upper margin of

the

of this disc these fishes can suck

themselves fast to the shore, the sides of rocks, to other

fishes,

the story that they are able to stop a ship at full saiP.

Hence
The organ,

&c.

according to Blainville,

is an anterior dorsal fin whose rays are split and
expanded horizontally on each side, instead of standing up. Journal de

Physique, Aoiit 1822, pp. 133

— 134.

The

half of the body opposite to the anal

dorsal fin begins at the second

These
appendages, but are without a swimming-bladder.
first

removed

this

fin.

fishes

have 6 or 8 pyloric

Agassiz and Mueller
genus from the Malacopteryyii, where it had previously

been placed.

Remora L., Block Ichth. Tab. 172; fig. of the skeleton in
Rosenthal Ichtlujot. Taf. xx. fig. i, and figs. 5 8 figures of the sucking
disc, which in this species has 17 or 18 plates (LiNN^US names them striie).

Sp. Echeneis

—

In the Mediterranean Sea

;

it

has also been found a few times in the

The Rijks-Museum contains a specimen from the Cape of

Atlantic Ocean.

Good Hope and this species has been
coast; Yarkell Brit. Fish. il. p. 280.
;

But more widely dispersed

is

also seen a

few times on the English

Echeneis naucrates L.,

Bloch

Ichth.

Tab. 171, which occurs in the Atlantic Ocean, on the coasts of America
and Africa, in the Red Sea and the Indian Ocean, nay even in Japan, with
23 or 24 (rarely 22) plates on the sucking
species of this genus.

sucking disc
fig. I,

The

smallest

in Echeneis lineata

is

which, with a body

much

disc.

number

There are

still

some other
on the

of plates observed

Bloch, Schn.

Syst.

Ichth. Tab.

53,

elongated and a longitudinal head-shield,

has only 10.

Family

XXXVI.

Notacanthini (MuELL.)

the place of dorsal

abdominal or none.

Mueller has

fin,

Body

elongate, comFree spines numerous, taking

pressed, covered with small scales.

or placed in front of dorsal

fin.

Ventral fins

Pseudobranchias none.
separated this small group of fishes from the large

family of the Scomheroids, to which they were referred by Cuvier ;

he leaves

it

doubtful whether Tetragonurus belongs to

it,

which

genus we leave in the neighboui-hood of Mugil until further investigation has thrown light on the question.

^

The

ancients ascribe to these fishes

still

more strange properties

recorded in Plinius with singular credulity.
ally Lib. XXXII. c.

I.

;

such stories are

Hist. nat. Lib. ix. cap. 25,

and

especi-
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Notacantlius Bl., Kampylodon O. Fabe., Acanthonotus Bl.,
SCHN.
Body elongate, compressed. Teeth thin, numerous in
upper jaAV in a single row, in lower in several rows in the middle,
in a single

row

Palatine teeth thin, in several rows.

at the sides.

Branchiostegous membrane with eight rays.

A%itral

fins

abdomi-

nal.

Several spines, short, separate, in the place of dorsal

fin.

Anal

fin long,

extending as far as the small obtuse caudal

fin.

protracted beyond lower, obtuse.)

Upper jaw

(Scales small.

Campylodon Fahricil Reinh., O. Fabricius

Notacantlius Fahicii,

Sp.

SJcrivter

Sclshahet, iv. 2, 1798, pp. 22

af Naturhistorie

Cuv. R. Ani., cd.

Cdvier holds

Poiss. PI. 55.

ill.,

same

this fish for the

fig. 2

;

a rare

— 26,

Tab.

from Greenland.

fish

Bloch,

species as Notacantlius nasus

Ichth. Tab. 431, Syst. Ichth. Tab. 77,

Cuv.

Val.

et

in

9, fig. i,

Poins. viil. PI. 24

1,

which woiild seem to be from the East Indies there is however no certainty as to this last habitat but the two fishes present some difference,
especially in the ventral fins, which in the specimen of Fabkicius had
;

;

Bloch

three spinous rays in front of the eight jointed rays, in that of

compare Eeinhardt

Danske Vldenshab. Selslcahs
There were
naiurvidenskab. og niathem. Afhandlingcr, vii. 1838, p. 120.
until lately only two specimens of this genus preserved in cabinets the

only one;

in Kongel.

;

specimen of Fabricius at Copenhagen, that of Bloch at Berlin; not long
ago the Parisian Museum obtained one through Gaimard from the voyage
of discovery to the North, which

Cuvier's R.

is

figured in the illustrated edition of

Ani

rows.

{Rhjnclwhdella Bl., ScilN.). Head
Mouth with very small teeth, crowded in several
Ventral fins
Branchiostegous membrane with six rays.

none.

In place of

Mastacemlelus Gronov.
rostrate, acute.

first

dorsal fin several loose spines

;

dorsal fin opposite to anal, low, produced as far as caudal

confluent with anal and caudal.

Three spines

Mastaceiiibelus halepi^ensis

Cw., Al. Eussel

1756, 4to, Tab. V. figs.

I,

2,

Fische Syriens 1843, Tab.

Minor.

The other

fin,

or

in front of anal fin.
Hist, of Aleppo, &c.

Gronovius Zoophyl.

Meckel

second

1.

Tab.

Lond.

viii. a, figs, i, 2,

19, fig. 3; fresh-water fish of Asia
from Asia, are seldom more than 10 or 11"
long, ex. gr. Mastacembelus ocellatus, Rhynchohdella orientalis and aral
Bloch, Schn. Tab. 89, &c. A species however from Borneo appears to

species, also

attain a greater size than the rest, of

of specimens under the

same

as that lately described

ei'ythrotamia.

{Verh. van

The distinction
as

name

two genera

is

liet

in

it

coujjle

seems to be the

by Bleekeb under the name of Mastacembelus
Batav. Gen. xxiii. Dl. 1850.)

of i?^?/»c/io6cZeZ^a {Macrognathus Lac.) and Mastacembelus

not essential.

a large specimen the caudal

which

which the Rijl's-Museum has a

of Mastaceiiibelus pictus;

In Rhynchobdella aral Bleeker found in
confluent with the anal and dorsal fins,

fin

younger specimens are

distinct

from each

other.

Also the

greater protraction of the upper snout (the jaws are never of the same size)
is

no very

essential character.

These

fishes

have a swimming-bladder.

nscEs.

XXXVII.

Family
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Body compressed,

Tcenoidei.

Eyes

ensiform, with scales very small or none.

elongate,

Dorsal

large.

tin

Teeth small or none.
(Branch iostegous membrane with rays mostly six.
Swimming-

very long.

Ventral

fins thoracic, or

none.

bladder in some.)

A.

Mouth

Stylephorus
tral fins

protractile, aperture small.

Shaw.
Caudal

none.

Month
fin erect

Body

edentulous.

upwards, with

Ven-

scaleless.

last

ray continuous

with body and produced into a seta longer than body.

Branchioste-

gous membrane with fom* rays.
Of this genus one specimen alone is known, which was taken in the
Mexican Sea, Stylex^liorus cordafus Shaw, Linx. Trans, i. p. 90, Tab. vi.
(an unnatural figure, copied in

Bloch

Syst. Ichth.

Tab. 99)

;

Blatnville

has given a more accurate figure and description of that specimen, Journal
de Physique, Tom. 87, 1818, pp. 68
71, PI. i. fig. i.
Compare the

—

description in

Val. Poiss.
Valenciennes.

Cuv.

investigations of

et

x. pp.

382

— 386,

according to the

TrachypterusG:0\jA^, G7/m7ioff aster ^RUEN'Slcyi, Bogmarus Bl.,
SciiN.

Mouth

protractile,

narrow, longitudinal, fornicate above,

Body

with teeth few, conical, small, distant in both jaws.
less.

scale-

Lateral line armed with small osseous scutes furnished with a

Ventral

short spine directed forward.

fins thoracic, with several
extended through the whole length
the anterior part, with rays produced.
Caudal fin

Dorsal

rays, often elongate.

of body, high at

fin

Rudiment of anal fin at the apex
erect.
membrane with six (or seven ?) rays.
Sp. Traelvypterus hogmarus

of

tail.

Valenc, Gymnogaster

Branchiostegous

arcticus

Beuennich

;

this

from the North Sea at Iceland, sometimes also captured on the Norwegian and Scottish coasts, was figured accurately for the first time by ReinHARDT Kongel. Danshe Videnskabernes Selnkabs vaiurvidensk. og mathem.

fish

—

AfhandUnger, vii. 1838, pp. 65 82, Tab. i. ir., which figure reduced
is copied by Yarrell Brit. Fish. Su2)pl. 1839, p. 14.
This fish, named
Vaagnuer (pronounced Vogmer), is from tlu-ee to near eight feet long. The
body continues of the same height for more than one half the length,
whilst in

some

towards the

In

species

tail.

from the Medit. Sea

Such

is

Trachypterus

iris

it

becomes suddenly lower

Cuv., Cuv.

et

Val.

Poiss. x.

on the other hand, a specimen from the Cape of
Good Hope, which the Rijks-Museum received thi-ough Dr Horstok, agrees
PI. 297.

this respect,

wilh the northern Vaagmaer, or

There are
bladder

is

in

these fishes

absent.

The

skin

is

perhaps not specifically distinct from

numerous pyloric appendages
is

;

it.

the swimming-

covered with a silvery envelope, corresponding

—
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and consists
Comp. on these and some other
the Vaagmaer, Eeid in Annals of nat. Hist.,

to the silvery covering of the choroid of the eye in fishes,

of microscopic needle-shaped crystals.

anatomical peculiarities of
Sec. Series,

1S49, pp.

iii.

456—477.

Oymnetrus Bloch, Valenc.
]sj"oTE.

— CuviER

{R. Ani.

II.

J).

219) joined the preceding genus

with Gymnetrus under this common name ; Valenciennes again
Gymnetrus differs from Trachyjyterus, an
separated the genera.
allied genus, in the ventral fins being with one ray, which is very

Body

long and increased towards the extremity by membrane.

without
armed.

with hard osseous points scattered ; lateral line unCaudal fin none or small, confluent with
Teeth none.

scales,

dorsal.
Gijmneirus remipes Bl., Schn., Regalecus glesnc Ascan.,

Sp.

Bloch

Syst.

258; North Sea, on the
Norwegian coast; becomes ten or twelve feet long.^ Gymnetrus Banhsii
Valenc; comp. Hancock and Embleton, Account of a Ribbon Fish
Ichth. Tab. 88, Encycl. meth. Poiss.

PI. 86,

fig.

{Gymnetrus) taken off the coast of NoHhumberland, Ann. of nat. Hist., Sec.
In
Series, iv. 1839, pp. i
18, PI. i. 11.; this specimen was 12' 3" long.
the Medit. Sea also one or two species of this genus occur, of 6 8 feet in

—

—

Yaleno. {Gymnetrus lonr/iradiatus Jiisso), Cuv.
and Gymnetrus telum Val. ibid. PI. 299.

length, Gymnetrus Gladius
et

Val.

Poiss. X. PI. 298,

Mouth

B.

scarcely or not at all protractile, with aperture large,

oblique, the lower jaw ascending.

Body

Lophotes GiOENA.

scaleless.

Teeth small, scattered in

small teeth in palate-bones and vomer.
several rows in jaws
Head with a vertical crest sustaining an elongate strong spine, the
Dorsal fin extended through the whole
first ray of dorsal fin.
;

length of body, with numerous simple rays

towards the end of

tail;

caudal

fin

Lophotes cepedianus Giorna,

—

anal fin small, placed

small, distinct.

very small, distant, adjacent to pectoral
Sp.

;

Mem.

Yentral fins

fins.

de I'Acad. de Turin, 1805

— 180S,

by Cuvier), Cuv. Ann. du Mus. xx. 1813, pp.
393 400, PI. 17; Cuv. et Val. Poiss. x. PI. 301 in the Medit. Sea; this
A
it has been observed only seldom.
si)ecies becomes more than 4' long
Japanese species, also very rare, is figured in the Fauna Japonica, Pisces,

pp. 12

19,

PL

2

(cited

—

;

;

Tab.

71, fig. 2.

Cepola, L.

Body

covered with small scales.

Teetli in

jaws in

row, distant, subulate, thin, the middle in lower jaw
larger, in palate and vomer none. Dorsal and anal fins very long.
a single

—

;

PISCES.

extending as

apex of

far as the

middle rays longer.

Caudal

tail.

very narrow, with

fin

Ventral fins moderate, approximate.

Sp. Cepola ruhescens
to be

species
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Jj.,

Bloch Ichth. Tab. 170 (named
Yareell Brit. Fish. i.

Cepolce tcenicel,., a

suppressed),

d'Hist. nat., Polss. PI. 10, fig. 2

;

p.

in the Medit. Sea;

195,

Diet.

univ.

Cepola Krusensterni

ScHL., {Cepola Umhata and Cepola marginata Val. ?) Faun. Jap. Pise.
Tab. 71, fig. I: from Japan; in this species the scales are more conspicuous, the head also under the eyes and the gill-covers are covered with

In

scales.

this

genus a large swimming bladder

moderately large appendages (in

is

present,

and some

Cepola rubescens eight) surround the

pylorus.

Family XXXVIII.
with very small

Eyes

some

spurious

covered

larger carinate scales, or with a

mem-

Scales sometimes at the base of dorsal and anal fins

large.

in

smooth,

Lateral line in the

Tail and mostly caudal fin signally developed.

crest.

the remaining part of the
soft,

Body

mostly compressed.

marked with

last part often

branous

Scomheroidei.

scales,

membrane connecting

the rays feeble,

entirely absent, the fins being resolved posteriorly into

Ventral fins thoracic or none.

finlets.

with margin smooth.

Opercular bones

(Pyloric appendages numerous.

Swimming-

bladder present in some, in others wanting.)
I

Mouth

.

A.

of

not protractile into

a

tube.

Lateral line not carinate.

Lepidopus GouAN. Body compressed, elongate, scaleless. Gape
mouth ample, w^ith lower jaw prominent. Maxillary teeth acute,

compressed, disposed in a single row, a few larger in the middle
on each side behind the continuous set. Branchiostegous membrane

with eight rays.
fin

Two

rigid scales in place of ventral fins.

continuous, very long.

Anal

fin small.

Sp. Lepidopus argyreus Gov., Cuv.
ill.,

kabet, v. 2,

Val. Poiss. viii. PI. 223, R. Ani., 6d.
Holten, Skrivter af naturh. Sels1802, pp. 19—28, Tab. 2, fig. i
in the Med. Sea and the
et

;

Is the Lepidopus Gouani Bl., Schn.,

Bl. Ichth. Tab. 53,
mutilated ?
I. fig.

4,

Trichiurus L.
fins

Dorsal

fin distinct.

Poiss. PI. 671, Trichiurus gladius

Atl. Ocean.

Ventral

Caudal

finless.

preceding genus.)

Gouan

Hist. Pise. Tab.

the same species with the caudal fin

Branchiostegous membrane with seven rays.

none.

Tail subulate,

fig. 2,

Numerous

short spines in place of anal

fin.

(Kemaining characters almost those of the

——

—

—
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Sp.

Trichiurus lepturus L.,

coasts

Bloch IcMh. Tab.

from the

158,

Trichiurus savala Cuv. R. Ani., ed.

;

ill.,

Poiss.

American

S.

Indian

PI, 68,

Sea, &c,

Xiphias L. (with addit. of some new species). Body elongate,
tapering, covered with very small scales.

somewhat romid and

Jaws

Snout narrow, produced, with upper jaw longer, ensiform.
with teeth small, acute, crowded, sometimes scarcely

Rays

only forming a rough surface.
Dorsal

brane seven.

cutaneous folds on each side at the base of caudal
Middle

Ventral

Xiphias L.
Sp.

on each side at

crest

the base

of caudal

fin.

fin.

fius none.

Xiphias yladius L., Bloch Ichth. Tab.

PI. 50;

broad, divided

fin

Tail with a middle carina or with two

deeply into two lobes.

*

mem-

of branchiostegous

Caudal

very long.

fin

distinct, or

the skeleton in

Rosenthal

Gov. R. Ani.,

79,

ed.

Poiss.

ill.,

the sword-fish;

Taf. 11;

Ichthyot.

Medit. Sea, Atl. Ocean, rarer in the North Sea, sometimes also in the
Baltic; this fish attains a length of 12, sometimes even of

mens the dorsal
two dorsal fins.

fin is

In younger individuals the jaws are

long upper snout

On

is

18'.

In old

speci-

divided in the middle, so that there appear to be

The

unequal.

less

formed by the vomer and the intermaxillary bones.

The

the pyloric appendages of this fish see above, p. 1 7.

little gill-

plates are here connected in a retiform manner, so that each gill consists

See the figures in F. Rosenthal, Ahhandlimgen, 1824,

of two laminte.

Tab.

6.

**

With two

crests

on

eacli side at the hase

Machcera Cuv. [Makcdra Lac).

Ventral

Comp. CuviEK Nouv. Annales da Mus.
chcera velifera,

unless

it

from W. Indies.

it

is

certainly

i.

fins

none.

1832, pp. 43

—This sub-genus

be established that the ventral

specimens;

allied

—49,

appears to

fins are also

more nearly

Snout slender.

of caudal fin.

wanting

PI.

Ma-

3,

me

doubtful

in

younger

to Histiophorus than

to

Xiphias.

Histiophorus
long,

Lac.

{Notistiurn Hekm.).

with two or three rays.

Dorsal

fin

Ventral

fins thoracic,

very high.

Maxillary

teeth crowded, small, unequal.
Histiophorus aniericanus Cuv. Xiphias velifer Bl., Guehucu
Hist. nat. Bras., p. 171
PI. 229;

;

Marcgr.

Histiophorus indicus Cuv. Hist, des Poiss.

viii.

Histiophorus orientalis ScHLEG. Faun. Japan., Pise. Tab. 55;

Histiophorus immaculatus Rueppell, Transact, of the Zool. Soc.

11.

Part

i.

1836, PI. 16, &c,

Tetrapterus Rafin.

elsewhere low,

Dorsal

fin

higher at the commencement,

(Other characters almost those of

Jlistiojjhorus.)

—
riscES.
Sp.

Tetmpterus helone Rafin., Cuv.
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Val.

et

Hist,

cles

Foiss. viii. PI. 2 2-

228; Medit. Sea.

Body

Coryphcena L. (exclusive of some species).

compressed,

crowded in the middle part of both
jaws, with an anterior continuous row of somewhat larger.
Branelongate.

Teetli subulate,

membrane with seven

chiostegous

Dorsal

truncato-declivous.

fin

Head

rays.

long,

compressed, high,

continuous.

Ventral

fins

thoracic.
a)

Teeth crowded, small in vomer

and

length of back, beginning above the eyes.

Dorsal fin of the
to the margin of

palate-hones.

Eyes aj^i^'oximate

viouth.

Sub- genus Coryphoena Cuv., (add Lamifugus Cuv., Val., Caratvx-

omorus Lac).
Sp.

Coryphama hippiirus

Pdiss. IX. PI. 266,

The

Sea.

the skull

is

L.,

Eondelet De

BONAP. Faun.

dorsal fin

is

%.

i

;

et

Val.

in the Medit.

The high bony ridge on the top of

high forwards.

remarkable, which extends to the upper jaw

nous processes also of the

Cuv.

Piscib. p. 255,

Ital, Fisc. Tab. 126,

the superior spi-

;

five anterior vertebrae are strongly developed,

and compressed

laterally. This fish becomes fully two, sometimes nearly
Coryphwna pelagica, Scomber pelagicus L., Bonap. 1. 1. fig.
2, with lower dorsal fin and shorter body; also in the Med. Sea; some
exotic species also, principally from the Atl. Ocean on the east coast
of South America, as that which is figured by Plumier, and copied by

four feet long.

Block
b)

as Coryphcena hippar^is, Ichth. Tab. 174.

Teeth in vomer

and

Dorsal fin heginniiig behind

in palate-bones none.

the head.

Centrolophus Lacep. {Pompilus Eondel., Willughb.)
Sp.

Coryphmna pompilus

Faun.
Ocean

Ital.,
;

Fi>ices,

L.,

Tab. 127,

Cuv. R. Ani., ed.

this fish attains a size of fully 2'.

With

which LiNN^us described some uncertainty
recorded

is

ill.,

certainly the Fompilus of

Bonap.
and the Atlantic

Foiss. PI. 65,

2; in the Medit. Sea

fig.

respect to the exact species

prevails,

but the

fish

here

Eondelet.

Schedo2)hUus Cocco, Bonap.
Is this

its

place ?

Prseoperculum denticulate, operculum furnished with

a spine produced over the pectoral
dorsal

fin.

Sp.

fins.

Sea; see Bonap. Faun.

Astrodermus BoNELLi.

Ital.

Tab. 127,

Body

short free spines in front of

high.

from the Mediter.

fig. 3.

compressed, covered with small

scales, discoidal, pedunculate, radiant

of the length of back,

Some

Schedophilus mediisophagus Cocco,

at the

margin.

Dorsal

fin

Ventral fins approximate, jugular.

—
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Maxillary and palatine teeth small, thin; maxillary in a single

(Rays of branchiostegous membrane fom- or

row.

five.)

Sp. Astrodermus coryphanokles Bonelli, Coi-ypliwna elegans Risso, Cuv.

Valenc.

Poiss. IX. PI. 270,

BoNAP. Faun.

Tab. 170,

Ital.

et

i; Mediter.

fig.

Sea, very rare.

Geonov.,

PteracUs

Teeth

Branchiostegous membrane

Dorsal and anal fins long, high; dorsal of the

with seven rays.

Sp.

compressed,

emarginate posteriorly.

thin in jaws, vomer and palate-bones.

Ventral

length of back.

Body

Lacep.

Oligopodiis

covered with large broad scales

fins jugular,

PteracUs veUfera Bl.,

approximate.

Schn., PteracUs guttatus

veUfera Pallas, Sfk. Zool. viii. Tab.
Basilise, 1772, p. 43,

brought a

3, fig.

i,

Tab. 2; from the Indian Sea?

fish of the

Valenc, Cuv.

Valenc, Coryphcena

Geonov.

Act. Helvet, vii.

QuoT and Gaimaed

kind from the Strait of Mosambique, PteracUs

ocel-

Val. Poiss. ix. PI. 271; Bosc brought a small
specimen from the Atlantic Ocean at Carolina, PteracUs CaroUnus. The
species of this genus, of which a few specimens only are found in cabinets,
are however far from being sufficiently defined.
latus

et

Body

Kurtus Bloch.

compressed, high, with back carinate.

Teeth very minute in

Scales very small, scarcely distinguishable.

Branchiostegous membrane with seven rays.

jaws and

palate.

Dorsal

moderate, in the middle of back

fin

;

anal

Ventral

fin long.

fins jugular.
Sp.

Kurtus indicus Bloch, Kurtus BlocMi Lac, Bloch

Cuv.

et

Valenc

Body

Btromateus L.
in a single

row

Poiss. ix. PI. 277;

longitudinal, with
fins

fin

membrane

opposite to anal,

Caudal

both scaly.

fin large, bifid.

smaU.

'With ventral fins

a)

Dorsal

concealed anterior spines:

short,

none or small, jugular.

Tab. 169,

Teeth very minute,

compressed, ovate.

in jaws, in palate none. Branchiostegous

with six rays (more rarely seven).
Ventral

Iclitli.

from the Indian Sea, at Java, &c.

Seserinus Cuv.
Sp.

Stromateus microcJdrus, Seserinus microchirus Cuv., Rondel.

p. 287,

b)

BoNAP, Faun.

Ital.

With ventral fins none

Tab. 125,

fig.

De

Piscih.

2; Mediterranean Sea.

{or obsolete in adults).

Sub-genera: Stromateus Cuv., Rhombus Lac, Cuv.

et

Val. (pre-

viously Peprilus Cuv.).
Sp. Stromateus fiatola L.,
the Mediterranean Sea;

Belon

de Aquatilih. p. 153, Bonap.

St romatetis niger

BhOCB,

1.

1.

fig,

i

;

in

Ichth. Tab. 160 (and 422),

PISCES.
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Dr P. Bleeker,
young individuals of this species, and it is upon
such that the genus Apolectus Cuv. et Val. Poiss.\iii. PI. 338, is founded.)

Indian Sea at Java, &c. (According to a communication of
ventral fins are present in

Luvarus E.AFIN., Proctostegus Nakdo.
Sp. Luvarus imperialis Eafin.

;

from the Mediterranean Sea.

unknown to me: is this its place? Teeth none.
Branchiostegous membrane with 3 or 4 rays. Body scaleless.
Anus
Note.— This

fish

is

covered by an osseous scale.

Ventral

none.

Authors say that

Schmalz

di alcuni nuovi generi, &c. Palermo, 18 ro, 8vo, p. 22

and

-De Proctostego novo

Teeth minute,

scales.

J.

D.

Naedo

Body

compressed, covered

crowded in jaws, vomer

thin,

Dorsal

thoracic.

fins

two,

the anterior

aculeate,

Aculeus incumbent in front of the anterior dorsal

shorter.

is

Branchiostegous membrane with seven rays.

and palate-bones.
Ventral fins

;

it

Caratteri

Piscium genere Specimen, Patavii, 1827, 4to.

Seriola Cuv., Micropteryx Agass.

with small

two

fins

alUed to the genus of the Stromatei. Comp. Eafinesque,

fin;

aculei in front of anal fin.
Sp. Seriola cosmopolita Cuv., Scomber chloris Bl. IchtJt. Tab. 339, Spix Pise.
Brasiliens. Tab. 59, Gov. et Val. Poiss. ix. PI. 259
in the Atlantic,
;

on the coasts both of America and Africa, and

Temnodon Cuv.

in the

Indian Ocean.

(Characters almost of the preceding genus,

but jaws with front row of teeth acute,

flat,

distant.)

Sp. Temnodon saltator Cuv., Gasterosteus saliatrix L., Pomatomtis Skib
Poiss. IV. PI. 8,

figured in the

fig.

3,

(also

same work.

Lac,

under the name of Cheilodipterus heptacanthus,
III.

PI. 21, fig.

3,

according to Commerson)

Cuv. R. Ani., dd. ill., Poiss. PL 56, fig. 3; this species lives in almost the
whole ocean, and also in the eastern parts of the Mediterranean Sea.

Lactarius Cuv., Valenc.
Sp. Lactarius delicatulus

Nomeus Cuv.
Teeth subincurved,
palate-bones.
tral

Dorsal

lactarius Bl.,

Schn.

elongate, covered with very small scales.

distant, in a single

row

in jaws, in

vomer and
Ven-

Branchiostegous membrane with seven rays.

thoracic,

fins

Body

Valenc, Scomher

large,

broad,

concrete

at

the

inner margin.

fins two.
Sp.

Nomeus Mauritii Cuv., Gohius Gronovii Gil., Eleotris Mauritii Bloch,
Lac, Marcgr, Hist. Nat. Brasil, jp. 153^;
Nomeus Peronii Cuv., Guerin Iconogr., Poiss. PI, 31, fig. i.

Schn., Gohiomorus Gronovii

—
^

Maecgraf

does not, as

is

stated

by Lacepkde and others, name this
illi, quern vulgo Harder appellamtis.

Harder, but only says, piscis figura similis

fish

—

—
IGO
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Porthmeus Cuv., Valenc.
Nauclerus Cuv., Valenc.

Body

Psenes Cuv., Valenc.
declivous,

anteriorly,

Dorsal

two, contiguous.

fins

obtuse

thin teeth, in a single

Branchiostegous membrane with

row; palatine teeth none.
rays.

Head

oval, compressed.

Jaws with

short.

Ventral

fins

six

Scales

thoracic.

moderate.
Sp. Psenes cyanophrys Cuv,,

Val.

Poiss. ix. PI. 265. &c.

Body comTeeth thin, crowded in jaws and palate.
Branchiostegous membrane with 7 9 rays. An incumbent spine,
[TracJnnotns and Licliia Cuv.).

Trachinotus Lac.

pressed, oblong or oval.

—

directed forwards in the anterior part of back, over pectoral fins;
several other short free spines, in place of

Two

dorsal fin soft, opposite to anal.

Ventral

Caudal

fins short, tlioracic.

first

dorsal fin

second

;

spines in front of anal

fin large,

deeply

fin.

with

bifid,

elongate, produced lobes.
Cluetodon glaucus Bloch, Ichth. Tab. aio,

Sp. Trachinotus glaucus Cuv.,

South America, West Indian Sea;

De

Lichia amia Cuv., Rondel.

amia

L.,

Cuv, R. Ani., ed.

ill.,

Trachinotus amia, Scomber

Piscib. p. 254,

PL 54, fig. 3; this species becomes more than 4' long; it occurs in
the Mediterranean Sea and in the Atlantic Ocean as far as the Cape

Poiss.

of

Good Hope,

as does Scomber glaucus L. {Lichia Cuv.),

Cuv.

et

Valenc.

Poiss. VIII. PI. 234.

Chorinemus Cuv., Valenc.

[Scomheroides Lac).

(Characters and habit nearly of Trachinotus, but there are several

and anal

false dorsal

Body

Naucrates Rafin.

Teeth

thin,

finlets.

Two

elongate, fusiform.

crowded in jaws and

brane with seven rays.
fin.

Scales small, lanceolate).

Some

palate.

Head compressed.

Branchiostegous

mem-

free spines in place of first dorsal

spines in front of anal

fin.

Sp. Naucrates cluctor Cuv., Gastcrosteus ductor L., Scomber ductor Hasselq.,

Bloch

Ichth. Tab. 388,

Cuv.

rt

Val.

Poiss. viii. PI. 232,

Yakeell

Brit.

149; bluish, with broad perpendicular darker bands. This fish
lives in the Mediterranean Sea and in many parts of the Atlantic Ocean ;
Fish.

and

I.

p.

since

it

known

is

lootse,

le pilote,

PI. 30, fig.

what falls overby the name of the pilot-fish, loots-mannetje,

fallows ships, like sharks, in order to catch

well

board,

r,

&c.

&c.

to sailors

Naucrates indicus Cuv.,

Guerin

Iconoyr.,

Poiss.

—
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Elacate Cuv.
in front of anal

(Characters of the preceding genus, but no spines

Head

fin.

elongate, depressed.)

Elacate atlantica Cuv.,

Sp.

Valenc, Pom.

et

Lucoscomhriis mihi

Scomber niger Bloch, Jchth. Tab. 337, Cuv.

viii. PI. 233, &c.

[Gemjyylus and

Body

Cuv.).

Tliyrsites

elongate, compressed, with scales none or conspicuous only at the end

of

tail

and along the lateral line. Teeth compressed, acute, unequal,
row in jaws, the middle of upper jaw much larger than

in a single

the

Branchiostegous membrane with seven rays.

rest.

Head

elon-

jaw produced beyond upper. Ventral
two contiguous, and several free finlets

gate, depressed above; lower

Dorsal

fins thoracic.

fins

behind the second.

Vomer and

Gempylus Cuv.

palate-hones edentulous.

Ventral

very small.

fins

Sp. Lucoscomhrus serpens, Scomber serpens

Gempylus coluber Cuv.

et

Val.

Gempylus approaches Lepidopus by

Ventral

fins

Val.

Lucoscombrus

coluber,

its

much

elongated body.

small or moderate.

Lucoscombrus atmi, Scomber aiun

Sp.

;

Teeth in vomer and palate-bones few, in a single

Thyrsites Cuv.

row, conical.

Solandek

Poiss. viii. PI. 221, &c.

Poiss. vni.

PI.

Lac,

Thyrsites atun Cuv., Cuv.

219, Cuv. R. Ani., 6d.

ill.,

Poiss. PI. 49, fig,

et
i

;

from the sea around South Africa, very common at the Cape of
Good Hope, and known to the Dutch colonists as a palatable and very

a

fish

cheap food under the name of Snoel: (Pike).
of

more than

Tliis species attains

a length

3'.

Body elongate, comTeeth conical, compressed, in a single row in both jaws;
Branchiostegous
teeth few, incurved in vomer and palate-bones.
membrane witli seven rays. Small biaculeate horny shields disRuvettus Cocco, Eovefiis Canteaine.

pressed.

persed in regular rows throughout the body; scales very small.
First dorsal fin long, depressed, second higher, almost contiguous
to the former.

A

single false finlet behind the second dorsal

opposite to a similar accessory anal

Sp. Ruvettus pretiosus Cocco, Rovetus Temminckii Cantraine,
Ital.,

This

Pisces, Tab. 128,
fish attains

Memoir,

a length of from

fin,

fin.

tie

4'

to

I'Acad. de Bruxelles,
5',

and

is

found

in the

Bonap. Faun.
Tom. x. 1835.
Mediterranean

Sea at Sicily and Malta.

Cyhium Cuv.

Body

compressed, oval.

Teeth in jaws

single row, triangular, often large ; teeth in palate small.

VOL.

II.

in a

Branchi11
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membrane with seven

ostegous

Tail carinate in the mid-

rays.

and with two oblique cutaneous folds on each side

dle,

of caudal

Dorsal

fin.

fins two,

resolved into spurious

fins,

contiguous

at the base

posterior part of second

;

Ventral fins

opposite to anal finlets.

thoracic, short.

Cyiium Commersonii Cuv., Scomber Commersonii Lacep., &c.
from the Indian and West Indian Seas,

Species

Sp.

(Sarda previously).

Pelamys Cuv.
around the pectoral

Larger scales in a belt

fins.

Cyhium Pelamys, Scomber Pelamys Bruennich

Sp.

(not L.), Scomber Sarcla

Bloch, Ichth. Tab. 334, Cuv. et Valenc. Poiss. viii. PL 217; in the
Mediterranean Sea and also in the Atlantic Ocean, along the east coast of
America.

TJiynnus Cuv. (with addit. of subgenus Orcpius CvY. B. Am.).

Body compressed,

oval, with tail slender.

m jaws

a single row

Teeth small, subulate, in

crowded teeth in vomer and palate-bones.
Branchiostegous membrane with seven rays. Tail carinate in the
;

fine

middle, and with two oblique cutaneous folds at the base of caudal
fin

on each

Dorsal

side.

fins two,

subcontiguous

;

posterior part of

second resolved into several spurious pinnules, opposite to the
anal

Scales larger, and

finlets.

fins, in

somewhat

coarser round the pectoral

the anterior part of back and at the lateral line.
Sp.

Thynnus vulgaris Cuv., Scomber Thynnus
210,

PI.

GUEEIN

becomes more than
is,

L.,

Iconogr., Poiss. PI. 27, fig,
8' long, lives principally in

Cuv.
2;

et

Val.

Poiss. viii.

the tunny;

this

fish

the Mediterranean Sea, but

however, also captured in the Atlantic Ocean and North Sea.

The

pec-

Thynnus alalonga, Scomber
alatunga Gmel., Cuv. el Val. Poiss. viii. PI. 215, where it extends as far
as behind the connected part of the second dorsal fin, and attains almost
toral fin

is

long, scythe-shaped

;

still

longer

is it in

one- third of the length of the whole body.
is

In the seas of

warm

Poiss. VIII. PI. 213,

four

Faun. Jap., Pise. Tab. 49,

brown longitudinal bands on each

regions

Valenc,
with short pectoral fins and

found Thynnus Pelamys Cuv., Scomber Pelamys L., Cuv.

et

side of the belly {la bonite

a ventre

raye).

Scomher Cuv.
almost

all

(Species of

gen.

Scomber L.).

the other characters) of the preceding genus.

Teeth
Dorsal

(and
fins

two, remote from each other, with a large part of the middle of

back

finless.

Auxis Cuv. Scales larger
the pectoi'al

fin.

at the anterior part of

Tail carinate in the middle.

back and around

—

;

nscES.
Auxis vulyaris,

Sp.

Rafinesqoe

New

MERSON,

Cuv., Scomber hisus Rafin., Scomber Rochei Risso,

Caratteri, &c. Tab.

PI. 216, in the
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ii.

fig.

Cuv.

i,

Auxis

Mediterranean Sea;

taso

et

Valenc.

Poiss. viii.

Cuv., Scomber taso CoM-

Guinea.

body

Scales of whole

Scomber Cuv.

with two cutaneous
without a middle

ou each

folds

small, almost equal.

Tail

side at the base of caudal fin,

keel.

Block Ichth. Tab. 54; Slcandinaviens Fiskar, PI. 29;
the mackerel; five false finlets [pinncB accessonce) on the back, and five

Sp. Scomber scomher'L.,

or four of the same behind the anal
invisible to the

longer than

and occurs

1

naked eye

6".

The mackerel

also in the Atlantic

Sea, perhaps to 61°

N.L.

is

;

the scales are very small, almost

Ocean as

length of
in the

far as 300

on the Dutch

;

summer, from June to August.
bladder, which however

fin

may attain a
very common

this fish

;

2',

but

seldom

is

Mediterranean Sea,

N.L.

;

also in the

coast, especially in the

North

middle of

The common mackerel has no swimming-

present in other very similar species from

is

the Mediterranean, Scomber colias Gm., Cdv., and Scomber pneumatophoi-us

La Eoche.
B.

Lateral line carinate, marked by acuUate shields or

largei' scales.

Bodj depressed.
Caranx (Commers., Lac. in part) Cuv.
Lateral line loricate, or armed with spines throngliout its whole exTeeth in jaws small, conical, crowded,
tent or in posterior part.
sometimes larger in front row, in some none. Teeth in vomer and
Branch iostegoiis mempalate-bones very often small, acute, few.
Pharyngeal teeth globose.

brane with seven rays.
thoracic.

Dorsal

fins

Ventral fins

two; an incmnbent spine, pointing forwards

in front of first fin, the second sometimes resolved into false fins.

Two

Ventral

free spines in fr-ont of anal fin.
Sp. Caranx trachurus
et

Val.

Lac, Scomber

Poiss. IX. Tab. 246

second dorsal

fin

undivided

;

;

fins thoracic.

(rachurus Block,

IcJiih.

Tab. 56, Gov.

the scad, or horse-maclcerel ; teeth very small
the shields along the lateral line begin close

This fish usually becomes i' long, although occasionally
larger specimens of 16" or more are captured.
It is met with in the Medi-

behind the head.

terranean Sea, the North Sea, and in the Atlantic Ocean as far as the Cape
of

Good Hope, and even

varieties, or

in the Indian Sea.

There are however different

perhaps species, which have been united under the same name.

In the other species of this numerous genus the lateral line is armed
its hindmost part only.
In some, of which CuviER formed

with shields in

the sub-genus Citula, the
fins is

first soft

ray of the second dorsal and of the anal

produced into a long filament.

cirrhostis

Ehrenb., Cuv.

Vomer Cuv. {Zeus L.
compressed, declivous.

et

Val.

in part).

Sp. Caranx citxda Cuv., Caranx

Poiss. ix. PI. 250.

Body

compressed, high.

Head

Scales very small or inconspicuous, larger

11—2

—
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Teeth small in both jaws, crowded in a narrow
In pharyngeal bones small,

in tlie lateral line.

zone; some very small teeth in vomer.

Rays

globose, crowded teeth.

Dorsal

of branchiostegous

fins either two, the anterior low,

place of anterior fin; the second, like the anal
elongate, filiform.

Ventral

membrane

with rays often

fin,

fins thoracic.

The middle

Lateral line ahnost parallel to back.

Olistus Cuv.

seven.

or short disjoined rays in

rays of second dorsal fin and of anal fin not branched, produced into

very long filaments.
Sp. Olistus maldbarieus Cuv.

Vomer

Val.

et

Poiss. ix. PI. 251.

Blepharis, Gallichthys Cuv., Argyreiosus

{Scyris,

Cuv., Vomer Cuv.).

Lateral line convex above pectoral

semicircular, then running straight in the middle of

caudal
Sp.

fins,

Lac,
almost

body to the

fin.

Vomer vomer

p. 161,
fig. 2

nob., ZeiLS vomer L., Abacatuia

Linn. Mus. Ad. Frkl. Tab.
the second ray of the dorsal

;

than the body. This species

York

lives

fin is

Maecge. Hist. Nat. Brasil.
Bloch Iclith. Tab. 193,

fig. 9,

31,

prolonged into a filament longer

on the East Coast of America, from

New

to Brasil.

Vomer

Gallus, Gallichthys major Cuv., Zeus Gallus (L.

Ichth. Tab. 192, fig.

at the

Sunda

Cuv.
&c.

Islands,

Iconogr., Poiss.

much

i,

PI.

et

Val.

;

Gallichthys

31, fig. 3.

The

elongated rays.

Poiss. ix. PI. 254

In

1)

;

Russell, Bloch

in the

Indian Sea

yEgyptiacus Eheenb., Gube.

this species the ventral fins also

have

ventral fins on the contrary are very short in

Vomer Broumii Cuv., and the rays of the dorsal and anal

fins are

not

prolonged ^.

Hynnis Cuv.

Dorsal

fin single, opposite to anal.

at the posterior part of tail loricate

Lateral line

with spined shields. Remaining

characters those of the preceding gemis.
Sp. Ilynriis Goreensis, Cuv.

Mouth

II.

in

et

Val.

Body

protractile.

Poiss. ix. PI. 257.

compressed, high.

Ventral fins thoracic

all.

A.

Two

contiguous dorsal fins.

Caudal fin rounded.

Teeth very small, acute, subulate,
Zeus L. (in part), Cuv.
crowded in a narrow belt in jaAvs, teeth few in vomer. Branchioste-

^

There are

difiierent fossil species

from the tertiary formation, which belong to the

Scomberoids, especially in Monte Bolca.

rhombeus AgaSS., Poiss. foss. v. Tab.
belly, as in

Mene

(see below, p. 166),

surpassing the length of the body.

2,

Very common amongst

these

is

Gasteronemus

with strongly projecting inferior margin of the

and the second ray of the ventral

fin filiform, far
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goiis

by

membrane with seven

A

a long filament.

and

Spines of

rays.

row

Lateral line incurved equably

at the sides of second dorsal fin.

throughout
Sp.

entire length, parallel to back.

its

Zeus faher L., Willughb. Tab.

Iconogr.,

Poiss.

PI.

fig.

32,

Ichthyotom. Taf. xiii.

dorsal fin increased

first

of osseous shields in the keel of belly,

fig.

i

;

s.

Bloch

i6,

Guerin
Rosenthal

Ichth. Tab. 41,

figured

skeleton

the

and Agassiz

i,

Scales small, oval.

in

Poiss. foss. v. Tab. B, fig. 2

;

the Dory, Sotmenjisch, laDoree; in the Mediterranean Sea and the Atlantic

Ocean

North Sea this fish has the northern limit of its distribution,
The colour of the fishes observed by me was, in
agreement with Cuvier's statement, bluish-gi-ey (lead-coloured), and not
a lively yellow as in the figure of Bloch. Above and behind the pectoral
fin is a large round black spot, surrounded by a ring of lighter colour and
an outermost very black ring. In old individuals this spot is more undefined
and dull. In the specimens also of Zeits pungio Cuv. which I investigated,
I saw the same spot. This species from the Mediterranean Sea is distinguished by a large spine from the scapula, which extends backwards above

as

it

in the

;

seems, at 54°.

the gill-covers.

Capros Lac.

Cuv.

Valenc,

et

Poiss. x. PI. 280.

Eyes

Scales small, coarse, aculeate (ctenoid).

Branchiostegous membrane with five rays.

very large.

Capros aper Lac, Zens aper L., Perca pusilla Bruennich, Eondelet

Sp.

Be

Piscib. p. i6i,

Yarrell

Brit. Fish.

i.

p. 169,

Cuv.

des Poiss. X. PI. 281, from the Mediterranean Sea.

so great an affinity with Zeus as to allow of

genus, appears to

many

me

its

The

very doubtful.

respects very different; there are,

et Valenc. Hist. nat.
Whether this fish has

being placed next to that

internal structure, too,
gr.

ex.

in

is

only two short pyloric

appendages, which are so numerous in the rest of the Sconiberoids.
Agassiz would place this Esh with Datnia amongst the Percoids. But
near Ccntriscus amongst the A ulostomes, where it has also been proposed
to arrange it, it would have been beyond doubt in a much less appropriate
position than near Zetis.

Dorsal Jin

B,

Caudal fin forlced.

single.

Lamp'is Retzius, Ghrysotosus Lac. Scales small or moderate,
Teeth none. Branchiostegous membrane with seven

deciduous.
rays.

Dorsal

fin witli three

undivided rays, the third ray longest.

Ventral fins with numerous rays (14 or 15), elongate.
Sp.

Lampris

Encyd.
fig. 2,

Zews giMatim Bruenn., Zeus luna Gmel.,

guitatus Retz.,

7net7i.,

Poiss.

Yarrell

PI.

39,

Prit. Fish.

i.

fig.

155,

p. 173,

Guerin

Cuv.

et

Iconogr., Poiss.

Val.

PI.

32.

Poiss. x. PI. 282, &c.

fish, silver-coloured with white shining
found in the North Sea, and attains usually

This rare and beautifully ornamented
spots and deep-red

fins,

a length of more than

3',

is

sometimes even more than

circumstantially described and figured in

its

4'.

particulars

The

skeleton

is

by G. Bakker

in

;
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This

fish feeds principally

on Cephalopods and also on Medusce.

Mene Lacep. Body mudi compressed, with back nearly straight,
ahdomen convex, prominent. Teeth very small, crowded in jaws.
Branchiostegous membrane with seven rays. Anal fin low. Ventral
fins

with few and short rays, except the second, which

into a long filament.

Caudal

fin

is

produced

with lobes divaricate.

Mene maculcUa Cuv., Zeus maculatus Bl., Mene Annce Carolina Lacep.
Bloch Syst. Ichth. Tab. 22, Schleqel Faun.Japon.,
Pise. Tab. 67, fig. 3; in the Indian Sea and at Japan.

Sp.

Poiss. V. PI. 14, fig. 2,

Teeth

Equula Cuv.

membrane with

gent rays

—

(7

Ventral

9).

jaws mostly small, setaceous. BranDorsal fin with several pun-

in

chiostegous

five rays.

with a strong pungent ray.

fins

Scales

Lateral line parallel to back.

small.

Equula

Sp.

Zeus insidiator Bloch, Ichth. Tab. 192, figs. 2, 3
This genus
i. PI. 23, fig. 2, &c.

insidiaivix,

—Equula fasciata Cuv., Mem. du Mus.

belongs to the eastern hemisphere and contains species from the
the Indian Ocean and the Southern Pacific, aU of small

XXXIX.

Family

Squamipennes.

in palate.

fins

Ventral

fins thoracic.

Dorsal and anal

continuous with trunk.

Body

Teeth
covered with

high, covered with ctenoid scales.

Scaly-jmned fishes.

They are

Body

Cuv.

Scorpis

sometimes also
mostly thick,

scales,

North

Branchiostegous mevibrane

Sea.

ivith 7 rays.

covered with small scales.

oval,

all

in great part fishes from the

tropical seas; one species alone occurs in the
Teeth in palate.

Sea,

compressed, mostly

in jaws,

All have a compressed body, and almost

a large swimming-bladder.

A.

Red

size.

Head

Teeth crowded in a broad band, thin in jaws, with an
outer row of larger, cylindrical, acute teeth. Teeth in palate-bones,
vomer and tongue, sharp, short, crowded. Dorsal fin with several
short, scaly.

(10)

short spines,

tlie

soft part

acuminate anteriorly.

Caudal

fin

lunate.
Sp.

Scorpis (jeorgianus Gov.

et

Val.

Poiss. viii. PI. 245, fi-om the South Sea

at New-Holland.

Brama Cuv.

(spec, of

genus

Brama

Bl., Schn.).

attenuated posteriorly behind the dorsal and anal
pressed, truncato-declivous.
tant, in

fins.

Body oval,
Head com-

Maxillary teeth subulate, acute, dis-

upper jaw with a single outer row somewhat larger

;

teeth of

—
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second row larger in lower jaw.
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Teeth acute,

thin, in a single

row

Teeth in vomer and tongue none. Dorsal fin long,
low, anteriorly higher, with only three spines.
Scales moderate,
in palate-bones.

covering the body, head, and vertical

Caudal

fins.

deeply ex-

fin

with lobes acuminate, elongate.

cised,

Sp.

Brama

thal

Willughb. Hist. Pise. Tab. v. fig.
Val. Poiss. vii. PI. 190; the skeleton

Eaji Bl., Schn.,

Ichih. Tab. 273,

Cov.

et

Ichtliyotom. Taf. xii.

silver coloured, pectoral

attains a length of r.y

fig. i

;

;

it

Bloch

in

Rosen-

the back black, the sides bluish, the belly

and ventral

— 2^'

12,

fins yellowish

;

the last small. This fish

occurs in the Mediterranean and also in the

North Sea. The cranium has a high, erect crest, like that of Coryphmna
hippurus L., which on the whole it resembles, although the rest of the
skeleton

bladder

PemijJieris

very different.

is
is

There are

five pyloric

appendages

;

a swimming-

not present.

Cuv.

(spec, of Kurtiis

BL).

Body broad

anteriorly

with abdomen convex, attenuate posteriorly, covered with large deci-

Head scaly, short, with eyes very large. Teeth small,
crowded in jaws, in palate-bones and vomer. Dorsal fin short,

duous
thin,

scales.

acuminate, towards the fore part placed over the pectoral fins; anal
fin long.

Lateral line nearer to back, parallel with

it.

Sp. Penipheris mangula Cuv., Pempheris taifensis ejusd. Cov.

Bleekek Pempheris

et

Val.

Poiss.

and Pemph.
nesogall ica Cov. ought to be united with it) in the Indian and Pacific
Pempheris mcxicana
Oceans, from the island of Mauritius to Otaheite
Cuv., GuEK. Iconogr., Poiss. PI. 26, fig. 2. To this genus belongs also
Kurtus argenteus Bl., Schn. Syst. Ichth. Tab. 41.
VII.

PI. loi

(according to

vanicolensis

;

;

Head flat above the very large eyes. Jaws,
Toiwtes' Cuv.
vomer and palate-bones rough with very small, short, crowded
teeth.
Lower jaw longer; gape of mouth large. Dorsal fin opposite

to

anal, remote towards the tail, furnished

with four strong

spines.
Sp. Toxotes jaculator Cuv., Sciccna jaculatrix Schlossek, Scarus Schlosseri

Gmel., Lac, Lahrus jaculatrix
Fishes of the Ganges, PI. 14,
in the sea,

and

fig.

(sic)

34,

Lacep., Coius chatareus Buchan.,

Guerin

Iconogr., Poiss. PI. 26,

in rivers, in the East Indies, at the

Sunda

fig.

3;

Islands, the

Moluccan Arcliipelago and New-Guinea. This fish throws drops of water
upon insects that chance to be on water-plants, and thus causes them to
fall

into the water, in order to overpower them.

Pimehpterus Lac, Cuv.
covering body and head.
right angle, sectorial

by

{Xyster COMMERS,).

Scales large,

Maxillary teeth of outer row broken at a
their anterior vertical portion, affixed

by

—
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placed

other small, thin teeth

their posterior horizontal portion;

behind the outer. Vomer and palate-hones rough with small teeth.
Dorsal fin long, beginning over ventral fins, with ten or eleven pungent spines, with

part opposite to anal

its soft

Lac,

Pimelepterus Boscii

Sp.

I

;

fig.

Gov.

i,

from New-Guinea, and

different

et

Val., Poiss.

Guerin

Pimelepterus altipinnis Cuv.,

vni. PI. 137, at Carolina;
Poiss. PI. 25, fig.

Poiss. iv. PI, 9,

fin.

species

Iconogr.

from the

Indian Ocean.
Branchvostegous memhrane

Teeth in palate mostly nxme.

B.

witJt,

six or

ivith five rays.
JSfote.

— CoviER divided

the Squamipennes according to the presence and

the defect of palatine teeth, and disallowed these teeth to the following
genera entirely. Yet in the skeleton of Platax artkriticus I observe some

few acute teeth

vomer, and in Psettus rhonibeus very minute teeth

in the

are present in five parcels, namely, in the vomer, the palate and pterygoid
On this account I think that this character must be restricted
bones.
to the majority,

and have added another taken from the number of rays

of the branchiostegous membrane.

Strong teeth with sharp flat margin, arDipterodon Cuv.
ranged in jaws in a single row, behind this row in upper jaw
others small, short. Dorsal fins two contiguous (or dorsal fin deeply
emarginate in front of

soft rays).

Dipterodon capensis Cuv.

Sp.

Psettus

Val.

Poiss. vii. PI. 188.

Maxillary teeth crowded, very small,

COMMERS., Cuv.

distinguishable rather

et

by touch than

Body

sight.

in

some

oval, in

Dorsal and anal fins falciform, with the

others very high, short.
points only emergent of the pungent rays in the anterior part.
Ventral fins w4th a small spine conspicuous, and one or a few soft
rays, scarcely distinguishable.

Chcetodon rhomheus Bl., Schn.,

Psettus Sehce Cdv.,

Sp.

Tab. 16,

fig.

21,

Cdv.

et

—Psettus Commersonii,
4,

Scales moderate.

Val.

Poiss. yii. PI. 189,

Seba Thesaur.

iii.

from the coast of Guinea;

Monodactylus falciformis Lac. Poiss.

11.

PI. 5, fig.

&c.

Platax Cuv. Teeth sharp, subulate or setaceous, densely crowd-

ed in jaws like a
fins falciform,

brush.

Body very

Scales small.

Ventral

Platax BlocMi Cuv., Cluetodon

Bleeker
ill.,

liigh

;

dorsal

and anal

with pungent spines in the anterior margin immersed,

almost concealed.
Sp.

little

fins elongate.

vespertilio

Block, Ichth. Tab. 199,

fig. 2
;

unites with this species Platax Ehrenbergii Cuv., B. Ani., ed.

Poiss., PI. 42, fig.

I,

which probably agrees with Chcetodon pinnatus'L.

—
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Ad. Frid. Tab.

Mtis.

This species lives in the Red Sea and
33, fig. 6.
Indian Ocean, like Platax teira Guv., Chcetodon teira Bloch 1. 1,

in the

fig. r, with which Bleeker unites Platax vespcrtilio japonicus Schleg.
Faun. Japon., Pise. Tab. 43. The length of the dorsal and anal fins can-

not supply a character, since these

and rounded.

Bleekek

See P.

fins in old individuals

van

in the Verh.

become obtuse

lid Batav.

Genootschap

XXIII. Deel, 1850.

Platax arthriticus Cuv., Chcetodon arthritlcus
for 1793, PI. 6;

Sumatra, Java.

many

high crest;

tubercles or soft

skull

is

W.

Bell, Philos. Transact.

remarkable from a thick,

spinous processes and interspinal bones have
This species attains a very conspicuous

of the

bony

The

swellings.

size.

Amongst
pennes,

the fossil fishes

species also

many other squamiPlatax altissimns Agass.

of Monte Bolea, with

of this genus occur,

as

Poiss. foss. IV. PI. 41.

Chcetodon L. (excl. of some species^). Body oval, often high.
Teeth in jaws setaceous, crowded. Gape of mouth smalL Ventral

Palate edentulous.

fins distinct.

These

Rock-fish.

fishes,

mostly very beautifully coloured, of the
The form is various, and iu this

tropical seas, are very numerous.

respect even the species of the sub-genera or smaller groups differ

from each other, so that there are transitions from the one form to
Four principal gi-oups may be distinguished, round each

the other.

of which other smaller sub-genera arrange themselves.
a)

Prceopcreulum armed at

the lotver

part with a large spine directed

hackivards,

Holacanthus Lac. (and Pomacanthus

ejusd.).

Dorsal

fin sino-le

caudal fin mostly rounded.
Ad. Frid. Tab. 33, fig. 5, Bloch Ichth. Tab.
and some other species with a very high body, and in

Sp. Cluetodon armatus L., Mas.
201,

fig.

2;

this

that case without spinous rays in the dorsal fin {Pomacanthus Cuv.), are
from South America. Others have an oval bod}^, with a great number of

—

spinous rays in the dorsal

fin

(13—15), and the prseoperculum with a margin

Of this division species are found in
ex.gr. in the gulph of Mexico: ChcEtodon ciliaris L.,
Mus. Ad. Frid. Tab. 33, fig. i, Bloch Ichth. Tab. 214, Gubrin Iconogr.,

usually toothed (Holacanthus Cuv.).

both hemispheres
Poiss. PI. 23,

;

fig. I

;

Chcetodon nicoharcensis Bl., Schn., Holacanthus geo-

metricus Lacep., Cuv.,

marked

Bloch

Syst. Ichth.

Tab.

50

(a

small

elegantly

and Chcetodon imperator Bloch Ichth. Tab. 194, Encycl.
PL 93, fig. 284, are on the other hand from the E, Indies.

species),

Meth., Poiss.

1 Compare above, Dascyllus, p. 132, Acanthurv.s,
p. iig;—CJiwtodon
and Gh. rotundus L. belong to the genus Glyp>hisodon Lac, p. 132.

saxatilis

L.

—

—
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PrcBoperculum unarmed.

b)

Dorsal

Ephippus Cuv.

two, or dorsal fin deeply emarginate

fins

in front of soft i-ays (Taurichthys Cuv.), posterior alone scaly.

Add

sub-genera Scatophagus and Drepane Cuv.

Bloch

Chceiodon argus L., Scatophagus argus Cuv.,

Sp.
fig.

I

;

Ichth. Tab. 204,

Val. Poiss. vii. PI.
ChcBtodon gigas Parkinson, Ephippus gigas

Cluetodon taurus, Taurichthys varius Cuv.

et

181; both from E. Indies.
Cuv. from the eaf3t coast of America, from New York to Brasil. This species
becomes 16" long, which in this family is an extraordinary size. To this
species belongs the club-shaped
{Gottorfische

bone described and figured by Olearius
fol. p. 18, Tab. ix. fig. 3) and

Kunstkammer, Schleswig, 1666,

WoRMius {Mus. Reg. Eafniai, 1696, fol. p. 18, Tab. ix. fig. 2); it is the intersjiinal bone, much thickened downwards, to which the first two rays of
See a figure and description of the skeleton of

the anal fin are attached.

this fish (erroneously given as Chcetodon faber) in

Wormio

peculiari,

Dorsal

Ileniochus Cuv.

Wolf

B.

fin single, entirely scaly,

membrane with

with one or two

Body

anterior rays produced into a very long filament.

(Branchiostegous

Diss, de Osse

Berolini, 1824, 4to.

dicto.

high, short.

four or five rays).

Sp. Chcttodon macrolepidotus L. (and acuminatus ejusd., Mus. Ad. Frid. Tab.

Bloch

33, fig. 3),

Ichth. Tab. 200, fig.

Island of Mauritius to New-Guinea.

from the Indian Sea, from the
In another species the scales are

i,

very small {Chcetodon cornutus L., Zanclus cornutus Cuv.).

Dorsal

Clicetodon Cuv.

fin single, quite scaly;

equal or anterior and posterior

(Branchiostegous

less.

membrane with

pungent rays sub-

Tail short, caudal fin truncate.

six rays.)

Chcetodon rostratus, Chelmon rostratus Cuv., Linn. Mus.

Sp.

Bloch

33, fig. 2,

40, fig.

I

;

Tab. 202,

Ichth,

fig.

i,

Cuv. R. Ani,, ed.

this fish besprinkles insects that sit

Ad, Frid, Tab.
ill,,

Poiss. PI.

on water-plants,

like the

Toxotes (see above, p. 167).

K. and "V. Hass. {Chcetodon enneacanthus Cuv.,
K. and V. H., Clicetodon melanopus Cuv., auct. Bleeker)
Cuv. R, Ani., ed. ill., PI. 38, fig. 2. Both these species are from the E.
Indies, as is Chcetodon vagabundus L., Bloch Ichth. Tab. 204, and some
Chcetodon chrysozonus

Chcetodon labiatus

others.

From

the western hemisphere there are of the Linnean species Chcetodon

Mus, Ad. Frid. Tab. 33, fig. 7, Bloch Ichth. Tab. 205, fig. i,
and the small Chcetodon capistratus L., Mu^s. Ad. Frid, 1. 1. fig. 4, Bloch

striatus L.,

1.

1.

fig. 9,

Family XL.
ejusd.).

Body

the last

named very common

SjJaroidei

in collections.

Cuv. (with the addition

of Mcenoidei

compressed, elongate or oval, covered with large

scales, not thick, ctenoid.

Eyes

large.

Teeth mostly in jaws oply

;
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edentulous,

palate

ostegous

or small teetli

membrane mostly
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in vomer.

Eays

of branchi-

Opercles never spinose.

six.

Pectoral

middle of body or
forked. Dorsal fin lonar.

fins large, often falcate, protracted as far as the

further.

Ventral

fins thoracic.

Caudal

fin

Ijateral line parallel to back, continuous,

This family contains marine
in the Mediten-anean

;

also observed in the

North

fishes,

mostly very
of which

distinct.

many

species occur

only four or five of these species have been

They have much

Sea.

affinity

with

the Percoids, but in these the palate-bones are mostly furnished

with teeth, which is not the case here, and in very few do teeth
occur on the vomer. Moreover in the SjKiroids the opercular bones
are without teeth or spines; at most the prseoperculum is finely
striated or incised at the margin.
dages,

commonly four

There are but few pyloric appen-

or five (in some six, in others only three).

They have a very large swimming-bladder. Troschel has lately
drawn attention to the peculiarity which the scales present in this
family. The strife on the scales do not extend over their whole siu'face, as is usual,

in a direction parallel to the margin, but at the

sides of each scale

they run obliquely or almost at right angles to

the margin from the middle, and are the prolongations of the concentric stride of the posterior part.

similar scales in

Apogon and

some other genera of

Troschel, however, observed
fishes,

Mullus, Upeneus, Sillago,

Troschel, Ueher die Begrenzung der Familie
der Sparoiden, Archiv filr Naturgesch.^lSid, s. 382
386, Taf 8.
Psettus.

—

To the character of the uninterrupted lateral line there is only one excepknown in the new S. American genus Acharnes Muell., Trosch., in

tion

which

also there are only five branchial rays,

however on the other hand

belongs, from the protractile mouth, to the division of the Mcenids.

it

See

A

R. ScHOMBURGK Relsen in Britisch-Guiana, in. Thl. 1848, s. 622.
figure
is in Mueller m. Troschell, Horce Ichlhyolog. in. Tab. v.

of this fish
fig.

3-

A. Mouth protractile. (Long
received between the orbits.)

tegous

membrane with

pecHcles of the intermaxillary bones

Mcenoidei or Mcenides.

Branchios-

six rays.

Smari's Cuv. (with addition of genera Mmna Cuv. and Ccesio
COMMERS., Cuv.). Teeth small, crowded in a narrow belt in jaws.
Dorsal fin single, long, in most nearly of the same height throughout
its whole extent.
Three elongate scales at the ventral fins, two

acuminate,

lateral,

the third lanceolate, placed between the two

fins.

—
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Body elongate, fusiform
Caudal fin lunate or forked.
crowded.
Pharyngeal teeth setaceous,
CoMMERS., Lac.

Ccesio

base, beginning

Dorsal

behind pectoral

fin

or

oval.

scaly tliroughout or at the

fins.

Kuhl and V. Hass., Sparus cuning Bloch, IcldTi. Tab.
Valenc. Poiss. vi. PI. 166. In this species Bleeker
found in large specimens the vomer rough from very small teeth. He observed the same in a new species, which he names Ccesio Pingalo {Verh. van

Sp. Ccesio erythrogaster
•263, fig. I,

het. Bcttav.

Cuv.

et

Genootschap xxiii. Deel, Bijclrage

tot

de kennis

cler

Sparoiclen en

Mcenoiclen van den Soenda-MoluJcschen ArcMpel.). This observation

is

for us

an additional reason why we should not divide Mcena Cuv. as a genus from
Smaris. All the species hitherto known of the sub-genus Ccesio are from
the eastern hemisphere, from the Indian Ocean and some also from the

Red

Sea.

Smarts Cuv. Dorsal fin not scaly, beginning over pectoral fins.
in some edentulous, in otliers {^Mcena Cuv.) fui-nished with
a row of fine, crowded teeth.

Vomer

Sp. Smaris Mcena nob., Mcena vidgaris Cuv., Sparus Mcena L. ? Cuv. R. Ani.,
;
Sma7'is {Mcena Cuv.) Osheckii,
ed. ill., Poiss. PI. 36, fig. 4 (icon capitis)

Sparus tricuspidatus Spinola, Ann.
from the Medit. Sea.

Smaris vulgaris Cuv., Sparus Smaris L.
Tab. 90,

fig. 2

;

Bonapaetb
I'j

x. PI. 28, fig. i;

in part,

Bonap. Faun.

;—Smaris

by Delaroche, Ann. du Mus.
alcedo Cuv.,

Gveuin

—

.species

Ital. Pise,

distinguishes from this, under the

Smctris gracilis, the fish described
p. 344, PI. 25, fig.

Mus.

clu

name

of

XIII. 1809,

Iconogr., Poiss.

PL

from the Medit. Sea.

Species of this

Teeth small, crowded, in a narrow
vomer and palate-bones none. Dorsal fin

inserted in a

and some other

21, fig. I,

species

group occur also in the Atl. Ocean.

Gerres Cuv.
teeth in

narrow groove, surrounded by

Anterior inferior pha-

erect scales.

ryngeal teeth setaceous, the rest globose.

belt in jaws,

Body

compressed, with

back and abdomen acute, breast flat in front of ventral fins. Pr^eoperculum often denticulate. Protracted mouth, bent obliquely
downwards, head with retracted mouth short in front of eyes.
Caudal

fin

deeply bilobed.

Sp.

Gerres oyena Cuv., Labrus oyena FoRSK., Labrus longirostris Lac. Poiss.

III.

PI. 19, fig. i;

Gerres Plmnieri Cuv.

et

Val.

Poiss. vi. PI. 167,

&c.

Species from the Tropical Seas. Like the other fishes of this division, these
species

have three spinous ravs at the anal

species at

taprion

;

Java which has

five

fin

;

Bleeker has

such rays ; he forms from

Sp. Pentaprion gerreoides.

it

discovered a

the genus Pen-

—
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Richards, and Aphareus Cuv. appear to

Rays

doubtful genera or of uncertain position.

membrane

tegous

Moiitli protractile

fins.

with

by tbe mouth not protractile,
and anal fins single, with last ray of both
Comp. Cuv. et Val. Poiss. vi. pp. 485 491.

Aj^hareus

p. 26.

of brancliios-

and in Emmelichthys two distant dorsal
into a horizontal tube; see Bleeker, 1. 1.

seven,

is

distinguished

gajDe ample, dorsal

—

elongate.

Aphareiis cosrulescens Gov.,

Sp.

furca ejusd. Poiss.

hab. in Indian Ocean

Mouth not

B.

few

A.

Val.

PL

Poiss. vi.

liabit. in

Red

167 hisj

Sea.

—Habitus of Aphareus, but branchiostegous
Pise. pp. 78, 79.

protractile.

—Bays of branchiostegous membrane

Teeth none in vomer or in palate-bones.

five.

Genus Sjyarus Art.,

Cuv.)

et

four rays.

Comp. Faun. Japmi.,

six, in

Cuv,

Aphar. rutilans Gov.,

;

Chcetopterus Schleg.

membrane with

Caranxomorus sacredinus Lacep., Lahrus

PI. 22, fig. i,

iil.

L. (excl.

some

(Sparoidei

species).

Teeth some conical, others small, crowded.

* Cheeks scaly.

Pentapus Cuv.
Iboth

Teeth

fine, short,

crowded, in a narrow belt in

Three elongate

a few teeth larger, sharp, anterior.

jaws;

scales at the ventral fins,

tween them.

Eyes

two

lateral, the third in the middle be-

large.

Sp. Pentapus vittatus Guv., Sparus vittatus

Dentex Cuv.

Bloch

IcTith.

Tab. 275, &c.

Maxillary teeth in several rows in the middle, at

the sides large, conical in a single row; some of the anterior often
larger, sharp,
Sp.

Dentex vulgaris Guv., Sparus dentex L., Bloch

Val.

many

Poiss. vi. PI. 153; in the

species

the Indian

Iclith.

Mediterranean Sea.

To

Tab. 268, Cuv.
this

et

genus belong

from the Atlantic Ocean, the Eed Sea, and especially from
Many fossil species also from Mo7ite Bolca are

Ocean.

known.

** Cheehs naked.
LetJirinus

Cuv.

(Posterior lateral teeth in

some

conical,

in

some romided).
Sp.

Lethrinus nebulosus Ehrenb.,

—Lethrinus

rostratus

of the species.

Scicena

nebulosa

Forsk.,

K. and V. Hass., from the Indian Ocean,

Some

Eed Sea;
as are

most

are famed as great delicacies, as Lethrinus centurio

—
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et Val., Poiss. vi. PI. 158, and the Japanese Letkrinus hcematopterus,
SoHLEG., Fami. Japon., Pise. Tab. 38. This genus surpasses all the others of

Cuv.

this family in the

species.

Cheeks scaly.

Teeth all small, sharp, crowded.

B.

Teetli in outer

Cantharus Cuv.
Tbeliind

number of

them

row somewhat

larger, conical;

others crowded, subulate.

Poiss. vi.
Sp. Cantharus vulgaris Cuv., Sparus caniharus L., Cuv. et Val.
Cantharus griseus Cuv., Yarrell Brit.
PI. 160, in the Mediterranean Sea;

Fish.

p.

I.

Bloch

114;

Cantharus Bloehii Cuv., Sparus

Ichth. Tab. 269,

(not L.),

Cheeks scaly.

Teeth flat, sectorial.

C.

Brama Bl.

from the Cape of Good Hope, &c.

Teeth contiguous, in a single row, the upper emar-

Box Cuv.

ginate or crenate at the apex.
Box

Sp.

vulgaris,

Sparus hoops L., Cuv.

et

Val.

Poiss. vi. PI. 161

;

Mediter-

ranean Sea and Atlantic Ocean along the north coast of Africa, &c.

Scatharus Cuv. Teeth contiguous, in a single row,
nate towards the apex,

flat,

acumi-

Sp. Scatharus groicus Cuv. et Val. Poiss. vi. PI. 162 terj Mediteri-anean Sea
at the Grecian Archipelago.

Teeth in outer row contiguous, anterior sectorial,
others minute, crowded behind that

Ohlata Cuv.

those at the sides subulate;

row.
Sp.

Ohlata melanura Cuv., Sparus melanurus L., Cuv.

PI. 162 bis; in the

on the

tail,

behind the dorsal

Grenidens Cuv.

et

Val.

Poiss. vi.

Mediterranean Sea; silvery grey; a black spot above

Teeth

fin.

sectorial, crenate, in a

double row in

jaws; others crowded, romided, very minute behind those rows.
Sp. Crenidens Forshalii Cuv.

Melanichthys Schleg.

D. Lateral

et

Val.

Poiss. vi. PI. 162 quater.

(Comp. Faun. Japon. Pise.

teeth globose,

with croton flat or rounded, 7-esemhling

molars, arranged in a single row or in several.
Parjellus

Cuv.

lateral globose, in
Sp.

CheeJcs scaly.

Anterior teeth subulate, small, in several rows;

two or more rows.

Pagellus erythrinus,

PI. 150;

p. 75.)

Sparus erythrinus L.,

Cuv.

et

Val.

Poiss.

vi.

Mediterranean Sea, also occasionally in the North Sea; Gronovius

—

;
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has described a specimen that was captured at Scheveningen, Mus. Ichth.
Pagellus centrodontus Cuv., Sjyarus centrodontus La Roche,
p. 38, No. 90;

Ann. du Mus.

Gdekin Iconogr., Poiss.
Kkoeyer Damn. Fisle, i. p.

xiii. PI. 23, fig. 2,

PI. 20, fig. i,

Yaerell

Brit. Fishes

or more

reddish, with a large black spot behind the head at the beginning

;

of the lateral

i.

p.

107

Some

line.

;

206; 18" long

exotic species also from the Atlantic

Ocean

belong to this genus.

Pagrus Cuv.

Anterior

conical,

teetli

these small and crowded teeth.

middle strong, behind

Lateral teeth globose, in

two

•

rows.

Sp. Pagrus vulgaris Cuv., Sparus pagrus L. (in part),
PI. 148; Mediterranean Sea, different species

Cw.etYAL.

Poiss. VJ.

from the Red Sea and the

Indian Ocean, &c.

Sjyarus L.

Chrysophrys Cuv.

(in part), nob.,

Anterior teeth

conical; lateral teeth globose, in three rows or more.
Sparus Aurata L. (in part), Cuv. e< Val. Poiss, vi. PI. 145 la daurade,
de goudhrasem, the gilt-head, with a shining gold stripe between the eyes

Sp.

;

in the Mediterranean Sea

has given as of this

and the Atlantic Ocean. The figure which Block
according to CuviER, that of a young individual

fish is,

Good Hope. The
Schlegel has described and figured

of Chrysophrys glohiceps Cuv., from the Cape of

species

of this genus are numerous

several

;

from the sea at Japan.

In other specimens the place of the round

much

teeth in Sparus aurata,

lateral teeth

is

supplied by

See on the position and succession of these

larger oval teeth.

Cdviek

Hist. not. des Poiss. vi. p. 380,

PI. 163,

%s- 3—12.

Sargus Cuv.
verse, resembling

several rows,
Sp.

Anterior teeth broad, with crown narrow, trans-

human

Lateral teeth rounded, large, in

incisors.

more rarely

in a single row.

iCharax

Sargus annularis Cuv., Sparus annulans L.,

XIII.

PI. 24,

Cuv.

et

Valenc.

La

E-ISSO,

Cuv.)

Roche, Ann. du Mus.

Poiss. vi. PI. 149; in the

Mediterranean

Sea, &c.

Family XLI.

Scicenoidet.

Body

Scales ctenoid, mostly large, thin,

compressed, mostly oblong.

flexile,

covering body, opercles

and cheeks, often also a part of ventral fins. Teeth in jaws; vomer
and palate-bones smooth. Branchiostegous membrane with seven
rays, sometimes six, or more rarely five.
Ventral fins thoracic.
often
furnished
with
exsert
head
lines, circumscribing
Bones of
the
form of the head tumid. Lateral line
hollow areolae; hence
continuous, anteriorly incurved, convex, posteriorly straight, some-

times indistinct.

—
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Almost

Umhre-Jishes.

Some however

marine.

live in fresh

There

&c.).

all

water [Macquaria Cuv.,
is

large family are

species of this

tlie

are captured at the

mouth

of rivers

a few

;

Cuv.

Scolo2)sides cancellatus

always a swimming-bladder, usually large, and often

furnished with many, very composite appendages.

Compare Cuvier

Hist. nat. des Poiss. v. PI.

the swimming-bladder of Scicena aquila,
PI.

1.

fig. 2,

PI.

the

row of

opercidum, have in most species projecting

may be found

illustrated in

umhra, in Rosenthal Ichthyot. Taf. xvii.

I.

especially

on

—

21,

18

pp.

many,

Cuviek
fig.

;proi-

et

Valenciennes,

Poiss.

under the name of Scicena

and of Unibrina vulgaris

[,

iv.

Tab. k.

whence a subThe uneducated multitude, who are so

ossicles of the auditory sac are

name

and the

with cavities or depressions

lines,

Cuv., Scicena cirrosa L., in Agabsiz Poiss. foss.

its

and

39,

sub-orbital bones

v, PI. 140; see also a figure of Corvina nigra,

genus has

1

structure of the bones of the head, of which

especially the frontal bone,

In many the

38,

II. III.

The remarkable

between them,

1

Mem. du Mus.

{Otolithus).

very large

ready to attribute miraculous powers to whatever

is

;

strange, thought in

the times of Belon, that the auditory ossicles of Scicena aquila,

the neck, were a cure and a preventive of the

De

colic.

worn

at

Aquatilihus,

Parisiis, 1553, p. 118.

Phalanx

I.

Dorsal fin

between the spines

Macquaria Cuv.
brane with

and

single, ca/itinuous, or slightly

emarginate

the soft rays.

Branchiostegous

Moutli edentulous.

mem-

five rays.

Sp. Macquaria ausiralasica Cuv.

Lohotes Cuv.

Body

liigli,

et

Val.

short.

with snout declivous, sub-concave.

Poiss. V. PI. 131.

Head

in front of eyes short,

Teeth small, crowded,

thin.

Margin of prseoperculum denticulate. Branchiostegous membrane
with six rays. Dorsal and anal fins produced into a rounded apex.
Sp.

Lohotes surinamensis Cuv., Holocentrus surinamensis Bloch, Icldh. Tab.

243, along the east coast of America, from
erate Cuv.,

Regne Ani.,

ed.

ill.,

Poiss.

New York

PI.

31,

fig.

to Brasil;
i,

a species,

Lohotes

much

resembling the preceding, from the Indian Ocean, &c.

Glaucosoma Schl. Branchiostegous membrane with seven rays.
fin low anteriorly, with fewer pungent rays than in the
preceding genus, with which in other respects it has much in
Dorsal

common.
Sp.

Glaucosoma Burgeri nob., Glaucosoma Schleg., Faun. Jajpon., Pise.

Tab. 27.

—
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would seem to be the place

new genus from

for a

the Indian Sea near Celebes, Lahracinus Mus. L. B. of which I

think the description

may

be expected from

Dr Schlegel.

is unknown to me; is this
Rays of branchiostegous membi-ane six.
Operculum
armed with a spine.
Prseoperculum and first infraorbital bone
denticulate.
Anal fin with numerous spines. Caudal fin 1

Germs, Poly centrus MxmiA.., Trosch.

its

place?

Sp. Polycentrus Schomhurghii

See E.

Note.

ScHOMBUEGK

M. and Te.

Jteisen in Britsch

;

habit, in

Guiana,

— In the preceding genera the

West

ill.

caudal fin

in the following genera of this phalanx

it is

Indies, Essequebo.

Leipzig. 1848, p. 622.
is

rounded

but

;

almost always lunate

or forked.

ral

Lafilus Cuv. Head declivous. Teeth small, arranged in severows in jaws. Branchiostegous membrane with six rays. Dorsal

with somewhat few

fin long, low,

(6 or 7) flexile spines.

Sp. Latilus doliatus Cuv., Val., Poiss. V. PI. 130, &c.

Pteronemics nob.

[Gheilodactylus

Lac).

Teeth small or

seta-

ceous, arranged in several rows, sometimes conical in external row.

Branchiostegous membrane with five or six rays.
pectoral fins longer, not remote, articulate.
little

Inferior rays of

Ventral

fins

placed a

behind pectoral, almost abdominal.
Sp.

Pteronemus cyncedus, Clieilodactylus fasciafus Lac, Cyncedus Gronov.

Zoojphyl. p. 64,

No. 221, Lac. Poiss. V. PI. i. fig. i, from the Cape of
the East Indies ?) Pteronemus zonatus, Clieilodactylus

Good Hope (and from
zonatus Cuv.

et

"Valenc. Poiss. v. PI. 129, Faun. Jap., Pise. Tab. 29.
which in the preceding species was almost of uniform

Here the

dorsal

height,

very low in front of the soft rays, and then becomes higher.

is

fin,

In

a South American species, Cheilodactylus ductus, figured by V. TsCHUDi,
this

is still

two dorsal

more remarkably the
fins.

case,

Fauna Peruana,

and V. TsCHUDi even speaks here of

St Gallen, 1844, 4to, Fische, Tab.

il.

Cuv. Teeth in jaws subulate, very thin, crowded
narrow row. Prfeoperculum denticulate.
Branchiostegous

Scolopsides
in

a

membrane with

five

Two

rays.

suborbital spines,

one directed

backwards, decussating the other directed forwards.
Sp.

Scohpsides lycogenis Cuv., Cnv.

et

Val.

Poiss. v.

PL

127; Scoloptsides

Vosmeri Cuv., Anthias Vosmaeri Bloch, Ichth. Tab. 321, Dictionn. univ.
d'Hist.

Some

VOL.

II.

nat. Poiss.

PI.

6,

fig.

species occur also in the

2,

Bed

and other

species

from the Indian Sea.

Sea.

12

—
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Bleeker.

Heterognatliodon

any

Jaws

spine.

Suborbital bones smootli, witliout

many

witli setaceous teeth in

rows, and a few

Other characters those of the pre-

anterior large, conical (canines).

ceding genus.
Sp.

Heterognatliodon hifasciatus, Scolopsides caninus

species

Compare

from the Indian Ocean,

CuvJ and two new

Verh. van het. Batav. Genootsch.

XXIII. 1849.

Teeth subulate,

Pristipoma nob.

thin,

numerous, in several

Prseoperculum denticulate. Branchioste-

rows, larger in outer row.

gous membrane with seven rays.

Pharyngeal teeth

conical, strong.

Pores under lower jaw.
Scales in the soft part of dorsal and anal, and

Hcemulon Cuv.
in the forked caudal

fin.

Sp. Pristipoma elegans, Anthias formosus Bloch, Ichth. Tab. 323, Cuv. B. Ani.,
id.

Poiss. PI. 30, fig.

ill.,

I

;

Pristipoma formosum, Perca formosa L.,

Lahrus Plumieri Lacep. Poiss.
from the West Indies and

Pristipoma Cuv.

III.

PL

2,

fig.

2,

and some other

species

Brasil.

Two

Fins not scaly.

pores under the apex of

lower jaw; a middle groove behind them, as in the preceding subgenus, from which

Caudal

scarcely differs.

it

fin

mostly truncate

or lunate.
Sp. Pristipoma Commersonii Gov., Lahrus Commersonii

microstomus ejusd., Lacepede Poiss.

iii.

Lac, and Zidjanus

PI. 23, fig. i; PI. 34, fig. 2; at

Madagascar in the mouth of rivers
Pristipoma japonicum Gov., Schleg.
Faun. Japan., Pise. Tab. 26, fig. 2, and many other species from the
Indian Sea and some from the western hemisphere.
;

Diagramma Cuv.

Fins not

scaly.

Six pores under lower jaw.

Sp. Pristipoma orientale, AritJiias orientalis Bloch, Ichthyol. Tab. 326,

Diagramma

fig. 3,

Val. Poiss. v. PI. 124; a small fish from the
Indian Archipelago, marked black and yellow, with round caudal fin;
Pristipoma piictum nob., Diagramma punctatum Ehrenb., Gov. (and
Diagramma pictum et cinereum sec. Bleeker), Bed, Indian and Japan
orientale Guv.,

—

Pristipoma

Seas;
Poiss.

11.

Note.

PI. 13,

plectorhynchum,

fig. 2,

—Here also

is

II.

Lac,

chcetonoides

to be inserted sub-genus Chilotrema Tschddi,

Peruan,, Ichth. p. 13, Tab.

Phalanx

Plectorhynchus

&c.

Faun.

i.

Dorsal fins two, or dorsal fin single deeply incised

between the spines

and

the soft rays.

a) Margin of j^rceoperculum entire.
Ventral fins jugular ;
No cirri under jaio.
part of dorsal fin long.

soft

179
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Eleginus Cuv.

Anal

rays.

mouth

of

small, with teeth very thin,

Branchiostegous membrane with six

arranged in several rows.
fin long.

Sp. Eleginus maclovlnus Cuv.,

Valenc.

Poiss. v. PI. 115.

Gape of mouth ample, with teeth small, arranged
Eyes small.
Branchiostegous membrane with
Anal fin small, opposite to the last part of dorsal fin.

Nebris Cuv.

in several rows.

seven rays.

Caudal

rounded or rhombic.

fin

Sp. Nebris microps, Cuv.

b)

et

Val.

Margin of 'prceoperculum

Poiss. v. PI. 112,

from

W.

Indies.

denti<yulate or crenate.

Ventral Jins

compressed, high anteriorly.

Teeth sub-

thoracic.

Body

Eques Block.
ulate,

rays.

small,

Branchiostegous membrane with seven

crowded.

First dorscil fin high, falcate, second low, long

well as caudal and anal

Caudal

fins, scaly.

fin

this last, as

;

rounded.

No

cirri

under jaw.
Sp. Eques 2'>unctatus Block.

Si/si. Ichtli. Tab. in. fig. 2, Cuv. et Valenc.
from the West Indies, as is also Eques halteatus Cuv.,
Chcetodon lanceolatus L., Eques americanus Bloch, Cuv. R. Ani., ed. ill.,
Poiss. PI. 29, fig. 2, which also occurs at Brasil.

Poiss. V. PI. 116,

Boridia Cuv,

Genus

of uncertain position.

Sp. Boridia grossidens Cuv., Cuv,

et

Teeth globose, in several rows as in

Sctcena L.

Val.

Poiss. V.

PI. 114,

from

Brasil.

Sj^ari.

Teeth subulate, crowded sometimes only in upper
Branchiostegous membrane with

jaw, in a single row in lower.

seven rays.

Anterior dorsal

the other in height.

Caudal

fin short, scarcely or
fin

not surpassing

mostly truncate, or rounded, more

rarely emarginate or lunate.
a) Lovier jaio cirrose.

Micropogon Cuv.

Cirri very small,

few tinder jaw.

Sp. Scicena undulata, Perca undulata L., Catesbt, Carol.

the large lakes.

11.

Tab.

3, fig. i,

209 N. America in
The other species also of this sub-genus are from the

figure re-engraved in Encycl. meth., Poiss. PI. 54,

fig.

;

western hemisphere.

Pogonias Cuv., Lac.
jaw.

Several slender

Pharyngeal teeth globose,

cirri,

by the

sides of lower

large.

12-2
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Sp, Scicena chromis

Lac, Pogonias chromis Cuv., Labrus chromis
Mitch, (according

gigas and Scicena fusca
Poiss.,

PL

Cuv.

Val.

e*

29, fig.

Pogonias fasciatus Lac, Poiss.

;

I

Poiss. v.

PL

The

118.

fishes that

L., Scicena

Cuv. R. Ani.,

to Cuv.),

PL

II.

ed.

belong to the sub-genus

Pogonias often accompany ships and then produce a loud sound.
the

name drum, which

ill.,

16, fig. 2,

Hence

the North-Americans have given to them.

Two

Lonclmrus Bl. (excl. of some species), Cuv.
Teeth thin, crowded in both jaws.

cirri

under

tlie

jaw.

Sp. Lonchurus barbatus Bloch, Ichth. Tab. 359.

Umhrina Cuv.

Single cirrus under the symphysis of lower jaw.

Teeth thin, mostly equal, crowded in a broad

Upper jaw

belt.

obtuse, longer than lower.

Umbrina vulgaris Cuv., Bloch

Sp. Scicena cirrosa L.,
Jl.

Ani., ed.

b)

ill.,

Poiss.

Loiverjaw 2vithout

Corvina Cuv.

PL

Ichth. Tab. 300,

Cuv.

28, fig. 3, in the Medit. Sea, &c.

cirrus.

Second spine of anal

fin

Teeth

thick.

large,

crowded, often larger in the outer row.
Sp. Scicena nigra Gmel., Corvina nigra Cuv.,

R. Ani., ed.

ill.,

exotic species

;

Poiss.

PL

28, fig.

i

;

in the

Bloch

Ichth. Tab. 297,

Cuv.

many

There are

Medit. Sea.

in the Indian species the second spine of the anal fin

is

The sub-

generally shorter ; they form in part the genus Johnius Bloch.

genus Lejoipferus Cuv. (Sp. Lepipterus Francisci Cuv., Val. Poiss. v. PL
113) has a very elongate fonn and scales on the second dorsal and the
caudal

According to T. T. Reinhaedt

fins.

sub-genus

this

with Pachyurus Agassiz, a name to be preferred from

(and Ancylodon

Otolitus Cuv.

row

in the anterior

ejusd.).

Teeth

identical

is

its priority.

unequal,

conical,

few, small or very small, the posterior teeth

The two middle upper teeth

crowded, in the middle of each jaw.
long, tearing.
Sp. Otoliihus maculattis

Kuhl

and V. Hasselt, Cuv. R. Ani., ed.

Poiss.

ill.,

PL 27, fig. 2, in the Indian sea; Bleeker has recently made known
new species of this division, from the Sunda-Moluccan Archipelago.

three

Scicena ancylodon, Ancylodon jacuUdens, Lonchurus ancylodon Bloch,
Syst. Ichih.

Tab. 25, from Surinam.

Teeth

Scicena Cuv.

row

conical,

subincurved, distant, in a single

in both jaws; others very small behind the former in upper

jaw, in the lower jaw interposed between the larger in the same

Anal

row.

fin

with a

single, slender

pungent

ray, or

with two very

short.
Sp, Scicena aquila Cuv., Scicena

Mus.

I.

pp.

I

—

21,

PL

I,

fig.

umbra L.
I,

(in part),

R. Ani., ed.

Bonap., Cuv.

ill.,

Poiss.

PI.

Mem. du

27,

fig.

i.

;
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90; Sca-Percli, Umhrina or Onibrina of the
Sea and North Sea; becomes 5 or 6

Italians, Aiyle, Maigre, in the Medit.

and was formerly in high esteem in Italy.
remarked above on the swimming-bladder of this fish.

feet long,

We

have already

The stomach

is

very long; there are 9 (or, according to Cuvier, 10) large and wide pyloric appendages ; the last part of the intestinal tube is very narrow.
Note.
Poiss.

— On

Tom.

some other sub-genera, omitted

comp. Cuv.

here,

Family XLII.

Body

Mugiloidei.

elongate, scaly, with two

dorsal fins, almost always small, distant;

with pmigent

first

tlie

spines nearly in the middle of back, the other supported

Caudal

rays, almost opposite to anal fin.

abdominal, placed before the

Eyes

sometimes none.
six rays,

first dorsal.

Teeth small, very

thin,

membrane with

Scales arranged in oblique rows,

surrounding the body verticillately.

Anterior dorsal

fin long, low,

Teeth conical, in a single row in jaws

with numerous spines.

vomer and palate-bones.

Tail in front of fin bicari-

Branchiostegous membrane with five rays,

nate on each side.

Tetragonurus Cuvierii Risso, Mugil niger Eondelet, Corvus nihticus

Aldrovandi

dePiscih. (ed. Francof.), p. 236, Tab. 26,

Poiss. XI. PI. 318

seems to be

;

from the Medit. Sea
It has

rare.

In some respects

bladder.

above, p.

Mugil L.

many

;

this species

fig. 14,

Cuv.

et

Val.

becomes 13" long, and

pyloric appendages

and no swunming-

genus approaches the Notacanthini (see
151); the hard scales disposed in oblique rows recall the Gano-

lepidoti, Lepidosteus

this

and Polypierus.

Body and head

scaly.

Opercles large, smooth, thin,

Scales large (ctenoid), rough posteriorly with small den-

gibbous.
ticles.

soft

five.)

Tetragonurus RiSSO, Cuv.

Sp.

by

Ventral fins

fin forked.

(Branchiostegous

large.

more rarely with

teeth acute in

Val.,

et

V.

Head

gate, with

flat

above; eyes remote from each other.

back almost

straight-

Mouth small

;

Body

elon-

lower jaw with a

longitudinal crest, exsert internally, received in the excised margin

of upper jaw.

Maxillary teeth in a single row, very thin, some-

times none; vomer and palate-bone edentulous.
distant, small, the first

Two

dorsal fins

with four spines.

Mugil capita Cuv., Yarrell Brit. Fish. I. p. 200, in the Medit. Sea
and the N. Sea LiNN^us confounded this species with Mugil cephahis,
GuERiN Iconogr., Poiss. PL 37, fig. i ; on the different species in the
Medit. Sea, see Cuv. et Val. Tom. xi. Different exotic species are known,
In this genus there is a large swimmingespecially from the Indian Sea.

Sp.

;

—
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There are only two pyloric appendages and the pyloric portion
Sometimes the first dorsal fin

bladder.

of the stomach has thick muscular walls.

has accidentally in one or another species
this, incorrectly, as

Atherma L.

five

rays

;

Linn^us

has given

a specific character of Mugil cephalus.

Body elongate, with back sub-convex. Scales
Mouth protractile. Small teeth in jaws, often
Branchiostegous membrane with six rays. Two

moderate, cycloid.
also in palate.

dorsal fins small, distant

Body with

seven.

These

the

first

—9

spines, mostly six or

they have a swimming-bladder, but no pyloric

With much

external resemblance to the preceding genus,

differ

Poiss. foss.

from
I.

it

in the scales,

p. 8, 83),

and

et

Sea and the Black Sea, also
coast of Africa;

Val.

Poiss. x. p. 302, fig.

in the Atlantic

Athe7'ina presbyter, Cuv.,

Yarrell

Family XLIII.

which Agassiz has described {Rech.

Brit. Fish.

s.

les

in anatomical particulars.

Sp. Atherina hepsetus L., Cuv.

fig. 3,

with 4

fishes are small;

appendages.

they

;

a silvery lateral band.

i.

p. 214,

i,

in the Medit.

Ocean along the Northern

Guerin

Iconogr., Poiss. PI. 37,

from the North Sea, &c.

Body

Asjndoparei [Cataphracti Muell.).

compressed or fusiform, with head mostly large, aculeate.

Sub-

orbital bones large, conjoined posteriorly with the prseoperculum,

covering the cheeks with a shield.

Scales ctenoid, often small,

Teeth crowded, mostly thin in jaws, often also in vomer and
palate-bones.
Ventral fins in most thoracic or jugular, in few

oval.

abdominal.
These fishes have
In some, according to the obMueller, there are only three gills and a half

Mail-cheeked fishes (joues cuir assies Cuv.).

much

resemblance to the Perches.

servations of J.
present,

and the

fissure

behind the

last branchial arch is

wanting.

This character', however, cannot well serve for dividing the family,
for

then Pterois, for instance, would be separated from Scorpcena,

and each of these nearly

allied

genera be placed in a difierent

division.

Phalanx
hy

I.

Free sjnnes in front of dorsal fin, tchich

is

supported

soft rays.

Gasterosteus L. (exclus. of some species). Jaws with very small,
crowded teeth palate edentulous. Branchiostegous membrane with
;

three rays.

Body at

the sides often covered with transverse osseous

scutes, elsewhere scaleless.

Tail carinate on both sides.

Ventral

—

;
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abdominal, Avith a strong spine, and one, sometimes two short,

Bones of pelvis

soft rajs.

Bloch

Sp. Gasterosteus Spinachia L.,
Fiskar. Tab. 4,

fig.

forming an abdominal sternum.

large,

Yareell

occurs in the N. Sea,

4, fig. 2

;

Brit. Fish.

Bloch

Gasterosteus pungitius L.,

;

fig.

i,

Shandinaviens

15 free spinous rays

14 or

on

elongated; becomes 5" or 6" long;

much

the back; the head long, body

Fiskar. Tab.

Ichth. Tab. 53,

3; the sea stickleback

i.

p. 87.

Ichth. Tab. 53, fig.

4,

Shandinaviens

the stickleback, our smallest fresh-water

fish, is

not

more than 2i" long, and has from 8 to 10 spines on the back. Another species, which is somewhat larger, has only 3 spines on the back
Gasterosteus
aculeatus L. Skandinav. Fisk. Tab. 4, fig. r, a, b.
In this species there
are bony jDlates at the sides which in Gast. pmngitius are wanting they
extend more or less backwards over the tail, in which respect transitions
are observed, which render the establishment of two species {Gasterosteus
:

;

trachurios

and leiurus Cuv.)

less acceptable.

Schn. [Lejnsacanthus Lacep.). Teeth short,
jaws and in palate-bones, none in vomer. Bran-

Monoceyitris Bl.,
thin,

crowded in

chiostegous

membrane with

Body

eight rays.

short, compressed,

Pungent rays thick in
with a very strong spine, and three very small

with scales large, hard, carinate, rough.
back.

Ventral fins

soft rays.
Sp.

Schn.,

Monoccntris carinata Bl.,

Verh. van de Maatsch. der Wetensch.
330, Scicena cataphracta Thunb.,

Guerin

of Thunberg),

Houttuyn,

Gasterosteus japonicus
te

Haarlem, xx. 2e Stuk,

Bloch, Schn.

Iconogr., Poiss. PI. 16,

Syst. Ichth.
fig.

i,

biz. 329,

Tab. 24

(fig.

Schlegel Faun.

Japan., Pise. Tab. 22, fig. i; from the Japan Sea; this species is eaten
by the Japanese and is common with them, although it is only rarely
found in European collections it attains a length of only 5''.
;

Phalanx

II.

Dorsal fin

(Genus

Ventral fins thoracic.

single.

Scorpcena L.)

Body

Synanceia Bl,, Schn.

scaleless,

cavernous, tuberculate, mostly large.

often warty.

Eyes approximate

Head

in vertex.

Teeth crowded, thin in jaws; vomer mostly edentulous, sometimes
Branchiostegous
teeth [Synancidium MuELL.).

furnished with

membrane with seven
cloven at the point,

rays.

Sp. Synanceia horrida

Tab.

I r

—

13,

Gov.,

Lac. Poiss.

about 8 or 9" long;

Bloch

Pectoral fins ample, with all the rays

(Branchias three and a half.)

11.

Scorpcena horrida L., Gronov, Zoophylac.
PI. 17, fig. 2,

from the Indian Ocean, becomes

Synanceia brachio Cuv., Lac. Poiss.

iii.

PI. 12, fig.

Tab. 45, Cuv. E. Ani., ed. ill., Poiss. PI. 25, fig. 3
also from the Indian Ocean, from the Arabian gulph and the island of
I,

Syst. Ichth.

—
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Mauritius as far as

New

Guinea;

this species

becomes lo" long;

Synanfrom the Indian Ocean,
or 4" long and has a much smaller head than the other

ceia elongata Cuv., a species, not yet figured, also

becomes only

3

species.

Pelor Cuv.

Mouth

Teeth

crowded,

directed obliquely upwards.

Two

dorsal fin elongate.

minute

in

jaws and

Orbits pedunculate.

free rays

under pectoral

vomer.

Spines of

Other

fins.

characters almost those of the preceding genus.
Sp. Pelor ohscurum Cuv., ScorjJwna didactyla Pall., Spic. Zool. vii. Tab.
4,
from the Southern Pacific; Pelor japonicum Gw., Cuv. e< Val. Poiss. iv.
PI. 93, and better Faun, japan. Pise. Tab. 18, fig. 2, &c.
Species from
the western hemisphere of this as well as of the preceding genus are

unknown

hitherto.

Head compressed, aculeate. Teeth small, tliin,
crowded in jaws and vomer palatine teeth in some, in others (subgenus Minous Cuv.) none. Branchiostegous membrane with 5
Branchiae three and a half (Muell.).
rays.
Suborbital bone and
prseoperculum armed with a very strong erectile spine. Body in
Apistus Cuv.

;

—

some naked, in others
wards the point of tail.

Dorsal fin extending from head
Free rays under the pectoral fins.

scaly.

to-

Aphtus tracMnoides Cuv., Cuv. et Val. Poiss. iii. PI. 92, fig. i, Indian
Sea at 3&v&;—Ap)istus marmoratus Cuv., R. Ani., ed. ill., Poiss. PI. 24,
fig. 3.
East Indies at Timor; this species is without scales, &c. All the

Sp.

species are

from the Eastern Hemisphere; small

fishes

from 2"

to 4" long.

Agriopus Cuv.
Body compressed, covered by skin naked,
smooth or rough. Head in front of eyes descending almost strait
to the small

mouth.

also in vomer.

Teeth crowded, slender, in jaws, sometimes

Branchiostegous membrane with five rays.

Dorsal

high anteriorly, beginning above the eyes or shortly behind the eyes and produced to the point of tail. Soft rays of fins
fin long,

not branched.
Sp. Agriopus torvus Cuv., Blennius

Cuv., Cuv.

et

Val.

Poiss. iii. PI. 91

—Agropus peruvianus Cuv. E. Ani.,
Hap)loactis
fins triradiate.

torvus
;

Gronov;

—Agriopus

verrucosus

both from the Cape of Good Hope.

ed.

ill.,

Poiss. PI. 25,

fig.

i.

Schleg.

Dorsal fin higher posteriorly. Ventral
Pr^eoperculum armed with several spines. Remain-

ing characters nearly those of the preceding genus.
Sp. Haploactis cottoides nob.. Faun. Japon. Pise. Tab. 22,
fish about 3" long.

figs. 3,

4

;

a small

—
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Bkpsias Cuv.
Sp. Bkpsias trilohus Cuv.,

Val.

Poiss.

PI. 90, Trach'mus cirrosus Pall.,

iii.

on the coast of Kamschatka; from the same coasts
C0V., R. Ani., ed.

ill.,

allied to Haploactis

Schleg.

Poiss. PI.

Genus Tcenianotus Lac, Cuv.

Head

Agriopus?

Is it

is

also

Bkpsias hilobus

This geuus

24, fig. 2.

is

very nearly-

from

sufficiently distinct

compressed, aculeate, cirrose; body mucli com-

pressed, covered with small scales.

of back, joined to caudal.

Dorsal

(Teeth

.

.

.

?

fin high,

of the length

Rays of branchiostegous

membrane ...'?)
Tcenianotus triacantlms Cuv.,

Sp.

Poiss. PI. 23,

fig. 2

;

Val.

Poiss. iv.

PI. 89, R. Ani., ed.

ill.,

the specimen of uncertain origin, 3" long.

Hemilepidotus Cuv.
Sp. Ilemikpidotus Tilesii Cuv., Coitus hemikpidotus Tiles., Cuv.
Poiss. IV. PI. 85, R. Ani., ed.

in

Val.

et

Poiss. PI. 22, fig. 2.

Cuv. Head compressed, aculeate, furnished with laciTeeth thin, short, crowded in jaws and vomer, none

Plerois

niated

ill.,

cirri.

Branchiostegous membrane with seven

palate-bones.

rays.

Anterior rays of dorsal Hn and rays of pectoral fins elongate
these the

Body

;

of

are sometimes produced as far as the caudal fin.

first

covered with small scales.
Sp. Pkrois volitans Cuv.,

Bloch

Gaskrosteus volitans L., Scorpcena volitans Gm.,

Tab. 184, Bennett Fishes on the Coast of Ceylon. London
Cuv. et Val. Poiss. rv. PI. 88, in the Red and Indian Seas;—

IcJitJi.

1830, PI.

I,

Pterois zeh-aCvv., R. Ani., ed.

ill.,

from the Island of Mam-itius
Eastern Hemisphere.

New

Scorpcena L.

to

Poiss. PI. 24,

Guinea.

Scorpcena horrida).

(excl.

fig. i, in

the Indian Sea,

All the species are from the

Head compressed,

covered by naked soft skin, aculeate, often cirrose.
Eyes large.
Teeth sliarp, subulate, crowded in jaws, vomer and palate-bones,

Body

with a zone broad anteriorly in jaws.
chiostegous

membrane

seven.

Sp. Scorpcena scrofa L.,

Ichthyotom. Taf. xv.
2';

Bloch

fig. 2.

scaly.

Rays

Ichth. Tab. 182; the skeleton in

This species attains a

in the

is

smaller than the preceding and has smaller scales.

Medit. Sea and the Atl. Ocean

;

Rosenthal

size of i^', at

Scorpcena porcus L., Diet. univ. d'Hist. nat., Poiss. PI.

species

of bran-

Branchige three and a half.

the last comes

4, fig.

most of
2; this

Both occur

now and then

to the

Canal.

Sebastes

Cuv. Body

scaly, without cirri.

almost those of the preceding genus.

Remaining characters

Habitus of Perca.

——

—

—
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Mueller, Cuv. et Val.
from the N. Sea, which usually attains a length of

Sp. Sehastes norvegicus Cuv., Perca norvcrjica 0. F.

i

Poiss. IV. PI. 87, a fish

and has a red colour; at Greenland, Iceland and along the coast
Sehastes variabilis Cuv., Perca variabilis Pall., Guekin
Iconogr., Poiss. PI. 14, fig. i, at Kamschatka.
fully

i',

Norway;

of

Chirus Steller, Labrax Pall.
Pallas Mem. del'Acad,

Sp. Labrax leucogrammus, Labrax decagrammus cet.

de Petersbourg,

1810, pp. 382

11.

Northern Asia and America.

— 398.

Fishes from the sea between

Pores arranged in longitudinal rows on the

body, as though the lateral line were multiplex.

CuviEK to the

Phalanx

Two

III.

+

is

referred

by

dorsal fins, the anterior su]i'poTted hy sjnnes.

Ventral fins situated behind pectoral, almost abdominal.

Platycephalus Bl.
pressed, spinose

than upper.

This genus

Goblolds.

(excl.

of

some

Head much

species).

Teeth very

crowded

thin,

de-

Lower jaw longer

eyes in vertex, approximate.

;

in jaws,

with the middle

and posterior in upper jaw conical, larger subulate teeth in a
narrow belt in the anterior part of vomer, and in an oblique, longitudinal row on each side in palate-bones. Branchiostegous mem;

Body

brane with seven rays.

scaly.

Sp. Platycephalus insidiator Bl.,

Callionymus indicus L., Coitus spatula

Bloch,

Ichth. Tab. 424, Coitus madagascariensis

figs. I, 2

;

scahcr L.,

Red Sea and Indian Ocean;
Blooh Ichth. Tab. 180; Platijc.

in the

Iconogr., Poiss. PI. 13,
"H"

fig.

i,

Lac. Poiss.

ill.

PI. xi,

Platycephalus scaber, Coitus
grandispinls Cuv.,

Guerin

&c.

Ventral fins thoracic {or subjugular).

Head spinose, with snout depressed, obtuse.
Bemhras Cuv.
Teeth thin, crowded in jaws, vomer and palate-bones. Branchiostegous

membrane with seven

rays.

Body

scaly.

Bemhras japonicus Cuv. et Val. Poiss. iv.
Bemhras curius Schleg. ibid.
Tab. 16, fig. 8

Sp.

;

Cottus L.

(excl-.

depressed, spinose.

membrane with

some

of

Teeth

six rays.

Body

Fairn. Japon., Pise.

figs. 6, 7.

Head broader than body,

species).

thin,

PI. 83,

crowded

in jaws.

Branchiostegous

attenuated posteriorly.

(Branchiae

three and a half, with fourth arch adnate posteriorly.)

Agonus Bl., Schn. (^Aspidophorus Lac, Cuv., Phalangistes
Body mailed with hard osseous scales, angulate. Ventral fins

Pall.).

small,

triradiate.
Sp. Cottus cataphractus L., Aspidophorus europceus Cuv.,
39)

fig- 3>

Skandinaviens Fiskar. Tab. 40,

the armed bidlhead, in the North Sea

most others of

this

;

Yarrell

about 6" long.

northern sub-genus, has two dorsal

teeth than those of the intermaxillary bone

Bloch

Ichth.

Brit. Fish.

Tab.

70
This species, like

fins,

and the lower jaw.

1.

p.

and no other

—
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is

another species from the high north (above 60 N. L.), which
fin, far from the tail, and which is distinguished
and vomer, Affonus monopterygius Bloch, Ichth. Tab.
Cuv. et Val. Poiss. vi. PI. 169.

has only a single dorsal

by teeth

in the palate

178, figs.

I, 2,

Body

Cottus Cuv.

the sides with

is

Bloch

Coitus ffobio L.,

fig.

3

fusiform, mostly quite scaleless or covered at

Teeth in the anterior part of vomer. Ventral

mostly with four rays, sometimes

fins small,
Sp.

scales.

;

in fresh water

small, not

;

Ic/Uh.

figs, i, 2,

Skandinav. Fishar. PI.

there are five rays in the ventral fins

much above

Skandinav tens Fishar

40,

Tab. 39,

five or three.

4" long.

PI. 5,

Cottus scorpius L.,

Yareell

Brit. Fish. p.

{donderpadde Dutch, Rotsimpa Swedish, Ulh Danish)
has usually four spines, of which the uppermost

this species

Bloch

Ichth. Tab.

60
;

7,

;

;

the sea-scorpion

the prwoperculum

the longest, but does

is

not reach to the extremity of the large spine of the operculum; the upper

jaw

—

beyond the lower. This species becomes 8 10''
and occurs on the west coast of France, and as far as Iceland in the

mostlj' extends slightly

long,

North Sea.
In some exotic species teeth are found on the palate-bones in addition to
Cottus asper Richardson, Fauna horeali-Americ,
those on the vomer.
Fishes, PI. 95, fig. i, Cottus uncinatus Schl., Faun. Jap. Pise. p. 38. From
this
is

Richardson has formed the sub-genus

rough from small warty

a spine directed upwards.

Here belongs,

The skin

Centridermichthys.

inequalities or spines

as

it

;

the prseoperculum has

seems, also Cottus platy-

cephalus Pall,

Uranidea Dekay.

Head sub-depressed, aculeate, armed with
Teeth sharp, crowded in jaws, vomer and

Hemitripterus Cuv.

many jagged
palate-bones.

cirri.

Branchiostegous membrane with six rays.

dorsal fin deeply emarginate.

Body

Sp. Hemitripterus americanus Cuv., Cottus triptetygius
Ichth. Tab. 13,

Syst.

coasts of

Anterior

scaleless.

Cuv. F. Ani., ed.

ill.,

and hispidus Bloch,
on the

Poiss. PI. 22, fig. i;

N. America.

Pungitius L.
obtuse anteriorly,

[Mus. Ad. Frid.),
flat

Ceplialacantlius

Head

Lac.

above, with a long lateral spine on each side

produced to the base of dorsal fin. Eyes large. Prseoperculum
armed with a long spine, directed backwards below the pectoral
fins.

A

row

of very small teeth in jaws.

brane with three rays.

with keeled

Branchiostegous

Pectoral fins small, bifid.

Body

mem-

covered

scales.

Sp. Pungitius pusiUus L. (Gasterosteus spinareUa L. Syst. nat.), Mus. Ad.
fig. 5, Cuv. R. Ani., ed. ill., Poiss.
from the east coast of tropical America.

Frid. Tab. 32,
fish

PI. 20, fig. 4; a small

—
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Teeth conical, short, rounded at the apex,
vomer or palate-bones. Branchiostegous

Dactylopterus Lac.

crowded in jaws, none

membrane with

in

Pectoral fins bifid, the posterior part

six rays.

(Remaining charac-

with very long, simple rays, forming a wing.
ters almost those of the preceding genus.)

no. There is a
and the Atlantic Ocean, Dactijlopterus
vulgaris, Trigla volitans L., Bloch Ichth. Tab. 351, and one in the Indian
Ocean from the Island of Mauritius to the Sunda Islands, which also
extends itself to the east coast of Asia, at China and Japan, Dactyl,
orientalis Cuv. et Val, Poiss. iv, PL 76, Schlegel Faun. Jap., Pise.
Flying

fishes, like

the genus Exocoetus; see above, p.

species in the Mediterranean Sea

;

This genus

Tab. XV. A.

Pungitius, not only in
larger size

;

its

cranial bones are thick

Trigla L.

the pectoral fins

chiostegous

membrane with seven

armed with rugged
rays.

much

species
is

of a

are blue.

surface.

Head from

of Trigla volitans).

(excl.

declivous, loricate,

vertex to

crests.

Bran-

Pectoral fins ample, with

inferior rays free [digiti LiNN.).

A.

Fingers

Body

and

in the anterior

scaly.

(Trigla recentiorum and Prionotus Lac.)

Trigla nob.

Knurrhahnen

Gurnards,

These

Teeth small, croivded, thin in jaws

three.

part of vomer.

is

on the back of the head, and

and porous on the

mouth very
two or three

fin

round spots;

red colour with yellow-green,

its

The Indian

foot.

genus

allied

but also in

fin -rays,

they attain a length of more than a

has a long free ray of the dorsal

The

from the otherwise nearly

differs

elongated pectoral

large, oval,

with

Germans,

Grondins of the French.

on crustaceans.

Their swimming-bladder

of the

fishes feed principally

stiff walls.

They have a pretty long

with thin tunics, but the wide stomach has thick walls.

intestinal canal

There are 5

— 10

pyloric appendages.

Some species (all from the western hemisphere) have large pectoral fins,
which extend almost as far as behind the second dorsal fin, and teeth in the
palate-bones. Here belong Trigla evolans and Trigla Carolina L.
In most
of the species the pectoral fins are smaller and extend only as far as the

beginning of the second dorsal
those of the vomer.

with dark
long;

Trigla

Fishar. PI.
this

violet,

3,

species

carinate

fin

;

they have no teeth in the palate, except

Sp. Trigla hirundo L.,

very large pectoral

fins

;

Bloch

Iclith.

this species

Tab. 60; red,

becomes two

feet

gumardus L. (and Trigla hirundo L. in part), Skandin.
fig. 2, Yakbell Br. Fish. i. p. 48, the grey ov small gurnard/

is

scales.

rarely

more than

There are

i'

long; the lateral line has larger and

different

species

also

of this genus in the

Mediterranean Sea, and some in the Atlantic Ocean and in the Southern
Pacific at

New

Trigla alata

Zealand. The exotic species, however, are not numerous.
Hodttuyn, a Japonese species, is not cleai'ly to be determined,

perhaps Trigla Burgeri, Faun. Jap.

;
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PISCES.
B.

Snout

Peristedion Lac.

bony, keeled

large,
Sp.

Mouth and palate

Fingers two.

furcate, elongate.

Cuv. R. Am., ed.

Rondelet de

figure of the cranium in

A

species also

from Japan

299 {Cornuta sive lyra
from the Mediterranean Sea.

Piscib. p.

PI. 20. fig. 3,

ill.,

A

Japan.

Body mailed with

Several branched cirri at the lower jaw.

scales.

Trigla cataphracta L.,

altera),

edentulous.

Eosenthal

Ichthyotom. Taf. xviii.

fig.

4.

known, Peristedion orienfale ScHL. Faun.
and a few years ago the Rijhs-Museum received one from the Indian

;

is

Sea, at the Moluccas, through the deceased

Foesten

{Peristedion laticeps,

n. sp.)

Oreosoma Cuv. Body compressed, high, scaleless, furnished
with conical tubercles on the back and at the belly. Mouth vertical; teeth small, thin,

crowded

vomer and palate-bones.

in jaws,

Branchiostegous membrane with seven rays.
Only one

species of this

anomalous genus

atlanticum) Cuv., a small
Poiss. PI. 16,

Family XLIV.

Cuv. R. Ani., ed.

Body

Percoidei.

is

known, Oreosoma coniferum

discovered by
ill.,

Peron; Gubrin

(or

Iconogr.,

Poiss. PI. 16, fig. 4.

oblong, covered with rough

Prajoperculum or operculum rough with teeth or

scales (ctenoid).
spines.

fig. 3,

fish,

Teeth in jaws and vomer, often also in palate-bones.

Branchiostegous membrane mostly with seven rays.

Ventral fins

thoracic in most.
Perco'kl fishes.

Thi.s large family contains principally the different

which modern writers have adopted

sub-divisions

in the large

genus

Perca of Linn^us, to which are added some smaller genera of the
great Swedish naturalist, Uranoscojjus, Trachinus, Polynemus and

The most aberrant

Mullus.

is

the last-named genus, which

therefore place in a division distinct from the rest;

it

we

has some

conformity with the Sparoids.

Section

Mullini.

I.

membrane with
Mullus L.

Two

cirri in

lower jaw.

Branchiostegous

four rays.

Head compressed, scaly. Eyes large at the top of
Body covered with large, deciduous

head, remote from mouth.
scales.

Ventral

fins thoracic.

Upeneus Cuv.
Note.

—All

Bleekee

Teeth in both jaws.
the species of Upeneus are extra-European marine

distinguishes the sections of this genus of

Cuvier

fishes.

as sub-genera

—

;
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one section, with maxillary teeth in a single row, palatine and vomerine
teeth none, this he calls Upeneus: another, with maxillary, palatine and
vomerine teeth in several rows, very small, under the name, not the
best, of Upeneoides : finally a third, with a similar name, Mulloides, where

the maxillary teeth are in several rows, and without teeth in palate-bones.

Upeneus lateristriga Cvv., Lac. Poiss.

Sp.

B. Ani., kl.

ill.,

Bleek.), Cuv.

et

Poiss. PI. 19,

Val.

Poiss.

fig.

PI. 71

iii.

Teeth in upper jaw

Mullus Cuv.

PI.

iii.

13,

figs,

i;— Upeneus Vlamingii
;

i,

Cuv.

2,

{Upeneoides

from the Indian Ocean.

iioue,

crowded in lower jaw

and vomer.
Bloch

Sp. Mullus surmuletus L.,
Poiss. PI. 19,

fig.

—Mullus

2

Cuv. R. Ani., ed.

Ichth. Tab. 57,

barbatus L.,

Bloch

ill.,

Ichth. Tab. 348, fig. 2,

erroneously teeth in the upper jaw), Cuv. et Val. Poiss.
Both these species in the Mediterranean Sea and also in the
Atlantic Ocean, and now and then (especially the first) in the North Sea.
These species have no swimming-bladder, whilst in most of the species of
(this figure gives

PI. 70.

Upeneus that org.in

is

very large.

The Romans made much ado about this fish, and often paid unprecedented
sums for large MulU of two or more pounds, {Mullus bilibris, Martial.
Lib. XI. 50, V. 9, Lib. iii. 45, v. 5 trilibris, Horat. Satirar. Lib. 11. 2,
v. 33).
The Mullus barbatus was kept by them in vivaria; they amused
;

themselves with the beautiful red colour of the

{Cyprinus auratus)

fish

fish,

guests at table before they were set before them:
runtur,

et

vert'tt,

alios necant in

exspirante formosius," &c.

Section II.

A.

we do

with the gold

"

Vitreis ollis inclusi offe-

observatur morieritium color, quern in multas mutationes

luctante spiritu

Percini.

No

Ventral fins

garo

Senec. Nat.

cirri

membrane more than

chiostegons

as

they caused them to be exhibited alive to their

;

abdominal

et

condiunt

vivos.

—Nihil

est

mors
mullo

Qiuest. L. III. c. 17, 18.

in lower jaw.

Rajs

of bran-

four.

[a

little

more posterior

than

pectoral).

Aetedi, Bl., Schn. Body elongate, covered with
Teeth sharp, unequal in jaws and palate-bones,
none in vomer. Gape of mouth large; lower jaw produced beyond
upper, cuspidate.
Branch iostegous membrane with seven rays.
Spliyrcena

small scales.

Two

dorsal fins, small, distant.
Sp.

Sphyrcena vulgaris Cuv., Esox sphyrmna L.,

GUERiN

Iconogr., Poiss.

PL

10, fig. 2; in the

Bloch

Ichth. PI.

Mediterranean Sea;

389,

Sphy-

Lac, Poiss. v. PI. 9, fig. 3, Bloch Syst. Ichth. Tab. 29,
from the West Indies, Brasil, &c. Some species also of this genus
occur in the Indian Ocean, RsSphyrcena Commersonii and Sphyr. jelloCvv.,
which with the colonists bear the name of S7ioek (pike). (The snoek of the

rcena becuna
fig.

I,

—

—

;
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Cape-colonists

as

is,

more the habitus of
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was stated above, a
pikes,

scomiero'id; Sjyhyrwncc have

much

than these.)

Polynemus L. Head scaly, witli snout obtuse, prominent. Teetli
crowded in jaws, vomer and palate-bones. Brancliiostegous

small,

membrane with seven

Two

rays.

Free fingers

dorsal fins distant.

below pectoral fins, in various number. Ventral fins
from pectoral, adhering to the osseous belt of these.

little

remote

Caudal

fin

large, deeply bilobed.
Sp. Polynemus longijilis Cuv., Polynemus j)aradiseus L. (and Polynem. quin-

quarius L.,

Cuv.), Seba, hi. Tab. 27,

sec.

PI. 74, figs. 307

and 308,

(figures copied

fig.

Encycl. meth., Poiss.

2,

from the work of Edwards)

;

the

mango, from the Indian Ocean, the mouths of the Ganges and at Borneo

Polynemus
Beousson. Icht/i. Tab. vii.
Polynemus Uneatus Lac. Poiss. v.
PI. 13, fig. 2, ScHLEG. Faun. Japan., Pise, Tab. IX, fig. i; in the Indian
Ocean, the South Pacific and at Japan, with five free rays at the pectoral
fins, which are short and scarcely reach as far as behind the ventral fins.
The greatest number of free filaments that have hitherto been observed at
seven free rays, of which three are longer than the body;

plebejus

;

the pectoral fins in this genus

a

new

species

is

fourteen

Polyn. muUifilis Mus. L. B.,

(in

from Borneo), the smallest three.

Hajjlodactylus Cuv., Val.
Note.
fins

—Fish of

Chili

unknown

to me, vdth four inferior rays of pectoral

undivided, rays of branchiostegous

membrane

six,

several rows, the anterior larger, crenate, with small

anterior part of vomer, palatine teeth none.
VIII. pp.

B.

476

—481,

maxillary teeth in

crowded teeth

Comp. Cuv.

et

Val.

in the

Poiss.

PI. 242.

Ventral Jins Jugular.

Uranoscopus L.
Head depressed, rugged, large. Gape of
mouth ascending, with upper jaw shorter. Teeth small, crowded
in jaws, vomer and palate-bones, sometimes larger, conical, in
a single row at the sides of lower jaw. Branchiostegous membrane
with six rays. Dorsal fins mostly two, of which the first is small,

Sp.

Body

Pectoral fins ample.

or the dorsal fin single, long.

with small

covered

scales, rarely scaleless.
Uranoscopus scaher L.,

fig.

I,

Cuv. R. Ani.,

Block

ed.

ill.,

EOSENTHAL

Ichth. Tab.
Poiss.

PI.

163,
17,

Lac. Poiss.

fig.

i;

11.

PL

xi.

the skeleton in

Ichthyot. Taf. 18, fig. 5 ; in the Mediterranean Sea; also some
from the coasts of India and Japan, and from the South Pacific, as
Uranosc. inermis Cuv. et Val. Poiss. iii. PI. 65, Cuv. R. Ani., ed. ill.,
Poiss. PI. 17, fig. 3, with single dorsal fin.
In the western hemisphere this
genus is represented by a species with two dorsal fins, on the coast of North

species

America, Uranosc. anoplos Cuv.

—
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—

—

;
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Head compressed,

TracTiinus L.

Gape
vomer and

of mouth ascending obliquely.

crowded in jaws,
Operculum with a very strong spine.

palate-bones.

Branchiostegous membrane with six rays.
guous, the

short,

first

thin,

Dorsal

two, conti-

fins

the second, like the anal, long

almost to

duced forwards

Eyes approximate.

small.

Teeth

the

pectoral

;

Body

fins.

this pro-

elongate,

compressed, covered with small scales.
Trachinus draco L., Bloch

Sp.

fiesh excellent,

seldom

i'

Ichth.

8y»t.

Uneatus), Skandinav. Fiskar. Tab.

3, fig.

i

;

long (mostly only

twenty-nine or thirty rays

Tab.

lo

(named Trachinus

the iveever, la vive, de pieteriiian

the second dorsal fin has

10"),

Trachinus vipera Cuv., TracJi, draco Bl. Ichth.

;

Tab. 61, Cdv. R. Ani., ed. ill., Poiss. PI. 15, fig. i this species is smaller
and shorter than the jireceding, and has not more than about twenty-four
rays in the second dorsal fin.
Both species are from the North Sea; the
That
first occurs, with two other species, in the Mediterranean Sea also.
the sharp rays of the first dorsal fin and the spine of the gill-cover are
dangerous and even poisonous weapons in these fishes, especially in
Trachinus vipera, was formerly a general opinion, and beyond doubt they
can produce painful wounds Allman compares a wound which he received
from the opercular-.spine to the sting of a wasp, Ann. of Nat. Mist. vi.
;

;

1841, pp. 161

— 165.
Head

Percis Bl., Schn.

Dorsal

depressed.

fins conjoined.

No

Remaining characters and habit nearly those

teeth in palate-bones.
of Trachinus.
Sp.

Percis maculata Bloch, Syst. Ichth. Tab. 38

cylindrica Bloch, Ichth. Tab. 299,

canthus Lac. Poiss.
&c.

11.

PL

13, fig. 3,

i

;

Percis cylindrica, Scicena

;

Percis canceUata, Lahrus tetra-

Guerin

Iconorjr., Poiss. PI. 9, fig. 1,

—Fishes from the Indian Ocean, the Red and

to be the representatives of the

Note.

fig.

—Perhaps

Trachinus.
jugular.

genus Trichodon Steller

The ventral

Dorsal

fins

two.

Sp. Trichodon Stdleri Cuv.,
PI. 7,

Pacific Seas,

which seem

European genus Trachinus.

fins,

Body
Val,

is

to be placed near

however, are thoracic rather than
scaleless.

Poiss. in. PI. 57,

Guerin

Iconorjr., Poiss.

fig. 3.

BovicUhys Cuv., Val.
Val. Poiss. viii. PI. 244; a fish occurring
both on the east and west coasts of South America, unknown to me,

Sp. Bovichthys diacanthus Cuv.,

described

formerly

by Caemichael

under

the

name

of Callionymus

diacanthus, related to the Trachini but distinct from that genus by seven

rays of the branchiostegous membrane,

Pinguipes Cuv.

remote from mouth.

Head

by very

large eyes,

and by

broad, protracted, with fleshy lips.

habit.

Eyes

Teeth crowded, thin in jaws behind a row of

—

—

;

PISCES.

Teeth in vomer and palate-bones. Brancliio-

larger, conical teetli.
stegoiis

membrane with
Dorsal

thick.

193

Pectoral fins rounded, ventrals

six rays.

fin single, longitudinal.

Val.

Sp. Phigidpes hrasilianus Cuv.,

Cuv. P. Ani., ed.

ill.,

Poiss.

Poiss. PI. 16, fig.

iii.

PI. 63

Pinguipes chilensis

;

i.

PercopMs Cuv.
Head scalj, acuminate, with lower jaw longer
than upper. Unequal teeth in jaws, palate-bones and vomer. Branchiostegous

membrane with seven rays. Dorsal fins two
fin long.
Body cylindrical, elongate.

;

anal

fin

and second dorsal
Sp.

Percophis hrasilianus Cuv.

ill.,

PL

Poiss.

ApJiritis Cuv.,

Val.

Poiss.

PL

iii.

64,

Cuv. R. Ani., ed.

Val.

Sp. Aphritis Urvilii Cuv.,
pp.

et

16, fig. 1.

Val.

Comp.

Hist. nat. des Poiss. viil. Tab. 243,

483—485.

Ventral fins thoracic.

C.

Ventral fins with seven soft rays or more.

t

Branchiostegous membrane

Eyes

loith eight rays.

[Holo-

large.

centrini nob.)

Beryx Cuv.
bones.

Body

Teeth

short,

Val.

lin single,

moderate.

GvEniN Iconogr., Pdss. PL
PL 60.

Sp. Beryx decadactylm Gx}\ .,
lineatus Cuv.,

crowded in jaws, vomer and palate-

Dorsal

high, short.

Beryx

viii. fig. 3;

Poiss. in.

Hoplostetlms Cuv.
Note.

—

Ls this its place?

referred to the Aspidoparei.
scales.

crowded

oi^inion of

edentulous.

Sp. Hoplostelhus mediterraneus Cuv.

Myrip'istis Cuv.
thin,

In the

Vomer

in jaws,

(witli

first

this

genus

is

to be

Subventral shield of keeled

Val.

Poiss. PI. 97, bis.

Teeth

add. of Holocentrum ejusd.).

Body

vomer and palate-bones.

pressed, covered with large, rough scales.

bones denticulate.

et

Cuvier

Infi-aorbital

high, com-

and opercular

Dorsal fins two, contiguous, sometimes conjoined

long, with strong spines.

RhyncMchthys Cuv.

Snout prominent beyond mandibles, acumi-

nate.
Sp. RhyncMchthys pelaniidis CVY. etYAL. Poiss. vn.
to be referred Holocentrus

VOL.

II.

PL

Gbonovii Zoophylac. Tab.

208.

Here

also

iv. fig. 3.

13

is

—

;
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Snout not produced. Prseoperculum denticuand
on a crest parallel to tlie margin, destitute
on the mai'gin

Myripristis Cuv.
late

of spine,
Sp.

Desmabest

Myripristis Jacobus Cuv.,
PI. 95,

1831,

from the West Indies;

Red Sea,
Cuv., Guerin

d'Hist. mat., Atlas,

class.

from the Eastern

species

the Indian and Sea of Japan, as Myripristis

hemisphere, the
seycTiellensis

Diet,

—other

Iconogr., Poiss. PI. 8,

&c.

fig. 2,

Holocentrum Artedi, Cuv. Snout not produced. Prseoperculum
tlie margin and armed with a strong scabrous spine

denticulate at

pointing backwards.
Sp.

Holocentrum longipinne Cuv., JBodianus pentacanthtis, Scicena rubra and
in the West Indies and on the

Holocentrus sogho Bloch, Ichth. Tab. 232
coast of Brasil.

The

;

more numerous from the warm regions of
Holocentrum orientale Cuv., Seba Thes. iii.

species are

the eastern hemisphere, as

2 7, fig. 3, from the Indian Ocean, from the Island of Mauritius to the
Moluccan Archipelago, Holocentrum leo Cuv. R. Ani., ed. ill., Poiss. PI. 14,
fig. I, from the Indian Ocean and Southern Pacific, Hoi. Sammara Cuv.,
Labrus angulosus Lac, Poiss. in, PI, 22, fig, i, from the Red Sea and the

Tab.

Indian Ocean, &c.
Fossil species from the division of the Holocentrini are

than from the proper Percce and Serrani.

more numerous

Besides extinct genera, different

in the chalk formation in England and Germany
and Myripristis fossil species are known from the tertiary
from Monte Bolca. Compare Agassiz Poiss. foss. IV,

Beryx occur

species of

of Holocentrum
period,

ft Ventral fins with five
* Branchiostegous

Cirrites

with
none.

thin,

membrane with

Commees. Some
of

six rays orfieiuer.

larger conical teeth in jaws interposed

vomer crowded,
branchiostegous membrane five or

crowded teeth

Rays

soft rays.

single, longitudinal.

in palate-bones

teeth in

;

six.

Dorsal

fin

Inferior rays of pectoral fins undivided, pro-

duced at the point beyond the membrane.
Sp. Cirrites maculatus
fig.

3

;

Lac, Cuv, Labrus marmoralus Lac.

Cirrites arcatus

Fishes from the

Red

Cuv, R. Ani.,

ed.

Sea, the Indian Sea

ill.,

Poiss. in, PI, 5,

Poiss. PI.

and Southern

10, fig. 2,

&c.

Pacific,

Therapon Cuv., nob. (with add. of Datnia, Pelates, Helotes,
Teeth in jaws crowded, thin, sometimes larger

Dules Cuv.).

in outer row.

Palatine teeth sometimes none.

membrane with

six rays.

Branchiostegous

Operculum spinose; prseoperculum den-

ticulate.

Dorsal

fin single,

rior less

than the

first soft

longitudinal

rays.

;

spines strong, the poste-

—

— —
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Sp. Thera^pon servus Cuv., Holocentrus servus Bloch, Ichtk. Tab. 238,

Lacep. Puiss.
PI.

7,

fig. I

fig.

i,

Therapon ][>uta Gueein, Iconogr., Poiss.
Dules auriga Cuv., Cuv. et Val. Poiss. III. PI. 51, species
PI. 30, fig. 3;

III.

;

from the Red Sea, the Indian and South Pacific

seas.

Nandus Cuv. Teetli tliin, sliort, crowded in jaws, in vomer and
Margin of prseoperculum and interoperculnm finely
denticulate; operculum with a spine small or none. Rays of branchiostegous membrane six. Mouth protractile. Eyes large. Body

palate-bones.

high, compressed.

Dorsal

deeply incised in iront of

fin single,

soft

rays.
Sp.

Nandus marmoratus Cuv.

This
but

differs

from

it

Poiss. vii. PI.

also united with

SCHL. Faun. Japan., Pise. Tab.

it.

Nandus

Sp.

into a denticulate spine.

Entire head and body covered with small scales.

Eyes very

six rays.

tinuous, higher posteriorly.
Priacanthus

and

Ventral

macroi'>Mhalmus,

Tab. 319, from Brasil;
Pacific,

Anoplus

viii.

Angle of prsBoperculum produced

Sp.

anoj^lus nob.,

Teeth crowded, thin in jaws and palate-

PriacantJms Cuv.

membrane with

from Bengal.

207,

The genus Anoplus

especially in the protractile snout.

ScHLEGEL may be

bones.

Val.

ct

almost agrees with the sub-genus Dides of the preceding genus,

fish

fin single,

con-

ample.

Anthias maerophthalmus Bloch,

Iclitli.

—other species are from the Indian Sea, the Southern

especially

Cuv., Val. Poiss.

fins

Branchiostegous

Dorsal

large.

iii.

from the east coast of Asia, as Priacanthus japonicus
PI. 50, Priacanthus niphonius Cuv., Val., Faun.

Jap., Pise. Tab. vii. a, &c.

Ichthelts

sometimes

Rafin.

none.

Teeth crowded, thin in jaws

Prreoperculum entire

Branchiostegous membrane with six rays.
scaly.

Dorsal

fin

or

palatine-teeth
denticulate.

Operculum and cheeks

Body compressed,

single.

;

slightly

high.

Tail thin,

short.

Compare Cuvieb

et

—

Valenciennes

genus belong fresh-water

fishes

Poiss. vii. pp. 454
To this
469.
from Ameiica, especially from the northern

half of that part of the world.

Sub-genus Pomotis Cuv.
Prseoperculum denticulate.
dage ear-shaped, rounded.

in palate- bones and tongue none.
Operculum with, a membranous appenAnal fin with three spines, or more

Teefcli

rarely with four.
Sp.

Pomotis vulgaris Cuv., Val. Poiss. in. PI. 49, R. Ani., ed. ill., Poiss.
fig. 3, &c.
Pomotis elongatus Holbeook, Jou/rnal of the Acad, of

PI. 10,

Nat. Sc. of Philadelphia, Sec. Ser. in. 1855, PI.

5, fig. i,

and two

others.

13—2

—

——
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Teeth in palate-bones few, in tongue

Sub-genus Bryttus Cuv.
Prseoperculum

none.

Anal

auricle.

fin

with three

genus, from which

Operculum without membranous

entire.

(Habit of the preceding sub-

distinguished artificially rather than in

is

it

spines.

reality).

Teeth in palate-bones and in tongue.

Sub-genus Centrarchus Cuv.

Spines of anal

Prseoperculum entire.

most 5

fin in

—

7,

more

rarely

only three.
Centrarchus sparoides Cuv., Lahrus sparoules Lac. Poiss. in. PI. 24,

Sp.

fig. 2,

Cuv. E. Ani.,

ed.

ill.,

Poiss. PI. 10, fig.

Centrarchus hexacanthm Cuv.

the anal fin;

i

et

;

with nine spinous rays in

Val.

Poiss. in. PI. 48, &c.

Cuv. Head conical, with narrow mouth at the apex of
Teeth very thin, small, crowded in jaws and vomer. Angle
of operculum produced into an acute spine. Branchiostegous membrane with six rays. Two distinct dorsal fins, second long. Body
Sillago

snout.

elongate.
Sp. Sillago acuta Cuv., Scicena malaharica Bloch, Syst.Ichth. Tab. 19; called

Dutch

Spiering {smelt) by the
Iconogr., Poiss. PI. 8,

fig. i,

at Batavia

&c.

;

Sillago erythrcea Cuv.,

Guerin

—Fishes from the Red Sea, the Indian and

South Pacific Seas, with somewhat of the habitus of Sphyrcena, but with
eyes moderate or small they deviate much from the preceding genera, in
;

whose neighbourhood they are placed solely from the agreement
of the rays of the branchial membrane.
*^*

number

Branchiostegous membrane with seven rays.

A. Dorsal Jin
a)

in

Some

single.

conical (laoiiary) teeth, interposed with the rest, crowded,

thin.

Serranus nob.

Teeth small,

thin,

crowded in jaws, vomer and

palate-bones; larger incurved teeth in the anterior part of jaws and

Prseoperculum denticulate.

at the sides of lower jaw.

Dorsal

fin

single, longitudinal.

Mesoprion Cuv. (and Diacope
obtuse, not

aculeate.

ejusd.).

Operculum with

Prseoperculum often more or

aj^ex flat,

less excised

above the angle, for receiving the tubercle of interoperculum.
Sp. Mesoprion octolineatus

Bloch,

Bleekee, Diacope

octolineata Cuv., Holocentrus

Faun. Japon., Pise. Tab. vi.
Mesoprion uninofig. 2, from the Red Sea, the Indian and Pacific Oceans
Mesoprion aya
tatus Cuv., Val. Poiss. 11. PI. 39, Brasil, St Domingo, &c.
hengalensis

Ichth. Tab. 246, fig. 2,

;

;

—

—

;
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Cuv., Bodianus aya Bloch, Ichth. Tab. 227,

and many other

fig. 1,

Serranus Cuv. (and Plectropovia
Sp.

ejusd.).

Serranus guttatus Cuv., Dodianus

species, as also

Gdeein

Iconojr., Poiss. PI. 4,

sjiecies.

Operculum

spinose.

Tab. 224; this

giittatus 'Bhocn, IcJith.

Serranus variolosus Cuv. and some other spotted species from

the Moluccan Archipelago, have been from old times

our

sailors

commonly linown to
by the name of Jacob Evcrtscn (from resemblance to the pimpled

and spotty countenance of that admiral).
This sub-genus counts more than a hundred species

Some

principally tropical, seas.

also

Serranus anthias Cuv., Labrus anihias L.
Ichth. Tab.

Labrus

315, Cuv.

JiejHitus L.,

et

Val.

Bloch

Poiss.

from

different,

occur in the Mediterranean Sea

11.

(eoccl.

synon. Catesb.),

Ichth. Tab. 235, fig.

Bloch

Serranus hepatiis Cuv.,

PI. 31,

Holocentrus slagonotus

i,

La Eoche, Ann. du

Mus. Xiii. PI. 22, fig. 3, (with darker ventral fins and
a round dull black spot on the soft part of the dorsal fin compare on the
extensive synonomy of this species Cuv. Poiss. 11. pp. 231
234) Serranus
scriba Cuv., Perca scriba L., Bloch Ichth. Tab. 240 (named Soloc. fasciatus),
Cuv. et Valenc. Poiss. 11. PI. 28; Serranus cabrilla Cuv., Perca cabriUa
;

—

Bloch,

L., Holocentrus virescens

These

PI. 33, &c.

II.

fishes

large scales, a large swimming-bladder

I^ote.

—

It is stated above,

distinct.

tion.

See DuFOSSE Ann.

is

—

1856.

6,

normal in at

and

S. cabrilla

Val.

Poiss.

11,

cles

and numerous pyloric appendages.

37, that the sexes in fishes are

p.

This statement

always

PI. 8, fig. 1

et

Beunnich and Gm., Cuv. et Val.
have either smaU or only moderately

Serranus gigas Cuv., Perca gigas

PI. 29;

Poiss.

Cuv.

Ichth. Tab. 233,

;

vt^ould

Sc.

nat.

appear to require modifica-

Tome

4e Serie,

v. p.

295,

The author contends that hermaphroditism
Serranus hepatus,

least three species of Serranus, viz.
S. scriba,

and gives the anatomy and

relations of the

bisexual organs.
b)

All the maxillary

teeth thin,

Polyprion Cuv.
Head rough.
Operculum with a rough transverse
scaly.

Body

crowded.

Prgeoperculum denticulate.
crest.

Cheeks and opercles

short.

Valenciennes in Mem. du Mus. xi. 1824,
Bloch Syst. Ichth. Tab. 47 (named Amphiprion

Sp. Polyprion cernium Cuv.,
pp. 265

— 269,

australe),

PI. XVII.

Cuv. E. Ami.,

eel. ill.,

Poiss. PI. 9, fig.

i

;

in the

Mediterranean

Ocean as far as the Cape of Good Hope, and in the
Southern Pacific. The skeleton of this fish, so widely distributed, is
figured in Rosenthal IcMhyot. Taf, xvi. under the name of Scicena
Sea, in the Atlantic

aquila.

Acerina Cuv. Head naked, cavernous, with
Pr^operculum aculeate.

pits subseriate.

—
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Sp, Acerina vulgaris Cuv., Perca cermia L.,
STcandinav. Fiskar, Tab.

more than

i, fig.

2

the

;.

rvffe,

Ichth. Tab. 53, fig. 1,
6", perhaps

never

8"), from fresh water in the north of Europe; of an excellent

Acerina Schraitzer Cuv., Perca

flavour;

Bloch

(commonly

ScJircetser L.,

from the Danube;

comp. J. C. ScHiEFFEK Pisclum Bavarico-Ratisboncnsium Pentas. Ratisbonse,
1761, 4to.

Centropristis

Cuv. (and Aulacocephalus Schleg., Faun.

Jajj.).

Cuv.

Oi-ystes

Apsilus Cuv.
Pentaceros Cuv.
Body high, trigonal, with belly flattened between the ventral fins remote from each other. A conical tubercle

on each side above the eye.

Spines of dorsal

Sp. Pentaceros capensis Cuv.

Val.

Poiss.

very small, concealed under the skin.

with few

(3

—4)

iii.

PI. 43.

Operculum and praeoperculum

Cuv.

JRt/j)ticus

ei-

fin strong.

spines

;

Dorsal

spinose.

fin long,

Scales

depressed,

anal fin with only a single very small

spine, all the other rays soft.
Rypticus saponaceus Cuv.
9" long, from South America.

Sp.

B.

Two

a)

Some

et

Val.

Poiss.

in. PI.

46,

a

marme

fish

dorsal fins.
larger conical teeth

m jaws interposed, with the rest thin,

crowded.

Cuv.

Etelis

Margin of prseoperculum

Dorsal fins contiguous.

with very fine denticles.
Sp. Etelis carhunculus Cuv.
PI,

II. fig,

I

Nijjhon Cuv.

sharp spines;

et

Sp.

Body

Dorsal

fins

of prseoperculum

Body

PI. 18,

Gubein

Iconogr., Poiss.

contiguous.

Operculum with three

Cheeks and opercles

scaly.

Head

et

Val.

Poiss.

11.

PI.

19,

Faun. Japan.,

Pise.

I.

Lucioperca Cuv.
gin

ii.

elongate.

Niphon spinosus Cuv.

Tab.

Poiss.

prseoperculum denticulate with angle produced into

a spine running backwards.
acuminate.

Val.

at the island of Mauritius.

;

elongate.

Dorsal

fins

aj)proximate or contiguous. Mar-

denticulate,

the

inferior

denticles

larger.

—

—
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Bloch

Sp, Lucioperca sandra Cuv., Perca lucioperca L.,

Cuv.

et

Val.

Poiss.

11.

PI. 15,

Guerin

flavour ed fish from the rivers in the east
attain a length of

Tab.

Ichth.

Iconogr., Poiss. PI.

3, fig. 3

;

51,
a well-

and north of Europe, which may

3'.

Cuv. (species from genus Cheilodipterus Lac,
Aa^opoma
Schleg.).
Dorsal fins short, distant.
with add. of
Operculum smooth, not aculeate, with margin smooth or with
Scales large. Eyes
angles plane, obtuse, covered with membrane.
ChiIodij)te7'us

large.
Chilodipterus ocfovittatus Gov., Chil. lineatus Lac. Poiss.

Sp.

iii.

PI. 31, fig.

Val. Poiss. 11. PI. 23, fig. i, &c. Fishes from
the Red Sea, the Indian Sea and South Pacific.
{Acropoma Schl. Faun. Japan., Pise. Tab. 12, figs. 2, 3.)
Chilod. arabicus Cuv.

;

I

Maxillary

b)

et

teeth all thin.

A])ogon\jkQ.,Amia(j'ROi^OY. (not L.).

by a

crest, denticulate.

fins remote.
Sp.
I.

Head

large,

Pra3 operculum margined

Two

with eyes large.

dorsal

Scales large, deciduous.

Apogon rex MuUorum Cuv., Mullus imherbis L., Cuvier Mem. du Mm.
GUERIN Iconogr., Poiss. PI. 3, fig. i in the Mediterranean

PI. XI. fig. 2,

Sea.

;

There are also species of

this

genus

Red

in the

Sea, the Indian

Sea, &c.

Pomatomus
upper part

;

E-ISSO (not

praeoperculum

Lac).

Operculum emarginate at the
Eyes very large. Dorsal fins

striate.

Scales large, deciduous.

distant.
Sp.

Pomatomus

telescopium Risso, Cdv.

et

Val.

Poiss.

11.

PI. 24,

Guerin

Iconogr., Poiss. PI. 3, fig. 2, in the Mediterranean Sea, rare.

Amhassis COMMEES.
Sub-genus Priopis

Kuhl

and V. Hass. ?

Denticles above the

orbits.

Aspro Cuv.
minated by a

Prseoperculum finely crenulate
spine.

Snout

obtuse,

operculum

;

Dorsal

produced.

terfins

distant.
Sp. Aspiro vulgaris Cuv., Perca Asper L.,

Guerin
in

some

Iconogr., Poiss. PI.
rivers of middle

species the Penfas of

i, fig.

3

;

Bloch

Aspro

Iclith.

Europe, the Danube, &c.

Sch^pper

Tab. 107,

zingel Cuv.,

figs, i, 2,

Perca Zingel L.,

Compare on

these

two

already quoted at Acerina.

Grammisles Aetedi, Cuv. (species from genus Gramm. Bl.).
Prajoperculum and operculum scaly.

Scales very small, hidden

—

—
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under
Dorsal

tlie

Very small

skin.

cirrus

under the symphysis of jaw.

fins contiguous.

Bloch, Cuv. et Val. Poiss. il. PI. 27, Guerin
i,
from the Indian Ocean, dark brown with
three longitudinal stripes running throughout and three shorter white a

Sp.

Grammistes

Iconocjr.,

orientalis

Poiss. PI.

i,

fig.

;

small

fish.

Centropomus Cuv.

(spec,

from genus Centropomus Lac).

Huro Cuv.

KuHL

Dlphprion
large;

and V. Hass.
Body high, compressed,
Operculum with four spines, two
prajoperculum denticulate, margined with a rough line.

Dorsal

fins contiguous.

covered with

Sp.

small

scales.

Diploprlon hifasciatum K. and V. H., Cuv.

Guerin

Iconocjr., Poiss. PI. 2, fig. 2, in the

Body compressed,

Evoplostis Lac.
declivous.

Dorsal

fins

e<

Val.

Poiss.

11.

PI. 21,

Indian Ocean and at Japan.

high, with head concave,

Prfeoperculum

contiguous, high.

serrate,

two larger spines at the angle; operculum with two obtuse
points.
Suborbital bone denticulate.
Avith

Sp. Bnoplosus armatus, Chcetodon armatus
PI. 20,

from the South

Shaw, Cuv.

Perca Cuv. (with add. of Lates and Lahrax

genus Perca
scaly.

Body

L.).

Dorsal

elongate.

Operculum aculeate

et

Val.

Poiss.

;

ejusd., species

prfeoperculum denticulate.

Lahrax lupus Cuv., Bloch

Scicena diacantha), Cuv. R. Ani., ed.

the hasse,

i'

to

3'

North Sea

in the

from

Cheeks

fins contiguous.

Lahrax Cuv. (not Pall.). Tongue rough with thin crowded
Cheeks and opercles scaly.
Sp. Perca lahrax L.,

11.

Pacific.

ill.,

Poiss.

Ichth.

teeth.

Tab. 202 (named

PI. 7, fig. i; sea-perch,

and also, though more rare,
Lahrax lineatm Cuv., Perca septentrionalis Bloch, Syst.

long, in the Mediterranean,

;

Ichth. Tab. 20, &c.

Lates Cuv.

Tongue smooth.

Cheeks and opercles

of humerus serrate above pectoral

Sp. Perca nilotica L., Lates niloticus Cuv.,
II.

PI. 13; in the

Perca Cuv.
Sp.

Perca

fig. I

;

scaly.

Bone

fins.

Lates nohilis Cuv.

et

Val.

Poiss.

Indian Sea, the mouths of the Ganges, &c.

Tongue smooth.

fluviatilis L.,

Bloch

Opercles naked.

Ichth.

Cheeks

Tab. 52, Skandinav. Fishar, Tab.

the perch, de baars, der Barsch, la Perche, &c.

nearly throughout Europe and in

some

scaly.
i.

In fresh water,

parts of Asia ; yellowish green, with

201
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dark bands on the back, white below; ventral and anal fins fine red,
The perch spawns in
a black spot at the back part of the first dorsal fin.
the thu-d year and

is

rarely taken so large.

then about 6" long; attains a length of

—There

North America, which
serrato-c/ranulata Cuv.,

•

Family
piece

of

XLV.

tlie

first

closely resemble the

Guerin

2',

but

is

are different species of this sub-genus in

European

Iconogr., Poiss. PI.

Osphromenidei

(s.

species, as

i, fig.

Lahyrinthici)

.

Perca

i.

Third bony-

branchial arch on each side irregularly deve-

loped, lamellose, contorted, folded, labyrinthiform, forming cells.

Head and
racic.

4

—6

scales mostly large.

opercles scaly;

Single dorsal fin long.

Ventral

fins tho-

Branchiostegous membrane with

rays.

This family consists of fresh-water fishes which are found in the
eastern hemisphere, priuci] tally between the tropics.

They

are dis-

tinguished by the property of being able to live long out of water,

which some of them even leave
suspended in the

pharyngeal bones above the

when

The water remains

for a time.

or cavities

cells

gills,

the fishes are on dry land.

of the convoluted, lamellose
so as to

Almost

keep the latter moist

these fishes have a
swimming-bladder and only two or three pyloric appendages.
all

See Peters Ueher das Kienengeriint der Lahyrinth-fische, Mueller's
Archiv, 1853, pp. 427

—430, Taf.

xiii. fig. 4.

Phalanx I. Several pungent rays
and dorsal fins. Scales ctenoid.
a)

Palatine

in the anterior

pav^ of anal

teeth.

Cuv. Maxillary teeth subulate, thin, crowded.
mouth produced as far as under the eyes. Lateral line
Operculum with two angles produced posteriorly,
interrupted.
Branchiostegous membrane with six rays.
not denticulate.
SjjirohrancJius

Gape

of

ct Val. Poiss.
Good Hope; about 3" long.

Sp. Spirohranchus capensis Cuv.

the Cape of

Ctenojjovia Peteks.

vii. Pl.

200; in the rivers at

Characters almost of the preceding genus,

but operculum, interoperculum and suboperculum with margin denticulate, pectinate.

—

Peters in Mvelleu's Archiv, 1846, s. 480 482,
10^15, from Mozambique, a small fish like Spirohranchus.
According to an oral communication of Dr Peters there are two pyloric
appendages, in which respect also this fish agrees with Spirohranchiis.

Sp. Ctenopoma muUispinis,
Taf. X. figs.
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Palatine

b)

Gape of mouth

teeth none.

small.

Osphromenus Commers. (with addit. of Macrojjodus Lac. and
Lateral line continuous,
Tnchopus ejusd.). Body compressed.
sometimes indistinct. First soft ray of ventral
produced into a long filament.

undivided,

fins

Osphromenus Commers., Cuv. (and Trichopus Lac, Cuv.). Caudal
moderate, rounded, or sublunate, with lobes obtuse.

fin

Lac,

Sp. Osphromenus olfax Commers.,

Poiss. in. PI. 3, figs. 2, 3, Cuv.

et

Val. Poiss. VII. PI. 198, Cuv. R. Ani., ed. ill., Poiss. PI. 73, fig. i the
gourami; one of the best flavoured fresh- water fishes, which may attain a
length of 20", from the East Indies, at the Sunda Islands, now also transThe younger individuals have brown bands and a black
ferred to Cayenne.
spot {Osphromenus notatus Kuhl and V. H.).
;

Trichopus trichopterus

Val.

Lac, Labrus

fin is short,

Bleekee

Gmel., Cuv. et
Borneo; only 4" long; the dorsal

trichopterus Pall.,

Poiss. VII. PI. 199, Java, Sumatra,

and terminates much in front of the caudal

According to

fin.

this fish is subject to great variations in colour

and

in the

number

of the fin-rays.

Macropodus Lac. Caudal fin large, forked ; soft rays of dorsal
and anal fins, as also the rays of caudal fin, elongated into filaments.
Sp.

Macropodus viridi-miratus Lac, Cuv. E, Ani.,

fig. 2

;

ed.

ill.,

Poiss. PI. 74,

China, Cochin-China.

Tilapia Smith.

Head naked.

Sp. Tilapia Sparmanni Smith

;

South Africa,

Bleekee.

Betta

Sp. Betta trifasciata Bleeker, VerJi. van het Batav. Genootschap. xxiii. 1850.

Polyacanthus

KuHL

Body

and V. Hass.

ascending obliquely, small.

compressed.

Lateral line interrupted.

Mouth

Dorsal and

anal fins very long, with several pungent rays.
Colisa Cuv.
Ventral fins with single soft ray, produced into a
very long filament, after a very short spine, scarcely distinguishable.

Rays

of branchiostegous

Sp. Polyacanthus colisa,

GuERiN

membrane

five?

Colisa vulgaris

Iconogr., Poiss. PI. 36, fig.

Cuv.
2,

&c.

et

Val.

Poiss. vii. PI.

196,

Different species from the

continent of India, from the Ganges, &c.

Poll/acanthus
rays.

Kuhl

and V. Hass., Cuv.

Ventral

fins

with six

Branchiostegous membrane with six rays.

Sp. Polyacanthus Hasselti Cuv.
ill.,

Poiss. PI. 72,

fig.

I

;

6"

et

Val.

Poiss. vii. PI. 195,

Cuv. R. Ani., ed.

long, on the Island of Java.

—
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KuHL

Helostoma

Teeth very

203

Mouth

and V. Hass.

small, witli fleshy lips.

thin, adhering to lips not jaws.

by

placed in a furrow surrounded

Dorsal and anal

fins

(Other characters and

scales.

habit nearly those of Poly acanthus.
Sp.

Helostoma Temminchii Cuv.

et

Val.

Poiss. vii. PI. 194;

at

Java and

Borneo.

Body

Anahas Cuv.

Head

oblong, round, posteriorly subcompressed.

gibbous, flattened between the eyes, which are remote from

each other, marked with pores in rows. Margin of operculum and
suboperculum denticulate. Lateral line interrupted. Dorsal and
anal fins received in a longitudinal furrow surrounded
Sp.

Anabas scandens Cuv., Antldas

Buchanan

Fishes of the Ganges, PI. 13,

PI. 36, fig.

of the

I

;

fig.

gills, figs. 3,

of the skeleton in
4

fig.

38,

Eosenthal

met with both

this fish is

;

Bloch,

testudineus

by

scales.

Iclith.

Gueein

Tab.

322,

Iconogr., Poiss.

Ichthyot. Taf. Xiv. fig. 2,

in the rivers of the continent

of the East Indies and on different islands of the Indian Archipelago ; it
7". According to Daldorff {Linnean Transact, ill.

attains a length of 6

—

and John (Bloch Syst. Ichih. p. 205) this species sometimes climbs
up the palms on the bank and stays in the rain-water collected between the

p. 62)

Buchanan

leaves.
it,

water,

Phalanx
first

did not observe this peculiarity, and casts doubts upon

although he states that the
1, 1.

fish

All

II.

the

rays of fins

ray of ventral fins simple.
Op)hice])halus

Bloch.

Head

compressed.

can remain alive

five or six

days out of

p. 29.

flat,

sofii,

articulate,

except the

Scales cycloid.

Body

elongate, round, posteriorly sub-

covered with polygonal scutes.

mouth ample, produced below the

Gape

of

Anterior orifices of nos-

eyes.

with a very short tubule, placed at the lips.
Teeth small,
crowded in jaws, vomer and palate-bones, sometimes with a few
Branchiostegous membrane with five rays.
larger interposed.
trils

Lateral line continuous.
Snalce-head,

Korave (Pondicherry),

(with the Malays and Javanese).

Varal (Tranquebar),

These

fishes

Ikan Gahus

ought properly to belong-

to the Malacopterygians, but they agree too nearly in the structure of the

laminiform gill-appendages and in other particulars with the other genera
of this family, to allow of their being placed elsewhere.
Sp.

Ophicephalus punctatus Bloch, Ichth. Tab. 358 {Ophiocephalus lata
Fish, of the Ganges, PI. 34, fig. iS);
023hic. marginatus Cuv.,

Buchanan,

Buchanan,

Ophic.

(/ac/t Ma

striatus

Bloch, Ichth.Tab. 359,

Poiss. PI. 75>

%•

2,

1.

1.

PI. 21, fig. 21,
Syst, Ichth.

Hindostan, Java; Ophk.

Tab. 52, Cuv. R.Ani.,

Hindostan, Java, Celebes, &c.

i,d. ill.,
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C.

Muscular bulb

trunk with two spiral

at the base of arterial

Respiration at once pulmonary and

valves or longitudinal folds.
branchial.

See above, pp. GO, 75.

Section V.

Protopteri {Biploimoi).

Order XI.
Dorsal chord (Notochord

Protojyteri.

Owen)

in place of bodies of vertebrae.

Pectoral and ventral

Skeleton partly cartilaginous, partly osseous.
fins

resembling subulate, flexible

scales invested

covery

covered with cycloid

with epidermis.

Family XLVI.

We

Body

cirri.

Sireno'idei

s.

Pneumo'iclithyi.

here subjoin to the class of fishes a family of which the disis

very recent, and which has caused no small perplexity to

inasmuch as

zoologists,

it

appeared doubtful whether

The

referred to this class or to that of reptiles.

was from

Brasil,

and was described

first

it

was

species

to be

known

as a reptile (1837); shortly

after a similar animal, but of less size

and shorter body, was

covered in Africa, and was regarded by

Owen

Compare Annalen
s.

165

— 170,

des Wiener

Museums der

Naturgescliiclite, 1837, 11.

Tab. X. (Lepidosiren paradoxa,

dis-

as a fish.

eine neue

Bd,

Gattung aus der

Familie der Fischahnlichen Reptllien, von J. Natteeer).

Th. L.

W.

Bischoff, Lepidosiren paradoxa, anatomiscli untersucht und

Mit

beschrieben.

7

Steindrucktafeln. Leipzig, 1840, 4to.

Lepidosiren paradoxa.

R.

Owen

MonograpMe von

Dr

J.

Hyrtl.

Mit

fiinf

Prag. 1845, 4*0.

Kupfertafeln.

Description of the Lepidosiren annectens, Transactions of the

—
—

—

Linmcan Society, Vol. xvii. 1840, pp. 327 361, Tab. 23 27.
W. Peters Ueber einen deni Lepidosiren annectens verwandten Fisch von
in.
Quellimane, Mueller's Archiv, 1845, s. 1
14, Taf. i

Lepidosiren Natterer.

Two

—

small teeth, conical, moveable in

intermaxillary bone; two large teeth, folded longitudinally in the

margin of each jaw, cohering with jaw. Body round, posteriorly
compressed, smTounded by dorsal and anal fin confluent at the
acuminate extremity.
toral cirrus or fin.

Branchial aperture vertical in front of pec-

Ventral

fins

abdominal, remote, resembling the

anterior but nearer to the lower surface of body.
Sp. Lepidosiren

paradoxa Natterer,

1.

1.

;

from Brasil, in morasses by the

Lepidosiren
Amazon; this species becomes more than 3' long.
annectens Owen, from Africa, first discovered in the Gambia, afterwards
river
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found also on the east coast of South Africa in the morasses of Quellimane.
Petees saw specimens i' long; from the Gambia none are known that
were much longer than i'. External gill-leaflets above the gill-aperture
occur in Lepidosiren annectens from the Gambia (at least sometimes) as well
In one specimen I saw two on the left
as in the fish from Mozambique.
side

on the right side they were wanting; Peters gives three
by him. The inferior margin of the awl-

whilst

side to the fish observed

on each
shaped

fins

has a membranous border with fine rays, which OWEN has not
from the Gambia observed by me was

noticed, but which in the specimen

not absent, although

it

was much smaller than that recorded by Peteks

in

In Lepidosiren paradoxa, which I know only
from figures, the border appears to be absent; external gills were not
observed either by Bischoff or by Htetl.
In the internal structure of Lepidosiren paradoxa. and Lepidosiren
annectens there is some difference, but considering the great agreement
the fish from Mozambique.

of these two species I think

it

unseasonable to adopt a separate genus for

Perhaps also much of the difference

each of them.

may

disappear on

live,

have lost their

closer comparative investigation.

When

the morasses or brooks, in which these animals

water in the dry season, these fishes keep at the depth of some feet underground. They live on vegetable matters, as the Brasilians report, and as
indeed is apparent from microscopic investigation of the remains of the food
in the intestinal canal.

arches are cartilaginous strips without connexion with the
the African species has six on each side, the American five.
These arches however do not all bear gills only on two arches (on the
third and fourth, or in the African species on the fourth and fifth) is there

The branchial

hyoid bone

;

;

a double row of

gill-leaflets present.

On

each side there are three or four

arches which arise from the bulbus arteriosus; branches alone
Perhaps at an earUer period of life the gills are
of these go to the giUs.
more developed and are present on all the branchial arches, as Htbtl sur-

arterial

mises

but in the adult animal the change from venous to arterial blood is
swimming-bladder this forms two large cellular sacs

;

chiefly eflfected in the

;

under the back, behind the peritoneum, and has in front a common part
which bends round the oesophagus below and opens with a short canal on the
abdominal surface, not in the middle, but somewhat towards the right side,

by a

fissure (glottis) into the oesophagus.

bladder, the

pulmonary

at a distance

from the

double

form

;

In Lepidosiren paradoxa the auricle

vence cavce.

the partition however

tissue

The vein of the swimming-

vein, enters the auricle of the heart separately,

is

not a continuous membrane, but a

is

reti-

everywhere perforated.

The urinary bladder
piscine conformation.

is

situated

and opens behind the rectum.

The stomach

is

little

This

is

a

wider than the oesophagus,

At the pylorus there
it without any definite boundary.
The
an annular membranous valve near which the gall-duct opens.
intestinal canal has a spiral valve (as in many Playiostomes), which
terminates at some distance from the extremity. The anus is not situated
which passes into
is

more to the right (commonly
more to the left.

in the middle, but sometimes
siren annectens), sometimes

so in Lepido-

CLASS XV.
REPTILES [REPTILIAy.
The

Reptiles are vertebrate animals, mostly oviparous and cold-

by

blooded^, that breathe

which

Some

lungs.

when

afterwards disappear,

breathe at

first

by

gills,

the lungs have been developed;

whilst in a few, during the whole

there are both gills and

life,

lungs.

The
by

column

spinal

is

in this class of very various length,

much

this is already indicated the

On

'

this class

may

Lacep. Quadrup.
pares

et

be consulted

ovip. et serp.,

des serpens. Paris,

J. E.

1

and

greater diversity of form

by

:

Lacepede, Histoire

789, 2 Vol. 4to, with

many

Schneider Historke AmpMhiorum natur

.

naturelle des

Quadrupedes

literarke Fasc.

et

ovi-

(mostly very defective) figures.
11.

Jense, 1799,

i8or, Svo, with plates.

Daud. iJgjji. r. M. Daudin, Histoire
An. x. xi. (1802, 1803) viii. Tom.

natur. genercde

Paris,

Merkem

Beitr. B.

Mekeem

et

particuliere des Reptiles,

8vo, with plates.

Beitrdge zur Gesch. der Aniphihien.

Duisburg, Leipzig

—

und Essen, 1790 182 1. 3 Heft, 4to, with coloured plates.
DuMBR. et BiBRON ErpCtol. A. M. C. Dumeril ct G. Bibeon,
ou Hist. nat. complete des Repdiles,

ix. Vol. Svo, Paris,

1834

Erpetologie genercde

— 1854,

avec Atlas de 108

PI.

systematic works we may add the following
N. Laurenti Specimen medicmn exMhens synopsin ReptiUum. Cum tab. sen.
Viennse, 1768, Svo,
A. Brongniart, Essai d'lme classification des Reptiles. Paris,
B. Merrem Tentamen systematis AmpMhiorum. Marburgi,
1805, avec 2 PI. 4to,
L. J. FiTZiNGER Neue Classification der ReptiUen. Wien, 1826, 4to, and
1820, Svo,
by the same, [Systema ReptiUum, Fascicuhis primus. Amhlyglossce. Vindobonse, 1843,
Svo,
J. Wagler Naturliches System der Amphibien. Miinchen, Stuttgart und Tubin-

As

:

J.

—

—

—

—

gen, 1830, Svo.

As

collections of figures

we may

cite

:

H. Schlegel Ahhildungen neuer oder unvollstdndig iehannter Amphibien. Dusseldorf,

1837

— 1844

(50 col. plates in large 4to, with explanatory text in Svo);

Rep)tilia are figured in the first

tissimi

many

and second parts of the great work of Seba, Locuple-

Rerum naturalium Thesauri accurata

descriptio

et

—

iconib. artif. expressio,

Amstelod.

1734 1765) i'^' ^ol- folio; also the Abbildungen zur NaturgeschicJite Brasiliens. by
Prince Max of Wied (15 Liefer. Weimar, 1S22
1831, folio) contain principally species
of Reptiles (only a few Mammals and Birds).
Of the German species of Reptiles

—

small but generally good figures are to be found in Stdrm Deutschlands Fauna, 3te
Abth. Die Amphibien 6 Hefte. 1797— 1828, i2mo.
^

On

the temperature of Reptiles see A.

Dumeril

Rech. experimentales sur la tem-

perature des Reptiles, Ann. des So. nat., ^ihme S^rie, xvii. 1852, Zool. p. 522.

;
;
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others, and particularly
For whilst in the tail-less batrachians, only nine or eight vertebrae are counted, some serpents
have frill three hmidred. In most reptiles the body of the vertebrae is convex on the posterior surface, concave on the anterior
in serpents especially these parts are to be regarded as true articular heads and articular cavities, whilst in them the vertebral
column has great mobility. The inferior spinous processes, which
exist in most of the vertebrae of the trunk in serpents, are curiously
modified in Rachiodon ( Trojjidonotus scaber) here these processes
this

class is

distinguished from

from that of birds and mammals.

:

of thirty or thirty-one vertebrse following the second are bent for-

ward, and the seven or eight posterior of them penetrate through the
oesophagus, and have enamelled point-like teeth \

The

have long transverse processes
wanting or are represented on some vertebrae merely by

vertebrae of the batrachians

ribs are

cartilaginous excrescences at the extremity of the transverse pro-

In the serpents the ribs are both very numerous and very

cess.

where they

moveable;
vertebrae

may

cease,

the tail begins;

here the caudal

be distinguished from the other vertebrse of the

trunk, whilst all distinction of cervical, dorsal and lumbar vertebrae
fails.

In the lizards such a distinction prevails, although the

lumbar

vertebr£e,

and often the cervical vertebrse also, are provided
In the Chelonians, the ribs,
in conjunction with the spinous processes of the vertebrae, changed
into broad plates, form the dorsal shield {carapace), which covers
the body of these animals above. The ventral shield {plastron), on
the other hand, is formed by the large sternum, consisting of nine
In part, however, the dermal skeleton also enters into the
pieces.
formation of these shields, by the marginal pieces on each side of
the dorsal shield, as well as by the unpaired dorsal plates, which
do not lie upon vertebral arches, and probably also by coalition

with smaller ribs or rudiments of ribs.

with the plate-like spinous processes of the vertebrae, and by amplification of the ribs and of the sternal pieces ^

1834, No. 60, 6r, DuM. et Bibeon Erpet. VI. p. 160 et suiv.
Stannius JUandbuch der Zootomie, ite Aufl., 2tes Heft, s. 20.
2
Carus had expressed the opinion, that there is also an external skeleton,
a dermal skeleton, in the shield of tortoises which has coalesced with the neural
skeleton, the conception was more fully developed and defended by Dr W, Peters,
1

JouRDAN

VII. p.

491
After

Institut.

et suiv.,
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In

tlie

and the

true serpents the sternum

In the frogs the sternum

are both wanting.

belt of the clavicles
is

as

it

were super-

seded by the two pairs of clavicles, which meet one another in
the mid-plane, and

and a

of these

xipJiisternale)

almost limited to a triangular piece in front

behind them (the episternale and

both of which a thin round cartilaginous disc

to

,

is

stiliform piece

is

In the sternum of the lizards a rhomboidal principal
seen, and in front of it frequently a bone that runs out into

attached.
piece

is

two transverse arms and a
the rhomboidal disc.
selves backwards, to

stiliform part behind, that extends over

Other small bony pieces may range themwhich, as well as to the central rhomboid

piece, the ribs are attached at the sides.

There are usually, as in birds, two clavicles on each side. The
which correspond to the furcula of birds, are
thin, and lie towards the anterior margin of the sternum; the
posterior clavicles are broader {ossa coraco'idea) and run obliquely
anterior clavicles,

to the anterior side of the

one

rhomboid piece of the sternum.

If only

pair of clavicles are present {crocodilus, chamceleon), it is the

anterior pair, those

which correspond

to the clavicles of

mammals,

that are wanting.

The

two long iliac bones {pssa
and broad processes of the
•sacral vertebra, and meet behind at an acute angle the long triangular compressed caudal vertebra lying between them. At the
pelvis of the frogs consists of

which

ilea),

Observationes

1839,

'^9°

^-

are fastened to strong

ad Anatomiam Cheloniormn. Berolini, 1838, 4to, Mueller's ArcTiiv,
H. Rathke however declared himself against this view, and only-

— ^95-

regarded the marginal pieces of the dorsal shield, together with the whole thoracic
shield, as

1848.

dermal skeleton

;

Uehcr die Entwiclcelung der Schildkroten.

Braunschweig,

This controversy was afterwards discussed hy R. OwEN, Phil. Transactions for

—

1849, Part I. pp. 151
171, PI. 13, whose conclusions respecting it have princiimlly
formed the basis of the view we have presented. [The nine sternal pieces were named

by Geopfrot

St.

Hilaire

as follows, a middle piece the entostemal, with 4 pairs of

pieces, viz. 2 episternals in front of entosternal, 1 hyosternals, a hyposternals, 2 xiphi-

sternals,

one on each side from before backwards.

"The

entosternal,

and perhaps

the episternals, are the sole parts of the plastron which can be referred to the sternum
.

.

.

the parial or lateral parts, more especially the hyosternals and hyposternals, are the

"but inconnation with dermal bony
which their characteristic breadth, especially in the land and fresh-water
chelonians, is chiefly due." OwEN 1. 1. p. 166.]
On the sternum of Saurians see
H. Eathke Ueber den Bau imd die Entwickelung des Brustbeins der Saurier. Konigstrue haemapophyses," (sternal and abdominal ribs)

plates to

berg, 1853, 4to.
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bones, the ischiadic and pubic bones are placed,

iliac

forming together a round, laterally compressed
the pelvis

compose

is

it

usually more perfectly formed

on each

side,

meet each other

disc.

In the Saurians

the three bones, which

;

at the articular cavity for

the thigh-bone, and the ischiadic bones unite behind the junction
of the pubic bones, whilst between tliese two unions a very large

Often the resemblance

aperture remains.

by

the osseous belt formed

here very striking to

is

the two clavicles and the scapula.

In the Ophidians no limbs are present, except only in the genus
CMrotes, in otlier respects so similar to Amphishcena, where short
anterior limbs occur,

and except the

found hidden beneath the skin in

traces of hind limbs

many

with the exception of the conical

which are

serpents, either wholly, or

The

nail-joint.

rest

of the

on the other hand, very commonly four limbs, mostly
provided with five fingers, and on the whole composed upon the
reptiles have,

same fundamental plan as in the mammals. The upper-arm bone
and the thigh-bone are however directed outwards, whence the
elbow and knee-joints are at a distance from the trunk. The bones
In the
of the carpus are more numerous than those of the tarsus.
anterior extremities of the frogs, the place of radius and ulna,
as in the hinder extremities that of tibia and fibula, is occupied by
yet even externally, but more obviously when it is
a single bone
sawn across, it may be seen that two bones which have coalesced
;

compose that single bone.
On the bones of the head

The

occipital

of two lateral

it is difficult

say anything general.

to

bone in batrachians consists principally or exclusively
pieces, which meet above and below, and so surround

Each

the occipital hole.
articular tubercle,

which

is

of these lateral occipital bones has an

connected with the

first

In

vertebra.

the scaly reptiles, the serpents, lizards and tortoises, the articular
tubercle serving for connexion with the atlas

on the contrary,

is,

placed in the middle under the large occipital foramen, as
birds,

and

is

principally formed

bone, and only in part
it.

~

A

by the

by the basal

branous or cartilaginous.
exclusively of the

flat

The
body

nial bones are very aberrant

more numerous than
YOL.

II.

*

in

which

sphenoid.

and various

mammals.

;

they

is

upon

close

frogs continues

base of the cranium
of the

in

piece of the occipital

lateral occipitals,

large part of the cranimn in the

it is

mem-

formed almost

The

other cra-

are, as in fishes,

The temporal bone

is

always

14

;
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composed

bony pieces, of which one serves for
jaw (the quadrate hone). In the hatra-

of several separate

articulation with the lower

chians the jugal bone also contributes to form the articular tubercle,

which

cranium

by the articular surface of the lower jaw. The
always small in comparison with the rest of the bony

received

is

is

head, so that in some (the frog, ex. gr. and the chameleon) the
orbital cavity

is

larger

than

the space in which the

brain

is

contained.

In forming the upper jaw the intermaxillary bones are of
less

importance than in the class of fishes;

much

here they constitute

only the middle part of the upper margin of the oral aperture.

In

the serpents and in most of the saurians they coalesce to form an

The under jaw constantly consists
pieces than in mammals.
The articular

unpaired bone.

number
is

of

in connexion with the quadrate bone,

of a greater
piece,

from the anterior part, in which the teeth are fixed.

jaw

halves of the lower

which

always continues distinct

The two

are united with one another in the middle

without suture In the chelonlans, but continue distinct from each
other In the rest.

Most reptiles have teeth, which, however, in all the chelonlans
and in Pi/pa amongst the batrachians are wanting. In the first of
these the two jaws are usually covered with a fibrous horny tissue.

The

teeth serve, not so

ing fast the food

and many

;

much

for dividing or

chewing, as for hold-

their form too does not differ, as In the

fishes, in

mammals

the different parts of the oral cavity, and the

and molar teeth, falls to the ground.
In most saurians the teeth are only in a single row In botli jaws

distinction as incisive, cuspidate

in

some there

are also teeth In the palate.

In the serpents there

is

a row of teeth on each side in the palate, and usually a row in the

two jaws. On the poison-teeth of serpents we shall treat afterwards in the systematic arrangement of this class. In the batrachians teeth are usually found In the palate (in the vomer), and also

a row of small,
which however

thin, conical or card-shaped teeth in the

wanting in most toads.

are

upper jaw,

The salamanders have

such teeth in both jaws.

The tongue sometimes

The

serves for the capture of food.

batrachians catch small animals with

it;

here the tongue

is

at-

tached forwards to the margin of the lower jaw and with the free
part thrown back

;

this part can reverse itself

and be projected

EEPTILES.

from the mouth
the tongue

touched by

the adhesive mucus, with which the surface of

;

covered, causes the

is

A

to adhere.

it
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little

worms and

insects that are

cylindrical tongue, capable of great

mouth with much rapidity, is the
weapon by which the chameleon overpowers his prey. In most of
extension, which

is

shot from the

the saurians however, and in the serpents, the tongue does not serve

but

for seizing the food,

which these animals
feelers and antennae.

rather an organ of feeling or tact, of

is

avail themselves almost as insects do of their

Salivary glands, which are missing in

wanting,

as in the batrachians,

fishes, are

here also often

are only slightly developed.

or

In many lacertine animals and in serpents small glands are situated along the jaws, or in the lips, which give out the fluid secreted

by them through numerous

apertures.

Often also there

a sub-

is

lingual salivary gland, in serpents and lizards, as well as in land

and fresh-water

The poison-glands

tortoises \

we

of serpents

shall

describe subsequently.

The oesophagus

is

and more clearly
In the salamanders, however,

longer than in lishes

distinguishable from the stomach^.
insensibly

oesophagus passes

the

into

elongated stomach,

the

which becomes narrower near the pylorus, and forms a fold before
The stomach of serpents is only
it terminates in the duodenum.
slightly wider than the rest of the intestinal tube

is

it

;

with-

out curvature, and has thicker walls than the oesophagus
inner surface presents

These occur

longitudinal folds.

its

;

also

in

the stomach of tortoises, where also are seen numbers of small
apertures

of glands that

turtles is beset

together,

lie

;

dinis Europew,

PP-

[epithelium),

and whose

;

See this gland in the European fresh- water tortoise, where

On

of

in the rest of the tortoises they are

that perforate the tongue, figured by L.

^

The oesophagus

walls.

In the crocodiles the stomach is round and the muscuit has a great resemblance to the stomach of birds ^.

lar coat thick

^

its

which have a horny envelope

points are turned backwards

wanting.

in

on the inside with large conical papillpe placed close

1819— 1821,

folio.

H. BoJANOS

Tab. 26,

figs.

the deglutition of reptiles compare

337—395, PI- 48.
^ The stomach of Crocodilus

acutiis is

the physiological series of comparative

London, 1833,

i.

in his

it

has

many

ducts

eminent Analome Testu-

140, 141 H.

Duges Ann.

des Sciences nat. xii.

i8'2 7,

very beautifully figured in the Catalogue of

Anatomy in

the

Museum of the

College of Surgeons.

PI. 9, p. 266.
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The

length of the intestinal tube in most reptiles

if

the

is

only twice

body in the lizards it is about as long as the body,
which is usually very long, be included sometimes the

that of the
tail,

;

;

length of the body, estimated in this way, surpasses that of the

The

intestinal canaP.

larvae of frogs

and the

which

land-tortoises,

live on vegetable food, have the longest intestinal canal

in these

;

length surpasses that of the body three, nay even six times or

its

more.

The boundary between the small and large intestine
by an annular membranous valve,

indicated in reptiles

coecal tube at the origin of the large intestine.

which

is

almost never found in

reptiles, in

most batrachians,

the turtles, &c., but

still is

fishes,

many

in

is

is

often

or

by a

This coecal tube,

wanting also

in various

serpents, in the crocodile,

present in many, especially in most of

the lacertine animals^.

The

have a cloaca or cavity in which are found the

reptiles

ter-

mination of the rectum, the aperture of the bladder, and those of the
ureters

and oviducts

or seminal ducts.

Sometimes

this cloaca is

be regarded as a dilatation of the rectum. The anus or the
external opening of the cloaca is in the frogs and toads situated

to

behind on the back, in the tortoises sometimes under the point of
the

The opening

tail.

is

round or oval in the frogs and

but in the serpents and most of the saurians
verse fissure luider the base of the

The

liver is

large in reptiles

tortoises,

formed by a trans-

tail.

often

;

is

it is

not divided into lobes,

In the crocodiles, however, in

but only incised at the margin.

the frogs and tortoises, the liver consists of two lateral portions,

sometimes quite distinct from each other and connected solely by
a duplication of the peritoneum, yet usually united by two or three

The

transverse strips.

In almost

blood.
there

is

common

all

liver receives a large quantity of

a gall-bladder, which, however,
in birds

venous

(and the exceptions are not always constant)

and mammals.

is

Sometimes

of less size than
it lies

is

hidden in the

Comp. Cdvier Zej?. d'Anat. comp. ill. p. 457, ande ^d. iv. 2, p. 308.
Comp. TiEDEMANN Ueber den BUnddarm der Ampkibien, in Meckel's Archiv
f. d. Physiol. III. s. 368 — 374, and generally on the intestinal canal in this class, a paper
of Meckel himself in the same vol. s. 199
On the intestinal tube
232, with figures.
of serpents, see Duveenot Ann. des Sc. nat. xxx. pp. 128
155.
^

^

—

—

;

.
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but mostly free and close to the concave surface of the liver
some serpents only, where the liver lies very forward, the gallbladder is found at a distance from it, and placed more backward.
Sometimes the cystic duct arises from the hepatic duct sometimes
liver,

in

;

the hepatic ducts pass immediately into the gall-bladder [ductus

Mostly the cystic duct unites with the hepatic

hepatico-cystici).

duct to form a

The

common

ductus clioledoclms^

jpancreas, constantly present in reptiles, is

often large,

but varies in form in the different genera.

The number

the ducts differs

;

usually there

;

only one

is

also of

in the Nilotic cro-

which penetrate the intestinal canal below
in the European fresh-water tortoise
there are, according to Bojanus, two.
In some serpents also the
ducts are two or even more
in Python the poncreas is divided
codile there are two,

or behind

the gall-ducts

;

;

many

into

with

distinct lobes, each

like veins, into larger trunks

fall,

its

separate duct

;

these ducts

which penetrate the

intestinal

canaP.

The
and

spleen in this class

is

always present, generally small,

often situated close to the stomach, although

respect as also in that of

and

situated in front of the pancreas

varies in this

it

In the serpents

size.

its

in close

it

is

connexion with

mostly
it^.

Productions or duplicatures of the peritoneum, by which the
intestinal

name

canal

is

supported and attached, and which bear the

of mesentery, are always present, though in various degrees

The productions of the peritoneum, on the conwhich hang from the stomach or the intestinal canal, the
omenta, are wanting, although two appendages of the peritoneum
of development.
trary,

^

In some crocodiles, as Alligator

sclerops,

the hepatic duct, and the two open into the

W. Vrolik

in the Bijdragen

tot

the cystic duct continues distinct from

duodenum by

separate apertures; see

de natuurkiondige Wetenschappen,

i.

biz. 167, PI.

1

11,

fig. I.

in

2

DuvEKNOT, Ann.

3

According to

des Sc. nat.

Meckel

xxx.

p. 123.

{System der vergl. Anat. iv.

serpents, a statement confuted

by Duvernoy

1.

1.

s.

3/1) the spleen

pp. 113

— 121.

is

wanting

According to

Aristoteles, Baktholinus and Perbault the chameleon should have no spleen.

Some

years ago this was also asserted by G. R.

Gesetze des organischen Lebens,

I.

1831,

s.

dark body, apparently the same with that

Ersclieinungen

und

biz. 57), and which has also been observed by myself.
and behind the stomach between the laminre of the mesentery.

(Opmerkingen over den Chameleon,
It lies under

Treviranus {Die

He however himself described a small
which W. Vrolik considers to be the spleen

345).

;
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which

loaded with

are

in

fat,

many

and membranous
somewhat resemble

saurians,

filaments, also containing fat, in the serpents,
tliem.

The lymphatics seem

in

reptiles

to

be destitute of valves,

They are
except at the place where they open into the veins.
highly developed, form numerous plexuses, and here and there
sacciform expansions, but no lymphatic glands.

by wide lymphatics

vessels are often surrounded

plexuses, as

by a

The large bloodor by lymphatic

There are two thoracic ducts, or the

sheath.

sino-le thoracic duct divides anteriorly into two branches, which
deliver the chyle, mixed with the lymph, into the subclavian veins,

In different reptiles pulsating lymphatic

or anterior venous stems.

spaces have been discovered, which are in connexion with veins,
and force the lymph into them. In the frog, and in many other

two such lymphatic hearts are situated on the back,

reptiles,

behind the joint of the thigh-bone, immediately beneath the skin
they empty their lymph into a branch of the iscl) iadic vein. These
cavities

pulsating

serpents they

lie

occur also in lizards and

under

and in
commence-

tortoises,

the vertebrae in front of tlie

ment of the tail. In the frog, besides these lymphatic hearts, there
are two other anterior, which lie under the scapula on the transverse processes of the third vertebra\
In most reptiles the two ventricles of the heart are united to

form a single cavity, or are only imperfectly separate. Invariably a portion only of the venous blood is distributed to the
luno'S, whilst another portion, mixed with arterial blood, is sent
to the different parts of the body.

The

heart

is

thus at once

both arterial and venous, and not,
but the arterial part is not, or not so completely, distinct from
as in fishes, solely venous

the venous, as in the birds and

;

mammals.

Compare the splendid work of PanizZxV, Sopra il Sistema Unfatico dei Rettili
folio.
The work of Eusconi on the same subject is
known to me only from extracts (see ex. gr. Duveknoy Ann. des Sc. nat. 3ifeme S^rie,
1

Eicerche zootomicJte, Pavia, 1833,

by

J.

reptiles; see also
II.

1835,

535

—547, Taf.

13, figs. 5

by Mueller see Ahh. der
31—33, with fig.

also
s-

s.

—

381). The pulsating lymphatic hearts were first discovered
Muellek, and almost simultaneously by Panizza, in this and other
E. Webee on similar lymphatic hearts in Python, Mueller's Archiv,

1847, VII. Zoologie, pp. 337
in the frog

;

—

Berl.

10.

Thej' were last demonstrated in tortoises,

Akad. der Wlssenschaften, Physik. Klasse, 1839,
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was supposed that the batrachians have only a
Later investigations, however, first by

it

single auricle of the heart.
J.

Davy, and afterwards

the nearly contemporaneous observations

of other anatomists, have proved that the auricle of frogs
internally

by

and thus

divided

is

In the salamanders also and Prote'idce there is a similar partition, which, however, in some is incomplete or perforate^.
The pulmonary veins
a partition,

empty themselves

is

really double\

in all these animals not, as earlier writers

on com-

parative anatomy state (who usually gave merely an extract from

by Swammerdam

the description of the circulation in the frog offered

more than a century and a half previously),

into the anterior cavse,

but into the

and

(in frogs)

left

after

auricle either separately

ventricle in these

naked

appendage {bulhus

m-teriosus)

reptiles

is

close together, or

common

they have formed a short
single.

stem.

It has a

The

muscular

at the origin of the arteries,

which

corresponds to the appendage of the heart in cartilaginous fishes,

and

in the Proteids, as well as in these, is provided with diiferent

rows of valves 3.

In the serpents the ventricle

is

of a conical

form and divided by an imperfect muscular septum into two
chambers. From one of the cavities the pulmonary artery arises,

and from the

towards the right

or uppermost,

other,

The one

arterial stems.

of these large arterial stems,

forward and to the right, gives

side, two
which runs

off the arteries of the anterior part

body (two stems, the cephalic artery or common carotid, and
the arteria collaris, which CuviEK names vertebral artery).
This
artery afterwards bends downwards to the right and gives off
some other branches, when it unites with the second large artery,
which on the left side of the heart, after having formed an arch,
runs backwards, and conveys blood to the parts only which are
of the

situated behind the heart.

have no subclavian

^

Davy made

.T.

Weber,

Physiol.

I.

Two

descendino- vence

the discovery in 1825, in toads; see Edhiburgh new Philos. Journal,

Vol. IX. pp. 160, 161.

M.

Since the serpents have no limbs, they

arteries as distinct stems.

In 1832 two independent observers,

arrived at the

Bonn, 1832,

4to,

same

s.

i

—

See

result.
5,

Tab.

I.

figs.

^ Owen, Transact, of the Zool. Sac. 1835,
Hyetl, the septum in Proteus is incomplete.
^ See the figure of the heart of Menopoma

comp, Anat. in the

Museum

i.

M.
1

J.

—

Martin

Weber

Saint- Ange and

Beitrage zur Anat.

und

6.

pp. 213

— 220,

PI. 31.

According to

in the Catalogue of the physiol. series of

of the Coll. of Surgeons,

11.

1834, PI. xxiii.

fig. 2.
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cavce, wliicli here, in the

by

absence of subclavian veins, are formed

the jugular veins, and one posterior or ascending vena cava,

return in the serpents the venous blood to the hearth

In the lizards and

formed of two

tortoises the heart is

usually completely separate from each other
ventricles only incompletely separate

exception of the crocodiles.

Caldesi and

However

from

is

eacli other,

with the

in the tortoises, according to

others, the arterial blood is distinguished

red colour from the darker venous blood ^.
heart

auricles,

by a septum, and two

by a bright

In the tortoises the

broader than long, and has very spacious auricles and thick

From the heart arise two arterial stems or in
some a single stem, which, however, divides immediately after
leaving the heart, into a right and left stem. Of these the right
stem is the thicker and divides into a common truncus anonymus
the first divides into a left and a right
and a descending stem
branch, from which the subclavian and jugular arteries of each
muscular walls.

;

side arise.

The descending stem forms on

the right side an arch,

afterwards unites with a branch from the left stem to form

and

the descending aorta.

Before giving off the connecting branch,

which may be regarded as the continuation of the stem, the left
The
aorta supplies arteries for the stomach and the mesentery^.
pulmonary artery divides into two branches between each of these
branches and the arch of the left and right aortte there is a com;

municating branch [ductus Botalli) which, however, in the tortoises
consolidated and closed at an early period consequently, the pul,

is

;

monary
lung.

artery becomes suddenly smaller before

In the lacertine animals also the

left

it

arrives at the

aorta gives off no

branches forward, to the head or anterior limbs, but only to the
intestines, except a communicating branch to the descending right

^ F. ScHLEMM Anatom. Beschre'ihung des Bluttgefdss-Systems der Schlangen, in
TiEDEMANN u. Treviranus Zeitschrift fur Physiol, ii. s. loi 124, Taf. vii. On the
circulation of sei-pents see H. Jacquart Mem. sur la circulation chez le Python, Ann.
des Sc. nat. 4ifenie S^rie, iv. 1855, pp. 3-21
11, H. Rathke Bemerhungen
364, PL 9

—

—

iiber die

Caret iden der Schlangen, Wien,

—

1856 {Denkschr. der mathem. nalurw. Classe

der kaiseil. Akad. der Wissensch.).
2
3

BiAJUK^BKcn's, Kleine Schriften. Leipzig, 1804, Svo, s. 70, 71.
Hence Cuvier names the left cwHa also aorte viscercde. See figures of the heart

and large
160, 161.

vessels in

Emys

europcea in the classical

work of Bojanus, Tab. xxix.

figg.
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form tlie aorta ahdommalis^ By tliis union of the
from the two sides which meet at the back to form the
abdominal aorta, there is formed in the reptiles a vascular ring, in
aorta, so as to

.

arteries

which the oesophagus is situated.
In many respects the arrangement in the crocodiles
as in the other lizards, but there

is

is

the same

this modification here in the

structure of the heart, that

it is divided into two distinct ventriIn front of the ventricles the different arteries form an elongated sac, comparable to the hulhus arteriosus of the fish's heart;

cles\

this

appendage

sac

is

lies

with the heart in the pericardium. This

formed by the right and

The

artery.

left

which here

aorta,

also

arterial

and the pulmonary

aorta

left

is*

a descending aorta

with the pulmonary artery from the right venand thus conveys venous blood.
The right aorta, which

visceralis, arises
tricle,

divides into an aorta adscendens and a second descending arterial
trunk, comes from the left ventricle of the heart.

ment the head and the

viscera and the posterior parts of the

same time

it

is

By

this arrange-

anterior limbs receive arterial ialood, the

body mixed blood.

At

the

not only in the aorta ahdominalis that a mixture

of blood takes place, but there

two

the semilunar valves,

by which,

common septum (here
an opening concealed behind
seems, blood can pass from the

also in the

is

cartilaginous) of the

aortic stems

as

it

when

right ventricle into the right aorta,

water and the respiration

for a

the animal

time suspended^.

The

under

is

left aorta,

arising from the right ventricle, corresponds with that arterial stem

See the figures in an Egyptian Varanus in the elegant dissertation of A. CoETi,

^

J)e systemate

vasorum Psamniosauri

The priority of
Ange, but to Hentz
2

Vol.

grisei.

this discovery is
;

Transactions of the

Philadelphia, 1825, p. 216 and

II.

VindobonEe, 1847, 4to, fig.
Meckel nor to

due neither to

foil.

A merican
Comp.

Philosophical Society,

my Memoir on

codile, Tijdschr. voor. natuurl. Gesch. en Physiol, vi. 1839, ^^- ^S^
3
g.

I

See BiscHOFF Ueber den

—

12,

works,

Tab.

I.

ex. gr. in

Bau

des Crocodil-Herzen, in

In the beautiful

figures,

i.

Martin Saint-

New

Series.

the heart of the Cro-

— 167.

Mueller's Archiv,

which have been often copied

in

1836,
later

we may remark
Rathke the arteria

the English translation of Mueller's Physiologie,

that G indicates the arteria carotis communis (or according to
collaris), and by no means the left subclavian artery; E and F are the subclavian
arteries.

Concerning the origin of the large arteries

in crocodiles,

we cannot

which

is

not always

want of
Compare also H. Eathke Ueber die Carotiden der Krokodile und Vogel,
Mueller's Archiv, 1850, s, 184 192, and further observations by the same,
Mveller's Archiv, 1852, s, 374.
the same but presents varieties of different kinds,
space.

—

discourse here for

—
218
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mammalian

of the

foetus

which gives branches

to the lungs,

but

is

principally continued into the descending arch of the aor-ta (as the

The

so-named ductus Botcdli).
crocodiles not excepted,

is

heart of reptiles, that even of the

a persistent foetal heart.

There are one posterior and two anterior venre cavas in reptiles;
the posterior cava is formed by the venous trunk of the sexual
The venous blood of the posorgans, the hepatic and renal veins.
terior parts of tlie body passes for the most part through the kidneys before

returns to the hearth

it

The lungs

of reptiles are larger or smaller sacs with projecting

folds

on the walls, whence

large,

and

cells arise,

which are sometimes very

at the lowest part are often entirely deficient.

Even when

the lungs are large and, as occurs in many, extend far into the abdo-

men, the surface presented to the inspired air is rendered by this
composite arrangement relatively smaller than in mammals.

less

When
as

the respiration

is

interrupted, reptiles do not so quickly die

warm-blooded animals, and they
In

unfit for respiration.

Coluber, in

many

live longer in gases

serpents,

Vipera berus, there

is

many

which

are

species of the genus

only one lung present

;

Naja,

on the other hand, Crotalus, Boa, Anvphisbmna, have two lungs,
which in Boa are almost of equal size, whilst in others they are unequal, so that sometimes there scarcely remains a vestige of one

In the tortoises the lungs
is mostly the left lung.
and flat they extend along the back to the pelvis. The
reptiles have no bronchial artery, but the pulmonary vessels appear
The pulmonary veins always
to supply nutrition to the lungs.
terminate in the left auricle, mostly separately, but sometimes after
having united to form a single stem'^ In the serpents the anterior
part alone of the lungs receives blood from the pulmonary artery;
the part that lies farther back receives blood from the abdominal
aorta; these arteries anastomose with branches of the pulmonary
of them, which

are broad

^

Comp.

Grenoidlles,

Gkuby

;

See

p. 12T.

Ann.

Gkubt

Recherches anatomiques sur

des Sc. nat. ie Serie, xvii. 1842, Zool. pp. 209

le

systeme veineux des

— 230.

The vein which

regarded as running from the anterior abdominal vein to the heart was after-

wards shewn by RuscONi to be a cardiac vein that perforates the pericardium and
into that abdominal vein.
Ann, des Sc. nat. 30 S^rie, IV. Zool. p. 282.
^

Compare on the

— 332,
— 146,

330
100, 128

.326,

falls

respiration of reptiles CuVlER Le^. d'Anat. comp. IV. pp. 323
40, 86
346, 347 (second edition of Ddveenot, vii. 1840, pp. 26
151
154), and Meckel Ueber das Respirations- system der ReptUien,

—

—

Archiv fur die Physiol,

iv. s.

60

— 89,

Tab.

11.
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and the venous branches corresponding to them return their
From this arrangement in serpents,
arterial blood also is mixed with venous, and like as in all the
reptiles, venous blood is mixed with arterial.
Tlie ribs of lizards and serpents serve for respiration; in the
frogs, which have no ribs, inspiration is eifected by the motions of
the tongue-bone.
Keeping the mouth closed, they fill its cavity
with air through the nostrils; when the nostrils have been closed,
they contract the oral cavity, raise the larynx, and press the inartery,

blood to the portal vein\

closed air into the glottis.

Without

closure of the

mouth

that

complete inspiration cannot be effected in batrachians by which

In the tortoises the same

the lungs are sufKciently distended^.

explanation of inspiration has been given, since here the ribs are

immoveable.

however, been shewn by experiments, that

It has,

here the inspiration

not effected by deglutition, and that

is

opening be made in the trachea

it

if

an

what in
here effected by the

continued, so that

is

other animals is performed by the ribs, is
moveable belt of the shoulder-bone and clavicle. Expiration is
effected partly by contraction of the abdominal muscles, partly by
contraction of the lungs themselves.

In the naked amphibians, the diplopnoa, larynx and trachea

form a whole, and in the batrachians this part consists more of
larynx, in the proteids more of trachea, that

lage on each side

;

is,

In Proteus the trachea

developed in length.

in the last
lias

it is

more

a slip of carti-

of such a slip in the Batrachii the greater part

is developed into a cricoid cartilage, or into a cartilaginous ring,

the thyroid

representing at once
posterior part

it

and

cricoid cartilages

at

;

its

has transverse processes, which are afterwards

Moreover this trachea in
membranous, as also are the two
divides, with the exception of the genus

developed into rings of the trachea.
batrachians

entirely

still

is

bronchi, into which

1

it

Cdvier Leg d'Anat. comp. iv. p. 337. The hindmost part of the kings
Comp. Htrtl Strcna anatomica de novis pidinonuin vasis in

vessels.

is

without

Ophkliis.

Pragee, 1837, 4to.
2

Herholdt shewed

the necessity that the

mouth should be

closed during the

however, of which the result was, that
froo-s when prevented closing the mouth quickly died, have been justly rendered doubtful
by RuDOLPHi Ch'U7idriss der Physiologic, 11. a, s. 339. See also on this subject, and on
inspiration of frogs

;

some of

the respiration of tortoises,

— 50, and Panizza

his experiments,

Haro Ann.

des Sc. nat. 26 S^rie, xviii. Zool. 1843, pp. 36

ibid, ^ihrne S^rie, ill. 1845,

PP- '^3°

— 247.

;
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Pipa,

where

rings

"bronchial

In the scaly

exist.

The

ting'uishable.

the

cartilaginous rings of the trachea are usually

In

complete circles and placed close together.
trachea

reptiles,

the larynx, trachea and two bronchi are mostly dis-

ha'ploimoa,

provided with rings at

is

its

many

serpents the

lower part only, whilst the

anterior part expands into a thin cellular network.

The bronchi

are in lizards usually very short, in the tortoises alone are they

The bronchus

longer, especially in the land-tortoises.

does not

usually divide in the lung, but ends suddenly or terminates in

In the crocodiles and tortoises the bron-

a membranous band.

chus extends throughout the lung, and

perforated

is

openings, which lead into cells or sacs, whose walls

with small

reptiles gills are present, either in their

as in Proteus, during the whole of

simultaneously with lungs, in the

To

veloped.

are

beset

cells.

In the naked
state, or,

by many

life,

young

in the latter case

before the lungs are de-

first

the consideration of these gills

we

shall afterwards

revert in the systematic arrangement of this class.

In vertebrate animals that breathe by lungs, the production of
is effected by an arrangement at the trachea, consisting of

sound

elastic ligaments,

In

reptiles, birds

which are caused to vibrate by the current of air.
and mammals, a voice can be produced by this

means, and the vocal ligaments, in the first mentioned, as in mammals, are situated at the upper part of the trachea in an organ

named

Many

larynx.

reptiles,

however, emit no sound except

only a blowing, on the rapid expulsion of the air through the
Serpents give only a hissing sound
glottis, as in the chameleon.

when

disturbed.

The

glottis lies

behind the root of the

close

membranous sheath in which the tongue
inclosed.
The arytceno'id cartilages of batra-

tongue, in serpents on the
at its hinder part is

chians are two triangular or oval parts, externally convex, internally
concave, and having a tense

They form

membrane

the cartilages, the opening of the glottis

many
the

1

species of frog, as of

membrane

of the

Bana

is

esculenta,

situated \
The male of
have two vesicles under

tympanum, behind the angle of

Comp, ViCQ. d'Aztr, Mem. de VAcad.
40—44.

PI. XIII. figs.

at their inferior margin.

a dome-like eminence, on which, between the margins of

the

mouth

des Sc, 1779, Paris 1782, pp. 195, 196,
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they open into

much

tlie

mouth on each
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side near the lower jaw,

distended during the croaking that

and are

heard, especially in

is

spring and the beginning of summer, at pairing time\
lizards

the

pieces

in

:

In the

arytenoid cartilages are usually present as distinct

most serpents merely as processes

of the thyro'id cartilage, and forming with

at the posterior part

When

a whole.

it

the

more perfectly developed, the anterior apex of the
thyroid becomes free as an epiglottis. Most serpents and some
lizards have an epiglottis^.
larynx

is

The kidneys

in which, as in those of fishes, a cortical

medullary portion cannot be distinguished

They

a very various magnitude and form.
in the serpents, thick
in lizards

and oval

and batrachians.

placed more forward than the

same height, and

(p. 37),

are

and a

have in

this class

much

elongated

in the tortoises, longitudinally oval

In the serpents the right kidney is
left, in the others they lie more at the

back part close together. In the
backward, are attached to the sacrum, and
extend frequently under the tail. They are mostly incised at the
often at the

lizards they lie far

margin or divided into lobes by transverse grooves.
In the
kidneys of serpents and tortoises these divisions on the surface
resemble the convolutions of the brain in mammals.
m'eters,

The kidneys

some proceed immediately from the
and run transversely to the surface, where they terminate

are formed of tubules,

which

in

blindly, whilst in others they leave the branches into

The

ureters divide for every lobe of the kidney.

from a renal pelvis, but always

arise

which the

ureters never pass

from the successive union of

branches, or from the tubules of the renal substance

itself.

The

Malpighian bodies are present in reptiles as in the rest of the vertebrate animals, and in the batrachians are sufficiently large to

be seen by the naked eye.

P.

^

Camper gave good

In serpents the ureters are long, and

figures of these parts,

— 251,

Verhandelingen van het Bataafsch

These vesicles consist of two
membranes, the skin and a very thin production of the mucous membrane of the mouth.
The muscular coat of the skin compresses the internal membrane when the skin is
removed the vesicle can be much more largely distended by inflation than in the natural
Genootschap

te

Rotterdam,

i.

1774,

bl.

245

PI. x.

;

state.
2

Henle

illustrated

has given a general and comparative view of the larynx in this

throughout

by

the

necessary

figures,

in

his

anatomiscJie Beschreihung des Kehlkopfs. Leipzig, 1839, 4*°-

excellent

class,

Vergleichend-

.
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expand

some degree before ending

in

In the crocodiles

urinarj bladder.

animals, the urinary bladder

is

in tlie cloaca

also,

there

;

and some other

wanting, although

is

it

no

is

lacertine

present in

most of the other lizards as well as in the tortoises and the
naked amphibians
According to the discovery of Jacobson veins run on the out*

side of the kidney, which, like the portal vein in the liver, divide

kidney

like arteries in the

[vence renales adveltentes)

.

These venous

stems are formed by the veins of the posterior parts of the body,
of the tail in serpents, and in other reptiles of those also of the

hinder limbs

a part only of the venous blood of these parts goes

;

immediately to the cava or

and

arteries

(eiferent) to

riati) are

to the liver.

afferent renal veins

the vena cava^.

found in most

The blood from the
by other renal

returned

is

renal

veins

Supra- renal capsules {renes succentu-

reptiles, generally

however small and often

remote from the kidneys, situated on the inside of the kidneys
near the efferent veins ^.

^

and frogs the urinary bladder is broad and is divided into two
and with thin walls. ToWNSON (Observ.
de Amphibiis, Getting. 1795, p. 29) and Jacobson (Meckel's Archiv f. d.

In the

tortoises

which

lateral parts,
pht/siol.

Physiol.

III.

s.

in the last are very spacious

148) have not been willing to recognise as urinary bladder the part

previously so

named

assigning to

it

;

that the ureters do not terminate in this bladder

any other

office

is

no reason

for

even in the tortoises the ureters run to the neck

;

itself, and thus the urine, like the bile in the human
no other way reach the bladder than by that of regui'gitation. On
the kidneys of reptiles J. F. Link De Amphihiorum systemate uropoetko, Halte, 181 7,
The urine of serpents is a consistent white substance which
Svo, may be consulted.

of the bladder or to the urethra

gall-bladder, can in

hardens on drying.
-

Compare L. Jacoeson De

systemate venoso peculiari in permidtis animalibus ohser-

See also the experiments with ligature of the afferent veins

vato. Hafnise, 1821, 4to.

—

De Maetino Ann.

des Sc. nat. 1841, Tom. xvi. Zool. pp. 305
309, and
Bowman's description of the 'portal system' of the kidney of the boa in his
memoir On the structure and use of the Malpighian bodies of the kidney, Phil. Trans.

of A.

especially

1842, Pt.
*

I.

p. 64, PI. IV. fig. 17.

In the European fresh-water tortoise they

BOJANUS Anat.

Testud. figs. 186, 188 P.

lie

on the inside of the kidneys,

In the frog the yellow or orange- coloured

bodies situated above the kidneys and divided into elongated finger-shaped

formerly supposed to be the supra-renal capsules.
contrary,

were
the

regard as representing the supra-renal capsule yellow bands composed

of granular matter that

lie

on the abdominal surface of the kidneys along the principal

branches of the efferent veins; see
fig. 4,

slips,

Eathkb and Retzius, on

Gruby

1.

1.

pp. 218

— 220,

Nagel

in

PI. 10, figs.

Mueller's

8— ro.

Archiv, 1836,

s.

380, Taf. xv,
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The organs

for

preparing the germ and the seed (ovaries and

same

and placed
and in
symmetrically on the two sides. In
the genus Proteus the right ovarium and the right testis lie more
forward than the corresponding organs on the left side, which often
The oviducts are never, as in many bony fishes and
also are less.
in invertebrate animals (see above, p. 38), immediate continuations
of the ovary, but have free openings into the cavity of the abdomen,
as for instance in batrachians, where they are situated in the uphere
permost part of the abdominal cavity close to the heart
the oviducts are very tortuous, and have when straightened out a
length of more than two feet. The lower ends of the oviducts exhibit thicker walls, and have, especially in the species that are viviare always in pairs, mostly of the

testes)

size

the serpents, however,

;

parous, as the land-salamanders, a great width.

In the frogs the

lower apertures of the tubes terminate in a membranous sac capable

much distension from the eggs, and to wliich the scarcely appropriate name of uterus has been given. In the tortoises the inferior
of

apertures of the ovaries are situated near the neck of the urinary
bladder, at the upper part of the cloaca.

The

ovaries have the form either of sacs,

diplopioa are undivided,
lizards are divided into

surface of

but

in

cells,

—or

which the eggs

testes lie

in the tailed

serpents

and

of laminse, on the abdominal

and when ripe are

are developed,

separated, as in the crocodiles

The

—which

the batrachians,

and

tortoises.

on each side of the spinal column, in front of the
sei-pents, in batrachians on the fore part

kidneys in lizards and

of the kidneys, in chelonians on the hind part of the same,

which

are always situated more towards the back. In the salamanders the
testes are divided into roundish bodies, sometimes different in

number on the

opposite sides (two, three or four), placed behind

one another.

The arrangement

in frogs, already noticed

by Swammerdam,

remarkable, viz. that the ureters are also the efferent vessels \

is

In

1 Bijbel der nat. pp.
What Rathke and others supposed to be a
795, 796.
vas deferens distinct from the ureteres, is, according to Bidder, a communicating

vessel covered with dark

the axillary; F.
iiber die

4to,

s.

pigment forming an anastomosis between the

H. Bidder

iliac

artery and

Vergleichend-anatomische u. histologische Untersuchungen

mdnnliche Oeschlechts- und Harnwerlczeuge der nacMen Amphibien. Dorpat, i84f>,

21,
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the salamanders some vasa efferentia from the testes unite to form a

longitudmal canal, from which

many

tortuous branches arise,

whose

union forms an epididymis near the testes, and wliich afterwards
run straiglit outwards and are inserted into the efferent vessel \ In
the tortoises, to eacli of the efferent vessels a long

convoluted

organ resembling intestine is attached before they terminate in the
penis does not exist in the frogs and most of the naked
cloaca.

A

amphibians, but in the land- and water-salamanders there

is an imand very vascular penis of an inversely heart-like form^.
In the scaly reptiles, the haplojmoa, there is on the contrary always
an external sexual organ for copulation. This penis is a double
coecal tube, which can be inverted like the finger of a glove, in most

perforate

of the lizards and the serpents.

A

furrow runs along the inside of

the tube, which on erection and inversion becomes an external fiUTOW
for transmission of the sperm.

This double penis

of the cloaca on the dorsal surface or under the

lies

on the outside

In the crocoand chelonians, on the other hand, the penis is simple, composed
of two fibrous bodies which have coalesced in the mid-plane, and
with a channel or groove on the upper part, which is covered by an
tail.

diles

erectile

spongy body

{corjjus

gland at the extremity.

cavernosum) that

This organ

is

is

enlarged into a

attached to the anterior wall

of the cloaca, where in the females of these animals a clitoris

is

also

attached^.

^

This epididymis

lies

in front of the kidneys, of

which Bidder considers

it

to

form

a part, so that, as in the frogs epididymis and kidney are united to form a whole, in
the salamanders also these organs are not distinct
the firmer and posterior kidney,

which

is

(1.

1.

p.

Moreover

36).

usually regarded as

fi-om

the sole kidney,

number of ducts which unite to form a short
According to Duveknoy the ureter opens separately, according to Bidder
See Duvernot Fragments sur les organes
united with the vas deferens, into the cloaca.
genito-uriiiaires des Rcjitiles, Paris, 1848, Mem. de VAcad. des Sc. de Paris, Sav. etrang.
there proceed in the salamanders a
ureter.

XI. PI.
*

I. fig.

9.

See J. H. Finger

De Tritonum

4to, pp. 22, 23, figs. 2, 3.

Compare

genitcdibus eorumque functione.
also

Marburgi, 1841,

VoN WiTTiCH
Ham- und GcscTdechts-

on the uro-genital apparatus,

Beitrdge zur morphologischen u. histologischen Entwichelung der

—

167,
werkzeuge der nackten Amphibien, Zeitschr. f. wissensch. Zool. iv. 1852, pp. 125
Taf. IX. X. ; the same. Ham- und Geschlechtsorgane von Discoglossus piictiis und einiger

anderer au-ssereuropdischer Batrachier,
3

Comp.

J.

Mueller Bau

ibid. pp.

168

— 177, Taf.

x. figs,

i,

2.

der erectilen mdnnlichen Geschlechts organe, &c.

Berlin

1838, (^Ahh. der Konigl. Akad. d. Wiss. zu Berlin, Physik. Kl.) Tab. iii. figs. 4, 5.
On the organs of propagation in reptiles, besides the works already quoted, may

be consulted

Rathke

Ueher die Entwickelung der Geschkchtsfheile bei den Amphibien,

REPTILES.

The eggs
tliey are
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In the batracliians

of reptiles are various in form.

covered in the oviducts with a gelatinous substance swell-

The eggs

ing greatly in water, in which they are developed.

of lizards and turtles have a leathery shell; in other tortoises the
shell is harder

and contains more carbonate of lime,

The membranous

than the eggs of birds.
cases of

many

less

however

shell consists in

most

layers of very line fibres, or of different films of

various tissue.

In the impregnated egg of the frog the remarkable cleaving or

was

regular division of the yolk

first

observed \ which precedes the

we have

existence of the enibryo, and whicli

already alluded to in

and in fishes, and which also occurs
In the development of the animals of the

different invertebrate animals

in the

egg of mammals.

present class there

is

a remarkable difference; those reptiles which

have a smooth skin and
lungs and

embryo,

for neither

by gills, or which have both
resemble fishes in the development of the

at first breathe

gills {dti^lopnoa)

,

amnion nor

allantois is

In the ha^lopnoa, on the other hand, that

by lungs from the beginning and never

formed

is

(see

in those

possess

gills,

above

p. 40).

which breathe
as the serpents,

and tortoises, there is formed in the embryo, as in birds
and mammals, an amnion and an allantois. In the dijplo-pnoa there is
no external yolk-sac constricted by the abdomen; the animal leaves

lizards,

the egg in a

still

very imperfect condition, as a larva without limbs

and with external

gills,

until the luno-s arise,

Be'itrdfje

zur Gesch. der Thierivdt,

Geschlechtswerhzeuge

Bildungsthere
is

is

and the development continues after birth,
and Avitli them the circulation of blood is

und

Entwichelimgsgesch.

on each

iii.

der Schlangen,
i.

1825,

19

—48,

and Unfersuchungen ueher

s.

21

—

In the

44, Taf. 2.

Saint-Hilaire and J.

G-.

Martin

tortoises

groove a canal that terminates blindly

,•

it

In the crocodiles also there proceeds on each side

a funnel-shaped prolongation from the laeritoneum to the cloaca, but here
the base of the penis or clitoris.

die

und ScMMkroten, Ahhaiidlungen zur

Leipzig, 1832,

side of the penis near the

a production of the peritoneum.

s.

Eklechsen

Comp. on

these peritoneal canals IsiD.

A^in. des Sc. nat. xiir. 1828, pp. 153

Analecfen fiir rergl. Anat. Bonn, 1835, 4to,

s.

44, 45, Tab.

it

opens at

Geoffhoy

— 206, Mayer

III. fig. 9.

1 Prevost et Dumas Ann.
des. Sc. nat. 11. 1824, p. no.
See also RuscoNi
Dereloppement de la Grenouille commune, Milan, 1820, 4to, p. 10, PI. 2, fig. 3. But
hints are met with in the works of earlier observers which prove that this phenomenon

had not entirely escaped them, although they formed a different notion respecting
it from that afterwards given by Prevost and Dumas
see ex. gr. Swammerdam Bijh.
d. nat. Tab. 48, figs. 5, 8. Compare on the changes of the egg and the impregnation
in frogs a memoir of Newport Pkilos. Transact. 1851, Part i. pp. 169
242.
;

—

VOL. IL
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changed^ In the other reptiles the emhyro leaves the o^^g in a much
more perfect state. The development of the young in the egg is
circumstances of temperature,

effected, according to different external

In

&c., in different periods of time.

many

serpents

and

lizards the

development begins before the ^gg is laid, in the body of the parent,
and in some the membrane of the tgg is broken by the young one
In the

before birth.

tortoises,

on the contrary, development begins

Qgg has been laid, and is completed only after the lapse of
several weeks ^.
Let us now consider the organs of animal life. In the central
nervous system we remark that the spinal marrow is constantly
after the

From

large in comparison with the brain.
it

has in serpents

it is

whose spinal column

consists of only a

able shortness,

much

is

it

the great length which

very thin, whilst, on the contrary, in frogs,

which

cord, as in fishes, there runs a canal
foui'th ventricle of the brain.

Where

few vertebrae, with remark-

In the middle of the spinal

broader.

is

continued into the

the nerves for the limbs arise,

a swelling or expansion of the cord

seen corresponding to the

is

size of the limbs; in frogs, for instance, this swelling is

very con-

spicuous at the place where the lumbar nerves arise for the hinder

limbs ^.

The

brain

still

forms in reptiles only a small part of the weight

According

of the body.

to the statements of

Haller and Cuvier

quoted above p. 42) the ratio in the frog is tts, in
the ringed snake {coluber natrix) rk», in a land tortoise 22V0, in a
(see the places

turtle,

•^

according to Caldesi, twws.

The numbers given

Compare, besides the works already quoted

Ueber EntwicJcelungsgescMchte der Thiere,

Entwickelungsleben

Untersuchungen

im

ilher

Wirbelthier-Eeich,

ii.

1837,

Berlin,

are sufficient

in the preceding note,
s.

280

— 295;

1840, 4to,

der

die EntwicJcelungsgeschichte

s.

Von Baer

K. B. Eeichert Das
5
85; and C. Vogt

—

Geburtshelferhrote,

Solothurn,

1842, 4to.
2
it

We

cannot here unfold the history of development.

in earlier

works

Besides the contributions to

the development of lizards by

(as for

Emmert and Hochstetter,

—

s. 84
122, of tortoises in the work of the celebrated Tiedemann,
S(emmerring's Juhelfeier, 1828, 4to), this subject has given occasion to
two excellent works by Eathke in later times; EniwickelungsgescJiichte der Natter,
Konigsberg, 1839, 4*'0j and Ueber die Entwickehing der Schildkroten, Braunschweig,

Reil's Archiv. x.
Zii S. T.

Von

1848, 4to.
3

Carus

VersxLch einer Darstellung des Nervensystems

Leipzig, 1814, 4to,
see for the tortoise

s.

—

170

Bojands

174, Tab.
1.

1.

Iil. figs,

Tab. xxi.

figs.

i,

2

c,

und

insbesondere des Gehirns.

the spinal

83, 84, p. 87.

marrow

of the frog;

—
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shew

to

tliat
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these proportions afford no measure of the greater or

less perfection of organisation.

The Ibrain

of reptiles presents on the

upper surface a great resemblance to that of
spheres are

still

The hemi-

fishes.

without convolutions, but always hollow inter-

nally [lateral ventricles), and surpass in circumference the second
brain, the mass of the corpora quadrigemina
which in the bony fishes constitute the principal
mass of the brain. These optic lobes are larger in proportion to

portion

of the

or optic lobes,

the size of the eyes, as in the chameleon;

they are hollow inter-

between them and the hemispheres, and partially covered
by both, are placed the thalami of the optic nerves, which here are
In front of
still small and, as always, without an internal cavity.
nally;

the corpora quadrigemina lies the pineal gland, not covered

The cerebellum

the ventricles of the brain.
frogs,

and

is

by

feebly developed in

consists almost solely of a thin plate of

medulla where

the two lateral walls of the fourth ventricle approach each other.

A

laminated part,

red colour,

of a

attached to

is

its

margin, and covers the fourth ventricle of the brain at
part\

A

similar part

is

posterior
its

present in tortoises, and has been

by BoJANUS the vascular covering

of the fourth ventricle.

upper

named
More-

over in these animals, as also in the lizards and especially in the
crocodiles, the cerebellum is

surface of the brain there
fishes,

is

more

fully developed.

On

the under

not found, any more than in birds and

the transverse commissure in front of the cerebellum above the

medulla oblongata, which in

Varolius.

In the

man and mammals

forms the bridge of

lizards, especially in the crocodiles

and

in the

serpents, the brain is broader, whilst in the tortoises, as in the frogs,
it is

The

narrow and elongate 2.

1

Caeus, op.

2

The brain

cit. s.

175

— 179,

cerebral nerves correspond, on the

Tab. in.

figs, i

—

3.

by Mueller, Vergl. Neurol, der Myxlthat of the fresh-water tortoise by Bojanus, whose figures

of Alliyator has been figured

Tab. iv. fig. i
have been in part copied in Wagner Icones physiol. Tab. 23 (which may be consulted
for the entire comp. anat. of the brain) of the brain of Rana, besides Carus, Kuhl
also gave figures, as also of Agama marmorata, Lacerta agilis and Coluber natrix,
no'iden,

;

;

Beitrdge zur vergl. Anatomic, Tab.

described and figured

197

102, Tab.

and by

I.

Van Deen

II.

ITI.

s.

57

— 60;

the brain of Proteus has been

by Treviranus, Comment. Societ. Goetting., Vol. iv. 1819, pp.
by EuscoNi Del Proteo angiuno Monografia, Tab. iv. fig. 4,

Tijdschr. voor nat. Gesch. en Physiol,

the brain of the chameleon

tungen aus der Zootomie

Treviranus has given a

u, Physiol. 1839,

s.

i.

bl.

description

X'Z'j,

and

93, 94, Tab. Xli. figs. 81,

PI. vi, fig. 2; of
figures, Beohach8-2,

&c.

15—2
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whole, In mimber of pairs and in origin, with those of the higher

In some instances the nervus glossopharyngeus

animals and of man.
is

only a branch of the nervus vagus.

In the diplopnoa the motor

nerves of the eye are united to the course of the fibres of the first
branch of the fifth pair. The vagus in the larvas of salamanders

off",

gills are per-

as in fishes (p. 45), a nerve that runs along the

side [nervus lateralisy.
arise

where the

in those genera of diplo'pnoa

and frogs, and
manent, gives

The hypoglossal

nerves in the diploimoa

from the spinal cord; in the frogs they are the

spinal nerves; in the salamanders they are formed

first

by the

pair of

first

two

pairs 2.

The

cephalic portion of the great sympathetic nerve

nected with the vagus, the

fifth

is

con-

and sixth pairs of nerves and the

In the serpents the anterior part of the sympathetic

facial nerve.

nerve of the trunk

is

wanting, and

Lower down

its

place

supplied

is

by the vagus

from each of
the spinal nerves to the viscera, and are connected by arched
In the frogs, on the other
loops which represent the sympathetic.
nerve.

hand, and the

in the trunk branches proceed

tortoises, the

trunk of the sympathetic

is

very con-

spicuous on each side of the spinal column, and in the last of these
the trunks of the arteries of the intestines are surrounded

by very

beautiful plexuses of nerves^.

1

et

Van Deen

organic.

Dlsquisitlo physlologica de differentia

L. B. 1834, p. 96,

figs. iv. v.,

et

and Tijdschr.

nexu
1.

1.

inter nervos vitce

pp. 112

anim.

— 129.

2 See A. W. Volkmann £au und Verrichtungen der Kopfiierven des Frosches,
Mueller's ArcMv, 1838, s. 70 89, Taf. 11. figs, i, 2 C. Vogt Zur Neurologic von
Python tigris, ibid., 1839, s. 39 58, Taf. III. figs, i 4. H. Bendz Bidrag til den sam-

—
—

;

—

menlignende Anatomie af Nervus glossopharyngeus, vagus, accessorius og hypoglossus has
Danshe Vidensh. Selsh. math, og naturvidensh. Afhandl. x. 1843, pp.
Heptilierne.

113

— T52,

with 10 plates; J. G. Fischer Amphibiorum nudorum Neurologice Speci-

men primum.

Accedunt tdbulce 3

teri incisce.

Berolini, 1843: this first (and only?)

work contains descriptions and figures (larger than natural) of the
basis of the brain and the cerebral nerves of Bufo palmarum, ffyla arhorea, Bonibinator
igneus, Pelohates fuscus, Plpa dorsigera, Salamandra terrestris, Triton cristatus, Rana
Jeffries Wtman Anatomy
escidenta, Hypochthoii anguinus and Ccecilia annulata;
Washington City, 1853, 4to, 2 Plates {Smithof the nervous system of Rana pipiens.
The Rana pipiens of Wtman is
sonian Contributions to Knowledge, Vol. v. art. 4).
Rana pipiens of Schneider
evidently that large frog called by others Rana mivgiens.
and Schreibers is the Rana halecina of Daudin and Merrem, Rana palustris Gderin,
Iconogr. du R. anim., Rept. PI. 26, fig. i, a species not larger than our common frog.
3 Comp. Carus op. cit., s. 179, 180, Tab. in. fig. 2; Weber Anat, comp. nervi
sympathici, pp. 4
Bidder u. Volkmann Die Selbstdndigkeit des
49, Tab. in. fig. 4
part of Fischer's

—

c

—

;

;

liElTlLES.

Amongst

the organs of sense in reptiles

modification of it as tact, comes in the

The

skin of animals

them

229

first

not merely adapted as a covering to protect

is

fi-om injurions external stimulants,

In this

as a seat for feeling.

of feeling, or the

tliat

place mider consideration.

class,

but serves at the same time

however, the skin

generally

is

he regarded rather as a protective covering, since scales or hard

to

shields render

greater

it

unfit for feeling.

The

number very firmly connected

are situated beneath

true skin [corium)

to the muscles or

In the frogs, on the contrary,

it.

is

in the

bones which
it

forms a

on the head and the extremities of the limbs
which may be inflated, is attached to the subjacent

loose sac, except only

and

this sac,

and there at the back or near the joints, by filaments
of nerves and vessels or fibrous tissue; a serous fluid, lymph, occupies the space between the skin and the muscles below it.
The
parts, only here

corium in this class
(sometimes of very
lie close

is

always composed of several layers of

many when

together: and

it

its

thickness

is

considerable),

fibres

which

has been noticed that the direction of the

each of the layers alternates with that of the previous
and succeeding layers, making with them nearly a right angle.
fibres in

The

casting or moulting of the cuticle

is

very general also in the

naked diplopnoa; in the serpents the external covering of the eyeball is moulted with the cuticle.
In some lizards, in the crocodile,
&c., the scales or scutes are ossified. Perhaps by grasping of objects
with the tail, in certain lizards, or with the whole body, as in
serpents, a perception of the form and surface of such objects may
Probably the tongue in some serves as an organ
be procured.
of tact (see above p. 211).

Taste appears to be feebly developed, for most reptiles gulp their
prey very rapidly. TEEVliiANUS, indeed, fi-om having observed that
frogs,

when by chance they have swallowed what

is

disagreeable to

would conclude that they possess the
faculty of distinguishing their food by taste ^; but this may be
regarded, and perhaps with greater truth, as a proof that the stomach
them, quickly reject

it

again,

sympatliisclien Nervensystems, Leipzig, 1842, 4to,

no — 113,

Anat. Testud. pp.
thico,

pp. 75

— 96

;

Mueller

figs. 3, 4, 5.
^

Biologic, VI.

s.

245.

Tab. 23,
Ver(jl.

figs.

116,

s.

32, 33,

Tab. in.

fig.

7;

Bojanus

117; Giltay Diss, de Nervo sympa-

Neurologie der Myxinoidcn,

s.

59

— 63,

Tab.

iv.
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The tongue is

receives a disagreeable stimulus from certain objects.

here principally of service as an instrument for seizing or swallowing

In many
membranous, smooth, covered with
mucus, attached in front and free behind, and when at rest thrown
back in the mouth, whilst in seizing the prey it is thrown over, and,
with the hinder part forward, is extended from the mouth. The
Pipa and the genus Xenopus have no tongue at all. In the salamanders the tongue is free at the edges alone. In most serpents it
is very smooth, and is divided at the apex into two flexible filaments; its base is inclosed in a membranous sheath; the same
the food,

or, as

we have

just said, as an organ of touch.

toads and frogs the tongue

disposition

found in certain

is

the chameleon
anteriorly.

is

lizards.

The

prehensile tongue of

capable of great extension, and

is

In most lacertine animals the tongue

gular, slightly notched in the middle at the apex,

as in Iguana, closely beset with fine papillae or

wrinkled or covered with

elongate, trian-

and but seldom,

villi,

The tongue

scales.

knob-shaped

is

is

ordinarily only

in the crocodile is

membranous, attached at the point and sides to the bottom of the
oral cavity between the lateral pieces of the lower jaw, so that
formerly its presence was not recognised.
Its hinder part is however capable of motion and can be elevated by the tongue-bone, so
that a fold or plait is formed which covers the entrance into the
oesophagus and prevents the water from entering it.
Deglutition
therefore, by which this fold is again depressed, is not performed in
water but on dry land\

membranous

;

The tongue

of the tortoises

in the turtles without papillse, but with

is

thick and

many furrows

on the surface, in the land-tortoises covered with numerous very
In the fresh-water tortoises some small
flat villi thickly set.

thin

on the fore part of the tongue, whilst elsewhere
from them, though in some degree furrowed. In these last,

papillae alone are set
it is

free

as in Iguana, taste

probably more fully developed than in other

is

reptiles.

The
the

cavity of the nose in reptiles has apertures opening into

mouth

or the gullet, a

communication which prevails in

vertebrate animals that breathe

1

1811,

A.
I.

De Humboldt
p. 10, PI. IV.

Roy. Coll. ofSutyeons,

by

Recueil d' Observations

No.
11.

X.

Owen

lungs.

cle

The

Zoologie

et

d'Anat. Comp.

Catal. of the Physiol. Series of

London, 1834,

all

distance between

Paris,

Comp. Anat. of

p. 161, PI. xxviii. fig. i.

the
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the anterior and posterior apertures of the nasal

cavity

is

very-

short in the batrachians, very long, on the other hand, in the croco-

which the anterior opening is surrounded by the intermaxillary bones alone, and is placed on the upper part of the
jaw close to its apex the posterior, a heart-shaped opening at
the posterior margin of the palate, is circumscribed by the pterygoid bones. In the chelonians this cavity is wide and short, and
has at the fore part of the bony head an almost quadrangular opening, which is bounded by the lateral ethmoid or anterior frontal
bones and by the intermaxillary bones. The reptiles never have
in

diles,

;

frontal sinuses comparable to those of

of the

continuations

folds,

cavities, take the

place

mammals. Some

cartilaginous

of the

superior

partition

and

inferior

bones, and are covered with a highly vascular

provided with black pigment.
as

it is

in fishes.

The

A

which

is

nasal

turbinated

mucous membrane

cribriform lamella

olfactoiy nerve,

cartilaginous

of the

is

absent here,

very large, proceeds

to the nasal cavity of its side, divides there into branches,

and
mucous membrane. In some
reptiles there are cartilaginous parts and layers of muscular tissue
near the nostrils, by means of which these apertures can be dilated
and contracted'.
distributed to the folds of the

is

All the reptiles have two eyes.

In most, especially in serpents,

they are small in comparison with the size of the body; in the frog,

however, in the geckos and the chameleon, they are large.

some they

are covered

slightly attenuated,

skin; in Proteus, the skin

is

In
only

and the stimulus of light appears, according

to the experiments of

animal.

by the

Rudolphi,

to

produce

little effect

upon

this

In the serpents and in the genus Gecko also there are no

becoming thinner and transparent, passes over
and forms with the conjunctiva,
surrounding
eye-ball,
the
a capsule which is moistened
immediately
by the lachrymal fluid ^ In the remaining reptiles there are three
eyelids present, of which one is situated perpendicularly at the inner
eyelids, but the skin,

the anterior surface of the eye-ball

1

See on the olfactory organ of reptiles, A. ScAKPA Anatomicce disquisitiones de

Auditu
I.

pp.
2

et

OJfactu, pp. 75, 76;

compare

also

De Blainville

Principes d' Anat. comp.

324—330-

On

the lachrymal glands of serpents see J.

VII. 1832, pp. 62

—

84, PI.

II.

Cloquet

in 3Ievi.

du Mus.

d'JIist. nat.
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angle of the eye, behind the two horizontal eye-lids.

The

third eye-

[membrana nictitans) and the lower have often a greater extent
of motion than the upper. With the third eye-lid a special lachryThe
mal gland {glandula Harderi) is in connexion, as in birds.
proper lachrymal gland, which lies on the oiitside of the eye-ball, is

lid

often very large, especially in chelonians.

much from

ball usually differs

The form

of the eye-

that of a regular sphere.

chelonians and in most of the lacertine animals, at

bony

tlie

In the

anterior part

which support the eyehowever mostly
somewhat flatter than on the posterior surface. In many of tlie
lacertine animals a fold covered with black pigment runs obliquely
of the cornea, there

The

ball.

is

a ring of

more

lens is

plates

or less spherical, in front

from the bottom of the eye-ball through the vitreous humour
lens,

and corresponds with the pecten

pupil of the eye

rhomboidal

mostly round;

is

in

to the

The

in the eye of birds \

the crocodile

it is

an elongate

fissure.

The organ

of liearing presents a gradual scale of development

from the simple structure of fishes to that of birds.

The

labyrinth

is,

as in the cartilaginous fishes, distinct from the cavity for the brain,

and is inclosed in the petrous bone, or often in a part of the occipital
bone also. The vestibule is filled with a whitish fluid, containing
There are three semimicroscopic crystals of carbonate of lime.
circular canals

and & fenest7'a

the serpents, lizards and

ovalis

[foramen vestihuU) present; in

chelonians

(the liaplopnoa)

there

is

in

commencement of a cochlea and a fenestra rotunda
[foramen cochleoi). The cochlea appears to be most developed in
the crocodiles and formed almost as in birds; a membranous parti-

addition the

tion,

extended between two cartilages, divides the internal space of
In

the cochlea into two cavities [scala tympani and scala vestihidi).

both these fundamental forms of the auditory organ, in the imperfect

form of the diplopnoa and in

tlie

higher of the haphpnoa, a tympanic

may be absent; where there is a tympanic
same time a tube which conducts from it to
the pharynx {tuha Eustachii). This is the case in most of the frogs,
where the tube is very wide in some tailless Batrachii and in all
cavity

may be

cavity, there

is

present or
at the

;

1

This production

sectlone horizontali,
1.

I.

p. 6o.

is

Tab.

figured

iii.

by D. W. SoEMMERRiNG in Monitor, De Ocuhrum
it is more developed, and forms two folds,

In Iguana

—
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the tailed, on the other hand, the tympanic cavity
like

manner,

wanting" in the serpents.

it is

attached behind the quadrate bone,
is
is

wanting; in

is

The memhrana

tympani,

some, yet in others

lies free in

concealed under muscles and skin. An external auditory meatus
wanting as well as an external ear; in the crocodiles alone is a

mem-

vestige of this last present in a fold of skin lying above the

brane of the tympanum, which has some resemblance to an eye-lid.

In the tailed batrachians and
laginous plate

by which

ossicle of liearing;

to

in the

genus Typhlops there

the fenestra ovalis

is

this the base of the stapes

auditory organ corresponds.

which

To

it

a carti-

is

covered, as the single

human

in the

most a long stile-shaped

in

ossicle

amongst the
muscles, but in the reptiles provided with a tympanic cavity is
prolonged to the membrane of the tympanum, and is mostly attached
{columella) succeeds,

in the serpents penetrates

by a small distinct cartilaginous pieced
The muscles in this class are red, although paler than in birds
and mammals. The arrangement of them is much more complito

it

cated than in fishes, where the large lateral muscle (see above,
p. 50)

composes the chief mass, extending also over the abdomen.

In this respect the Proteids and the
resemble

fislies,

larvas of

salamanders

greatly

still

but in other reptiles the dorsal portion alone of

these lateral trunk-muscles remains, whilst in the tail only this

On

cular arrangement persists on the under surface also.

hand, the system of the intercostal muscles
also the straight muscles of the

is

mus-

the other

developed, to which

abdomen belong, and the system

the lateral abdominal muscles.

On

this account, as well as

of

from

the development of the limbs in most orders of reptiles, a great uni-

formity prevails in the arrangement of the muscles in them and in

man, and a common plan

in the muscles of vertebrate animals is as

unmistakable as in the other chief parts of their organisation''.

^

De

Compare, besides Scarpa

1.

1.

pp. 23

penitiori auris in AmpJitbiis structura.

Physiol.

414

II. s.

—416.

—

31,

especially C. J.

Lipsiae, 183

1,

cum

{Elements of Physiology, translated by

tab.

The

H. Windischmann
;

see also

Dr Balt,

II.

Mueller
pp. 1233

I235-)
2

On

the myology of the Pepfilia, besides the general works on comp. anatomy,

may

be consiilted Bojanus for the

eines

Python

543,)

hivittatm,

Zenker

tortoises,

Mueller's Archiv,

D'Aton

for the serpents {MusJcelsystem

1834, pp. 346

— 364,

{Patrachomyologia, Jense, 1825, 4to), and especially

s.

432

— 450.

s.

528

Duges {Rechetrhes sur

Vosteologie et la myologie des Batraciens, Paris, 1835, 4^*^) for the batrachians.

Comp.

—

;
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motions also in these animals are not very different some are able
most have only a creepto swim and spring, others rmi and climb
;

;

A

ing motion.

single genus alone {Draco

some degree

able in

to fly, or ratlier flutter,

sion of the skin along the sides of the

amongst the lizards) is
by means of an expan-

body which

is

sustained

by the

elongated ribs. One genus of a former period of the world {Pterodactylus) was able most probably to fly in a proper sense by means
of a membrane which was supported by a very long finger.

The

intelligence of reptiles is very feebly developed,

and

in this

They

respect they stand scarcely on a higher footing than fishes.

grow slowly and

live long

in temperate

;

dergo hybernation or winter-sleep

and cold regions they un-

perhaps

;

many in warm

have a summer-sleep, whilst the rainy season causes
again from their concealment.

some remain

months

alive for

endure great heat and cold\
sists for

They

The

The

water-salamanders

;

irritability of the
it

climates

to

also does in

reproductive power

;

life

they can

muscles per-

amputated parts

very great, especially in
in these not only the tail and legs that have
is

been removed grow again, but the eye also can be restored,
the entire ball as far as the optic nerve be not cut away^

The geographic

emerge

are very tenacious of

in captivity without food

a long time after death, as

of the animal.

them

if

only

some

distribution of reptiles affords occasion for

general conclusions, which perhaps are the more interesting because

the species of this class, from being less under the influence of

than those of the other classes of vertebrate animals,

been forced
regions^.

fi-om their original residences or introduced into other

In cold regions the number of genera

in the tropics alone

also

^

is

Ktmer

Jones, in

his article Heptilia in

Todd's

Kleine Schriften,

s.

had been stiffened and frozen in the ice,
had melted, and move and live for a long time after-

tree-frog, that
ice

98.

Comp. C. Bonnet, (Euvres
Blumenbach's ^ieme iScAri/'teK.,
2

3

very small, and

— 287.

Blumenbach observed a
to itself again, when the

wards.

is

there presented a full exhibition of this class.

the elaborate compilation of

CyclopcBdia, iv. pp. 273

come

man

have not

d'hist. nat. et
s.

128

— 130.

de Philos. xi. Svo, 1781, pp. 62

179;

Interesting contributions to knowledge on this subject, especially in respect of

serpents, are to be found in

Svo, pp.

195—251

;

H. Schlegel, Physionomie des Serpens, La Haye, 1837,
byTnos. Stewart Trail, M.D.

translated into English (abridged)

&c. Edinburgh, 1843.
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Of

the division

some species are found

of the frogs

The genus

region of the world.

235

of the tree-frogs

in

every

peculiar to

is

warm countries, and the species belonging to it are
numerous in America. The genus Pijpa belongs exclusively to South America. In Africa only few species of toads and
frogs are met with.
Most of the genera of serpents, particularly
temperate and
especially

those of poisonous serpents, belong to

snakes

(

Crotali) are

warm

regions

the rattle-

;

found in America alone, the spectacle-serpents

Amongst

(Najce) only in the old world.

the serpents that are not

poisonous the Pythons belong to the eastern hemisphere, the Boas,

some smaller

species excepted, to America.

Africa has only few
most of the islands of the southern Pacific
they are absent entirely. Amongst the lacertine animals most of
species of serpents

in

;

the forms are restricted to

warm

the Iguanoids so rich in species.

and Agama [Trapelus), are proper

countries, especially the family of

The genera

Chamceleon, Varanus

to the eastern hemisphere, the last

almost exclusively to Africa; to Asia in particular that of the flying

and the sub-genus of the Gavials ;

lizards [Draco) is limited,

America, on the other hand, the sub-genus of the Caimans or
gators,

amongst the

crocodiles, belongs;

in

are species of the genera AnoUs, Polyclirus,

the Iguano'ids found, whilst

Amongst

hemispheres.
is

peculiar to South

are found in the
in Africa

;

common

other genera are

the tortoises, the genus Chelys or

America alone

warm

;

the land-tortoises

regions of the old and

A lli-

America exclusively
and some others of

new

(

both

to

Matamata

Testudines)

world, especially

the turtles also are most numerous in the seas of

Of

regions.

still

warm

the fresh-water tortoises different species are found

indeed in temperate regions, principally of North America, yet
the greatest

to

number belong

to

tropical lands.

still

Since then some

species of lizards, serpents and frogs are found in cold regions \
of which the frogs are the most numerous in species and especially in individuals, whilst,

on the contrary, no

regions, being limited to

warm

tortoises live in these

countries, the frogs

and

tortoises

thus form the two extremes in the geographic distribution of the
reptiles

^

:

of

which the first-named have the widest dispersion

In Sweden,

found.

for

instance,

Coluber natrix,

Vipera herus,

Lacerta agilis

in

are

;
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cold regions, whilst the last are

the

mean between

tlie

most limited

these two extremes

is

to

warm

countries

formed by the lizards and

serpents.

The

fossil reptiles are of greater interest for

the knowledge of

the secondary mountain strata than any other vertebrate animals;
most of the extinct lacertine animals occur in the Jura-lime, or in
the Liassic and oolitic formations

;

in the tertiary formations

remains of serpents and batrachians have been observed.

some

SYSTEMATIC

ARRANGEMENT OF REPTILES.
CLASS

XV.

EEPTILIA.
Vertebeate animals with red, cold blood; with heart
monary and also aortic, a single or double ventricle and two
cles;

mostly oviparous

;

pulauri-

covered with scales, scutes or naked skin.

Respiration in some pulmonal and branchial, with branchise either
persistent for the

whole of

Section

I.

life,

or disappearing in the adult state.

B,ej)tilia

dvplopnoa

Branchise deciduous or persistent.

mostly destitute of

scales,

s.

Psiloderma.

Skin glutinous, smooth,

sometimes with colourless thin scales

concealed amongst folds of skin.

Two

Laby-

occipital condyles.

rinth furnished with fenestra of vestibule alone.

Compare on

this division J. J.

Tschudi

Classification cler Batra-

chier mit Beruchsicktigung der fossilen TJiiere,
4to, (printed separately

The name Bipnoa was
Mueller

de NeuchdteT).

Leuckart

for these animals; J.

this division

by

gave, in his

division the

first

1838,

Sc. nat.

employed by F.

S.

limited the characters of

different anatomical peculiarities;

but the division

Merrem,
Tentamen systematis Amphibiorum (1820), to this

of the class into two pi-incipal groups

who

ISTeuchatel,

from the Memoires de la Societe des

name

is

to be referred to

of Batrachia.

Brongniart undoubtedly made the first advance towards a natural division
of the reptiles, who (in the beginning of this century) adopted four orders
of this class: Chelonii, Saurii, Ophid'd axiA Batrachii

was the union

of the three first-named orders into a

;

the second advance

common

division,

the placing of this division on a level with that of the Batrachii.
writers go

still

farther, too far according to us, in adopting

two

and

Some

classes for

—

.
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waa done by

as

reptiles,

wards,

De

Blainville, and followed by others

for instance, C. L.

as,

after-

The name of Amphibia was

Bonaparte.

given to the division of the Diplopnoa, whilst that of Repjtilia was restricted
to the Pholidota of

Mekrem

or

Monopnoa

of

Fitzinger

{Ophidii, Saurii,

Clbelonil).

It appears to us that the naked or diplopnoic reptiles

may be

divided into three

natural orders, which correspond as analogous groups to the three orders of

We

scaly or haplopnoic reptiles.

Body

Feet none.

OpMomori^lia

I.

a.

division

which

Dumeril and Bibron.

corresponds with that proposed by

Order

have thus serpentine, lacertine and

This conception conducts us to

chelonian Diplopnoa.

s.

Peromela.

anguiform, round, with skin ringed by trans-

verse wrinkles.

Family

Characters of the order those of the single

Ccecilm.

I.

Teeth subulate, recurved in jaws and palate. Eyes conVent almost at the excealed by skin, very small or indistinct.
tremity of body, tail none.

family.

Dumeril pointed out the affinity of the genus
Oppel afterwards removed them to
this division, when pre^'ious writers had placed them with the
The discovery of two branchial apertures, in a young
serpents.

As

early as 1807

CCecilia

L. with the Batrachii;

specimen of Ccecilia glutinosa {liypocyanea

Leyden Musevim, by

Mueller

J.

genus beyond

affinity of this

Van

Hasselt) in the

in 1830, has placed the natural

The

doubt.

all

vertebrae, as in the

and in Siren, Proteus, &c. are connected together by conical
cavities, which are filled with a cartilaginous or gelatinous substance (a remain of the chorda dorsalis).

fishes

Compare on the

Hemprich

Ccecilice,

Ccecilia

Freunde

Gesellsch. naturforsch.

in

TiEDEMANN
12

—

described

Tom.

Hist. Amphib., Fasc.

and

pp. 359

ii.

Berlin, 1829,

s.

284

— 296;

Zeitschr. f. Physiol, iv. 2,

— 388;

Verhaiidl. der

recetisuit et illustravit,

J.

1832,

Mueller
s.

213

—

Archiv f. Physiol. 1835, s. 391
398, Taf. viii.
The scales were first observed by Schneider, and afterwards

more

in his

particularly

by

Mater

{Nov. Act. Acad. Cais. Leop. Car.

XII. p. 2; Zeitschr. fiir Physiol. III.

wanting
Ccecilia

14.

zv,

Treviranus

u.

222, Taf. XVIII.,
figs.

Schneider

ophidiorum genus

1829,

s.

254

— 256.

They

are

in Ccec. annulata)

L.

Sp. Ccecilia (jlutinosa L.,

Frid. Tab. IV.

of the

fig.

abdomen an

i

;

Seba Thesaur.

Ii.

Tab. 25,

very numerous annular

angle,

which

is

folds,

fig. 2,

LiNN. Mus. Ad.

forming on the middle

open forwards dirty brown or blackish
;
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with a yellow stripe along the sides; Java, Ceylon.

species

from

South America are more numerous, amongst which is the long and very
thin Ccecilia lumbricoidca Daud., CceciUa tentaculata L. in part, Linn.

Mus. Ad. Frid. Tab. v. fig. 2, Daud. Bept. vii. PI. 92, fig. 2, from Surinam. LiNNiEDS unites this with another, entirely different, species previously described and figured by him in the Amoen. Acad. i. Tab. xvii.
The Leyden
fig. I as Ccecilia tentaculata ; this is said to be from Surinam.
Museum received a Ccecilia from the coast of Guinea that agrees with it.

The genus

Ccecilia

counts scarcely ten species.

according to less essential characters,

lilie

Siphonops Wagl., Epicrium

Wagl.

DuM.

not necessary.

et

BiBR. are founded,

especially
either

is

Hence a

division of

those on which the

{Ichthyophis FlTZ.) and Rhinatrema

These characters are derived

from the position of two small grooves, not unlike the

More important

under these or under the eyes.

it,

new genera

is

nostrils,

the prolongation

mouth in Epicriuni and Ccecilia, which is not found
and more particularly the presence of two rows of teeth in
the under jaw in Epicnum, {Ccecilia glulinosa), remarked by Mueller,
which would be valuable characters if they were constant. Archiv 1. I.
of the head above the

in Siphonops,

P- 397-

Ordek

SaurohatracM

II.

Feet four or two anterior.

s.

Sozura.

Tail persistent. Cavity of

tympanum

none.

Family

II.

Proteidea.

throughout the whole
eyelids,
tions.

mostly small.

Carpus (and

gills,

skin, without

Bodies of the vertebrae with conical excava-

tarsus) cartilaginous.

To the genera Siren
external

External branchiae persistent in most

Eyes concealed under the

life.

L.

and Proteus, which have three pairs of

that continue to be the principal respiratory organs

during the whole of

life,

natural order ; they lose the

Amjjhiuma and Menojwma succeed

in

but they retain a branchial

gills indeed,

aperture behind the head for the whole of

That the giant

life.

Menopoma was
now generally ac-

salamander of Japan cannot be sepai'ated from

me at an eai'lier
At the same time

and

pointed out by

period,

knowledged.

this animal loses the gills

presents no branchial aperture.

The

is

and

sole character therefore of

this division, otherwise so natural, is not to be sought in the per-

sistence of the

The
One of

gills.

Proteids,

from their habitus,

these contains Siren, Proteus,

contains

Menopoma

fall

into

two natural groups.

Amphiuma ;

the other

groui:>

or Cryptohranchus and Sirenodon (the Axolotl),

and passes through the

last,

which perfectly resembles a larva of

.;
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Compare on this group
Salamandra, to the following family.
Spencer F. Baiud's Revision of the North American tailed Batrachia,
I.

Journal of

the

Acad, of Nat. Sc. of Philadelphia.

Sec. Series,

281—294.

1850, pp.

Phalanx I. Anguinea. Body elongate, round, with feet very
and slender, either four in number or two anterior only.
Skin smooth. Tail compressed, two-edged, with adipose fin. Habit

short

of snakes or seines.

Siren L. Branchiae persistent. Two very short feet, emergent
from trunk behind the branchia3, tetradactylous or tridactylous
hind feet none. Head obtuse upper jaw produced beyond lower.
;

Teeth subulate, crowded in palate.
Am.,

Sp. Siren lacertina L., Cuv. R.

ed.

ill.,

on Anim. (Economy,

DAM
feet

Huntee's

Owen, London,

by R.

Linn. Amcen. Acad.; from

and

S. Carolina

The

the feet have four toes.

Observations

1837, PI. 52), OSstek-

attains a length of three

on worms and

siren feeds

insects.

skeleton has about ninety vertebrae, eight pairs of short ribs, of which

The
the

in
;

ivith notes

Ellis Phil.

Bept. PI. 42, fig. 2,

Transact. 1766, p. 189, Tab. ix. (reproduced in J.

pair

first

is

and no

affixed to the second vertebra,

The

trace of pelvis.

three cartilaginous branchial arches are attached to an osseous tongue-bone.

The lungs
forward.

two long sacs, of which the extremity is reflected
Schneider and other earlier writers regarded this animal as

consist of

the larva of an

now be any

unknown

Becueil d'Observ. de Zool. &c.
les ossein, foss.

Two

(Nouv.

an opinion which cannot

species of salamander,

98— 109,

pp.

i.

Humboldt

See especially Cdvier in

longer maintained.

^d. 1824) v,

i.

and Mech. sur

PI. xi. xiv.,

pp. 417

—426,

PI. 27.

other smaller species are known, Siren intermedia and Siren striata, both

from North America; Leconte Annals of
Yorlc, Vol.

I.

1824, pp. 52

has only three fingers

Hyijoclithon

short limbs,

—

see a figure

;

II. p.

palate.

Eyes very

rowed towards the obtuse snout.
Sp. HypocJithon Laurentii Merr.,

Sturm DcutscM. Fauna, Abth.

Heft

5,

Annus

gills,

Head

&c.

triangular, nar-

iv. fig. 3,

This animal

and attains a length of

is

p. 37,

lives in certain

of a pale flesh-

Compare ScOPOLl

11".

quintus Historico-naturalis, Lipsise, 1772, 8vo, p. 73; Schreibers,

Philos. Transact. 1801, 1, pp. 241
Recueil, &c.

pp. 426

Four

small.

caverns of Illyria and Dalmatia in subterranean waters,
colour with bright red

i

remote, didactylous.

Laurenti Specim. Tab.

in.

New

PI. 96, fig.

Branchite persistent.

posterior

Teeth subulate in both jaws and in

Hist, of

133, PI. I.; Siren striata

by Ddmee. and Bibron,

Mere., Proteus Laur.

anterior tridactylous,

Lyceum of Nat.

the

54, PI. IV. Vol.

i.

pp. 117

— 122,

—430, and especially

— 246,

PI. xvi. xviii.

—

;

Cuvier

in

Humb.

and Ossem. foss. 1. 1.
the beautiful monograph of P. Configliachi
PI. xiii. figs. 5

10,
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and RUSCONI Del Profeo angnino di Laurenti, Pavia, 1819, 4to. Constant
where this animal is found
(or, as some think, different species), which are characterised by the form

local varieties occur in the diiferent districts

of the head and of the

gills,

and by the proportions of the body. See Fitzin-

GER Uehcr den Proteus anguinus dev Autoren,
natui'w.

most

^itzungshericlite der

math,

The

Classe der haiserl. ATcademie der Wissensch. October, 1850.

distinct of these is ffypochtho7i xanthostictus FiTZ., of a dull purple

colour, with yellow spots,

and with

large, widely extended, coarsely divided

giUs.

Amphhima Garden, Harlan, Cuv.

Branchite evanescent.

Four

Branchial apertures beliind the head persistent.
tjlous or tridactylous.

This genus, peculiar to North Amei'ica,

Europe, but without pennanent

Garden

Dr.

feet,

didac-

Teeth sharp, subulate in jaws and palate.
is

very similar to the Proteus of

though named as early as 1773 by
correspondence with Ellis, it was

gills;

of Charlestown, in his

made generally known by the descriptions of the North-American
zoologist Harlan, Annals of the Lyceum of Neiv Yorlc, i. p. 269, and espe-

first

—

by those of CuviER, Mem. du, Mus. xiv. 1827, pp. i 14, PI. i. 11.
According to Tschudi, Amphiuma means Cuv. (with two fingers) is not
specifically different from Amphiuma tridactylum Cuv.
Comp. also a fig.
cially

o{

Amphiuma

tridactylum in Cuv.

7?.

Ani., ed.

ill.,

Reptiles, PI. 41, fig.

Plialanx II. CorduUna. Body depressed, with four short
Skin in adults often rugose, warty. Habit of salamanders.

Harlan, Nectnrus Rafin.,

Menohraaclius
persistent, broad,

with short fringes, adhering

All the feet tetradactylous.
Sp. Menohranchus lateralis

Mus.
Yorl-,

delphia, 1838, PI. 30;
ed.

ill.,

Branchiaj

to a depressed petiole.

small.

Harlan, Proteus

— 233,

legs.

tetradactylus

Lac, Ann. du

Harlan Ann.

of the Lyceum of New
PI. 16; HoLBKOOK, North American Ilcrptetology, Vol. III. Phila-

X. 1807, pp. 230
I.

Eyes

Fitz.

i.

PI. 17,

GuKRiN, Iconogr.,

Rept., PI, 41, fig. 2;

Rep>t., PI. 29, fig. 4,

North America,

Cuv. R.

Ajii.,

in lake Erie, the rivers Alle-

ghany and Ohio. This animal appears to attain a length of 2'. One or
two other species of this genus have been discovered in North America.

Cryptobranchus Leuck., Fitz., nob. Menopoma Harl., Salamandrops Wagl., (add Megalohatrachus TsCHUDI, Sieholdia BoHead depressed, broad. Teeth in
NAP.). BranchijE evanescent.
jaws and palate cylindrical, with apex subulate, in rows, crowded;
palatine teeth arranged in a parallel row near the maxillary. AnSkin plicate,
terior feet tetradactylous, posterior pentadactylous.
undulate, loose at the sides of body.
Sp. Cryptobranchus AUeghaniensis nob.,

R. Ani., ed.

VOL.

II.

ill.,

Rept.,

Salamandra gigantca Barton, Cuv.
i, Barton Memoir concerning an

PI. 41 his. fig.

16
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Animal of the class Heplilia, Schick is hnoion in the United States by the names
of Alligator and Hell-hender. Philadelphia, 181-2, 8vo, with fig. (copied in
Griffith's Animal Kingdom, ix. p. 475) a pennanent gill-aperture behind
This animal is met with in many rivers of
the head, in front of five legs.
;

N. America, and
It

1'.

is

attains a length of 18", or, as has been asserted, even of

named Tweeg by

Holbrook,

the Delaware Indians.

American Herpetology, in 1842, made known another
fuscum, V. PI. 33, from the west of S. Carolina.

North

in his

Menopoma

species,

Salamandra maxima Schleg., Megalohatrachus

Cri/ptohrancMis japonicus nob.,

Tschudi, Tritomegas Sieboldii DuM. and Bibr., Schleg. Faun.

Sieioldii

Japan., Bept. Tab. VI.
long, there

is

no

—

viii.; in this species,

which becomes more than

gill-aperture present, or rather

it

3 feet

has early disappeared.

It is the largest of all the known naked Amphibia, and is not distinguished
from Menopoma by any single generic character. Compare my article in
the Tijdschr. voor nat. Gesch. V. pp. 375
386, and in the Mem. de la Soc.

—

d'Mist. nat, de Strasbourg, 1840,

pp. 7

—

To

II.

Fragmens

ili.

zoologiques sur les Batraciens,

the same genus also belongs the extinct species met with

which the remains
Scheuchzer's Homo

in the tertiary fresh-water formations of (Fningen, of

were formerly regarded as
diluvii

411

testis,

hiiman bones.

Philos. Transact. 1726, p. 38,

— 420, PI. 30,

Tschudi,

fossil

figs. 2, 3,

Class, d. Batr.

and Rech. sur

Tab. 3

—

Cuvier Ann.

les oss. foss.;

du,

This species might be

5.

Mus.

xiii, pp.

Andrias Scheuchzeri

named

Crypto-

branchus priinigenius.

Siredon

Wagl., Fitzingee

Owen).

[Axolotl Cuv., Axolotes

Brandiige persistent, large, with peduncle subulate and long,

form

fringes.

Anterior feet

of upper.

front

Lower jaw

Eyes moderate.

fili-

slightly produced in

posterior penta-

tetradactylous,

dactylous.
Sp.

Siredon mexicanum, Siredon axolotl Wagl.,

d'Observ. de Zool.

— 23,

DuMER.

et

1.

PI. xii..

Bibr.

solely

;

this species

Four

feet,

i.

Humb.

Recueil

p. 419,

Tab. 21

becomes 14" long, and

Triton.

Respiration in the perfect state

external hranchise in larv£e.

;

eyelids, moderate.

Cuv., in

Phil. Trans., 1824,

Salamandra or

Salamandrma.

III.

pulmonal

PI. 95

Ilep>t.

perfectly resembles a larva of

Family

Home

Eyes with

distinct

with carpus and tarsus osseous in

most; anterior tetradactylous, posterior almost always pentadactylous.

Salamandra ScHN. [Salamandra and Triton Laurenti).

Cha-

racters of the family.

Schneider has reunited the water-salamanders

vv^ith

tlie

land-

salamanders, which Laukenti had separated from them under the
generic

name

of Triton; see his Hist. Ampliibior. natitr,

et

litter.

;
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Fasc.

I.

1

pp.

—

These animals form a family belonging to the

5.

northern hemisphere, of which different species occur in Europe

and in Japan, but which are

The

especially

numerous

North America.

in

larvae live constantly in water, even of those species which, in

the adult state, keep on land.

The external

gills persist until

development of the pulmonal respiration, when with the

In the

tures they entirely disappear.

developed earlier than the hinder.

be termed small, at least

all

of

larvae

the fore limbs are

The animals

them continue

the

gill-aper-

far

may

of this class

below most of the

species of the preceding family.

Compare

P.

J.

Wueffbainii Salamandrologia,

Latreille

Hist. nat. des

1800, 8vo;

Salamandre aquatiche;

Hist., developpement

et

posthume public par

le

e.

Descriptio historico-

Salamandres de France, avec

—EuscoNi Descrtzione anatomica

delle larve delle

h.

Norimbergise, 1683;

philologico-philosophico-medica Salamandrte.

Paris,

degli organi della circulazione

Pavia, 1847, 4to;

fig.

—P. A.

figs, color.

metamorphose de la Salamandre
Doct. Jos. Morganti.

Av. 6

M. EuscoNi
Ouvrage

terrestre.

pi.

Pavie, 1854, 4to

and by the same, Amours des Salamandres aquaiiques. Milan, 1821, fol.
figs.
C. Th. E. de Siebold Ohservationes quadam de Salamandris et
J. L. C. G-ravenTritonihus.
Accedit Tabida cen. Berolini, 1828, 4to;
HOBST Repiilia Mvsei Zoologici Vratislaviensis, i. Lipsise, 1829, fol. pp. 73
104;—TscHDDi 1. 1. lip. 56 61, 91— 9588, pp. 91

avec

;

—

—

—

—

—

t With

tail

compressed throughout or totvards

the extremity/.

Triton Laurenti, Wagl., Molge Mere.
Sp.

Salamandra

Germ,

cristata

translat. 11.

Deutschl.

Schneid., Lacerta palusiris L., Bechst. in Lac.

Tab. xix., Latr. Salam. de Fr. PI.

Fauna, Amphih. Heft

3,

iii. fig. 3,

Sturm

Th. Bell History of British Rept.

—

London, 1849, PP- ^"^9 ^39! ^^^^ uneven, warty; this species attains a
length of 6", and is the largest water-salamander in Europe the upper lip
hangs over the margin of the lower jaw; the male has in summer a membranous crest on the back which is divided into slips and is distinct from
;

tail. Schlegsl refers also to this species Triton alpesand carnifex of Laurenti. Salamandra punctata Latr., Salam,.
iceniata Schneid., Bechst. 1. 1. Tab. xxi., Latr. 1. c. PI. vi. fig. 6,

a similar crest on the
tris

Sturm

1.

c.

Heft

5,

—

—

Bell 1. c. pp. 143 153; smaller than the preceding,
membranous crest on the back continuous with that

the skin smooth, the

on the

tail,

&c.

In the water-salamanders the eggs are impregnated before being
The female deposits her eggs on aquatic plants, and folds
laid.
every leaf to which she has attached an egg in such a way that its
under surface is turned inwards, the plait or fold being caused to stick

16—2
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The European
month but if they
have not lost them on the approach of winter, they retain them the
winter through, and themselves continue to grow. They are capatogether by the gelatinous covering of the eggi.
species usually lose their gills as early as the third

;

ble

of propagating not before the third year, as has been noted of

our

frogs.

The

larvse feed

on aquatic

Many

as do the adidt animals.

insects, molluscs

and worms,

species in the adult state live both

on land and in water.
Of the

exotic species

we mention

only the Salamandra iinguiculata ScHLEG.,

Salamcmdra japonica Houtt., Schneid., which

in the state of larva

and at

the period of pairing has nails, a fact not observed in any other Salamander
or Proteid.

Houttuyn

IX. 1782, p.

329,

Saur.

et

Verh.

van

het Zeeinvsch GenootscJuqi cler Wetensch.

and Schleg. Faun. Jap., Rept.,
Tschudi forms from this species his
In some species from North America, besides the

3 opposite p. 336,

fig.

Batrach. Tab.

5, figs,

genus Onychodactylus.

usual teeth on the palate

(in

i

—

5.

the vomer), there are also teeth on the inferior

surface of the sphcenoid bone, set close together, as in a card.

To such

belong the genera Heimdactylium, Plethodon and Cylindrosoma of TscHUDi
{SpeJerpes

Rafin.).

Heniidactijl'mm,

Desmodacfylus DuM.,

Bibr.,

like

Salamandrina Fitzing. has only four toes on the hind feet to SalamanfZrm« belongs Salamandra persplciUaia Savi, Bonap. Fauna Italic. Amfihi,
Tab. 84, fig. 8.
(Of this Sid. tridactyla Lac. ii. PI. 36, is an imperfectly
preserved specimen.) The sub-genus Pleurodeles Michahelles, Oken's
;

—

1830, s. 191
195, difi'ers by the larger development of the ribs, of
which the points are visible at the side through the skin, TsCHUDi 1. 1. Tab.
2, fig. I, Schleg. Ahhild.Tah. 39, figs. 2, 3. Compare on other sub-genera
Tschudi 1. 1. and Spencer Baird, Revision of the North American tailed
BatracJiia, Journal of the Acad, of nat. Sciences of Philadelphia.
Sec.
Isis,

Series, Vol.

ft With

tail

i.

281—294.

1849, PP-

round, fusiform.

Salamandra Laurenti, Merr.
tuber on each side behind the eyes.

Head with

a glandular, porous

Anterior feet with four

toes,

posterior with five toes.
Sp. Salamandra maeulata

Fr. PI.

I.,

Sturm

Merr., Lacerta Salamandra L., Latr. Salam. de
Fauna, Amph. Heft 11., A. F. Funk De Sala-

Deutschl.

Tnandrce terrestris vita, evohdione, formatione;

cum

tabulis cen.

Berolini,

1827, folio; yellow with black spots, or black with yellow spots; some-

times almost entirely black.

Different however from this black variety

is

Such was the account given by Bechstein in his translation of Lacepede,
2, s. 235, with which the observations of EuscONi entirely
Spallanzani had said that
agree. Amours des Sal. aquat. pp. 21, 22, PI. 11. fig. 2.
the eggs are laid adhering together in long strings this has been repeated by later
^

Naturgesch, der Amphibien

;

writers, to

whom

the observations of

RuscONl might have been known.

J
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Laur., Si/n. Rcpt. Tab. i. fig. 2, Sturm Beutscld. Faun., which
on high mountains. Both species are viviparous, but the last brings
forth only two young ones at a time, the first a much larger number,
twenty-four and more.
See my Fragm. Zool. s. I. Batrac., Mem. de la
Soc. cV Hist. nat. de Strasb. III. The genus of the Land-salamanders appears
Sal. altra

lives

two European

to be limited to these

Order III.

Legs

Tail

four.

Batrachii

s.

AKura.

Lower jaw

none.

adults

in

species.

edentulous.
all.

Re-

spiration in the larvre hranchial, with branchia3 external at

first,

Cavity of tympanum with an Eustachian tube nearly in
afterwards internal.

Family IV.

Anterior feet with four toes,

Skin naked, smooth.

single femily.

posterior with five.

Raiia L.).

The

All are oviparous.
internal gills;
ai-e

(Characters of the order those of the

Batracliii.

during the

present, as in the

larvje

first

of salamanders

lai-vpe

animals breathe by

of these

period of time external
these

;

gills

also

gills

have the

form of finger-shaped tubes, and are divided into two, three or
more lobes. They disappear a few days after birth, and then the

which are attached to four pairs of

internal gills alone remain,

laginous branchial arches connected with the
consist of small crests divided into

carti-

tongue-bone; they

numerous branches, and con-

tinue rudimentary on the last branchial arch, whilst on the

they are arranged in a

single,

the disappearance of the

gills,

first

on the second in a double row.

After

the tongue-bone also alters

form,

its

and becomes flatter. The larvae, which
have no limbs, shew their hind legs first; the tail, very
some, disappears slowly by resorption, which proceeds from

loses its branchial arches,

at first
large in

the point to the base.

Compare EuscoNi Developpement de
Milan, 1826, 4to

Martin

;

organes transitoires

Tom.

24,

1831,

Kiemen-Apparat

et

pp.
u.

la

St.

la Grenouille

Ange

commune, avec 4

Recherches anat.

et

pi. color.

physiol. sur les

Metamorphose des Batraciens, Ann. des

366,

408

—418;

Kathke

das Zmigenhein, 1832, 4to

de I'appareil respio'utoire dans

les

animaux

;

Untersuchungen

Sc. nat.

iiber

Lereboullet ^n«i.

vertebres.

den

co?)^^.

Paris et Strasbourg,

1831, 4to, pp. 104, III, 112.

Two

chief

works on

this family are,

tratium, Norimb. 1758,

Daddin
Avec 38

folio,

EcESEL Historia naturalis Ranarum nosfigures, and F. M.

with excellent coloured

Histoire naturelle des Rainettes, des Grenouilles

planches.

Paris, xi. (1803).

et

des Crapaudt>.
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By modern

by

writers, especially

Wagler and

Tschudi, a great number of

genera have been adopted whioli replace the genus

Rana

The

of Linnaeus.

greater part however of these divisions can only be noticed as sub-genera.

is

obvious, especially from the habitus of certain toads

remarkable that in some of them a dorsal

may

amongst the

these animals moreover represent the chelonians

That
pnoa

shield,

;

it is

however rudimentary,

be observed.

Tongue none.

A.

Wagl.

Pipa Laur., Merr., Dum. and Bibr., Asterodactf/Ius

Body

diplo-

and

Head

broad, depressed.

Eyes very small

in the

broad, anteriorly acuminate, trigonal.

margin of jaw.

Teeth none.

Anterior toes

slender, with the last joint quadrifid.

Rana Pipa L., Seba Thesaur. i. Tab. 77, Daud.
Ram., Gren. et Crap. PI. 31, 32, fig. 2, Blumenb. Ahbildung. naiurhistor.
Gegenst. No. 36 in Surinam and Brasil.
The development of the young
takes place on the back of the mother the male places there the impreg-

Sp. Pi2xi americana Laur.,

;

;

nated eggs

there are small cavities, or nearly hexangular

;

the eggs are received.

Here the young pipas undergo

cells,

in

which
and

their change,

do not quit the

cells before they have lost their tail.
See Fermin's
Ahhandlungen von den Surinamischen Krote oder Pipa, iihersetzt von J. A.
GcEZE. Mit 4 Kupfert. Braunschweig, 1776; F. G. Breyer, Ohsefvationes

anatomicce circa fabricam Ranee Pipce.

Mayer,

C.

Cum

Nor. Act. Acad. Ccesar. Leop. Car. Vol. xii.
this

Xeiiopus

upper jaw.

genus

Tab. 2

sen.

Berolini,

Beitrdge zu einer anatomisdien Monogra2^hie der

is

known

p. 2.

181 1;

Rana Pipa,

Only one

species of

hitherto.

Wagl., Dactylethra Cuv., DuM. and BiBK,

Teeth in

Anterior legs small, slender, with toes subulate, thin,

subequal; posterior large, with soles palmate, three inner toes un-

Head

guiculate.

Of

this

short,

with eyes moderate.

fig. 3,

—

is known hitherto, Xenopus Bojei Wagl.,
Dum. and Bibr., Cuv. R. Ani., sec. ^d., PI. 7,

genus also only one species

Dactylethra capensis Cuv.,
C.

Mayer

35, Dactylethra

the Cape of

Analecten f. vergl. Anat. 1835, Tab.

Delalandii Cuv. R. Ani.,

Good Hope and

11.

figs. 5, 6,

pp. 29

ed. ill., Rept. PI. 38, fig. 2, at

the coast of Mozambique.

Like Salamandra tmguiculata in the preceding family, Xenojnis amongst
the frogs is the only example of the presence of claws, which occur no-

where

else

amongst the Diplopnoa.

The skeleton of Xenopus has much

resemblance to that of Pipa, especially in the pelvis

;

the transverse pro-

sacrum are triangular plates, with the apex turned inwards,
In Pqoa and
which afford a broad attachment for the iliac bones.
Xenopus the two Eustachian tubes terminate in a small common oj^ening

cesses of the

in the middle of the ridge behind the palate.

panum

is

cartilaginous.

The membrane of the tym-
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(Is this its place?)

Myohatroclais SciiLEG.
Note.

—A genus imperfectly known from a
No

maxillary teeth.

subulate teeth in palate (vomer); no

Two

very well preserved.

single specimen, not

tongue seems

to

be present.

Feet short, im-

mersed in trunk.
Sp. MDobatraclius paradoxus Schl. Miis. L. B. from

Tongue

B.

a)

distinct.

toes

not expanded.

BomUnator Mere,

No

affixed

on

Holland.

Teeth in upper Jaw.

+ Points of

none.

New

(in

part),

Duges.

Cavity of

glandular tuberosities behind eyes.

tympanum

Tongue

orbicular,

all sides.

Sp. Bomhinator igneus

Mekr. Hana Bombina L., Bufo bomhinus Daxjd.,
Cuvier B. Ani., ed. ill, Bept. PI. 39, fig. i; a

RffiSEL Ban. Tab. 22, 23,

brown above, below yellow or orange-coloured with
si>ot3.—Bombinator fuscus FiTZiNG., Bufo fusciis
fuscus Wagl., Dum. etBiBR., R(ES. Ban. Tab. 17—19,

small species, dirty
irregular

blue-black

Laur., Pelobates

Cuv. B. Ani.,

id.

ill,

Bept. PI. 38, fig. i; this species diffuses

an odour

re-

the larva; retain the tail a long time, until they are already
very large, much like the Bana paradoxa of Surinam; see below, pp. 250,
The granular uneven surface of the cranial bones also is peculiar in
251.
tarsus a flat, sharpthis species. The hind legs present on the inside of the

sembling garlick

;

species
edged process, covered with hard horny skin here also belongs a
mltripes
from the south of France and Spain, named by Cuvier Bana
transverse
{CuUripes provinciulis Muell., Pelobates cuUripes TscHUDi). The
processes of the sacrum are triangular plates, broad at their extremity, as
;

in the

Alytes

two preceding genera.

Wagl.

(Spec, of Bomhinator Mere.).

Glandular
tympanum distinct.
Tongue orbicular, affixed on all sides.
by membrane at their base alone.

tuberosities

Sp. Alytes obstetricansV^ AGh.,
&c., fig. 9,

Bufo

Membrane

Toes of posterior

obstetricans

of

above tympanum.
feet joined

Laur., Brongniart Essai,

Sturm DeutscM. Fauna, Amphib. Heft

4.

This small species,

found in France and Southern Germany, Switzerland and Italy,
of
produces a shrill sound, like that of a bell (the true Bana campisona
is still
It
bombina).
Bana
with
confounded
LiNN^US
Gesner, which
more celebrated for the assistance which the male affords the female when
small
laying her eggs, which causes them to adhere to his hind legs by

which

is

pedicles.

The eggs have a yellow colour; they remain attached

to the

then he leaves his place of
the water except at this
himself
to
betakes
concealment underground and

male, until the emliryo

is

sufficiently developed

;

;

—
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time the adult animals appear to live constantly on land and also to copulate there

C.

VoGT

;

^.

FiTZ., Bonap.
Note.-

—Here

The development of
Faun.

this species has

been investigated by

Alytesjmnctatus Tsckvdi, Pehhates imnctatus

see above, p. 226.
Italica,

Amfib.

should be referred sub-genus Scaphiopus Holbrook, approach-

ing very nearly to Alytes by several characters, agreeing with Pelobates in
the spatulate process to the tarsus.

Holbrook, North American

Sp. Scaphiopus solitarlm
delphia, 1836, Vol.

some, in others hidden under
terior semipalmate.

Membrane

ScHLEG.

Ce7'atophrys BoiE,

Head

tympanum naked

of

Eyelids protracted above

large.

in

Anterior feet cloven, pos-

skin.

tlie

Tongue

into a conical process.

Phila-

Herpietology.

PI. 12.

I.

orbicular, free behind,

tlie

eye

entire or

emarginate.

Megalophrys Kuhl, Ceratophrys Gravenh. Head depressed
brane of

tympanum

setaceous.

Skin of back smooth.

;

mem-

Teeth of upper jaw thin,

small, little distinct.

Posterior extremities elongate.

(Habit of Frogs.)
Sp. Ceratophrijs montana

SCHLEG. Ahhild. Tab.

Gravenh., Megalophrys montana KuHL, Mus. L.B.,
X. iig. 3;

on the Island of Java.

Ceratophrys BoiE, DuM. and Bibr., Stonibus Grav.
large,
large.

with gape of mouth very ample.

Membrane

of

tympanum

Skin of back tubercidate.

all.

Head very

Teeth subulate, somewhat

distinct,

covered slightly or not at

Posterior limbs moderate.

(Habit

of Frogs.)
Sp. Ceratophrys cornuta Schl.

Maxim., Pnnz.
Lief. X. fem.

v.

Jiana corniita L., Ceratophrys dorsata

(in part),

Neuw. Ahh.

z.

Naturgesch. Brasil., Lief. xr.

Schleg. Ahhild. Tab.

species of this family; the skin of the

skeleton of this species
Diss. anat. de

Gravenh.

Rana

Repit.

figs,

figured in C. G.

Vratisl.

Tab.

This peculiarity in the

p. 13.

Demours Mem.

;

male,

of the largest

The
RoDOLPHi)
Ceratophrys Boiei Max.,
Guerin. Iconogr., Rept.
laminae.

{pra's.

These animals inhabit the forests of South America.

Asterojihrys Tschudi.

1

2.

Klcetzke

ix. figs, i, 2,

Membrane

of

tympanum

oblongo-orbicular, postei-iorly entire, thin.

observed by

i,

cornuta, Berolini, 18 16, 4to

Mus.

PI. 26, fig. 2. &c.

is

One
back contains bony

x.

mode

of

life

naked.

Tongue

Feet with cloven

of this species of frog or toad was

toes.

first

de I'Acad. royale des Sciences de Paris p. I'annee 1741,

KEPTILIA.
Transverse, convex

row
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(Upper

of conical papillae in palate.

eyelid

with a conical tubercle and some small conical warts.)
Sp. Ceratophrys turpicola

Tab, X.
Note.

fig.

—Rana

4;

New

(sic I

is

MuELL., Schleg. Ahh.

for turpicula?)

it

Guinea.

scutata Spix, genus Hemlphractus

Wagl.,

Teeth are described in the lower jaw, an instance,

which

is

to me.

there be no error,

unique in the Mlura.

Dum. and Bibr. Head broad, short,
of tympanum mostly distinct. Teeth

Pyxicejjhalns TscHUDi,

Membrane

gibbons above.
subulate,

unknown

is

if

somewhat

Bones of cranium rough, granular above.

large.

Anterior feet cloven, posterior semipalmate; with a
in the sole, at the inner

margin of

Trunk

posteriorly, bilobed.

sharp spur

flat,

Tongue

first toe.

oval, free

short, broad.

Ddm. and Bibr.

Sp. Pyxicephalus Delalandii TscHUDi,

Rept.

PL

87,

fig. i.

South Africa.

Head flat, continuous
tympanum concealed. Anterior feet
semipalmate. Tongue free posteriorly, rotundato-

Otth, Dual, and Bibr.

Discoglossus

Membrane

with trunk.

cloven, posterior

of

trigonal or suborbicular.
Bonap. Faun.

Sp. Discoglossus pictus Otth,
Sicily, Sardinia,

Cystignatlms

Tongue

lateral sacs.

tympanum

of

Anterior feet cloven, posterior semi-

Subgular vocal sac in males

palmate, or cloven, wdth slender toes.

two

Amfihi, Fasc. xsiv.

Wagl., Dum. and BiBR, Membrane

distinct, or scarcely visible.

or

Italica,

Greece.

large, orbicular, free posteriorly, entire

or emarginate.
Sp. CystignatJius ocellatus,
fig.

I,

Rana

Maxim. Pr.

zu Wied.

species of this

ocellafa

L.

Seba

(in part),

Thes.

I.

Tab. 75,

Rana pachypus, Rana sihilatrix
South America, West Indies one of the largest

Daud. Rain., Gren.
family.

et

Cirq).

PL

19,

;

Almost

the species of this genus are from

all

America.

Pseudis

Wagl., Dum. and Bibr.

Membrane

Anterior feet cloven, with

scarcely distinct.

toe capable of

feet

palmate, with

opposing the others like a thumb; posterior

membrane ample.
entire,

Gular vocal sac

tympanum

of

first

in males.

Tongue

orbicular,

connate with chin, free at the margin only.
Sp. Pseudis paradoxa TscHUDi,

Tab.

71,

Seba

TJiesaur.

Rana paradoxa

Tab. 78,

figs.

15

L.,

— 21

Merian
(not

all

Ins.

Surinam.

the figures,

as

—

;
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LlNN^US quotes them).
when adult than

This species

Seba

fell

into a fish

Rana

into the mistake that
;

it is

met with

L. (exclusive of

the

I'etains

tail

before the loss of the tail

smaller

it

;

veiy long, and

is

Merian and

hence

undergoes a retrograde metamorphosis

in Surinam.

manj

Membrane of tympanum
Tongue oblong,

species).

Anterior feet cloven, posterior palmate.

distinct.

posteriorly deeply eraarginate, free,

Two

exsertile.

lateral vocal

emerging externally in some when distended with

sacs in males,
air.

Sp.

Rana

esculenta L.,

Faun., Amphib. Heft

Ecesel Hist. Ranar. Tab. 13
i.,

Dadd.

Hist. Brit. Rept. sec. ed.

Rain., Gren.

London, 1849,

no;

p.

— 16,

Sturm

Crap. PI. 15,

et

Deutschl.

fig. i,

Bell

the green frog, der griine

WasserfroscJi ; green above, with black spots, under-surface of

body whitish

the vocal sacs in this species become visible externally (see above, p. 221).

The

is

very

1.

Daud.

or reddish

;

pi. 13,

is

heard at a great distance.

fig. 2,

Bell

1.

1.

p.

89; the hrownfrog; yellow-brown

a dark brown longitudinal spot behind the eyes, which passes

obliquely over the

In

night,

common in Holland, but in England is confined to parRana temporaria L., Rcesel 1. 1. Tab. i. viii. Sturm

—

ticular localities.
1.

by

croak, very loud and especially

This species

membrane

this species the vocal sacs

of

tympanum and ends

in a point backwards.

Rana

do not pass out externally.

contains, according to Steenstrup,

two

species, oxyrliinus

temporaria

and platyrhinus.

last is the most common {Bericht der i^te Versamml. der deutschen
See also Thomas Ann. des Sc. nat. 4ifeme
Naturforseller, in Kiel.).
These animals make only a growling sound,
s^rie, Tom. IV. 1855, p. 365.
especially when uneasy and in pairing time at this time only do they live

The

;

in water,

at other times they

keep on land.

A very large

species of this

genus occurs in the East Indies, Rana ciUipora Dum. and Bibr., Rana

Keinw. M. S., Dactylethra henghalensis! Lesson Illustr. de Zool.
and one still larger in North America, Ratia mugiens Merr., the
Most of the species of the genus Rana of modern
Bidl-frog of Catesbt.

sapaiiue
PI. 47,

writers are from the eastern hemisphere.

On some other sub-genera, here omitted, cons. Dumeril and
BiBRON 1. 1. Vol. VIII. In habit, and especially in the small and
slender fore

feet,

Lejytohrachium

TsCHum

differs

from the

rest of the

Ranee.
Sp.

Rana

Hasseliii

Mus. L. B. head broad, depressed
Hab. in Java.
;

;

back obscurely

fuscous, with black spots.

ff

Apices of fingers and

toes dilated orhicidately.

Hyla Laur., Fitzinger and
The

tree-frogs, Rainettes,

and climb with

others, Galamita ScHN.,

Lauhfrosche.

ease, like the

These frogs

Merr.

live

on trees

Geckos amongst the Saurians.

The

REPTILIA.
adhesion
fingers

mus
170

by appression of the dilated exti'emities of their
and by a viscosity ; see v. Wittich Der MechanisIlaftzelien von Hyla arhorea, Muller's ArcMv, 1854, s.

is

and

der'

251

— 183,

effected

toes

The

PI. viii. figs. 2, 3.

species are very numerous, but,

with the exception of a single one, foreign to our quarter of the
world; more than half of those

The skin

world.

is

now known

are natives of the

new

mostly smooth on the back, whilst on the abdo-

minal surface and along the inside of the legs

it is

beset with small

The colours are often
lively and are also variable. Hyla viriclis has two kinds of pigmentcells beneath the skin which are essentially different, and one of
them consists of two subdivisions. The one kind is irregularly
polyhedral and filled with gold-yellow pigment-gi'anules.
They
never change their form. The cells of the other kind are starred or
tubercles or warts placed

close together.

polyhedi-al of variable form; one class of these
light brown.

The

is

black, the other

upon the mass of the
which singly are light brown. The

difference of colour depends

contained pigment -molecules,

brown pigment-cells exhibit
third Newtonian system of

interference-colours that belong to the

The black pigment-cells shew
The yellow pigment-cells are placed
The brown pigment-cells in particuthe deepest below the cuticle.
lar places have long anastomosing processes, and under different cirrings.

here and there a shade of blue.

cumstances of excitement the pigment-granules are caused to pass

from the processes, which then contain only a

fluid on which the inThus the change of colour arises from the
variable quantity of the brown molecules in the more superficial
layer of cells, which on the one hand allows of a greater or less transparency for the yellow cells below them to be seen, and on the other
a quantity of fluid, more or less unmixed with pigment-molecules,
See Harless Ueher
for the production of the interference-colours.

terference-colours dejDeud.

die Cliromatoplioren des Frosches, Zeitschr.f. ivissensch. Zool. v. 1854,

— 379.

For the skin of Rana temporaria see A. Hensche
und glatten Muskeln in deraussern Haul von
Rana ternjyoraria, Zeitschr. f. tvissensch. Zool. vii. 1855, 273 282.

pp. 373

Ueher die Drusen

On

this

—

genus see A. Dumeril Mem. sur

les

Batraciens anoures

de la Famille des Hylceformes ou Rainettes, Ann. des
serie, xix.

*

1853,

p.

135—179.

With numhrane of tympaniuii covered,

Microhyla Tschudi.
Theloderma Tschudi.

latent.

sc.

nat. 3ieme

"
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Notodelphys Lichtenst. and Weinland.

Weinland

See
s.

— 477,

449

Veber den BeutelfroscJi, in Mueller's Arclviv, 1854,

Taf. XVII

—XIX.

A

fissure in the dorsal

integument of the

Similar
female leads to two lateral pouches for the reception of the eggs.
seems to be the disposition in Ui/Ia marsupiata DUM. and BiBR., apparently

a distinct species of the true

Ili/Ia division.

**

With membrane of tympanum

a)

With palms and

soles

distinct.

palmate, ample.

Racophorus Kuhl, Tschudi, Hypsihoas Wagl. Tongue oblong,
Teeth in vomerine bones in a transverse
posteriorly free, forked.
rovs^,

interrupted in the middle.

Trunk

posteriorly narrow, slender.

Posterior feet long.

Uyla Reinwardtii Schleg. Ahhild. Tab.
/3)

i)

30, in the

With palms cloven or semipalmate, with
With palatine

teeth

soles

East Indies.

semipalmate or palmate,

none.

Eucnemis Tschudi, Dum. and Bibr. (and

Orchestes Tschudi,

Ixalus Dum. and Bibr.).
2)

With palatine

teeth.

Hyla Tschudi, Dum. and

Bibr.

Tongue

orbicular, adnate, or

Anterior feet mostly cloven, posterior semi-

posteriorly subfree.

palmate.

Hyla viridis Laur., Rana arhorea L., Roesel Hist. Ran. Tab. 9 — 12,
Sturm Deutschl. Fauna, Amphib. Heft i; the tree-frog; the males have a
sac beneath the throat which, when they cry, is dilated.

Sp.

Polypedates Tschudi.

Limnodytes Dum. and Bibr. (Tongue in these genera posteriorly
free, furcate.)

Lit07%a Tschudi,
discoid or cordate,

Dum. and

Bibr., Acris

posteriorly free.

Dum. and Bibr.

Tongue

Points of fingers with discs

small.
7)

With ptalms and

By lodes
Sp.

FiTz. (add

Hyla

PI. 5, 6,

PhyUomedusa Wagl.).

Teeth in palate.

Rana Ucolor Bodd., Gmel., Daud. Rain., Gren.
GuERiN Iconogr., Rept. PI. 16, fig. 3; South America.

hicolor,

Crossodactylus
teeth none.

soles cloven.

Dum. and

Bibr.,

and Phyllohates eorund.

et

Crap.

Palatine

—
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;
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Upper jaw edentulous.

b)

t A2nces of fingers and

toes dilated orbicularly.

Dendrobates TsCHUDT [Hylaplesia BoiE in part).

Tongue ob-

Teeth in palate none. Glandular tuberosiat the sides of head none.
Membrane of tympanum naked.

long, posteriorly free.
ties

Fingers and toes cloven.
Sp. Dendrobates tinctorius

DUM.

Wagl., ITyla

BiBE. Rept. PL 90,
entirely that of Hyla.
PI. 8,

Hylcedacti/his

et

DvM. and BiBR.

large, adnate, free at the

fig.

tinctoria
i

Head

short.

depressed, immersed in

.

Tongue

No

Palatine teeth.

is

glan-

Membrane of tympanum
trunk.
Body broad, feet

Fingers cloven, toes semipalmate.
Sp.

Hylcedactylus baleatus, Bombinator baleatus (?

tt Apices of fingers and
*

Bufo Laur., Merr.

(excl.

sic)

Muell.

;

Java.

expanded.

toes not

Membrane of Tympanum

Tongue oblong,
lous,

The habitus

[Hyladacty la T^cn\Ji>l)

margin only.

dular tuberosities at the sides of head.
latent.

Daud., Rain. Gren. Crap.

South America.

;

distinct.

of some

specie,=«).

Teeth

none.

Anterior limbs tetradacty-

oval, free posteriorly.

cloven, posterior pentadactylous, mostly semipalmate.

Tu-

on both sides behind the eyes, above the tympanum,

berosity

porous, cushioned.
Toads.
selves

—This geuus contains nocturnal animals which hide them-

during day-light.

Two

ciishion-shaped

occur here, as in the salamanders, improperly
descriptive zoology.

The head

is

gi'oups

named

of glands

]KorotAds in

obtuse in front ; the upper jaw de-

scends directly downwards, so that the intermaxillaiy bones do not
project in front of the cranium.

jaw occurs in most of the
very flat and runs into a
bones

lie

A

similar form

of the upper

Hylce, whilst in the frogs [Ranee)

it is

shai-p edge, so that the intermaxillary

nearly horizontal in front of the cranium.

Bufo vulgaris Laur., Rana bufo (and Rana rubeta) L., Eoesel Ran.
•20,
St0KM Beutschl. Fauna, Amphib. Heft i. (figures of
11,
Roesel), Guerin Iconogr., Rept. PI. 27, fig. i, Bell Brit. Rept. p. 115
usually grey-brown, a black stripe externally along the parotids.
Bufo
viridis Dum. and Bibr. {Bufo calamita and Bufo viridis Laur., Rana
porientosa Blumenb., Bufo variabilis Pall.), Eoes. Ran. Tab. 21, Sturm
smaller than the preceding
1. 1. Daud. Rain., Gren. et Crap. PI. 28, figs, i, 2

Sp.

Tab.

;

;

—
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a yellow-green
loured

iris,

which in the preceding species

nus Gkav., Rana marina L., Bufo cujua Daud.

Bufo mariSeba Thesaur. i.

et alior.,

fig. I, Daud. Eain., Gren. et Crap. PI. 36, 37, Max. Neuw. Abb.
Naturgesch. Bras.; the largest species of toad, 10"- 12" without the

Tab. 76,
ziir

red or gold-co-

is

often a yellow stripe along the middle of the back.

;

—

legs;

in diflTerent parts of

Rana

typlwnia L.,

Bras, (under the

Bufo margaritifer Daud.,

South America.

Daud. 1. 1.
name of Bufo

PI. 33, fig.

r,

Max. Neuw,

Abb.

z.

Naturg.

oxyrhynchus) also from South America; on

each side of the head above the orbit runs a bony ridge the cranium is
excavated above. Cuviek forms from this species his sub-genus Otilophus.
;

**

Membrane of Tympanum

concealed.

Lateral tuberosities behind the eyes none.

Ujyerodofi

ed.

Gape

of

DvM. and BiBR.
mouth narrow.

Head

Palatine teeth.

Tongue

small, round-

adnate, free at the margin,

orbicular, large.
Sp.

Uperodon marmoratus, Engystoma marmoraium Cuv., Guerin Iconogr.,
Bengal.

Rej)t. PI. 27, fig. 3.

PhryniscKS

WiEGM.

Tongue oblong,

Palatine teeth none.

free

posteriorly.
Sp. Phryniscus nigricans

Wiegm.

Monte Video.

Brachycephalus FiTZ., E'pMjiinfer Cocteau.

Microps Wagl., Fitz. (previously Engystoma FiTZ., in
Stenocephalus TscHUDi.

small, anteriorly acute, triangular.
Sp.

Microps

stoma ovale

ovalis nob.,

Rana

DuM. and

Bibr.,

Rept. PI. 27, fig. 2

part),

Head

Eyes small.
mouth small.

Palatine teeth none.

;

Gape

ovalis Schn.,

Daud.

1. 1.

of

Microps unicolor Wagl., EngyPI. 33,

fig.

2,

Guerin

Iconog.,

a very small species from South America.

Breviceps Meer., Systoma Wagl. Palatine teeth none. Head
continuous with trunk, very short, truncate; gape of mouth very
Body
Feet short, immersed at the base in trunk.
narrow.

gibbous.
Breviceps gibbosus
1.

1.,

Merrem, Rana

PI. 29, fig. 2, PI. 35, fig. 2, in

JVote.

gibbosa L., Lacep.

—On some other sub-genera, omitted
640 —

VIII. pp.

760.

i.

PI. 40,

Daud.

South America.
here,

comp. Dumer. c^Bibron,

I
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Section

RpptiUa Imphpnoa.

II.
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{Monopnoa Fitzixg., Philodota

Meer.).
Brancliife neither persistent nor deciduous.

Body covered with

pulmonal.

Respiration solely

scaly skin or loricate with scutes.

Occipital condyle mostly single under the foramen

culation with the

first

magnum

for arti-

Labyrinth in addition

vertebra.

the

to

fenestra of the vestibule also furnished with a fenestra rotunda and

a rudiment of a cochlea.

Order IV.
Cavity of

tympanum

immobile, pellucid.

some

;

none.

Oplddii.

Eyes covered with

in a single genus

two anterior very short
and shoulder-bones.)

vestiges of sternum

eyelid, single,

(Feet mostly none; vestiges of hind feet in
feet, in

the rest no

The most obvious character of the serpents is the entire absence
But if this character were relied on exclusively to de-

of limbs.

termine whether an animal of this class belonged to the serpents,
the

it is

characters

222

p.

238) also would have to be referred to

—

it.

necessary to have recourse for a basis to the anatomical

first

brought forward by

herausgegeben von

siologie,
s.

above

Cceciliai (see

Hence

240),

and to

J.

Mueller

Tiedemann

refer

u.

genera Anguis,

the

Phy-

{Zeitschr. fiir

Treviranus,

1832,

iv. 2,

Acontias,

and

Ophisaurus, notwithstanding the absence of limbs, to the lacertine
animals.

In this way tlie genus Ghirotes, although it possesses anand vestiges of a sternum, is not separated from Am-

terior limbs

phishcena, but
hcence

den

is

placed in the order of the serpents; the Amphis-

themselves having vestiges of a scapula.

Ban und

eye-ball, constantly covered
is thxis

(See

Rathke

Ueher

die Entioickelung des Brustheins der Saurier.)

by an immoveable transparent

The

eye-lid,

a chief character of this order.

Whilst anterior limbs are met with in Chirotes
genera imperfect posterior limbs occur.
close to the tail, yet not united

distance from

it,

an elongated

alone, in

Internally there

is

many
found,

with the vertebral column but at some
little

bone on each

side,

which ends

below in an articular head by which two small bones that diverge
from each other, the one directed downwards the other inwards,
are connected.

Between the two

curved in form of the letter

>S',

is

situated a

as a phalangeal

somewhat larger bone
bone which supports a

n
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These nails or spurs (calcaria) are observed, near the
commencement of the tail, in the genera Boa,

conical nail.

anus, in front of the

Python,

Eryx and

This bony apparatus

Tortrix.

In other serpents there

proper muscles.

bone present beneath the skin,
In most serpents this apparatus
Ueher die hintere Extremitdt

as in
is

cler

is

is

moved by

only the

first

its

own

elongated

Amphishasna and Typlilops.

wanting altogether.

See

Mayer

Ophidier, Nov. Act. Acad. Cces.

Tom. xii. p. 818 and foil.
Through the absence of feet the serpents are

Leop. Carol.

restricted to creeping,

Banks and
numerous ribs, the extremities
of which they alternately fix on the ground and slide forwards, just
as caterpillars and myriapods deal with their feet. Philos. Transact.
for this purpose, according to the observations of

and

Home, they

avail themselves of their

for 1812, p.

163

sqq.

Most serpents keep by pi'eference in moist places, and within the
In this order
tropics shew themselves chiefly in the rainy season.
of 20 or 30
which
attain
length
are
met
with,
a
animals
large
very
feet^, and on the other hand species also which are scarcely a span
long.

Compare on

Patrick Russell, An account of Indian SerLondon, 1796, fol. Continuation,

this order

pents, collected on the coast of Coromandel,

London, 1801 F. Boie Bemerkimgen iiber Merrem's VersiicJi eines Systems
566;
der Amphihien. ErsteLieferung; Ophidier m Oken's Isis 1827, s. 508
H. ScHLEGEL Essai sur la Physionomie des Serpens, La Haye, 1837, 8vo, et
Atlas confenant 1 1 planches et 3 cartes. Schlegel's work has been translated
;

—

Here may be added, on the habits of the
work of H. 0. Lenz Schkmgenkunde. Mit
Abb. Gotha, 1S32, 8vo, containing many of his own observations. The most
recent arrangement of Dumeril and Bibron {Erpetologie, Tom. VI. vii.)
founded on the disposition of the teeth, is given in a succinct revision by
(abridged) into English, see p. 234.

serpents of

Germany, the

prolix

the former in the xxiil. Vol. of the il/em. de I'Acad. des Sciences, 1853.

It

need scarcely to be mentioned that exclusive attention to this point has
occasioned

artificial

genera and arbitrary separations or combinations.

Teibe

Tongue

bifid, exsertile.

I.

Serj)cnfes.

liower jaw divided in the middle.

A. Eurystomi.
Palate-bones mobile, armed witli sharp, recurved teeth.
rate bone

1

Adanson

himself.

Quad-

mobile, suspended to the mastoid bone, itself mobile,

speaks of serpents 40 or 50 feet long, which however were not seen by

Hist. naf.

du

Senrgal, p. 150.
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in most.

The two branches

of lower
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jaw conjoined by

a cartila-

Mental furrow.

ginous elastic ligament.

mouth capable of great expansion on deform the largest part of their order, and exhibit to us the
proper typus of it.
Along the under jaw on each side lie a row of
scutes {Scuta marginalia labiiinferioris), between which two pairs of
mental scutes {Scuta mentalio) are situated, and again in front of
The

serpents with a large

glutition,

two small scutes, behind the unpaired scute at the point
jaw {Scutum labiale mediuvi). Between these mental

these

of the lower

scutes there runs in the middle a longitudinal furrow.

The upper jaw

is

formed by two upper jaw-bones and a single

intermaxillaiy bone.

The upper jaw-bones

are longer in the in-

and armed with a row of teeth, continued
throughout.
In the poisonous serpents, on the contrary, the
upper jaw-bones are short, and the outer pterygoid bone {Os
pterygo'ideum externum) to which they are fastened, is transformed
nocuous

serpents,

into a miich elongated style.

f Venomous

DuM. and

serjjents.

The venomous
for

{Solenoglyphes, previously TJianatopMdes,

Bibt?.)

men

serpents,

amongst which are some whose bite has

speedy death as a consequence, have brought an evil

name

They are, however, far less numerous than
Even in Brasil, for instance, according to
the innocuous species.
the Prince of Neuwied, the innocuous species are to the venomous
upon the whole

as 38

:

5.

This

order.

is

the place to say something on the poison -glands

and poison-teeth of serpents.
In most poisonous serpents each superior maxillary bone has
only a single tooth projecting from the gum, and, to succeed to
it lie upon the palate
Through these teeth there
runs a canal which opens close to the point on the convex anterior
surface with a fine fissure. In some poisonous snakes the upper
maxillary bone has some smaller teeth in addition, which are not
perforated, and succeed further back to the poison-tooth. Finally,
there are (as was first observed by Professor Reinwardt and confirmed by the investigations of Boie, and especially of Schlegel, by
whom this peculiarity was published,) some serpents which have a
tooth behind a row of imperfox-ate teeth which is a little longer
17
VOL. II.

which, two or three others behind and above

with their point turned backwards.
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than the

rest,

and

not perforated but grooved

is

excretory duct of a gland
in texture with

agreeing

'.

In these

last

the

received in the groove, the gland

is

the

superior

or seeming merely to be a lobe of

maxillary salivary gland

whence

it,

has been supposed

it

that these serpents do not belong to the venomous division.
The large perforated tooth, placed on each side of the mid-plane
is the means by which the venomous
wounds and shed the poison into them. The poison
is secreted by a gland of an elongate form which is situated behind
and under the eye upon the upper jaw, and is compressed by the
temporal muscle. It consists of blind tubes, which in some are un-

at the fore part of the mouth,

serpents inflict

divided, in others ramified

and disposed in

flat

lobes or plates that

membrane that
The long excretory duct of this gland runs
a membranous sheath which surrounds the

are separated from each other

surrounds the glands

forward and ends in

by

partitions of the

base of the poison- gland; here the poison

is

received in an aperture

situated in front of the base of the tooth. Besides this gland there are

others in the head of serpents, viz. along the edge of the upper
and lower jaw, under the tongue, and lastly a lachrymal gland behind
the eye; these glands are common to the venomous and innocuous
still

serpents, yet all of

them

and

The

are not always equally present.

son-gland, on the contrary,

is

peculiar to the

venomous

poi-

sei-pcnts,

in these the other glands of the head, especially those along

the margin of the jaws, are generally less developed^.

As

to the poison

its

itself, it is

and drying in the

taste,

injurious power,

and

volatile oils,

is

and

nor an acid nature*.

is

;

fluid,
it

without

long retains

soluble in water, insoluble in spirit of wine

generally stated to be neither of an alkaline

Cantor, however, has found that the poison

H. ScHLEGEL, Onderzoehing van de

1

an unctuous gelatinous

air into little plates or scales

speeJcselMieren der slangen met gegroefde tan-

den, in vergelijking met die der niet giftige en giftige, in the Bijdragen

tot

de natuurlc.

Leop. Tom.
— 551, and in the Nov. Act. Acad.
not.
XIV. DuvERNOY afterwards treated this subject more at large, Annales des
and again in a Supplement,
Tom. XXVI. Paris, 1832, pp. 113 — 160, PI. 5 —
Tom. XXX. pp. 6— 32.

Wetenschappen,

ii.

1827,

bl.

Cces.

536

Sc.

ibid.

10,

^

See J. Mueller,

PI. VI. fig.
3

I

—

De glandularum

Compare on these

different glands, besides

his Archivf. Anat. u. Physiol. 1826,
*

—

57.

Meckel

in

secernentium structura penitiori, pp. 55

3.

s.

i

—

13,

See the celebrated work of F. FoNTANA,

Florence, 1781,

11.

Tom.

4to.

Duvernot

Tab.

i.

figs, i

Traite sur

loc. cit., also

—

10.

le

venin de la vipcre, &c.
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{Hamadryas) and of some other ludian snakes redThe same feet is noticed by Harlan
with regard to Crotalus^. In common with other animal poisons
and contagious matters a very small quantity is sufficient to produce
the eflect. The poison of serpents is innocuous, if introduced into
the digestive passages by swallowing, but shews its natural action
when, by a wound or by being introduced into a vein, it enters the
The bite of all venomous serpents is not
current of the blood.
equally dangerous to man; of some the effect is extraordinarily
rapid ; death mostly occurs after violent spasms and other nervous
symptoms, and the body quickly becomes decomposed.
of Benclroaspis

dens litmus paper slightly'.

Family V.
rate tooth

Upper jaw with a

Vijjerina.

on each

side.

Head

single large perfo-

or trigonal, broader than

cordate

trunk.

Pit between the nostrils and eyes on each side.

Crotalus L.

Trunk and

tail

scaly above, scutate below, with all or most of the

Rattle composed of horny

subcaudal scutes simple (unpaired).

number,

rings, different in

at the

end of

Rattlesnake, Klapperschlange, Serpent

of horny pieces varying in
last (3

— 8)

a

sonnettes, &c.

number with the age

vertebrae of the animal coalesce to

a compressed conical form.
is

tail.

This

is

The

rattle consists

of the individual.

The

form a terminal bone of

covered by muscle and skin.

The skin

here thick and spongy, and has the general conical form of the bone

belov/

it,

but has also two deep annular grooves which divide

it

transverse swellings, decreasing in size from before backward.
secretes the pieces of the rattle in succession.

may

consist of 20

— 30

hollow horny joints.

from the base to the extremity of the

rattle,

into three

This skin

In adult animals the

The

rattle

joints decrease in size

each joint the farthest succes-

from the end having been secreted at a period when the secreting
surface was larger.
The pieces hang loosely but securely together, the
sively

basal ring of one joint grasping the projecting second ring of the preceding
joint,

and

ceding.

this again inclosing the third ring of the joint

next but one pre-

Since the second rounded annular portion of each joint

is

thus

by the first rounded annular portion of the piece behind
it, and the third by the second, and yet all of them so loosely as to leave
room for motion, it has been supposed that when the uppermost piece has
been completed and a new piece above this is about to be form;d, the skin
which is to secrete it is so modified that its first swelling which secreted
securely grasped

the

first

projection of the former piece assumes that shape and size which

Cantor, Proceedings of Zool. Society, 1838,
Haklan, Medical and Physical Researches,

p. 75.
p. 501,

quoted by Cantor.

17—2

—
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accommodated to the shape and size of the second projection of the new
second swelling which secreted the second projection of

are

piece, whilst the

the piece takes the dimensions suited to the third projection of the future
further supposed that these two swellings are caused to
backward by the development of a new swelling of the
skin suited to the dimensions of the first projection of the new piece which
It will be understood that all that is visible of the
is to be secreted by it.

new piece.
move from

It

is

before

rattle externally is the surface of the basal projections or rings of

The

succeeding joint.
of the animal

;

it

caused to vibrate by the muscles of the skin, and

is

vibration commanicates a quivering motion, accompanied

dry

homy

pieces behind

Apparatvon

each

joint alone has vital connexion with the skin

first

Crotaliis.

by sound,

its

to the

See J. CzEEMACK Uher den schallerzeugenden

it.

Zeitschr. f. ivissenscJi. Zool. viii. 1856, pp. 294

— 301,

Taf. XII.

The

species of this

venomous, but

genus are

The

dull.

They

found in America.

all

species

from South America

are highly

(fi-om

Surinam,

Brasil).has not only the part of the head in front of the eyes covered

with scutes, but also four small scutes above the eyes.
the species which

may

This appears to be

On the back
Vosmaer Beschrijv. van
Maxim. Ahh. zur Naturgesch.

be regarded as Crotalus Durissus L.

are seen rhomboidal spots lighter in the middle.
eene Surinaamsche

Brasil. Lief. xi.

;

ratelslang,

1768,

Cuv. R.Ani., ed.

North America has

scales

Crotalus horridus L.,

4to;

ill.,

Rept. PI. 32,

A large species from

between the eyes and brown transverse bands,

Guerin

Iconogr., Rept. Pi. 23,

fig. 2,

Crotalus du-

Daudin, Schlegel,
and DuMERiL make an opposite use of these Linnean names. A smaller
species from North America, Crotalus milianus L., has a more oval head
covered with scutes (one scutum vertebrate and two scuta occipitalia).
HoLBR., N. American Herpetology,

rissiis

11.

PI. 17.

—

HoLBR.

1.

1.

Vol.

II.

PI. 15.

Trigonocephalus Oppel,

Cophias

Mereem.

Tail round, with

apex simple, conical; several subcaudal scutes in
paired interposed.

Remaining characters those

pairs,

with un-

of the preceding

genus.
a)

With head

scaly.

Cophias BoiE. {Lachesis Daud., Craspedocephalus Kuhl, Bothrops

Wag-

LER, &c.)
Sp.

Trigonocephalus crotalinus nob., Crotalus mufus L., Schleg., Lachesis

Maxim. Abb.

Lief. V. Suruhuku {Curucucu
two or three undivided scutes to
these succeed the paired scutes the extremity of the tail both above and
below is covered with scales, and terminates in a homy point. This serpent
it attains a length
is found in Guiana and Brasil, and is very dangerous

rhoinieata

Marcgr.)

;

the

tail

z.

Natitrg. Bras.

has at the base

first

;

;

;

of 10'.

Trigonocephalus atrox Schleg., Coluber atrox L., Mus. Ad. Frid. Tab.
22,

fig.

21; Brasil,

Surinam;

Trigonocephalus viridis Cuv., Bothrophis

—

—
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viridis FiTZ., Trhneresurus viridls

Bodroopam Eussell, Ind.
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Lacep., Ann. du Mus.

Serp. PI. 9

;

iv. PI. 56, fig. a,

East Indies, Sunda-islands,

New

Holland, &c.

With head

b)

scutate.

Trigonocephalus Boie {Tisiphone Fitz., Triffonocephalus Fitz., and Cen-

Daud., Fitz.)

chris

Sp. Trigonocepthalus Cenchris ScHL., Cenchris molceson
fig. 25, PI. 70, figs. 3, 4,

Trigon. contortrix

Daud., Rept.

Holbeook

1.

1.

Vol.

v. PI. 60,
PI. 14,

11.

North America^; Trigonocephalus rhodostoma Reinw., Leiolepis rhodostoma DuM., Schlegel Abbild. PI. 19, 49, Java. Kuhl saw two workin

men

in Buitensorg die in a few minutes after having been bitten by this

serpent.

Vipera Daud., Schleg.
I^ote.

— All

the

Pit between nostrils and eyes none.

known

species liitlierto

are

from the eastern

hemisphere.
Vipera Daud.

Subcaudal scutes paired.

With head covered above with
Mere. {Vipera Ladeenti.)
a)

Sp.
I,

scales or

graniform

Vipera Cerastes, Coluber Cerastes L., Lacep. Quadr. ovip.
fig. 2,

Daud.

Edinb.

of the Nile,
Rept.

nat.,

Eept. vi. PI, 74.

PI. 13,

1790, v.
fig.

2;

fig. 2,

PL

Bruce

opposite

lancet-shaped,

Travels
199,

p.

to

Echidna

scutes.

et

Serp.

11.

PI.

discover the source

Did.

univ.

d'Hist.

strongly keeled scales,

light

two little horns above the eyes, variable in
their development and sometimes entirely absent; this serpent, which
occurs in Egypt, was known to the ancients, who make mention of
Meeeem confounds with it a species from
it in different places.
South-Africa, which has some erect scales above the eyes, but is
coloured quite differently, Vipera cornuta Daud., Vipera lophophrys
Vipera ammodytes Daud., Coluber ammodytes L., Amoinit. Acad. i.
Cdv.
p. 506, Tab. 17, fig. 2, Daud. Rept. vi. PI. 74, fig. i, Sturm Fauna, Ampkib. Heft 2 at the point of the head a conical, erect and scaly tubercle;
grey-yellow

colour;

;

;

this species occurs in the south

and

especially the south-east of Europe.

Vipera asjns Schl. Coluber Aspis L., Vipera berus Cuv.,
Rejjt. PI. 23, fig.

I

;

France, Italy, &c.

and experiments of Chaeas

refer,

To

Gueein

Iconogr.,

this species the observations

Nouvelles Experiences sur la

Vipere.

Paris, 1669, 8vo.

b)

With head covered above

ivith

small scutes.

Pelms Mere. (Coluber

Laue.)
Sp.

Vipera berus Daud., Coluber Berus L. (and Chersea L.),

sea Cuv.,

^

New
s.

Ladeenti

Sijnops. Rept.

Tab.

11. fig.

i,

Lyceum of Nat. Hist, of
known to me only from an extract in Oken's Isis 1844.
by Dumbeil to Trigonocephalus piscivorus.

Toxicophis leucostoma Tkoout, described in Ann. of the
York, in. 1825, p. 174,

113, 114;

is

referred

Vipera cher-

Coluber chersea Sturm,

;
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Faun., Ampkib. Heft
Rept. PI. 3r,

fig. 2,

3,

Bell

Van Lier

Brit. Rept. p. 61,

Cuv. R. Ani., cd.

Amsterdam, 1781, 4to, PI. 11. bl. 84 and foil. adder,
commune. Natter &c. In many countries of Europe, in Sweden,

la-iidschap Drentlie,

viper, Vipere

;

Russia, Gennany, England, north of France, Lombardy, &c.
of unpaired abdominal scutes
are 40

—43

Van Liee

ill.,

Verhandel. over de slangen en adders van het

The number

about 140, and of the caudal scutes there
The bite of this species is but seldom fatal to man, and

pairs.

is

states that, after all his inquuies, he has not been able to find

a single example in the district Drenthe of death having followed the bite
of a viper.

England

Bell

gives the

same

as the result of his investigations in

the viper of the south of Europe, recorded above, Vipera aspis,

;

appears to be more dangerous. Vipera pr ester, Coluher piresterlj.
considered to be a variety of Vipera her us;

Coluber Vipera anglorum
it

as a distinct species

;

Laurenti 1.

Krceyer's

1.

Tab. iv.

Tidshrift,

is

it

fig.

11.

Head

i

generally
is

it

the

Steenstrup regards

;

1839, pp. 544, 545.

Echis Merr., Dum. and Bibr., Scytale Daud.
unpaired.

is

quite black;

Subcaudal scutes

scaly.

Vipera echis Schleg., Scytale hizonatus Daud., Echis carinata

Merr.

(Vipera pyramidum, Descr. de I'Egypte), Echis p)avo Reuss, Daud.

^e^)<. v.

Dum. and

Bibr.,

Sp.

PI.

70,

fig.

T,

copied from Russell;

—Echis frenata

Echis arenicola and Echis varia Reuss, Mus. Senkenb.
species

i.

Tab.

vii. fig. 2

from North Africa and the continent of the East Indies.

Wagl., Ophryas Merr.

Acanthoiohis Daud.,

Tail with several

unpaired scutes below, towards the extremity covered with

with apex aculeate.

Head

scales,

scutate; superciliary scute erect, pro-

minent.
Sp.

Vipera palpehrosa nob., Acanfhophis cerastinus Daud.,

Ophryas AcantJiophis Merr.,

Merrem

New

Holland.

Rept. PI.

-24, fig.

1; in

Bictrdge,

11.

Tab.

3,

Dum. and Bibr.,
Guerin /coMo^rr.,

Family VI. Elapina. Upper jaw with a large grooved tooth
and some other smaller and solid placed behind it. Head scutate,
differing in breadth from the trunk slightly or not at all.
Tail
round, short, often conical or fusiform.

Sepedon MtD-rem (Species of Naja BoiE, ScHLEG.).

upper jaw none
cal.

except

Loral scute none\

the

poison-tooth.

Scales carinate.

Head

Teeth in

short, coni-

Tail below covered with

paired scutes.

^

For the explanation of the terminology of the scutes of the head employed by
of which we here and elsewhere make use, see PI. xx. figs. 5, 6, 7, of

Merrem, and
this volume.
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Sp. Sepedon hceniacJiates Mere., Fitz.,

Tab. 58,

figs. I

—

Lac. Quadrup.

3,

Dum.
ovip.

Seba Thesaur.

cand Bibb.,

et

Serp.

PI. 3,

11.

fig.

ii.

2; habitat

Cape of Good Hope.

Head

Nqja Laue.

ocular scutes three.

flat

aToove,

with eyes

Frenal scutes none.

behind the head expansible into an oval depressed
smooth.

Posterior

lateral.

Anterior part of trunk
Scales

disc.

Subcaudal scutes paired.
They
All the species of this genus are from the eastern hemisphere.
have, -without exception, smooth scales, which are very large and lancetshaped. That this genus belongs to the present division was, as I suppose,
first

shewn by Schlegel

;

I find, besides the poison-tooth, only a single

small tooth in the cranium examined by me, at some distance from

it

at the

The anterior ribs (about
they do not bend downwards, and increase in length

posterior extremity of the short upper jaw-bone.

20

pairs)

He

flat,

i.e.

to the tenth or eleventh pair, after

When

these ribs

are

which they become gradually shorter.

drawn forwards

an

oval

expansion

is

caused,

surpassing the head in breadth, which characterises most of the species of
The name of spectacle-snake,
this genus, but not all in an equal degree^.
serpent a lunettes,

is

bon-owed from two eye-like spots on the disciform

expansion of the back, which are connected by a black streak curved
This is Naja
forwards, a mark, howevei", which occurs only in one species.
tripudians

Meek., Coluber Naja L., Aspis Naja Wagl., Linn. Mus. Aclolph.
fig. i, Seba Thes. 11. Tab. 90, fig. 2, (and less good in dif-

Frid. Tab. 21,

ferent figures of that great work), Cuv. R. Ani., ed.

ill.,

Bept. PI. 34

;

in

Bengal.—iVa/a haje Mebr., Coluber Haje L., UrcBus Haje Wagl.; in
Egypt brownish, head of a lighter colour with a dark ring round the eye,
which at the margin of the upper jaw terminates in a small spot. On
;

this species the so-called serpent-charmers in

in India,

Dutch

Colonists

is

Egypt, as on the preceding

The Koperlapel {Cabra di
the same species.

exercise their art.

a variety of

Capello) of the

Causus Wagl., Dum. and Bibr. (Species of Naja Boie,
Teeth in upper jaw besides the poison-tooth none.
ScHLEG.)
Frenal scute small. Dorsal scales subcarinate. Remaining characters almost those of the preceding genus.
Causas rhombeatus Wagl.; ViperaY nigrum Cvy., Sepedon rhombeatus
Lichtenst., Schlegel Phys. d. Serp. PL 17, figs. 12, 13 (head); coast of
Guinea, Cape of Good Hope.

Sp.

{Trimeresurus DuM., BiBR., add Alecto
Dendroaspis FiTZ.
teeth in upper jaw behind the poisonsolid
Some small
eorumd.)
tooth.

Posterior ocular scutes

Compare Home

two or three

;

frenal scute none.

Philos. Transact, for 1804, pp. 346

and

foil.

—

•
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Scales

smooth.

below covered with undivided

Tail

scutes,

or

partly with paired, partly with undivided scutes.
Sp.

Dendroaspis opMophagus, Uamadryas opTiiopliagus Cantor, Proceedinys
p. 73, Naja Bungarus (and Naja Maps according to

of Zool. Soc. 1838,

DuMER.) ScHLEG. Vcrh.
lezittingen, Bept. PI. 10;

over de natuurk.

porphp'ica Schl., Phys. d. Serp. PI.
Less.,

Guerin

Iconogr., Rept. PI. 24,

der nederl.

Gesch.

17, fig. 9, (head),
fig.

overzeesche

Dendroaspis porphyriaca, Naja

Java, Sumatra;

i

;

New

AcanthopiMs tortor

South Wales.

Dendroechis FiSCH., Dendroaspis ScHLEG. (not FiTZ.)
flat

Some

above, scutate, elongate.

behind the poison-tooth.
scute none

Head

small solid teeth in upper jaw

Posterior ocular scutella four.

Frenal

with frontal scutes at the sides of the head behind the

;

nasal scute produced on each side to the marginal scutes of upper

Scales

lip.

smooth,

large,

in the

thin,

middle of back larger.

Scales at the sides of abdominal scutes smaller, lanceolate, imbricate,

with apex acuminate, horny.
Sp.

Dendroechis Jamesonii, Elaps Jamesonii Traill, Dinophis

Hammondii

Hallowell, Journal of Acad, of nat. Sc. Philad. Sec. Series, 11. 1854,
PL 29, T. G. Fischer Ahhandl. der naturhist. Vereins zu Hamlurg. iii.
This snake grows to a
and has a slender elongated form lives on trees,
and represents Dendroaspis in the Naja-tribe. Dr Schlegel has given a
short notice of this species in Verslag der werhzaaniheden van het Zoologisch
1856, Tab.

f

;

from the west coast of Africa.

length of 5 or 6

Genootschap

te

feet,

Amsterdam. March, 1848.

ScHN., Mere.

Ela2Js

Eyes

above, scutate.

;

(excl.

some

Gape

small.

of

Head

species).

mouth narrow

gibbous, obtuse, protracted beyond lower.

Body

;

small, fiat

upper jaw

slender, round.

Subcaudal scutes paired.
Merr., Coluher lemniscatus L., Mus. Ad. Frider. Tab.
Seba Thesaur. 11. Tab. 76, fig. 3, (and other places), Surinam;
Elaps corallinus Merr., Cuv. R.Ani., ed. ill., Rept. PI. 35. fig. i, Maxim.

Sp. Elaps lemniscaius
XIV.

Ahh.

—

fig. I,

z.

Naturg. von Bras., Lief.

New

vi. Brasil.

Species are also found in the

They are mostly black snakes,
ringed with white and red.
See also Schlegel Ahh. never Amphih. Taf.
46, 47. A South- African species is Elaps HygecB Merr., Coluber lacteus L.
Mus. Ad. Frid. Tab. 13, fig. i, Merrem Beitrage, i. Tab. vi. Another
South-African species was placed by Schlegel in the genus Naja, Elaps
East Indies, Africa and

lubricus

Merrem,

Btitr.

1.

Holland.

PI. 2.

This species

is

the type of the sub-

genus Aspidelaps FiTZ.

In these species and many others, according to Dumeril and BiBRON,
except the grooved
poison-fangs.
There are other species with several small solid teeth

there are no teeth in the superior maxillary bones

following the fangs

;

Dumeril and Bibron have founded on these a

separate

——
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genus Pseudelaps {Aspidoinorplms Fitzing.).

Here also several small
They shew some resemblance

snakes of Australia seem to find their place.
to Calamaria, in

which genus Schlegel

known

one

j^laced the only

With Dumeril and BlERON

(Calamaria diadema).

to

him

these species form the

genus Furina.

Bungarus Daud.,

Wagl.

Head

DuM. and

MERr:.,

scutate above, obtuse.

the poison-fang in upper jaw.

Larger hexagonal

Aspzdoclom'on

Subcaudal scutes

scales, in a single

Bungarus candidus

Bibr.,

Several small teeth behind

row

unpaired.

all

in keel of back.

Bungarus semifasciatus Kuhl, Schleg., Coluber
vii. fig. i, Bungarus cceruleus Daud.,
i
according to Dumeril and Bibron
a distinct species
Bungarus annidaris Daud., Russell, PI. in., Daud.
Rept. V. PI. 65 compare also Schlegel, Abbild., Tab. 18
both from the
continent and the large islands of the East Indies.

Sp.

mlJii,

candidus L., Mus. Ad. Frkl. Tab.
DuM., Bibr., Russell Serp. i. fig.

;

;

;

—Here

J^ote.

;

would seem to belong Megcero2Ms, a genus

cated by Gray, Annals of Nat. Hist. Second Series,

Family VII.

Head

Hydroplies.

iv.

1849,

small.

scutate,

elongate,

and terminating
hexagonal,

anteriorly, gradually

in

compressed, broad, two-edged.

tail,

covering

imbricate,

Body

becoming thicker

slender

scarcely

often

247.

Several

small slender teeth in upper jaw behind the poison-fang.
round,

indi-

p.

body

as

Scales
thougii

with a net.

Some

Water-snakes.

species occur occasionally at the

rivers, others live in the

far

from

land; they

all

venomous.

open

mouth

of

where they are often met with

sea,

swim together

and are very

in large troops,

..^lianus has very distinctly indicated these serpents

as inhabitants of the Indian sea,

De

their mouth.

with a

flat tail,

Natiira Animal., Lib. xvi.

Compare Cantor Observations upon

— 313,

c.

and many teeth in
8.

Trans, of Zool.

pelagic Serpents,

and T. G. Fisher Die Familie der
See-schlangen systematisch beschrieben. Abhandl. herausgegeb. von dem
Soc.

II.

1839, pp. 303

7iatiirhist.

Verein in

Platurus Late.,
Bibr).

Abdomen

Hamburg,

PI. 56,

iii.

1856, pp.

i

—

78,

Tab.

—

i

ill.

Daud., Fitz. (and Aijyysurus Lac, Hum.,
scutate;

subcaudal scutes in a double row.

Scales smooth.
Sp. Platurus colubrinus nob., Platurus fasciatus Latr., Coluber laticaudaius
L.,

the

Mus. Ad. Frid. Tab. xvi, fig.
Indian Ocean. Aipysurus

Schmidt, Ann. du Mus.

i,

Cuv. E. Ani., ed.

Icevis

ill.,

Rept. PI. 36

Lac, ThalassopMs

;

in

anguillceformis

iv. PI. 56, fig. 8, (a distinct species).

—

—
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HydropMs Daud.,

Meer.

Enhydris

Scales carinate witli

In the keel of abdomen a
bitm-berculate,
sometimes
scales
irregular and diof
larger
row
a tubercle in the middle, hexagonal.

vided throughout.
Sp. Hydrophis doliatus, Disteira doliata Lac. Ann.

duMus.

iv.

PL

57, fig. 2

;

HydA-oplds gracilis Schl., Hydrophis fasciatus Guerin, Tconogr., Rept.

PL

KussELL

Schleg. Faun.

Serp.

PL

i.

Jap>on., Serp.

DuM. BiBE.

Acalyptus
scute none.

I,

25, fig.

striates

Head

44,

PL

Cantor L L PL ^6.—Hydrophis
&c.

7,

^

scaly posteriorly, with occipital

Scales imbricate.

Sp. Acalyptus superciliosus DuM., BiBR.

from Pbron's Voyage, considered
by ScHLEGEL as a variety of Hydrophis pcdamidoides.

Pelamys Daud.
hexagonal
l^elow,

Abdomen and

scales, tuberculate in the

;

tail

covered below with small

middle.

Abdomen compressed

with acute margin between two rows of

scales.

Daud., Hydrophis Pelamis Schleg., Russell Serp. i.
PL 41, Vosmaee Beschrijving van de bruinrug-platstaart-slang, 1774, Cuv.
R. Ani., ed. ill., Rept. PL 36 bis, fig. i in the Indian Sea and South

Sp. Pelamys

hicolor

;

Pacific

W

the most

;

common

species of this family.

Innocuous se^yents.

A.

With

last tooth

Family VIII.

of wpi^er jaw larger than

Asmeophes

BiBE.)

Head

scutate.

Dipsas Laue.

Head

flat

DuM. and

the rest, sulcated.

Glyj^hodontes

s.

[OjnstJioglyptes

Subcaudal scutes almost always

in pairs.

above, broader than trunk, triangular,

Eyes large. Body compressed. Tail acumiMostly a row of larger hexangular scales in the keel

obtuse anteriorly.
nate, long.

of back.

Dum., Bibb., Ehinohothryum
Himantodes Dum., Bibr., Triglyphodon Dum.,
BiBR. {Gephalophis FiTZ.), Anholodon Dum., Bibr., Heterurus Dum.,
Sub-genera:

Wagl., Dum.,

Telescopus Wagl.,

Bibe.,

BiBR.
Sp. Dipsas Nattereri Schleg., {Dryophylax) , Coluber Nattereri Mikan., Max.
Pr. V. WiED, AH., Liefer, xiv. ; Dipsas Cynodon Cuv., Opetiodon Cyno-

^

Here

Hydrophis palaniidoides Schleg. belongs to this genus, and not to Pelamys.
also is to be placed Hydrophis schizopholis Schmidt; Abhand. herausgegcben von

dem naturivissenscJi.
genus by Fischer

Verein in

1. 1.

p. 37,

Hamburg,

i.

1846, Taf. xv. (afterwards raised into a

under the name of

Astrotia).

new

—

;
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don DuM., BiBR., GUERIN Iconogr., Rept. PI.
the Sunda Islands attains a considerable size

21, fig. 2; this species
(7'

or 8'); there

is

from
an oblique

black stripe behind the eye.

Dryophis Dalman, Boie, Dryinus Mere.

Head narrowed,

triangular, elongate, excavated at the sides in front of eyes, flat

above.

Upper jaw protracted beyond

Body

lanceolate.

slender

;

narrow,

Scales

lower.

longer than half the trunk,

tail often

thin, acuminate.
With

a)

Dryophis Wagl.

carinatc.

scales

Wagl.,

{Xiphorhynchus

DUM., BiBR.)
Sp. Dryophis fulgidus

Wagl., Coluber mycterizans L,

Dry(yphis

(in part),

Catesbyi Schleg. Ahh. Tab. 36; in the southern part of

and

in

Surinam;

Madagascar iensis,

North America
Dryophis Langaha ScnijEa. (Xiphorhiiia'FiTZ.), Langaha
Brug. Journal de Physique, 1781, Fevrier, Lacep.

Quadrup. ov.
Madagascar

this species is

long, pointed

and scaly appendage.

Serp.

et

;

11.

PI. 22, fig.

i,

Schleg. Alh. Tab.

7,

figs. 7

—

11

grey-brown, and has at the head forwards a

b)
With scales smooth. Tragops Wagl., Dum., Bibr. (and Dryinus
DuM., Bibr., Oxyhelis Wagl., Dum., Bibr.)

Sp. Dryophis nasutus Boie, Lacep.

GuERiN

Iconogr., Rept.

PI.

as also in the Indian Archipelago
stripe

on each

;

PI. 4, fig. 2,

ii.

22,

2

fig.

;

this species

side along the belly.

The

is

pupil

Dryophis prasinus Reinw., Schleg. Ahh. Tab.

mon

same

species in the

countries.

PsammojjjMs BoiE, FiTZ.

Russell

mostly smooth.

PL

12,

bright green, with a yellow
is

a transverse fissure, as in

viii. figs,

i

—

All these snakes live on

6,

a very com-

trees.

Head narrow, towards the apex
Eyes large,

covered by the exsert margin of superciliary scute
elongate,

1.

Anterior lower teeth longer.

rotundato-acuminate.

Body

Serp.

found on the continent of India,

with

scales

lanceolate

or

;

pupil round.

elongato-hexangular,

Tail longer than half the trunk, covered below

with scutes in pairs.
a)

Sp.

With middle

Psammophis

Qitadr. ovip.

et

teeth in iqtper jaw longer.

sibilans nob., Coluber sibilans L., Coluber moniliger

Serp.

Ii.

PI. 12, fig.

i

;

in almost the

whole of

Lacep.

Afi-ica,

in

Egypt, on the coast of Guinea, and even as far as the Cape of Good Hope,
from whence it was described and figured by Merrem, Beitr. i. Taf. 3,

under the name of Coluber crucifer; Dumeril and BiBRON, however,
believe this to be a distinct species.

b)

peUis

With teeth in upper jaw equal,
Wagl., Dum. and Bibr.)

except the last, tvhicJi is grooved.

(Coelo-

—
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Sp. Psammophis lacertinus Schleg., CoslopeUis lacertina

Wagl., Rhahdodon

fuscus F. L. Fleischmann, Dalmatice nova serpentium genera.

183 1, 4to, Tab.

[11.

North of Africa the
a length of more than
;

snake

this

;

found

is

grooved in the middle ;

scales are

Erlangte,

south of Europe and the

in the

this species attains

4'.

Bucephalus Smith, Dum., Bibr.
Sp.

Bucephalus typus Smith, Dendrophis coluhrina Schleg.,

Am., ed. ill.,
Dutch Colonists.

Lalandii Bvvi&nj'iOY, CvY. R.

Hope, Booiiislang of the
Note.

—Here

DhphoUdus

Cape of Good

Rept. PI. -29;

some new genera of Dum., Bibr.

also is the place for

Hemiodontus, Chorisodon, and Tomodon.

Fleischmann, Dumer,, AiluropMs

TarbopJiis

Head

Bonap.

Fitz.,

small, distinct from trunk.

Frenal scute produced to eye.
Eyes moderate, with pupil vertical, narrow. Anterior lower teetli
longer.

Tail short, covered below with scutes in pairs.
Sp.

TarbopJiis fallax Fleischm., Dipsas fallax Schleg., Ailurophis

Fleischmann

Fitz.,

1, 1.

Tab.

Bonap. Faim.

i.

the south-eastern part of Europe

;

it

Ital. Amfibi.,

attains a length of about

mvax

Tab. 68; in
2'.

Lycognathus Dum., Bibr.
Sp.

Lycognathus scolopax DuM. and Bibr.,

Lycodon audax BoiE, Schl.,
audax Fitz., Coluber audax Daud. Rept. vi. PI. 19, South

Sihophis

America.

Homalopsis KuHL, Fitz.
with small scutes

Eyes

scutes.

Tail thin,

Sp. Homalopsis buccatus

II.

depressed anteriorly,

Trunk cylindrical, thick, covered below with
much shorter than trunk.

the apex of snout.

fig. r.

elliptic,

Nostrils horizontal, small, situated towards

small, superior.

short scutes.

Head

sometimes scales in place of occipital

;

Tab. 21,

Tab.

10,

fig. 3,

Java;

Daud., Cerberus
Thesaur.

il.

buccatus L.,

Seba Thesaur. 11. Tab. 12,
19, fig. 3, Mere. Beijtr.

Homalopsis ScJineideri Schleg., Coluber Schneiderianus
Russellii Gov.,

Tab.

reside in lakes

Kuhl, Coluber

Linn. Mas. Ad. Frid. Tab.

and

15, fig.

rivers

;

Cerberus boceformis Dum., Bibr.,

3; East Indies,

New

they live mostly on

Guinea.

Seba

These serpents

fish.

Here belong the sub-genera: Ilyjislrhina Wagl., {Homaloijsis Acr
Schl.), Eurostus Dum., Bibr., Trigonurus Dum., Bibr., Campylodon Dum.,
BiBE., Cerberus Cuv.
iVofe.—

Herpeton Lac, Rhinopirus Merr.
front of nostrils.

below.

Abdominal

Two

scaly appendages in

scutes minute, bicarinate.

Tail scaly

—
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Sp. HomaJopsis herpetun ScHLEG., Herpeton tentaculatum Lac. Ann.
II.

GuERiN

PI. 50,

Iconogr., Rept. PI. 10. fig.

ErytJirolamprus F. BoiE,

Head

Wagl.

3,

du Mas.
Schlegel Ahh. Tab. 16.

(Species of Coronella Schl.)

narrow, not distinct from trunk, with snout obtuse, short.

Eyes moderate, with

anterior ocular scute single, posterior ocular

Teeth small, numerous, equal, except the posterior
upper tooth. Scales smooth. Tail short, acuminate at the exscutes two.

tremity.
Sp. Hrythrolampriis agilis

Mus. Ad. Frkl.

Merrem

Beytr.

PI.
1.

2, var.

Maxim. Pr.

v.

(and Coluher jEsculapii) L.,

Seba

Thes.

11.

Tab.

18, fig. 4,

Erythrolamprrus venustissimus

Wied,

Lief.

i.

Tab.

vi.

and

Wagl.,

Lief. vii.

Bright coloured snakes, with white, black and red

Brasil.

;

agllis

2, PI. 21, fig. 2,

Tab. v. Surinam.

Coluber venustissimus

Tab.

Wagl., Coluber

11. fig.

marked almost like the Elaps corallinus (see above, p. 264), which
lives in the same countries, with which it may be easily confounded on
superficial examination, but may at once be distinguished by the much

rings,

larger eyes.

Note.

—To

this division also are to he

referred Ela'pomorplius

WiEG., DuM., BiBR., Homalocranion and Stenorhina Dum., Bibr.
Scytale BoiE, DuM., Bibr. ; and some other genera of those authors

—

comprehend species with nearly equal teeth, and are placed by
Schlegel chiefly in his comprehensive genus Lycodon (Dum. and
Bibr. vii. 2, p. 988
It requires further investigation to
1046).
determine whether Scytale coronata Merr., Maxim. Prinz zu Wied,

—

Abh. Lief

vii.

(with undivided subcaudal plates) be really distinct

from Coluber Clelia Daud., which

is

placed in a distinct genus,

Deiro])eda Fitzinger, Brachyruton Dum., Bibr., although Schlegel
considers both as varieties of the same species.
B.

Without any sulcated tooth

{S'tereodontes

s.

Aglyphodontes

Dum., Bibr.)

Family IX.
tremities) none.

Colubrina.

Head

Spurs

scutate.

(rudiments

of posterior

ex-

Tail covered below with paired

scutes.

LiNN^us united
they are

rows of

called,

all

the serpents that

have divided

on the under surface of the

scutes, in a single

tail,

scutes, as

or better

genus which he named Coluber.

two

After

the poisonous serpents {Viper a, JVaja, Elaps, &c.) and those which

have a grooved posterior tooth in the upper jaw have been separated from them, there still remain very many species which

—
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left

together in a single

lai-ge

genus, Coluber.

large serpents from the Eastern Hemisphere,

the Boas,

it

was thought

right,

notwithstanding the divided caudal

neighbourhood of these

scutes, to place in the

The Pythons,

which correspond to
last.

Linnjeus was

acquainted with only one species of the former, which he had seen
In this way a
in the cabinet of De Geer, {Coluber mohirus^).
large genus or natural family remained, in

which modern

writers,

especially Boie^, and afterwards Wagler, Fitzinger, Dumeril and
BiBRON, adopted many more genera, which they distinguished by the

form of the head, by the size of the teeth, &c. We shall not record
all these genera, but only those which appear to be most natural,

and are distinguished in some other
interest or the

number

Xenodon BoiE, Fitz.
of mouth ample

respects, as

by

their peculiar

of their species.

(add. Liopliis

Head

Wagl.).

flat,

broad.

upper jaw with apex rounded, obtuse,
Last tooth or two last of
emarginate, mostly longer than lower.
upper jaws longer than the rest, compressed, ensiform. Eyes
Trunk thick, round, or with back carinate and abdomen
moderate.

Gape

;

Scales smooth.

compressed.

Xenodon severus BoiE, Coluher severus L., Seba Tkesaur. ii. Tab. 24,
Xenodon
I, Linn. Afus. Ad. Frid. Tab. 8, fig. i, Brasil, Surinam;
Merremii mihi, Coronella Merremii Schleg., Liophis Wagl., Maxim. Pr. z.

Sp.

fig.

WiED, A hbild.

Heterodon

Liefer, viii. &c.

Beau v., Latr.

Rostral scute porrect, erect.

Head

Circle of numerous quadrangular scutes surrounding
short, flat.
Maxillary teeth small, subulate, recurved posterior upper
the eye.
;

larger

;

row

of palatine teeth produced almost to the extremity of

the external pterygoid bones.

Tail short.

Scales carinate.

Sp. Heterodon simus Holbk., Coluber simus L.,

Catesby

Carol.

II.

Tab. 56,

HoLBEOOK N. Amer. fferpetol. 1. PL 16, Cuv. R. Ani., ed. ill., Rept.
PI. 27, fig. 2 ;— Heterodon platyrhinos HoLBR., Coluber heterodon Daud.
Rept. PI. 60, fig. 28,

Tboost, Catesby,

1

(fig.
ii.

Syst. nat. I ed. 12, p. 387,

"

—

HoLBR. 1. 1. 11. PI. 11; Heterodon niger
Holb. ii. PI. 23. This last species is Pelias

of head),

PI. 44,

Simillimiis Boce, sed scuta

et

sqimmce capitis majores,

ut in Coluhris."
2 H. BoiE in the unpubhshed Erpetologie de Java, of which
communicated an extract in Okbn's Isis, 1827, s. 508 566.

—

his brother F.

BoiE

—

—
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been confounded with Trigonocephalus or Cencltris
two species are regarded as varieties, but HoL-

first

considers that they ought to be distinguished as species.

Head scarcely broader
Helicons Wagl. (in part), DuM., Bibk.
than trunk, covered with small scutes, with anterior frontal scute
Eyes placed

unpaired.

at

the

anterior

and upper part of head.
Two
its upper part.

Nostrils perforated in the nasal scute towards
last

upper maxillary teeth rather more remote from the

Sp.

rest, larger.

Tail moderate.

Scales carinate.

Wagl., Homalopsis carinicattda Schl., Coluber
Maxim. Pr. v. Wied, Abb. zur Naturgesch. Brasil. Lief. xi.
angidatus Wagl., Homalopsis angidatus Boie, Schleg.
Species

Helicops carinicaudus

carinicauda
Helicops

;

from South America, analogous to Homalopsis, but without a groove on the
large hinder tooth of the upper jaw.

Kuhl, Wagl.

Tropidonotus

Head distinct from trunk, ovatoSome posterior teeth in upper

mouth ample.
jaw longer than the rest, which

Gape

oblong.

of

ocular scutella mostly three.

are moderate, equal.

Scales

all

most

or the

Posterior

carinate.

These serpents deserve in the proper sense the name of Amphibia, and

many seem

to prefer a residence in water to that on land.

and

countries of the ancient world

Sp.

a

in

Deutschl.

collier,

Fauna, AmpMb. Heft

die Ringelnatter, &c.

;

iii.

;

on

warm

Van Lier

1.

1.

Tab.

i.

the ringed snake, la Couleuvre

the tail forms nearly one-fifth of the whole

and has commonly between 48 and 68

length,

live

North America.

Tropidonotus torquatus mihi, Coluber Natrix L.,

Sturm

They

Species of this form are found in the temperate and

fishes, frogs, &c.

pairs

of

scutes;

the

abdominal scutes are about 1 70 there is a whitish-yeUow collar behind the
head the back is greyish-green, the belly white, with black spots. There
are however many varieties of colour in this species sometimes it is almost
;

;

;

quite black.

The ringed snake

July, and lays

and

in sheepfolds

;

it

tlie

;

hides underground in winter, in mole-runs, &c.

found in almost

species is
vittatus,

eggs, about 30 in number, in

its

it pairs in June and
autumn, on dunghills

attains a length of 3'

all

the countries

Coluber vittatus L., Mtts.

of Europe.

Ad. Frid. Tab.

18,

fig.

This

Tropidonotus
2; Bechst.

Naturgesch. d. Amphib.iv. Taf. 10; at Java, &c.

— In some species there

is a space without teeth in the upper jaw in
two or three larger ones. Such are placed by Dumeril and
BiBEON in a separate Genus Amphiesma, Sp. Tropridonotus stolatus, Coluber
stolatus L.
and some others all belonging to the East Indies and the

Note.

front of the

;

;

oriental parts of Asia.

Rachiodon JoURDAN, Deirodon OwEN.
the

posterior

part

of jaws;

Teeth small, few in

palatine few, very small.

Inferior
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spinous

processes

some

of

of the

produced

vertebrse

anterior

into the oesophagus, directed forwards, acute, supplying the office

Posterior ocular scutes two

of teeth.

lanceolate, carinate.
Sp.

frenal scute none.

;

RacModon scaher Jourdan, Coluber scaler L. Mus. Ad.
Merr. Beitr. i. Tab. 9, (Reinhardt has given a
I,

Frid. Tab. X.
figure

fig.

Cranium, Danshe
Tab.

1843,

I.

Scales

Tail short.

VidensJc.

Selsk.

naturvidensk.

24); comp. p. 207, note.

fig.

og math.

This species

of the

Afhandl. X.

is

from South

Linn^us described it as edentulous such was also the opinion of
Dr A. Smith, who named this genus Anodnn. This snake lives upon birds'
eggs; these, "from the almost edentulous state of the jaws, glide along the
Africa.

;

mouth nearly unbroken, and it is not luitil they have reached the gullet
and the mouth is closed and prevents the escape of the nutritious matter
The
that the shell is exposed to instruments adapted to its perfoi-a.tion.
shell

having been sawed open longitudinally by the vertebral

teeth, the

eggs are crushed by the contraction of the gullet and carried to the
stomach."

BiBRON

Comp. Owen Odontography,

Ddmeril and

221.

pp. 220,

describe another species of this genus, Rachiodon ahyssinus, Herpet.

PI. 81.

Lycodon BoiE, Fitz.
eyes, with snout obtuse.

the

Head

depressed, naiTOwed in front of

Anterior teeth in both jaws longer than

rest.
Sp.
I.

I^ote.

the

Lycodon Hebe Boie, Coluber Hebe Daud. (and Coluher aulicus Russell,
12, fig. 2; East Indies).

Tab. 21, Linn. Mus. Ad. Frid. Tab.

—Some

tail in

species

have the scutella of the abdominal surface of

a single row (subcaudal scutes undivided).

codon lineatus Reinh.

1. 1.

Tab.

i.

fig.

1

—

9.

Such

is

Zy-

Dumeril and Bibron

form from these species the genera Gyclocorus and Cercaspis.

Herpetrodryas BoiE,

Schleg.,

Herj>etodrys

Wagl.

Head

Teeth equal, or

narrow, elongate, rounded towards the apex.

Eyes
more rarely

posterior superior, larger, but not separated from the rest.
large,
three.

pupil

round.

Posterior

Body compressed.

ocular

scutes

two,

Tail slender, elongate.

Sp. Herpetodryas carinata Schleg., Coluber carinaius L. (and Coluber fuscus
ejusd.),

Linn. Mus. Ad. Frid. Tab.

fig.

17,

i,

Merrem

Beytr.

i.

Tab. x.

and Surinam whilst in
all other species of snakes an unpaired row of scales lies on the back, there
Herpetodryas lirwata
are in this species two rows of scales in the middle.
Schleg., Lygophris lineatus Fitz., Coluber lineatus L. Mus. Ad. Frid.
Tab. 12, fig. I, Tab. 20, fig. i, Seba Thesaur. 11. Tab. 12, fig. 3; from

Maxim. Pr.

v.

Surinam, &c.

Wied, Abb.

Liefer, viii.

;

in Brasil

;

;

REPTILTA.
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This species and some others having the posterior teeth of the upper jaw
longer are placed by

Russell

Ddmeril and Bibron

These authors

Dromicus.

Serp.

of the upper

i.

also

place

PI. 32, in a separate

genus named

in a separate

Helena

Herpetodryas

Schleg.,

genus Plagiodon, because the teeth

jaw and the palatine teeth

are incumbent, with their points

directed to the middle (denies recumhentes, introrsmn direct i).

DendropMs Boie, Schleg. (in part), Dum. Bibe. (add.
LeptopMs Bell, Dum. Bibe.). Teeth numerous, superior maxillary
teetli in

a continuous row, equal, or the last larger.

Eyes

narrowed anteriorly, truncate.
Anterior ocular

Body

scutes.

covered with narrow scales above.
Sp. DendrojjMs liocercus Schl.,

long, slender, angulate below,

Tail slender, very long.
Culuher AhcetuUa L., LeptopMs AhcetuUa

Bell, Linn. Mus. Ad. Frid. Tab. xxii.
PI. IT, fig. I,

II.

brown

Max.

Pr.

v.

scute {scutum loreum), which exists in

of the same

The

Lac. Quadr.

fig. 3,

ovip. et Serp.

Wied, Abb.zur Naturgesch. Bras.

or green above with a metallic lustre

naiTow and elongate.

elongate,

Nostrils perforated

scute single, posterior two.

between the two nasal

Head

somewhat prominent.

large,

species

all

;

Lief. xiv.

no freual

scales carinated,

the other species hitherto known,

where the teeth in the upper jaw are

all

and where the median line of the back is covered with a
row of longer, hexagonal scales, compose the genus Dendroj^his in a more
strict sense

;

size,

Sp. Dendropliis pictus BoiE, Schleg., Coluber

Ad. Frid. Tab. xvii. fig. 2, Lac. Quadr.
PI. I r, fig. 2, from the East Indies, &c.

L.

Coluber

of

(exclus.

several

ovip. et Serp.

species).

pictiis

11.

PL

Head

L. Mus.

10, fig. 2,

elliptic,

more or less distinct from trunk, in some scarcely distinct. Gape
Posterior
pupil round.
Eyes moderate
of mouth moderate.
Scales mostly smooth, more rarely carinate.
ocular scutes two.
;

Coronella Laur. (in part), Zacholus Wagl., Fitz.

Teeth sub-

two upper teeth longer. Nostrils in middle of
Trunk cylindric, nearly equal. Tail short. Scales

equal, small, last

nasal

scute.

very smooth.
Sp.

Coluher austriacus Gmel., Coronella austriaca Laur.,

Boie,

Laurenti Specimen, Tab.

Amphib. Heft

2

;

in

many

Cohiber Bote, Schleg.

v.

fig.

i,

Sturm,

Coronella

Icevis

Fauna,

Deutschl.

countries of Europe.

Teeth equal (JElaphis Bonap., DUxM., Bibr.)

or gradually increasing in upper jaw towards the hinder (Ckorisodon

Dum., Bibr.), continuous, or the larger separated by an interval
{Zamenis Dum., Bibr.). Nostrils perforated in the suture between
the two nasal scutes.

Trunk

incrassate towards the middle.

moderate.

VOL.

II.

18

Tail

—
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Sp. Coluber ^sculapii

Lac. Quadrup.

ovip.

Lac, Mere,
Sei'p.

et

ii.

(not L.),
PI.

Zamenis JEsculapii Wagl.,
Sturm. Deutschl. Fauna,

fig. 2,

7,

Amphib. Heft 2, Cuv. R. Ani., id. ill., RepA. PI. 30, fig. i in the South
Coluber viridiflavus Lac,
of Europe; attains a length of more than 4';
Coluber atro-virens Mere., HieropMs viridiflavus FiTZ., Lac Qiiadr. ovip.
;

et Serp. 11. PI. 6, fig. 1,

VIII. 1799,

Tab.

Coluber luteostriatus C. G.
2; a prettily

III. fig.

marked

Gmelin

species also

Naturforscher,

from the south

of Europe, &c.

Calamaria BoiE.
of

mouth small

cjlindric, covered

Head

teeth

;

small, not distinct from trunk.

Eyes

setaceous.

thin,

with smooth

small.

Gape
Trunk

Tail short.

scales.

Sp. Calamaria Linncei BoiE, Coluber calamarius L., M^lS. Ad. Frid. Tab. VI.

Schlegel's Abbild. Tab. 4;

fig. 3,

East Indies.

in the

Here are to be placed the sub-genera Homalostoyna Wagler (Sp. Calamaria arctiventris Schleg., Coluber Tutrix L., Coluber arctiventris Mere.
Beitr. i. Tab. I., a very common little snake from the Cape of Good Hope),
Rhabdosoma DuM., Bibr. {Brachyorrhos Kdhl, Boie in part), Rhabdion
DUM., Bibr. and Carpifiophis DuM., Bibr. The species with carinated
scales form the genera EUipoides and Conocephalus of Dumeril and Bibron.
From a species having simple scutes under the tail AVagler has fonned the
genns

A spidur a

Oligodon Boie.

(Calatnaria Scy talc ScRh.).

Palatine and pterygoid teeth none.

teeth conical, the posterior in upper

jaw

Sp. Calamaria oligodon Schl., Oligodon bitorquatus Boie,

Tab. 34, ScHLEGEL Abb. Tab. ^5.

Family X.
a sharp

Acrochordus HoENSTEDT.
distinct

Eyes

from trunk.

Serp.

11.

Head and body

none.

small scales rhombic,

arranged quincuncially.

crest,

Russell

Habitat Java.

Spurs

Aa'ochordina.

covered every where with

Maxillaiy

larger.

Head

carinate

with

(Mental groove none.)

llat,

obtuse at the apex, not

Teeth subulate, recurved, in jaws and palate.

small, distant, often superior, in the anterior part of head.

Longitudinal carinate suture of scales along the middle of belly.
Tail short.
Sp. Achrochordus javanicus Hornst.,
fig.

2,

(fig.

Hornst.), G.

I.

Lac. Quad.

Kneppelhout

ovip. et Serp. 11. PI. 22,

Ufatuurh. Yerh. van de Holl.

—

Haarlem. Yin. 1817, bl. 234 240, PI. 3, (a very
which appears sometimes to attain a length
of 8 feet, is found at Java and Borneo, and lives in water and on land.
It was first described by Hornstedt, in 1787, in the Vetensl'. Acad, nye
Maatsch. der Wetensch.

good

figure)

;

te

this species,

Handl. The head

is

very obtuse in front and the

tail conical.

The cranium
jaw

presents a very long os fymjxinicum directed backwards, and the under

—
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extends very far backwards.
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Acrochorclus fasciatus

Shaw, Schl., Hydrus

granulatus Schn., Chersydrus fasciatus Cuv., R. Ani., ed.

36

bis, fig. 2

;

the brown fundamental colour; the

The

Rept. PI.

somewhat flattened laterally.
more upwards; the upper jaw

tail is

eyes are very small; the nostrils

lie

extends beyond the lower with a round margin.
the preceding,

ill.,

with white transverse bands, which on the back pass into

is

met with

Head

Xenodermus Eeinhardt.

This species, smaller than

Sumatra and Timor.

at Java, Celebes,

from trunk, cordate,

distinct

Abdo-

depressed, scutellate on snout and lips, elsewhere scaly.

minal and subcaudal scutes undivided.

Body furnished above with

minute appressed scales and with a

triple

larger

scales,

gibbous like tubercles.

longitudinal

row of

Lateral scales oval, con-

tiguous, not imbricate.
Reinhaedt, Danske Vidensh. Selshab. Math, og
11. figs, i
8, Ddm., Bibr. Erpetol. PI. 63.
WiEGMANN, DuMEBiL and BiBRON place this genus near Aclirochordus, but

Sp. Xenodermus javanicus

—

Naturvid. A/hand. x. Tab.

Eeinhardt
this

believes that there

no true

is

affinity

genus only by the descriptions and

I know
Reinhaedt and

between them.

figures

of

DUMERIL, and hence it is only with hesitation that I pronounce that this
genus might perhaps be placed in the following Family near Boa and
Python.

Family XI.

Spurs or

Pythonina.

rudiments

of

posterior

(two mobile hooks, one on each side, near the anus).

feet

covered above with small scales, below with scutes.

(excl.

covered with

small,

Subcaudal

Teeth subulate, recurved in jaws and palate.

scutes often entire.

Eryx Daud.

Body

of

some

granulate

species),
scales,

Oppel, Meee.

Head

with a large

anteriorly

produced beyond the lower jaw and declivous towards
intermaxillary bone edentulous.
Maxillary teeth small

rostral scute

mouth.

Eyes

;

small, surrounded

circle of

Abdominal and subcaudal

vertical.

row.

by a

small scales

;

pupil oblong,

scutes narrow, in

Tail very short, conical or obtuse.

a single

Jugular groove short,

sometimes none.
Sp.

Eryxjaculm Daud., Dum., Anguis jaculm

L., Hasselq.,

Boa

turcica

Olivier, Voyage dans VEmpire Othoman, &c. PI. 16, fig. 2, Cuv., R. Ani.,
Ei-yx conicus
id. ill., Rept. PI. 27, fig. i Greece, Tartary, Arabia, Egypt.
;

DUM., Boa conica ScHN., Eryx hengalensis Gderin, Iconogr., Rept. PI. 20,
fig. I, Russell Serp. x. PI. 4, and two other species also from the eastern
Eryx Johnii Russell, which is the largest of all, has
hemisphere.
rhombo'idal scales raised in the middle, and in this somewhat resembles
Acrochordus.

18-2

;
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Head

Boa L.

from trunk,

distinct

obtuse

cordate or oblongo-trigonal,
scales

or

anteriorly

with

at

Eyes

scutes.

apex,

elongato-

covered

moderate.

Subcaudal scutes

intermaxillary bone none.

above,

flat

tlie

witli

Teeth in
Tail pre-

entire.

hensile.
Sp.

Boa

constrictor L.,

Seba Thesaur.

Tab. 53,

i.

fig.

i,

Merk.

Beitr.

11.

Cuv. a. Ani., 6d. ill., Rept. PI. 26, fig. 3; the head entirely
covered with scales, no pit in the marginal scutes of the upper lip. This
Tab.

I.

prettily coloured species, of

gigantic snake,

is,

which the name

in general use as that of

is

a

however, by no means the largest species of this family,

and seldom attains a length of more than 10

feet

;

it

bears on the east coast

Maximilian van Wied, the name
the Boa cenchria L., Maxim. Ahi. Lief, vi., which

of Brasil, according to the Prince
of Jiboya, as does also

climbs trees and never lives in water this species has scutes on the head and
;

The largest species, on the
Boa murina L., Eunectes marl iiusWagu, Boa aqiuUica'NLxXl'Mi.
Abb. Lief. 11, Boa aboma Daud. Rej^t. V. PI. 62, fig. 2, PI. 63, fig. 2, which
attains a length of more than 20' it resides much in water, and, besides
fish, lives also on mammals that come to the banks of rivers to drink.
little

grooves at the margin of the upjier jaw.

contrary,

is

;

A

very beautifully coloured species, blue-green with white bands,

a compressed body

Ad. Frid. Tab.
Iconogr.,

Boa canina

;

Lac. Quadr.

3,

Rept. PI.

fig.

19,

America. There are

2.

L.,

i,

Guer.

All these species are found in

South

ovip.

et

Serp.

PI.

11.

17,

fig.

however, some species in the eastern hemisphere

also,

Boa

carinata Schn., Enygrus carinaius

and

New

Wagl., from

the island

Amboyna

Guinea, and Enygrus Bibroni Dumer. from the island Viti or

Fejee, with scales carinate

are

has

{Xiphosoma caninum Wagl.), Mus.

usually very

small.

and larger than
Also there

is

in the other species,

a

Boa

where they

of the division or the

sub-genus Xip>hosoma, and another species that lives in water from which
Ddmeril and Bibron form their genus Pclopliilas, which have been
observed on the Island of Madagascar.

—

On the divisions of this genus, to which almost 20 species belong,
numerous sub-genera {Enygrus Wagl., Leptoboa DuM., BiBB., Tropidoplds DuM., BiBR., Eunectes Wagl., &c.) compare DuM., Bibr. Erpctol. vi.
Note.

into

PP- 474-5'56.

Platygaster

Dum. and

conical, scarcely distinct

subcaudal scutes broad.
Sp.

Boa pseudo-eryx

])seudo-eryx

Python Daud.

Head

Bibr.,

from body.

Urolepfis

(Pits at lips none.

34,

New

(Spec, of Coluber L.)

scutate,

Ventral and

Habitus of Coluber.)

nob., Platygaster muUicarotatu-sDvM.

Schlegel, Abbild. Tab.

Head

FiTZ.

Scales cai'inate.

and Bibr., Tortrix

Holland.

Teeth

in intermaxillary

from trunk, elongate, truncate, anteriorly
Tail prehensile, with all or most
scutate, posteriorly often scaly.
Scales small, smooth.
of the scutes below in pairs.

bone

four.

distinct

—
EEPTILIA.
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Pits on each side in the posterior scutes of loiver Up, in scutes of upper

a)

lip none.

Dum. and Bibr.

Bothrochilus Fitz., Narcloa Gray,
Python

Sp.

Tab.

3

1

Schlegelii,

Nardoa

discovered at

;

New

Pits in scutes of both

b)

Schlegelii

Ireland by

Gray, Tortrix Boa Schleg. Ahh.
Lesson and Gaknot.

lips.

Python Daud.
+

head almost

\Yith

entirely scutate above.

Sub-genus Liusis Gray, Dum. and Bibr.

Daud., Merr.

++

Moluccan Islands,

;

With head anteriorly

New

Sp. Python amethysdntts

Ireland.

nasal

{Nostrils in the suture of two

scutate.

scutes.)

Sub-genus: Python DuM. and Bibr.

Python molurus Gray, Coluber molurus L., Python

Sp.

Qxiadr. ovip.

Russell
20

Serp.

et

Serp.

PI.

1.

PI. lo, fig.

ii.

marking and confounded with
Sebce

Gmel. (Python
Tab.

bivittatus

Kuhl, Python

PI. 61

Python Schneideri Merr., Schl.,

fig.

I

;

19, fig. r, 27 fig.

Tab.

11.

79,

fig.

i,

Daud., Lac.

Tab. 37,

fig. 1,

This species becomes

from the coast of Guinea, very similar in
Python Seboi DuM. and BiBR., Colid)er

11.

;

I.

it,

Thesaur.

Thesaur.

tigris

Seba Thesaur.

23, 24, 39; Bengal, Java.

2-2,

as does a species

feet long,

i,

i,

Tab. 80,

99
fig.

Seba
DuM. and Bibr. Erpetol.
Python reticulatus Gray, Seba
hicroglyphicus Merr.),

fig. 2,

i,

Guer.

Iconogr., Kept. PI. 21,

Sumatra, Java, Borneo, also on the continent of India; this prettily

marked

species

is

more slender than the two preceding, but becomes,

like

them, 20 or more feet long.

With head

f+f

short, broad, almost entirely scaly.

(^Nostrils in single

nasal scute.)

Sub-genus: Morelia Gray, Dum. and Bibr.
Sp. Python Peronii Cuv., ScHL., Coluber argus L., Seba Thesaur.
fig.

1,

Cuv. R. Ani., ed.

Reptiles,

Animal Kingdom,

of Python from America

B. Stenostomi

Gape

of

(.see

mouth

bones of the skull

;

above

small.

is

ill.,

Rept. PI. 28, and

ix. opposite to p. 331;

known, where

this

11.

Tab. 103,

Griffith and Pidgeon

New Holland. No species

genus

is

replaced by Poa.

p. 256).

Mastoid bone concrete with the other
Mental groove in some

quadrate bone short.

none, in others short.

Family XII.
distinct

Cylmdroplies

from trunk.

s.

Tortricina.

Teeth in jaws and

Head

palate.

scutate, not

Eyes

small.
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Trunk cylindric, covered above with smootli, imbricate
Abdominal and subcaudal scutes narrow.
Hempe.,

Ilysia

Mere.).

Fitz.,

Maxillarj

Lichtenst.

[Tortrix

scales.

Cuv.,

0pp.,

backwards;
palatine teeth less.
Spurs at the vent, contained in a cavity open
by a small foramen on each side near the vent. Abdominal scutes
teeth

conical,

small, scarcely distinct from scales.

curved

thick,

Tail very short, below, with

scutes undivided.
Cylinch'oplds

Wagl., Dum. and Bibr.

Eyes surrounded by

scutes.

Intermaxillary bone edentulous.
Sp. Ilysia maculata Lichtenst., Anrjuis maculata L., Mus. Ad.
11,

fig.

3,

GUER.

Iconogr.,

Rept.

PI.

fig.

19,

LiCHTENST.j Tortrix rufa Mere., Seba Thesaur.

Fnd. Tab.

Ceylon; Ilysia rufa

i,

11.

Tab. 25,

fig. i,

&c.,

Java, Borneo, Bengal.

Ilysia
scute.

Wagl., Tortrix Dum. and Bibr.

Eyes in the middle of

Intermaxillary bone furnished with teeth.

Ilysia scytale Hempe., Anguis scytaJe L., Seba Thes. 11. Tab. 73,
Linn. Mus. Ad. Frid. Tab. vi. fig. 1, Schlegel Ahhild. Tab. 33,

cranium,

a very

figs. 2

common

Note.

—

4, Diet. univ. d'Hist. nat.,

Rept. PI.

8,

fig. i

;

fig. 3,

fig.

i,

Surinam,

species in collections.

—That the name Tortrix Oppel

{Die Ordnungen, Familien

und

Gat-

tungen der ReptiUen, Miinchen, 18 11, p. 55) should be changed for Ilysia,
is recommended by the more familiar use of the same name in Entomology,
already authorised by Linnaeus.

Xenopeltis

A

cated.

Head

Reinw.

See above. Vol.

i.

p. 395.

depressed, narrowed anteriorly, trun-

second vertebral scute interposed between the two occipital

scutes resembling large scales.

Upper jaw

protracted beyond lower.

Teeth setaceous, sharp, numerous, set upon intermaxillary bone,
both jaws and palate-bones (superior maxillary bone thin, styliform).

Scales

flat,

broad, hexagonal, subimbricate.

Tail short, conical, covered below

none.

Sp.

Xenopeltis unicolor

ScHLEG. Ahb. Tab.

From

the

Sunda

Family XIII.
distinct

teeth

;

Reinw. (and Xen. leiicocephala), Tortrix Xenopeltis
Guer. Iconogr., Rept. PI. 21, fig. 3, (the head).

35,

Isles.

RJimopJies

from trunk,

by

Spurs at vent

divided scutes.

small,

palatine teeth none.

s.

Hyperolia.

Head

with snout acuminate.

Eyes

scutate,

not

Maxillary

small, occupying the middle of

—
EEPTILIA.
the

covering scute.

middle abdominal

Scales

smooth,
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tetragonal, hroacler

resembling scutella.

row,

in

the

very short,

Tail

truncated, with a horny disc descending obliquely from the upper

the apex with carinate scales.

part, or covered at

Rudiments

none.

Gular groove

of pelvis none.

This small family, to which also two new genera of Dumeril and
BiBRON belong, Goloburus and Flectrurus still unknown to me, was
placed by Cuvier with Tortrix, and by Schlegel was referred to
the genus Ty})hlops.
The characteristics of external structure and
the osteological peculiarities have been investigated by J. Muellidr ;

Tiedemann

see Zeitsch. filr Physiol, von F.
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—253.

Eiyet. PI. 76.

Uropelta.
typhlojps

u.

Treviranus,

iv,

s,

Compai-e a figure of the same in Dumeril and Bibr.
fig.

1.

add RJihiophis Hempe., Pseudo-

Cuv.,

{Uropeltis

SCHL.).

Sp. Uropelta ceylonica Cuv. R. Ani.

ii.

ed. i, p. 76, PI. vii. fig. 1,

Gderin Magas. de Zool. 1833, Rept.
Eydoux et Geuvais in Guerin Magas.
Note. — Colohurm

is

PI. 3;

Cocteau,

Uropelta Philippina Cuv.,

de Zool. 1837, Rept. PI. 13.

distinguished by an oblique truncated

tail,

covered

at the truncation with bicarinate scales.

Family XIV.

Typhlina [Hopoterodonta Dumer.).
Head not
from trunk, mostly scutate. Mouth small, inferior. Teeth
few, in one or other of jaws (mostly none below).
Eyes minute,
Scales very smooth, imbricate, covering body
covered by scute.
distinct

Tail very short, conical, mostly
everywhere. Gular furrow none.
acuminate with a terminal scale resembling a spine. Rudiments of
pelvis, styliform ossicles covered by skin (placed in front of vent).

In these small

serpents, resembling earth-worms, the anterior

part of the cranium

is

broad, expanded like a vesicle in front;

the short under jaw consists of two lateral pieces united in

the middle by an
the bones

elastic

ligament.

which Mueller regards

and armed with a few
monly has no .teeth,

(at

but,

most
if

The upper jaw-bones
as

palate-bones)

five) teeth;

it

are

(or

short

the under jaw com-

be provided

with

them, the

teeth are absent in the upper jaw, and the upper jaw-bones are

—

See J. Mueller op. cit. s. 241
245, Taf 20,
10—15, DuM. and Bibr. Erj)et. vl p. 241—249, Atl. PI. 75, figs!
2.
The head has mostly in front a large scutum rostrale which is

in that case thin.
fig.

1,

bent downwards, and in

many

the nostrils are situated on the under

—

—

—
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Most of the
met with in the
in Greece and in Western

surface of the snout prolonged above the mouth.
species are from America, but

One

Indian Archipelago.

some others are

species occiirs

also

Asia.

Typhlops ScHN., Cuv., Mere., Sciilegel.
Note.

— Characters

of the

A.

With

teeth

The author of the genus

family.

Schneider, Hist. Amphib.

J. G.

ii.

1801,

is

339.

p.

in loiver jaw ; upper jaw edentulous.

Head

Catodon DuM., Bibr.

Head

Stenostoma Dum., Bibr.

Eyes subindistinct.

depressed.

Eyes

round, rotundate.

distinct.

—

Typhlops nigricans Schl., Ahh. Tab. 32, figs. 21
24; Cape of Good
Typhlops undecim-striatus Gov., Stenostoma albifrons DuM. Bra-

Sp.

Hope

;

;

&c.

sil,

+

loiver jaw edentulous.

With

B.

With head

Cephalolepis

scaly.

Dum. and Bibr.

Sp. Typhlops squamosus ^c^Ij'EG. Abb. Tab. 32, figs 9

H"

With head
With

a)

—

Gayenne.

12,

scutate.

nostrils lateral.

Cathetorhinus

Dum. and Bibr.

TyiMops Dum. and Bibr.
Gray, Anguis

Sp. Tyjyhlops reticulatus Cvv.,

ScHLEG. Abb, Tab.

calls

32,

Amphibienarten, Gottingen,
Rept.

d'H'ist. nat.,

Dum.

et

PL

Bibr. Erpet.

60

i

—4;

reticulata L., Typhlops lumhri-

Berthold Neue

1842, p. 8, Tab.

vii. fig. 3

PI.

figs,

;

i.

figs,

i

—

3,

oder seltene
Diet.

univ.

(under the name of Typhlops lumbrkalis),

Surinam, the largest species of this family

Typhlops RicJiardii Ddm., Typhlops cinereus Guer., Iconogr., Rept. PI.
fig.

2,

Quadr.

Antilles;

;

18,

Typhlops vermicularis Merr., Typhlops flavescens Lao.

ovip. et Serp.

11.

p. 455, PI. 20, fig.

i

;

Morea, Island of Cyprus,

Georgia, &c.
b)

With

nostrils inferior.

With

Typhlina Wagl., Pilidion Dum. and Bibr.

eyes not con-

spicuous.

Ophtkalmidion Dum. and Bibr.
Onychocephcdus Dum.

and Bibr.

Eyes

consjDicuous.

scute produced above the head into an elliptic

flat disc.

Rostral

—

—

REPTILIA.
Sp.
20,

Typhlops JDelalamUi Mus. Par. L. B., Schleg. Ahh. PI. 32, figs. 17
Onychocephnlus niijrolineatus Hallowell,
Cape of Good Hope
;

Journal of
fig.

Academy of

the

Tongue

Sec. Ser.

11.

p. 301, PI. 28,

AmpJiiceplmU.

II.

with apex
Branches of lower jaw conjoined

short, thick, posteriorly bilobed, anteriorly

narrow,

anteriorly

nal. So. of Philad.

Liberia.

I,

Tribe

double,
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very short.

by symphysis.

If the separation of the lower jaw, and the narrow, forked, extensile

tongue be made the characteristic of

^e

order of serpents, then

the genus Amphisbcena ought to be removed from

amongst the

may

lizards.

This

in fact be justified

is

it,

and placed

the opinion of modern authors, and

by the resemblance between some lacertine
The row of

animals (Ophisaurus, Pseudop>his) and Amphisbama.

pores in front of the cloacal aperture corresponds to the pori Jemorales

which are met with in many Saurii.

Family XV.

AmpMsbcencB Wiegm. Teeth in intermaxillary
upper and lower teeth
upper and lower jaw-bones
alternating- and interlocking when the mouth is closed
palatine

bone,

in

;

;

and pterygoid bones edentulous.
Trunk cylindric skin ringed
with numerous deep, circular folds rings divided by longitudinal
;

;

inscriptions into small rectangular areas resembling scales.

Eyes

scutate.

small, covered

Amphisbcena L.
a)

by

scute.

Head

Tail short.

Feet none.

Teeth concrete with jaws.

TrogonopMs Kaup,

Fitz.,

Dum.

Anal pores none.

Tail conical.

Amphisbwna Wiegmanni nob., Trogonophls Wieymanni Kaup, Isis 1830,
Tab. 8, fig. I, Amphishmna elegans Gekvais, Gueein Magas. de

Sp.

p. 880,

Zool.

Rept.

1837,

PI.

11; yellow,

with red brown,

four-sided

spots,

arranged like a chess-board; this species occurs on the north coast of
Africa.
b)

With

teeth

Lepidosternon
Tail

i-ound,

adhering internally

to the

margin of jaivs.

Wagl. Head short, conical.
Some larger, irregular

obtuse.

Anal pores none.
scutes,

behind the

throat.
Sp. Amphisbcena microcephala nob.,

Amphisbcena punctata Maxim. Pr.

Lepidost£rnum inirrocephalum Wagl.,
v. Wied (not Bell), Abb. zur Natur-

—
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Ami-thisbcena scuiigera

gesch. Bras. Lief. ix. Brasil;

Brasil

;

resembling an earth-worm

by two large

;

it is

Hempr.,

which cover the head. Mueller formed of

scutes,

also

from

distinguished from the other species
it

a distinct

genus, Cephalopeltis ; Zeitschr. f. Physiol, von Tiedem. m. Trevir. iv. 2,
Compare on the sub-genus Lepidosternon,
p. 253, Tab. -22, fig. 5.

WiEGMANN

in his Arcliiv f. Naturgesch. 1836,

pp. 152

I.

— 158.

Amjjhisbcena Dum. and Bibr. (^Amphisbcena and Blanus Wagl.).

Head
Sp.

Row

obtuse, gibbous.

of pores in front of vent.

Amphishcena alba L., Mus. Ad. Frid. Tab.
PI. 21, fig.

et serp. II.

i,

zur Naturgesch. Bras. Lief. ix.

;

Seba

fuliginosa L.,
fig.

3,

twenty

with

half,

Thes.

i.

Cuv. R. Ani., ed.

by

Tab. 88,

fig.

stands

Surinam

spotted irregularly yellow

is

the preceding, and the

on that account.

AmphishKna

—In

cinerea

GuERiN, Magas. de

North Africa

;

is

tail

figure)

i,

species

this

;

Tab. 73,

fig.

and black

;

tail

fig. 4,

Tab. 100,

(on the plate

fig. 2

and

from

Guiana

it

smaller than

is

has from 26 to 30 rings, without being longer

some other species the
Vandelli, Blanus cinereus Wagl.,

tail

is

blunt;

Gervais

Meer.

by a

in

and

1837, Rept. PI. 10, from Portugal, Spain

distinguished

ChirotesT)\5M., Cuv.,

ovip.

Wied, Ahh.

Amphishcena

Brasil;

these and

Zool.

-i'.

9" long, of which the

11.

3,

Rept. PI. 25,

erroneously

the

i'

Surinam,

rings;

ill.,

Maxim. Pr.

yellow or reddish brown on the back,

white below; the largest species, becomes

makes one

Lac. Quadr.

iv. fig. 2,

Am^iTiisbcena flavescens

conical, pointed tail.

Limbs two

anterior, short, placed

near the head, with hand broad, pentadactjlous, four fingers unguisnbequal,

culate,

fifth

Row

very small, clawless.

of pores

in

front of vent.
Sp.

Chirotes canaliculatus

ovip.

et

Serp.

Rept. PI.

1.

16, fig.

PI.

41,

Merr., Lacerta lumhricoides Shaw, Lac. Quadr,
Daud, Rept. iv. PI. 58, fig. 4, Guerin Iconogr.,

3; a small animal, 8" or 9" long, which

is

found in

CuviER had announced that it agrees with AmpJiisbcena in
internal structure and ought to be placed near it this has been confirmed
by the investigations of J. Mueller, and is now generally received see
Zeitschr. f. Physiol, cited above, pp. 257
260, where also the skeleton and
Mexico.

:

;

—

the tongue are figured.

Order V.

Saurii.

Cavity of tympanum distinct, covered in most by a naked
tympanic membrane, in some by strata of muscles. Eyelids mostly
distinct,

mobile.

Maxillary teeth in

always

four, in

(Lower jaw
all,

in

some two

with

some palatine

symphysis
teeth

posterior, in very

also.

immoveable.

Feet almost

few none.)

This most numerous order of reptiles contains some species which
correspond externally with serpents to such a degree, that formerly,

KEPTILIA.
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and even in the beginning of the present century, they were united

The

therewith.

were

all

referred

rest,

by

with the exception of the small genus Draco,
to the genus Lacerta, which, however,

LiNjSrj<;us

which were known to
two principal groups, of which the
second contains the family of the crocodiles alone, the first and
also contained the tailed species of Dijilojjnoa

him.

We

largest

divide this order into

group

all

the remaining lacertine ani7nals.

Tribe

Squamati.

I.

at tlieir base witli jaws or adhering to the
margin of jaws. Cloacal fissure transverse. Penis double.
Body covered with scales.

Teeth concrete

internal

Family XVI.

Tongue not

Scincoidei.

apex mostly emarginate or

bifid.

Head

Feet
Femoral pores none.

covered with imbricate scales.
times none.

Of this family only a

small

extensile,

scutate.

flat,

with

Body everywhere

short, often imperfect, some-

number

of species occur in our cpiarter

of the world; they are most numerous in Asia and the Indian Archipelago, on the islands of the southern Pacific

They

and in

New

Holland.

some few attain
very few which become more than 1^ feet long,

are for the most part small animals, of which

a length of

may be

1';

regarded as gigantic forms in this family.

The whole body

is

covered with scales that

lie

over one another

in the fashion of roof-tiles, like the scales of a carp.

have teeth in the palate; we
teeth occur

when

Only very few
which these

shall indicate the cases in

characterising the genera,

Teeth short, conical. Apex of snout masked
Acontias Cuv.
by a broad scute. Nostrils very minute, cut in rostral scute above.
Body elongate, serpent-like. Feet none, or very short vestiges of
hind

feet.

Tail short, with apex rounded, obtuse.
a)

With

eyes latent

under

Dihamus Dum. and Bibr.

the shin, very small.

Rudiments of hind

feet small,

flat,

adactylous, scaly.
Sp. Acontias subccecus,

a small animal of

Mus. L. B., Dihamus Novce Guinece Dum. and Bibb.;
Guinea met with also at Celebes the small eyes

New

are distinctly visible under the skin.

;
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Rudiments of

Typhline Wiegmann.

Groove behind

feet none.

the nostrils on each side in rostral scute.

Good Hope.

Sp. Typhline Cuvieri Wiegm., Acontias ccecus Cuv., Cape of

With eyes small, naked; eyelid

h)

single, inferior, short.

Aco7itias WiEGM., DuM. and Bibr.
Rudiments of
Groove behind the nostrils on each side in rostral scute.

Seba Thes.
DuM. and Bibr.

Acontias meleagris Cuv., Anguis meleagris L.,

Sp.

GuEEiN

fig. 4,

Iconogr., Rept. PI. 17,

fig. 3,

feet

ii.

none.

Tab. 21,

Erpetol. PI.

68 ; from the Cape of Good Hope.

Anguis Cuv. (Species from gen. Anguis L.). Feet none.
Eyes furnished with eyelids mobile, opening by a longitudinal
Aperture of auditory passage very small, scarcely dis-

aperture.

(Sternum, clavicle and

tinguishable or concealed under scales.

scapula

rudiments of posterior extremities latent under the skin.)

;

With

a)

teeth conical, straight.

Nostrils placed in the suture between

two scutes, {Ophiomorus DuM. and Bibr.). Sp. Anguis miUaris Pall.,
Gmel. in the Crimea, the Morea, and also in Africa.
;

With

b)

men, Tab.

V. fig. 2,

Amphih., Heft

Bell

III.,

with a silvery glance
middle; the belly

Sp. Anguis fragilis L.,

Van Lier Slangen,

is

;

in

Laukenti

Speci-

Sturm's Fauna,

the hlind-worm, slotv-worm,

This species grows to a length of

length (often as long as the trunk),

6'"; the tail,
is

easily

Wolf (Sturm's Fauna

which

broken
1.

1.), is

is

full i' (or

variable in

Anguis lineata

off.

a younger individual

The slow-worm

and earth-worms, hides
is

41

Wolf

back mostly copper-coloured or brownish

sometimes 15") and to a thickness of

of the same species.

p.

iii.,

sometimes with a longitudinal black stripe on the

;

bluish.

Laur., Anguis lineatus

Tab.

Brit. Rept.

die Blindschleiche, I'Orvet; the

It

Nostrils j^erforated in the middle

teeth subulate, long, recurved.

of scute, (Anguis DuM., Bibr.).

in winter

is viviparous, feeds on slugs, insects
underground and then becomes torpid.

found in almost every country of Europe, in the west of Asia, and the

north of Africa.

Hysteropus.

Vestiges of hind feet very short, undivided, scaly

anterior feet none.

parent capsule.
Sp.

Eyes

Row

of pores in front of vent.

ill.,

I,

GuEEiN

Rept. PI. 22 his, fig.

Iconogr., Rept. PI. 16,

2,

New

fig. 4,

Ann. du Mus.

Cuv. R. Am'., ed.

Holland.

Ophiophthalmus Fitz., Lialis Gbay.
genus.

Scales carinate.

Ilysteropus novce Hollandice DoM., Bipes lepidopus Lac.

IV. Pl. 55, fig.

;

destitute of eyelids, covered with a trans-

(Characters

Scutella of head small, in*egularj head above

of preceding
flat,

smooth,

KEPTILIA.
narrow, triangular.

Nostrils perforated in the single nasal scute,

Tongue with apex

apex of snout.

at the
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Ophwphthalmus Burton ii, Lialis Burtonii Gray, Proceed, of

Sp.

1834, p. 134;

&'oc.

New

the Zool.

Holland.

OpMopsis FiTZ., Lerista Bell.

Feet

very short, posterior tridactylous.

lous,

Scales smooth.)

bifid.

covered by a transparent capsule.

Body

anterior diclacty-

four,

Eyes

destitute of eyelids,

slender.

Pores in front

of vent none.
Ophiopsls lineata, Lerista Uneata Bell, Proceed, of the Zool. Soc. 1833,

Sp.

99

p.

New

;

This species

Holland.

Gi/mnojyJitJialmus

MEim.

is

unknown

Feet four,

Eyelids none

posterior pentadactylous.

to

me.

anterior

tetradactylous,

transparent capsule over

;

eyes.
Gymnophthalmus

Sp.

Maxim. A hh. zur

qitadrilineatus

Merr.,

Lacerta

quadrilineata

Naturgesch. Bras. Lief. xiii. (Bept. Tab. XVII.

fig.

L.,
2)

;

a

small species from South America.

C^-yptohlepharus

WiEOMANN, Ahlepharus

FiTZ.

Feet

Eyes with a circular or lunate rudiment
covered by a transparent capsule.

pentadactylous.
lids,

further

pannonicus

Cryptdblepharus

Sp.

nob.,

Ahlepharxts

jxmnonicus

Verhandl. der Gescllsch. der naturforsch. Freunde zu Berlin,
XjV. Ahlepharus Kitaihelii

Geavenhorst, Nov.

i.

four,

of eye-

FiTZ.,

1829, Taf.

Act. Acad, Leop. Car. xxir,

Tab. 37; Hungary; in this species the limbs are shorter than iu
the others of this small genus, of which one is remarkable on account of
185

I,

its

1,

extensive geographic distribution, namely Ablepharus Peronii DUM.,

BiBR., Ahlepharus po2cilopleurus
1835, Tab.

8,

fig.

Zool. 1832, RepJ. PI.

Wiegmann, Nov.

Act. nat. Curios, xvii.

Ahlepharus Leschenault Cocteau, Guer. Magas. de

r,
I

of Mozambique, at the

;

it

occurs in the Morea, in Africa on the coast

Sunda

Lslands, at

New

Holland, and the Sandwich

Islands.

Bqyes Mere.

(Species from gen. Bijjes

Rudiments of hind

FiTZ.
eyelids.

Body
a)

feet only.

Lac,

Cuv.), SceJofes

Eyes provided with mobile

elongate, anguineous.

Rudiments of hind feet adactylous,

clawless, styliform.

Ophiodes Wagl., Pygodactylus Fitz.
Sp. Bipes striatus nob., Pygopus cariococca Spix, a small species from BrasU

and Guiana.
Fi-cftpeditus

Dum., Bibr., Soridia Gray.
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Sp. Blpes lineatus noh., Soridia lineata

two brown longitudinal
This species occurs in
p. 86),

1841,

New

whence

Gray;

also very small, silver-coloured,

and darker spots on the back

stripes

Holland, (see

also the

Gray Annals

in

two rows.

of Nat. Hist. Vil.

specimen in the Leyden

Museum was

received from the traveller Peeiss.

Rudiments of

b)

Mud feet

didaftylous, with toes unequal, unguiculate.

Scelotes Fitz.
Sp.

Bipes anguineus Gray, Angnis bipes L.,
S^P^ Gronovii

fig- 3j

Daud.

Eept. iv. PI. 58,

Mus. Ad. Frid. Tab. 28,
from the Cape of Good

fig. 2,

Hope.

Brachymeles nob.

DuM. and

[Brachymeles

Bibr., Chelomeles

Evesia Gray).

Rudiments of

four feet very short, monodactylous or didactylous.

Eyelids mobile.

Brachystopus eorumd.,

eorumd.,

Body anguineous,

Aperture of auditory meatus very small or none.
with

scales short.

Rudiments

Evesia Gray.

with

scales.

of feet styliform, undivided, covered

Snout masked by

scute.

Brachystopus Dum., Bibr. {Rhodona Gray).
feet conical, undivided, of hinder didactylous,

Brachymeles Dum. and Bibr.

Rudiments of

fore

with toes unguiculate.

Rudiments of fore

with toes unguiculate, of hinder undivided.

feet didactylous,

Aperture of auditory

meatus none.
Chelomeles

Dum. and Bibr.

from

New

Holland

;

this species is the only

Daud.

II.

—

pp. 335, 336, and

(exclusive

of

some

species).

Apex

with three or four toes unguiculate.
ous

;

Teeth conical, numerous.
tail conical,

acuminate.

Feet very short,
of tongue emargi-

Eyelids mobile.

Body anguine-

Scales smooth.

Nostrils sitvMed between nasal

a)

;

one of this division that I have

Compare on these sub-genera Gray Ann. of
DuM. and Bibr. Erpet. v. pp. 774 783.

been able to observe myself.
Nat. Hist.

nate.

feet didactylous.

Brachymeles didactylus nob., CJielomeles quadrilineatiis Dum. and Bibr.

Sp.

Seps

Fore and hind

and

rostral scute.

Feet {posterior or

all) tridactylous.

Sp.

Seps chalcidica

Meer., Lacerta

chalcides L. (in part), Seps tridactylua

Daud.
Cuv.

Rept. iv. PI. 57, Seps striata Gu^RiN Iconogr., Rept. PI. 15, fig.
3,
R. Ani., id. ill., Rept. PI. 21 bis, fig. i, Seps tridactylm, Diss, inaug.

aucto7-eB. F. Sicherer,

cum

icone color., Tubingte, 1825, 4to; 10" to

i'

;

;
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long; bronze-coloured, usually with four longitudinal darker stripes; belly
greenish- white this animal is viviparous, and is found in Spain, Italy and
;

A

Dalniatia.

where
b)

very similar species, which has only two toes on the fore

met with

feet, is

in

North Africa {Hderomeles maurUanicus DUM., Bibe.),

also (at Algiers) the preceding has

been found.

Nostrils situated in nasal scute.

Hemierges

Wagl.

(with feet tridactylous).

Pekon, Dum., Bibr.

Tetradactylus

(Comp. DuM.

ct

BiBR. Erpefol. v.

PP- 763—767)-

Scincus

Gronov,

Laui?.,

Daud., Merr.

Feet

four, low,

pen-

tadactylous (in a few posterior or anterior alone pentadactylous,
Tongue emarginate at the apex, beset
the others tetradactylous).
papillce.
Eyelids mobile. Teeth subulate in jaws
most the palate edentulous. Aperture of auditory meatus in
all mostly distinct, an oval or oblique chink behind the angle
Tail conical.
of mouth, surrounded by small scales.

with scaly
in

a)

With

toes

round.

Gongylus Dum. and Bibr. (with addit. of some others ; Gongylua

Wagl., Eumeces Wiegm., Eux>re2:)es Wagl., Plestiodon Dum. and
Bibr., Lygosoma Gray, Leilepisma Dum. and Bibr., Troindolepisma Dum. and Bibr., Heteroims Fitz., Campsodactylus Dum. and
Snout conical. Tongue all scaly. Palatine teeth in some.
Bibr.).
Sp. Scincus hrachypus Schneid., Merr., Lygosoma brachypoda DuM., Bibr.,
Anguis quadrupes L. and Lacerta chalcides L. (in part), Vosmaeb AfriJcaansche gladgeschuhde wormhagedis, 1774; this small species, with very

short five-toed feet,

is

not from Africa, as

Cdvier

Java.

Island

referred

Vosmaer

supposed, but from the

to

the genus Seps; the

species

this

auditory apertures are very small, and were not remarked by LlNN^DS
Compare also Bloch Beschdftigungen der
{Syst. nat. ed. 12, i. p. 390).
Berlin. Gesellsch. naturforsch. Freunde,

11.

1775,

s.

28

—

34,

Tab.

2.

Scincus ocellatus Daud., Merr., Gongylus ocellatus Dcm., Bibr., le
viahouya Lac, Quadr. ovip. etSerp. i. PL 24, Olivier Voyage dans VEmp.

Othoman, PI.

Egypt.

Daud. Eept. iv. PL 56
de Natale Ricerche anat.

16, fig. i,

Comp.

G-.

;

Sardinia, Sicily, Algiers,

sullo Scinco vai-iegato,

c.

2

Tavole, Accad. delle So. di Torino. Classe di Se. Fis. e Math. 2da Serie,

Tom.

XIII. 1852, p.

436 and

seq.

Scincus campsodactylusudb., Campsodactylus Lamarrei DuM. and BiBR.
from the continent of the East Indies five toes on the fore feet, four on
In two other species conversely the fore feet are provided
the hind feet.
with four toes, the hind feet with five; they form the genus Heteropu^
;

Dum.

—
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AmpMglossus Dum. and Bibr.

Snout

Tongue smooth

conical.

anteriorly, posteriorly Ijeset with papillae scaly, imbricate, reversed.

Scales smooth.

Wiegm.

Diploglossus

covered with

with

Snout

scales, posterior

Anterior part of tongue

conical.

with

marked

Scales

filiform papillae.

sevei'al exsert stria?.

Merr., Diploglossus Shaivii DuM., GaUyivasp Browne,
Jamaica (and Sloane Voy. to Jamaica, Tab. 273, fig. 9?); a very large
Scincus Houttuynii, Diploglossus ffouttuynii
species from the West Indies;

Sp. Scincus fossor

CocT., Cuv. R. Ani.,

eel.

Eeuss, 3Ius. Senckenberg.
Sx)henoj)s

Wagl.

Rept. PI.

ill.,

Tab.

i.

3, fig. 2

21,

fig.

2.

—Euprepes

fasciata

Brasil.

;

Snout cuneiform, upper jaw with flat margin
Feet small, distant, anterior with short

exsert beyond the lower.
Scales smooth.

toes.

Tail long.

Sp. Scincus capistratus Schreib., Scincus

Ddm.

12, fig. 6?

With

b)

Erpetol. v. PI. 57,

foes depressed, serrate at the

Scincus FiTZ., DuM. and Bibr.

AVD., Seba Thes.

se2}soicles

11.

Tab.

Egypt.

(figure of head);

fig. 3,

margin.

Snout cuneiform; upper jaw
Teeth in palate. Tail

produced beyond lower, with margin acute.

short, thick at the base, conical, acuminate.
Scincus
PI.

23,

officinalis

Laur., Lacerta scincus L., Lac. Quadr.

Blumenb.

Mediz. Zool.

i.

All),

Tab. 19,

nuturh.

fig. 2

;

quickly in the sand.

in

danger

animal

little

ovlp.

Brandt

87,

is

it

el

Serp.

i.

Ratzeb.
Egypt and

u.

This species lives in

the Seine.

This

No.

Gegenst.

some other countries of Africa; when
itself

Scales smooth.

endeavours to burj'

used by the Orientals as a

The Scincus of the ancients, on which
compare Plinius {Hist. nat. Lib. 28, c. 8), was, according to Prosper
Alpinds, an entirely different animal, probably a monitor, as Cuvier also
In the time of Gesner water-salamanders also were sold in
supposes.
special excitant (aphrodisiacum).

place of seines; C.

Cydodus Wagl.
with toes round.
Eyelids mobile.
bose.

Gesneri

Hist.

Four short

Anim.
feet,

Lib.

11.

p. 24.

subequal, pentadactylous,

Tong'ue emarginate, covered with scaly papillae.

Teeth rounded

Palate edentulous.

Head

at the apex,
flat,

distinct

posteriorly subglo-

from trunk by

stric-

Nostrils in nasal scute, mostly furnished with a bent groove
ture.
behind the aperture. Oblique chink of auditory meatus, situated

behind the angle of mouth.

Scales

large.

Tail

shorter

than

trunk.
Sp.

Cydodus Boddaertii Dum. and Bibr., Scincus gigas Boddaert, Nov.

Acad.

nat. curios, vii. p. 5,

p. 242, PI.

30

;

New

White Journal

of a Voy.

Holland and Amboyna.

to

New

Act.

South Wales,

IJEPTILIA.
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Trachysaunhs Gray, Dum. and Bibr.

Scales

Tail very short, depressed.

gibbous, or subcarinate, thick.

Re-

maining characters nearly of genus Gyclodus.
Cydodus pachyurus, Trachysaurus rugosus Gray, TracJiysaurus Peronii
Wagl., New Holland.

Sp.

TropidopJiorus

Tropidosaurus
toes

Dumer. and Bibr.

Gray

Four

not BoiE.)

unequal, subcompressed.

[Leposoma Cuv. not Spix,
pentadactylous, witli

feet

Eyelids mobile.

Maxillary teeth

Tongue enmrginate, covered with scaly
tympanum naked. Back flat with carinate

cylindrical, palatine none.

Membrane

papillae.

of

Tail compressed.

scales.

Tropkloplwrus cocinsinensis, Tropidosaurus montanus Gray,

Sp.

Bibr. Erpct. v. PI.

Dum.

et

from Cochin China, discovered
by DiARD, from whence also the specimen in the Leyden Museum is
derived, differs by the tympanic membrane lying bare and also by its
general form, in a remarkable manner from the rest of the Seines. Cuvier
placed this genus with Agmna amongst the Iguano'ids.

XVII.

Family

5 7,

fig.

i

;

Zonosauri

this species

nob.

oblongo-triangular, emarginate at

above, separated from the nape

PtycJioplQuroe

s.

[Cyclosauri D(JM. and Bibr. in part).

Tongue not

by a

scutate, flat

transverse groove.

back mostly subquadrate,

in

extensile, flat,

Head

the apex.

WiEGM.

Scales

Feet
sometimes none or vestiges only of hinder. Eyelids mobile, dis(Femoral pores in many. A longitudinal fold on each side
tinct.
of the abdomen in almost all.)

verticillate,

or

rectangular.

A

small family, of which some species were formerly placed
amongst the IguanoTds, whilst others which had no limbs or imperfect limbs, were arranged in the neighbourhood of Anguis and
Bipes, or united to them.

The

belt-like

tinguishes these lacertine animals from
This

covering of scales dis-

the

all

rest.

the fittest place to say a few words on the pori femorales.

In many
found a row of tubercles with an
aperture into which the cuticle penetrates.
In AmpMshcvna and Cldroles
we have already noticed the presence of similar apertures in front of the
is

lizards

on the inside of the thighs

vent.

The

what

scales in

which these

is

little pits

form from the neighbouring

in

are situated often differ some-

scales.

glandular body which terminates broad on a

Under each
little

the outer surface and splits into some blind follicuU.
the

mode

II.

lies

a

The presence and

of position of these pori femorales afford good generic characters;

but their number

VOL.

of them

pedicle turned towards

is

not constant in each species, and even differs in some

19
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degree in one and the same individual on opposite sides.

These parts

appear to be more developed in males than in females. It has been doubted
whether they are really glands, and whether the organ under the grooved
tubercle ought not rather to be referred to erectile tissue

^.

OpMsaurus Daud., Cuv., FiTZ., HyaUnus Merk. Teeth in
palatine teeth small, numerous, in several rows.
jaws conical
Auditory aperture small, transverse, behind the angle of mouth.
;

Scales hard, osseous, the dorsal quadrangular, carinate, the ventral

Extremities none.

smooth, transverse, tetragonal.

side produced as far as vent.

row on each

Lateral fur-

Body anguineous

;

tail

longer than trunk.
Sp.

OpMsaurus

ventralis

Daud., Anguis

88. (V. PI. 6r, figs. 40, 41, the head),
fig.

1

(the

figs. 7

—

America

9)
;

Daud.
ill.,

Rept. vii.

PL

PL 24,
PL viii.

Rept.

cranium is figured in Cuv. R. Ani., 6d. 1. PI. iv, id, 11.
this animal grows to 2' in length, and is met with in North
the tail is brittle, like that of the slow-worm, which peculiarity
;

has occasioned the

Pseudojms Merr.
all carinate,

ventralis L.,

Cuv. R. Ani., id.

name

oi glass snahe, given by the Anglo-Americans.

Palatine teeth small, in a single row.

Scales

Two rudiments

the carina more distinct in the caudal.

of hind feet, adactylous, very small at the end of lateral furrow.

(Remaining characters of OpMsaurus, from which

it

scarcely differs

generically.)
Sp. Pseudopus Pallasii Gov., Pseudopus serpentinus Merr., Lacerta apoda

—

Pallas, Nov. Comment. Acad. Petrop. xix. 1774, pp. 435 454, Bechst.
11. Tab. 27, fig. 3, Pseudopus DurvilUl (the young

Naturgesch. d. Amphib.

animal)

Guerin

PL

Icon., Rept.

17, fig.

i; the scheltopusih ; this lizard,

ranked by CuviER amongst the serpents, attains a length of more than
three feet.

Pallas

first

discovered this animal in Astrakan, where

occurs in the bushy valleys of the sandy steppes

;

it is

met with

it

also in

Greece and Dalmatia.

Chammsaura
ScHNEiD.),

FiTZ.,

anguineous, covered
furrows.

Wagler

Monodactylus Merr.
all

(Species

Chamcesaura

of

Palatine teeth

none.

Body

over with lanceolate scales, without lateral

Four very short

feet

undivided, subulate.

Tail very

lono".

Compare on these parts, besides J. Mueller, who investigated them in Polymarmoratm (De glandular, secern, structura, p. 43. Tab. i. fig. 22), C. F.
Meisner DeAmphibiorum qiiorimdam papillis glandulisque fcmoralibus, Basilise 1832,
4to, and Otth, Ueber die Schenkelwarzen der Eidechsen, in Tiedem. u. Treviranus
1

chrus

Zeitschr.

fur Physiol,

v. i, 1833,
PP-

loi

— 104.
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Sp.

Chamasaura anguina Schneid., Lacerta anguhia

L.,

Vosmaek,

BeschriJ-

vimj van de zeldzame langstaartige, ruwgeschiibde slanghagedis, Amsterdam,
1774, Lacep, A7in. du Mm. 11. PI. 59, fig. r, Lezard monodactyle; from
the Cape of

Good Hope.

Mere.)

ChalcidesT>A.\iT).,G\5Y. {Chalcis, Tetradactylus, (7oZo&w.s

Palatine teeth none.

Four very short

.

with four toes or three,

Lateral furrow behind fore

hinder sometimes adactylous.
Chalcides DuM., Bibb.

feet,

feet.

Lateral furrow

Auditory aperture none.

evanescent at the middle of trunk.
Merr., Lacep. Quadr. ovip.
Bechstein Naturgesch. d. Amph. 11. Tab. xv.

Sp. Chalcides copJiias
in

Auditory aperture

Saurophis Fitz.

extending as far as hind

Serp.

PI. 32 (copied

i.

S.

America, &c.

Lateral furrow-

distinct.

Femoral

feet.

et

fig. 2);

(Feet

pores.

all

tetra-

DuM. and

Bibr.,

dactylous.)
Sp, Chalcides tetradactylus Daud., Saurophis Lacepcdii

Lacep. Ann. du Mus. it. PI. 59, fig. 2, Guerin Iconogr., Rept. PI. 16,
fig. 2
South Africa. This sub-genus is perhaps more nearly allied to
;

Gerrhosav/rus

(p.

292) than to Chalcides.

Wagl.,

Chirocolus

Palatine teeth

Fitz., Heterodactylus

Four short

none.

feet,

Spix, Dum., Bibr.

posterior pentadactylous,

anterior tetradactylous, with a clawless tubercle for a great toe
(pollex)

Femoral

Auditory aperture none.

.

Sides of trunk

pores.

not furrowed.
Sp. Chirocolus imhricatus
Lacert. Bras. Tab. 27,

Ecj>leopus

Spec. nov.

i.

Dum. and Bibr.

Lepidosoma Spix,
On

Wagl., Heterodactylus imhricatus Spix,

fig.

Wagl.

Pentadactylus Dum., Bibr.

the genera, with palate edentulous, feet pentadactylous, lateral furrow

none, comp.

Dum. and Bibr.

1.

1.

Tom.

V. p.

428

—488,

and Tschddi Die

—

Familie der Ecpleopoda, Archiv f. Naturgesch. 1847, s. 41 60, who adds the
new genera, distinguished by smooth scales, Euspondylus and Proctopoims.
All the species hitherto known, which are not numerous, are from South

America.

Oerrhonotus

WiEGM.

Maxillary teeth cylindric, palatine very

Four

small, few, sometimes none.

pores none.
dinal

Membrane

furrow on both

mostly carinate.

of

sides.

pentadactylous.

Femoral

open, depressed.

Longitu-

feet

tympanum
Scales

of back

hard, scutiform,

Tail long, verticillate, unarmed.

19—2
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Wiegmann

Gerrhonotus rudkoUis

Sp.

Oerrhonotits Deppll

Wiegm.

1.

1.

fig.

Tab.

mexic.

Herpetul.

Tab. ix.

3

;

x.

fig.

i

;—

this last-named species

All the species are from America

has large dorsal scales not carinate.
number from Mexico.

;

the greatest

WiEGM.

GerrJwsaurus

Four

many.

conical,

Maxillary

palatine

subulate,

teeth

with

pentadactylous,

feet

slender.

toes

Femoral pores. Membrane of tympanum open, depressed anterior
margin of auditory aperture furnished with a lunate scute. LongiTail
tudinal furrow on both sides, produced as far as hind feet.
;

long, verticillate, unarmed.
Gerrhosaurus hifasciatus DuM.,

Sp.

Unealus Cocteau,

Gueein Magas.

PI.

47;

de Zool. 1833, Eept. PI.

Gerrhosaurus
6; these

5,

some others are known from South Africa,
which was referred by Schneidek and Mereem

from Madagascar

species are

Bibk. Erpet.

as Gerrhosaurus sepiformis,

;

to the genus Scincus.

Zonurus Mere., Cordylus Gronov.
equal, obtuse at the apex.

Maxillary teeth subulate,

Tongue oblong and

triangular, emargi-

Head

nate at the apex, beset with filiform papillae.

triangular, fiat

Aperture of ears large, covered

above, declivous at the sides.

anteriorly by the exsert side of occiput.
Four feet pentadactylous.
Femoral pores in all, sometimes in a double row. Caudal scales
carinate,

with carina produced posteriorly into a strong spine.

Longitudinal furrow on both
flat,

sides.

Abdominal

scales quadrangular,

smooth.
Sp. Zonurus f/riseus DuM., Bibr., Lacerta cordylus L.,
109,

fig.

Mere.

monstrous,

(tail

5

bifid);

The

Beitr. iii. Taf. vii.

II.

Tab. 62,

much

this species

form

on the other hand, they

Zonurus cataphractus Gray (differing also in other
row of dorsal scales corresponds to two rows
Zonurus microlepidotus Gray, Cordylus microlepidotus

Gueein

Iconogr., Rept. PI.

tubercular dorsal scales.

Triholonotus

Tab.

so that one

of ventral scales.

Tongue

;

i.

Zonurus cordylus

larger in

characters),

Gov.,

3,

back in

scales of the

rings which correspond with those of the belly
are

Seba Thesaur.

fig.

6,

fig.

i,

is

distinguished

by small

All these species are from South Africa.

DuM., Bibr.

Maxillary teeth equal,

subulate.

Head fiat above, declivous
depressed.
Membrane of tympanum

beset with scaly papilla3.

posteriorly

;

neck constricted,

naked, behind the angle of mouth. Osseous scutes, armed with
a strong reclined spine, covering back and tail.
Scales of abdomen
transverse, imbricate.

Sides of body rugose, without longitudinal
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Four slender

furrow, witli small granulous scales.

tjlous

feet

pentadac-

femoral pores none.

;

Tribolonotus novce Guhiece DuM., Zonurus

Sp.

V. Der Hoeven en De Vriesb,
fig. 2, DuM. et BiBE. Erpet. V.

Mueller on

traveller S.

Tliis animal,

PI. 56.

Schlegel,

novce GuinecB

Tijdschr. voor nat. Gesch.

New

the west coast of

in

1834, PI. vii.

i.

discovered by the

Guinea,

is

justly sepa-

rated from Zonurus as a distinct genus.

Family XVIII.

Membrane

tympanum

of

Tongue

Lacertini.

open,

the toes

feet,

unequal.

Femoral pores in

Tail often very long.

Ventral scales larger.

free,

bifid.

Body

or depressed.

superficial

with four pentadactylous

elongate,

slender,

exsertile,

many.
Tribe

growing

with a hollow base,

Maxillary teeth

Lacertcn.

I.

margin of jaws, anterior subulate, posterior

to the inner

Head

obsoletely bicuspid or tricuspid, subcompressed.

scutate.

Ventral scales mostly quadrangular, arranged in transverse rows.
Tail long, fusiform, sometimes rotundato-quadrangular at the base,

Tongue oblong and

elsewhere round.

like papillse, divided at the

triangular, beset with scale-

apex into two

short, acuminate,

smooth

slips.

The true

lizards, Lacertw, are all

from the old world, principally

from Africa.

OjjMops

Menetkies

[OpMsops)

[Amystes Wiegm.).

of eyelids, furnished with an ocular capsule.

destitute

Collar none.

teeth none.
Sp.

Ophiops

recueillis

eler/ans,

gesch. 1835,

seltene

Menetries

Minor and

fig.

s.
I.

i

—

6,

1837,

Bkrthold

or a

row

P^tersbourg, 183-2, 4to, p. 63;

St.

Compare Wiegmann ArcJuvf. Natur123; see a fig. in DuM. et Bibr. Er2>et. v.

s.

also

gave a

fig.

of the head {Ueber neue oder

Ampliihienarten^ Gottingen, 1842, 4to,

Lacerta Cuv., Mere.

Row

pores.

Syria.

second species, Ophiops macrodactylus, pp.

lids distinct.

Femoral

Catalogue ralsonne des objets de Zoologie

dans un Voyage au Caucase.

in Persia, Asia

PI. 53,

Toes bicarinate below.

Eyes

Palatine

figs. 4, 5),

and described a

14, 15.

(Species from genus Lacerta L.).

of pores at the inside of thighs.

of larger scales under the throat, to

Eye-

Collar in most

which succeeds a

fold

covered with minute scales, in front of the larger scales of abdomen.

Within the

last

few years

many genera have been adopted

here of which several contain only a single species.

After careful

—
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am only able,

consideration I

whilst regarding the general habitus, to

which permit a more convenient view
known, about fifty in number.

notice these as sub-genera,

of the species hithei-to

Compare Milne Edwards Recherches

pour

Zoul.

des Lezards, Ann. des Sc. natur. xvi. 1829, p. 50
With

a)

toes

w serrate at

carinate heneafh

Psammodromus

Fitz., Notopholis

the

—

a

Vllist.

margin.

Wagl.

Palatine teeth none.

Toes compressed, carinate beneath.

Collar none.

servir

89.

Scales of back

imbricate, carinate.
Sp.

Psammodromus Mspanicus

Fitz.,

Sc. nat. XVI. p. 386, PI. XIV.

Add genus
Edwards 1. 1.

LaceHa Edwardsiana Duges, Avm. des

Spain, South of France.

;

Calosaura Dun., Bibr.
PI. vi.

LaceHa Leschenaultii Milne

Sp.

fig. 9.

Collar

Palatine teeth in some, in others none.

Eremias Fitz.

Scutella around the

Toes compx'essed, carinate beneath.

distinct.

nostrils tumid.
Sp. Lacerta variabilis Pall.

;

Most of the

Tartary.

species are

from South

Africa.

Collar distinct.

Palatine teeth none.

Acanthodactylus Fitz.

Toes compressed, carinate beneath, serro-fimbriate at the mai'gins

with sharp

scales.

Sp. Lacerta BosJciana

Daud.

Rept.

iii.

Egypt, &c.

Toes depressed, smooth beneath,

Collar distinct.

Scapteria Fitz.

PI. 36, fig. 2,

bordered on each side with somewhat long sharp
Sp. Lacerta

grammica Lichtenst., Dum.

et

scales.

Bibr. Erpet. V. PI. 54,

fig.

r,

Africa.

With

b)

toes

smooth leneath,

sichcompressed,

and

not bordered at the

sides.

Lacerta Dum., Bibr.

Collar distinct.

Scales of

smooth, arranged in transverse parallel rows.

abdomen

larger,

A few teeth on each

side at the posterior part of palate in most.
Sp. Lacerta, ocellata
ovip.

PI. 20

I.

;

Daud.

Rept.

this species,

iii.

PI.

33, le

Lizard

vert,

Lac. Quadr.

the largest of the genus, attains a length of

foot, of which the tail forms the greatest half; it is found in Spain,
Lacerta stirpium Daud., Lacerta agilis
and the South of France
L. (in part), Sturm Fauna, Amphih. Heft 2, Daudin Rept. in. PI. 35,
full

one

Italy,

fig.

1,

;

Bell

British Rept.

p.

18;

the

Sand Lizard,

hagedis, die gemeine

—

;
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tliia

species

in the sunsbine

becomes 6" long
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;

it

feeds on insects

and enjoys basking

the female lays from five to eight eggs, which are said to

;

emit bght for a time in the dark (GRVENTyhER Naturforscheriii. s. ia8).
Another still smaller European species is viviparous, or the young come to

view immediately as the eggs are laid: Lacerta vivipara Jacq., Zootoca
crocea

Heft

Wagl., Wiegm., Lacerta crocea Wolf in Sturm's Fauna, Amphib.
Bell 1. 1. p. 34, Zootoca Guerini Cocteau in Guerin Magas. de

4,

Zool. 1835, Rept. PI. 9.

Tropidosaura BoiE {Algyra Cuv.),
covered -with imbricate

scales.

Collar

Abdomen

none.

Scales of back acuminate, acutely

carinate.

Guerin

Sp. Lacerta algira L., Algyra barharica Gov.,

from the North African coast, near Algiers
BoiE, found by Kuhl and V. Hasselt in Java.
fig.

1

;

Tachydromus Daud,, Merr.
quadrate, large in back and

Head

Iconogr., Rept. PI. v,

Tropidosaura montana

;

Scales carinate,

acute.

Two

Tail verticillate, very long.

tail.

pores at the vent on each side.
Sp. Tachydromus sexlineatus

GUER.

Daud.

Iconogr., Repit. PI. 5,

Rept. in. PI. 39,

fig. 3, in

Tachydromus

I have not been able to find any teeth in the palate of this

Hehderma WiEGM.
Snout
Head covered above with

scuta.

grooved

conical,

scales

;

flat,

covered with

longer than the

rest,

subequal.

animal.

four

flat

Teeth sharp,
covered with larger knotty

smooth.

Nostrils at the apex

Third and fourth toe both of the

of snout.

to the

abdomen

obtuse,

little

tuberculate scales.

back

anteriorly;

scutella of

ocellatus

the East Indies, Java, Cochin China;

fore

and hind

feet

Tail round, conical, almost equal

trunk in length.
Sp. Heloderma horridum

Wiegmann,

Herpet. Mexican. Tab.

Troschel Ueher Heloderma horridum, Archiv

— 315.

-

Tribe

II.

f.

i.

pp. 24, 25

Naturgesch. 1853,

s.
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Taf. 13, 14; Mexico.

Ameivce.

Maxillary teeth solid at the base, firmly

fixed in a groove at the inner margin of jaws and growing to
it, often directed obliquely outwards, the anterior mostly subulate,

the posterior compressed or tuberculate.

most.

Often two transverse

folds

Palate edentulous in

under the neck.

Tongue

beset with rhombic, imbricate scales, divided at the apex into two
filaments.

This division contains
alone,

species

from the western hemisphere

where they represent the true

lizards.

Many

of these
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With Merrem they form

species are of a considerable size.

the

genus Tejus.

Spix

Crocodilurus

DuM. and
serrate,

scutate.

Back covered with

Neusticurus Dum., Bibr.

with scutiform, carinate

Row

Neusticurus

Pores femoral or

Palate edentulous.

scales erect.

Head

inguinal.

Wagl. and

Thorictls

Tail compressed, with a double crest above,

Bibk.),

Avitli

(add

lesser scales

and

Gvilar fold single, of larger scales.

scales.

of pores continuous along the inner surface of whole thigh.

Aperture of

Dumjeril), Draccena bicarlnata
ct

Bibr. Erpet. v. PI. 49

large,

L.

PL

(according
3,

to

Dum.

fig. 2,

from Soutli America, probably Guyana.

Back covered

scutiform, carinate scales, with smaller scales inter-

Aperture of

Pores inguinal.

Subgular fold double.

spersed.
nostrils

;

bicarincUa

Iconogr., Rcpt.

Laccrta

Gubrin

Wagl., Draccena Daud., Ada Gray.

Thorictis

with

middle of scute.

nostrils small in the

Crocodilurus bicarinatus nob.,

Sj).

placed in the suture of two scuta.

orbicular,

Posterior

teeth hemispherical, subflat.
Sp. Crocodilurus Draccena nob., Thorictis Draccena

Lac, Quadr.
Pi. 10 bis, fig.

South America

Daud.

Dum. Bibr.,

Dragonne

la

Cuv. H. Aoii., ed. ill., Rept.
2; this animal becomes more than 2' 5" long, and lives in

ovip.

in

i.

PI. 16,

marshy regions

;

ii.

PI. 28;

not only the

but the entire cover-

tail,

ing of the body, resembles, to a certain extent, that of the crocodiles.

Crocodilurus Spix.
carinate, oblong.

Back covered with small

Gular fold double.

Sp. Crocodilurus amazonicus
Brasil. Tab. 20, 21; Brasil,

Merr.

Tejus

(in part).

Spix (and

obtusely

scales

Femoral pores

small.

ocellatus ejusd.),

Spec.

nov.

Lac.

Guyana.

Head

Tail conical.

scutate.

Kow

of pores in inner part of thighs.

Centropyx Spix., Trachygaster Wagl.
cate, carinate,

Sp. Centropyx calcaratus Spix,
Brasil,

scales imbri-

Wiegm., Guer.

Icon.,

Rept.

PI. 4,

fig.

3;

Surinam.

Tejus nob.
Sp.

Abdominal

with keel produced posteriorly into a sharp point.

Scales of

abdomen quadrangular, smooth.

Tqus Amciva Maxim. Abb. zur Naturgesch. Bras.,

Spec. Lacert. Tab. 23,

Guekin

Iconogr., Rept. PI. 4,

Lief. V,
fig.

Spix Nov.

i; distributed

—
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over nearly the whole of South America, very

becomes

species

i

h

moves very

feet long,

rapidly,

common
and

in

Brasil; this

kee])s principally in

sandy regions.

Mere., Lacerta

Tejus monitor

R. Ani., ed.

ill.,

Surinam and

in

feet; the tail

teguixin L.,

Rejit. PI. ir, fig. i

a large part of Brasil

;

it

Lief, xi.,

the back

is

worms,

is

hunted

frogs, resides in

in

black, with yellow

spots; the belly yellow, with inten-upted black transverse stripes.

animal, which

Cuv.

uncommon

attains a length of three or four

longer than the trunk;

is

Maxim. Abb.

this species also is not

;

This

and which is eaten, lives on insects,
holes under ground, and hides also in hollow trunks
in Brasil,

of trees.

—

Note.
Here belong sub-genera Salvator DuM. and Bibe. (Podinema
and Ctenodon Wagl.), Ameiva Cuv., DuM. and Bibk., Cnemidophorus
Wagl., and Dicrodon DuM. and Bibb.

Acrantus

Wagl.

having the hind

Gravenhoest,

Callopistes

Meek.)

{Tejus viridis

from

all

tlie

others in

Dum. and Bibr,
Head covered with small

Fitz., Ajjoromera

Tail conical, obtusely quadrangular.

Femoral pores none.

scutella.

Aporomera favijmncfata Dum. Erpet,
Dum., Ameiva ccelestis D'Orbigny.

Sp.

Tongue

Momtores.

Tribe III.

scaly, narrow, flat

V.

PI.

exsertile,

sheathed at the base, with two long,

Head

differs

feet tetradactylous.

filiform,

51;

elongate,

narrow,

acuminate apices.

Palatine teeth none, maxillary

above.

Neck

teeth adnate, large, triangular or conical, distant.

more slender than head.

Aporomera ornata

Femoral pores none.

long, not

Feet pentadacty-

lous with nails curved, compressed.

Varanus Merr., Monitor Cuv.
scales.

Snout elongate, covered with

Scales in back oval or oblong, gibbous, the larger sur-

rounded by a scaly

areola.

Tail subtrigonal, rounded beneath,

of the length of trunk or longer than trunk.
The
diles,

species of this genus, all

from the old world,

six feet.

The

tail in

are, after the croco-

some attain a length of more than
most of the species is compressed laterally and keeled

the largest of lacertine animals

;

above.
a)

Tail suhrotundate or compressed only toioards the apex, not carinate

(Psaminosaurus Fitz., Wagl.).
Sp. Varanus arenarius

Dum. and

I'Egypte, Repi. PI. 3, fig. 2, in

Bibe., Vat'anus scincus Meer., Descr. dc

Egypt

ouaran of the Arabians, according

to

;

the land-crocodile with Hekoeotus,

Foeskal.

—

—
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b)

Tail compressed, carinate above (Puli/dcedalii-s

Wagl., Uydrosaurus

ejusd.)

Varanus

Sp.

niloticus

ornatus Dadd., Ann.
10 bis,

fig.

I

;

not in

DuM. and Bibe., Lacerta nilotica L., Tupinambis
du Mus. ii. PI. 48; Cuv. R. Ani., ed. ill., Eept. PI.
the Nile alone, but in different other rivers of West
Varanus Bengalensis DuM. and Bibr., Monitor yem-

and South Africa
matus GuERiN Jconogr., Eept. PI. 3, fig. i;
nambis bivittatus KuHL, Schlegel Abb. Tab.
;

Eept. PI. 4,

Sunda

situations;

The

fig. 2

Isles,
it

;

common

this species, vei-y

grows

Varanus
in

to nearly 8' in length, lives

swims and dives very

species of the division of

bivittatus,

Tupi-

21, Diet. univ. d'Hist. nat.,

Java and the rest of the
amongst bushes, in low

well.

Monitor resemble the order of the serpents,

not only in their tongue but also in the long narrow under-jaw, only

The covering

loosely united in the middle.

of scales reminds us of that of

Acrochordus and of Hydrophis.

Family XIX.
tile,

Eyelids distinct,

Tongue

Iguanoidei.

with apex alone

or

entire

free,

fleshy, thick, not protrac-

emarginate at the apex.

Teeth in some connected with the inner
upon the free edge {culmen) of jaws.

free.

margin
Head mostly covered with

of jaws, in others fixed

scutate.

Back

or

scales

often

tail

or small scutella,

crested.

(posterior very rarely tetradactylous)

,

Four

with toes

This family, very numerous in species,

is

more rarely

feet

pentadactylous

free,

unequal.

especially remarkable

from the great diversity of forms, which has occasioned the establishment of a number of genera.
Only a single species, which is
also

common

east of

many from
tlie

to North-Africa

Europe;

all

and Asia Minor, occurs in the South-

the rest are from other quarters of the world,

Asia, but by far the most from South America.

American

In

species the teeth are attached to the inside of the

jaws {pleurodontes

W

agi,.,

prosphyodotites Wiegm.); in those of the

Eastern hemisphere they are (with a single exception) placed on
the edge of the jaws and soldei-ed there {acrodontes Wagl., emphyodontes Wibgm.).

For

this observation,

more precisely confirmed by

WiEGMANN and Wagler, the science is indebted to the meritorious
From this different attachment of the teeth this
zoologist Kaup.
family may be divided, as has been done by Dumkril and Bibron,
two groups, on better grounds than from the presence or the
The division, however, into ground-iguanas or agamas with flat head and
flat depressed body, and tree-iguanas with compressed body, as
proposed by Wiegmann, appears to be more natural. Consequently
into

absence of teeth in the palate, as was done by Cuvier.
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in each of these

the

mode

two groups two subdivisions may be adopted from

of attachment of the teeth.

Humivagce WiEGM. {Platycornce
Head short, depressed, "broad postetympanum mostly depressed, concealed

Agamce
Phalanx I.
Wagl.). Body depressed.
riorly.

more

Membrane

of

s.

or less under spines or

entirely

A.

by

folds of skin, rarely covered

amongst

skin.

With

margin of jcnvs.

teeth soldered to the

Agama Daud. in
species genus Agama

part, Trapelus

Kaup, {Trapelus Cuv. and

Cuv., Phrynopsis, Podorrlioa, Trapelus and

covered by numerous small scutella,
Nostrils suboften muricate with spines around the tympanum.
tubular, approximate at the extremity of snout. Palatine teeth none.

Head

Eremioplanis FiTZ.).

Incisor teeth subulate, canines larger, conical, oblique, molar small,
compressed, triangular, obtuse. Submental fold longitudinal, neck-

Femoral pores none, anal pores

fold 'transverse.

distinct.

Tail of

different length, mostly longer than trunk, covered with imbricate
scales.
Sp.

Agama

colonorum Daud., Larerta agamalj.

(excl.

synon. of Seba) Seba,

Tab. 93, Tab. 107, fig. 3 (not i and 2) this species, one of the
keeled, pointed
largest of the genus, has a long compressed tail, with large,
Trapelus cegijptiscales it occurs on the coast of Guinea;— Jfirama mutahilis,
Thesaur.

;

I.

;

cwsCuv., Daud. Rept. PI. 43,

fig. i

(under the

name

of

Agama

orbicularis),

Agama pallida Eeuss, Mus. Senckenb. i. Tab. 3, fig. 3 this species has
common in
very small scales, with round tubercles scattered on the back
Egypt and Arabia the tail is shorter than in the preceding species and
;

;

;

conical.

This lizard changes

its

colour like the chameleon.

Amj^Mbohirus Wagl., Wiegm., Gemmatophora Kaup, Grammabut there
toplwra DuM. (Characters and habits nearly of Agama,
are small femoral pores.

Amongst

the dorsal

some few that
to

flat,

triangular; nostrils near eyes.

which are equal and imbricate, often

are spinose or tuberculate are intermixed).

Sp. Amphibolurus

a voyage

Head

scales,

New

murkatus Wiegm,, Lacerta muricaia White, Journal of
Agama Jacksoniensis Guer.

S. Wales, PI. 31, fig. 2, p. 244,

Jconogr., Rept. PI.

7, fig.

i,

from

New

Holland, like the rest of the species

of this sub-genus.

Moloch Gray, in G. Grey's Journals of tioo Expeditions in
PL 2.
Australia, London, 1841, 8vo. 11., Appendix, pp. 440, 441,

—
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Sp. Moloch horridtis;
lection des Rept.

Stellio

New

Paris,

1

1,

la Col-

pp. 109,

Head covered

Daud.

Comp. Dumbbil, Catalogue de
no.

Holland.

85

numerous small

witli

scutella,

Canine teeth distinct; palatine teeth none. Nostrils
under a crest running from the eye to the snout. Back

spinose, short.
lateral,

covered with small scales and some larger, tuberculate, scattered,
furnished with a longitudinal fold on each side between the legs.

Femoral pores none, anal

Tail verticillate with large

distinct.

keeled scales.
Sp. Stellio vulgaris Daud., Lacerta

Reise in nordl. Afrika, Rept, Tab. 2,

found

(the head);

in

Agama

L.,

stellio

NEFORT Voyage du Levant, Lyon, 171 7,

i.

Guerin

TourRuppell Atlas zu der

cordylea Merr.,

p. 373,

Iconogr., Rept. PI. 6,

fig. 2

Egypt, Asia Minor and Greece; in the sixteenth

century (according to Belon, Observations de plusieurs singidarites, pp. 114,
131) the excrement of this animal was used as a paint for the face, under

name
made use

In the same way the ancients

of Stercus Lacerti or Crocodilea.

the

of the excrement of the land-crocodile, or

above, p. 297

Varanus scincus

;

see

^.

Head obtuse, covered with numerous very
Canine teeth not distinct; superior incisors con-

Uromastix Meiir.
small scutella.

apex of lower jaw edentulous.

crete in adults;

very small, smooth scales.

Femoral

pores.

Back covered with

Tail depressed at the

base, broad, covered above with large, aculeate, verticillate scales.
Sp.

Uromastix spinipes Merr., Geoffr.

R. Ani., ed.
reticulatus

Guer.

Rej^t. d'Egypte,

PI. 2, fig. 2

;

Cuv.

Urom. Hardwichii Gray, Uromastix

Rept. PI. 13, fig. 2.

ill.,

Iconogr., Rept. PI. 6,

fig. 4,

&c.

The

tail

of this animal

has some conformity with that of Zonuriis.

Leiolepis

Cuv.

granular scales

;

Head and back covered Avith very small,
abdomen smooth, transverse. Tail very

scales of

a filiform extremity.

Row

becoming

and running into
of pores along the whole inner side of

long, thick at the base, suddenly

slender,

thigh.
Sp. Leiolepis guttatus Cuv.,

Guerin

Iconogr., Rept.

PL

7,

fig. 2.

Sumatra

(and Cochin-China?).

Kaup. Head short, obtuse, almost circular.
tympanum concealed. Nostrils in the margin of

Phrynocephalus

Membrane

of

colorque
Stcrcore fucat us crocodili.

HoRAT., Epodon,

XII. 10, 11.

—
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Body

snout.

Gular

broad,

Scales

flat.
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ventral

small,

Anal and femoral pores none.

fold.

scales

Toes

smooth.
Tail

serrate.

slender.
Sp. Phrynocephalus helioscopus

VENHOEST Nov.
p. 934,

Wagl., Lacerta

Act. Acttd. Leop.

in the soiitli of Siberia;

helioscopa Pall., Gm.,

Carol, xvi. p. 2, T. 64, figs. 9

I,

DuM.

With

B.

et

BiBR. Erpet.

14,

Phrynocephalus auritus Kaup, Lacerta

aurita Pall. Voyages dans plusieurs Provinces de Russie,
fig.

Gra-

—

iv. PI. 42, fig.

i,

teeth united to the inkier side

Tom.

v. PI. 9,

&c.

of Jaws.

Phrynosoma WiEGM. Head covered with tuherculate scuta,
armed posteriorly with large spines. Palatine teeth none. Body
flat,

aculeate.

Gular

Tail short, broad at the base, suddenly

fold.

Femoral

Feet short.

gracilescent.

pores.

Sp. Phrynosoma orhiculare Wiegm., Lacerta orbicularis L. (in part,

synon. of Seba referrible to

911— 917, Wiegm.

Agama

spinosa),

Gravbnhorst

1.

1.

excl.

Tab. 68,

Herpet. Mexic. Tab.

8, fig. 1; in Mexico and also
Here also belong Phrynosoma cornutum, Agama
cornuta Harlan, and two other species, all figured in Holbrook North

pp.

in the United States.

Americ. Herpet.

Sceloporus

Head

scutate.

iii.

PI. 9

WiEGM.,

—

12.

Trojndole^is

Palatine teeth none.

keeled, abdominal smooth.

Cuv.,

DuM. and Bibr.

Large imbricate

Large femoral

scales, dorsal

pores.

Agama undidata Daud., Holbrook N. Americ.
PL 8, North America, Mexico, West Indmn;— Sceloporus
torquatus Wiegmann, Herp. Mex. Tab. 7, fig. t
from Mexico like various
other species, on which compare Wiegmann lib. cit.

Sp. Sceloporus undulatus,

Herpet.

III.

;

WiEGM. {Proctotretus DuM. and BiBR.,
DuM. and Bibr., not Fitz., Hoplurus Cuv.,
Head scutate, short, triangular, not distinct

Tropidurus Neuw.,
Ecjyhymotes Cuv.,

DuM. and

Bibr.).

from. trunk.

Nostrils tubular. Palatine teeth distinct.
Scales immostly large, the upper carinate, acuminate, the subjugular
and abdominal smooth. Femoral pores none.

bricate,

Liolcemus Wiegm., Proctotretus DuM., Bibr.

No

crest at nape.

Some

Sp. Tropidurus chilensis

Leop. Carol.

Tom.

Throat not

folded.

prpeanal pores in males.

Wiegm.

xvii. p.

i.

&c.

There

Comp. Wiegmann Nov.
is

Act. Acad.

a certain conformity of habit with

the Seines.

Tropidurus Fitz., Ephymotes Cuv.

Anal pores none.

Nape not

crested.

Throat folded transversely.
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Sp. Tropklurus torquatus Maxim., Abh. zitr Naturgesch. Bras. Lief. vi.
Brasil, on rocks, old walls ; runs quickly and climbs with great facility.

Nape

subcristate.

Sp. Tropidurus Cuvieri

Thesaur.
is

in

Anal pores

Throat folded transversely.

Hoplurus Cuv., Fitz.
none.

;

Tab. 97,

i.

Gray, Wiegm., Uromadix cychirus Meke., Seba
Guee. Icon., Rept. PI. 12, fig. 3; this species

fig. 4,

the true Quetz-paleo of Seba, wliich

name has been given

erroneously to

various other species of Saurii.

StroUlurus

WiEGMANN,

Steirolepis

FiTZ,, Platynotus

Steironotus FiTZ., in part.

Wagl., Microloplms DuM. and

BiBE.
Platjjcercus

AuG. DUJL

Palatine

scabrous.

teetli.

Head covered with polygonal
Fold

three femoral pores on each side, scarcely conspicuous.
thick, flat below,

2

;

AuG. Dumeril, Revue

et

Mayas, de Zool. 1854,

PI.

habitat in Brasil.

Kaup, Borypliorus Cuv.

Urocentron

Deep jugular
gibbous.

or

Tail short,

armed with aculeate spines above.

Sp. Plafycercus aculeutus
1

scales,

Two

at the sides of throat.

Palatine

teeth

none.

Scales of back small, not imbricate, smooth,

fold.

Femoral pores none.

Tail verticillate with large keeled

scales.
Sp. Urocentrum azureuni
fig.

6, Stellio

Wagl., Laccrta azurea L., Seba Thes. 11. Tab. 62,
Daud. Rept. iv. PI. 47 Gube. Icon., Rept.

hrevicaudatus

;

PI. 6, fig. 3, &c.

Here

also

Fitzingeb placed, under the name of DoryphorusMaximiliani,

the species described by the Peince of

Neuwied

as the Qtietz-Paleo

of

Seba, Nov. Act, Acad. Leop. Car. xiv. Tab. 15 {Opiums Maximiliani DuM.

and BiBR.).
(On some other sub-genera comp. Fitzingee

Syst.

Re^yt.

1843,

pp.

70—79).

Phalanx II. Iguance s. Dend^-obatm. Body compressed, with
back keeled, often crested. Head tetragono-pyramidal.
Membrane of

A.

tympanmn mostly naked,
With

teeth

united

to

superficial.

the inner side

of jaws.

Anolius Cuv., {Anolis Daud., Dum.), Dactyloa
flat

Wagl.

Head

above, declivous at the sides, covered with numerous scutella,

often tuberculate.

Palatine teeth.

Aperture of auditory meatus

—
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membrane

of

tympanum
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rather depressed.

Scales

all small.

Femoral pores none. Toes very miequal, with last phalanx expanded and finely striated beneath with ti-ansverse folds.
Skin
mider the throat mostly expanded into a sac. Tail long.
Dracontura
Middle dorsal

Fitz.,

Draconura Wagl.
than

larger

scales

Toes scarcely expanded.

lateral.

Tail

somewhat round,

very long.
Sp.

Anolius re/ulgens Schl.

hienarten, 1842, Tcab.

Dactyloa Wagl,
a)

Dracontura iilineata Berth., Dracontura

;

Beethold

Bertholdi Fitz.,

Ueber einige neue oder icenig bekannte Amphi-

11. fig.

7.

Toes furnished with an obovate expansion.

With abdominal

scales fiat, often imbricate.

Sp, Anolius punctatus Daud., Eept. iv. PI. 48, fig. 2, Anolis riridis Maxim.,
Abb. zur Naturgesch. Bras., Rep,. "J;—Anolius lineatus Gravenh., Dtjm.,

Lacerta strumosa L.,

Mere., 4M0?ms

Daud.

Rejn.

iv.

PI. 48,

fig.

i;— Anolius

Cepedii

Ddm., Bibe., le Roquet Lac. Quadr. ovip. 1. PI. 27.
These are small species, often with lively colours. In many the tail has an
erect crest, which, in Anolius veliferCvY., R.Ani. PI. v. fig. i, is supported

by the spinous
b)

With,

alligator

processes of the caudal vertebrae,

abdominal

scales

granular, very small.

Pseudochamalcon Fitz., Chamceleolis Cocteau. Sp. Anolis chamceleonides
DuM., Bibe.

Lcenianctus

WiEGM.,

Fitz., Ecpliymotes Fitz.

Sp. Lcemanctus acutirostris

Wiegm., Ddm. and Bibr.,

Spix, Lacert. Tab. XV. a; no femoral pores

;

Poli/chrus acutirostris

palate without teeth; the toes

without dilatation.

Note.

— FiTzixGEB

places here as sub-genera the genera

Norops

Wagl., and Urostrophus Dum, and Bibr.
Polychrus Cuv., Mere.

Head depressed above, covered with
middle and anterior larger.
Anterior
maxillary teeth subulate, posterior compressed, obsoletely tricuspiflat

unequal

date.

scutella, the

Palatine teeth short, conical.

Scales small, mostly carinate,

Throat folded, dilatable like a
pores.
Tail very long.
femoral
imbricate.

Sp. Polychrus marmoratus Cuv., Lacerta

Tab. 76,

fig. 4,

n,

fig. 3,

&c.

;

Brasil,

of small

Seba TJiesaur. 11.
i. PL 26, Guerin
Surinam. These and some other
L.,

ovip. et scrp.

same family possess the property of chancing
Chamceleon and Calotes of the eastern hemisjihere.

lacertine animals of the
colour, like

marmorata

tongue fancied, Lac. Quadr.

Iconogr., Rept. PI,

Row

sac.

—
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Dum. and

Gallisaurus BlAINV.,

Head

sciitellate, sliort.

Megadactylus FiTZ.

BiBR.,

Scales small, smooth,

Palatine teeth none.

Throat folded longitudinally, expansile; jugular fold
Row of femoral pores. Toes slender, elongate. Tail

imbricate.
transverse.

shorter than trunk, depressed beneath.
Ann. du Museum,

Sp. Callisaurus draconoides Blainv., Nouv.

North America,

24, fig. 2.

iv. 1835, PI.

California.

Cojiliosaurus TilOSCH.

A genus

much resembling

other congeners in having the

the preceding, but distinct from

membrane

defect therefore of auditory pore.

Arcldv f.

Sp.

of

tympanum

it

and the

covered, and in the

Co2)hosaurus (exanus Troschel,

Naturt/escli. 1850, s. 388, Taf. vi.

Hypsihatus Wagl.,

Wiegm.

Ophryoessa BoTE.

Head

short, covered

with subcqual scutella.

Anterior teeth subulate, posterior compressed, triangular, tricuspidate.

Throat folded longitudinally, not

Palatine teeth distinct.

expansile into a sac; jugular fold transverse.
Scales small, keeled, imbricate.

the very long, compressed

Femoral pores none.

Crest running above the back and

tail.

Sp. Ojphryoessa superciliosa Boie, Lacerta supercUlosa L.,

Tab. 96,
10,

Cyclura

fig. 6, II.

GOERIN

Tab. 14,

Iconogr., Rept. PI. 8,

Harlan

[Ctenosaura

covered with scutella.
compressed.

fig.

i

;

Brasil,

WiEGM.

Palatine teeth distinct.

tympanum

Seba Thcsaur.

i.

Lophurus xlphosurus Spix, Lacert. Tab.
Surinam.

previously).

Head

Anterior teeth conical, posterior tricuspid,

transversely, not inflatable.

of

fig. 4,

superficial.

Skin of throat

lax,

Jugular fold transverse.
Serrated,

low

formed of erect

crest,

triangular scales along the middle of back and

folded

Membrane

tail.

Scales very

small; tail very long with scales larger, aculeate, verticillate.
Sp. Cyclura pectinata

WiEGM.

1.

PI. 24, fig.

1.

Tab.

I,

3,

Wiegm., Herpet. Mexic. Tab. 2
Cyclura dentkulata
Cyclura a^anthura Blainv. Nouv. Ann. du Mus. IV.
;

&c.

Brachylophis Cuv.

numerous, subequal.

Head covered with
Skin of throat

scutella very small,

lax, pendulous.

Palatine
Scales of back granulous, small, scales of feet, belly and
Tail very long.
tail carinate.
Femoral pores.
Low pectinate
flat,

teeth.

crest along the

middle of back and base of

tail.

—
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Sp. Brachylophus fasciattis Cuv., Iguana fasciata Brongn., Essai classijk.
Rept. p. 34, PI.

East Indies.

I,

GuKRiN Icmwgr.,

fig. 5,

This species

Rept. PI. 9,

fig.

i

New Guinea,

;

the only one hitherto found in the eastern

is

hemisphere which belongs to the division of the Pleurodontes.

Iguana Daud., Cuv., (in part), Hypsilojyhus
covered with scutella and scuta in the middle

Membrane

tubular.

in a double

tinct,

subulate,

of

tympanum

row on each

posterior

Nostrils

part.

Anterior maxillary teeth

side.

with margin

denticulate.

Throat with dewlap pendulous, compressed, denticulate.
middle of back and tail formed of erect acuminate scales.

Abdominal

large femoral pores.

I,

Tab. 97,

Daud.

Rept.

HouTTUTN

fig. 3,

iii.

PI. 40;

Crest in

Row

of

scales larger, dorsal very small.

Sp. Iguana tuherculata Ladr., Lacerta Iguana L.,
fig.

Head

Palatine teeth dis-

superficial.

compressed,

oval,

Wagl.

Natuurl. Hist.

Cuv. R. Ani., ed.

America, scarcely further than to

14° S. L.

;

Seba Thesaur.

ill.,

i.

Tab. 95,

6e Stuk, PI. 52,

fig. 2,

Rept. PI. 17; in

South

1.

in Brasil

it is

called senemhi ;

its flesh and of its eggs is esteemed;
Iguana nudicollis Gov.,
Iguana delicaiissima Laur. (excl. synon.), Seba Thesaur. Tab. 96, fig. 5,

the taste of

GuEKiN

Iconogr., Rept. PI.

1

1, fig.

i

;

West

Indies, Brasil.

—

Add sub-genera: Amblyrhynchus Bell, Aloponotus Dum.,
and
Met02)Oceros Wagl.
BiBR.,
In Amblyrhynchus the dewlap is
absent, in the others it resembles that of Iguana; these last are
distinguished from the Igua7Kje by a double row of femoral pores,
Note.

and by

flat

sub vertical

nostrils.

Corythophanes BoiE (and Chamceleopsis WiEGM.).

covered with small scutella,

flat

Head

short,

or concave above, crested above

the eyes, produced posteriorly into a kind of helmet.

of

tympanum

superficial.

Palatine teeth distinct.

Throat furnished with dewlap.
none.

Scales of

growing

feet,

tail

Jugular

Membrane
Back crested.

fold.

Femoral pores

and abdomen keeled.

Tail very long,

slender, not crested.

Sp. CorT/thophancs cristalus,
94, fig. 4

row of

;

Agama

this species has a

erect scales,

which

is

cristata

membranous

Daud., Seba Thesaur.

crest in the neck,

continued along the back, begins

of the back are small, smooth, irregular; the throat-sac

is

i.

Tab.

on which the
;

the scales

dentated be-

Corythophanes chamceleopsis Dum., Bibr., Chamceleopsis Hernandesii
WiEGM., Herpet. Mexic. Tab. 6. In this species the membranous crest in
the neck is absent and the row of erect scales begins above the back on
the back some keeled scales stand in three or four inconspicuous transverse
bands. Both species are from Mexico.
low.

;

VOL.
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Cuv. (species from genus Basiliscus Daud.,
Merr., add Corythceolus Kaup). Head crested posteriorly by an
Basiliscus Laur.,

erect cutaneous fold, covered with small scutella.

Back and

distinct.

back keeled, disposed
Toes of hind

neck folded transversely.

feet denticulate.

Sp. Basiliscus mitratus Daud., Lacerta Basiliscus L.,
fig.

erect

Scales of

Femoral pores none.

transverse rows.

in

row of

the very end keeled with a

tail to

lax, rugose;

Throat

scales.

Palatine teeth

4

(fig.

B^pt.

III.

Indies.

Houttuyn

copied in
PI.

GuEE.

42,

Natuurl. Hist.

Iconog7\, Bept. PI.

i.

6,

Seba

Thes.

Tab.

52, fig. i),

fig.

2; Surinam,

11,

i.

Tab. roo,

Daud.
West

In some adult species (probably male) the membranous crest on

the back and

tail is

very high and

is

supported by the spinous processes of

the vertebrae.

With

B.
jaws.

teeth set

ujwn

t With femoral pores

Cuv.

Histiurus

Membrane
feet

the

margin of jaws and

concrete with

[Palatine teeth none.)
distinct.

(and Physignathus ejusd.),

Lophura Gray.

tympanum superficial. Back crested. Toes of hind
surrounded by a membrane or denticulate. Scales of back
of

carinate, less

than those of abdomen.

Tail long, compressed.

Sp. Histiurus amhomensis Cuv., Lacerta amboinerisis Schlosser, Epistola

ad

F. Dejean, Amstelodami, 1768, 4to, Cuv. B. Ani., ed. ill., Bept. PI. 15,
fig. I
a large species from Celebes, Amboyna, &c. In full-grown male
;

specimens the spinous processes of the anterior caudal vertebrae are

much

elongated, and support a high crest vs'hich rests on the fore part of the tail
like

a dorsal fin;

Histiurus ^^^lysignathus DuM., Bibe., Physignathus cocin-

cinus Cuv. B, Ani.,

sec. ed.

PI. 6, fig.

i,

Guerin

Iconogr., Bept. PI. 9,

fig. 2.

CMamydosaurus Gray. Head scaly. Membrane
Back not crested.
Scales lanceolate,
folded, scaly, ample membrane covering tlie neck

of tympanum

superficial.

affixed

above tympanum on each

side.

keeled.

A

like a cloak,

Toes simple.

Tail very

long, round.
Sp. Clilamydosaurus Kingti
opposite to p. 217,

DuM.

Gray, Griffith's Animal Kingdom,
et

Bibr. Erpetol. PI. 45;

New

species attains a considerable size, like the Histiurus of

Iguanas of America.

ft With femoral pores none.
a) With hiyid feet tetradactylous.

ix. Plate

Holland; this

Amboyna and

the

—
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Wagl., Fitz., St'tmia Cuv., DuM. and Bibr.
Membrane of tympanum superficial. Throat

SemiopJiorns

Scales rliombic, keeled.

of males with a very large dewlap, pendulous, folded; of females,

Tail slender, very long.

with the skin tense.

Sp. Semiojihoi'us pondicerianus
PI. 6, fig. 2,

sec. edit.

With

h)

*

pondiceriayia Cuv., R. Ani.,

Iconogr., Rept. PI. 10, fig. 2.

all the feet pentadactylous.

With sides of trunk expanded.

Draco L.
margin

Wagl., Sitana

Guekin

Canine teeth

A

trilobed.

supported

by

molar triangular, with

large, subulate;

duplicature of skin on each side of the body,

the anterior false ribs, which are elongate, straight.

Throat furnished with a middle pendulous dewlap, long in males,
and two others lateral, small. Tail long, slender small imbricate
;

scales.
This genus contains small lizards from the

Flying lizard or dragon.

Indian Archipelago, of which also a single species occurs on the continent
of the East Indies.

They

live in trees

and feed on

insects.

Compare on the anatomy F. Tiedemann Anatomie und Natiir-geschichte
Mit 3 Kupfert., Niirnburg, 181 1, 4to; on the species of
des DracJiens.
this genus, besides Dumeril and BiBRON, Schlegel Ahhild. neuer AmpJiiiien, pp. Si

—

96, Tab. 24,

may

be consulted.

Daud. (and Draco fascus ejusd.), Draco volans L. (and Dr.
Daud. Rept. iii. PI. 41, Tiedemann 1. 1. Tab. i, Schlegel 1. 1.
fig. i;
Draco fimbriatiis Kuhl, Guek. Iconogr., Rept. PI. 10, fig. i; both
from Java and Sumatra the last is the largest of known species. In some
the tympanic membrane is concealed under the scaly skin, as in Draco
lineatus Daud., Draco volans Blumenb., Abb. Naturh. Gegenst. No. 98,

Sp. Draco viridis
prcepos L.),

;

ScHLEG.

1.

fig.

1.

From

5.

are attached to the parachute, as

a figure in his work
L.

»*

(i.

Tab. 102,

sides

Cuv.

dulous like a sac.

Head

is

stated

fig. 2).

by Seba

On

in the description of

this character

Draco

p^-cepos

scaly.

conspicuous.

Back

crested.

DuM. and Bibr. Scales
Jugulum not folded.

of back equal, arranged in oblique

Sp. Calotes opMomachus Merr., Lacerta calotes L.,
fig. 2,

Throat lax, pen-

Tail very long, gracilescent.

Calotes

rows.

forms the genus

of trunk not expanded.

Membrane of tympanum

Calotes

Wiegmann

rests,

']^ii]i

a)

species

these

I have not observed in a single specimen that the fore limbs

Dracunculus.

Tab. 95,

figs.

3, 4,

Lac. Qiiadr.

Seba

orip. et Serp.

i.

Thes.

PI. 19,

i.

Tab. 93,

Daud.

20—2

hi.

—
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PI. 43

lio-ht blue,

;

with white transverse bands

those of the belly keeled and pointed

Bronchocda

;

Bengal

;

;

the scales large and thin
Calotes (jutturosus

Kaup, Agama moluccana Less., Duperket Voyage

cristatella

autour du Monde, Rcpt. PI. i, fig. i Guek. Iconogr., Rept. Tab.
a very common species in the Sunda-islands.
;

Kaup, Lophyrus Dum.

Gonyoceplialus

;

Wiegm.,

Scales

7, fig.

3;

of back small,

arranged in transverse rows, with larger and rounded interposed.
Tail compressed or subcomJugular fold transverse, angulate.
pressed.
Sp. Calotes megapogon
PI. 46,

Seba

New

Thes.

Mus. L.

Guinea

Tab. 100,

I.

Erpet. PI. 41; Java,

fig.

Sp. Arpephorus tricinctus A.

which

this animal,

would seem

2,

Schleg. Ahhild. Tab.

;

flat

23,

Gkat,

Dum., Bibb.

or concave above,

a sharply projecting edge above the eyes.

Dumee.

ArpepTiorus A.

;

Lophyrus dilophus Dum. and Bibk. Erpet.

Sumatra; with a short head,

strongly declining forwards

7

B.,

Calotes tigrinus nob., Gonyocephalus tigrinus

;

to

in transverse

is

Dumeeil, Guerin Magasin de

known

me from

to

be a native of Java

:

Zool. 185

1,

PI.

the figure referred to alone,

in addition to the dorsal scales placed

rows and the compressed

tail

of Gonyocephalus,

it

has a flattened

projection of skin, like a sword, that terminates in a point at the fore part

of the head

^.

Membrane of tympanum

/3)

Ceratopliora

Otocryptis

Gray.

WiEGM.

Lyrioceplialus Merr.,

Head

concealed.

Dum. and BiBR.

[Lyrocephalus Wagl.);

crested on both sides above the eyes, the crest at the occiput

running out into a point.

Globose tubercle

at the point of snout.

Throat with dewlap obsolete; jugular fold angulate.
tail

with a low, denticulate

sides of

Tail compressed.

crest.

Back and

Scales at the

back granular, small, with larger subrotund and keeled
Abdominal scales larger than dorsal, keeled.

interposed.

Sp. Lyriocephalics margaritaceus

Tab. 109,

^

In the

Museum

fig. 3,

at

Merr., Lacerta

Cuv. R. Ami., ed.

Leyden there
and in

Calotes nasicornis, that in colour

is

ill.,

scutata L.,

Rept. PI. 15,

fig.

Seba

Thesaii/r.

1.

2; Ceylon.

a specimen with the provisional

name

of

position of the scales corresponds with the

figure of Arpephorus, but has only a small pointed

The

scales also,

keeled, of which

membrane.

and soft appendage on the snout.
which are very large and almost quadrangular, are conspicuously

Dumeeil

gives no notice.

I cannot perceive an external tympanic
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Family

Chmmeleonidei {Chammleontes WiEGM.).

tractile

a great

to

distance,

fleshy,

round,

Feet
two opposite

Scales small, granular.

glutinous.

tylous, with toes divided into

tympanum

thick

Teeth

Tongue

of jaws united to the margin; palatine teeth none.

pro-

the apex,

at

four, slender, pentadac-

Membrane

fasciculi.

of

concealed vmder skin.

Chamceleon GliONOV., Merr., Fitz., Wagl., ChainceJeo Laue.,

DuM., BiBR.

(Teeth compressed,

Characters those of the family.

Occiput produced

anterior very small, posterior larger, tricuspidate.
into a

Outer toes of fore

kind of helmet.

Femoral pores none.

three.

Two

hind

feet two, of

feet

horizontal eyelids concrete to

form a single circular eyelid, furnished with a small aperture in

Back compressed,

front of the large eye.

Tail prehensile,

keeled.

long.)

The geuus Chamceleon is clearly distinguished from all the other
however LyriocephoXus in some degree resembles it. Most
of the species belong to Africa, and especially to the islaud of

Saurii,

common North-African species occurs also in
known to the ancients, who in regard to the changes

Madagascar; the
Spain, and was

of colour of this animal, advanced the erroneous opinion that
colour changes to that of the objects on which

its

Cha-

placed.

it is

meleons are not more remarkable for this change of colour than
for the

By

motion of their tongue as swift as an arrow ^.

this the

sluggish animals capture the insects on which they feed; with the

mouth

itself or

with the feet they never seize their prey.

According to Houston, when

^

this takes place there occurs at the

Essay on

a swelling from congestion of the blood-vessels, a true erection.

and mechanism of
Dublin, 1828

;

Archiv, 1844,

Chamceleon, Transact, of the Roy. Irish. Acad.
however, afterwards contested by RuscoNi (Muellee's

the tonc/ae of the

this opinion was,
s.

same time

the structure

508

— 519).

It

is

simply a muscular action

j

the hyoid bone

duced into a slender tapering style which penetrates the tongue and
a lax and mucous sheath.

The m. m.

geniohyo'ideus

is

is

pro-

surrounded by

and mylohyo'ideus move

this style

forwards upon the horns of the hyoid bone, whilst, in the substance of the tongue
itself,

there are also curved

and decussating muscular

fibres

which radiate from the

circumference to the center and press upon the organ in such a
glide along the lingual style of the hyoid bone.

m. accelerator

the

linguce.

These

fibres

way

as to cause

form what Brdecke

it

to

calls

See his remarks on the tongue of the Chameleon in

Sitzungsberichte der math, naturw. Classe der Kaiserl. Acad, der Wissensch. viii. 1852,
s.

65 and

foil.

Similar independent observations were published at the same time

by

Annals of Anat. and Physiol. Edinb. 1852, no. 11.,
See also a careful dissection and explanation of the movements
pp. 138
153, PI. VI.
of the tongue of the Chameleon by Salter in Todd's Cyclop, of Anat. and PhyJ.

Zaglas

in

J. Goodsir's

—

siol.

IV. pp.

1147

— 1150.

—
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Compare on the internal structure of this genus W. Veolik. Natuur-en
OpmerHngen over den Chameleon. Met. PI. Amsterdam,
See, also, Aug. Ddmeeil Famille des Cameleoniens, Archives
1827, 8vo.
du Mus. d'ffist. nat. vi. 1852, pp. 257—264, PI. 21, 22.
ontleedkundige

Sp. Chamaleon vulgaris Cuv., Lacerta chamceleon L. (excl. of some citations),
Chamcdeon carinatus Merr., Guerin Iconogr., Rept. PI. 15, fig. r figured
;

in its different colours in

my

Icones

ad iUmtrandas

color is mutationes in

Chamceleonte, L. B. 1831, 4to; see also E. Bruecke Untersuchungen iiber
den Farbenwechsel des africanischen Chamceleons, Denhschr. der math,
Chainceleon
natunv. Classe der Kaiserl. Ahad. ivter Bd. Wien, 1852;

Brongn., Essai

hifidus

PI. 54,

classif. nat.

des Rept. PI.

11. fig.

East Indies, Mauritius, Madagascar (and

New

Daud.

7,

Rept. iv.

Holland X) remark;

two processes projecting in front of the head, formed by the
and upper jaw-bones see Cuv. Rech. sur les ossein, foss. v. 2, PI.
Another species from Western Africa, near the Equator,
16, figs. 30, 32.
which I know only from the description, diflfers by a crest on the back,
able from the
frontal

;

which, as in Basiliscus and Hlstiurus,
of the vertebrae

Tab.

:

supported by the spinous processes

is

Chamceleon cristatus Stutchbury, Trans. Linn. Soc. xvii.

10, p. 361.

Family XXI.

Body

Ascalohotce.

covered with

depressed,

small imbricate scales and often with scattered tubercles

back smaller, of abdomen and
large,

Head

;

scales of

depressed,

with marginal scutes at each jaw, elsewhere entirely scaly.

Tongue

short,

fleshy,

papillose, with

apex

free,

obtuse, scarcely

Aperture of auditory passage distinct; membrane of

emarginate.

tympanum
late,

feet a little larger.

depressed.

Palatine teeth none, maxillary thin, subu-

numerous, adhering to the internal margin of jaws.

large, covered

parent

by an immoveable

capsule;

pupil

often

eye-lid as though

oblong,

vertical.

by

Eyes

a trans-

Tail moderate.

Feet short, pentadactylous, the anterior sometimes with thumb
very short, the rest of fingers subequal.
distinct, in

The

(Femoral pores in some

most none.)
Gecko'id Lizards

have many remarkable characters by which

they are distinguished from the other families of this order, and,
like the
J.

Chameleons, form an independent group.

Mueller

The

eyes, as

pointed out, are, as in the serpents, covered by a trans-

parent eye-lid, behind which the eye has a free motion.

These

animals have mostly a leaf-like expansion at the toes which
folded below, and the nails (which, however, in

some

is

species are

wanting on some of the toes or even altogether) are capable of retraction, as in cats.

These animals feed on

insects.

The name Gecko

is

derived from

the sound which they make, and which in one or more Indian

—

—

;
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Species of this family are found in

species resembles this word.

the

warm

regions of both hemispheres of the earth

many

;

live in

Most of the
houses, and climb with ease the walls and ceilings.
7", few only attain a length of 10".
species are small, 5"
On

this family

be compared the Monograph (now somewhat anti-

may

quated) of J. G. Schneider,
schaften

der Konigl. Akad. der Wissen-

DenJcscJi^-i/ten

Milnchenfur die Jahre i8ii und 1812,

zit,

Toes

Lomatodactylus mihi.

s.

31

—

Tab.

70,

i.

dilated, striated beneath.

Platydactylus Cuv. (and Thecadactylus ejusd.), Dum. and Bibr.
Toes dilated or winged through their whole length, finely plicated
Tail mostly covered with small scales both
transversely beneath.

above and below.
A) With feet
a)

With

cloven.

all the toes

unarmed;

the hack with small sub-equal scales.

Sp.

Platydactylus ocellatus Cuv. (and inunguis ejusd.), Cuv. R. Ani. PI.
figs. 3,

there

Good Hope; a small

4; Cape of

by the name of

Packydactylus;

species,

Wiegmann formed

geitje ;

—Platydactylus

cepedianus Cuv.

known

from
1.

1.

5,

to the colonists

this species his
fig. 5,

at

genus

Madagascar

and the island Mauritius in this species the thumb of the fore foot is only
a short stump femoral pores are present, which are wanting in the first;

;

named
b)

species.

With thumb and second and third fingers unarmed.

prceanal pores none.

(Femoral and

Tubercles carinate or gibbous, scattered amongst the

of bach.) Sp. Platydactylus mauritanicus, Lacerta mauritanica L.,
Gecko fascicularis Daud., Bonap. Faun. Ital., Amfibi, Tav. 54, fig. i; ash-

scales

coloured, with transverse bands of tubercles on the back; this species

houses from destroying insects,

however avoided and persecuted as

is

it

is

Spain and Algiers; useful in

in the south of France, Italy,

met with

venomous, an example of human ingratitude.
c)

With thumb alone unarmed,

the other fingers unguiculate.

GecJco L.,

Seba Thesaur.

i.

[Femoral

Sp. Platydactylus guttatus Cuv., Lacerta

or prceanal pores at least in males.)

Tab. 108,

figs.

1—9, Daud.

one of the largest species of this genus, very
the Sunda-islands, and also in China

common

Rept. iv. Tab. 49

in the

East Indies, in

Platydactylus vittatus, GecJco viftatus

;

HouTTUTN, Verhandel. van het Zeeuwsch Genoostschap, ix. 1782, bl. 336,
Brongniakt Classif. nat. des Rept. fig. 6, Cuv. R. Ani., ed. ill.,
Rept. PI. 20, fig. I Amboyna, Timor brown red, with a milk-white stripe
along the middle of the back, which divides into two branches at the head,

fig. 2,

;

;

running towards each eye; the

tail

with white rings.

pori femoi-ales are present only in males

;

they

lie

In

this species

in a curved line, almost

from the middle of the abdominal surface in front of the cloaca to the end
of the thighs at the knee-joint.
d)

With

cdl the fingers unguicidate.

Sp. Platydactylus seychellensls

DuM. and Bibb.

—
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Note.

—To

this division belongs sub-genus Thecadactylus

with toes sulcate below, the groove receiving a

Cuv.,

Femoral pores

nail.

none.
Sp. Platydadylus theconyx

van

DuM. and

Zeemosch Genootschap,

het

Geclco Iwvis

Dadd.

Eept. iv. PI. 5

der Akad. zu Miinchen,

1.

1.

Tab.

Bibr., Geclco rapicauda Houtt. Ver?i.

fig. i

1. 1.

I.

(tail

monstrous from regeneration),
Schneid. Benkschr.

Stellio perfoliatus

1,

figs,

i,

2

;

in

Surinam

;

the only species

of this sub-genus.

B) With feet palmate.

With thunib unarmed,

a)

Pteropleura
Sp.

rest

of fingers ungmiculate.

Lacerta homalocephala Creveld,

Platydactylus homalocephalus Cuv.,

Magazin der
Bibr.

ErTpet. Pi. 29; a flat

occurs in

upon the belly the tail is as if finned with round flat lobes on
male pori prceanales are present. This remarkable species
Java and Sumatra.

;

;

in the

With fingers

b)

Freunde zu Berl. in. 1809, Tab. 8, DuM. et
scaly expansion along the sides is thrown round

Gesellsch, naturf.

like a cloak

each side

Ptychozomi 1K.VRL.

Gray.

all unguiculate.

Sp. Platydactylus Leachianus C0V.

Sub-genus Rhacodactylus FiTZ.

Hemidactylus Cuv. Toes winged at the base, with first phalanx
expanded into an oval disc striated beneath, second phalanx and
third round, slender.

Tail covered below with a middle

row of

transverse scutes.

Mahouia Cuv.,

Sp. Hemidactylus

Pr. zu WiED

South America

;

;

Geclco incanescens

Bonap. (not Daud.) Faun.
Europe and Northern Africa.

triedrus,

There
feet

is

and a

Ital. Amfihi,

Tav. 54,

fig.

2; South of

a species of this genus with half swimming-membranes at the
flat

tail

Stellio platyuriis

Java.

and G. armatus Maxim.

Hemidactylus verruculatus Cuv., Hemidact.

Here

spinous at the sides.

ScHN.

also

1.

1.

fig. 3,

DuM.

et

Hemidactylus marginatus Cuv.,
Bibr. Erpct.

would seem to be the place

from a figure of Seba {Thesaur.

11.

Tab. 103,

PL

30, fig. 2,

for the species
fig. 2),

from

known only

from which

Wagler

forms the genus Crossarchus.

Ptyodactylus Cuv.

Toes slender, dilated towards the points, with

a disc below folded like a fan, emarginate.

Toes

the nail received in a groove below the disc.

Femoral pores none.

all

Sp. Ptyodactylus Basselquisti DuM., Bibr., Lacerta Gecko

unguiculate,

Hasselq. PtyodacRueppell, Reise, Atlas, Rept. Tab. iv. fig. i Egypt, Arabia;
this species has a round tail.
In other species the tail is flat and leaf-shaped,
as Ptyodactylus fimhriatus Cuv., Geclco fimbriatus Daud., Merr., Lacep.
Quadr. ovip. i. PI. 30, Daud. Rept. iv. PI. 52; the head is very flat; along
the sides of the lower jaw, the neck and the whole of the trunk, runs
tylus guttatus

;

;
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iiTeguLarly incised

is

larger than Platydactylm guttatus,

;

becomes

this species

and attains a length of lo";

it

occurs

Madagascar.

SpJiceriodactylus

Cuv.

Toes slender, dilated towards the exFemoral pores none.

tremity, with cushion not folded.

Gray, Wiegm. Toes all ungniculate, furnished under the
two squamiform, smooth cushions. Sp. Sphceriodactylus iMrphyreus Cuv., Geclco porphyreus Daud., Mere. from Southern
Phyllodactyliis

dilated extremity with

;

Africa.

Diplodactylus Geay,

Wiegm.

All the unguiculate toes supplied under

the scarcely dilated extremity with two oval cushions, camoso-papillose.

Gray, Wiegm.

Sphceriodactylus
apical,

All the toes unarmed, dilated into an

subrotund cushion.

Sp. Sphcenodctctylus sputator Cuv., Anolis sputator Daud., Lac. Qiiadr. ovip.
I.

(A very small

PI. 28.

stripes

species, only 2" long,

Stenodactylus FiTZ., Cuv., mihi,

Cuv.,

with dark-brown transverse

on the back, from St Domingo.)

KuHL, Phyllurus

Gonyodactylus

Gymnodactylus Spix,

(add.

Toes

Cuv.).

simple,

slender, all unguiculate.

Toes denticulate at the margin with

Stenodactylus Cuv., Fitz.

sharp

Femoral pores none.

scales.

Sp. Stenodactylus elegans FiTZ., Stenodactylus guttatus Cuv., Descr. de I'Egypte,
Rept. PI. V.

fig.

2.

Gymnodactylus Spix,

(add.

Phyllurus Cuv.).

Toes with margin
Femoral pores mostly none.

entire, often elongate, geniculate.

Sp. Stenodactylus scaSe?' Eueppell, Atl. zu der Reise

Tab. IV.

There

fig. 2,

is

im

nordl. Afr., Rept.

&c.

a species with

tail leaf-shaped,

compressed, becoming narrow

towards the extremity, and with long curved toes, which

is

found in

New

Holland: Stenodactylus phyllurus, Phyllurus platurus Cuv., Lacerta platura

White, Journ. of a Voyage

it is

to

New

South Wales, PI. 32,

fig. 2,

Guerin

Cuv. R. Ani., ed. ill., Rept. PI. 20 bis, fig. 2
coloured greyish-black above and covered with many spinose tubercles.

Iconogr., Rept. PI. 14,

fig. i,

Teibe

II.

Loricati.

Maxillary teeth conical, received into sockets at their base.
Slit

of cloaca oblong.

Penis single.

large scutes tuberculate or carinate.

Body

covered above with

—

—
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Family XXII.
none.

Head

Tongue adherent on

cranial bones.

and

tail

Maxillary teeth conical, palatine

Orocodilini.

covered with skin not scaly, adhering closely to the
all sides, flat, fleshy.

lesser scales at the sides

of trunk oval

palmate or semipalmate.

Tail compressed.

unguiculate,

anterior

pentadactylous,

three

inner

posterior

toes alone

tetradactylous.

Transverse cutaneous fold above the auditory meatus.

than trunk; a serrated crest extending above the
base, confluent

feet

Characters of the family

(Feet with

genus.

Hind

or rounded.

Crocodilus Gronov., Laur., Schn.
those of the single

its

Trunk

mailed above and below with large, quadrangular scutes;

Tail longer

tail,

double at

and single towards the extremity.)

The crocodiles are large lizards that live in fresh water, and are
met with in warm regions of both hemispheres of the earth. They
are very voraciol^s predacious animals by day they keep more on
dry land, whilst tliey pass the night in the water, and then make
quest for their prey.
Herodotus and Aristoteles have noticed
;

various interesting particulars concerning the crocodile of the Nile,

which have been confirmed by the

For

later accounts of travellers.

a long period different species of this genus have been known,

which LiNN^us united under the name of Lacerta Crocodilus, and
which Schneider, and after him Cuvier more especially, have
distinguished

with

accuracy;

critical

about twenty species are

now known.
Compare

J. G.

Schneider

les differentes especes

Ann. du Mus.

Hist.

Amphih.

de crocodiles vivans

d'Hist. nat. x. 1807, PP- 8

fied in his liecherch.

s.

I.

et

ii.

pp.

i

— 170;

Cuvier

66: also transfeiTed and ampli-

Ossein, foss., sec. ed. v. 2, pp. 14

66; F, Tiede-

MANN, M. Oppel and J. Liboschitz NaturgeschicUe der Amphibien,
Heft, Krohodil. Mit 15 Taf. Heidelberg, 18 17, folio.

+
loiver

Upper jaiv broad,

obtuse,

(S'mj-

sur leurs caracferes distinctifs,

with margin extended beyond the

Erstes

teeth

of

jaw.

Alligator Cuv., Cham2)sa

Wagl.^ Hind

feet semi-palmate.

Teeth

1
This name ought to be suppressed it applies rather to the crocodile of the Nile,
which the Egyptians, according to Herodotus named thus, as at the present day,
;

according to the unanimous relation of travellers, temsach.
the Portuguese lagarto, which word

is itself

formed from

Alligator (a corruption of

lacerta)

which English voyagers and colonists give to the American
Europeans employ the name Kaaiman (Cayman or Caiman).

is

the

common name

crocodiles, whilst other
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unequal; the point of the fourth tooth of the lower jaw on each side
capable of reception in a pit of the vipper jaw.
Ann. du Mus. X. PI. i, fig. 76, 6, the skull,
Tiedemann, Oppel u. Libosch.
Caiman
1.
1. Tab.
5, Maxim. Alh. zur Naturgesch. Brasil. Lief. XII.
Champsa fissipes Wagl., Fitzinger and J. Natterek,
fiss'ipes Spix^
Beitrdge zurndhern Kenntniss der Sud-Amerilcanisrhen AUigatoren, Annalen
des Wiener Museums, 11. 1839, P- 'i'^^> '^^^- '^2 this species is met with in
South America, and attains a length of 8'. Other species also from South

Sp.

Crocodilus sclerops Gov.,

PI. II,

fig. 3,

the nuchal shields or scutes,

;

;

America were formerly confounded under the collective name of Sclerops.
All the species of this sub-genus are from the western hemisphere they
;

occur in higher latitudes than the crocodiles of the eastern hemisphere.
Crocodilus lucius Cvv., Crocodilus missisipiensis, Daud., Cuv.

Mus.

PI.

1. 1.

with a

flat

I, figs.

Tiedem., Oppel

8, IS, PI. 1, fig. 4,

u.

Ann du

Libosch. Tab.

4,

head, round in front, which attains a length of 14'; lives in

North America.
Fourth

Upper jatv not wider than lower.

+t

tooth of lower jaio

Crocodilus Cuv.

towards the snout.
Of

Head gradually narrowed
Teeth unequal.
Margins of upper jaw waved (festooned).

this sub-genus of the crocodiles

From

the eastern hemisphere.

Tiedem., Oppel u. Libosch.

proper most of the species are from

the western are Crocodilus rhoiithifer Cuv.,
1.

1.

Tab.

10,

Ann. duMus. x. PI. i, figs. 3, 14,
1. 1. Tab. 13, from St Domingo.

Of the

species of the old world

Oppel

u.

11.

PI. 37, fig.

PI. 2, fig. 5, Tiedem.,

we

Wagl.

natilrl.

Libosch. Tab. S; with

the neck, four in the

first

u.

du Mus.

System der Amphib. PI.

six keeled plates

and two

Oppel

Cuv.

i,

Libosch.

notice, in the first place, that earliest

the Nile, Crocodilus vulgaris Cuv., Ann.

12, PI. 2, fig. 7,

figs. 5,

from Mexico and Cuba, and

du Mus.

Crocodilus acutus Geoffr. St.-Hil., Ann.

known from

on each

Hind feet pialmate.

side received on the emarginate outside of upper jaw.

in the hinder

7,

X. PI. i.

Tiedem.

on the upper part of
row; the large dorsal

form transverse rows, each consisting of six shields. The nilotic
crocodile is now no longer met with in the Delta, but only in Upper
shields

Egypt

;

many

in addition in

other parts of Africa, in the Senegal, &c.

the East Indies at the Sunda-islands, &c.

Cuv., Ann.

du Mus.

x. PI.

i,

is

figs. 4, 13, 18,

—In

found Crocodilus hiporcatus
19, PI. 11. fig. 8, Tiedem.,

with two tuberculated projecting ridges
running along the head from the eyes forward. This species attains a
In the interior of Borneo the voyager S. Mueller
length of eighteen feet.

Oppel

u.

Libosch.

1.

1.

Tab.

9,

—

discovered a remarkable

species,

with

snout

much

elongated,

which,

accordingly, he thought might be regarded as a gavial, Crocodilus Schlegelii,

TIjdschr. voor natuurl. Gesch. en Physiol, v. 1838, bl. 61

— 87,

PI. 3;

this species is very beautifully figured in the Verh. over de natuurl. Gesch.

der Nederl. Overzeesche Bezittingen, Reptilia, Tab.

i.

11.

united this species incorrectly with Crocodilus Journei.

(Gray has lately
Compare on this
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last-named species the article Crocodile by
d'Hist. natter. V. p.

in, and the

fig.

Gavialis 0pp., Ehampliostoma

margin

witli

Bory St Vincent,

PI. 119, Liv. 14,

No.

Teeth equal; upper jaw

Wagl.

Head narrowed abruptly with

straight.

Diet, class.

8.)

a very long

cylindrical snout.
Sp.

Crocodilus gangeticus, Lacerta gangetica Gmel.,

PI. 15

;

Ann. dw Mus.

the cranium figured

figs. 6, 7,

the nuchal shields X. PI.

2, fig.

X. PI.

11

;

Lac. Quadr.

i, figs.

2,

ovip.

I.

10, Xii. PI. i,

the only species of this sub-

genus hitherto known. It lives in the Ganges, attains a remarkable size,
and feeds princijially on fish. The adult male has a large tubercle at the

compare hereon Geoffr. Saint-Hilaire

extremity of the upper jaw;

Mem. du Mus.

1825, pp. 100

— 115,

Order VI.

PI. 5.

Clielonii.

Cavity of tympanum distinct; membrane of tympanmn in most

Eyes with three

naked, in some covered.

Feet

fom-.

Body

posed of confluent

Teeth none.

eyelids.

covered with a double shield, the upper comribs, the

Family XXIII.

lower of the sternum.

Chelonii.

(Characters

of the

order those

also of the single family.)
Tortoises.

—They form with Linn^us only a

single genus Testudo,

On

with 15 species; at present more than 130 are known.

we have

composition of the shields

already spoken shortly,

(p.

The scapula and the bones of the pelvis are situated under the
and the spinal column; the muscles which move the limbs
covered by the shields.

the

207).
ribs

are

In the vertebral column the seven cervical

vertebrae with the first dorsal vertebra,

two or three

caudal vertebrae, are alone capable of free motion.

sacral

Ten

and the

dorsal ver-

on the contrary, are immoveably connected with the angular,
bony pieces, which form the middle row of the dorsal shield.
With these bony pieces the flattened expansions of the ribs are

tebrae,
flat,

connected on each side by suture;
consisting of these pieces,

is

in

some

side.

it

we have

consists of nine pieces

;

is

much

is

dorsal shield,

arched.

already stated above

(p.

more

As

to

207) that

them open spaces
and in the three-nailed freshwater

these leave between

in the sea-tortoises (turtles),

The

tortoises flatter, in others

round, and especially in the land-tortoises

the sternal shield,

the dorsal shield

finally,

bordered by eleven bony pieces on each

—
;
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genus Trionyx), whicli are occupied by fibro-cartilage

and in the genus Emys, the

iu the laud-tortoises, on the other hand,

nine pieces of the sternum are mutually luiited by sutui-e in the

The tortoises are tenacious
and exhibit a long persistence of irritability in parts that
have been divided from the body. They attain a great age
Most
Dming the
of them live on vegetable food, or on molluscs also.
adult period without interposed cartilage.

of

life,

'.

pairing season the tortoises, at other times usually timorous and
dull, are

which

is

female.

uncommonly lively and courageous. When copulating,
a work of days, the male is carried on the back of the
The females lay their eggs on the land, although copula-

tion, in the species that live in water, takes place there;

the eggs

when

laid in the ground, in

they bury

open places exposed to the

smij those that live in water do this at such a distance from the
shore of the sea, or from the bank of rivers, that the highest state

The nmnber

of the water cannot reach them.

of eggs

the land-tortoises lay the smallest number, four or

five,

is

various;

some

species

however more, twelve or twenty; the fresh-water tortoises more;
the sea-tortoises the greatest number; commonly a hundred, or
even more.
Compare
Leipzig,
trata,

J. G. Schneider, Allgemeine Naturgeschichte der ScJiildhroten,

1783, 8vo;

Erlangse,

which
Monograph of the
this work,

—J.

D. Sch(Epfp Historia testudinum iconibus

1792, 4to;
is

unfinished (32

Testudinata,

col.

plates,

London, 4to

it);

—L.

132 pp.);

(this

1826, contains very beautiful coloured figures;

have seen 34 plates of

illus-

accurate figures and descriptions distinguish

it

—T.

Bell,

A

work, commenced in
is

still

incomplete.

I

JTitzinger Entwurf einer systematischen

Anordnung der Schildkroten, Ann. des Wiener Museums, i. 1835, s. 103
(A. F. Schweiggee Prodromus Monographice Cheloniorum, Eegio128.
monti, 18 14, is known to me only from quotations.) A. Dumeril DcsaipCheloniens. Archives du Mus. d'JIist. nat.
tion des Reptiles du Museum.
VI. 1852, pp.

212

— 249.

The work of BOJANUS already noticed

(p.

211)

is

the chief

work

for the

anatomy.

A. Toes

distinct.

Feet ^palmate.

Trionyx Geoffr. {Gymnojyus and Cryptopus DuM. and BiBR.).
Covering of beak horny. Lips distinct, soft. Nose proboscidian.

examples are adduced of tortoises that continued alive more than a century
in a garden in England; J. G. SCHNEIDER Sammlung vermischter Abhandlungen.
1

Two

Berlin, 1784,

s.

308, 309.

—
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Neck very

covered with smootli

depressed,

Shell

long.

skin.

Tail short.

Feet with only three internal toes unguiculate.

The absence of horny plates on the flat shield distinguishes this genus
not less than the three-nailed swimming feet. All the species live in fresh
water and are carnivorous. Sp. Trionyx jEyyptiacus Geoffk., Testudo
Geoffr. St.-Hil., Ann. du Mus. xiv. PL i, 2,
this species lives in the Nile and eats the
avidity as soon as they have escaped from the egg.

triunguis FoRSK., Gmel.,

Diet, des Sc. nat., Erpetol. PI. 3

young

crocodiles vpith

;

See the skeleton described and figured in C, A.

MOHRING

zootom., sistens descriptionem Trionychos uEgyptiacl

PI. 6

I.

,

PI. 7,

Trionyx spiniferus, Lesueur

this species,

;

Berolini,

Trionyx feroxScnwEiGG. Testudo feroxVENN ant, Lac. Qiiadr.

1824, 4to;
ovip.

Diss, inaug.

osteologicam,

which attains a very large

Wabash, Tennesee, and Ohio.

in the rivers

Mem. du Mus.
size, lives

Most

in

xv.

p.

258,

North America,

of the species of this

not very numerous genus are from the East Indies.

Wagl., Matamata Mere.
Nose proboscidian.
nearly cutaneous.

Chelys DuMER.,
thin,

Head

depressed,

Dorsal shell depressed, small, covered with horny scutes;

trigonal.

Owen) marginal scutella two. Anterior
Neck fimbriato-carunculate,

supracaudal (pygal

with

Covering of beak

five

nails, posterior four.

feet

not

capable of flexion towards the sides of thorax.

retractile,

Sp. Chelys fimhriata Schweigg., Testudo fimhriata Schn., Gmel.,
Hist. Testud. Tab. 21

Schcepff

from that given by Beugtjiere,
Journ. d'Hist. natur. 1792), Daud. Eept. 11. PL 20, fig. i, Spix Spec. nov.
Test, et Ran. Tab. 11
Gov. R. Ani., ed. ill., Rept. PL 7, fig. 2; the only
known species of this genus which approaches nearer to Emys than to
(figure re-engraved

;

Trionyx; this animal

Emys Brongn.
terior

stagnant fresh water in

Guyana and BrasiL

Covering of mandibles homy.

(Dum.).

mostly with

feet

lives in

five

nails,

shield sub-gibbous, covered with

posterior with

four.

AnDorsal

horny scutes supracaudal margi;

nal scutella two.
is the most numerous in species of the
most of them are met with in America. Emys

This genus
tortoises

;

of tortoises

that reside

in

fresh water.

entire order of
is

a Greek

name

Plinius, Hist. nat. Lib. 32,

cap. 4.

+

Nech capable of flexure

to the sides

of shield.

Pelvis conjoined with

sternum.

Hydraspis Bell, Fitz. {Platemys Wagl., Dum. and Bibr., with
addition of some other genera of
Sp.

modern

writers).

Emys Planiceps Schw., Testudo planiceps Schn., Schcepff 1. 1. Tab. 27;
Emys Maximiliani Mikan, Hydromedusa Maximiliani Wagl. S^jst.

—

—
REPTILIA.
Amphib. Tab.

26;

figs. 25,

3,

1839, Tab. XIV.

1—4,

figs.
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compare Peters

figure of the skull.

in

Mueller's

^rc/u'v.

This species and most

others of this sub-genus are

met with in South America. Some others are
from Africa, and some from New Holland, as Emys longicollis, Chelodina
Imgicollis Gray, Dum. and Bibr. Erpet. 11. PI. 21, fig. 2.
(iVofe._Sub-genera Pentonyx

Ddm. and

Bibr., and Sternotherus Bell,

are distinguished by five nails of hind feet.)

ft
joined

Neck
loith

under

retractile

the shell between the forefeet.

Pelvis not con-

sternum.

Chelydra ScHW., Wagl., Emysaurus Dum. and Bibr. Sternum
narrow at the middle part, cruciform, immoveable.
An-

small,

terior feet

with

five

nails,

posterior with four.

Tail

elongate,

crested.
Sp. Eniys serpentina Merr., Testmlo serpentina L., Sch(epfp
1. 1. Tab. 6,
Dum. et Bibr. Erpet. PI. 17, fig. i ; North America, in lakes and rivers;

the dorsal shield with three keels, excised behind, and with three points
on
each side.

8taurotypus
Sp.

Emys

Wagl.

odorata Schweigg.,

SCHCEPFF, Tab. 24,

Daud. Tab.

Testudo odorata

24,

fig.

3,

fig. B.

Cinosternum Spix, Wagl, Anterior pai-t of sternum moveable,
with middle part immoveable, posterior obscurely moveable.
Sp. Ennjs scorpioides (and

Emys

Retzii)

ScHW., Testudo scorpioides L.

Gistuda Fleming, Emys Wagl. (Terrapene Merr. in part).
Sternum divided by transverse suture into two moveable parts,
capable of being drawn towards the dorsal shell when the animal is
retracted.
Sp.
1.

Emys
1.

Carolina {Testudo Carolina L.

Tab.

7,

Cuv. R. Ani., ed.

Cumberland River, Tennessee

name

of Dosen-Schiklkrote,

Berlin, vii. p. 131

Emys

;

;

ill.,

Schriften der

Gmel., Lac. Qicadr.
Tab.

I.

;

4,

fig.

2,

North America,

described this tortoise under the
Gesellsch.

naturf.

Freunde zu

Europicea ScHW., Testudo whicularisL., Testudo

Bojanus

1.

Testudo clausa Gmel., Schcepfp

Bloch has

lutaria Schn.,
1.

?),

Rept. PI.

ovip.

i.

PI. 4, 6,

Schcepff

1.

1.

dorsal shield black, with interrupted light

stripes; this species occurs in the south

Tab.

and east of Europe; the shell
capable of closing like a box less perfectly than in the preceding species.

Emys Dum. and

Bibr.,

Clemmys Wagl.

i.

yeUow
is

Sternum immoveable,

broad.
Sp. Emyspicta ScHW., Schcepff
4, fig. I

;

1. 1. Tab. 4, Cuv. R. Ani., ed. ill, Rept. PI.
from North America, as are most of the species of this sub-genus.
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Many

known from the East Indies; one of the most
Bell 1. 1. Tab. v. with a spine on the middle
From the small
plates and spines at the margin.

species also are

interesting

Emys

is

spinosa

of each of the dorsal

development of the swimming-membrane of the
in

some degree

To

j^ote.

feet this species

approaches

to the land-tortoises.

sub-genus are to be referred sub-genera Tetraonyx Less.,
feet (LESSON Illustr. de

this

with only four nails on both anterior and posterior
Zool. PL 7), and Platystermn Gray.

B. Toes

indistinct.

(

Covering of beak horny.)

Back gibbous.

hind

always

of fore feet five, seldom

(Nails

four,

of

almost

scute or supracaudal

Posterior marginal

feet four.

Feet truncated, with short

Mere.

Testudo Beongn., Chersine
nails.

single, broad).
1. 1. Tab. 8, g, Bonap. Faun. Ital., Anifibi,
Tab. 48; the shield oval, somewhat broader behind than in front; this
species has commonly (but not always) two marginal shields above the
Most of the species are from
it occurs in Spain, Italy, and Greece.
tail

Sp. Testudo Grceca L., Sch(EPFF

;

very common,

as the

Africa;

ScHCEPPF

Good Hope

;

marked Testudo geometrica L,,
i, from the Cape of
similar in marking, but somewhat

prettily

Tab. 10, Daud. Eept.

1. 1.

11.

a species almost entirely

PI. 23, fig.

more elongate, without an unpaired scutellum

at the fore margin,

which

is

deeply incised, has been found in the East Indies, Testudo actinodes Bell,
la Geometrique

Lac. Quadr.

Necw.

Ahh.

z.

ovip.

1.

PI.

9.— There

Walbadm, Schcepff

the Testudo tabulata

1.

1.

NaturgescTi. Bras., Rept. Tab.

lives in

Tab.

3,

13,

very

South America

Maxim. Pr.

common

v.

in collec-

tions.

Testudo areolata Thunb., Schcepff

1. 1.

Tab. 23, from the Cape of Good

Hope, has only four nails on the fore feet. This species belongs
group, to which Dumebil has given the name of Homopus.
In some the posterior part of the dorsal shield
Testudo Homeana, Cinixys
part of the sternal shield

Bell.

See Th. Bell,

XV. 1827, p. 392

Chelonia
long, falcate.

is

;

moveable downwards,

genera of

Land

ToHoises, Linn. Transact.

16, 17.

Brongn. Feet changed into
Back depressed. Sternum

flat

fins,

anterior very

imperfect, in part carti-

two or one; more rarely none.)

Chelonia Brongn., Dum., Caretta, Merr.

horny

is

in a single species the anterior

moveable, Testudo pyxis, Pyxis arachno'ides

On two new

— 401, Tab.

(Nails only

laginous.

Uomeana Bell

to a small

Back covered with

scales.

Sp. Chelonia

Quadr.

mydas ScHW., Testudo mydas

ovip.

i.

PI.

i

;

L., Caretta esculenta

in the Atlantic Ocean, in the Indian

Mekr., Lac.

and other

seas.
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in regions far remote, eatable, the shell

ScHW.,

imbricata
ScHffiPFF

1.

1.

Tcstudo

imhricata

is

not

made

Lac.

L.,

Tab. 18, Cdv. R. AnL, ed.

ill,

use ot.—Chelonia

Quadr.

ovip.

Rei^. PI. 6,

PI.

i.

fig.

1

;

2,

with

smooth horny

scales on the dorsal shield covering each other hke houseof a yellow colour with black dashes this species occurs in various
seas of warm regions, especially in the East Indies, and affords the
best
tiles,

;

The ancients were used to inlay boxes and even couches
with tortoise-shell, of which Cauvilids Pollio set the example.
tortoise-shell.

Dermatochelys Lesueur, S2yhargis Merr., Dum., and Bibr. Back
covered with leathery skin, in younger individuals warty.
Nails
none.
Sp.

Clielonia coriacea,

Testudo coriacea L.,

SCHLEGEL Faun. Japon.,
fig. I

(younger specimen)

various seas, occurring

Rept. Tab.
;

i.

;

Lac. Quadr.

Cuv. R. Ani.,

ed.

this species attains a length of

now and

PL

3,

Rept. PI.

7,

ovip.
ill.,

6—8'

;

i.

it

lives in

then in the North Sea, on the coasts of

England and France ^

The form of the anterior fin in the turtles nearly resembles that of the
wings in the genus of the Penguins {Aptenodytes).

[Extinct genera of reptiles occur in the secondary and tertiary

Some of these are of peculiar interest as forming connecting links not only between remote families of reptiles, but also
formations.

between the

class of reptiles

and the other

classes of vertebrate

animals.
Besides Cuvier Ossemenis fossiles, v.

1,

we

refer especially to

Owen

Report on British Fossil Reptiles, Report of the Brit. Association for 1839,
126, ihid. for 1841, pp. 60
204, also (published by the PalteontoPP- 43
graphical Society, London) Owen On the Fossil Reptilia of the London

—

—

Clay, Pt.

On

the

I.

Chelonia, 1849, ^*'^- P*-

Fossil Reptilia

^l-

Crocodilia and Ophidia, 1850, ibid.

of the Cretaceous Formations,

185

1,

ibid.

Fossil

Chelonian Reptiles of the Wealden Clays and Purbech Limestone, 1853, ibid.
Fossil Reptilia of the Wealden Formations, Pt. iii. Megalosaurus BucJclandii, 1856.

Saurohatrachi.

Cryptohranchus primigenius Van der Hoe v. See
the tertiary freshwater lime formation at (Eningen.

Lahyrinthodon Owen, Mastodonsaurus J^ger.

p.

From

242.

General charac-

ter of skull batrachian, with affinities to the crocodilian structure

^

Here probably

Zealand

;

Jos.

VOL.

Van

ir.

is

to be referred the account of a large turtle

Iperen VerhandeUngen ran

het

on the coast of

Zecuwsch Genoofschap,

vi. biz. 620.

21
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Nostrils subterminal, witli posterior apertures of

in face and jaws.

two

row of small

Single

air-passages distinct.

teeth in upper jaw, with

and a continua-

or three larger tusks at the anterior extremity,

tion of small teeth external and anterior to the tusks.

Palatine

row on
row of teeth in lower jaw

(vomerine) teeth in a transverse row, and a longitudinal

each side of the outer margin.

Single

with a large tusk on each side of the symphysis.
The

teeth are slender in proportion to their length,

striated

205,

towards the base

64 A,

PI.

figs.

;

2,

for their structure see
3,

64

shallow sockets, as in certain

New Red

fishes.

renders

Some

—

are anchylosed in

sandstone of

Warwick and

series (Keuper) in

Germany.

probable that the foot-prints referred to the so-named

it

made by Labyrinthodon.

Ckeirotheriu7n were
p. 188.

not very acute,

Odontogr. pp. 102

They

B, fig. I, fig. 2.

Leamington, and lower part of the Triassic

Owen

OwEN

Brit. Assoc. Report,

1841,

of the species attained a length of several feet.

ArcliP.gosaurus Goldfuss.

Teeth similar in structure to those of

Body covered with

Labyrinthodon, but the foldings less complex.
small scales.
Sp. Archegosaurus Dechenii; cranium six

and a balf inches long, breadth half
and other species Goldfuss Beitrdge zur Fauna der SteinTcoJilengehirges, Bonn, 1847, 4*0the length

;

;

Parahatrachus Owen.

Glasgow;

Owen

Sp. Parabairachus Colei; from the Coal Shale,

Journ. of Geol. Soc. ix. 1853, pp. 66

—

70.

£rachyops Owen,
Brachyops
Soc.

I.

Telerjjeton
Sp.

laticeps;

sandstone of the lower Jurassic period; Journ. Geol.

1845, PP- 3^8

— 322.

Mantell.

Telerpeton elginense:

perhaps the most ancient reptile known.

this is

The fragments were discovered

in

the

Devonian rocks of Morayshire;

Quarterly Journ. Geol. Soc. 1852, viii. p. 100.

It

is

referred to the sala-

manders, but with lacertine characters.

Serpentes.
Palceophis

OwEN.

Allied to Python and Boa.

Sp. Palceophis toliapicus.

London

clay at Sheppey (Eocene tertiary).

Brit.

Assoc. 1841, p. 180, &c.

For other genera

see

Owen

Pakeontogr. Soc. 1850, pp. 57—68.

Enaliosauria
Nostrils near the
flat.

Owen.

summit of head.

Vertebrae biconcave or nearly
Ilium not connected to sacral ribs by synchondrosis, but

REPTILTA.
simply lying tipon them.
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Coracoid and pubic bones

mucli

ex-

Fore and hind extremities with numerous phalangeal

panded.

bones forming paddles,

Head

Flesiosaurus Conyb.
vertebrae)

tail short.

;

small,

neck of great length (20

Vertebrae either

flat

Head very large; teeth in
Neck short, with very
back longer. The articular surfaces

Pliosaurus Owen.

with subtrihedral
Vertebrae in
are

ci'own.

distinct

sockets

short vertebrae.
of the vertebrae

more

in the cervical, slightly concave in the dorsal, rather

flat

— 40

or slightly concave.

concave in the caudal.

Owen

states that, as a rule, the length of the vertebrse is constant in

Enaliosaurs,

they

may

in crocodiles

The

undergo.

and

whatever other modifications

in lizards,

cervical region both in Ptcrodactyles

Pliosaurus forms a remarkable exception

and

in

in the first case the vertebrfe

;

being much longer, in the other much shorter, than the dorsal vertebrae.
Though the teeth are in separate sockets yet the septa are much lower than
the outer and inner walls.

Neck

Ichthyosaurus Kcenig.
Orbits very

lai'ge;

Beport of Br. Assoc. 1841, pp. 60

Head

short.

— 65.

as broad as thorax.

eye with numerous sclerotic plates.

Teeth not

lodged in distinct sockets, but both the outer and inner plates of
alveolar

groove are present.

relatively

caudal

much

deejily

biconcave.

Tail

Probably a

crest.

On

the Enaliosaurs see

Many
as

Vertebrae

longer than in the preceding genus.

numerous

—

Owen

species of Plesiosaurus

126.
Pep. of Br. Assoc, for 1839, pp. 43
and Ichthyosaurus, the former about twice

as the latter, have been found in the secondary strata from

the Lias and lower Oolite to the Chalk,

when they

finally perished in the

latter deposit.

Pterosauria
Pterodactylus

Cuv.,

OwEN.

Ornithocephalus

Scemmer.

Teeth conical,

recurved, in separate sockets with wide interspaces.
tebrae longer

than the

rest.

Cei'vical ver-

Pectoral extremity modified for flying,

the fourth very long, clawless finger ajipearing to have sustained a

membrane.

Lithographic limestone (Upper Oolitic system) and

the chalk.
These animals were very various

were gigantic
is

;

estimated by

in size

:

some

species from the chalk

the distance between the tips of the wings in Pter. Cuvieri

Owen

at not less than eighteen feet.

Owen

Palceont. Soc.

1851, p. 104.

21-

2

;
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Saurii.

Thecodontosaurus Riley aud Stutchbury. Differs from the existtlie dentition, being neither according to the acrodont

ing lizards in

form (anchylosed to the summit of alveolar

nor the pleuro-

ridge),

dont (anchylosed to the outer wall of alveolar groove), but implanted in sockets either loosely or confluent with the bony wall of

Teeth

the cavity.

conical, rather slender, compressed, acute, ante-

Pulp cavity remains open
rior and posterior edges finely serrated.
pectoral
and probably of pelvic
of
Lacertine
form
crown.
in base of
arch combined with crocodilian characters of vertebrae and

ribs.

Vertebrae biconcave.
Sp. Thecodontosaurus autiquus EiL. and Stutch.

Red

Palceosaurus RiL. and Stutch.
tively

much

Same

locality.

Teeth compara-

broader than in the preceding.
Cranial structure lacertine, jaws with

Rhyncliosaurus Owen.

chelonian and ornithic modifications.

Red

New

Oldest division of the

sandstone.

Owen

sandstone.

of the Cambridge Phil.
In the three

Soc. 1842,

last genera,

Tom.

New

Vertebree biconcave.

Rep. Br. Assoc. 1841, pp. 145
vii. Pt. 3, p.

— 153.

Trans,

335, PI. 5,

from the oldest division of the

New Red

6.

sand-

most ancient of lacertine animals, the spinal canal
moniliform, sinking into the middle part of the centrum of the vertebrae.
stone, containing the

Dicynodon Owen.
canine teeth.

Jaws

like

the last but with

Vertebrae slightly biconcave.

at the south-eastei'n extremity of Africa.
I.

1845, pp.

From

is

mammalian

sandstone rock

Journal of the

Geol. Soc.

318—322.

Cladyodon Owen.

Teeth compressed, anterior and posterior

edges serrate ; in their breadth, as compared with their length, they
are intermediate between Thecodontosaurus and Palceosaurus iila-

tyodon, thus approaching the form of Megalosaurtis.
Sp.

Cladyodon Lloydii Owen.

Teeth alone known.

Same

locality

as

Thecodontosaurus.

Protorosaurus Meyer.
thin.

Thecodont type of dentition, long and

Feet resemble those of the Monitors.

Sp. Protorosaurus Speneri, from the cupriferoiis schist of Thuringia; Cuv,
Osscni. foss, V. 2, pp.

Mosasaurus Conyb.

300

— 306.

Acrodont type of dentition.

palatine (pterygoid) teeth.
tive extremities

unknown.

Teeth smooth

Vertebrae concavo-convex.

Locomo-
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Conybeare.

Discovered about the year 1766 iu

Sp. Mosasaurus Hoffmannl

Mont

the chalk quarries at
s. I.

ossemevts fuss. v.

pp. 310

2,

See Cuvier Rech.

St Pierre, near Maestricht.

— 338.

Approaching the Monitors

in the

form of Cranium.

Leiodon Owen.

Acrodont type of dentition. Teeth half the
Mosasaurus Hoffmanni. Outer surface nearly as
with section of crown elliptic.

size of tliose of

convex as inner,

Sp. Leiodon anceps
184T, pp. 144

Owen.

— 145.

Teeth alone known.

Owen

Rep. Br. Assoc.

Chalk of Norfolk.

Geosaurus Cuv.
anterior

Teeth with crown compressed, subrecurved,
and posterior edges trenchant, finely serrate. Eyes with

broad sclerotic

Lithographic lime-

Vertebrae biconcave.

plates.

stone, green sand.

Cuv.

Oss. foss. v. 2, pp.

338

— 343.

Owen.

Crocodilia

Crocodilian remains have been found fi'om the Lias and Oolite to

the Eocene tertiary, and present difiei-ences of structure from the
existing sjjecies which are greater in proportion as the strata in

which they are found are more

i-emote.

In the existing species

the anterior sui-face of the vertebral centrum
rior convex, {^procoelian

tiary system there are

two other

of the ball and socket

other and more

Owen).
is

But

is

concave, the poste-

in the crocodiles of the ter-

different types; in

one the position

reversed, {pjnsthoccelian

common both

Owen), in the

articular surfaces are flat or slightly

concave, {amphicoelian Owen).

Steneosaurus Geoff. St.-Hilaire.

row with

Nostril siibterminal ; jaws nar-

slender, conical, sharp-pointed

of existing Gavials.

and equal

teeth, like those

Vertebrae biconcave.
Nostrils terminal; teeth as in preceding

Teleosam'us Kcenig.

but thinner in proportion to their length.
Both of these are from the Oolite

Streptospondylus Owen.

series of

Vertebrae biconcave.
secondary rocks.

Vertebrae with ball and socket articula-

tion reversed, convexo-concave.

From

the

Oolite

of Caen, the

Wealden.
Teeth arched, compressed, with two cut-

Suchosaurus Owen.
ting edges, not serrate

;

the crown with longitudinal ridges termi-

nating before the extremity of the tooth.
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Sp. Suchosaurus eultridens,

Owen

only

the

sjiecies

known;

Wealden:

fi-om the

Br. Assoc. 1841, p. 67, and Odontoyraphy.

ReiJ.

Dermal

Goniopholis Owen.

plates strong

and bony,

quadrilateral,

with a conical process received in a corresponding depression of the
neighbouring
Sp.

plate.

Goniopholis crassidens;

ribbed: vertebrfe nearly

crown of teeth remarkably thick and obtuse,
both ends Wealden.

flat at

;

Poikilopleuron Deslongchamps.

Vertebrse

biconcave.

slightly

composed of two j^ieces held together by ligament and channelled above ; in this channel rests
another rib formed like an S by its ventral portion, whilst the pos-

The

posterior ventral ribs are

connexion with the spinal column.

terior part is in

Sp. Poikilopleuron Buchlandii ; this

covered in the oolite of Caen

Deslongchamps

in

Mem.

;

its

is

known;

the only species

length

dc la Soc.

is

it

was

estimated at twenty-five

Linn, de Norniandie,

1836,

disfeet.

vr.

P- 33-

Owen.

Cetiosaurus

Vertebrae

Some

of the species surpassed

rivalled the whales.

bones,

as

"In

all

the

modern

and depth

breadth

biconcave,

Wealden and lower

great in comparison of length.

Oolite.

crocodiles in size,

and even

the great expanse of the coracoid and pubic

compared with the Teleosauri and

crocodiles,

the enormous

Cetiosauri manifested their closer affinity to the Enaliosauria."

Report Brit. Assoc. 184 1, pp. 94

OwEN

— 102.
OwEN.

Dinosauria

These gigantic animals made the nearest approach to mammals.

The

anterior thoracic ribs had a two-fold articulation to the spinal
column as in ci'ocodiles. Hence it may be supposed that the respiration was similar, and the heart with four chambers. The pectoral
arch was lacertine the sacrum composed of at least five anchylosed
vertebrae.
The bones of the extremities had a large proportional
size for Saurians, and were provided with large medullary cavities.
;

Hence their
102—144.

were

habits

See

terrestrial.

Owen

Rejo.

1841, pp.

Megalosaurus Cuv.
Sp. Megcdosaurus Bucklandl Cuv.

outer rim

is

much

Teeth in distinct sockets, of which the

the highest, compressed, conical, pointed with trenchant

and serrated anterior and posterior edges become
development the smooth anterior surface presents
;

;

VertebrfE with articulating surfaces nearly
feet.

Wealden and

Oolitic periods.

flat.

solid in the course of
fine polished wrinkles.

Probable length thirty
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Uylceosaurus Mantell.
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Resembled the

crocodiles iu the deutal characters.

lizards moi-e

than the

Vertebrae slightly biconcave.

Wealden.
Sp. Uylceosaurus armatus

Iguanodon Cuv.

Mant.

Teeth resembling in shape those of Iguana.

Sp. Iguanodon MantelU Cuv.

Vertebras either

Probable total length twenty-eight
PI. 14,

Cuv.

Oss. foss. V. 2, PI. 2

1,

feet.
figs.

flat

Wealden.

or slightly biconcave.

See Phil. Trans. 1825,

28—33.

Clielonii.

Foot-prints of land tortoises have been discovered in the

Red

New

Sandstone, and impressions of parts of the shield in the Jura

Limestone and Stonesfield Oolite. Ossified remains of extinct genera

have

been

Amongst

found in the tertiary divisions

and

the

diluvial.

the last are portions of the shield of Colossochelys of Caut-

LEY and Falconer, indicating an animal of 18
in the diluvium of the Himalayas.

—20

feet long,

found

{Proceed. Zool. Soc. 1844, p. 501.)

Extinct Emydians have been found in strata as early as the
Jurassic group and
&c.,

and

Wealden

;

Trionychians in the Lias, Eocene,

turtles in the Portland stone,

Wealden, Chalk, &c.

For the extinct genera and species of Chelonians, see Cuv. Ossevi.
221
249, and the memoirs of Owen, cited p. 321.]

foss. V. 2, pp.

—

—

—

:

:
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{AV^Sy.

Birds are vertebrate, warm-'bloocled, oviparous animals that
Their heart has two ventricles and
breathe by means of hmgs.
projects
forwards, is covered wath horn
bill
two auricles. Their

Of the numerous works on birds we here notice some of the most
Belon VHistoire de la Nature des Oyseaux avec leurs descriptions et

^

distinguished
naifs portraicts,

Paris, 1555, folio.

B,AJi Synopsis methodica Avium, Londini, 171

Briss.

Beisson

;

Cum figuris

8vo.

3,

Ornitholo()ia sive synopsis ineihodica sistens

aen., Parisiis, 1760, 6 Vols. 4to.

Avium

divislonem.

(French and Latin text; very good and

numerous figures.)
Latham's General Synopsis of Birds, 3 Parts, London, 1781, 4to,- Supplement,
Index O7'nifhologic us, Londini, 1790, 2 Vols.
1802, 2 Vols.
1792

—

Bdff.

—De Buffon Hist.

(The plates, generally cited

nat. des Oiseaux.

drawn and engraved by the
Martinet, who executed the figures of Brisson's work. They are 984
number, and are subjoined to an edition from the Imprimerie royale, 1770 1786

under the

same
in

pi. enl.

ibid,

title

of Planches enluminees, are coloured plates,

artist,

—

(10 parts, in 4to or small folio).

Temm.

pi.

col.

— C.

J.

Temminck
pour

et

Metffren Laugier Nouveau

Recueil

de

aux Planches enl. de Buffon, Paris,
1838, 5 Vols, (in 4to or small folio, published from 1820
1838, 600 plates in 102
numbers). A third collection of coloured plates, to serve as the completion of the two
Nouveait
former, was begun in 1845, under the title of Iconographie ornithologique.
Pecueil general de Planches peintes d' Oiseaux, par 0. Des Mors.
It was concluded

Planches coloriees

d' Oiseaux

servir de suite

—

—

with the

first part (72 plates) in 1849, or at least has been interrupted hitherto.
R. P. Lesson Traite d'Omithologie, Paris, 1831, 8vo, i Vol. and Atlas. The
plates, which are taken from the Diet, des Sc. nat. in 60 Vols., surpass most of the
rest in that well-known work, and will be often cited by us.

—

For the birds of Europe we note
C. J. Temminck Manuel d'Omithologie, 2nd

edition,

4 Parties, Paris,

1820

1840, 8vo.
J. A. Naumann's Naturgesch. der
Naumann, 8vo, Leipzig, 1822 1844.

—

plates; of this

work

umgearheilct von J. F.

(with 337 very accurate,
some supplements have appeared subsequently.)

As a systematic review of

Gray The

Vogel Beufuchlands,
12 Thle.

genera of Birds.

this extensive class there apjieared

Illustrated ivith ^i^ plates.

coloured

not long ago G. E.

3 Vols. 4to,

London, 1844

—1849.

A

chief

work

for the

physiology of birds

is

still

Naturgesch. der Vogel, 2 Bde, Heidelberg, 1810, 181

1,

F.

Tiedemann Anatomie und

8vo, being the second and third

;
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The

and edentulous.

anterior limbs are

changed

into wings, whilst

the posterior serve exclusively for standing and running.

We will,

in the first place, treat shortly of the skeleton.

The

immoveably connected with each other,
sometimes even the bodies of some of them have partially coalesced.
The cervical and caudal vertebrse alone admit of motion. The
cervical region of the vertebral column is the longest, and often
surpasses the whole of the remainder in length.
The number of
dorsal vertebraj are mostly

the cervical vertebra?
reptiles also

is

constantly greater than in

with the exception of the

fossil

mammals, and

in

genus Flesiosaurus

between ten and fifteen of them,
wading and swimming birds still more (in the swan
twenty-three).
The first two cervical vertebras are shorter than
the rest; the first has nearly the form of a ring, and receives, in a
deep pit, the single articular tubercle of the cranium situated below
for there are at least nine, usually

and

in the

the great occipital foramen.

The

rest of the cervical vertebra

have

elongated bodies; the perforated transverse processes form a canal

through which the vertebral artery and the cervical portion of the
sympathetic nerve pass. The anterior branch of this transverse
process

is

prolonged downwards into a stiliform appendage; this

may be compared
only the posterior part that corresponds to the

part, lying in front of the foramen trails versarmm,

with a rib;

it

is

transverse processes of the dorsal vertebras.
are provided with moveable ribs.

and

They

are

The dorsal vertebrse
much less numerous

also shorter than the cervical vertebree, hence the dorsal region

does not usually form more than a fourth part of the length of
the vertebral column, and in birds with a very long neck, as the
stork, only about

broad, and

an eighth

at their extremity,

transverse processes are

on a surface covered with

receive the tubercles of the ribs.
vertebrae are long

The

part.

The spinous

and ridge-like and

close

cartilage,

processes of these

upon each

other.

The

anchylosed lumbar and sacral vertebrce form the region of the
spinal

column which

lies

between the long ossa innominata ; they

are usually from ten to fourteen in number.

Finally,

the

tail

forms the smallest part of the vertebral column, and commonly

parts of the Zoologie zu seinen Yorhsungen entiKorfen of this Nestor of modern ana-

tomy, which learned work has never been completed.

Owen

in

Todd's Cyclopcedia of Anatomy and Physiol,

*

i.

See also the article Aves of
1836, pp. 264

— 358,
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consists of seven or eiglit vertebrse vi^lncli are moveably connected
with each other, and, with the exception of the last, are very short.
The last vertebra has no cavity for the reception of the spinal

marrow, and presents the form of a compressed disc; it supports
the tail, and sometimes differs in form according to the difference of
sex, as in the Peacock.

The number
which

vertebrae

of pairs of ribs corresponds of course to that of the
are regarded as dorsal vertebrae.

do not extend as far as the sternum ^

The

anterior ribs

These imperfect

ribs are

usually attached to the transverse processes alone of the vertebras,
whilst the rest of the ribs are attached, each

by

head, to the

its

same vertebra whose transverse process receives

its

connexion of these ribs with the sternum

effected not

is

tubercle.

The
by a

cartilaginous but by a bony piece, so that they are composed of
two bones, a vertebral piece and a sternal piece. The vertebral
pieces of most of the ribs (except the anterior and one or two last)
have at the posterior margin of their lower part a flat appendage
which mounts obliquely upwards and lies over the succeeding rib;

—

in

some birds

this process continues a separate bone.

The sternum

is

very large (with the exception of the genus

Apteryx), and covers not only the thoracic cavity but a large part
of the abdominal likewise.

It is

convex forwards and

at the

upper

part excised on each side for the reception of the coracoid bone.

the middle of the anterior surface there

running longitudinally, which

is

is

a projecting

bony

In

plate

absent in the Ostrich, the Casuary

and the genus Ajjteryx alone.

The

anterior limbs are securely connected with the sternum;

there are on each side two clavicles.

The proper

clavicle {ps fur-

and curved; it runs obliquely from the shoulderjoint downwards and backwards where it meets that of the opposite
This bone is
side, and commonly coalesces with it completely.
seldom attached immediately to the sternum, but is usually free,
and connected with it only by a ligament or by cartilage. In the
nocturnal birds of prey and some species of Psittacus this bone is a
culare) is thin

very thin spine, and in certain species of the

^

Owen

thus the

last

genus

it is

wanting,

regards the vertebrse to which these ribs are attached as cervical, so that
On the nature of
of these would be increased by one, two, or three.

number

Limhs, London, 1849, 8vo,

p.

103.
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and

place supplied

its

by

Tlie two otliev clavicles

a ligaments

more behind and

{clavtculce coracoidece) are

never absent;

on the outside, are

broader and shorter, and are attached to

flatter,

tliey lie

the lateral margin of the uppermost part

of the

In

sternum.

conjunction with the long thin scapula these clavicles form

tlie

head of the humerus. In
bone present, which rests
upon the capsular membrane of the upper-arm bone at the side of
articular surface for the reception of the

many

birds there

in addition, a small

is,

the scapula^

The upper-arm bone

{humerus)

is

cylindrical;

when

the bird

bone is directed backIt is especially long in the pelican, where it extends as
wards.
far as behind the pelvis^ short in gallinaceous birds, where it
In the ostrich it is long, in the
scarcely reaches to the last rib.
casuary, on the contrary, very short; also in the penguins [AjHenoTo the upper-arm bone
dytes) it is short and very flat besides.
succeed the two bones of the fore-arm, of which the vmdermost and
does not expand

thickest

its

wings

the ulna (idna

is

for flight this

cubitus), the

s.

uppermost the radius;

these bones also are particularly long in the pelicans, and especially
in the frigate-bird [Pelecanus aquilus L.).

of the ulna

behind

it

is

there

The

chialis) I

At

is

the upper extremity

often a pisiform bone or arm-pan [iKitella hra-

wrist {carjnis)

anterior

its

At

usually seen a small cubital process [olecranum), and

margin the

consists of one or

two

is

formed by two short

little

bones.

thumb is attached, which
Next to this lie two
{phalcmges).

stiliform

joints

tubular metacarpal bones, which have coalesced botli above and

At

below.

the lower end of these bones are two fingers, of which

the outermost

is

small and consists of only one awl-shaped joint,

whilst the innermost, which
fingers, is

which the

1

extends far beyond the two other

composed of two, or more rarely of three
broad and flat.

Especially in the smaller species, as Psittacus

Absentia furculce in Psittaco puUai-io. Diss, inaug.
2

joints,

of

first is

NiTzscH

Osteografisclie Beitrage

puUarim ; compare KuHLMANN Dc
Kilioe, 1842, 8vo.

zur Naturgesch. der Vogel, Leipzig, 181

1,

s.

83

and foil. the author, who first noticed this bone, names it Scapula accessoria or os
humero capsulare.
3 In Aptenodytes there are two such ossicles; see J. F. Brandt Beitrage zur
Kenntniss der Naturgesch. der Vogel ink besonderer Beziehung auf Skelctlau. St. Peters;

-

burg, 1839, 4to, Tab. XII.

figs. 5, 6.

.
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The

iliac

vertebrae.

bones in birds coalesce with the lumbar and sacral
are elongate and deeply excavated on the surface

They

turned towards the abdomen, the cavities receiving the kidneys.
The spine-like pubic bones {ossa pubis) proceed backwards and are
not connected with each other, except in the ostrich. The ischiadic
bones {ossa ischii) are shorter and broader, they extend from the
[acetabulum) backwards, parallel

cavitv of the hip-joint

to

the

pubic bones with which they coalesce at their extremity. Between
the pubic and ischiadic bones is left a large longitudinal aperture

[foramen obturatorium) which is sometimes divided by a bridge
connecting the two bones into a smaller anterior and an elongated
,

Another large aperture

posterior aperture.

in the pelvis lies

more

forwards and nearer the back, behind the acetabulum, between the

and ischiadic bones [foramen {schiaticum)
[femur) is shorter and thicker than the legbone [tibia), nearly cylindrical, and slightly curved forwards; there
is a single trochanter, on the outside of the head of the bone,
which is large and projects above this head. In birds that cannot
iliac

The thigh-bone

fly,

the Ostrich, Casuary, and Apteryx, in which the fore limbs

are so feebly developed, the thigh-bone

much

is

very strong and surpasses

and in the
arm-bone
also,
remarkably.
The tibia is
Casuary and Apteryx in length
constantly the longest bone of the hind limbs; close to this bone
lies on the outer edge at the upper part a short and imperfect
(usually

the

fibula,

longer)

which, coalescing with the

in thickness,

tibia,

wards, without extending to the tarsus.

terminates thin

A

knee-pan

down-

[patella)

is

always, or almost always, present; in the Ostrich there are even
two, one above the other.

In some water-birds [Colymbus Lath., Podiceps ejusd.) the
above in a pointed triangular process, keeled in

tibia terminates

upon which in Fodiceps a patella also triangular lies, whilst
in Colymbus this process is broader, and seems to supply the place
The region of the tarsus and metatarsus is
of the absent patella^
represented by a single bone, of which the upper extremity strongly
resembles the head of the human tibia, and in which two cavities,
with a projecting line between them, receive the two articular

front,

1

Compare Meckel

Syat. d.vergl.

Zeitschr.f. d. organ. Physik.

i.

s.

Anat.

ii. s.

131,

586, Tab. xiii.

and

E.Wagner

in

Heusingeb's
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Most birds have

tubercles of the inferior extremity of the tibia.

and one

four toes, three anterior

the posterior

thumb

{hallux)

is

This

posterior.

not

last toe,

seldom wanting; when

supported by a small cylindrical bone, which

it is

is

named
present

attached to

This
the posterior surface of the principal bone of the tarsus.
bone [tarso-metatarsal Owen) becomes broader at its lower extremity and divides into three processes, to which the three anterior

The number

toes are attached.

of joints or phalanges usually

which has two,
middle and outermost, according to the numbers

increases in birds from the thumb,

the middle toe, although

generally the longest of

The cranium

is

it

to the innermost,

three, four, five;

has a joint less than the outermost,

is

all.

connected with the

in the ReptUia Haplopnoa, p. 255)

first

cervical vertebra (as

by an unpaired

articular tubercle

situated under the large occipital foramen; this occipital foramen
is

placed lower than in the fishes and reptiles.

of the skull

is

the cerebellum,

brum lies;
The bones
period;

The

internal cavity

round, and the posterior hollow, for the reception of
is

separated from the anterior in which the cere-

the two

occupy entirely the internal cranial space.

of the cranium anchylose with each other at an early

this is

less the

not at

case, or

all,

with those of the

In the ostrich, however, the cranial bones remain longer
distinct, in which, on that account, they have been especially

face.

young birds and in the embryo.
bone consists of fom- pieces; the body, two lateral

investigated, as well as in
occipital

and the

occipital ^cale.

The body

of the sphenoid

is

The
parts,

long, termi-

nating in a point forwards, and supports there the bony partition

On the back part of this
which are soon anchylosed with it; they
form the posterior margin of the orbits, are connected with the
temporal and frontal bones, and on the outer surface of the cranium
of the orbits, the laminiform ethmoid.

body the great aim

assist in

lesser

rest,

forming a process that

alse

continue in part

is

situated behind the orbit.

membranous and

are situated

The
more

upwards, round the large aperture for the passage of the optic

The parietal bones are short and
much larger, and form a considerable

nerve.

broad; the frontal bones

are

part of the upper surface

of the skull.
it

with that

When

the cranium

is

viewed on the

much resemblance with that
of the genus Varanns). From

presents

inferior surface

of the lizards (for instance,

the sides of the body of the
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and outwards the so-named
Herissant. They are longitudinal, stile-shaped or
flat bones, which with their broader anterior extremity lie towards
the palate bones and are connected with them by articulation, whilst
the posterior extremity is connected moveably with an articular surface on the inner margin of the quadrate bone close to its inferior
These bones are the ossa pterygoidea or inferior wings
extremity.
of the sphenoid and correspond to the ossa iMrygo'idea interna
The quadrate bone of birds is large and
of fishes and reptiles.
divided above into two arms of these the innermost mounts upwards
towards the orbit and terminates freely, the outermost is connected
by articulation with the temporal bone; below the quadrate bone
is connected with the articular cavity of the lower jaw by an elongated articular surface, which runs obliquely inward and forward.
By means of the pterygoid bones the motion of the quadrate bones
is communicated to those of the palate and also to the upper jaw;
when the under jaw descends the quadrate bone is pushed forwards
and the upper jaw lifted up; when, on the contrary, the moutli is
closed, the quadrate bone during the raising of the lower jaw is
drawn backwards and the upper jaw downwards. To this also
tlie malar bone contributes, which, elongated and stiliform, extends
downwards along the margin of the lower jaw, and is connected by
splienoid there pass obliquely backwards

ossa omo'idea of

;

a part that always remains distinct [ps quadrato-jugale) to an arti-

which the quadrate bone presents on its inferior
intermaxillary bones are thin and flexible above,
in front of the frontal bones; in some birds the flexion occurs
lower, more towards the end or at the middle of the upper jaw\
The greater part of the upper jaw is formed by the single intermaxilcular surface

The

extremity.

lary bone, of which the ascending portions {processus nasales) lie close

together between the nasal apertures and are connected with the

On the outside of these bones the nasal bones are
and more behind and externally on the anterior margin

frontal bone.
situated,

1

Compare HisRisSANT

Mem. de VAcad.
d'

Anat.

com}-). 11. p.

f. Physiol.

On

II. s.

Ohservations anat. sur

roijale des Sc.

589, iv. pp.

361—379,

s.

les

de Paris, 1748, pp. 345

99— 113; and

470,

III. s.

mouvemcnis du

especially

Nitzsch

— 360,

in

Ann. duMas. x. 1807,
some of which

PI. 27 (without adopting all the definitions of the bones,

are quite wrong),

Meckel's

Si/si.

Cuv. Lee.

Meckel's Archiv

384—388.

the bony head of birds compare C4eoffrot St.-Hilaire

pp. 342

hec des Oiseaux,

— 386, with figures;

d. vergl.

Anat.

11.

2, s.

155

— 237, &c.

;
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of the orbits

the process

tlie

(p.

lacrymal Ibones, which, in the parrots, unite with
In the

331) behind the orbits to form a ring.

other birds the orbit

have already

not closed below; the malar bone

is

much

stated,

lies,

lower, and does not contribute to

as

we

bound

the orbit.

The jaws

of birds have no teeth,

This

fibrous investment.

and are covered with a horny

harder in the birds of prey, and in

is

those that feed on hard fruits or nuts, as the parrots, the cross-bills
(Loxice) &c., or perforate the

bark of

trees

with their

bill,

as the

The hindermost part of the bill has a softer investment, which is named the cere [ceroina). When this part on the
Avoodpeckers.

not concealed under the feathers of the head, but is large
and separated from the anterior hard part by a transverse fold, the

bill is

bill is

named rostrum

On

cerigerxim.

the other hand, the bill

has a softer covering and greater sensibility in birds which have to
seek their food in mud or at the bottom of water, as in the ducks.
Birds have salivary glands, which vary in number and develop-

ment

They

in the different orders.

lie

partly on each side under the

tongue, partly behind the anterior margin of the under jaw, and
also

angle of the mouth under the malar bone.

in the

In the

woodpeckers, the hindmost submaxillary gland extends as far back
as the occiput; it has long excretory ducts, which terminate in a

common aperture at the forepart of the mouths
The oesophagus has internally on the mucous membrane longitudinal folds. The muscular tunic, which covers the mucous membrane, consists for the most part of circular or transverse fibres

these form an outer layer, whilst the inner, less developed,

by

pansion which

maining

is

many

In

longitudinal fibres.

is

formed

birds the oesophagus has an ex-

sometimes not sharply distinguished from the

part, but in others, especially in the gallinaceous birds

re-

and

The name of crop {ingluvies) has been given
usually on the right side of the neck in front of

parrots, is sacciform.
to this part

or within

and

is

;

iho,

it lies

glands of the part.

^

IV.

s.

CoviER

Le<^.

403—406,

In the crop the food undergoes a softening,

farcida.

penetrated

s.

by the

fluid secreted

d'Anat. conip. in. pp. 220
465, 466

Lipsise, 1830, fol. pp.

by the numerous mucous

In the pigeons two such sacs are found, one on

;

J.

— 222;

Mueller De

58—60, Tab.

vi. figs.

Meckel's System der

vergl.

Anat.

glandular, secern, structura penitiori,

6—8.

,
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the right and one on the

left

side of the lowest portion of the

Behind the crop the oesophagus is generally narrower than in its anterior part, and afterwards passes into the
oesophagus.

stomach.

The stomach

of birds consists of

two

The

divisions.

first di-

stomach [proventriculus, hulhus glandidosus)

vision, the glandular

has usually the form of an oval expansion of the lowest part of the
Under the external membrane, which, as a duplicaoesophagus.
ture of the peritoneum, covers both stomachs, there lies in the glan-

dular stomach a thin muscular coat, and to this succeeds on the

numerous glandules, whose apertures are visible to
These glands
are small elongated blind sacs, which stand as eversions of the
inside a layer of

the naked eye on the inner surface of the stomach.

raucous

membrane with

their long axis perpendicular to the long

and thus are nearly horizontal

axis of the stomach,

sometimes

;

their blind extremity is branched.

In the glandular stomach the gastric juice is secreted at the
number, or even dis;

inferior extremity the little glands diminish in

appear entirely before the commencement of the second division.

This second division

is

named

the muscular stomach.

much

lar tunic is here developed in a

The muscu-

greater degree

;

its

fibres

two tendinous plates, of which the one is situated on
the anterior, the other on the posterior surface of the stomach.
Internally, this stomach is covered with a horny epitJieUum, which,
particularly in the gallinaceous birds, where the muscular tunic is

radiate from

also very thick, possesses
is

round and

By

flat;

much

rigidity ^

in birds of prey

it

The muscular stomach

has a thinner muscular tunic.

the action of the muscular fibres the food

between the horny covering of the inner
animals, especially in
cation.

According

to

mammals,

is

A. Retzius,

efi'ected

this

is

pressed and bruised

surface,

which in other

previously

by masti-

muscular stomach or giz-

be considered as a development of that part of the
stomach of man and mammals, which is called by Willis the
zard

is

to

antru7n jyylori.

1

Sometimes on

this

horny covering spines are placed in longitudinal rows, as in

the muscular stomach of the Condor
p. 466), or tooth-shaped tubercles, as in

camp, illustrantes,

iv.

Tab.

(Harlan American
Procellana

vi. figs. 15, 16.

glacialis,

Philos.

Transact,

iii.

2,

Carus Tai. Anatomiam
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On

and

the right side of the stomach

pylorus.

Here, in some

upper part

at the

birds (heron, pelican, &c.)

lies

the

found another

an appendage which

distinct dilatation or supplemental stomach,

occurs also in the crocodile,

is

whose round sacciform stomach on the

whole resembles that of birds ^

The first part of the intestinal canal, into which the gall ducts
and those of the pancreas open, is wider than the rest of the small
intestines.
Here the intestinal canal forms a transverse flexure,
which turns back again at an acute angle, and thus forms a loop in
which the pancreas is situated. After this the small intestines form
some curvatures and then pass into the short large intestine, which
ends in a bladder-like expansion, the so-named cloaca. In proportion to the body the intestinal canal is usually much longer than
in fishes and reptiles, but shorter than in mammals.
It surpasses
the length of the body, measured from the extremity of the bill
mostly three, often

to the termination of the coccyx,

Commonly

five times ^.

there are found, where the large intestine begins,

two

passage

which run forwards; also the small intestine at its
is bounded by a constriction arising from an annular
fold.
The two coeca or lateral appendages of the large intestine
are especially long in the ducks; on the other hand, they are very
short in the diurnal birds of prey. They are wanting in the kingIn the
fisher, the hoopoe, the parrots, and some other birds^.
herons only one such coecum is found, which lies backwards. The
internal mucous membrane of the small intestine has villi as a
In
rule, which sometimes extend into the rectum and the coeca.
the small intestine, however, especially at its commencement, the
Only seldom are these
villi are more numerous, longer and finer.
coeca,

into the large

^

See on this third stomach OwEN, Todd's

Zoolog. Bruchstucke,
^
^

1841,

11.

Compare the tables
The two coeca are

Beitrdge zur Anat. der

Ahad. zu Munchen,

11.

in

s.

64

—

CuviER

71,

Tab.

Cijclojpced.

1836.

s.

p. 322,

iep. d'Anat. comp. 2e ^dit. iv.

often of unequal length on the
Vogel,

i.

294, 295,

Owen

F. S.

Leuckart

3, 4.

two

2,

pp. 182

sides; see

— 208,

E.

Wagner

Ahhandl. der math, pkysikcd. Klasse der

has treated copiously of these coeca,

1. 1.

pp. 323,

324-

Besides the coeca of the large intestine there

is

often found at the small intestine

a blind appendage, usually short, a diverticulum, which
jntestinal duct.

Anat. d. Vogel,

Macartney
1. 1.

s.

286

Phil.

— 290;

thi.s

Transact.

part

is

181

1,

is

p.

the remain of the vitello207, R.

most developed

Wagner

in the

Beitr.

and Numenius.

VOL.

II.

z.

genera Scolopax

22
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wanting, as in many singing-birds, wlien tliey are replaced by
zigzag longitudinal folds sometimes forming rhomboidal meshes,
which indeed may be present simultaneously with villi, or in the

villi

posterior part of the small intestine

which

may

take the place of the

villi

exist in the anterior part.

The rectum ends with a muscular ring in the cloaca, a cavity
surrounded by strong circular muscular fibres, which, as in most of
the lizards, has a transverse external opening.

Into this cavity also

the ureters open, and, in males, the efferent vessels; in female birds
the oviduct terminates at

Also behind and between

its left side.

the ureters, behind a projecting transverse fold in the cloaca, there

opens a sac which, after

DENTE,

is

the base

named bursa

is

its

discoverer

Fahricii.

turned upwards and

Fabricius ab Aquapenis a blind sac, of which

This part

lies

behind the rectum;

it

has a thin

layer of muscle with fibres crossing in various ways; the internal
or

mucous membrane

projecting folds.

is

thick, whitish,

and presenting longitudinal,

This part often appears

or at least to be developed less than

to decrease in older birds,

might be expected from the

which it has in young ones; it occurs in both sexes without
markable difference in the developments

The

^

liver is large^,

Hence the opinion

organs of propagation,

and almost always deeply divided

falls to

re-

two

the ground that this part belongs to the system of the

as, for instance,

sperm was received in

into

size

that of Fabeicids,

who thought

that in copu-

organ of the female bird, and was kept there for
the' successive impregnation of the eggs.
Other writers suppose this part to be an
arrangement for secretion, and compare it with the glandular sacs which in some mam-

lation the

this

mals are situated near the anus; others see in this bladder a vesica urinaria. HusCHKE,
the latest writer who, as far as I know, has expressed an opinion respecting it, thinks
that the bursa

is the bladder into which, during a certain period of development, the
excretory ducts of the primordial kidneys or corpoi-a wolfiana open, and compares it

in consequence to the vesica urinaria of fishes which is situated upon the rectum,
i. e. at the backside of it
(see above, p. 37).
The bursa Fahricii is to be seen figured
in R. De C4RAAF Opera omnia, Amstelsed.
1705, 8vo, Tab. xvi, described p. 243, in

Tannenberg Observ. circa partes genitales masculas avium, Gottingas, 1789, 4to, Tab.
III. fig. 2d &c.
Compare also Geopfroy St.-Hilaire Mem. du Mus. ix. 1832, p. 397,
who regards the bursa as the excretory duct (?) of the Glandidce Coivpen, A. A. BerTHOLD

in

HuscHKE

Nov. Act. Acad. Cws. Leap. Carol, xiv.
de bursce Fabricii origine, Jens, 1838, 4to.

2,

1829,

s.

903—918, and

^M.

2 In some birds the weight of the
liver forms J^t^, in the peewit Jgth, and in
a saw-bill {Mergus albeUus) even ji^^th of that of
Tiedemann's Zoothe whole body.
logic, II. s.

492.

—
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principal lobes connected only

right side

commonly

is

stomach and the

a small strip, of wliicli that of the
It is attached to the

the larger.

sternum, the

by duplicatures of the peritoneum, occupies
the abdomen, and is for the most part covered

air sacs

the upper region of

A gall-bladder is

by the sternum.

generally present, and

is

wanting

only in a few birds, namely, the ostrich, the pigeons, most species of

Also in some individuals

parrots, tlie toucans, &c.

found, whilst
lies

it

commonly between

has not been

From

of the right side.

distinct

The pancreas

is

It

the two lobes of the liver and nearer to that

each of the lobes a gall-duct proceeds;

the two mostly unite to form a

duodenum,

it

has been present in others of the same species.

common

duct which opens into the

from the duct of the gall-bladder.
whitish red, elongate and large, and usually di-

vided into two lobes, often even double.

Commonly

has two,

it

only seldom three ducts, which do not unite with the gall-ducts,

but open separately into the duodenum, partly in front

between these last-named ducts.
spherical,

With

and

lies far

spleen

is

of,

small,

coeca are for the

partly

oval or

forward, close to the glandular stomach.

respect to the lymphatic system, lacteals are very

rous in the intestinal canal.

pelvis 1;

The

most part

nume-

Those of the rectum and of the two
in

connexion with the veins of the

those of the small intestines form, with the lymphatics

of the rest of the viscera and of the hind limbs, a large plexus on

the arteria aorta and coeliaca ; from this arise two thoracic ducts,
its own side, and
under the junction with the jugular vein,

each of which runs to the superior vena cava of
empties

having

itself
first

there

received the lymphatics of the neck and of the wing.

Conglobate or lymphatic glands are not found
hitherto they have been

met with only

in the

in the mesentery;
neck and the upper

part of the thoracic cavity^.

At the lower part of the pelvis there are in some birds (the goose, swan, casuary,
two small vesicular Ij-mphatic expansions on which Stannius observed muscular
fibres, but which were not seen to pulsate rhythmically, like the lymphatic hearts of
^

&c.)

from these expansions a vein arises see them figured from the goose in
Panizza Observazioni antropo-zootomico-Jisiologiche, Pavia, 1830; fol. Tab. ix. figs. 3, 8
compare Stannius in Mueller's Archiv, 1842, s. 449 452.
^ Hewson first discovered and described the lymphatic system in birds, Pkilos.
Transact. Vol. 58, and also in his Experimental Inquiries, 11. London, 1774, pp. 64
in our century the existence of this system was for the rafist pai-t denied by
71
Magendie, according to whom lymphatics exist in the neck only he was, however,

reptiles

;

;

;

—

;

;

22—2

;
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The

heart of birds

is,

perfectly distinct chambers.

a thin pericardium,

lies

mammals, divided

like that of
It rests

into

two

on the sternum, included in

along the middle of the body in a straight

and has an elongated conical form, terminating in a point
The left ventricle has very thick and strong walls,
and, since it is longer than the right, the apex of the heart is
entirely formed by it.
In the right ventricle of the heart the

direction

backwards.

walls are

much

thinner; there

here, in place of the tricuspid

is

valves of the heart of mammals, a single valve, very muscular and
thick,

which

is

situated in the upper part of the ventricle in front

of the venous aperture or the opening of the cardial sinus (auricle)

has a triangular form, and descends obliquely with

It

inferior

margin from the

left side to

there are usually three or two
traVes) situated in front of the

From

membranous valves

immediately into

right branch, Avhicli

is

scending artery, wliich

free

[valmdce mi~

which, after

large artery [aorta),

off at its origin the

divides almost

its

In the left ventricle

entrance from the auricle \

the heart arises the

having given

the right.

coronary arteries of the heart,

two principal

branches.

The

the widest, presently divides into a deis

situated

more downwards,

bends to

the right and runs backward under the vertebral column, and into

an mnominate or subclavian
of the body.

clavian artery.

artery, destined for the anterior parts

The left branch is
Commonly there

side; yet in the singing birds

the

left

innominate or

left

sub-

a carotid artery on each
and some others one only arises
arises

on the left side and the right artery is then subclavian alone. In
the flamingo [Phoemcoptems) the single carotid artery is, on the
contrary, the branch of a right innominate artery I The carotid or
the two carotid arteries ascend upon the inferior surface of the
vertebra; when there is only one then it divides on
reaching the head into a right and left branch.
The particularly
cervical

large size of the external thoracic artery
entirely refuted
III.

[art.

thoracica

s.

mammaria

by accurate investigations, particularly of Lauth Ann. des

381—410, PI. 21—25 and of Panizza, 1. I.
Compare on the heart of birds R. Lower Tractatus de

Sc. naf.

1824, pp.
1

8vo,

pp. 60, 61,

Blumenbach

Kleine Schriften,

corde,

Lugd. Bat. 1708,

29—32, Tiedemann Zoologie, 11.
^- 557
559) and the general works on comparative anatomy of Cuvier, Meckel, &c.
See also Owen, 1. 1. pp. 330, 33 r.
2 Compare Meckel in his ArcJiiv
f. Anat. u. Physiol. 1826, s. 19, 20, and also
C. L. NiTZSCH Observationes de Avium arteria carotide
communi, Halae, 1829, 4to.

—

s.
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artery,

birds

in

externa)

which

is

remarkable,

is

be

to

pectoral muscle.

on each side from

tlie

femoralis)

wider than the brachial

is

it

by the powerful

explained

ment of the great
arteries are

341

In place of one

develop-

iliac artery

descending- aorta for the hind limbs, two

found in birds, of which the anterior [arteria cruralis

s.

small and runs above the pelvis under the last rib

is

much

backwards, whilst the posterior

larger {arteria ischiadica) is

the principal artery of the hind limbs, which previously gives off

the middle arteries of the kidney.

diminished in size

{art.

After this the aorta

In birds

sacra media).

arterial

much

is

wonder-

nets are often present, as a rete mirahile temporale formed

by the

ophthalmic artery, an external branch of the artery of the brain
{arteria carotis interna), a

eye-ball, one

by the

two superior

vence cavoe

wonder-net at the pecten within the

There are always
which return the blood to

anterior tibial artery, &c.'

and one

the right sinus of the heart.

inferior,

The

right jugular vein

is

wider, in

some birds much wider than the left, which close to the head is
connected with it by a transverse branch and conducts to it a part
of the blood ^

There

are

two lungs present

in birds,

which

lie

upon the dorsal
and dorsal

surface of the cavity of the thorax, attached to the ribs
vertebrae
lobes.

and not covering the heart; they are not divided into

The two hroncM

are, in

proportion to the trachea, short;

they penetrate the upper part of the lungs on their anterior surface,

and are perforated by some large apertures which lead
wider branches or bronchial tubes of the

first

into the

order, the extremities

of which open on the surface of the lungs and pass into the airsacs

which are

in

connexion

tubes again are perforated

with the lungs.

by smaller

These bronchial

apertures which lead into

smaller bronchial tubes which anastomose variously with each other
so as to

form a network of tubes.

The

walls of these tubes are

^ On the arterial system of birds compare F. Bauer JDisquisitiones circa nonmiUarum avium systema arferiosum, c. fig., Berolini, 1825, 4to; E. Hahn Commentatio de
Arteriis anatis, cum tabulis, Hannoverse, 1S30, 4to
and H. Baekow Anatomische
;

Untersuchimgen uher das Schlagader-system der Vogel, Meckel's, Archiv filr Anatomic
und Physiol. 1829, s. 305 496, Taf. viii x.
2

A figure of

—

—

the principal veins, with the arteries, in the fowl

is

to be

found in

the Catalogue of the Physiol. Series of camp. Anat. contained in the Museum of the
College of Surgeons, 11. 1834, PI. 25; the veins of the swan are in part figured by

Otto

in

Carus

Tabul. Anat. comp.

illustr. vi.

Tab. vi.

fig.

i.
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each of

much

covered by a network of multangular

cells, in

smaller cells are situated, whifth are

surrounded by the capillaries

and in

of the lungs

wliicli

the chemical change from venous to

Avhicli

arterial blood takes place in respiration \

Through the apertures

of

the bronchial tubes on the surface of the lungs the air passes into
large air-sacs which are situated partly in the thoracic partly in the

abdominal cavity, and which conduct air to the hollow bones. They
are supplied with blood vessels, but these are not branches of the
pulmonary arteries and moreover are not to be compared in number

and development with the blood-vessels of the lungs. So that if
appendages of the lungs, any participation in the
respiratory function be ascribed, this cannot in any case be great.
But the air-sacs form reservoirs of air for breathing, and as they
receive air from the lungs, so they can return it to them again for
to the air-sacs, as

inspiration ^

That birds have hollow bones filled with air had been observed
by earlier writers, by Fabricius ab Aquapendente, Bouelli,
and others; but still our celebrated countryman P. Camper was
the

first

John Hunter

(whilst

made

almost contemporaneously or

same discovery) who proved that these hollow bones communicate with the air-sacs, and therefore, mediately,
shortly after

The humerus, sternum and

the lungs^.

witli

The finer structure
made known by the

^

first

the

9

—

we have here described it, was
A. Eetzius, communicated to the Academy
and copied in Fkoriep's Notizen, Bd. XXX. s. i 9,

of the lungs of birds, such as
investigations of

of Sciences at Stockhohn in 183 1,
figs.

cranial bones are

II, 1838, 4to, pp.

— 58;

56

see also

Lereboullet Anat. comp. de I'AppareU

—

Strasbourg, 1838, 4to, pp. 56
58; Ed. Weber speaks of fine, closed
terminal tubes ; see Amtlicher Berickt iiber die Versammlung deulscher NaturforscJier
in Brcvunschweirj, 1845, s. 75 Rainey Minute Anat. of the Lung of the Bird, Medicorespiratoire,

;

Chirurg. Transact, sec. Ser. XIV. pp. 47—58, PI. i ; Williams' article Respiration in
Todd's Cyclop, of Anat. and Physiol , Suppl. 1855, pp. 276—278.
2 See on these air-sacs CuviER Lemons d'Anat. comp. iv.
330, and the
pp. 327
second edition of Duvernoy, vii. pp. 125—128, Tiedemann, 1.1. s. 6or— 618, Owen,

—

1.

1.

pp. 342, 343,

dans

tion

les

and

Oiseaux,

especially

Ann.

Natalis Guillot Mem.sur I'AppareU de

des Sc.

natur.

^e

Si^rie,

v. 1846,

la Respira-

Zoologie, pp.

25—87,

PI. 3, 4.
'

schap

Compare on the hollow bones
te

edition
1

771.

Rotterdam,

P.

Camper

in the Verh.

van

het

Bataafsch Genoot-

235—244, with figures. (Also, with additions, in the French
of his works, Tom. lil. pp. 457—496.)
His discovery was made in the year
In the same year that it was made public in the Transactions of the Dutch
i.

bl.

Society, the observations of

Hunter

appeared in the Philosoph. Transact. 1774; see

^
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those which are most usually hollow, often also the vertebrae (with
the exception of the
cles,

the ribs, the scapulse, the clavi-

first cervical),

the pelvis, the thigh-bones.

Rarely, however, are the thigh-

bones hollow when the upper-arm-bones are not

The

so.

radius

and ulna, tibia and fibula, as also the bones of the wings and feet
which succeed to these, are, on the other hand, almost always filled
with marrow, to which the genus Buceros, according to the observations of NiTZSCH, forms a remarkable exception, in which even the
phalanges of the toes are pneumatic \ The cranial and facial bones
receive the air not from the lungs, but in part immediately from the
Eustachian tube and the cavity of the tympanum^, in part from
the nasal cavities which conduct it to a space situated under the
eye, from whence it penetrates further into the cavities and cells of
those bones

We have

still,

in this place, to speak of the wind-pipe {trachea)

of birds, a part of the respiratory apparatus which

the last instance in order that

we may

also his Observations on certain parts of the

unite with

Animal (Economy,

London, 1837, pp. 176— 1 86. For extensive investigations
indebted to NiTZSCH OsteografiscJie Beitriige, Leipzig, 181

we
it

consider in

conveniently

edited

by R. Owen,

we are
Albees and

at a later period
1,

s.

i

— 62.

G. Veolik observed that birds can breathe through the perforated or broken humerus

and so continue to

live after the

ordinary passage for the air has been interrupted by

compressing the wind-pipe; Reil's Arckiv,
Recherches physiol.
etc.,

et

is
is

s.

469

—490.

Memoire sur

Compare

On

u. Physiol.

1826,

s.

also

JACQUEMijf

la pneumaticite des Oiseaux,

Nov. Act. Acad. Ccesar. Leop. Carol. Tom. xix. 1839, PI.

59—61.
1 Meckel's Archivf. Anat.
2

VI.

anat. sur la respiration,

618 and

2,

pp. 288

— 333, Tab.

foil.

the inside of the lower jaw, behind the articular surface for the quadrate bone,

the aperture by which the air from the tympanic cavity has access to them.

Here

sometimes a membranous duct present which leads from the cavity of the tympanum

to the aperture

;

in

many

singing birds this duct

discovered by NiTZSCH and

named siphonium ;

is

replaced

by a bony tube which was

Osteogr. Beitr.

s.

30

—

32.

In Apteryx,

an entirely abnormal genus of birds from New-Holland, where also the air-cells do not
extend into the abdominal cavity, the under jaw is the only bone in which any trace
of pneumaticity, elsewhere so common in birds, is met vsdth E. Owen Transact. Zool.
;

Soc.

II. 4, p.

286.

^ Whenever the use of the hollow bones of birds is discussed, the opinion offered
by Campek is usually the first that is considered, viz. that the air that has been warmed
and rarified diminishes the specific gravity of the bird and so makes it fitter for flying.
But it must not be forgotten, that young birds do not yet possess these cavities though
they fly very well, that many, especially small birds, have no hollow bones, and that

bats are able to

fly

without any such provision.
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The wind-pipe

the consideration of the vocal organs.

of birds dif-

from that of other vertebrate animals that breathe by means of
lungs in regard to the part it takes in the production of the voice.
fers

In the mammals, and also in the
ducts the air which
birds,

on the contrary,

duced

at the

it

merely con-

conducts the voice

itself,

which

is

not pro-

upper end of the wind-pipe, in the larynx, but at

inferior extremity,

where

there exists an apparatus

Seldom only

larynx^.

reptiles, the trachea

serve for the production of sound; in

to

is

divides into the two hronclii.

it

which has been improperly named

is

its

Here
inferior

the organ for the production of sound

situated at the lower part of the trachea
into the bronchi, as in

conversely,

Mueller

itself, above its division
Tamnophilus and Myiotliera ; in Steatornis,
found that the inferior larynx is seated in

each of the bronchi at some distance below the division, and thus

and on the inner
there

From

is

is

In most birds the rings of the bronchi are incomplete;

double^.

surface,

where they are turned towards each other,
is tense and capable of vibration.

membrane which

a

the origin of the bronchi there ordinarily passes a

bony

lamina transversely from before backward and extending upwards
into the trachea, along which a production of that membrane

mounts on eacli side, and is often continued into a border at its free
upper margin [memhrana semilunarh) In the parrots this partition
.

is

wanting.

On

the outside of each of the bronchi

is

a fold of the

mucous membrane projecting inwards, provided with elastic fibrous
tissue, and forming a vibrating vocal ligament [lamina glottidis).
Very various are the muscles which move this apparatus. In very

many

birds (gallinaceous birds, ducks, &c.) the lower larynx has

no proper muscles, but the vocal ligaments are slackened by
muscles Avhich draw downwards and shorten the wind-pipe.
pair of these muscles {muscidi sterno-tracheales) is the only part of
the motor system of the wind-pipe that is constantly present.

A

These muscles ascend from the inner surface of the superior angles
of the sternum along the wind-pipe, and are inserted into it at a

A

greater or less height.

second pair of muscles, less constant

than the preceding, ascends from the furcular clavicle to the wind-

1

This

genus
2

is

wanting

in only a

few

birds, as the stork, the struthious birds

Cath-artes Illig.

Archiv, 1842,

s.

7,

Tab.

i.

fig. ult.

and the
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In addition to these most birds have some proper muscles of

pipe.

the inferior larynx which draw one or more rings (the second and
third) of the bronchi

upwards, running from the lower part of the

trachea to these rings or to

tlae

In

the base of the hroncJii.

membranous space on the

many

outside of

songsters of the old world five

or six pairs of these muscles have been distinguished; and hence

complex system of muscles (for singing) has been incorrectly
all the Passerines, which however in very many American, especially South- American genera, is not present i.
The
sound produced in the inferior larynx is conducted, and also in
this

ascribed to

some degree modified, by the wind-pipe and the superior larynx.

The wind-pipe of birds consists of perfectly closed cartilaginous, or
many genera bony rings, which are connected by membra-

in very

nous, mostly small, interspaces.
of remarkable length,

It

and forms

is,

in

in accordance with the neck,

some waders, swimmers and

a few gallinaceous birds special curvatures, mostly included in the
sternum, principally (or sometimes solely) in male individuals, yet

swan {Anas
In some male birds the wind-pipe

also equally developed in both sexes, as in the wild

cygnus L. or Cygnus musicus).

has nearly mid-way an oval
fiisca,

&c.)

;

expansion {Anas clangula, Anas

flat

sometimes two such expansions

other {Mergus mei-ganserY.

one behind the

lie

whose voice has a very extensive musical scale, are able to shorten and lengthen their wind-pipe
considerably, and, to that end, have very thin rings and larger mem-

The

branous interspaces.

Birds,

inferior rings of the

wind-pipe above the

by longitudinal

bronchi are usually nearer together, or are connected
processes, or even, as in

many

form a continuous bony cylinder.

^

We

may

Lemons d'Anat. comp. iv. pp. 450—491,

sec.

sur la voix des Oiseaux, Ann. de Chemie

Mueller

et

to

also remark, that in

Compare Cuvier Magasin encyclopedique, Tome ii. No. 7,
Larynx der Vogel) in Reil's Archlv,

translated {iiber den untern

and
67—91, and
^dit. viii. 730
772; Savakt Memoire
de Physique, 1826, MaietJuin; and J.
p.

330, suiv.,

v.

s.

—

Ueber die hisher unhehannten typischen Verschiedenheiten der Stimm-Organe

der Passerinen, Abhandlungen der
Klasse, 1845,
2

have wholly coalesced

songsters,

s.

321

— 391,

Compare Yarrell

1827, pp. 378

— 391,

tively longer than in

with

Tab.

i.

A lead.

d. Wissensch. zu Berlin, Physik. Matheni.

— vi.

Observations on the Trachece of Birds, Linn. Transact, xv.

many

figures.

In no bird perhaps

Anas semipalmata Lath., where

dividing into the bronchi; see PI. 13.

it

is

the trachea compara-

makes four curvatures before
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many

species of clucks,

and

in the

genus Mergus, in the males,

there are lateral expansions at the origin of the bronchi, which are

developed unsymmetricallj, so that the swelling on the
usually the larger.

left

side is

In the ducks they are usually bony vesicles, in

Mergus large many-sided spaces, with bony margins, between which
a stout membrane is stretched ^ The superior larynx is situated
under the base of the tongue. It consists of ossified cartilages, of
which the largest is high in front and triangular, low behind, annular

and not completely

The

lage of man.

closed,

and corresponds

posterior part of the ring

which

cartilage, the cricoid,

projects

each side of this projecting portion

between these two

to the thyroid carti-

is

formed by a small

beyond the ring upwards.

On

a triangular elongated part;

lies

which are concave on
it presents no vocal ligaments,
and can be narrowed and widened, but not stretched and slackened.
The anterior and upper part of the thyroid cartilage has sometimes
an epiglottic process, which mostly remains cartilaginous; more
rarely is there found here a moveable appendage as a vestige of an
Conical,
einglottis, which, as a rule, is totally wanting in birds.
horny papilla, with their points turned backwards, generally surround the base of the tongue and the glottis; they prevent particles
[arytceno'id cartilages),

their inner surface, lies the glottis;

of food from falling into this fissure.

Also a transverse fold of the

mucous membrane is mostly found in front of the glottis, under
which the larynx, which in deglutition is drawn forward, can
retreat '\

The kidneys
iliac

are large,

and are situated in a depression of the

bones; they have a dark-red colour and a soft tissue, in which

and medullary substance is observed. The exwhich resemble those of the
Here are found the terminations of the torbrain of mammals.
tuous secretory uriniferous tubules, which are pennated on each
no

distinct cortical

ternal

side

surface presents convolutions

by blind

terminal branches that run parallel to each other.

In the interior of the kidney the tubules unite to form larger tubes
which are collected into bundles, from which the branches take

^

Yareell,

1.

1.

Tab. 15; compare also

Rosenthal Abhandlungen aus dem

der Anat. Physiol, u. Pathologic, Berlin, 1824, 8vo,
2

Meckel

Syst. d. vergl.

Anat. vi.

s.

464

s.

40

—469, and

—

75,

Tab.

especially

Henle

A'natomische Beschreibung des Kehlkopfs, Leipzig, 1839, 4to, pp. 54

Gebietc

iv.

—

66.

Vergleichend

—
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tlieir

which afterwards terminate in the ureters. The two
male birds in close proximity to the vasa defeOn tlie absence of an urinary bladder we
the cloaca.

rise,

ureters run (in the
rentia) to

have already spoken; the secretion too is here a pultaceous, white
mass and by no means a liquid substance as in the mammals.

The

arteries of tlie

kidneys arise principally from the aorta, but in

addition they derive branches from the ischiadic arteries for their

The

middle and posterior portions.

An

the iliac veins.

veins of the kidneys run into

aiferent renal vein,

to birds, is not present;

is

it

which Jacobson ascribes

the vena {liolumhalis, which runs

through the anterior part of the kidney, which has been taken

The

it\

succenturiate kidneys, which

lie

There seems

tion of the kidneys are of a yellow or orange colour.
to

be some relation between them and the sexual organs

testes),

close

to

which

much

observed to be

are

tliey

situated;

is

when

the sexual

usual at other times.

Usually only one ovary and one oviduct, that of the
developed.

(ovaries,

they have been

for

larger in the pairing season,

organs are also swollen, than

for

under the anterior por-

left side, is

In some of the birds of prey, and occasionally in other

birds also, two ovaries have been observed, of which, however,
that of the right side

was much more feebly developed, whilst

a right oviduct that terminated blindly and was
the

left,

much

also

smaller than

mostly without, in some cases however with a right ovary,

has been met with".

Consequently the single ovary of birds does

^ Compare A. Ferrein Mem. de I' Acad, des Sc,
1749, p. 489 and foil.; G. R.
Treviranus Beohachtungeti aus der Anat. u. Phys., istes Heft, Bremen, 1839, 4*°,

p. 127,

Tab. XIX.

fig.

XIII. figs. 7, 9, 10;

A luco,

R.

117;

Mueller

Wagner

Icones Physiol. Tab. 20,

fig. 6,

the kidney, Phil. Trans. 1842, Pt
2

de Glandul. secern, structura, pp. 92

— 94,

Tab.

has given a figure of a Malphigian body from Strlx

I.

and

Bowman

from the pan-ot

in his

paper on

PI. IV. fig. 13.

—

Compare, besides CuviER and Tiedemann {Zoologie, II. s. 712 726), Emmert in
G. Spangenberg Disquisitio anat. circa partes genitales fcemis. 382

Reil's Archiv, X.

;

cum Tab. V. fen., Gottingse, 18 13, 4to (Tab. II. fig. 4 g, right oviduct in a
Geoffrot St.-Hilaire Mem. du Mus. d'Bist. not., 1823, Tom. x. pp. 57

neas avium,

duck);

84, PI. IV.;

R.

Wagner

Beitrdge zur Anat. der Vbgel,

1.

1.

s.

271

— 283;

(a figure

of

the two ovaries in Falco palumbarius ; in Gypogeranus he found a right ovary with
right oviduct).

There are in the chick, as Rathke has observed, originally two ovaries and two
Those of the right side, however, soon cease to grow at the same rate as

oviducts.

those of the

left,

and are absorbed

in

a few weeks after the chick has

left

the egg.
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not

exactly in the middle, but more to

lie

tlie left

on the

side,

inside of the anterior part of the kidney of that side.

It is a flat

organ, with transverse folds on the ventral surface in which the

eggs are formed. Those eggs which are nearest the surface are
most developed and thus higher coloured and larger; the vascular
envelop with which they are covered forms a cup [calyx), which

when many

at its base extends into a pedicle, so that the ovary,

eggs are becoming

its

ripe,

middle of the calyces a whitish ring or girdle
the place where
the ovary

is

is

of

In the

has a clustered appearance.

seen, indicating

when the development in
open; when the e,gg has escaped the

the capsule of the Qgg,

completed, bursts

cup contracts and shrinks up\

The eg^

is

now

by an oblique elongated opening

received

the upper part of the oviduct, which

{wfundilmhtm).

deposited in layers around the yolk.

succeeds, in which the egg tarries longer
is

This

formed.

tlie

long oviduct

internal surface presents longi-

In this part of the oviduct the white of egg

tudinal folds.
is

its

at

capacious and funnel-shaped

Gradually becoming narrower

proceeds tortuously downwards;

which

is

part, covered internally

is

secreted,

Then a wider

and the calcareous

with large

villi, is

part
shell

named

by some writers; whilst the last portion which opens
into the cloaca and transmits the egg now completely formed is
named by them the vagina. They are not however distinct organs,
the uterus

but only divisions of a single tube. The bowel-shaped oviduct is
supported by a fold of the peritoneum and attached to the spinal

In some few birds only

column.

is

there a clitoris present in the

cloaca'.

{Beitr. zur Gesch. der Thienvelt, 1825, iii.

adult birds

is

s.

57, 58).

The presence of two

ovaries in

therefore to be regarded as the persistence of an earher state {ffemmungs-

hildung, Arrest of develoi:>inent).

The ovary of the fowl has been

1

Opera omnia, 1705, Tab. xviii.

M. M. Carus

fig.

I

sur

les

3, fig.

43, PI-

",

253

often figured,
;

Zootomik.

organes gin'ttaux des anim.

185 1, PI.
2

Vcrc/l.

p.

fig-

vert.,

Nov. Act. Acad.

In the ducks and the struthious birds

dem Ban der

erectilen

;

I.

figs. 3, 4.

Ctes.

see on the last

Mueller

mannlichen Gcschlechtsorgane

{Ahhandl. der Akad. der Wissensch.

Tab.

for instance,

R.

De Graaf

Leap.

Ca/rol. xxiii.

P.

r,

"O, &c.

presents a groove on the surface like the penis,

in

see,

Geoffroy St.-Hilaire Mem. du Mas. X. P. 4,
Tab. xvi. fig. 15; Lerebodllet Becherches

zv,

Berlin,

1836,

named, where

Veher
hei

ztvei

this

organ

verschiedene

Typen

den strausartigen Vogeln.

Physik. Math. Kl.)

s.

11, 22,
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The male

birds have

two

testes'

which are placed upon the
and the

anterior portion of the kidneys, on each side of the aorta
inferior

Their form

cava.

Commonly

yellowish.

is

the colour usually white

oval,

that of the left side

is

larger.

or

During the

pairing season they increase greatly in size, whilst at other times

they are contracted into a small bulk^; in birds living in polygamy
they are at all times larger than in others.
white and very

A

vascular

which

membrane

consists

of

[tunica alhuginea) covers the tissue of the testis,

many, very

fine,

convoluted tubules.

These

tubules unite to form wider tabes, vasa efferentia; these afterwards

form the epidydimis which, scarcely distinct from the testis, lies as
an oval mass upon the tunica alhuginea^ and terminates below in
a point.

From

deferens)

arises,

its

extremity the very tortuous efferent vessel [vas

which passing over the kidney and afterwards

along the outside of the ureter runs to the cloaca.

In the develop-

ment of the two efferent vessels that difference is not remarked
which is often observed between the two testes. They become
wider in their course and in many birds expand at their extremity
into a vesicle [vesicula seminalis).

The

apertures of the two ef-

ferent vessels are situated externally to those of the ureters; near

each of them

is a small conical eminence which is highly vascular.
These two conical papillee are found in all birds they were formerly regarded, incorrectly, as a double penis. This organ is
wanting in most birds only some possess a penis, without however
on that account being destitute of the aforesaid papillge. The
penis which is met with in many waders (Ardea, Ciconia, Otis)
;

;

and in some gallinaceous birds {Crax, Penelope, Crypturus),
only in a rudimentary

state, of

with, sometimes without a conspicuous groove on

In the Anatince,
Ostrich, there

is

in

the genus

Casua7'ivs,

Some

and

a penis which on copulation

outwards by eversion, and which has on

1

writers appear to have

is

a tongue-shaped form, sometimes

met with a

its

is

its

upper surface.

in the

American

in part brought

internal

surface a

single testis occasionally, or even with

tliree.

^

Abistoteles I>e Animal.
from January

size of the testes

mon sparrow

Hist. Lib. in. cap,

i.

This wonderful change in the

to April has been represented

{Fringilla domestica L.),

by Hunter

in the

com-

Catalogue of the Physiol. Series, &c. Vol. iv.

Tab. 50, transferred by Owen, Todd's Cyclop.

1.

1.

p. 354.
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A

groove which then faces outwards.

The

retracts this tube inwards.

yellow elastic ligament

part of the penis which

everted, consists of

two fibrous bodies with a groove that

rounded by spongy

tissue.

Quite peculiar

without a membranous
bodies there

is

evertible

part;

sur-

the typus observed in

is

This

the penis of the ostrich of the old world.

not

is

is

besides

is large,
tlie

conical,

two fibrous

here an elastic body which occupies the space or

groove between those parts on the under surface, of which the
tissue corresponds with that of the

ligamentum nudice, and which

forms also the extremity of the penis resembling a glans.
groove on the upper surface of the penis

venous

tissue.

When

at

rest

this penis

The

is

covered by a spongy

is

bent and concealed

in a sac of the cloaca^.

Here we may remark that
ference

is

commonly much

in

birds the external sexual dif-

greater than in the rest of the vertebrate

is especially observable in the marking
and colour of the feathers; usually the males are much more richly
ornamented. This is most striking when the birds have attained
their full size and the capacity to propagate, and is particularly

animals, a difference which

observable at pairing time

On

(in their

wedding-dress).

the development of birds in the &g^, which in

its

chief

features corresponds with that of the Reptilia Jiaplopnoa (p. 225),

must not be

entirely silent

when reviewing

we

their general characters.

The ovarian ^^g consists, like that of other animals, of the yolk
and the germinal vesicle with the germinal spot (see above, pp.
Whilst still in the ovary the yolk attains its full size;
4, 5).
it has been observed that its weight, when the ^gg has fallen into
the funnel of the oviduct,

is

exactly

tlie

same

as that of the yolk

of an Qgg just laid.
The white of (tgg, which is disposed around
the yolk in the oviduct, consists of two layers the external layer is
;

^

Of

the male organs of i:)ropagation in birds those of the cock especially have been

often figured; see, ex. gr.

De Graaf,

Carus Vergl. Zootom.
Museum of the College of Surgeons in London, iv. PI. 50, fig. i ;— of Mergus merganser in Carus Tab. anat. comp.
illustr. V. Tab. 7, fig. 2.
Compare also on this subject G. G. Tannenberg Diss, inaug.
sistens spicilegium observationim circa partes genitales masculas Avium,
cum tabulis
aen., Gottingse, 1789, 4to, and J. Mueller, in his Memoir
already quoted, Ueher zwn
Tab. XVI.

fig.

J

6,

1.

1.

p. 231,

Tab. xvii.

Catalogue of the Physiol. Series in the

rerschiedene Ti/pen, &c.

;

\

.
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formed of a thinner

fluid

albumen is
more tenacious and very

the second or inner layer of

;

present in greater quantity,

is

thicker,

Above and below the yolk is a tortuous
by a broad base, whiter

clear in colour.

attached to the yolk-membrane

filament

and

also

firmer than the rest of the albumen (the two chalazce or grandmes)

At

the obtuse extremity of new-laid eggs there arises, in conse-

quence of the separation from each other of the two laminte of the
white tough membrane which invests the inner surface of the shell,
a small space.

This space

caused by the evaporation of the

is

albumen whilst the atmospheric
shell;

it

inwards through the

air passes

gradually increases during the brooding

The development of the young bird proceeds, as is well known,
by means of brooding after the tg^ has been laid. The birds form
the only class of vertebrate animals of which

all

the species are

Pathological cases, however, have occurred in which
eggs that have been retained in the abdominal cavity or in the

oviparous.

oviduct have been hatched

by the warmth

The warmth

development of the chick in the

is

requisite for the

about 100"

Fahrenh.

(85

perature the development

—40°

exposed

o^g^

somewhat lower temproceeds, though more slowly; a

still

C.)

;

in a

temperature above 44" C. causes the death of the chick.

eggs that

body 2.

of the living

Since the

under the breast of the hen are necessarily
a greater heat than those placed at the edge of the nest

lie directly

to

the hen moves the eggs after a time and places those in the middle
at the edge, and conversely, so that tlie development of the whole

This development continues in the

proceeds contemporaneously.

brooded egg of the hen

1

4to,

J. C.

and

Hehl Diss,

in

The

about twenty-one days.

inmtg. de nafura

Eeil's Archiv,

the eggs, even

for

11. s.

when not brooded

air of this cavity does

that of the atmosphere; at

;

not

496

et tisu.

—500.

aeris ovis

Hence

avium

however,

incliiso,

it

proceeds

Tubings,

1

796

arises a diminution of weight in

but the loss of weight
differ materially in

As

greater in brooded

is

the proportion of

ego-s.

its o-ases

from

appears to contain more carbonic acid gas.
precluded from the access of atmospheric air, the eggs

first,

it

In irrespirable gases, or when
cannot undergo development. Fresh eggs can endure great cold, before beino- frozen
if they have been once frozen and again thawed, or if the capacity to germinate be
destroyed, as, for instance, by a powerful electric shock, then they freeze much more

•

readily; see experiments of

pp. 221
2

Paget

— 226.

"Etiam Gallina

to this effect, Philos. Transactions, 1850, Part

vivos foetus peperit."

pare also the examples of this in

Tiedemann

Hallee

Elem. Physiol,

Zoologic, in.

s.

145

viii. p.

— 147,

r.

46; com-
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diminished by evaporation, by which the airspace at the obtuse end is enharged the yolk changed into a milkcoloured fluid becomes sun-ounded (on the sixth or seventh day)

the albumen

is first

;

by

the constantly growing germinal

membrane and forms a yolk-

connected with the embryo; finally (on the nineteenth or
twentieth day) this yolk-sac is taken into the abdominal cavity of
sac

the embryo.

The

first

commencement

of development consists in this, that

the germ (a round disciform lamina lying immediately under the

yolk-membrane) separates itself more and more from the other parts
The germ becomes firmer and more membranous; the
of the egg.
middle becomes transparent (area pellucida s. germinativa), and
has a darker margin at the same time two or three concentric rings
;

{halones) in the

yolk appear around the germ.

The

clear area has

first a round, then an oval form, but as early as the second day
becomes elongated, round and broad at both extremities and narrow
In the germ itself two layers or laminse are
in the middle.
developed the uppermost layer is the serous or animal layer, the
;

lowest the mucous or vegetative.

round or multangular

The

serous layer consists of

with a nucleus and small granules,

flat cells,

placed close together; the mucous layer consists of cells without

nucleus which are smaller in the clear area, whilst at the margins
of this layer larger and smaller cells are intermingled with darker

globules and small granules lying diffused in a formless intercel-

Somewhat later a third layer is seen between
the other two which is named the vascular layer (see above, p. 5).
As the germ separates itself from the other parts of the egg, so
also a separation takes place in the germ itself; one part of it
becomes the embryo whilst the other retains the name of germinal
membrane into which the embryo passes without any determiAfterwards the two layers of the germ
nate boundary at first.
lular substance*.

exist in the

emhryo, and in

from the serous layer.

The

the dorsal part

it

first

is

formed

first

rudiment of the chick

is

seen

about the fourteenth or fifteenth hour of brooding as a narrow
streak [nota jjrimitiva) which

and about \\

line

is

somewhat broader

long; this streak

transparent field [area pellucida)

^

Schwann

,

lies in

which

Mikroskop. Untersuchungen,

s.

at

one extremity

the long axis of the

itself is situated

Os—Oy, Tab.

not in the

ii. figs. 6,

7.

;
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long- direction of the egg,

making nearly a

but

lies

transversely upon the yolk, and

The

right angle with the long axis of the egg.

primitive streak

a groove; a few hours later there appears at

is

its

These two dorsal
laminge, which gradually approach each other above and at length
coalesce in the mid-plane, were named by Pander the primitive
folds {Primitw-falien)
In the primitive streak, and so between
two

sides an ascending ridge-like dorsal lamina.

.

these dorsal lamina3, the central nervous system
it

arises as a fine thread the

p. 8), the first

is

formed; beneath

notochord (chorda dorsalis, see above,

commencement and precursor

of the spinal column;

by the bodies of the
by them. On each side

afterwards this chord becomes surrounded
vertebrae,

and

finally is quite suppressed

of the cliorda dorsalis small four-sided white plates begin to be

distinguished in the dorsal laminae, at

four or five, in front of

first

and behind v/hich others gradually become visible these little plates
;

are usually considered to be the

the

mucous lamina

is

yet there

'

commencement of the chick.
The commencement of it is

first

no abdominal cavity.

is

of the vertebrae

loosely attached to the inferior surface (that

turned towards the yolk) of this

As

commencement

made, on the second day, by two parts of the animal layer situated
on the outside of the dorsal laminas, the so-named {lamince. venf rales),

which extend

superficially

and bend downwards.

These

laminge thus form the lateral walls of the abdominal cavity, which
is

slowly closed, and not completely so before the development of

the chick has been completed.

The

cavity,

on the contrary, which

contains the central parts of the nervous system, the spinal

and the

brain,

is

speedily inclosed.

dorsal laminte meet

by

their

Even on

marrow

the second day the

margins in the mid-plane and coalesce.

In front the dorsal lamince separate farther from each other, and
thus bound a larger space which incloses a clear fluid situated in vesicular spaces behind each other, from which afterwards the cerebral
mass is developed. Already, on the first day, the embryo has
assumed a curved direction, and the anterior extremity (originally
the broader end of the 7iofa primitiva) is bent more and more downwards. At the posterior extremity, on the second day also, there
is a curvatm-e, and thus the embryo lies, like an upset boat, with

1

Eemak, on

tlie

cerebro-spinal nerves,

VOL.

11.

contrary, thinks these plates

Mueller's

Archiv, 1843,

s.

may
478

be regarded as rudiments of the

—484.
23

,
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back turned upwards and

keel-slicaped

its

yolk.

its

cavity towards the

vegetative layer forms the intestinal canal, which

The

is

This
still open below and passes into the germinal membrane.
and
narrower
and
narrower,
at
last
gradually
passage becomes

On

forms the umbilical aperture.

the second day also the forma-

and the circulation of the blood

tion of the heart begins,

is

pre-

pared for by vessels of the germinal membrane, by which the
second period of the history of development is distinguished.
Tlie second period of development commences with the third

The darker margin,

day and includes three days.

that in the

beo-inning surrounded the transparent area (see above, p. 350), has

expanded

into

a larger circle (the area vasculosa).

This area

is

350) which has been developed

the vascular layer

formed by
(p.
between the animal and vegetative layers.

In

this space a vascular

network appears in the second half of the second day. Eound the
area is a circular sinus or a vein {sinus terminalis, ve7ia terminalis)
from which the blood by three or four principal stems returns to
the emhryo, whilst from the embryo blood flows to the vascular
area by two transverse stems of which the direction consequently

makes a

right angle witli that of the venous stems \

circles {lialones),

which

conspicuous, have

During

now

as early as the second

The cloudy

day had become

less

entirely disappeared.

this period the

embryo acquires an envelop formed by

a prolongation of the animal layer which is turned up on each side
of it and around its two extremities and thus forms two folds which
gradually meet above the back and unite Avith each other (on the

In

fourth day).

this

way

the

membrane, the amnion, which

is

embryo

is

inclosed in a vesicular

in connexion with the skin of the

embryo where the walls of the trunk pass into the animal layer of
This connecting part is the skin-navel.
the germinal membrane.
The mucous layer, in connexion with the intestine, forms the
intestine-navel {ductus vitello-intestinalis) situated within the skinnavel.

The

heart has at

first

the form of a bent tube, which at

lower extremity receives the veins of the vascular area.

its

The upper

part of this tube (afterwards changed into the hulbus aorioe) gives
1

A beautiful

in a large figure

im

magnified representation of this circulation of blood has been given

by Pander

in his Beitrdge zur Entioiclcelungsgeschtchte des Hiihnchens

Eie. Wiirzburg, 1817, 4to, Tab. viii.

Tab.

IV. figs. 4, 5.

See also

Wagner Icm.

Physiol, (ed. prim.)
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vascular

off four

arches on each side, and between these

tln-ee

This disposition, which reminds us of the

fissures are formed.

was by Rathke, who first discovered it, actually
compared with the structure in that class; hence the names of
On the fourth day a fifth
branchial fissures and branchial arches \
pair of branchial arches is formed, and the first arch ceases to
convey blood; the current also in the second becomes weaker, and
class of fishes,

this arch disappears

on the

vascular arches remain.

day,

when thus only

two stems unite

side a short stem; the

form a single main stem.

to

fifth

These four

The

three pairs of

or three arches form

on each

as roots of the large artery,

large artery thus formed divides,

however, again lower down into two branches, and from these the

which are distributed transversely over the gerIn this period also rudiments of the liver, the
All these parts,
pancreas, the allantois and the lungs are formed.
from
the intestinal
merely
excrescences
according to VoN Baer, are
vascular
layer
canal, of which the mucous membrane penetrates the
and thus forms these parts as conical, hollow appendages. On each
side of the inferior surface of the spinal column the vascular layer
forms a lamina, whilst the mucous layer expands downwards; from
In this
the coalescence of these two laminse the mesentery arises.
period also the Wolffian bodies or primordial kidneys arise, which
arteries proceed,

minal membrane.

are situated on each side of the back along the greatest part of the

trunk, consisting

many

of

tortuous, transverse, blind tubes

and

The

first

having an excretory duct which opens into the

cloaca^.

rudiments of limbs are seen, on the fourth day, as small excrescences

on the ventral laminas; on the fifth day they are larger; at that
time they end in a flat and round part which is attached to a nar-

row

pedicle.

The

circulation

of blood through the allantois,

which

be regarded as a respiratory organ, supersedes more and
sixth day the

after the

meseraica,

circulation

and characterises the

^

Reichekt names them

sic dictis
2
III.
s.

Compare on these
f. f.

The

that,

namely, from

allantois, of

See his Dissertatio de

which the

Emhryonum arcuhus

hranckialihus, Berolini, 1836, 4to.

1825,

11

visceral arches.

through the vasa om^halo-

last period,

the sixth day to the end of brooding.

may
more

s.

50

f. f.

;

J.

parts,

amongst

Mueller

others,

Rathke

Beitr. zur Gesch. der Thierwelt,

£Udungsgesch. der Genitalien, Dusseldorf, 1830, 4to,

&c.

23—2
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rudiment appears on the third day as a vesicular eversion from
the posterior extremity of the intestinal canal, becomes highly

first

vascular, rapidly increases in circumference, penetrates externally

between the intestine-navel and the amnion, and grows over the

About

embryo and the amnion.

the ninth day the vena terminalis

disappears from the vascular area; at a later period

its

blood-vessels

Towards the fourteenth or fifteenth
day the allantois coalesces with itself and surrounds the entire Q^^,
being situated immediately under the membrane of the shell; it
may now be compared with the external membrane of the mammaalso diminish

and disappear.

lian ovum, the chorion.

ceeds.

From

The development

of the chick

the heart two pairs of vascular arches

posterior pair already sends

many

now

still

pro-

arise; the

branches to the lungs, and

is

afterwards changed into the pulmonary artery; the two anterior

and an unpaired arch on the right

side,

between the anterior and

the posterior arch, are the principal branches of the great artery
present in the full-grown bird, namely the two anterior arteries

and the descending artery (see above, p. 338). The permanent kidneys and tlie sexual organs are developed. The skeleton becomes
more and more complete in all its parts, and in tlie cartilages from

which
which

it is

at

formed

an

many

ossific points are

earlier period

now

visible.

The limbs

were uniform, now gradually assume the

appearance Avhich afterwards distinguishes them, the anterior that
of wings, the posterior of legs.
As early also as the eleventh or
twelfth day rudiments of feathers
contracts,

and

for the

may

most

The

be observed.

yolk-sac

abdominal cavity, together with the part of the intestinal canal which
is on the outside of that cavity, and with which it is in conat last

is,

nexion by the vitelline duct.

The

part, received into the

bird,

whose

bill

usually

lies at

the obtuse end of the shell, perforates on the nineteenth or twentieth
day the membrane of the shell, and is able to breathe in the aircavity under the shell, which explains the fact that the chick

be sometimes heard

At

to chirp before it chips the shell.

young bird breaks the calcareous

shell,

for

may

last the

which a calcareous,
which after-

conical excrescence on the point of the upper bill,

wards disappears without leaving a
ment.

It enlarges the aperture

some time with outstretched neck

The

vestige, serves

it

as an instru-

thus made, and continues
to rest

and breathe

circulation of blood in the allantois stops

;

still for

in the

e2:ff.

the navel-ring closes

BIRDS.

and presses

off that
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membrane and a

part of the yolk-sac from the

abdomen, and the chick leaves the egg^.
There now remain for consideration the organs of animal life in
the class of birds.
The mass of the spinal marrow is smaller
than that of the brain, whilst the reverse was observed in fishes

and

A

reptiles.

narrow canal runs through

its

Where

middle.

the nerves of the wings (plexus hrachialis) arise, the spinal marrow,

which in the upper part of the neck is thin, becomes broader; a
still more remarkable swelling appears in the lumbar region, where
the nerves of the hind limbs arise.
Here the posterior strands
separate laterally from each other, and the central canal expands
into a sac which is filled with a watery fluid.
From this part
downwards the spinal marrow becomes constantly thinner, runs
through the tail, and finally terminates in a fine thread a so-named
;

Cauda equina

The

more

is

In the

classes.
it

is

brain

not present^.

first

two preceding
mass is larger; in general, at least,
magnitude that of most reptiles, and of all
fully developed than in the

place, its

surpasses in relative

It entirely fills

fishes^.

1 Amongst
M. Malpighii

the cranial cavity.

Again, the greater

the nuraeroua writings on the development of the chick

puUi

we name only

Oi^ra omnia, Londini,
1687, fol. II.; A. Haller Deux Mtjmoires sur la formation du coeur dans le }midet,
Lausanne, 1758; G. F. Wolff Tkeoria generationis, Halse, 1759, Svo (ed. sec. ibid.
1774); ejusd. Ueher die Bildung des Darmlcanals im hehriiteten Hiihncliens, iiherseizt von

J. F.

Meckkl,

metamorphoseos

Diss. epistoMca de Formatione

in ovo in his

Halle, 18 12, Svo; Chr. Pander Dissertatio inaug. sistens historiam
quamovum incubatum prioribus quinque diebus subit. Wirceburgi, 1817,

his Beitrdge, with 14 beautiful plates by D'Alton, already cited above)
K. E. Von Baer Ueber Entioickelungsgeschichte der Thiere, Konigsberg, 1828, 4to, s.
I
446; lastly, the
140, and in Bdedach's Physiologie, Bd. II. 2te Aufl. s. 335
excellent plates of M. P. Erdl, in the first part of his work, interrupted by his death,
Die Entwickelung des Menschcn und des HiUmchens, Leipzig, 1845, 4to. We could not
dwell upon the great difference of opinion of the latest writers with regard to the
layers of the germ and other questions not yet sufficiently cleared up, but we have

Svo (and

;

—

—

deviated only slightly from the description given in our
investigations of

VoN Baer

first edition,

for

which the

supplied the ground-work.

Compare Nicolai in Reil's Arcliiv, XI. s. 156—219, with a figure of the entire
marrow of a goose.
^ The proportion is very various
thus the ratio between the weight of the brain
and that of the whole body has been found in the sparrow as i 25, in the chaffinch as
2

spinal

;

:

1

:

22, in the goose as

camp.

II.

i

:

300,

Halleb

Elem. Physiol,

pp. 151, 152, 26 ^d. in. pp. 79, So.

ratio in struthious birds;

Archil' fiir

in the Lidian

Anatomie und Physiol,

Still

Casuary as

vi. 1832,

s.

352.

iv. pp. 9,

10

;

Cuv. Lee. d'Anat.

smaller than in the goose
i

:67o or even

i: looo,

is

the

Meckel
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development of the brain

is

obvious from the position of

several

its

which are no longer situated in one plane, behind each other,
fishes and reptiles.
The broad medalJa oblongata now makes

parts
as in

an obtuse angle with the spinal marroAV of the neck. The second
cerebral mass, which in fishes and reptiles is situated in front of
the cereheUnm and behind the hemispheres of the cerebrum (see

above, p.

4.'i),

is

here placed below, and on the upper surface are

seen the two large hemispheres and the cerebellum alone.
last,

although

it

has lateral appendages,

still

This

consists principally of

the middle ])art, which in anatomy is named vermis cerehelli.
The
medulla of the cerebellum presents that peculiar branching expan-

which the name of arbor

sion to

The

vitte is

given in

human anatomy.

cavity of the medulla oblongata (the fourth ventricle) pene-

trates far into the cerebellum.

many

On the

sm-face of this medullary

transverse furrows are visible.

The cerebrum

convolutions, but has an entirely smooth surface;

mass

exhibits no

has capacious

it

which large striated eminences are
Above and behind the anterior commissure

cavities {ventriculi laterales) in

seen [corpora striata).
is

a thin transverse medullary lamina, which, according to the inter-

esting discovery of A,

Meckel,

callosum, the two hemispheres^
Varolii

yet visible

is

(p.

connects, as a rudimental corpus

On

the base of the brain no

pons

227); in front of the medulla oblongata

the under surface of the above-named second cerebral mass

is

seen

two lateral eminences corresponding to the corpora quadrigemina
and hollow internally. From these the very thick optic nerves
as

proceed forwards, form a curve and approach each other transversely
to

meet

in front of the

infundihidum where they

split into

a number

of medullary laminae, which receive one another on each side like

the fingers of two clasped hands.

The

olfactory nerves arise from a

conical swelling at the fore part of the hemispheres

;

white medul-

lary fibres at the base of the hemispheres run in part to these

nerves

those fibres

;

may be
The

as the optic thalami.

^

Compare

Archiv

especially

same

in

A. Meckel Anaiomie des Gehirns der Vogel in J. F. Meckel's
1816, s. 25—78, Tab. I.
Many figures of the brain of

filr die Physiol, ii.

birds are to be found in the
figs. 2,

followed in the other direction as far

pairs of cerebral nerves are the

3,

Tab. 37,

4,

fig.

Tab. 23,
13.

figs.

first

edition of

14—17, Tab.

Wagner's

24, fig. 16,

Icones Physiolocjiae, Tab. 22,

Tab. 25,

fig. 9,

Tab. 26,

fig.

5,
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number

mammals; also
The facial nerve is

as in

the same.

the principal divisions of them are

mammals and seems

The

feebly developed.

first

branch

which deviates from that in

of the fifth pair has a distribution

to indicate that, in part, it also corresponds to

the second branch of that pair; also

it

is

sometimes thicker than

the second; the third branch gives off no lingual nerve (comp.

The

above, p. 228).

tenth pair, that of the nervus vagxis, seems

to take the place of the n. linguaUs ; a

branch from that pair joins

the glossopharyngeus, whilst a distinct lingual branch from

vagus

the

often present in addition \

is

The upper
lies close to

cervical ganglion of the great sympathetic nerve

the outlet, from the cranium, of the ninth and tenth

From this ganglion two branches proceed to the head, which
communicate with branches of the fifth, seventh and ninth pairs.
pairs.

The

cervical portion of the great sympathetic enters the canal of

between the

the transverse processes

and second

first

cervical

again at the penultimate cervical
vertebra, then runs over the brachial plexus and forms in the
thoracic cavity large ganglia which are mutually connected by two
vertebrae

and

issues from

it

In the posterior part

nervous filaments or a double limiting cord.

of the abdominal cavity the limiting cord again becomes single,

and the nerves of the two

sides approach each other

more and more

towards the mid-plane^.

The

sense of feeling cannot be highly developed in birds, since

their body,

some

with the exception of the beak, of the

of certain parts of the

with feathers.

besides their use in

1

Compare on the

1832, 4to, pp. 4T, 42.

Schlemm Observafiones neurologicw,
Thuet Disquisitiones anatomicce Psitta-

cerebral nerves in birds

—

Compare besides E. H.
BiSCHOFF Comment, de Nervi
2

and M.

20,

—

J.

32.

Weber

—

Anat. comp. nervi symjMthici, pp. 24 38, also
Anatomia et Physiologia, Darmstadii,

accessorii WilUsii

In the mesentery of birds there

which proceeds from the rectum, where
volutions of the intestinal canal.
;

and in

changed into wings, the posterior too,
standing and progressing, serve only for seizing

coriim, Turici, 1838, 4to, pp. 30

ganglion

legs,

entirely covered

anterior limbs are absolutely unable to serve

1834, 4to, pp. 17

Berolini,

is

since they are

tact

for

The

head or the neck,

At

it is

is

thickest, to the

the cloaca

is

an unpaired nervous cord

duodenum along the con-

placed an elongated, large terminal

at the lowest part of the small intestine this nerve has

the interesting investigations of
nervensysl.em, Berlin, 1847, folio.

Eemak

in his

no ganglion.

See

memoir, Ueber ein selbstdndiges Darm-
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without any provision

may

the bill

the skin that covers

the

for feeling

In some birds

being observable.

serve as an organ of touch, as in the ducks, where
it is

many

thin and soft and has

fifth

pair of nerves distributed to

We

may

branches of

it.

here touch upon the feathers of birds, a covering of

the skin which
these animals

and

peculiar to this class,

is

which the body of

to

indebted not only for the ornament of beautiful

is

by which

colours but also for the graceful rotundity of form

The

distinguished.

feathers have,

it is

inferior extremity,

at their

shorter or longer horny tube, the quill {sccqnis, calamus),

a

by which

to the skin.
In the part which extends onwards
towards the point, named the shaft [racJiis) there is on the outer

they are attached
surface,

which

smooth and somewhat convex, a lamina that

is

produced from the horny basal piece, and extends
of the feather,

On

becoming gradually narrower.

the shaft has a longitudinal groove.

The

to the

is

extremity

the inner surface

shaft consists of a white

spongy substance, resembling the pith of an elder-branch, which
arises in the tube of the shaft by two or three roots.
The quill,
again, is not entirely hollow but contains some membranous parts
so-named pith of

or partitions (the

the feather),

the lower and the upper ends of the quill

when

which

are fixed to

the pith of the shaft

begins to be formed, and are received within one another like
funnels.

From

the shaft proceed obliquely on each side towards

the point of the feather branches {rami NiTZSCH, radii or harhm of

This branch-like part of the feather

other writers).

The homy

[vexillmn) or vane.

laminse of which

it

are also provided on each side with finer rays {radii
hulce) scarcely visible

rays,

i.e.

that

which

by the naked eye; the
is

is

named ^a^

is

composed

NlTZSCH, har-

anterior

row of these

turned towards the point of the shaft, sup-

ports minute microscopic hairs, which, in part, are bent into hooks
at their extremity

and cross the posterior rays of the branch im-

mediately preceding.

It is

by

the vane, especially in the
interlock;

when

the attempt

to stick together \

^

fig. 2

these booklets that the branches of

flagis

and

made

tail-feathers so
to separate

In the feathers of very

A good figure of this arrangement maybe found
;

p. 350,

many

in

birds there issues

HooKE MicrograpMa,

the figure of Perrault, on the contrary, given by

does not correspond with nature.

completely

them, they seem

Owen

in

Todd's

Tab. 23,

Cycloji.

i.

BIRDS.

from a

or umbilical

pit

little
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depression, at the

commencement

of the groove on the internal surface of the shaft, an accessory

plume {pluma

accessoria,

hyporracMs NlTZSCii),

casuary equals the primary shaft in
smaller than

it,

wings and the

but

is

size,

similarly formed.

by a

and

the

much

met with.

By tlie quill

duplicature of the skin.

If the feathers be plucked from a living bird
their place,

in
is

In the flag-feathers of the

tail-feathers this part is never

the featliers are fixed in a tube formed

which

but usually

new ones come

in

this reproduction occurs also annually at the so-

named moult. At

the bottom of the canal in which the feathers were

fastened, a formative fluid is then secreted anew,

which gradually
This vesicle
quickly assumes the form of an elongated cone of which the base
is turned downwards
it afterwards perforates the skin as a horny
case or sheath, and finally at its point gives passage to the vane of
accumulates and

is

included in a vesicle open below.

;

new feather developed within the case. In proportion as the
development of the feather proceeds, the horny case is resolved into

the

small scales and plates and partly

falls

off

by shaking

of the

removed by the bird when it dresses its feathers with
its bill.
Some downy feathers, of which the shaft is not fully
formed but always remains incomplete, secrete on that account a
substance or powder wliich falls from this horny case; feathers of this
kind have been long known in the herons, where they occur behind
on the back, but they are found also in other birds, in some parrots,
for instance, and birds of prey.
feathers, or is

Consequently

The

it

is

the point of the feather that

is

first

seen.

most early formed in the above-named
Afterwards comes the quill, which at first forms a ring at

flag also is the part

sheath.

the base of this sheatli, but
shaft

produced, which at

is

is

first

afterwards elongated.
consists of

two

Lastly the

lateral parts,

which

soon coalesce at the horny plate of the anterior side, but remain
longer distinct behind, from whence also the longitudinal groove

which we have noticed on the posterior surface of the shaft.
membranes that fill the quill are the remnants of the
fluid in which the feather was formed and which has gradually
dried up in that closed spaced
arises

Finally, the

1

On

the

published.

mode

in

wliich feathers are produced various observations have been

In our compressed description we have principally made use of A.

Meckel
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changing the milk-teeth, the rudiments of the permanent teeth are present, so on the moulting of
birds there already exists in the base of the dermal cell a vesicle

As

in

mammals,

under the old
proceeds.

As

before

feather,

from which subsequently the

new

feather

in the annual decadence of the horns in stags so also

in that of the feathers, the occurrence

is

in close connexion

with the

In like manner as castrated stags no longer shed
their horns, so birds moult no more almost, when they have been
The relation between the
rendered incapable of propagating.
sexual function.

sexual function and the feathers

is

moreover clearly indicated by

the well-known difference of plumage in the different sexes, whilst
finally,

certain female birds,

which from age have ceased to lay
which resembles that of the males

eggs, sometimes assume a clothing,

as, for example, has been observed in pheasants
and ducks \
The moulting of birds usually occurs about the beginning of
autumn, when the brooding time has passed; many birds, those,
namely, which have a winter dress, change their feathers twice a

of their species,

year, casting their winter dress in spring before the time of pairing.

The

feathers

may

be distinguished as contour-feathers

[penyice)

and as down-feathers [plmnulce) The first are furnished with a perfect
quill and with firm branches and rays. The down-feathers have an
imperfect, short quill, and the rays, destitute of little hairs or hooks,
.

exhibit under the microscope darker knotty swellings, remote from

each other, and causing them to appear as though divided into long
joints.

There are

feathers, which,

from the entire absence or slight

development of the vane, almost resemble
distinguished as a third kind under the
{filoplumce).

The

hairs,

name

and which are

of thread-feathers

quill-feathers are mostly placed in certain de-

Nitzsch), between which other fields {apterid)
which are covered with down-feathers only, or are

finite regions [pterylce

are situated,

TJeher die

Federhildung, Reil's Archiv f. d. Physiol, xii.

—

s.

37

— 96,

with figures.

Compare also F. Cuvier Mem. du Mus. xiii. pp. 327 368. (Reclam De pliimarutn
pennarumque evolutione, Ace. Tab. in. Lipsise, 1846, and G. Scheenk De formatione
pennw, Dorpati, 1848, are known to me only from Rbichert's Jahreshericht in Mueller's Archiv, 1847,

s-

29,

and 1849,

S-

21.)

Blumenbach Institutiones physiol., p. 508
HiLAiRE Mem. du Mus. d'Hist. not. xii. pp. 220
Paris, 1841, pp. 493— 5H, PL 4, 5^

(ed.

— 231,

IsiD.

Geoffr. Saint-

and Essais dc

Zoolorjie rjeneraU,

1798);
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however they he protected by the vanes of the

naked,

quite

neighbouring

The

quill-feathers.

various

disposition

of

these

feathered regions has been carefully investigated by Nitzsch in
different genera of birds, and has been employed as an aid in
classification

The

^

quill-feathers of the

The

in

wings and of the

tail

which are inserted
a row on the outside along the posterior margin of the hand and

bear different names.

the fore-arm, are

large quill-feathers,

named Jiag-feathers

{remiges).

Ten

or nine (some-

times eleven) of these are inserted on the hand from the point of

wing

as far as the joint {ii-emiges primores s. remiges primi orthem succeed the so-named secondary fag-feathers [remiges
secundi orduns), which are subject to a much greater variety of
The thumh-wing [alida,
number and are attached to the ulna.

the

dmis); to

a bundle of small stiff feathers inserted externally on
Sometimes
there is a carpal tubercle above the thumb,
the thumb.
conical
horny
investment.
The wings are in that
covered with a
case said to be spurred [alee calcaratce), as in Parr a jacana L.,

ala spuria)

is

The

Palamedea, &c.

great quill-feathers

The

rudder-feathers [rectricesY.

and the

covered

tail are

tail-coverts are

named

of the tail are

large quill-feathers of the

by smaller

named
wings

feathers {coverts, tectrices ; the

calypteria).

Cutaneous glands or sebaceous and sweat glands, which in
mammals are commonly present in great numbers, and are diffused
over most parts of the body, are wanting in birds, with the exception of a gland situated

however, in some

is

blind, parallel tubes,

under the skin, on the tail-bone, which,
It consists of two lobes, formed of

absent.

and secretes a white or yellow oily substance,

which the birds press from the excretory ducts with their bill and
These glands are more
with which they smear their feathers.
water-birds
(especially
in Sida, Sterna, Proceldeveloped in some
laria)

than in the

rest'\

1 C. L. Nitzsch System der PterylograpMe, Mit X Kupfertafeln, Halle,
1840, 4to.
In the supplements also by the Editor, Prof. Bukmeistee, contributions to the history
of the development of feathers are to be found, which may be compared with what has

been stated above.
2

In the description of birds these feathers are counted from without inwards, so

that each of the outermost feathers

is

named

the

first,

those that succeed to them the

up to the middlemost.
Compare Schneider Ahhandlungen zur Aufklarung der Zoologie

second, &c.
3

geschichte,

1784,

Pterylographie,

s.

s.

54

158,

— 59.

159,

333,

TiEDEMANN

Zoologie,

11.

s.

u.

Handhmgs-

135—137, Nitzsch
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From

Taste

sense.

of the

this interweaving

we

feathers of birds

is little

the tongue itself

and

description of the skin

turn to the consideration of their organs of

developed in birds, and in most of the species

quite inadapted to serve as an instrument of this

is

merely a horny covering of the two cartilages or bones
which lie side by side, or have coalesced, and which are attached to
the body of the tongue-bone in front [ossa lingualia s. eritoglossa) In
the parrots however the tongue is thick and muscular, and beset with
some papillse at its base. It is muscular also in many water-birds,
as the ducks, where it is provided at the margin with stitF bristle-like
denticles, armed with rows of hard laminas, and covered at the base
with long soft papillae., in front of which is a large grooved tubercle.
sense, being

.

In most birds the tongue serves merely for deglutition, or for seizing
the food, as in the*woodpeckers, where it can be extended far from

The tongue-bone

the mouth.

consists, in addition to the cartila-

which has been noted,
back part, a stiliform
bone is usually attached [urohyale of Geoffroy), and of two long
horns, which are sometimes cartilaginous at the apex, and mostly
formed of two joints. In the woodpeckers and humming birds
these horns mount upwards upon the cranium and glide downwards
ginous or bony nucleus of the tongue

of a

body mostly

when

the tongue

is

it

food which

is

The organ
the

bill, at

towards

its

many

possesses

condition to bring

and thus

little flexibility,

is

of smell

is

more highly developed^.

a greater or less distance from
base, are seen the

especially in those birds

two

may

by

its

On

point,

the back of

mostly more

Frequently these

nostrils".

not be obstructed by sand or

bristles

which pick

imperfect feathers),

(stiff,

their food

from the ground.

cartilaginous septum of the nasal cavities, that rests

vomer,

is

not in a

required for tasting.

other matters, are covered

1

of birds admits of great

extraneous muscles, as extension and

surface into that variety of contact with the

its

apertures, in order that they

The

The tongue

extended.

motion as a whole from
retraction; but

itself,

elongate, to which, at the

perforated

Scarpa De Auditu

et

in

some birds

OJfactu, pp. 77

— 85,

(??ares

Tab. in.

pervice).

;

compare

upon the

The
also

nasal

Harwood

System of Comp. Anat. and Phys. Cambridge, 1796 ; 4to, p. 25.
2 In Sula alba, according to Nitzsch, they are entirely wanting, Jahresberidit der
Naturf. GeselUch. zu Halle, 1825, s. 23. Schlegel, however, found them in this bird,
but they cannot be perceived in Sula piscatrix and parva. Tijdschr. voor natuurl.
Geschied. en Physiol, ir. 1839, s. 168
172.

—
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and open beliind by a fissure in tlie palate.
Within the nasal cavity

Frontal sinuses are not present in birds.

on each side are found three laminae, usually cartilaginous, sometimes bony; of these the middle one has more
lowest

convolutions, the

or fewer

correspond to the conclue or spongy bones [ossa turhinata) of
mals; they are covered

by a

olfactory nerves penetrate
first

velvetty

divide in the cavity into

is

plate

many

appears to increase with the fineness of

Scarpa on

mammals).
which spread

(peculiar to

fine branches,

the seat of the sense of smell, and of which the size

receives its nerves from the

According

The

and upon the upper conch, which

themselves over the septum
especially

mam-

mucous membrane.

the nasal cavities undivided, without

passing through a cribriform

They

sjnral

These laminee

always very small.

is

to

first

the anatomical

birds, the

this.

The

branch of the
to

conch

and experiments of

investigations

waders would seem

inferior

fifth pair alone.

have the

finest smell,

and then the water-birds, the birds of prey, and the climbers,
whilst this sense is dullest in the singing and the gallinaceous
Also, according to this great anatomist, the males are some-

birds.

more acute

Avhat

in smelling than the females.

To

the olfactory

organ a pair of glands also belongs, which Jacobson and Nitzsch
have brought into fuller notice. Not in water-birds only, but nearly
in all birds there

is

found on the frontal bone, or above the margin
it, a gland on each side, of which the ex-

of the orbit, or within

cretory duct runs to the cavity of the nose.

and seems

The

fluid

which

it

resemble that of the tears \
The organ of sight is highly developed. In this class no examples are met with of species which have eyes either small or
secretes is watery,

to

covered by the skin, and thus unfit for seeing, as

is

the case in

certain species of the other classes of vertebrate animals.

On

the

contrary, the eyes in birds are large, especially in the birds of prey.

With

the exception of the nocturnal birds of prey, where they are

directed forward, they are placed laterally, above the angle of the

more towards the back part of the head on each side, as in
The eye-ball before and behind is circumscribed by a
spherical segment, but the anterior segment belongs to a smaller

bill,

or

the snipes.

1 Jacobson Bulletin de la Soc. phllomatique, Avril,
Meckel's Archtvfiir die Physiol, vi. 1820, s. 234 269.

—

1813; C. L. Nitzsch in
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and hence the curvature of the cornea

sphere,

is

much

greater than

When

that of the sclerotic coat in the base of the eye.

the poste-

segment is large the two segments are united by a narrow
margin running obliquely forward; if, on the contrary, the posterior
segment be only a small portion of a sphere, then this uniting
margin is elongated to form a truncated cone, and the axis of the
rior

eye becomes

much

which the number

plates or scales, of
is

commonly

At

longer, as, for instance, in the owls.

part the sclerotic coat receives between

its

this

laminte a ring of bony

differs in different birds,

but

Fibres of striped muscle proceed

fourteen or fifteen^

forward from these scales and are inserted into the inner lamina of
the cornea^.

Their action will increase the convexity of the cornea.

The

membrane

vascular

black pigment.

[clioroidea)

As an arrangement
must be

is

covered abundantly with a

in the eye peculiar to birds the

which consists of a fold
and may be regarded as a
higher development of the sickle-shaped band in the fish's eye (see
above, p. 48), and of the fold present in many lacertine animals
This fan proceeds from the entrance of the
(see above, p. 232).
optic nerve into the eye-ball obliquely upwards to the axis of the
eye, and in many extends as far as the capsule of the lens.
The
number of the folds is various; they are most numerous in the
Passeres, from twenty to thirty; on the other hand they are fewest
in number in the nocturnal birds of prey and Caprimulgus (five to
This part does not contain muscular tissue, and hence
seven) ^.
the only effect it can produce by changing its circumference must
be caused by the greater or less distension of the blood-vessels
which are very numerous in it. On the probable use of the fan
many surmises have been formed; we here notice only the opinion
black fan or comh
of the vascular

1

A

{jjecten)

membrane

noticed,

ichoroidea)

,

bony ring has been given by J. A. Albers Beitrdge
istes Heft, Bremen, 1802, 4to, s. 73
io6,
there is also another ossification in the sclerotica, a bony

full description of this

zur Anatomie

«.

Physiologie der Thiere,

•with figures.

In

many

birds

—

form of a ring or horse-shoe, at the entrance of the optic nerve into the bulb.
Zc/tec/<?'. /. ivissensch. Zool. iv. 1853, p. 215; F. Leydig, Mueller's
Archiv, 1855, pp. 40 46, Taf. vi. figs, i
7.
plate in

Gemmingek

See

—

2

These

discoverer.
^

Compare Wagner

this part

exception.

is

—

form the musculus cramptonianus, so named
Tbomfsoh's Annals of PhilosophT/, 18 13, p. 172.

fibres

Beitr, zur Anal, der Vogel.

wanting, according to

Owen

See also on the pecfen JEa.

Avium potestate anatomica

et

physioloyica.

(1.

1.)

Zool. Transact.

s.
11.

295
p.

Huschke Commentatio
Accedit Tab.

after

Crampton,

— 300.

293

;

its

In Apteryx

this is a single

de Pectinis in ocuJo

sen. Jense, 1827, 4to.

3G7
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formerly advanced by Petit and afterwards urged
that

i\\Q

pecten,

by absorbing the rays

by Trevieanus,

of light that enter the eye

power of seeing objects that are out of the
and renders vision in that direction
and sharp. The ligamentum ciliare, which in the mam-

obliquely, limits the

direction of the axis of the ball,

more

definite

mals contains unstriped muscular
cular fibres; between
tance)

the

;

fibres,

two laminge

is

here contains striped mus-

an open space {canalis Fon-

possesses a high contractility, and presents

which run round the pupil

lar fibres

and

iris

its

muscu-

in concentric circular bundles,

under the external layer of pigment upon which the diffeiris (commonly yellow or brownish) depends.

lie

rent colour of the

The

The lens is commonly more convex
more flat, as in swimming birds it is,
however, on the whole, much less convex than in fishes and reptiles,
and is placed far from the convex cornea, so that the anterior chamber of the eye is spacious, and the quantity of the aqueous humour
pupil

is

usually round.

in proportion as the cornea

is

;

considerable.
The bird's eye is distinguished from that of mammals not only by the pecten but also by the disposition and com-se

mammals penetrate the eye-ball and
on the contrary, only on one side of

of the ciliary nerves; these in

on every

iris

side, in birds,

the eye, the inferior, and afterwards divide into branches which are
distributed circularly over the iris\

Three eye-lids are present; besides the two horizontal eye-lids,
is always a third vertical eyeat the inside, the memhrana nictitans, which is transparent and

the upper and the lower, here there
lid

moderates the too powerful action of the

light,

by drawing

like a curtain over the anterior surface of the eye-ball.

itself

In different

birds, diurnal birds of prey for instance, in the toucan
tos),

in Casuarms, in StrutMo there is found a

lashes, or

stiff,

imperfect feathers along the margin of the horizontal

The lacrymal gland

eye-lids.

reddish, and

is

{Rhamphasrow of black eye-

situated

upwards

is

commonly

small,

round, and

at the posterior angle of the eye.

Birds have, in addition, a gland called Harder's gland (see above,
p. 232) on the anterior surface of the eye-ball, of which the excretory duct opens behind the

1

1807,

KiESEE
II.

s.

werkzeuge.

in

memhrana

Oken's und Kieser's

nictitans.

Beitr. zur vergl. Zoologic,

This membrane

Anatomic

tt.

Physiol.

98; see figures in Trevikands Beitr. zur Anat. u. Physiol, der SinnesBremen, 1828, fol. Heft i. Tab. I. f. 12, 13.
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moved by

XV r.

a muscle [musculus jpyramidalis) which arises on the

posterior surface of the sclerotic under the entrance of the optic

nerve and has a very long tendon which passes above the optic
nerve, and

inclosed in the canal of a second broad muscle {muse.

is

quadratus) on the upper and back part of the sclerotic
this canal the

ward

margin of the third eye-lid \ The
man, four straight
they partly cover the two preceding muscles, and

be inserted into

to

eye-ball has also

and two

oblirpie;

its

tlie

six proper muscles, as in

are short: the ball has less mobility in birds,

and

in

tion of their sight to different objects is effected less

of

tlie

on leaving

;

tendon proceeds over the eye-ball forward and down-

them the direcby the motions

eye than of the whole head^.

The organ

of Irearing

general form in a
different orders

much

presents in

an adherence

birds

to

stops at very different grades of development.

it

a

greater degree than in reptiles, where in

addition to the vestibule the auditory organ has in

birds a

all

In

tym-

panic cavity, an auditory ossicle, a tympanic membrane, an Eusta-

A

chian tube, and an external auditory passage.

bony lamina

thin

surrounds the membranous vestibule, and, since this lamina

veloped by a cellular and loose bony
birds

may be

large.

The

easily exposed.

anterior

backwards with

its

and inner

The
is

tissue, the

bony

is

en-

vestibule in

three semicircular canals are

the largest

;

it

runs from before

curvature upwards, and unites

by

its

posterior

extremity with that of the posterior canal, whose arch is turned
outwards and stands vertically; the third canal lies almost at a right
angle under and across the direction of these, and thus is horizontal

;

it

The

has two openings into the vestibule.

The

vestibule

cochlea has the form of an obtuse cone, which at

swells into an oval tubercle.

cochlea

brane

is

is

divided

by a

thin

stretched between

its

is

small.

extremity

The interior of this non-convoluted
membrane into two cavities the mem-

two bent cartilaginous

;

strips connected

1 Here, for the purpose of keeping the tendon in
its place, a small bony swelhng is
sometimes found on the bony eye-ring. Compare on these muscles NiTZSCH Osteogr.

Beitr.

a. 80, 81, Taf. i. figs.
6, 7; see also the drawings and description of these
muscles in the eye of the ostrich, in Catalogue of the Physiol. Series in the Museum
of
the College of Surgeons, iii. pp. 206
208, PI. 42, figs. 4
7.

—

Compare on the eye of birds KiESER Ueher die Metamorphose ties Auges des
behriiteten Huhnchens, 1. 1. s. 89—108, W. D. Scemmerhing De oculor. sectione hori2

zontali, pp.

47

— 55,

&c.
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and forming an elongated oval
ring.
There is a fenestra of the cochlea and a fenestra of the vestibule; the last, ov fenestra ovalis, is the superior and larger; close
below it lies tlie fenestra of the cochlea, which has also an oval
form, and so the name fenestra rotunda is scarcely applicable to it.
The ossiculum auditus is stiliform, and terminates in an oval or triangular plate, by which it rests upon the fenestra of the vestibule.
The apertures of the Eustachian tubes lie close together in the
palate behind the internal openings of the nasal cavities.
The
with

eacli other at their extremity,

membrane

of the

external meatus

tympanum has

is

short

its

The

external surface convex.

opening

its

;

surrounded by a

is

feathers sometimes of a peculiar form,

which

circlet of

in certain birds are

elongated and extend beyond the other feathers of the head.
the owls there

is

In

a cavity in front of the external meatus furnished

with various folds of skin, which in some degree corresponds to an
external ear^.

The muscles in this
mode of

life

in birds.

developed, which are divided into numerous distinct
and do not form such a continuous layer {panniculus car-

strongly
parcels,

nosus) as

The

way corresponding
The cutaneous muscles are

class are arranged in a

to the peculiar

present in

is

mammals.
on the surface of the body have

quills or stiffer feathers

proper small muscles, produced from the cutaneous muscular layer,

sometimes

for each feather four or

number may be reckoned

1

five in number, so that the whole
more than 12,000^. The other muscles

at

See on the auditory organ of birds Scarpa

Teevikanus Ueher den innern Ban der
Physiol.
tura,

s.

I.

pp.

iS

188

— 36

— 196,
(with

PP-

5— 52>

PI-

I-

I'ouie

Audilic

et

Olfactu, pp. 32

— 36,

Ohrs der Vogel, Zeitsckr. f.

Tab. ix,
Windischmann De penitiori in AmpJdb. strucwhich again compare Treviranus Die Erschelnungen u.

Oesetze des organ. Lebens,

sur VOrgane de

De

SchnecTce des

dans

;

1832,
les

11.

s.

119,

120);

Breschet

Rech. anat.

Oiseaux, Ann. des Sc. nat., 2e Sdrie,

Tom.

et jihysiol.

v. Zoologie,

"•

NiTZSCH, quoted by Carus

Vergl. Zoot. i. s. 294.
Some cutaneous muscles
under the skin; they have been described by Owen
in Sida alba, Proceedings of the Zool. Soc. Part i. 1S30, 1831, y>. 91.
Owen has
described also, at length, the cutaneous muscles in Apteryx, where they are more than
2

compress the

air-sacs situated

commonly developed

;

this is

connected with the peculiar thickness of the skin and

probably also with the habit of this bird to
its

roll itself

use in shaking the loose earth from the feathers.

1842, pp. 22

VOL.

— 24.
II.

on the ground, when

it

has

Proceedings of the Zool. Soc. x.

24

^
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present an accumulation of the fleshy mass as close as possible to
the trunk, a disposition by which the muscles of the limbs have short

with long tendons, which, especially in the legs, have a great
inclination to ossify. The great pectoral muscle is remarkably de-

bellies

veloped, surpassing in most birds all the other muscles collectively
in mass; yet in the struthious birds

the humerus downwards, and thus

The muscles

in flying.

it is

This muscle draws

small.

the principal

is

moving power

that raise the arm-bone are less developed,

as the deltoid, which is usually described as represented by three
muscles, two of which however (m. deltoideus niedius and inferior)

regarded by Retzius as muscles of the scapula {musculus

are

supraspinatus and m. infraspinatus).

The proper muse, deltoideus
by a second head,

arises from the ossiculum humero-scapidare and

more downward and backward, from the
scapula;

anterior extremity of the

attached to the crest of the humerus ^

it is

Peculiar to

birds are the muscles with long tendons which stretch the dermal

provided with elastic fibrous tissue, of the wings; for the

fold,

uppermost

fold,

between the upper-arm bone and the fore-arm, two

of these are seen; for the posterior fold, between the upper-arm

bone and the trunk, only one such tensor-muscle is present. The
abdominal muscles are thin and feeble; the rectus abdominis has no
Muscles corresponding to the
transverse inscriptiones tendinece.
psoas and iliacus internus are usually not found in birds. The
muscles of the neck, in correspondence with its great mobility, are
The midrifl" is not indeed wanting in birds,
strongly developed.
as

was generally received formerly,^but

still differs

greatly in them,

with the exception of Apteryx, froni that in the mammal, being for
the most part aponeurotic and confmed to the ventral surface of the
'

lungs

On

the homology of the muscles of the anterior limbs in birds Retzius has pubsome conclusions, in which amongst others he asserts that the so-named m. suhclavius does not correspond to the similarly named muscle of mammals, but ought
^

lished

rather to be
pectoralis

named

minor

is

costo-coracoideus or pectoralis minor.

The muscle regarded as

rather the homologue of the m. suhclavius.

de Slcandinaviske Naturforslcarnes Mote

Mueller's u4 ?-c7«V, 1844, s. 15).
2 Compare on the muscles of
MANN, Meckel, &c., Heusinger

i

birds, besides the general

in

See Forhandlingar vid

Stockholm, 1842, pp. 659

Meckel's Archiv

— 664

(an extract in

works of Cuvier, Tiede-

f. d. Physiol, vii.

s.

182—197,

Schoepss, Beschreihung der Flilc/elmusheln der Vogcl in Meckel's Archiv f,
Anat. u. Physiol. 1829, ss. 72 —176; E. D'Alton Dc Strif/um miiscidis conimentatio.
Taf. 3

;

Halse, 1837, 4to.
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The
limbs,

is

favoured

by

the flexures of the joints,

bent forwards, and the tarsus also

The

long toes standing far apart.

branches
sleep,

by

body by the hind
by the thigla-bone
directed forward, as also by the

station of birds, the support of their

is

effected in

many

flexure of the toes in grasping

and even during

birds, involuntarily

A

the weight of the body, which bends the knee-joint.

muscle, which runs from the pubic bone along the inside of the

thigh-bone [musculus gracilis

s.

rectus interims), goes

thin tendon over the knee-joint outwards, and

upper extremity of the perforating flexor of
of birds

in

is

many

Some

for climbing;

with

its

long-

attached to the

The running

the toes.

small singing birds rather a hopping; in the

struthious birds their rapid course

wings.

is

assisted

is

by the

birds are peculiarly adapted for

stroke of their

swimming, others

but a certain law of compensation prevails in these
one kind

different motions, so that aptness in

is

coupled with less

The most common, the chief motion is howswimming the feet expand their swimming-mem-

ability in the others.

ever flying

as in

;

brane, and the toes are separated from each other whilst they are

extended backwards, and in the succeeding forward movement are
folded together and cleave through the water with the least exposure of surface, so also in flying the wings are spread out so as
to act

upon a large

again folded up

surface of air in their

when

down

rapidly brought forward.

stroke,

The

and are

bird

flies

to

wing more, in
the second the rights The motion of flying is uncommonly rapid
when compared with the motions of other animals. There are some
birds that can fly over more than 60 feet in a second. The velocity
of the swiftest race-horse is only about 40 feet in a second, and if
the right or

left,

in the flrst case

some can perform more, they
only for a short time.

by moving the

are able to

left

support such velocity

It is related that a falcon of the

French king

Henry II. flew in one day from Fontainebleau to the island Malta^.
The intelligence of birds is more highly developed than that of
Their memory is testified by their capacity of learning.
reptiles.

^

Such, long ago, was the statement of Borelli De Mot it Animalium,
4to, pp. 196, 197; but Borelli held greatly exaggerated ideas

Comitum, 1743,

respecting the muscular power of birds, which were refuted principally by J. J.

Prechtl in his Untersnchunr/en ilher den Flug
2 BuFFON Hlsf. nat. des Oiseanx, i. Paris,

cler Vogel,

Wien, 1846, 8vo.

1770, 4to, p. 3?.
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especially remarkable in some species, in tlie imitation of sounds
and of songs they have heard. Admirable also is their instinct,

which, as in the insect at the last period of its life, has special
regard to the preservation of the species and the care of the young.
The artistic manner in which some build their nest, the solicitude

with which they tend

it,

Avith

which they conceal

it

from the eye

of their enemies, the skill with which they contrive to divert the
persecutions of other animals, and of man, from the place where
their nest

all tliis

is,

reminds us of similar exhibitions in the insect

tribes.

The ordinary abode of birds is in connexion with the disposimoving power; the swimming membrane of the feet,

tion of their
for

example, in the ducks, &c. at once indicates their resort to

water.

Some

are almost entirely restricted to abide in water, as the

Aptenodytes, which only comes to land for the brooding of her eggs.

The waders
some

live in morasses

are able,

if

The

the herons.

and on the shores of

they have long wings, to

make

rivers; whilst

their nest in trees, as

gallinaceous birds live principally on the ground;

climbing birds, like the monkeys and squirrels amongst mammals,
in the

woods.

some which

Amongst

fly to

partly in trees.

the songsters and the birds of prey are

a great height, and live partly on the ground,

Some

birds live only on mountains.

Between the

covering also of the body, the peculiar arrangement of the feathers,

and the usual abode of birds, a striking correspondence prevails.
Tlie thick, smooth and often shining feathers of the water-birds
may afford us an example of this.

The geographic

distribution of birds deserves, in fine, some
Towards the poles the number diminishes both of genera
and species it increases in the temperate zones, and in the torrid

notice.

;

zone of our earth there are found, just as in the other classes of the
animal kingdom and the natural families of the vegetable kingdom,
the greatest richness and the most abundant variety of forms.

The

genera of birds, of which Em-ope possesses species, do not form one
half of the whole

number

that

is

received for the species of birds

The swimming-birds are especially numerous near the poles, and, whilst the number of their species forms
scarcely tt of that of the entire class, in Sweden it amounts to
more than |, in Greenland to more than h of the whole number of
species of birds occurring in those countries.
The genera Aha,
discovered on our earth.

,
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Colymhus {Eudytes) are peculiar to the cold regions of

northern

tlie

hemisphere; in the seas of the southern hemisphere, the species of
the genus Aptenodytes, are met with as their representatives.

In cold

countries few land-birds, that feed on vegetable food, are found; they

Towards the temperate regions of the northern hemisphere, with the number of vegetable species, the number also of birds, that derive their food from
the vegetable kingdom, increases. The number as well of species as
belong to the genera Emheriza, Fringilla, Tetrao.

of genera of land-birds that never occur in high northern latitudes

The temperate zones

more and more.

increases

hemisphere have
portion to

tlieir

of the northern

in all countries a correspondence greater in pro-

proximity to the polar zone, so that in high

lati-

tudes different Asiatic and European species occur also in America.

This

is,

Thus,

the case with the swimming-birds especially.

however,

for instance,

of ducks,

Anas

America and

in

Mergus

boschas,

Europe.

certain uniformity,

alhellus,

Mergus

serrator,

many

species

Atias clypeata, occur equally in North

Amongst

especially in

the fen-birds also there

some

species of Tringa,

a certain extent amongst the birds of prey

;

is

and

a
to

but amongst the sing-

ing birds the uniformity in the temperate regions disappears almost
entirely, or is limited to
less

some similar

species,

which former

writers,

acquainted with the accurate discrimination of species, regarded

as identical.

The

greater the proximity to the tropic the greater also

Here

is^the difference of species.

also the

American genera

more and more from those of the old world.

differ

In tropical regions

the species of the temperate zone almost entirely disappear, but are

same genera.
American birds
Species of birds, which in the
differ from those of the old world.
proper sense are dispersed over the whole world {species cosmopolitce)
do not exist, although there are species which are spread over the

often represented, however,

Under

the tropics, as

it

by other

species of the

appears, alP the species of

northern hemisphere from the high north to the north coast of
Africa and eastwards

over

many

Charadrius pluvialis, Strepsilas
genera, dispersed

countries

collaris,

of Asia;

and some

almost everywhere, are Falco,

such are

others.
Strix,

Large
Turdiis,

Corvus, Sturnus, Fringilla, Emheriza, Ptcus, Coltimha, Charadrius,

^ Or almost all; an exception
and the west coast of Africa.

is

formed by Anas viduata L. from South America

—
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Oriis,

To

Ardea, Numenius, Anas, Lar^is, Sterna, and some

the old world are proper:

otliers.

Vultur (In the strict sense),

sub-genera of the genus Sylvia {Sylvia, Ltiscnna, &c.),

many

Oi'iolus,

Alauda, except a few species forming the sub-genus Otochoris,

Yunx, Buceros, Phasianus. Of these genera some are common to
Asia, Europe and Africa; to Asia especially are proper Pavo and
Casuarius, to New Guinea Paradisea; African genera are MiisoProper to New Holland are the
jpihaga, Numida and Buphaga.
genefa Scythrojys, Strepera, Menura. As tropical forms, which
have species in both hemispheres, we notice especially in America
and Asia the numerous genus Psittacus, of which, however, some
species are met with in the southern hemisphere and in America at
also Parra, and amongst the swimming-birds,
higher latitudes
;

Proper to the western hemisphere

Phaeton, Phynchops and Plotus.

Cathartes [SarcorhampJius)

are the genera:

which represents there

,

the genus Vidtur of the old world, Anabates, Dendrocolaptes, Ty~

rannus, Pipra, Icterus (and Cassicus), Tanagra (which here represents the genus Fringilla, almost proper to the old world,

and

in

Africa so numerous In species), RhampJiastos, Grotophaga, Penelope,
Crax, Meleagris, Tinamus, Psophia and others; also, what we here
name the last, but which perhaps from its numerous sparkling and
ornamented, though small species, is not the least remarkable, the

Humming

genus of the

With

closely connected; this

taken by

Birds

the geographic
is

(

TrocMlus) \
migration of birds

distribution the

name given

the

to the

is

journeys under-

many

the winter in

of them at stated times of the year. In order to pass
warmer regions, often far remote from the countries

where they make their nest^. There are only few birds in the
temperate and cold climates whlcli pass the whole year in the

1

Compare on

Zooloyie, in.

s.

333

this

subject

—468,

Trevikanus

Biologie,

Ahhandl. der Akad. der Wiss. zu Berlin, 1812, 1813,
EiTGEN Oenuilde der organ. Natur, Giessen, 1821, 8vo,
2

See respecting

Amcen. Acad.

it,

iv. pp.

amongst
565

ii.

s.

171

267,,

Tiedemann

Illiger Tabellarische Uebersicht der Verhreitumj der

— 600

H. Schlegel Verhandeling

221

s.

ss.

Eckmarck

89

u.

Vogel,

Wilbrand tmd

fF.,

— nr.

Avium in LiNN.
from Catesbt, Hasselquist and Klein),
treMen der Vogels, Natuurh.
Verhand. van de

others, E.

D.

M'lgrationcs

(extracts

over het

—

Holl. Maatsch. der Wetensch. 1823, XVI.

Also the articles compiled
2, 1. 1. 129
292.
by Smelije Philosophy of Nat. Hist. Edinb. and London, 1790, i.
492; by ViREY Nouv. Diet. d'Hist. nat. xx. 1818, pp. 534 547, and espepp. 473
cially by Tiedemann Zoologie, in. s. 580
642, may be referred to.

from many

—

writers,

—

—
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BIRDS.

These birds are named, jpermanent

countries where they were hred.

Such, for example, are with us and in the

birds [aves manentes).

temperate parts of Em-ope, the sparrow [Fringilla domestica), the
magpie {Corvus pica), &c. Others migrate from one place to
another without a determinate direction, and do not remove far;
they are named wandering birds {aves erraticce), as the woodFinally, other birds undertake, as

peckers (Pici).

at certain times of the year,

we have

said,

mostly united in numerous packs,

warm

long journeys, and pass the winter in

These are

regions.

properly onigratory birds {aves migratorice), as, for instance, the
stork, the cuckoo, the lark,

most singing-birds, the swallows, &c.

however, applies only to particular comitries, for
the same species, which with us are migratory, remain in warm

This

distinction,

Hence

countries through the whole year.

that the largest

number

it is

in tropical countries

of permanent birds are found.

Most of our migratory birds pass the winter in northern Africa.
Swallows winter in Africa, where Adanson saw them arrive in the
Senegal country in October^; in this wandering they cross the
Mediterranean Sea as well as the Atlantic Ocean along the western
coast of Europe; the idea that these birds conceal themselves during

winter at the bottom of water, in holes under ground or in hollow
trunks of trees, and become torpid there, does not require serious
refutation at this day.

In the new world, as well as in the
abode

is in

winter towards the tropic of Cancer
sphere,

old, birds of passage,

whose

the northern hemisphere, migrate on the approach of

when winter

sets in,

those of the southern hemi-

;

migrate towards the tropic of Capricorn.

This simple statement of the matter in

its

greatest generality leads

of itself to the idea, that the cause of migration

is to

be sought in

the necessity that birds of passage are under to continue always in

the same

mean

temperature.

For when

in the northern hemisphere

during winter the warmth decreases and the snow-line descends,
birds,

which

at that time migrate

winter does not
in those

differ

much from

southwards towards the

the

mean temperature

northern regions which they have

tion of birds

is

tropic,

where the mean temperature of

stop, Within certain fixed limits,

left.

of

summer

So the migra-

in connexion with the general diminution of life in

^

Hist, nat,

du

Senegal, p. 67.
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that half of the earth in Avhich winter prevails

;

and whilst thns

in

one half of the year the number of living creatures from the north
pole to the equator, and from the equator to the south pole increases, the stream turns

year

when

benumbing power of
Here too we should consider the peculiar structure of

winter.
birds,

northward again in the other half of the

the southern hemisphere feels the

by which, being brought

into

atmosphere, they are enabled to feel

its

closer

relations with the

influence

more than other

animals, and so are in a better condition to discover changes in

by which they may

direct

their acts.

migrate from deficiency of food
final cause for
icJierefore

To

it

maintain that birds

is, as it seems to me, to substitute a
an active cause, or in other words to confound the

with the loherehy.

SYSTEMATIC

ARRANGEMENT OF

BIRDS.

CLASS XVI.
AYES.
Vertebrate animals, breathing atmospheric air hy means of
lungs; with warm, red blood, and heart biventriculate and biauriculate; all oviparous, covered with feathers, with bill rather pro-

minent, naked, destitute of teeth.

changed

into wings, almost

Extremities four, the anterior

always adapted for

Order

Natatores.

I.

Feet moderate or short, placed more or
palmate or fisso-palmate.
included

by the skin

flying.

behind (averse),

less

Entire thigh and basal portion of tibia

of the trunk.

—

Svnmming-hirds. They have the inferior part of the tibije
mostly covered with a horny skin, as also the tarsi and toes; legs
of this kind are called stilted {pedes vadantes) ; the legs are little
longer than the half of the trunk (piediocres), or even shorter than
and are placed towards the back part of the

this half (breves),

trunk

The plumage

is thick, and penetrated as it were
and thus protected from the water. The
neck is often much elongated, so that these birds by extending their
head over or under the water seek for and seize their food on

{aversi).

with much

every

side.

oily fluid,

The breast-bone

is

large,

more or

extends over the abdomen far backwards;
terior

margin on each

side, or

it

is

less

convex, and

incised at the pos-

provided with an oval opening close

On

the bony or cartilaginous cavities at the
inferior extremity of the larynx in some ducks and saw-bills, we

to that margin.

have spoken already above

(p.

330).
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Family

Brevipennes

I.

s.

Urinatores.

Feet averse,

Tail very short.

unfit for flying.

Wings

short, in

some

with

tibige

short,

Gait

concealed more or less within the skin of trunk.

difficult,

erect.

—

These birds are thickly covered with feathers,
Short-ivinged.
which have often a silvery glance. They can swim under water,
and use their wings as fins. They live mostly on animal food;
Some are quite
they lay their eggs on the ground or in holes.
unable to

Phalanx

fly.

Impennes.

I.

Wings

unfit

fin-shaped,

flying,

for

minute, without quill-feathers, covered with short, imbricate plumes

with flattened
small,

Bill cultrate.

quill.

Feet very short, with hallux

connate with the internal part of tarsus, turned forward.

Interdigital membrane
Covering of tarsus reticulato-granulate.
excised. Short tail formed of a fasciculus of rigid feathers. (Genus

Aptenodytes FoRST., Gm., Illig.)

The Penguins,

These birds

manchots.

les

live in the seas of the

southern hemisphere, on the coasts of South Africa, South America,
at Terra del Fuego,

principally

Some

southern Pacific.

and the

western coast of America nearly to the
ture and gait give

solitary

New

species extend to

islands of the

Guinea and the

Their upright pos-

line.

them a strange appearance,

especially

when

at

the brooding time they congregate in large flocks; see for instance

Voyage

the plate in Cook's

London, 1784, Atlas, PL

Ocean, (1776

to the Pacific

— 1780).

View of Christmas Harbour.

4.

The breast-bone is deeply incised behind on each side the scapula is
and broad and flat behind. The humerus, the ulna and the radius
are very flat the last two bones form with the first, not an acute, but
rather an angle in some degree obtuse.
;

large

;

Aptenodytes Cuv., Gray.
at the point.
nostrils

;

Bill slender, long, slightly

Upper mandible covered with plumes

cmwed

as far as the

groove extending from nostrils to the point of the man-

dible.
Sp. Aptenodytes patagonica FoRST.,
Ois.

PI.

61,

fig.

I,

Lesson

circuit of the straits of

Buff. PI.

Ornith.

PI.

cnl.

119,

975,

fig.

2;

Guerin

Iconogr.,

principally in the

Magellan, and not only on the Falkland Islands

lying to the east, but also westward on the groups of islands extending far
into the southern Pacific.

It

is

the largest species of this family;

the

——
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AVES.
head and throat are black

a yellow or orange- coloured stripe on each side

;

of the head descend and meet in the breast under the throat, and the yellow

then passes into the white of the

met with amongst

fur-dealers.

belly.

may be often
Gray two species are

This part of the skin

(According to G. R.

united under a collective name, which he distinguishes as Apienodytes Pennantii and Ai^tenodytes Forsteri; Ann. of nat. Hist. xiii. 1844, p. 315.)

Catarrliactes Briss., Eudyptes ViEiLL.,

strong, acuminate,

shorter than upper, with apex rounded.

produced

Gray.

Bill moderate,

Lower mandible

slightly liooked at the tip.

Groove from

nostrils not

mandible, but descending obliquely to

to the point of

its

margin.
Brandt, Aptenodytes chrysocome Forst., Gmel.,
Blumenb. Ahhikl. naturh. Gegenst. No. 46; bill and

Sp. Catarrliactes clirysocome

Buff.

PI. enlum. 984,

feet red;

a

circlet of long,

Van Diemen's Land
SoNNERAT Voyage a
SjjJieniscus Briss.

hooked

white and yellow, thin feathers round the head;

Oatarrhactes pajmensis, Aptenodytes paptua Forster,

;

la

Nouv. Gidnee, PI. 115, &c.

Bill moderate, grooved at the base, straight,

at the tip; lower

mandible truncate

open, placed in the middle of

at the point.

Nostrils

bill.

Diomedea demersa L., Buff. Jlist. nat. xxiv. PI.
Ani, ed. ill., Ois. PI. 90, fig. i; on the
south coast of Africa; Spheniscus Humboldti Meten, Reise um die Erde,
from the coast of
Zool., Act. Acad. Leop. Carol. Vol. xvi. Suppl. Tab. 31
Peru, common in the bay of Callao very similar to the preceding species
(but larger, according to TscHUDi Fauna Peruana, p. 315); this bird may
be tamed, and then attaches itself to its master like a dog.

Sp. Spheniscus demersus,
31,

PL

enl. 382,

looS, Cuv. E.

;

;

Phalanx
short,

II.

Wings

Alcince.

acute, with

flag-feathers often

with the secondaries especially very short. Feet tridactylous,
Tarsi reticulate, mostly covered ante-

palmate, with hallux none.
riorly with a

row of transverse

scutella.

Alca L. (excl. species), Illig., Cuv. Bill moderate, cultrate
and compressed, a little longer than high, with sides grooved.
Nostrils covered

by plumes.

Sp. Alca tarda L. (and Alca Pica ejusd.), Bdff. PI. enl. 1003, 1004, Briss.
VI. PI. 8, fig.

I,

GuERiN

the awh; this bird

flies

Iconogr., Ois. PI. 61, fig. 2,

Naumann,

Taf. 336;

rapidly, notwithstanding its short wings, but close

comes along our coasts in the winter, but
keeps between 62° and 72° N.L., frequents the islands of the North Sea,

to the surface of the water,

Norway, Iceland, Greenland, and also the west coast of
The awk lays only a single egg, which is dirty white with black

the coasts of
Amei'ica.

—

—
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Another, larger species, common iu Greenland,
spots.
Alca impennis L., Buffon PI. enl. 367, Naum. Taf. 337.

The French

wi-iters,

following BuFFON,

unable to

is

fly;

commonly give the name

of

penguins only to the birds of this and the following genus, although by
voyagers the preceding genera of birds of the southern hemisphere are
thus named.

on the

belly,

Most of the species of this entire division are coloured white
black on the back, with a small white stripe on the wings,

formed by the

tips of the

Mormon Illig., Temm.,
Naum. Bill shorter than

secondary flag-feathers.

Fratercula Briss.,

Gray, Lunda Pall.,

head, equal to forehead in height, with

base higher than long, compressed, two-edged.

Nostrils denuded,

narrow, linear, placed at the lower margin of upper mandible.
Sp.

Mormon fratercula Temm., Alca

AnL,

ed.

Ois.

ill.,

PI. 89, fig. i,

PL

275, Cuv. R.

arctica L.,

Buff.

Nadmann

Taf. 335; the parrot-diver;

enl.

in the seas of the northern regions of both hemispheres, rare

on our

coasts.

This bird lays only a single egg, of a dirty white, and larger than a duck's
egg.

Mormon

enl. 761,

cirrafa, Alca
Kamschatka, &c.

Ceratorliynclm BoNAP.,

Chimerina EsCHSCH.).
pressed horn above the

cirrata

Pall. Spic. Zool.

Gray {Cerorhma
compressed,

Bill

Tab.

V.

i.

Buff. PI.

previously BoNAP.,

Small com-

curved.

nostrils at the base of bill.

Nostrils not

covered by plumules.
Sp. CeratorJiyncha occidentalis Bonap., Cliinierina cornuta
Ail. Tab. 12 (the

coast of

Phaleris

head

fig.

by Gkat Genera,

Eschscholtz Zool.
on the west

PI. 174, fig. 2);

N. America.

Temm.

Bill short, small, compressed towards the tip.

Nostrils not covered

by plumules.

Tarsi reticulate.

Geat, Tylorhamphus cristatellus Br., Alca crisiatella
from Kamschatka and the islands along the
west coast of the north of America; Phaleris camschatica Brandt,
Phaleris cristatella Temm. PI, col. 200, &c.

Sp. Phaleris cristatella

Pall.

Spic. Zool. v. Tab. 8

Note.

—Here

;

belong sub-genera Ombria EscHSCH., Br., Ti/lorhantphus

Br. and Ptychorhamphus Br.

— Comp.

J, E,

Brandt Mem.

imper. des Sc. de Petersbourg, 6ifeme Sdrie, Sc. natur.

Tom.

de I'Acad.

in.

Mergulus Ray, Vieill., Brandt, ^r^/ca Moehr., Gray, Cephis

Cuv. Bill short, conical, arched. Nostrils basal, placed in a
membranous groove.
Tarsi with an anterior row of transverse
scutelk, not resting on their lower surface.

—

;
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Rat, Brandt, Alca Alle L., Buff. PI. enl. 917;
summer plumage differs by the head and neck
entirely black.
(See Brehm Handb. der Natun/esch. aller Yogel Deutsclilands, 1831, Taf. 45, fig. 3, Naxjmann Tab. 334, fig. i.)
This bird lives
in high northern latitudes, and also visits our shores in the cold season.

Sp. Mergulus melanoleucits

the winter plumage; the

Uri'a

Nostrils
resting,

Bill compressed, moderate or short, not grooved.

Briss.

by plumules,

covered

basal,

lateral,

membrane

Tarsi

pervious.

covered with an anterior row of scutella.

Interdigital

excised.

Brachyrhamphus Brandt.

Bill

much

shorter than head.

Feet

•weaker.
Sub-genera Apobafton and Synthlibwamphus Brandt.
Pall., Schleg. Faun. Japonic, Aves, Tab. 80,

—

Gray

Sp. Uria antiqua

Gen. Tab. CLXXVil.

Temminckii nob., Uria Wumizusume Temm. {umisusume?) Faun.

l/ria

Jap., Av. Tab. 79, &c.

Uria Brandt.

Bill acuminate, nearly equalling

head in length.

Feet stronger.
Sp. Uria Troile Lath., Colymbus Troile L., Uria lomvia Brunn., Buff. PI,
enl.

Phalanx

903,

Naumann

;

foolish guUlemot, sea-cool, &c.

Wings

Colymbides.

III.

feathers short.

Tab. 331

Tarsi compressed.

fitted for flying,

with flag-

Feet tetradactylous.

Colymhus Lath. (Species from gen. Colymbus L.), Eudytes
Tarsi reticulate, with hexagonal scales.
Feet palmate.
Illig.
Pollex short, internal, enlarged by membrane internally.
short.

Bill moderate, straight.

the base of

bill,

pervious.

Sp. Colymhus (jlacialls L., Buff. PI. enl. 952,

Naum.
collar,

white

;

Tail

Nostrils oblong, lateral, placed at

Lesson

Ornith.

PL

no,,

fig. 1,

and neck black green, with a white, black-streaked
back and wings black with four-sided white spots ; breast and belly
Taf. 327; head

the largest species

;

like the other species of this genus,

the far north on the coasts of America,
arcticus L.,

Buff. PI.

Gener. PI. CLXXI.

;

head and smaller;

enl.

914 (younger

Europe and Asia;

bird),

Naumann

it

lives in

Colymbus

Taf. 328,

Gray

northern diver, not unlike the preceding, but with grey
this species visits our shores in winter.

(The young

bird of this species has sometimes been described as a distinct species, as

has also occurred in the case of the young bird of the preceding species,

which was recorded as Colymbus immer by Gunner, Stroem, Brunnich,
Colymhus septentrio&c. and received by Linnaeus into his Systema nat.)
nalis L., Buff. PI. enl. 308, Naum. Taf. 329; on the back black, below
These birds feed principally on fish; they
white, with a brown-red throat.

—

—

—
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fly little

and progress by small leaps, for their feet are turned outwards,
they lay two grey -brown, spotted eggs.

almost as in frogs

Podicejys

;

Lath., Eetz.,

from gen. Colymhus

ColymUis Briss., Illig. (species

alior.,

Tarsi covered with large

Feet lobed.

L.).

Pollex posterior, bordered

transverse scutsUa, serrate posteriorly.

Claws

by membrane.
in

some

rather

Tail scarcely any.

depressed.

flat,

than

longer

head,

some

in

shorter,

Bill

straight.

Nostrils oblong, lateral, pervious.
Sp. Podiceps crisfatus Lath.,

Naum.

Colymhus

Taf. 242, Less. Ornith. Tab.

fig.

great crested grebe ; in lakes, fish-ponds, &o.

Sturm

Podicein auritus Lath.,
Taf. 246;

;

Buff. PI. enl. 400,
(named Col. cornuti) the

L.,

cristatus

no,

i

very

common

Deutsch. Faun., Vogel,

i

Podiceps arcticus Boie, Cohjmbus auritus L.,

—Podiceps minor Lath., Buff.

PI. enl. 905,

Naum.

in Holland;

Naumann,
Naum. Taf. 245;

Heft,

Taf. 247, &c.

reside in fresh water during the brooding time,

amongst the

reeds,

make a

These

They

birds live on fishes, water-insects, &c., also on vegetable food.

all

large nest of rushes

Species
and lay three or four dirty-white eggs.
especially however in temperate

are found in all quarters of the world,
regions.

Podilymbus Less. [Sylheocyclus Bonap.).
hooked at the tip.

Bill short, compressed,

Sp. Podiceps earoUnensis Lath., Colymhus 2Md!ceps L., Buff. PI. enl. 943;
Pod. brevirosfris, Podilymbus brevirostris Gray, Gen. Tab. CLXXil.

—

(Species American.)

Family

II.

Anatince.

{Lamelloso-dentati)

.

Bill

moderate, or

longer than head, straight, rather thick, covered with skin, only at
the middle of tip harder, horny, with margin denticulate or far-

nished with transverse, parallel, crowded lamella.
for flying,

the

first,

Wings

fitted

with flag-feathers elongate, the second primary equalling

or

somewhat surpassing

it

Feet palmate, tetra-

in length.

dactylous, with pollex apart.

—

Duck-trihe.
A numerous and very natural family, of which
more than 150 species are known, which with Linnaeus form two
genera, of which the genus Anas is the largest.
The eggs of these

birds are spotless, seldom coloured (as

in

green), but generally white or dirty white.

the species of the genus
useful

Anas has an

moreover from their

feathers.

Anas
The

spectahilis, blue-

flesh of

agreeable taste;

With

most of

many

are

the gallinaceous birds

they form principally the feathered animals of the cottage and the
country-seat.

;

AYES.

Mergus L.

hooked at the tip, with margins
Hallux enlarged bj a lateral membrane.

Bill subulate,

denticulato-seiTate.

Saw-hills, Divers.

they

fly also

They

383

—These birds swim rapidly and dive often under water

very well, but walk with

feed chiefly on fish.

A genus

difiiculty

and with a waddling

gait.

not very numerous, of which most of

the species live in the high north and in winter visit temperate regions as
birds of passage.
Sp.

Mergus merganser

L.,

Buff. PI.

enl.

saw-hill, goosander, le harle, der grosse

PI. enl. 207, Less. Ornith. PI. 118, fig.

and

legs are red

;

951,

Sdger;

Naum.

is

Buff.

In these two species the

2.

they are lead-coloured, and the

small species which

Taf. 326, the great

—Mergus serrator L.,
much

bill

bill

shorter in a

a rarer visitor on the Dutch coast, Mergus albellus

L., Buff. PI. enl. 449, 450, Naum. Taf. 324, tJie smew, het nonnetje, la
piette, die weisse Nonne, der Jcleine Sdger,
(From this species Selby has

formed the sub-genus Mergellus.)

Fulix SuNDEV., Hydrobates Temm. Bill with margins lamelloso-

Hallux furnished with a lax rudiment of mem-

dentate internally.
brane.

Tarsi short, scutellate anteriorly, posteriorly and at the

sides reticulate with
Note.

hexagonal

scales.

—Here belong many sub-genera, on which compare Gray Genera
— 625. Also on
and the following genera may be

of Birds, pp. 620

this

compared T. C. Eyton,
London, 1838, 4to.

Sub-genus:
short, conical.

A Monograph

of the Anatidce or Dmk-trihe.

Merganetta Gould, Gray, Raphisterus Gay.
Wings spurred. Tail longer, rounded.

Sp. Fidix merganetta, Merganetta armata Gould,

Merganetta chilensis Desmurs, PI. peintes
species

from

Gray to
as much

Chili (between 34°

and 35°

the division of the Mergi, yet

5,

Gray

Gener. PI. clxx.

48; this small and pretty

S. L.) is referred
it

Bill

by Gould and
it might with

seems to us that

right be regarded as a sub-genus of the ducks.

Erismatui'a Bonap.

Biziura Leach.
Sp. Fulix lohata,

Anas

lohata Lath.,

Anas

fiisca L.,

Temm.

PI. col. 406

;

New

Holland.

Oidemia Flem.
Sp. Fulix fusca,

great sea-duck, velvet scoter;

972,

Naum.

Buff. PI.

—FiUix

nigra,

956, Naum. Taf. 313; the
Anas nigra L., Buff. PI. enl.

enl.

Taf. 312, the hlack scoter,

Somaferia Leach.
Sp. Fulix mollissima,

GUBRIN

Anas

mollissima L. Buff. PI. enl. 209 male, 208 fem.,

Iconogr., Ois. PI. 67, fig.

i

;

the eider-duck.

The base

of the

bill

—

—
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produced on each side into a lamina extending above the head the bill
The male is white above, black below the
legs are greenish grey.

is

;

and

;

female

is

greyish brown.

cold seasons to our coasts
chiefly collected

of these nests,
difficulty

This bird sometimes migrates from the north in
;

it is

celebrated for

its

valuable down, which

is

from the nests covered with it on the inside. The seeking
which are found on high rocks, is connected with great

and danger.

Harelda Leach.
Sp. Fulix glacialis,

Anas

Buff. PI.

glacialis L.,

enl. 1008,

Naum.

the ice-duck, long-tailed Hareld, lives in the high north and

is

Taf. 319;

occasionally

seen on our coasts in winter.

Clancjula Leach.
Sp. Ftdix clangula,

Anas clangula

L.,

PL

Buff.

enl.

802

;

the golden-eyed

garrot.

Fuligula Stephens.
Anas fuligula L., Buff.
young of one year), Naumann, Taf.

Sp. Fulix cristata,
1007,

PI. enl.

loox, male adult (PI.

310, the red-crested pochard,

le

morillon.

Note.

— For

Grat

other sub-genera, here omitted, see

1. 1.

The Anates

of this division, intermediate between the Mergi and the remaining Anates,
better divers than the rest, inhabit prmcipally the shores of the sea.

Anas L.

(excl.

many

species).

Bill with margins lamelloso-

Nostrils placed in the ridge of bill towards the base.

dentate.

Hallux simple. Tarsi scutellate
with scales hexagonal or oblong.
Anas Boschas
I

PL enl.
common in

L., Buff.

the wild-duck, very

;

anteriorly, reticulate at the sides,

7j6, 777,

Lesson

Ornith., PI. 118, fig.

the north of Europe and also in North

America most of the races of tame ducks are derived from this species
Anastadorna L., Buff. PL enl. 53, Naum. Taf. 298 the shieldrake; Anas
querquedula L,, Buff. PL enl. 946, Naum. Taf. 303; ilas garganey, la
sarcelle;
Anas crecca L., BuFP. PL enl. 947, Naum. Taf. 304; the
;

;

;

—

—

teal,

&c.

As

exotic species

981, the Carolina

PL

enl.

we may

diicJc

notice

Anas sponsa L., Buff. PL enl. 980,
Anas galericulata L., Buff.

from North America;

805, 806, from China, Japan, &c.

Sub-genera: Cairina Flem.,

Mcdacorhynchus Swains., Spatula

Boie, Chaulelasmus Gray, Pterocyanea Bonap., Querquedula Steph.,

Anas Gray, {Boschas
Dendrocygna Swains.

Swains.), Dafila

Leach, Tadorna Leach,

—
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Choristojms

somewhat
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thick, with

Hallux simple.

pressed, not exsert.

Bill moderate,

margins lamelloso-dentate, the lamellas deTarsi rather long, reticulate.

Feet semipalmate.
Sp. Choristopus melanoleucus,

Anas mdanoleuca Lath., Cuv. Mem. du Mus.

XIV. 1827, PI. 19, from New Holland
of which it has nearly the feet.

;

a species about the

of a stork,

size

Anser Briss.

Bill shorter than head, narrowed towards the
the base higher than broad, with conical marginal lamina3.
Nostrils in middle part of bill.
Tarsi reticulate. Hallux simple.

tip, at

The

have their

r/eese

ducks proper; hence
shorter ; they

swim

There

table food.

legs higher

less

is

and placed not so

far

backward as the

run better. Their swimming membranes are
and do not dive. Many species make use of vege-

also they

no difference of plumage

in the

two

sexes, a difference

generally so remarkable in the ducks.

Cereopsis Lath.

the

tip,

Sp.

convex.

Bill short,

high at the base, declivous towards

Nostrils placed in the cere.

Cereopsis Novce IloJlandiai Lath., Suppl.

Less. Ornith. PI. 109,

color. 209,

11.

Temm. PL

p. 325, PI. 138,

fig. i.

Anser Briss.
Meyer, Anas

Sp. Anser cinereus

Naum.

Taf. 285

the point of the
descend.

Anas

;

bill

tail.

anser ferus L., Less. Ornith. PI. 117,

fig. 2,

yellowish-orange, black below, the wings extend to

From

this species the different races of

Gm., Buff. PI.

ser/ctim

enl.

Naum.

tame geese

Taf. 287;

the
black at the base and the tip orange in the middle the wings extend
as far as or beyond the point of the tail.
Both species migrate here in the
985,

bill is

;

cold season of the year.

CJienalopex Steph.
Anser aigyptiacus, Anas wgijptiaca L., Buff. PI. enl. 379, Menagerie du
Mus. d'Hist. nat. 1804, 8vo, r. pp. 285—296; in Africa; according to
Geoffr. St.-Hilaiee the xvva\dnrv^ of the ancients, which was sacred
amongst the Egyptians on account of the love it shews for its young see
-(Elian, de Anim. Natura, Lib. v. 30, x, r6, xi. 38. Others refer this bird
to the Anas Tadorna L.
see Schneider in his edition of Aeistoteles de
Anim. Hist. in. p. 61 1 F. Jacobs in his edition of ^lianus follows the
;

;

;

opinion of Geoffrot.
2^ote.

—Add

and some

sub-genera: Bernida Stephens, Nettapus Brandt,

others,

Cygnus Meuer.

on which consult Gray.
Bill with

margins lamelloso-dentate,

base higher than broad, above at the base

VOL.

II.

flat

at the

or depressed, not

25

—
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narrowed

at tlie tip.

Nostrils in the middle of

Naum.

Sp. Cygnus olor Gm., Buff. PI. enl. 913,
Ois.

PL

66, fig.

I

;

the swa7i,

the whole body are wliite

;

Hallux simple.

bill.

Neck very

Tarsi reticulate, with hexagonal scales.

long.

Taf. 295,

cygne, der Scliwan, &c.

le

the

Guekin Iconogr.,
The feathers on

red with a black tip and black sides,

bill

a tubercle at the fore part of the head. This species lives in lakes and
laroe ponds of the middle of Germany and in the east of Europe, and is

met with almost everywhere as a tame bird,
ponds of many Dutch towns. The trachea
the lungs without curvatures.

On

and

especially in the basins

in both sexes runs direct to

the other hand the double curvature of

remarkable in Anas Cygnus (ferus) L., Briss. Ornith. VI,
Tab. 28, Cygnus xanihorhinus Naum., Taf. 296, the %vild swan, a species
which, with us, passes along the coast in winter, and is distinguished by
the trachea

is

black bill, yellow only at the base, and by the absence of the tubercle
on the forehead; this species broods in Lapland, Russia, Siberia, &c.
Cygnus BewicMi Yark., Cygnus islaiidicus Brehm, Cygnus melanorhinus
Naum. Taf. 297, smaller than the preceding; observed sometimes in Holits

land in the winter.

In New Holland there lives a black species with a red bill, Ajias atrata
Lath., Anas plutonia Shaw, Cygne noir du Cap de Dienien, Labillakdiere
Voyage a la Reck, de La Peteouse, Atlas, PI. 9, Less. Ornith. PI. 117,
swans of this species may be seen in London in St James's Park.
fig. I
;

Family

Wings

Stega7io]jodes

III.

adapted

for flying,

dactylous, with hallux placed

joined

by membrane

Illig.

long or moderate.

Bill

long or rather long.
internally

Feet short, tetra-

and directed forwards,

Tarsi reticulate, with scales

to the inner toe.

hexagonal.
Pelecanus Illig.,

Temm.

(species

from gen. Pelecanus L.).

longer than head, broad, depressed, terminated
basal, linear, narrow.

An

Lower mandible composed

unplumed region at the base of bill.
two flexile branches, sustaining tlie
Tail rounded, short.

pelicans are large white birds, which live on fish, and occur in

various countries both of the old and

genus Pelecanus comprises almost

all

genus, as limited by modern writers,
specific

Bill

Nostrils

of

lax unfeathered skin of the throat.
The

by a hook.

characters

may

new

world.

"With Linnaeus the

the species of this family; to the

only few species belong.

On

the

be consulted, H. Lichtenstein, in Ahiiandl. der

Akad. zu Berlin, Physik. Kl. 1838^ Beitr. z. ornith. Fauna von California
32.
&c. s. 17
The skeleton of the pelican is distinguished by its many

—

hollow bones,

European

its

great pneumaticity.

With the

ancients

the

common

and neXe/ctcos (Oppianus),
whilst the birds named lieXeKaves by Aristoteles were probably Platalew,
species occurs as Onocrotalus (Plinius)

but at least wei-e certainly not the birds

now named

pelicans

;

BraNDT

—

—
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et

Icones

AnimaUwm

;

Rossicorum novor., Av., Fasc.

i.

Petropoli,

1836, pp. 53, 54. Of this genus two species occur in Europe, of which the
one was first distinguished by Bruch (Oken's Ms, 1832, p. 1 109) under the

name of P. crispus, a species which some of the earlier writers had before
them, but whose descriptions and figures were referred by Linn^DS and
Buff.

PL

Bruch (L. in part) is
Brandt 1. 1. Tab.

P. Onocrotalus

later writers to Pelecanus Onocrotalus.

light rose-coloured,

Naum.

enl. 87,

Taf. 282,

Brandt, Tab. vi. is larger, more of
and back of the head curled feathers.
Both species occur in the south-eastern parts of Europe and at the Caspian
In the west of North America Pelec.
sea, P. onocrotalus also in Egypt.
V.

Pel.

;

Naum.

crispus

Taf. 283,

a greyish white, and has at the

sides

—

trachyrhyyichus
as far as 61°

Lath,

(see fig. in

Lichtenstein

1.)

lives, as is reported,

Bill compressed, elongato-conic,

Sula Bkiss., Dysporus Illig.
of middle toe winged

and throat

Face

acuminate, with margins crenate.

Claw

1.

N. L.

featherless.

Wings

internally, incised pectinately.

long, narrow, with the first or the

two

first

Tail

quills the longest.

cimeate.

Meter, Pelecamis bassamis

Sp. Sula alba

young

bird),

Gaunt, or

Less. Ornith. PI. 116,

common

L., Buff. PI. enl. 278 (and 986

fig. 2,

(jannet; the adult bird is

Naum. Taf. 278; the John of
white with the exception of the

primary flag-feathers and the bastard winglet, which are black the size is
about that of a goose. This sea-bird flies high above the sea and darts
;

rapidly

down when

it

descries a fish.

This species

is

found

in the

northern

Norway, the Hebrides, &c. On the uninhabited island on the Scotch coast {the Bass Rock) the number of these
birds is very great, and in May and June their nests and eggs cover the
regions of both hemispheres, in

base of the steep rock to such a degree that

it is difficult

to

make a

footstep

without treading on them (Harveji De rjenerat. animal. Exercitat. xi.
a drawing of the rock is to be found as a title-plate to the tenth part of
Naumann's Naturgesch. d. Vog. Deutschl.). Each female, however, deposits
at each brood only a single egg, which, as in

most birds of

this family, is

elongated and of a dull white; the young birds are eaten. Sula
pnscatrix, Pelecanus piscator L., smaller than the preceding, with red bill

much

and

legs,

in the

Chinese to catch

Indian sea and at China
fish.

The

;

this species

is

taught by the

nostrils are difficult to discover in this

genus

;

see the note above at p. 364.

S^da variegata, Dysporus varicgatus TsCHUDi,
island

San Lorenzo, and

Reiseskizzen,

Plotus L.

i. s.

is

the principal

by thousands on the
V. TsCHUDi Peru.

59.

Bill elongate, straight, subulate, very acute, Avith

margins obliquely incised towards the
placed in a groove at the base of

Wings

lives

(?««?! o-maker.

long, with second

and third

bill.

tip.

Nostrils very small,

Neck very

long, slender.

Tail

quills equal, longest of all.

long, rounded.

25-

2
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Anhhuja L., Buff. PI. enl. 959, 960, Lesson Ornith. PI. 114,
from the south of North America, from South America, Surinam,
'BvsisW;— Plotus Leva'dlaniii Temm., Buff. PL enl. 107, Temm. PL col.
from Africa. The long neck looks
380, Goer. Iconogr., Ois. PI. 65, fig. i
These birds make their nests
like a snake fastened to the body of a bird.

Sp. Plotus
fig.

2

;

;

in trees

;

they swim and dive very well.

Carlo Lacep., Meyer, Phalacrocorax Briss., Halieus Illig.,
GouLD. Bill compressed, moderate upper

Graculiis (L. previously)

;

Nostrils
lower mandible truncate.
Claw of middle toe
lateral, placed in a groove at the base of bill.
Tibiae plumed down to the
incised pectinately on the inner edge.

mandible hooked

the

at

tip,

Outer toe longest of

joint.

Sp.

Tail rounded.

all.

Cario cormoranus Metee,

Less.

Ch^nith. PI. 115, fig. 2

;

Pelecanus carlo L.,

common cormorant;

Buff. PI.

enl.

927,

— Carlo graculus Meyer,

cristatus Temm., Pelecanus graculus L., PL col. 322, Naum. 280,
The species of this genus are almost all coloured black, and on the
whole much resemble each other. It is the most numerous of this whole

Carlo

&c.

order,

and the most nearly

with the preceding genus Plotus.

allied

skull of these birds a small triangular pointed

which

is

bone

may

On

the

be remarked,

moveably attached to the occiput.

TacJiypetes Vieill., J.to^ew

Moehr., Gray, Fregata'Rk.Y, Lac.

(species of Pelecanus L., sp. of Sula Briss.).

Bill long, with the

tip of both mandibles curved, hooked.

Nostrils linear, placed in

narrow.

Feet short, semipalmate.

a groove at the base of

and upper part of
Middle toe longer than
Tibiae

nally.

Wings

bill,

tarsi

covered with plumes; tarsi very short.

outer,

with claw pectinately incised interTail long, forked.

pointed, very long.

Sp. Tachypetes aquilus, Pelecanus Aquilus L., Buff.
Ornith. PI. 115,
lird.

fig.

i,

Guer.

Iconogr.,

This bird has a very large

flight,

land, especially between the tropics.

Ols.

and

is

PL

PL

enl.

961,

Less,

64, fig. 2; the frigate-

seen at great distances from

Compare E. Barton

Olservations

Nat. Hist, and Anat. of the Pelec. aquilus, Transact, of the Linn. Soc.
XII. 1822, pp. I
12.
The humerus is more elongated than in Pelecanus,

on

the

—

and the radius and ulna are one-third longer than the humerus.

Phaeton L.

Bill moderate, cultrate, with

Nostrils in base of

bill,

hallux short.

margins finely incised.

Wings

pointed, long.

naked above the heel. Toes modeTail with two middle quills very long, filiform,

Feet palmate, short, with
rate;

lateral, pervious.
tibiae

with shaft subnude.
The

tropical lirds

by

their rapid

and high flight attract the attention of
accompany between the tropics.

mariners, whose ships they frequently

—

;
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Sp. Phaeton cethereus L., Buff. PI. enl. 998, Less. Ornith. PI. 114,

—Phaeton phosniciirus Gm.,
65,
VI.

fig.

i

Buff. PL enl. 979, Gder. Iconogr., Ois. PI.
Phaeton jlavirostris Beandt, Lepturus candidus Bkiss. Ornith.
fig. 3
Tab. 42, fig. 2, Bdff. PI. enl. 369. Compare J. F. Brandt Tentamen
;

monographice generis Phaeton,
hourg, 6ifeme S^rie, Sc. math,

Mem.

de VAcad. imper. des Sc. de

phys.

et

Tome

St. Peters-

(These birds recall

v. 2, 1839.

Sterna and Larus, but must, nevertheless, be referred to the family of the
Steganopods.)

Family IV.

Bill with margins entire.

Feet stilted, with tibiae
hallux free, posterior,

elongate.
tylous,

Longipennes.

witli

Wings

seminude, in some tetradacsimple, in some tridactylous,

with hallux none.

A.

Nostrils Imear, placed at the base of bill, pervious.
Bill long, compressed, straight; lower mandible

Bhjnckojys L.

two-edged towards the

longer than upper, with tip truncate.

tip,

Feet tetradactylous, with palmar membrane excised.
long;

first

two

quills longer

Sp. Rhynchops nigra L.,

than the

Buff. PI.

enl.

from America another species occurs
;

357; Lesson Ornith. PI. 113,
in the eastern hemisphere,

Rh. orientalis Ruepp. Atlas PI. 24.

jlavirostris Vieill.,

upper edge

dible with its sharp

is

Wings very

rest.
fig. i,

Rhynchops

The lower manman-

received in a groove of the upper

dible like the blade of a pocket-knife in its handle.

man-

Bill long, straight, compressed, pointed, with

Sterna L.

dibles subequal, the lower shorter.

Feet small, tetradactylous, with

palmar membrane mostly excised; tarsi scutellate anteriorly. Wings
very long, with first quill-feather longer than the rest.
a)

Tail cuneate, longer.

Palmar membrane

scarcely excised, large.

(Sub-genus Anous Leach, Gray, Megalopterus Boie.)
Sp. Sterna stolida L., Buff. PI. enl. 997, the

between the
b)

Noddy ; on

the Atlantic Ocean

Indian Ocean and South Pacific, &c.

tropics,

Tail forlced, or emarginate.

Palmar memhrane

deeply excised hetiveen

the toes.

(Sterna Gray, with addition of sub-genera UydroGray, Phcetusa and Gygis Wagl. and Gray.)

Sub-genus Sterna.
chelidmi Boie,

Sp. Sterna hirundo L., Buff. PI. enl. 987,

Lesson

Ornith. PI. 113,

fig. 2,

head on the top as far as the eyes black,
body light-grey above, white below; the same colours in Sterna minuta L.,
the sea-swalloiv;

Buff. PI.

and

in

enl.

bill

998,

addition

is

and

legs red,

Naumann,

Taf. 254, which, however,

distinguished

by white above the

is

much

eyes.

smaller,

Similarly

—

—
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much

coloured as Sterna hirundo, but

Naum.

Sterna caspia Pall.,

larger

and with black

legs,

is

Taf. -248, seldom observed with us; its nests

cover the dunes on the island Sylt (see a drawing in Naumann Ueber den
Other species
Leipzig, 1824, Tab. 11).
Ifaushalt der nordischen Seevogel.

summer plumage a

are dark grey, and have in the

black breast, Sterna

flocks on the
and lay mostly two or three brown and black spotted eggs.
This genus comprises very many species from all parts of the world.

Naum.

nigra L.,

These birds

Taf. 256.

live together in

sea-coast,

with

mandible

Bill moderate, compressed, cultrate; upper

Larus L.

Wings

prominent.

somewhat

below the tip

tip subhooked, lower, with angle

Tarsi scutellate anteriorly,

elongate, pointed.

Feet palmate; hallux short, raised, sometimes none.

rather robust.

Tail moderate.

i

Mews, Gulls.

—These

some on carrion

also

;

and

birds live mostly on fishes, molluscs

they

fly

while flying with their strong

insects,

long and take their prey out of the water

bill

there are also species which attack

;

and

rob other sea-birds of their prey.

Larus

Tail forked.

a)

land.

With

b)

Sp. Larus Sahinii, Linn. Transact, xii. PI. 29

;

Green-

Sp.

tail even.

Larus ridibundus L., Buff. PI.

enl.

969, 970,

Taf. 260; the black-headed Gull; white, light bluish gray above,
legs red head and throat in the summer plumage
Larus argentatus Bruennich, Gm., Buff. PI. 253 (the

most of the

species

brownish black.
hallux

bill.

(Sub-genus Xenia Leach, Gray, related to the Sterns.)

Naum.
like

Nostrils placed in the middle of

Illig.

is

;

;

faultily absent in this, otherwise correct, figure),

PI. 112, fig. 2

Lesson

Ornith.

the great sea-meio, silver-mew, herring-gull ; very numerous

;

on the islands along the north coast of Holland, where their eggs cover
whole

districts

obtained the

Naumann,

;

from these

name

gulls'

eggs the northern part of Texel has

Larus

of Eijerland.

trklactylus L.,

BuFF. PI.

enl.

387,

Taf. 262, &c.

The males are larger than the
The young birds are mostly grey,
with black or brown spots, and have sometimes been named as different
species; thus Larus ncevius L. is the young bird of Larus marinus L.
These birds moult twice in the year.

females,

but with the same colours.

This genus

Lestris

also,

Illig.,

beyond the middle.

although not so large as Sterna, counts

Stercorarius

Briss.

Bill

many

sjjecies.

covered with a cere

Nostrils placed at the extremity of

bill.

Two

middle tail-feathers often elongate.
Sp. Larus parasiticus L., Buff.

PL

Larus crepidatus Gm., Buff. PI.
Lestris Buffonii Boie),

273; &c.

Lesson

enl. 762,
enl.

Naum.

Taf. 272, 273 (younger

991, not Lestris crepidata

Ornith. PI. iii,

fig. 2,

Naum.

Bkehm,

Taf. 272,

These meios of prey are very ravenous and courageous, and attack

—

—
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sea-swallows and gulls which they have seen to capture

fish,

until these

disgorge the prey seized or swallowed, which then they catch

let fall or

with watchful rapidit3^

B.

Nostrils tubular.

Feet

with

tarsi reticulato-

Lac, Gray.

Bill short, de-

tridactjloiis,

squamose.

Haladroma

Illig., Pelecanoides

pressed at the base, compressed at the

Wings

contiguous.

rior,

short,

with

hooked.

tip,

first quill

Nostrils supe-

Tail short,

longest.

rounded.
Sp. HaJadronia urinatrix, ProceUaria urinalrix

droma Berardii Quoy, Temm.

PI.

Gm.

New

;

517; fi-om the

col.

Holland

Hala-

;

Falkland Islands.

These small birds from the southern hemisphere much resemble Alca or
MerguhiS, but are easy to distinguish by the covering of the

Pachyptila Illig., Prion
at the base, Avith

Lac, Gray.

Bill moderate, depressed

margins beset posteriorly with parallel lamella?.

Nostrils tubular, placed above the culmen of

Wings

apertures.
sile,

tarsi.

opening by two

bill,

Claw

Tail moderate, rounded.

moderate.

ses-

remote, in place of hallux.
Sp. Pachyx)tliila vittata, ProceUaria vittata Foest., Gm.,

Cuv. R.

Puffijius

ani., ed.

ill.,

Ray, Briss.

mandible curved.

PI. col. 528,

Bill moderate, slender, with tip of each

Nostrils tubular, placed above culmen of

Wings

opening with double aperture.

what

Temm,

South Africa, &c.

Ois. PI. 91, fig. 4;

short, rounded.

Remote claw

long, pointed.

bill,

Tail some-

in place of hallux.

Sp. Puffinus major Faber, ProceUaria Puffinus L. (in part). Buff. PI. enl.

962

;

Puffinus

arcticus

ProceUaria L.
short,

hooked

anrjlorum

Ray

(Procell.

Puffinus L.

in

part),

Puffinus

Fabee, Naum. Taf. 277, &c.
(excl.

at the tip;

many

Bill moderate or

species), Illig.

lower mandible shorter, with angle some-

what prominent. Nostrils in a tubule above the culmen of bill,
opening by a single apertm-e, divided by a partition. Wings long.
Tail mostly rounded.

Claw

sessile, raised, in

place of hallux.

Thalassidroma Vigors, Hydrohatus BoiE.
toes, slender.

than

first,

Wings with second and

the second longest of

all.

Tarsus longer than

third quills subequal, longer

Tail even.

Sp. ProceUaria pelagica L., Beiss. Ornith. vi. PI. 13,
Vog.

III.

bl.

245,

Naum.

Taf.

275,

fig.

i,

Guee.

fig.

i,

Nozem. Ncderl.

Iconogr.,

Ois. PI. 62,

—
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This bird

is

so fat that the inhabitants of Feroe,

according to Bruennich, string

it

to a wick

fig.

I

the storni-hird.

;

and

so use

it

for a

lamp or

candle.

Procellaria Vigoes,

Gray and

(Wings pointed, with

dle toe.

PL

Sp. Procellaria capensis L., Buff.
fig.

Compare on

this

longer than the rest.)

enl.

Buff. PI.
and the preceding genus

Proc. glacialis L.,

i;

Tarsus shorter than mid-

others.

first quill

Procellarien in Beitr. zur Zoologic

mid

Lesson

964,

enl.

59,

KuHL

vergl.

Ornith. PI. iii,

Naum.

Beitrdge

Anafom.

s.

Taf.

ziir

276,

&c.

Kenntniss der

135—149.

Diomedea demersa), Illig., Gray, Albatrus
Briss. Bill longer than head, thick culmen separated by a groove;
tip hooked; lower mandible with tip compressed, trmicate. Nostrils
Diomedea L.

(excl.

;

lateral, at the

base of groove, opening forwards.

with second quill longest.

Feet

is

species, as

elongate,

PL enl. 237 the albatross, often noticed bya large sea-bird of the southern hemisphere, like some other

Sp. Diomedea exidans L., Boff.

voyagers,

Wings

short, robust.
;

Diom. melanojphrys Temm.

PL

col.

456,

Guerin

Iconogr., Ois.

PI. 62, fig. 5, &c.

Order
Feet

stilted for

II.

wading, with

Grallatores.
tarsi long, toes either

cloven or

or semipalmate.
The whole tibia with the
lower part of femur exsert. Neck moderate or elongate. Bill
mostly elongate, of various form. Wings elongate.

lobate,

or palmate,

Waders.

—In

most of them a large part of tlie tibia is imis covered with a horny invest-

feathered, and, like the long tarsi,

In some

ment.

snipes, especially in Scolopax rusticula, this part is

very small and confined to the posterior surface of the lower

pai't

however the feathers placed higher up
extend in most, however, it is very large, especially in Himantopus and Recurvirostra. These birds, for the most part, live in
fenny districts or on the banks of livers.
Many live on animal
food, on insects, worms, &c., or, if they have a strong bill, swallow
fishes, reptiles, and even small mammals.
Most of the species fly
very well, and during their flight keep their legs extended backof the tibia only, over which
;

wards.

Family V.
gate,

Macrodactyli.

sometimes lobate.

scutella.

Feet tetradactylous, with toes elon-

Tarsi covered anteriorly with transverse

Wings moderate

or short.

pressed, with sternum narrow.

Body

slender; breast

com-

—
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Podoa Illig., Heliorms Bonn AT., Gray.
pressed,
quill,

carinate;

Bill moderate,

com-

Wings with

third

pervious, lateral.

nostrils

and

or with third, fourth,

fifth

quills the

Tail broad.

a)

Sp.

PI. enl. 893, Less.

fig. 2.

Tail narrow.

b)

Tail

elongate.

Toes conjoined at the base.

Podoa surinamensis, Plotus surinamensis Gm., Buff.

Omith. PL 107,

longest.

Neck

Feet short, with toes elongate, lobate.

rounded.

Another larger

Toes lobate, free at the base.

duck Podoa senegalensls Lesson,
from the west coast of Africa. Not
long ago a third species from Malacca was made known, Podoa {Podica)

Gray

species of the size of a

Gen. of Birds, PI. clxxiii.

:

;

personata Gray, Proceed, of the Zool. Soc. 1848, p. 90.
These birds neither belong to Plotus, nor ought they to be placed with
Podiceps; the skeleton of the African species in the Leyden Museum
indicates in the small flat sternum, the short wing-bones (os humeri, radius

and ulna) and other

peculiarities, the nearest

i^M?zca Beiss., Illig. (species

correspondence with Fulica.

from gen. FulicaJj.).

Bill

mode-

upper mandible gradually deflected, thick, compressed, extending into an unplumed shield over the forehead. Nostrils pervious,
rate;

lateral,

placed in the middle of

third quills longest of

Wings

bill.

short, with second and
Feet moderate, with toes

Tail short.

all.

very long, lobate.
Sp. Fulica atra L. (and aferrima ejusd.), Buff. PI. enl. 197,
PI. 106, fig. 2,

Naum.

Taf. 241

;

the

common

coot,

Lesson

la foulque

Oi-nith.

ou morelle,

das Wasserhuhn; black, belly slate-coloured, shield on the head white; the
size of a hen.
The coot lives on insects, worms and water-plants, and lays

more eggs

eight or

in

a nest

tliat floats

migrates from us (Holland) in
southern countries of Europe

Temm.

Fovphyrio Briss.,

amongst the bulrushes.

November and

it is

This bird

March;

returns in

in

more

a pennanent bird,

(species of Fulica L.).

Bill shorter

than head, high, compressed, continued into a shield extending
over the forehead.

moderate.

Nostrils rounded, lateral, pervious.

Feet long, strong.

Wings

Toes very long, surromided by a

narrow membrane.
Sp. Porphyria veterum Gm., Porphyria hyacinthinus Temm.,
PI. 87, Less.

Edwards

Birds,

Omith. PI. 105, fig. 2 in Sardinia, Calabria and the Grecian
Archipelago; the Porphyria of the ancients {Laudatissima et nobilissima
avis, cui

also

c.

Africa

;

rostrum

et

pralonga crura rubent.

Plinius Lib.

x.

c.

46; comp.

With this bird of southern Europe a species from South
commonly confounded, Porphyria Madagascariensis Lath., Por-

49).
is

phyria smaragnotusTT^M.^., Fulica pmphyrio L., Buff. PI.
Iconogr.,

Ois.

PI.

58,

smaragdinus Temm. PI.

fig.

2.

Porphyria indicus

color. 421, occvirs at

Java, &c.

enl.

810,

Guer.

HoRSF., Porphyria

—
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GalUnula Briss., Lath., Temm., Stagnicola Brehm.
moderate, compressed, curved at the

Feet elongate, with anterior toes sur-

longitudinal, pervious.

Wings

rounded by a narrow membrane.
third,

and fourth

Bill

extending into an un-

Nostrils placed in a groove of the

pluraed shield on the forehead.
bill,

tip,

moderate, with second,

quills subequal, longest of all.

Sp. GalUnula chloropus Lath.,

Buff. PI.

Fulica chloropus L.,

enl.

877,

Less. Ornith. PI. 105, fig. i, Naumann Taf. 240 the water-hen, common
galUnule; the legs yellow green with a red ring above the tarsi; the base
;

of the

which

bill,

yellow at the

is

breast and belly grey.
water-plants, lives

red;

tip,

back dark olive-coloured;

This bird feeds on worms, insects, small slugs and

amongst the

swims

reeds,

well,

and

from

lays

six to

eleven eggs, coloured dirty white or yellowish, with larger and smaller

brown

spots.

GalUnula ^^haenicura Penn., Buff. PI.

enl.

896, from Java,

Celebes, &c.

Trihonyx DuBUS.
head, compressed.
bill.

Wings

Bill shorter than head, subproduced

on

fore-

Nostrils placed in a groove near the middle of

short, tuberculate,

subequal, longest of

all.

with fourth,

fifth,

and sixth

quills

Toes moderate, strong.

Sp. Tribonyx MorUeri Dub.,

Bullet,

de I'Acad. de Brux. vil.

New

215;

Holland.

Here

is

to be noted the genus Notornis

extinct until lately proved to be

still

Owen, supposed

living in

New

Mantell Aim. and Magas. of Nat. Hist. 18o2, Vol.
Gould ibid. p. 234, and Trans, of the Zool. Soc. 11.

ix. p.
2,

See
;

It is

resembles the Ostrich in the wings and

Ocydrmnus Wagl., Oallir alius
Rallus L.

(in part).

vious, narrow.

however unable

to

fly,

Feet elongate.

and
and

tail.

De Lafren.

Bill moderate, or longer than head,

pressed, without frontal shield.

also

by Man-

It is of the size of Porphyrio, resembles it in the bill

colour, but has feet like Trihonyx.

com-

Nostrils placed in a groove, per-

Wings

third quills subequal, mostly longest of
C?-ea;

231

1852, PI. 25

(described as Notornis Mantelli, from the skin supplied
tell).

to be

Zealand.

moderate, with second and
all.

Bechst., Ortygometra L. {Faun. Suec. 1744), Gray, Porzana

ViEiLL., Zapornia Leach.

Bill shorter

than head, high at the base;

lower mandible angulate.
Sp. Rallus Crex L., Crex pratensis Bechst., GalUnula crex Lath., Temm.,

Buff.

Naum. Taf. 236; this bird is more a land-bird than the
runs very rapidly, flies little and, when pursued, not far;

PI. enl. 750,

water-hen;

it

AVES.
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high grass in meadows and corn-fields.

lives amongi?t the

latitudes

it

comes with the quails

October),

it

has been

named

(in

Since in our

June) and migi-ates with them

(in

Kwartelkoninff, Roi des cailles, WacMelkonvj,

of the quails; the land-rail, corn-crake.

l-ing

—

——

—

—Rallus

Porzana L., Naum.

Taf. 237, &c.

Rallus Lath., Temm.

Bill longer

than head, straight or sub-

arched.
Sp. Rallus aquaticus L., Buff.

Naum.

Taf. 2 35

in moist,

;

PL

Lesson

enl. 749,

Ornith. PI. 106,

i,

rushy meadows, runs very rapidly on water-lilies {Nymphew) and

RaUus Madagascariensis Vereeaux,
PucHERAN, Des Mues pi. peintes, 24, &c.

Biensis typus

other water-plants.

Aramides Pucheran.

Bill longer

than head; lower mandible

Wings with

than upper, angulate.

shorter

fig.

the water-rail; lives on the banks of rivers and brooks,

seventh quills subequal, longer than the

and up to

fourth

rest.

maximus Vieill., Fulica cayensis Gm., Buff. PI. enl. 352;
RaUus phmibeus Temm., GalUnula plumhea Spix, &c. Large species from

Sp. Rallus

South America.
Note.

—Add

Eulaheornis

Parr a L.

Birds.

Bill moderate, straight, compressed, a little thickened

Nostrils ovate, placed in the middle of

at the tip.

Wings

Corethrura Eeichenb., Alecthelia Swains, not Less., and

Gould; comp. Gray Genera of

spm-red or tuberculate, with

first

bill,

quills

tliree

pervious.

subequal,

Tarsi elongate, with toes very long, thin, anterior sub-

longest.

equal, with claws acuminate, long
*

With forehead

posterior claw very long.

;

carunculate.

Second and third

Tail very short.

quills

longest.

Sp.

Parra Jacana

L.,

Buff.

PL

enl.

322,

Lesson

Ornith. PI. 92,

surgeon ; in the tropical regions of South America
mihi,

Parra

superciliosa

Naturh. Selskabets Skrivter,

fig. 2,

Horsf., Parra melanochloris Vieill.,
iv. i,

the

Parra cuprea Vahl,

;

1794, PI. 2; the largest

known

Vahl

species

head, neck, breast and belly violet-black, wings and back copper-coloured
green, a white streak from the eyes to the neck

;

Parra gall inacea Temm. PL col. 464, Java, Celebes;
Geoffk. St.-Hil., Guek. Icovogr., Ois. PI. 57, fig.

in

i,

Bengal and Java
Parra albinuca IsiD.
;

Madagascar, &c.

** With forehead plumed, without caruncles.

Tour middle tail-feathers
very long; anterior flag-feathers appendiculate, first and second equal,
longer than third.
Mydrophasianus Wagl., Gray.
Sp.

Parra

PI. X. fig.

sinensis
I

;

the

Gm. (and lusoniensis Gm.), Diet. univ. d'llist. nat., Ois,
young bird Sonnerat Voy. a la nouv. Guinee, PI. 45

Java, Manilla, &c.

The
and

birds of this genus live in the tropical regions of both hemispheres,

in their

mode

of

life

agree with the water- rail of Europe.
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Family VI.

Longirostres

Scolopacidix,

s.

elongate (in a few moderate), slender,

groove of
raised,

SwAiNS.

Bill mostly

Nostrils placed in a

Feet with toes moderate, hallux mostly short,

bill.

Wings

sometimes none.

longest of

soft.

rather long, with

first quill

mostly

all.

—These birds form the most

Longhills.

typical family of the order,

some resemblance to the gallinaceous
Most of the species of this family live on insects, for which
birds.
they feel, and seize them with their bill on or under the ground
It is remarkable that the snipes, the sandpipers
or in the mud.
(Tringce) and the godwits [Lirnosce) are able to move the extremity
of the upper mandible separately, by which they are distinguished
from the genus Totanus, as Leisler first remarked (Temminck
since the preceding family has

Manuel

d'Ornith.

under the

insects

p.

ll.

mud

to that end the tip of the bill

by touch;

nervous filaments from the

bony

cavities of the

Archiv

Physiol,

d.

f.

These birds can find worms and

636).

or in the loose earth with their bill simply

fifth

upper mandible.
ii.

s.

supplied with

is

many

pair which pass through small

369—380,

See Nitzsch in Meckel's
in.

s.

384—388.

Bill elongate,
(in part), Illig., Temm., Cuv.
somewhat round. Upper mandible with tip obtuse,
produced beyond the lower, grooved from the base to beyond the
middle part. Nostrils basal, linear. Eyes large, distant from the

Scolopax L.

slender, soft,

base of

bill,

placed towards the upper part of head.

surpassing the lateral;

Feet moderate;

anterior toes unequal, the middle toe far

tarsi scutellate anteriorly;

hallux short, resting on

its

point.

Tail

short, rounded.

The

snipes.

— Some

species live in woods, others in fenny districts or

They mostly feed exclusively on
these jjlauts and seeds, especially of

worms and

on

moist meadows.

insects,

some add

species of grass {Scolo2:>ax

to

slugs

;

gallinula).

In Holland they seldom brood, but are birds of passage,

which

us in the spring and especially the autumn; they pass the

visit

summer

in northern countries.

They moult twice

in the year, but there

is

no remarkable difference between the winter and summer plumage, neither
is there between the colour of the feathers of the two sexes and that of

young and
a)

With

old birds.
first,

fifth longest

of

second

and

third primaries gradually longer, fourth

and

all.

Sp. Scolopax microptera mihi, Scolopax minor Wilson, American Ornithology,
PI. 48,

fig. 2, in

but smaller.

North Ameiica

;

very similar to the European woodcock,

This species forms the genus Philohela of Geay.

;;

AYES,
With first and second primaries subequal,

b)

*
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With

covered

tibice

plumes as far as

ivith

Naum.

Posterior claw obtuse,

the heel.

(Sub-genus Scolopax BoiE, Brehm, Gray.)

not produced beyond hallux.
Sp. Scolopax rusticula^ L.,

longest of all.

Buff. PI.

enl.

858, Less. Ornith. PI. loi,

fig.

Taf. Ill; the woodcock, la becasse; the largest species; the head

i,

is

grey in front, yellow-brown with transverse darker brown streaks behind
the feathers are also yellow, ruddy brown, black and grey, in a combination
that recalls the plumage of Caprimulgus or of Strix flammea.

cock
is

is

a nocturnal animal, and in the day-time hides in woods

met with
** With

all

The wood;

this species

over Europe, in the north of Asia and also in Japan.

denuded above

tibice

Posterior claw slender, produced

the heel.

(Sub-genus GalUnago Leach,

beyond hallux.

Geat, Telmatias Boie,

Beehm, AscalojMx Keyserling and Blas.)
Sp. Scolopax gallinago L., Buff.
snipe, la becassine;

PL

enl. 883,

Naum.

Taf. 209

—Scolopax gallinula L., Buff. PI.

enl.

;

884,

the common
Naum. Taf,

210; the JacJc-snipe, la sourde, la petite becassine; this species, like
rusticnla, has 12 tail-feathers, the

much

common

snipe 14.

Scol.

In an Indian species

resembling Scol. gallinago, 24 to 26 are counted: Scol. stenura

Kuhl,

Java and Sumatra.

Limosa Briss., Leisl., Temm.

[Actitis Illig, in part). Bill

running as
tellate

a

for

anteriorly;

all.

large

space

Wings

tip.

Feet with

below, with tarsi long,

outer and middle toe conjoined

hallux resting on the
of

Nostrils basal, pervious.

far as the tip.

denuded

tibiffi

moderate, with

very

Lateral groove

long, slender, straight or sub-recurved at the tip.

scu-

by membrane;

first quill

longest

Tail short, even.
Sp. Limosa melanura Leisl., Scolopax limosa, L. and Scol. cegocephala L.,
'

Buff.

PI. enl. 874 (winter plumage), 916

PI. loi, fig.

2,

Naum.

Sumpflaiifer, de marel

{summer plumage). Less. Ornith.

Taf. 212, 213; the black-tailed gochvit, la barge, der
;

the largest species

;

tail black, at

the base white

marshy districts and at the mouth of rivers in many parts of
Europe and Asia (also in Japan) lays four dark olive-coloured eggs with
large brown spots, which are as much prized as those of the plover
Limosa rufa Briss., Scolopax lapponica L., Briss. Ornith. v. PI. 25, fig. i,
Buff. PI. enl. 900, &c.
it lives

in

;

Here belongs
America, and

also a species with quite straight
is

referred to Scolopax,

which lives in North
and which is generally

bill,

occasionally found in England,

Limosa scolopacea Say, Scolopax grisea (and novebora-

Lath., Gmel., Wilson Amer. Ornith. PI. 58, fig. i, (ed. Jardine,
Vol. II. p. 337), Gould Birds of Europ)e, PI. 323; 3Iacroramphus Leach,
censis)

Gray.

'1

With LlNN^US properly

rusticola,

probably from a mistake of the pen.

—

:
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Totmius Bechst., Cuv.,

Temm.

(spec, of

Scolopax L., spec, of

moderate or elongate, straight or ascending,
Feet elongate, with tarsi
compressed, acuminate, harder at the tip.
Middle
conjoined at the base
toe
anteriorly.
slender, scutellate

Tringa Briss.).

Bill

with outer hy membrane; hallux scarcely resting on the ground.

Wings

moderate, with

first quill

longest.

Sp. Totanus fnscus Leisl., Scolopax fusca L., Buff. PI. enl. 875,

Naum.

Taf. 200; the dusky sandpiper ; feeds on small fresh-water conchifers

and

PL

enl.

insects;

Totanus calidris Bechst., Scolopax caUdris L., Buff.

827, 845,

Naum.

legs yellow-red

;

Taf. 199; the redshank sandpdper; base of the bill red,
this bird broods in large quantities

on the meadows

in

Holland.

The species with the bill curved upwards form the genus Glottis of
NiLSSON and Brehm, Totanus glottis Bechst., Scolopax glottis L., Naum.
Taf. 201, the green-shank J this bird, besides water-insects, feeds on small
fishes.

Sub-genus:

Brehm, Keijserl. and

Actiiis

BoNAP., Gray.

Groove of

bill

Tringoides

Blas.,

extending to the

Tail pro-

tip.

duced beyond the points of the wings.
Sp. Totanus hypoleucus Temm.,

Naum.

Taf. 194;

common

Tringa hypoleucos L., Buff. PI.

Himantojms Bktss., Hyjisihates NiTZSCH.
middle.

850,

Bill elongate, straight,

groove extending on each side to the

slender, acuminate, with

Nostrils linear, lateral.

Feet very long, very thin, with

Toes moderate, conjoined

tarsi reticulate.

enl.

sandpiper.

expanded

at the base;

membrane between the outer toes. Wings very long, pointed, with
Tail subeven, short.
first quill much surpassing the rest.
Sp. Hinuintopus melanopterus
PI. enl. 878,

Lesson

Meyer, Charadrius Himantopus
fig. i, Naum. Taf. 203;

Ornith. PI. 104,

back and wings greenish black and shining
closely allied to Totanus, has at first sight

in

the long legs red.

Buff.

white, the

This bird,

to a stork in

it lives in the South and particularly the South-East of Europe,
some parts of Asia and Africa. Himantopus, under which name

miniature

and

;

some resemblance

L.,

;

this bird occurs in

Plinius, Lib. ix. cap. 47, denotes that the legs are as
very similar species occurs in North America

thin as string, lonpes.

Himantopus

—A

Temm., Arocetta Himantopus Wilson, American

Wilsonii

Ornith. PI. 58,

fig. 2

;

another at

New Holland, New

Guinea, Timor, &c.,

Himantopus leucocephalus Gould.

CladorhyncJius

Gray, Leptorhynchus DuRUS.

iVbte.— Characters nearly of the preceding genus, but feet palmate, tarsi

more robust;

this

form

is

intermediate between the preceding genus and

—
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met and were confluent.
Grat, Hi niantopvs j^ctlmatus Govlb, Dvbub

that which follows next, as though three genera

Sp. Cladorhynchus pectoral is

GUERIN Mayasin de

in

Recurvirostra L.

Zool. 1835, Ois. PI.

4.S

;

hab. in

New

Bill elongate, slender, ascending.

narrow, linear, placed in a groove of

Wings somewhat

Nostrils

Feet elongate, slender,

bill.

palmate, tetradactjlous, with hallux raised, very short.
culate.

Holland.

long, with first quill longest.

Tarsi retiTail short,

rounded.
Sp. Recurvirostra Avocetta L., Buff. PI. enl. 353, Less. Ornith. PI. 104, ficr.
the scooping avocei; white, the head and neck black, the wings black
2
;

and white, the legs bluish or lead-coloured this species lives on the seacoast and on lands flooded by sea-water the female lays 2 or 3 dirty-yellow
eggs spotted black or brown. Of this genus also some exotic species occur
which differ little in size and often also in colour from the European
;

;

americana Lath., Wils., Tab. 63, fig. 2, from
also the upper part of the back,

JRecurvirosfra

species.

North America, has the head and neck, as
reddish or dun-yellow.

Tringa L,
than head,

(excl. of species).

soft, flexile,

Bill moderate or a little longer

straight or inflected at the tip, with tip

Groove extending from the base of bill almost
Feet moderate, slender, with tarsi scutellate anteriorly,

depressed, obtuse.
to the tip.

with toes cloven or outer and middle toes joined at the base by
membrane. Hallux resting on its point, or none. Wings long,
with

first

quill longest.

Tail even or cuneate, with two middle

feathers subproduced.

A. Toes

+

cloven.

Feet tridactylous, hcdlux none.

Sub-genus:

Calidris

Illig.,

Temm.

{Arenaria Bechst.).

Bill

moderate, straight.
Sp. Tringa arenaria L. (and Charadrius calidris), Briss. Ornith. V. PI. 20,
fig. 2, NozEM. en Sepp Nederl. Vogels, iii. p. 283, fig.
i,
(the winter

plumage),

fig. 2,

the

summer plumage (Ckaradrius ruhidus

Gm.),

Naum.

Taf. 182; the sanderUng, la petite maubeche grise ; except that the hallux

absent, in

all

+ Hallux

is

respects a true Tringa species.

short, raised.

Sub-genus Tringa Briss., Temm. Bill moderate {Calidris Guv.,
Canutus Briss., Brehm) or longer than head {Pelidna Cuv.).
:

Sp. Tringa canutus L., Tringa island ica Gm.,
cinerea Gm.,

Temm., Buff. PI.

Naum.,

enl. 365, 366,

I',

Naum.

grisea Gm., Tringa
Taf. 183; the knot,

—
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(tsh-cohured sandpiper, la maubeche; compare for the

syuonomy Temminck,

— 630; Tringa manYtma Brunkich, Naum. Taf. 188;
L. (and Tringa aJpina
Naum.),
the purple sandpiper; — Tringa
Manuel,

pp. 628

ii.

ejusd.,

ciyiclus

Tringa variabilis Meter, Buff. PI. enl. 852, Naum. Taf. 187, &c. the
dunlin.
A small species Tringa minuta Leisler, Nozemann en Sepp
;

Nederl. Vog.

iii.

271, the stint or sea-lark,

is

scattered far over the eastern

hemisphere, through Europe, Africa, the Sunda Isles,

New

Holland, from

Museum

A

at

all

New

Guinea and

of which localities there are specimens in the RijJcs-

Leyden.

species with a long

bill,

curved downwards, Tringa subarquata Temm.,

Scolopax subarquata Gm. (and africana ejusd.), Buff. PI.

enl. 851,

Naum.

which occurs in Europe, Asia and India, has given occasion, from
a pair of specimens in which the bill had been distorted and the thumb cut
a figure is to be seen
off, for forming the nominal genus Falcinellus Cuv.

Taf. 185,

;

Temm.

in

PI. color. 510.

schen Vogel, Leyden, 1844,

See Schlegel Kritische Uebersickt der Europdis.

97, 98.

In one species the bill is long and pressed flat, Tringa platyrhyncha
Temm., Numenius pygmceus Lath., Naum. Taf. 207. On this is founded
the genus Limicola KocH, Ketserl. Blas.

This species has some resem-

blance, especially in the plumage, to Scolopax gallinula.

B. Membrane between the outer and middle

Sub-genus
Sp. Tringa

:

Machetes Cuv., Philow.achus Moehr., Gray.

pwjnax

PI. 103, fig. 2,

L.,

Naum.

mer, fem. reeve.
tures,

toes.

Buff. PI.
Taf. 190

305 male, 306 fem.. Lesson Ornith.

enl.

— 193

;

the ruff maXe,

le

combattant, p>aon de

This bird bi'oods in numbers with us, lives on moist pas-

and migrates

in

autumn.

The

males, larger than the female, are at

pairing time ornamented with a ruff of feathers and very variously marked.

May

In

they pass a great part of the day on some battle-field, and attack

each other furiously with their
coloured green with

brown

bills.

The female

lays 4 or 5 pointed eggs

speckles.

C. Anterior toes conjoined at the base by membrane.

Sub-genus: Hemipalavia Bonap., Gray.
Sp. Tringa himantopus BONAP.,

Swainson and Richardson, Fauna

horeali-

Amer., Birds, PI. 66.

Hetero2^oda Natall.

EurynorhyncJius NiLSSON.

—Genus

related to tlie Tringoe, with bill depressed, dilated
Eurynorhynchus griseus Nilss., Platalea pygmcea
L. Mus. Ad. Frid., Tomi sec. Prodrom. Holmise, 17G4, p. 26. See
Note.

at the tip.

Sp.

Gray Gen. of Birds, PI. clii. This veiy rare bird is not
an inhabitant of Surinam, as stated by Linn^us, but of the East
figure in

Indies.

;
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Phalaropus Briss.
with

soft, straight,

with scutella;

first

Bill moderate or slightly longer than head,

Tarsi moderate, covered in front

tip inflected.

and second

Wings

or lobate.

Subgen. Lohipcs Cuv.

hill slender, subulate.

Sp. Phalaropus Wilsonii Sabine, Phalarojms finibriatus

Fauna

pointed, with

quills subequal, longest of all.

With

a)

with anterior toes connected at

feet tetradactylous,

by membrane, winged

the base

401

horeali- Americana,

Tkmm.

PI. col. 370,

In this species, which

Birds, PI. 69, p. 405.

occurs in North and South America, the toes have only a narrow border

more slender than

the legs are longer and

in the other species

;— Phalaropus

cinereus Briss., Tringa hyperborea L. (and lohata ejusd.), Phalaropus an-

Naum., Buff.

gustirostris

Heft

2,

Naum.

Taf. 205

PI. enl.

Sturm

766,

Deutschl. Fauna, Vor/el,

Lapland, Iceland, Greenland, the Orkney Islands

;

the male broods as well as the female, and

brooding spot on each side of the

belly,

said to have exclusively a

is

a part denuded of feathers.

membrane along

small species has, as also the following, a lobed

This

the toes,

like Fulica.

b)

Mil broad, depressed.

TI7^/(,

Sp. Phalaropus fulicariusBoNAP. , Phalai-ojms platyrhynchusTEMil., Tringa
fulicaria L., Less. Ornith. PI. 107,
ed.

ill.,

Ois. PI. 81, fig.

fig.

i,

Naum.

Taf. 206, Cuv. R. Ani.,

2; this species resides, like the preceding, in the

high north of both hemispheres, and descends only seldom towards temhas however been repeatedly shot both on the Dutch and

perate regions

;

English coasts.

It

is

larger than the preceding, about the size of Tringa

cinclus.

RTiy^ichcea

extending
basal.

to

Cuv.
the

Bill
tip

elongate,

of

Feet moderate, with

hallux raised, resting only

with

sub-arched.

upper mandible.
the

Wings

tip.

moderate, ample,

three quills longer, subequal, second longest of

first

Sp. Kkyncheea varicgafa Vieill., Fhynchcea variabilis (Cuv.

pax

capensis L. and Rallus bengalensis ejusd.,

270, 881 (younger). Less. Ornith. PI. ro2,

Java), Japan.

Rhynchwa
nat.},

—In South America,

fig.

Buff. PI.
i

;

Rhynchoea Hilairea
fig.

1)

all.

Temm.,

enl.

Scolo-

922 adult,

Africa, India (Sumatra,

Brasil, Peru, a smaller species occurs

semicollaris (Totanus semicoUaris ViEiLL.

Iconogr., Ois. PI. 55,

pervious,

scutellate in front, toes cloven,

tarsi

by

Lateral groove

Nostrils

Valenc, Lesson

:

Nouv. Diet. d'Hist.

Illustr. de Zool. PI. 18,

Gder.

2.

Numenius Moehe., Briss.

(in

part),

Cuv.

Bill long, slender,

curved, with tip of upper mandible hard, obtuse, produced beyond

the tip of lower.

Nostrils basal, lateral, linear, pervious, placed in

groove obliterated towards the
slender, elongate

VOL.

II.

;

tarsi

tip of bill.

Face plumed.

Feet

covered anteriorly with transverse scutella,
2{)
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in the upper part mostly with hexagonal scales.

anterior bordered

by

a narrow

hallux resting on

its

point.

Sp.

Toes short; three

membrane and connected

Wings with

Numcnim Arquata Lath., Temm.,

8 1 8, Less. Ornith. PI. loo,

fig.

longest.

Scolopax ArqiMta L., Buff. PI. enl.

Nadm.

'2,

first quill

at the base;

Taf. 216; the

common curlew;

broods on the dunes in Holland, inland in England on elevated spots this
Another smaller, with
species occurs in Europe, Asia and North Africa.
;

short

bill,

also very

is

Naum.

phceopus L.,

the

bill is

is

much

tail is

These birds are almost

shorter

Ornith. PI. 64,

Ibidorhynchus ViGOES,

all

similarly marked,

white with transverse black bars.
;

The

bill

of

a species occurs in North America of which

common

longer than that of the

WiLS. Amer.

racters nearly of

in

Taf. 217.

grey-brown above; the
the young bird

in Holland, less common than the last in
Holland; Numenius ph(eop us liATU., Scolopax

common

England; does not breed

curlew,

Numenius

longirostris

iig. 4.

Geay, Clorhynchus HoDGSON. (Cha-

Numenius, but

Wings

feet cursorial, tridactylous.

with second and third quills equal, longest.)
Sp. Ibidorhynchus Sfruthersii,
p.

1

74

;

a species

unknown

Vigors
to me,

Proceed. Zool. Soc, Part

i.

1830, 1831,

from the Himalayan mountains.

Family VII. Cultrirostres Cuv. {Herodii Illig., Ardeidm
Gray). Bill longer than head, thick, strong, mostly compressed,
more rarely depressed, broad. Feet tetradactylous, with toes conjoined at the base or semipalmate.
This

Cuv.

(spec,

from genus Tantalus L., Numenius Briss.).

Bill very long, thickened at the base, tetragono-cylindric, arched.

Lateral groove produced to the tip of upper mandible.
basal, placed at the sides of the flattened

elongate, with toes mostly
elongate.

Wings
This

is

somewhat

upper part of

Nostrils

bill.

long, hallux resting.

Feet

Neck

long, with second quill mostly longest.

a numerous genus of which species occur in

of the world

;

all

the

warm

countries

they have great resemblance to the preceding genus, but,

on the other hand, form the transition to the storks and herons.

Sub-genus: Falcinellus Bechst. {Budocimus, Tantalides Wagl.,
Ihis Gray).
scutella.

Tarsi elongate, covered anteriorly with transverse

Toes long, slender.

I>., Buff. PI. enl. 819, Naum.
body chestnut-brown below, back and wings
dark green with violet reflections this bird breeds in Asia, North Africa,
and in Eastern Europe, migrates also to other parts of Europe, and has been

Sp. Ibis viridis Gov., Tantalus Falcinellus
Taf. 219; head dark brown,

;
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and England. A very similar but larger
and Mexico; Ibis chalcopfera Temm., PI. color. 511.
—Ibis rubra, Tantalus ruber L., Buff. PI. cul. 80, 81, Cuv. H. Ani., id.
occasionally observed in Holland

species occurs in Chili

Ois. PI. 78, fig. 3

ill.,

Geronticus

in

;

South America.

(add Cercibis, Phimosus, Theristicus and Har-

Wagl.

Tarsi robust, covered anteriorly with hex-

piprion

ejusd.),

Gray.

agonal

scales.

Toes often somewhat short, thick.

third and fourth quills mostly subequal, longest.

plumed, with a naked space between

bill

and

(Wings with
Face often un-

eyes).

Sp. Ibis cristata Vieill., Buff. PI. enl. 841, Dictionn. univ. d'Hist. nat.,
Ois.

PI. 9, fig. 2

i—Ibis

albicollis,

Tantalus

albicollis

Gm., Buff. PI.

enl.

916, fi-om Chili, &c.; in this species especially the toes are short and at the

same time thicker than

in the rest of the species.

The most celebrated species is Ibis religiosa Cuv., Sav., Geronticus
Gray, Ann. du Mus. iv. 1804, pp. no 135, PI. 53, (PI. 52,
the skeleton), Blumenb. Ahb. naturh. Gegenst., No. 86, under the improper
name of Tantalus ibis, Guer. Iconogr., Ois. PI. 55, fig. i white, the
head and neck naked, bill, feet and ends of primaries and secondaries
black; see the accurate description of Herodotus, Hb. 11. c. 76. This is
the species, as Cuvier has shewn from his investigation of the mummies
of the Ibis, to which the Egyptians paid divine honours and which they
embalmed, and which is so often figured on their monuments see also J.

—

cethiopicus

;

;

C. Savignt, Hist, nat,

et

mythologique de ribis.

Paris, 1805, 8vo.

Pre-

more resembling the stork, Tantalus ibis L., had
The opinion of Belon, that the Ibis of the Egyptians

viously another species,

been mistaken for

was a

stork, has

it.

had no adherents'.

Platalea L. (excl. Plataha pygm(sa), Pehcanus

veterum.
Nostrils

elongate,

Bill

depressed,

with

tip

MOEHEING

orhiculate,

et

broad.

oHong, approximate, placed near the base of

gToove on each
denuded.

side,

bill in a
produced alongside the margin. Orbital region

Tarsi reticulate; feet tetradactylous, with toes long, the

anterior connected at the base

somewhat high,

resting.

second longest of

all.

by membrane, the hallux

Wings with

first

inserted

three quills subequal,

Tail short, even.

Sp. Platalea leucorodia L., Buff. PI. enl. 405, Naum. Taf. 230; the white
spoonbill, la siyatule, der Loffler ; white, with a tuft of elongated feathers at

the back of the head; this bird, which, with the exception of the

1

" Excepte

confondue avec
IV. p.

I

-29;

les

apothicaires qui ont pris la cicogne

I'ibis

pour embleme, parce qu'ils I'ont
Cuvier Aom. du Mus.

auqucl on attribue V invention des clysteres."

compare the

citations there

bill.

from ancient authors.

26—2

—

;
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much

resembles Ihis

religiosa'^,

lives

&c., keeps on the shores of rivers,

and
and

lays 2 or 3 duU-vi'hite eggs.

on small

fishes, crustaceans, insects,

makes its nest usually in trees or thickets,
The spoonbill migrates with the stork,

met with in Holland, especially in the canals of the Biesbosch, about
Dordrecht, in numhera.— Platalea Ajaja L., Buff. PL eyil. 165, Less.
is

Omith. PI. 99, fig. I, GuEK. Iconogr., Ois. PI. 54, fig. 3 in South America
and the south of North America. In Japan also a couple of species of
Another
this genus are found, one of which is larger than the European.
species, Platalea tenuirostris Temm., Sonnerat Voy. a la Nouv. Guinee,
PI. 51, 52, from the Philippine Islands, is distinguished by red legs.
;

Gould.

Balcem'ceps

much

Bill

than

longer

head,

robust,

broad; culm en terminating in a powerful hook; tip of lower manNostrils placed in a narrow

dible truncated.

close to the culmen, scarcely perceptible.

Tibia3 and

expansile.

of throat loose,

the base of bill

slit at

Orbits denuded.

Skin

reticulated.

Toes

tarsi

without interdigital membrane, very long; hallux directed inwards.

Wings

very powerful, the third, fourth, and
Gould, Proceed. Zool.

Sp. Balceniceps rex

Jardine

Contrlb. to Omith. 1851, pp. 11

— 13

i, 2,

to

Aves, PI. xxxv.

Hab.

(figure of the head).

the upper part of the White Nile in Eastern Africa.
is allied

the longest.

fifth quills

Soc. 1851, pp.

Cancroma and Platalea, but Cancroma

This remarkable bird

has, like the herons, the

claw of middle toe strongly pectinated, which is not the case with Balceniceps
or Platalea.

Tantalus L.

part),

(in

culmen,

drawn

groove, with margins
dorsal, longitudinal.
feathers.

Cuv.

rounded

Bill elongate,

emarginate towards the

subcurved,

at

the

without nasal

tip,

Nostrils placed near the base,

in.

Part of head and sometimes throat without

Tarsi reticulate; toes long, anterior conjoined at the base

by membrane; hallux

Wings with

resting.

second and third subequal, third longest of
Sp. Tantalus Ibis L., Buff. PI.
Iconogr., Ois. PI. 54,

fig.

2

;

enl.

389, Less. Ornith. PI. 99,

white, wings

round the eyes and at the base of the
This bird

is

bill

somewhat

the head

regarded incorrectly by Linnaeus,

Ihis of the Egyptians (see above, p. 403)

Senegal.

quill

first

shorter,

all.

;

Tantalus loculator L., Buff. PI.

Guerin

bald and red-coloured.

Buffon and

it is

enl.

is

fig. i,

rose-red, bill yellow

met with
868,

le

others as the

principally in

couricaca de Cay-

enne; Surinam, Brasil, the South of North America, &c.

That there is a near affinity between Ibis and Platalea I thought to illustrate
by comparison of the skeleton, but afterwards I found that the celebrated
physiologist R. Wagner, so experienced in the comparative anatomy of birds, had
1

also

anticipated

me; Naumann

1.

1.

ix.

s.

307.

—

—

—
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Anastomus BoNNAT., lLLiG,,i7i«nsLACEP.
fibrous,

rough, emarginate at the

rubbed down, gaping

middle.

the

in

Feet elongate, with

pervious.

Bill elongate, porrect,

compressed, with margins

tip,

Nostrils

basal,

superior,

the greater part naked.

tibiai for

Toes long, anterior joined at the base by memWings with second and third quills or

Tarsi reticulate.

brane; hallux insistent.

third and fourth longest, subequal.
Gm. (and Ardea pondiSonnekat Voy. aux Ind. Or. PI. 122;
Temm. PL color. 236, GvsER.Iconogr., Ois.

Sp. Anastomus coromandelicus, Ardea cormnandelica
ceriana Gm.), Buff. PI.

and
and

fig.

I

;

in Senegal

violet coverts on the

and South Africa; black, with
back and wings

;

red-brown

glossy,

the feathers of the neck, breast

have the shaft running into smooth, horny lamelliB

belly

{jilumce folii-

such as present themselves in Gallus Sonneratii, in a species of Ibis

ferce),

{Ibis

932,

Anastomus lamelligerus

Bengal.
PI. 54,

enl.

lamellicollis

Lafken.), and some also on the wings of Bomhicilla

garrulus.

Ciconia Illig. (species o^ Ardea and Mycteria L.). Bill elongate,

mandible subrecurved. Nostrils linear,
Region round the orbits
bill.

thick, straight, with lower

placed near the base at the culmen of

destitute of feathers; sometimes the

whole face and throat naked.
Anterior

Tarsi reticulate with hexagonal scales.

Feet elongate.

by membrane; hallux

toes conjoined at the base

Wings

point to beyond the middle.

insistent

from the

second and third, or

\Anth

third and fourth quills longest.
Sp. Ciconia alba Briss., Ardea Ciconia
PI. 98, fig.

I,

Naum.

Jj.,

Bdff. PI.

enl. 866,

Less. Ornith.

Taf. 228; the stork, la cicogne, der Starch; white,

with flag-feathers black, a bald, blackish circle round the eyes bill and legs
red this bird commonly known in Holland and other parts of the continent,
;

;

but a rare visitant in England, frequents the banks of rivers, lakes, canals,
&c., makes its nest in dead trees, on roofs of houses, especially on towers,

and

lays

3,

4 or 5 white eggs

even on mice

;

on account of

been regarded, both
Hist. nat. Lib. xc,

in

;

it

its

feeds on frogs, grasshoppers, beetles,

and

destroying injurious animals the stork has

modern and

Plinius

in ancient times (compare

23) as a sacred bird

by the farmer.

Ciconia nigra

enl. 399, Naum. Taf. 229; the blach
schwarze Storch; black, with green and purple

Bechst., Ardea nigra L., Buff. PI.
stork, la cicogne noire, der

gloss, bill

trees

and

and

legs like the preceding species

lives

more on

of Europe, but
to

make

its

is

fish, like

the heron

;

;

it

this bird
is

very rare and accidental in Holland, for

nest there.

Iconogr., Ois. PI. 53,

fig.

makes

found in

its

many

it doe.s

not appear

Ciconia maguari, Ardea maguari Gm.,
r,

nest in

countries

Guerin

in America, especially in Brasil, &c.

Argala Leach, Leptoptilus Less., Gray.
Head and neck unplumed.
trigonal.

Bill

very large, thick,

—
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marahu Temm., PI. col. 300; from the continent of India, also
Java and Sumatra; Ciconia argala Temm. PI. col. 301 from Senegal
and South Africa. Large species of storks with naked neck, which forms
a dependent, elongated sac below according to Temminck the two species
were confounded formerly under the name of Ardea cluhia or Ciconia
argala, which names however Gray adduces as synonyms of the first
species.
The loose white tail-coverts, maraftow-feathers, are sold at a high

Sp. Ciconia
in

;

;

price.

Mycteria L.

Bill

Head and neck

subasceuding.

destitute of

feathers.
Sp. Ciconia mycteria Temm., Mycteria amerlcana L.,

Bdff.

PL

enl.

817,

Less. Ornith. PI. 98, fig. 2 ;- Ciconia ephippiorhyncha Temm., Mycteria
senegalensis Lath., Cuv. R. Ani., ed. ill., Ois. PI. 75, fig. 3.

Scopus Briss., Illig.

Bill elongate,

pressed, curved at the tip, excavated

each side near the culmen.

below the groove, narrow,
in front.
insistent.

high at the base, com-

by a narrow, deep groove on

Nostrils placed near the base of bill

Face plumed.

linear.

Tarsi reticulate

Anterior toes joined at the base by membrane; hallux

Wings with

quill short, second, third,

first

subequal, third longest of

all.

and fourth

Tail short.

Sp. Scopus umbretta Gm., Buff. PI. enl. 798, Less. Ornith. PI. 69,

GUEE.

Iconogr., Ois. PI. 53, fig.

Canc7'oma L.

Bill

long,

with tip narrowed, curved.

3,

depressed,

broad,

fig.

above,

carinate

Nostrils basal, approximate; groove

extending on each side of culmen from the nostrils to the
Tarsi covered anteriorly with large, broad, hexagonal scales.
of middle toe incised pectinately on the inside.
at the base; hallux insistent, inserted

part of tarsus.

up

Wings with

to the fourth, fourth

and

r,

*

hab. in Africa.

Claw

Anterior toes united

on the internal side of lower

first quill

fifth

tip.

shorter, the next increasing

subequal, longest.

Sp. Cancroma cochlearia (and

Cancroma cancrophaga) L., Bdff. PI. enl. 38,
Guee. Iconogr., Ois. PI. 52. fig. i; the
boat-bill, le savacou ; in Surinam and other parts of South America this bird
lives on fish, like the herons, from which it differs by the flat bill, which,
according to the comparison of BuFFON, has the form of two spoons lying
one upon the other with the convex surface upwards. It is generally sup896, Less. Ornith. PI. 97,

fig. 2,

;

posed that there

is only one species known, and that the red-brown specimens
young birds not long ago, however, it was asserted on the contrary
by a French voyager, E. Deville, that there exist different species of
Cancroma, Guerin Hevue et Magasin de Zool. 1852, p. 225.

are

;

—

—
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Ardea L.

(in part),

towards the

nostrils evanescent

of

Cuv., Illig., Tejlm.

Bill elongate, straight,

compressed, acuminate, fiu-nished with a groove from the

thick,

bill,

covered by

membrane

Nostrils placed near the base

tip.

Tarsi mostly scutellate

posteriorly.

Outer toes connected by membrane.

in front, elongate.

insistent, inserted internally at the

middle toe with inner margin produced, incised pectinately.
moderate, with
equal, second

The

and

or third

tliird,

of

Wings

mostly shorter, the three following sub-

tirst quill

and

Hallux

Claw

lower part of tarsus.

fourth, longest of

all.

genus of the Herons are very numerous in both

species of the

They live in marshy regions, or on the
and feed chiefly on fish, also on frogs and their
larvse, and on water-insects
they watch long for their prey and then shoot
out their long neck as swift as a dart to seize it. They build their nest
hemispheres of the world.

banks of

rivers

and

lakes,

;

partly in trees, partly amongst reeds, lay light blue, sea-green or greenish

eggs
is

(3 or 4,

little

some

and moult once a year.

species occasionally 5),

Some

between the two sexes.

difference

are

species

There

scattered

over a large part of the world.

Gray.

Nycticorax Steph.,
anterioi'ly

with

large,

with pendent plumes.

Ardea Nycticorax

heron,

le

Bill

scales.

L.,

Buff. PL

third quill longest.
enl.

Nadm. Taf. 225; the niglitcommon in many countries of

758,

Bihoreau, der Nachtreiher; very

Europe, in Africa, also

Tarsi reticulate

Occiput crested or feathered

moderate or scarcely longer than head,

Wings with

with culmen curved.
Sp.

Feet moderate.

hexagonal

Asia and in Japan.

—

In America a closely allied
Ardea Gardeni Gm., of which a young
BuFF. PI. enl. 939. Ardea caledonica Gm., Cuv.

in

species or local variety occurs,

specimen

figured in

is

R. Ani., ed.

ill.,

Ois. PI. 74, fig. 2, Australia, Celebes,

Tigrisoma Swains., Gray.
riorly

with hexagonal

first quill short,

Sp.

Ardea

third

lineata

scales.

Timor, &c.

Feet elongate; tarsi reticulate anteBill subulate, elongate.

Wings with

and fourth subequal, longest of all.

Gmel., Buff. PI.

enl. 860,

South America, Cayenne, &c.

Ardea of modern authors {Herodias, Ardeola, Buphus Boie).
Feet elongate;

tarsi scutellate anteriorly.

Wings with first four quills
all.
Neck elongate, slender.

Bill elongate, subulate.

subequal, second and third longest of

Ardea cinerea (and major) L., Buff. PI. enl. 755 (adult), 787 (younger).
Less. Ornith. PI. 97, fig. i, Naum. Taf. 220; the common heron, le heron
commun, der graue Reiher; the largest European species, bluish-grey

Sp.

above, white below

;

black spots along the neck.

at

These herons build their

The same species is found at Java, in Japan, and
the Cape of Good Hope.
Ardea purpurea L., Buff. PL enl. 788,

nests in large societies.

—

—
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Naum.

Taf. 221

smaller than the preceding, with grey wings, red-brown

;

neck, with a longitudinal black band and very long toes

Jconogr.,

herons

PI. 52, fig.

Ois.

richest in species.

is

2,

South America, &c.

in

— Some

this species also

;

Ardea at/and

occurs in Java, a very rare visitant in England;

Gil.,

Guek,

This group of the

entirely white species are remarkable

they have long waving feathers, light but

stiif,

on the back above the

;

tail,

which are used as ornaments for the head, especially in Hungary, where
Sp. Ardea erjretta Gm., Bdfp. PI.
they form part of the national costume.
enl.

925,

Naum.

Taf. 222, with yellow

and a much smaller

species,

Ardea

Exotic species also are

bill.

sometimes black at the

bill,

known

Botaurus Steph., Gray.
Toes very long.

Neck

late.

11. p.

572

iv. p.

part.

372

tliick,

— 380.
witli

tibiae

Tarsi scutellate anteriorly.

moderate or scarcely longer than head, subu-

Bill

densely feathered.

equal, the second longest of

Wings with

first

three quills sub-

all.

Naum.

Sp. Ardea stellaris L., Buff. PI. enl. 789,
bittern, le butor,

have been confounded with

— 576,

moderate,

Feet

plumed throughout the greater

tip,

Taf. 223, with black

of this group, which, on account of

their resemblance to the species here noted,

them; comp. Temminck Manuel,

Naum.

garzetta L.,

common

Taf. 226; the

der Rohrdommel; colour of feathers as in the woodcock

and some owls is, like these, a night-bird it builds an inartistic nest in
the sedge, and emits a loud sound that resembles the bellowing of an ox,
;

Aramus

ViEiLL.,

pressed, with

;

T emm., Notherodius Wagl.

Nostrils lateral, placed in groove, pervious.
tarsi

Wings with

elongate.

equal, longest of
Sp.

all.

Aramus

Hallux

raised, resting

third

first quill short,

Toes long,
on

its

point.

and fourth sub-

Tail moderate, rounded.

scolopaceus,

Buff. PI.

com-

Feet elongate, slender;

covered anteriorly with large transverse scutella.

scarcely united at the base.

Neck

Bill long,

curved, protracted beyond the lower mandible.

tip

Ardea scolopacea Gm., Rallus gigas Lichtenst.,

848 South America, Cayenne brown, with round, white
spots on the neck; legs black.
This genus is very nearly allied to the
enl.

;

;

following.

Eurypyga

Illig., Helios ViEiLL.

subulate, emarginate at the tip.

Bill elongate, compressed,

Nostrils placed in a deep, lateral

Tarsi covered anteriorly with scutella; outer toes

groove, linear.

conjoined at the base; hallux insistent; claws compressed, curved,
moderate.

Neck

third, fourth,

and

long,
fifth

slender.

Wings with

subequal, longest of

all.

first

quill

shorter,

Tail long, broad.

Sp. Eurypyga helias, Ardea helias Gu., Helias phalcenoi des Yieill., Buff.
PI. enl. 782,
72, fig. 2

;

in

Eess. Ornith. PI. 102, fig. 2, Cuv. R. Ani., ed. ill., Ois. PI.
South America; regarded incorrectly by Latham as a species

of snipe, closely allied, on the contrary, to Ardea.

Within the

years a very similar species from Columbia has become known.

last

few

— —
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Grus Pall.,

(excl.

FsopMa

Illig., species oi

Ardea

Bill

L.).

moderate or elongate, somewhat thick, straight, compressed, with
subulate, mandibles subequal.

tip

Nostrils pervious, closed pos-

by membrane, placed nearly

teriorly

middle of

at the

groove broad, deep, not produced to the
great part denuded

by membrane hallux

Wings

moderate, with quills in-

third longest of

first to third,

Sp. Grus cinerea Bechst.,

Ardea grus

short,

short, raised,

;

on the point only.

creasing from

Toes

tarsi scutellate anteriorly.

base

sti-ong ; outer joined at the

or resting

;

in a

Feet elongate;

the base of bill and orbits often unpluraed or warty.
tibiaa in

bill

Region about

tip of bill.

L.,

all.

PL

Buff.

enl.

Naum. Taf.
summer in the

^6^,

231, the a-ane, la grue, der KranicJi; dwells during the

high north and in the east of Europe; migrates in large troops, formed
into a triangle

;

their passage over the Mediterranean sea attracted the

make mention of it; Grus
numidica Bkiss., Ardea virgo L., Buff. PL enL -241, Naum. Taf. 232
Grus carunculata, Ardea carunculaia Lath., Gcee. Iconogr., Ois. PI. 51,
notice of the ancients, whose writings often

;

fig.

Gray

3,

Africa,

Gen. of Birds, PI. cxlviit.

;

Africa.

Grus pavonina, Ardea pavonina L.,

Dictionn. univ. d'Hist. nat.,

Ois. PI. 9, fig. 2,

—The

crowned bird of

Edwards Birds, Tab. 192,
has a much shorter bill than

the other species, as also distinguished from this in later times but verysimilar,

Grus regulorum Lichtenst.' from South Africa, Buff.

PL

enl.

265.

These crested cranes form the genus Balearica of Brisson and Gray.

Bill shorter than head, curved, vaulted.

Psophia L.

placed in the middle of

bill

in a

point; toes moderate, strong, outer conjoined at the base

Wings

longest of

all.

short,

with

first quill short,

Tail very short.

Spic. Zool. IV. Tab.
trompetter,
I,

by mem-

fourth and fifth subequal,

Sp. Psophia crepitans L., Grus psophia Pall., Buff.

fig.

Feet

Hallux resting on

elongate, with tarsi long, scutellate anteriorly.

brane.

Nostrils

broad groove, pervious.

i

;

PL

enl. 169,

Pallas

A. Vosmaer Beschrijving van den Amerikaanschen

Amsterdam, 1768, with a coloured

Cuv., R. Ani., ed.

ill.,

Ois.

PL

figure.

Less. Ornith. PI. 91,

71, fig. 2; the

A gaini

ov caracara,

from Surinam and other countries of tropical South America. This bird
is very tame; it emits a peculiar dull sound, somewhat resembling the
cooing of doves, which seems to proceed from an

air-sac.

resemblance to the gallinaceous birds, with which

They bear some

BuFFON

united them,

and the external appearance. Within the last few
years two very similar species, also from S. America, have been made known.
in the short arched bill

1

See on both species Proceed, of the Zool. Society, Part

of the secretary (E. T. Bennett).

I.

1833, p. 118, the report
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Cariama

Illig.,

Dicholoplius

Geoffr.

GrAY, Microdactylus

Briss.,

below the eyes, with

Bill moderate, parted as far as

upper mandible longer, convex and curved, subvaulted. Nostrils
nearer to the base of bill, covered by membrane, opening by
Feet elongate

aperture anterior, oblong.

;

tarsi

covered with large

transverse scutella; toes very short, anterior conjoined at the base;

Wings

hallux raised.

moderate, with

first quill

short, fifth

and

Tail long, broad.

sixth subequal, longest of all.

Dicholophm cristatus, Palamedea cnstata L., Temminck PI. col. i^^j,
GuER. Iconogr., Ois. PI. 51, fig. i, Maxim. Abb. zur Naturgesch. Bras.,
the Sariama or Serlema; this bird is met with over a large
Aves, Tab. iv.
extent of South America, from the 8th to the 31st degree of S. L. it has
a double row of erect, thin feathers on the head. Compare on this bird
Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire, Ann. du Mas. xiir. pp. 362 370, PI. 26, and

Sp.

;

;

—

Prinz Maximilian 2W

Tom.

XI.

pp. 341

Wied Neu-Wied,

— 350.

(Where there

Nov. Act. Acad.
is

Cces.

Leop. Carol.

a figure of the head, natural

size.)

Genus anomalous, swan-like.

Phcemcojyterus.

Bill high at the base, broken

Phcemcopterus L.

with margins lamellate and dentate.
covered above by membrane.

and curved,

Nostrils longitudinal, pervious,

Neck very

long.

Feet very long,

palmate; tarsi covered anteriorly with transverse scutella.

Wings

short, raised.

equal, longest of

moderate, with

first

and second

Hallux

quills sub-

all.

Phoenicopterus antiquorum Temm., {Phcenicopterus ruber L. in part),
Buff. PI. enl. 63, Naum. Taf. 233; the jlamingo, le flammant; in Asia,
Africa and the South of Europe, especially in Sicily and Sardinia rosecoloured, with red wings and black flag-feathers
3 or 4 feet high. This
bird builds a pyramidal nest and sits on it as on a saddle, with the legs
hanging down by the sides. The fleshy tongue of the flamingo was amongst

Sp.

;

;

the

delicacies of the extragavant Romans.
Formerly this
was not distinguished from the American, to which Temminck

exquisite

species

would appropriate exclusively the name of Phcenicopterus ruber. There is
in South America also Phcenicopterus ignipalliatus Is. Geoffroy and
D'Orbigny, Gdbrin Magas. de Zool. 1832, Ois. PI. 2, Guer. Iconogr., Ois.
PI. 59, fig. 2, with shorter legs,
half, black,

and

occurring also at the Cape of

minor Temm. PI.

Family VIII.

and the

bill,

from the

tip to

more than

much smaller than the preceding three,
Good Hope and elsewhere Phosnicopterv^

in Africa a species

col.

:

419,

Pressirostres

(CharadrtadceY IGOV.B,

G^ ay).

Bill

moderate, seldom longer than head, with tip protracted, hard, com-

——

;
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somewhat tumid behind the nostrils. Feet elongate toes
somewhat short, almost always connected at the base by membrane
hallux in some resting on the point only, in many none.
pressed,

;

Dromas Paykull.

Bill elongate,

culmen curved towards the

compressed, with

strong,

Nostrils oval, lateral, pervious.

tip.

Neck

short.
Feet tetradactylous, semipalmate; with hallux resting
on the point.
Tarsi covered anteriorly with large, transverse

Wings

scutella.
Sp.

Dromas

pointed, with first quill longest of

Ann. des

Appendix

So. nat. ix.

incorrectly as

Hmmatopus L.
cuneate, obtuse.

base of

it

seems to

— 187,

and

This genus, which

PL

iv. p. Ixii.

we

bill

;

to

Ddpont
col.

362

black; this bird lives in Arabia and
is

usually arranged,

by Ciconia.

us, close

straight,

compressed,

with tip

Nostrils linear, placed in lateral groove near the

Feet moderate, cursorial, with toes conjoined at the

bill.

Wings

it,

Temm. PL

base by membrane, that of the inner toe very short.
late.

Salt Voyage

of the size of the Avocet,

place here provisionally,

Bill elongate,

in

opposite to

^male),

PI. 45

Ois. PI. 77, fig. 2

ill.,

white, back, flag- feathers

Bengal.

184

pp.

Cuv. E. Ani., ed.

(fern.),

Stanley

ardeola Patk., Erodia amphilensis

Ahyssinia, London, 1814,

all.

long, with

first quill

longest of

Tarsi reticu-

all.

Sp. Hcematopus ostralegus L., Buff. PI. enl. 929, Lesson Oi-nith. PI. 95,
fig. 2, Nadm. Taf. 181
the pied oyster-catcher ; black, with a white bar
;

on the wings, belly and base of the

summer on our

in the

above high-water mark.
Ois. PI. 50, fig. 2,

tail white, bill and legs red. Numerous
where it makes its nest on the bare ground
Hcematopus paUiatus Temm., Guer. Iconogr.,

coasts,

from America, &c.

CMonis FoRST.\ Vaginalis Lath. Bill shorter than head,
somewhat thick, subconical, compressed, surrounded at the base by
a horny sheath. Nostrils placed in middle of bill, at the margin of
the horny sheath. Feet moderate, with tibiae feathered nearly to
the joint, with tarsi reticulately scaly.

Outer toes conjoined at the

base by membrane; hallux raised, insistent at the point.
moderate, tuberculate, with
of

first

and second

Wings

quills subequal, longest

all.

Sp. Chionis alba Forst.,

du monde,
fig. 2,

in

cxxxvi.

Latham

Zool. vi. PI. 35,

New

Holland;

This genus

is

Synops. in. PI. 80,

Temm.

PI.

col.

Fretcinet Voy.

aut.

509, Less. Ornith. PI. 109,

Chionis minor Hartl., Gray Gen. of Birds, PI.
by some writers placed amongst the gallinaceous

birds.

^

J.

R. Forster, Enchiridion

historice naturali inserviens.

Halse, 178S, 8vo, p. 37.

——

—
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Bill sliort, curved, compressed at the tip, witli

Glareola Brtss.

gape produced behind the base under the eyes. Nostrils placed at
Tarsi covered anteriorly with transverse scutella.
tlie base of bill.

Toes

short, anterior conjoined at the base

by membrane, middle

toe

much

larger than the subequal lateral toes, with claw elongate,

acute.

Hallux

of

Wings

raised.

long, pointed, with

longest

first quill

Tail in some forked, in some emarginate.

all.

Sp. Glareola prathwola

Leach, Hirundo pratincola L., Glareola auslriaca

Gm., Glareola torquata Meyek, Temm., Bkiss. Ornith. v. PI.

PL

Buff.

Nadm.

enl. 882,

12, fig. i.

the collared pratincole, perdrix de

Taf. 234,

mer, Sandhuhn,; this bird lives in Asia, Africa, and the south, especially

the south-east, of Europe, on the banks of rivers and great lakes
fissured as far as

below the eyes,

with Sterna, this genus corresponds in the long, pointed wings.
feeds on beetles, grasshoppers, &c.

GuER.

Iconogr., Ois. PI. 59,

than the preceding;

fig.

i

;

Glareola lactea

the

;

bill

with which, as also

recalls the swallows,

Temm.

,

This bird

PI. color. 399,

on the banks of the Ganges, smaller
from Australia, New

Glareola grallaria Temm.,

Guinea and Borneo, has the

stronger and longer, and much higher
and approaches the following nearly allied

bill

legs than the preceding species,

genus,

Cursorius Lath., [Tachydromus Illig., a
a genus of reptiles
to

by Daudin.)

below the eyes, curved.

base of

bill, lateral,

name

already given to

Bill shorter than head,

cloven

Nostrils placed in an excavation at the

Feet elongate, cursorial; outer toes

pervious.

joined at the base; tarsi covered anteriorly and posteriorly with

Wings

transverse scutella.

subequal,

first quill

a)

moderate, with

longest of

With first two

quills of

Sp. Cwrsorius isabellinus

wings longest of

Meter,

Gm., Buff. PI.

gallicus

enl.

first

two

quills

mostly

Tail rounded.

all.

all.

Cursorius europceus Lath.,

795

;

Charadrius

North Africa, sometimes, but

rarely,

Europe; Cursorius coroinandelicus, Cursorius asiaticus Lath.,
Charadrius coromandelicus Gm., Buff. PI. enl. 892, GOBR. Iconogr., Ois.

seen in

PI- 50,
b)

Sp.

fig. 3,

&c.

With first

quill of

Cursorius chalcopterus

Senegal.

wings short, second and third longest of

Temm.

This entire genus

is

PI. color. 298,

Gray

all.

Genera, PI. cxliii.

peculiar to the continent of the eastern

hemisphere.

Oreophilus Jardine and Selby.
Note.

—Genus unknown to me,

totanirostris

related to the preceding.

from the Falkland Islands.

Sp. Oreophilus

—

:
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Pluvianns Vieill., Gray, Ammoptila Swains.

Bill

than head, strong, curved from the culmen towards the
in

as

but

Cuisorius,

(Feet

Wings with second

longer.)

tai'si

shorter

tip.

quill

longest.

Wagl., Pliivianus

Sp. Cursorius char adr old es

melanocephalus Lath., Buff. PI.

Egypt.

PI. 22, fig. i;

cially gnats, in the

It

mouth

animals bask in the sun

which keeps the

related that this bird seeks for insects, espe-

it is

;

clear of leeches

Charadrius L., Illig.).

of

from the rather prominent angle.

depression of

68,

Bill

Nostrils placed in a

longitudinal, opening anteriorly, pervious.

bill,

elongate, cursorial, with tarsi reticulate.

by membrane, the

Wings with

II.

?

longer than head), strong; lower mandible ascending

(or

to the tip

always open when these

is

perhaps the rp^xiXos of Herodotus,

mouth

(spec,

Gray, Charadrius

cegyptius

918, Diet. univ. d'Hist. nat., Ois.

of crocodiles, which

crocodile's

(Edicnemus Temm.

moderate

is

enl.

lateral toes

first quills

short,

subequal, the

Feet
Toes conjoined at the base
the middle somewhat long.

first

longest of

Tail long,

all.

cuneate.
Sp. (Edicnemus crepitans Temm., Charadrius (Edicnemus L., Buff. PI. enl.
919,

Naum.

Taf.

the

172;

common

thick-knee;

have the

tarsi

much

rius,

(Edicnemus

fig. 2

;

New

enlarged at the bend of the

PL

Geoffr.,

longijyes

Holland.

— In

some

colcn:

The young

386, Less. Ornith. PI. 94,

species the bill

is

longer than the head

Temm. PL col. 387;
Guinea, and (Edicnemus recurvirostris, Mus. Paris., Gray
CXLii.

;

from Bengal;

in this last species the bill

Charadrius L.

(excl.

of

many

than head, tumid behind the

;

Temm.

Gev,.

of Birds,

curved upwards.

Bill shorter

Nostrils linear,

the groove of mandible.

outer toes conjoined at the base

Wings

Tarsi reticulate with scales.
first

species),

nostrils, subulate.

membrane covering

moderate, cursorial

subequal, the

is

New

Celebes,

genus Esacus of Lesson.

It forms the

perforated in

birds

(Edicnemus gralla-

feet.

(Edicnemus magnirostris Geoffr.,

PL

Southern

principallj' in

Europe, North Africa and Western Asia; rare with us.

mostly longest of

moderate, with
all.

first

R

Taf. 173,

plover,

der Gold-Regenpfeifer;

Cuv.

Ani., ed.

summer plumage neck and

ill.,

two

quills

Tail rounded or even.

Sp. Charadrius pluvialis L. (and Ch. apricarius ejusd.), Buff.

Naum.

Feet

by membrane.

Ois.

black above,

breast deep black.

PI.

PL

enl.

904,

69, fig, 2; the golden

with yellow spots;

in the

This species lays in a hole

on the ground four or three, very large, yellow-green, spotted with brown,
smooth eggs. Charadrius morinellus L., Buff. PL enl. 832, Naum. Taf.

—

1

74,

the dotterel plover; brownish, a white band behind the eyes

;

in the
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adult bird a white band above the breast.

summer plumage

the

In some small European species

does not differ from that of winter, or they moult

only once a year; Charadrlus hiaticida L.,
Ornith. PI. 93,

fig.

as also Charadrlus minor, the
species

is

PL

Boff.

enl.

920,

common, the

last

little

ringed plover ; in

very rare.

This genus, though forming a part only of that of LlNN^US,

numerous

in species

from

Hoplopterus Bonap.

Less.

Dutch coast,
England the former

the ringed plover, occasionally on the

r,

all

very

is

parts of the world.

Wings

spurred,

with second and third

quills longest.

name two

Sp. Charadrius s2nnosus L., under which

species

have been con-

founded, both from Africa; the largest of the two, BUFF. PI.
Vanellus melasomus Swainson, Birds of Western Africa,

11.

enl.

801,

Squatarola Cuv., Geay. (species of Tringa L., Illig.).

Feet tetradactylous

moderate, thick.
raised.

Add

is

1837, PI. 26.

Bill

hallux short or very short,

;

(Other characters nearly those of the preceding genus.

genus Apliriza Audub., Gray.)
Sp. Squatarola varia nob., Tringa squatarola, Tringa helvetica and Tringa
varia L., Charadrius squatarola Naum., Briss. Ornith. v. PI.

Buff. PI.

enl.

853, 854, 923,

Naum.

piper; white, brown and black spots
especially,

;

9, figs, i, 2,

Taf. 178; grey plover, grey sand-

the

summer plumage

is,

in the

deep black under the neck, on the breast and the belly.

writers refer this species to Charadrius, but most to Vanellus;

it

male

Some

belongs,

however, to neither of these two, but stands in some degree between them,
nearest in our opinion to Charadrius.

Cape of Good Hope) and Asia, and

is

It occurs in Europe, Africa (to the
also

met with

in

North America.

Briss., Bechst., Temm., Cuv. {Tringa III., excl.
Tringa varia; species of Tringa L.) Bill slender, straight, shorter

Vanellus

than head.

Nostrils placed in lateral groove, covered

opening by a longitudinal

fissure.

by membrane,

Feet tetrad'actylous, with hallux

small, raised; tarsi covered anteriorly with transverse scutella; outer
toes joined at base

by membrane.

Wings with

second and third subequal, longest of
Sp. Vanellus cristatus

all.

Metee and Wolf,

first quill

shorter,

Tail even, broad.

Tringa vanellus L., Buff. PI.

enl.

242, Less. Ornith. PI. 95, fig. i, Naum. Taf. 179; the peewit, le vanneau,
der Kibitz (the English and German names borrowed from the note of the
bird,

eats

which Buffon compares with the French word dix-huit). This bird
worms and insects, and lays three or four oUve-coloured eggs, with

black spots, and sharp pointed, on the ground, on a layer of straw or fibres
of roots the eggs are much prized.
This bird occurs in Europe, North
;

Africa,

and a part of Asia.

—

;
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In some exotic species the wings are spurred and the bill has sometimes
Sp. Vanellus goensis, Parra goensts Gm., Buff. PI. enl.
Vanellus sencgallus, Parra senegalla L., Buff. PI. enl. 362, Vanellus
807

lobed appendages.
;

cucullaiiis,

Temm. PL

col.

They form the genus

505, &c.

Lohivanellus

Strickland, Chettusia Bonap., Gkat.

MoEHE., Gray,

Cinclus

Illig.,

Strejjsilas

moderate,

Bill

subulate, acute, subascending.

Nostrils basal, lateral, half covered

above hj membrane, pervious.

Feet moderate, with toes short, the

anterior cloven; hallux raised, resting on the point.
late anteriorly.

Wings

long, with

first quill

Tarsi scutel-

longest of

Tail

all.

truncated or rounded, moderate.

PL enl. 856, Lesson
Naum. Taf. 180; the common turnstone, la tourne
pierre, der Steimvalzer ; so named because it turns over the stones with its
this species lives in the northern parts
bill in search of worms and insects

Sp. Streimlas collaris Temm., Tringa interpres L., Buff.

Omith.

PI. 94,

fig.

I,

;

of both hemispheres and visits our coasts.

Family IX.
broad

Otides [Otidince'Qo^k.V.). Bill moderate or short,

at the base,

curved at the

Feet cursorial, tridactylous,

tip.

with toes very short, joined at the base, with
scaled.

Wings

Claws broad, obtuse.

tarsi

moderate.

reticulately

(Large birds,

related to the gallifice, inhabitants of the old world.)
Bill moderate or short, with upper

Otis L.

towards the

tip.

mandible vaulted

Nostrils placed in lateral groove, half covered

by

membrane, pervious. Wings with first quill shorter, second, third,
and fourth subequal, fom-th longest of all. Tail long, broad (quillfeathers mostly 20).
See on this genus E. Rueppell MonograpMe der Gattung

Senckenhergianum,

II.

compare Temminck

Frankf.

PL

a.

M.

1837, pp. 205

color, v. (texte

—

-248,

Otis,

Tab.

Museum

XIII.

—XV.

de la 102 livraison).

The bustards are large birds of the eastern hemisphere, the greater
number of species of which are found in Africa. However much they
resemble (Edicnemus and still more Cursorius, I conceive that they ought
to be regarded as a distinct family, which forms the transition to the galli-

naceous birds.

They

are not migratory birds,

but stragglers,

mostly in society on corn-fields and widely extended plains.
sists

and

live

Their food con-

of green parts of plants, seeds, insects, and e.specially of beetles and

worms.
a)

With

hill

compressed, shoH.

PL

Otis

Lesson, Gray.

Less. Omith. PI. 93, fig. t, Naum.
Taf. 167, 168; the bustard, Voutarde, der Trappe; head and neck light
grey ; back red-brown with black spots in some parts of Europe, especially

Sp. Otis tarda L., Buff.

enl. 245,

;

—

—

—

—
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Russia and Siberia
was more common.

in Tlmringia, in Silesia, in the south of

rarely

in old times, as

;

Otis tetrax L.,

it

seems,

PL

Buff.

it

b)

North Brabant

With

hill

Naum. Taf. 169; South
an instance of the occurrence of this

25 male, 10 fem.,

enl.

of Europe, Tartary, North Africa
species in

;

known.

is

moderate, hroad at the base, depressed.

(add. Chlamydotis

and

Si/pheotis ejusd.),

Temm.

Sp. Otis aurita Lath.,

with us only

;

Eupodotis Less.

Gray,

PI. color. 533; from the continent of India;

the adult male has on each side of the head three long curved shafts of
feathers,

which bear a vane at the extremity only;

ViEiLL.,

Otis

Rhaad Kdepp.

imdulata Jacquin

Naum. Tab.

Ois. PI, 49, fig.

Family X.

I,

Beitrdge

;

170;

1.

ziir

Otis caffra

Tab. 15;

1.

der Vogel, Wien,

Gesch.

784, Tab. 9,

1

&c.

Wings

Proceri Illig. {Struthionidce ViGORS).
shape, mostly

Bill of various

upper mandible with

tip

Feathers of body loose.

depressed, with

culmen

warm

struthious birds are birds of large size, of

have the breast-bone

distinct;

produced beyond the lower.

upon vegetable

living

senegalensis

Otis

houbara Gm., Psophia

Lichtenst., Otis ruficoUis, Guer. Iconogr.,

without quill-feathers, unfit for flying.

The

Otis

countries,

Since they are not able to

food.

fly

they

developed than in other birds, and the

less

projecting keel on the forepai-t

is

wanting, to which in other

birds,

the pectoral muscles are attached.

Section

I.

Feet tetradactylous, with hallux short,

Apterygince.

raised.

Apteryx Shaw.
subclavate, obtuse.

Bill long, slender, with

ferior part of lateral groove.

the coverts.
irregular,

Tail

unequal

culmen depressed,

tip

Nostrils placed near the tip of bill at the in-

Wings very

inconspicuous.
scales,

small, concealed under

Tarsi thick,

reticulate

with

broader in the anterior row, transverse.

Anterior toes thick, rather long, with claws strong, curved, fossorial.

Internal rudiment of hallux resembling a spur.
Sp. Apteryx australis

Yarrell

Birds, PI. CLXXix
close ferns

Shaw,

;

from

and feeds on

New

insects

arities of this strange bird

— 55-

Naturalist's Miscellany, xxiv. PI. 1057, 1058,

in Transact, of the Zool. Soc.

71—76,

Vol.

III.

Gray

Gen. of

amongst high and

See on the anatomical peculi-

Zool. Transact.

ibid.

PI. 10,

lives chiefly

;

and worms.

Owen

Apteryx Oweni Gould,

pp.

i.

Zealand

11.

pp. 257

— 301,

PI.

1848, pp. 379, 380, PI. 57.

47
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Feet cursorial, tridactylous, or didac-

Strutliiones.

tylous.

Casuarms Buiss., Lath., Illig. Wings very small, latent, or
naked quills. Feathers double, narrow, lax. Feet tridactylous.
Tail inconspicuous.
With

a)

bill

depressed.

Dromaius Yieillot.
at the anterior part of

Nostrils placed in a broad groove, opening

Wings

bill.

concealed under the plumes.

skeleton

White Voyage to New South Wales,
Peeon Voyage aux terres austr. Atl. PI. 36.
See the
figured in P. J. De Fremert Specimen Zoolog. sistens observa-

tiones de

Casuario Nov. Holl. Traj. ad Rhen. 18 19, 8vo.

Sp. Casuarius Novce Hollandice Lath.,
PI.

I.

p.

129,

With

b)

hill

compressed.

Casuarius (recentiorum).

Nostrils in the middle of

Wings

bill.

of five naked quills.
Sp.

Casuarius galeatus Vieill., Casuarius emeu Lath., Strufhio casuarius
enl. 313, Menagerie du Mus. national d'Hist. nat. Paris,

L., Bdff. pi.

1801,

folio,

Livr.

ed. 8vo,

r.

i.

pp. 42

— 54

(with a very beautiful figure),

Lesson Omitk. PI. 2, fig. i, Guerin Iconogr., Ois. PI. 48, fig. 2; the
casuary (the Malay name of the bird) on the head is a tubercle, covered
;

with a horny envelop

swelUngs

and

New

;

the head and neck are in part naked, with warty

This bird inhabits the Moluccan islands

the feathers are black.

;

Guinea, and was

first

brought alive to Eurojie by the Dutch.

Strutliw L. (excl. Striithio casuarius),
flying,

plumed.

Cuv.

Wings

unfit for

Feet tridactylous or didactylous.

Bill depressed.

Tail moderate, with lax plumes.
Feet tridactylous.

a)

Rhea Moehr., Gray.

(Genus of the new

wox-ld.)

Latham

Suppl. 11. p. 292, PI. 137, Hammer Ann. du
427 433, Cuv. R. Ani., ed. ill., Ois. PI. 67, fig. 2;
A second smaller species was discovered
in the south of South America.
in Chili a few years ago by Darwin and D'Orbigny, Rhea Darwini

Sp. Struthio rhea L.,

Mus.

XII. 1808, pp.

—

Gould, Rhea pennata D'Orb. Proceed, of

the Zool. Soc. 1837, P- 35j

Gray

Gen. of Birds, PI. cxxxviii.
b)

Feet didactylous.

Struthio (recentiorum).
Sp. Struthio Camelus L., Buff. PI.
(ed.

8vo,

Guerin

VOL. n.

I.

pp. 69

Iconogr.,

— 82),

enl.

457, Menagerie

du Mus.

nat. Livr.

with a good figure, Less. Ornith. PI.

Ois. PI. 48,

fig.

i; the ostrich; in Africa

i.

fig.

i.

r,

and Arabia;

27
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this bird surpasses all species

now

ancient times (Job xxxix. 13

— 18);

and was known

living in size,
i-uns

it

in

most

with great speed against the

wind, and lives together in troops, which on the heights are sometimes
very numerous, but on the plains, and especially during the breeding
season, only consist of four or five in company,

namely a cock and the

rest

These hens living in society lay their eggs in the same nest, or
rather in a round hole on the ground. Around it they raise with their
feet a kind of mound, against which the outer circle of their eggs rests.
hens.

They continue

to lay until the hole

is

full,

which requires eighty eggs.

as food for the young
when they have left the shell. The old birds themselves break the
eggs for them one after the other, and with this nutritious supply soon
bring them so forward, that they are in a condition to seek their food

After this they

still

few eggs round the

lay a

nest,

birds,

By day

abroad for themselves.

ing, or perhaps desert the nest

By

the females relieve one another in brood-

and leave the eggs

An

prey that are in eager search for the eggs.

weighs three pounds, and

is

warmth.

ostrich-egg

commonly

considered to equal twenty-four hen's eggs.

(Lichtenstein's Reisen im sUdl, Africa,

To

to the sun's

night the male broods and wards off the jackals and other beasts of

11. s.

41

—

45.)

this family also are referred the bones of large extinct birds

New

from

Zealand, which belong to different species, of which

some had three

toes, others four, like

Owen

Apteryx.

distinguishes

the following two genera of them, Dinornis and Palapteryx, to

which he has since added
Compare Owen
PP-

—

with four

Transact, of the Zool. Soc.

iii.

toes.

pp. 22

— 32,

PI. 3 (1842),

18—30

(1845), PP- 307—338, PI. 38—50, PP- 345—372,
56 (1849), IV. pp. 1—20, PI.
(1850), pp. 59—68, PI. 23, -24

235—273,

PI. 52

Aptoi'nis, also

PI-

1—4

(1852).

Amongst the
think

it

natives there are traditions of large birds, and

some voyagers

not improbable that these birds are not entirely extinct. The bones

are certainly of very recent origin

;

they are found in alluvial

soil

and

in

the beds of rivers.

Family XI. Alectorides s. Palamedeince. Bill short, somewhat thick, vaulted, compressed, with tip of upper mandible bent,
produced beyond the lower. Nostrils oval, pervious. Tarsi thick,
reticulate

with hexagonal

scales.

Feet tetradactylous, with toes

strong, long, the anterior conjoined at the base

hallux insistent.

Palamedea L.
genus.

Wings

longest of

Wings

by membrane, and

double-spurred.

(Characters of the family those of the single

ample, with

first

two

quills shorter, third

and fourth

all.)

Although these birds have on the one hand a conformity with
Parra and still more

Psoj)hia and Dicholojnis, on the other with

—

;
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with Trihonyx (p. 394\ yet they are distinguished by their long toes
from the two first-named genera, and from the last-named by their
They have also the breast
tarsi beset with hexagonal horny scales.

by no means

so

compressed as in the Macrodactyli, but a powerful

They are

form of body.

large birds of South America, feeding on

herbs and the seeds of plants, and forming the transition to the
gallinaceous birds.
With

a)

Chmcna

the reyion between the base

Illig.,

of

bill

and

the orbits

unplumed.

Gray, Opistolophus Vieill.

Temm. PI. color. •219,
GUER. Iconogr., Ois. PI. 5 7, fig. 3 this bird, called Cliauna from its note,
is tamed and left to walk with troops of hens and geese, which it protects.
Parra Derhiana, Chauna Dcrbiana Gray, Gen. of Birds, CLXi.
Columbia. Both species have a tuft of long feathers at the back of the

Sp. Palamedea chavaria Temm., Parra Chavaria L.,
;

head.

With

b)

.

Palamedea

the region between the base

L., Illig.,

of the

bill

and

the orbits

plumed.

Gray.

Palamedea cornuta L., Bdff. PI. cnl. 45, Less. Ornith. PI. 92, fig.
in Brasil and Guiana
this bird has a long and tliin horn on its head
front, but no tuft of feathers.

Sp.

;

Order

ITI.

GalUmv

Feet covered with feathers as
tylous,

by

more

(L.)

s.

i

;

in

Easores.

far as tlie tarsal joint, tetradac-

rarely tridactylous, with tarsi covered anteriorly mostly

a double row of transverse scutes.

united at the base

Anterior toes almost always

by membrane; middle

toe

much

longer tlian the

Claws moderate, somewhat
blunt, grooved below.
Bill moderate or short, with culmen convex
or gibbous; upper mandible with margin deflected, overlapping the
lower. Wings mostly short, rounded. Tail with mostly more than
lateral

(which are often subequal).

twelve feathers.
Gallinaceous birds.

—The breast-bone

is

truncated in front, forms

a narrow bony band on each side of the keel, and
part,

is

besides, in great

represented by membrane, with a forked bony piece at the

outer margin.

T!]ie farcida

does not reach the sternum, but

is

con-

by ligament only. The bones of the arm are short,
the upper arm-bone does not reach farther than the crest of the

nected to

it

The spinous

processes of the dorsal vertebrse coalesce to

form a single lamina.

The crop

ilium.

is large,

The pelvis is broad and spacious.
and the muscular stomach very powerful.

27—2

—
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To this order belong most of the species of birds domesticated
by man, and of which none, according to the Mosaic law, were
These bix'ds live, for the most part, in
declared to be unclean.
polygamy; they make a rude nest on the ground of straw and
They feed principally on the
fibres of plants, and lay many eggs.
seeds of plants, which are softened in their crop before they are triThe length of the middle
turated in the stomach or gizzard.
toe, and some other peculiarities, give to the gallinaceous birds a
remote resemblance to the vultures.

Family XII.

Bill short, curved at the tip; lower

Megapodii.

mandible ascending

Wings

at the tip.

strong, large, not spurred.

Claws long, subcurved.

Feet

moderate, rounded.

Toes elongate, with hallux insistent.
Head and neck covered with thinly

Tail with twelve feathers.

scattered feathers.

Megapodius Temm.,

Quoy and Gaim.

Bill depressed at the

margin of upper mandible contracted
in the middle.
Nostrils pervious, oval, placed in a broad groove.
Occiput subcrested. Tarsi covered anteriorly with a single row of

base, with tip curved, vaulted;

Middle and inner toes conjoined

large scutes.

Wings with

small membrane.
all.

by a

by wings.

Tail short, in great part concealed
Sp. Megapodlus Freycineti Gaim.,

Temm.

at the base

third and fourth quills longest of

Voyage de VUranie, Zoologic,

PI. color. PI. 220; entirely black

Celebes,

;

Amboyna;

vi.

PL

32,

Megapodius

Duperreyi Lesson, Dupereey Voy. de la CoquiUe, Zool. PI. 36, Less.
Ornith. PI. 87, fig. i, Guer. Iconogr., Ois. PI. 57, fig. 4; New Guinea;

Megapodlus ruhrlpes Temm. PI.
species

and

is

color,

411

very similar to the preceding

breast,

;

;

New

Guinea and Celebes;

this

both are lead-coloured on the neck

and have dun-red brown wings.

These birds lay very large,

dirty-white eggs, smaller at both ends, which they do not brood but cover

under the sand with dead leaves.
Note.

young

—Genus

Leipoa Gould.
vaulted.

Alecthelia Less, to be abolished;

it is

founded upon a

bird of Megapodius.

Bill depressed at the base, with tip curved,

Nostrils lateral, placed in a groove of bill, surrounded

membrane. Tarsi covered anteriorly with a double row of
Hallux somewhat short. Middle and inner toes connected
base by a small membrane.
Tail long, rounded,

flat.

Wings with

fifth quill

Orbital region naked.

by

scutes.

at the

longest of

all.

—

—
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Sp. Levpoa ocellaia
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Gould, Proceed, of

the Zool. Soc. 1840, p. 126,

New

Australia, V. 78; in the western part of

The

legs.

pointed

;

towards the

and on the throat small, narrow and

feathers along the neck

above black, with brown-yellow spots, below light reddish-yellow.

Geoffr.

Mesites Ism.

Bill rather shorter than head, nearly

acuminate at the

straight, thin,

£{rds of
Holland; with black bill and

Nostrils

tip.

with lower mandible ascending

tip,

placed in a membranous

linear,

pit.

Tarsi covered anteriorly with a row of transverse scutes.

Toes
nearly cloven, the outer toes connected at the base by a rudiment of
membrane. Wings with quills increasing from the first short to
the fifth longest of all, with sixth and seventh subequal to this.
Tail long, broad, deflected towards the sides.
Sp. Mesites variegata IsiD., Geoffr.,

Desmurs

pi. peintes 11;

from Madagascar.
descriptions

Talegallus

;

of the

Less.,

Guer. Mayas, de Zool. 1839, PI. 5, 6,
Desmurs, ibid. PI. 11 both
known to me only from figures and

Mesites unicolor

;

This genus

is

mode

of these birds I

of

Gray.

life

Bill

shorter

know

nothing.

than

head,

strong,

compressed, cmwed, with tip of upper mandible produced beyond
that of lower.

Tarsi covered anteriorly with

transverse scutes.

neck denuded.
Sp.

Toes scarcely united

a double row of

Head and

at the base.

Tail elongate, rounded.

Talegallus Cuvierii Less.

(Euvres de

Buffo N,

1834,

Voy. de la Coq.,
Ois.

Ois.

PI. 44, fig. 2;

PI.

New

38,

Complem. des

Guinea;

Talegallus

Lathamii Gray,

New

decaying leaves.

Their presence has more resemblance than that of the

Holland.

These birds also lay their eggs under

other gallinaceous birds to the Vultures, but the osteological and other

anatomical particulars do not confirm this apparent

Owen

Megacephalon Temm.
acute,

curved.

Compare

affinity.

in Proceed, of the Zool. Soc. 1840, p. 112.

Bill moderate, compressed, with

Nostrils rounded, ample, basal.

culmen

Tarsi reticulate

with scales anteriorly, scutate below only at the base of
deflected towards the sides.

toes.

by membrane.

Tail broad,

Head and neck denuded;

occiput with

Anterior toes connected at the base

naked, gibbous tubercle.
Megacephalon maleo Temm., Grat Gen. of Birds, PI. cxxiii. Celebes;
a bird of the size of a guinea-fowl, brown-black with violet reflections, the

Sp.

belly rosy-white.

;

This species lays

its

eggs on heaps of leaves, without

brooding them ^.

1

Compare Temminck Coup

pp. 116, 117.

d'osil

sur

les

possessions

neerlandaisses,

iii.

1849,

—

—
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Family XIII.

Penelojnnce.

Wings

Nostrils lateral.

Bill compressed, with

culmen bent.

Tarsi scutellate anteriorly, un-

rounded.

tlie base by membrane.
(Wings rounded, with 5

Anterior toes conjoined at

armed.

—

Tail long, rounded.

insistent.

longest of

Hallux
7 quills

all.)

This family

nearly allied to the preceding, but contains species from

is

new world

the

The

only.

toes are

more connected

at the base than in

Megapodius, but in this respect Megaeephalon forms the transition to the
present family.

Gmel.

Penelope Lath.,

Bill moderate, with

open forwards.

posteriorly,

by membrane
middle

Tarsus not exceeding the

shorter than

toe in length, or

culmen substraight

Nostrils semicovered

at the base, curved at the tip.

Cheeks and throat frequently

it.

destitute of feathers.
Penelope catraca Bodd., Phasianus motmot Gir., Pkasianus parrariua

Sp.

Lath., Buff. PI.

Genus OrtaUda Mere., Gray.

enl. 146.

Penelope mara'd Gm., Buff.
piplle

PI. enl. 338

Jacquin, Beltrdge zur Gesch. der

;

Vogel.

Penelope pipile Gm., Crax

Wien,

1

784, 4to, PI.

1 1

;

Genus Penelope

Penelope pileata Lichtenst., Desm., PI. peintes 23, &c.

Meer., Gray.
These birds represent

Oreophasis Gray.

plumes.

in

South America the Asiatic genus Phadanus.

Base of

Orbital region naked.

dric, truncated.

bill

thickly

Wings somewhat

short.

Sp. Penelope frontkornis nob., OveopTiasis Derbyanus
PI. cxxi.

Grax L.

;

downy

covered with

Tubercle over the forehead, cylin-

Gray, Gen. of Birds,

from Guatemala.

Bill moderate or short,

compressed, high.

Tarsi

strong, longer than middle toe.

Ourax Cuv., Temm. (Fauxi Temm.

previously. Gray).

Bill short,

densely covered witli flocky plumes.
Crax Pauxi L., Ourax galeafa Temm., Buff. PI.

Sp.
ed.

ill.,

Ois.

PI.

58,

fig.

Mexico; the Pauxi^ has a

2,

Gray

Gen.

large, oval,

enl. 78,

of Birds,

PI.

bony tubercle on

Cuv. R. Ani.,

cxxil.
the

;

Brasil,

head behind

According to V. Humboldt the name Pauxi in South America is not applied to
Pauxi de piedra [Cra/x
pauxi) and Pauxi de copete {Crax alector) are distinguished.
Eelse in die AequinoctiaZ
^

a single species, but comprises the genera 0^lrax and Crax.
Gegenden, iv.

s.

143.

—

—

—

—
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the

bill

the feathers of the entire body are black, except the under part of

;

the belly and the margin of the

which are whitish.

tail,

Crax mitib L., Ourax mltu Temm. PI. color. 153; black, the upper
mandible very high, with the culmen sharp and ridged bill and legs deep
;

red.

young

These birds make a nest on the ground

;

they protect and feed their

do most of the gallinaceous birds.

diligently, as

Crax Temm., Cuv., Gkay.

Bill moderate,

with upper mandible

vaulted, with base cerigerous.
Sp.

Crax

Beiss. Ornith.

alcclor L.,

PI. 29,

i,

Buff.

Ois.

Less.

PI. 13,

11.

Hoco mitu-poranga Maiicgr. Brasil, p. 195; black
with white belly and white margin at the tail, and transverse, sinuous,
white bars on the breast; Crax globicera L., BuFF. PI. enl. 86; Crax
rubra L., Buff. PI. enl. 125, Goek. Iconoyr., Ois. PL 39, fig. 2, Cuv.
Ornith. PI. 81,

R. Ani., ed.

and lay

I,

These birds make their nest

Ois. PI. 58, fig. i.

or six

They have a

eggs.

tuft of

in trees,

curled feathers, as

if

on the head.

frizzled,

Family XIV.
upi:)er

ill.,

five

fig.

Bill moderate, vaulted, with tip of

Fhasianince.

beyond that of lower.

mandible produced,

Wings

rounded.

males mostly spurred. Toes
insistent on the point,
high,
four, with hallux inserted somewhat
and three anterior toes conjoined at the base by a short membrane.
Tarsi covered anteriorly with scutes, in

Cheeks or

lateral parts of

Numida L.
base.

Tail broad, with mostly

head unplumed.

Wings

fourteen or eighteen feathers.

rounded.

Bill shorter than head, thick, cerigerous

Nostrils placed in the cere, lateral.

Wings

of neck denuded.
longer, fourth

and

fifth

with

short,

longest of

first

at the

Head and upper

Tarsi

Tail short, deflected.

all.

part

three quills gradually

longer than middle toe, unarmed.
Sp.

Numida

meleagris L., Buff., PI. enl. 108, Less. Ornith. PI. 81,

fig. 7.;

the guinea-foid, lapeintade, dasPerlhulm; with pendulous wattles at the
base of upper mandibles feathers grey-blue with round white spots this
;

;

bird, the Meleagris of the ancients,

originally

;

IV.

Tab.

like all the species of this genus,

2

;

Lichtenst., Guerin Iconogr.,

Gray

PL

of

Birds,

cristata

with a tuft of black feathers on the head.

— Numida ptilm-hyncha
Gen.

Numida

live together in large troops.

from Africa they

Pall., Spic. Zool.

is,

cxxviii.

;

Numida

Ois. PI. 41, fig. i,

vullurina

Hardwicke,

Proceed. Zool. Soc. 18.^0, p. 52.

Agelastus Temm. (Characters nearly of
in males.

Neck denuded.

Numida, but

Tail longer, not deflected).

tarsi

spurred

;;
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Sp.

Af/elasius nideagrides

Temm., Mus. L. B.

;

from the coast of Guinea

a collar of white downy feathers below the bald neck on the rest of the
body blackish feathers, with fine, interrupted, white bars.
;

Meleagris L. (in part)\ Bill shorter than head, tliick, cerigerous at the base, witli cere elongated into a loose, pendulous,
round caruncle. Head and upper part of neck unplumed, carunculate.

Wings with

and six quills longest of all. Tarsi much
strong, armed in males with a somewhat

fifth

longer than middle toe,

Tail broad, rounded.

blunt spur.

Buff. PL enl. 97, Lesson Omith. PI. 82, fig. 2,
362 the
ed. Jakdine, Vol. iii. PI. 9, pp. 335
turkey, le dindon, der Truthahn; from North America; it is no longer
met with wild in the northern parts of the United States; this large
gallinaceous bird was brought to Europe in the beginning of the sixteenth
century, and in the tame state has degenerated from its original beauty.
This species makes a rude nest of dead leaves on the ground. The male

Sp. Meleagris gallopavo L.,

Wilson

—

Omith.

Aineric.

has a bunch of long, hair-like feathers on the breast.
unfolded like a fan and erected;
sjjecies

from Mexico

at the

Bay

it

Temm.

I.

Mem. du Mus.

Nostrils lateral, longitudinal.

region naked, crested above.
anteriorly with a single

1820,

Head plumed, with

row of

scutellac ontinued

from the row of

and sixth longest of
with coverts in males surpassing the

sixth quill or fifth

18 feathers,

orbital

Tarsi longer than middle toe, covered

scutella of the outer toe, spurred, or in females tuberculate.

with

VI.

PI. color. 112.

Bill moderate, with upper mandible deflected towards

Pavo L.

short,

can be

of Honduras, has only 14 tail-feathers;

copper-coloured margin; Meleagris oceUata Cuv.,

the point.

tail

A somewhat smaller

has 18 feathers.

very beautifully coloured with blue-green, round spots, with a red

it is

PI.

The

;

all.

Wings

Tail with

tail-feathers in

length, ocellate.
Sp.

Pmo cristatus

the peacock,

le

L.,

Buff. PI.

enl. 433, 434,

Lesson Omith.

PI. 82, fig.

i

paon, der Pfau; from Thibet and other countries of the

this beautiful bird was first brought to Greece by
Alexander the Great it is now dispersed throughout the whole of Europe,
to the adorning of our parks.
Pavo muticus L., Pavo spiciferus Vieill.,

continent of India;

;

Pavo japonensis Aldrov. Omith. Lib. 13, cap. 3, (Tom. 11. p. 17, Tab. i,
ViEiLLOT Galerie des Oiseaux, PI. 202, Gray Gener. PI. 125,
fig. 2 (head)
this species has a copper-coloured green neck, and a bunch
of long, thin feathers on the top of the head, which carry barbs from the

figs. 4, 5).

;

base;

^

it

occurs at Java.

Meleagris cristata L.

is

a species of Penelope,

Tragojpan Cuv., Ceriornis Swains.

—Meleagris

satyra L. a species of

—
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Temm.

Polyidectron

curved

straight,

(species of

the

at

Pavo L. and Cuv.). Bill

by membrane, open

Nostrils partly concealed

slender,

covered with plumes at the base.

tip,

Tarsi

anteriorly.

covered in front with a single row of scutella, continued from the

row

armed in males with two or three
Claws small. Tail broad, rounded.

of outer toe,

tuberculate.

Pavo

Sp. Polyplcctron hicalcaratum,

Malacca
Tab. 28,
ceding;

fig. 2,

Temm.

tip,

Pavo

Buff. PI.

enl.

432, 493,

tibetanus Bkiss. OrnitJi.

i.

PI. color. PI. 539; China, very similar to the pre-

— Poli/plect7-07i chalcurum Temm.,

Crossoptilon HoDGS.,

the

bicalcaratus L.,

Polyplectron chinguis Temm.,

;

spurs, in females

Gray.

PL color.

519, Sumatra.

Bill shorter than head, curved at

with upper mandible prominent beyond the lower.

Nostrils

basal, lateral, with aperture ample, suboval, partly covered above

by

Tarsi covered anteriorly witli a double row of large

membrane.

scutes, spurred;

Wings

claws large, strong.

moderate, rounded,

and sixth quills subequal, longest of all. Tail
broad, long, bent, with 18 broad feathers, the coverts elongate,
with fourth,

fifth,

covering the base of

Orbital region naked, papillose;

tail.

the

feathers lax, like hair.
Crossoptilon auritum

Sp.

Asiat.

II.

pp. 86, 87,

Gray, Phasianus

Gray

LophojyJionts

Temm., Monaulus Vieill.

hooked

of upper mandible

with

tip

Nostrils basal, lateral, partly covered

unplumed.

Feet with

auritus Pallas, Zoogr. Bosso-

Gener. PI. exxv.

Thibet, China.

;

Bill moderate, vaulted,

produced

by membrane.

tarsi long, spurred, in

beyond lower.
Orbital region

females tuberculate,

with hallux inserted somewhat high, insisting on point.
with fourth and fifth quills longest. Tail straight, rounded.

Wings

Loplwphorus refulgens Temm., Phasianus impeyanus Lath. Suppl. II.
Temm. PI. color. PI. 507 male, Less. Onvith. PI. 85, Cuv.

Sp.

p. 208, PI. 114,

R. Ani., ed.

iU., Ois. PI. 59, fig. 3,

most resplendent

birds,

from Nepaul

with an elegant tuft

;

;

the cock

the hen

is

is

one of the

of a dull-brown

colour.

Temm.

A^'gus

the

tip.

Bill moderate, straight at the base, curved at

Nostrils lateral, partly covered

neck somewhat naked.
front with

by membrane.

Head and

Tarsi longer than middle toe, covered in

a single row of large scutes, unarmed.

secondaries exceeding the primaries in length.
pressed, with 12 feathers, the

Wings with

Tail elongate, com-

two middle longest.

—

—

—
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Sp. Arrjus ylganteus Temm.,

Plumanus Argus

Less. Ornlth. PL 84, Diet,
Borneo.

Phasiamis L.

(in part).

im'tv,

PI.

Ois.

70;

Sumatra,

Bill shorter than head, vaulted,

by membrane.

Nostrils basal, partly covered

at the base.

Argus pavonhms Vieill.,

L.,

d'Hisf. Nat.,

naked
Tarsi

covered anteriorly with a double row of scutes, in males spurred.

Cheeks denuded. Wings
longest of

short, rounded, with fourth

and

fifth quills

Tail elongate, cuneate, with 18 feathers.

all.

No

a)

caruncles at the sides of

bill.

Sp. Phasianus colchicus L., Buff. PI.

erd.

121,

122,

Naum.

Taf. 162; the

and neck blue-green; breast and belly redbrown with transverse violet bands wings spotted brown and red the
naked ring round the eyes deep red the hen is brown, with black and
yellow spots. Like most gallinaceous birds, this bird lives in polygamy
in the cock, head

pheasant;

;

;

;

the female lays fi-om 8 to 15 light olive-grey or dirty-white eggs. Although

now

living

wild

many

in

countries

of Europe,

indigenous, but an inhabitant of Asia, and was

first

it

was not

originally

brought by the Greeks,

Phasianus picttis L.
as is asserted, from Colchis to their own country.
Buff. PI. enl. 217, Lesson Ornith. PI. 83, fig. 2 {Thaumcdea Wagl.,
Gray), China; Phasianus versicolor Yieill., Temm, PI. color. 486 male,
494 fem., Japan, &c.

Naked

b)

the sides

Gray
Sji.

skin heloiv the cheeks pendent on each side as

of the

bill.

Gallophasis Hodgs.,

Gray

in

a caruncle by
Ewplocomus

part,

(1840).

Phasianus nychtliemerus L,, Buff. PI.

silver-pheasant;

enl.

123 male, 124 fem.; the

All the species of this genus came originally

from China.

from Asia.

Temm. Bill and other characters nearly
Head crested with elongated feathers
skin.
Naked skin below the cheeks de-

Gallus Briss., Illig.,

those of the preceding genus.
or with fleshy, coloured

bill.
Tail compressed, ascending, with 14
males mostly elongate, curved concealing.

scending at the sides of
feathers, the coverts in
Sp.

Gallus gcdlorum Less., Phasianus gallus L., Buff. PI. enl.

Lesson

Ornith. PI. 83,

fig. i

;

the

common

i,

49, 98,

cock; of this species there are

many varieties, of which Frisch has represented some with great beauty.
The wild species from which our domestic cock descends is, according to
Temminck, Gallus Bankiva, Guer. Iconogr., Ois. PI. 42, fig. 2. (It seems
improbable that our poultry should be derived from any Malay breed.
The introduction of the common fowl into Europe is beyond all record.
See T.

Crawford

p. 113.)

118,

Bescr. Dictionary of the Indian Islands, London, 1856,

Gcdlus Sonnerati Temm.,

Temm.

Sonnerat

Voy. aux Ind. or.

11.

PI. 117,

PI. color. 232, 233, Bengal; in the cock, neck-feathers with

—

—

—
—

—
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horny

laminae

;

Lafayettii Less.,

Gallns (cneus Cuv.,

Desmues

Temm.

PI.

color.

374

Galliis

;

PI. peintes 18, at Ceylon, &c.

Euplocomus Temm. Macartneija Less., (Gallophasis Hodgs., Gray
Head ornamented with a crest of elongate plumes. Tarsi

iu part).

elongate.

Temm. PI. color, i, Bengal; GctUus ignitus, Phasianus
Shaw, Cuv. R. Ani., ed. ill., Ois. PI. 61, fig. 3, &c.

Sp. Gallus Cuvlcri
ignitus

Head

Tragopan Cuv., Geriornis Swainson, Gray.
with two small horns behind the

eyes, directed obliquely

Throat with a na,ked, expansile caruncle on each
Sp. Gallus satyrus nob., Meleagris Satyra L.,

Tragopan satyrus Temm. PI.

544 fem., Guerin Iconogr., Ois. PI. 43,
Hastingsii, Tragopan Hastingsil Vigors, Cuv. R. Ani., ed.

fig.

I,

(under the

Note.

name

males

side.

543 male,

color.

in

backwards.

Gallus

fig.

4

ill.,

Ois. PI. 62,

;

of Satyrus).

— Some sub-genera are here omitted, on which consult Gray Genera

of Birds,

iii.

Family XV.

CrypturincB {Tinamidce GtRAy).

Bill moderate

or short, slender, mostly cm-ved abruptly at the tip, deeply cloven
as far as

below the posterior margin of eyes.
anteriorly, longer than middle

scutellate

cloven,

toes

lateral

tlie

much

unarmed.

than the middle;

shorter

Claws blunt, broad,

elevated or none.

Tarsi almost always
toe,

Tail short or none,

short.

with coverts somewhat long, sometimes forming a false

A

Toes
hallux

small family of South American birds; most of

tail.

them

are of

the size of a partridge or woodcock, and are usually coloured red-

brown

or grey-brown.

Crypturus Illig., Tinamus Lath.

Bill shorter than head,

with upper mandible produced beyond lower at the
in the middle of bill.

longest

of

scutella.

Wings with

all.

Hallux

PI. enl. 476,
I

;

and

Tinamus

bras.

Lath., Tetrao major Gmel., Buff.

Hist. nat. des Ois. IV. PI. 24,

Lesson

Ornith. PI. 89,

Crypturus variegatus, Tinamus varieg. Lath., Buff.

Gov. R. Ani.,

ed.

ill.,

Temm.

PI.

col,

PL

enl.

828,

Ois. PI. 65, fig. 3.

Sub-genus Nothura Wagl.,
>ian!<s

fourth

short, elevated.

Sp. Crypturus hrasiliensis,

fig.

Nostrils

tip.

and fifth
Tarsi covered anteriorly with a single row of
first quill short,

Gray.

316; Paraguay.

Sp.

Crypturus namis,

Tinamus
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Rhynchotus Spix, Gkay.

Bill of tlie length of head, or a little

longer than head, curved, slender, with mandibles equal.

Wings with

Nostrils

and fourth quills longest of all. Tarsi
covered anteriorly Avith a single row of scutes, somewhat short.
Hallux short, elevated, or resting on the point of claw.

basal.

Sp.

third

Rhynchotus rvfescens,

Iconogr., Ois. PI. 46,

Tinamus

Euclromia IsiD. GeOFFR.,

Temm. PL

Tinomotis ViGORS,

short; nostrils placed near the base.

sharp.

rufescens

col.

412,

Guer.

fig. 3.

Toes

GraY^

Bill

short, with claws thick,

Hallux none.
a)

With

tarsi covered anteriorly ivith

Sp. Eudroniia elcgans
1832, Ols. PI,
b)

Sp.

D'Orbigny and

a

single roio of scutes.

IsiD. Geoffr.,

Guer. Magas. de

Zool.

I.

Witli tarsi reticidate anteriorly, with scales large, unequal.

Eudromia

Pentlaiidii nob.,

Tinainotis Pentlandii, Proceed.

Tetraonhim.

Bill short, broad at the base,

Zool. Soc,

1836, p. 79.

Family XVI.

pressed at the sides,

by plumules

or

mostly thick.

by a vaulted

com-

Nostrils often partly covered

scale, basal.

Head plumed, except

the region above the eyes often denuded, warty.

Tarsi covered

shaggy with plumules; anterior
the base by membrane; hallux elevated or
more rarely none.
Wings short, mostly

anteriorly with scutes, sometimes
toes mostly joined at

resting on the

point,

rounded, with third, fourth, or

fifth quill

longest of all.

Hemipodius Reinw., Temm., Ortygis Illig., Turnix Bonnat.,
Bill moderate, compressed, bent, with
Gray, Tridactylus Lac.
upper mandible produced beyond the tip of lower lower mandible
with angle somewhat prominent, ascending towards the tip.
;

Nostrils placed in a groove of bill, marginal, partly covered

membrane.

Tarsi covered before and behind

by a

by

single series

of transverse scutes, with a narrow, lateral squamiferous furrow

1 There is no satisfactory reason for preferring
the name compounded by Vigors,
contrary to the rules of Linn.eus, to that of Geoff. St.-Hilaire; for Eudromius of
BoiE, proposed as a generic name for a subdivision of Charadrius {Charadrius mori-

nellus),

has not been adoj^ted.

—

—
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Toes cloven, unequal; Inner shorter than
short, with first three quills subTail short, with 12 feathers, concealed under

between the two rows.
outer;

Wings

hallux none.

equal, longest of

all.

the coverts.
Tetrao andalusicus GtMEL. and Gihral-

Sp. Hemipodius tachydromus Temm.,

GouLD Birds

taricus ejusd.,
Ois.

PL

27,

fig.

Briss. Ornith.

I.

2;

of Europe, IV. PI. 264, Diet. univ. d'Uist. naf.,
Hemipodius nigricollis, Tetrao nigricollis Gmel.,

Tab. 24,

fig.

2,

Buff. PI.

enl.

I'ji,

Madagascar;

Hemipodius pugnax Temm. PI. col. 60, fig. 2, Gder. Iconogr., Ois. PL
at Java and elsewhere in the East Indies the Javanese amuse
46, fig. 2
themselves with the exhibition of the combats of these little birds. There
are still other different species of this genus, which belong to the smallest
;

;

birds of this order ; they are all

Ortyxelos Yieill., Gray.

the waders.

Wings with

from the eastern hemisphere.

(Bill slender.

third

quill

those of the preceding genus, to which
Sp. Hemipodius Meiffrenii

Pedionomus

Temm.

tip,

placed in an elongate groove.

Tarsi

covered with

scutes

before

tylous, with hallux raised, small.

fig. i,

affinity.)

Senegal.

Desmuks.

Bill

nearly straight, with nos-

Tibiee naked above the heel.
and behind.
Feet tetradac-

Wings with

Tail short, concealed

longest, subequal.

Other characters

has great

Turnicigralla

moderate, compressed towards the
trils

it

PI. color. 60,

GoULD, Gkay,

Tibite half-naked, as in

longest.

first

by the

three quills

feathers

of the

rump.
Sp. Pedionomus torquatus

Ped. microurus,

Coturmx MoEHRiNG,
Blasius.

Gould;

ibid. 1842,

jj.

Proceed, of the Zool. Soc. 1840, p. 114,

20, Birds of Australia,

Briss.,

Gray, Ortygion Keyserl. and

Bill short, curved, vaulted, with tip of upper mandible

produced beyond the lower. Nostrils basal, surrounded by memTarsi covered anteriorly
brane, placed near the culmen of bill.
with a double row of scutes, unarmed.
base by membrane
first
all.

;

Anterior toes joined at the

hallux resting on the point.

Wings

short,

with

three quills, sometimes third and fourth subequal, longest of

Tail very short, concealed under the feathers of rump, with

12 feathers.
Meyer, Tetrao CoNadm. Taf. 166; the quail, la caille, die
Wachtel.
A bird dispersed over many countries of Europe, Northern and
Western Africa, and occurring also at the Cape of Good Hope and in

Sp. Coturnix vulgaris Jardine,

turnix L., BuFF. PI. enl. 170,

Coturnix dactylisonans

—

—
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Japan

the back

;

rosy-yellow with black and brown, interrupted trans-

is

verse bars, belly whitish

;

the head, which

white streak above the eyes.

They

live in

The

is

quails are migratory birds in Europe.

polygamy, and the females lay

of the male, which

is

completely feathered, has a

many

(8

— 16) eggs.

moon

heard in summer, when the

shines,

The note
sometimes

is well known.
Coturnix cJiincnsis, Coturnix
Temm., Tetrao chinensis L., Brisson Ornith. i. PI. -25, fig. r,
GUERIN Iconogr., Ois. PI. 46, fig. i (male), Sonner. Voy. a la Nouv.
Githi. PI. 24 (fem.); the male is bluish-grey with dark black throat, under

during the whole night,
excalfactoria

which

belly red-brown behind;

a white streak;

is

This species

is

one of the smallest of

this genus,

Java and elsewhere.

aU the species of which

In a species from Bengal the

occur only in the eastern hemisphere.

tarsi

of the male are furnished with a tubercle or rudiment of blunt spur

Coturnix canibayensls, Perdix camhayensls Lath., Temm. PI.

Cnjjjtonyx

Nostrils

compressed.

membrane.

Temm., Rollulus Bonnat., Gray.
lateral,

longitudinal,

row

or

447.

Bill short, thick,

covered

by naked

Tarsi long, unarmed, covered

Orbital region naked.

anteriorly with one

col.

two of large

scutes.

Three

front toes

connected at the base by membrane; hallux raised, clawless.
short, concave, with fourth

and

fifth

Wings

quills longest of all.

Tail

hidden in great part by the coverts.

short, deflected,

Temm. (Oolumba cristaia Gm. male, and Tetrao vindis
Lath, fem.), le Rouloul de Malacca Sonner., Voy. aux Ind. orient. PI.
113, Temm. PI. color. 350, 351, Guer. Iconogr., Ois. PI. 43, fig. i, Lesson

Sp. Cryptonyx coronatus

Ornith. PI. 86,

fig.

r

;

common

at Sumatra, occurs also at Borneo.

tonyx Dmsmnierii Less., Perdix

Vigors

;

t

.ifa

Borneo, Malacca.

Ortyx Stephens, CoUnus Lesson.
high

at the base,

Cryp-

Hardw., Cryptomjx ferrugincus

Bill short, thick, curved,

with tip of upper mandible produced; lower man-

margin crenate or bidentate. Nostrils basal, partly
Tarsi unarmed, strong,
often longer than middle toe, covered anteriorly with a double row
of scutes.
Hallux raised. Wings concave, with first quill short,
fourth mostly longest of all. Tail with 12 feathers, mostly moderate

dible short, with

covered above

or

somewhat

by a vaulted membrane.

long.

This genus contains small species only, which are generally not larger
size of the common partridge, and represent
North and South America the genus Perdix, which is wanting there.
Compare D. Douglas Observations on some species of the genera Tetrao and
Ortyx, natives of North America, Linn. Transact, xvi. pp. 133—149.

than the quail, seldom of the
in

Sp.

Ortyx virginianus,

Tetrao virginianus L.

(and Tetrao mexicanus and

marilandicus ejusd.), Perdix borcalis Tejam., Buff. PI.

enl.

149;

Ortyx

1

—
;

AVES.
Sonninii

Temm.

GuERiN

Iconogr., Ots. PI. 45,

Note.

—Here

PI. color. 75
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Ortyx califormus, Tefrao californius Shaw,

;

fig. 3,

Lesson

Cent. Zool. PI. 60, &c.

belong genera CaUipepla Wagl.,

Cyrtonyx

Gould and

coverts.

Claws elon-

Odontopho7-us Vieill.
Tail very short, concealed under

Cyrtonyx.

tlie

Sp. Ortyx Massena Lesson, Illustr. de Zool.

gate, curved.

PL

52.

Bill short or moderate, vaulted, with tip

Perdtx Bris8., Illig.

beyond lower.

of iipj)er mandible often produced

Nostrils basal,

by a vaulted naked membrane. Region near
the eyes naked, papillose.
Tarsi moderate or somewhat long,
robust, covered in front with a double row of scutes.
Anterior toes
joined at the base by membrane.
Tail mostly rounded, short, with
partly covered above

Wings

14 or 18 feathers.

rarely third, or second
A.

With

and

with fourth quill mostly (more

short,

third) longest of

all.

males tuherculate or entirely unarmed.

tarsi in

Perdix Blas. and Keyserl. {Caccuhis Kaup, Gray, add. Starna

Wings with

BoNAP., Blas. and Keyserl., Perdix Gray.)
fourth quill longest of

third or

Tarsi shorter than middle toe.

all.

Sp. Perdix rubra Briss., Tetrao rufus L. (in part), Bdff. PI. enl. 150,
Ornith. PI. 90,

where

i.

Taf. 165

;

Lesson

south of France, Italy, &c.,

in the

very similar Perdix saxatilis Meyer, Perdix grceca

lives also the

Briss. Ornith.

Naum.

fig. 2,

r. Buff. PL enl. 231, which occur besides in
In these species the males have tubercles on

PI. 23, fig.

Switzerland and Austria.

Such tubercles are entirely wanting in
which our common partridge belongs, Perdix cinerea

the tarsi, as rudiments of spurs.

some other

species, to

Tetrao Perdix L., Bdff. PI.

Briss.,

bluish-grey, the

brown

bill

brownish

;

enl. 27,

Nadm.

Taf.

spots at the sides, the wings brown, with white

this species resides

163; the legs

under parts of the body grey with chestnut-

on corn-lands and in the open

field,

and black spots
makes its nest on

the ground, and lays from ten to twenty light brown-grey or almost grey-

white eggs, pointed at one end.

This species

like the other species of this genus, in

B.

With

a permanent bird, and

Wagl.)

Bill short, compressed, curved.

Tarsi long, armed in males with two or three spurs.
fourth, fifth,
rate,

lives,

tarsi spurred in males.

{Ithaginis

Ithagenes.

is

monogamy.

and sixth

Wings with
Tail

mode-

Hardwicke, Temm.

PI. col.

quills subequal, longest of

all.

rounded.

Sp. Perdix cruenta Temm., Phasianus cruentus
332, Cuv. P. Ani., ed.

ill.,

Ots. PI. 64, fig.

i;

East Indies, Nepaul;

Perdix Hardivichii J. E. Gray, Francolinus nivosus Delessert, Guek.

Magas. de Zool. 1840,

Ois. PI. 18.

—
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Frcmcolinus Stephens, Attagen Blasius and Keyserling.
shorter than head or moderate; fissure of

under the

more

Tarsi elongate,

eyes.

or third quill longest of
Sp. PercUx FrancoUnus
;

pi.

col.

Tetraoperdix

Lath. Tetrao Francolinus

Hodgson {Lerwa

Wings with second and
(Bill thick.

Wings with

fourth

L.,

Buff. PI.

enl.

147,

Perdix pondiceriana Lath.,

ejusd.,

Gray).

Tarsi short, thick,

row of

scutes in front.

third quills subequal, the second longest of

Tail broad, rounded.)

Lerwa Hodgs., Proceed.

Sp. Perdix nivicola, Perdix

Gray

single spur in males,

213, &c.

hirsute above, covered below with a double

all.

Bill

produced

large,

Tail short.

all.

south of Europe, continent of India, &c.

Temm.

"

armed with a

Claws sharp, curved.

rarely with two.

148

mouth

Oen. of Birds, PI.

1

30, fig. 7

(fig.

Zool. Soc. 1833, p. 107,

of head and foot)

;

Himalayan

Mountains, close to the snow-line.

Tetraogallus J. E. Gray, Megaloperdix Gebl.

Head plumed,

at the base, with tip curved.
lar area

behind the eyes denuded.

than middle

toe, in

all.

Wings with second and

Hallux

third quills longest

Tail broad, rounded.

Sp. Perdix caucasica,

Tab. **;

Tetrao caucasica Pall. Zoogr. Posso-Asiaf.

Tetraogallus NigelUi J. E.

Birds, PI. cxxix.

the Altaic and

;

Gray, lad.

Zool.,

large grey birds, with white breast,

Ii.

p. 76,

and Gray Gen. of
from the Caucasus,

Himalayan Mountains.

Tetrao L. (in part), Lath., Illig., Lagopus Beiss.
curved, thick.

Nostrils basal, covered with plumules.

the eyes naked, papillose.

Bill short,

Region over

Tarsi hirsute; hallux short, raised or

resting on the point; claws broad.

Wings with

third and fourth subequal, longest of

all.

more

broad

Tarsi naked, strong, shorter

males armed with a thick, blunt spur.

raised, short, internal.

of

Bill shox"t,

except a small triangu-

first quill

short,

Tail truncated, rounded,

rarely forked, with 16 or 18 feathers.

The grouse

live in the

northern regions of both hemispheres

;

they are

permanent birds, and feed principally on shoots of trees and on berries. They
live in polygamy.
In the large species the males are very differently
coloured, dark with metallic reflections.
tarsi is

In some the lower part of the

not feathered (the sub-genus Bonasa Stephens, Gray, Tetrastes

Blasius and Keyserling)

;

in others,

feathered as far as the claws

Keyserl., Gray).

(the

on the contrary, even the toes are

genus Lagopus ViElLL., Blas. and

—
AYES.
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^

enl.

73,

Naum.

74,

Taf.

154,

155, the

grand coq de la bruyere, der Auerhahn; in the forests of
the
fir-trees in the temperate and northern parts of Europe and in Siberia
Tetrao tetrlx L., BcFF. PI. enl. j'j2,
largest species, larger than a turkey;
of the wood,

coclc

le

;

Nauji. Taf.

173,

heaths,

forked

the black-grouse; breeds with us (Holland) on
Drenthe; smaller than the preceding and with a

r57,

especially in

In Sweden a cross between these two species occurs, which
Tetrao medius Meter, Naumann,

tail.

has been described as a distinct species

:

See Nilsson (of whose observations

Taf. 156.

— 323)

Bkandinavkk Fauna,
nerade Figurer, 2 Hiiftet, Lund, 1832, Tab.
des.
A very remarkable American species
tion, VI.

314

s.

Richardson Faun. Boreali-Amer.,

To

gives a transla-

— 100, smd Illumi-

iv. a, Tetrao

hybridus urogalloi-

is

Tetrao uropliasianus Bonap.,

Birds, Tab. 58.

the species, whose tarsi are feathei-ed at the upper part only, belongs

Tetrao bonasia L.,

Buff, PI.

gemeine Haselhnhn, la

Some

Naumann
pp. 88

11. 1,

enl.

474, 475,

Naumann,

das

Tab. 158;

gelinotte.

of the species, in which the toes also are feathered, have a white winter

plumage, at which time the feathering of the toes becomes very dense, so
that the claws alone appear; they are somewhat larger than a partridge.

To

these belongs Tetrao lagopus L., Tetrao alpinus Nilsson, Buff. PI. enl.

129

(fern, in

winter plumage), 494 (in summer plumage), Naum. Taf. 160,
Tetrao rupestrig Sabine, Eichardson Faun. Boreal.

Ptarmigan;

161,

Americ.

Pt.

2,

preceding by

Anim.

p.

—

p.

354,

171;

Roch ptarmigan, confounded with the

Pi. 64,

Temminck and

others;

Tetrao scoticm

winter plumage does not

differ

see

Temm.

Jenyns Manual of

Brit.

Vert.

larger than the preceding, the

is

remarkably from the summer, the general

a deep chestnut-brown, with black spots on the back and undulating black lines below, naked space above the eyes of a bright scarlet
colour

colour

is

;

the red ptarmigan,

Family XVII.

Head plumed.
small or none.
of

called the red grouse or

by the

concealed

of forehead.

feathers

Tarsi hirsute, strong; toes short; hallux raised,

Wings

pointed, long, with

first

two

quills longest

Tail elongate, cuneate.

all.

Pterocles

Temm.

Bill short, in

some

thick, in

Nostrils basal, linear, covered with plumules above.

pointed,

first

longest of
late.

moorfowl.

Bill short, compressed at the sides,

Pteroclince.

Nostrils basal,

curved.

commonly

all.

Hallux

three subequal,

the

first,

some

slender.

Quill-feathers

more rarely the second,

Tarsi hirsute anteriorly, posteriorly naked, reticushort, internal, raised.

Sp. Pterocles alchata, Tetrao alrkata L., Pterocles setariits Temm., Buff. PI.
enl. 105, 106, GuEE. Iconogr., Ois. PI. 44, fig. 3 (named Pterocl. arenarius),
Diet. univ. d'Hist. nat.,

Ois.

PI. 27, fig. i;

arenarius Temm., Tdrao arenarius Pall.,

VOL. n.

South of Europe ;— Pterocles

Temm.

PI. color. 52, 53,

Naum.

28

—
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PI. 153;

West

occasionally in

of Asia, South of Europe, especially Spain,

Germany.

of the size of a partridge

;

short,

Nematura

Illig.,

SyrrJiaptes

by

and

two

first

quills

FiSCH.

Bill

in

all

Two

hallux none.

many

small,

Tarsi hirsute on

feathers.

concrete, hirsute ahove;

feathers

witli also

this genus,

the remaining are of the size of a turtle-dove,

and are almost all found in Africa. This genus forms
the transition from the grouse to the dove-tribe.

Nostrils concealed

met

These two species are the largest of

of wings produced

respects

conical.

sides; toes

middle

tail-

into setaceous,

pointed filaments.
Sp. Syrrha/ptes Pallas'd Temm., Tetrao paradoxa Pall., Voyages dans plusieurs
provinces de Russie, PI. 39, iv. p. 21, viir. pp. 54, 55, Zoogr. Rosso- Asiat.
II. Tab. **, p. 73 (this plate is inscribed Tetrao arenaria by mistake),

Temm. PL

col. 95,

of Tartary

;

Gray

Gen. of Birds, PI. cxxxiv.

compare LiCHTENSTEiN

nach Buchara, Berlin, 1823,

Family XVIII.
at the sides.

s.

134

TMnocorince.

in

with

scales.

of

hill,

concealed

by

scutellate or reticu-

Anterior toes joined at the base

Wings

Steppes

Reise von Orenherg

Bill short, conical, compressed

Nostrils lateral, placed in a pit of

brane; hallux small, raised.

lives in the

— 136.

membrane beset with plumules. Tarsi denuded,
late

;

Eveesmann's

pointed, with

by

a small

first quill

mem-

longest

all.

Attagis IsiD. Geoffr. and Less.

mandible shorter, narrower.
scales.

Tail rounded, short, ample.

the base of

Bill

slender,

with lower

Tarsi short, strong, reticulate with

(Eyes somewhat remote from

bill.)

Sp. Attagis Gayi IsiD. Geoff, and Less. Centurie Zool. PI. 47;

Attagis

Lesson, Illustr. de Zool. PI. 2; Attagis FalcUandica, Perdix
FalcMandica Lath., Buff. PL enl. 222. Birds from South America and
the Falkland Islands, somewhat smaller than partridges, which have much

Latreillii

affinity

with CMonis, and, like the species of the following genus, form the
to the Grallatoi-es.
The tarsi covered with hexagonal scales

transition

distinguish the genus Attagis from the rest of the gallinaceous birds.

TMnocorus^ EsCHSCH. {Tinocorus Less.). Bill short, strong.
above the heel. Tarsi covered on the anterior

Tibiae denuded

surface with a single

row of transverse

scutes.

Tail short, rounded.

1 From eiv, 0iv6s the sJtore, and KSpvs
a larl:, and not from xopet^w, as we read in
Agassiz Nmnenclator zoologicm; a work which, as for as relates to the etymology of

names, deserves httle reliance.

AYES.
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Sp. Thinocorus rumicivorus Eschsch., Tinochorus Eschsclioltzii Lesson, Esch-

SCHOLTZ

1829, Tab.

Zooloffisclier Atlas, Berlin,

11.

Less.

Ce7it.

Zool. PI. 50

and Thinocorus Swainsonii Lesson, III. de Zool. PI. 16 male?);
Thinocorus oriignianus Lesson, Cent. Zool. PI. 48, 49 small birds from
Chili, of the size of a lark, to which also in colour and form they have some
(fern,

;

resemblance.

Family XIX.

Columhince.

Bill short or moderate, straight,

compressed, bent towards the harder

by

a longitudinal fissure in a

soft,

tip, vaulted.
Nostrils opening
tumid membrane covering the

base of upper mandible.

Feet moderate, with tarsi strong, unarmed,
mostly scutellate anteriorly, very often short. Toes padded below,
often surrounded by membrane, tlie anterior cloven; hallux long,

Wings

insistent.

or rounded, in

moderate.

some graduated

Compare on

Tail with 12 feathers, mostly even
or cuneate.

this family Hist. nat. des

Pigeons avec figures peintes, par

Madame Knipj le texte par C. J. Temminck, Paris, 1808— iSri, folio;
Tome II. le texte par Elorent-Pkevot, Paris, 1838 — 1843; on this

—

family and the entire order C. J.
GaUinacees,

The

Amsterdam and

doves, not only

liarities of structure,

Temminck

Paris, 1813

Hist. nat. des Pigeons

— 1815,

et

des

3 Vols. 8vo.

by their toes entirely

free

but also by their habits of

and other pecu-

life,

their dwelling

and making their nests in trees, &c., form the transition to the singing birds, with which Linn^us arranged them
They form a very
natural family, of which fully 200 species from all parts of the
world are now known, which is much more than one-third of all the
'.

species of this order.

With the exception of the aberrant genus
unknown genus Didunculus, which forms

Didus, and of the then
the transition to

it,

they composed only a single genus, Columha, in

the arrangement of Linn.eus.

He

counted forty species, of which,

however, some diftered only in name, or were nothing but

one

species.

Many

I'aces

of

The very

species live together in large flocks.

small coeca are a remarkable anatomical peculiarity of the dove-tribe,
since these parts are long in the rest of the gallinaceous birds.

Columha L.

Bill moderate or short, mostly slender.

moderate, mostly with second or third quill longest of

all.

Wings
Claws

moderate or short, curved moderately.

^

" Columbas ad

Passeres nee ad Gallinas pertinere docet monogamia, oscidatio,

incubatus alternus, nidritio pulli, ova pauca, nidificatio, locus in altis."
\2,

I.

p.

Syst. nat. ed.

284.

28—2
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Modem

Swainson and Gould, have divided

writers, especially

genus into

this lai'ge

many

genera, which, however, in part pass

into one another, or sometimes are founded on insufficient charac-

We

most of them can scarcely be regarded as sub-genera.

ters;

present below a compressed view of these divisions, but without
recognising on that account an equal importance in

all

of them, or

approving the names, frequently barbax'ous, by which they have

been denoted.
1*

Tarsi

reticulate,

with scales hexagonal.

Megapelia Kaup, nob., Lophyrus Vieill., Goura Fleming, Gray,
Ptilojohyrus

Swains.

Wings

Tarsi strong, elongate.

short, sub-

and sixth quills longest of all.
Head ornamented with a compressed crest, formed of decomposed
concave, rounded, with fourth,

fifth,

(These birds are the tallest of this family, except Didus.)

feathers.

Sp. Colwrriba coronata L., Buff.

PL

enl. ii8,

Guinee, PI. 104, Less. Ornith. PI. 80,
PI. 6

Sonnebat Voyage a

fig. 2,

la Nouv.

Diet. univ. d'Hist. naf., Ois.

A; the goura or crested jngeon; nearly of the

size of a

turkey-hen;

greyish -blue, with a white band surrounded by red-brown across the wings.

Some

years ago a second species was discovered of darker colour and with

a light grey band on the wings, in which the feathers of the crest end in
a triangular expansion, like those on the head of the

Columba

Temm. Mus. L.

Stuersii

Zool. Soc, 1844, p. 136,

Gray

New

Guinea; they build their nests in
ground.
Note.

genus.
Sp.

trees,

—Alectryopelia \_Verrulia (quid?)

Head denuded

at the base of

Comp. Gray

bill,

but seek their food on the

Fleming], Colo mhigal line VAihh.

with throat carunculate.

Gen. of Birds,

i.

Pref. p.

Columba carunculata Temm., Vaill.

Pigeons, PI.

common peacock:

Lophyrus Victoria Fraser, Proceed.
Gen. of Birds, cxx.
Both species are from
B.,

Ols.

Uncertain

viii.

d'Afrique,

PI.

278,

Temm.

2.

Perdicopelia,

Starnccnas

(quid?)

Tarsi longer than middle toe.

Head not

Bonap.

Wings with

crested.

fourth quill longest.

Tail short, rounded.
Sp. Columha cyanocephala L., Buff. PI. enl. 174; Jamaica ;—(7oZ2(OT&a /renata, TscHUDi Faun. Peruan., Av. Tab. 27.

tt
A.

Tarsi covered on the anterior sv,rface
Lateral

toes

Calcenas Gray,

a single row of scutes.

subequal, or inner somewhat longer.

Geophilus Selby.

Toes and claws long.
longest.

loith

Bill

Tail short, even.

curved.

Tarsi

Wings with

strong.

third quill

——

—

—

—
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Columba nicobarka L., Buff. PL
SoNNER. Voyage a la Nouv. Quin. PI.

enl.

Sp.

PI. 66, fig.

tip,

Cdv. R. AnL,

ed. ill, Ots.

I.

Geo2)haps Gould.

the

^gi i—CoIumla cruenta Gm.,

20, 21,

somewhat

large transverse

Bill vaulted,

with culmen obtuse, inflated at

Tarsi strong, covered anteriorly with

obtuse.

Wings with second and

Tail rounded.

scutes.

third quills longest.

Cohmha

Sp.

species

mon form

of the doves

Phaps Gould.
middle

toe,

and fourth

Temm.

scrlpta

from Australia

;

by

its

Bill slender,

col.

Tarsi shorter than

substraight.

Wings with

second, third

all.

189; Lugon, &c.

—Add sub-genu3 Chalcophaps GouLD, scarcely

distinct.

Tarsi shorter than middle

Bill slender.

Wings with

margiuate externally with a line of short plumes.

second, third
rate,

small,

quills subequal, third longest of

Chamcepdia Swains.
toe,

is

Tail long, rounded.

naked.

and fourth

Gould;

and differs from the comlarge head, thick bill, and whole habitus.

Sp. Coluniba leucotis Temm., PI.
JVote.

Coluniba plumifera

187;

PI. color.

the last species

quills longest of

all,

subequal.

Tail mode-

rounded.

Sp. Columba passerina L., Buff. PI. enl. 243,

Buff.

ibid. fig.

2

;

fig. i

;

Columba minuta L.,

very small species from America, resembling turtle-

doves, of the size of a goldfinch.

Geojjelia Swains.
toe.

Wings with

Bill slendei-.

third

and

Tarsi equal in length to middle

foui'th quills longest.

Tail elongate,

Columba

lopkotes {Ocypkaps

slender.

Tarsi almost

graduated,
Sp. Columba humeralis Temm., PI. color. 191;

Gould, Gbat)

PI. col. 142, Australia.

'Turtur Selby (JPeristera Boie).

Bill

up to heel. Inner toe longer.
or third and fourth quills longest of

equalling middle toe in length, naked

Wings with second and
all.

third,

Tail moderate, rounded or even.
Sp. Columba Turtur L., Buff, PI. enl. 394;
dove, migratory;

Africa,

Temm.

but
PI.

now

col.

260

Columba

risoria L.,

dispersed
{Periste^-a

Naumann

everywhere as

Gray),

Taf. 152; the turtle-

244; originally from
Col. cmerea
a house-bird;

BuFF. PI.

enl.

Brasil, &c.

iVofe.— Add sub-genera Peristera (Swains, previously) Gray, Zenaicla

BoNAP., Gray,

—
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Columha Geay.

Wings

Bill slender.

third quills subequal, second longest of

Tarsi short.

somewhat

Tail even or subroimded,

toes equal.

pointed, with second

all.

and

Lateral

short.

Palumhus L., Buff. PI. enl. 316, Naum. Taf. 150; the ringdove; grey, the breast purple- coloured, with a transverse spot on each

Sp. Columha

neck

side of the

;

nest in trees, and

Columha

livia

bluish-gi-ey, the

wings, the

wild in
it

the

The

spot, feet red.

is

tail

black at the extremity

largest native species;

it

;

on the wings a white

hves in woods, makes

its

very shy.

Gesner, Beiss., Buff.
neck glossed with green

PI. enl. 510,

Naum.

Taf. 150;

two black transverse bars on the
black at the extremity, the legs red. This species is found

tail

many countries

;

which was employed by the ancients, as
for the transport of written messages.

Gray.

Ectopistes Swains.,

From

of Europe, especially in the south of Europe.

descends our domestic pigeon, of which there are so

upper mandible produced.

it is

frequently at the present day,

curved, with

slender,

"Wings pointed, with

first

Heel plumed,

all.

and

varieties,

(See Plinius Hist. nat. L. X.

Bill

quills subequal, second longest of

many

c.

tip

37.)

of

and second

tail elongate,

cuneiform.
Columha mic/raforia L., Buff. PI. enl. 1^6, Wilson ^ mer. Ornifh., ed.
Jaedine, II. Tab. 44, fig. i this species flies with great rapidity, and is
sometimes seen in the beech-woods of North America in flocks which are

Sp.

;

counted by millions.

(Ena Selby.
Bill,

See

Wilson

1.

1.

pp. 194—208.

(Sub-genus scarcely distinct from the pi'eceding.

however, more slender, with mandibles subequal.

second quill longest of

all.

Wings with

Tarsi with heel naked.)

Sp. Columha capensis L., Buff. PI. enl. 140.

Macropygia
quill longest.

Savains.

Tarsi

Bill

short,

slender.

plumed below the

heel.

Wings with

third

Lateral toes equal.

Tail elongate, cuneate, with feathers broad.

Columha amhoinensis L., Columha phasianella Temm. PL col. 100;
Columha Relnwardtii Temm. PI. col. 248. These species represent the
American sub-genus Ectojnstes at the Moluccan and Philippine islands.

Sp.

Lopholaimus Gray, LoplwrhyncJms Swains.
compressed, curved.

Wings

long,

with third

Bill strong, short,
quill longest.

Tail

long, subrounded.
Sp.

Columha antarctica Shaw, Columha

south of
B.

New

Outer

diloplia

Temm.

PI. col. 162; in the

Holland.

toe

a

little

longer than inner.

Carpophaga Selby, Gray.

Bill

moderate or

broad at the base, depressed, compressed at the

tip.

short,

curved,

Tarsi strong,

—

— ——

—

—
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short,

plumed below the

Middle toe much longer thau

heel.

Wings with

toes; latei-al toes subequal.

longest of

all.

lateral

and fourth

quills

Columha janthina Temm.

PI. col.

third

Tail even, broad.

Sp. Colwmba cenea L., Bdff. PI. enl. 164;

Temm.

Columha myrlsticivora Scop.,
Columha littoralis Temm., Sonner. Voi/. a la Nouv. Gum. PI. 103. A
numerous sub-genus of mostly large species, all from the islands of the
Col. magnifica

503;

PI.

163;

col.

Indian and South Pacific Seas, or from

Ptilonopus Swains., Gray.
sate.

Tarsi short, plumed.

New

Holland.

Bill short, slender,

with tip incras-

Wings with

Outer toe longer.

Sp. Columha porphyrea Ebinw., Temm., Col. roseicollis
col.

106, Ctjv. R. Ani., ed.

PL

Buff,

thii-d

Tail moderate, even or subrounded.

quill longest.

Ois. PI. 76,

enl.

142,

Etdoux

Wagl., Temm. PI.

Columha viricUs L.,
Gervais, Guer. Magas. de Zool. 1836,

Ois. PI. 66, fig. 3;

ill.,

et

&o.

from the Moluccan Archipelago, the
and from New Holland they are smaller than
those of the preceding sub-genus and mostly very beautifully coloured,
green with yellow and often with purple or violet head. They resemble in
these colours the parrots rather than the rest of the pigeons, as do also

The

species of this sub-genus are

islands of the South Pacific

many

;

species of the following sub-genus.

Vinago Cuv., Treron Yieill., Gray.

Bill hard, strong, moderate,

curved, often with tip of upper mandible produced.

Wings with

second and third quills subequal, third in most the longer.
short, covered

with plumes below the

heel.

Tarsi

Tail even or rounded,

in a few cuneate.
Columha ahyssinica Lath.,
Columha Capellei Temm. PI. col. 143, (the

Sp. Columha vernans Gm., Buff. PI. enl. 138;

Less. Orniih. PI. 80,
largest of the

known

but of a duller

cast,

fig.

i;

species).

These birds also are mostly*coloured green,

like Fringilla chloris;

they are found in tropical

Of the species with elongated
Swainson forms the sub-genus Sphenwus.

countries of the eastern hemisphere.
feathers

Didunculus Peale, Gray, Gnathodon Jardine.

tail-

Bill moderate,

thick, depressed at the base, curved, with tip hooked, sharp; lower

mandible with

tip trmicate, tridentate

with angle somewhat prominent.

on each side before the

Nostrils linear,

oblique,

tip,

sur-

rounded by membrane at the sides of mandible. Region round the
orbits denuded.
Tarsi equalling middle toe; toes elongate, the
lateral

equal.

Wings

tuberculate, concave, with quills pointed,

the second, third, and fourth longest of

rounded.

all.

Tail

somewhat

short,
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Sp. Didimcidus

strlf/irostris

Gould, Gnathodon

of Nat. Hist. XVI. 1845, pp. 174

Part 22,

Didus L.

Gbay

— 176,

strigirostris

PI. IX.,

Jardine, Annals

Gould Birds

of Australia,

Oen. of Birds, PI. cxx*.

Bill elongate, thick, curved, witli tip hooked, acute.

Nostrils placed at the anterior margin in the

membranous

part of

Tarsi thick, equalling the middle toe in length, reticulate

bill.

with irregular scales;

Wings

without

Claws

lateral toes equal.

short, thick, blunt.

Tail short, imperfect.

quills.

Didus incptus L., Edwards Gleanings, PI. 294, Latham Synops. in.
Blumenb. Ahb. Naturh. Gegenst. No. 35; the dodo; an unwieldybird from the Island Mauritius (lie de France), which was announced and
figured by our voyagers of the sixteenth and beginning of the seventeenth
centuries, but appears to have been extinct now for more than a century
and a half. In England (Ashm. Mus. Oxford) the head and legs of this

Sp.

PI. 70,

species

is

preserved

;

a second head (formerly in the Gottorf Museum)

preserved at Copenhagen.

Reinhardt

first

is

asserted the affinity with the

pigeons, which was solidly supported by

Strickland and Melville in
and accurate work on this genus. It must suffice that we
point out this work, where earlier contributions to the knowledge of the
Dodo are fully refeiTed to. TJie Dodo and its kindred, by H. E. STRICKLAND and A. G. Melville, London, 1848, 4to, with many figures.

their extensive

Probably the

Solitaire of

Leguat, a bird of the Island Rodriguez,

belongs also to this family, PezopJiaps solitaria Strickl., Didus solltarius

Gmel.
still is

This bird

is

only imperfectly known.

Strickland

1.

1.

pp. 57

Order IV.

toes,

imperfectly

anterior,

Scansores.

two

one toe posterior, hallux
Climhing-hirds.

known

Compare

—60.
[Zygodactyli Vieill.)

Bill of "Various shape; nostrils open.

two

More

a bird with short wings from the Island of Bourbon.

posterior; in a

Feet

few

for

climbing; four

feet tridactylous,

with

deficient.

— This

order

racter of the feet with only

is

two

readily distinguished

by the cha-

toes directed forward, whilst the

is directed backward.
The
sternum has mostly two incisures behind on each side ; the furcula
is weak.
In other respects there is no such close affinity between

outer toe (and in some the inner toe)

the different families of this order as between those of the three

preceding orders.

Climbers in the

this order the ivoodpeckers

birds that
order.

cUmb

full

sense of the

(the genus Picus L.)

word

are in

especially,

but

as well as they are to be found in the following

—

;
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Bill cerigerous at the base.

t

XX.

Family

Bill thick, strong,

Fsittacince.

liigli,

moderate or

shorter than head, with upper mandible hooked, the lower shorter,

Nostrils placed at the base of mandible near the culmen,

obtuse.

rounded, mostly small.

Two

thick.

base.

Wings moderate

longest of

Tarsi reticulate with small scales, mostly

anterior toes

short,

or

conjoined by

somewhat

membrane

at the

long, mostly with second quill

all.

Compare F. Levaillant

Eistoire natureUe des Perroqmts,

Paris, 1801, 1805, folio; with

many

Tomes.

ii

Afterwards a third

coloured plates.

Boorjot Saint-Hilaiee, Paris, 1838.
H. KuHL Conspectus psittacorum, cum Tab. 3 aeneis pictis, Nov. Act,
Acad. Leap. Car. Tom. x. 1821, pp. i
104; Waglek MonograpMa
Psittacorum, Ahhandl. der Kbnigl. Bayerisclien Ahademie der Wissensch. i.
Mathem. physih. Klasse, a. 463 750, cum Tab. 22 27; Edw.
1832.
Lear Illustrations of the family of the Psittacidce, London, 1832, fol.
Prideaux J. Selby The Natural History of Parrots, illustrated by 32 Plates.
part appeared as supplement, by

—

—

—

Edinburgh, 1836 {Naturalist's Library, Vol. XV.) &c.

The Parrots.
are

— These

buxis, of

now known (Linn^us

which nearly three hundi'ed

numbered only

in 1766

species

forty-seven),

are dispersed principally in the Southern hemisphere, in America,
in the islands of the Indian Ocean,

New

and in

mostly make their nest in hollow trunks of
ern hemisphere Fsittacus carolinensis

is

The cranium

very natui^al group.

is

occurs.

sternum

is

The

bill.

of the upper

The

The furcula is thin (comp. above
commonly thick and fleshy. Many species
human voice. They climb, holding fast by the

an oval aperture.

The tongue

is

with one of their

to the

movement

short neck has usually twelve vertebrse.

learn to imitate the
bill;

parrots form a

long and narrow, and has mostly on the inferior margin,

at each side,
p. 330).

The

large with a transverse inci-

sure behind the base of the bill where the

jaw

They

In the North-

observed up to the 42"

Africa possesses only very few species.

N. L.

Holland.

trees.

Many

feet

species

they seize the food in order to carry

have very lively

colours,

it

but the colours

are often gaudy and hard, and hence aiford less satisfaction to the

eye than the more harmonious colours of
splendid

;

bii'ds

which are not

so

metallic reflections, like those in the gallinaceous birds,

Although many arrangements of the parrots
all the species compose such an independent and natural group, that only few of these divisions can be

are not seen here.

have been proposed, yet

regarded as sub-genera, and scarcely any as genera.

There

is

no

;
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reason

why

a genus that contains only two

be more natural than

and

if,

if it

with Linn^us, we say character non facit genus, we ought

also to add, in his spirit,

leave most

of the species

numerus non

Wings with

Therefore

genus.

Tongue

second and third or

equal, second mostly the longest of

we

thick,

fleshy,

three quills sub-

first

all.

Tarsus longer than middle

"h

tollit

under the genus Psittacus.

Bill high at the base.

Psittacus L.

obtuse.

three species should

oi'

contained a hundred times that number

toe

anterior

(i. e.

and

exterior) tvitJiout the

claw.

Bill short, not as high as the forehead;

PezopJiorus Illig.

upper

mandible hooked at the tip; lower shorter, with angle ascending,

Claws slender, elongate, somewhat

broad.

Tail long,

straight.

cuneiform, with feathers acuminate towards the extremity.
Sp. Psittacus terrestris

Shaw,

Voyage a la Recherche de
3,

GuERiN

Lath., Labillardiere

Psittacus formosus

La Perouse,

Iconogr., Ois. PI. 37,

;

Tarsus shorter than middle

first

Sp. Psittacus pygmceus
I

—4;

New

"Wings

Tail-feathers with points

Toes slender, somewhat long.

acuminate, naked.

figs.

on the ground

Bill short, high.

longest.

quill

lives

toe.

Nasiterna Wagl., Micropsitta Less,
pointed, long, with

19, fig.

Hist, of Parr. PI. 29,

Holland and Van Diemen's Land this species
and seeks its food there amongst the bushes.

+t

PL

Less. Orniih.

Selby Nat.

fig. 2,

New

PI. lo.

Quot and Gaimard, Voyage

Guinea; the smallest species of

de VAstrolohe, PI. 27,
this

whole family; not

larger than the smallest native songster, ex. gr. Sylvia regidus.

Psittacula Briss.,

Gray (and Agapornis

Selby).

Bill

subcom-

pressed, high, with upper mandible produced, sinuate behind the

acute

tip.

Wings with

first

two

quills

subequal, longest of

all.

Tail very short.
Buff. PI. enl. 455, fig. i ; gTeen, the male
and on the wings; the female single
coloured, except the head, which is yellowish.
This species occurs, like
some others, in South America. Other species are from tropical countries

Sp. Psittacus passerinus L.,

cobalt-blue on the back behind

of the Eastern hemisphere, as Psittacus pullarius L., Buff.

They

are

all small,

Psittacus nob.

Bill moderate, curved.

the middle or nearly to the extremity of
quills subequal, longest of

anterior.

PL

enl.

60.

mostly green-coloured parrots.

all.

Wings produced beyond

with second and third
Outer posterior toe subequal to

Tail short, even or rounded.

tail,

—

—

—
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Sp. Psittacus erithacus L., Buff.
Selby Parr. PI. 10; grey, the

African Parrots, and

PL

311, Vaill. Perr. PI.

enl.

tail

red; this species

is

found on the coast of Guinea;

is

99—103,

one of the
it is

few-

particularly

disposed to learn to talk.
l^ote.

— Sub-genera

Wagl., Poicephalus Swainson,

Chrysotis

Chrysotts

the last subdivision is in
Swains., Pionus Wagl. and Eclectus Wagl.
some sense intermediate between Psittacus and the following genus Lorius.
;

Lorius Briss., Gray, Domicella "Wagl. Bill with lower mandiWings with second and third quills or the
ble longer than high.
first

quills subequal,

three

longest of

Tail moderate, with

all.

feathers broad, rounded at the extremity.

Gray, Buff.

Sp. Psittacus lory L., Lorius tricolor Steph.,

Cuv. R. Ani.,
PI.

enl. 119,

Lories

ed.

&c.

ill.,

Ois. PI. 56, fig.

;— Psittacus

i

from the Moluccan Islands.

;

PI. enl.

i68,

domicella L., Buff.

The general colour of the

a deep crimson-red ; in the two species just cited the wings are

is

green.

Bill of the length of head, high; lower
TanygnatJius "Wagl.
mandible higher than long. Wings with second and third quills
Anterior outer toe longer than posterior
subequal, longest of all.

Tail

outer.

somewhat

long, graduated.

Sp. Psittacus macrorhynclius Gmel., Buff. PI.

enl.

712; a very large species

from the Moluccan Islands; green, the wings spotted with black and
yellow

the large

;

Prioniturus

bill is

Wagl.

of a lively red colour.

Bill shorter

than head, with culmen rounded.

two middle

Tail moderate, even, broad, with the

feathers elongate,

the shaft naked, vaned at the extremity, discoidal.
Sp. Psittacus setarius

Temm. PL

Platycercus Vigors.

Bill

;

Moluccan

shorter

Wings with second and

rounded.
all.

color. 15

Islands.

than head, with culmen

third quills subequal, longest of

Tail elongate, broad, mostly graduated.
Sp. Psittacus eximius
PI.

Ois.

5 A,

fig.

Shaw, Vaill. Perr.
I

;

PI. 28, 29, Diet. univ. d'lTist. nat.,

Psittacus palliceps Vigors,

Lear

Parr. PI. 19,

Psitt. scapulatus Bechst., Phillip
GuBR. Iconogr., Ois. PI. 36 bis, fig. i
Botany Bay, PI. 19, p. 153, White Journal, PI. 11, p. 168; Psittacus
amboinensis L., Buff. PL enl. 240, &c. Most of the species are from New
Holland and have very lively colours strongly contrasted; some occur in
;

New

Guinea, as also a black species, Psittacus Novce Cfuinece Gm., Psittacus

ater Scopoli,
iVbfe.

and

— Add

Sonnerat

1

10.

Wagler: Euphema,

Coracopsis,

Charmosyna

Eos.

Palceornis Vigors.

hooked,

Voy. PI.

sub-genera of

acute.

Bill

shorter than head, curved, with tip

Wings with second and

third quills

subequal,

—

—

—
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longest

of

two middle

Tall long, graduated, with

all.

featliers

elongate.
Sub-genus Trichoylossus ViGOES (add Brotogeris
of tongue covered with setaceous papillae.
Trichofflossus Sivainsoni

With

ejusd.).

the tip

Sp. Psittacus multicolor Gm.,

Jardine and Selbt, Buff. PL

enl.

743,

Selby

Parr. PI. 20.

Sub-genus Palceornls Vigors.
642,

enl.

Selbt Parr.

Pi. 2

on the shoulder-top of the wings

on the throat,

bill

;

neck

;

a red-purple spot

a black transverse band

flesh-red,

red; Hindostan.

Sub-genus Nanodes Vigors, Melopsittacus Gould, Gray.

Leak

undulatus Shaw,

Parr. PI.

neck

1.

NympMcus Wagl.,

Sub-genus

1. 1.

PI. 30

;

Sp. Psittacus

PI. 28; a small, green

1.

many

black transverse

from the interior of Australia.

;

HollandiK Gmel., Lear Parr.

Selby

Selby

13,

with yellow head and brownish back, and

species,

stripes across the

Buff. PI.

Sp. Psittacus Alexandrl L.,

green, head greyish-green

;

Calopsitta

Less.

Lesson

PI. 27,

Sp. Psittacus nova

Illustr.

de Zool. PI. 49, 50,

grey, with an orange-coloured spot under the eyes,

and

a thin long crest like that of the peewit.

Kuhl

Conurus

(in part), Gray, Psittacara Vigoks.
Bill mowith tip of upper mandible produced, acute. Orbits

derate, curved,

Wings with second and

denuded.
of

third quills subequal, longest

Tail elongated, graduated, with feathers acuminate.

all.

Buff. PI.

Sp. Psittacus carolinensis L.,

Jard.

p. 376, PI. 26, fig.

I.

I

;

shoulder-tops of wings orange,

bill

and

enl. 16'i, 407,

compressed at the

flat,

orange,

Psittacus guijanensis

Gmel.

&c.

Macrocercus Yieill., Ara Briss., Gray.

men

Ornith., ed.
bill

legs pale yellow; the only species

of parrot which occurs in the United States.

PL

Wilson Am.

enl. 499,

green, head yellow, near the

sides,

Bill strong,

with cul-

Cheeks denuded.

curved, high.

(Tail of Conurus).
Sp. Psittacus

PL 6

;

bill

black;

id.

ill.,

L.,

Buff.

PI. enl. 36,

Psittacus hyacinthinus Lath.,
PI. 55, fig. i;

Ois.

Guerin
L.

Ararauna

a very large species ; back, wings and

Iconogr.,

Ois.

Gm.,

^ra

(in part),

Perr. PI.

r

Lear

Pa7-r. PI. 8,

tail blue,

1.

1.

Lear Parr.

PI. 9,

Cuv. R. Ani.,

Aracanga Gm., Buff. PI. enl. 12,
Selby 1. 1. PI. 7; Psittacus Macao

Psittacus

PI. 36, fig.

i,

6msi7ie»isis Briss. Ornith. iv. PI. 19, fig.

the two last-named species, united apparently by

;

Selby

breast and belly yellow,

i,

Vaill.

LiNN^us

under Psittacus Macao, are deep red, with blue wings and the tail blue
above; the bill is whitish-yellow, with lower mandible black; but the first
has, besides other characters,

be most readily distinguished.

Guyana

also

Wagler
genus

and

it

may

first in

in Jamaica.

unites this

Sittace,

some yellow on the wings, by which
Both species occur in Brasil, the

and the preceding sub-genus, Conurus,

All the species are from America.

in a single

— —

—
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Gray, Plyctolophus Yaill.

Bill short, strong,

curved, with tip acute, end of the lower mandible truncate, emar-

Head

ginate.

"Wings long, with second, third and fourth

crested.

quills subeqvial, longest of

The cockatoos

are large crested, white parrots

Philippine Islands and
Ornith. IV. PI. 21,

and

bill

Tail short, even.

all.

legs black.

fromNew Holland.

PL

Buff.

—The crest

enl.
is

Guer.

3,

263; white, the

yellowish below,

tail

yellow and the wings are long in Psittacus

yaleritus Lath., Psittacus cristatus,

Parr. PI.

from the Mohiccan and

Sp. Psittacus cristatus L., Briss.

White

Iconogr., Ois. PI. 36,

Journal, PI. 26, p. 237, Lear
Psittacus rosaceus Lath.,

fig. 2.

Psittacus moluccensis Gmel., Buff. PI. enl. 498, Lear Parr. PI. 2, is rosywhite, the crest red within.
These species, especially the last-named, are

To

larger than the rest.

PL

Gmel., Buff.

rcits

the smaller species belong:

enl. 14,

Cuv. E. Ani., ed.

with yellow crest and a yellow spot under the eyes.
rwiii

Gmel., Buff.

PL

enl. 191,

with a white

bill,

Psittacus sulphuOis.

ill,

PL

Psittacus

55, fig. 5,
j)hili2:)pi}ia-

On account

&c.

of

its

beautiful crest-feathers the following deserves notice, Psittacus Leadheateri

Vigors, Lear Parr. PL

Calyptorliynchus
ejusd.,

CaTlocej)]ialon

5,

Selbt

1.

1.

PL

13,

New

from

Holland.

ViGORS and HoESF., {Banhsianus Less, and
Corydon Wagl.). Bill high, with culmen

declivous, arched, with tip curved; lower mandible short, some-

times broader than upper, with tip excised, covered at the base

recumbent

Tongue

feathers.

fleshy, smooth.

Wings with

broad, rounded.
equal, longest of

all.

third, fourth

by

Tail somewhat long,

and

fifth

quills sub-

Tarsi very short, covered with small scales.

Feathers of the crown very often produced with a kind of

crest.

Sp. Cahjptwhjnclius Bwnksii, Psittacus Banlcsii Lath., Phillip Voy. to Bot.
Bay, PL 40, p. 267, Less. Ornith. PL 18, fig. 2, &c. Compare Lafres-

NAYE

in

birds of

GuERiN

New

Mcigas. de Zool.

1834,

Ois.

PL

24

—

26.

Large, black

Holland, with red on the outermost tail-feathers.

They

feed

not only on fruits and seeds, but also on bulbous roots.

Nestor

Wagl., Centrourus SwAiNS.

compressed, cm-ved, gaping at the sides.

Wings

long, with third

and fourth

Bill longer than

Claws

high,

strong, curved.

quills longest of all.

Tail

moderate, almost even, with the points of the feathers naked, acute.
Sp. Nestor Nova: Zeelandice Less., Psittacus australis

PL

^

This

ancients.

12

name

;

is

Shaw, Selby Parr.

Nestor productus Gould.

derived from the note of the bird, as the

word Cuculus with the

;
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Dasyptilus Wagl., Psittrichas Less,
dible short,

emarginate before the

Wings with

broad.

Lower man-

Bill curved.

Tail moderate, rounded,

tip.

Head covered with

fourth quill longest.

rare,

piliform feathers.
Sp. Psittrichas Pccquetii Less., III. de Zool. PI.
bird (from

New

i,

Selby

PI. 17,

(This

Bill strong,

com-

1.

1.

Guinea?) I have not seen).

KuHL.

Microglossus Geoffr., Probosciger

pressed, high, gaping; upper mandible hooked, furnished on each
side with a large

tooth,

produced with acuminate

Head

with apex obtuse, transverse, horny.
Tail somewhat long, rounded, broad.

tip far

Tongue round,

the lower; lower mandible very short.

beyond

extensile,

crested; cheeks naked.

Tarsi very short, flattened.

Sp. Microglossus gigas, Psittacus gigas Lath., Psittacus alerrimus Gmel.,

Less. Ornith. PI.
species,

19, fig.

which might

i

;

Guerin

smaller bald spot on the head
species belong to

Icon., Ois. PI. 37, fig.

also be called Psittacus aterrimus,

New

:

Psittacus alecto,

On

Guinea.

is

i

;

—Another

smaller and has a

Temm. Mus. L. B. Both
Geoffeot Saint-

the tongue compare

—

HiLAiKE Mem. dio Mus. x. 1823, pp. 186 198; the tubercle at the end,
according to this writer, alone forms the tongue, the extensile cylinder the
covering of the tongue-bone

Strtgops

Gray,

;

I have not been able to examine the tongue.

[Stringopsis] ^

Bill short, covered at the base

Upper mandible curved, with
setaceous, recumbent plumes.
Wings with fifth quill
culmen gibbous, vaulted. (Tongue
)

by

longest.

Tail moderate, rounded, with featliers loose.

strong.

Claws curved,

Sp. Stringopsis habroptila, Strigops habroptilus,
size

Grat

Genera PI. cv.

of the

of the larger species of cockatoo; the semblance of an owl; dirty-

green,

and brown; the bill yellowish white.
found on one of the islands of the South Pacific.

spotted with yellow

singular bird

W

Tarsi short,

large.

is

Bill witJiout cere.

This

Tarsi covered anteriorly with transverse

scutes.

Family XXI.

much

Rhamphastince.

Bill cellular internally, large,

longer than head, with culmen convex, curved at the

margins

serrate.

Tongue horny,

feathery.

RhampJiastos L. (exclusive oiRhamph. Momota).
the family those also of the single

genus.

(TTply^,

a nocturnal bird

(strix),

and

6i/'tr,

with

Characters of

Wings with

almost concealed under the large coverts, with

From

tip,

Tail with ten feathers.

the face

first

;

quills

quill short,

as Loligopsis, Sec.

.
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fourth and fifth subequal, longest of all.
Tarsi covered anteriorly
by large scutes. Claws curved, acute. Orbital region
unplumed.
The ro«c«^.-These birds live in the warm
countries of America Thev
feed on fruits and insects, but also
eat eggs and young birds.
The biU is
of enormous size, but very light, and
occupied internally by a trellis-work
of bony lammEe, which is very vascular.
(Compare Trail, Linn. Transact
XI. pp. 288, 289.)
There is a monograph by Gould

on this genus (MonoFamily of the Rhamphastidw, London,
1834, foHo), of which a
German edition, with additions, has been published
by J.
C F and
J. W. Sturm. The furcula consists of
two bony pieces terminating below
thin, and not united.
The sternum has two deep incisions on
each side
behmd. The same applies to the skeletons
which I have examined in the
ffraph of the

H

folio

wmg

family (species of Capita)

Bhamphastos Illig.

BiU higher and broader than forehead

Nostrils concealed behind the prominent
base of
by membrane. Tail even or rounded.

bill,

surrounded

Sp^Mam^astus Tucanus

L., Buff. PI. enl.
307 i-Mamphastus toco Gm
Less. Ornith. PI. 25, fig. 2; in this
species the bill i'^
longer than the half of the body with
the tail, of a yellow colour,
with a
black spot at the extremity of the upper
mandible

Buff.

PL

Buff. PI.

enl.

82

j-^.

enl. 269,

discolorus

&c.

Gm

''

Pteroglossus
forehead.

graduated.
Sp.

Illig., (Aracari Buff.).
Bill of the height of
Nostrils conspicuous in the base
of bill.
Tau' lonff
°'

Rhamphastm Aracari

fig.

I

L.,

;—Rhainph. piperivorus

Buff. PI.

enl.

166,

Less. Ornith

PI

2.

L., Pteroglossus cidilc

Wagl., Buff PI enl
sulcat us Swains
Temm'

577, 1'^^9-—Rhamphastussidcatus, Pteroglossus
PI. col. 356 &c
These species are generally smaller
than the preceding,'
"^"^"^S,
and have the bill less large.

Family XXII. PogonophorcB. Bill moderate
or shorter than
head, thick, fui-nished with bristles at the
base.
Anterior toes
connate at the first joint. (Tail with only
ten

Wmgs

feathers in

with

first quill short,

fourth

and

fifth

manv

mostly longest of

all.)

Pogonorhynclus nob., Pogonias Illig. Temm.,
^
Pogonius Leach
Bill moderate, thick, with culmen
arched, tip compressed,
acute!

1

This name, already given by Lacepede
and Cuvier to a genus of
fishes ^see
p. X79), cannot be kept
In the first edition,

above

therefore, of^this

"7;°'"

Handbo k

"x

Pogonorhynchus; this must have
escaped 1.
u so
"'^T.^'
E Gray, generally
strict as to priority,
when he adopted in hfs work
on the genera of birds the name Laimodon,
proposed by him iu 1841
not
L'f'orG
ce of G.

'

— ——
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—

;
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Upper mandible with one or two teeth on each side. Nostrils
basal, covered by bristles; long bristles below the bill, turned
Tail moderate or short, even.

forwards.

Sp. Pogonorhijndius diiblus nob.,

Leach, Buff.

PL enl.

—Pogoiwrhynchus
Lesson

Pogonias sidcirosfris

Iconogr., Ois. PI. 34,

fig.

Bucco niger Gmel., Bdff. PI.

niger,

Ornitk. PI. 24,

Bucco duhius Gm.,

Guer.

602,

fig. i

2

bill)

fig.

PL

PogonorJtynchus personaius Temm.,

;

i,

col.

The females

Birds of Africa, which live on fruits and insects.

201, &c.

of

(fig.

enl. 688,

lay their eggs in hollow trunks of trees.

Temm.

Capito ViEiLL., Bucco Cuv.,

Gapito and Megalaima Gkay.

(and Micropogon ejusd.),

Bill moderate or shorter than head,

broad at the base, compressed at the sides; two mandibles subequal. Nostrils basal, lateral, covered

with

first quill

by

Wings moderate,

bristles.

very short, fourth mostly longest of

all,

Megalaima Gray, Bucco Temm. (add Barhatula
dible, often elongated

beyond the

Tarsits shorter

tip.

upper man-

than anterior

Tail short.

outer toe.

Sp. Capita trimaculata, Bucco frontalis
Icon., Ois. PI. 34, fig.

tail

Briss., Buff. PI.

red

PI. color. 536,

fig. i,

Guerin

871 green, the head greyish blue, below at
Bucco philippensis
from the continent of India

enl.

;

;

;

enl. 331,

an albino- variety.

is

Temm.

Capita grandis, Bucco grandis Gm., Megalaima

;

I

Gray, Buff. PL

virens

the base of the

other

Less., Pogoniolus

Bristles widely divergent at the base of

Lafresn.).

a I,

fourth, fifth,

Tail rounded.

and six subequal.

Desm. PL

of which Buteo luteus Less.,

These birds also feed

chiefly

on wild

peintes

berries

and

fruits.

Psilopogon Sal. Mueller.

Tail

Bristles few.

somewhat

long,

graduated.
Sp. Capita pyrolopJms, Psilopogon pyroloplms S.
nat.
col.

Gesch. en Physiol.

597, Sumatra.

II.

(The skeleton

Mueller

PI. IV. fig. 3

p. 339,

(fig.

figured in

Jardine

Eyton and

Psilopus

is

in Tijdschr. voor

of head),

Temm. PL

Contrih. to Ornith.

1850, PI. 54.)

Add

sub-genera Megalorliynclms

Capito Gray, Micropogon Temm.
base,

Bill higher

Temm.

than broad at the

with culmen produced upon the forehead, bent

dible straight, acuminate.

mental none.
outer toe, or a
Sp.

Tail long, rounded.
little

longer than

Capita cayennensis,

Gray, Buff. PL

enl.

lower man-

206;

PL

bill,

Tarsus equalling the antei-ior

it.

Bucco caycnneyisis Gmel., Capito

maynanensis Briss., Buff.

;

Small short bristles at the sides of

erythrocei^lialus

Capito elegans, Bucco elegans Gm., Bucco
enl.

330

;

Capito pjeruvianus

Gray, Bucco

—

—

;
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peruvianus Gov., Buceo punctatus Less.,

Desmurs PI. peintes 20, &c.
Besides these species from South America, there are some also from Africa,
as Capiio Vaillantii Gray, Pims cafer Gm., Micropogon sulfuratus De la
Fresnaye, Guer. Mag. de Zool. 1836, Ois. PI. 60;— Capita margariticus
Gray, Micropogon margaritatus Temm., PL col. 490, &c. These last
si^ecies form the genus Trachyphonus Eanzani, Bonap.

Bucco L., Tamatia Cuv., Ca^jito Temm. (not Vieill.). Bill
moderate or long, strong, compressed towards the tip; upper mandible hooked, produced beyond the lower. Inferior margin of lower
mandible long, convex, ascending. Gape ample. Nostrils placed
in the base of bill, covered with

recumbent plumes and

Tarsi

setae.

Tail rounded or even, moderate, or somewhat long.

short.

Wings

with fourth quill longest.
Sp. Bucco Tamatia Gm., Buff. PI.
Ois. PI. 52,

i;— Bucco

fig.

fig. i, Cuv. R. Ani., id. ill.,
Lath., Bucco capensis L., Buff. PI.

enl. .746,

collaris

395 Guer. Iconogr., Ois. PI. 34, fig. 4 (Linn^us' name cannot be
all the others of this genus, belongs to
South America)
Bucco macrorhynchus Gm., Buff. PI. enl. 689, Lesson
enl.

preserved, since this species, like
;

Ornitk. PI. 24,

2 (under the incorrect name of Tamatia melanoleuca),
These species ought, with systematic zoologists, to retain the name
Bucco, since B. cap>eims is the only species which, in the system of LtnN^us, is brought forward under this generic name. They have not always
ten tail-feathers; some have twelve, as B. macrorhynchus.
The brown
fig.

&c.

species in particular have

some resemblance

to Dacelo

Leach, a genus of

the Halcyons living in the woods of the eastern hemisphere.

Chelidoptera

GouLD, Brachypetes SwAiNS.

compressed, with tip acute.

Tail short.

Bill short,

Wings

curved,

long, with second

quill longest.
Sp. Chelidoptera tenebrosa

Guiana.
species,

Gray, Monasa

tenehrio

Cuculus tenehrosus Gm., Buff. PI.

which

in that case

with yellow legs

(in

is

Temm., PI.

enl.

505,

drawn with too long a

is

tail,

col.

323,

fig. r

refeiTed to this

and incorrectly

place of black).

Monasa ViEiLL., Less., Gray, Lypornix Wagl. Bill somewhat long, with tip of both mandibles bent. Wings with fourth
and fifth quills longest of all.
Tail elongate, broad, with 12
feathers.

Monasa franquilla Vieill., Cuculus tranquillas Gm., Buff. PI. enl. 512,
Less. Ornith. PI. 22, fig. 2; black, with orange-coloured bill; Guiana.
Monasa {Lypornix) ruficax>illa Tschudi Faun, peruan. Tab. 24, fig. i, &c.

Sp.

As
in

in

the two preceding genera

all

the

known

species of this genus occur

South America only.

VOL. n.
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Family XXIII.

Bill sliort, curved, broad at the

Trogonince.

Gape of mouth
base, with margins mostly serrate or denticulate.
outer forwards;
backwards,
turned
ample. Feet short. Inner toe
hence the two outer toes shorter than the two inner.

Trogon L.

(Characters of the family those also of the single

Nostrils basal, lateral, covered

genus.

Kecumbent

bristles at the base of bill.

or less with plumules.

Wings

moderate, with

first

Tarsi slender, short, very often

quill short, fourth longest of all.

hirsute.

more

Tail broad, long, sometimes with very long coverts.)
The

irogons {couroucous) are tropical birds of the western

hemispheres, which live in woods and feed on insects.

and eastern

They have some
soft and thick and

Their phimage is
affinity with the genus Caprimulgus.
mostly glossy, with a green metallic lustre. Their furcida

is

closed in

front.

J. Gould,
London, 1835

A Monograph

— 1838,

of the Trogonidce, with 36 coloured plates.

folio.

From America

a)

Sp. Trogon curucui L.,

Buff.

PL

enl.

452, 737;

Trogon pavoninus Temm. (not Spix) PI.
fig. I

;

Trogon pulchellus Gould, Trogon

D'Obbignt, Guer. Magas. de
h)

col.

From

Trogon resplendens Gould,

372,

Guer.

id. PI.

22,

Icon., Ois. PI. 35,

Trogon antisianns

Zool. 1837, Ois. PI. 85, &c.

the East Indies: Trogon Beinwardtii

Temm. ,

PI.

col.

124, &c.

Sub-genera: Trogon Savains., Pnotelus Gray {Temnurus Swains.),
Apaloderma Swains., Harpactes Swains., and Calurus ejusdem. Comp,
SwAiNSON Birds, Lardner's Cabinet Cyclopcedia, 11. pp. 337, 338, and

Gray

Gen. of Birds,

i.

pp. 69

—

71.

Family XXIV. Cuculince nob., Am'phiboli III. (add Cm^yBill with culmen deflected in a curve into
ihaix and Musopliaga).
Bristles at the lower mandible none.
the tip.
Tongue not jacuTarsi covered in front with a row of broad scutes; poslatorial.
terior outer toe versatile.

In the skeletons of

this family,

which I have investigated, I find

the sternum with only one incisure on each side behind.

furcula

is

perfect

The

and attached to the sternum.

Section I.
Mnsophagides. Bill hard, high at the base, with
culmen mostly keeled, deflected in an arc towards the tip. Margin
of upper mandible crenate.
Middle toe
Tarsi strong, elongate.

mucli longer than

lateral

toes,

external versatile, often directed

—

—

—
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Claws compressed, curved.

forwards.

Tail long, broad, with ten

(All the species Africans.)

feathers.

Corytliaix Illig., Turacus Cuv.,

Geay. {Musophaga Vieill.

in

part.)

Bill short, high, compressed; upper mandible produced at

the tip

beyond the lower.
crest.

subequal,

longest of

fifth

Orbital region naked.

Wings with

with a mobile

first quill

Head armed
and

short, fourth

fifth

all.

With base of hill covered with recumbent plumes.

a)

Gmel. in part, Buff. PI,
Cape of Good Hope, Mosambique;

Sp. Corytliaix alhocristatus Steickl., Cuculus Persa
enl.

60 1, Less. Ornith. PI.

— Corytliaix persa,
Guinea;

Cuculus Persa L.,

Edwards

Birds, PI.

Coast of

7,

Fauna

Corythaix leucotis Eueppell, Neue Wirbelthiere zu der

von Ahyssinien, Tab.

With base of

b)

79, fig. i;

3,

bill

&c.
(Nostrils in middle of bill.)

naked.

Sp. Corythaix gigas Steph., Turacus giganteus Yikill., Levaill. Promer.

Guep. PI.

19,

GUER., Iconogr.,

Ois.

PI. 38,

fig.

et

i; Coast of Guinea;

Corythaix Rossoi, Musophaga Rossce Gould, Jardine Contrih.

to

Ornith.

1851, PI. 81.

Musophaga Isert.
Bill high, moderate, naked at the base,
with culmen declivous, produced above the forehead into a convex
Orbital region naked.

disc.

long.

Nostrils towards the anterior part of

Wings with

near the margin.

bill,

Claws curved, strong. Three

fourth quill longest.

Tarsi

toes turned forward, with outer

imperfectly versatile.
Musophaga violacea Isert 1, Lath., Lesson Ornith. PI, 79, fig.
Swains. Birds of Western Africa, i. PI. 19; Senegal. This genus
scarcely distinct from the preceding, at least the last species referred to

Sp.

it

(under the division b)

Schi'zorkis

make

Wagl., Gray, CMzcerMs Wagl.

open, lunate, narrow, placed at the base of

and sixth

previously, E-uep-

bill.

quills subequal, fourth

Wings

;

nostrils

long, with

mostly longest of

Feathers of the occiput or the nape often elongate, forming a
Sp. Schizorhis variegata

mer. PI. 10, Swains.

^

Tab.

Schriften der Gesellschaft

is

in

the transition between the two.

PELL. Bill short, with culmen gibbous, not carinate, thick
fourth, fifth,

7,

all.

crest.

Wagl., Phasianus africanus Lath., Levaill. ProPI, 20;
1. 1.
Schizorhis zonura Roeppell, Netie

naturforsch.

Freimde xu Berlin,

ix.

Bd.

s.

16

I,

29—2

— 20,

— —

—
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Taf. 4

Wirbelthiere,
Soc. III.

Schizorkis

;

Rueppell, Transact. Zool.

personata

Schizorhis leucogaster Id.

PI. 16;

ib.

PI. 17.

—These

birds

are

mostly dull-coloured, grey or broWTi, whilst the species of the two preceding genera display beautiful and lively colours.

Section II.

Bill of various length, often slender,

Coccygince.

moderately curved, naked at the base, sometimes emarginate towards
Gape of mouth large, often
the tip, with margins elsewhere entire.

number

Tail with a various

produced under the eyes.

of feathers,

elongate, often graduated.

Tail with not more tlian ten feathers.

A.

Crotophaga L.

Bill

moderate, cultrate,

greatly compressed,

Nostrils lateral, placed near the base of

with culmen acute.

bill.

Tarsi long, covered with an anterior and posterior roAV of scutes.

Tail elongate,

with
of

three feathers gradually longer, fourth and

first

Wings

graduated, with eight feathers rounded.
fifth

longest

all.

Ani

Sp. Crotophaga
fig.

Zool. PI. II.

named
and

Buff. PI.

L.,

102,

enl.

Crotopliaga sulcirostra Swains.,

i;

differs

fig. 1,

Less. Ornith. PI. 26,

Crotophaga Cassaaii Less. Cent.

These two species are nearly of the same size, but the last
by grooves on the bill. A larger species has the bill longer

less high,

with the superior margin erect at the base

Crotophaga

:

Cuv. R. Ani., ed. ill., Ois. PI. 53,
These birds are one-coloured black with blue reflections, and have
fig. 2.
a black bill and black legs they live together in company, especially in
the neighbourhood of meadows, and make large nests in trees and slirubs
major Gm., Buff. PI.

enl. 102,

fig.

i,

;

of sticks and twigs, in which several females brood together.

on grasshoppers and other insects and often

and horses

settle

They

feed

on the back of cattle

to seek for parasites.

Lath. Bill long, large, higher than broad, with tip
mandible curved, acute, produced beyond the lower.

Scythrops
of upper

Nostrils placed at the base and towards the

covered

by naked membrane.

outer toe.

margin of

bill, half-

Tarsi strong, shorter than anterior

Tail graduated, long.

Wings

fourth quills subequal, the third longest of

long, with third

and

all.

Sp. Scythrops novce Hollandice Lath., Scythrops Australiasia;

Shaw, White

Journal of a Voy. to Neiv South Wales, PI. 5, anomalous hornhill, Temm.
PI. col. 290, Less. Ornith. PI. 23, fig. 1, Guer. Iconogr., Ois. PI. 33,
fig.

2

;

at

New

Holland and Celebes

;

this bird feeds

according to the natives, predicts bad weather by
bird the ground-colour

white; the

and smooth

bill
bill

is

is

insects,

and,

In the adult

on the back and wings blackish, the belly
The young bird has a short
marked with yellow-brown spots on the wings.

is

grey,

gi-ooved in the length.

and

on

its cry.

—
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figure of

Gderin Magai. de

in

it

Zool. 1835,

PI. 37.

Pkcemcophaus Vieill., Melias Gloger, Less., Malcoha Vaill.
moderate, broad at the base, rounded, curved at the tip.

Bill

Nostrils mostly placed at the base of bill, lateral.

Tarsus longer than anterior outer

naked.

and fifth quills, sometimes sixth
rounded or graduated, very long.

Sp. Fkosnicophaus vindis Vieill., Ciiculus curvirostris

Ani., ed.

ill.,

Shaw, Less.

Phmnicophaus callirhynchus Temm., PI.

;

with

short,

also, longest of all.

fourth

PI. 23, fig. 2

Orbital region

Wings

toe.

col.

Tail

Ornith.

349, Gov. R.

All the species are from the Eaat

Ois. PI. 51, fig. i, &c.

Indies.

Zanclostomus Swains.

much

Bill

compressed, with tip of both

mandibles curved.
Sp.

PhcenicopJiaus flavirostris,

Western Afr.

i.

PI.

Zanclostomus flavirostris Swains.,

some other

19; from Senegal;

species are

Birds of
from the

East Indies.

Dasylophus Swains.
of forehead.

Nostrils covered

by recumbent feathers

Feathers in front of the eyes erected into a

Sp. PhcenicopJiaus superciliosus Guv.,

Gder.

crest.

Iconogr., Ois. PI. 33,

fig. i.

Rhinorthra Vigors, Buhutus Less., Anadcenus Swains.

Wings with

substraight, with tip abruptly curved, produced.

and seventh

quills subequal, longest of

Bill

sixth

all.

Sp. Pkosnicojyhaus caniceps ViG. and HoRSF.,

Cucidus siimatranus Cuv.,

Anackenus rufescens Swains.

Carpococcyx Gray, Calohates Temm.
fi'om

the base of

lamella.

bill,

lateral,

Wings moderate, with

Nosti-ils

somewhat remote

nearly covered with a corneous
sixth quill longest of

all.

Tarsi

elongate, far surpassing the anterior outer toe.
Sp. Phoenicopkaus coruscans, Calohates radiafus Temm.,

Centropus Illig., Gorydonix Vieill.
curved, high at the base, entire at the

tip.

Claw
fourth,

fifth,

graduate.

and sixth

quills

Tarsi longer than

row of large

straight, acute.

longest

538, Borneo.

Nostrils lateral, placed

anterior outer toe, covered anteriorly with a

somewhat

col.

Bill shorter than head,

at the base of bill, half covered with a scale.

of hallux elongate,

PL

of

all.

scutes.

Wings with
Tail elongate,

—
——

—
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Cuculus senegalensis L.,

Centropus senegalensis,

Sp.

Buff.

PI. enl.

332,

Swains. Birds of W. Afr. 11. PI. 20; Centropus philippensis Gov., Buff.
Centropus nigraPI. enl. 824, Cuv. R. Ani., ed. ill., Ols. PI. 50, fig. i
rufus Cuv., Less. Ornith. PI. 20, fig. 2, &c. The species named and some
;

others are from Africa

and

;

others live on the islands of the Indian Archipelago

•

in Australia.

Bill shorter than

Coccyzus ViEiLL., Temm., Ifacropus Spix.

head, compressed, with culmen convex, curved at the
lateral,

placed in the base of

row

Claws

of scutes.

longest of

half covered

hill,

Tarsus equalling anterior outer

by naked membrane.

covered anteriorly with a single

toe,

Wings with

short.

Nostrils

tip.

fourth or fifth quill

Tail long, graduate.

all.

Cuculus americanus L., Buff. PI.

Sp. Coccyzus americanus,

enl.

Coccyzus dominicus, Cuculus dominicus L., Beiss. Ornith. iv. PI.

— Coccyzus cayanus,

Cuculus cayanus L,, Buff. PI.

enl.

816;

—

9, fig. 2

;

211 (Piaya Less.,

Gray) &c.

Add

Gray

sub-genera Coua Vaill.,

(Sp.

Cuculus madagascariensis Gm., Buff. PI.
Cuculus cristatus L., Buff. PI.

Percheron, Gray

Cultrides

GuJER. Icon., Ois. PI, 31,

enl. 589,

— (Sp.

Coccyzus madagascariensis,

815;

enl.

Coccyzus cristatus,

Less. Ornith. PI. 21,

fig. 2,

Coccyzus Geoffroyi Temm., PI.

fig. 2) a,nd

Biplopterus IBoi^,

Gray.

Cuculus guira Gm., Guer. Iconogr., Ois. PI, 31,
Coccyzus ncevius, Cuculus ncevius L., Buff. PL enl. 812, &c.)

cyzus guira,

Saiirothera Vieill., Less, (add Gfeococcyx

tostoma Swains.)
tip.

(Sp, Cocfig,

i

;

Wagl., Gray, Lep-

Bill long, substraight, abruptly curved at the

Nostrils lateral, covered partly

anteriorly with a single

row

by membrane.

all.

Tarsi covered

of scutes, equalling or surpassing the

Wings with fourth,

anterior outer toe.

equal, longest of

&c.),

col. 7,

fifth,

and sixth

quills sub-

Tail long, graduate.

Sp. Saurothera dominicensis Lafresn,,

Saurothera jamaicensis which

is

Buff. PI.

Cuculus vetula L,

772 (distinct from
on the synonymy con-

enl.
;

—
—
9 {Geococcyx); Saurothera

affinis,

of Birds PI,

All the species

Lafresn. Revue Zoolog. 1847, PP- 353 360); Saurothera viatica,
Cuculus viaticus Lichtenst., Saurothera californiana Botta, Nouv. Ann.

sult

du Mus.
affinis

IV, 1835, p. 121, PI.

Hartl.,

Gray

Gen.

cxiv.

&c.

Geococcyx

American,

Cuculus L. (exclusive of

many

species).

Bill moderate, broad

at the base, depressed,

Nostrils placed at

compressed at the side, moderately curved.
the base of bill, marginate with naked membrane.

Tarsus shorter than anterior outer
single

row

of transverse

scutes,

toe,

covered anteriorly with a

plumed below the

heel.

Tail

— —

—

—
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Wings

elongate, rounded or graduated.

fourth or fourtli and

moderate, with third and

longest of

fifth quills

all.

many

All the species of this genus belong to the eastern hemisphere,

Many

Africa.

make

species

for themselves

no

nest,

to

but lay their eggs in

the nests of other birds.
Sp. Cuculus canorus L., Buff. fl. enl. 8ii, Less. Ornith. PI. 21,

Naum.

Taf. 127

— 129;

the cuccoo,

colour of the adult bird
transverse streaks

ash-grey;

is

summer

the hairs often adhere to

the belly white, with brown-black

principally

The female

lays yearly four

or at most six eggs, but at such long intervals that the

found as early as May, the
the eggs in the ovary

may

whence she

is

—Some small

Swains. Birds of West. Afr.
102,

is

11.

PI. 21

;

Beehm, Ilandb. Taf.
130, Temm. PI. col. 314; South of Europe, North
is said to build its own nest.
Sub-genus Eydynamis ViGOKS and HoESF.
(and maculaius Gm.), Buff. PI.

chalcites Illig.,

— Sp.

Cucidus glancla-

enl.

274,

fig.

i,

Naum.

xi. fig. 3,

Airica, &c.

Taf.

This bird

Sp. Cucidus orientalis L.
PI. 764, &c.

Tail loith twelve feathers.

B.

Temm., Prodotes Nitzsgh.

Indicator, Vaill., Vieill.,
short, conic,

the base of

moderately curved.

bill,

Tarsi short.

Bill

Nostrils placed in a fossa near

surrounded by membrane, opening near the culmen.

Wings with

third quill longest of

second sub-

all,

Tail with feathers unequal.
Sp. Indicator Sparmayini Steph.,

Cuv., Less. Ornith. PI. 22,

Cuculus indicator Gm.

fig. i.;

;

Indicator minor

Indicator maculatus

Birds, PI. cxiii. Indicator variegatus Less.?

1

Cuculus

crested {Oxylophus Swains.).

rius L., Cuculus macroiirus

equal.

warm

They form the

&c.

fig. 2,

In some the head

from

species

Sp. Cuculus Klaasi Cuv., Vaill. Ois. d'Afr.

sub-genus Chrysococcyx BoiE.

col.

she selects for

;

Cuculus capensis Gm., Cuculus

countries have green feathers with metallic reflections.

pi.

of

contented to lay her eggs

which feed their young with insects

solHarius Vieill., Buff. PI. enl. 390, &c.

Temm.

has been

be the cause on which the absence of incUnation

this chiefly small species of singing birds.

PI. 212,

first

The slow development

last as late as July.

to brooding depends in the cuccoo^;
in the nest of other birds

i,

bill

has been regarded as actually haired.

it

fig.

The general

coucou, der KucTcuch.

and the legs yellow. The cuccoo
upon hairy caterpillars, of which
the inner surface of the stomach in siich a degree

the base of the

;

feeds in the middle of

that

le

Gdbr.

Gray, Gen. of

Icon.,

Ois. PI.

32,

Compare H. Schlegel Natuurh. Verhand. van de Maalschappij der Weten-

scJiappen

te

Haarlem, xix Deel.

habits of the cuccoo

1.

1.

237

— 268.

we name E. Jenner

discoverer of the cowpox- inoculation

;

Amongst

the earlier writers on the

in Philos. Transact. 1788, pp.

accoi-ding to his observations,

Gloger, the young cuccoo throws out of the nest the young ones of

its

219

— 237,

the

confirmed by
foster-mother.

—
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fig.

2

Indicator alhirostris Temm.,

;

PI.

col.

367,

cuccoo-species, which feed principally on honey,

Small African

&c.

and from

their constant

cry are easy to follow, so that they guide the natives to the resorts of the

wild bees.

Leptosomus Vieill.
pressed at the
of

of

Wings with

scutes in front.

covered with a double

toe,

third

com-

middle

nostrils oblique, placed in the

Tarsus thick, equalling the outer

bill.

row of

Bill moderate, depressed at the base,

tip, deflected;

and fourth

quills longest

Tail even, broad.

all.

Sp. Leptosomus viridis YimLL., Cuculus afer Gm., Buff. PI. enl. 587, 588,

Less. Ornith. PI. 20,

fig.

i,

Guer.

Iconogr., Ois. PI. 32,

makes

gascar; this bird lives on fruits and

from the

rest of the cuccoo-tribe

by

its

fig.

i

;

at

nest in old trees.

its

Mada-

It differs

habitus and the straight truncated

tail.

Family

Tongue

entire.

Sagittilingues [Picidce

Bill straight, elongate

ionince).

row

XXV.

conical,

exclus. of Capi-

with margins very-

Tarsi covered anteriorly witli a single

jaculatorial.

Feet

of transverse scutes.

and

Gray,

for climbing,

Tail with twelve feathers, the

first

with posterior outer

Claws curved, compressed.

toe often longer than anterior outer.

(Cubital coverts short,

minute.

not covering the secondary quill-feathers beyond the middle.)

The arrow-tongued
from the

bill

The cornua

feed.

tongue

is

Their tongue can be extended far

birds.

and serves to catch

insects,

on which they

of the hyoid bone are so long, that

not extended they

mount over the cranium

chiefly

when the
as far as

and often even pass forward into a cavity (mostly on the
right side) of the upper mandible. The two coeca at the commencement of the large intestine are wanting, or are quite rudimentary,
and so closely attached to the intestinal canal that they may easily

the

bill,

escape observation.

Yunx
Nostrils

L.
basal,

Bill

These birds keep principally in woods.

short,

conical,

somewhat round, acuminate.
surrounded by membrane.

approximate, narrow,

Tongue round, vermiform, with extremity
short.
short,

Tail moderate,

with

longest of

first quill

Feet

acute.

flexile.

Wings

very small, second and third subequal, third

all.

Yunx
GuEEiN

Sp.

simple,

rounded, with feathers

torquilla L.,
Iconorjr.,

tourcol, der

BuPF.

Ois. PI.

PL

30,

enl.

fig,

698,

5,

Lesson

Naum.

Taf.

Ornith. PI. 28,

fig.

2,

138; the wi-yneck,

le

Wendehals; in Europe migratory; feeds on insects, especially

—
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it turns about
on ants and their pups (so-named ants' eggs)
The female lays 7
often very far backward (hence its name).
;

—

eggs,

without building a nest, in hollows of

ground.

— Yunx pcdoralis

white

often low near the

trees,

De Lafresnaye, Guer.

Vigors,

head

its
1 1

Magas. de

Zool. 183s, Qis. PI. 33; from the south of Africa.

Picumnus Temm. Bill sliort, with culmen snljstraiglit. Nostrils
by setaceous recumbent plumes. Tail very short,
with feathers flexile, rounded at the point. Wings with first quill
very short, second and third gradually longer, fourth and fifth
basal, covered

longest of

all.
a)

With hallux

Piculus IsiD. Geoffr. St.-Hii..

distinct.

Picumnus nunidissimus,
Picumnus cirratus Temm,,

Yunx minutissima Gm., Pipra minuta

Sp.

FRESN., Buff. PI.

PI.

col.

371,

enl. 786, fig. i, &c.

fig.

i

Picumnus

;

(All the species

regions of America, except one from India at the

Picmnnus innomincdus Burton, Proceed.
nepalensis Hodgson.)
b)

With

L.,

La-

from the tropical

Himalayan mountains

Zool. See,

feet tridactylous, hallux none.

Bitffoni

1835, p.

154,

Vivia

Sasia Hodgs., Picumnus IsiD.

Geoffr.
Sp.

Picumnus abnor mis Teu^u,

PI. col. 371,

fig.

3; Java, Sumatra, Borneo.

Picus L.

Bill moderate, straight, polyhedral, with tip cuneate,

compressed.

Nostrils basal, oval, patulous, covered with recum-

Tongue with point

bent feathers.
rigid,

with the two

longer.
fifth

subulate, horny, barbed back-

Tail cuneate, with ten feathers somewhat long, acuminate,

ward.

Wings

longest of

least,

one on each

moderate, with

first

incumbent on the first
mostly or

side,

quill short, fourth

all.

The woodpeckers
which they

live in forests,

make

chisel out with their bill,

their nest in the hollows of trees,

—

and lay

their pure white eggs (3
8)
on shreds of wood. They feed on insects, especially such as live under the
bark of trees in decayed wood, and peck deep holes in trees in order to
find them.
Since, however, they spare the sound stems, they are rather

They climb from the root of the trees often along
the stem to the top, springing with the back upwards, in which motion
useful than injurious.

their rigid elastic tail
their food

is

on the ground

serviceable.
also,

Some

like the

species, as

wryneck.

The

Picus

viridis,

seek

colours are usually

strongly contrasted, black and white, or green and yellow with a red spot
on the top of the head.

In the skeleton the cervical vertebra, twelve
for their great development.

The

tail

in

number, are remarkable

has mostly seven vertebra, of which

is unusually large, with strong ridge-like spinous processes and a
pentangular disc on the inferior surface, and seems, from the double trans-

the last

verse processes, to be formed from the coalition of two vertebra.

The

—

—

;
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sternum has two excisions at the posterior margin on each side; the furcula
The quadrate bone is
perfectly closed, but not joined to the sternum.
particularly short, and the lower jaw seems to be joined immediately to the
is

Compare

cranium.

for

further osteological peculiarities:

E.

Kessler

Beitrdge zur Naturgesch. der Spechtc, Bullet, de la Soc. imp. des Natiir. de

Moscou, XVII. 1844, pp. 285

— 362.

LiNN^Us was acquainted with only some twenty species of this genus
now it counts more than 150. Modern writers, especially SWAINSON, have
attempted to form

dififerent

genera of this genus

;

which

divisions, howevei-,

can make no pretence to that rank, and in the an'angement can only be

The European

regarded as subdivisions for reviewing the species.

may

species

be distinguished as black, variegated, and green or ground wood-

peckers.

Amongst

(Naum. Taf.

the variegated woodpeckers

137, black

is

Piciis tridactylus L.,

and white, with yellow crown) without

Of

hallux.

this three-toed species LacepJ;0E has formed his genus Picoides, to which

two North American species may also be referred; but there are Indian
species, which belong to another group, which also have no hallux or only
a very short one, or only a claw in place of it. The variegated woodpeckers form the sub-genus Dendrocopus Koch, Swains,, Pious Gray.
Sp. Picus major L., Buff. PI. enl. 196, 595, Naum. Taf. 134; Picus
medius L., Buff. PI. enl. 611, Naum. Taf. 136, Cuv. R. Ani., ed.ill., Ois.
PI. 48, fig. 4
Picus minor L., Buff. PI. enl. 598, Naum. 1. 1. figs. 3, 4;
;

—these

three species, occurring in

Germany and

other parts of Europe,

also in Holland, where, however, the first species only is

common,

are

black on the back and have the wings black and white.

To

the woodpeckers which are quite black or nearly

so,

in

which the

males have the head red {Dryocopus BoiE, Dryotomus Swains.), belong
large species from America, as Picus principalis L., Buff, PI. enl. 690,

and an European

Picus martius L., Buff. PI.

species,

Taf. 131, which lives in pine forests, principally in the

enl. 596,

Naum.

North of Europe.

Green species, with a crest on the back of the head and the upper
margin of the bill somewhat curved towards the head, form the genus
Malacoloplms Sw., Gecinus Boie, Gray. Sp. Picus viridis L., Buff, PL
enl.

879 male, 371 fem.. Less.

OrnitJi. PI. 28, fig. i

here,

Swainson Nat.

PP- 3°5

—3ii>

Family XXVI.
Selys.)

^T^^

Naum,

Taf.

and Classif. of Birds {Cabinet Cyclopced.),
Genera of Birds.

Hist,

Gray

Angulwostres.

Feet very short,

II.

{Syndactyli Illig., Galhulidoi

somewhat
with two anterior

Bill elongate, straight or

acuminate.

male,

Compare on the sub-genera, not recorded

132; the green xuoodpecher, &c.

straight, tetragonal,

toes united almost

to the point, with hallux short or none.

A

few

Nostrils placed near the base of

bill,

Oalhula MOEHRING, Beiss.
bristles at the angle of

oval.

Feet with

mouth.

Bill straight, carinate.

tarsi feathered in

part, covered anteriorly

with

——

—

—
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Wings

transverse scutes, sometimes tridactylons.

moderate, with

Tail cuneate or graduate.

fourth quill longest.

Sp. Galbula viridis Lath., Alcedo Galbula L., Buff. PI. enl. 238;

ruficauda Cuv., Less. Ornith. PI. 27,

PL

48,

fig.

I

Nouv.

fig.

i,

Cuv. R. Ani., ed.

Galhula
Ois.

ill.,

Galbula albirosiris Vaill., Gubr. Iconogr., Ois. PI. 30,
Galbula trldaetyla Vieill., Jacamaralcyon brasiliensis Less.,

fig.

;

I

;

Diet. d'Hist. nat. PI.

E

32, fig. 2

(Tome

401); species from

p.

13,

the forests of tropical America; they feed on insects.

Lamproi^tila Swains., {Jacamerops Levaill.).
base,

with culmen curved, scarcely keeled.

Bill

(Head

broad at the
Tail

subcrested.

broad.)
Sp. Galbula grand'ts, Alcedo grandis Gm., Levaill. Ois. de Parad. &c. PI.

Galbula Boersii Ranzani, Levaill.

54;

Jacamaralcyonides
ously.)

tip,

Sp, Galbula

53; from South Amer.

{Galhalcyrhynchus

Desmurs.

ejusd.

previ-

with culmen subcurved, compressed

Bill high at the base,

towards the

ibid. PI.

acuminate.

leucotis,

Jacamaralcyonides

leucotis

Desmues,

PI. peintes

19;

Columbia.

Oeder V.

Passerini.

[Amhulatores Illig., Anisodactyli Vieill.)

Bill of various shape, never cerigerous at the base, acute at the
tip.

Toes mostly

Tibise feathered as far as heel.

four, in a

only three, the inner toe being deficient; hallux in

Claws curved,

scutellate anteriorly.

acute.

all.

few

Tarsi

Tail almost always

with twelve feathers.
These birds are named passerine or songsters, because amougst

them the singing

birds are found which have a complex muscular

arrangement at the lower larynx

(pp. 344, 345).

Yet

all

do not

and those birds in which it is wanting
are accordingly united by Nitzsch under the name of Picarice, by
Blasius and Keyserling under that of Scansores, with the climb-

possess this arrangement,

But amongst the birds of the new world the number
much greater of species which have no special vocal muscles,
we learn from the investigation of Mueller.
Hence these

ing birds.
is

as

birds without

muscles for song, which yet, without violence to

the word, cannot be

named Scansores

or Picarice, have been

named

Clamatores (Andr. Wagner), and separated as a distinct order

from the

rest of the passerines,

to

which Blasius and Keyserling
The two diviOscines.

had already previously given the name of
sions are also distinguished,

according to these writers,

by the
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which in the Oscines have at the sides and behind a covering
To this
is simple and not divided into transverse scutes^.
there are only few exceptions, in which the posterior surface of the
tarsi is covered with transverse horny plates which in number
tarsi,

which

correspond with those on the anterior surface.

In the Clamatores,

on the contrary, the tarsi are covered behind with small scales in
a network, or also with transverse horny plates, which in that case

more numerous than the horny plates on the anterior surface.
SuNDEVALL had already given as a character, that the coverts of
the wings are short, and cover less than half the length of the
secondary quill-feathers^, a character however which is present in
are

the woodpeckers (see above
quill-feather is shorter

mentary or

Further he adds, that the

first

entirely wanting, so that there are only nine primary

is

Notwithstanding

quill-feathers'.
still

456).

p.

than the second, and often remains rudi-

all

these interesting characters,

great difficulties are connected with the division of the Oscines

and Clamatores into two orders or even into two groups of the
same order. Cypselus and Hirundo, for instance, would then have
to be separated from each other, which are not merely analogous
forms like Glareola and Hirundo*.
as possible

have

regard to

Nevertheless

these groups,

notice the so-named Clamatores.

Family XXVII.
coverts

large.

Ojjistliocomidce

Cabanis

ten primaries.

Tail

Bill short, convex, curved at the

feathers.

Golius Beiss.,

Gm.

shall as far

place

first

/

Tarsi reticulate posteriorly.

Wings with

curved.

we

and in the

tip.

(in part).

Wing-

Claws compressed,
elongate,

with ten

Occiput crested.

Bill short, thick; upper mandible convex,

beyond the lower. Nostrils placed

sub-vaulted, produced at the tip

Orbital region naked.

in a pit at the base of bill.

Tarsus covered,

almost entirely with a single row of large scutes, with the posterior
margin alone reticulate. Hallux short, internal, versatile. Tail

fur Naturgesch. 1839, s. 332, u. f. f. ; H. BuRMEiSTER Einige Bemerw., ibid. 1840, s. 220
226; Blasius u. KEYSEVihiNG Erwiederung, ibid.
362 368; see also by these writers Die Wirbelthiere Europa's, i. 1840, Svo. s. 80.
2 OrjiithologisU System, Vetensk. Akademiens Handlingar for 1835, pp. 43
130.
3 Om Foglarnes Vingar, Vetensk. Akad. Handl.
Also the
384.
1843, pp. 303
1

Arcliiv

kungen, u.
s.

s.

—

—

—

—

normal number of secondary quill-feathers

is

—

nine, p. 377.

Compare Cabanis

—

Orniih.

Notizen, Arch. f. Naturgcsch. 1847. s. 186
352.
256, s. 303
* It is not, I trust, to be ascribed only to custom and to prejudice in favour of a
division generally adopted previously,

if

I cannot divest myself of this opinion.

—

—
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longer than body, with feathers narrow, the outer on each side
rather small, the two middle very long. Wings short, with third,
fourth,

and

subequal, third mostly longest of

fifth quills

Sp. Colius senegalensis Gm., Lanius macrourus L. [Syst. nat. ed. 12,

Briss. Ornith.
PI. XCVI.

;

PL

iii.

Buff. PI.

16, fig. 3,

Gm. (and erythropus

i.

p. 134).

Gray

enl. 282, fig. 2,

grey-brown, a cobalt-blue spot on the neck;

all.

Gener.

Colius capensis

Loxia Colius L., Colius leuconotus Lath.,
1. 1. fig. 2, Buff. PI, enl. 282, fig. i.

ejusd.),

Colius erythropygiiis Vieill., Briss.

Guer. Iconogr., Ois. PI. 19, fig. 7, &c.
Less. Ornith. PI. 57, fig. 1
They are all African birds, feeding on fruits (hemes, &c.), they climb on
;

trees

and

Senkenb.

fly little

iii.

and only

pp. 39

Compare Rueppell Mus.

to short distances.

— 44.

Ojnsthocomus Hofpmansegg, Illig.

Bill thick, short; lower

mandible with angle somewhat prominent, ascending to the tip.
Nostrils lateral, placed in the middle of bill, covered above by

membrane. Tarsi strong, covered on every side by long hexagonal
scales.
Toes long, with strong claws; hallux not versatile. Tail

Wings with

elongated, rounded.
Sp.

sixth quill longest.

Opisthocomus cristatus, Pliasianus cristatus Gm., Bdff.

PL

enl.

337,

Guer. Iconogr., Ois. PI. 39, fig. i, Gray
Formerly this
Gener. PI. xcviii. from the North of South America.
genus was usually referred to the gallinaceous birds, from which, however,
Compare on the affinity of this
it difiers by the toes completely cloven.
bird Deville in Guerin Magas. de Zool. 1852, pp. 217
224, PI. 9.
Lath. Synops.

PI. lxiv>

11.

;

—

Family XXVIII.

Bucerotincc.

Wing-coverts

covered anteriorly with transverse scutes,

large.

Tarsi

reticulate posteriorly.

Wings with

ten primaries.

large, long.

Anterior outer toes connected together, separate at

the apex only.

ten

feathers.

Bill

{Pedes gressorii L.)
Bill large, hollow, in adults obsoletely serrate or

Buceros L.
denticulate

Tail long, with

at the

margins and often furnished with a hollow
Nostrils placed at the base of bill

appendage above the culmen.
near the culmen, small.

Orbital region (or whole face) and part of

the throat destitute of feathers.

Wings

moderate, with

first

three

quills gradually longer, fourth or fifth longest of all.
a)

Tarsi short, strong.

Buceros Gray.

{Buceros and TocTcus! Less.,

Rhynchaceros Gloger.)
Sp.

Buceros rhinoceros L., Lesson Ornith. PI. 31, Blumenb. Abb. Naturh.

Gegeiut.

Java

is

A

local variety of
No. 24 ; on the islands Sumatra and Borneo.
Buceros hmalus Temm. PI. col. 546; Buceros hydrocorax L., Buff.,

—

—
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PI. enl. 283 (young bird),

Islands

Guekin

Iconogr., Ois. PI. 29,

fig.

2; Philippine

Buceros nificoUis Vikill., Labillardiere Voyage a la Rech. de

;

La Pbtrouse,

PI.

Temm.

11,

PI.

col.

557;

New

Am-

Guinea, Ceram,

boyna, &c.
Tmctoceros Cabanis, {Bucorvus Less., G/RAt).

Tarsi elongate.

b)

Sp. Buceros ahyssinkus Gm., Buff. PI. enl. 779; here the horny excrescence

on the

bill is

though excised

as

warm

All these birds live in

in front

are the largest of this order;

They

food consists principally of

their

Thoy
fruits.

and make their nests in holes
Temminck's PI. col. which work

are shy, have a loud one-noted cry,

Many

of trees.

may

and open.

countries of the eastern hemisphere.

species are figured in

be principally consulted on this genus.

Family XXIX. Coracianm. Wing-coverts

large.

Tarsi covered

anteriorly with transverse scutes, reticulate posteriorly.

united at the base only or

Wings with

free.

with

Outer toes
Bill

ten primaries.

upper mandible curved, pro-

moderate or long
Nostrils basal, lateral, longitudinal,
duced beyond the lower.
Claws
Tail with twelve feathers, mostly moderate.
oblique.
cultrate,

tip of

compressed, curved, acute.
Bill long, with

Euryceros Less.

tip.

and

culmen high, curved; greatly

upper mandible emarginate before the
Outer toes united at the base. Hallux large. Wings with fourth

compressed towards the tip
fifth quills

;

subequal, longest of

all.

Tail moderate, rounded.

Sp. Euryceros Prevostii Less., Centime Zool. PI. 74, Illustr. de Zool. PI. 13;

Madagascar.

This bird, of the

wing-coverts cinnamon-brown.

be placed here

Gray have
Colaris Cuv.,

;

of mouth.
large.

a thrush,

arranged

it, it

Eurytomus ViEiLL., Gray.
tip,

back and

it

all.

ought to

which Lesson and

Bill shorter than

tip, with gape ample.
Outer toes united at the base, nearly equal.

toe.

Hallux

The long wings produced
tail,

with second quill

Tail moderate even.

Colaris orientalis,

Indies and China;

Gm., Buff. PI.

Chloi'ojyygia
rate,

that

broad at the base, compressed
Recumbent bristles at the angle

almost as far as the posterior margin of

Sp.

me

does not appear to belong.

Tarsus shorter than middle

longest of

black, with

is

to the preceding family at least, in

head, curved abruptly at the

towards the

size of

It seems probable to

Coracias orientalis L., Bdff. PI.

enl.

619;

East

Colaris madagascariensis, Coracias madagascariensis

enl. 501,

Less. Ornith. PI. 49,

fig. 2,

Swains., BmcJiypteracias Lafresn.

compressed, with culmen curved.

Outer toes

Bill
free.

modeHallux

—

—
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short.

and

Tarsus longer than middle

fifth quills

longest of
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Chloropyrjia leptosoma Swains.,

Sp.

Wings

toe.

short,

with fourth

all.

Colurus lepiosomus Less.

Ceyif.

Zool.

Lafeesnate, Guek. Magas. de Zool. 1824, Ois. PI. 31; ChloroChhro^yygia squnmigera, Brachypt.
X>ygia jyittoklcs Lafresn. ibid. PI. 32;
PI. 20,

sqiiamigera Lafresn.,

Desmubs

PuCHEEAN forms

two

the

of the

with

than anterior middle

tarsi are longer

than those of

— 200.

Bill moderate, compressed towards the

curved abruptly.

tip

from Madagascar.

all

39;

whose

a distinct genus, Atelornis; Eevue Zool. 1S46, pp. 193

first species,

Coracias L. (in part).
tip,

PI. jyeint.

last species,

Outer toes

Wings

toe.

Tarsus shorter

free.

elongate, with second quill long-

Tail even, rounded, with outer feather on each side often

est of all.

longer than the rest, sometimes elongate, acuminate.
Coracias garrula L., Buff. PI.

Sp.

Naum.

486,

enl.

the garrulo^is

Ornith. PI, 49,

fig.

general colour

blue-green, the back cinnamon-brown,

yellow.

is

i

;

roller,

le

Taf. 60,

collier,

Lesson

die RacTce;

bill

the

black, the legs

This bird lives in woods, feeds chiefly on large insects, and lays

from four to

six

white eggs in hollow

trees.

In

its

internal structure

it

corresponds in some respects with the kingfishers and the bee-eaters, {Alcedo

and Merops) .— Coracias caudata L., Galgulus angolensis Briss. Ornith. 11.
PI. 7, fig. I, Buff. PI. enl. 88, Desmdes PI. peinies 28 ;— distinct from
Coracias abyssinica Gm., Buff. PI. enl. 626; see Desmues op. cit.

Family
ten.

XXX.

Meropince.

Wing-coverts large.

Tarsi covered anteriorly with transverse scutes.

toes united, separate only at the apex.
basal, lateral, partly covered

somewhat

by

Primaries

Two

Bill subcm-ved.

feathers of forehead.

outer

Nostrils

Tail long or

long, with twelve feathers.

Prionites Illig.,

Momotus Briss.

(species of Bliairvphastus L.).

Bill moderate, cloven as far as under the eyes, with margins serrate.

Tongue narrow, horny, feathery. Tarsus covered anteriorly and
row of transverse scutes, reticulate at the sides,

posteriorly with a

equalling or surpassing the anterior middle toe.

Tail cuneate, with

two middle feathers with stem sometimes produced beyond the rest
and denuded before the vaned termination. Wings with fourth
and

fifth quills

subequal, fourth longest of

This genus contains

correctly observed, represent the genus

They

live in forests

all.

South American birds which, as Cuvier has

and feed

chiefly

on

Merops of the eastern hemisphere.
insects.

They

green and blue, and in form also most of them have
to each other.

are coloured sea-

much resemblance

—

—

—

—
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Sp.

Rhamphastas Momota

Prionites hrasiliensis,

Less. Ornith. PI. 30,

Desmurs PL
base,

fig.

&c.

2,

whose

Species,

peintes, 62, &c.

Buff. PI.

L.,

Prionites Lessonii,

;

form with Swainson the genus

bill is

broad and
(Sp.

Ci-ypticus.

enl.

Momotus

flat at

Momotus platyrhynchus Jaedine and Selby

PI. 106;

Prionites supterciUosus, Crypticus svperciliosus Swains.)

noted the notches at the margin of the

to be observed

Mexican

by the naked

species (not

much

The same

eye.

larger than a

is

of Ornith.

III.

are fine

bill

the

Prionites platy-

rhynclms,

last species

370,

Lessonii

In the
and scarcely

the case with a small

common

kingfisher), Prionites

momotula, Hylomanes momotula Lichtenst, Ahhandl. der Akml. der Wiss.
zu Berlin, Physik-math. Klasse, 1838, p. 449, PI. iv., Gray Gen. of Birds,
it has a shorter tail and somewhat longer tarsi than the rest.
PI. XXIV.

i.

;

Bill moderate or long, arched, acuminate, with
Merops L.
margins very entire. Tongue narrow, with apex horny, laciniate.

Tail long, subeven.

Tarsi short, reticulate posteriorly.

Tibias

denuded above the heel. Wings with first quill mostly very small,
second, more rarely third or fourth, longest of all.
a)

Sp.

Wings

lone/.

Tail

middle feathers

ivith tioo

Merops apiaster L., Buff. PI.

Naumann

Taf. 143; ihQ bee-eater,

enl. 938,

elonc/ate.

Lesson

le gxnepier,

Ornith. PI. 30,

fig.

i,

der Bienenfresser ; the back

breast and belly
Europe and in Africa, and
feeds on insects, especially wasps and bees, which it captures on the wing,
Merops
like swallows; has been seen, though very rarely, in England;

red-brown,

the throat yellow with a black margin,

greenish-blue

;

this bird lives in the south of

nuhicus Gm., Buff. PI.
b)

Wings

short,

Melittophagiis

&c.

enl. 649,

Tail forhed or emarginate.

rounded.

Sub-genera

Bote and Nyctiornis Swains., Alcemerops IsiD. Geoffr.i

Sp. Merops amictus Temm., PI.

col.

310,

Guerin

Iconogr., Ois. PI. 27,

fig.

i

;

green, head violet-red on the top, throat bright blood-red ; a large species

Merops gidaris Lath., Shaw, Melittophagus
Gray, Gener. of Birds, PI. xxx. «Stc.

from Borneo and Sumatra;
gularis

Family
ten.

XXXI.

Halcyonince.

Wing-coverts

Two

obsolete scutes, sometimes reticulate.
tinct only at the apex.

Primaries

outer toes united, dis-

Bill long, straight, with

Nostrils basal, lateral, small.
heel.

large.

Tarsi short, covered anteriorly with transverse, distinct or

culmen keeled.

Tibias denuded below towards the

Tail with twelve "feathers.

The

of which about eighty
Only very few occur in the new world ;

kingfishers forra a natural family,

species are

now known.

^

Nouv. Ann. du Mus.

I.

1832, p. 395.

—

—

——

;
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most of the species inhabit the islands of the Indian Archipelago or
This group corresponds to the genus Alcedo
of the South Sea.
the
exception of his last two species, which
with
of LiNN^us,
belong to the genus Galhula (sec above

[Alcedo Swains.,

Alcedo L.

Geay, Alcyone Swains., Gray.)

Bill slender, compressed, acute at tlie tip.

third quills subequal, third longest of
these.

458).

p.

Wings with

all, first

little

second and

shorter than

Feet weak; anterior inner toe very

Tail very short, even.

short or none.

Naum.

Sp. Alcedo ispida L., BOFF. PI. enl. 77,
Ois. PI. 46, fig.

ill.,

I

;

the kingfisher,

le

Taf. 144, Cuv. R. Ani., ed.

martin-2)echeur, der Eis-vogel; the

middle of the back azure-blue, the wings blue-green, abdomen ferruginous,
the thi-oat white, the legs red, the

brown-black; a shy, solitary bird of

bill

commoner in the south than in the north of Europe; occurs
also in Asia Minor and the North of Africa it feeds on fish, and watches
for its prey on the banks of rivers often for hours together.
The nest is a
narrow hole dug by its bill in the bank near the water's edge and covered
with fine fish-bones. The female lays from 6 to 8 glossy white eggs. The

passage,

;

young, at

first entirely

somewhat smaller

naked, are fed with Lihellvlce.

species of Asia,

—A very

similar,

Alcedo hengedensis Gm., which occurs

is

not only in Bengal, but also at Timor, the Philippine Islands and Japan,

Faun. Jap. Av. Tab. 38;

Lesson

Ornith. PI. 29,

species, blue above,

Alcedo

fig,

i.

Buff.

cristcUcili.,

Guer.

PL

enl.

Iconogr., Ois, PI. 28,

ruddy below, with

fig.

fig.

756,
i

;

i.

a small

crest-feathers blue with black spots

from the Cape of Good Hojie.

The

species without inner toe {p)edibus tridactylis)

.4 ^cyojie

Swains., Gray. To

PI.

595,

col.

small species

white

;

;

2;

tip.

form the sub-genus

helong Alcedo solitaria,Ceyx solitaria Temm.

Alcedo 2msilla, Ceyx 2msil la Tehm.

head, back, wnngs and

both from

Ceryle BoiE,
acute at the

fig.

it

New

tail

ib. fig.

azure-blue, breast

3,

a very

and belly pure

Guinea, &c.

Gray, Isinda SwAiNS. Bill thick, compressed,
Tail somewhat long, rounded.
Anterior inner

toe longer than hallux.

(Other characters of the preceding genus.)

young bird);
Western Asia and Europe; Ceryle viaxima, Alcedo maxima Pall., Ispida
gigantea Swains. Pirds of West. Africa, 11. PI. 1 1, Buff. PI. enl. 6'jg,
Senegal;
Ceryle luguhris, Alcedo luguhris Temm. PI. col. 548, Faun. Jap.
Av. Tab. 38 B, from Japan, &c. They are all large birds, black and white
variegated, or bluish-grey plumage. To this genus alone the few American
species of this family belong, as Ceryle Alcyon, Alcedo Alcyon L., Buff.

Sp. Ceryle rudis, Alcyon rudis L., Buff. PI. enl. 716 (and 62,

PI. enl. 715,

Wilson Am.

fisher of the

VOL.

II.

Jard.
Mexico

Ornith., ed.

North America from Hudson's Bay

to

i.

;

PI. 23,

fig.

i, p.

348; in

the only species of king-

United States.

30
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Halcyon SwAiNS.

Bill long,

sometimes very long, broad at the

Lower mandible angulate

base,

somewhat depressed.

ferior

margin, ascending towards the

Sp. Halcyon concreta, Dacelo concreta

L.,

PL

4, fig. 2

Albin ^w.

III.

;

PI.

bill,

ix.

Hist.

PL

capensis L.

coloured

Temm. PI.

(Comp. on
1842,

p.

this species

Strickland Ann. and

Halcyon leucocephala, Alcedo

441);

590; a large species with very large pale orange-

enl.

Bill of

Halcyon, but habitus of Al-

Feet tridactylous, with inner toe none.

Tail very short.

Sp. Halcyon purpurea, Alcedo tridactyla Pall.

VosMAER

346, Diet. univ. d'Hist.

col.

from the East Indies and not from the Cape, &c.

Cei/x Lacep. (not Temm.).
cedo.

first quill

Sumatra; Halcyon Smyrnensis, Alcedo Smymensis
27, 28, Buff. PI. enl. 894; Asia Minor, Bengal,

Ceylon, Philippine Islands.

Mag. of Nat.

Wings with

tip.

Tail short or moderate, rounded.

short, third longest of all.

Nat., Ois.

at the in-

Sptic.

Zool. vi. Tab.

II. fig.

Bosclirijving van twee kortstaariige Oost-Indische ijsvogeltjes

r

met twee

voor-en eenen achtervinger. Amsterd. 1768, 4to.

Paralcyon Gloger, Dacelo

Leach\

Bill depressed at the base,

broad, inflated; lower mandible gibbous beneath, ascending towards

the tip; upper longer, with tip curved.

Wings with

first

quill

and third gradually longer, fourth mostly longest of
Tarsi reticulate. Tail moderate, broad, or somewhat long,

short, second
all.

cuneate.
Sp.

Paralcyon gigantea, Alcedo gigantea Lath., Buff. PI. enl. 663, White
New Holland, &c. These birds feed on insects, small

Voy. PI. 53, p. 237,
reptiles

Note.

and even on snakes.

— On some other subdivisions cons.

Family XXXII.
ten.

anteriorly.

I.

Primaries

Tail with ten or

Bill slender, arched, long or moderate; nostrils

Two

Upupa L.

outer toes united at the base only.

(in part).

Bill elongate, moderately curved.

Tarsi reticulate posteriorly.

crested.

Gen. of Birds, Vol.

Wing-coverts short.

Upupince.

Tarsi with transverse scutes

twelve feathers.
basal, lateral.

Gray

longer than the

rest,

somewhat

upupa Epops,
Naum. Taf. 142;

L.,

straight.

short;

Head

claw of hallux

Wings with

first

quill

Tail even, broad, with ten feathers.

short, fourth longest of all.
Sp.

Claws

Buff. PI.

enl.

the hoopoe, la huppe,

52; Lesson Ornith. PI. 79,

fig.

2,

der Wiedekopf; this bird has a crest

on the head of two rows of long feathers brownish or ruddy, spotted black,

^

A

word without

signification,

anagram of Alcedo.

1

—
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which

The

can erect.

it
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black with a white transverse bar in the

tail is

middle the wings also are black with white transverse bars
;

The hoopoe

and breast ruddy.

the head, neck

;

a bird of passage which feeds on larvae of

is

mostly picks from the ground its nest is made in hollow
and contains from four to six dirty greenish-white eggs.
The oily matter secreted by the sebaceous gland on the tail-bone, assumes in

which

insects,

stems of

it

;

trees,

the female at brooding-time and in the young in the nest an intolerable
stench (Nitzsch Pterylographie,

opinion that the hoopoe makes

common

in the

South than

58, 149),

s.

whence arose the unfounded
The bird is more

nest of cow-dung.

its

North of Europe, rare

in Holland as also
and at the Cape of
Good Hope a very similar species is found, Upupa minor Gji., Upupa
cristatella Vieill., Galerie desOis. PI. 184, Guer. Ico7i., Ois. PL 26, fig.i 1.

England

in

it

;

in the

occurs also in North Africa

FalcuUa Geoffr. Saint-Hil.
third

and

fifth

in Senegal

Bill long, compressed, arched.

Wings with

Lateral nostrils patulous.

;

fourth quill longest of

all,

subequal. Tail with 12 feathers, even. Claws curved,

compressed; claw of hallux very large.
Sp. FalcuUa palUaia, IsiD. Geoffr. Saint-Hilaire in
Zool. 1836, Ois. PI. 49

Irrisor

Less,

;

(add Rhinopomastes

moderate, arched, compressed, acute.

by plumules. Gape

of

Guerin Mag.

de

from Madagascar.

Smith.)

long

Bill

or

Nostrils basal, partly covered

mouth produced under the

eye.

Tarsi short,

covered anteriorly and posteriorly with a row of transverse scutes.

Wings with

Claws compressed, curved.

quills subequal, longest of all.

To

this

fourth, fifth,

and sixth

Tail elongate, cuneate.

genus belong African birds which were formerly classed with
Cuvier placed with Merops. Sp. Irrisor erythro-

Promeropts, but which

rhynchus,

Upupa erythrorhyncha Lath.

melatiorhyncha Lichtenst.,

Gray

in the male

some

is

(at least in

;

Upupa
The bill

Irrisor melanorhynchus,

Gen. of Birds, PI. xxxi. &c.
species) longer

and more curved,

in the

female shorter and higher.

Family XXXIII.

Wing-coverts covering almost
are very short.
Prima-

Trochilidce.

entirely the secondary quill-feathers

which

ries ten.

Tarsi weak, plumed, or covered anteriorly with transverse,

obsolete

scutes.

Two

outer toes united at the base only.

slender, tubular, with upper

Bill

mandible ensheathing the lower.

The humming-birds or colihris are small birds richly ornamented
which are found in the western hemisphere only, especially iu
South Aniei"ica they feed on insects. The cornua of the hyoid
;

1

Upupa

this family.

capcnsis Gmel., Buff. PI. enJ. 697, does not belong to this genus nor to

Grat, who judges

differently of

it,

seems not to have examined the

30—2

bird.

;
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The
extend over the cranium, as in tlie woodpeckers.
is distinguished by a very short humerus ; the bones of

bone

skeleton

and are exceeded in length by those
The keel of the sternum is large and high ; the
The neck is very long, although the vertebrse are
thin.

arm

the fore

also are short,

of the hand.

furcula

is

With the tongue, bifid at the extremity,
only thirteen in number.
of flowers.
bottom
the
at
insects
catch
they
The peculiar smallness of most of the humming-birds deserves remark
Sloane speaks of a little bird which during life weighed only 20 grains,
Trochilus minimus, Linn. Syst. Nat.

i.

193, ed.

p.

12; when, however,

Beireis makes mention of a specimen which weighed only 6 grains {!iyst.
Nat. ed. 13, cura Gmelin, i. p. 500), it may be surmised with Rddolphi,
that it was imperfect and dried, or half destroyed by worms, Bemerkungen

auf einer

Reise, 1804, 8vo.

Compare on

i. s.

65.

works of Lesson,

this family the three splendid

1828

Histoire naturelle des Oiseaux-mouches, Paris,
Colibris, Paris, 1830, 183 1;

Les TrochiUdees ou

les

— 1830;

entitled,

Hist. nat. des

CoUhris

et les

Oiseaux-

and GouLD'a valuable Monograjih of the
London, 1850, and foil, (up to Oct. 1852,
Trochilklce or Humming- Birds.
4 parts, fol. The plates present an imitation of the original play of
colours of the plumage hitherto unknown.)
mouches,

Paris,

first

1833,

Wings

(Characters of the family.

Trochilus L.

with

1832,

long, narrow,

suddenly decreasing.

quill longest of all, the posterior

Tail with ten feathers.)
T|0o';^(\o?

is

the

name

other ancient wi-iters
above,

p.

;

much

413), so

of a bird mentioned

is

of Zoologists, and that this

certain, that it

name was given

by Herodotus, and

may have been

whatever that bird

(comp.

was not the Trochilus

quite incorrectly to this

genus of small American birds. They are in all respects formed for
flying, and are almost always in motion, like the swallows, which

have much analogy with the humming-birds.

They

lay

two eggs in

a nest which is composed principally of the woolly tissue of plants.
LiNN^us counted in 1766 two and twenty species of his genus

Trochilus;

Within the

between two and three hundred are now known.
last few years, therefore, difiereut genera have been

proposed to distinguish the species,

Gould.

They

length of the

+

With

are
bill
hill

and of the

duced.

acute.

by Swainson and

tail.

curved.

Fhaethornis Swains.
sides,

especially

founded chiefly upon the form and relative

Bill elongate, curved,

Tail long, cuneate, with

Tarsi feathered.

compressed at the

two middle

feathers pro-

—

—

—

—
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Sp. Trochilus supercUiosus L., Bdpf. PI. enl. 600,
PI. 6, 7

;

fig.

Gould.

Oreotrochilus

Bill scarcely longer

than head, moderately

Tail rounded, with feathers attenuated.

curved.

Trochilus

Sp.

Gould TrocMUd.

D'Oebignt,

Estella

Tarsi feathered.

Jamesonii Jaedine, Trochilus Pichincha Boueeieb,

Jaedine

Briss., GTray.

Peru &c. These
of pennanent snow.

Bill

2;

PI.

Gould

Contrib. to Ornith. 1850, PI. 43,

high mountains close to the line

Polytmus

Lesson CoUbr,

3,

Brasil, &c.

Trochilus

1. 1.

PI. 19,

species live

on

Tail broad, rounded.

elongate.

Tarsi partly feathered.

mango L., Buff. PI.
from the West Indies, &c.

Sp. Trochilus
15

;

enl.

680, figs. 2,

3,

Less. Colihr. PI. 13

Trochilus Gray, Gould, (add Topaza Gray).
Tail emarginate, with

curved, elongate.

times very long.
Sp.

two

Bill

Gould

fig.

599,

I,

1.

1.

PI.

i

;

Jamaica;

Less. Ornith. PI. 73,

With

tt

Lesson

Ois.

mouch.

Trochilus Pella L., Buff. PI. enl.

fig. i,

Colihr. PI. 2

—5;

Guyana, &c.

hill straight.

Mellisuga Briss., Gray, Orthorhynchus Lacep.,

some

some-

Tarsi short, partly feathered.

Trochilus Polytmus L., Ornismya cephalatra (sic)

PI. 17,

moderately

lateral feathers

Less. (excl. of

species.)

Sp. Trochilus minimus L., Eylocharis nigra
figs. I, 8,

PI. 30

Buff. PI.

at St

;

Domingo

long from the tip of the

To

;

Geat, Beiss.

Ornith.

iii.

PI. 35,

mouch. PI. 79, Gould 1. 1.
this extremely small bird is only 2 inches 3 lines

enl. 276, fig. i,

bill

Less.

Ois.

to the end of the

tail.

the straight-billed humming-birds, which the French Zoologists

Oiseaux mouches, belong a

preceding division.

still

greater

number of

species

name

than to the

The bill is of very various lengths in some even
and awl-shaped, as Ornismya Linclenii Parzudaki,

shorter than the head,

Guee. Revue

et

Mag. de

Zool. 1849, ^^- ^»

Oxypogon Linclenii Gould

1.

1.

Ornismya microrhyncha Boissonneau, Guee. Magas. de Zool.
1840, Ois. PI. 16; in most longer than the head, as, Trochilus sparganurus
Shaw, Ornismya Sappho IiESS. Ois. mouch. PI. 27, 28, Cometes sparganurus Gould 1. 1. PI. 47 in some as long even as the whole body, Trochilus

PI.

13;

;

ensiferus,

Ornismya ensifera Boissonn., Guer. Magas. de Zool. 1840,

Here the bill is
15, Bocimastes ensiferus Gould 1. 1. PI. 7.
some degree bent upwards; such is more decidedly the case in other
species, of which the bill is less elongated, as Trochilus recurvirostris,
Ois. PI.

in

Campyloptcnis recurvirostris Swains., Less. Ois. mouch.
Ois. m., Suppl. PI. 34.

and Trochilus

avocetta

Less.

PL

37,

Colihr.,

Colihr., Ois. m., Suppl.

PI. 24, Trochil. PI. 23.

Note.

— Here also are to be referred sub-genera Hylocharis and Heliothrix

BoiE, and several genera of Gould, here omitted.

—
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Bill elongate, with
Less., Grypus Spix, Gray.
upper mandible produced, curved. Margins of bill serrate

Rhamphodon
tip of

Tail graduated, rounded.

anteriorly with denticles recurved.
TrocMlus ncevius Dumont, Temm.

Sp.

maculatmi Less.

Family

XXXIV.

Wings

short.

Colibj: PI.

PL

120,

col.

fig.

3,

Rhamphodon

Brasil.

i ;

Anahatidm Cabanis. Primaries ten, with first
Wing-coverts mostly covering

moderate or short.

than half of the secondaries. Two outer toes conjoined at the
base. Tarsi covered anteriorly with transverse scutes, often produced
less

on the sides and posteriorly so as to leave only a narrow reticulate
line. Bill of various form and size, acuminate at the tip, compressed.

Hermann \

Dendrocola2)fes

pressed
curved.

Bill

the base, acuminate

at

of

mouth

bill.

Two

Gape

the base of

elongate or moderate,
the

at

Nostrils lateral, placed in a pit at

large.

outer toes subequal, longer than

Wings with

Claws compressed, curved.

first

quill

fourth and fifth subequal, fourth mostly longest of

naked and acute

feathers pointed, the stem being

To

genus different species belong,

this

form a small group presenting
pare on

this,

many

all

With

Tail with

at the extremity.

from South America, which

differences especially in the

bill.

published in different numbers of Gderin's Rev^ie

bill

inner.

short, third,

all.

de Zool. 1850, 185 1, Monographie dio genre Picicule, par

f

de-

compressed, mostly

tip,

et

Com-

Magas.

De Lafeesnaye.

compressed.

Xipliorhynchus Swains.

slender,

Bill

much

very

elongated,

curved.
Sp.

Dendrocolaptes

trochilirostris

ViEiLL., Odd. des Ois. PI. 175;

Lichtenst.,

Dendrocopus

Dendrocol. procurvus

Temm.

falcularius

PI. col. 28;

Dendr. Pucheranii Lafbesn., Desmuks PI. peint. 68.

Dendrocolaptes Swains, (and Picolaptes Less., Lafresn.)

Bill

elongate, moderately curved.
Sp.

Dendrocolaptes major Lafresn. {Dendr. ruhiginosus previously), Gueb,

Mag. de

Zool.

1833,

Ois.

PI.

10;

Dendrocolaptes

tenuirostris

LicuT.,

Picolaptes gutiatus Less. Cent. Zool. PI. 32, &c.

Nasica Less., Lafresn.

Bill elongate, almost straight,

with tip

alone curved or hooked.
Sp.

Dendrocolaptes longirostris Illig., LevailI;. Promer. PI. 24

laptes xanthogaster, Di'yocopus Jlavigaster

^

Desmuks,

;

Dendroco-

PI, peint. PI. 52.

Obscrvat. Zoolog, Argentorati, 4to. p. 135.

——

;
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much

Bill moderate, straight,

Dendroplex Swains.

compressed,

conical.
Sp. Dendrocolaptes picus, Oriolus picus Gm., Buff, PI. enl.

Desm. PL

laptcs pictrostris

Sittasomus Swains.

605

Dendroco-

;

peint. 51 (incorrectly 53).

Posterior claw longer

Bill short, straight.

than hallux, slender, somewhat straight.
Temm.

Sp. Dend/)-ocolaptes erythacus Lichtenst., Dcndroc. sylviellua
72, fig.

+t

PI. col.

I,

With

bill dejiresscd, at the

base broader than high.

Fremnocopus Cabanis, Dendrocops Swains.
Sp. Dendrocolaptes cayennensis, Gracula cayennensis Gil., ^UFF. PI. enl. 621,

Less. Ornith. PI. 67,

fig.

Spix Av.

2; Dendrocolaptes platyrostris (sic!)

Bras. Tab. 89.

JDendrocincla Gray, Cab., Dryocopus
Dendrocolaptes

Sp.

Perrotii

Lafresn.,

Max. Neovid.
Mag.

de

Zool.,

1844,

0!s.

PI. 54, &c.

Note.

— On some other sub-genera,

Birds, Vol.

i.

and Lafresnaye

1.

GRAY

omitted here, consult

Gen. of

1.

Furnarius ViElLL., Opetiorliynchus Temm., Figulus Spix. Bill
moderate or longer than head, slender, compressed, moderately
curved or somewhat straight.

Nostrils basal, lateral, partly covered

by membrane.

Outer toe much shorter than middle.

Wings with

Tarsi long.

third

and fourth

quills subequal, fourth longest of all.

Tail graduated, rounded.
FurnaSp. Furnarius figulus, Turdus figulus, Illig., Bdff. PI. enl. 739
rius rufus, Merojys rufus Gm., Figulus albogxdaris Spix Av. Bras. Tab. 70,
;

&c.

Birds of Brasil, placed formerly in the neighbourhood of Nectarinia

they construct a nest of clay, of which the form has been compared to a
baker's oven, and which

is

divided into two cavities

;

in the lower cavity

the female lays four white, red-spotted eggs upon some grass.

Cillurus Cabanis, Cmclodes Gray.
Sp. Furnarius chilensis Less.,
rupestris Kittl.,

Mem.

Lesson

Motacilla patagonica Gm.,

Ornith. PI. 75,

fig.

r,

Kittl.

des Sav. etrang. pres. a I'Ac. de St Petersbourg,

i.

Opetiorhynchus
V'ogel

Lochmias Swains., Picerthia Ism. Geoffr. St.-Hil.
rate,

slender.

fourth and

Nostrils lateral, linear.

fifth quills

Wings

subequal, fifth longest of

von

Chili,

1831, Tab. viii.

short,

Bill

mode-

with

third,

all.

Sp. Furnarius sancli JTilarii Less., Ornith. p. 307, IsiD. Geoffr. Noiiv.

Ann. du Mus.

I.

1832, p. 392.

— ——
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Genus Sclerurus Swainson,

Add

is

this its place 1

Gray and

genera Geositta Swains., Henicornis

chus Meyen, on which cons.

Gray

Gen. of Birds,

Ochetorhyn-

i.

Xenops HoffmannseggS Neoj^s Vieill. Bill moderate or
with culmen straight; lower mandible ascending
towards the tip. Middle toe longer than the laterals claw of hallux
short, compressed,

;

Wings with

larger than the anterior toes.

fourth quill longest.

Tail moderate, with feathers lax.
Sp. Xenops genibarhis Temm., PI.
color. 72, fig. 2

Zool. 1832, Ois. PI.

Anahates Temm.

col.

150,

7,

&c.

Xenoj)s vutilansTEHts.., PI.

fig. i;

Xenops rufosuperciliaris

;

Lafresn., Guer. Mar/as. de

(!)

All these species are Brasilian.

Temm.)

{Synallaxis Vieill.,

Bill shorter

than head, compressed, acuminate, with culmen moderately bent
towards the

sides.

lower jaw straight.

tip;

Nostrils basal, lateral, oblong,

Tarsi covered with a row of large scutes produced to the

narrow.

Claw

of hallux larger than the anterior middle claw.

Wings

elongate, graduated, with feathers flexile.

short,

Tail

with third,

fourth and fifth quills subequal, longest.
Sp. Anahates amaurotis Temm., PI.

Maxim., Anahates

striolatus

Temm.

238,

col.
1.

1.

fig,

2;

fig.

i,

Anahates macrourus

&c.

Sub-genus Synallaxis Yieill. Bill short, slender.
:

Tarsi slender,

elongate.
Sp. Synallaxis phryganophila Vieill., Synallaxis tessellata Temm., PI.
311,

fig.

I,

GUERIN

Iconogr.,

Ois.

PI. 23,

fig.

2;

col.

Synallaxis ruficapilla

Vieill. Galer. PI. 174, Synall. albescens Temm, PI. col. 227, fig. 2, Cuv.
R. Ani., ed. ill., Ois. PI. 40, fig. 4; Synallaxis Tupinierii Less., Motacilla
spiuicauda Gm., Less. Ornith. PI. 74, fig. 2, &c.

Oxyrhamj)hus Strickl., Oxyrhynchus Temm.

—

Note.
To this family also are to be referred genera Sphenopyga
Caban. {A7iunhius Lafresn.), Thripophaga Caban. and Schizura
ejusd.

{Sylviortliorhynchus Desmurs.)

Sp. Schizura malmroides, Sylviorthorynchiis Desmurii,

Family
ten

XXXV.

primaries.

Eriodoridce Cabanis.

Cubital

coverts short.

Desm. PI.

Wings

peintes 45.

short,

with

Tarsi covered anteriorly

with a row of large scutes, posteriorly with a double row of scutes

^

Illig. Prodrom. p. 213.

—

—
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Feathers of back between the wings and

or with reticulate scales.

mostly elongate, lax,

at the base of tail

as

soft,

though of

silk.

Tail with feathers various in number. (Bill straight, with tip bent.)

and in the preceding family, as we learn from the invesMueller, the lower larynx is not formed by the bronchi
but only by the lowest part of the trachea. To this division of
In

this

tigations of

birds he gave in consequence the
cler

Akad.

Section

name

s.

357

— 365.

Memirince.

I.

Menm'a Davies, Lath.

Bill moderate,

keeled, broad at the

Nostrils placed in a lateral fossa, covered

base.

Orbital region naked.

elongate.

Ahhandl.

of Tracheophones.

Wissensch. zu Berlin, 1845,

cler

by membrane,

Tarsi long, covered behind at

the upper part with smaller scutes, below reticulate.

Claws strong,

curved, elongate; claw of hallux longer than the rest.

Wings

with

first five quills

short,

gradually longer, sixth, seventh, eighth and

ninth subequal, longest of

all.

Tail elongate, in male erect, with

16 feathers, most of them lax, in female cuneate, with 12 feathers.
Sp.

Menura superha Davies, Menura Lyra Shaw, Davies Linn. Trans,

i8or, pp. 207

— 210,

Tab. 22, Guekin. Iconogr.,

Ois. PI. 13, fig. 1,

vi.

Less.

Ornith. PI. 88
the outer tail-feathers are curled outwards and ornamented
with ruddy spots; Menwra Alherti Gould, Jaedine Contrib. to Ornith.
;

1850,

PI,

50; a species discovered not long ago, with shorter

outer tail-feathers are shorter than those that succeed to

Both species are

large,

les

mosurs, &c. dii

the

and on

Holland, which feed on insects,

land-slugs.

113— 116.

Section II.
PteroptocJius

obtuse, curved.

culum.

tail;

internally.

Comp. Jules Verreaux Notes sur
Menura superha Guer. Revue et Magas. de Zool. 1849,

particularly beetles,

pp.

New

shy birds of

them

MyiotJierince.

Kittlitz.

Bill moderate, straight, with

Nostrils basal, lateral, covered

and around the

Bristles at the base of bill

strong; tarsus equalling middle toe or exceeding
toes equal ; hallux elongate.

Claws curved,

culmen

by a horny
it

a

strong.

oper-

Feet

eyes.
little;

Wings

lateral

short,

rounded, with third and fourth quills and on to the seventh subequal, longest of

all.

Tail moderate, graduated.

Sp. Pteroptochus ruhecula Kittl.,
Petersbourfj,

180, Tab.

i.

III.

M4m.

1830, p. 179, Tab. 11

;

presentes a I'Acad. dcs Sc. de St

Pteroptochus alhicollis Kittl.

Megalonyx mcdius Lesson,

Illustr.

de Zool.

PL

60.

ib. p.

—

—
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Chamma Gambel.
Gambel Journal

Sp. Chamcea fasdata,

Vol.

Sec. Ser.

i.

of Acad, of nat. Sc. of PhiladdpMa,

PI. 8, fig. 3.

Hylactes King, Megalonyx Less, in part.
Bill short, with
culmen curved, compressed towards the tip, emarginate. Nostrils
basal, covered

by

anterior toes.

Claws long.

a vaulted membrane, narrow.

Wings

Tarsi longer than

with fourth and

short,

King, Proceed. Zool. Soc. 1830, p. 15;
Megalonyx rufus Lesson Centiir. Zool. PI. 66 both from

Sp. Hylactes Tarnii

;

Colohatris

Gloger, Cabanis, Grallaria ViEiLL.

Wings

moderate, strong.
fifth

concave, with

subequal, longest of

fifth

Tail rounded, with 14 feathers.

quills subequal, longest of all.

Hylactes rufus,
Chili.

Bill short or

fourth and

first quill short,

Tarsi elongate, covered posteriorly

all.

with lesser scutes, sometimes externally with scute continuous.
Tibise

denuded above the

Outer toes united. Tail very short.

heel.

Sp. Colohatris rex, Tardus rex Gm., Gh'allaria varia

Gray, Buff.

702, Grallaria fusca YlEiLL., Oaler. PI. 154; Brasil;

Turdus tinniens Gm., Grallaria brevicauda Gray, Buff. PI.
fig. I,

PI. enl.

Colohatris tinniens,
enl.

706,

&c.

Sub-genera Hypsihenon Cabanis and Ghamoeza Vigors {Chamcezosa

Cab AN.)

Gray, Brachyurus Thunb.

ViEiLL.,

Pitta

moderate,

Bill

strong, broad at the base, compressed towards the tip, emarginate,

with culmen keeled, curved.
covered by membrane.

Nostrils lateral placed in a pit, half

Tarsi elongate, slender, obscurely scutel-

Lateral toes short.

late posteriorly.

Wings with

third

and fourth

Tail very short, even.

quills longest of all.

Sp. Pitta brachyura Temm., Corvus brachyurus L., Buff. PI. enl. 258, Cuv.

R. Ani., ed.
218;

ill.,

Ois.

Aves, Tab.

11.

The

from Sumatra, the

fig. i
Pitta cyanoptera Temm. PI. color.
Mueller, Verh. over de natuurlijke Gesch. &c.,
named species is from Borneo, the one preceding

PI. 25,

Pitta Baudii S.
last
first

;

from the continent of India.

This genus of the

old world comprises other species,

amongst which is one from the west
coast of Africa, Pitta aiigolensis Vieill., Desm. PI. peint. 46. These birds
make a rude nest of roots, leaves and straw, in which they lay four or five
white or light-yellow eggs.

See Verkandelingen, &c.

1. 1.

Tab.

III.

MyiotJiera Illig. (in part), Myrmothera ViEiLL. (and spec, of
Myoturdus Maxim., Formicarius BODD., Gray). Bill moderate,
compressed, emarginate, with culmen curved.
Tarsi long, scutellate

posteriorly.

longest of

all.

Wings with

fourth and

Tail short, rounded.

fifth

quills

subequal,

—

—
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this

genua and

this entire family

Men^tries Momc/raphie

Mem. de VAcad.

de St Petersb. vie S^rie,

de la famille des Myiotherhue,

Tome

VI. Sc.

mathcm.

With outer

a)

et nat.,

1835, pp. 443

— 543.

toes concrete at the base only.

Myiothera auctor.
Sp. Myiothera colma, Turdus colma G-M., Buff. PI. enl. 703,
tetema,

Turdus cayennensis? and Turdus colma
With outer

b)

var.

fig. i

;

Myiothera

Gm., &c.

united together.

toes

Bill sliort, depressed at the base.

Conopophaga Yieill.

Sp. Myiothera lineata Maxim., Conopophaga vulgaris

Myiothera aurita, Turdus

Buff. PI.

aurittis L.,

Outer toes

Pithy s Yieill.

/3

Menetr.

1. 1.

PI. 14;

enl. 822.

apex only. Tarsi covered
on the inside with naked

free at tlie

on the outside with a horny

scute,

skin.
Sp. Myiothera albifrons Lichtenst., Pipra albifrons GMEli., Pithys leucops

ViEiLL., Dasycephala albifrons Swains., Gray, Buff.

ViEiLL. Galer. des

Ois. PI. 129,

PL

enl. 701, fig. x,

&c,

Formicwora SwAiNS., Geay. Bill moderate, acuminate. Wings
sliort, rounded, with fifth and sixth quills subequal,
mgest of all. Outer toes conjoined at the base only. Tail some-

"omewliat

what long, graduated.
Sp. Formicivora grisea Strickl., Motacilla grisea Gm., Formicivora leucophrys

Gray, Buff. PI.

enl.

643,

ThamnopMlus Vieill.
Lanius

fig. i,

&c.

(exclus. of

some

and on both

joined at the base only.
subequal,

fifth

— species

Bill strong, compressed, with tip of upper

auctor.)

dible hooked, emarginate before the hook.
posteriorly

species;

Wings with
all.

man-

Tarsi moderate, covered

Outer toes con-

sides with small scutes.

mostly longest of

of

fourth, fifth

and sixth

quills

Tail long, graduated, with

feathers rounded.
Sp. Thamnophilus doliatus ViEiLL., Lanius doliatus L., Buff. PI.
fig. 2,

larger,

&c.
as

;

South American

Thamnophilus

striatus

Swains., Voyage de VUranie,

Family

Wings

XXXVI.

species,

enl. ig'j,

mostly of the size of a starling, some

QuOY and Gaim., Thamnophilus

gigas

Ois. PI. 18, 19.

Colopteridm Cabanis,

moderate, with ten primaries

;

Cotingidm Bonap.

some of the

first

quill-feathers

mostly narrowed towards the point, or the second in males imperfect, abbreviate.

Cubital coverts short. Tarsi covered anteriorly

—
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with scutes, posteriorly with naked skin or
short, depressed at tlie base, often

scales.

Bill mostly-

emarginate at the tip; gape of

mouth ample.
Tityra ViEiLL., Gray, Psaris Cuv.^
strong, with

culmen rounded, curved.

Wings with

half-covered with short bristles.
quills subequal, longest of all

;

Bill shorter than head,

Nostrils lateral, rounded,

Outer toes conjoined at the base.
Tail moderate, even or rounded.

imperfect.

curved.

third

and fourth

second quill in adult males short,

Claws compressed,

Gray, Lanius cayanus L., Tityra cinerea Vieill., Buff.
Lesson Ornith. PI, 47, fig. 2, Vieill. Gal. PI. 134;
head, wings and tail black, Guiana;
Tityra valida, Tityra

Sp. Tityra cayana
PI. enl. 304,

whitish-grey,

377,

atricapilla Vieill.,

Gray

Lanius validus Lichtenst., Tityra leuconota

and some other species Cabanis forms
the genus Pachyrhamphus (Gray), a name regarded by Gray as synonymous
Gencr. PI. lxiii. Brasil

;

of this last

with Tityra.

BathmiduTus Cab.
Sp. Tityra atricapilla, Lanius atricapillus

Tyrannus Cuv.

(Sp. of Lanius

various length, with tip hooked.

and Musicapa L.)

Nostrils basal, lateral.

Wings

angle of mouth.

bristles at the

Gm.
Bill of

Long

of males with the

first

narrowed towards the extremity, the third or fourth
mostly longest of all. Tarsi covered with transverse scutes, large,
produced beyond the outside posteriorly, with naked skin on tlie
quills

(three)

inner sm-face.
curved.

Outer toes conjoined at the base. Claws compressed,

Tail in some even, broad towards the apex, forked in some.

Scaplwrhynchus Maxim,

Bill a little longer

the base, inflated at the margin.

than head, broad at

Wings with second

quill longest.

Tail even.
Sp. Tyrannus pitangua Cuv., Lanius pitangua L,, ScapJiorhynchus stdfuratus
Maxim., Buff. PI. enl. 212, Cuv. R. Ani., ed. ill, Ols. PI. 17, fig. i,
Brasil.

Sauro2)hagus Swains., Apolites Sundev,

Bill of the length of
head, straight, with culmen rounded, acute, with sides straight.

Wings with
of

third, fourth

and

fifth quills

subequal, fourth longest

all.

Greek name of a bird, according to Cuvier perhaps he meant ipapos,
ought then to be Psarus; but Latreillb had already a genus Psarus amongst
the Diptcror (i. p. 326).
Of Tityra the etymology is unknown to me, but the name,
1

Psaris, a

;

and
as

it

more commonly

received,

it

seems necessary

now

to retain.

—

—

—

—

;
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Sp. Tyrannus sulphuratus Cuv., Lanius sulphuratus L., Bdff. PI. enl. 296,

Lesson

Gray

Ornith. PI. 42,

fig, 2.

— Tyrannus

lidor,

Milvulus Swains., Muscijyipi'a Less.
compressed at the
of

Lanius

licior

Lichtenst.,

Gencr. Tab. lxii.

shorter tlian head,

Bill

Wings with second

tip.

or third quill longest

Tail foi'ked, with outer feather on both sides very long.

all.

Sp. Tyrannus savana Vieill., Musicapa tyrannus L., Buff. PI. enl. S^i,
fig. 2, BoNAPAETE Continuation of Wilson's Americ. Ornith. PI. i, fig. i

(Jardine's

edit. iii. jjp.

261

— 266);

in

North and South America, &c.

Tyrannus Gray, Drymonax Gloger.

Bill in

some longer than

head, in some shorter, with culmen rounded, the margins turned
obliquely outwards.

Wings with second and

third longest of

Tail emarginate, broad at the apex.

all.

two feathers sinuate

third quills subequal,
(First

at the extremity.)

Sp. Tyrannus intrepiclusYiEiLij., Lanius tyrannus L., (in part) Bdff. PI. enl.

Wilson Amer.

676,

Ornith. PI. 13,

fig.

black with white posterior margin

i; grey, white below, tail greyish-

on the top of the head a yellow or
reddish spot.
This courageous bird, of the greatest service by killing
insects, is named in North America King-bird; compare on its economy
Wilson (Jardine's edit.) i. pp. 216 225; Tyrannus matutimis Yieill.
;

—

{Lan. tyrannus L., in part), Buff. PI.

enl. 537,

&c.

Myriarchus Caban. (Tyrannula Swains, in part, Myiohius Gray
Gould, Gray). Bill depressed, with
culmen keeled. (First quill-feathers scarcely or not at all sinuate.
Tail subeven.
Other characters of sub-genus Tyrannus.)

in part, add Pyroceplialus

Musdcapa ferox GrU., Bdff. PI. enl. 571, fig. r
TyranMuscicapa virens L., Muscicapa rapax Wilson 1. 1. PI. 13,
Tyrannus virgatus, Muscicapa virgata Gm., Muscicapa fiammiceps

Sp. Tyrannus ferox,

nus

;

virens,

fig. 5

;

Temm.

pi. col. 144,

fig. 3,

&c.

Muscivora Cuv. {Musctpeta ejusd, previously) in

part,

Gray.

Bill moderate, broad at the base, depressed, narrowed towards the

hooked

tip,

with culmen depressed.

quills subequal, longest of all.

Long,
and fourth

Nostrils basal, lateral.

rigid bristles at the angle of mouth.

Wings with

third

Tarsi short,

Tail long, subeven.

covered anteriorly with scutes obsoletely distinct.
Sp. Muscivora regia,

Todus regius Gm., Megalophus regius Swains., Buff.

PI. enl. 289, Diet. univ. d'Hist. nat., Ois.,

Gray, Todus

cristatus

ruginea Caban., Muscivora rupcstris
ejusd.) &c.

PI.

2

—{Muscivora

Bodd., Nafurforscher xvii. PI.

Gray

i

.

?)

cristata

Muscivora fer-

(and Platyrhynchus ferrugineus

—

—

—
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Note.

— On some other sub-genera to

Muscivora, omitted here, cons.

Gray

be referred to Tyrannus or

Gener. (Muscica2nnce and Ty-

rannince) and Cabanis Archivfiir Naturgesch. 1847, pp. 247

Platyrhynclius Desmae., Vieill.

Bill short, depressed, equal-

Gape of mouth
Long bristles

ling the forehead in breadth, emarginate at the tip.

produced below the eyes.

Nostrils basal, superior.

mouth.

at the angle of

Tarsi longer than middle toe

Wings with

conjoined at the base.

subequal, fourth and

longest of

fifth

— 251.

third, fourth

;

outer toes

and

fifth quills

Tail short, even.

all.

Sp. Platyrhynclius fascusYi'E.iiAj., Todus platyrhynchus Gm., Pall. Sine. Zool.
vr.

Tab.

3,

Todus L.

fig.

c

(fig.

of

bill),

Vieill. Gal.

Platyrhynchus cancronius Temm.

2;

fig.

PI. 126,

PL

Less. Ornith. PI. 32,

col. 12, fig.

2; Brasil, &c.

Bill moderate, subulate, depressed, with

culmen

dis-

with tip rounded and obtuse, surrounded at the base by large

tinct,

bristles.

short,

Wings

Nostrils placed in back of bill before the base.

with

first

two

quills short, narrowed, fourth longest of all.

Outer toes united, free at the extremity only.
Sp. Todus viridis L., Buff. PI. enl. 585,

under

this

Tail short, rounded.

figs, i, 2,

Vieill. Galcr. PI. 124;

name, according to Lafresnaye, two species are included ; one

name Todus viridis excluDomingo, Todus Dominicensis Lafresn., to which
the figures referred to belong {Revue Zoologique par Guerin, 1847, pp. 326
Perhaps Todus suhulatus Gould (Gray Gen. Tab. xxii.) is not
333)'
specifically different from this last.
of Jamaica, to wbich be would approj^riate the

sively, tbe otber of St

—

Triccus

with

tip

Cabanis, Todirostrum Less.

hooked, emarginate.

Bill

Tail cuneiform.

somewhat

short,

(Other characters

nearly of the preceding genus, but outer toes less concrete.)
Sp. Triccus cinereus, Todus cinereus L., Buff. PI. enl. 525,
diops,

Muscicapa diops Temminck, PI.

col.

144, fig.

i,

fig.

Triccus

3;

&c.

Add: Euscarthnius Maxim., Ilafolura Caban.,

Orchilus Cab.,

Haixdocerus {Le-ptums Swains.), Golopterus Caban,

On

these genera conjoined with Todus, cons.

Peruan., Ornith. pp. 163
254.

Colopterus

is

— 166, and ArcMv

in

TscHUDi Fauna

distinguished by the tail even, the tarsi

long and especially by the
Colopterus cristatus

Cabanis

f. Naturgesch. 1847, pp.

first

three quill-feathers short and narrow.

Caban., Archivf. Naturg.

1.

1.

Tab. V.

fig. 2,

251

somewhat
Sp.

&c.

Flumcola Swains., Gray, EntomopTiagus Maxim. (Add Xolmis
BoiE, Caban., Tanioptera Bonap.) Bill moderate or shorter than
head, with culmen rounded, tip emarginate. Nostrils basal, lateral.
Tarsi longer than middle toe.

Outer toes conjoined at the base.

—

—
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long, with

tliircl

and fourth

subequal, third longest of
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quills (sometimes second also)

all.

Geat, Muscicapa hicolor Gm., Bdff. PL enl. 566, fig. 3,
Cayenne; white, except the neck, wings and tail, which are
Fluvicola cursoria Swains., Muscicapa cUmacura Vieill., &c.

Sp. Fluvicola pica

^75)

fig-

black.

'j

Xenurus BoiE, Alectrurus Vieill.

Long

the culmen rounded.

Wings

long.

long, with

setaceous feathers, in

Claw

mouth.

Tarsi

quills sinuate at the

Tail in some erect, supported

all.

some with two

naked, vaned at the apex.

two

or first

first

point in males, third longest of

by

Bill short, conical, with

bristles at the angle of

feathers elongate, the stem

of middle toe and of hallux long,

curved, acute.
Sp. Xenurus alector, Alectrurus tricolor Yieill., Muscicapa a?ector

Temm.

pi. color.

Muscicapa risora

Maxim.,
Xenurus psalis nob., Muscicap>a psalura Temm.,

155;
(sic)

Vieill., Galer. PI. 131,

Temm.

PI.

col.

286, 296;

both species from Brasil.

Add

genera of modern writers allied to the Fluvicolw : Copurus
Ochthoeca Caban., Centrites ejusd., Ptyonura Gould,

Strickl.,

Agriornis

Gould and some

others,

on which consult Gray Gener.

of Birds and Cabanis Arch. /. Naturgesch. 1847, pp. 25i

and

p.

Galyptura Swains., Gray.

arched towards the

Bill short, emarginate, with

Nostrils basal, lateral, rounded.

tip.

rounded, with third, fourth and
slender,

— 256

340.

elongate.

quills longest of all.

fifth

Outer toes conjoined at the base.

culmen

Wings
Tarsi

Tail very-

short, almost concealed.
Sp. Calyptura cristata Swains., Pardalotus cristatus Vieill,
Ois. PI, 7, fig.

Fi'pra L.

the

tip,

1

:

Guer.

Iconogr.,

Brasil.

Bill short, stibtrigonal, broad at the base, curved at

compressed, emarginate.

Nostrils basal, lateral, partly-

covered by the featliers of forehead.

Tarsi longer tlian middle toe;
two outer concrete at the base, free at the point only.
Wings with third and fourth quills longest of all. Tail short.

toes short

;

Sp. Pipraparcola L., Buff. PI.

enl.

(young male), Lesson Ornith. PI.
Buff. PI. enl. 34, fig. i Guekin

687,
51,

fig. 2

fig.

(adult male), PI. 303,

i]—Pipra

fig.

2

erythrocephala L.,

Icon., Ois. PI. 16, fig. 2, &c.
Small
which the males have lively and gaudy colours,
mostly the head red, whilst the females have a greyish-green, single coloured
plumage. In some species the two middle tail-feathers, especially in adult
;

South American

birds, of

males, are elongated

and bent. Of these

;

they have the

species

first

four or five flag-feathers naiTow

Cabanis forms the genus

Chiroxip>liia.

In others

—

—
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the narrow flag-feathers are present, but not the elongated feathers of the

Cabanis

{CJdromachctris Caban.).

tail

which the

species of

To

tail-feathers elongated.
(see above),

restricts the

this division belongs

Pipra aureola L., Buff. PI.

concrete,

somewhat

long,

Pqwa

to those

and none of the

Pipra erytlirocephala L.
&c.

enl. 34, fig. 3,

In the outer toes

Piprites Caban., (and Heviipipo ejusd.).
tlie tail

genus

are not narrowed

first flag-feathers

less

and in habit receding from the

type of genus Pipra.
Natteeer, Temm.

Sp. Pifra pileata

Natt., Temm.

Add

1.

sub-genera

:

PI.

col.

172,

Pifra

i;

fig.

chloris

fig. a.

1.

Jodopleura Less., Calypitura Swains., Metopia

Swains, and Phcenicocercus Swains.

Rupicola Beiss., Orinus Nitzsch.

Bill

(Sp. of Pij^ra L.)

moderate, compressed, curved, with gape large, covered at the base

by decomposed plumes
produced beyond the

upper mandible emarginate

;

tip of lower.

the

at

tip,

Nostrils lateral, basal, concealed

Orbicular crest, erect, compressed, composed of

Tinder feathers.

Tarsi

lax feathers, extending from the base of bill over the head.

Outer toes conjoined.
strong, covered anteriorly with large scutes.
longest of all,
and
fifth
quills
subequal,
Wings long, with fourth
Tail broad, moderate.

in males abruptly narrowed.

first quill
Sj).

Rupicola cayana Swains., Pipra rupicola L., Buff. PI.

;

Ornitli.

Galyptome,na Raffl.

Wings

Sp. Rwpicola
216,

Gueb.

Icon.,

Ois.

39 male,

col.

PI. 16, fig.

r,

Besckrijvivff

incumbent on the
the head.

PI. 51, fig. 2,

van den Amerikaansclien Rotslman, Amsterdam 1 769,
Rupicola peruviana, Pipra peruviana Jjivm., Buff. PI. enl. 745.

Vosmaer
4to.

Less.

fern.,

747

bill,

broad.

viriclis,

Cuv. R.

short,

Bill

broad at the

base.

Feathers

continued in a short, compressed crest over

somewhat rounded.
PL col.

Tail short, even or

Calyptomena viridis Eaffles, Hoksf., Temm.

ani., ed.

ill.,

species of Rupicola hitherto

Ois PI. 60,

known

fig.

2;

Sumatra.

All the other

are American.

Cotinga Beiss., Geay.
Ampelis L. (exclus. of some species.)
broad at the base, with culmen subarcuate; upper
mandible emarginate towards the tip, longer than lower. Nostrils
Bill short,

lateral, partly closed posteriorly

of the forehead continued

up

by membrane, with

the plumules

Tarsi

to the apertures of nostrils.

moderate, covered anteriorly with transverse scutes, posteriorly with

small scales.
first

Outer toes conjoined at the base only.

three or four quills subequal,

fourth) longest of

all.

second mostly

Wings with

(or in

females

Tail moderate, even or subemarginate.

—

—

;
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Gray, Buff.

Sp. Amjielis cofinga L., Cotinga ccerulea

PI. enl. i86; Brasil;

male azure-blue, purple below, with black flag-feathers and black tail
Cotinga cincta Gray, Buff. PL i88, refemale brown, greyish below.
garded by

many

the

two

first

flag-featliers are

PL

Cayenne, Guiana

;

the

shorter,

first

enl.

stiff

this species

279 male and 699 (fem. Amxtelis

more
The male

equal, the

purple

is

glossy coverts on the shoulders.

the type of the genus XipJiolena

is

In

the two mandibles

;

flag-feathers not narrowed.

coloured with white wings and
species

624, &c.

enl.

narrow.

Ampelis ponipadora L., Buff.
cinerea auctor.)
tail

by a blue transverse streak on

writers as a variety, differs

Ampelis caijana L., Buff. PI.

the breast;

This

Gloger.

Pyrrhorhynclms Lafresnaye.
Comp. Hartlaub, Note Monographique sur
Ampelis formosa Hartl., Gujer. Revue
494, PI- 14,

fig-

Add Ampelion

et

le

sous-genre Pyrrhorhynchus,

Magas. de Zool. 1849, PP- 493>

I-

Caban. (Carpornis Gray), Lipaugus Bote {Lathria

Swains.).
Note.

simple,

— Tlie

species of this genus differ from the allied species in their
unadorned plumage, whence the name Lipaugus. Bill moderate,

Wings with

deeply emarginate.
longest of

Lipaugus
PtilocTiloris
Sp.

first quill short,

Sp. Lipaugus simplex,

all.

lateralis

Gray,

third

Gener. PI. LX. &c.

Swains., CollurampeUs Less,
Lanius arcuatus Geoffr. Saint-Hil.,

Ptilochloris lunatus SwAiNS.,

Lafresn., Guerin

ilf«5fas.

de Zool. 1833,

Ois. PI. 12.

Phibalura ViElLL.,^ Amiyhiholura Caban.
ciilmen

Tarsi

rounded, arched.

first

sti-ong,

Bill short, with

covered anteriorly with

Outer toes scarcely conjoined at the base.

transverse scutes.

with

and fourth subequal,

Muscicapa simplex Lichtenst.,

Wing

and third subTail forked, with outer feather on each side

four quills longer than the rest, second

equal, longest of

all.

acute, produced.
Sp. Phibalura flavirostris Vieill., Galer. Pi. 74,
Iconogr., Ois. PI. 9,
tail, this

bird has

fig. 2

;

With

Brasil.

much resemblance

to

Temm.

PI.

col.

Guer.

118,

the exception of the long forked

some

species of Ampelis

which form

the sub-genus Ampelion Caban. or Carpornis Gray.

^

The etymology

seems to

me

is

uncertain

;

phihalis

is

the Greek

name

that Psalidura or Sckizura would be better

already used in entomology.

Dicranura appears,

if

there

if

of a species of

these

fig.

must be change,

pi-eferable

to Amphibolura.

VOL.

II.

It

names were not
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Threnoedus Gloger, Caban., Querula Vieill.

Bill moderate,

or a little longer than head, strong, broad, inflated at the sides,

narrowed at the tip, emarginate. Nostrils covered with recumbent
plmnes and bristles. Tarsi not longer than middle toe, covered
Outer toes scarcely
anteriorly with scutes, reticulate posteriorly.
Wings long, with second and third or third and fourth
conjoined.
Tail moderate, even, broad.

quills longest of all.

Sp. Threnoedus militaris, Muscicapa militaris Gm., a large bird, carmine-red,

with black wings and
Gm., Buff. PI.

enl.

Threnoedus rubricoUis, Muscicapa rubricollis

tail;

38 1

;

both species from the tropical regions of the

new

world.

Chasmorhynchus Temm.
flat

towards the

[Procmas of some

Bill moderate, broad at

above, broad.

emarginate, with culmen distinct.

tip,

in a large fossa towards the middle of

Head

writers).

the base, narrowed

bill.

Nostrils placed

Gape

of

mouth

Tarsi covered anteriorly with scutes,
produced under the eyes.
Outer toes conjoined at the base. Wings

reticulate posteriorly.

and fourth

long, mostly with third

quills subequal, longest of all.

Tail moderate, subeven.
Sp. Chasmorhynchus varlegatus, Ampelis variegata Gm., Gov. Recjne Ani. 1817,
PI. 4, fig. 4,

Temm.

PI.

col. 51,

many

Less.

Orn'ith. PI. 52, fig.

i

;

the male has

pendant, vermiform lobes of skin

the head is
plumage white, with the exception of the
wings, which are black; Chasmorhynchus carunculatus, Ampelis carunculata Gm., Procnias nivea Gray, Buff. PI. enl. 793, 794, Cuv. R. Ani., ed.
both species from Brasil.
ill., Ois. PL 20, fig. 2

the neck naked, with
light

brown, the

;

—

Gymnoderus Geoffr.
convex, acuminate at the

culmen
Plumes of forehead

Bill shorter than head, with
tip,

emarginate.

extending over the

silky,

short,

;

rest of the

bill

towards the nasal

Orbital region and sides of neck destitute of feathers.
third and fourth quills subequal, longest of

all.

fossa.

Wings with

Tail long, even,

broad.
Sp. Gymnoderus fcetidus,
enl. 609,

GuERiN

Gracula fcefida L., Corvus nudus Gm., Buff. PI.

Icon., Ois. PI. 8, fig. 4

;

in

Coracina ViEiLL. (except Gymnoderus).
or

a

little

of

tip,

compressed, emarginate.

placed in a fossa.

mouth

Bill strong, moderate

longer than head, somewhat depressed at the base,

curved at the
lateral,

Sm-inam and Guyana.

large.

Rigid

Tarsi strong,

Nostrils large, oval,

bristles at the base of bill.

covered anteriorly with

Gape
scutes.

—

——

—
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Wings

posteriorly reticulate.

and

longest of

fifth quills

long, with third and fourth or fourth

Tail broad.

all.

WitJi bill moderate; tail

a)

Coronis Gloger.

With

b)

Sj).

PL

7, fig. 7

c)

PL

XIII.

With

15,

head shaded by

Cephalopterus Geoffk.

Lesson

Ornith.

PL

erect

Sp. Coracina cepha-

Saint-Hilaiee, Ami.

fig. 2,

41,

40, &c.

col.

Cephalopterus wnatus Geoffr.

loptera Vieill.,

Pyroderus Gray,

rounded.

lone/,

someivhat long; tail short, rounded;

hill

plumes, deflected at the point.

du Mus.

somewhat

Coracina scutata Temm. PI.

Guer.

Iconogr., Ois.

BrasiL

;

bill

Gymnocephalus

someivhat long. Tail short, even; liead hold.

Geoffr. Sp. Coracina calva, Corvus calvus Gm., Gymnocephalus capucinus
Geoffr., Buff. PL enl. 521, Less. Ornith. PL 41, fig. i, Cuv. R. Ani.,
ed.

Ois.

ill.,

PL

Cayenne.

18, fig. 2,

Phytotoma Molina, Gm.
rounded, margins serrate.

and fourth

third

short,

somewhat

Wings with

siiiall.

Tarsi scutellate

(Genus of uncertain

even.

long,

with culmen

conical,

quills subequal, longest of all.

Tail

anteriorly.

Bill

Nostrils basal,

position.)

Molina, Phytotoma silens V. Kitl., Phytotoma Bloocami
Children, Gray Gener., PL 95
Phytotoma rutila Vieill.
Phytot.
angustirostris D'Orbigny.

Sp. Phytotoma rara

;

;

Molina Essai sur I'Hist. natur, du Chill, Paris,
Leadbeater Linn. Transact, xvi. 1829, pp. 85 87,
Lafresnaye in Guerin Magas. de Zool. 1832, Ois. PL 2. Eydoux et
Geevais, sur quelques particularites anatomiqucs du Phytotoma, ibid. 1838,
Compare on

this

genus

—

1789, 8vo, p. 234.

—

Ois.

PL

86, &c.

This genus was placed formerly in the neighbourhood of

Frin^illa.

Family

XXXVII.

Wing-coverts
scutes,

at the

sides

Wings

Corvince.

Tarsi

short.

covered

at the tip, entire or

Corvus L.

(exclus.

moderate or long.

recumbent

bristles.

of

of

all.

Bill

and

Lateral

toes

Bill strong, subconical,

emarginate obsoletely.

some

Bill

species).

thick,

cultrate,

Nostrils basal placed in a fossa, concealed

by

Tarsi longer than middle toe, covered ante-

Wings with

riorly with large transverse scutes.
rate, third

with transverse

with integument continuous.

equal, outer conjoined at the base alone.

compressed

with ten primaries.

anteriorly

and fourth subequal,

fourth,

first quill

more rarely

Tail moderate, even or rounded.

(Feathers

mode-

third, longest
strict,

glossy.

feet black.)

The

ravens.

These birds eat

remains of their repast,

all sorts

in order to

bring

of food
it

;

they carefully hide the

to light again

when they

31—2

are

—
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hungry they
;

They

objects, as pieces of

and have a

are social, cunning,

money,

fine sense of

of the species lay four or five green, brown-spotted eggs in

Most

smell.

and hide any attractive

pilfer also

children's toys, &c.

a nest consisting of dry twigs,

with earth and covered internally

filled in

with hair, moss and straw.
Sp. Corpus corax L., Less. Ornith. PI. 35,
raven,

corheau, der

le

Rahe;

tlie

fig.

largest

i,

Naum.

Taf. 53,

European species of

fig.

this

i

the

;

genus;

North of Asia, and is rare v/ith us (Holland) it lives
In North America a similar species occurs {Corvus
corax Wilson), another at Java {Corviis corax Eaffles, Corvus macrorhynalso in the

it lives

;

principally in forests.

chus Temm.).
Corvus corone L., Buff. PI.

enl.

495,

Naum.

Taf. 53,

fig. 2

;

the carrion-

crow, der Kruhen-Raie, die Rahenkrahe ; this species also has a representa-

North America in Corvus americaniis Audubon, Corvus corone WiLS.
comix L,, Buff. PI. enl. 76, Naum. Taf. 54, the liooded-crow
species is grey with black head and tail and black wings, whilst the

tive in

— Corvus
this

two first-named

species are quite black with bluish-violet reflections.

PL

Corvus monedula L., Buff.

enl.

522, 523,

Naum.

Taf. 56, the jack-

by a short bill. It builds its nest in our towns on
towers, high roofs and chimneys.
Here the third quill-feather is the
longest.
The same character is presented by an Asiatic species (occurring
also in Japan), Corvus daurkus Pall., Gray Gen. of Birds PI. Lxxvi.
These species form the genus Lycos BoiE, Monedula Beehm.
daw,

is

distinguished

In Africa a couple of species are found with very thick and high

bill,

in

which the fourth quill of the wing is the longest. They have a white neck,
but are otherwise quite black Corvus albicollis Lath., and Corvus crassi;

Of

Rueppell.

rostris

Pica Briss.

these

Lesson forms the genus

Wings with

Bill moderate, curved.

often narrow, fourth, fifth

Corvultur.
first quill short,

and sixth subequal, longest of

all.

Tail

elongate, cuneate.
Sp. Corvus Pi<-a L., Pica varia, Pica caudata (Willugb., Ray), Buff. PI.
enl. 488,

la pie,

breast

;

Less. Ornith. PI. 35,

bird,

;

it

likes to

make

its

Taf. 56,

fig. 2

tail,

reflecting rich copper

bristles at the base of bill.

transverse scutes.

Bill subulate, a little

Incumbent

Tarsi covered anteriorly with large

Wings with

fourth and fifth quills subequal,

Tail rounded.

Sp. Caryocatactes nucifratja,

Lesson

and

Corvus cyaneus Pall., in Spain, also in Tartary and Japan, &c.

Caryocatactes Cuv., Nucifraga BiilSS.

all.

the mac/pie,

nest in fruit-trees, and lays 7 or 8

longer than head, with tip obtuse, somewhat depressed.

longest of

;

with snow-white shoulders and

the black feathers, especially of the

steel-coloured tints

eggs.

Naum.

fig. 2,

die Elster; a well-known

Ornith. PI. 36,

casse-noix, der Tannenheher,

Buff. PI.

Corvus caryocatactes L.,

fig. 2,

Naum.

Taf. 58,

fig.

2

;

enl.

50,

the nut-cracker,

Nusshehcr; very rare in England;

le

Brehm and

—
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here distinguish two species, of which the one

characterised by a thicker and shorter

the

occur in other sj^ecies; compare Berthold, Oken's

bill

Isis,

is

in

1846,

— 730.

PsilorTiimis E-UEPPELL.

Bill moderate or a little longer than

head, somewhat straight.

and sixth

fifth

however

similar varieties

;

726

s.

with

bill

Wings

Nostrils basal, lateral, open.

quills subequal, fifth longest of all.

Tail long,

graduated.
Sp.

Psilorhinus morio,

Corvus morio Lichtenst., Pica fulir/inosa Less.,

Psilorhinus mexicanus Ruepp. 3fus. Send:

1837, Taf. xi.

11.

fig. 2

;

— Psilo-

rhinus guhernator, Garrida gubernatrixTi^MM., Ci/anurtis formosus Swains.,
Temm. pi. col. 436, &c.

Add
CalociUa
Sp.

sub-genera Cjanocwax Boie and Cyanurus Swains.

(Gray

previously, in part)

622

enl.

Garrulus BiiiSS.
emarginate

Cuculus sinensis L.,

Calocitta sinensis,

Bdff. pi.

;

;

shorter than head, thick, compressed,

Bill

lower mandible ascending to the

fifth

longest

first

of

somewhat

Tail

all.

Nostrils

Tarsi longer than

quill short, fourth, fifth

(Head sub-crested.

rounded.

tip, cui'ved.

recumbent plumes.

Wings with

toe.

subequal,

Corvus erythrorhynchus Gm.,

from central Asia.

oval, basal, covered with

middle

BoNAP.

and sixth

long,

Coverts of back lax.

even or
Feathers

variegated.)
Sp.

Garrulus ghmdarius, Corvus glandarius L., Buff. PI.

Ornith. PI. 36,
Taf. 38,

fig. I

;

fig.

r,

the jay,

bu-d, grey-ruddy,

Cuv. R. Ani.,
le

ill.,

Ois.

PI.

enl.

481, Less.

38, fig. 3,

Naum.

Geai, der Heher, Eichelheher ; a prettily coloured

with a black spot under the eyea, and a blue patch with
the head is white above, with black

black transverse bars on the wings
stripes

ed.

;

running longitudinally.

Perisoreus Bonap., Gray, Dysornithia Swains.

Bill short.

Tail

graduated.
Sp. Garrulus infaustus, Lanius infaustus
Vogel Europ.

Tab. 6

L

,

Buff.

PI. eid. 608,

Susemihl's

grey-brown, the outer tail-feathers ruddy;
in the North of Europe and in Asia
Garridus canadensis, Corvus cana11.

a, fig. 2;

;

densis L.,

Buff. PI.

enl.

530,

Eichardson Faun.

bor.

Amer., Birds, PI.

55 (youugj Garrulus brachyrhynchus Swains.)

Lopliocitta

Gray, Platyhphus Swains.
Gape of mouth ample

curved, emarginate.

Bill short, with tip
;

long bristles at the

—

—
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Head

angle of mouth,

Wings with

crested.

fourth

and

fifth

Tail graduated.

quills subequal, longest of all.

Gkay, Lanius fjalericulatus Cuv., Geai longup
Levaill., Farad. Tab. 42 Java. Another very similar species occurs at
Borneo and Sumatra, LopJiocitta riifida Temm. Mus. L. B.

Sp.

Lo2^hocltta galericulata

;

Dendrocitta

Bill moderate, curved, broad at the base,

Gould.

compressed at the sides towards the tip. Nostrils basal, lateral,
concealed by short, crowded plumes. Claws curved, acute. "Wings
Tail elongate,

and sixth quills subequal, longest of all.
cuneate, with the two middle feathers produced.
with

fifth

Sp. Dendrocitta leucogaster Gould, Trans. Zool. Soc.
ceed. Zool. Soc, 1833, p.
S.

Mueller,

57

;

Tijdschr. voor nat. Gesch.

11.

1835, PI. ix.

vagabunda, Coracias vagabunda Lath. &c.
of Asia in mountainous districts on trees.

PI. 12, p. 89,

fig. i

These species

[Temm

Temia YAihL.

Cri/psirhiria YlElLL.,

i.

Pro-

Dendrocitta occipitalis, Glaucopis occipitalis
;

Dendrocitta

live in the

East

Less. add Tem-

nurus ejusd. not SwAiNS.\ Sp. of Glaucojns Temm.)
Sp. Crypsirhina varians Vieill.,
106,

Gallceas

GUEB.

Corvm varians Lath., Vieill.

Iconogr., Ois. PI. 51, fig.

3,

Galer. PI.

&c.

FoRSTER, Gray, Glaucopis Gmel.

head, curved, thick, inflated at the sides.

Bill shorter than

Tarsi exceedingly long.

(Other characters almost oi Dendrocitta ; wings short.)
Sp. Callceas cinerea,

Glaucopis cinerea Gm., Less. Ornith. PI. 48,

fig. 2,

Vieill. Galer. PI. 93; greyish black, the female greenish grey; two lobes
of skin under the bill tail-feathers broad at the extremity, with a narrow
;

pointed elongation of the shaft, which also occurs in Dendrocitta vagabunda.

This species lives in

Note.

—Add

New

Zealand.

Gould, Brachystoma Swains.,

genera Struthidea

Conostoma HoDGS., and Ptilostomus Swains. The last genus, allied
to Dendrocitta, but African, is distinguished by the quill-feathers

narrowed at the point and by the
longest of

third, fourth

and

fifth

subequal,

all.

Onychognathus Hartlaub. Bill longer than head, with culmen
arched, tip produced, hooked, acute.

bastard quill, the third, fourth and

1

See above,

Wings

fifth

p. 449.

moderate, the

subequal, longest of

first
all.

—

—

AVES.

The
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greater wing-coverts with external barb duplicated, the inferior

branches lax, decomposed.

Tail elongate, graduate.

Onijchognathus fuUjidus Haetl., Guek. Revue

Sp.

PI.

3; habitat in the Island of St.

figs. 2,

14,

Chlamydera GouLD.

{Gallodera

previously.)

Wings with

Nostrils oval, basal, open.

subequal, fourth longest of

fifth quills

tie

Zool.

1849,

the coast of

I have not seen the bird.

Guinea.

curved.

Magas.

et

Thomas on

Bill

short,

and

third, fourth

Tail long, even, sub-

all.

divaricate at the apex.
Sp. Chlamydera maculata
species here noted

black

wavy

is

Gould, &c. Shy birds
brown above with ferruginous

bands, whilst the male

is

of

New

Holland; the

grey below with

spots,

ornamented with some

red-violet,

glossy, truncated feathers in the neck.

KuHL.

PtilorJiynchus

high,

curved feathers in males

and

third, fom-th

somewhat

(Species of Kitta

emarginate.

curved,

Nostrils

(in

fifth quills

basal,

Temm.)

Bill

short,

by
Wings with

covered entirely

females partly covered).

subequal, fourth longest of

Tail

all.

short, even.

Sp. Ptilorhynclms holosericeus

Kuhl, Pyrrhocorax violacem Vieill., Temm.

395 male, 423 fern., Less. Ornith. PI. 46, fig. i, male, &c. Birds
of the size of Corvus monedula, which Kdhl first characterised as a dis-

PI.

col.

tinct genus, Beitrdge zur Zoologie, Frankf. a.

are

two

species belonging to Australia, to

New

species of

which

Guinea,

is

smaller,

M.

1S20,

which

may

s.

150, 151.

These

be added another

Kitta buccoides Temm.

PL

col 575.

Barita Cuv.

with culmen
feathers

Bill long, moderately curved,

Cracticus ViEiLL.)

(

flat,

the

semicircular

base produced amongst the

tip emarginate.

of the forehead,

Nostrils basal, open,

narrow, linear, parallel to the margin of mandibles.

Tarsi long,

covered anteriorly with large elongated scutes, sometimes obsolete.

Wings with
longest of

third, fourth

all.

and

fifth

quills

subequal, fourth mostly

Tail somewhat long, rounded, or subeven.

a) Strepera Less., Coronica

Gould

(add Gymnorhina Geat).

Sp. Barita strepera, Corvus strepera Lath., Corvus graculinus

White,

Bot.

Bay, PI. 36, p. 251, GuEB. Icon., Ois. PI. 6, fig. 3 Barita tibicen QuoY
ct Gaim., Gymnorhina leucota, Gray Gen. of Birds, PI. Lxxiii.
Barita
anaphonensis Temm., Gymnorhina anaphonensis Gray, Less. Ornith. PI.
;

47, fig.

I,

&c.

;

species

from

New

Holland.

—

;
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Cractlcus Vieill.,

b)

Geay.

somewhat

(Bill curved,

Sp. Barita varia, Coracias varia Gm., Cractlcus cassicus

628;

New

Temm.

pi.

Guinea;
273;

col.

Gray, Buff. PL

New

Holland.

with tip hooked.

Head covered above with horny

shafts,

Orbital region

denuded,

laraellose.

Sp. Barita gyninocephala Temm., Cractlcus yymnocephalus Gray^,
col.

Chalyhceus Cuv., Plionigama Less.

[Phoniacliema?)

all.

mo-

Bill

Nostrils placed

surrounded by membrane, partly covered by plumes.

Wings with
of

Temm. PI.

570; Borneo.

derate, moderately curved, emarginate at the tip.

in a fossa,

enl.

Barita destructor Temm., Cractlcus tor quat us Gray,

Bill strong,

Pityriasis Less.

naked.

straight at the

Tail rounded.)

base, with tip hooked.

fourth, fifth

and sixth

quills

subequal,

longest

fifth

Tail long, rounded.
Sp. Chalyhctim paradlsceus Cuv., Paradiscea virldls Gm., Buff, PI.

New

enl.

634

Guinea, &c.

Pyrrhocorax Cuv., {add Freyilus

Temm.

ejusd.),

Bill moderate

or a little longer than head, slender, arched, compressed.
basal, lateral,

Nostrils

covered with setaceous, recumbent plumes.

Tarsi

covered anteriorly with scutes often obsolete above, with three or
Wings with fourth and fifth quills subequal,
four distinct below.
fourth longest of

all.

Fregilus Cuv., Coracla Bmss., Geay, (add Corcorax Less., Cerco-

ronus Caban.).

Bill long,

with tip

entire.

Sp. Pyrrhocoi'ax graculus, Corvus graculus L., Buff., PI.
Taf. 5 7,

fig. 2

;

violet-black, bill

and

legs red

;

enl. 255,

Naum.

the wings reach to the end

tail, which is straigbtly truncated.
This bird lives on the lofty
mountains of Europe, and in winter descends into the plains. In Australia
is a species with black bill and black legs, and longer tail, Pyrrhocorax

of the

leucopterus

Temm.

Gray

{Corcorax)

Pyrrhocorax Cuv.

Ge7i.

Bill moderate,

of Birds, PI. lxxviii.

with tip emarginate.

(Tail

broad, subeven, produced beyond the apex of wings.)
Sp. Pyrrhocorax alpinus YiEihh. , Coi-v us pyrrhocorax L., BuFF. PI.

Naum.

1.

1.

fig.

i,

Guer.

Icon.,

Ois.

PI. 12,

fig.

3,

enl.

531,

on the Alps, the

mountains of the south of Europe, &c. CuviER placed these birds close by
Turdus, and Pyrrhocorax,, on the contrary, as a sub-genus with Upupa.

Podoces Fischer.

(Is this its place ?)

Sp. Podoces Panderl.

Cons, on this bird C. L.

generum Avium (L. B. 1850),

p.

388,

BONAPAKTE

Conspectus

——

—

—
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Wing-coverts short,
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Wings with

Paradiseince.

ten primaries.

moderate.

quill-feather

iirst

Tarsi mostly

long, covered anteriorly with transverse, sometimes obsolete scutes.

compressed

moderate, conical, moderately curved,

Bill

the

towards

tip.

Paradisea L, (except Paradisea

with

culmen

rounded,

the

tip

Nostrils basal, lateral, concealed

the base of

bill.

tristis).

Bill longer than head,

slightly

deflected,

emarginate.

by the flocky plumes

Tarsus longer than middle

fore

that cover

toe,

outer toe

Claws large, compressed, curved. Wings witli
fifth and sixth subequal, longest of all.
Tail even,

longer than inner.
first quill short,

I'lumes of hypochondria often longer.

broad or rounded.

Birds beautifully ornamented, of which all the
Guinea and the neighbouring islands. They feed
on the fruit of fig-trees and also on insects. The Papuas, who sell these
birds as an ornament of dress, usually cut off their legs and wings.

Birds of Paradise.

species belong to

New

Compare Le Vaillant
Paris, 1806, 1 vol.
et

fol.

Hist. nat. des Oiseaux de

—R. P. Lesson, Hist.

des Epimaques, Paris, 1835,

i

Paradis

et

des Rolliers.

de Paradis

nat. des Oiseaux

vol. 8vo.

In the males of most of the species the two middle tail-feathers are
into filaments which exhibit rudiments only of a vane.
{Paradisea Vieill., add Dlphyllodes Less., Cicinnurus Vieill.)

lengthened

Sp. Paradisea apoda L. (in part), Paradisea major
256, Less. Ois. de Par. PI. 6, Arou-islands

Less., Paradisea

;

Shaw, Buff.

PI. enl.

Paradisea minor Fokstek,

paimana Bechst., Gray, Less.

1.

1.

PI. 2

—

5,

New

Paradisea r«6ra Vieill., Less. Ornith. PI. 37, fig. i, Ois. de
Parad. PI. 7, 8; Paradisea re<jia L., Cicinnurus spinturnix Less., Bdff.

Guinea;

PI. enl. 496, Cuv. R. Ani., id.
fica
enl.

Scop., Lath.,

ill.,

Ois. PI. 39, fig.

Sonner. Voyage a

la

3,;— Paradisea magni-

Nouv. Guin.

PI. 98,

Buff. PI.

631.

In others those filaments are wanting.
Sp. Paradisea aurea Gm., Paradisea sexsetacea Lath., Sonner.

1. 1.

PI. 97,

Paradisea superha Scop.,
Buff. PI. enl. 633 (Parotia sexsetacea Vieill.)
Parad. nigra Forbt. LopJwrina superbaYiEiLL,, Sonnek. 1.1. p. 96, Buff.
;

,

PI. enl. 632, Less. Ois. de Par. PI. 13, 14.

Epimachus Cuv.
the eyes.
fourth

quill

longest of

Bill long, slender, cloven as far as under

Nostrils basal, covered

longest (or

all).

in

by

silken plumes.

Hallux strong, long.

very long in males.)

Wings with

males sixth and seventh subequal,

(Plumes of hypochondria

—
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t With

Sp.

hill

arched.

Cinnamolegus Lesson.

Tail very long, graduated.

a)

Epimachus

SoNNEK. Voy.

New

39, 40,

b) Tail

Geat, Upupa magna Gm. (and U. fusca ejusd. fern.),
loo, loi, Buff. PI. enl. 6^g, Less. Ois. de Par. PI.

speciosus
PI.

Guinea.

somewhat

Ptiloris

short, even.

Swains.

Sp. Epimachus magnificus Cuv. R. Ani. PI. iv. fig. 2, Less. Ornith. PI. 74,
fig. I, Cent. Zool. PI. 4, 5, Guer. Icon., Ois. PI. 26, fig. 3, New Guinea;

Epimachus regius Less.,
Parad.

Ptiloris paradisceus

Swains.,

Less.

Ois.

de

PI. 29, 30, Australia.

ff With

bill

Seleucides Less.

almost straight, suhincurved.

Sp. Epimachus alhus, Paradisea alba Blumenb., Abbild. Naturh. Gegenst.

No.

Cdv.

96.

Ani., ed,

li.

Lower mandible

tip.

New

Guinea.

Bill moderate, slender, subarcuate, emar-

Astrapia ViElLL.
ginate at the

Ois. PI. 44, fig. 4,

ill.,

sixth quills subequal, longest of

Wings with

shorter.

all.

fifth

and

Tail very

Tarsi elongate.

long, cuneate, with feathers broad.
Sp. Astrapia gularisYlKih'h., Paradisea nigra Gmel., Vieill. Oalcr. PI. 107;

New

Guinea.

Oriolus L.

of

(exclus.

many

Temm., Cuv.

species),

Bill

moderate, subincurved, with culmen keeled, emarginate towards
the

tip.

short,

Nostrils basal, lateral, surrounded

Wings with

strong.

subequal, longest of

first

quill

by membrane.

short,

third

Tarsi

and fourth

Tail subeven, with outer coverts a

all.

little

shorter.
Sp. Oriolus galbula L.,

NauMxVNN, Taf. 61

;

Buff,

PL

erd. 26,

the golden oriole,

Lesson

le loriot,

Ornith.

yellow, with Tilack wings and a black spot near the eyes

the young bird greenish.

time (from

May

artistically built

PI.

38,

fig. 2,

der Pirol; the male bright
;

the female and

This bird remains here (Holland) only a short

to August).

It lays

between branches of

from three to
trees.

five

eggs in a nest

Cherries are the favourite

food of this bird, which, however, lives principally on beetles and cater-

In some species {Oriolus melanocephalus L., BuFF. PI.

pillars.

Oriolus brachyrhjnchus Swains. &c.) the whole head
in other respects, very similar.

is

enl. 79,

black, the plumage,

All the species are from the Eastern

hemisphere.

Analcipus Swains., Artamia Geoffr., Fsaropholus Selby.
scarcely

arched.

longest of

Wings with

fourth

and

fifth

quills

all.

Sp. Oriolus TraTjl a YiGORS; Himalaya; red-brown with black wings.
Note.

— Some other sub-genera are here omitted.

Bill

subequal,

——
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Siihecotheres ViEiLL.

Bill short, keeled,

Halhix

Wings with

large.

curved, emarginate.

Orbital region naked.

Nostrils placed in a fossa.

first quill short,

Tarsi short.

fourth longest of

all.

Tail moderate, broad, even.
Sp. Sphecotheres v ir i cUs Yieill., Gal. des Ois. PI. 147, Australia;
theres

Spheco-

minor Mueller, Yerhand. &c., Timor, &c.

Senculus Swains.
Note.

—Hahitus

longest of

and characters almost of Oriolus;

all,

nearly equal.

XXXIX.

Family

Wings with

subemarginate.

Tail even,

others ten, with the

but

tarsi

fourth and

Oriolus regens Temm., PI.

Sp.

longer.

fifth quills

col.

320.

Primaries in some nine,

Sturjiince.

first

third,

very small.

Wing-coverts

short.

in

Tarsi

covered anteriorly with transverse scutes, posteriorly and on each
side with a continuous,

in

horny

scute.

Outer toes conjoined

many emarginate

before the tip.

Bupliaga L. {Bujpliagus Bmss.).
the base.

Lower mandible

before the

tip.

Bill short, curved, broad at

high, with angle

compressed.

somewhat prominent

Nostrils basal, placed in a fossa near the culmen

Tarsi longer than middle toe.

of bill.

at the

Bill subulate, mostly straight or moderately curved,

base only.

Wings with

first quill

fourth subequal, third longest of

all.

Claws

large,

curved,

very small, second, third and
Tail moderate, cuneate.

Buphaya Levaillanti nob., Buphaga africana L., Buff. PI. enl. 293,
Lesson Ornith. PI. 48, fig. i Senegal, Cape of Good Hope
Buphaga

Sp.

;

;

Tanagra erythrorhyyicha Stanley, Salt Voyage to
Abyssinia, Appendix W. p. lix.
in Nubia, Abyssinia, Madagascar
the
ieef-eaters eat all kinds of insects and especially the larvte that live under
the skin of cattle, on which account they collect together in large flights

eryihrorliyncha Temm.,

;

;

'

on pastures.

Gracula L.

(in

Temm., Eulabes Cuv.

part),

Bill moderate,

subcurved, compressed, mostly emarginate before the tip. Nostrils
Feet strong; tarsus equalling
lateral, placed in a plumed fossa.

middle

toe.

Claws curved,

strong.

Wings with

third and fourth subequal, fourth longest of
a)

With

quill short,

all.

tail even.

Sp. Gracvla religiosa L.

Lesson

first

Eidahes indicus Cuv., Buff. PL enl. 268,
and some other very similar species from the

(in part),

Ornith. PI. 37,

fig. 2,

—
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Sunda islands and Ceylon, together with one from New Guinea, Gracula
Dumonti Wagl., Mino Dmnontii Less., with head bald.
The other
species have naked, yellow, lobes of skin at the

birds are blue-black, with yellow legs

and

back of the head.

They

bill.

These

learn to speak very

intelligibly.

Gymnops Cuv. (Head destitute of plumes, except a
b) Tail cuneate.
narrow plumed streak, extending above the forehead.)

PL

Sp. Gi'acuJa calva L., Buff.
PI. 27,

Pastor

fig.

3;

enl. 200,

Gov. E. Ani,

ed.

ill.,

Ois.

from the Island Lugon.

Gracula Cuv.

Tem.^l,

moderate,

Bill

compressed,

lengthened and conical, subincurved,
Nostrils basal, lateral,

Feet strong;
quill

tarsus longer than middle toe.

very short,

longest of

emarginate before the tip.
oval, partly covered by plumed membrane.

mostly second,

Wings with

more rarely third or

first

fourth,

Tail even or rounded.

all.

Sp. Pastor roseus Temm., Tardus roseus L., Buff. PI. enl. 251, Naum. Taf.
63, Guv. R. Ani., id. ill., Ois. PI. 26, fig. 2 ; head, wings and tail black,

elsewhere rose-red

Europe;

;

bill

and

legs yellow

PI. 40, fig. 2

;

India, Bengal

;

and the South of

tristis,

Paradisoia

Lesson

Ornith.

and some other species the fourth
Gkay, Sturnia Less.).

—Add suh- genua A cridotheres Vieill.,

Sp. Pastor

in Africa

in this

flag-feather is the longest (ffceierornis

Note.

;

Pastor paffodarum. Tardus pagodarum Gm.,

tristis

L.,

Gray.

Buff. PI.

enl.

219.

Basilornis Temm. Bill shorter than head, curved. Head crested,
with plumes covering the basal part of bill and the nostrils. Tail
rounded. Wings with third, fourth and fifth quills unequal, fourth
longest of

all.

Wagl. {Basilornis cclchensis Temm.), H. C. Van deb
Boon Mesch Niemce Verh. van de eerste Klasse van Tiet KoninU. Instit. 11.

Sp. Pastor corythaix

245, with a coloured figure ; black with blue-green reflections ; a white
spot behind the eyes and along the neck, flag-feathers brown-black;
bill
and legs yellow ; at Celebes.

bl.

Dilojjhus ViEiLL.,

Gray.

Sp. Bilophus carunculatus, Gracida carunculata Gm.,

Sturnus gallinaceus

Lath.

Creadion Vieill., Gray, Philestemus Ism. Geoffr. SaintBill moderate, high at the base, compressed, with tip

Hilairei.

'

Nouv. Annal. du Mus.

i.

1832, pp.

390—392.

—

;
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and

concave, with fourth

quills

fifth

Tail long, rounded (with tail-feathers pointed in

all.

males).
Zeelandice

Sturnus L.

culmen

QuoT and Gaim., Voyage

tip obtuse,

March and migrates

year in greater or lesser number
a permanent bird.

;

Lesson

in October,

Its food differs

Wings

Ornith. PI. 65,

fig.

i

remains however in each

Europe the

starling

ia

according to the season of the year,

but consists

in great part of insects.

they lay from 4 to

Temm.,

Nostrils

all.

in the south of

in the year

;

Novcc

Vetourneau, der Staar; a well-known bird, which

starling,

returns to us in

Icterus

4.

Tail even, somewhat short.

very short, second longest of

common

I'Z, fig.

Feet moderate, strong

Sp. Sturnus vvlgaris L., Boff. PI. enl. 75,
the

PL

depressed, rounded, entire.

tarsus longer than middle toe.
first quill

I'Astr.

by vaulted membrane.

basal, partly closed

with

de

Bill moderate, straight, subulate, with

(in part).

with

flat,

Lath.,

Sturnus carunculatus

CreacUon carunculatum,

Sp.

7 light

Older starlings breed mostly twice

Sturnus cineraceus

sea-green eggs,

Japan, &c.

pi. col. 556, India,

Amhlyrhamphus Leach.

culmen rounded,

Bill subulate, with

produced between the plumes of forehead, with

Wings with

Nostrils basal, open, small.

depressed.

tip

nine primaries, third,

fourth and fifth subequal, fourth longest of

Tail somewhat

all.

long, broad, rounded.
Amhlyrhamphus bicolor Leach, Oriolns ruber Gmel., Sturnus ruber Cvv.,
SoNNER. Voyage a la Nouv. Guin. PI. 68, Guer. Icon., Ois. PI. 20, fig. 3,

Sp.

Buenos Ayres.

Sturnella Yieill.

Tarsi

long.

Tail

moderate,

narrow, with

feathers pointed.
Sp. Sturnella collaris ViEiLL., Sturnus ludovicianus L. (and
L.),

Note.

Buff. PI.

enl. 256,

—Here are

Wilson Amer.

to be inserted

Ornith.

PL

Alauda magna

19, fig. 2.

some genera of modern writers:

Agelceus Yieill., Chrysomus Swains., Molothrus ejusd., Dolichonyx
ejusd., Leistes

pp.

346 and

Cassicus

Yigors, on which cons.

Cuv., Illtg.

strong, straight, elongate

Gener. of Birds, il

Bill moderate or longer than head,

and

conical, acuminate,

semicircular shield above the forehead.

naked,

Gray

foil.

lateral, basal.

subequal, longest of

Wings with
all.

produced like a

Nostrils narrow fissures,

nine primaries, third and fourth

Tail somewhat long, graduated.

— —

—
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Cassicus

Sp.

crisiatus

Cov., Oriolus cristatus Gmel., Buff. PI. enl. 344,
Cassicus bifasciatus Spix, Cassicus montefig. i
;

Less. Ornith. PI. 63,

Cent. Zool.

zuma Less.,
persicus L.,

Buff. PI.

PI.

enl.

7

184.

Cassicus

;

In

all

ictcronotus

Vieill., Oriolus

these species the general colour

is

Black,
black, contrasted with bright yellow, especially towards the tail.
Oriolus
hcemorhannorrkous,
Cassicus
is
posteriorly,
red
deep
back
with the

rhous L., Buff. PI. enl. 482, Cuv., li. Ani., ed. ill., Ois. PI. 37,
LiNN^Us referred the species known to him to the genns Oriolus.
are

fig.

i.

They

from South America.

all

Bill
{Oriolus Illig., add Xantliornus Cuv.)
Icterus Cuv.
of various length, acuminate, with culmen produced into a narrow
Nostrils basal, oval, covered
angle above the plumes of forehead.

second, third and fourth quills sub-

Wings with

bj membrane.

equal, third mostly longest of

somewhat

all.

Tail rounded or graduated,

long.
a)

With

Icterus

hill straight.

Cuv. (add Yphantes Vieill.)

Daud., Oriolus Icterus L., Buff, PI. enl. 532; le
and belly yellow, head, neck, breast and tail black, with
white spots on the wings; in South America, and occasionally in the
southern countries of North America.

Sp.

Icterus

vulgaris

troupiale; back

b)

With

hill

Xanthornus Cuv. (and Pendulinus Vieill.)

curved.

Oriolus honana L.,

Sp. Icterus bonana Daud.,

Buff, PI.

enl.

535,

fig.

r,

&c.

Bill moderate,
Chalcophanes Wagl,, [Qmscalus Vieill.).
tip, with culmen rounded and produced some-

curved, acute at the

what amongst the plumes
in a fossa.

of the forehead.

Nostrils basal, placed

"Wings with nine primaries, second quill or second

and third longest of

all.

Tail long, cuneate, concave.

Sp. Chalcophanes quiscula, Gracula quiscula L., Quiscalus versicolor Vieill.,
Oal. PI. 108, Wilson Amer. Ornith. PI. 21, fig. 4 (Buff. PI. enl. 646
var.)

;

Chalcophanes major, Quisccdus major Bonap. Continuat. of

PI. 4, &c.

Most

of the species of this genus are

Wilson

North American.

Scaphidurus Swains., Cassidix Less.
Sp. Quiscalus aterYimhij. ,

Gray

Gen. of Birds,

PL Lxxxiv.

&c.

Scolecophagus Swains.

Lam-profornis

Temm.

Bill mostly

moderate (more rarely a

little longer than head), with culmen convex, keeled, produced
between the plumes of forehead, with tip compressed, emarginate.
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Nostrils basal, lateral, placed in a fossa, partly covered

Wings with

brane.
fom'tli,

more rarely
t

African

ten primaries, the

fifth,

longest of

Less,

Wings with

quill longest of all.

fifth

Bonap., Lamprocolius Sundev.

(in part),

Lamprotornis ceneus Temm.,

Sp.

all.

species.

Tail very long, cuneate.

a)

Tardus

luicla

in part.

ceneics

L.,

Buff. PI.

Lanqyrotornis longicauda Swains., Birds of Western Africa,
b)

Ly mem-

very small, third or

first

1.

enl.

Tab.

220,

7.

Wings with

Tail rounded.

third and fourth quills sub-equal, longest
and fourth in some sinuate internally before the point;.
Spreo Less., Lamprocolius Sundev. in part.

of

all

(second, third

Sp. Lamp)rotornis hicolor,

H"

Species

from

Tardus

the East Indies

Sundev., Calornis Gray.

bicolor

and

(Tail

Gm.

the

A rchipielago.

Indian

Lamprotornis

mostly moderate, rounded.

Wings with

third quill longest.)

Sp.

Lamprotornis cantor Temm., Turdus cantor Gm.,

Gray, Temm.

PI.

Enodes Temm.
Snpra-orbital

col.

149,

Sonner. Voyage a

Bill shorter than head,

naked, lamellose.

Enodes

color.

Calornis panayensis

Nouv. Guin.

curved,

PI. 73, &c.

emarginate.

region beset with small rigid plumes, with shaft
Tail moderate, cuneate.

fourth quills subequal, longest of
Sp.

la

267

Scissirostrwn

erytJiropkrys,
;

Wings with

third

Lamprotornis erytlirophrys (previously) Temm. PI.

Celebes.

Lafeesn.

Sp. Scissirosirum Pagei Guer., Magasin. de Zool. 1845, ^''^v PI- 59in the island Celebes.
I have not seen this bird.

Family XL.
genera).
sliort).

and

all.

FringillincB [Fringillidce

Geay,

excl. of

Primaries in some nine, in some ten (with

Wing-coverts

short.

Hab.

some

very
Tarsi covered anteriorly with transfirst

verse scutes, posteriorly and on each side .with scute continuous.

Outer toes conjoined

at

the base only.

Bill short,

more seldom

moderate, conical, with tip almost always entire (in a few finely
emarginate), thick at the base.
Ploceus Cuv.
Bill moderate or shorter than head, produced
above the forehead, conical, strong, with culraen broad, rounded.
Nostrils placed at the base of bill, oval, open or partly covered

by recumbent plumes

of the forehead.

Wings with

ten primaries,

—
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the

—

—

first

very short, fourth mostly longest in almost all. Tail short
Tarsus equalling or surpassing

or moderate, subeven or romided.
in length the

middle

toe.

which build an
Linnaeus arranged the

Birds of -warm countries of the eastern hemisphere,
artistic nest of grass,

known

species

to

him under

Loxia pMlippina L.,
Philippine Islands

on branches of

stems and fibres of leaves.

genus Loxia.

his

Buff. PI.

enl.

135,

fig.

Sp. Ploceus philippinus,
1

;

trees

;

see a figure in

Beisson Ornith.

Java,

Bengal,

the bag-like nest with lateral entrance

;

iii.

PI.

is
1

8

the

suspended
;

Ploceus

Sonnerat Vot/. aux Ind. Or. PI. 109, from
Madagascar, &c. Comp. De Lapbesnate Sw la nidification de quelques
especes d'oiseaux de la famille des Tesserins, Guerin Revue et Magas. de
The species referred to belong to the
Zool. 1850, pp. 315
326, PI. 5, 6.
sub-genus Euplcctes of Swainson, who comprises the species with a longer
Loxia pensiUs Gm.

pensills,

;

—

bill

(viz.

which almost equals the length of the head) under the genus
On other sub-divisions and names

Ploceus proper {Uyphantornis Gray).

Gray

consult

Gen. of Birds,

11.

pp. 350 and

foil.

Pyrenestes SwAiNS.
Sp.

Loxia ostrina Vieill.,

Africa,

I.

Vidua Cuv.

Bill short, conical, with

Birds of W.

the plumes of forehead.

subequal, longest of

culmen produced amongst

Nostrils basal, covered by plumes.

with ten primaries, the

toe.

Pyrenestes sanguineus Swains.

PI. 9.

first

all.

Wings

very small, third, fourth and

fifth

Tarsus equalling or surpassing middle

Tail in males elongate or very long.
With

a)

Sp.

tail-coverts elongate.

Vidua Rueppell, Caban., Chera Gray.

Vidua longicauda, Chera progne Gray, Eniberiza longicauda Gm., Buff.

PI. enl. 635, Less. Ornith. PI. 59,

fig.

Guerin

i,

Iconogr., Ois. PI. 19,

fig. I.

b)
tria

Sp.

With middle

tail-feathers very long.

Coliuspasser

Eueppell, Penthe-

Caban.

Vidua principalis Cuv., Eniberiza serena L. (and Emb. vidua and Enib.

principalis ejusd.), Vidua erythrorhyncha Swains., Buff. PI. enl. 8,

fig. 2,

Swains. Birds of W. Africa, i. PL 12
Vidua paradiscea, Eniberiza
paradiscea L., Buff. PI. enl. 194
Vidua macroura, Loxia macroura
Gmel., Buff. PI. enl. 183, fig. 1, Coliuspasser flavoscapidatus Rueppell,
;

;

&c.

All the species are African.

Amadina SwAiNSON,

Sporothlastes

Caban.

Bill short, conical,

with culmen rounded, curved, produced into an acute angle amongst
the feathers of forehead.

Nostrils at the posterior margin of

covered by plumes of forehead.

Wings with

bill,

ten primaries, the

—
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second, third and fom-th quills subequal, longest of

all.

Tarsus

it.

Hallux

not surpassing the middle toe in length or shorter than
long, with claw larger, curved.

We

Amadina

here take the genus

has estabhshed

compass in which Swainson

in the

{Natural Hist, and

it

Classificat.

of Birds,

p. 279), to

ii.

which he refen-ed Estrelda, Amadina, Spermestes, Erythura and Pytelia as

Here

sub-genera.

modern

number

also the

hemisphere, some from Australia,

mostly elegantly marked

many from

much multipHed by

too

countries of the eastern

They

Africa.

To

univ. d'Hist. nat., Ois. PI. 3 A,

fig. 2,

Amadina Bengala,

cnl.

C52, fig.

from the East Indies

Fringilla hengalus,

enl. 115, fig. i, Diet. univ. 1.1. fig. i.

of W. Afr.

14.

PI,

More than seventy

Diet,

i,

from Africa

;

Estrelda phwnicotis

Swains., Buff. PI.
I.

are small birds

Europe and kept

to

the larger species belongs the rice-hird,

Loxia oryzivora L. Buff. PI.

oryzivora,

the Bengali,

is

warm

whence many are brought

;

alive in cages as chamber-birds.

Amadina

of genera

All the species are from

writers.

Swains. Birds

of this genus are

species

known.

Loxia Brisson, Illig., Temm. (add Corythus Cuv. in part,
from gen. Loxia L.). Bill shorter than head, strong, keeled,
compressed towards the tip, with tip of upper mandible hooked,
spec,

produced beyond lower.

by recumbent plumules
nine primaries (the
subequal, longest of

middle

Wings

at the base of bill.

first

wanting),

first

moderate, with

two or second and third

Tarsus short, thick, of the length of

all.

Tail short, forked.

toe.

et

Nostrils basal, lateral, rounded, covered

Compare on this genus and some
H. ScHLEGEL, Monographie des

others of this family C. L.

Avee 54 PI.

Loxiens.

Bonapakte

col.

Leide

et

Dusseldorff, 1850, 4to.

Loxia

Briss., Illig.

Temm.

Tips of mandibles crossing.

Sp. Loxia curvlrostra L., Buff.

Naum.

no, Bonap.

Taf.

et

PL

the margin of the upper mandible
tail-feathers

green tints

;

;

the female and the

this species lives

In

countries in the winter.
definite

Natur

u.

pytiopsittacus Bechst.,
;

;

the male

young

PL

61, fig. 2,

is

red, with black

II.

hec

on pine-trees in the north, and
this species the

Oehonom.

Naum.

i.

wing- and

breeding

is

Leipzig, 1753;

Taf. 109; rarer

visits

temperate

not confined to any

s.

;

277

see
u.

Hanow's
ff".

Loxia

and larger than the

pre-

the tip of the lower mandible does not project above the margin of
it

lives in the

north of Europe.

All the species of this genus,

not numerous, are from the Northern hemisphere.

VOL.

le

birds are grey -brown, with yellowish-

time of year, but occurs sometimes even in winter

Seltenhciten der

upper;

Less. Ornith.

PI. 2, 3; the cross-hill,

dcr KreuzscJinahel ; the tip of the lower mandible projects above

croise,

ceding

enl. 218,

Schlegel Lox.

32

—
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Corythiis Cuv. (in part), StroUlophayus Vieill.
tip concealed

Wings with second and

third quills longest of

PL

Sp. Loxia enucleator L., Buff.

Naum.

fig.),

enl. 135, fig.

all.

(scarcely worth to quote

i

et

Schl. Monoyr. PI. 11, 12 (very good

hull-finch, le durbec,

der Hakevgimjiel, Fichtengimpel ; in the

Taf. 112,

tbe^wne

fio-s.);

Lower mandible

under the upper mandible.

gibbous beneath, witli

BoNAP.

North in Europe and America
seminator Pini." LiNN^us).

forests of the high

{"victitans strobilis; dis-

NiTZSCH, Caban., Psittacirostra Temm. Bill sliort,
upper mandible produced beyond the much shorter

Psittacojns

curved;

Nostrils placed in the base of

lower, Avith tip bent downwards.

middle

toe.

Tarsus longer than

by plumed membrane.

partly covered

bill,

Wings with

subequal, third longest of

nine primaries, the second and third
Tail moderate, emarginate.

all.

Temm.

Sp. Psittacopis icterocepkala, Loxia psittacea Lath.,

PI. enl. 457;

from the Sandwich Islands.

Paradoxornis GoULD.
Sp.

Paradoxornis

HoKSF.
with

bill

See

flavirostris

Gray

Gould;

culmen rounded.

Wings

bristles.

subequal,

longest of

somewhat

Tail

all.

fig.

Europe, Siberia.

i,

Naum.

Loxia pyrrhula L., PI.
Taf. 114; the

common

is

forked.

is

the proper Loxia pyrrhula L.

They belong

Lesson

145,

Fringilla L, (excl. of some species).

with culmen substraight or

little

In some species

to the sub-genus Carpodacus.
;

Sp. Pyr-

Pyrrh. erythrina Temm., Loxia

erythrina Pall., both of which species are figured in

Naum.

Taf. 113.

Bill conical or subulate,

curved, mostly short, acuminate,

mandibles subequal, with margins straight.

with nine primaries, the
all.

enl.

bidl-finch, le bouvreuil;

In the north of Europe a larger species or variety also

rhula rosea Temm., Fringilla rosea Pall.

of

by

and third
long, mostly even,

Pyrrhula major Brehm, Pyrrhula coccinea Selts-Longchamps,

which according to Br.

tips of

covered

Tarsi short.

Ornith. PI. 61,

with

gularis

Bill short, broad at the base,

Nostrils basal, small,

Sp. Pyrrhula vulgaris Briss.,

the tail

— Parad.

long, with nine primaries, the second

sometimes forked.

occurs,

ruficeps;

Birds from the East Indies,

high, compressed, short.

Pyrrhula Briss., Cuv., Temm.
thick, with

—Parad.

Gen. of Birds, PI. xciv.

first

Tarsus equalling or scarcely surpassing middle

even or subforficate.

Wings

four subequal, second or third longest
toe.

Tail

AVES.
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Social birds, Uving mostly in woods,
some also in rocky
some in the neighbourhood of human dwellings.

finches.

and

places,

The genus
Linnaeus is more natural than his genus Loxla,
and therefore
has undergone fewer modifications.
Some indeed of the
Friiujllla of

species of his

genus Loxia required to be added to

and others to be referred to
Amadina (see above, p. 497). Still, however, in the genus
FringUla thus
hmited, many subdivisions have been offered,
since the bill especially is
subject to many changes in size and form.
With Mil

a)

straight.

short,

hroad

at the lose,

it,

with culmen obtuse, declivous, sub-

Fringilla Cuv.

Sp. Fringilla coslebs L., Buff. PI. enl.
54, fig. r, Lesson Ornith., PI. 60,
fig. I, Naum. Taf. 118; the
chaffinch, le pingon, der Buch-Finh, gemdne
Finh; a very well known bird, breast in the
male ruddy, in the female
grey back, above the base of the tail, green,
a white and a yellow transverse
;

on the wings ;— Fringilla montifringilla L., Naum.
Taf. 119, the
chloris, Loxia chloris L., Buff. PI. enl.
26>j,

stripe

mountain-finch;— Fringilla

Naum.

fig. 2,

Taf. 120; the green grosbeak.

Amongst

the exotic species to this division may be
referred Fringilla
canarina L., Crithagra canaria Swains., Buff. PI.
enl. 202, i, of which
the yeUow variety, the canarij, is dispersed
everywhere as a chamber-bird.

With

b)

bill

short,

acute,

subcompressed.

Linaria Bechst.,

Linota

Bonap.
Sp. Fringilla canabinaL.,

common

linnet,

With

c)

Buff,

PL

enl. 485, fig. i,

Naum.

Taf. 121; the

&c.

bill

very short, broad at the base, with culmen
Tail forked.
Serinus of some, Spinus

flat,

at the tip, acute.

compressed

KocH, Brehm,

Chrysomitris Boie.
Sp. Fringilla spinus L., Buff. PI. enl.
485,
siskin, &c.

With

d)

Cuv.
of

bill

moderate, subulate,

fig.

ivith tip

3,

Naum.

Taf. 125; the

much compressed. Carduelis
and second quills longest

{Tail short, subemarginate ; zvings ivith
first

all.)

Sp. Fringilla carduelis L., Buff. PI. enl.
4, Lesson Ornith. PI. 60, fig. 2,
Naum. Taf. 124, figs, i, 2; the goldfinch, la chardonneret, der
Bi'stelfink;
wings black, with a bright yellow spot, throat and
head around the bill
blood-red, especiaUy in the male; tail black
with white margin. The

name

borrowed from the food which it willingly seeks, the
seeds of
and of many other plants from the natural family of the
compositw.

carduelis
thistles

e)

even.)

is

With

bill conical,

culmen subarcuate,

Sp. Fringilla montana L., Buff.
fig. I,

tip emarginate,

curved.

(Tail

Pyrgita Cuv.

Naum.

Taf. 116, figs,

gilla domestica L.,

sparrow,

le

Buff.

i,

PI

PL

enl 267,

fig.

i,

Lesson

2; the mountain-linnet,
enl. 6, fig. i,

Naum.

le

Taf.

Ornith. PI. 62,

friquet;—Frin115; the house-

moineau.

32—2

—
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Coccothraustes Cuv.

Bill of the length of head,

the base, conical, with culmen rounded,

succeeding ti-uncated,

the

flat.

Tail

large.

First four primaries

strong.

(Tarsus short,

short, emarginate.

acuminate,

very broad at

Head

sinuate

internally at

the

Buff. PI.

145,

point.)
Loxki coccothraustes L.,

Sp. Fringilla coccothraustes,

Lesson

Ornith.

PL

61, fig.

gros-bec, der Kernbeisser;

Naum.

i,

Taf. iii; the

remarkable on account of

common

its

large

enl.

grosbeak,
bill,

le

pointed

like a top.

Pltylus

Cuv.

Bill sliorter than head, high at the base, with

Margin of upper mandible
culmen curved, tip distinct, curved.
base of bill. Primaries
the
at
waved. Nostrils placed in a fossa
nine the third, fourth and fifth subequal, third or fourth longest
Tail somewhat long, rounded or even.
of all.
;

Sp. Pltylus grossus Cuv.,
cayenensis,

Loxia grossa L., Buff.

Loxia canadensis L.

Ornith. in. PI. 11,

fig. 3,

PL

enl.

154; Pltylus

read cayenensls), Briss.

(by misprint;

Buff. PI. enl. 152, fig. 2, &c. All the species
Here belongs also Loxia cardinalis L.,

of this division are from America.

Buff. PI. enl.
Bonap.

37,

which with some other species forms the genus Cardi-

nalis

J^ote.

—Several genera of modern writers are

to

be added here.

Salfator

ViEiLL., Sporophila Caban. &c. of which the species were formerly in
part assigned to the Tanagrce, on which cons.

Avium, 1850, pp. 488 and

BoNAPAETE

Conspect. Oen.

foil.

Emheriza L. (exclusive of some species). Bill short, conical,
with culmen rounded. Nostrils basal, rounded, partly covered by
recumbent frontal plumes. Margins of mandibles sinuate, drawn
inwards, descending posteriorly upper mandible mostly furnished
;

with a tubercle internally.

Tarsus equalling or surpassing the

Wings with nine primaries, first three or
middle toe in length.
Tail somefour subequal, second and third mostly longest of all.
what

long, even or emarginate.
With posterior claw shorter than hallux.

a)

(

Wings with first four

quills

subequal; a compressed tubercle in the middle of palate.)

Emheriza Brehm (and Miliaria

ejusd.),

Sp. Emberiza citrinella L., Buff. PI.
I,

2

;

Lesson

Ornith. PI. 59,

fig. i

;

Cynchramius Boie.

enl. 30, fig.

i,

Naum.

of the back the wings and the tail red-brown with black
tail-feathers at the

yellow;

Taf. 102, figs.

the yellow bunting ; on the upper part
;

the two outer

end of the inside white head, breast and belly greenish;

Emberiza Schoeniclus L., Buff. PI.

enl. 247,

fig. 2,

Naum.

Taf.

—

;
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the reed-hunting; on the back and wings brown, belly white; the

105,

adult male has the head and the throat dark-black.

Buff. PI.
With

b)

enl.

fig.

247,

2iosterior

Nadm.

i,

Emheriza Iwriulana L.,

Taf. 103; the ortolan hunting, &c.

claw surpassing hallux in length, somcivhat straight.

(

Wings

with first three quills suiequal, fourth shorter.)

Plectrophanes

Meyer, Brehm.

Sp. Emheriza nivalis L., Buff. PI. enl. 497, fig. i, 511, fig. 2, Naum. Taf.
Emheriza calcarata Temm., Fringillalaponica
106, 107; the snow-hunting

—

—

Naum. Taf. 108, Selby Linn. Trans. 1827, Tab. i. pp. 156 160,
Graba in OfeEN's Isis, 1832, s. 18 (description of the nest and the eggs).
These birds make their nests in the north in fissures of rocks in winter,
L.,

;

especially in severe frosts, they visit temperate countries,

Their plumage

of plants and insects.
of their
first

Note.

and,

life,

when

species appears

— Here

is

and feed on seeds

very different at different periods

adult, in their winter-

and summer-dress hence the
in Gmelin.
;

under two different names

are to be placed

some genera of modern writers:

Fringillaria Swains., Guhernatrix Less. {Lophocorythus Gray), &c.

Cuv.

Cissopis ViEiLL., Bethylus

convex,

hooked, inflected,

tip

mandible romided,
lateral,

its

with third, fourth

short,

subequal, third longest of

emarginate

with tip ascending.

inflated,

Wings

oval.

Bill short, thick, with

compressed,

lower

Nostrils basal,

and

fifth

Tail graduated, elongate.

all.

culmen

;

quills

(Is this

place?)
Sp. Cissopis hicolor Vieill., Lanius pnscatoriiis Lath., Vieill, Gal. des Ois.
PI. 140,

Less. Ornith. PI. 46, fig. 2 South America. Cuvier placed
sub-genus with Lanius; according to Gray and others it
;

this bird as a

ought to be arranged in the neighbourhood of Tanagra.

Procnias

HoFFMANSEGG,

Illig.,

Temm., Tersa Vieill., Gray.

Bill short, keeled, depressed at the base, broad, compressed at the

subhooked, emarginate, with gape ample.
Nostrils basal,
placed at the culmen of bill, margiuate. Tarsus equalling middle
tip,

toe.

Wings with

longest of

all.

first

three

quills

subequal, second and third

Tail subemarginate, short.

Sp. Procnias ventralis Illig., Ampelis tersa L.,
Iconogr., Ois. PI. 8, fig. 6

Tanagra
base, with

^

of the

(fig.

bill)

;

Temm.

PI.

col.

PL

5,

Guer.

Brasil.

L.', Thraujns BoiE.
Bill short, subtrigonal at the
culmen declivous towards the tip; upper mandible

Tangara

is

a Brasilian

name

for

some

si^ecies

of this genus.

—
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emarginate behind the

produced beyond lower.

tip,

Nostrils basal,

rounded, partly covered by plumes of forehead.
length of middle toe or longer than
first

it.

Tarsi of the

Wings with

nine primaries,

and third mostly longest of

four subequal, second

Tail

all.

even.

A nunaerous

genus of mostly small American birds, often with shining-

From

coloured plumage, in great part from the southern hemisphere.

form of the

bill

and other characters

have been

different sub-genera

the
dis-

tinguished,

Lower mandible

Ehamphopis ViEiLL.

dilated at the base, with

horny

covering produced beyond the upper,
Sp.

Tanagra jacapa L., Briss. Ornith.

ii.

Tab. 38,

3; Buff. PI. enl.

fig.

Less, Ornith. PI. 54, fig. 2; Cayenne, Caraccas; dark red-brown,
the breast in the male red; bill red.
128,

Tanagra GraT.

Bill

with second and third

Wings
tip, emarginate.
(Add CalUste BoiE, Gray.)

compressed towards the

quills longest of all.

Sp. Tanagra episcopus L., Briss. Ornith. in. Tab.
178,

fig. I

;

Tanagra

fig.

in

i, fig. i.

univ. d'Hist. nat., Ois. PI.

enl. 7, fig. I, 127, fig. 2, Diet.

See

Sclater's beautiful publication,

Buff. PL enl.
Buff. PI.

3, fig. 2,

tatao L., Briss. Ornith. in. Tab.

PI.

i.

11. c, fig.

A Monograph

i,

&c.

of the

Birds forming the Tanagrine genus CalUste, illustrated by coloured plates.

By Philip Lutley Sclater,
Euphone Desmar.

Bill

Iiondon, 8vo, Part

i.

with culmen keeled, curved, with margin of

upper mandible often dentate.

Wings with second

quill

longest.

Tail

short, subemarginate.

Sp.

Tanagra

114,

fig.

I,

chlorotica L., Briss. Ornith.

Tackyphonus Yieill.
rate,

ill.

2, fig. 3,

Less. Cent. Zool.

PI.

39,

&c.^

fig.

i

;

Tachyphonus sanguino-

(For some other sub-genera,

omitted here, proposed by Vieillot and Swainson, see

Gray

Gener. of

II.)

Family XLI.
elongate.

Alaudince.

Wing-coverts

Primaries ten or nine.

short.

Tarsi

Secondaries

covered anteriorly and

posteriorly with transverse scutes, longer than middle toe.
toes conjoined at the base only.

Outer

Bill conical, mostly short, with

tip entire.

1

enl.

Lateral nostrils placed in a fossa.

Sp. Tanagra cristata L., Buff. PI. enl. 301,

Birds,

Buff. PI.

than head, or mode-

Bill strong, shorter

with margins sinuate.

lentus

Tab.

&c.

Various other species of Tanagra are figured and described

in this

work.

—

;
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small family, on which the former closes by some species of

Emheriza, but which
the covering of the

Alauda L.
subulate.

differs

part)^

(in

from them in a remarkable manner in

tarsi.

than head, conical or

shorter

Bill

Wings with

Nostrils basal, lateral.

first quill

or none, third and fourth quills subequal, longest of

Toes

or emarginate.
acute,

somewhat
The

spurious

Tail even

all.

Posterior claw longer than hallux,

short.

straight.
These birds make their nests upon the ground

larhs.

commonly with brown

lays 4 or 5 grey or reddish eggs,

;

the female

spots.

They

mostly in society, and sing whilst on wing, mounting perpendicularly

live

They

upwards.

feed on insects

few species of North America

and

seeds, and, with the exception of a

(of the sub-genus Phileremos), all

belong to

the Eastern hemisphere.

With

a)

somewhat

(Tarsi

bill thiclc.

short.

Tail short.)

Melanocorypha Boie.
Alauda calandra L., Buff. PI. enl. 363, fig. 2; Southern Europe and
North Africa; Alauda tatarica Pall. Alauda clot-bey Temm. Mus.

Sp.

—

L. B., lerapterMna
1

85

Ma(/as.

et

Revue de Zool.

North Africa.

PI. i;

1,

Lafeesnaye

Cavaignacii

Phileremos Bkehm, Otocoris Bonap.
Sp.

Alauda

alpestris L.,

Buff. PI.

enl.

650,

fig.

i.

Diet. univ. d'Hisl. nat.,

Ois. PI. 29, fig. 2.

b)

With

Alauda

bill slender.

anct.

Sp. Alauda arvensis L., Buff. PI. enl. 363,

the

si'y-larl:,

503,

fig.

I,

I'alouette, die

Feldlerche

Lesson Omith.

R. Ani., ed.

ill.,

PI. 66,

Ois. PI. 32, fig.

i,

fig. i,

—Alauda

fig. 2

;

Naumann,

Taf. 100,

fig.

i

;

Buff. Pi. enl.
Naum. Taf. 99, fig. i, Cuv.
cristata L.,

&c.

Alcemon Blas. and Keyseel., {Gerthilauda SwAINS.). Bill
Wings with first quill short, third, fourth

long, slender, curved.

and

fifth

less

than in Alauda.

subequal, longest of

Si>.

Ahemon

(Claw of hallux elongate, but

all.

Tarsi elongate.)

desertorum,

LiCHTENST., Temm. PI.

Akmda
col.

393

desertorum
;

Stanley, Alauda

bifasciata

Arabia, North Africa, and sometimes

^ Some species of the genus Alauda of LiNN^us belong
Alauda magjia L. is Sturnus ludovicianus. See above p. 493.

to

Anthus Bechst.

;

—

—

;
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Alauda africana Gm., Buff. Fl.

in Spain;

enl.

Cape of Good

712,

Hope, &c.

Macronyx SwAiNS.

Bill moderate, slender, subcurved, keeled,

Nostrils basal, lateral,

placed

Tarsi long, exceeding the middle toe.

Toes

obscurely emarginate at the
in fossa, elongate.

tip.

elongate; hallux long, furnished with a long, acute claw.
Macronyx fiavicolUs Swains., Alauda capensis L., Buff. PI. enl. 504,
RuEPPELL neioe Wirheltli. PI. 38, fig. 2 Africa. (The covering of
the tarsi appears to justify the position of this genus near Alauda rather

Sji.

fig. 2,

—

;

than near Antlius.)

Family XLII.
Wing-coverts

Primaries

Parince.

ten,

with

first

short.

Tarsi covered anteriorly with long scutes,

short.

scute, below with transverse
and without with a continuous scute.

or above with a continuous

scutes,

posteriorly within

Toes
Claws

shorter than tarsus, the outer concrete at the base only.

curved, compressed, acute.

L.

Pariis

Bill short, conical.

covered at the base

very entire,

Bill

by

set^e,

Nostrils basal, lateral, concealed by
short, sometimes very short.
Wings with third and fourth or
of
forehead.
plumules
recumbent
of
all.
Tail moderate or elongate.
longest
fourth and fifth quills

(Tongue truncated, terminated by

sette.)

The titmice. Small birds of the Eastern hemisphere, some also from
North America. Their food consists of insects and seeds. Most of the
European species breed twice a year, and lay many eggs on the second
The young ones are fed chiefly
occasion, however, fewer than on the first.
;

with caterpUlars.
a)

Sp.

With first quill

short.

Parus major L., Buff.

R. Ani., ed.

PI. enl.

3,

fig. 6,

Naum.

Taf. 94,

fig.

i,

Cuv.

Ois. PI. 32, fig. 4; the great titmouse, la charhonniere, la

ill.,

grosse mesange, die

Kohlmeise ; back olive-coloured, wings and

tail

greyish,

outer tail-feather white and a large spot under the eye white also, belly
yellow-green, head, throat and middle of the breast, steel-colonred black

Parus

;

Buff. PI. enl. 3, fig. 2, Less. Ornith. PI. 66, fig. i
&c.
In these species the tail is even and shorter than

coeruleus L.,

the hlue titmouse,
the body.

The

following

is

distinguished

by a

tail

longer than the body,

the tail-feathers from without inwards lengthening gradually, Parus cau-

datus L., the long-tailed titmouse. Buff. PI,
95,

figs. 4, 5,

6

;

in this species the bill

is

enl. 502, fig. 3,

Naum.

Taf.

very short with cuhnen strongly

curved (the sub-genus Mecistura Leach).

From

this the

genus P.saUria Temm.

is

not sufficiently distinguished.
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Sp. Parus exilis

from Java, which

Psaltriaexilis
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Temm.

PI. color. 603,

common

not larger than the

is

fig.

a species

4;

of humming-

species

birds.

With first

b)

q^idll

spurious, very short.

Calamophilus Leach.

Buff. PI.
titmouse;

makes

Guer.

Icon., Ois.

PL

18,

fig.

2; the bearded

nest in reeds, fixed to the stem of coarse grasses.

its

^githalus YiGons, Paroides K.OCS.

Nadm.

pendiolinzis'L.,

Sp. Parus hiarmicus L,,

Tail long, graduated.

enl. 618, figs, i, 2,

Taf. 97;

Tail short, emarginate.

Sp. Pa?-»s

a very small species fi-om the East and

North of Europe, whose nest interwoven very artistically of fibres of bark,
and the cotton of the seeds of willows, and fastened to a reed or a thin
willow-branch and surrounded by closely tangled bushes or bulrushes, is
protected from the wind and withdrawn from sight.

Sphenostoma Gould.

Bill short, compressed, curved.

Wings with

basal, placed in a fossa.
fifth

longest of

first quill

Nostrils

short, fourth

and

Tail long, graduated.

all.

Sp. Sphenostoma cristatum GovLT), Pirds of Australia.

Regulus Cuv.

Wings with

Bill

short,

slender,

Nostrils covered

before the tip.

first quill short,

by a

subulate,

rigid,

subemarginate

decumbent plumule.

fourth and fifth longest of

Tail

all.

moderate, even or subemarginate, with feathers pointed.

Tarsi

long, covered anteriorly and above with a continuous scute.
Naum., Motacilla regulus L., Less. Ornith. PI. 70,
Naum., Taf. 93, figs, i, 2, 3; the gold-crested wren; Regulus
ignicapillus Beehm, Regulus pyrrhocephalus ejusd., Buff. PI. enl. 651,

Sp. Regulus flavicapillus
fig.

1,

fig.

3,

—

Naum.

Taf. 93,

figs.

4, 5,

6,

These species are the smallest European
twice a year, and in their

Family XLIII.
Wing-coverts

mode

of

life

Gueein

Icon., Ois.

birds.

They

much

3.

breed

resemble the titmice.

Primaries ten, with

Certhimice.

PI. 14, fig.

live in society,

first short.

Tarsi long, covered anteriorly with transverse
scutes, at the sides with a continuous scute.
Outer toes conjoined
short.

at the base only.

anterior middle.

Claws compressed, curved; posterior larger than
Bill

moderate or longer than head, slender,

mostly subincurved, more rarely straight.

Wings

tip.

moderate, with

longest of

all.

Nostrils basal, rounded, covered
first

quill

Tail short, even.

Sp. Sitta curopiwa L., Sitta ccesia
fig.

somewhat round,
by bristles.
fourth and fifth mostly

Bill moderate, straight, subulate,

Sitta L.

compressed at the

I,

Naum.

Taf. 139,

short,

Hallux long.
Meyer and Wolf, Buff.

Less. Ornith. PI. 65,

fig.

2;

PI. enl. 623,

the nuthatch, la

—

;
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sltelle,

der BlauspecJd ;

der Kleiber,

torchepot,

le

back,

tail

bluish-grey, rosy-yellow below, a black streak across the eye.
little bird,

which climbs upon the branches of

but downwards

with

also,

its

It lives on insects, seeds

do.

Note.

A

restless

upward

trees not only

head below, which the woodpeckers canno
and nuts.

— Add genus DendropMla Swains.

Swains. Wing.s long, witli second,

Sittella

and wings

subequal, longest of

all, fifth

a

little

tliird

and fourth

quills

shorter than these.

Sp. Sitta pileata GovhJi, Proceed. Zool. Soc. 1837, p. 151, Sitta melanocephala

Birds of Aust7\

ejusd.

&LC.

Certhia Illig. (species from gen. Certhia L.).

Wings with

vaulted membrane.

gradually longer, fourth and

fifth

longest of

by a

second and third

first quill short,

Tail graduated,

all.

Toes long; claws curved, the posterior

with feathers pointed.
longest of

Bill moderate,

Nostrils basal, partly covered above

slender, snbincurved.

all.

Sp. Certhia familiaris L., Buff. PI. enl. 68
Ornith.

PL

72, fig.

i

;

the

common

r,

fig.

i,

Naum.

Taf. 140, Less.

creeper, le grimpereau, der

Baumldufer

breast and belly white, a white streak above and behind the eyes,

brown, wings brown, spotted yellowish white and red

;

tail

red-

a small, lively bird,

that seeks for small insects, especially beetles and spiders, on the branches
of trees, and does not leave us even in winter.

Salpomis Gray. (Tail even,

short,

with feathers rounded. Other

characters almost of Certhia.)
Sp.

Certhia spilonota Franklin,

Gray

Gen. of Birds, PI. XLiv.

Proceed. Zool. Soc.

fig.

i,

1830,

183 1,

p. 121,

India.

Caulodromus Gray.

Temm.

Climacteris

Sp. Climacteris picumnus Temm., Certhia leucophcea Lath., Temm. PI.
281,

i;

fig.

Temm.

Climacteris scandens

1.1.

fig.

2,

&c.

col.

(Species from

Australia.)

Tichodroma Illig.
the base.

Toes

slender,

Wings

Bill long, subcurved, slender, trigonal at

Nostrils basal, partly covered
long,

ample, with

with

claAvs

curved,

first quill short,

by vaulted membrane.
the posterior

longest.

fourth and fifth longest of

all.

Tail rounded.
Sp. Tichodroma muraria, Certhia muraria L., Buff. PI. enl. 372,

fig.

Naum.

Less. Ornith. PI. 77, fig. 2, Cuv. B. Ani., ed. ill., Ois. PI. 41,
i; der Mauerldufer; grey with a crimson spot on the wings; this

Taf. 141,
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bird lives on the highest

mountains of central Europe, and feeds on
insects, especially on larvae and spiders.
It is a bird of passage which
in the winter descends into lower districts,
and then even visits towns
situated in the neighbourhood of high mountains,
living in old buildings
and towers.

Family XLIV.

Nectarinice.

ten, the first short.

Wing-coverts

Primaries in some nine, in some
short. Tarsi longer than middle

covered anteriorly with transverse scutes,
at the sides with a
contmuous scute. Outer toes conjoined at the
base only.
Claw of
hallux curved, scarcely or not longer than
anterior middle. Tongue
long, mostly terminated by set^ or
bifid.
toe,

Nectarima Illig.

Temm., Gray, Cinmjris Cuv.

(in part),

Bill

moderate or long, subcurved or arched, with
margins serrate and
toothed (the incisures not distinguishable
by the naked eye).
Nostrils placed in a fossa, lateral, basal. Wings
with ten primaries,
the first short, the fourth (more rarely the
third) longest of all.'
Tarsi equalling or surpassing the middle toe in
length.
Arachnothera Kuhl, Temm.

Wings with

curved.

quills

fourth or third longest of
Sp.

Bill long, trigonal at the base, sub-

from the third to the

Nectarinia longirostris, Certhia

fig.

I

fig.

;—Nectarinia

2,

fee;

Sumatra.

lonrjirostris

inomata, Cinnyris

species

Compare

fifth

subequal,

Tail broad, even, short.

all.

affinis

Lath., Temm. PI.
Horsf. Temm. PI.

col.

84,

col.

84,

from the East Indies, especially from the
island

Mueller Verh. over de nat. Gesch. der Nederl.
Overzeesche Bezittingen, Aves, pp. 67—70.
They are larger than the species
of the following sub-genus and very uniformly coloured,
above brownishS.

green, below grey or yellow.

Nectarinia Temm.
slender.

Bill

moderate or a

Tail moderate, even,

more

little

longer than head,

rarely graduated (and in males

with two middle feathers elongate). Tarsi longer than
middle toe,
adorned with splendid metalhc plumage and shining-

slender. (Males
colours.)

Sp. Nectarinia senegalensis, Certhia senegalensis h.,
Briss. Ortiith. in. PI. 34,
fig. 2, Gov. R. Ani., 'ed. ill., Ois. PI.
42, fig.
Less. Oruith.

PI.' 76^

4,

fig.

2.—Nectarinia

species^ in

chalybcea L.,

Buff. PI.

which the two middle

enl. 246, fig. 3,

tail-feathers

&c.

are very long,

To

those

belongs

Nectarinia jpulchella, Certhia pulcheUaJj., Buff. PI. enl.
670, fig. i. Swains.
Birds of W. Africa, 11. Tab. 14, &c. All the species of this
numerous
genus are from the warm countries of the eastern
hemisphere, and rival
the Humming-hirds of America in brilliancy of colours.

—
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Drepanis Temm. i^Melithreptus ViEiLL. in part). Bill moderate
margins entire; upper mandible

or long, arched, compressed, with

Wings with

longer than lower.
third longest of

nine primaries, the second and

Tail short, even or subemarginate.

all.

Tarsi

long.
Sp. Drepanis pacifica, Certhia pacifica Gm., Vestiaria hoho Less.

Forster, Blumenb. Abb. naturh.
fig. i, Gder. Icon., Ois. PI. 24, fig.

Drepanis

;

coccinea, Certhia coccinea

Gegenst.

N0.16,

Less. Ornith. PI.

2

male

scarlet-

red, with wing-

76,

and

a small bird, found at the Sandwich
which the inhabitants were used formerly to

tail-feathers black

Islands, with the feathers of

;

;

adorn the head-dress and mantles of their

In another species,

chiefs.

from the Sandwich Islands, the lower mandible attains only half the
length of the upper, Hemignathus Lichtenstein, Abhandl. der Akad. zu
also

Berlin, Pliysih. Kl., 1838, pp. 34, 35; Sp. Drepanis lucida

gnathus lucidus LiCHTENST.,

1. 1.,

Lafresn., Magas de Zool. 1839,

Tab.v.

figs. 2, 3,

Gray, Hemi-

Heterorhynchus olivaceus

^'^- ^1- i°-

Dicceum Cuv., Temm. Bill moderate or short, acuminate, with
culmen curved, margins very entire. Wings with nine primaries,
the

first

three subequal, second longest of

all.

Tail short, even.

(Outer toes rather more concrete than in the other genera of this
family.)
Sj).

Dicceum cruentafum, Certhia cruentata L., Sonn. Voyage aux Incl. Or.
fig. I, GuER. Iconogr. Ois. PI. 24, fig. i
Dicceum sanguinolentum

PI. 117,

Temm.

;

PI. color. 478,

fig.

2

;—Dicceum

hirundinaceum, Dicceum parclalodus

Cuv., Lafresn., Guer. Mag. de Zool. 1833, Ois. PI. 14.

(This last species

forms the genus Myzanthe Hodgs.)

Ccereba ViElLL. {Nectarinia Cuv., Arhelorhina Caban.)

moderate or a

little

slender, emarginate at the tip, with

nine primaries, the

Bill

longer than head, arched or moderately curved,

culmen keeled.

Wings with

three subequal, the second longest of

first

all.

Tail short, even.
Sp. Ccereba cyanea,
Ornith. PI. 77, fig.

Certhia cyanca L., Buff. PI. enl. 83,
1

;

fig.

2,

Lesson

Cayenne, Guyana, &c.

Dacm's Cuv. Bill moderate or short, conical, acuminate, with
culmen keeled. Wings with nine primaries, third and fourth longest of all. Tail moderate or somewhat short, subemarginate.
Sp. Dacnis cayana, Motacilla cayana L., Briss. Ornith. in. PI. 28, figs,

Bdff. pi.

i,

4,

from which Strickland (Jardine Contrib.
to Ornith. 1851) distinguishes Dacnis melanotis as a species, Buff. PL enl.
669, fig. 2, Less. Ornith. PI. 64, fig. 2
which, according to Sclater,
enl.

669,

fig. i,

;

appears to be the same as Dacnis angelica

De

Filippi;

—Dacnis atricapiUa

—

—
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Gray, Certhia spiza L.?, Certhia spiza Gm. var. ^., Buff. PI. enl. 578,
Compare Sclater in Jardine, Contrib. to Orniih. 1851,
fig.
2, &c.
Part IV.
These little birds of South America appear, like the CeHhi(v,
to creep on trees.

Comrostmm Orbigny, Lafeesn.
Avium

See Synops.

Diglossa

Wagl.,

Americce, Revue Zool. 1842.

Campylojos LiCHT.

Uncirostrum Lafeesn.

,

Bill moderate, compressed, straight, with tip hooked; lower

Wings with

dible gibbous, ascending.

man-

fourth quill longest.

Tail

rounded.
Comp. Wagler,
of Birds, PI. XLii.

Zosterops ViGOES,

Sp. Diglossa haritula

Isis, 183-2.
;

Wagl., Gray, Gen.

Diglossa bruneiventris Desmurs, PI.

Hoesf.

p)eint. 43,

Bill shorter than head, acuminate,

with culmen subcurved, finely emarginate at the

by membrane,

placed in a lateral fossa, covered

Nostrils

tip.

Wings

linear.

with ten primaries, third and fourth subequal, longest of
long.

&c.

Tarsi

all.

Tail moderate, even.
Sp. Zosterops madegascariensis, Motacilla inadegascariensis L., Briss. Omith.

— Zosterops
PL
Swains. Birds of W. Africa,
—Zosterops palpebrosa, Sylvia palpebrosa, Tbmm. PI. 293,
III.

28, fig. 2

flava,

;

col.

birds mostly of a yellow-green colour, greyish beneath

;

11.

fig. 3.

PI. 3

;

Small

they occur in the

East Indies, Africa and Australia.

Geay.

Melithreptus Vieill. (in part),
subulate, with

culmen rounded.

with ten primaries,

third, fourth

Bill shorter than head,

Nostrils placed in a fossa.

and

fifth

longest of

all,

Wings

subequal.

Tail moderate, even.
Sp. Melithrep)tus lunulatus,

Temm.

pi.

col.

335,

fig.

I,

Certhia lunidata

&o.

Shaw, 3feliphaga

Species from Australia and

atricapilla

Van Diemen's

Land.

Myzomela ViGOES and Hoesf.
head,

slender,

curved,

Nostrils basal, covered

Bill moderate or longer than
compressed towards the tip, acuminate.

by membrane, with aperture

with ten primaries, third, fourth and

mostly longest of

all.

fifth

linear.

Wings

subequal, third and fourth

Tail subemarginate or even, moderate.

Myzomela sanguinolenia, Certhia sanguinolenta Lath.
M. chermezina
Gray, Gen. of Birds, PI. xxxviii. ;— Myzomela Boiei Mueller, Vcrh.

Sp.

over de nat.

;

Gesch. &c. Avcs, Tab. 10, figs,

i,

2,

&c.

—
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From
rostris,

and

this

genua Acanthorhynchus Gould,

Proceed. Zool. Soc. 1827,

Sp. Acanthorh. tenui-

does not appear to be sufficiently distinct.

p. 24,

Certhia cucuUata

live

mostly in

The

Shaw, &c.

New

Holland,

species of this genus are small,

some on the islands of the Indian

Archipelago.

Promerops Briss., Philoturus SwATNS.
ten primaries, the

Bill long, subcurved;

Tongue

nostrils linear, placed in a fossa.

feathery.

the fourth longest of

first short,

Wings with

all.

Tail long,

cuneate.
Sp. Promero'ps cafer,
PI. enl. 637,

GUEK.

Merops cafer L. (and Upupa promerops ejusd.). Buff.
Icoiiogr., Ois. PI. 26, fig. 1; South Africa.

Lewin, Temm., Fhiledon Cuv.

Melipliaga

Bill moderate or

longer than head, keeled, with culmen curved, compressed at the
tip,

emarginate.

Nostrils lateral, covered

Wings

a fossa (sometimes pervious).
short, fourth

long.

and

by membrane, placed

with ten primaries, the

subequal, longest of

fifth

in

first

Tail moderate or

all.

Tarsi long.

Moho

Acrulocercus Caban.,

Less.

Bill

moderate.

Tail

long,

graduated, with middle feathei's curved.
Melipliaga fasciculata, Merops niger Gm., Merops fasciculatus Lath.,

Sp.

Dixon
Avium

Voy. round the World, London, 1789, 4to, p. 357
rar. Icon. Tab.

Ii.

;

Temm.

long yellow feathers at the sides

;

Anthochcera Yigoks, Horsf.
duated.

PI.

col.

471

;

and PL, Merk.
bunch of

black, with a

from the Sandwich Islands.
Bill moderate.

Tail elongate, gra-

In many a pendulous caruncle on each

side of the throat,

destitute of feathers.
Sp. Melipliaga carunculata, Merops carunculalas Lath., Anthochara Lewini

Vigors and Horsf., Philip
Meliphaga inaurls,

Voy.

Anthochcera

to

Bot^ Bay, 1789, PI. 28, p. 164;

inauris

Gray,

Creadion

caruncidatus

ViEiLL. Gal. PI. 94.
Acanthogenys GouLD.

Tail moderate, broad, even.

A naked place below

the eyes, with cheeks spinose.
Sp. Meliphaga rufogularis, Acanthogenys riifogidaris. Proceed, of the Zool.
Soc. 1837, P- 153-

Tropidorhynchus Vigors and Horsf., Philedon Swains.

with culmen acute.

Nostrils nearly in the middle of

even, with point broad.
Sp. Meliphaga corniculata,

South Wales,

p.

Bill

strong,

Tail long,

scattered hairs.

Merops corniculatus Lath., White Voy.

to

New

190, PI. 16.

Prosthemadera Gray.
long, even.

Head with

bill.

Bill

moderate, curved, broad at the base.

Tail

—

—
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Merops circinnatus Lath., Merops iiovce Hollandim
Gmel., Philemon cincinnaHis Yieill. Gal. PI. 183, Cuv. R. Ani., id. ill.,
Black, with green and violet reflections with white,
Ois. PI. 26, fig. 1

Sp. Meliphaga eircinnata,

;

.

loose plumules on each side of the neck, elegantly rolled in spirals.

New

Zealand.
Note.

Birds,

— On

some other sub-genera, omitted

here, cons.

Gkay, Genera of

I.

Phyllornis BoiE,

some a

Bill moderate, in

little

longer than

head, with ciilmen keeled, subcm-ved, with tip curved, eraarginate.

Wings with

Nostrils basal, placed in a fossa.

and

fifth

subequal, fourth longest of

Feet short;

tarsi

somewhat

ten primaries, fourth

Tail moderate, even.

all.

thick, shorter than middle toe, covered

above anteriorly with a continuous scute.
To

the genus Phyllornis belong light-green bright-coloured birds of the

East Indies and the Sunda Islands
species

known

to

Temm.

pi.

484,

col.

nensis Gm.,

them
fig.

Buff. PI.

cyanopogon Temm. PI.

Hypsi2)etes

of

all.

Vigors.

fig. 3,

643,
512,

fig.

and

fourth

i,

Temm.

PI.

Note.

—Here

Hodgson
Gray has

Family

also,

Vigoks

;

col.

484,

fig.

2;

—Ph.

&c.

Bill moderate, keeled,

fifth quills

Tail long, with point broad, emarginate.
Sp. Hypsipetes psaroides

subequal, longest

Tarsi short.

Himalaya.

according to Cabanis, should be referred genera Sibia

a,TidYiihina

Hodgs.

{suh-genera, Myzornis,

Polyodon and Ixulus);

placed Yuhina amongst the Luscinidce.

XLV.

Liotrichince [LiotricMdce Caban.).

Wing-coverts

ten.

col.

referred the

Phyllornis aurifrons

Sp.

Phyllornis cochinchinensis, Turdus cochinchi-

;

enl.

(Is this its place?)

Wings with

emarginate.

I

Gmelin and Latham

;

genus Tardus.

to the

scutes, posteriorly

short.

Primaries

Tarsi covered anteriorly with transverse

and on each

side with a continuous scute.

Bill

compressed, mostly short, almost always emarginate.
Cissa BoiE,

Gray.

(Species of Kitta Temm.).

than head, strong, emarginate, with culmen curved.
covered by plumes of forehead.

Wings with
of

all.

fourth, fifth

and sixth

Bill shorter

Nostrils basal,

Bristles at the angle of mouth.
quills subequal, the fifth longest

Tail somewhat long, graduated.

(Feathers of back decom-

posed, long.)
Sp. Cissa sinensis, Coi-acias sinensis Gm., Corvus speciosus
enl.

620;

Cissa thalassina Temm.,

PL

enl. p.

401.

Shaw, Buff.

PI.

— ——
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Bill sliortcr than

Oarrulax Less.

head, acuminate, keeled.

Nostrils ])laced in a fossa at the base of

and sixth

longest of

quills

Wings with

bill.

Tail somewhat long,

all.

fifth

rounded.

Posterior claw longer than the rest.

Tarsi long.

Sp. Gai-rulax perspicillatus, Tm'dus perspicillatusGu., Buff.,

PL

604;

enl.

—

Garrulax mitratus Geat, Timalia mitrata Sal., Mueller, Tijdschr. voor
nat. Gesch. en Physiol.

Timalia luguhris

11.

1835, PI. ix.

Mueller,

S.

1.

1.

fig.

fig. 2

;

Garrulax lug tihr is

3;

Gb ay,

the last two species are both

from Sumatra, &c.

Hodgs.

TrocJialoptera

Pterocyclus Gray.

Wings with

long.

Bristles at the cheeks

Bill short, subulate.

fifth,

sixth

and seventh feathers longest of

all.

Tail long, rounded.

Blyth, Pterocyclus

Sp. Garrulax lineatus

phalus Blyth, &c.

;

species

setifcr G'B.a.y

;— Garrulax

erythrocc-

from the central parts of Asia.

Actinodura GouLD, Leiocincla Blyth, Ixops Hodgs.
Cinclosoma ViGORS, HoRSF.
straight, subulate.

Wings

fifth quills

Cinclosoma punctatum, Tardus punctatus Lath. &c.

Sp.

tralia

long-

Species from Aus-

and Van Diemen's Land.

Pomatorhmus HoRSF.

Bill

pressed, with margins entire.

Wings

with fourth and

Tail elongate, graduated.

est of all.

a scale.

culmen nearly

Bill short, with

short,

Gape

of

moderate,

curved,

keeled,

com-

Nostrils basal, lateral, covered

mouth produced under the

by

Tarsi long.

eyes.

gradually longer up to the fourth,
and sixth subequal, longest of all. Tail long,

concave, with quills

the fourth,

fifth

graduated.
Sp. Pomatorhinus montanus HoB.aF
ralis

Java, Sumatra; Pomatorhinus tempoViG. and HoRSF., Pomatorhinus trivirgatu^ Temm. PL col. 443; Aus-

tralia,

.

;

&c.

•

Timalia HoRSF.

Bill shorter than head,

curved, compressed, finely emarginate at the

placed in a fossa, covered by a scale.
bill.

Tarsi long.

Wings

subequal, longest of

all.

broad at the base,
tip.

Nostrils basal,

Short bristles at the angle of

short, concave,

with

fifth

Tail moderate, rounded

and sixth
or

quills

graduated.

(Feathers of back, and often also of throat, decomposed.)
Sp. Timalia thoracica

Temm. PL

col.

594,

Temm. PL
fig. 2,

&c.

col.

76; Java, Smnatra;

Timalia

vigricollis

AVES.
Sub-genera Myzcrnis Hodgs.

Temm. PL
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Sp. Thnalia gularis Hoesp., Myioihera

color. 442, fig.

i,

Sub-gen. Chrysomma Hodgs.

&c.

Sp. TiniaUa hypokuca Frankl.,

De La-

FRESN,, GUER. Mag. de Zool. 1835, Ols. PI. 39, &c.

Macronus Jard.
Sp. Timalia trichoorhos TEini.

Jora HoESF.

coL 594,

fig.

i.

Bill moderate or shorter than head, compressed,

Wings with

emarginate.

PL

subequal, longest of

first

quill short, fourth, fifth

Secondaries long.

all.

Sp. Jora tiphia, Motacilla tiphia L.,

and sixth

Tail even.

Edwards

Birds, Tab. 'jg;—JoraLa/res-

nayi Hartl.

Magas. de Zool. 1845, Ois. PL 60, &c. Species from the
East Indies, Ceylon and the Sunda Islands; comp. Haetlaub, 1. cit.

Liothrix Swains. ^ Furcuria Less.

compressed, emarginate,

strong,

with

Bill shorter than head,

culmen. curved.

Bristles at the angles of mouth.

basal, lateral.

and sixth

short, rounded, with fifth

Tarsi slender, long.

quills suLequal, longest of all.

Tail moderate or somewhat long.

Sp. Liothrix sinensis, Tanagra sinensis Gm.,
fig.

237,

I

;

Nostrils

Wings somewhat

China, Himalaya.

Parus furcatus Temm.

This species, with forked

PL

color.

formed

tail,

the genus of Swainson, which Lesson, simultaneously with

originally

him, distinguished

(as

a sub-genus of Parus);

Other species from central Asia, which

may

Traite d'Orniih. p. 457.

be added to

it, have an even
some a wedge-shaped tail, as Liotliryx chrysocephala, Muscicap>a variegata Delessert, Guer. Magas. de Zool. 1840, Ois. PI. 19.

tail,

Mimus BoiE,

Hmyes Gambel).
tip.

S WAINS, (add Toxostoma Wagl. and

Orplitus

Bill moderate, compressed, emarginate at the

Nostrils basal, oval, placed in a small fossa.

angle of mouth.

Wings

Bristles at the

rounded, with fourth and

sometimes also sixth, subequal, longest of

all.

fifth

quills,

Tail elongate,

graduated or rounded, ample.
Sp.

Mimus

fig. I

;

polyglottus,

Twrdus

polyglottus L.,

Wilson Amer.

Ornith. PI. x.

the moclcing-hird ; back grey, whitish below; wings and

black with white on the outside.

tail

greyish-

This North American bir^ has, with a

pleasing and powerful song, the ability also to learn the note of other
birds,

and even to imitate

edit.)

I.

pp. 164

—

176.

all

kinds of sound

The same

Turdus Orpheus L., Edwards Birds,

^

VOL.

II.

Leiothrix,

;

— compare Wilson (Jardine's

ability also belongs to

PI, 78,

Mimus

orphcus,

from the West Indies, and

Fauna Boreali-Amer., Birds,

p. 490.

.33

in

— —

—

; ;
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a greater or

stoma

degree to various other South American species.

less

Wagl.

Mimus

Sp.

rufus,

Turdus rufus L., Buff.

PL

Toxo-

enl.

645

Carolina, &c.

Bonacohius Swains.

Mimus

Sp.

brasiliensis

Maxim., Turdus

Campylorhynchus Spix,

Lafeesn.

{P{cola2')tes

enl. 392.

in part.)

zonatus, Picolaptes zonatus Less. Cent. Zool. PI. 70;

Sp. Campylorhynchus

\

Buff. PI.

atricapillus L.,

Campylorh. merjalopterus Desmubs, PI. peint. 54, &c.

Koch, Cuv.

Troglodytes Vieill.,

slender, with

shorter than head, in others longer),

Gape

Nostrils hasal, lateral.

curved.

the eyes.

Wings

longest of

all.

short,

with

moderate

Bill

of

third, fourth

cnlmen sub-

mouth produced under

and

fifth quills

subequal,

Tail short, rounded or even, often erect.

Sp. Troglodytes europceus Cuv., Motacilla troglodytes L.,

Less. Ornith. PI.

fig. 2,

wren,

some

(in

le roitelet,

70, fig.

i,

Naum.

Taf. 83,

Buff. PI.
fig. i

enl.

the

;

651,

common

der Zaun-Schlilpfer ; dispersed throughout Europe; a small

bird, red-brown, dirty

white on the breast

;

it

builds an artistic nest with

various materials, especially moss from the trunks of trees, and lays from

6 to 8 white eggs with red
Thryothorus Vieill.

PL

168,

GUER.

spots.

Sp. Troglodytes longirostris Cuv.,

Iconogr., Ois. PI. 15,

fig.

r;

Vieill. Gal.

from Brasil and the Antilles,

&c.
I^ote.

— On some

other genera, amongst which Tatare

ought especially to be noted, cons.

Bonap.

Cons}). gen.

Family XLYI.

Av. pp. 220

Turdince.

Wing-coverts short.

Gray

—224.

(!)

Gen. of Birds,

Primaries ten, the

Tarsus longer than middle

Less.

1.,

and

first

very short.

toe,

covered on

the anterior surface above with a continuous horny coat, below with
transverse scutes.

culmen curved,
Cojjsyclms

in

Bill emarginate at the tip,

compressed, with

most moderate, in a few longer than head.

Wagl.,

Gryllivora

S WAINS.

Bill

head, strong, compressed, with culmen cm-ved.
basal, pai^tly covered

by the plumules

first quill

moderate, fourth and

longest of

all.

shorter

than

Nostrils lateral,

Wings with
and sixth subequal,

of forehead.

fifth or fifth

Tail elongate, cuneate.

Sp. Copsychus mindanensis, Turdus mindanensis Gm., Buff. PI. enl. 62"]

East Indies, the Sun da Islands ; Copsychus macrourus, Turdus macrourus
Gm., Turdus tricolor Vieill. &c.

—

—

;

;
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Bill short. Wings with
and sixth quills subequal, the fifth longest of all. Tarsi
Tail somewhat long, ample, graduated or rounded.
(A

Bessonornis Smith. {Gossyjiha Vigors).
fourth, fifth
elongate.

genus scarcely distinct from the preceding.)
Sp. Bessonornis Sioainsoni Bonap., Petrocincla albicapilla Swainson, Birds

of W. Afr.

I.

PI. 32

;

— Bessonornis semirufa,

Bessonornis voclfcrans, Turdus reclamator Vieill.

Rueppell

Nord-0. Afr.

Syst. Uebers. der Vogel

1845, PI. 21, &c.

—

Note.
Add genus Thamnohia Swains, in part, Thamnolcea Caban.
They who would unite these three genera will scai'cely, in my
opinion, violate the natural method.
Sp. Copsyclms alhiscapidatus, Saxicola albiscapulata Rueppell,
thiere,

Tab. 26,

fig.

Neue Wirbel(Comp. Turdus cinnamomeiventris Lafeesn., Guek.

i.'

Magas. de Zool. 1836,

Turdus L.

some

Wings with

third

moderate or

Bill

species).

A

Nostrils basal, lateral, oval.

the angle of mouth.
fifth also,

of

(exclusive

shorter than head.

with

Ois. PI. 55, 56.)

and fourth

few

bristles at

quills,

sometimes

subequal, the third and fourth longest of

Tail

all.

moderate, even.
These birds feed on insects and worms, in autumn on
They live mostly in woods, and lay from 4 to 7 light-green
eggs, commonly spotted with brown or red.
The species of Holland and
the North of Germany are for the most part birds of passage, but these
same species Hve over the winter in the South of Europe,

The thrushes.

berries also.

Naum.

Sp. Turdus musicus L., Buff. PI. enl. 406,

thrush or
enl.

490,

throstle, la grive, die Slng-drossel

Naum.

Taf. 67,

fig.

2

;

Taf. 66,

fig. 2

PI. 38, fig.

a yellow

I

bill,

enl.

2

male, 555 fem.,

the song-

Buff. PI.

These two species are

the fieldfare, &c.

greyish, ruddy-brown above, whitish with black spots below.

rula L., Buff. PI.

;

— Turdus pilaris L.,
Naum.

Turdus me-

Taf. 71, Less.

Ornith.

male; the blackbird, la merle, die Amsel; the male black with
the female brownish.

Oreocincla Gould.

with culmen curved.

Bill moderate, strong,

Tail moderate, rounded, with 14 feathers.
Sp. Turdus varius Pall. Zoogr. Russo-Asiat,
occasional in

Europe

;

in a very similar species

499; central Asia, Japan,

from Java, Turdus lunulatus Lath., Sundev., on

the contrary, the fourth and

fifth flag-feathers are

Monticola BoiE, Petrocincla Vigors.
curved.

l.

in this species the third flag-feather is the longest

the longest.

Bill moderate,

Points of wings produced beyond the half of

Sp. Turdus saxatilis L., Buff. PI. enl. 562,

Naum.

with tip

tail.

Taf. 73, Diet. univ. d'llisf.

not., Ois. PI. 18, fig. 2.

33—2

—

—
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Geocichla

Kuhl.
Temm.

Sp. Tardus citrlnus Lath.,

PI.

col.

445

p.

;

from the East Indies, as are

Comp. BONAP. Consp. Gen. Av.

also the other species of this sub-geuus.

268 1.

ViGORS, BoNAP. {Myiophaga Less.).

Zootliera

Bill longer than

head, compressed; upper mandible with hooked tip produced be-

yond the lower. Wings somewhat short, with first quill very short,
fourth and fifth subequal, longest of all. Tail short, even, broad.
Tarsus not surpassing middle

toe.

Sp. Zoothera monticoJa Vigoes, Himalaya

Myiothera andromeda Temm.

PL

392

col.

;

Zoothera andromeda Hartl.,

;

from Timor and the high regions

of Java.

Cinclus Bechst.,

Temm.

Illig.,

Hydrobata ViEiLL., Gray.

subequal, longest of

with

all,

see p. 415),

Bristles at the angle of

Nostrils marginal, longitudinal.
short, concave,

Moehr.;

Bill moderate or scarcely shorter than

head, cultrate, subascending.

Wings

(not

mouth none.

Tarsus longer than middle

first quill

toe.

very short, third and fourth

second scarcely shorter than these.

Tail

short, even.
Sp. Cinclus aquaticus Bechst., Siurnus cincluslj., Buff.
Ornith. PI. 39,

fig.

2

;

the water-ouzel,

PL

enl. 940,

Lesson

der Wasser-Schwdtzer ; the back

and upper part of the breast white, the belly brown. These
by rivers and brooks, and build artistic
nests in holes on the banks
they feed on water-insects.
Some species of
this genus occur also in Asia and America.
black, the neck

birds breed twice a year, keep
;

Eupetes
head,

Plumes
basal,

Temm.

straight,

(Is this its place?)

depressed

at

the

Bill a little longer than

base, broad,

with tip curved.

of forehead produced over the lateral fossas of bill

oval.

Tarsi long,

short, rounded,

with

fifth

obsoletely scutellate

and sixth

in

;

front.

nostrils

Wings

quills subequal, longest of all.

Tail long, ample, rounded.
Temm. PL col. 5 6, Less. Compl. a Buff. viii. PI.
Ewpetes Ajax Temm. PL col. 573; New-Guinea, &c.
This genus has affinity with Tanypus or Grallina ; see the next page.

Sp. Euiietes macrocercus
39, fig. 2;

^

In Turdus

1

Sumatra;

rubir/inosus, a species of this division, the covering of the anterior

surface of the tarsi consists of transverse scutes

more or

less

conspicuously distinct.

—

—
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Family

anteriorly with

scutes, coalesced

distinct transverse

with a continuous horny scute.
alone.

Sylviadce

Bill short,

very

first

Tarsi slender, mostly long, covered

Wing--co verts short.

short).

Gray,

[Luscinidce,

Motacillincn.

Primaries in some nine, in others ten (with

previously.)

in some, or

Outer toes conjoined at the base

more rarely moderate, mostly

slender,

somewhat

straight or subcurved, compressed towards the tip, emarginate.

Tam/jms^

ViEiLL.,

Grallina

mouth.

Bristles at the angle of

Toes

Oppel.

sub-

moderate,

Bill

with culmen rounded, obscm'ely emarginate at the

straight,

Wings

short.

tip.

Tarsi long, obscurely scutellate.

long, with ten primaries, the third

following subequal, fourth longest of

and three

Tail long, even, ample

all.

at the extremity,
Sp.

Tanyfus

Ch-allina melanolcuca Vieill.,

Ah. der

Wissensch.

zii

ausfralis

iSi^,

iSii,

Milnclien,

Vieill. Gal. PI. 150, Less. Ornith. PI. 39,

s.

Oppel, Deiikschr. der
150

AUocoturus mihi, Enicurus Tejim. [Henicurus).

somewhat

Nostrils lateral, placed in a fossa,

Rigid

bristles at the angle of

very small, fourth and

Bill moderate,

culmen keeled, tip
surrounded by membrane.

Wings with

mouth.

fifth

Tab. viii,

base, with

straight, dilated at the

bent.

first

— 166,

fig. i.

ten primaries,

subequal, longest of

covered anteriorly by a continuous horny scute.

Tarsi

all.

Tail elongate,

forked, or moderate, deeply emarginate.
Sp.

AUocoturus coronatus, Enic.

Gal. PI. 145,

Temm. PL

both from Java;

From

col.

AUocoturus

Temm., Tardus Leschenaullii Vieill.

cor.

113;

AUocoturus

ruficapillus,

velatus,

Temm.

PL

Temm. PL
col.

col.

160;

Sumatra,

534,

the continent of India also, and from central Asia species of this

genus are known.

Motacilla L. (exclusive of
short, in a

many

species),

Lath., Bechst.

Bill

few almost as long as head, straight, slender, acuminate,

compressed at the

tip,

emarginate.

Nostrils open, basal, lateral,

above by naked membrane. Short bristles at
the angle of mouth. Tarsus much longer than middle toe, slender,
obsoletely scutellate in front. Front claws small, hind claw longer.
oval, partly covered

Wings with

1

Such

nine primaries, the

also is the

first

name given by Meigen

two subequal, longest of

to a genus of the Dq^tera,

i.

p. 345.

all.
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Tail elongate,

with the sixth and seventh of secondaries long.
even.
Motacilla alba L., Buff. PI.

Sp,

pied

enl.

652, Less. Ornith.

hoche queue, la lavandiere, die

war/tail, la

iceisse

PL

71, fig. i; the

Bachstelze ; grey, white

below, the two outer tail-feathers white, the throat in the summer-plumage,

A

especially in the adult male, pitch-black.

occurring chiefly in England,

is

somewhat

different species,

MotacillaYarrelUi GouLD, which was con-

founded by previous writers with Motac. luguhrisVxLL. it is figured under
In some of the species
this name in Guerin Iconogr., Ois. PI. 15, fig. 3.
;

—

the toe of the hallux

is

Of

long and very acute.

Cuv.

R

make

the transition to the following genus.

Ani., ed.

ill.,

PI. 29,

Ois.

fig.

2

CuviER forms the

these

sub-genus Budytcs.—Sp. Motacilla flava L., Buff.

PL

enl.

674,

the yelloiu wagtail, &c.

;

fig.

2,

They

Anthus Bechst., Temm. (species of gen. Alauda L.). Bill
with culmen declivous at the base, then somewhat straight,
Nostrils
subcurved, subemarginate, acuminate, mostly slender.
placed before the base of bill, oval, marginal. Tarsus longer than
short,

middle

toe, scutellate anteriorly.

Front toes moderate, posterior toe

Wings with

elongate, surpassing hallux, acute.

second and third longest of

all

;

nine primaries,

with the sixth and seventh of the

Tail moderate, emarginate.

secondaries long.

These birds have the closest affinity with the preceding in the colour and
marking of the feathers they, however, have more resemblance to the larks
and many thrushes, grey-brown above, and the breast spotted black. They
;

Sp. AntJius pratcnsis Bechst.,

feed on insects alone.

Buff. PI.

660,

enl.

meadoic-pipit.

— Anthus

enl. 660, fig. 1,
fig. 5,

all

fig.

Naum.

Naum.

2,

fig.

parts of the world are

2

;

i

;

To

it

L,,

the tit-lark,

fig. 2,

PL
15,

Species of this genus from

the tree-pipit, &c.

known.

fig.

Alauda trivialis L., Buff.
Guer. Iconogr., Ois. PI.

arhoreus Bechst.,

Less. Ornith. PI. 71,

Taf. 84,

Alauda pratensis

Taf. 84, figs. 3, 85,

belong also the sub-genera Agro-

doma Swains, and Corydalla Vig.

Exochocichla nob., Henicocichla Gkay, Sejurus SwAlNS.
cies oi Motacilla L.,
Sp.

(Spe-

Gmel.)

Exochocichla auricapilla, Motacilla auricapilla L., Turdus auricapillus

WiLS. Am.

Ornith. PI. 14,

noveboracensis Gm.,

fig.

2

;— Exochocichla

Turdus aquaticus WiLS.

Accentor Bechst., Illig.,

Temm.

1.

1.

novehoracensis, Motacilla

PI. 23, fig. 5, &c.

Bill short, broad at the base,

with culmen declivous at the base, then somewhat straight, subulate,

compressed at the

mouth.

tip,

emarginate.

Bristles at the angle of

Nostrils at the base of bill, linear, narrow, surrounded

membrane.

by

Tarsi scutellate anteriorly, with scutella sometimes

—
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Wings with

obsolete.

ten primaries, the third, fourth and

subequal, the fourth longest of

Accentor modularis, Motacilla modularis L., Buff.

Sp.

Nadm.

Taf. 92, figs.

PL

enl. 615, fig. i,

the hedge Accentor, hedge warbler;

4,

3,

alpuius Bechst., Motacilla alpina Gm., Buff. PI. enl. 668,
Taf. 92,

fig.

Lesson

I,

Ornith. PI. 69,

winter principally on seeds of plants, in

fig.

2,

summer on

horny

anteriorly with a continuous

somewhat

Tail

all.

Sialia Wilsonii Swains., Motacilla sialis L.,

Sp.

long, with ten

and fourth sub-

short, subeven.

Buff. PI.

enl. 396,

Wilson Am. Ornith. PL 3,
SwAiNS., Richaedson Faun. Bor. Am., Birds,
Ois. PI. 4,

Iconogr.,
arctica

fig.

Naum.

1,

Tarsus covered

primaries, the first very small, the second, third
equal, the third longest of

—Accentor

insects also.

Wings

scute.

fig.

These birds feed in

&c.

Bill short, with tip curved.

Sialia Swains.

fifth

Tail moderate, subemarginate.

all.

i,

fig.

Gu:er.
Siala

;

5

North

PI. 39,

America.

Note.

—Here

are to be inserted some genera of recent writers:

Petroica Swains. &c.

Saxicola Bechst.,

Temm.

(Species of Motacilla L.)

Bill short,

broader than high at the base, almost straight, with culmen keeled,
continued above the forehead, bent at the

tip,

obscurely emarginate.

downwards. Nostrils lateral,
basal, oval, partly covered by membrane. Tarsus elongate, slender,
covered anteriorly with a continuous scute. Posterior claw arched,
Bristles at the base of bill, inflected

Wings

shorter than hallux.

long, with ten primaries, the first
and fourth subequal, longest of all. Tail

small, second long, third

even, short.
Sp.

Saxicola cenanthe Bechst., Motacilla cenanthe L., Buff. PI.

figs.

I,

2

;

schmdtzer.

Naum.

Taf. 89,

—Saxicola

figs,

i,

2

;

enl.

554,

the ivheat-ear, le motteux, der Stein-

stapazina, Motac. stapazina L., Diet. univ. cVHist,

nat., Ois, PI. 35, fig. 2.

Sub-genus Pratincola KoCH.
L., PI. enl. 678,

name

fig.

of (Enanthe),

birds, feeding

respect to

on

I,

Naum.

insects

Sp. Saxicola ruhicola, Motacilla rubicola

Less. Ornith. PI. 68,

;

Taf. 90, figs,

there

colour and marking.

is

i,

2,

fig.

&c.

i,

(under the erroneous

— Small,

lively

and shy

often a great difference in the sexes in

All the species belong to the Eastern

hemisphere, the most to Africa.

Luscmia Briss., Brehm. [Lusciola Blas. and Keyserl.,
oi Motacilla L., spec, oi Sylvia Lath., Temm.).

spec.

Bill short, broad

at the base,

with culmen curved, keeled, compressed at the

emarginate.

Nostrils oval,

placed at the

anterior

tip,

margin of a

—
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memlbranous fossa in the base of

second moderate, third, fom-th and
longest of

Short bristles along the

bill.

Wings

margin of lower mandible.

posterior

fifth

Tarsus longer than middle

all.

with a continuous horny scute.

witli ten primaries,

subequal, fourth mostly
toe,

covered anteriorly

Tail moderate or somewhat long,

mostly even.

Gould

Calliope

what

straight,

(and Cycmecula Briss.).

with tip curved.

some-

Bill acuminate,

Wings moderate, with

quill

first

reaching nearly to the middle of second, third and fourth subequal,
longest of all.
Tarsi elongate.
Tail moderate, even or rounded.
Luscinia cyanecula, Motacilla suecica L., Buff. PI.

Sp.

figs,

r,

2,

Naum.

Taf. 75, figs. 3

—5

;

enl.

Pall., Accentor calliope Temm., Diet. univ. d'Hist. nat.,

nubecula Briss., Brehm, Dandalus Boie.

culmen subcurved, with

361,

fig. 2,

6ro,

Luscinia calliope, Motacilla calliope
Ois. PI. 35, fig. i.

with

Bill acuminate,

Wings with

tip acute, curved.

first quill

produced to the middle of second, third quill not equalling the sixth,
fourth and fifth sub-equal, longest of

all.

emar-

moderate,

Tail

ginate.
Sp.

Ltiscinia rubecula,

Naum.

Taf. 75, figs,

Motacilla rubecula L., BuFP. PI. enl. 360,
i,

2

;

Ruticilla Brepim, Phcenicura Swains. Bill with

long,

with

first quill small,

equal, fourth longest of
Sp.

third, fourth

2,

Naum.

Taf. 79, figs,

erythacus L. (and Motac.

and

Wings

fifth

sub-

Tail longer, even.

all.

Luscinia phcBnicurii,s, Motacilla phmnicurus L., Buff.

I,

i,

culmen depressed

before nostrils, broad at the base at the sides of mouth.

somewhat

fig.

the red-breast.

i,

titys

1

;

the red-start.

—Luscinia

L., Syst. nat. ed. X?),

PL

enl. 35 1, figs.

titliys,

Naum.

1. 1.

Motacilla

figs. 3, 4.

Luscinia Gray, Philomela Brehm. Bill with culmen subcurved,
rounded towards the tip. Wings moderate, with first quill very
short, narrow, third and fourth subequal, fifth much shorter than
these, third longest of
Sp.

Tail moderate, with sides rounded.

all.

Luscinia vulgaris nob., Motacilla luscinia L., Buff. PI.

Lesson

Ornith.

PL

69, fig.

i,

Naum.

Taf. 74,

fig. 2

;

enl. 615, fig. 2,

the nightingale,

le

back ruddy brown, breast ash-grey, belly whitish plumage
the same in the two sexes. This little bird feeds on insects, small worms,

Rossignol, &c.

;

;

&c.

;

its beautiful,

rich

and

clear

song has gained from ancient times a

well-deserved celebrity,

Sylvia Lath, (in part).
culmen keeled, emarginate

Bill short, depressed at the base, with
at the tip.

Nostrils basal, placed in a

—

—
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Bristles at the angle of the
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mouth and the base

of the bill.

Wings

Tarsi scarcely longer than middle toe, scutellate anteriorly.

with ten primaries, the

very small, third and fourth longest of

Tail moderate, rounded, broad.

suhequal.

all,

first

We

here adopt the genus Sylvia in the same extension as Gray, and

refer to it the

genera Hippolais Brehm, Phyllopneuste

Meyer and Wolf,

All the species are from the Eastern hemisphere.

&c.

Ficedula Koch, Blas.

and Keysekl. {Phyllopneuste Meyer).
Tarsus longer than middle

Tail siihemarginate or even.

Bill

toe.

depressed at the base, broader than high.
With

a)

very small, second, third

first quill

and fourth

subequal, third

longest of all.

Sylvia sihilatrix Bechst.,

Sp.

Temm.

PI. col. -245,

fig.

Nadm.

3;

Taf. 80,

2; the ivood-tvren; light brownish-green above, yellowish below, a yellow

fig.

streak above the eyes;
581,

fig. 1,

57, fig.

I

;

Naum.

PL

Sylvia hi2ypolais, Motacilla hippolais L.,

enl.

Hippolais icterina Desmurs, PI. peint.
the chijfchaff (from the two notes of its song)i.
Taf. 80,

fig. I,

b)
With first quill produced beyond the third part of the second, tvith
second shorter than the four folloicing quills, the third, fourth and fifth
longest of all.

Sylvia rufa Lath.,

Sp.

Nadm.

Taf. So,

Sylvia Blas. and Keyserl.
longer than middle toe.
a)

fig.

4; also

named

chiff-chaff^.

Tail even or ronnded.

Tarsus not

Bill at the base higher tlian broad.

With wings rounded,

the second quill not equalling the sixth.

{Pyroph-

thalma Bonap.)
Sylvia melanocephala, Motacilla melanocephala

Sp.

MORA, Temm. PI.
b)

With

col. 24, fig.

•2,

Gm.

Sylvia saixlaMAR-

xoings acuminate, the second quill surpassing the sixth, sometimes

scarcely shorter than the third or fourth the longest of

all.

Sylvia cinerea Briss., Motacilla sylvia L., Buff. PI.

Sp.

581,

fig. I,

Naum.

Taf. 78, figs,

longs the genus Curruca Briss.,

1

;

&c.

The genus Eippolais

of

i,

enl.

2; the ichite-throat, &c.

579

Here

fio-.

?

also be-

Brehm.

Brehm, which, according

to him, ought to be placed

in the neighbourhood of Calamoherpe.
3

Comp. Jenyns Man. of

English

S.

Hippolais with the

it),

hesitation in

Vert.

rufa of

Anim.

p.

Temminck

112.

"Having compared

(the specimen

our
having been named

and sent by him to Mr Gould, to whose kindness I am inand found them agreeing closely in all their characters, I have no
considering them of the same species."

by Temminck
debted for

Brit.

S.

himself,

—

—

—
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Galamolierpe

Meyer, Salicaria, Selby, Blas. and Keyserl.
somewhat straight, emarginate obscurely at

Bill shorter than head,

the

Short bristles at the angle of mouth.

tip.

placed in a fossa, surrounded by membrane.
continuous with the base of

bill.

Wings

rest.

of

with ten pri-

very small, the second, third and fourth subequal,

first

third longest of

Claw

Tarsi long, scutellate.

hallux strong, curved, larger than the
maries, the

Nostrils basal,

Forehead depressed,

all.

Tail moderate, rounded or graduated.
Buff. PI. enl. 513,
the reed-wren, die Rohrdrossel; above ruddy-grey,

Calamoherpe furdina, Turclus arundinaceus L.,

S^J.

Naum.

Taf. 81,

fig.

I

;

below whitish, the lower mandible yellow at the base
dlnacea, Motacllla arundinacea Gm.,
reed-ivren,

Nadm.

Calamoherpe arun-

;

Taf. 81,

very similar to the preceding, but smaller

;

fig.

2;

the small

these birds feed on

water-insects.

Note.

—Add

allied

genera Acrocephalus Naum., A'edon BoiE, Gin-

clorhaniphus Gould, and some others omitted here.
Crateropiis

SwAlNS.

Brymoica SwAlNS. (add Megalurus HoRSF., Frinia ejusd. (and
Bill short, with culmen curved, keeled, with tip
compressed, emarginate.
Short bristles at the angle of mouth.
Nostrils placed in a fossa at the base of mouth, surrounded by
membrane. Wings short, rounded, with ten primaries, the first
short or moderate, the fourth and fifth (in some the fifth and sixth)
Cisticola Less.).

longest of

all.

anteriorly.

Tail

elongate, graduated.

Hallux with claw

Tarsi long, scutellate

large, curved.

Drymoica maculosa Geat, Sylvia macroura Lath., Buff, PI. enl. 752,
Brymoica superciliosa Swains. Birds of W. Afr. 11, PI. 2
2
Drymoica damans, Prinia damans EuEPP. Ail. Taf. 2, fig. a, Temm. PL

Sp.

fig.

;

color. 466, fig. 2,

;

&c.

On some other genera, to be inserted here Sphenceacus Strickland, Sphenura Lichtenst., Dasyornis ViG., Horsf., Maiiorhina
:

YiEiLL., Psophodes Horsf,, cons.

Gray

Ge7i.

of Birds,

i.,

and Bonap.

Consp. pp. 279 and 216.

Orthonyx Temm.

men

Bill short, emarginate, compressed, with cul-

curved and keeled.

of bill.

Tarsi elongate,

Nostrils lateral, placed in a pit at the base
strong,

scutellate anteriorly;

almost equalling middle; claws strong,

little

outer toe

curved, compressed.

——
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Wings

with

short, concave,

subequal, longest of
Sp.
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quill moderate, fifth

first

and sixth

Tail moderate, rounded.

all.

color. 428, 429 New Zealand, South
brown, white below; the shafts of the tail-feathers projecting,
These birds climb on trees in quest of insects. Another species

Orthonyx spinieaudatus Teum. PI.

Sea Islands
pointed.

;

;

New

of bird from

Holland, referred to this genus,

differs

not only in

its

colours, but also in having longer wings; Orthonyx icterocephalus IjA¥B.esk.,

Certhia heterodiia

QuoY and Gaimaed, Gueein Magas.

de Zool. 1839,

(^^^•

PI. 8.

Malurus ViEiLL.

Bill short, with gape ample,

tip curved, often emarginate,

mouth.

compressed.

Nostrils placed in a large fossa, surrounded

covered anteriorly with

Tarsi long,

Wings moderate

slender.

by membrane.

a continuous horny scute,

or short, with ten primaries, the first

short, or moderate, the fourth, fifth
all.

culmen keeled,

Bristles at the angle of

and sixth subequal, longest of

Tail graduated, narrow.
Sp.

Malurus cyaneusYiEiLL., Motac. cyawea Vieill.

Lamhertii Vig. and Hoksp.,

White

Gal. PI. 163

Bay, PI. 23
all the species are from New Holland or
Land ; the males are distinguished by lively colours.
;

Stipiturus Less.

;

Malurus

Journal, PI. 41, Phillip Voy.

to

Bot.

Van Diemen's

Tail-feathers long, rigid, acuBiinate, with

vane

decomposed.
Sp.

Malurus palustris Vieill., Muscicapa vialacJiura Shaw, Linn. Trans.
21; from the southern part of Australia.

rv. PI.

Ortliotomus HoRSF., Edela Less.

somewhat

straight, slender,

short, rounded,

somewhat

Bill depressed at the base,

some

(or in

with ten primaries, the fourth,

equal, fifth longest of
or

moderate

all.

long).

Wings

and sixth sub-

fifth

Tail of various length, mostly moderate

long, graduated, with feathers narrow.

Tarsi long,

slender, scutellate anteriorly.
Sp. Orthotomus BennettU Sykes, Motacilla longicauda (and sutoria) Gmel.,

Lafeesnaye
Temm., Edela

in

Gueein Magas. de Zool.
Temm. PI.

ruficeps Less.,

Small birds from the East Indies, the
the

name

1836, Ois. PI. 52

first

;

Lafeesn.

1.

species noticed

is

color.,

of tailor-hird {Sylvia sutoria), from

its

nest of

Orthot. edela
1.

PI. 5

1,

&c.

known under

two or three mangoand

leaves sewed together with cotton-thread, filled internally with cotton

down

;

see

Maetinet Katech.

Indian Zool. London, 1790, PL
China, &c.
ascribed to

(It is probable,

more than one

der Natuur. n. p. 194, PI.
10, p. 44,

Lafeesn.

1.

1.

4,

Pennant

PI. 53; Ceylon,

however, that this mode of nest-making is to be

species of this genus.)
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SwAiNS. Bill sliorter than head, conical, slender,
the base, compressed at the tip, obscurely emarginate.

Sylvicola

broad at

Nostrils placed in a broad fossa at the base of

Wings with

angle of mouth.

Bristles at the

bill.

nine primaries, the

shorter than the two following, the longest of

all.

scarcely

first

Tail moderate,

Tarsi covered anteriorly with transverse scutes, sometimes

subeven.

scarcely distinct, longer than middle toe.

Outer toe longer than

inner.
Sp. Sylvicola coronata, Motacilla coronata L. (and Motcw. canadensis L. sp.

Buff. PI.

27),

Wilson Am.

enl. 709, fig. i,

Ornith. PI. 17,

fig. 4, PI.

45,

fig. 3-

Sylvicola canadensis, Motac.
fig. 2,

WiLS. Am.

canad. L.

Ornith. PI. 15, fig.

are from America, the most from

7,

enl.

685,

All the species of this genus

North America.

Bill almost of the length of head,

Mniotilta YiEiLL.

Hallux larger than the other

subarched.

PL

Buff.

(sp. 42),

&c.

toes,

with culmen

with claw curved.

Tail subemarginate.
Sp.

Sylvicola varia, Motacilla varia L., Figuier varie Briss.

PI. 27, fig. 5,

Am.

Ornith.

Edwabds
i.

Ornith. iii.

Gleanings, PI. 300, Vieill. Gal. PI. 169,

PI. 19, fig. 3; this bird

Wilson

from the southern part of North

America, occurring also in the West Indies, creeps in the winter months
like Certhia,

at the

name

the

on the stem and branches of

moss with

its

(not

moderate, compressed,

Wings with

first quill

Gloger,
the

subulate,

Caban.).

Geotlilypis

gape armed with

Bill

bristles.

not equalling the fourth, third longest of

far surpassing the
Sp.

and pecks

all.

(Other characters almost of the preceding genus.

Tail rounded.

Tarsus

trees in quest of insects,

a peculiarity from which Vieillot has derived

Mniotilta.

SwATNS.,

Trichas

bill,

Trichas personafa,

PI. enl. 709,

middle
Turdus

toe.)

trichas L., Motacilla trichas

Wilson Am.

fig. 2,

Ornith. PI. 6,

fig.

Gmel., Buff.

i.

Setophaga SwAlNS.

On

the species of this genus and on some other genera of this place, here

omitted, consult

Family XLVIII.
Wing-coverts

short.

p.

3x2 and

Muscica^nnw.
Tarsi covered

foil.

Primaries ten, the
anteriorly with

first short.

transverse

and on both sides with a continuous scute. Bill
the base, with tip curved, emarginate. Rigid bristles at

scutes, posteriorly

broad at

Bonap. Consp.

the base of

bill.

——

—

—

—
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Muscicapa L.

Cuv.

(in part),
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Bill short, with

culmen keeled.

by bristles. Feet moderate;
tarsus of the length of" middle toe. Hind claw curved, larger than
middle fore claw. Wings moderate or somewhat long, with third
Nostrils basal, lateral, partly covered

and fourth

quills longest of all,

scarcely surpassing the second.

Tail moderate, subeven.
Sp.

Muscicapa grisola L. {Butalis grisola Boie), Buff. PI.

Naum.

fanger;

Taf. 64,

fig. I

;

the spotted fiy-catcher,

le

enl.

565,

fig.

i,

gohe mouche, der Fliegen-

feeds on flying insects, generally taking

four or five light blue-green eggs with red spots

;

them in its flight; lays
Muscicapa atricaptilla

and Muscicapa

albicoUis Temm., Cuv. R. Ani., ed. ill., Ois. PI. 18,
have been observed only rarely in Holland, and belong rather to the
south of Europe (especially the last-named ^). From Abyssinia is Musci-

L.,

fig.

I,

capa fumigata Guer., Muscicapa chocolatina Eueppell, System. Uehers.
Also in China and Japan species of this genus occur. Sp.

Tab. 20, &c.

—

Muscicapa narcissina Temm, PI.
Bltth, Bonap.).

col.

^"j'j,

fig.

i

(the

genus Xanthopygia

Hemichelidon Hodgs.
Comp. Annals of nat.
Note.

— On

Hist. 1845, p. 203,

Gray

some other genera of modern

{Niltava) Hodgs., Dimorphco, &c., see Gray,

1.

Gen.

i.,

Muscicapince.

wi'iters,

Chaitaris

Add

Chasiem2)is

1.

Caban., Arch./. Naturg. 1847, pp. 207, 208.

Muscipeta Cuv.

(in part),

Caban., Tchitrea Less., Gray.

Long

moderate, depressed at the base, broader than high.
at the

base of

longest of

all.

bill.

Wings with

Bill

bristles

fourth and fifth quills subequal,

Tail long, graduated or cuneate (with two middle

feathers in males very long).
Sp. Muscipeta paradisi, Muscicapa parad'tsi L.,

East Indies;
Ornlth. PI. 42,

Muscipeta

4,

fig.

crlstata,

South Africa;

Buff. PI.

Muscipeta rufa Swains., Buff. PI.

Muscipeta prlnceps Temm. PI.

i;

Muscicapa

cristata

enl. 234, figs, i, 2;

enl. 248, fig. i,
col.

Gm., Buff. PI.

Lesson

584, Japan;

enl.

573,

Muscipeta rufiventrls Swains. Birds of W. Afr.

fig.
11.

2,

PI.

&c.

Platystira Jard.

DrymopMla Temm.

Swains.) Monarclia ViG. and HoRSF.
culmen keeled. Nostrils basal, lateral,

(not

Bill moderate, strong, with

^ They form the genus Muscicapa Boie, named Hydomela by Sundevall, because
he thinks the name Muscicapa should be kept for JButalis Boie.
Ofvers af Kongl. Vet.
Akcul. FiJrh. 1846, pp. 223
225.

—

—

—

—
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Gape

covered with the silken plumnles of the forehead.
beset with long

Wings with

mouth

of

Tarsus equalling middle toe in length.

hristles.

third quill subequal to the fourth the longest of

all.

Tail moderate, even or suhemarginate, sometimes rather long, graduated.
Sp.

DrymopMla

fig.

carinata, Muscipeta carinata Swains.,

Drymophila

;

2

Temm.

PI.

334,

trivirgata

Temm.

1.

Species from TimoPj

&c.

Temm.

PI.

col.

413,

Drymophila velata
Sumatra, New Guinea and
fig.

1.

i

;

Australia.

Prosorinia HODGS., Oreas

Geay.)

Temm. {Codioa HoDGS.

previously,

Bill moderate, depressed, broad at the base, with

Nostrils lateral, placed in a fossa.

arched, keeled.

with third and fourth quills subequal, fourth longest of

somewhat
Sp.

Prosorinia azurea,

all.

long,

Tail

Tiirdus azureus

PL

col.

274;

Prosorinia

Bill shorter than head, broad

with culmen subcurved.

covered

Temm.

Cochoa viridis Gray, Gen. PI. LXViii. &c.

Pericrocotus BoiE, Acis Lesson.
at the base,

Wings

all.

long, graduated.

viridis,

fossa,

culmen

Wings

by plumules

Nostrils basal, placed in a

of forehead produced over the

moderate, with fourth and

fifth quills

bill.

subequal, longest of

Tail long, with three outer feathers on each side graduated,

the four middle subequal.
Temm. PI.

Sp. Pencrocotus miniatus, Muscicapa miniata
univ.d'Hist. nat., Ois. PI.

peregnnus L.

{Syst.

cjb, fig.

2; Java;

nat. ed. xii.

i,

p.

color.

156, Diet.

Parus
and Motacilla cinnamomea

Perierocotus p>eregrinus,

342,

ejusd.? p. 335) &c.

Cehlejjyris

Gray.

Cuv. (and Graucalus

Campephaga ViElLL.,

ejusd.),

Bill shorter than head, or short, strong, broad at the base,

with culmen curved, keeled

;

a few bristles at the angle of mouth.

Nostrils basal, lateral, placed in a fossa, partly covered

Wings with
somewhat

third

and fourth

long, rounded.

by plumules.

quills subequal, longest of all.

Feathers of back and

rump

Tail

rigid, often

spinescent.
Compare, on
(Vol.

III.

this genus,

Temminck in the text of the PI. color. Livr. 42
Rdeppell MonograpMe der Vogclgattung,

opposite PI. 278) and

deren Typus

Levaillant

unter deni

gemaeht hat. Mus. Senekenb.

iii.

Namen

"lea Echenilleurs, " helcannt

1845, pp. 17

— 39.

All the species are

from warm countries of the Eastern hemisphere. They feed on caterpillars
and other insects living upon trees. The larger species with stronger bill,

and of which the two sexes do not

differ in

plumage, form the sub-genus

—

—

—
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Graucalus.

melanops,

Cehlepyris

Sjj.

Ois. PI. 6,

Iconogr,,

fig.

i; Australia,

Coi'vus Novce Guinece

lineata,

Corvus melanops

New

Lath., Gukr.

Guinea, Timor;

Lath., Buff. PI.

629

enl.

Ccble2)yris

Sumatra, &c.

;

Smaller species, of which the males often have a plumage with metallic
belong to the sub-genus

lustre,

Sp.

Cehlepyris.

phosniceus,

Ceblejyyris

Turdus phwniceus Lath., Temm. PL col. 71, Isid. Geoffr. in Guer.
Mag. dc Zool. 1833, Oh. PI. 9, Swains. Birds of W. Afr. PI. 27, 28,
Cehlepyris

Senegal.

Note.

ccesia,

CampicpJiaga canaYi^iiAj. Gcder. PI, 130, &c.

—On the sub-genera Lalage BoiE

{JErucivora Swains.)

and

Volvocivora Hodgs., comp. Bonap. Consp. gen. Av. pp. 355, 356.

Ptihgonys SwAlNS., Hypothymis Lichtenst.

culmen keeled, curved, compressed

pressed, with

placed in a fossa at the sides of

bill,

Bill short, de-

at the tip.

Nostrils

surrounded by membrane,

by plumules. Feet short; tarsus shorter than midplumed below the heel. Toes moderate; hallux short,
strong.
Claws moderate, curved, compressed. Wings moderate,
with first quill very short, fourth, fifth and sixth subequal, fifth
partly covered
dle toe,

longest of

Tail even, elongate, broad at the apex.

all.

Plilogonys cinereus

Sp.

Temm.

Taf. VII.

fig. I,

Swains.,

Mexico;

PI. col. 452,

Hypothymis chrysorrhoea

Ptihgonys

Lichtenst.,

Tschudi, Faun. Peruan.

Zewco^is

&c.

Myiadestes Swains.

Sp. Ptihgonys armillatus,

(ViEiLL.), Myiadestes geniharhis Swains.,

Gray

Muscicapa armillata

Gen. PI. lxix., from the

Antilles.

Bill short, broad at the base, thick,

Bomhicilla Bkiss., Vieill.

Nostrils basal, oval, mostly covered

subcurved.

Feet short, with

bent plumes.

Wings somewhat

by

and third

long, with first quill very short, second

subequal, third longest of

Head

Tail short, subeven.

all.

decum-

rigid,

tarsi partly scutellate posteriorly.

crested.

(An anomalous genus.)
Sp. Bomhicilla Garrula. Ampelis Garrulus L., Buff. PI. enl. 261, Less.
Ornith. PI. 56,
fig. I

;

fig. 2,

Bohemian

Naum.

chatterer,

Taf. 59, Guv. R. Ani., ed.

Bohemian

wax-toing,

le

ill.,

Seidenschivam ; general colour reddish-grey, belly silver-grey,
tipped with yellow

;

sists

in

lamina of a deep red.

of iosects and berries.

is also

tail is

Little

is

in

Japan.

not yellow at

7,

and

of the secondaries terminate in a

known

of

its

habits

;

the food con-

North America,
In North America another very
is

also

found

in

found, Bomhycilla cedrorum Vieill. Gal.

WiLS. Am. Ornith. Tab.
the

Some

This species

some parts of Asia and

similar species

tail black,

flag-feather black with white spots, throat black,

a black streak behind the eyes.

homy

Ois. PI. 20,

jaseur de Boheme, der

PL

1 1

8,

and at Japan is a third, of which
the extremity, but crimson-red, Bomhycilla
fig.

i

;

—

—
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Temm.

phcenicoptera

PI.

col.

450, Faun. Japon., Av. Tab. 44.

This species

has no horny plates on the wings.

Family XLIX.
short),

Laniince.

{Laniadce D'Orb. and Lafresn.,

Primaries mostly ten (with

Caban.)

short, covered anteriorly

continuous

Bill

scute.

first short,

Wing-coverts

in a few nine.

more rarely very

Tarsi moderate or

short.

with transverse scutes, at the sides with a
moderate,

short or

compressed,

strong,

emarginate towards the tip or furnished with a tooth on each
Edolius Cuv., Dicrurus ViEiLL., Gray.

side.

Bill moderate, thick,

broad at the base, with culmen keeled, bent, compressed towards
Upper mandible produced beyond the lower.
tip, emarginate.

the

Long

Nostrils basal, lateral, rounded,

bristles at the base of bill.

Wings somewhat

covered by bristles and plumules.
first

long, with

three quills gradually longer, fourth and fifth longest of

Tail with ten feathers, elongate, almost always forked.
Sp.

Edolius halicassius, Corvus balicassius L., Buff. PI.

all.

Feet short.

enl.

603, Malacca;

—Edolius
Buff. PI.
Madagascar;
Lanius
—Edolius malabaricus, Lanius malaharicus Lath., Sonner. Voy. aux Ind.
forficatus L.,

cristatus,

Or. PI. 97; Gov. R. Ani., ed.

ill.,

enl. 189,

PL

Ois.

23, fig. i;

Edolius remifer

In the two last-named Indian species the outer tailfeather in the male is very long, and in the last is more than twice the
length of the body these two outermost feathers are vaned only at the

Temm.

PI.

col.

178.

;

extremity.
feather,
is

is

In Edolius remifer the
even at the extremity.

with the exception of the outer

tail,

The

colour of most of the species

black with steel-blue reflections.

(Species of Graucahis Cuv.)

Irena HoRSF.

Bill moderate,

strong, broad at the base, compressed towards the tip, emarginate,

with culmen keeled, curved.

and

bristles.

short, scutellate.
little

Wings with

shorter than fourth

moderate or somewhat

and

by plumules
and angle of mouth. Tarsi

Nostrils lateral, covered

Bristles at the base

first quill
fifth,

narrow, short, the third a

which

short, broad, even,

are longest of

Tail

all.

with twelve feathers.

Sp. Irena puella Horsf., Zool. Researches in Java,

1.

182

r,

Coracias puella

Lath., Temm.

PL

Sumatra, &c.

dark black with clear cobalt-blue on the back and on the

;

top of the head;

col.

70 male, 22^ fem., 426 young bird; from Malacca,

Irena cyanogaster ViG.,

Gray

Gen. of Birds, PI. LXX.

Manilla.

Tricliophorus

Temm.,

Trklias

Gloger

short or moderate, elongate and conical,

(not

Swains.).

somewhat broad

Bill
at the

—
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base, with tip curved, emarginate.

base of

Feet short
with

;

at the base of bill.

bristles

Wings

tarsus not longer than middle toe.

three

first

longest of

Nostrils placed in front of the

Very long

open, oval.

bill,

Tail

all.

gradually longer,

quills

somewhat

fourth,

moderate,

and sixth

fifth

long, broad, even or rounded.

Temm. PL col. 88 greyish-green with thick yellow
and a crest of long bristly hau's at the back of
Some also
the head; from the coast of Guinea, as are some other species.
Comp. BONAP. Cons^iect.
are known from India and the Sunda Islands.

Sp. Trichophorus barbatus

;

feathers under the thi'oat,

gen. Av, p. 262.

SwAlNS.

Phyllastr&plius

Comp. SwAiNSON

in

App.

the species are from Africa.
PI. erd. 563,

Pycnonotus

to

Fauna

boreali-Amer.

II.

183

1,

p. 486.

All

Here belongs Turdus senegaUnsis Gm., Buff.

fig. 2.

KuHL,

Ixos Temm., Brachypus Swains.

broad at the base, with culmen curved, keeled.
a fossa, linear, lateral.

Bristles at the sides of

quills subequal, longest of all.

mouth.

Wings with

thick, booted or obscurely scutellate.

Tail

Bill short,

Nostrils placed in

somewhat

Tarsi short,

fourth and fifth
long, rounded or

even, with the apex broad.

+

With

scutellate.

bill serrate

Tail even.)

towards the

tip icith

four or

three notches.

{Tarsi

Sub-gen. Andropadus Swains., Polyodon Lafkes-

NAYE.
Sp.

Pycnonotus impcrtunus, Turdus importunus Vieill., Lapkesnaye in

GuEKiN Magasin de

++

With

bill

Cape of Good Hope.

emarginate towards the tip once only.

frcmt with confluent
Tail rounded.)

Zoolog. 1832, Ois. PI. 4;

scutella,

scarcely distinct or with

{Tarsi covered in

a continuous

scute.

Pycnonotus auct. {Brachypus, Hcematornis Swains.)

Sp. Pycnonotus jocosus, Lanius jocosus L., Bkiss. Ornith.

ll.

PL

21, fig. 2,

Buff. PI. enl. 508, Sonner. Voy. aux Ind. Or. PI. 98 (fig. bad), Dixon
China and India. (This species
Voy. round the World, p. 358 and PI.
;

seems to be Ixos pyrrhotis of Hodgson; another very similar species
is smaller and has the hinder part of the body yellowish, Pycnonotus jocosus

Blyth, Bonap.) These two species are ruddy-brown above, white below
they have a red spot below the eyes, the head crested. Pycnonotus cafer
ll., Bkiss. Orniih. 11. PI. 20, fig. 2, Buff. PL enl. 563, fig. i; South Africa.
;

In these species the coverts under the base of the tail are red, in other species
yellow.
Pycnonotus melanocephalus, Lanius melanocephalus Gm., Ixos
atriceps Temm. PI. col. 147; yellow-green with shining blackhead; from
the Sunda Islan""!, &c,
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Spasorms mihi^ VangaYlEiLh., GrAY.

Bill moderate, straight,

compressed, higher than broad, strong, with culmcn obtuse, keeled,
with tip curved each mandible emarginate towards the tip. Angle
;

mouth armed with bristles. Nostrils lateral, basal, rounded,
partly covered by plumules. Tarsi longer than middle toe, scutel-

of

Wings with

late anteriorly.

longest of

and sixth

fourth, fifth

quills subequal,

Tail somewhat long, graduated.

all.

Spasornis curvirostris, Lanius curvirostris L., Briss. OrnitJi. ii. PI. 19,
Buff. PI. enl. 228; Madagascar. This bird resembles in miniature
I

Sp.

fig.

;

some species of Barita, as Barita varia (Craciicus), p. 487, but
the first inspection by the round form of the nostrils.

Lanius L.

some

of

(excl.

differs

on

Bill moderate or short,

species.)

strong, compressed, higher than broad, mostly curved, furnished
with a tooth on each side towards the tip. Nostrils placed at the

base of

bill or

a

in front of the base, often covered

little

of

with

all.

first quill short,

bristles.

Wings mode-

Tarsi longer than middle toe, scutellate anteriorly.
rate,

by

third and fourth mostly subequal, longest

Tail somewhat long or moderate.
Bill short, curved,

Falcuncidus Yieill.

much compressed, with
Wings with fourth

keel produced amongst the feathers of forehead.

and

longest of

fifth quills

Tail even or subemarginate.

all.

Tarsi

moderate.
Sp. Lanius frontatus Lath.,
PI. 16, fig.

I

;

larly coloured to

longest of

white,

PI.

44,

fifth

Cuv. R. Ani.,

eel. ill.,

Ois.

feathers of the head form a crest.

and sixth

Erect plumes of head

Geoffroyi,

bill.

fifth

Vieill. Gal. PI. 142, Less.

Swains. Birels of W. Afr.

i,

subequal,

quills

long, rounded.

Shaw, Prionops

fig.

i.

PI. 26;

Senegal;

the wings and tail black, with a white streak on the wings; a

naked ring round the

eyes, the legs pale yellow (in the other species of this

family they are

commonly black

Prionops

Ruepp. &c.

Lanius

77,

produced beyond the base of

somewhat

Tail

Sp. Lanius plumatiis
Ornith.

crest,

with fourth,

all.

col.

Bill curved, moderate.

Prionops Vieill.

long,

The

Parus major.

forming a compressed

Wings

Temm. PL

Australia; of the size of Lanius collurio, and almost simi-

cristatus

^

all.

From

Tail

(TTrda),

the

Wings with

Bill curved.

auct.

subequal, longest of

like

somewhat

to cb-aw

off,

bill).

Lanius poliocephalus,

third and fourth quills

long,

to tear.

rounded or cuneate.

——

—
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i)?,l

Sp. Lanias excubitor L., Buff. PI. enl. 445,

Naum.

Taf. 49

grey above, white below, the middle of the
each side of the
enl. 31,

fig.

I

2 male,

fem.,

i,

Lanius coUurio L., Buff. PI.

Naum.

the red-backed shrike,

Taf. 52;

Most

the third flag-feather the longest, &c.

of the species are birds of

These birds are very predaceous

;

they feed on beetles,

on small birds also and mice, and attach

;

branches or transfix

der

back and wings cinnamon- brown, head of male grey,

passage in Europe.

a moderately

tig.

the wings and a streak on

tail,

over the eyes black;

bill

rothrilckige Wiirger;

grasshoppers, &c.

Less. Ornith. PI. 45,

the cinereous shrike, la pie-gri^clie, der graue Wiirger,

;

it,

and lay from

artistic nest,

5 to 7

theii-

They

especially the insects, on thorns.

prey to

all

build

yellow-white or light-green

eggs, which have darker spots, especially at the obtuse end.

Telephones Swains.

much

Wings

of forehead.
all.

Bill

moderate or a

little

longer than head,

compressed, curved, with culmen produced amongst the plumes

with fourth and

short,

fifth quills longest

Sp. Lanius erythropterus

Senegal;
fig. 2,

Shaw, Buff.

Lanius cucullatus

Spain, &c.

Tetata.,

(This sub-genus

PI. enl. 479,

Susemihl
is

fig. i,

Tchagra Levaill.,

Vog. Lnropa's,

Upon

much

Tab.

mode-

Bill

compressed, with culmcii somewhat

cm'ved, tip cm-ved, produced beyond the lower mandible, which

Tarsi long.

longest of

all.

Wings

17,

this the following

Malaconotus SWAINS., Laniarius ViElLL., BONAP.
rate or shorter than head,

11.

&c. more aberrant

in the wings,

from the type of the Lanii than the others.
genus closes, which has very long tarsi.)

shorter.

of

Tail broad, graduated, long.

Avith fourth, fifth

and sixth

is

quills

Tail mostly long, rounded.

Sp. Malaconotus harharus, Lanius barbarus L., Buff.

Birds of W. Afr. i. PI. 24,
gutturalis Daud., Diet. univ.

d'ffist.

PL

enl. 56,

Swains.
Lanius

Malaconotus torquatus,

Senegal;

Nat., Ois.,

PI. 2 a, fig. 2

South

;

Africa, &c.

Sub-genus

Dryoscopus BoiE,

Bonap.

Sp.

Malaconotus

mollissimus

Swains., Lanius gambensis Lichtenst., Swains. Birds of W. Afr.

i.

PI.

23, &c.

Note.

— Lanius

hicolor L.,

genus, differs by the
subequal, longest of

tail

Buff. PI.

shorter

enl. 298, fig.

and the

third

i,

scarcely

of this

and fourth quiU- feathers

all.

Bill moderate or short, thick, with
Pacliycephala SwAiNS.
culmen curved, compressed towards the tip, emarginate. Bristles
at the angle of mouth. Tarsi somewhat long, scutellate anteriorly.
Wings with fourth and fifth quills longest of all. Tail even or

subrotundate.

34—2

—
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Musclcapa pectoralis Lath.,

PacJtycephala pectoralis,

Sp.

fusca ViG. and HoRSF., Linn, Transact, xv. p. 240

;

Pachycephala
from Australia, as

are most of the species, of which figures are to be found

A

Birds of Australia.

Gould's

in

couple of species occur also at the Moluccan

Islands.

Sub-gen. Eopsaltria Swains.

Bill

moderate,

abruptly curved at the

tip.

Pachycephala australis ViG.

Sp.

White

and HoRSF., Motacilla

Wings with
Pachycephala

Sp.

Lath.,

Bill short, inflated at the

Hyloteiye Caban., Ilylocharis Boie.
sides.

australis

Neiv South Wa,les, PI. 28, p. 239.

fifth

quills longest of

all.

Mus. L. B.; Borneo, Java;

philomela

Jardine

orpheus

and sixth

Contributions

to

Pachycephala

Ornith. 1849, PI. 37, Timor.

<

Ptereryth'ius Strickl., Pteriitliius SwAlNS.,
Bill short, with tip curved, hooked.
fossa,

Bristles at the base of bill.

pervious.

Wings with

or obscurely scutellate.

longest of

all.

fig.

I,

fig. 3,

Tarsi long, booted

third, fourth

and

fifth quills

Tail short, graduated.
Allotrius flaviscapis

Ptererythrius flavipennis,

Sp.

AUotrms MuELL.

Nostrils basal, placed in a

Java;

Temm.

PI.

col.

589,

Temm.

Allotrius cenobarbus

Ptererythrius cenobarbus,

ib,

&c.

Temm.

Pat^dalotus Vieill.,

(Is this its place?)

Bill short,

dilated at the base, compressed towards the tip, emarginate, with

culmen

Nostrils basal, lateral, small, surrounded

distinct, curved.

by membrane. Feet slender

tarsus longer than middle toe, covered

;

Wings with

anteriorly with transverse scutella.

the

first

three subequal, the second longest of

nine primaries,
Tail short,

all.

broad, even.
Sp.

Pardalofus pmictatus, Plpra punctata Lath., Temm. PI.

R. Ani., ed.
striata

Ois.

PI. 16,

Lath., Temm. PI.

others, are

New

from

Vireo Vieill.
keeled,

ill.,

subcurved,

col.

;

fig.

col.

Feet somewhat short

;

mouth.

78,

Gov.

Pardalotus omatus Temm., Pipra
i

;

these species, like most of the

one species from Timor

emarginate at the

is

also

known.

tip,

compressed.

culmen
Short

Nostrils basal, placed in a fossa.

tarsus longer than middle toe, covered ante-

riorly with transverse scutes.
first

394,

Holland

;

Bill short or moderate, strong, with

bristles at the angle of

the

fig. 2

very short, or nine

Wings with

(in this case

either ten primaries,

the second and third, in

—
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that the third and fourth longest of

all).

Tail even or subemar-

ginate.

With nine primaries. ( Vireosylvia BoNAP., PhyUomanes Caban.)
a)
Wings with second quill (which in the others is the third) longest of all.
Sp.

WiLS. Am. Ornith. PI.
Vireo virescens
North America.
lxv.; the south-west of North America,

Vireo olivaceus Vieill., Miiscicapa olivacea L.,

12,

fig.

common
Gray Gen.

3;

Vieill.,

in the

of Birds, PI.

—

of

forests

Guyana.

With

b)

Sp.

ten primaries.

(

FiVeo Bonap.)

WiLS. Ain.

Vireo novehwacensis, Muscicapa noveboracensis Gm.,

PI. i8,

fig.

6;

Ocypterus Cuv.,

Vi7'eo solitarias

Vieill., Wils.

ib. PI. 17, fig. 6,

ArtamusN I'&ill., Geay.

Bill short or scarcely

culmen rounded. Nostrils
scarcely shorter than middle toe. Toes strong,

shorter than head, curved, with

Tarsi strong,

Wings

with claws curved, compressed, acute.
quill

very small, second longest of

somewhat

all.

Ornith.

&c.

basal.
short,

with

long,

first

Tail even, moderate or

short.
Ocypterus alhovittatus

Sp.

ejusd.)

Cuv. R. Ani., ed.

Turdus sordidus Lath, (and ienehrosua

Ois. PI. 3, fig. 6,

Less. Ornith. PI. 44,

fig.

Ocypterus leucorhynchus, Lanius leucorhynchus Gu., Buff.

2; Australia;

PI. enl. 9,

Cuv.,
ill.,

fig. I,

Compare on

Java, Celebes, &c.

genus Valen-

this

ciennes Ohserv. stir le genre des Langrayens, Mem. du Mus. vi. 1820, pp.
10 27, PI. 7 9. It is placed by Cabanis with Oriolus, and appears in

—

—

some sense
Hirundo ?).

Family L.

to stand in the middle

Chelidones

between that genus and Lanius (and

{Hirundinidce Gray).

acute, with nine primaries in some, in others ten.

mostly short.

Tarsi short, covered

scutes, often hirsute.

anteriorly

Wings

long,

Wing-coverts

with transverse

Hallux shorter than the inner

toe.

Bill

short, broad at the base, depressed, entire at the tip, compressed,
curved. Gape of mouth in the plumed part of head produced as far

as under the eyes.

The

sioallows

have especially long, pointed wings, and

fly

very

rapidly and continuously to capture insects as they fly for food.

For

this purpose the bill, of

short, can be
society,

which the horny part

opened very wide.

and lay from four

They build

to six eggs.

of this family are birds of passage.

is

unusually

their nests mostly in

In our parts

This family

all

may be

the species

separated

which were united by Linn^us under his genus
Hirundo, yet, with much resemblance, still so greatly differ from
each other, that most modern writers have found occasion to remove

into

two

divisions,

—

——
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them

The

far apart.

first

division alone possesses special muscles

for song, as in the rest of the singing birds.

Section

longest of all

;

first

by

Tail-feathers twelve.

Hirundo L,

With
With

longer than the side-toes.

Tail mostly forked.

compressed, slender.
a)

Fore toes
Claws acute,

Characters of the section.

(in part^).

middle much

*

nine primaries, the

secondaries moderate, hidden at the base alone

short coverts.

three, the

Wings with

Hirundinince.

I.

tarsi naked.

somewhat

hill

culmen curved.

strong,

Progne Boie, Cecropis Less. (Species

all

American.)

Hirundo ])urpurea L. (and H. Subis ejusd.) Buff. PI. enl. 722, Wils.
Amer. Ornith. 2, PI. 39, figs. 2, 3; iu North and South America; Hirundo
chalibcea Gm., Buff. PI. enL 545, fig. 2.

Sp.

**

With

broad at

hill weak, depressed, very

Cotyle Boie, Bihlis Less,

add Herse

the hose.

in part.

Wings longer than

tail.

Tail emarginate, or subeven.

Sp.
3,

Hirundo riparia L., Buff. PI. enl. 543, fig. 2, Naum. Taf. 146, figs.
4; Hirundo tapera L., Brisson Ornith. Ii. PL 45, fig. 3; South

America, &c.

Hirundo. {Cecropis Boie, Athicora Boie, Gray).

Tail forked, with

outermost feathers sometimes very long.
Sp.

Hirundo

rustica L.,

chimney-swallow,

the

Buff. PI.
die

enl.

fig. i,

543,

the

RauchscJiwalbe ;

Naum.
largest

Taf. 145,

native

fig. i;

species;

bluish-black above, the throat ruddy, the belly white, a white spot on

each of the tail-feathers at the inner
are not

It prefers

spotted.

senegalensis L.,

Buff. PI.

the largest species,

side,

making

its

except the two innermost, which

Hirundo

nest in cow-houses.

Swains. Birds of W. Afr. i. Tab. 6;
shining black above, ruddy on the belly and hind part
enl. 310,

of back.

With

b)

tarsi

and

toes hirsute,

Chelldon BoiE. (Tail forked, with feathers gradually decreasing up to the
innermost, the outermost moderate.)
Sp.

Hirundo urbica

fig. 2,

Naum.

L.,

Buff. PI.

enl.

542,

fig. 2,

Less. Ornith. PI. 34,

Taf. 145, fig. 2; the house-martin, Vhirondelle defenctre,

Hausschu'albe ; black above, white below and also on the
toes covered with white

1

Hirundo

pratincola L.

is

aims, Hir. melba

down

;

this species builds

rump

a nest of

;

tarsi

mud

die

and

on the

and Hir. esculcnta L., belong to Cypsdus; Hirundo

Glareola, see above p, 412.

— —
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outside on walls, lines

Another

eggs.

Section II.
tlie

two

first

with feathers, and lays from four to six white
Hirundo dasypus Temm., is found at Borneo.

it

species,

Wings with

Cyjjselince.

ten primaries, either with

with the second

quills subequal, longest of all, or

surpassing the
short,

535

first

(more rarely the

first

the second).

hidden by coverts nearly to the extremity.

Secondaries
Tail with ten

feathers.

Cypselus Illig. (characters of the section).

culmen

Feet short.

distinct, cui'ved.

anterior

Bill short, with

(Toes almost equal, the three

Wings very

composed of three phalanges.)

with

long,

quills narrow.

CallocaMa Gray.

Three toes facing forward, hallux backward.

Wings with second

quill longest of

Tail moderate,

all.

even or

subemarginate.
Cypselus escuhntus, Eirundo esculenfa L., Bkiss. Ornith.

Sp.

Amboyna;
facipliaga Shaw;

Cypselus nidificus,

fig. 2,

and

NatwrgescJi. 1840,

393.

s.

Gray

all,

in

Cypselus murarius Temm.,

Sp.

first

Wings with second

two subequal.

Hirundo Ap^is

in Arch. f.

Hallux turned

Tarsi hirsute.

et recent.

some with

Species of which the

Compare V. Scheerbrand

eatable.

forwards {pedes adhamantes) or versatile.
quill longest of

ii. Tab. 46,
Lath., Hirundo

oiidifica

Ceylon, Borneo, Sumatra, &c.

nests are glutinous

Cypselus Illig.,

Hirundo

L.,

Tail forked.

Buff. PI.

enl. 542,

fig. i,

Less. Ornith, PI. 34, fig. i, Naum. Taf. 147, fig. 2; the common swift, U
martinet, die Thurmschwalbe ; brown-black with white throat; Europe,
North Africa; Cypselus aZpmws Temm., Hirundo melba L., Vieill. Gcd.
PI. 121,

Naum.

Taf. 147,

fig.

i; South of Europe, Africa to the Cape;

larger, grey-brown, with throat

Cypselus cayennensis,
2

;

in this

and hind part of body white.

Hirundo cayennensis Gm., Buff.

South American species not only the

entirely feathered

;

Cabanis forms from

it

his

PI. enl. 725,

genus Panyptila.

Acanthyllis BoiE, Pallene Less., Hemijjrocne NiTZSCH.

hallux posterior.

toes anterior;

fig.

but also the toes are

tarsi,

Tarsi naked.

Three

Tail even, short,

with feathers naked at the points, pungent or acuminate.
Sp. Acanthyllis senex, Cypselus senex

head grey, the
jecting
third.

;

Temm.

PI.

col. ^g'j;

tail-feathers terminating in points,

the second flag-feather

is

the longest, the

In the other species the shafts of the

sharp points

;

the

first flag-feather is

Brasil;

brown with

but the shafts not profirst

shorter than the

tail-feathers terminate in

the longest or at least longer than the

——

;
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Sp. Acanthyllis pelasgia,

third.

PI. 39, fig. i;
1

Acanthyllis spinicauda, Cypselus spinicaudatus Temm.,

20, PI. col. 195;

Bdff. pi.

Hirundo pelasgia L., WiLS. Am. Orn.
Eirimdo albicolUs Vieill. Gal. PI.

Acanthyllis collaris,

enl. 726, fig. i.

DendrocheUdon BoiE {Macropterus s. Macropteryx SwAlNS.,
Three toes anterior hallux posterior. Tarsi in
Pallestre Jj^^^.).
some naked, in others hirsute. Wings very long, with first two
;

Tail forked.

feathers subequal.
Sp. a)

Outer tail-feathers longer than wings.

Wings with

broad at the base.

first quill

Bill depressed,

longest of

flat,

very

DendrocheUdon

all.

mystacina, Cypselus mystaceus Less. Voy. Coquille, Ois. PI. 22, Diet. univ.
d'Rist. nat., Ois. PI. 3, fig.
b)

i

;

New

Guinea.

Point of wing produced beyond the outer

Bill

tail-feathers.

with

cubnen curved.

t

Wings with

first quill

longest of

all.

Sp. DendrocheUdon comata, Cypselus comatus Temm. PI.

col.

286

;

Sumatra,

Borneo.
"H*

Wings with second

quill longest of all.

Sp. DendrocheUdon longipennis, Hirundo Klecho Hoksf., Temm., PI.

col.

83

Java, Sumatra, &c.

Family LI.

Wings
lax,

Head

soft.

mouth

Nyctichelidones

broad,

large, descending

flat

Wing-coverts long.

a)

With outer

toe short {only

Plumage
gape of

Bill curved, short;

above.

below the eyes.

scutellate anteriorly, often hirsute.

GrAt).

[Caprimulgidce BoNAP.,

long, with ten primaries.

Tarsi mostly short, strong,

Tail with ten feathers.
four phalanges)

;

with clato of middle

toe

dilated internally, incised 'pectinately.

Caprimulgus L.

Bill very short, flexile, depressed at the base,

broad, compressed at the tip and bent into a round hook.
bristles, thick at the base,

of gape, directed forwards.
lar.

by membrane,

middle long, with claw pectinately incised.

Wings

versatile.
all.

Nostrils basal, approximate, subtubu-

Anterior toes conjoined at the base

short,

Rigid

placed in a row along the upper margin

outer toe

Hallux

short,

elongate, with second quill mostly the longest of

Tail various in form, in several elongate.

of

The goat-suckers. These nocturnal birds bear, according to the remark
LlNN^Us, the same relation to the swallows that the owls do to the

—

—
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They fonn

falcons^.

in

some respects the

transition to the nocturnal birds

of prey (to the genus Strix L.), and feed upon beetles and moths.
*

With

even or rounded.

tail long,

Sp. Caprbmdgus europwus
fig, 2,

Naum.

L.,

Buff.

PI. enl.

193, Less.

Ornith. PI. 33,

Taf. 148; the Euroixan goat-sucher, night-jar, Vengoideveni,

die Nachtschimlhe, der Ziegenmelker ; the colours of the loose feathers pre-

sent in this and in the other species of this genus a mixture of black, brown,

yellow and white streaks and spots ; this native species lays two dirty- white

eggs with grey-brown spots on the ground, making no nest.— Caprimulgus
South of Europe, Africa.
ruficollis Temm., Susemihl, vi. Taf. 3
;

Note. — Add sub-genera Earostopodus Gould and Lyncornis

**

(Wings with second and

Tail long, very broad, rounded or even.

third quills longest of all.

Sub-genus Anth^'ostoinus Gould.)

Sp. Caprimulgiis cayanensis Gil., 'Bv^F, PI.

Gm., Buff. PI.
Briss., Wils.

***

enl.

760;

Caprimulgus gttianenms

733; from South America,;— Caprimulgus carolinensis

enl.

Am.

ejusd.

Orn.

11.

PI. 54, fig. 2;

from North America.

Tail long, graduated, ivith two middle feathers very long.

Swains, or Scotornis

Comp. on

this

(Scortornis

?)

group Cassin Monograph of the Birds composing
Wagler and Anthrostomus Nattall; Journal of

genera Hydropsalis

Acad, of Nat. Sciences of Philad., Second

Ser.

11.

1850, 1854, pp.

the

the

13— 124,

1

PI, XIII,

Sp, Caprimulgus climacurus YiEiLL. Gal. PI. 122; Senegal, coast of Guinea.

****

Tail forked, with outermost feathers often very long.

(Pscdurus

Swains., Hydropsalis Wagl.)
Sp. Caprimulgus psalurus Temm., Capr. furcifer
PI.

Gray, not Vieill., Temm,

158; Brasil.

col. iS'j,

Bill very small.

Chordeiles Swains.
acute, with first

two

quills longest of

Wings

all.

longer than

Tarsi short.

tail,

Tail long,

forked or emarginate, more rarely subeven.
Sp. Caprimulgus americanus L., Caprimulgus acutus Gm.,

Am.

Buff. PI.

enl.

Caprimulgus virginianus Briss., Caprimulgus americanus Wils.

722;

Ornith.

PL

40, &c.

All the species are from the Western hemisphere.

Wings with first quill
and following up to the sixth nearly equal,

Eleothreptus Gray, Amhlypterus Gould.

somewhat
falcate,

^

Hone.

short, second

seventh and eighth longest of

Caprimulgus genere
Syst. nat. ed, xii.

differt

Tom.

i.

all.

Tail short, even.

ab Hirundine, uti Strix a Falcone, Phahena a Papip. 346.

—
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CLA8S XVI.
GovhD, Proceed. Zool. Soc. 1837,
South Amer.
this species)

Sp. Ctq^rinmlgus anomalus

Tab.

I

.

(I

have not seen

p. 105,

Icon.av.

;

Macrodipteryx Swains. Wings long, with second quill surpassing
except tlie last primary in males, which is very long, and with

all,

the middle of the stem naked, the tip vaned.
Sp. Capri imilgus lonr/ipennis

of W. Afr.

Shaw, Macrodipteryx africanus Swains. Birds

PI. 5-

II.

Podager Wagl., Proithera Swains. Wings long, with first quill
all, extended beyond the extremity of tail. Tail moderate

longest of

or somewhat short, even, broad.
Sp. CapyrimuhjusNattereri

Temm.

PI.

Caprimidfjus nacunda Vieill.,

Gray

Podager Goiddi

With Older

b)

{Base of

hill

col.

107

Temm.

Gener. PI. xviii.

toe longer

;

PI.

Caprimulgus cZmrmfS Maxim.,
col.

182;

species

;

than inner;

Caprimulgus Gouldi,

from South America.

with claw of middle toe entire.

covered hy setaceous, decomposed plumules.)

narrowed at the tip, with lower
towards the tip. Nostrils
down
bent
and
mandible much curved
Tail
longest of all.
quills
third
Wings with second and
lateral.
Toes
conjoined
long, rounded or even. Tarsi very short, strong.
Bill broad,

Nyctihius ViEiLL.

Claws curved, compressed.

by membrane.

at the base

Sp. Nyctihius grandis, Caprimulgus grandis Gm., Buff. PI.

Nyctihius leucopterus

Gen. PI. XVI.
all species

Toes

at the "base of bill.

free.

Decomposed, divergent, erect plumes
Wings with third and fourth quills

Tail long, graduated.

Sp. jEgotheles novce Hollandice YiG.,

White New
and another

New

Wales,

S.

Lafresnaye
in

Gray

Bill small, broad at the base, with the tip

^gotheles ViGOKS.

all.

enl. 335,

peint. 49, &c.

from South America.

of both mandibles bent down.

longest of

Maxim., Desm. PI.

PL

Gderin Magas.

in

Caprimulgus novce Hollandim Lath.,

29, p. 241,

Phillip Pot. Pay,

This genus

is

more

This species,

Gould),

also later discovered {jEgotheles leucogaster

Holland.

PI. 42, p. 270,

de Zool. 1837, Ois. PI. 82.

is

found

Podargus than to

closely allied to

Caprimulgm.

Podargus Cuv.^

culmen

convex, tip

1

Bill broader at the base than forehead, with

hooked

R. Ani. 1817,

Tom.

;

upper mandible by

iv. Corrections et

Additions,

its

p.

margin over-

172.

—
AYES.

Nostrils lateral, remote from the base, partly closed

lapping lower.

by a horny
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Wings with
even sixth) subequal, longest of all.
Tail long, mostly graduated, sometimes rounded. Toes free, padded
and

fom-th

covered by plumes of forehead.

scale,

quills

fifth

(or

beneath.
Podargus cinereus Cuv., E. Am. PI. 4,
GuER. Iconoyr., Ok. PI. 17, fig. 4, &c.

Sl^.

New

fig. i,

IjESS. Ornith. PI. 33, fig. i,

Species from

New

Holland and

Guinea.

Small species are found at the Sunda Islands, in which
the sixth quill-feather is as long or even longer than the fifth.
They form
the genus Batrachostomus Gould.

Sp. Podargus cornutus Temm. PI,

col.

159-

Humboldt.

Steatorms
the

tip,

Bill moderate, curved, dentate before

with tip produced, uncinate.

Toes

free,

Sp. Steatornis caripensis

139

— 144, Tab. 44

du Mus. d'Hht.

Mueller

J.

Taf.

1 1,

I

;

is

and fourth

Tarsi strong,

with claws compressed, curved.
Humboldt,

Ohserv. de Zool.

of head and of foot),

(fig.

nat. in.

— 331,

1834, pp. 321

et

d'Anat. comp.

L'Hekminier
PI. 15

in

(fig.

11.

pp.

Nouv. Ann.

of bird

col.),

Anat. Bemerlcungen, Arch. f. Anat. Plajdol. &c. 184-2, s. i
the Guacliaro, a large, red-brown, nocturnal bird, living in

caverns of Cumana, which
fat is used

long, with third

Tail long, graduated, broad.

quills longest of all.
short, hirsute.

Nostrils lateral, placed nearly

Wings

in the middle of bill, oblique.

by the natives

is

said to feed exclusively

in dressing their food.

on

fruits; its oily

The double vocal organ

noticed above, p. 344.

(Genus of uncertain position.) Eurylaimus HoRSF. Bill shorter
than head or moderate, depressed, broader at the base than forehead, with culmen rounded, tip curved margin of upper mandible
;

waved.

decomposed feathers
Feet moderate tarsi scutellate

Bristles or

mandible.

;

concrete as far as the
third

and fourth

the

sides

anteriorly.

Wings

second phalanx.

quills longest of all.

at

of upper

Outer toes

moderate,

with

Tail with twelve feathers,

graduated.
Nostrils longitudinal, lateral, median, placed in

a)

a groove.

rhynchus Via., Erolla Less.

Sp.

Eurylaimus nasutus Temm.,

macrorhynchus Gm., Temm. PI.

col.

154,

fig, 3,

Todus

Iconogr., Ois. PI. 16,

Sumatra, Borneo.
Nostrils basal,

b)

Gubein

Cymhi-

rounded.

Eurylaimus HoRSF.,

Gray.
(Corydon
and Serilophus

Less., Platyrhynchus Vieill., add Parisomus Swains,
ejusd.)

Sp. Eurylaimus coi-ydon Temm.,

PI.

297, Less. Ornith. PI. 50,

col.

Eurylaimus javanicus HonsF., PI.

fig.

col.

i

Eurylaimus sumatranus ViG.,
;

Eurylaimus Horsfieldi Temm.,

130, 131, &c.
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Add

genus Peltops Wagl., which

by the

differs

bill

being

fig. 2

;

less

broad, the toes less concrete, the tail forked.
Sp. Eurylaimus Blainvillii

Garnot,

Voy. Coq., Ois. PI. 19,

from New-

Guinea.

Order VI.

JRapfatores.

Bill hooked, compressed, eerigerous at the base, with nostrils

open.

Feet strong, with toes padded beneath, scabrous, with the

three anterior connected at the base only or entirely cloven, with

hallux large, posterior.
ten.

Claws elongate,

Section

Aves rapaces

I.

nocturnce.

Bill short, covered at the base

placed at the anterior

Primaries

strong, curved.

Tail with twelve or fourteen feathers.

Wing-coverts large.

margin of

cere.

with eyes large, turned forward.

by recumbent setce. Nostrils
Head large, densely plumed,
Tarsi reticulate with

covered with dense plumes (often the toes also woolly)
shorter than inner (yet with five phalanges) versatile.
,

feathers

externally,

ciliated

with

;

scales,

outer toe

(First quill-

barbs separate at the point,

recurved.)

Family LII.

(Characters of the section those also

Strigidce.

of the single family.)

The nocturnal birds of iney or owls form a very natural family,
with LiNN^us a single genus, Strix, in which he recognised only
12 species, which, however, are now multiplied more than tenfold.

The owls seek
moon-light;

consists

mostly surprise sleeping,

The

frogs also.

of small

principal food, however, of the owls consists of the

various species of the

somewhat

by twilight, and also by night in
mammals, of birds, which they
and also of large insects; some species eat

their prey mostly

it

mouse genus.

The females

are

commonly

than the males; in other respects there is little
difference between the two sexes.
They lay only few eggs (from
larger

2 to 5), of a white colour.

The

feathei's of

without

noise.

the owls are very

The

soft,

whence these birds fly
is covered with

anterior part of the head

jDlumules with loose branches (they are sometimes even hairy)

;

they

surround the eyes radiately, and thus form on the head a kind of
veil (discus)

more or

less

complete; round this disc

lies

a wreath

—

AYES.
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some rows of sliort curved plumules, which descend
behind the auditory apertures and meet below the lower mandible.
The auditory apei-tures ai'e usually large, and in some are covered
consisting of

by a

found at their anterior margin.

fold of skin

The ci-anial bones are highly pneumatic and have a large circumference.
The furcula becomes thin below and sometimes even membranous, as in
some climbing birds. The sternum has below on each side two incisures in
most species, in some a single one. Two large coeca are present. Compare
J. J. Kaup, Uehersicht der Eiden, Oken's his, 1848, s. 753
772; Mono-

—

—

gra;ph of the Oivls

Strigidce, in

119— 130,

103—122;

new

1852, pp.

Jardine's

Contrib. to Ornith. 1851, pp.

T. Cassin, Descriptions of Owls, presumed

Academy of Nat. Sciences of Philadelphia; Journal of the Acad, of Nat. Sc. of Philml.; sec. Series, li. 1850
to be

in the collection of the

species,

1854, pp. 51 and

foil.

95

foil. PI. iii

—

and PL

v.

xii,

Strix Savigny, Gkay, Kaup, Hyhris Nitzsch^
Bill subcurved at the base, curved at the tip. Facial disc complete.

Bunches of plumes at the sides of forehead none. Wings long,
extended beyond the extremity of tail, with second quill longest
of

all.

Tail short, subeven or rounded.

toe, slender,

Toes

plumed.

Sp. Strix flammea L., Buff.

Naum.

Taf. 47,

I'effraye,

fig. 2,

Tarsi longer than middle

scutellate anteriorly.

PL

Gubk.

enl. 440,

SusEMiHL Vdgel

Iconor/r., Ois. PI. 4, fig. 2,

Eiiropa's, Taf. 46; the tvhite owl,

der Schleierkautz, die Thurmeile; the

bill in this and other species
somewhat larger than in the rest of the owls, slightlythe base and more strongly only near the tip. The feathers of

of this genus

curved at

is

the face, or the disc, are pure white

;

the belly light rust-colour or dirty

white; the back and wings brown and ruddy with white and black spots.
This species is dispersed throughout nearly the whole of Europe, the north
of Africa and western Asia.
It makes its nest in the roofs of old build-

A very similar species lives in North America
Bonap., Strix flammea WiLS.), and another, larger, in
Cuba, Strix perlata Lichtenst., Strix furcata Temm., PL col. 432. From
ings, churches, towers, &c.
{Strix pratincola

South Africa

also,

from India and especially from Australia, some species

of this genus are known.

Ulula Keyserl. and Blas.

VIGNY, Cuv.)

{Ulula Cuv. and

Bundles of feathers

Syrnmm Sa-

at forehead none.

Auditory

apertures large, lunate, furnished at the interior margin with a
cover.

Wings

moderate, with third and

quills longest of all.

the points of wings.

^

1-/3/345,

-

foui-th, or

fourth

and

fifth

Tail rounded or subeven, produced beyond

Tarsi and toes plumed.

a nocturnal bird of prey

;

Aristot. Hist. an.

IX. 12.

—

—
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Sp. Ulida aluco, Strix aluco L,, (and Strix stridula ejusd.), Buff. PI. enl.

437, 441, Naum. Taf. 46, 47, fig. I, SusEM. Vot/, Ear. Taf. 45; the tawny
Ulula cinerea, Strix cbierea
owl, le chat huant, la Imlotte, der Wahlkauts;

—

Gm., Strix harhata Pall. Zoogr. Rosso- Asi at. Fasc.
phila, Strix Jiylophila Temm., PI.

col.

373,

3,

Tab.

Desmurs, PI.

i

Ulula hylo-

;

point. 37 {Strix

fasciata); Brasil, Chili, &c.

A large species

from the North and East of Europe and North-western

Asia, with tail longer than in the other species, forms the genus Ptynx

Blyth: Ulula
Naum. Taf. 42,

uralensis Pall., Strix liiurata Retz.,
fig.

i,

Temm.

PI.

col.

27,

(Characters almost of

tlie

Susem. Vog. Eur. Taf. 42.

Nyctale Brehm, Scotophilus Swains.

and furnished
Wings with third and fourth

preceding genus, but the opening of nostrils

with ouly a rudiment of operculum.

smaller,

is

quills longest of all.)
Sp. Ulula funerea, Strix funerea L., Strix Tengmalmi Gm., Vieill. Gal. PI.

Naum.

Taf. 48, figs. 2, 3; Susem. Vog. Eur. Taf. 48; from the North
and Asia, rare in England (named by Bewick the little owl).
Some species resembUng it are found in America.
23,

of Europe

Otus Cuv. (excl. of some spec),

Two

Blas.

Gkay,

JEgoliiis

Keyserl. and

tufts of feathers at the sides of forehead,

Auricular aperture

out like ears.

large,

with second and third quills longest of

lunate.

standing-

Wings

long,

Tail moderate, even.

all.

Tarsi short, plumed, as are the toes.
Sp. Otus vulgaris Flem., Strix Otus L., Buff. PI. enl. 29,
fig.

I

the long-eared owl,

;

Siberia,

Europe,

Gmel., Buff. PI.
51

;

le

hibou commun,

Egypt;

Otus hrachyotus,

enl.

Naum.

the short-eared

438,

oivl,

(and North America?);

Taf. 45,

la chouette; Europe,

the ear-tufts,

le

Naum.

moyen due,

Strix brachyotos
fig. 2,

N.

Taf. 45,

die Ohreule;

Foksteb^,

Susem. Vog. Eur. Taf.

Africa,

consisting

some parts of Asia

only of two or three

plumules, are small and, since they are not always erect, readily escape
notice; they are placed close together on the top of the head;

is

it

an

incorrect statement that they occur only in males.

++

Facial disc incomplete, deficient above the

eyes.

Bubo Cuv., Asio Swains. Aperture of ears moderate, lunate.
tufts of longer plumes standing out at the sides of forehead.
Wings with third and fourth quills longest of all.

Two

Ketujya Less., Gray.
Wings produced at the extremity scarcely
beyond the middle of tail. Tarsi naked, reticulate. Toes naked,

1

Philos. Transact, lxii. p. 284,

No.

2

;

Strix cegoUus, idula

and accipifrina Pall.

Perhaps, however, the North American species (that of Foester)
figured in

Wilson Am.

Ornith. PI. 53,

fig. 3.

is

different

;

it

is

—

—
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;
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furnished above the base of claws with a few transverse scutella,

elsewhere reticulate.
Sp,

Bubo ceyhnensis, Strix ceylonensis Gm., Strix Leschenauliii Temm. PL col.
Bubo Ketupa, Strix Ketwpa Hoesf., Strix ceylonensis Temm. PI.

10;

—

col.

74.

Biiho Cuv.

Upper mandible with margin

(in stricter sense).

Wings not produced

sinuate.

as far as the

end of

tail.

Tarsi and

toes clothed with dense plumes.
Sp.

Bubo

europcEus Less., Strix

Bubo

PL

Buff.

L.,

Natjm. Taf. 44; the eagle

435, Less. Ornith.

enl.

grand due; the largest
species of this family ; it lives in the extensive forests of Germany, Italy,
Hungary and Russia rare in France, extremely rare in England
Bubo
lacteus, Strix lactea Temm. PL col. 4, from N. Africa, &c.
PI. 17, fig.

I,

le

oicl,

;

;

E2Jhialtes Keysekl. and Blas., Scojys Savigny.
Wings produced
beyond the end of tail.
Tarsi clothed with short plumes, toes

naked.
Sp.

(Species small.)

Bubo

scops,

Strix scojys L.,

the sco2:)S-eared owl,

le

Buff.

petit due,

PL

die

enl.

486,

Naum.

Taf. 43,

fig. 3

South of Europe,

Zioerg-ohreule ;

North of Africa rare in England, has not been observed in Holland in
the colour and marking of the feathers this bird is not unlike the wry;

neck

(

Tunx

;

torqidlla)

Strix atricapilla

;

it

Phodilus IsiD. Geoffe.i

curved at the

Wings with

tip.

at the

upper

col.

and sixth

fourth, fifth

part, at the

145,

somewhat

Bill

Tufts of feathers

Tail very short, rounded.

Bubo

not larger than a thrush.

is

Natteker, Temm. PL

atricapillus,

South America, &c.

straight at the base,

above the forehead none.

quills subequal, longest of all.

Tarsi feathered.

Toes long,

reticulate

lower above the base of claws scutellate

anteriorly, with scattered hairs.
Sp. Phodilus badius, Strix badia Hoksf.,
tra; this species has

much

Temm. PL

col.

318; Java, Suma-

external resemblance to Strix jlammea.

Surma DuMERiL, Keyserl. and Blas.
plete,

sometimes almost obsolete.

or small, without cutaneous fold.

head none.

Wings with

Facial disc incomAperture of ears oval, moderate
Tufts of plumes above tlie fore-

second, third

narrowed externally, the third

and fourth

quill longest of all.

toes also densely plumed.

1

Ann.

des Sc. nnt. xxi. 1830, pp. 194

—

203.

quills sinuately

Tarsi and often

—
544
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Wings

Nyctea Stephens.

and fourth quill subequal,
beyond the middle of tail.
Toes densely plumed.

witli second

scarcely shorter than third, produced

Tail

short, subrounded.

somewhat

Nadm.

Sp. Surnia nivea, Strix nyctea L., Buff. PI. enl. 458,

Taf. 41,

Susem.

Harfang ; a large species, white with
some gi-ey-brown spots and streaks, from the North of Europe and America
(found in the Orkney Islands, very rare in Holland and England). The
Vog. Eur. Taf. 41

;

the snowy owl,

le

sternum has only a single incision behind on each

Athene Boie (add Glaucidium
Tail moderate or

quill short.
*

side.

Wings with second

Gray.

ejusd.),

somewhat

short, subeven.

Toes tvith setaceous, scattered plumes.

Sp. Surnia noctua, Strix noctua Retz,,

Naum.

Stnx

Buff. PI.

itasserlna Cuv.,

enl.

Susem. Vog. Eur. Taf. 46; the little owl, little
night-otcl, la cJieveche commune, der Steinkautz; a small species from the
Surnia
middle and South of Euroj^e, North America, and Western Asia
439,

Taf. 48,

fig.

I,

;

hrama, Strix hrama Temminck, PI.
**

col.

68, &c.

{Glaucidium Boie.)

Toes densely plumed.

Naum.

Sp. Surnia passerina, Strix passerina L., Strix acadica Temm.,
43, figs.

Russia

;

I,

Susem. Vog. Eur. Taf. 43,

2,

fig.

2

;

Taf.

Sweden, Switzerland,

the smallest species of this family.

Surnia Dumkril

Toes

Tail long, graduated.

(in stricter sense).

densely plumed.
Sp. Surnia ulula, Stnx idula L., Strix funerea Lath., Strix nisona

Buff. PI.

enl.

63,

Wilson Am.

Vogel Eur. Taf. 43,

fig.

i

the

;

Orn. PI. 50,
hatoTc-o\ol,

fig. 6,

little

42,

fig.

liaivh-owl,

Chouette epervier, Chouette a longue qiieue, die Sperhereule.

2,

Meter,
Susem.

Canada

owl,

This species,

from the North and East of Europe, Siberia and North America, approaches
in its mode of life, and also in form, to the diurnal birds of prey, especially to the Kites ; it does not fly by night, but morning and evening,
sometimes even during the day.

Section II.
cere.

Eyes

Aves rapaces

lateral.

Base of

diurnce.

bill

covered

by

Outer toe not shorter than inner, mostly

longer.

Family LIII.

Accipitrmce.

Bill

moderate or shorter than

head, hooked, mostly bent in an arch from the base downwards,

with margin of upper mandible often dentigerous.

rounded or oval, placed in the
covered

by crowded plumes.

cere, open.

Head almost always

The genus Falco of LiNN^Us.

Kaup Monographien

On

Nostrils lateral,

Eyes with upper margin

these birds

der FalconidiV, in Oken's

densely plumed.

may
Isis,

be consulted J. J.
1847

(s.

39

—80,

—

AVES.
s.

83

— 121,

161

s.

— 212,

s.

241

545

— 283,

325

— 386,

and, with some altera-

a short extract in Jardine's Contrib.

tions, translated as

to

Ornith. 1849,

1850; and on this family as well as on the whole order: J. F.

Brandt

Die Gruppen und Gattungcn cler Rauhvor/el Rmslands, in the Journal fur
Ornith. edited by J. Cabanis, 1855, s. 178
240.
195, s. 225

—

—

The falcons

are very numerous.

and

skull is quite different,
is

strong, broad

it is

Their skeleton

many

of the nocturnal birds of prey in

is

rectangle), it is not incised behind, but presents

which, however,

side,

&c.

Their coeca are very short.

is

from that

only slightly pneumatic, ih.Qfurcula

and expanded, the sternum

each

differs

characters; the form of the

larger (an elongated

an oval aperture on

often entirely absent, as in the eagles,

The plumage presents great differences of colour at different
The females are constantly larger than the males;
periods of life.
they lay rarely more than five, the larger species only two eggs,
which are almost always white, with red-brown spots. Most of the
species feed on live animals, yet some will seize on carrion also.
Falco L.

(in part),

Bechst.

Bill curved, short; upper

mandible

furnished on each side towards the tip with one or two teeth, lower

and emarginate to receive the tooth of upper.
and third quills mostly suhequal, the
second longest of all. Tail subeven, broad. Tarsi below the heel
clothed with the lengthened plumes of tibia3, reticulate or covered
with hexagonal scutes, short, strong.
shorter, truncate

Wings

elongate, with first

Sp. Falco peregrimis Gm., (Falco communis Briss., Gm., Cuv.), Buff. PI.
enl.

430, 421, 469,

Ani., id.

ill.,

falke; this species

North America
not at

all

grinoides

The

Naum.

Taf. 24, 25, Susem. Vog. Eur. Tab. 8, Cuv. B.

Ois. PI. 9, fig. 2;

the peregrine falcon, lefaucon, der Tauben-

dispersed over a great part of the old world, and in

is

Temm.

PI.

col.

falcons used

in

;

little

Naum.

or perhaps

Falco pere-

falconry are characterised by a longer

Taf. 21,

fig, i,

new and
Brunn., Naum.

northern parts of the

76.

479, Nubia.

Falco candicans Gm., Falco groenlandicus

shorter toes.

PI. enl. 446,

which differs from it
WiLS. Amer. Orn. PI.

also a species occurs

{Falco anattim Bonap.)

tail

and

Brehm, Buff.

Susem. Vogel Eur. Tab. 6

a,

from the

the old world, and (the Iceland variety?)

Taf. 21, fig. 2, Susem. Taf. 7.
Compare
Annals of Nat. Hist. 1838. From both of these Schlegel
distinguishes the Norwegian species Falco gyrfalco {Falco lanarius L.
Faun. Suec.?), Buff. Hist. nat. xvi. PI. 13, which also occurs occasionally
in the North of Germany and in Holland rare in England.
(Sundevall

Falco islandus

Hancock

in

;

See on these species and
on falconry the splendid work Traite de Fauconnerle, par H. Schlegel

refers all the three to

VOL.

II.

one species, Aorsber. 1844.)

35

—

;

(!LASS XVI.
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et

A. H. Veester de Wulverhorbt, Leiden

Avec

1

7 pi. color.,

par Sondeeland et

Sub-gen. JEsalon Kaup, HypotriorcJiis Boie.
Sp. Falco suhluteo L., Buff.

Eur. Taf.

10, fig.

i

;

PL

et Dusseldorf,

Wolf,

enl.

(Tarsi longer.

432,

1844

— 1S53,

folio.

Naum,

Species small.)

Taf. 26, Sosem. Vog.

the hohhy, der Lerchenfallce, &c.

Tarsi somewhat long,
Tinnunculus Vieill., Cerclmeis Boie.
witli
row
a
double
of
scutes.
(Toes shorter than
anteriorly
covered
in the preceding.)
Sp. Falco tinnunculus L.,
IcestrU,

la cresserelle;

Buff, PI.

—Falco

enl. 401,

Naum.

cencJiris

Naum,

411,

Taf. 30, the

Taf. 29, etc.; species

which

are of a red-brown colour above; the tail-feathers increasing in length

from without inwards, with darker transverse bands. Very similar
Temm. PL col. 45, from Madagascar.

is

Falco punctatus Cuv.,

leracidea

Gould

{Hieracidea).

Sp. Falco herigora ViG.

Upper mandible

Hierax Vigoes,
and third

Toe

and Horsf.

quills subequal, longest of

Wings with second

bidentate.
all.

Tarsi scutellate anteriorly.

long, strong.

Sp. Falco ccerulescens L., Falco mayalensis Stuickl.,

Vieill. Gal., PI. 18, Tbmm,

PL

Edwards ^trcZs, Tab. 108,

97; Java, and a couple of species
from Asia; the smallest diurnal birds of prey.

Harpagus ViGOES.

{Bidens

col.

Spix,

Diodon Less., Diplodon
mandible biden-

Bill short, curved, thick, high; upper

NiTZSCH.)

Wings somewhat short, with first quill
and fourth gradually longer, fifth longest of

tate.

short, second, third
all.

Tail rounded,

T^u-si scutellate anteriorly.

elongate.

Harpagus bidentatus, Falco hidentatus Lath., Temm. PL col. 28, 288
Harpagus diodon, Falco diodon Temm. PL col. 198; both from Brasil.

Sp.

;

Circus Lacep., Bechst. Bill shorter than head, curved. Upper
mandible furnished with a tooth obtuse, obsolete. Cere covered by
setaceous, curved plumes. Dense feathers surrounding the lower
Wings long, with third and fourth
part of the face with a disc.

Tail long.

quills longest of all.

Tarsi elongate, covered anteriorly

with transverse scutella.
Sp. Circus rufus, Falco cervginosus L.,
37, 38, fig. I,

la Jmrpaye,

le

Buff.

PL

enl.

460, 424,

Naum.

Taf.

Eur. Tab. 36; the marsh-harrier, moor-huzzard,
busard de inarais, die Weihe, Rohr-oder Sumpf-vmlie

Susem.

Viig.

Europe, North Africa, some parts of Asia, &c.

These species hunt on the

—

—

AVES.
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approach of darkness, and build their nest amongst rushes or brushwood on
(The genus GypogeranuSy see below p. 552, has affinity with

the ground.
Circus.)

Bill short, somewhat straight at tlie
Upper mandible furnished with a rounded,
Nostrils oval, oblique.
Plumes of head and neck

Milvus Bechst., Cuv.
base, with tip curved.

obsolete tooth.

Wings

narrow, lanceolate.
longest of

moderate, above plumed in

naked

with third and fourth quills

long,

Tail long, frequently emarginate or forked.

all.

front,

Tarsi

below covered with a row of

scutes,

posteriorly, reticulate.

Naum.

Sp. Milvus regalis Briss., Falco Milvus L., Buff, PI, enl. 421,
Taf. 31,

fig.

Cuv. R. Ani.,

I,

ed.

ill.,

Ois. PI. ir, fig. 3; the kite,

milan,

le

der Milan ; a species dispersed over a great part of Europe; reddish brown,
the legs yellow.

Milvus nigei; Falco ater Gm., Buff. PI.

Elanus Savigny. Tarsi very
(Wings with second

very long.

short, reticulate

enl.

with

472, &c.

Tail

scales.

quill longest of alL)

Sp. Milvus melanopterus, Falco melanopterus Daud., &c.

CuviER placed also in this sub-genus Falco furcatus L., Milvus
Buff. PI. enl. 72, Wilson Amer. OrnitJi. PL 51, fig.

nensis Briss.,
tail

caroli3,

with

very deeply forked, which species fonns the type of the sub-genus

Nauclerus Vigors.

Temm.

couri ViEiLL.,

Ictinia Yieill.,

Here
PI.

also belongs a species

from Africa, Falco Rio-

85.

col.

Gray.

Sp. Milvus cenchris Vieill., Falco plumheus Gm., Teimm. PI.

col.

180;

Falco mississippiensts Wils., Ictinia ophiophaga Vieill., Gal. des Ois.
17,

Wils. Am.

Pernis Cuv.

Ornith.

PL

PL

25, fig. i.

Bill short, curved, with tip hooked, the

margin

of upper mandible sinuate, without tooth. Nostrils narrow, oblique.

Region

in front of eyes at the base of bill beset with short, rigid,

Wings with second and

imbricate plumes.

following quills up to

the sixth sinuate internally before the extremity, the
of

all.

Tail long, subrounded.

foui'tli

longest

Tarsi feathered in front above,

reticulate below.
Sp, Pernis apivora Cuv,, Falco apivorus L., Buff. PI. enl. 420,
35>

36,

SuSEM.

Wespenhussard :

many

in

Eastern Asia

arrives late in the spring.

— Pernis

Taf.

35; the honey-huzzard, la bondree, der
this bird hunts for wasps and bees; the colour presents

individual differences

Europe and

Naum.

Vog. Eur. Taf.

cristata Cuv.,

;

;

it

in

is

found in the east and south parts of

Germany

it

It represents the

Regne Ani. PL

is

a bird of passage, which

Cuccoo amongst the

3, fig. 4,

falcons,

Falco ptilorhynchus Temm,

35—2

—

—
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PI.

col.

Less.)

pi. peint. PI. 13, 14 {Pernis torquata

and

ru-ficoUis

Java, Sumatra. (In the stomach of this species also hynienopterous

have been found.)

insects

^ote.

Desmues

44,
;

—Here

{Baza

ejusd.

which

cons.

are to be inserted sub-genera Hyptio2')us

Gray

23.

Upper mandible with

Temm.

PI. col. 10; the East Indies.

Gener. of Birds,

two small teeth before the

Hodgs.
on

Lophotes Lesson, Avicida Swains.,

Jpreviovisly),

i.

tip.

Sp. Pernis lophotes, Falco lophotes Cuv.,

Bill compressed,
Gymindis Cuv. (and Rosthramiis Less.!)
upper mandible with tip hooked, produced. Nostrils small,
narrow, basal. Wings long, with third and fourth quills longest
Toes long.
of all.
Tarsi plumed above on the anterior surface.

arched

;

+

Tarsi short.

Tail long, rounded.

Sp. Cymindis cayennensis, Falco cayennensis Gm., Buff. PI. enl. 473,
PI.

col.

dis cuculoides Swains.,

t+

Temm,

Cymindis uncinatus, Falco uncinatus Illig., Cymin-

204, 270;

Temm.

PI.

col.

103, 104, 105.

Tarsi elongate, scutellate anteriorly below the

Tail even, moderate.

plumes.
Sp.

Cymindis hamatus, Falco hamatus Illig., Rosthramus niger Less.,
PI. col. 61, 231, Lafkesn., Guer. Magas. de Zool. 1834, PI, 20.

Temm.

(Species all

from South America.)

Buteo Bechst. Bill short, curved, with tip hooked, margin of
upper mandible sinuate. Nostrils oval, transverse. Wings long,

with third and fourth quills subequal, longest of
rate,

Archibuteo

Tail mode-

all.

Tarsi long; toes short.

even or subrounded.

Brehm.

Tarsi liirsutely feathered in front to the

base of toes.
Sp, Buteo lagopus, Falco lagopus

Naum,

Brunnich

{Ornithologia horealis, Hafniae,

Susem. Vog. Eur. Taf. 34; from the
North of Europe and Siberia; the rough-legged buzzard; an occasional
1764, 8vo, p. 4),

visitant

in England,

visits

remains over the winter.

Gm., Wils. Ain. Ornith.
ior.

Am., Birds,

PI.

preceding species.

LiCHTENST.,

Buteo Brehm.
scutella.

Gray

Taf.

34,

the Netherlands in the

autumn and

often

Buteo Sancti Johannis, Falco Sancii Johannis
11.

Tab. 53,

fig.

i,

2, 83, (p.

54)

fig.

i.

Faun,

28; from North America, often confounded with the

Bonaparte

refers also to this species Falco ferrugineus

Gen. PI. vi.

Tarsi covered anterioi-ly with a

row

of transverse

AVES.
Sp. Buteo vulgaris Bechst.,
Taf. 32, 33, SosEM.

Voff.

549

Falco hufeo L., Buff. PI,

Eur. Taf. 33

and

mttne, der 3Iaiisebussard ; legs

the

;

common

cere yellow,

transverse dark bars, the general colour mostly

Naum.

enl. 519,

buzzard, la huse com-

tail

with about twelve

brown yet with very many

individual differences; this falcon feeds on moles, mice, rats, frogs, &c.,

and

is

disjjersed over

a large part of Western Europe.

In North America

different species of this sub-genus are found.

Astur Bechst.

Bill short, curved, compressed; upper

with obsolete, rounded tooth.
bill,

Nostrils placed near the

Wings with

oval, oblique or horizontal.

and

fourth, or fourth

fifth

longest of

mandible
culmen of

quill short,

first

Tail elongate, far sur-

all.

passing the points of wings, mostly even.

Tarsi long, scutellate

anteriorly.

Nisus Cuv.,

Accijjiter Briss.,

Gray.

Tarsi slender,

plumed below

the heel only, with scutes often obsolete or confluent.
Sp. Astur Nlsus, Falco Nisus L., Buff. PI. enl. 412, 467,

Naum.

Taf. 19,

SusEM. Vbg. Eur. Taf. 29; the sparrow-hawTc, Vepervier, der FinhenHahicht, der Sperher; iris and legs yellow; breast and belly white, with
red-brown, sinuous, transverse streaks

A

;

the adult bird bluish-gi-ay above.

generally dispersed species of Europe, North Africa, and a part of

In Eussia Seveeow has found a bird which, by its longer wings,
and some other slight differences, is separated as a distinct

Africa.

shorter feet,
species

from Falco Nisus, under the name of Astur

Soc. imp. des Natur. de Moscou, 1850,

species of this

form are found

11.

pp. 234

Bullet, de la

irevipes.

— 239,

PI.

i.

—

lii.

Some

in all parts of the world.

Geranospiza Kaup., Ischnoscelis Strickl.

Astur Bechst.

(et recentior.).

Tarsi stronger, plumed nearly in

the upper third.
Sp. Astur palumharius Bechst., Falco palmnbarius (and gentiUs) L., Buff.

PI. enl. 413 (461 and 423 younger),

Naum.

Taf. 17, 18, Susem. Vog. Eur.

Of this form also species
met with in all parts of the world, especially in Australia, where
amongst others an entirely white species has been observed, which Sal.
Mueller met also at New Guinea Falco novos Hollandice Gm., White
Taf. 28

;

the gos-haivh, Vautour, der Hahicht.

are

:

New
Note.

South Wales, PI. 35,

—Here

p. 250.

are to be inserted

some genera of modern writers
&c., on which cons. Gray

Melierax Gray, Asturina Vieill., Kaup,
Gen. of Birds,

i.

Morphnus Cuv.
Thrasa'etus

Gray, Harpyia Cuv.

:

—

—

—
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Sp. Aitur harpyia, Vuliur harpyiali., Faico destructor Daud., Cuv. R. Ani.
PI.

III. fig.

than three

3,

Temm., pi.

feet in size

;

col. 14,

bill

Less. Orn'dh. PI.

11,

10,

fig.

i;

more

black, legs yellow, a crest of black feathers at

the back of the head, back and wings black, belly and breast white, a

narrow black ring round the neck; in South America.

Bill shorter than head, curved; upper

Circaetus ViEiLL.

dible with margin sinuate, tip hooked.
tudinal, oval.

of

all.

Wings with second and

man-

Nostrils oblique or longi-

third quills subequal, longest

Tarsi long, plumed below the heel, else-

Tail long, even.

where reticulate with hexagonal scales. Toes reticulate, scutellate
above the base of claws, outer toes conjoined by membrane. Claws
curved, grooved beneath.
Sp. Circaetus gallkus, Falco galUcus Gm., Aquila brachydaciT/laWoLF, BoFF.

PL

enl.

Nadmann,

413,

Europe, Egypt, Arabia
ViEiLL. Gal. PI.

Taf. 15, Susem. Vog. Eur. Taf. 35

EuEPPELL Fauu. Abyss. Tab.

12,

a.,

South of

Circaetus cinereus Vieill., fmieretcs Rueppell,

;

spilus {Buteo Iwlospilus Vigors),

Gkay

Circaetus holo-

14;

These birds are

Gener. PI. vii.

placed by some writers with the genus Buteo, with which they have some

analogy.
Spilornis

Temm.

PI.

Gkay, Kaup. Sp. Falco hacha Daud., Falco
col.

albidus Cuv.,

19.

Herpetotheres Vieill.
Sp.

Circaetus cachinnans,

Falco cachinnans L., Vieill. Gal. PI.

Temm.

Circaetus brachypterus {Micrastur Gray),

PI.

col.

19;

141, 116.

Gymnogenys Lesson, Polyhordides{?) Smith, Gray.
Poliornis
larger

Kaup, Gray.

scales

or small

nearly to the end of

row of
Wings reaching

Tarsi covered anteriorly with a

scutes.

rounded.

Tail

tail.

Sp. Circaetus Uventer, Falco liventer
poliogenys, Falco poliogenys

Temm.

Temm.

PI.

PI. col. 438,

col.

325

;

Timor ;^Ci7-caet us

from the eastern parts

of Asia, also at Japan.

Aquila Bkiss., Cuv.

Bill shorter than

head or moderate, curved

downwards toward the tip). Upper
mandible with margin sinuate. Nostrils oblique, oblong. Wings
with fourth and fifth quills subequal, longest of all. Tail mode(straight at the base, arched

rate or long, graduated or rounded.
toes.

Toes reticulate with

claws; outer toes connected at the base
Sp. Aquila ch-ysaetos Cuv., Falco fulvus
enl. 409,

4ro,

Naum.

Tarsi long,

scales, scutellate

hirsute to the

above the base of

by membrane.
and Falco

chrysaetos L., Buff. PI.

Taf. 8, 9, Susem. Vog. Eur. Taf. 16, 17, Cuv. R. Ani.,

—

AYES.
ed.

ill.,

0!s.

tail

commun,

PI. lo, fig. 2; the fjolden eagle, Vaigle

der Stein-Adler; length
black, cere

551

to

Vaigle royal,

three feet, breadth seven feet;

and toes yellow, feathers brown,

longer than the points of the wings.

at the

bluish-

bill

back of neck ruddy,

This species occurs in Europe,

North Asia and North America.
Aquila

Temm.

Falco imperiaUs Bechst., Aquila heliaea Savignt,

iviperialis,

Nadm.

Taf. 6, 7, Sdsem. Vog. Em: 44, 45; in
wings extend beyond the tail it is found on
wooded mountauis of Germany, but chiefly in Hungary and Dalmatia, and
pi.

col.

151, 152,

this species the points of the

;

also in Egyjit.

Sub-gen. Onychactm Kaup. Outer toe abbreviate

with claw long, somewhat straight.

inner equal to middle,

;

Sp. Aquila malayensis

Temm. PL

col.

117, Java, Sumatra.

Haliaetus Savigny.
Tarsi plumed below the heel, with the
lower part covered in front with transverse scutella, as are the toes
also.
Toes reticulate at the base alone, the outer not conjoined by
membrane. (Other characters almost of the preceding genus.)
Sp. Haliaetus ossifragus, Falco ossifragus L., and Vultur alhkiUa L., BuPP.
PI. enl. 112, 415,

Naum.

osprey,

le

Vorfraye,

Taf.

12,

Lesson

13,

PL

Ornith.

pygargue, der See-Adler;

bill

8, fig.

2; the

young bird

the

in

black, in the adult light yellow, toes yellow; adult brownish grey,

and neck with a

lighter tint, tail white

2 J feet, breadth

from

Europe,

tip to tip of

the young spotted brown

wings

;

head

length

whole North of

7 feet; in the

our coasts especially in winter, and in hard weather goes

visits

deeper inland, feeds on
voeifer,

;

fish, also

Falco vociferDAVD.

Thalassaetus

Kaup.

,

on small mammals,

Desmurs

hares, &c.

Haliaetus

PI. peint. 8, South Africa, &c.

Nostrils narrow.

Tarsi strong, thick, reticulate,

scutellate above the toes.

Sp. Haliaetus p)elagicus, Aquila pelag lea Pall., Zoogr. Rosso-asiat, Fasc.

PL

col.

3,

489.

Helotarsus Smith, Th&ratojpius Less.
Sp. Helotarsus eeaudatus, Falco ecaudatus Vieill.

known

hitherto,

from Africa.

(Only a single species

Tail very short.

13

Tarsi reticulate, with

Genus intermediate between Circaetus

oval, irregular, protuberant scales.

and Haliaetus.)

Pandion Savigny.

Bill shorter than head,

produced, hooked, with margin sinuate.

Wings

transverse.

long, produced nearly to the end of

second and third quills longest of
Tarsi reticulate.

curved, with tip

Nostrils inclined, nearly-

Outer toe

all.

versatile.

tail,

with

Tail moderate, subeven.

Claws curved,

large, nearly

semicircular, rounded below, not grooved.
Sp.

Pandion

PL

haliaetus, Falco haliaetus L., Briss. Ornith,

enl. 414,

Naum. Taf

16,

I.

PI, 34,

BuFP.

Susem. Vog. Eur. Taf. 24; the bald buzzard.

—

—
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le

This species feeds on fresh- water

halbusard, der Fluss-Adler.

fish,

and

found in Europe, Arabia, Egypt, &c. Whether the North American
Fish-Eagle (Falco carolinensis Gm., Wils. Am. Oni. ii., i. 103, Tab. 37,
is

fig.

I,

ViEiLL.

Gcd. PI.

II.)

be specifically different,

requires

further

ScHLEGEL unites them both with Pandion leucocephalus
Gould, from New Holland, as one species. Pandion humilisJ. Mueller
and ScHLEG., Verhand. over de nat. Gesch. der Nederl. Overzeesche bezittingen,

investigation.

Aves, Tab. 6; Sumatra, Malacca,

This species, as also another from the

East Indies, which according to Mueller occurs chiefly at Borneo, Fcdco
ichthyactus HoESF., is distinguished from Pandion haliaetus by some characters of structure.

Polylorus Vieill.

(

Mueller and Schlegel

Conip.

Caracara AzARA, Cuv.)

loc. cit,

Bill shorter than

head, compressed, curved; upper mandible with margin sinuate or
furnished with an obtuse, rounded tooth. Cere large; nostrils placed
at the

anterior

margin of cere near the culmen.

with third, or third and fourth quills longest of
or moderate, rounded, broad.

Wings
all.

long,

Tail long

Tarsi long, reticulate, covered ante-

down above the bases of toes
Toes
covered in front with transwith a
curved.
Region round
moderately
claws
moderate,
verse scutes;
the base of bill and eyes somewhat naked, covered with scattered
riorly with scutella in pairs, lower

row of

sin2;le

scutella.

setaceous plumes.
Sp. Polyhorus vulgaris, Vieill., Falco brasiliensis Gm., Vieill. Gal. PI. 7;

very numerous in South America.
Sub-gen. Ibycter Vieill. (and Milvago Spix).
Sp. Polyborus aquilinus, Ibycter leucogaster Vieill., Falco aquilinus Gm.,

Buff. PI. enl. 417, &c. All the species from South America, excejit one
from New Holland and other islands of the South Sea Polyborus leucunis,
Falco Icucurus Lath., Gm. Falco ZcelancUce Temm. PI. col. 192, 224.
;

;

These birds form the transition from Circactus to the following family.

Gypogeranus Illig., Serpentarius Cuv.
curved, compressed towards the

tip,

Bill shorter than head,

hooked. Nostrils

lateral, oblique,

almost vertical, placed at the anterior margin of cere. Orbital
region naked head closely covered with plumes.
Tarsi elongate,
;

more than double the length of middle toe, covered in front
and behind with a row of transverse scutes. Toes short, the outer
conjoined at the base by membrane; hallux small, resting on the
Wings elongate, with third, fourth and fifth quills
point only.
slender,

subequal, longest of

all.

Tail graduated, with two middle feathers

very long.
Sp.

Gypogeranus serpentarius Illig., Falco serpentarius Gm., Serpentarius

reptilivorus

Daud., Gray, Buff. PI.

enl. 721,

A. Vosmaer

Bcschrijv.

van

;;
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AVES.
eenm Afrihaanschen roofvogel,
a col. fig.), Lath. Synoj^sis i.
Iconogr., Ois. PI.

3, fig.

4

Sagittarius
PI.

11.,

genaamd ; Amsterd,

Less. Ornith. PI.

;

length 3

769 (with

2,

Guerin

the cere and the naked region round the eyes

;

black feathers

yellow, hack bluish-grey, thighs black, a crest of long,

behind the head

1

3, fig.

This South African bird feeds chiefly on

feet.

snakes, like Circaetus galUcus (see above p. 550) in Europe.

Family LIV.

Bill moderate, with ciilmen straight

Vulturince.

at the base, constricted in front of cere, cm-ved towards the tip;

Tarsi re-

upper mandible with margin sinuate, never dentigerous.
ticulate with scales,

much

Middle toe

sometimes hirsute or semi-hirsute.

longer than lateral toes; outer toes conjoined at the base

by

Claws slightly curved, obtuse. (In most the head and
upper part of neck are naked or beset with scattered plumules.
Eyes surrounded by the flattened face, not placed in a depression
under exsert plumes.)
membrane.

Oyimetus Stork, Phene Savigny. Bill moderate, compressed
upper mandible ascending in front of cere, then cmwed, with tip
hooked. Nostrils vertical, oval, beset with recumbent, rigid, dense
bristles.
bill.

closely plumed, bearded with rigid setse under the

Head

Feet

short,

with

Vidtur barbatus ejusd., Temm. PI.

PL

i, fig. 4,

long, with

third subequal, longest of

all.

Vidtur barbcdus L., Falco barbatus Gii., and

Sp. Gypaetus barbatus Cuv.,

Iconogr., Ois.

Wings

tarsi hirsute to the toes.

somewhat short, second and
Tail cuneate, somewhat long.

first quill

col.

der Lamviergeier, der Geieradler;

this

Natim. Taf.

431,

Less. Ornith., PI.

Gray

6, fig. 2.

5,

4,

Gder,

Gener. PI.

i

bird lives on lofty mountains,

South of Europe and West of Asia. It feeds chiefly on
and chamois, which it kills by casting them down from the
precipice the feet are not very strong, and less adapted for the seizing and
especially of the

goats, lambs
;

It attains a length of nearly 4 feet, whilst it is 9 or 10

retaining of prey.
feet

from

tip to tip of wings.

constantly smaller,

SusEM. Vog. Ear.

s.

is

On

the Pyrenees and in Sardinia a variety^

met with (Kuester

19).

More

which the African Laramergeier presents;
destitute of feathers below.

KuEPPELL

Isis,

s.

209, Schleg. in

in

which the

tarsi

Syst. Uebers. der Vogel.

N.

0. Afr. Taf.

i.)

Bill shorter than head,

compressed, with culmen curved towards the

tip,

which

is

acute.

at the base of

naked cere. Region
and around the eyes naked. Wings with third and fourth

Nostrils vertical placed in the

are not

{Gypaetus meridionalis Blas. and Ketsekl.,

GypoMerax Rueppell, Racama Gray.

bill

1835,

interesting appears to be the difference

quills

—
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subeqiial, longest of

Tarsi moderate,

Tail moderate, rounded.

all.

plumed below the

strong,

with scales

heel, elsewhere reticulate,

large, hexagonal.
Sp.

Gypohierax angolensis Eueppell,

Falco anrjolensis Gm.,

Gray

Gen.

and a large portion of the wings black. This
bird, rare and still little known, is a native of the western part of tropical
Africa, and has been brought alive to Europe within the last few years,
PI. IV.

VuUur L.

;

white, base of the tail

the

Te5IM.

(in part), Illig.,

than broad, hooked at the

Bill moderate, thick, higher

lower mandible shorter, obtuse at

tip;

Head and
Wings long,

Nostrils placed in the cere, naked, vertical.

tip.

upper part of neck naked or covered with down.

with third and fourth quills subequal, fourth longest of all. Tail
moderate, rounded. Tarsi strong, reticulate with small scales.
The vultures live pi-incipally on can-ion they diffuse a disgusting smell.
The species of this genus all belong to the wann countries of the old world.
;

Sub-genera. Gyps Sav., Gray, Otoyyps

Gray and

jEcjypius Sav.

(

Vidtar

Gray).

+
Sp.

Tail with twelve feathers.

Vultur monachus

PI. enl. 425,

li.,

Naum.

VuUur cinereus Gm., Vultw arrianusTEmi.,BvFF.

Taf.

r,

Sdsem. Vog. Ear. Taf.

i

;

Southern Europe,

Egypt.
"H* Tail with fourteen feathers.

Sp.

Meyer, Buff. PI.
Naum. Taf. 2, Susem.

Vultur fulvus Briss., Gmel., Vultur leucocephalus

enl.

426, Cuv. R. Ami., ed.

PI. 2, 3, 3 a;

ill.,

Ois. PI. 7, fig. 4,

from the South East of Europe, Asia Minor, &c.

Fercnopterus Cuv., Neojyhron Savigny. (Species of Vultur L.)
Bill a little longer than head, slender, with

base, with tip hooked.

Face naked.
ble).

culmen gibbous

Nostrils horizontal (parallel to the margin of

Wings with

at the

Cere produced beyond half of the

third quill longest of

all.

bill.

mandi-

Tail moderate, cuneate.

Tarsi reticulate.
Sp. Percnopterua veterum, Vicltur percnopterus, L., Buff. PI. enl. 427, 429,

Less. Ornith. PI.
feathers black;

6, fig. i,

young

Naum.

Taf.

3,

Susem. Taf. 4

bird coloured brown.

;

white, the flag-

This bird lives in Africa,

Since it consumes carrion it is of great
and was honoured by the Egyptians it is often
seen figured on their monuments; Percnopterus niger Less., Cathartes
monachus Temm. PI. col. 222 from West and South Africa.

Asia and the South of Europe.
benefit in

warm

countries,

;

;

Cathartes Illig.

Bill moderate, with tip arched, strong.

large; nostrils pervious, horizontal, naked, placed in cere.

Cere

Wings

AVES.
long, with third

and fom-th

quills subeqnal, longest of all.

moderate, subeven or rounded.
scales.
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Tail

Tarsi short, reticulate with small

Head and neck naked.
new world.

All the species of vultures with perforate nostrils are from the

To

these belongs Cathartes fcetens Illig., Buff. PI. enl. 187 {Cath. aura
It

Spix).

this very

is

common

which TsCHUDi relates that
on the walls of the streets and on

species of

black vultures in incredible numbers

sit

the roofs of the houses in Peru, in midday heat, and sleep with their head

under their wings.

PL

75, fig.

I

— Vidtur aura L., Vieill.

Gal.

PL

4,

WiLS. Avi. Orn.

both in North and South America; the Prince Maximilian

;

zu WiED, however, distinguishes

specifically

Vultiir septentrionalis

from

Yultur aura.

A

couple of species have large fleshy lobes at the base of the

sub-genus Sarcorhamphus Dumer.).

To

belongs a bird very

it

bill (the

common

in

the plains of the whole of South America, Cathartes papa, Valtur papia L.,

Buff. PI.

GUERiN

oil.

428, Less. Ois.

Iconogr., Ois.,

PL

PL

i, fig.

5, fig. i,

Did.

univ. d'Hist. nai.

3; the king of the

kites.

Another

PL

13,

species,

on the contrary, inhabits the lofty mountain-range of the Andes, and has
It is the
its manners a striliing resemblance to the Liimmergeier.
Condm; a bird of 14 feet in the flight: Cathartes gryphus, Vidtur gryphus

in

L.,

Humboldt

head of a male

PL
see

I,

fig.

-2,

Harlan

series),

Observ. de Zool.

PL

bird, natural size).

Temm.

PI.

col.

Less. Ornith.

PL

8,

Diet. univ. d'Hist. nat., Ois.

Transact, of the

PL

i, fig.

American Philos.

Philadelphia, 1830, p. 466.

133, 408 (and 494,
7,

i.

Guer.

On

Icon., Ois.

the

anatomy

Soc. Vol. iii. p. 2

(new

—

P
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CLASS

XVII.

MAMMALS {MAMMA LIAy.
The mammals

are vertebrate, warm-Lloocled animals, breathing

of lungs; they differ from birds in having a muscular

by means

midriff or diaphragm (with

Aeistoteles

^

A chief work for this class

is

between the cavity

S<a'^w/xa)

of the thorax and that of the abdomen,

the natural history of

and

having glands

in

Bdpfon, in which Daubenton
The figures that are to be

has communicated his numerous anatomical observations.

found there
J. C. D.

1775
1840

be generally referred to by us.

will

Tom.

royale,

ii

—xiv. 1749 — 1767,

Von Schreber

— 1846,

VII.

Supplera.

(Ilistoire naturelle.

Tomes

ill.

Paris, Iraprimerie

1776, vi. 1782, vii. 1789).

Die SiiugtMere in Ahhilchmgen nach der Natur. Erlangen,
(And Supplementband von J. A. Wagneb, IV. Thle.

Thle. 4to.

—

A work, of which the publication was carried on for 71 years, and
1845.)
which has been continued since 1835 with great diligence and care by Wagneb, and
A fifth part of the Supplemental Baud (as a distinct work) was
finally is completed.
commenced by W. in 1853 and finished in 1855 (Leipzig, T. 0. Weigel).
Geoffrot St.-Hilairb et F. Cuvier Histolre naturelle des Mammifcres, folio,
Paris, r820
1835 (60 Livraisons ou 3 vol.); with coloured lithograph plates. In
1826 a new and less costly edition in 4to was commenced, estimated to consist also of
60 Livr., of which, however, only 22 (132 plates) have been published, and which

—

appears to remain incomplete.

G.

E..

Svo. "Vol.

Waterhousb
I.

Natiural History of the

1846, Marsupiata, Vol.

science that this work, as

C. J.

Mammalia. With engravings. London,

1848, Rodentia.

(It

— 1841.

is

to be regretted for the

almost to be feared, will not be completed.)

Temminck Monographies de Mammalogie, Tome

Leiden, 1835
.

is

11.

(With many

i.

Paris,

1827,

Tome

II.

figures, especially of crania.)

comme

F. Cuvier Des Dents des Mammiferes consideres

caracteres zoologiques.

Paris et Strasbourg, 1825, Svo.

For the anatomy of the Mammals may be consulted

:

the

first

part of the Zoologie

Tiedemann (already cited under the birds), Landshut, 1808, 8vo, and the compressed article Mammalia of Owen in Todd's Cyclopcedia, iii. 1847, PP- '^34
24S'
Beautiful figures of skeletons are to be found in the distinguished work of Pander
and D'Alton Vergleichende Osteologie, Bonn, 1821 1831, in 12 Nos.

of F.

—

—

Systematic works are: Synopsis methodica animalium quadrupedum

Joanne Eaio.

— J. C.

et

serpentini

Erxleben Systerna regni
animalis. Classis i. Mammalia, i'j'jj, 8vo;
Prodromus methodi Mammalium, Inaug.
Di-sput. Prceside G. C. Storr, respondente J. Wollfer, Tubingse, 1780, 4to;
BoDDAERT Elenchus Animalium, Vol. I., sistens quadrupedia. Roterodami, 1784, Svo
C. Illigeri Prodromus systematis Mammalium et Avium. Berolini, iSii,8vo; A. G
Desmabest Mammalogie {Encycl. method.) Paris, 1820, 4to; J. B. Fischer Synop
sis Mammalium, Stuttgardise, 1829, %yo. {Addenda, Emendenda et Index, ibid. 1S30.)

generis, auctore

Londini, 1693, 8vo

;

P.

—

—

—
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which secrete the milk, with which the mother feeds her young,
and in being viviparous.
Their skin, moreover, is not covered
with feathers, hut commonly with hair; only some have horny
scales or shields, which cover the back or also the feet and the
upper part of the head.

The

skeleton of

The

sideration.

mammals

deserves, in the

column

vertebral

first place,

our con-

with the exception of the

is,

cetaceous animals, divided into the same regions as in man, viz.

the cervical, the dorsal, the lumbar, the sacral and the caudal.

In

the cetacea, numerous vertebraj (in the porpess four or five and
forty) succeed to the dorsal vertebrae,

and compose the tail, in
which the lumbar region cannot be distinguished from the sacrum.
Although the neck in the various species diff"ers greatly in length,
still it is

found to consist in this

tions, constantly of

{Bradypus

with two or three excep-

class,

seven cervical vertebrae.

tridactylus) has

The

three-toed sloth

nine cervical vertebras^; in Manatus

commonly six. Consequently the length of the
neck does not depend upon the number of its vertebr^^. In the
ungulate animals the length of the neck corresponds to that of the
fore-legs^.
There are generally thirteen dorsal vertebr£e present, as
australis there are

most of the ruminants, and many rodents, in most species of the
genus Felts, in the dog, the fox, &c.; seldom only are there fewer
in

than twelve (eleven in some bats and in species oi Dasypus ; in one
species of this genus, according to

Cuviee, there are only ten,
be a solitary exception). Just as rare is it
almost that there should be more than fifteen; the horse has

which appears

'

to

This remarkable exception was

Museum

first

noticed by

Wiedemann, and by EoussEAU,

of the Garden of plants at Paris; see

Ann. du Mus. V.
Bradypus torq^uatms has 8 cervical vertebrae; Bradypus didactylus has
Although on the two lowest cervical vertebrae in Bradypus
the usual number (7).
prosector of the

1804, p.

'201.

tridactylus traces of ribs are

found

(see

Th. Bell

TraTisact. of the Zool. Soc.

yet these vertebra are not on this account to be considered as dorsal.
processes of all the cervical vertebrae in the
rib

on the anterior

i.

p. ri3),

(The transverse

mammals and also in man have a mdimentary

root.)

2 The neck in man forms about one-seventh of the length of the whole verbetral
column in the giraffe three-sevenths.
2 The elei^hant forms a remarkable exception to this rule, and the proboscis, which
performs the office of a hand (Aeistoteles Historla anim. Lib. 11. cap. i), com;

pensates the absence of a long neck, which would be
of the head.

Comp. CiCERO De natura Deor. Lib.

ill

11.

able to support the heavy
cap. 50.

mass
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have nineteen or twenty, the elephants
from nineteen to one and twenty, and the three-fingered sloths twentythree or twenty-four, which number is the largest that has been
eigliteen, the rhinoceroses

observed in this

class.

The most common number

of the

vertebrge appears to be six or seven; in a few only

Stenops) eight or nine; in

very rarely are there

less

many

there are five, as in

lumbar

(the

genus

man; only

than four; in the two-toed anteater, the

and the ornithorhynchus, there are only two. The
of the sacrum is commonly four, but varies
vertebrge
number of
In
no division of the vertebral column is the
from one to nine.
two-toed

number
than in

slotli,

component vertebrge subject
the tail, where it varies from four to

number

to

of the

occurs in the long-tailed

Mams,

greater difference

forty-six.

in

This

last

tail

has

which the

nearly three times the length of the rest of the vertebral column.
The first vertebra has in mammals constantly two articular
cavities, for the reception of the

two condyles which are found at
This articulation

the sides of the occipital foramen of the skull.

of the skull serves for depressing and raising the head; for rotating
it

to the right side or the left, there is the articulation of the ring-

body of
which has a smooth

like first cervical vertebra with the vertical process on the

the second {ejnstropheus, dens
articular surface

on

its

ejjistrojyhei)

,

In this motion the

anterior side.

tebra with the head rolls round the second.
this tooth-like process is wanting.

first

With them

the short neck

immoveable, like the anterior part of the vertebral column in
In

many

of

them

dolphins the
five

first

remaining

ver-

In the true whales
is

fishes.

also the cervical vertebrge are anchylosed; in the

two only have coalesced, and the arches of the

cervical vertebrge are

as thin as

paper.

In the

nay in almost all mammals, with
the exception of man and the quadrumana, the first two cervical
ungulate animals, the carnivora,

vertebrge are

much

larger than the rest; the

first

has broad,

flat

transverse processes, which sometimes surpass the breadth of the
skull; the second vertebra is long, and its spinous process forms a
lengthened ridge-like plate, which extends over the arch of the first
In many mammals the spinous processes of the
cervical vertebra.
cervical vertebrge are conspicuously developed

seventh alone.
dorsal vertebrge

mals.

To

The spinous
are commonly

on the second and

on the contrary, of the
long, especially in the ungulate aniprocesses,

these processes the cervical ligament [ligamentum nuckce

MAMMALS.
s.

which

cervicale) is attached,

condensed band

in
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man

represented

is

by merely a

This ligament

of the fascia nuchalis.

in the

is

horse and the ruminants powerfully developed, and

arises

from the spinous processes of the lumbar vertebrae.

In the car-

nivorous animals
the

it

arises

from the posterior cervical vertebrte, and

Forwards

dorsal alone.

first

it

is

cess of the second cervical vertebra,

attached to the spinous pro-

and

often to the crest also of

the occipital bone, above the large occipital foramen^.
in

man

retreats

The sacrum

backwards, and makes an angle with the lumbar

mammals, on the

in the rest of the

vertebrEe;

even

contrary,

nearly in the same plane with the lumbar vertebrae, and

human

narrower than in the

skeleton.

it

lies

also

is

In the ox (and in most of

the rest of the ruminants) the spinous processes of the sacral ver-

tebra coalesce to form a ridge, by which amongst other characters
the sacrum of the ox

markedly distinguished from that of the

is

horse.

The
is

last vertebrse of the tail cease to

have an arch

;

form

their

which
an hour-glass. In

that of the phalanges of the fingers or of a double cone, of

the points are turned towards each other, as in

many,

especially in long-tailed

mammals

(as

Halmaturus, Dasypus,

most of the caudal
which prebetween two bodies of vertebrae. In

Manis, Myrmecophaga, also in the

Cetacea),

vertebrse are furnished with inferior spinous processes,

sent the form of a V,

and

arise

the beaver [Castor), in which the transverse processes in the tail
are very large, those lower spinous processes exceed the upper in
size.

Each

mammals by its head, with an
formed by the bodies of two vertebrae^, and in

rib usually is connected in

articular cavity

addition backward

by

a tubercle with the transverse process of the

two vertebrae. In the monotremes, the ribs are
connected with the body of the vertebra alone. In the cetaceous

posterior of those

^

In the elephant there

by which

is

at this part a cavity with

this ligament is attached

anat. d'un Elephant, CEuvres,
20,

3,

2

ii. p.

many

projecting

more firmly; compare P. Camper
177, PI. xx.

fig.

i,

a, b, c,

bony

plates,

Descrijriion

d; PI. xxiv.

B, G.

H. 5.

According to the observation of Eetzius, these fovece

the arches of the vertebrce, as

may

mals, where the bodies of the vertebrte are
synchondroses.

costales

belong originally to

be seen in skeletons of children and
still

young mam-

separated from the arches by intervening
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animals, on the contrary, the posterior, or sometimes all the ribs
are attached to the transverse processes alone of the dorsal vertebras.

The

parts of the ribs

most of the mammals

which are united

to the

cartilaginous dm-ing the

sternum remain in

whole

life;

in

some

only are these pieces, as in birds (see above, p. 330) early ossified,
as in Bradypus, Dasypus,

The

tremata.

Myrmecophaga, the Getacea, the Mono-

anterior ribs always extend as far as the sternum,

and are thus true ribs, in which respect again the mammals differ
from the birds (see above, p. 330). In the mammals the number
of true ribs (of which there are mostly seven, eight or nine) commonly exceeds that of the false, that is, of those which are not
connected with

sternum.

tlie

The sternum

mammals

in

consists mostly of

many bony

pieces

lying behind each other in a row; their form sometimes corresponds
with that of the caudal vertebrge, but also is often flat. In most

mammals

narrow and lengthened, in the cetacea it is
as in the sternum of birds, occurs only
in some burrowing mammals (as in the mole) and in the bats as

broad.

this

bone

is

A projecting ridge,

exceptions.

The
sternum.

mammals.

anterior limbs are never absent in

not always provided with a clavicle and

The

cetacea,

edentata, have no

by

They

are

connected with the

it

namely, the imgulata and some of the

clavicle.

An

imperfect clavicle, that does not

extend from the top of the scapula to the sternum,

is

present in

some rodents and in the greater number of carnivorous animals,
amongst which it appears to be wanting in some few only. The
insectivorous mammals, many rodents, all quadrumanous animals
and bats, have constantly a perfect clavicle. Usually this bone is
long and then not unlike a rib; in the mole it is very short and
more thick than long, and provided in front with a process; it has
a large articular surface for the humerus, and is on the contrary
united to the top [acromion) of the shoulder
the genus Bradypus the clavicle

is

The

clavicle of

the OS furculare of birds (see above, p. 330).

coid clavicle

is

only.

In

not united to the acromion but

to the coracoid process of the scapula.
is

by ligament

A

mammals

second or cora-

found in the monotremes only (the Ornitliorhynclius

and the Echidna).

The

scapula

is

always present.

It is a

flat,

gated bone, of which the inner surface, which

triangular or elon-

lies

upon the

ribs, is
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somewhat concave, whilst the' outer surface, on the contrary, is usumore or less convex. A projecting crest, named sjtme [spina
sccqmlce), generally divides this outer surface into two parts, and
extends upwards over the articular surface of the scapula. In the
cetaceous animals the spine lies close to the anterior margin of the
ally

scapula, so that the anterior cavity {fossa supraspmata)

its

narrow and lengthened form.

The upper-arm bone

or

humerus

in

man

the carnivorous animals, on the contrary,
articular

head

and the

horse,

short

it

is

lies

out of the axis.

it

is

nearly straight.

In

is

much

its

bent,

It is short in the

where the extent of the forehand

is

and

ruminants

great.

Very

especially in the cetaceans, long, on the other hand, in

the quadrumanous

The humerus

mammals and the sloths.
many quadrumanous

in

Felis, Mustela, in the squirrels,

perhaps in

animals, in the genus
all

the edentates, with

the exception oi Bvadypus tridactylus'^ and in some other
,

is

particu-

In the hats the scapula has some resemblance to that

larly small.

of birds in

is

mammals,

perforated above the elbow or provided with an oblique canal.

Through

this canal or this aperture

[foramen supracondyloideimi)

was formerly asserted, the tendon of the
bicipital muscle, but the median nerve of the arm and the brachial
artery or the ulnar artery, and often also the ulnar vein'^.
This
canal or passage is absent in all cetaceous and ungulate animals.
It must not be confounded with another aperture at the inferior
extremity of the humerus between the two condyles which is sometimes observed even in man, where the bone at this part is a thin
lamina.
This aperture is particularly large in the daman and in
some rodents.
With the inferior extremity of the humerus the two succeeding
bones of the fore-arm are connected by hinge-articulation. The

by no means,

there runs

ulna

is

as

the longest of the two in

fore-arm and backwards.

man

;

it lies

on the inside of the

upper extremity has a deep articusurface [cavitas sigmo'idea), and terminates behind in a hook

lar

Bkants

See A.

1

Thus

Its

Diss. zool. inaug. de Tard'tgradis. L. B. 1828, 4to, pp. 42, 43.

was observed

first in the lion by Wolff, and aftei-wards in the apes by
TiEDEMANN See the paper of the last named in Meckel's Archiv filr die Physiol, iv.
Comp. also V. Baer ibid. v. s. 312 314, and Otto Commenta1818, s. 544—549.
tiuncula de rariorib. quibusd. sceleti hmnani cum animalium sceleto analogiis. Vratia-

2

it
;

—

lavias,

1839, 4to, pp. 25 -27.

VOL.

II.

36
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which

{olecranon),

is

received in the posterior cavity of the inferior

extremity of the humerus.

The

radius

is

that either the back or the

{pronatio

et

sujnnatio).

recede, especially such

palm

of the

more

shorter, connected

with the carpus or root of the hand, and can

round the ulna, so

roll

hand can be turned upwards

From this perfection most of the mammals
as make use of their limbs for standing and

running only, and not for seizing also. In some the two bones
of the fore-arm have even coalesced; in others they remain disThe
tinct indeed, but still their relative motion is little or none.
flat,
and
immoveshort,
cetaceans have the bones of the fore-arm

In most of the ungulates the two bones of the
In the horse the ulna is
fore-arm have coalesced downwards.
very imperfect and consists only of the olecranon process and a
ably connected.

which unites with the radius and does not extend
of the hand does not occur in ungulate
animals, but the dorsal surface is constantly turned upwards {manus
In the carnivores and rodents radius and ulna remain
prona).
indeed distinct, but in many the rotation is nevertheless very im-

bony

thin

stile,

to the carpus.

A

A rotation

mobility of the two bones of the
mammals, which in this, as in
quadrumanous
fore-arm occurs in the
the rest of their structure, make an approach to man. In the wingperfect.

greater relative

handed mammals
or

is

(the bats) the ulna is

sometimes entirely absent

merely a thin spine-like bone, that

is

situated under the

radius^.

The

root of tlie

hand

(from 5 to 11), that of

(carpus) consists of various small bones

man

of eight, arranged in

two rows; the

bones of the second row in most ruminants are only two.

—The

and especially in the carnivores, a
pisiform bone
In the mole a sickleof
the cai*pus.
part
species of heel at the back
margin
of the hand and
shaped little bone, which lies at the inner
forms in the apes,

extends from the radius to the thumb, deserves special notice.

The

commonly of five small,
by side. Sometimes there
number corresponds to that of

fore-hand {metacarpus) consists

elongated, cylindrical bones placed side
are fewer,

and on the whole

the fingers.

1

The name

their

In the ruminants there are originally

of addltamentum ulnce, which

Albinos with

the radius in man, thus has no propriety in Zootomy.

bone of the fore-arm

in animals.

so

Rather

is

(in

the emhryo)

much

reason gave to

the radius the chief
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two metacarpal bones, but they quickly coalesce
bone {cannon-bone).

form a single

to

In the horse on each side of the metacarpal

bone, which articulates with the single finger, there

is a little bony
which descends from the carpus, but does not extend as far as
the finger; these two lateral bony stiles {splint-bones) are, according
to CuviEE, imperfect fingers, whilst Meckel regards them as metacarpal bones.
The stags also have similar bones; in sheep and
oxen a single bone only of the kind is seen on the outside. In the
pachydermatous mammals (with the exception of the fossil genus
Anojjlotherium, which has only two) there are at least three bones

stile

in the metacarpus; the elephant has five such.

The number

of fingers varies from one to five.
Of the five (the
and also the normal number) the third or middle finger is
the most constant and commonly also the longest; this is the only
largest

First of all the

finger in the horse.
in

many

the

the fourth finger.

thumb appears

finger also disappears,

fifth (the little)

to be absent;

and

after these

In the ruminants two fingers (the second and

the middle finger) are constantly present, and in these two other
imperfect fingers are added, which, however, are absent in the

camel.

For other

refer to the

particulars respecting the

Systematic Arrangement, where

it

number

of fingers

we

will be found recorded

amongst the characters of the genera. Perfect fingers have three
thumb which has only two. In the
whales and dolphins the number of joints of the fingers is larger,

joints {phalanges), except the

especially of the second finger\

the ungulate animals

is flat

The

beneath;

last joint of the fingers in
its

anterior

margin has the

form of a semicircle, and the upper surface descends obliquely from
behind forward. In the feline genus the last joint of the fingers lias
a sigmoid form

;

in front

it is

excavated like a cap, and in the middle

To

of this cavity there rises a compressed conical point.
the claw

is

adapted, of which the posterior margin

is

this cone

received in

In walking this joint is turned
and thus the point of the claw does not touch the
At some distance from the inferior extremity of this joint

the cap and thus firmly fixed.
directly upwards,

ground.

1

This

is

a conformity to reptiles, especially to the

and Phsiosaurus. In the genus Bradypus the first
and soon coalesces with the ossicle of the carpus

fossil

genera Ichthyosaurus

joint of the finger
;

see

is

very short

CuviER Ann. du Mus.

pp. 195, 196.
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found the articulation for the preceding second joint. This second
joint has ahnost the form of a triangular prism, is flat below and
is

when
Whenever the flexor muscles on the inferior
attached by their tendons to the last joint of

excised on the outer side, so that the last joint of the finger
at rest lies in it\

surface of the foot,

the finger,

move

that joint, the erect claw

When

downward.

at rest the last joint is

ligaments, which at the back of the

and second phalanges
Only in man and

to the

drawn forward and

hand proceed from the

upper margin of the

separately and placed at a distance from and

hand

opposite to the other fingers; but even in the apes the
imperfect, for the

thumb

wanting, or there

is

is

first

last.

most of the quadrumanous mammals can

in

thumb be moved

the

is

supported by two elastic

is

shorter.

In some the thumb

is

is

even

only a small ossicle on the inside by which

it

represented^.

The hind limbs
Here

the anterior.

are connected with the trunk

more firmly than

in place of the scapulae are the ossa innominata,

which are attached immoveably to the sacrum. The three bones
which make up the os innominatum (the ilium, ischium and pubis)
are present in the embryo, and also in young animals as distinct

The pubic bones

bones.

mammals

are united with each other below; yet in

many bats, they remain

some, as the mole and

separate. In different

the ischia also become united with each other and with

In the marsupiate and monotrematous animals

the pubic bones.

moveable bone

is attached to the anterior margin
symphysis
on
each
side, and has its point directed
of the pubic
cetaceous
animals
traces alone of innominate bones
In the
forward.
are found, which are remote from the vertebral column, and are

a triangular,

flat,

connected with the rest of the skeleton

by muscles only

;

the other

bones of the posterior extremities are wanting.
deep articular cup at the outside of the innominate bone

A

receives the head of the thigh-bone.

1

joint.
2

Thia excavation

Compare on the
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;
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Meckel

Syst.
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s.
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relatively shorter tlian in

man, where

Tlie head of the thigh-bone

skeleton,
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it is

is

the longest bone of the

seated

"which leaves the bone at a right angle; from

upon a short neck
this part also the

external or great trochanter ascends above the head of the thigh-

This bone

bone.

is

remarkably short in the

where

seals (Phocce),

the shaft almost disappears and the two articular extremities form

Whilst

nearly the whole mass.

in

in the erect position deviates little

man

the axis of the thigh-bone

from that of the vertebral column,

the thigh-bones even of the apes are bent more forward and form an

obtuse angle with the pelvis;

with the knees bent.

hence these animals always stand

In the carnivorous animals the thigh-bone

makes nearly a right angle with the pelvis. In other mammals,
in the horse and the ruminants, the angle becomes even acute.

as

With the thigh-bone (femur) two other bones of the leg are
connected below, the tibia and thejihula. The knee-joint is strengthened by

many

ligaments,

by

the capsular ligament,

by the

crucial

ligaments, the lateral ligaments and the fibrous expansions of the

At

muscles.

its

anterior surface is

in the carnivores, broad in the horse

a round,

from

its

tibia.

flat,

bony

disc,

which

is

which

situated the patella,

appears to be wanting in different marsupial animals only,

is

and the pachyderms.

attached

by a ligament

small
It is

arising

inferior extremity to the projecting anterior surface of the

This ligament

is

of a tendinous nature and arises from the

tendinous tissue of the extensor muscles ^
to the radius of the fore-arm,

and

is

The

tihia corresponds

situated forward

;

the fibula

backward and outward. The
tibia, however, can rotate round the fibula in some marsupiates only,
like the radius round the ulna in man and many mammals.
In
various mammals the tibia and fibula have coalesced, mostly at the
lower part. In the horse the fibula is a long stile, which becomes
thin downwards and extends from the upper extremity of the tibia
corresponds to the ulna, and

to about one half of

it

only.

is

situated

In the ruminants, on the contrary, the

inferior extremity alone of the fibula is present.

The

tibia termi-

nates below with a smooth articular surface before the

first tarsal

bone, and has on the inside a process Avhich extends

downwards

(the inner ankle, malleolus intermis).

1

Hence

the patella

had justly observed.

is

The

fibula forms with its

a large sesamoid bone, as Bichat and, before him,

Bertin
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lower extremity
tarsal

bone

outer ankle

tlie

[talus

s.

with the tibia and

is

Below, the astragalus

astragalus)

The

{mallevlus externus).
is

first

connected by a hinge-joint

placed between the inner and outer ankles.
is

connected with the heel-bone [calcaneus),

extremity of which the tendon of Achilles
These two are the principal bones of the root of the
(tarsus), besides which in the human skeleton there are five

to the projecting posterior
is affixed.

foot

other bones, so that the tarsus consists of seven bones in
in the other

mammals the number

of bones

all,

whilst

in this part of the foot

In the pachyderms, the carnivorous and

varies from four to nine.

the quadrumanous animals, there are on the whole seven bones in
the root of the foot as in man.

more numerous

are

On

in the edentate

the other hand, the tarsal bones

mammals and

in

many

rodents.

In the horse there are two cuneiform bones instead of three the other
bones are the same as in man, and the entire number is thus six.
;

So

also is

it

in the camel,

five tarsal bones, since in

the cubiform bone

;

but the rest of the ruminants have only

them the navicular bone has coalesced with

and the

giraffe

has only four, for with a similar

coalescence of these two bones, only one cuneiform bone is present.
In Otolicnus and Tarstus, long-footed Lemurids, the navicular bone
is very long and lies by the side of the heel-bone, also lengthened,
in the same manner as in the fore-arm the radius lies by the side

Two

of the ulna.

such long tarsal bones, placed side by

side,

occur also amongst the reptiles in the frogs.

The

many bones as there
ruminant and solidungu-

fore-foot {metatarsus) usually counts as

are toes present.

The metatarsus

in the

animals is conformable to the metacarpus (comp. above, p. 562).
In the genus Di'pus amongst the rodents the three middle metatarsal bones coalesce to form a single bone, which terminates below
late

which the three large toes are connected, and
Avhich thus resembles the principal bone of the root of the foot in
in three processes, to

birds (see above, p. 332).

The digits of the foot in the ruminants, the solidungulates, and
commonly also in the pachyderms, correspond in number and form
to those of the hand.

rous animals

;

Such

also is the case in

most of the carnivo-

although in the genus Felts and.

(hallux) of the hind-foot is not developed, of

observed in the fore-foot.

Cams

which a

In the monkeys the thumb

but the other digits are longer than in the

human

foot.

the

thumb

trace only is
is

shorter,

—
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The

cranial bones are, as in

names of the sutures
parietiil
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man, connected by

are borrowed from

The
The two

suture.

human anatomy.

bones coalesce in some carnivorous animals, in the bats,

and rodents,

in tlie horse, in the ruminants

so that in these there

is

no

to

bone in most mammals

form a single bone,

On the

sagittal suture.

other hand, the

formed of two bones that meet in
the mid plane.
The number of separate cranial bones is in most
mammals less than in re])tiles and fishes. As in the rest of the
frontal

is

vertebrate animals, four cranial vertebrae

may

The
The

by the

is

first

or posterior vertebra is formed

bone

basilar portion of the occipital

the

body

or centrum

(Owen)

be distinguished.
occipital

(the hasioccipital

bone.

Owen)

of this posterior vertebra; the arti-

cular portions [exoccipitah) are the neural arches [neurajJopJiyses),

and the

occipital part [sujjra-occipital

Owen)

or neural spine is the

and which often
These four parts coalesce in many mammals
more slowly than in man to form a single bone. The occipital bone
covering lamina
develops a

by which the ring

is

closed above

crest.

in this class differs from that in the class of birds in there being

two articular condyles for connexion with the first cervical vertebra,
which lie at the sides of the occipital foramen in the birds, on the
contrary, and in the Repitilia haplopnoa, this bone has a single
articular tubercle which lies in the middle under the occipital foramen. The occipital foramen is usually, with the exception of man
and the monkeys, situated more at the posterior extremity than on
the inferior surface, whence the cranium lies more in the same
;

In most mammals there

direction with the cervical vertebra?.

seen on the occipital bone a pyramidal process which

founded with the processus mastoideus ;

it is

is

is

often con-

the descending part of

the coalesced par-occipital; and serves, amongst other uses, for the

attachment of the digastric muscle which depresses the lower jaw;
it is

very long in the hog and the kangaroo, also (though in a less

degree) in the horse and the ruminants \

The second

1

cranial vertebra has for its

body

part of the

of the sphenoid

Processus jugularis or paramasto'kleus, see

des Schlilfenheins,

s.

7,

8

;

Duvernoy names

—

parapopliysis of the occipital vertebra

the vertebrates
is

attached to

is

it.

it is

Hallman

p. 30.]

Owen),

for

its

Die vergleichende Osteologie

this part apophysis pyro'idea.

[It

is

the

a distinct bone in fishes, but in the rest of

only a process from the ex-occipital, in

Owen Homol.

centrum the posterior

{hasisplieno'id

man

the rectus lateralis muscle
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neural arches the great alse of the sphenoid {plisjilienoids

and

for

its

separation of the sphenoid bone into two parts

embryo

and

(see PI. xvi. fig. 3),

many monkeys,

even in

body

consists of the

with the lesser

persists in

is

seen in the

The
human

most mammals, and

life.

The

posterior part

of the sphenoid as far as the anterior clinoid

the anterior part consists of the

and the rostrum [prespJienoid Owen)

processes

clinoid

it

the whole

for

processes and the greater alaj;
anterior

Owen),

neural spine the parietal or the two parietals.

Owen).

alee {orhitospheiio'ids

The

consists of this anterior part of the sphenoid as its

third vertebra

centrum and

neural arches, whilst the frontal bone, single or in two lateral
halves, is its neural spine.
We may remark that the posterior
wings of the sphenoid are with propriety termed the great wings

human

magnce) in the

{alcB

cranium, but in

many mammals,

as the

ruminants and pachyderms, they are smaller than the anterior.

The

fourth cranial vertebra has for

its

centrum the vomer,

for its

neural arches the middle portion of the ethmoid (corresponding
to the prefrontals of fishes,

which

pressed and coalescent), and for

Between the
temporal bone

occipital

placed;

is

tympanum

the

to

com-

neural spine the nasal bones.

bone and the second cranial vertebra the
it is composed of five parts originally

bone {petrosal Owen^), the mastoid bone, the

distinct, the petrous

squamous portion

in the superior classes are

its

{squamosal Owen), that part which belongs
(the

tymjyayiic

bone)

and the styloid process

{stylo-hyal).

The

internal surface of the cranium presents a cavity which, as

in birds, is entirely occupied

The upper

by

the brain, and

is

thus the cast of

formed by the frontal bone and the
parietal bones, are pretty smooth, with the exception of the impressions of the convolutions of the brain and the more conspicuous

its surface.

walls,

grooves caused by the vessels and the longitudinal sinus.

^

[The petrosal

skeleton,

tebra

;

it

is

The

the interpolated auditory capsule and belongs to the splanchnic

coalesces very early with the mastoid, the parapophysis of the parietal ver-

the squamosal

is

nasal vertebra; this last

part of the diverging appendage of the inverted arch of the

much expanded and

mammals an articular surwhich in the other classes is articulated with the pleurapophysis of its own vertebra, the tympanic the styloid process
{stylo-hyal Owen) is the pleurapophysis of the parietal vertebra. See Owen The Archetype and Homologies, &c. pp. 25
45.]

face for the lower

jaw

is

affords in

(the frontal hjemapophysis),

;

—

MAMMALS.
basal surface, on the contrary,

the cerebelhmi and

is

hence to the lesser

posterior cavity

bounded forward by

portion of the temporal bone.
alte of

situated on the ethmoid

man may he

very uneven, and in

is

The

divided into three regions.
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the sides of the petrous

The middle

the sphenoid;

and above the

occupied by

is

cavity extends from

the anterior region

orbits,

and

is

named

in the middle; from this depression there arises a process
crista galli.

These three regions do not

is

depressed

same plane in
mammals they lie more at the
lie

in the

man; the posterior is the lowest; in
same height and are less obviously distinct from each other. In
most carnivores, in the horse and some other mammals, there is
a bony tentorium cerebelU. In many mammals there is above the
internal auditory passage {^^orus acusticus internus) a deep blind

cavity

in

v.diich

an appendage of the cerebellum

{flocculus)

is

received.

There are many

outlets in the cranium, especially in the sphe-

Most

noid and temporal bones.

of

them transmit blood-vessels

and nerves a few only are the remains of an imperfect ossification.
The names of these outlets, as far as they are borrowed from human
anatomy, are not very applicable. Also some of the outlets, which
;

in

man

and in

are distinct, coalesce in animals; thus in the rodents

the Mfiio^otamus there
caroticus),

is

no canal

for the carotid artery

[canalis

but the artery runs through the foramen lacerum ante-

rius^.

The second

part of the osseous head consists of the bones of

the face, amongst which the ethmoid

rangular, elongated

bony

is

included, which also of right

The vomer

belongs to the cranial bones ^.

which

^plate

is

is

a triangular or quad-

placed in front of the

rostrum of the sphenoid and above the palate.

The ethmoid

is

more largely developed in this than in the other classes of vertebrates, and here alone deserves the name which it has received in
human anatomy from its perforated upper surface (the cribriform
It is larger

plate).

when

the orbits

1

CuviER Lemons d'Anat. comp.

2

[The interpolated olfactory capsule

ethmoid of

its

side.

ii.

lie

further apart, as in

p. 53.
is

the upper turbinate bone and cells of the

The perpendicular lamina and

cribriform plate are the coalesced

neural arches of the rhinencephalic vertebra, as already stated.
I35-]

many

Owen

Uomol. pp. 132,
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mammals, considerably smaller than

man and

in

the

monkeys

orbit {lamina pajjyracea)

man when

in

The smooth

near together, as in the monkeys.

the eyes are

which

lateral plate,

contributes to form the inner wall of the
is

,

mammals. The nasal bones

wanting in almost

the rest of the

all

are large in the carnivores, in the horse,

the swine, and especially in the rhinoceros and the rodents.

by which

the rhinoceros they support the horn
is

this

In

genus of animals

distinguished; in the two-horned species the posterior horn

set

is

upon the frontal bone. The niasal bones are very narrow in the
quadrumanous mammals and unite in many species to form a single
bone; this, however, is often tlie case in other mammals where they
are larger.

The

inferior turbinate

bones [conchce

turbinata inferiord) seem to be present in all

inferiores,

mammals ^

ossa

In the

ruminants they appear as two laminae proceeding from a horizontal
basal piece, of whicl' one

and which are

is

rolled upwards, the other

by many

perforai^.d

apertures.

downwards,

In the carnivores

(as

may

be seen particularly in Phoca, Lutra, &c.), as well as in many
rodents [Lepus, Sciurus, Castor, &c.) these turbinate bones consist

The

of numerous hollow tubes which divide into fine branches^.

margin of the nasal process of^tlie
superior maxillary bone.
The r are usually more powerfully developed tlian in man, and contribute more to form the inner wall of
lachrymal bones

lie

on the ou

3r

the orbit, wliere they occupy the place of the ethmoid.

ruminants and in some edent?
are

much developed on

[Dasypus, Myrmecopliarjo) they

:e

of the face, since the nasal pro-

the sur

cess of the superior maxillary
this facial portion has in

lones does not

ma^

'

ruminants

mount

two

)

^

That the whales form no exception to
ii. 2, s.

553), has been manifested

small ossicles are found at the

maxillary bone (Stannius ^

has found

nn'-^-

uerior

this, as

by later

s-

—

24.

from the
of

supposed {System

cler

in the dolphins

two

investigations

;

inter-

364); in Balwnce also Eschricht
Untersucliungen ueher die nordischcn
s.

''^S-

Comp. Hakwood System of Comp. Anat. and

pp. 20

Meckel

differ

by the absence

margin of the nasal apertures behind the

der vergl. Anat.

.^nesponding to the conchce;

Wallf^'.ie, Leipzig, 1849,
^

a'-

Jirh.

is

superior maxillary bones and the

single intermaxillary of birds (see above, p. 334)

vergl.Anat.

a deep

The upper jaw

These intermaxillary bones

intermaxillaries.

to the orbit;

(as in the stags)

groove in which sebaceous gl ads are lodged.

formed principally by the tw

In the

'es

Physiol.

Cambridge, 1796, 4to.
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a nasal process dividing the external nasal aperture into two lateral

openings
portions,

spina nasalis

tlie

;

is

a vestige of

By

this.

which form the anterior margin of the

intermaxillaries join each other; to this

many

their lowest

two

palate, the

of the GMroptera

present an exception, where instead of the junction a mere space

The

is

margin of the intermaxillary bones is very thin,
when the incisor teeth are wanting at this part, as in Lemur ; on
the other hand, the intermaxillaries are massive and strong in the
rodents and the elephant.
In many species of mammals these
left.

anterior

bones coalesce in old individuals, especially at the anterior surface

human

with the superior maxillary bones; in the

present as distinct ossific points until the fourtli
after birth there is

only, whilst

but a trace remaining in the palate of their

To

original distinctness.

foramen

they are

foetus

month

these bones belongs the anterior palatine

[ox foramen incisivum),

which

in the carnivorous, the rumi-

nating and the solidungulate animals

double.

is

maxillary bones are more elongated than in

The

man and have

superior

a broader

In the ant-eaters, the scaled quadrupeds {Mam's) and

nasal process.

the true cetaceans these bones approximate to the extraordinary length

which we formerly remarked in the

crocodiles.

run from the superior maxillary bones
the temporal bone; in

the sloth

to the

The malar bones

zygomatic process of

{Bi-adypus) these bones do not

meet the last-named, and are moreover distinguished by a long, flat
process descending on the outside of the lower jaw and terminating
below in a point. In the other mammals, on tlie contrary, the malar
bone

is

usually connected with both bones; in the hippopotamus,

the solidungulate, ruminant and quadrumanous animals

it

also

is

connected to the frontal bone by an ascending process; but in the

monkeys and

in

man

alone

sphenoid and forms with
is

is it

it

also united with the great ala of the

a wall

by which the

cavity of the orbit

separated from the temporal fossa, so that a fissure only

{Jissura spheno-maxillaris

does not exist in other

s.

is

left

which consequently
The malar bones in Manis and

orhitalis inferior),

mammals ^

some other insectivorous mammals {Sorex, Centetes) appear to be
absent, and although in the Monotremes the zygomatic arch is perfect,

^

yet

Owen

Haller was

pars ossea

is

of opinion, that here

tlius justified in

est" {Elevi. Physiol,

Anat, 1S24,

s.

32,

is

formed exclusively by

saying " Homini major

v. p. 343),

quam

ulli

Bestlarum

orh'dce

which Bldmenbach has misconceived, as

though Haller meant that the orbit in man
vergl.

it

is

comparatively the largest. Handh. der

:
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the zygomatic process of

tlie

The

superior maxillary.

temporal bone

palate-bones,

wliicli is

which

united to the

are placed between

the superior maxillary bones and the pterygoid processes of the
sphenoid, have in most mammals a longer horizontal piece, by

which the

posterior part of the hard palate

is

formed.

That

this is

imperfectly ossified in the marsupial animals and that thus the
palate in their heads presents larger or smaller apertures,

the osteological characters

The

by which Owen

is

bony

one of

distinguishes this divi-

sion of

mammals.

reptiles

Cuv., the outer plate of the pterygoid process of the sphe-

pterygoid bones

[pterygo'ide

interne

of

noid in man) continue long distinct from the sphenoid, and in some

mammals permanently soi.
The lower jaw differs by two
vertebrate animals;

first

by

its

characters from that of the other

condyle being received by an

cular cavity of the temporal bone; next, by

^

its

arti-

articular portion

[Having given the formation of the bodies and neural arches of the cranial
from Owen's great work, we subjoin that of the inverted haemal arches in the

vertebrae

mammals
In the
coracoid,

many mammals by

occipital vertebra: the haemal arch is represented in

pleura-pophysial element only, the scapula; in

many

there

is

the

a haemapophysis, the

which coalesces with the pleurapophysis, and which completes the arch in
In many mammals again the arch is

the monotremes alone by joining the episternal.

completed by bones whicli appear to be haemapophyses of the
diverging appendage of the occipital inverted arch

In the parietal vertebra

:

is

atlas, the clavicles.

The

the anterior limb.

the arch consists of pleurapophysis, the styloid, united to

haemapophysis, the lesser cornu of hyoid, by ligament and haemal spine, the body of the
hyo'id.

The diverging appendage

is

the posterior cornu of the hyoid, the thyrohyal.

In the frontal vertebra: the pleurapophysis

is

the tympanic bone, the hffimapophy-

the lower jaw or mandible, the hasmal spine the symphysis.

There is no diverging
any vei-tebrate class above that of fishes, in which it is
formed by the opercular bones. Note that in this inverted arch the pleurapophysis is
separated from its haemapophysis by the intrusion of the diverging appendage of the
next vertebra, which thus in mammals receives the condyle of the lower jaw, assuming
here the office performed by the tympanic in the other vertebrate classes.
In the nasal vertebra the pleurapophysis is the palate-bone, the haemapophysis the

sis

appendage of

this vertebra in

haemal spine the two praemaxillaries.
Here the diverging
appendage consists of a bone which connects this vertebra with the descending process
of the sphenoid, and with which process it usually coalesces, forming the outer lamina
supei-ior maxillary, the

and further of two other elements, succeeding each other, of
which the proximal piece is the malar, the distal the squamosal which expands as it
Owen Homol. p. 132.
diverges.
of the pterygoid process

:

Hence, exclusive of the olfactory capsule and the muco-dermal bones, the lachrymal
turbinate, the bones of the face in mammals all belong to the inverted arches of

and

the nasal and frontal vertebrae.]
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dental portion as a distinct

two

lateral parts, wliicL

some mammals,

bony

meet in front

man, entirely coalesce.
by means of the
jaws is connected with the lower functions and necessities of life,
whilst the cranium on the contrary contains the brain, the noblest
part of the central nervous system, it becomes a matter of interest
at tlie chin, but only in

as in

Since the face includes the organs of sense, and

two divisions of the head a
comparison which ought to give the same result as the investigation of the relation between the mass of the brain and that of the
cerebral nerves.
To that end Campee devised the so-named
facial angle, which is determined by an oblique line {linea facialis)
drawn from the most prominent part of the forehead to the anterior
margin of the incisor teeth, or to the anterior extremity of the
intermaxillary bone, and by a horizontal line running from the
external auditory passage to the inferior margin of the nasal cavity.
Whilst the facial angle in man ranges from 70 to 85 degrees, it is
much more acute in the other mammals, and in monkeys reaches
only 40 degrees or more, whilst in other mammals it descends to
25 degrees, or even less. But since the facial angle can afford no
sure results unless the outer surface of the frontal bone be nearly
parallel to the inner, and this, from the great development of the
compare the relative

to

frontal sinuses, in
to

size of these

many mammals

is

:

not the case,

Cuvier

compare the area of the cranial cavity with that of the

preferred

facial bones,

by sawing through the bony head longitudinally in
The ratio between these two areas, and so also the
is modified by age; in the monkeys especially the

as determined

the

mid

plane.

facial angle,

development of the posterior molar teeth presses the jaws forwards,
the head assumes a more animal character than in

by which

younger individuals.

The orang

affords a striking

example of

this;

formerly the figures and the dimensions of the orang' s skull were

all

taken from young specimens; from these were derived the values
of the facial angle given in elementary

becomes much more acute, and

all

works

that

is

almost entirely disappears in the Pongo of

known

;

but the

human

facial angle

in the character

Wuemb, which

is

now

as the adult orang.

Most mammals have teeth; the genera Manis and MyrmecoIn the duck -mole
'phaga are however entirely destitute of them.
{Ornitliorhynchus) horny teeth are present; of the same kind are the
teeth oi Bytina Illigek; they consist of tubules placed vertically,
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In the
and contain a very small quantity only of bone-earth.
whales [Balcenoe) there are horny laminge (the so-named baleen)
in the upper jaw which stand transversely behind one another; the
lower jaw lias neither baleen nor teeth, but, when the mouth is
closed, surrounds the outside of the baleen.

The

largest laminae

margin; their form is that of a trapezium of
which the outside is much longer than the inside. Next to these
large lamina3, on their inside, lie many smaller, which are also whiter
at the outer

lie

and

softer.

In every lamina an external and an internal substance

may

be distinguished; the external or cortical substance consists of
horny plates lying close upon each other; the included medullary
substance is formed of parallel descending tubes which, at the inferior
margin of the horny lamina, pass into bristly fibres. These tubes
do not extend so high towards the superior maxillary bone as the

Thus

plates of cortical substance.

a space or cavity

is left

at this

part, which receives the germ-membrane, a fold of thick vascular

skin on which the balleens

rest.

This fold forms filamentous

elongations which proceed in the tubular, internal substance of the

and are accompanied by vessels in the same direction.
Between the laminae of baleen is a white substance, which seems to
require only a slight change to be transformed into horny matter^.
In the dolphins the teeth are not formed in sockets but in the gum,
and the margins of the jaw are elevated to enclose the teeth ^. All
these teeth are conical and nearly similar; the middle teeth only
seem to be somewhat larger than the anterior and the posterior. In
this respect therefore the dolphins^-esemble many fishes and lacerbaleen,

tine animals.

In the

mammals

rest of the

the teeth are formed in

the alveoli.

by which the
which is changed
into that substance by ossification, and of which the residue
The crown is
occupies a cavity in the tooth when formed.
formed first and afterwards the root. The crown is covered with
enamel, a very hard substance which consists of fibres directed
towards the axis of the tooth. In the covered teeth {denies obducti), as those of man, the quadrumanous and carnivorous animals,

The

tooth has a

bony substance

1

germ

{dentine

or matrix [pul-pa dentis),

Owen)

is

secreted, or

Compare F. C. Rosenthal Abhandlungen der Konigl. Akad. der
dem Jahre 1829, Berlin, 1832, s. 127 132, Tab. i, ill.

'^

Hunter PM.

WissenscJiaften

—

zu Berlin, aus

Transact. 1787, p. 398

;

see also

Owen

Odontography, pp. 358, 359.
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is covered entirely and uniformly by a layer of enamel.
In other mammals the enamel penetrates into the dentine, and thus

the crown

forms folds {dens complicatus

s.

semicomjaositus),

and in some again

these folds extend so far towards the root of the teeth as to divide

them

into different laminge

[denies compositi

s.

lamellosi).

molars of the elephant afford an example of the last kind.

now, the act of mastication wears away the

less

The
Since,

hard dentine more

quickly than the enamel, projecting lines arise on the crowns of
the semi-complex and complex teeth, with furrows between them,
as

may

be readily seen in such teeth as the molars of the ox.

The

complex teeth are held together by an intermediate
substance named cement [cementum s. crusta petrosa) it is formed
by ossification of the capsule, within which the germ of the tooth
exists, and which is here folded.
This cement or bony substance
plates of the

;

mammals. Enamel is not premammals; dentine on the contrary and
cement exist in every tooth. The division of the teeth into incisors,
canines and molars is derived from human anatomy.
These three
covers also the roots of the teeth in
sent in the teeth of all

kinds do not always co-exist wliere teeth in general are present,
thus the rodents have no canine teeth ; the number also of the teeth
is very different in different mammals; but on this subject we refer
to the characters of the genera in the Systematic

The

this class.

first

teeth

Arrangement of
(deciduous or milk-teeth) are shed

by mammals \ as they are by man,
room for other permanent teeth ^.

after a certain time, to

make

1 That the hog forms no exception in this respect, as may be found stated by
Aristoteles, needs scarcely to be insisted on, although Buffon repeats the mistake
Compare on the teeth amongst others F. CuviER Des dents des
{Hist. nat. v. p. no).

mammiferes, Paris, 1825, 8vo, R. OwE'S Odo7itographij, London, 1840

and by the same the copious

— 1845, aVols. 8vo,

Todd's Cyclopcedia of Anat. and Physiol.
On the microscopic structure of the teeth much is due to the
IV. 1852, pp. 864
935.
investigations of Leeuwenhoeck especially, which within the last few years have been
confirmed by modern observers, as Puekinje (see FRiENKEL de 'penitiori dentium
article Teeth in

—

humanormn

structura observationes, Wratislavise, 1835),

solmingar ofver Tanderncs Structur; Konrjel.
holm),

Owen

1. 1.

and

Vet.

Eetzids {MikroshopisTca under-

Alcad. Handlingar,

1836, Stock-

others.

2 j-iphe incisors are those implanted in the intermaxillary {premaxillary Owen) bone
and the corresponding teeth of the lower jaw, whatever their shape and size. "The
tooth in the maxillary bone which is situated at, or near to, the suture with the

premaxillary

is

the canine, as also

is

that tooth in the lower

jaw which,

in opposing

it,

crown when the mouth is closed. The other teeth of the first set
are the deciduous molars; the teeth which displace and succeed them vertically are the
premolars ; the more posterior teeth, which are not displaced by vertical successors,
passes in front of

its
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We

have already said that the mammals have two jaws; but
In man this motion is threefold;
is moveable.
the jaw can be depressed and again raised, next can be

the under-jaw alone
first

extended forward and again retracted, and lastly can be moved
obliquely to the left side and the right, whilst one of the condyles
rotates in the articular cavity of the temporal bone as round its

and the other slides somewhat out of its cavity forward and
inward. These three motions are rendered possible by the roundness of the condyle and the slight depth of the articular cavity.
In the mammals the motions are usually more limited. In the
carnivores the articular condyle is broad, and is received in a deep,
axis,

transverse groove placed between projecting lines, in such a
that motion forward and

jaw

backward

in dilacerating animal food

and

is

same

way

prevented, whilst the under-

principally capable of powerful

is

In the rodents the condyle

elevation and depression.
nal, in the

is

is

longitudi-

direction as the long dimension of the lower-jaw,

received in a spacious, shallow cavity below the malar pro-

cess of the temporal bone; hence the under-jaw can glide forward

and backward with
its

principal

groove

is

facility,

motion.

which

in

gnawing

In the ruminants,

their food constitutes
finally,

very shallow, the condyle transverse and

are the molars properly so called."

Owen

dentition of diphyodonts as determined

in

by

Todd's Cyclop,

Owen

the

articular

flat,

and the

iv. p. 903.

The

typical

from the forms of mammalia

first

introduced into this planet, whether carnivorous or graminivorous, was 3 incisors,
Three of the seven may be pre1 canine, and 7 succeeding teeth above and below.

molars and four
the

first

may

be true molars, or four

may

be premolars and three true molars

;

being a character of the placental diphyodonts, the second of the marsupial.

True molars are a continuation of the first set of teeth backward, and these are all
developed in the same primary groove of the foetal gum. The successional teeth, or
the premolars, are formed from tooth-germs developed on the side of the deciduous
These secondary tooth-germs are
teeth, and therefore grow in a secondary groove.
three in number, in one group only.
When the premolars and molars are below the
typical number the absent teeth are missing from the fore part of the premolar series,
and from the back part of the molar series, the most constant teeth being the fourth
premolar and the fii-st true molar. These having been determined in any case by
observation of the development, the rest of the premolars are counted from the last
forward (4, 3, 2, i), of the molars from the first backward (i, 2, 3). The typical dentition is expressed

by the following formula, i.i

OwEN

—~,

c

,

i-i
3-3
On the Character's

—-,

j:).-

4-4

—- = ^2,

vi.-

3-3

and also
of the class Mammalia,
No. 5, 1857, pp. 7 9.]
^ [The order Monoiremata, Edentata and Cetacea generate a single set only of teeth
{Moncphyodonts Owen); all the rest generate two sets {Diphyodonts Owen).]

for placental diphyodonts.

in Proceedings of the Linn. Soc.

1. 1.

11.

—
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lower jaw narrower tlian the upper; by

motion of the lower jaw

lateral

all

these peculiarities the

To

is facilitated.

these different

modifications of the articulation the arrangement also of the muscles

Thus, for instance, the carnivorous animals have a
corresponds.
very powerful temporal muscle, which in most of the rodents is
feebly developed; in the ruminants the external pterygoid muscle

of peculiar strength^.

is

With

mam-

the exception of the true or carnivorous cetacea, all

mals have salivary glands
portion as the food

;

they are more highly developed in pro-

masticated for a longer period, more in the

is

vegetable feeders than in the carnivorous animals.

In

man

three

The imrotid gland

salivary glands are present on each side.

behind the ascending branch of the lower jaw

its

;

lies

excretory duct

{ductus stenonianus) runs across the masseter muscle, perforates the

buccinator muscle, and opens into the cavity of the

mouth

in the

neighbourhood of the molars of the upper jaw.

This gland is large
in the horse, in the ruminants, in the pachyderms, in the beaver
and the kangaroos small, on the contrary, in the dog, and particu;

larly small [rudimentary) in the seal [Phoca).

gland

lies

frenum of the tongue.

In most carnivores and in the edentates

superposes the parotid in size
great pectoral muscle,
vesicle

;

it

where it extends to the
ducts meet in a muscular oval

in Dasyjnis,

its efferent

which terminates forward in the excretory duct^

mider the anterior part of the tongue,
is

The submaxillary

on the inside of the angle of the lower jaw, near the

lies

Lastly,

the sublingual gland, which

always provided with several excretory ducts {ductus Riviniani),

and which

mammals

in

some mammals

is

the same composition

wanting.
;

in the

The saliva has not in
mean the fluid consists

all

in

great part of water, and contains only a very small proportion
at least less than jf^) of solid matter;

and a peculiar matter

namely,

salts,

(j^ or
mucus, osmazom,

{salivtn), soluble in water, insoluble in alcohol.

Besides the proper salivary glands there are

many

small glands

on the inside of the mouth and on the palate (mucous crypts), by
the secretions of which the food is moistened.
1
s.

Compare Cuviee Lemons d'Anat. comp.

in. pp. 29

— 60;

Tiedemann

Zoologie,

i.

251, 252.
2

Rapp Anat.

PI. VII.

See

A

Owen

Unters. ilher die Edentaten (le Aufl.) Tubingen, 1843,

4to,

Trans. Zool. Society, iv.

VOL.

s.

54,

similar extraordinary development of this gland exists in the Ant-eater.

II.

37

^

^
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commencement

Tlie cavity, which forms the
canal, the gullet ['pharynx)^

the narrower cesopJiagus;

of the alimentary-

wider above and passes below into
formed by a continuation of the in-

is

is

it

XA^ir.

teguments of the nasal cavity and of the mouth, and

by many muscles which

are inserted into

is

different

surrounded

parts of the

tongue-bone, into the cartilages of the larynx, and into the sphenoid
and temporal bones. In the true cetaceans the larynx ascends high

up

pharynx

in the

to the nasal cavity, so that the food

deglutition on each side of the larynx,

and water

is

descends in

thus prevented

from entering the windpipe

The oesophagus

is

a nearly cylindrical tube, which runs through

the cavity of the thorax, and lies towards the vertebral column;

usually

is

it

and forms the narrowest part of the

long,

The muscular coat consists of two layers of
external layer is in man composed of longitudinal, the
In most mammals the fibres
transverse circular fibres.
canal.

layers are turned spirally and run in

two opposite

intestinal

fibres;

the

internal of

of the two

The

directions.

mucous membrane and the innermost covering of epitlielium form
longitudinal folds which become more conspicuous on contraction
The rosophagus of some mammals has in
of the muscular coat.
addition at

tlie inferior

extremity transverse, circular folds

;

they

may

be observed in the tiger, the lion, and other carnivorous animals
The oesophagus when it has perforated the diaphragm passes,
sometimes after continuing its course for a space in the abdominal
cavity but in most

phragm,

mammals

ple, as in

man.

almost immediately below the dia-

In most

into the stomach.

mammals

Often the cardiac portion

is

the stomach

is

sim-

divided by a constric-

In many rodents this constriction is
of glands at the cardia
accumulation
an

tion from the pyloric portion.

very conspicuous

;

there

and

of the stomach,

in

is

some

species of the

genus Myoxus

tliis

glandular part forms essentially a peculiar dilatation of the stomach^

a disposition which corresponds with the structure of the stomach
in birds (see above, p. 336).

1

See a figure in

illustr.
^

Pars

See

Home

3

'^^'a'^-

half.

fig. 8.

Home

1. 1.

Cetae. PI. l;

and another

Tub.

xiii.

in

Caeus

Talulce Anat. comp.

vii. fig. iv.

Led. on Comp. Anat. Tab. xi.

makes a turn and a
Taf. 4,

Camper

iv. 1835,

See a figure by

Gurlt

In the horse
in

Meckel's

is
il

a spiral valve which

rc/in' /. d.

Physiol, vi.
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elongate, provided with cellular

and resembles apart of the large intestine^.
Also in Pteropus amongst the bats, and Semnopifhecus amongst the
monkeys, the stomach is intestine-like in form; in the last genus
the cardiac portion has a smooth surface internally, and is divided
by a remarkable dilatation from the second division formed of a
double row of sacs the third or pyloric portion is elongate and has
also some dilatations less perfectly distinct, but at the extremity becomes of a more simple structure^. In the sloth and tlie carnivorous
cetaceans also the stomach is composed of different divisions.
But
in the ruminants especially does the compound stomach deserve a
particular notice.
The first stomach, which is named the ixmncli
{rumen, magnus venter, Vherhler, der Panzen), lies on the left side,
terminates in two blind sacs, is very large, and on the inner surface
is beset with a quantity of hard, sometimes almost horny papillse.
The second stomach, the hood or honey-comb hag [reticulum, le homiet,
or sacciform dilatations,

;

Hauhe, der Netzmagen)

die

is

,

much

smaller, lies on the right side

of the preceding, has a round form and

the inner surface with four,

is

covered reticulately on

and six-sided deep

five,

cells,

and on

the entire surface furnished with small papilla? which on the margins

Between these two

of the cells present the appearance of small teeth.

stomachs the opening of the oesophagus

stomach

side of the second
it

by a narrow

lies

situated.

On

the right

the third which communicates with

and which

aperture,

is

is

named

the manyplies or

pscdterimn {echinus, omasvjn, lefeuillet, der Blatter-magen, Psalter).
It is elongate
folds,

which

and beset on the inside by many broad, longitudinal

arise

from the interior like the leaves of a book, whilst

others less prominent alternate with the larger folds^.

This third
stomach communicates by a very wide opening with the fourth
(the red, abomasum, la caiUette, der Lahmagen), which is of consi-

and becomes narrower towards the duodenum; its
some
resemblance to that of the human stomach; it is
form has
derable

size,

1

Home

^

This arrangement of the stomach was

1. 1.

Tab. xix

leucoprymiius, afterwards
Zool. Soc.
'
loffie,

I.

pp. 65

—

;

Cards

1. 1.

by Owen

Tab.

viii. fig. x.
first

in S, entellus

described by

and

Otto

in Semnopithecus

S. fascicularis, Transact,

of the

70, PI. 8, 9.

See this figured by

Berthold

in his Beltrcirje zur Anatomie, Zootomie u. Physio-

Gottingen, 183 1, Svo, Tab. ix.

24 were larger, 24 of middle

size,

fig. 6.

Vink found 96

and 48 small; Lessen

folds in the ox, of

which

over de Veepest, bl. 18, 19.
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furnished on

deep and

less

inside with longitudinal folds, but these are far

tlie

much

fewer in numher, and consequently more remote

from each other than

tlie

The

laminas of the manyplies.

first

three

stomachs are apparently divisions of the blind sac which is found on
the left side of the stomach in man {fundus ventriculi), and which
in the carnivores

is

The

very small.

whilst the animal

first,

still

fourth stomach also is at

sucks, the largest, and the

paunch

increases in capacity only at a later period, the dilatation depend-

ing upon the food, as Daubenton demonstrated by feeding one
lamb with bread and another with grass. The first two stomachs,
therefore, are reservoirs, in which the large quantity of food, which
ruminants are used to appropriate in a short time, is macerated, and
in a physiological point of view correspond in some degree with the
From these first two stomachs
buccal pouches of certain monkeys.
the food thus macerated

is

returned in small portions along the

oesophagus upwards to the mouth,
is

now

for the first

is

chewed a second

time, or rather

time finely comminuted by the molar teeth, and

then conveyed downwards agiiin by the oesophagus.

is

The oesophagus

conveys the food thus swallowed a second time in a canal or channel which, as a continuation of

hood

to the

manyplies

Javaniciis, the third

named animal

'.

itself,

passes along the inside of the

In the camel, the lama, and the Moschus

stomach or manyplies

the red

is

wanting; in the

is

smooth and without

folds ^.

last-

In the camels

and lamas the paunch is destitute of papillte internally, but has
large cells below and at the side in which water is preserved or
In the hood the cells are smaller and more numerous^.
separated.
The gastric juice, which is secreted during digestion when the
food stimulates'' the walls of the stomach,
^

Compare Daubenton Memoire sur

le

mecanisme de

I'Acad. des Sc. de Paris, 1 768, pp. 389 et suiv., P.
veesterfte,

1803,

Leeuwarden, 1769, Svo (included

Tome

III.

pp.

I

— 157,

PI. 28);

is

acid.

In ruminants

la rumination, &c.,

Campee Lessen

also in the CEuvres de P.

H. Vink Lessen

Mem.

de

over de thans zweevende

Camper,

over de herkaamving der

Paris,

Run-

deren, Rotterdam, 1770, 8vo, with 2 plates, &c.

—
—

Compare W. V. Rapp, Erichson's Archiv f. Naturr/esch. ix. 1843, s. 43 54,
and F. S. Leuckart, Mueller's Arcldv, 1843, s. 24 27, Tab. 11. fig. 3.
3 See the beautiful figures in Home's Lectures on Comp. Anat. 11. Tab. 23
25
compare Rapp Ueher die Wassercellen im Magen der Kameele in Heusinger's Zeitschr.
fur die organ. Physih, i. 4, s. 449 u.
* The mucous membrane of the stomach in man and most mammals consists of
2

Tab.

—

II.

;

flF,

tubular gland-sacs which are placed parallel to each other and perpendicular to the
surface

;

by

their blind extremity, simple or branched, they terminate in the cellular
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and second stomach is penetrated by alkaline
fluids, and only after having been ruminated does it imbibe in the
manyplies and the red an acid gastric juice. Thus it is here alone
that a true digestion, similar to that in the simple stomach of other
the food in the

animals,

first

is effected.

The chyme,
duodenum, the
tines are

the product of stomachal digestion, passes into the
first

are beset with villi or elongated folds.
in

few

Villi are

instances only (as in the mole, the

OrnitJwrhjnchus, &c.) are they absent.

and small

The

part of the small intestine.

small intes-

mostly longer than the large intestines, and on the inside

commonly

present,

genus ChrysocJiloris, the

At

the union of the large

intestines there is usually found a coecum; in one species

of ant-eater [Myrmecophaga didactyla) there are, as in birds, two
coeca at the entrance

of the

small intestine into the large

Myrmecojjhaga jubata the coecum

is

absent.

short and wide crecum in the usual position, whilst lower
in the large intestine (colon) there are

appendages placed side by

side.

It

in

;

In Hyrax there

is

a

down

two other blind and conical

has been supposed that a second

chyme,
and in support of the opinion the resempart in some animals and the stomach in other

digestion, a final separation of the nutritious matter of the
is

effected in the coecum,

blance between this

mammals has been adduced.

The excrements,

consisting of

unaltered residue of the chyme, of bile, and mucus, are

tlie

now formed

and gradually assume a greater consistence in the course of the
large intestines.
distinct

The

termination of the intestinal canal

is

usually

from the sexual aperture, but in the duck-mole and in

Tachyglossus there

is

a cloaca as in birds.

At

the end of the

rectum glands are frequently situated which secrete a fatty and
strongly odorous fluid, as in the badger [Meles), the hyena, &c.

The relative length of the intestinal canal is usually greater in
mammals than in the other classes of vertebrate animals, but differs,
however, in the different genera.

In general the intestinal canal is
ox it is more than two

longest in the vegetable feeders; thus in the

and twenty times the distance from the mouth to the anus, and in
a full-grown animal is one hundred and fifty feet long; in the

coat, whilst their openings are on the inner surface of the stomach.
Compare BisCHOFF Ueher den Bau der Magenschleimhaut, Mueller's Archiv, 1S38, s. 503—525.

These foUicuU secrete the gastric juice.

;
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carnivores on the contrary

portion stated ahove

is

usually short; in the lion the pro-

it is

as 3

:

1

;

the intestinal canal seems to be

still

some insectivorous mammals. In the hyena the proportion is as 8
1, and in the PIioccb the intestinal canal is still longer.
In man the above proportion is usually stated as 6 1\ But difAt different individuals of the same species vary in this respect.
shorter in

:

:

ferent periods of life also the proportion differs.
earliest period the relative length

of foetal

life

is

In the

very small;

and in early childhood on the contrary

in the adult period of
tinal canal,

life'^.

But not the length

but the circumference

also,

foetus at the

at the last period
it is

larger than

solely of the intes-

the valves, the folds, the

numerous are to be estimated; these all multiply
the absorbent surface, and thus a shorter canal may be equal in this
respect to a longer. In the seals and the hyena the intestinal canal
is narrow, and thus the relative length which is so remarkable is
reduced to correspondence with the animal food of which they
villi

more

or less

make use 3.
The liver

is situated below the diaphragm, chiefly on the right
man; but the greater the number of its divisions the
more does it extend to the left side. On the whole the liver is
more divided into lobes in the carnivorous animals than in the
vegetable feeders it is small on the contrary and little divided,
The
especially iu mammals with divided or compound stomach^.
species
a
greater
number
of
of
this
wanting
in
gall-bladder is
the
other
classes
of
vertebrate
animals;
it
class than in any of

side, as in

;

is

not present in the carnivorous Cetacea, in the rhinoceros, ele-

phant, tapir, the horse, the sloth, the hamster and some other

amongst the ruminants,

rodents, and,

in the camels, lamas

and

—

^ The second edition of CuviERief. d'Anat. conip. IV. 2,
1835, pp. 182
195, edited
by DuvERNOT, contains copious tables. In Phoca vituUna, where this proportion is

differently stated, I
®

found

Compare Meckel

On

it

as

i

:

18 or

i

:

19,

in his Archivf, die Physiol. 1817,

III. s.

61

— 65.

Home, Meckel,
work of J. W. Neergaard, Commentatio anatomieo-physiologica sistens disqidsitionem an verum organorum digestioni inservientium discrimen inter animalia herbi^

the digestive organs, besides the general works of Covier,

&c., the

vora, carnivora

et

omnivora reperiatur, Gottingae, 1804, 4to,

may

be consulted, in

which these parts are described in the horse, ox, hog and dog.
^ The distinguishing of the different parts occurring in the liver by special names,
was proposed by Duvernoy, we cannot detail here. See his Etudes sur le Foie
Ann. des So. nat. iv. 1835, Zool. pp. 257 269.

as

—

,
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In the carnivorous animals, on the other hand, it is always
monkeys. In most mammals the bile is car-

deer\

present, as also in the

ried to the gall-bladder

by the same

again conducted from

(the cystic duct)

the ox,

it

route as that
;

by which

which were formerly

tliere are hepatico-cystic ducts,

it

is

in some, however, as in
attri-

buted incorrectly to man'^; they are branches of the hepatic duct

which run
into

it.

to different parts of the gall-bladder,

and pour the

In most cases the bile-duct of the liver joins

the gall-bladder to

form a

which conveys the

bile into

common
the

bile

Avith that of

canal [ductus clioledoclius)

duodenum.

Usually also the

excretory duct of the pancreas terminates in this

common

close to its opening into the intestine.

man, although

in the foetus these ducts

have

and that of the pancreas

lies in front

duct before

It is thus in

canal,

distinct openings into the intestine,

of the bile-duct.

The

bile-

opens into the intestines runs for a space between

it

muscular and mucous

its

and sometimes forms a dilatation liere^.
The pancreas is placed behind the stomach between the spleen
and the duodenum commonly it is divided into two lobes. The
smaller excretory ducts unite to form one, sometimes two larger
coats,

;

ducts.

The

the

stomach or paunch

first

spleen lies near the stomach, in the ruminants near
;

it

is

ordinarily elongate and simple.

In the dolphin it is divided into several small distinct masses, of
which however the anterior mass much surpasses the rest in size,
whilst these, of variable number, are suspended to branches of the
splenic artery^.

The

cavity of the

^peritoneum.

A

abdomen

is

lined

by a

serous

membrane, the
omentum

duplicature of the peritoneum called the

or epiploon is suspended from the under and fore part of the sto-

To

mach.
canal

^

It

is

is

other duplicatures of

attached.

Of these

the peritoneum

the chief

is

named

the intestinal

the mesentery

;

the

giraife, according to Owen, it is sometimes wanting,
The statement of Akistoteles, that in the sheep in Euhoea it is
which animal it occurs elsewhere), obtains from this fact some credibility.

remarkable, that in the

sometimes douhle.
absent (in

Hist. Animal,
^

i. c.

14.

Compare Hallee Elem.

Physiol, v. pp. 537

— 541.

As in the elephant where the dilatation is divided by transverse partitions. See
Camper CEuvres, 11. pp. 124, 125, PI. xiv.
* Tyson counted 12 spleens (Haller Elem. Physiol. VI. p. 388), Stannius 18; in
Monodon also he found three or four subsidiary spleens. Vergl. Anaf. s. 433.
^

^

;
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lymphatics run between its lamina, and the glands belonging to the
lymphatic system are situated there. The mammals are the only
vertebrate animals in which conglomerate or lymphatic glands are

met with in the mesentery. Commonly they are larger and less
numerous than in man, and often unite (in many carnivores) to form
a single mass, to which the name of Pancreas Asellii has been
given ^, in which case only a few small distinct glands occur in

The

addition.

chyle vessels,

chyle, conducted to the conglomerate glands

opens into the

by the

usually received by a single thoracic duct, which

is

left

subclavian vein 2.

Besides the glands in the

mesentery, conglomerate glands occur in other parts of the body in
greater

number than

in birds,

and the lymphatics

from those

differ

of other vertebrate animals in having valves more numerous and

more

perfect

The
cles,

heart consists as in the birds of two ventricles and two auri-

and

various

is

invested

by

in the cetaceans

;

The form

the pericardium.
it

is

of the heart

is

broad, as also in the elephant, elon-

gate in the dog, but round in most monkeys, obtusely conical in

the horse, the ox, the orang outan and man.

placed obliquely, and rests by one of

such also
rest of the

is

its

In

man

the heart

surfaces on the

the case in the orang and the chimpansee.

mammals

it is

is

diaphragm
In the

almost always placed more in a straight

and either does not reach the diaphragm at all, or, as in most
In the septum of the auriof the monkeys, with its apex alone*.
cles is seen the oval fossa, the remains of the aperture which in the
This
foetus is found at this part and is named the foramen ovale.

line,

oval aperture

mals that

is

closed after birth, yet in the seals and other ani-

live in

water sometimes remains open.

In the

interior of

mouth of the
which is wanting

the right auricle under the oval fossa and near the
inferior

1

vena cava

is

seen the valve of Eustachius,

After the discoverer of the lymphatic sj^stem, Asellius,

vessels in 1622 in the intestiocal canal of the dog.

vasoruni nieseraicorum r/enere novo invento

Be

who

first

observed these

lactibm sive lacteis venis quarto

Gaspaki Asellii

Dissertatio. Mediolani,

1627, 4to.
2

If there be a left and a right thoracic duct, the last unites v^ith the

first

before the

passage into the venous system.
3
*

Here also compare the Osservazioni of Panizza referred to above (p. 3.39).
The deep external separation of the venous and arterial halves of the heart

herbivorous Cetacea, especially in Halicore, the Dwjong,

Home,

Lectures, iv. PI. l;

Kapp Die

is

remarkable.

Cetaceen, 1837, Taf. vill. (in

a.

in the

See figures in

foetus) &c.
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many mammals at the adult period. According to the investiRuDOLPHi on the other hand, the projecting superior
margin of the fossa oralis exists in many mammals in a highly
in

gations of

developed

The

which

state,

rio-ht ventricle

is

commonly named tuherculum

mammals.

the rest of the

Lotoeri^.

more forward in man than in
chamber is seen the tricuspid

of the heart lies

In this

valve in place of the single, strong muscular valve of the birds

Meckel

the duck-mole, however,

form

At

to that of birds.

;

in

found an arrangement similar in

the origin of the great artery there

is

found in the deer and some other ruminants, as also in the hog,
one or two small bones in the septum of the ventricles, which are
cartilaginous in

The mode

young animals.
various in which the

is

on the

principal stems arise from

This arch

the arch of the great artery [aorta).

is

always situated

order to pass into the descending aorta.

left side, in

before forming this arch,

it

gives

off,

close to its origin,

two

But

arteries

according to Camper, in the elephant a single artery) for the

(or,

From

the arch itself there arise in man,
and some other rodents, the seal,
the hedgehog, &c., three stems, on the right an arteria anonyma,
as a short common trunk of the right carotid and right subclavian
heart [arteria coronavid).

many monkeys,

in

arteries,

in the mice

whilst on the

each of these arteries arises by a

left side

A

more usual arrangement appears to be tliat where
there are only two stems; on the right side a short innominate
artery, which then divides into the two carotids and the right
distinct stem,

subclavian, whilst the left subclavian, as the second stem, arises

separately from the arch.

This

is

what

is

found in the Lemurids

and many monkeys, in most of the carnivores, many marsupiates
and rodents. In the ruminants and the horse, the aorta immediately at

its

origin divides into an ascending branch, from

which

the two subclavians and the two carotids arise, and a branch which
to the left downwards, the descending aorta.
Other arrangements, so that, for instance, there are two distinct subclavians and

bends
a

common stem

of

1

two

for the

which divides

Ch'undriss der Physiol,

ir.

2,

two
and a

carotids, or

into a subclavian

s.

arterice

anonymoi, each

carotid,

exist only in

— 333. Compare on the true
161 — 170.

331

nature of this

part and on the septum of the auricles, the remarks of Retzius, illustrated by beautiful
figures, in

Mueller's Archiv,

1835,

s.
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In some

particular species of animals \

mammals

the carotid artery

forms within the cranium around the liypopliysis cerebri a wondernet, from which the carotis cerelralis arises; it is observed in the

In these animals the vertebral arterydoes not run to the brain, and does not penetrate the dura mater'^.
For other peculiarities in the course of the arteries we cannot

hog and the ruminants.

afford to
cetacea,

delay;

as, for

example, that the crural arteries in the

which have no hind limbs,

artery (in

man

are wanting; that the caudal

the small arteria sacralis media)

very wide and

is

conspicuous in those species which have a strongly developed
tail,

As

&c.

to the veins, in

anterior or descending vence

mole,

many

rodents

;

some there

the birds, two

are, as in

cavce, ex. gr. in the elephant, the

in the most,

The

superior cava as in man.

however, there

is

duck-

only one

external jugular veins are often

very wide, where they convey the blood from the brain also, which
in man and the monkeys is performed exclusively by the internal

In the

jugular veins.

seals, the posterior cava, close to the liver,

has a sacciform expansion, which receives five hepatic veins, and
extends to the diaphragm; above the diaphragm the vein is again
of the

common

width.

Wonder-nets occur in the vascular system of mammals at different parts of the body commonly they have only been investigated on the arteries. They have been noticed on the blood-vessels
of the limbs in Bradypus^ Myrmecopliaga didactyla, Stenojys, Tarsius,
Dasypus {sexcmctus"). In the Monotremes, especially in Tachy;

fflossus,

such vascular networks occur, but not so finely divided for

the limbs*.
^

The network

of the cerebral carotid

we have

All these different arrangements have been observed in the

animal modifications of form.
LipsiaB, 1820, folio, Fasc.

See J. F.

Meckel

Tabidce

already

human body

also as

anatomico-pathologicce,

11.

Meckel's ArcJdv fur Anat. u. Physiol. 1827, s. i— 13, Tab. i. 11.
3 Carlisle was the first who observed this in the arteries of Bradypus and Stenops,
Compare on this subject amongst others
Philos. Transact, for 1800, Part i. p. 98.
W, Vkolik Disquisltio de pecidiari artenarum extremitatum in nonnulUs animalihus
dispositione, Cum iii. Tabuhs sen. Amstelodarai, 1826, 4to; Otto in Caeds Tab. anat.
comp. illustr. Fasc. vi. Tab. viii. fig. 4 (veins of the lower Umbs in Bradypus tridacty2

lus),

bij

See

Eapp

in

and Schrceder,

Van der Kolk

onderscheidene dlervormen,

and

W. Vrolik

Naspxyriwjen omtrent vaatvlecJiten

in the Bijdragen tot de

Dierkunde uitgegeven door

Amsterdam, 1848 (veins and
In Tarsias these plexuses, according to Burmeister, occur in the hind limbs
4 Hyetl JDas ArterieUe Gefliss- System der Monoiremcn, Wien, 1853, 4to.
GenootscJiap,

Natura Artis Magistra,

le Aflev.

het

arteries).

only.
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noticed, but a branch of tlie external carotid also, the ophthalmic

ruminants and the cat a vascular plexus in the
and a few years ago Hyetl discovered in the hog and the
ruminants, wonder-nets in the nasal cavities, formed by the spheartery, forms in the

orbit \

Conspicuous vascular plexures occur also in the

nopalatine artery^.

dolphins on the intercostal arteries and the

The

iliac veins''.

respiratory organs are distinguished

The pulmonary

of the bronchial tubes.

by

the minute division

immediate
connexion with the delicate terminal branches of these tubes, and

may,

in

vesicles are in

named

contradistinction to the air-cells of reptiles, be

although the idea can no longer be maintained that
every terminal branch of the hroncJii forms by its blind extremity
tei'minal

cells,

a single pulmonary vesicle.

Air-sacs in connexion with the lungs,

as they are observed in birds, are not present in the class of

In most

mals.

mammals

mam-

the cartilaginous rings of the trachea

do not form a complete

circle, but leave an interspace on the posIn the dolphins, however, and some other mammals

terior surface.

the rings are more perfect; in the whales the rings, according to
the investigations of

branous portion on

Gr.

Sandifort*, are interrupted by a

the anterior surface ;

the wind-pipe of these animals
other

mammals.

is

mem-

by which

a peculiarity

distinguished from that of all

Curvatures in the trachea have been observed

where the wind-pipe descends

in the three-fingered sloth alone,

nearly to the diaphragm, and then curves upwards again before
divides into the two bronchi.

As

it

a rule tliere are two bronchi, one

for each lung, although in the ruminants, the dolphins,

other

third smaller bronchial tube occurs,

Rapp, Meckel's Archiv, 1827,

1
1. 1.

mammals, a

Tab.

s. 8..

9

2

Beitrdge zur vergleichenden Angiologie.

Von Baer

Beeschet

Nov. Act. Acad.

Histoire anatomique

cetaccs, Paris, 1836, 4to,

Barkow

Accethnit Tab.
Bijdragen

avec

Bisquisitiones
sen. iv.

&c. in Nov. Act. Acad.
^

in the cat, figxired

by Otto,

in

Carus

VII. fig. 4.

3

mals

;

and some
which arises

tot

et

pi.

Cces.

Wien, 1 849.
Leap. Car. Vol. xvii. P.

liliyslol.

Comp. on the

circa originem

Lipsiae, 1829, 4to,
Cces.

i.

pp.

393—408

d'un organe de nature vasculaire chez

et

system in general of

arterial

dec^irsxmi

arteriarum

2,

mam-

Mammalmm,

and by the same, Bisquisitiones

Leop. Car. Vol. xx. P.

;

Its

receniiores,

1843, pp. 607 seq.

de ontleedhmdige Icennis der WalvisscJien, Nieuwe Yerhandelingen

der Eerste Klasse van, het KoninU. Nederl. Instituut,

iir.

general works on comparative anatomy (particularly the

Deel,

new

1831.

—Besides

edition of Cuvieb,

the

by

DuvEENOY and Meckel, System der vergl. Anat. vi. s. 364 — 474) on the respiratory
organs of mammals may be consulted with advantage A. Lerebodllet Anat. comp.
:

de Vappareil respiratoire des

animmix

vertehres, Strasbourg, 1838, 4to, pp. 24

—42.
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above the ordinaiy one on the right side. The right lung is larger
than the left, and has often one or two lobes more than it someBoth lungs are untimes the left is even altogether undivided.
;

divided in the Cetacea, the horse, and some few other mammals.
Inspiration and expiration are effected by the same muscles as in

We ought here to direct attention to the diaphragm, a
man.
muscular partition between the cavities of tlie thorax and abdomen, peculiar to mammals (p. 556), which is attached to the vertebrge, the ribs and the sternum, and is tendinous in the middle.
When the diaphragm contracts, it descends; hence it is a muscle
when

of inspiration, for

air rushes into the

the capacity of the thorax

In some mammals a small bone

phragm

vena cava,

Here we may

found in

different nerves

The

tissue.

its

dia-

artery, the

large

and the thoracic

The

duct.

trachea in manmials differs from that

In mammals

relation to the production of voice.

its

increased the

conveniently turn our attention to the vocal

apparatus of mammals.
of birds in

is

by the oesophagus, the

perforated

is

posterior

is

lungs and the abdominal viscera are compressed.

merely conducts the air which is subservient
voice; in birds, on the contrary, the sound
vocal organs are placed at

itself, for

them the

in

Hence

inferior extremity.

its

it

to the formation of the

in

mam-

mals the voice cannot be produced if the air should find an outlet
through a wound in the trachea. The larynx, in which the voice is
formed, consists of different cartilages, and is situated at the top of the
trachea. The cartilages are on the whole the same as in man. The
cricoid cartilage forms foundation of the entire larynx, and is broader
above it is placed the tJiyro'id cartilage,
two laminse, which meet at the fore part under an
By two descending branches
obtuse, or sometimes an acute angle.

behind, narrower in front

which

;

consists of

the thyroid

is

connected with the cricoid cartilage

to the tongue-bone

by

superior processes or horns.

The

anterior part of the larynx.

Two

the opposite side to the

many mammals two
and the

Wrisbergian)

.

lamina, which

it is

its

two

arytceno'id cartilages are fixed

upper margin of the

cricoid cartilage.

on
(In

roundish cartilages are placed upon the points

Between the arytenoid

epiglottis there are often small cartilages

The
is

connected

thyroid cartilage thus forms the

of these, the cartilagines Santoriance.
tilages

;

ligaments, whicli usually arise from

epiglottis

is

a

named

car-

the

tongue-shaped cartilaginous

attached to the inside of the upper margin of

the thyroid cartilage.

The larynx communicates with

the cavity

;

MAMMALS.
of

tlie

mouth by a

fissure

[glottis,
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rima

It is situated

cjlottidis).

between the inner margins of the Ugamenta thyreo-arytceno'idea

commonly
inferior

there

on each side two folds above each other;

lie

(which include the so-named

ligaments

Fekeein),

[chordae, vocales of

named

glottis vera) are

tlie

vocal

In the true Cetacea these

In most of the ruminants, on the

inferior ligaments are absent.

other hand, the superior are absent [Ugamenta thyreo-arytceno'idea

Ugamenta

sujyeriora,

In the dolphins the aryta^-

glottidis spuria^).

noid cartilages in connexion with the epiglottis form a long pyra-

midal tube.
species of

In some cetaceans, a few ruminants, and

monkeys,

air-sacs are

many

found in different situations, mostly

between the thyroid cartilage and the tongue-bone, which commu-

On

nicate with the larynx.

mammals

the thyroid cartilage

is

placed in

a vascular organ, a gland without an efferent duct, the

thyreoid gland^.

The kidneys

mammals

in

lumbar region near
In

are situated in the

the vertebrae, and on the outside of the sac of the peritoneum.

many mammals the
in man the reverse

right kidney

rounded by a loose areolar
lated;

under this

is

is

placed higher than the

They

observed nearly always.

is

which much fat is accumumembrane which covers the

tissue, in

the smooth proper

In the mammals

tissue of the kidneys.

left;

are sur-

(distinguished in this

respect from all the other vertebrates,) that tissue presents itself in

two forms, a
imniferi

s.

Belliniani),

of the kidney to

its

is

[tubuli

In the medullary substance
and they divide a few times successively

two branches; afterwards

their course in the cortical substance

terminate in blind

The numerous

extremities

which

arteries,

near the

in the corti-

substance divide pencil-wise into small clusters [glomeruli

cal

corpora Malpighian a), forming

many pendulous

no immediate communication with these

1

De

tubules

circumference.

tortuous, vmtil they

surface of the kidney.

many

which pass from the papilla in the pelvis

their course is straight,

into

The proper

and a medullary substance.

cortical

secreting tissue of the kidneys consists of

On

the vocal organs of the

{prces.

B. A. Rudolphi) de Organis vocis

Brandt

secretins; tubes,

mammals may be compared amongst

vocis organis Historia anatomica, Ferrarice,

Ohservatlones anatomicce de

Mammalium,

Mammalium

vocis instramento, Berolini, 1826, 4to,

and

1601, folio

s.

rings or loops, have

;

L.

others Casseeii

Wolff

Berolini,

but are

Diss. anat.

18 12, 4to; J. F.

quormid., prcesertivi quadrumanorum,

especially

Larynx, Transact, of Cambridge Philos. Soc. 1832.

Willis On

the

mcchanisni of the

;
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suspended, according to

which

tlie

BoWMAN,

discovery of

in dilatations,

In the

are the blind extremities of the secreting tubes'.

human embryo the kidneys consist of several masses or lobes in
some animals they continue in this form during the whole life, as
urinary bladder
in the carnivorous Cetacea, the seals, the bears.
;

A

always exists in this class, and the two tireters open into it. It
appears to be smaller in the carnivorous than in the herbivorous
The so-named accessory kidneys {capsulce renales, renes
animals.
succenturiati) lie at the

upper part of the kidneys; in the

The

foetus

function of

they are proportionally larger than
these organs is unknown, but does not appear to have any relation
in the adult.

to that of the kidneys.

In the duck-mole the
two ovaries in mammals.
small and imperfect, which indicates a conformity
In its tissue Oraafian vesicles
with birds (see above, p. 347).
which
we have already spoken above
of
structure
on
the
are found,
to have no direct relaappears
ovaries
the
of
The size
(p. 5).

There

are

right ovary

is

The

tion to the fertility of the animal species.

oviducts are usually

very narrow in mammals, and here bear the name of Fallopian
The uterus and the oviducts are organs of the same kind
tubes.

and of the same texture; originally, therefore, the uterus is entirely
double; it has two horns, and at the points of the so-named horns
This condition which is transitory in
the oviducts are implanted.
the human foetus persists in some mammals for the whole life;
thus in the Monotremes, the Marsupiates,

tlie

Rodents, the uterus

is double, and has two openings into the vagina, or in the most the
uterus is two-horned, and the mouth and neck only are single; in

the apes alone the uterus has an undivided

body.

The muscular

/tint^i^s

as in the

tissue of the uterus resembles the

The abdo-

tunic of the intestinal tube and of the urinary bladder.

minal aperture of the Fallopian tubes

is

human

muscular

usually widened like a

Compare on the internal structure of the kidney A. Schumlanskt Diss, inaug.
1782, 4to; jEm. Huschke Ueier die Textur
cle strucfiu-a Renum, Argentorati,
der Niere in Oken's Ids, 1828, s. 560 Mueller De glandidaruvi striiciura penitiori,
^

anat.

;

Lipsite, 1830, fol. pp.

94—102; W. Bowman

See also the interesting explanation of

Phil. Trans. 1842, Pt.

Hyrtl

(a

i.

pp. 57

—

80.

proof of pure love of truth) Lehr-

buck der Anatomic des Menschen, 3te Auflage, 1853, s. 538. Gerlach adopts a lateral
insertion also of these capsules (as though they were eversions of the secreting tubes)
see his researches in

Mainz, 1850,

s.

Mueller's Archiv,

297, 306.

1845, 1848,

and Hamlbuck der

Getvebelchre,
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incised

and curled

at its

margin,

ovum

wliich can be applied to the ovary in order to receive the

from the Graafian vesicle when burst.
uterine conception

is

In some mammals extra-

prevented by a production of the peritoneum

surrounding the ovary like a

sac, and tlien uniting itself with the
widened extremity of the tube, so that the sac can be inflated from

the uterus; this

the case in Lutra, Mustela, Phoca, &c.^

is

The vagina

in

mammals

of various length;

is

in the larger

may

longitudinal and transverse muscular fibres

species,

tected in

inner surface

its

it;

be de-

sometimes smooth in ruminants,

is

sometimes furnished with longitudinal

(as in

the mare, the sow,) or

Some mammals have a hymen or some folds that
it^.
In all mammals a clitoris appears to be present,
species of which tlie penis is supported by a small

transverse folds.

correspond to

and

in those

bone, such a bone

some they

human

is

often found in this organ also of the female^

mammals

In the male

there are always two testes present.

are situated in the cavity of the

fostus, close to the

kidneys; such

tremes, the elephant, the daman,

They

animals.

gument

is

mammals they

Mono-

the case in the

edentate and

are then retained in their place

In other

peritoneum.

many

In
abdomen, as in the
all

by a

cetaceous

fold of the

are situated near the inte-

abdomen, and in many, as in
most of the carnivores, the apes, &c. lie in a sac {scrotum) which
hangs under the pelvis, or, in the marsupiates, in front of the
of the inferior surface of tlie

The tissue of the testes consists of numerous, long, narrow
and tortuous tubes, of the same width throughout; they do not
divide into branches and terminate in blind extremities.
These
tubes afterwards unite at that side which is towards the e])ididymis
into fewer tubes, which by their communications form a network
fi-om which the efferent vessels of the seminal fluid pass into the
epididymis, and unite to form a single tortuous tube of which the

pelvis.

^

1824,

See on this last peculiarity G. K. Trevirands in the
I,

2, s.

Compare
VIII.

pp.

also

30

Zeitsclirift fur Physiol.
and E. H. Weber in Meckel's Archiv, 1826, s. 105 log.
on the Uterus, Cuvier Lee. d'Anat. comp. v. pp. 144 148 (new edit.

180

—41)

2 Aufl. 1835, s.
^
^

Cuvier
Cuvier

ibid. p.

130,

— 188,

see also

;

154

Burdach

— 157, Tab.

Zcjt. v.
1. 1.

—

—

die

Physlologie als Erfahrungswissenschaft,

IV.

pp. 131, 132.

p. 127.

The urethra

perforates the clitoris in the

Lemurids

;

Cuvier

;.
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vas deferens

is

Tlie two deferent vessels open

the continuation.

above the root of the penis into the urethra ahnost always hy two
In the Monotremes, the penis, according to the
distinct apertures.
investigations of Home, Meckel, and more recently of Duvehnoy,
is also

perforated; but this canal, since the urine

is

poured into the

an urethra, but merely the seminal duct,
and has in consequence received the name of urethra seminalis^
In most mammals the so-named vesiculce semmales are met with
they are formed by eversions of the deferent vessels, and also
contain seminal fluid in some mammals; they are, however, at the
same time principally secreting organs and not mere reservoirs for
Their development and function are very
the secreted sjjerma'^.
particularly
large and composite in the insectivarious they are
In most mammals there is one or more prostatic
vorous /eros^.
cloaca, is not properly

;

glands, which are placed around the

and mingle

their fluid

mammals Coivpers

commencement

of the m-ethra,

In many

with that of the deferent vessels.

(/lands also are present,

prostate on the bulb of the urethra

which

tlieir tissue

;

below the

lie

consists of vesicles

connected in clusters, and, constantly surrounded by muscles, they

sometimes have also a proper investment of muscular tissue with
These glands are wanting in the dog.

striped primitive bundles.

A

blind sac, already

known

Morgagni, which

to

man

in

opens

into the urethra between the apertures of the vasa deferentia, has

many mammals, and from the
Webee and Huschke has assumed an important

been observed in
investigations of

later

times in

morphological character as the remains of an uterus mascidinus

which

^

PI.

is

Memoires de

la Socicie d'Hist. nat. de Strasbourg,

II.

Compare Owen

2

Hunter

8vo

J.
(ed.

IV. pp.
3

iii. p.

is

Tom.

i.

always undivided,

Livr.

2,

1833, pp.

;

—

S.

i

—

10,

392.

Observations on certain parts of the animal (Economy,

E. Owen), pp. 20^33

London, 1837,

E. Pittaed Vesiculce seminales in Todd's Cyclop.

1429— 1436.

See for example the figures given by

logue of the covip. Anat. in

Beobacht. aus der Zoot.

Glandular, secern,
*

Todd's Cyclop,

in

gation of the hedgehog, as

De

The ^ems

present in the foetus*.

See E. H.

u.

writers of the male organs of propa;

;

Physiol. 1839, Tab. 17, 18;

struct, penit.

Weber

many

Cakus TctS. Anat. comp. ill. Fasc. v. Tab. 9, fig. 5 Catathe Museum of the Coll. of Surg. iv. PI. 54, 55
Trevikanus
:

Tab.

iii. fig. 3,

in the Berlcht der

Huschke

in his edition of S. T.

Eingeweide, Leipzig,

1844; J.

Van Deen

s.

Mueller

Versamml. der Naturforscher zu Braun-

64;

schweig, 1842,

those of the mole by

&c.

hi

Scemmerring's Lehre von den

Nicmo Archicf voor hinnen-cn

buitenl.

;
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and consists of two spongy bodies containing many blood-vessels
and a single spongy body which surrounds the urethra\ In many
marsupials a double gland
glans

is

In the feline genus

present^.

beset with horny spines

is

;

in other

mammals

horny parts occur as plates or scales on

larly rodents,

many mammals,

the carnivores especially, there

bone in the gland, which

is

is

tlie

also, particu-

this jiart.

In

found a small

continued more or less into the tissue

of the penis.

[mammce) exist

Milk-glands

number and

position

in

mammals; they vary

all

in

in some, as the whales, they are placed in

;

the neighbourhood of the external sexual organs, but in all on the

body.

inferior surface of the

In the male sex they remain unde-

veloped, but in the female they secrete, especially for a longer or
shorter time after parturition, the milk

which

In the female of the duck-mole there

young.

is

is

the food of the

a large

mammary

gland on each side consisting of long blind

sacs, cellular internally

the efferent ducts open on a small,

oval space without any

flat,

nipple \

Impregnation

One

tion.

is

always effected in mammals by a real copula-

more Graafian

or

vesicles burst

and the ovum, very

small in this class, escapes fi*om them; this discharge of the

ovum

V. Siebold u. Koelliker Zeitschr. f. w'lssensch. Zoologie, i.
21), and especially R. Leuckart in article Vesicula prostatica, Todd's Cyclop, iv. pp. 14 15
1429, who unites the opinion of H. Meckel (he
recognifsed in it a male vagina, Zur Morphologie der Ham- und GeschlecJds-werJczeuge
der Wirhelihiere, Halle, 1848, s. 48) with that of Weber, and considers the Weberian
organ to be a sinus genitalis, which in the female animal is developed into uterus and
vagina.
To me the ojiinion of Meckel seems the most probable if the corpus uteri
and the vagina be derived from the Weberian organ, the corniM uteri still remain, and
the hypothesis, according to which the uterus arises from two different elements (a
vaginal portion and that of the horns proceeding from the two Fallopian tubes), is not
recommended by its simplicity.
^ In dogs the spongy body of the urethra forms a tubercle at its anterior part
see a figure in Panizza Osservazioni, Tab. i, copied by
which swells on copulation
GeneesJcunde, 1847, (and in

1849,

s.

295

— 346,

Tab. 10,

—

;

;

Carus
2

in his Tab.

Anat. comp.

Carus

ill.

Fasc. V. Tab.

9, fig. 9.

Compare on the male sexual organs of mamthe general works on comparative anatomy, F. Leydig in V. SlEBOLD

See a figure in

mals, besides

1.

1.

fig. 6.

Kolliker Zeitschr f. Wissensch. Zool. 11. 1850, s. i — 57. On the penis
Cuvier LeQons d'A^iat. comp., sec. ed. Tome viii. pp. 197 246.

ti.

especially

—

^

Meckel

J. F.

Ornitliorhynchi paradoxi descriptio anatnmica, Lipsiee,

PP- 53) 54) Tab. viii.

pp. 402

—405.

fig.

5

;

Owen

Phil. Trans.

Tachyglossus presents a similar arrangement;

'Ba'rkow Zootomische Bemerhungen, Breslau, 1851, 4to,

VOL.

II.

1826, fol.

1832, and in Todd's Cyclop, in.

fig.

see a small figure in

14.

38
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is

an independent act of

tlie

The ovum

with copulation.

is

female genital organs unconnected

now

received

by the mouth

of the

Fallopian tubes and conveyed into the cavity of the uterus. The
time required for this transit is very different in different mammals,

from three

to ten or twelve

which encloses the
the tube

by a layer of albumen, and

is fortified

The membrane

days or even more.

[zona pellucida) during the passage through

ovum

at a later period

is,

in connexion with the peripheric part of the animal layer of the
germinal vesicle, developed into the chorion by which the embryo in

the uterus

is

Further, this chorion

invested as an external covering.

in man and the apes is surrounded on the outside by investments
which do not properly belong to the ovum, but are products of the
uterus {inemhrana decidua vera and reflexa). By these or by the epithelium of the mucous membrane immediately the ovum is brought

Afterwards a closer union

in connexion with the uterus.

by means

of the blood-vessels

way

to the chorion; in

this

implanting of the

ovum

vessels

;

it

occurs in the

which with the

the placenta

mammals

is

alone, but

is

of the umbilical

however wanting

and Monotremes, in which the

in the Marsupiates

allantois conti-

nues small and does not extend as far as the chorion.
allantois

grows round the entire ovum, the

effected

formed, a rooting or

by means

in the uterus

is

allantois penetrate

'placenta

When
may

the

extend

may be
on the chorion (ruminants),
In the rodents, the
or form a ring round the ovum (carnivores).
part only of
limited
with
a
connected
allantois
is
apes and man the

over the whole chorion (pachyderms, solidungulates), or
collected into small groups as eminences

the chorion, and to this part alone the formation of the placenta
restricted.

But

is

notwithstanding this connexion, neither in man,

mammals

any immediate passage of the blood
from the vessels of the mother into those of the foetus, nor, conversely, from those of the foetus into those of the parent animaP.

nor in the

^

The development

is

there

of the embryo in

birds (see above, pp. 352

— 357).

mammals

proceeds in a

EntunchelungsjeschicJUe der Thiere, Konigsberg, 1837,

of Th. L.
Eies,

W. Bischofp may

Braunschweig, 1842,

here be studied

4to,

mode

In addition to the second part of

:

s.

164

similar to that in

VoN Baek,

Ueber

— 279, four excellent works

Entwiclelungsgeschichte des Kaninclien-

Enticiclcelimgsgesch,

des Himde-Eies, ibid.

1845, 4to,

and Eniiclchelungsgesch.
des Relies, ibid. 1854, 4to.
(Here, in Cavia cohaya, the singular anomaly occurs, that
the mucous layer lies on the outside of the germinal membrane, and that thus the
embryo has its back turned to the inside of the germinal vesicle.) Amongst the
EnhoickeiungsgexnJi. des MeerscMoeinchens, Giessen, 1852, 4to,

.
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The duration of pregnancy, as well as the numlber of young that
commonly come into the world at each litter, is very different in
different genera of mammals.
The diminutive size and the slight
development which the young of Marsupials present on leaving the
They are then received in a bag or between
uterus is remarkable.
two folds of skin at the abdomen. The small bones attached to
the fore part of the pelvis

(p.

To

564) serve to support this sac.

the nii)ples placed at the inside of the sac, which are very long,

but which except at the time of suckling are drawn in by reversion
like the finger of a glove \ the
to

hang

for

some weeks.

young

Afterwards,

are now fixed and continue
when they are more deve-

loped, they quit the nipple, but the sac remains a hiding-place for
it the young animals resort when danger or purAmongst the marsupiates which have no sac, but

some time, and

to

suit threatens.

some bear
back during the period of more advanced*
development, whilst the tails of the progeny are convoluted round

of which the teats are placed between two folds of skin,

young on

their

their

that of the parent [Didelphis murina, dorsigera, &c.)

The

central nervous system of

mammals

corresponds to that of

birds in this respect, that the mass of the spinal
less

than that of the brain.

vertebrates, a

In mammals

marrow

also, as in

is

much

the rest of the

narrow canal often runs longitudinally in the middle

of the spinal marrow^; in others, however, as in

The number

in the

embryonic

nerves

differs in different species,

state alone.

as

man

it is

present

of pairs of spinal

might be inferred from the

different

number of
the spinal marrow

Since the dura mater which covers
or cord extends further back in the vertebral

canal than the cord

itself,

vertebrae.

the last pairs of nerves before perforating

membrane have an oblique

course, and the cauda equina is
met with in the cord of the other
vertebrates.
This arrangement is more conspicuous in proportion
as the cord is shorter the bats and the hedgehog are distinguished
by an unusually short spinal marrow, in them it ends before the
this

formed which

is

scarcely ever

;

last dorsal vertebra.

earlier

The

inferior cervical nerves

works compare Oken und Kiesek

form with the

Beitriige zur vergl. Zool.,

des DarmJcanals aus der Vesicula umbilicalis dargestelt

Anat. unci Physiol,

im menschlichen Emhryo, Mit

Kupfert. Gottingen, 1810, 4to.
^

2

Compare J. Morgan Linncean Transact,
See W. Sewel Phihs. Transacf. 1809.

first

xvi. pp. 455

—463,

PI. 26.

38—2

2

—

.
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pair of dorsal nerves a plexus for the anterior limbs

of these nerves the cord exhibits a swelling

down where

;

at tlie origin

;

a second occurs lower

the lumbar and sacral nerves arise which form the

The phrenic

plexus for the hind limbs.

nerves, peculiar to

mammals,

have their origin principally from the fourth pair of cervical nerves.
The brain is distinguished at its base from that of other vertebrates

bj a commissure

of the hemispheres of the cerebellum pass-

ing across the medulla oblongata;

found in

all

The

mammals.

hemispheres of the cerebrum

much

Varolii,

and

is

with the exception of the Mono-

is

tremeS and Marsupiates^ present in

quadrigemina form a

named fons

it is

great ti-ansverse commissure of the

The

mammals.

all

corpora

smaller mass of the brain than in the

lower vertebrates, are not hollow internally, and in many are covered
by the hemispheres of the brain. Also the cerebrum forms many
convolutions
in

which

the surface

ox as

sheep as
brain

is

1

1

:

;

750 or

1

proportion

jJj

as 1

is

:

of

is to

that of the whole

850, in the elephant as 1

:

tlie

many mammals

in the brain of the oviparous

it is

of the brain

350, in the fox as 1

:

although there are

smooth, as

:

205

;

in the mouse, for instance,

weight of the whole body 2.

Of more

40^.

body

500, in the

:

the relative weight of the

;

greater in small animal species

stated to be

it is

surface

its

is

The weight

vertebrates.
in the

on

{(jyri)

In

man

the

interest is the relation of the

mass to the size of the cerebral nerves, and the comparison
between the greatest breadth of the brain and the breadth of the
cerebral

spinal cord, behind the bridge of Varolius.

nal

marrow thus estimated

ample, as

1

R.

:

7, in

Owen On

1837, Part
^

1

I,

pp.

the structure of the

87—96,

Compare on these

d'Anat. camp.

11.

pp. 149

PI.

of the spi-

that of the brain in man, for ex-

is to

the dog as 1

The breadth

:

2,

&c.*

Brain in Marsupial Animals; Philos. Transact.

5—7.

relations

Haller Mem.

— 151.

Physiol, iv. pp. 6, 7

;

Cuvier Zef

^ The weight of the human brain amounts to between three and four pounds
see
TiEDEMANN Das Him des Negers, u. s.w. Heidelberg, 1837, 4to, s. 6, 7.
Cuvier Le^. d'Anat. comp. 11. p. 154 J. G. Ebel Ohservationes neurol. ex
Anat. comp. Traj. ad Viadi-. 1788, 8vo.
The proportion between the breadth of the
;

•*

;

medulla ohlongata and that of the pons Varolii has also been investigated
in most
this last is not broader, or scarcely broader than the medulla oblongata.
;

mammals

Compare F. Tiedemann Icones
bergse,

simiarum et quorundam Mammalium, Heidelwork (with Treviranus Verm. Schr. in. s. 4 10,
Guerin lievue et Magasin de Zool. 1852, pp. 97 113, PI. 4 7,
cerehri

1821, folio, p. 53, which

and Gbatiolet

in

—

—
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cerebral nerves correspond to those of

The

man.

first

however, forms in some degree an exception, for though not

indeed absent in all true Cetacea, it is wanting in the dolphins^. In
most mammals (the apes alone with the seals and those cetaceans
which possess olfactory nerves make an exception here) the olfactory nerves are thick and have a cavity internally, which is a
prolongation

of the

lateral ventricles,

just

as

the nerves

also

mamillares) exhibit themselves as prolongations of the

{ijrocessiis

The

cerebrum.

of nerves, forming principally the nerves

fifth pair

of sensation for the head, and sending branches to all the organs of
sense, is in

many mammals

of peculiar strength and thickness

compared with that pair in man^.
The nervous system of organic

life,

when

the great sympathetic,

is

formed, as far as investigations indicate, essentially as in man.

This system

is

situated in great part in the cavities of the thorax

and abdomen, and follows the course of the
plexus {^jlexus

coeli'acus s. Solaris)

The

pally round the cceliac artery.

by many branches and
tem of animal

life,

their

anterior

The

(inferior

The

vessels.

largest

behind the stomach, princi-

great sympathetic

with

in various situations

is

connected

nervous sys-

tlie

supplying and in part receiving the

in part

nervous filaments^.

lies

spinal

motor)

or

on the convolutions of the cerebrum)

may

nerves are connected both
roots,

by

and by their posterior

be consulted with advantage on the brain of

The mammals have in general behind the pons on each side a small
transverse band of fibres at the origin of the seventh and eighth pair this part, which
Treviranus names trapezium, is absent in man (but not in the apes). The lateral
ventricals of the brain have, with the exception of the apes and some others, no pos-

mammals.

;

and thus also no^^es Hippocampi minor. Trevir. Verni. Schr. ill. s. 4, 5.
Stannius Ueber den Bern des Delphin-Gehirns ; Ahhandlungen herausfjegeh. von
dem naturwissenschaftlichen Verein in Hamburg, l. 1846 see especially s. 4, and Tab.
In Hyperoodon, on the other hand, Eschricht has described
II. base of the brain.

terior horn,
1

;

and figured the

first

pair of nerves.

Kongel. Danslce Videnskabernes Selskabs Natiirvi-

densk. Afhandlinger, XI. 1845, p. 360, Tab. viii.

man

In Balcena

Owen

describes these

Hunter Animal

(Economy, pp. 367, 368.
DieVerrichhnigen des filnftenHirnnerven-Paarcs, Leipzig, 1832,

nerves as not dissimilar to those of

;

Compare W.Havp
For the comparative anatomy of the cerebral nerves in mammals there are several
important contributions by and under the guidance of Prof. Bonsdorfp of Helsingfors,
and amongst them, in the dog, the first six pairs of nerves by V. Hartmann (1846),
2

4to.

and the

last

six pairs

by Pipping

(1847), described

in

two (Swedish) dissertations

defended at the University.
3

See amongst others F.

Menschen, Heidelberg

Arnold Ber

Kopfthe'd des vegetativen Nerven-Systems beim

u. Leipzig, 1831, 4to.

;
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(superior or sensitive) roots with the sympathetic nerve,

as the

Wutzer, Mueller, Eetzius, and Mayer have

investigations of

demonstrated^.

The skin of mammals is covered with hair as the rule some
have horny scales as Manis, or bony plates as the armadillos (the
genus DasT/pus^), or spines [Erinaceus, Hystrix, Tachyglossus, &c.^).
;

The

sense of touch

is

variously developed in the extremities of the

limbs in the different species, according as the feet serve only for
In the apes, which
progression and standing, or for seizing also.

most privileged, the hand is indeed much
less adapted for feeling than in man, who in his erect posture and
gait can move and apply his fore limbs for the sense of touch more

in this respect are the

commodiously. The whiskers which are attached to the lips, serve,
like the fleshy appendages at the jaws of some fishes (see above,
Branches of the
p. 46), to give warning of external obstacles.
fifth

pair of nerves are distributed to their roots.

Cats are rendered

unable to catch mice when these whiskers are removed, and various
experiments have shewn, that rabbits without the assistance of their
eyes can by means of these hairs find an outlet in narrow passages*.

membrane, richly supplied with nerves, which is
between
the fingers of the hand in the bats, serves for the
extended
Similarly, the

flight,

whilst the experiments

Spallanzani have shewn that neither

smell, nor sight, nor

avoidance of external obstacles dm-ing
of

hearing are necessary for

Taste

is

this.

more highly developed

the vertebrate animals.

in

The tongue

mammals than
is fleshy,

in the rest of

consists of

muscles which mutually decussate, and thus are able to
great variety of motion.

bony apparatus

to

We

may

many

effect a

here conveniently describe the

which the tongue with

its

various muscles

is

^ See Retzius, Meckel's Archiv,
1832, s. 260, 261, with a figure of the connexion of the tenth spinal nerve with the sympathetic in the horse, Tab. i, fig. 10

Wutzer

—

in Mueller's Archiv, 1834, s. 305
310.
Compare H. Meyer Ueher den Bau der Haut des GurteltMers, Mueller's
Archiv, 1848, s. 226 232.
True bony plates are situated in the coriiim, which forms
under them a very thin layer only horny scales are situated in the epidermis,
^ See F. Cuvier Recherches sur les epines du, pore-epic, Nouv. Annales dii Mus. L
2

—

;

'

1832, pp. 409

—439;

C. J. A. BcECKH.

De

spinis

Hystricum DUscrtatio, Berohni,

1834, 4to.
*

8vo.

G. Vrolik Over het nut der hievels

hij viervoetiye dieren,

Amsterdam, 1800,

;
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This apparatus consists of a transverse middle piece
uneven and convex in front, mostly excavated behind, and
usually of tAvo pairs of lateral pieces, the so-named horns, of which
the posterior pair in the rats and some other rodents, and in the
attached.
(host's),

graminivorous cetaceans

is

absent.

The

anterior horns (in

man

the

smallest, cornua minora) are always connected with the temporal

bone by cartilages or ligaments \ Here are situated in most mammals two or three long, sometimes round, sometimes flat bones
[ossa styloidea), whilst in man a styloid process in connexion
with the temporal bone forms the upper part of the junction. The
posterior horns [cornua majora) extend backwards and from each

and are united by ligaments with the thyroid cartilage of the
larynx.
In Mycetes [Simia senicuhts) the basis expands to form a
bony vesicle. In the horse, from the anterior part of the arch
formed by the middle piece a stiliform process extends, which
penetrates the root of the tongue.
Different muscles, which run
from the sternum, the scapula, the temporal bone, and the lower
jaw to the tongue-bone, move it and the tongue with it. Three
other,

The

nerves are distributed to the tongue.

liypoglossal nerve is a

motor nerve, and supplies principally the muscles of the tongue
the glossojiharyngeal nerve, common to the tongue and pharynx,
goes partly to the posterior portion of the tongue, and sends
branches to the papilla seated there, where chiefly the peculiar impression of taste seems to be produced; the nerve of feeling of the

tongue
the

is

fifth

the lingual nerve, which arises from the third branch of

The

pair^.

lingual papillae are divided into filiform,

and stemmed

conical, ohtuse [paj^illce fungiformes)

the last of which are surrounded

than the others
alone

;

their

genus

circular groove, and'are_larger

they occur upon the posterior part of the tongue

;

number

fers in different

by a

is

always small, and their arrangement

genera of mammals.

by a horny investment.

olfactory organ differs from that of other vertebrates both

in the cribriform lamina of the ethmoid, of
1

^

dif-

In some, as for example the

Felis, the conical papillas are covered

The

{papilJa? vallat(e),

See note,

p. 572.

According to Panizza the nervus (jlossopharyngeus

ncrvus lingualis exclusively a nerve of feeling;
ArcJiiv, 1848,

which the apertures

s.

132

— 138.

Mueller and

see also

others,

is

taste.

in

taste,

the

Mueller's

on the contrary, are of opinion

that the last-named nerve, although chiefly serving for feeling

nervous filaments for

a nerve of

Stannius

and touch, includes

also
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transmit the branches of the

first

pair of nerves to the nasal cavity \

and in the sinuses, subsidiary cavities, usually divided into mutually
communicating cells, which exist in the frontal and sphenoid
bones and the superior maxillary bones. The mucous membrane
that covers these cavities

is

thinner than that of the nasal cavities,

Although
they cannot themselves be the seat of smell, still they have the
greatest extent in those mammals whose sense of smell is most
All mammals do not, like man, possess these three differacute.
In the edentates, for instance, the
ent cavities simultaneously.
those in the sphenoid bone are comfrontal sinuses are wanting
monly much smaller than in man. The largest frontal sinuses
occur in the elephant, in which they not only extend to the parietal
receives no branches from the first pair of nerves ^

and

;

and temporal bones, but even to the articular condyles of the occiThe bony parts of the nasal cavities are further compital bone.
pleted by cartilages, which in some mammals form a case, or are prolonged into a moveable snout as, for example, in the hog, the mole,

Above

&c.

all,

the proboscis or trunk of the elephant

is

remark-

which contains two such tubes in the interior, that extend
throughout the whole length of the organ. Thick nervous branches
are distributed to the proboscis which arise from the suborbital
nerve of the second branch of the fifth pair. Many muscular bundles, of which the innermost run transversely and pass by their
able,

tendons between the exterior longitudinal fibres to the skin, give

motion

to the

trunk ^.

In the true cetaceans there are no accessory

cavities in the cranial bones in connexion with the nasal cavity.

The

nasal cavity ascends nearly in a straight direction to the upper

part of the cranium, where the external double or single nasal aper-

so-named blow-holes) are situated. Near these apertures
on the upper part of the cranium are two sacs covered by mucous
membrane, folded longitudinally and of a black colour, which is
ture (the

regai'ded as the olfactory organ of these animals, but
its

nerves from the ophthalmic branch of the

^

2
3

fifth

which receives

pair only*.

Compare above, p. 570, as also on the conchce.
Compare BLUMENBACHPj-oteto acad. de sinibus frontcdibus, Gottingse, 1778, 4to.
CuviER Zef. d'Anat. comp. 11. pp. 665 667, and especially v. pp. 283 289;

—

—

comp. ibid PI. xxix.
*

Camper

CCtaces, pp. 148

— 150,

PI. 48,

fig.

i;

G. Sandifobt Bijdrayen

unllcedkundiijc kennis der walvissfchen, cited above, see p. 5S7.

tot

de
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connected in different mammals,

ruminants and rodents, an organ discovered

cially the

esj)e-

the

\>j

Danish anatomist Jacobson, and tln-ongh which a closer connecis established between taste and smell.
It consists of
two longitudinal sacs, of which one is placed on each side of the
cartilaginous septum of the nose, lying upon an excavation of that
portion of the preraaxillary by which the fore part of the palate is
These sacs, covered internally by a glandular mucous
formed.
membrane, are surrounded by a cartilaginous sheath and usually
communicate with a duct (formerly discovered by Steno), which
runs through the foramina incisiva to the palate \
Eyes are always present in this class. In some, however, the

tion perhaps

sight

deficient,

is

the skin, without being fissured

for

eyelids, passes in front of the eyeball,

always very small

(as in

tive size of the eyes

is

whales have relatively
large body)

Sjmlax,

Mus

on the whole

which

typhlus, Pall.'^).

less

form

to

in such instances is

than in birds.

The relaThe true

in proportion to their extraordinarily

(i.e.

small eyes, although their eyes, regarded

very

themselves, are the largest in the whole animal kingdom.
eyeball

commonly

almost spherical; the sclerotic coat

is

tute of the support of a

in birds

and

bony

ring,

is

by
The

desti-

which we remarked formerly

In the true cetaceans the sclerotic

difterent reptiles.

of remarkable thickness, from wlience the cavity of this sense-

is

organ

is

of

still less

size

In

size of the eyeball.

than that inferred from the small relative

man and

the apes there

the entrance

is at

of the optic nerve at the inside a yellow spot on the retina, which

was first noticed by Scemmerring.
In the dolphins, the greater
number of carnivores and the ungulates, the choroid coat is for a
space at the back part of the eyeball destitute of the black colour-

ing-matter Avhich

1

412

and

it,

place

its

is

Compare CuviER Rapport fait a I'Insfitut, Ann. dii Miisemn, XVIII. 1811, pp.
Rosenthal in Tiedemann m. Teevieanus Zeitschr. fiir Physiol. 11. 1,

— 424;

1827,

s.

289

— 300,

present, but there

with a figure of this part in the sheep.
is

no duct running

the duct (at least often)
is

elsewhere dispersed over

is

is

present.

The duct

of no physiological significance, but

cavities of the

mouth and nose were

Lehre von den Eingetveiden ,
2

s.

In

to the palate.

is

in

itself,

man

In the horse also
this

organ

is

it

is

absent, but

according to a remark of HusCHKE,

merely a vestige of a

fcetal state, in

which the

connexion through the entirely fissured palate.

612.

Compare on the eyes of this animal RuDOLPHi

Physiol.

11.

i, s.

157, Anni.

i.
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occupied

"by

a fibrous or cellular membrane,

named

tajpetum^

often presents lively colours with metallic reflections \
is

commonly

flat

and

is

that, live in water, espe-

cially in the seals {Phocce), it is nearly spherical.

are three eyelids present

;

man and

but in

As

a rule there

the apes there

vestige of the innermost perpendicular eyelid (the
tifans),

lens

bounded posteriorly by a more convex

In the mammals

surface than in front.

which

The

is

only a

memhrana

nic-

the so-named semilunar fold at the inner angle of the

eyel

The

auditory organ of

mammals

from that of birds by

differs

the labyrinth being more strictly included in the petrous portion of
the temporal bone,

by

a greater development of the cochlea (usually

and by three auditory
which conduct the
membrane
the
vestibule, on the
tympanic
to
vibrations of the
This stapes
plate
of
the
stapes
rests.
fenestra ovalis of which the
forming two and a half or three

spiral turns)

ossicles, the malleus, the incus,

and the

in the

is

Monotremes a long

stile

,

stapes,

with a flattened base, like the

is formed by the marsome edentate animals, where the two branches of the

columella in birds; the transition to this
supiate and

stapes do not diverge, or diverge only

when

close to the terminal

and in addition the ossicle terminates in a long stile. The
Monotremes also have only one ossicle in place of the malleus and
incus, and a very imperfect cochlea, which, as a conical appendage
of the vestibule somewhat swollen at the extremity, resembles that
Generally an external ear also is
of the birds and lacertians''.

plate,

—

Compare Bruecke in Mueller's Archiv, 1845, s. 387 405.
Compare Blumenthal Dissert, de exlernis OQulor. integumentls, Berolini, 1812,
4to; Trapp Syniboke ad anat. e( physiol. Orr/anoriwi hidbum adjuvantium, Turici, 1836,
4to (pp. 26
31, especially for the memhrana nictitans and the included cartilage).
In most mammals with the membrana nictitans there occurs also a peculiar gland (Glandula Uardcri, see above, pp. 232, 367), which we have already noticed in the reptiles
and birds. The lachrymal glands are often small in the cetaceans they seem to be
wanting, but in the dolphins a ring-shaped gland behind the eye-lids is present (Rapp
Cetaceen, s. 93).
Besides the four straight and the two oblique muscles of the eye
there is in many mammals another running from the margin of the optic foramen to
the bulb of the eye, and forming that conical muscle which grasps it {musculm sus1

^

—

;

pensorins oculi) ; in the Balance (according to
Atige der Cetaceen, Bonn, 1852, 8vo,

eye

it

^

only

is

s. 2)

Mater

Anat. Untersuchungen

iiber

das

in the absence of the other muscles of the

present.

Tachyglossus,

fenestra rotunda.

according to the investigations of Hyrtl,

is

even destitute of

;

MAMMALS.
This organ

present.

many

Cetaceans,

however wanting in the Monotremes, the
In the true whales the

is

seals,

the mole, &c.

external auditory aperture

The motions
some are able

of

603

is

a capillary passage^.

mammals

consist principally in progressing;

to spring very well, others are

In the true cetaceans, swimming

mals are able to

fly

by the

formed

for

the sole motion:

is

assistance of a

membrane extended

between the much elongated fingers of the fore limbs
others

flutter,

or avail themselves

swimming.
some mam(the bats)

springing of a parachute,

in

formed by a prolongation of the skin along the sides of the body
betAveen the fore and hind limbs

Galeopithecus, Pteromys, Petau-

(

rista) .

The

regenerative power in

mammals

small.

is

Their intellectual

more developed than that of any other animals; many
domestic animals are exceedingly docile, and thus are able to
perform important services for man. Hence the mammals stand
in close relation to the history of mankind; the exercise on the
part of man of his mastery over those animals which could be of
service to him, was one of the first efforts he was obliged to make
in order to lay a foundation for the further development of civilization.
Tlie dog at an early period had been his companion different
hoofed animals formed in his pastoral life his principal possession,
or his beasts of bm'den, which alleviated his necessary labour in
power

is

;

cultivating the land.

Various

Some

is

the abode

seals [Phocce), although

named,

some

live in fresh water.

otters, beavers, the

mammals
however

live
live

physical distribution) of mammals.

squirrels,

Many

species of the genus Sorex, the

duck-mole, reside in lakes and rivers.

trees

the sloths), and some resort,

et

Mamnialium,

Leipzig,

Hagenbach
Basilise,

iiher

flying or flapping, in

besides the general works of

Disquisitiones anat. circa musculos aurisinim'ncc

by the same, Die Paulcenhohle der Sdugemonography of J. Hyetl Verr/leichenddas innere Gelwr-Organ des Menschen und der Sduge1834, 4to;

1835, 4to, and the eminent

anaiomische Untersuchungen
thiere.

(most of the apes and

by

Compare on the auditory apparatus of mammals,

Hominh

animals last

Other
under ground {Talpa, BatJiyergns, &c.). The most
on land, some on high mountain tops (as Antilope

comparative anatomy, E.

ihiere,

and most of the

species, especially of the

Capra Ihex), others on

rupicajyra,

^

(tlie

reside entirely in the sea, as the cetaceans

Mit 9 Kupfertafeln. Prag,

1845, 4to.
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part even to

[Galeojnthecus, the Chirojytera)

tlie air

ence of resort

is

This

.

differ-

naturally in relation with the general bodily form

and the constitution of its different parts, especially of the organs
Thus, for example, the limbs are changed
of motion and of sense.
into fins in the whales, or are provided with a membrane for swimming in most of the other water-animals; the eyes are small in
those animals that burrow under ground; the external ear is small,
or

absent in these

is

last,

as well as in those

mammals

that live

constantly in water.

In the geographic distribution of the mammals in the

first

place

law again receives confirmation, that the number
as well of genera as of species increases from the poles to the
Still, however, the true cetaceans and the seals must be
equator.
the general

excepted from

it,

for

to

them the same

rule applies as to the

swimming-birds, of which the species are more numerous in the
polar regions.

mon

There are species

in the north polar regions

com-

and the new world, as Canls Lagojms, Ursus mariand Cervus Tarandus; without the polar circle also some*

to the old

timiis

species are found in the northern countries of both hemispheres, as

Mustela Martes and Mustela enninea and
writers indeed maintain that the beaver of

Castor Fiber.

America

is

(Some

specifically

In the temperate parts of
different from that of the old world.)
North America almost all the species are such as do not occur in the
eastern hemisphere; in South America no single species is found
which also lives in the old world, nay, even the genera differ for
the most part from tho*?e of the old world. South American genera,
of which no species in the old world are hitherto known, are the
Dicotyles, Auclienia., Dasypus, Alyrmecopliaga,

following:
2)us,

Gavia

(or

the genera of more

modern

writers

Brady-

CoeJogenys,

Dasyprocta, Hydrochceriis), Loncheres, Nasua, the genera of the
bat-tribe:

Glossojjiiaga, PhyJJostoma, 3foIossus, Noctilio,

and many

genera of quadrumanes, namely Callithrix, Ateles, Mycetes^ Pithecia,

Procyon

Hapale.

is

peculiar to the

southern hemispheres.

Fiber

is

new world

in the northern

and

an animal form of North America.

Other genera are peculiar to the eastern hemisphere, as Sus, Equus,
Camelus, Rhinoceros, Manis, Myoxits, Spalajc, Cricetus, Viverra,
Herpestes, Erinacevs, the genera of bats

:

Megadenna, Nycteris,

MhinoIopJtus, Pfei-ojms, the family of the Lemurids, the genera of

the apes

:

Cercopithecus, Semnopithecus, Inuus, Cynocephalus, Hylo-

MAMMALS.

To

Simla.

hates,
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Africa in particular

the genera

are peculiar

and to
Lemur, Liclianotus, and the
genus Chiromys^ a sciurean rodent, which approaches the Lemurids
Most of the species of Antilopes are also exclusively
in form.
CameJo^Kirdalis, Hipjyopotamus, Orijcteroj)us, Cercojnthecus,

Island

the

The

African.

New

Madagascar

Holland

;

greatest

Centetes,

number

of species of Marsupials

the genus Didelplvys alone

is

American

is

found in

Africa, as

;

well as Europe, does not possess a single species of this division.

The Monotremes
are peculiar to

(the genera

New

Holland.

Ornithorhynchus and TacJiyglossus)

In

New

Holland, on the other hand,

as to genera that are dispersed nearly over the

whole of the

rest

of the world (as Gervus, Sciurus, Lepus, Felis, Ursus, Lutra, Cam's,
Vesjyertih'o) of

lutely none=

a few only a single species occurs, of the most abso-

The

form one-fifteenth of
fourths of the

Marsupials, of which
all

mammalian fauna

the statistics, so to speak, of the
countries

all

the species scarcely

the land-mammals in the world, form threeof

New

and climates present great

consideration the entire class of

Holland.

mammalian

On

the whole,

families in different

differences.

If

mammals, exclusive

we

take into

of the Ceta-

ceans and Plioae, then the rodents form one- third of the entire

number

of species, the cheiropters

and carnivores together about

one-third also, whilst the remaining third

is

formed, for the greater

Quadrumanes and Ruminants, and especially of the
Marsupials and insectivorous feroi^. But in Europe, for instance,
of the

part,

this proportion is

greatly modified, since the marsupiates and
quadrumanous animals are absent the proportion of rodents remains nearly the same the cheiropters also form about one-sixth
but the insectivorous feras are in Europe
of the entire number
nearly twice more numerous than when the whole are taken into
account, and form one-thirteenth of the entire number of the mammals the species also of carnivora and ruminant animals are proIn North America the species
portionally much more numerous.
of rodents form perhaps half the entire number of the species of
land-mammals. How different again is the proportion which prevails within the tropics may be readily inferred.
For to these
countries, or at least to the warmer districts, nearly all the genera
;

;

;

;

^

Want

of space precludes a detail of the grounds of these estimates.

The remain-

ing orders, however, contain very few species as compared with the whole number.

;
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The apes

of the pachyderms, the edentates, and the apes belong.

mdeed, with respect to their distribution, have been compared to
the parrots amongst birds; but here this great difference is observable, that of the species of apes occurring in the old world, the

largest half belongs to Africa, whilst Africa possesses very

few

compared with Asia. In New Holland also
various species of Psfffacus occur. Insectiwhere
no
apes,
there are
vorous mammals, with the exception of the genus Chri/socJdoris,
the Leare a form almost peculiar to the northern hemisphere
species of parrots as

;

murids more

to the

southern hemisphere.

comparison a greater number

The connexion

still

From

a more careful

of such contrasts

would be de-

be forgotten which prevails
and as in the
between the distribution of plants and animals
vegetable kingdom, so also in the animal, of those genera which in
duced.

also should not

;

cold districts have numerous species, the species occurring in

warm

more on mountains than on plains \
With the exception of some species of bats and of the true whales,

countries are found

mammals

are not tied, like birds of passage, to

make

strictly limited

migrations, but inhabit the same districts in winter and

On

alike^.

summer

the other hand, different species hibernate, and pass a

greater or less portion of the year without food in caves and hidingplaces.

Amongst such

in

Europe

are, for

example, the bats, the

hedgehog, the hamster, the marmot, and various other species of
rodents forming the genus Myoxus, and in the north, the bears.
(Just as the

warm

same

and in

species of birds in cold countries migrate,

countries remain for the whole year, so also the

phenomenon

On this subject may be compared J. A. G. Zimmeemann Specimen GeograpMce
Quadru2Kdmn, L. B. 1777, 4to (antiquated); Tkevieanus Biolorjie, II. s. 174 263,
in different places; Illiger Uebcrblick der Sdugethiere nach ihrer Vertheilung ilber
die Welftkeile. Ahh. der Konigl. Ahad. der Wissensch. zu Berlin, i. 1815, s. 39
159;
WiLBRAND mid EiTGEN Gemalde der organ. Natur, s. 69—88 L. K. Schmarda Die
"^

—

—

;

geograx)hische Verbreitung der Thiere, Wien, 1853,

8vo (compiled with great

literary-

knowledge).

would seem, however, from some observations, that certain species of bats
Gloger in Oken's Ms, Bd. 21, 1828, s. 1113 1124, Blasius Amtlicher
Bericht iiber die Versammlung zu Braunschtveig, 1841, s. 63.
The whales, which pass
2 It

—

migrate; see

the

summer

some
food.

and

in the polar regions, voyage southwards in winter into the Atlantic

species follow probably the

numerous shoals of

Compare Eschricht Unlersuchungen
in other places.

iiber die

fishes,

for greater

Ocean

abundance of

nordischen Wallthiere,

s.

6—10,

;;
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some degree according

of lijlbernation varies in

same

species of

mammals.)

emerge from

their secret

respiration

interrupted

to climate in the

These animals before beginning

winter's sleep are particularly fat

is
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;

when

much

places they are

by long

intervals

and

is

much

is

internal parts falls to
it

The

emaciated.

nearly suspended

the quantity of oxygen consumed during this state

Animal warmth

their

in the spring they again

is

very small.

diminished, and the temperature of the

7",

6°,

or even 3° of the

centigrade scale;

appears to depend upon that of the surrounding

air.
The beats
much less numerous the circulation, however, of
though much retarded, proceeds uninterruptedly in the

of the heart are

the blood,
capillaries.

;

During the complete hybernation the feeling is almost
particular portions of the body retain their
long after death. Hence it would seem that they are

entirely suspended;
irritability

who maintain that the
mals dm-ing hybernation sinks down into that of

not altogether in the wrong

life

of

mamOn

reptiles.

phenomenon various opinions have been offered,
upon incorrect observations, others upon undemonstrated assumptions, and others again upon no foundation at
all.
That, for example, the bile of these animals is less acrid, and

the cause of this
of which

some

rest

that on this account they can support hunger for a longer time, as

Saissy maintains, is an assumption without proof; that the thymus
gland during hybernation increases in bulk and compresses the
lungs, as

PiiUNELLE

ing to Jacobson)

it

believes, is a contested point, whilst (accordis

not that gland but a mass remarkable for

the quantity of fat which penetrates

it

and oppresses the thorax

as little can the com-se of an artery through the stapes (Avhich

Otto

discovered and held to be the cerebral carotid ') elucidate the phenomenon, for the same distribution occurs also in species not subject
to

winter-sleep.

Whether the pulmonary

capillaries of the lungs less fine,

seems

cells

than in other

to require confirmation.

be larger and the

mammals (Barkow),

Thus do we abstain from further
The essence

record, comparison, or refutation of different opinions.

of hybernation consists in temporary depression of the powers of
life

from almost entire suspension of respiration.

that can be said
of

upon the

Madagascar {Centetes
1

According to Hyrtl

That the

subject.

This

is

almost

all

tanrec, the hedgehoo*

Illig.), sleeps at the hottest time of the

this artery

is

rather an arteria orhito-maxiUaris.
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year (summer-sleep) as

Bruguiere

asserted,

was afterwards con-

tradicted by Desjardins, according to whom, on the contrary, this
animal, when it is summer with us, and thus during tiie winter

season of that island,

falls into

its

periodic sleep*.

mammals, derived by Ray and Klein
chiefly from the digits and nails, by Linn^uS from the teeth, was
improved by Storr, Cuvier and others, and advanced to greater
perfection especially by the physiological and embryological views

The arrangement

of

of

Owen.
1

At

the island Mauritius from

June

to

November, Ann.

ties Sc.

nat. xs. p. i8o,

according to Talfair from April to November, Proceedings of the Zool. Soc. I. 1830,
20° centigr. ; they sometimes
p. 89 ; the temperature, however, does not need to fall to
sleep even at 26".

On

Ann. des

hybernation

may

Sc. nat.,

Seconde S^rie,

11.

p. 316.

be compared G. Mangili, J. A. Saisst, Prunelle, J. F.

Berger, Pastre and others cited in the first edition of my handbook, to which I now
add: Otto De Animalium per hyemem dormientium vasis cephalicis, Nov. Act. Acad.
Ccesar. Leopold. Carol.

Part

2,

pp. 335

Barkow Der
in

which

subject.

last

— 360,

Tom.

11.

Marshall Hall

on Ilylernation, Phil. Trans. 1832,

the same in Todd's CTjclopced.

11.

Winterschlaf nach seinen Erscheinunrjen im
work may be found the

fullest

pp.

764—776, and H. C. L.

Thierreich, Berlin, 1846, 8vo,

account of the entire literature on this

SYSTEMATIC

ARRANGEMENT OF MAMMALS,

CLASS

XVII.

M A M 31 A L I A.
Vertebrate

warm

animals, Lreatliing atmospheric air

by lungs; with

and two ventricles, viviparous, lactating, furnished with a muscular diaphragm, covered by
skin mostly hairy, armed more rarely with spines, sometimes partly
red,

blood, heart with

two

auricles

mailed by scutes.

Section
'phala

I.

Owen.

Mammalia

acotyledona

Uterus double.

implacentalia

s.

Placental

JJi/ence-

:

conjimctiou between

mother and embryo none.

Two

Corpus callosum of brain indistinct.
front of

symphysis of pubic bones.

Order

Four

marsupial bones in

feet in all.

Monotremata.

I.

Cloaca, receiving the outlets of the rectum and the urethrogenital canal.

nal ears none.

Two

furnished with a perforate

Family

I.

and a

clavicles, a coracoid

Teeth corneous or none.

feet

males

in

sjjur.

Monotremata.

single family also.)

Exter-

furcular.

Hind

(Characters of the order those of the

Feet short, pentadactylous.

Snout produced,

covered with naked, coriaceous skin.
Monotremata, from

iibuo$ sole, single,

and

Tprjiia

opening, in allusion to

the single cloacal aperture for the urinary and intestinal excretions, and
for the outlets of the sexual passages.
Compare on this order Ducrotat

DE Blainville
dans

Dissertation sur la place des OniilJwrhynques

les series naturelles,

Cyclopced. in. pp. 366

VOL.

II.

Paris, 1812, 4to,

and especially

Echidnes

et cles

OWEN

in

ToDD's

—407.
39
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Section

Feet palmate.

Dermatopoda.

I.

Ornitliorhynchus

Blumenb., Platypus Shaw, Dermipus WiE-

DEM. Eight horny teeth

— 2\

/2
x

(

—

^

j

flat,

destitute of fangs,

composed of

perpendicular horny tubules, the anterior narrow, long, the posterior

Snout depressed, flat, broad; lower jaw narrower, shorter,
at the margin posteriorly by several transverse stria3. Body

oval.

marked

Tail broad, depressed, beset with rigid hairs.

hairy.

The

num

On

duck-billed animal, the water-mole of the English colonists.

we have

structure of the organs of propagation

bony

consists of four flat

The

already spoken.

pieces placed one behind another, to

the

ster-

which

the ribs are attached, and of a larger piece lying in front of these, which

has in some degree the form of an hour-glass, but in front terminates in
two transverse branches, on the anterior margin of which the furcular
The scapula forms,
clavicles are situated, and soon coalesce with them.

with the other

clavicle,

the coracoid clavicle, the articular cavity for the

The coracoid

humerus.

clavicle descends

obliquely from the articular

cavity to the lowest part of the lateral margin of the

first

and the anterior

and along the sides of the
first sternal piece is another bony plate, to which Meckel gave the name
of Clavicula coracoidea anterior, the os epicoracoideum. These two anterior
bony plates meet in the mid-plane and are covered below by the sternum.

part of the second sternal piece

;

in front of

it,

Such also is the structure in the following genus Tachyglossus. The pelvis
formed after the mammalian type.
The spur of the male consists of a conical and perforate bony piece,
covered by a horny investment, through which runs the excretory duct of

is
I

a gland situated on the thigh

;

some observations, from which

it

had been

concluded, that the fluid secreted by this gland was possessed of venomous
properties,

and that the spur was used by the animal as an

have not been subsequently confiinned
tion.

Meckel found

;

perhaps

it

oflfensive

weapon,

has relation to copula-

in the female water-mole a small cavity in the

same

which appeared to be adapted for the reception of the spur.
The water-moles live in the rivers and lakes of New Holland and of

situation

Van Diemen's Land.
their prey, whilst

worms and

They

dive and

swimming, with

swim

insects; fragments of shell

like water-birds

and secure

They

feed on
and parts of water-insects have been
They dig holes of
their stomach.

their

bill,

as ducks do.

found in their cheek-pouches and in
twenty or more feet long, which have a double entrance, one close above
the water and another below the water, and ending in a larger space

The young animal is naked,
and has a short beak with flexible jaws. The adults attain a length of
from seventeen to twenty two inches, from the anterior margin of the
covered with rushes and other dry plants.

upper jaw to the point of the

tail,

which

is

about

five inches long.

Sp. Oi'nitJiorki/nchus paradoxus 'Blvuienb., Abb.naturh. Gegenst. 41, Scheeb.

Tab. 63

B,

GuER.

Iconogr.,

Mammif. PL

36, fig. 2,

Gov. R.

Ayii., ed.

ill.,

—
MAMMALIA.
Mammif.
and

PI. 75,

fig. 2.

Peron admits two

Ornitk. fuscus, Voyage

badly coloured).

In
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cle

species

decouv., Atl.

:

Ornithm-hynchus rufus

PL xxxiv.

(these figures are

my youtb

I undertook the defence of this oiainion and
gave figures from stuffed specimens, Nov. Act. Acad. Ccvs. Lcop. Carol. XI.

351—372, Tab. 47; I now attach no imjiortance to them,
unanimous opinion of travellers is against it. Some individuals
are more ruddy-brown
others, especially the larger, are dark-brown on
the back the under surface is grey.
1823,

2>

i^p.

since tlie

;

;

Compare on the anatomy Home Philos. Trans., 1802, pp. 67—84, PI
2—4, 1819, pp. 234 241 (also in his Lectures on comp. Anat.), the class
ical work of J. F. Meckel OrnitJwrhyncJd 2^aradoxi
descriptio anutomica

—

1826 fol., Owen Phil. Trans. 1822, P. 2, pp. 517—538, 1834, P
555—566, &c. and in Todd's Cyclop. Article Monotremata, iir.
pp
407. The young animal is described and figured by him in Trans, of

Lipsiaj,
^'

PP-

366

—

the Zool. Soc. Vol.

I. 3,
On the mode of life and the
183s, pp. 221—228.
economy Bennett has given an interesting paper, ibid. pp. 229 258. See
also the observations of Veereaux, Bevue Zoolog.
1848, pp. 127
134,
which for the most part correspond with those of Bennett.

—

Section
Feet

II.

fossorial,

Orygopoda

s.

Tachyglossa.

not j)almate.

Tachjglossus Illig., Echidna Cuv.'

Home.)

(Spec, of OrmthorJiynchus

Teeth none.

Snout subulate, somewhat depressed, with
gape of mouth at the apex small Tongue round, long, exsertile.
Body covered with hairs and spines. Claws large, the second and
third of hind feet very long, falciform.

Tail very short, truncate at

the apex.
Sp. Tachyfflossus acideatus Illig.,

Sohkeb.

ii.

Tab. 6s

B,,

Myrmecophaga

Shaw Natur. Miscellany, Vol. iii. PI. 109, OrnithorliT/nchus HysHome Philos. Trans. 1802, PI. 10, Wateehouse Mamm. 1. p. 41;

aculeata
trix

New

Holland.

culcata Tiedem.,

Tachyglossus setosus, Echidna setosa Gov., Echidna hrcviaHome 1. 1. Tab. 63 c; Van Diemen's Land. (This species

or local variety has longer hairs and shorter spines on the back.)
animals burrow under ground, live on ants and other insects,

and

more than the Onuthorhynchus, nocturnal animals.
fourteen to seventeen inches. Compare Home 1. 1.
is to be found in Meckel's Beitr. zur vergl. Anat.
Rech.

s. Ics

3.

GuERiN il/rt^ras. deZool.

even

They attain a length of

A figure of the skeleton
i.

2,

Tab.

9,

in

Cuvier

Pander wid D'Alton SMeie
The brain is figured and described by Laurent
1838, CI. i, pp. 141— 152, PI. 30. The cerebrum

Ossein, foss. v. 1, PI. 13,

der zahnl. Thiere, Tab.
in

These

are,

and

in

Tahleau element, 1798, p. 143; ix.i-^va, the same as
^x^s, is a species of snake or
I cannot suppose that Cdvier had this in his mind,
but rather ix^uos, hedgehog, as indeed his addition fourmiUer epineux indicates.
The name, therefore, to have
any meaning, must be modified. Hence Tachyglossus is to be preferred.
1

adder.

39—2
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has convolutions, which in the Ornitlwrhynchus are absent.

olfactory

nerves are unusually developed.

Order

Mamma3

Clavicle

folds.

External ears in

single

phTcecI

between two
perfect

(furcular)

Incisor and molar teeth in

coracoid clavicle none.

all,

pouch or

ventral, contained in the

oMong, cutaneous
almost

Marsupialia.

II.

in
all.

all.

Linn^us united in a single genus the
name DldelpMs (didelphis from
because the pouch in which the young are received,

Marsupial animals.
species

known

SeXfjiV's,

uterus),

forms, as

it

to him, under the

were, a second womh.

Compare on the propagation of
Trans. 1808, pp. 307

— 312,

on the osteology and the
See

Soc. Vol. II. &c.

Owen

classification

Cydopcedia, in. pp. 257

— 330.

sum mrginianum, Dasyurus
four distinct pieces

;

Many
The

in

many

species {Opos-

life

consists of

divided into

aJa of the sphenoid forms an expansion {bulla)

mammals by
foramina

The

by membrane.
if

bone

commonly remains

palate has, in addition to the
less size closed

the Zool.

Marsupialia in Todd's

w'sinus &c.) for the whole of

similar to that formed in other

convex and broad, as

Phil.

— 364,

osteological peculiarities, especially

occipital

the temporal bone

The great

three pieces.

by the same. Transact, of

especitvlly also his article

in the cranium, are observable.

Home

these remarkable animals

Phil. Trans. 1834, P. 2, pp. 333

The bony

the temporal bone.

incisiva,

inferior

apertures of greater or

margin of the lower jaw

bent inwards, especially at the angle

;

is

this last is

Also the cavity of the cranium is very
and the cranium, however various in different genera, is on the whole
above than in other mammals.

also observed in Ornitlwrhynchus.

small,
flatter

For the

special

tlie mammals belonging to this order we
Waterhouse's iVa<. Hist, of the Mammalia,

knowledge of

possess, besides the first part of

a smaller work by the same writer, forming the eighth vol. of Jardine's
Naturalist's Library, Edinburgh, 184X.

by

tralia,

Family

II.

J.

Gould, London, 1845

Glirina

2

^

a

;

none.

large

interval

4 parts,

folio.

WiEGM., BMzophaga OwEN.

Feet pentadactylous, with pollex of hind

A7in.

du Museum,

11.

Incisors

between the incisors and molars, canines

armed.
Phascolomys Geoffr.^

1

See also The Mammaliti of Aus-

— 1852,

Teeth with roots

(1803) pp. 364

(Account of the English Colony of

New

— 367.

South Wales,

feet

indistinct,

short,

un~

molars with

The animal described by CoLLiNS
London 1802, quoted by Water-

house) does not differ from this; the number of teeth had been given incorrectly,
which caused Illigeb to form the genus Amhlotis {Proclromus, p. 77), a genus to be
discardcil

from the

class of

Mammals.

;

MAMMALIA.
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1-1

1—1

flat

Dental formula

crowns.

Claws

-

i.

r

p.

,

^

^j

4-4

m.

,

_ =

.

24.

Tail very short.

strong, fossorial.

Wombat Peron, Desm., Peron
Gderin Icon., Mammif. PI. 22,

Sp. Phctscolomys fossorWAGtfEU, Phascolomys
et

Lesdeur, Voyage de

Waterh.

fig. 4,

Nat. Lib. PI. 32

PI. 2, figs. 4

—

the skeleton

ibid. PI. 68,

is

and

in

CnviER R. Ani.,

the cranium figured in

Transact, of the Zool. Soc. Vol.

PI. 71, fig. 6,

11.

Mammif.

the teeth in F. Cuv, Dents des

from two

is

A

Van Diemen's Land.

investigated by

Owen, seemed

he names Phascolomys
accounts exist

;

skull from the south of

to

him

laiifrons, of

New

(in

oi-

beyond the pelvis

tail

— 306,

Owen,

this fossil

between the two

iliac

met with

in caves in

New

bones be alone regarded

Remains

genus ought also to be placed the

deposits.

This animal almost attained the size

Appendix

to

Mitchell's Three Expeditions
II.

p.

362,

also of a fossil

lu the neighbour-

Holland.

of which remains have been found in the

1830, Svo, Vol.

37.

the

Although

the skeleton at Leyden) sixteen.

as sacral vertebrae, even thirteen or fourteen).

hood of

PI.
ribs,

short, there are nine or ten caudal vertebrce (or

is

rather, if the three vertebrae

species have been

which

which, as far as I know, no further

see Transact. Zool. Soc. Vol. in. pp. 303

ivombat possesses fifteen

Holland,

to belong to another species,

Whilst the rest of the marsupiates have only thirteen or twelve
the

PI. 44.

an inch.

to three feet long, the tail only half

of a

in

it lives

;

28,

The
brown colour and in its air somewhat resembles a small bear
holes underground and is found in the south of New Holland

The wombat
animal

Owen

6,

PL

decouv.,

fossil

genus Diprotodon

same caves and in
of Hippopotamus.

alluvial

Owen

into the interim' of Australia,

Rep)ort of the British Association for

1844,

p. 223.

Family III. Macropoda s. Salientia\ Six superior incisors,
two large inferior, procumbent canines either none or only in the
;

upper jaw, approximate to the incisors

molars

;

from the anterior teeth by a large interval

;

—

( -z

^

)

remote

anterior molar with a

compressed narrow crown

;

two transverse

Posterior feet longer than anterior, tetra-

tubercles.

four remaining molars furnished with

dactylous, with two inner toes slender, small, conjoined as far as

the small claws.

Tail long, haired, not voluble.

The kangaroos

are animals from the eastern part of the southern hemi-

sphere, of which as early as the beginning of the last century a species from

the Aroe Islands, under the name of Filander, was described by De Bruyn
and Valentin (De Bruyn Reizen over Moskovien door Perzie en Indie,
Amsterdam, i7i4j PL 213), but of which since the end of that century,

Poephaga

(grass-eating)

Owen.

—

^
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and especially in the last twenty years, many species have been discovered
Nev/ Holland and Van Diemen's Land. They live on grass and plants
(some on leaves), and in some degree correspond to the ruminants and the
In many species the males are
hares amongst the placental mammals.

in

disparately large in comparison to the females.

Compare

GouLD A

J.

Monor/raj^li of the

garoos; 1 Parts, London, 1841, 1842

am

I

Macropodidce or family of Kan-

Various genera have been adopted

known

After an attentive investigation of the species

in this family.

me

fol.

to

only able to adopt four, regarding the rest as subdivisions of

inferior importance.

First molar tooth

t Upper canines none or small, deciduous.
not grooved externally.

3

Macropus Shaw, Halmaturus Illig.
c.

0-0
0-0K,

—

1-1
1-1^,

V'

;t

^

longer than the
oval.

m.

rest,

Claws of

4-4

^„

tlie

'

.-,,,

^

,

7
T-=28;
4—4

Dental formula

the outermost on each side broad.

Hind

^

~

.

^

Ears long,

Tail strong, haired,

surpassing the fore

feet far

3

two middle mcisors not

fore feet curved, compressed.

shorter than body.

.

—

:j

feet.

Macropus giganteus, Didelphis gigantea Schreb., Macropus major Shaw,
ScHKEB. Sdugeth. Tab. 154, Kangaroo Phillip Botany Bay, PI. 10, p. 106;
White New South Wales, PI. 54, p. 272; Cuv. R. Ani., ed. ill., Mammif.

Sp.

PI. 52, fig.

Die

I

;

Gould, PL

Skelete der Beutelthiere,

to four feet, without the

the largest
laniger

mammal

of

1

i

;

which

tail,

New

Pander

the skeleton figured in

;

Tab.

u.

D'Alton

the large kangaroo; the length amounts
is full

Holland and

three feet long

QuoY et Gaim. Diet. cl. d'llist. not., Atl. PI.
Mammif. PI, 19, Gould, PI. 2, &c. Some

kangaroo

this

;

Van Diemen's Land
153,

d'Hist. nut.,

is

Macropus

;

univ.

Diet.

species are about

the size of a hare, and resemble this also in their fur {Lagorchestes Gould,
Sp. Macropus fasciatus

Part

II.

PI. 6,

Macropod.

Peron
11.

Voy.

PI. 27

;

Gould Mamm.

of Austr.

PI. 15).

Whilst grazing the kangaroos move on their fore

feet,

and as they pro-

ceed push forward the hind feet at intervals; they then appear as

had a

difficult

and obstructed

gait,

move by wide

they are pursued; then they
legs;

when they

sit

+t U2)per canine

leaps

teeth distinct.

they

on their powerful hind

they rest on these and their muscular

in length nearly equalling the

if

but that impression vanishes as soon as
tail only.

Anterior molar (late in place)

tioo folloioing teeth,

sculptured at the

sides by vertical grooves.

Hypsiprymnus
1

Illig.,

Nouv. Lictionn. d'Hist. nat.

Bettovgia (/)

Gray.

Watehh., Fotorous Desmak^
Tome

24,

1804, Tableau meth. des

Mammif.

Two
p. 20,

—

—

;
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upper middle incisors long, produced beyond the small lateral inciEars oblong, rounded, small. Claws of fore feet compressed,

sors.

curved, with the three middle ones longer, the outer and inner very
small.

Posterior feet far surpassing the anterior.

Tail

shorter

(Nasal bones acuminate at the extremity, pro-

than body, slender.

duced beyond the upper jaw.)
Sp.

Hypsiprymnus murinus Illig., Macropiis minor Shaw, White Neio

South Wales, PI. 60,

Kangaroo Rat;

D'Alton

1.

1.

Tab.

3).

Macr.

II.

Library, T. 16; Potoroo or

South Wales (the skeleton figured in Pander m,
The species of this genus are small. Some have

long hairs at the end of the

and drag them to

Watebh. Natur.

p. 286,

New

tail

with which they can grasp grass and plants

their nest, as

Hypsiprymnus cuniculus OsiLBY, Gould

PI. 14.

Dorcopsis Sal.

Two

Muell. and Schl.

upper middle incisors

Ears oval, narrow, moderate. Head long,
Claws of fore toes strong,
protracted, produced beyond the mouth.
longer than lateral.

somewhat

flat.

Hind

far

feet

surpassing the fore

feet.

Tail

shorter than body, rather thick, ringed with scales towards the

apex, naked.
Sp. Dorcopsis Brunii {Hijpsqwymnus previously) Sal.

Natuurh.

Vcrh.

over Nederl.

Overz.

Bezittingen,

Mueller and Schleq.

Mamm.

PI.

11;

New

Guinea and perhaps the Aroe Islands, if this species be the same as the
Pilander of De Brutn, DidelpMs Brunii Gm. This animal is much larger
than the Potoroos and resembles the smaller species of Kangaroos, with
which, however, they are improperly united by
the skull has been published already
P.

Camper. Act. Acad. Petropol. 1777, Tab.

Two

Dendrologus Sal. Muell.
longer than the
hairy.

after

A figure of

a drawing of

ix. fig. iv.

upper middle incisors scarcely

Ears oblong and rounded, moderate,

lateral.

Claws of

Waterhouse.

by Pallas,

fore feet curved, compressed, strong.

scarcely surpassing in size the fore feet,

Hind

feet

which are larger than com-

Tail longer than body, thick, hairy.

mon.

Tree-kangaroos, animals of

most of the

New

species of this family

Guinea having a much darker fur than
they climb on trees. Two species are

;

known: Dendrologus ursinus Sal. Mueller
inustus Sal.

Family IV.

Mueller

ibid.

Phalangistce

1.

1.

Tab. 19;

Dendrologus

Tab. 20.

s.

Garpopliaga

Owen.

6
Incisors ^

the two upper middle somewhat large, the lower large, procum-

bent

;

canines

^r

-^

—

or -

-

,

molars mostly small, anterior false

—

;
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molars various in number, true molars tviberculate, covered with

Hind

enamel.

feet pentadactylous,

with pollex apart and clawless,

the two succeeding toes conjoined as far as the claws.

Dental formula

Phascolarctos Blainv., Lipu7nis GoLDFUSS.^

—3
1 — 1'

3
i.

'-

,

1
c.

7^

—1
—

—

7T

—1
r
1 — 1

4—4
m.
4—4

1

p.

,

^

-z

-;

,

Toes of

quadrituberculate.

-.

= 30

;

premolars
and molars
^

fore feet separated

unto two

the

sets,

one composed of the two inner, the other of the three outer

toes.

Tail none.
Sp. Phascolarctos cinereus, Phascolarctos fiiscus.

Desmae., Lipurus

cincreus

ScHREB. Sdugeth. Tab. 155 A, {Ah, the skull and feet), Cuv. R. Ani. PI. t,
fig. 5; Gder. Iconogr., Mamm. PI. 22, fig. 3, Waterh. Nat. Libr. PI. 31,
Mamm. I. PI. 9, fig. 2 the koala, an inert animal from the east of New
;

Holland, which climbs on trees and lives on the young shoots and leaves
it

attains a length of nearly

2'.

Small molars, variable in number, decidu-

Phalangista Cuv.

ous, not permanent, occupying the space between the canines and

larger molars

;

5—5

mostly the larger molars

_

_

_

.

Canines

the inferior canines very small, contiguous to the incisors.

compressed, curved.
Compare on

1—1
3

j

Claws

Tail long.
this

genus Temminck, Monogr. de Mammal.

I.

pp.

i

—

20.

All the species are met with on the islands of the Indian Archipelago, at
New Guinea and New Holland. They are dull animals that sleep by day

and hide amongst the leaves of trees. They eat all kinds of food, but
A secretion from glands in the neighbourhood of the
principally fruits.
anus gives an unpleasant odour to the animals; yet the flesh of some
In many species of this genus the canine tooth of the
species is eatable.
upper jaw, as in Hypsipryninus,
bone.

The small teeth

number, so that in

is

inserted partly in the inter-maxillary

in front of the large molars are very various in

different species,

— ~

6—6 7—7
7—7
on the whole, ^-p,
or
molars
0— t) 7~7
0—0

are present.

a)
short,

With

tail prehensile,

naked in great part towards

the

end;

loith ears

rounded.

Sub-genus Ceyonyx Temm., Cuscus Lacep.

Desmae., Buff. Hist. nat. xiii.
Gaim. Voy. de VUranie, Zool. Atlas,

Sp. Phalangista inaculata Geoffr.,

{Phalanger male),

GoLDFUSS proposed

QuOY

also the

et

name Morodactylus ;

Grunclriss der Zoologie,

s.

PI. 11
PI.

629.

6,

—

—

—
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langista

cavifrons

i.

p.

Temm.,

Geoffe., Phalangista

;;
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274; Moluccan Islands, NewGuiuea; Phaorientalls Gm., Phalanglsta rufa

DidelpMs

orientalis

Watebh., Guerin

Icon.,

Mamm.

PI. 21,

Cuv. R. Ani., ed. ill., Mamm. PI. 51, fig. i; Timor, Geram, &c.
These species have some analogy with Lemurids they do not occur in
fig.

I,

;

New

Van

South Wales, nor in

to be placed a species from

Diemen's Land

;

yet here probably ought

Cape York, the most northerly point of

New

Phalangista nudlcaudata Gould, Proceed. Zool. Soc. 1849, p.
(according to Gould, a species of PseudocJiirics, see below).

Holland:

no
b)

WitJi tail prehensile, hairy, having

a naJced

streaJc

below at the extre-

mity; with ears elongate and triangular.

Sub-genus Trichiirus {Trichosurus Lesson i), Phalangista

(in stricter

sense).

Desmar., Dldelphis vulpina and lemurina Shaw,
Waterhouse Blamm. 1. PI. 9, fig. i ruddy
grey, end of the tail black, New Holland
Phalangista felina Wagn,,
Phcdangista fuliginosa Ogilby, Gould Mamm. of Austr. 11. PI. 10; larger

Sp. Phalangista vulpina

Phalangista CooMi F. Cuv.,

;

;

than the preceding, usually brown with throat ruddy

Van

Of

Diemen's Land.

this

;

the

tail is

black

no species from the Moluccan

division

Islands are known.

Sub-gen. Pscudochirus Ogilbt.

(With ears somewhat short ; with two

inner toes of fore feet separate from the rest.)
Sp. Phcdangista Coohii Cuv. (not F. Cuv.), Desmar.,

Wagn., Phalangista

Banksii Gray, Phcd. viverrina Ogilby, Cook's Voyages, vii. PI. 75**,
Lesson An7i. des Sc. nat. xvi. pp. 282 285, PI. 12, Wagn., Schreb.

—

Sciugeih. Suppl. ill.

New

South Wales,

s.

Tab. 155 B; grey-brown, point of the
Diemen's Land.

78,

Van

tail

white j

(With true molars 2ZP tail, except the
3-3
hirsute base, covered with very short, close hair, naked below at the point
Sub-genus Dromicia Gray.

;

ears moderate, almost naked.)

Sp. Phalangista

nana Geopfr., Desmar., Phalang.

of the Linn. Soc. xvi. PI. 13,

Gould Mamm.

gliriformis Bell, Trans,

of Austr.

house Nat. Lib. PL 26; 4" long, exclusive of the
long and thick at the base Van Diemen's Land.

tail,

i.

PI. 8,

which

is

Water3" 10'"

;

Petaurus Shaw, Phalangista Illig.

Skin expanded at the sides

of the body between the arms and thighs.
hensile, long,

Tail hairy, not pre-

sometimes longer than body.
Petaurus

Sp. Phalangista taguanoides,

tagiianoides

Desm.,

Waterhouse

Natur. Library, PI. 27; brown, whitish grey below; ears entirely haired,

moderate
half.

;

the largest species,

New

South Wales

^

Ann. des

;

3.3'

long, of

which the

Phalangista petaurus,

Sc. nat. xvr. 1829. p. 285.

tail

forms the largest

Petaurus Jlaviventer

,,
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Desmar., Petaurus

australis

Shaw, Hepoona Roo White New South Wales,

Gould Mamm.

PI. 6 1, p. 288,

of Austr.

PI. 3

1.

smaller than the pre-

;

ceding, a dark streak along the back; the ears longer and naked, the

under surface yellowish, &c.

In a very small species the

tail is shorter

than the body and furnished

along the two sides with long transverse hairs.

Sp. Phalangista pygmcea,

Petaurus pygmceus Desmae., Dldelphis pygmcea Shaw, Scheeb. Sdugeth.

Tab. 144 A, GuERiN Icon.,

Prom

of trees.

Mamm.

PI. 21, fig. 3;

With the exception of the
Phalangista nana or Dromicia.
formed.

Family V.

Peramelma.

Hind

feet

the claws, with

(or Acrobates) is

it

closely corresponds with

Incisors, canines

and molars; upper

parachute,

middle incisors not larger than the
nate.

keeps in hollow stems

it

genus Acrohata Desm.

this species the

Snout

rest.

porrect,

acumi-

with second and third toes conjoined as far as

first (or

pollex) mostly imperfect or indistinct.

n
Tarsvpes Gervais.

Teeth very small, separate

—

1-1
the lower larger, procumbent, canines
1—1r
3—3
:j

duous, mostly ^

—

o

j

remote.

;

incisors

^

molars inconstant, deci-

,

Snout very long, attenuate.

Ears

rounded, moderate. Feet pentadactylous, posterior somewhat longer,

with pollex apart, clawless

and third

toes of the

;

hind

claws

flat,

feet acute,

except those of the second
Tail long, with

suberect.

short fur, prehensile.
Geevais in Gueein Magas. de Zool. 1842, Mamm.
35—37. Wateeh. Mamm. 1. Tab. 11, fig. i, PI. 19, fig. 6 (cranium),
Gould Mamm. of Austr. i. PI. i in Western Australia; a small insectivorous animal living in trees, agreeing in some respects with Phascologale
and Myrmecobius, but having the posterior thujnb of the Phalangistce.
The teeth are quite abnormal, as they are in the genus Proteles amongst

Sp. Tarsipes rostratus
I*l-

;

the carnivora; a ccecum

is

absent.

Perameles Geoffe., Thylacis Illig.

———

5
Incisors ^

6

and outer on each
1

nioiars

7-7
=—
--

side separate

•

T

,

spurious molars

from the

k-—5

rest

4-4

3-3
5

true

-.

—^

;

5 the upper
6
1 — 1
canines .— j,

—

.,

,

5

\

with crown quad-

Snout porrect, acuminate. Ears elongate. Fore
with outer toe apart, very short; hind feet
elongate, with pollex very short, clawless, apart or none.
Tail
moderate or somewhat short.
rate, tuberculate.

feet pentadactylous,

MAMMALIA.
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Comp. Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire, Memoire sur un nomeau genre de
Mammif. a bourse, &c., Ann. du Mus. iv. pp. 56 65, PI. 44, 45.

—

Sp. Perameles nasuta Geoffr.

Waterh.

PI. 45,

1. 1.

Gder.

Nat. Lihr. PI. 13, the handicost;

Icon.,

New

than the others and nearly of the

species, larger

are particularly long and the

tail,

Mamm.

PI. 20, fig. 3,

South Wales, &c.
size of

In a

a rabbit, the ears

furnished with long hairs,

is

black and at

thumb on the hind feet is wholly wanting sub-genus
Macrotis Eeid, Perarjalea Gray, Perameles larjotis Waterh. Natter. Lihr.
PI. 12, Mamm. i. PI. 13, fig. r, Gould Mamm. of Austr. i. PL 12; this
species lives in Western Australia.
For other species compare Waterhouse 1. 1.

the point white

the

;

:

Ogilby.

Choeropus

(Teeth of the preceding genus.)

Feet

slender, anterior didactylous, posterior with pollex none, fourth toe

alone insistent, the rest small, apart,

all

unguiculate.

Tail short

Ears elongate.

slender.

Sp. Chceropus castanotis

Mamm.

Gray, Gould

Mamm.

of Austr.

i.

PI. 13,

Waterh.

2; Southern Australia; a small animal 9^ inches
long exclusive of the tail, which is 4 inches long. It is the only species
i.

PI.

13, fig.

of marsupial of which the fore feet have fewer thau 5 toes.

Family VI.

Dasyurina.

and molars in both

Incisors, canines,

Q

jaws; incisors
tadactylous

77,

canines longer than incisors.

posterior in

;

some pentadactylous, with pollex very

short and clawless, in others tetradactylous

from

Anterior feet pen-

;

second toe separate

Tail not prehensile, hairy.

third.

Phascologale

with conical,

3-3

Temm.

Spurious molars q

acute tubercles,

—

5

the last upper

4_4
5

true

-r

small,

—^

,

crown

transverse.

Tail with hair short or penicillate towards the point.
Small

mammals

of which

some

species

have no pouch, the young being

protected by the hair alone of the body.

Sp. Phascoloyale penicillaia

Temm., Didelphis penicillata Shaw, Dasyurus penicillatus Geoffu., White
New South Wales, PI. 58, p. 281, Schreb. Sdicr/eth. Tab. 152 b6, Gould

Mamm.

of Austr.

i.

PI. 6; the skull

and teeth figured by Temm. Monogr.

9—12;

length about from 15" to 17", of which the tail
makes 7" or 8"; a tuft of hair at the end of the tail; this species is
I.

PI. VII. figs.

spread over a great part of Australia, with exception of the north, and

The two middle upper

lives in trees.

incisors are longer

than the

rest.

Such however

is

logale 7iiinima

Temm., Dasyurus minimus Geoffr., Schreb. Sdugelh. Tab.
Van Diemen's Land, in Phascologale minutissima WagN.

152

Be,

from

not the case in

all

the species, for example, not in Phasco-

;
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Antechinus minutmimus

Gould Mamm.

of Australia {^\" long,

of which the

species of the order) &c.

These

of Austr. iv. PI.
tail

with a

species,

short hairs, forni the genus Antechinus

makes one

Mac

very thick at the base, especially in the males

tail

from the East

covered sparingly by

Leat.
;

4,

half; the smallest

In some the

tail is

they form the genus Poda-

Irus GODLD.

Dasyurus Geoffr. (excl. of some species). Spurious molars
4—4
^ true -7 J tuberculate, the last upper small, transverse.

—2
2

—

—

,

J

poUex none.

Posterior feet with clawless hallucar wart, or

Tail

lax, villous throughout.

—

Compare Geopfeot Saint-Hilaiee Ann. du Mus. in. pp. 353 363,
and Temminck Monogr. de Mammal. 1. pp. 51 7-2, sur les Mammif. du
genre Dasyure et sur deux genres vois'ms, les Thylacines et les Phascogales.

—

Sp. Dasyurus maculatus

Gray, Viverra maculafa Shaw, Dasyurus macrurus
PI. 46, p. 276, Peeon et Lesueue, Voy. aux
this species the hind feet have a rudiment of a thumb

Geofpk., Phillip Botany Bay,
Terr, austr. PI. 33

the fur

is

;

in

brown with white

spots,

which occur

also

on the

tail

from

;

Van

In other species the thumb of the hind feet is entirely
Dasyurus vlverrinus (and Das. Maugei Geoppe. and F. Cuv.

Diemen's Land.
absent, as in

Mamm.
White

Didelphis viverrina Shaw, Phillip

PI. 100),

Neio South Wal. PI. 59, p. 285,

1.1. PI.

15, p. 147,

Scheeb. Saugeth. Tab. 162

Be,

Gdee. Icon., Mamm. PI. 20, fig. 2 New South Wales, Van Diemen's
Land; smaller than the preceding, tail unspotted. A larger species with
short, large head and short tail has given occasion for the sub-genus
Sarcophilus F. Cuv. it is the Dasyurus ursinus, Didelphis ursina Hareis,
Li7in. Trans, ix. PI. 19, fig. 2, named by the English colonists native
;

;

Devil;

it is black with a white patch on the breast between the fore legs,
and has a bunch of very long hairs behind the eyes and another above

them.

Thylacmus Temm., Peracyon Geay. Incisors even, or the external slightly larger

;

3
molars compressed, tricuspidate, spm-ious ^

4-4
true molars
anterior.

—j

-r

Ears

pollex none.

,

—3

—

^

,

the upper with an accessory tubercle internal,

Hind

hairy.

short,

feet

tetradactylous,

with

Tail moderate, short-furred, thick at the base, some-

what compressed

at the point.

Sp. Thylacinus Harrisii Temm.,

Didelphis cynocephala

Linn. Soc. ix. PI. 19, Lesson Centur. Zool. PI.

Mamm.

PI. 49, fig.

Land; the

tiger

r

;

Gould Mamm.

Haeris

Transact,

Cuv. R. Ani., ed. ill.,
of Austr. in. PI. i, 2, Van Diemen's
2,

or zehva-wolf of the colonists, of the size and form of

a wolf, but lower on the legs

;

black transverse stripes on the back behind.

—

—

—

MAMMALIA.
Owen

According to the observation of

or rather they are represented

here,
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the ossa marsupialia are wanting

by

fibro-cartilages in the external

oblique muscles of the abdomen.

Molar teeth

——

Q

q

7;

- or

--

8

8

Q

Waterh.

Myrmecohius
•^

q
-

9-9

the three

,

anterior spm-ious, compressed, tricuspid, the posterior with

having

many

conical, acute

tubercles.

poUex
Tail somewhat long,

acute.

crown

Hind

acuminate.

Claws compressed, curved,

absent.

tetradactylous,

feet

Head

villous with long hairs.

Wateehouse Trans, of the Zool. Soc. 11. 2, 1838,
Mammal. I. PL 14, fig. i, GovhD Mammal, of Austr.

Sp. Myrmecohius fasciatus
PI. 27, 28,

p. 149,
I.

PI. 10; a little

red
in

feet,

animal of the

size of

a squirrel, grey-brown, with almost

on the back dark-brown with white transverse bands.

Western Australia and

is

supposed to

Pedmiana Wagn.

Family YII.

live

on

It

insects, especially

is

found

on ants.

canines and molars

Incisors,

Feet pentadactjlous, the posterior a

in both jaws; incisors -o-.

hand, with pollex apart, opposable to the other fingers, clawless,
broad.

DiddpMs
7
^

_

7

-

large,

,

Molars

Canine teeth long, curved, acuminate.

L.

4
true -

—4

—J

)

produced as

Head

cuspidate.
far as

produced, with gape of

under the outer angle of eye.

few, very long at the nostrils

and

lips.

mouth

Bristles

Tail furred at the base,

elsewhere somewhat naked, scaly.
The proper
species) to

This numerous genus

jyoucli-animal, opossum, le sarigue.

peculiar to Ajnerica, and, indeed

(with the exception

is

of two or three

South America, and represents there the Coescoes of India and

the Dasyures

of

New

These animals eat

Holland.

principally insects, small birds

and

all

their eggs, reptiles, &c.

kinds of food,

and

also fruits.

Animals of this genus lived in the tertiary period a nearly perfect skeleton of an opossum has been found in the gypsum of Paris see CuviEB
Ann. du Mus. v. pp. 277 292, PI. 19.
;

;

—

DidelpMs

(in stricter sense).

+ With mammce

All the toes

free.

situated betiveen tivo cutaneous folds of the

aidomen, in

place of a pouch.
a)

With

tail short, ears

Sp. DidelpMs tristriata

Geoffk. Desm.,
235, Tab. 5, Buff.

tricolor
II.

p.

shoH {Habitus nearly of

Kdhl, Wateehouse Nat.

So^'ex).

Lihr. PI. 3

Didelphis

;

Didelpihis hrachyura 'Paulas Act. Petrop. 1780,
Hist, nat., Suppl. vii. p. 252, Tab. 61

;

Guyana;

—

—
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grey,

mixed with black above, red-brown along the
9 inches long, of which the tail forms

on the belly

With

b)

somewhat

;

sides, yellowish-white

&c.

3,

equalling or sUglitly surpassing the body, with ears

tail long,

long.

Sp. Didelphis dorsigera'L., ^cwkeses. Saugeth.'Vah. 150; Surinam;

Schkeber

phis murina L.

Mamm.

Sdugeth. Tab.

149,

These species carry their young

PI. 17, fig. 2; Brasil, Peru, &c.

on the back when they are sufficiently developed to leave the
at first they were attached, whilst these throw their tails like
the

tail

Didel-

univ. d'Hist. nat.,

Diet.

teat, to

which

tendrils

round

many

shorter

240

— 243,

of the mother.

ft With niammce

contained in a pouch.

{Tail long, but in

than body.)

Shaw, Buep. Suppl.

Sp. Didelphis virginiana

Sarigue
F. Cuv.

et

Sarigue a longs

Mamm.

PI.

96

—98

vi. PI. 33, 34, pp.

Scheeb. Sdugeth. Tab. 145*, GtEOFFR.

p)oils,

et

Didelphis cancrivora Gmel., Scheeb. Sdugeth.

;

PI 99, Gueb. Iconogr., Mamm.
by Temm. Monogr. i. PI. 5) from South
America, brown-gi-ey, with black feet, &c. Perhaps in some species the
pouch is only temporally developed. T. T. Reinhaedt saw a Didelphis
Tab.

145,

PI. 20, fig.

aliiventns

Geoffe.
I

F. Cuv.

et

Mamm.

(the skeleton figured

without

instructed with

;

notwithstanding this

pouch,

sj)ecies

is

otherwise

fra den naturh. Forening

VidensJcabel. Meddelelfcr

it.

i

Kjobenhavn for 1854.

Hind

Chironectes Illig.

a poucli

;

tail

minima Zimmerm., Bodd.,

Sp. Didelphis palmata Geoffe., Lutra
nectes variegatus Illig.,
4,

Mamm.

i.

Buff. Suppl.

PI. 17, fig. 1;

about

iii.

PI. 22,

Cuv. R. Ani., ed.

and near the

Yapoclc, a species occurring in
it is

(Manimse contained in

feet palmate.

longer tlian body.)

2 feet in length, of

which the

Nat. Libr. PI.

Mamm.

PI. 48, fig. 4;

ill.,

Guiana and Brasil

rivers of

forms one

tail

(The teeth,

half.

which were described by Ogilby in a young specimen, do not
adult from those of the other species of Didelphis.)

Section

II.

Chiro-

Wateeh.

differ in

the

Mammalia 2ylcicentalia.

a) Posterior extremities none.

Order
Anterior feet changed
flat,

1

III.

Cetacea.

LiNNiEUS wrote "Caudaeloco pedes compedes
I.

form the

p. 25.

tail

This mistake of

was not without

its

Linn^us

in

pinnam planam."

influence, even after the skeleton

Synopsis, p. 501, the last of

whom

Syst. nat.

that the posterior extremities coalesce to

in respect of the Cetacea herbivora {Sirenia Illig.)

Fischbe

horizontal,

External ears none.

continuous with trunk.

ed. XII.

none^ Tail

into fins, posterior

;

see

had become known,
p. 140 and

Illiger Prodrom.

copied the first-named.

MAMMALIA.
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Cetacea (in stricter sense)

Cetacea carnwora.

s.

Mam-

Spiracles (external apertiires of nostrils) on the top of head.

Teeth different in different genera, conical, never
molars with flat crowns, in some the teeth in an embryonic state

maj inguinal.

Body

only.

destitute of hair.

Compare Lacepede

Hist.

not.

des Cetaces,

Paris,

Xli.

(1804)

avec

fig. 4to.

Hunter

J.

Observations on the Structure

Ti'ansact. Vol. 77,

and (Economy of Whales, Philos.
edit. Animal (Eco7iomy, by

1787 (also in the separate

R. Owen, 1837, pp. 331—392)-

Camper

P.

Observations' anatomiques sur la

structure

de plusieurs especes de Cetaces, publ. par A. G.

sqioelette

G. Cuvier

notes de

F. Cuvier

W. Rapp

De

et

un

Atlas de 53 pi.

et

le

avec des

Paris, 1820, 4to.

VHistoire naturelle des Cetaces.

Die Cetaceen zoologisch-anatomisch

Stuttgardt und Tuebingen,

inferieure

Camper

Paris, 1836, 8vo.
dargestellt.

Mit Abbild.

1837, Svo.

D. F. EscHRiCHT Zoologiscli-anatomisch-physioloyische Untersuchungen
nwdischen Wallthiere, i. Bd. Leipzig, 1849, folio. Mit Tafeln

iiber die

u. Holzschnitten.

The true cetaceans live almost
them the largest animal species
fat

under the

cuticle,

thick layer of

from the

cold,

and

This layer of fat passes without

and more fibrous layer bewhole with the

so that the blubber forms a

The skin

corium.

A

met with.

definite distinction into a firmer

neath the

Amongst

in the sea exclusively.

are

cuticle protects these animals

diminishes their specific gravity.

any

all

is

without

but in the

hair;

foetal

state in

Dolphins, and even also in the whales in the adult state, some
bristles are set upon the upper and sometimes also upon the lower

jaw \ That water can be

ejected

from the blow-holes

like a fountain,

experienced observers are disposed to doubt; the animals breathe
(blow) through the apertures, and the vapour mingled with the air

may be

seen as a condensed column, especially in cold regions,

since the animal heat of these creatures

is

greater than in most

mammals ^

^

Compare Eschricht

®

W. ScoRESBT

compare V. Baer, Oken's
s.

85,

HOLBOELL

in

Untersuch. iiber d. nord. Wallthiere,

Account of
Isis,

the Arctic Regions,

1826,

s.

8it, 1828,

s.

71

—

75.

Edinburgh, 1820, 8vo,
s.

927

—932,

Eschricht's Untersuchungen, 193, 194, &c.

Kuester

i.

p.

456

•

ibid. 1835,
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CLASS XVII.
t With head enormous, equalling in magnitude the third or fourth

part of the trunk.

Transverse horny laminje adhering to the upper

Balcena L.

jaw

in place of teeth.

Two

The

The head

whole

whales.

spiracles distinct.
very large, making in some one-third of the

is

may be named toothless cetaceans, although
Geoffeot Saint-Hilaire observed in Balcena

These animals

leng-th.

embryo

in the state of

(as

Mysticetus at the beginning of this century) teeth are present, which, from

the early ossification and coalescence of the groove in which they

not come to view, Ann. du Mus. x. pp. 364, 365.
confirmed this observation in various species, so that

a generally prevalent embryonal state.

lie,

do

Eschricht afterwards
it

may

Unteraucliungen,

s.

be regarded as

85

— 91.

genus J. A. Bennett Natiiurl. Historie en Natuurh.
Beschrijving der Walvisschen in the Natuurh. Verhandelingen van de Maatschappij der Wetensch. te Haarlem, 1809, v. i, with PL

Compare on

Sp. a)

this

With back

Tab. 332, Lacep.

finless

;

Balcena Mysticetus L., Schreber Sdugeth.

both from Marten's SpUzbergisclie

Ciitac. PI. i. fig. i,

Hamburg, 1675, 4to, Taf. Q, fig. a,
ScHREBER Sdugeth. 366, and Cuv. Ji.
fig. i
the Greenland lohale, common

oder Groenldndische Reise-Beschreibung,

ScoRESBT
Ani., ed.

1. 1.

PI. 12, fig.

ill.,

Mammif.

copied in

I,

PI.

100,

;

This species attains a length of

60', and has the
more than 300 pieces. Its food consists of
medusffi, conchifers and molluscs, amongst which last especially of Clio
The whale
horealis (see above, i. p. 775) and Sjnrcttella arctica (i. p. 774).

whale, la Baleine franche.

longest baleen, on each side

fishery attained the greatest extension since the beginning of the seven-

teenth century, after the discovery of the island Spitzbergen^.
subject

On

this

consulted Zorgdrager's bloeijende oplcomst der Groenlandsche

may be

2e druk. 's Gravenhage, 1727, 4to, Scouesby Account, &c. 2nd
and by the same Journal of a Voyage to the Northern Whale-fishery,
Edinb. 1823, Svo. Another species without dorsal fin occurs on the south
coast of Africa and in the South Pacific and also at Japan, Balcena australis
visscherij,

Pt.

Desmoulins, Balcena
374, PI. 25,

fig.

I,

2,

cajyensis
5,

6,

Gov.

(Probably here also

Taf. 28, 29.

Svo, 91, from

Hessel Gerard

Americanas in Chinam), Diet,

Desm.
smaller

ibid. II.
size.

it

affix

see Eech. sur les ossem. foss. V.

Schlegel Faun. Jaiwn.,
belongs Blumenb. Abb. Naturh.

i, p,

Mamm.
Gegenst.

Descriptio geocjrccph. transitu^ supra terras
d'JIist. not. PI. 140, fig.
3 (comp.
This species has a head of relatively

class.

1822, p. 161).

On

;

{cranium),

themselves Balani (Tubicinella balcenarum, see

Coronula bcdcenaris and species of Cyamus, of which
animals no one has ever been observed on the Greenland whale.

above

b)

i.

p.

637),

Adipose fin on

the bach.

Sub-genus Balcenoptera Lac.

Belly marked

by longitudinal grooves.

The

1

fin-fishes (rorquals)

are not on the whole objects of the

In the memorable voyage of Jacob Heemskerk
in Nova Zambia.

company passed the winter

in 1596,

when a

regular

part of the

MAMMALIA.
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since their baleen is worthless and they aflford less blubber.
Here
belongs BalcBna Boops L. (not Fabb.), Bal. Physalus Fabr., Balcenoptera
arctica Schleg., Lacep. Cetac. PI. iv. fig. i, Bltjmenb. Alh. Naturh.

fishery,

No. 74, Rosenthal Einige naturhist. Bemerhungen uber die
H. ScHLEGEL Nieuwe Verhandelingen van de Eerste Klasse van
KoninU. Nederl. Instituut, iii. PI. i, 2, Abhandlungen aus dem

Gegenst.

Walle,
het

Gehiete der Zoologie,

species

Leiden,

1841, Tab. vi.

i.

appears to be the largest of

all;

1843, Tab. ix.

11.

This

there are several examples of

animals more than 80 feet long (some even of 100) ; from time to time
whales are stranded on the coasts of the North Sea these have

these

;

afforded to

Dr Schlegel

opportunity for accurate descriptions and figures 1.
small species from the North is Balcena rostrata Fabr., Pterohalcena
minor Eschr. Distinguished by long pectoral fins is Balwna longimana

A

RuD., Balcena Boops Fabr.

(see Rudolphi Abhandl. der Mnigl. Akad. der
Wissensch. zu Berlin a. d. Jahre 1829, Pliysikal. Kl. s. 133—
144, mit Abb.),
the sharp-UppedWhale, the Keporkah of the Greenlanders ; the same species

also occurs south of the line at the

Phjseter L.,

Catodon Lac.

Cape of Good Hope and elsewhere.

{Physalus and Physeter ejusd.).

Spiracle single towards the apex of

tlie

truncated head or superior

extremity of the snout.
of large conical teeth

Lower jaw narrow, furnished with a row
having an internal cavity, upper jaw edentu-

with a few teeth concealed under the gums.

lous, or

Sp. Physeter macrocephalus

Shaw

et auctor.

Blumenb. Abb. No. 84; blunt-headed

not L., Lac. Cetac. PI.

10,

cachalot, spermaceti whale; attains

nearly the size of the Greenland whale, and

is

met with

in various seas.

Formerly several species of this genus were adopted, but it is not sufficiently demonstrated that they really consist of more than one; in one
the
blow-hole would appear to be not at the fore part of the head, but further
this is the Physeter macrocephalus L., from which Lacepede formed
;

back
his

For the specimens that have a dorsal fin Lacepede
But in all well-preserved specimens the

genus Physalus.

reserved the

name

of Physeter.

so-named blow-hole opens at the fore part of the head, and there

is

a

tubercle or false fin on the hind part of the back.

In special cavities of the head at the upper part of the skull a fatty subis contained which hardens and then forms the
spermaceti.
The oil

stance

sperm oil of the English) is collected. In the intesfound the grey amber (anibra grisea), a substance resembling
cholesterine, which is used as a perfume, since when burnt it emits
an
also (spermaceti oil or
tines

is

agreeable smell; this substance

warm

3Iediz. Zool.

and

is sometimes found drifting on the sea in
up on the coasts. Comp. Brandt u. Ratzeb.
108— 1 11. The Cachalots feed chiefly upon cephalopods,

countries or thrown
I. s.

live together in large troops, especially in the gi-eat

ocean between the
west coast of America and the Eastern hemisphere, in which seas many
Englishmen and North Americans are engaged in their pursuit.
1

For the

viscera

compare

W. Veolik

Ontleedkundige aanmerUngen over den

Noordschen vinvisch. Tijdschr. voor nat. Gesch. en Physiol,

YOL.

II.

iv. bl.

i

24.

40
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CLASS XVII.
+t With head congruous, not surpassing

the seventh

part of trunk.

(Blow-hole single.)

Monodon
teetli in

Two

Ceratodon Beiss., Illig.

L.,

horizontal canine

the upper jaw, in females mostly latent, enclosed, in males

that of the

grooved

very long, straight, subulate, porrect,

exsert,

left side

spirally, that of the right side concealed, solid

small teeth (spurious molars?) contained in the

Lower jaw
of dorsal

Cutaneous fold scarcely

edentulous.

Transverse caudal

fin.

MENB. Abh. naturh.

Camper

2,

distinct, in place

Cetac. PI. 4, fig. 3, PI. 5, fig. 2,

No. 44, Scoresby Account, 11.
31 (cranium); the Narwhal; this

Gegenst.

Cetac. PI. 29

—

two other

;

of upper jaw.

bilobed.

fin,

Monodon Monoceros L., Lacep.

Sp.

gum

the icy sea and feeds principally on cephalopods or
feet,

from eight to ten

feet long.

The tooth of

i,

species lives in
It attains a

sepise.

besides the long tusk of the male, which

length of thirteen

Blu-

PI. 15, figs,

the right side, which

may
lies

be

con-

Comp.
The two small teeth noticed amongst
the generic characters were discovered by Prof. Cl. Mulder compare his

cealed in the jaw,

Home

is

externally smooth and not hollow within.

Led. on comp. Anat.

PI. 42.

11.

;

valuable paper in the Tijdschr. voor nat. Geschied. en Physiol,

— 109,

1835,

il.

bl.

In the females both teeth usually remain latent. Occasionally Narwhals have been met with having two projecting tusks, but all
the instances are not examples of it which were cited as such by Albers
on the occasion of his describing one from the cabinet of Froriep Icoiies ad
65

PI. 2.

:

ill.

tot

bl.

compare G. Vrolik in Bijdragen
de Dierkunde, published by the Society of Amsterdam, 3e Aflev. 1851,
Anat. comp. Lipsise, 1818, Tab.
21

—

with large figures.

28,

DelpMnus L.
Caudal

jaws.

Teeth

conical, vertical,

Head

into a short

gum.
fin

mostly numerous in both

emarginate.

fin

Uranodon

Hyperoodon Lac,

Wagn.

11. iil;

Illig.,

Chcenodelphinus

Eschr.,

rounded, with forehead declivous, produced abruptly

Gape of mouth

snout.

small.

Teeth covered by

Blow-hole transverse, lunate, concave anteriorly.

remote, small

;

Adipose

pectoral fins small.

Sp. Delphinus edentidus Schbeb., Hyperodon hictskopfLACEP.

diodon ejusd.), Lac. Cetac. PI.

13, fig. 3,

{a,ni.

Delphinns

Schbeb. Sdugth. Tab. 346, 347,

I, Hunter Philos. Transact, for 1787, PI. 19, [great Bottle-nose
Wesmael Notice sur un Hyperoodon, PI. i. M6m,. de VAcad. royale
de Bruxelles, xiii., W, Vrolik Natuur- en Ontleedkundige Beschouwing van
den Hyperoodon, PL i. Nat. Verhandel. v. d. Maatschappij der Wetensch. te

348,

fig.

Whale),

Haarlem, V.

—

16,

i.

(Figures of the skull in

1848, &c.

W. Vrolik

cited at p. 597, n.

1. 1.

x,

PI.

PL

v

—

vii.

viii.).

;

of the brain

Camper

by Eschricht

The adult animal appears

of from twenty-two to twenty-eight feet.

Cetac. PI. 13
in his paper,

to attain a length

In the skull the two erect ridges

are especially observable, which the upper jaws present near the forehead.

—

MAMMALIA.
Mostly there are two
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but sometimes also (M. A. Hendriksz and C.

teeth,

Mulder Alg. Kmist- en Letterhode voor 183 1,
341, W. Thompson Ann, and Mag. of Nat.
besides these

some smaller teeth
Unte.rsuck.

305, 306, 338

1846, p.

152)

concealed in the

gum;

in addition lie also concealed in both

die Walltkiere,

iih.

bl.

Hist. xvii.

lower jaw,

four teeth at the fore part of the

{ESCHRICHT

Deel,

i

s.

37).

jaws

This cetacean has occa-

on the coasts of Great Britain and Holland,
Northern latitudes, and usually keeps far from
captured at the Faroe Islands, where it is named Dogling.

sionally been cast ashore

otherwise
the shore

The food

resides in high

it

it is

;

of Hyperoodon consists

which the horny beaks heaped
other were found by

As ScHLEGEL

Vrolik

Cephalopods {Loligines), of

chiefly of

by thousands or sometimes within each
the specimen dissected by him.

uji

in

has remarked, to this sub-genus ought also to be referred

Belpkinus micropteriis Cuv. (F. Gov. Cetae. PI.

8,

Mem.

3

de I'Acad. royale de Brux. xii. 1839,

^^*i<^

fig.

pl-)>

i,

Domoetier,

from which Del-

phinus Sowerbyi Desmar., Physeter hidens Sowerby does not seem to
in the opinion of

Escheicht

also,

^ihme

ibid. XIV. pp. 5

named

distinct, his

Tome

Sdrie,

XV.

— 17.

whom

these species, which

genus Mesodiodon ; see Ann. des

1851, Zool. pp.

Sc.

nat.,

compare also Gervais,
species from the tertiary beds
71;

5,

Here belong fossil
Cdviee

differ,

this last species is the

Duvernoy forms from

male of Ddph. micropterus.
he contends are

according to

Crag, which were united by

in

one genus under the name

of Zuphius.

Platanista F. Cuv.

Teeth

numerous in both jaws.
produced, compressed.
fins subtriangular,

conical, projecting

from the gums,

Blow- hole a longitudinal
Dorsal

fissure.

depressed, remote.

fin

Snout
Pectoral

broad at the posterior margin.

Sp. DelpJiinus gangeticus Lebeck, Dcr Gesellschaft naturforsch. Freunde
Berlin neue Schriften,

III.

1801,

s.

280

— 282,

Taf.

11.,

zv,

Belphiniis rostratus

Shaw, F. Gov. CetoA;. pp. 251—257, PI. 8, fig. 2 (PI. 18, figure of the
EscHRiCHT 0?/!- GangesdelpMneti, in Kongel. Danshe Vidensk. Selsk.

skull),

—

mathem. Afdeling, 11. Bd. 185 1, pp. 347 387,
This dolphin, which lives in the mouths of the Ganges, becomes

Sir., 5te Raekke, Natur, og

with 3
7'

pi.

long,

and

is

distinguished not only

pressed laterally, but also by

might be supposed

its

by

its

long sword-shaped snout com-

eyes being so small that, on a superficial

The blow-hole has a form
In the rising ridges of the superior
maxillary bones the skull resembles in some degree that of Hyperoodon.
view,

it

to be entirely blind.

quite unusual amongst cetaceans.

Delphinus auctor.

gums

in both jaws.

Several conical teeth projecting from the

Blow-hole transvei'se, lunate, concave forwards.

The Dolphins. Amongst

these the smallest cetaceans are found, of which

only a few species attain more than ten

famUy that

feet.

It

is

the only division of this

numerous in species; some are found in all seas, a few also
in rivers.
They are very voracious, and swim with great velocity. In
some species the head extends forwards into a narrow snout (sub-gen.
Delphinus Guv., Rhinodelphis Wagn.). Here belongs Delphinus Delphis
L., Lac:^p. Ceiac. PI. 13, fig. i, Blumenb. Abb. naturhist. Gegenst. No. 95,
is

40—2

—

——
.
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CLASS XVIT.
GUBR., Iconogr., Maminif.

PL

47, fig.

i

common

the

;

dolphin, dorsal fin

behind the middle of back from forty to forty-five teeth on each side in
both jaws. This species becomes 8' long, and occurs in the North Sea and
the Mediterranean Sea. It is the DelpJdnus of the ancients, of which they
;

have given

many

Hunter

Herod.

1.

24 i

Phil. Trans. (1787), Vol. 77,

Gebiete der Zool.

i.

PL

5, figs,

i,

2,

;

.

PL

Delphinus Tursio Fabr., Cuv.,
18,

Schlegel Ahhandl. aus dem

the bottle-nosed dolphin, about twenty-

four teeth on each side above and below

of the back

Arion

wonderful accounts, amongst which the myth of

claims a distinguished place,

this species is usually

;

the dorsal fin almost in the middle

from eight to eleven

feet long,

some-

times more.

In other species the head

not prolonged into a snout, but

is

blunt

is

Here belongs Delphinus Phoccena L., Schreber
Sdugth. Tab. 342, Cuvier Menag. du Mus. national d'Hist. nat. Livraison
7, with a figure of Marbchal, Cuv. R. Ani., ed. ill., Mammif. PL 97,
the common porpesse, le
fig. 3, GUER. Iconogr., Mammif. PL 47, fig. 2
marsouin; this species is rarely more than 4' long, and is the smallest and
most common of this family. It frequents the North Sea and also occurs
in the Zuider-Zee; usually it keeps near the shore, and swims in company
(sub-genus Phoccena Cuv.).

;

in large or small packs.

There are from twenty to twenty-four small teeth

on each

;

both jaws

side in

the dorsal fin stands on almost the middle of the

back, nearer however to the
of this species
121,

Albers

Paulson
Icones

Oken's his 1826,
I

—41

ad

s.

tail

Compare on the anatomy

than to the head.

Shrivter of natiirh. Selskabct,
ill.

807

Anat. comp.

u.

fasc. 11.

(description of the muscles), &c.

2,

—

1793, pp.

vii.,

m

V. Baer

in

Mueller's Archiv, 1849, sDelphinus globiceps Cuv. Ann. du

Stannius

fi".,

11.

Tab. v

in

Mus. Tome 19, PL l. figs. 2, 3 this species with a blunt head belongs to
those to which the name of Butzlcopf has been assigned; it is called by
;

English writers the round-headed gram-pus ;
anterior part of the back,

both jaws).

it

and only few teeth

This dolphin

may

has a

fin

(nine or ten

standing on the

on each side of

more than
Of such Lacbpbde forms
the unnecessary sub-genus Delphinapterus
Sp. Delphinus leucas Pallas
Zoogr, Rosso- Asiat. Tab. i. Schreb. Sdugth. 349, Scorksby Arctic Reg. 11.
PL 4 the Beluga; a large species from the high North a very rare visitant
In some species there

20'.

is

attain a considerable length,

no dorsal

fin.

—

;

;

of the British seas,

Family IX.
flat

Two

pectoral

Brit. Vert. Ani. p. 43.

Sirenia Illig.

opening in the upper

with

Jenyns

s.

Cetacea lievhivora.

lip at the anterior part of

head.

Nostrils

Molar teeth

crowns, or a horny lamina in place of teeth in both jaws.

mammaj,

Setaj in the

lips

;

hocly furnished with

scattered hairs, especially in younger individuals.

The herbivorous cetaceans were formerly placed in the neighbourhood of the seals the lamaatin was united with the walrus in the
same genus {Trichechus). They are distinguished, however, like the
true cetaceans, by the absence of hind limbs.
Camper had shewn
;

the resemblance of these animals to the whales {(Euvres,

li.

pp.

—
MAMMALIA.
477

4:91,

du JDugon

gi'eat

Cuvier

Ozeretzkovsky in iV^ov.
ad annos 1795, 1796, Tom. xiii.), and

de livFFON ; see also

Act. Acad. Sclent. Petropol.

the

629

the systematic arrangement

also impi^oved

inasmuch as the resemblance which
family bears to the walrus is merely supei'ficial and external.
regards

these animals,

the other hand,

cannot be overlooked that

it

as
this

On

many

there are

important peculiarities in the whole organisation which distinguish
the herbivorous from the true cetaceans, and that therefore the

union of these two femilies in one order

There are however

no

difficulties of

less

exposed to objections'.

is

weight which oppose the

union of the lam anting with the pachyderms.

The

and surpasses the

intestinal canal is long in these animals,

length of the body eleven, fourteen,

the animal of Steller

in

The stomach has two blind appendages at the
in the lamantin and the dugong; the

twenty times.

pyloric portion, at least

pyloric portion

is

cardiac portion

The heart
figs,

in

pairs)

;

in

Lectures, Vol.

all,

the pelvis.

many

a blind appendage beset with

;

the

follicles.

divided at the apex by a deep fissure (see various

is

Home

separated from the cardiac by a constriction

is

The

iv.).

ribs are

numerous (15

— 19

the Manatus included, there are traces of bones of

These animals feed on marine plants {Fuci), and keep

near the shores of the sea and the mouths of

Bhytina Illig., Stellera Cuv.^

rivers.

Teeth none; a lamella with

undulating surface, scarcely containing any calcareous matter, com-

Head

posed of horny tubules, covering both jaws internally.

Body covered with thick, fibrous, fissured epidermis.

small.

Caudal

fin

lunate.
Sp. Rhytina SteUeri

Desm.,Wagn Trwhcchus Manatus

Zoogr. Rosso-Asiat.

,

I.

length of twenty-four

p. 273, Icon. Fas. 1.
feet,

boreaUs Gm.,

Pallas

This animal, which attains a

formerly lived in the neighbourhood of the coast

Kamschatka at Behring's Island, and was discovered and described by
Stellek in Behring's second voyage see Nov. Comin. Acad. Sc. Petrop.
Tom. II. ad annum 1749, pp. 294 330 (and in a separate publication in
German, Ausfilhrliche Beschreibung von sonderbaren Meertlderen, Halle,
of

;

—

1753, 8vo).

Since 1768 this animal has not been seen; on the discovery

of Behring's Island, which was uninhabited,

become exceedingly
iiber die

limited.

See

VoN

distribution

its

Brandt
1

2

Steller
{Mem. de I'Acud.

ehemalige Verbreitimg u. die gdnzliche Vertilgung der von

beobachteten Nordischen Seehuh, St. Petersburg, 1838, 4to

imp. des

had already

Baer's masterly Untersuchungcn

Sc.

de St Petersb. vi. Serie,

Tome

v.).

has given extensive details with figures,

Compare Owen, Proceedings of the Zool.
Or Stellerus? Desmar. Encycl, method.

Of the dental laminae

Mem.

de I'Acad. imp. des

Soc. 183S, pp. 28

— 45.

—

;
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Tome

Sc. de St.Petersb. Vl. S6rie,

sirenologicw,

ib.

Tome

v.

1833,

il.

1846, pp.

i

103

s.

— 160,

— 118, Tab.

Tab.

I

anomaly, but upon which no light can now be thrown,
by Steller of fingers in the pectoral fins.

Two

JSalicore Illig.

—5

-

Bugong Q0OY
PI.

Ceiac.

PL

1

fig.

46,

.

Edbppell has given a

— 114, Tab.

fin lunate.

Wagn., Halicore

Home

Lect.

Ocean and

occurs in the Indian

()g

Pectoral

indica Desmar., Halicore

on comp. Anat.

iv. PI. 52, F. Cuv.
Schreb. Sdugth. Tab, 382, Guer. Iconogr., Mammif.,
This animal, named Dugong or Dujmig by the Malays,

Gaim.,

et

4,

the absence noticed

or fewer, with flat crown.

Caudal

Halicore cetacea Illig.,

Sp.

is

Symholce

remarkable

large upper incisors in adults, lower none

5
canine teeth none, molars ^
fins destitute of claws.

I. et

— v. A

also

Eed Sea, from whence
Mus. Senckenb. I. 1834, pp.

the

in

careful description of

it,

This species becomes from

VI.

The long upper

stated at even 20').

8'

to 10' long

incisors are for the

From

female entirely) concealed in the jaw.

(it

has been

most part

the

(in

these teeth the intermaxillary

bones are uncommonly large, and the head has the appearance of being

Other smaller incisors in both upper and lower jaws

swollen forwards.

may be

observed in young individuals,

surface of the

mouth

is

The

but afterwards disappear.

covered in front with a hard integument, which

Compare on

corresponds to the horny plates of Rkytina.

this

animal and

its

anatomy, besides the memoir of EuEPPELL, BuFP. Hist, natur.

PI.

56

QooY

(skull),
et

P.

Camper

Gaimard

(Euvres,

s.

I

—

6,

Tab.

I.

young

PI. vii. figs.

xiii.
2,

3,

Owen

PI. 27,

—45, Bischoff in Mueller's Archiv,

(tongue-bone and larynx).

Manatus Cuv. {Manati BoDD.).
acute, in

—491,
pp. 143 — 148,

pp. 477

Voy. de V Astrolabe, Zool.

Proceed, of the Zool. Soc. 1838, pp. 28
1847,

11.

age, in adults

none

;

Two

small upper incisors,
8 —8
canines none molars -x
^

—

;

;

with crown square, divided by a transverse groove. Pectoral fins
flat, marginal nails, with thumb always

furnished sometimes with

Caudal

unarmed.

fin

The lamantin

oblong and rounded.
or sea-cow.

The intermaxillary bones, with

their

much

smaller incisors, which disappear in old individuals, are less developed than
in the preceding genus.

In the under jaw also of young individuals traces

number is not
mouth is covered

Here

of small incisors are seen, of which however the

fixed.

also the anterior part of the cavity of the

in both jaws

with a hard and grooved integument.
It

is

now

generally supposed that three species of this genus

adopted, of which two are from the coasts of America,

Manatus

may

be

australis

WiEGM. from Brasil, and Manatus latirostris Harlan, from the coast of
LiNN^US comprised both these
Florida, the West Indies and Surinam.
To Manatus latirostris
species under the name of Trichechus Manatus.
belongs the figure of

Home

Phil. Trans. 1822, Tab. 26, 27, Lectures, iv.

and the interesting anatomical description of W. Vkolik Bijdragen tot de Dierhimdc, published by the genootschap te Amsterdam, 4da
PI.

52,
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(Besides other characters this species

Aflev. 1852.

distinguished

is

Manatus

17 ribs, whilst the Brasilian has oaly 15 or 16.)

australis

by
is

by HoMBOLDT, Wiegmann's Archiv f. Naturgesch. 1838, Taf. i.
ir; to this also belong Stannius Beitrage zur Kenntniss des Amerikanischen Manati.
Mit 2 lith. Taf. Rostock, 1845, 4to.
The third species Manatus senegalensis Desmar., occurs on the west
coast of Africa under the tropics; see Adanson ITist. nat. du Senegal,
the skull is figured by Cuvier Rech. sur les Oss. foss. v. i, PI.
p. 143
figured

;

19, figs. 4, 5.

12' to 15' or

These animals attain a length of from
like that of the

dugong,

is

eatable,

and

is

more; their

flesh,

famed as being palatable.

b) Fo7a' distinct extremities.

Oeder IV.

Pachydermata.

Feet ungulate or furnished with nails which are
lar,

flat

and ungu-

monodactylous, tridactylous, tetradactylous or pentadactylous.

Molar teeth in both jaws, tuberculate, complex or lamellose, with
crown hroad, suitable for triturating incisors and canines some(Ungulate animals, not ruminating
times none. Stomach simple.
vegetable food with skin mostly thick, often thinly haired.)
;

;

The Pachyderms.

Although a

genus [Anoplotherium)

fossil

is

furnished with two hoofs only, and in the hog not more than two
hoofs rest on the ground, whilst two others, smaller and accessory,
are raised above the ground (ungulce succenturiatcB
in

many ruminant

animals, yet these

last,

s.

accessorice), as

the ruminants,

ai'e

not to

Of these the carpal and
tarsal bones correspond in number to the number of the fingers, and
do not coalesce to form a single bone.
They have not a compound
be confounded with the former order.

stomach, and never ruminate.
principally

All these animals are exclusively or

We

herbivorous.

admit,

however,

name of a natural division
example, between Hyrax and Elephas in all the

scarcely deserves the

;

that this order

and there

is,

for

characters a differ-

ence almost as great as that between the bodily sizes of the two.

The ungulates are distinguished by the odd or even mimber of
an arrangement first proposed by Cuvier Rech. s. I.
;

their toes

Ossem. foss.

sec.

ed. 4to,

iii. p.

72,

but afterwards abandoned.

was again advanced and strongly defended by Owen in works

The

below

(p.

foi-m

an aberrant group.

634).

It

cited

elephants, from their peculiarities of structure,

The remaining ungulates (with the

exception of the ruminants which

we

regard as a distinct order)

are grouped according to the odd or even

number

of their toes.
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Phalanx

Family X.

Prohoscidea.

I.

Ehphantina.

Incisor

teeth

gate.

Nose elongated
mammfe.

Feet pentadactylous.

Two

proboscis.

To

pectoral

of which also there are

diluvial

period.

To

it

with crown elon-

into a long, prehensile

genus

this division belongs only a single

the elephants,

upper jaw two,

in

exsert, large; canine teeth none; molars large,

fossil

now

addition the

belongs in

living, that of

remains from the
extinct

genus

Mastodon Cuv., in which the crowns of the molars have nippleshaped tubercles placed in pairs, and of which the species lived
in the tertiary and diluvial periods.Mastodon giganteus Cuv., Pander

u. D'Alton Die Shelete der PachyThe fossil remains of this animal are found in North
(The name of Mammoth has been given incorrectly to this

dermata, Tab. in.

America.
animal;

known

it

A

belongs to ElepJias primigenius.)

skeleton of this species

is

was of the height of the elephant but
In younger individuals two incisor teeth occur in the under jaw
longez-.
also; they are short and lie horizontally; these have introduced the genus
Tetracaulodon ; Godman Transact, of the American Phil. Soc, new Series,
Vol. III. P. 2, Philadelphia, 1830, pp. 478 485 (transferred to the Ann.
Sometimes one or two incisors are
des Sc. nat. xx. 1830, pp. 292
301).
persistent on the right side, in the male according to the surmise of OwEN,
which would seem to be analogous to the tusk of the male Narwhal
{Annals and Magaz. of nat. Hist. XI. 1843, pp. 147
151 see also Owen,
History of British fossil Mammals and Birds, London, 1846, pp. 292, 293,
and Laurillard in the fourth edition of Cdvier Rech. sur les Oss. foss.
Remains of Mastodon axe found in various coun1S34, II. pp. 372, 373.
that weighs looo pounds;

it

—

—

—

;

Europe which belong to another species {Mastodon angustidcns
CuviER Eech. sur les Oss. foss. i. 3ifeme ^d. p. 250 et suiv.
But the distinction between Mastodon and the elephants is not so sharply
defined, or else there exist transitions in some molars which have been dug
tries of

Cuv.)

up.

see

;

Owen

Hist, of Brit. foss.

Mamm.

p. 273,

—

Odontography, p. 614.

2-2

Ele^has L.
The
jaw.

Molar teeth mostly ^
large tusks,

The molars,

(see p. 575),

which supply the

-

,

lamellose.
upper
by cement

ivory, are the incisors of the

consisting of several plates united together

succeed each other from behind forward, by slow advancement.

Cominonly two such are

visible,

sometimes three or even one only. Although

there are five fingers, yet these are not distinguishable on the heavy feet,

which appear as though truncated, except by the nails or hoofs, which on
the fore feet are five or four in number, on the hind feet four or three. The

most remarkable part of the elephant is its proboscis or trunk, of which
we have already spoken above. The elephants live in forests in the tropical
regions of the old world, mostly in troops.

Tlie size of these animals

is
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generally exaggerated

;

only very rarely have any been seen which exceeded

They

lo feet in height.

live to

a great age (lOO years and more); ges-

tation lasts 20 or 21 months; the

with the trunk.

It

ancients appear to

young one sucks with the mouth, not

known that elephants are very docile the
have advanced much further in the education and

is

generally

;

instruction of these animals than people of the present
Hist. nat. Lib. viii. cap.

3,

^lianus

day

Plinius

see

;

de Natura animal. Lib.

11.

cap. 11.

Compare on the elephant amongst others P. Camper Description anatomique d'un elephant male, publiee par A. G. Camper, CEuvres de P,
Camper, 11. pp. i 282 Corse Observations on the manners, habits and
Cdvier
nat. Hist, of the Elephant, Phil. Trans, for 1799, p. 31 sqq.
V Elephant dcs hides, Menag. du M-us. 2e et 8e Livraisons ((5d. i2mo, I. pp.
83
65); Mayer Beitrdge zur Anat. des Elephanten und
125, II. pp. 45
der ilbrigen Pachydermen. Nov. Act. nat. curios. Tom. xxii. 1847.
LiNNJEDS adopted only one species of elephants, under the name of
Elephas maxinius. Blumenbach, who was indebted for the observation to
Camper {CEuvres de P. Camper, ii. p. 69), was the first who distinguished
two species by their molar teeth.
EUpjhas africanus Blumenbach, Cuv., Geoffr. St.-Hilaire and F. Cuv.
Mamm. Livr. 51 (copied in Schreber Sdugtli. Tab. 317 d), Cuv. R. Ani.,
(a molar figured in Blumenb. Abb. natured. ill., Mamm. PI. 76, fig. i.

—

;

;

—

—

—

;

No. 19c); the molars present rhoraboidal bands of enamel on
the crown, so that the plates of which they consist are thicker in the
middle than on the in- and outside the foreliead is convex the ears are
uncommonly large, semicircular flaps. This species occurs in tropical and
hist. Gegenst.

;

;

South Africa.
Elefhas asiaticus Blumenb., Elephas indicus Cuv. Menag. du Mas. 11.,
Geoffr. St.-Hilaire et F. Cuv. 1. 1., Schreb. Sdugth. Tab. 317 c, Guer.
Iconogr.,

Mamm.

PI. 37, fig.

a molar figured by Blumenb.

Bict. univ. d'Hist. nat.,

i,
1. 1.

fig.

b

;

Mamm.

PI. 9

the bands of enamel on the

b;

worn

crowns of the molars are narrow, parallel and sinuous the ears are smaller
and narrower the head longer the forehead is somewhat concave. (Both
;

;

;

Mammif. PI. 82,
Goethe und D'Alton Zur vergleichenden

species are figured in the Diet, des So. natur.,

and

their skulls in

Nov. Act. Acad. Leap. Carol. Nat. Cur.
Asiatic

1824, Tab. 33

Osteologie,

— 35.)

elephant occurs on the continent of India and in Ceylon

Java no elephants are found.
elephant

xii. r,

cahier 43,

is

At Sumatra, on

This
;

at

the contrary, a species of

indigenous, which, according to the remark of

Temminck,

forms a third species, Elephas sumatranus Temm., of which the dental
laminae are thicker and less numerous than in the
it

general sur

les

common

Indian species

ribs, whilst the

the elephant, as some testify, occurs also in certain parts of Borneo,

may

;

Indian species has only 19.
Coup d'ceil
Possessions Neerl. dans I'Inde, 11. 1847, PP> 9^> 9^(Since

has 20 pairs of

be surmised that

it is

it

probably this Sumatran species.)

There are also remains of elephants belonging to a former animal world
(from the diluvial period), amongst which the Elephas primigenius Blu-

menb., the Mammoth'^,

is

best knovsm.

In Holland, too, bones and molars

Properly ilfam;no?i< ; see Bulletin de la Soc. imp. de Moscou,

i.

1829, pp. 267

— 271.

;
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of

are found from time to time.

it

with

M. Van Makum Natuurk,

(See

handel. van de Maatsch. der Wetensch.

Haarlem,

te

Throughout Asiatic Russia,

figure.)

xiii. 1824, bl.

now

Ver-

— 304

most northern

especially in the

parts of Siberia, such remains are so abundant that the

213

number of elephants

living has been estimated, not without apparent probability, as less

than that of those whose remains are dispersed throughout the regions
mentioned.

Near the mouth of the Lena the

was found

in 1805, covered with hairy skin,

frozen body of an elephant

whose two tusks weighed
(A more recent example of an entire skeleton with

together 300 pounds,

the soft parts preserved in part, found in Siberia, even permitted a microscopic examination of the tissues

Moscou, XIX.

2,

Compare on
et fossiles,

sur

Jtech.

1846, pp. 108

see

this subject especially

Ann. duMus.

les

;

viii. pp. i

Ossem. fossil,

Glebofp

Cuvier Mem,, sur

— 58,

pp. 93

3ifeme ^dit. pp.

i.

i

Phalanx

Perissodactyla

II.

In

Owen.

les

EUphants vivans
149 269, and

—

— 155, pp.

— 204

more recently discovered in the sub-Himalayan
coner Fauna antiqua Sivalensis, with fig.

ber of toes on the hind feet at

Bullet, de la Soc. imp. de

— 134.)
;

and, for

hiUs,

many

species

Cautley and Fal-

Ungulates with odd num-

least.

group the dorso-lumbar vertebrae are never fewer than

this

The femur has a

twenty-two.
the astragalus

middle toe

is

is

large

third trochanter.

The

fore part of

divided into two very unequal fa9ettes.

and symmetrical.

The

If the species be horned, the

is placed in the mid line of the head.
The
crown of from one to three of the hinder premolars is generally as
complex as those of the molars. The stomach is simple, the ccecum

horn (one or two)

large

and sacculated.

attempt

See

Owen On

the

Ripfopotamus, with an

develope Cuviee's idea of the Classification of Pachyderms

to

by the number of the toes, Journal of the Geol. Soc. of London, iv,
1848, pp. 103
294, and the same On the characters, principles of

—

division,

and primary groups of

Linn. Soc. Vol. il No.

5,

Family XI. Nasicorma
persistent in both

canines none

;

the class

Mammalia

Illig.,

Pachydermata Blainv. Incisors

jaws in some, in some disappearing from age

molars tuberculate, the crown marked by exsert

——

7

7
emmences, mostly sistent, ungulate.

-

.

Feet tridactylous, with

marked by deep

Rhinoceros L.
single genus.

all

the toes in-

Single horn or two horns placed one behind the

other in the midle of muzzle and of forehead.
haired,

in Proceed, of

1857, pp. 27, 28,

(Characters

Crown

Skin thick, thinly

folds.

of the

family those

also of the

of the upper molars subquadrate, with

two

—

;
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margin crown
two lunate lines convex outHorn or horns without any bone, composed of longitudinal

by a

transverse eminences, joined

crest to tlie outer

;

of the lower elongate, narrower, with

wards.
fibres

Two mammas

compacted, as of concrete hairs.)

closely

inguinal.

The
they

At

rhinoceroses are

live, like

the feet

Owen

;

it

is

heavy animals with a long head and a short

a gland, which appears to have been

The

are very large.

The

discovered

first

large intestine

is

intestinal canal

is

The

of the small intestine

villi

eight times as long as the body.

very wide and forms several saccules at

Owen On

See

of the Zoolog. Soc.

iv.

Anatomy of the Indian
22.
pp. 31—58, PI. 9
the

its

commence-

Rhinoceros, Transactions

—

The names of Rhinoceros

unicornis

and

iicornis (LiNN. Syst. nat. ed. X,

can be no longer retained, since more than one species
both of those with one and of those with two horns.

et XII.)

With incisor

a)

by

opens on the posterior surface, just as a similar gland opens on

the anterior surface in sheep (see below).

ment.

tail

the elephants, in the warmest countries of the old world.

teeth in

is

known

hothjaws.

Menag. du Mus.

Sp. Rhinoceros indicus Cuv., Rhinoceros unicornis L.,

— 14s, Buff.

4il.

Guerin Iconogr.,
Mamm. PI. 37, fig. 3. The skeleton in CuviER Ann. du Mus. iii. pp.
52 with figures, Pandek u. D'Alton die SJcelete der Pachyderm.,
32
i2mo,

pp.

II.

Ill

Hist. nat. xi.

PI.

7,

—

Tab.

{R. Ani. sec. ed.),

(with

VI.

Rhinoceros sondaicus Horsfield, Desmar., Rhinoceros javanus

VIII.

Cuv.

fig.,

Wagn., Horsfield

Zool. Researches in Java,

copied in Schreb. Sdugth. Tab. 317

e),

No.

Mueller

Sal.

at Java,
Natuurk. Verh. over de Overzeesche Bezittingen, Mamm. PI. 33
perhaps also at Borneo. These two species have only one horn. Two;

—

horned

is

Rhinoceros sumatrensis Cuv., Rhinoceros sumatranus Eaffl.,

Wagn., W. Bell
animal and of the

Phil. Trans, for the year 1793
skull),

Geoffr. St.-Hil.

et

47 (copied in Schreber's Sdugthiere, Tab. 317
34

the smallest of the

;

known

incisors in both jaws, at least

species.

when

In

(with figures of the

Mammif.
Mueller 1.

F. Cuvier

all

yoiing, of

Sal.

g),

Livr.
1.

PI.

these species there are four

which

usually two alone persist, especially in the upper jaw.

in older individuals

The two small

in-

upper jaw on the outside, in the lower on the inside
The small teeth, as it seems, are permanently concealed

cisors are placed in the

of the large ones.
in the

gum.
With

b)

incisor teeth in loicer jaio latent, small, in

appearing early.

{Head

extremity of hothjaws.

Sp. Rhinoceros africanus

De

ohtuse, with

Two

molar

teeth

upper jaio none or

advancing nearly

dis-

to ike

horns.)

Camper, Cuv., Rhinoceros

hicornis L., P.

Campeb

cranio Rhinocerotis africani, cornu gemino. Act. Acad. Petropol. 1777,

—

P. 2, pp. 193 210, Natuurl: Verhandelingen over den Orang outang, over
den Rhinoceros met duhhelen horen en over het rendier. Amsterdam, i78'2,
4to; (Euvres, i. pp. 197
290 (with figures of the head and skull; see also

—

.
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Camper

a figure of the skull after

No.

Buff.

7 a),

MANd).

This species

is

naturhist. Gegenst.

by Alla-

still more acute of smelling; Lichtenstein's
Vrolik was the first who shewed that in this

Prof. G.

583.

I. s.

Blumenb. Abb.

very dangerous by night for travellers, and has an

acute sense of hearing and
Reisen,

in

Hist, nat., Sujiplem. vi. PI. 6 (with description

African species also there are four small incisors in the lower jaw, which

however do not come into view from the guui, and

commonly

fall

Wetensch. V.

away
377

bl.

either wholly or in part.

— 385,

in older individuals

Bljdragen

tot

de natuurh.

with a figure. In recent times other two-horned

announced as

Afi'ican rhinoceroses have been

distinct species.

Rhinoceros

simus BuRCHELL, A. Smith Illustrations of the Zoology of South Africa,
London, 1849, 4^'^j ^^- ^^^- ^°*

There are various

fossil species

To

of Rhinoceros.

these belongs Rhino-

Desm. from the

ceros tichorhinus Gov., Rhinoceros Pallasii

diluvial period,

of which remains are found here and there in Europe, but especially in

where

Sibei'ia,

with

its

skin

in 1751

nearly entire specimen of this species covered

3'

was dug out from the

antiqnitatis structura externa

Petersb. Vlifeme Serie, Sc. math. phys.
c.

et

Brandt

See also

ice.

osieologica,

et

nat.

.De Rhinocerotis

31 cm. de I'Acad. imp. de

Tome

Vii. 1849,

pp. 161

St.

—416,

25 tab. lithogr. This species had two horns and, like the Afi'ican species,

no persistent
incisivus

I

It

—

also, of various anti-

of the rhinoceros have been found,

ex. gr.

Rhinoceros

Compare Cuvier Ann. du Mus. vii. Rech. sur les Ossem.
pp. I
93, DuvERNOT Archives du Mus. vii. 1853, pp. i
144,

Cuv.

fossiles, II.

PI.

In the tertiary formations

incisors.

quity, remains

—

—

VIII. &c.

would seem that

placed the

fossil

in the

neighbourhood of Rhinoceros ought to be

animal, to which

Fischer has given the name of Elasmojaw is known

therium, and of which only a portion of the lower

2

Family XII. Lamnungia Illig.
molars

7-7

or

6-6

Hoofs small,

tylous.

Fore

.

flat,

Hyrax Hermann,

Body
orbits.

body.

j

,

canines none,

hind

feet tetradactylous,
"^

feet tridac-

with the exception of the claw, which

adheres to the inner toe of the hind

Pallas.

Incisor teeth

Illig.,

feet,

Cuv.,

and

is

curved, oblique.

Cavia L,, species of Cavia

Characters of the family those also of the single genus.

hairy.

Bristles

Some long

scattered

Tubercle in place of

each side

nostrils and above the
amongst the shorter hair of the
A single small false molar on

on the face around the

setge,

tail.

(or canine) deciduous.

Crown

molars with two lunate
Sp.

Hyrax

Zool. pp.

lines,

two
crown of lower

of upper molars with

eminences joined by a crest to the outer margin

;

convex outwards.

capensis Schreb., Sdiigih. Tab. 240, Cavia capensis Pall. Misc.

30—47, Tab.

3,

4,

Spied. Zool. Fasc.

11.

pp.

16—32; Vosmaer

MAMMALIA.
van eene

Bcsclir.

with
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soort van Afrikaansch Basterd-mormeldler, Amsterd. 1761,
ScHiNZ MonograpJiien der Sduyth. 6tes Heft, 1845, Tab. i,
the daman, KlipdacJis ; a little animal of the size of a rabbit,

col. fig.,

upper

fig.

;

eatable, according to

Kolbe very

It lives in mountainous districts

tasty.

neighbourhood of the Gape of Good Hope

in the

Hyrax

also in Abyssinia,

(as

on Table-mount) and

Ehrenb. (See such a specimen
Cuvier Mammif. Livrais. 54.) In

habessinicus

figured in Geoffr. St.-Hilaire

F.

et

Syria also a species has been found on the mountains near the

Red

Hyrax

Ehrenb.

Syriaeus Schreb. Sdugth. Tab. 140

Synib.),

found
in

(and Hyr. ruficeps

perhaps the ^aphan of the Old Testament.

South Africa
pp. 468

c.

lives in

—470;

fruits, is

trees,

Hyrax

species

from

woods, Hyrax arhoreus Smith, Linn. Trans, xv.

2,

has longer hair and a white spot on the back; Peters

Mosambique

this in

hollow

it

Another

Sea,

and

is

also to the 15° S. L.

A fourth species, which lives

said to climb to the tops of the trees to seek their

sylveslris

Temm., from the coast of Guinea. It has only six
LiNNiEDS {^yst. nat. 6d. 12, Tom. iii.

molars on each side in both jaws.

Append,

223)

p.

named

this

genus Cavia, a name however which was

afterwards given to American rodents.

Hermann

distinguished this genus

by the name of Hyrax (Tab. Affinit. Animal. Argentorati, 1783, 4to,
These animals were placed at first
p. 115), which is commonly adopted.
amongst the rodents, with which they have undoubtedly some agreement.
Afterwards

Wiedemann

{Arch. f. Zool. u. Zoot.

iii. t8o2, s. 42—51), and
good grounds, that this genus belongs to
the Pachyderms the molar teeth have entirely the same form as those of
Rhinoceros (Ann. du Mus. iii. pp. 171, 182). The malar bone forms behind
the orbit a more perfect ring than in any other genus of this order; in the
New Guinea species the ring is even perfectly closed by its joining the

especially CuviER, asserted, on
;

Compare on

frontal bone.

this

genus also H.

Kaulla Monographia

Hyracis, Stuttgardiae, 1830, 4to,

Family XIII.
both jaws.

Tapirina,

Incisors,

canines,

and molars in

Anterior feet tridactylous or tetradactjlous, posterior

tridactylous.

Tapirus

BoDD. ^)
canines

;

Briss.,

Illig.,

{Tajnr Gmel.

Cuv.

the two upper and outer conical, resembling
C
(\
7
7
molar teeth r> _r> oi*
separate by a void interval
Incisors

^

,

a_a

'

from the canines, crown with two exsert, transverse
tetradactylous, posterior tridactylous.

feet

1

Boddaebt

the Tapir

is

Blench, animal, p. i6r.

not noticed

Hippopotamus
before

Hydrochoerus

;

in the tenth

terrestris.

Boddaert

Anterior
into a

In the twelfth edition of the Syst. natures
placed this animal under the name of

LlNN^US

Erxleben had

already

Hydrochoerus, but united with

a large rodent; see below.

lines.

Nose produced

it

named

it

{Syst.

regni anim-.

1777)

under the same name the Capibara,

—

;
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small mobile proboscis.

Tail very short.

3-3
4-4
1-1
''3^' ^TTi'P- 3^3'

3-3

.

^^-31:3

Owen,

(Dental formula

,_.

= ^2.)

Tapirus suiUiis Blumenbach, Wagn.,
Schreb. Sdugth. Tab. 319, Cuv. R. AnL, ed. ill.,
3; the tapir, Anta, Mborebi (Azara Essais, i. pp.

Tapirus americanios auctor.,

Sp.

Buff. Suppl.

vi. PI.

i.

Mainmif. PI. 82, fig.
I
17); this animal lives in South America, principally in the neighbour-

—

woods and moist places on the banks of rivers
five to six feet.
Another American species that
lives on mountains was found some years ago by Rodlin, Ann. des Sc. nat.
56, PI. I. 2, Tapirus villosus Wagl., Schreb. Sdugth.
XVIII. 1829, pp. 26
Tapirus malayanus Horsp., Tapirus indicus F. Gov., TapiTab. 319 B.
rus bicolor Wagn., Horsfield Zool. Res. in Java, No. i. Schreb. Sdugth.
Tab. 319 A, GuER. Iconogr., Mammif. PI. 39, fig. 2; larger than the two
preceding species, the back white backwards at Sumatra and the peninsula

hood of the east
it

coast, in

attains a length of

from

—

;

Malacca.
Fossil species of Tapir occur in tertiary formations.

of

CoviER belongs

to the genus Dinotherium

of the tapu- has also two very large tusks in

By Owen

It belongs to the tertiary period.

wards.

Tapirus giganteus

Kaup, which with the molars
the lower jaw directed downit is

classed with the

Proboscidea.

Note.

—Palceothei-ium

(A

Cuv.

fossil

genus

of the tertiary-

strata, related to ta2nr, with all the feet tridactylous.)
Sp. Palceotherium

Tome

On

III. IV, vi.

magmmi. Pal. medium,
ix. xii., Rech.

s.

&c.

Comp. Cuv.

les Oss. foss. iii.

Ann.,

3ifeme ^dit. pp.

du Mus.
i

— 258.

other fossil genera of this division omitted here consult Pictet,

Family XIV.

Feet with a single perfect

Solidungula.

toe,

covered by a broad hoof, without supplementary hoofs. Incisors
Two
in a continuous series in both jaws; molar teeth complex.
inguinal

mammse.

Equus L.

Incisors ^

,

canines

—

-1

r-

or none, molars in adults

n

6

in younger individuals with a small anterior molar, deciduous^.

— ^6

Mane

at the neck.

AU

the species of the genus horse belong to the old world, and are at

home on

the wide mountain-plains of Asia and Africa.

in troops, are very swift,
tinal canal

and no

1

is

and feed

wide and long

;

chiefly

They

on species of grass.

live together

The

intes-

they have a simple stomach, a large ccecum,

gall-bladder.

In young horses there is in both jaws a small anterior molar {wolf-tooth of Dutch
see L. Bojani Adversaria ad dentitionem Equini generis et ovis domesticce

writers);

spectantia; Nov. Act. Acad. Cces. Leap. Car. Xll. 1825, pp. 697 sqq.

—

;

MAMMALIA.
With

Sp. a)

Equus Caballus L.

hairy throughout,

tail

639
the hoi'se; this

;

no longer met with in its original wild state, but has returned to
that state in the steppes of Asia and the extensive plains of South America.
The wild horses differ from the tame by their larger head and smaller size

animal

is

is no domestic animal more
The horse lives about thirty years
there are, however, examples of horses that have been forty or more years
They go with j'oung eleven months. In the fifth year aU the milk
old.
Of this animal the beautiful deteeth are replaced by permanent teeth.
scription of Bdffon, Mist. nat. IV. pp. 174
257, may be referred to as
well as the finished memoir of J. A. Wagner in Schreber's Sdugthiere,
For the different races may be consulted D'Alton NaturVI. s. 15^
169.
ffcschichte des Pferdes, iter Thl. folio transv. Weimar, 18 12 (2ter Theil,

ScHREBER Sdugth. Tab.

see

highly prized by

man

There

309.

that the horse.

—

—

Anatomic des Pferdes,

1816),

KuNZ

Ahhildungen sdmmtlicher Pferde-

Racen, mit Bemerkungen von D'Alton, Karlsruhe, 1827,
proportions of the exterior of the horse

Oken, 1823,
are

many

s.

I.

106

— 112,

Taf.

BOJANDS has

On

I.

On

fol.

the true

treated in the Tsis of

the anatomy of the horse there

works, as J. D. Saunier Parfaite connaissance des Chevaux,

La

Stubbs The Anatomy of the Morse, Bourgelat
Precis anat. du corps de Chevcd, &c. Also Leth's Mandhuch der Anatomic

Haye, 1734

fol.,

G.

der Hausthiere (Stuttgart, 1850, 8vo), as treating especially of the horse,

and

by many excellent wood-cuts, must not be forgotten by

illustrated

Sp. Equus

With, tail hairy at the extremity,

b)

black cross over the shoulders; long ears.
the

KuJan

of the Kirgisses, see

A sinus

The wild

us.

L., the ass; a

ass (Equus onager,

Schreber Sdugth. 312

after

Pallas;

compare EvERSMANN Bulletin de la Soc. de Moscou, 1840, pp. 56, 58), lives
in large troops in Tartary, and moves in the winter to more southern

commonly as much neglected
The horse and the ass copulate
together and produce a spurious breed of two sorts; the mule, mulus, le
mulct, from an ass with a mare, and the mule-ass, hinnus, le hardeau, from
regions

^.

The

as the horse

is

ass as a domestic animal

cherished

a stallion with a she-ass.

and cared

is

for.

These spurious breeds are only rarely

prolific ^.

Equus hemionus Pall., Nov. Comm. Acad. Petrop. Tom. xix. Tab. 7;
Dziggetai or Dsikkelai of the Mongols, light-brown or ruddy yellow, with a
black stripe on the middle of the back
Asia.

Very

similar seems the

1849, pp. 29, 30),

if this

Kiang

;

lives in the

sandy plains of central

{Proceed. Zool, Soc. 1848, pp. 62, 63,

be really a peculiar species.

South Africa has three striped species of this division
Equus montanus BuRCHELL, het wilde paard. Buff. xii.
Sdugth. Tab. 316, Menag. du Mas. 6d. 8vo,

11.

pp. 194

Equus zebra L.,

:

PI.

i,

— 206,

Schreber
with

fig.

Equus quagga
Gm., Buff. Suppl. vi. PI. 7, Schreb. Sdugth. Tab. 317, 317 a, Menag.
duMus. I. pp.311 318, with fig., GuER. Iconogr., Mammif. PI. 41, fig.i;

striped black

and white, the

legs ringed black

and white

;

—

1 Here also belongs the Memionus of IsiD. Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire, Nouv. Ann.
du Mus. IV. 1835, p. 97, PI. 8.
2 The she-mule-ass, for example of ZOPTRUS, see HeeODOTUS, hi. 153, comp. 151.

—

7
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brown with black

stripes,

belly

and

legs white

Khoua Khoua

very shy, lives in troops

;

Equus
Burchell, Equus fest ivus Wagn., Equus montanus F. Cuv., Griffith, Geoffr. Saint-Hilaire et F. Cuvier Mammif.
Livr. 55, 56, ScHREB. Sdugth. Tab. 317 B, Diet. univ. d'Hist. naf., Mammif. PI. I o, fig. 1 striped white and black like the zebra, but with white
of 80 to

100 together;

the

of the Hottentots;

Burchellii FiscH., Equus zehra

;

legs

Burchell has

;

new

described this

species as the zebra, Travels in the

London, 1822, I. p. 139. The prohfic copulation of the zebra with the ass {Ann. du Mus. Vil. p. 245, ix. p. 223) and
with the horse (ibid. XI. pp. 237 240) has been observed. On fossil horses
(Equus fossilis said Equus primigenius), compare Meter, Nov. Act. Acad.
interior of Southern Africa,

—

Cu's.

Leap. Car. xvi. p. 423 sqq.

OwEN.

Artiodactyla

Plicalanx III.

Ungulates with number

of toes even.

In the even-toed ungulates the number of the dorso-lumbar
The femur has not a
is constant (19) in all the species.

vertebrae

The

third trochanter.

two equal

fore part of the astragalus

or subequal faQettes.

in the pentadactylous foot

is

The

digit

is

divided into

answering to the third

not symmetrical, but forms with that

answering to the fourth a symmetrical pair. When there are horns,
they are never developed singly, but are placed on each side of the

median

line in

one pair or two.

smaller and less complex than

stomach

is

The crowns

of the premolars are

complex, the ccecum small, the colon spirally folded.

From Owen On

of Linn. Soc.

the characters, &c., Proceed,

pp. 28, 29.

—~

p

Anoplotherium Cuv.

Fossil genus.

—
—

Anoplotherium in

have bejn added to

Sus L.

5.

—

1

canines

,

1

-|

,

all

contiguous.

The Anoplofherina

Dichobune, Xiphodon and

Comp. Ann. du Mus. in. et ix., Rech. s.
Through the labours of later observers allied genera
these, on which consult Pictet.

stricter sense.

Osseni. foss. in.

Family XV.

viz.

No.

.

=

All the species are found in the older tertiary strata.

were divided by CuviER into three genera,

11.

/»

Incisors -

7
included, not longer than incisors, molars _

les

The

those of the true molars.

Suina.

Incisors various in number, in the lower

jaw mostly

six, the upper sometimes none, in a few the lower deciduous also

3—3

canines in both jaws distinct, large

with hoofs
lous.

;

insistent, tetradactylous, posterior

Nose with snout

a tubercle in place of

—

molars ^

o

'

^^^^

sometimes tridacty-

truncate, mobile, prominent.

tail.

7—7

~ YZTn

Tail short or

—— —

;;

MAMMALIA.
Hind

Dicotyles Cuv.

641

feet tridactylous, the outer accessory

Tubercle in the place of

being deficient.

Incisors

tail.

—

c

c

not assert, the vipper directed downwards, molars -

-

Sp. Sus torquatiLS
X.

3, 4,

Wagn.,

hoof

4

,

-^

,

canines

tuberculate.

Buff. Hist. nat.
from Buffon's work).

Dicotyles iorquatus Cuv., Desm.,

SCHEEB. Sdugth. Tab. 325

(figure copied

nat., ^famvi. PL 10 B, fig. i
South
America and the most southern parts of the United States ;—>S'ms labiatus,
Dicotyles labiatus Cuv., Dicotyles alhirostris Illig., Schreb. Sdugth. Tab.

Tab. 325 A, Diet. imiv. d'Hist.

;

325 B, Maxim. Ahh. zur Naturgesch. Bras. Lief. 15, Gukrin Iconogr.,
Mamniif. PI. 38, fig. i South America. Both of these small species of
hog live in the forests of the New World, and are, equally with the common
;

hog introduced by Europeans, called by the Guaranis, Tayazou; hence the
name of Sus Tajacu, by which Linn^us named, principally indeed, the
first species,

but also confounded the two.

Daubenton

Phil. Trans. 1683, p. 359,

in

See on the anatomy Ttson
Bupfon; on the dorsal gland in

Seifeet (under the presidence of Rudolphi) Spicilegia acle1823, p. lo. Tab. II., and J. MuELLEE De glandular,

particular

nologica, Berolini,

secern, structura, p. 41,

Tab.

All the feet tetradactylous.

Phacochcerus F. Cuv.

A

fleshy

wart under each
3

according to age,
cylindi'ical

^

3
-

— Q-

Tail short.

Molar teeth various in number

eye.

Q
-

the last very long, composed of

,

tubes surrounded by enamel, closely conjoined; canines

2

upwards and outwards.

exsert, directed

large,

11. fig. 2.

Incisoi's either

-^

,

or the lower only four, deciduous.
Sp. Sus cethiopicus L. {Syst. nat. ed. 12,

V. D. HoEV., Owen

;

Vosmaer

iii.

p. 223),

Phacochcerus Pallasii

Bcschr. van hct Afi-ikaansch hreedsnuitig

Amsterd. 1766, 4to (with a col. fig.), Pall. Misc. Zool. Tab. 11.
II. Tab. i ; without persistent incisors
at the Cape of Good
Hope; the Ethiopian Wart-hog. Sus^liani, Sus Afncanus Gm., Phacho-

varJcen,

Spic. Zool.

chcerus ^liani,
25, 26,

GUEEIN

Eueppell Ail. zu der
Mammif. PL

Iconogr.,

in Abyssinia, at the coast of

Wart-hog.

—

;

—

It

Reise

im nordl, Africa, 1826, Tab.

38, fig. 2

Guinea and

in

;

with persistent incisors

Mosambique; the African

was incorrectly supposed that the molars succeed each other
There are originally three milk-molars and three

here as in the elephant.

permanent molars; of the
hindmost alone remains.

two molars that replace the milk-teeth
and of the unchangeable hind molars the

first

{prcemolars) the last persists,

Owen

has convincingly exiilained the dentition

of these animals with his usual profundity

^.

1 According to CuviEK {Rech. s. les Ossein,
foss. 11. i, p. 124, R, Ani. i. p. 245)
the two middle metacarpal and metatarsal bones in Dicotyles coalesce as in ruminants

VOL.

II.

41

—
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;

CLASS xvir.
Comp. F. CuviEE Mem. du Mua.
J.

Van Der Hoeven

Acad.

On

Leop. Carol, xix.

Cces.

the development of the

Part

pp.

2,

481—498,

Sus (recentiorum).

molar

tetradactylous.

—455,

(jcneribus,

— 177, Tab.

PI.

R.

18,

32,

Nov. Act.

Owen

of the Wart-hogs, Philos. Trans. 1850,

PI. 33, 34.

Incisors
•

all

1822, pp. 447

Mammalium

1839, pp. 171

i,

teeth

ov

-^

ij

Tail

j;

—

7

upwards ; molars -

exsert, directed

viii.

Amiof. de quibusd.

;;

,

lower procumbent, canines

—

5
-

5
or -

,

Feet

tuberculate.

sliort.

Sp. Sus larvatus F. Cuv., 3fem,

du Mus. 1. 1. PI. 22, Schreb. Sdugtk. Tab.
327 a; Southern and South-eastern Africa, Madagascar; boschvarken at
the Cape of Good Hope; Sus scropha L., Schreb. SdugtJi. Tab. 320,
Cuv. R. Ani., ed. ill., Mammif. PI. 79, fig. i the wild hog lives in the
;

Asia and Europe (not in Great Britain, Sweden, or Denmark)

forests of

from

this species descends

prolific

our tame hog^, an exceedingly voracious and

animal, bringing from ten to fourteen young ones at a

XJpsal a single-hoofed variety occurs, which

Hungary.

Near
met with in
LiNN. Amcen. Academ. v. pp.

is

litter.

said to be also

Comp. on this animal LiNDH in
In the Moluccan Archipelago different species of this genus
occur Sus verrucosus BoiE at Java, Sus vittatus BoiE at Java and Sumatra,
Sus barbatus Mueller at Borneo. Comp. Verh. over de Overzeesche Bezittingen, Zool., Mamm.
Sus barbatus and verrucosus have a skull of great
length and narrow forwards^.
Some distinguish as a separate sub-genus

461

—483,
:

—

Babirussa F. Cuv. {Porcus Wagl.), with four incisors in the upper jaw and
5-5
molars.
To it belongs a species, Sus Babyrussa L., Buff. Suppl. iii.
5~5

—

Tab.

Schreb. Sdugth.

12,

Ta,b. 328,

Livr. 64, Cuv. R. Ani., ed.
stag-hog;

ill.,

Geoffr. St.-Hil.

Mammif. PL

et

F. Cuv.

Mammif,

79, fig. 2; het herlzwijn, the

on some easterly islands of the Indian Archipelago,

Boeroe,

not in Borneo.

In the male the canines of the upper jaw are
very large and curved backwards.
Comp. on the anatomy of this species
W. YuoLiK Nieuwe Verh. der Eerste Kl. van het Koninhl. Nederl. Instituut, x.
Celebes,

1844,

tl.

207

— 248, with

over the neck

in the three skeletons

is

plates.

(The large parotid gland which extends

remarkable.)

which I have examined I have not found

this statement con-

firmed ; these bones have coalesced at their superior extremity alone.
^
C.

53.

" In nullo genere ceque facilis mixtiira cum fero." Tljnws Hist. nat. Lib. viil,
So also Eichwald relates that the wild hogs in Lithuania often get into the

sties to copulate

and

intractable.

4to,

s.

^

with the tame ones

;

the

young

pigs,

which are the produce, are wild

Naturhist. Skizze von Litthauen, Volhynien unci Podolien, Wilna, 1830,

244.

A small

species

from Nepaul, described by Hodgson under the name of Porcula

Salvania {Proceed. Zool. Soc. 1847, p. 115), has incisors which do not project outside
the jaw, but iu other respects all the characters of the genus Sus.

—

MAMMALIA.
Family XVI.

643

Hij)]jopotamina.

4

Hippopotamus L. Incisors j

,

the lower procumbent, horizontal,

with the middle longer; canines large, worn obliquely into a very

smooth surface

back part: molars

at the

——

^^

7

tuberculate, complex, posterior four large.
lous,

Body

with short hoofs.

naked.

obese,

——

= or in adults

-p,

7

b

^;
b

Feet short, tetradacty-

covered with skin nearly

Tail short.

Tome vi. PI, 4
of the Zool. of South

Sp. Hijjpopotamus amphihius L., BuFF. Hist, not., Suppl.
(copied in

Africa,

Schreber, Tab.

Mamm.

318),

PL

5,

Smith

Cuv. R. Ani., ed.

PI. 6,

known

ill.,

Illustr.

Mamrtiif. PI. 78,

fig. i

;

the

amongst the colonists of the Cape
of Good Hope by the name of Zeehoe; a very heavy and sluggish animal,
attaining a length of more than eleven feet it resides by preference in rivers,
sometimes also in the sea, and lives solely on plants, especially grass. This
river-horse, das Flussiiferd,

also

;

animal, which was formerly met with in Egypt,

now

lives

nowhere more

northward than Abyssinia, but further south throughout the whole of
Africa.
There seems to be no distinct difference observable between the
Abyssinian Hippopotamus and that of South Africa.

On

the Osteology

Cdvier Ann. du Mus. V. pp. 299 7,2s. Some notices upon the stomach and its three divisions, on the intestinal canal of nearly twelve times
the length of the body, without caecum, and on some other viscera, were
given not long ago by Peters Rise nach Mossambique, Sdugth. s. 180, 181.
A smaller species from West Africa has been described by Morton as
see

Hippopotaimi.s minor, and afterwards as Hipp, liberiensis. Journal of the

Acad, of
32

—

1854,

nat.

On

34.

Sc.

of Philadelphia, Sec. Ser.

i.

pp. 217

— 224,

PI. 21.

Amongst

of

— 239,

it

PI.
11.

other osteological peculiarities

there are only two incisors in the lower jaw.

new genus

1850, pp. 231

the Osteology of this species comp. Joseph Leidy, ibid.

It

was proposed

to

make a

under the name of Choeropsis, which seems unnecessary.

Different fossil species of this genus are known from the tertiary strata
and the diluvial period; amongst these last is Hippopotamus major Cuv.,
of which many remains have been found in France, Italy and elsewhere.
Compare CuviER Rech. s. les Oss. foss. I. pp. 304 334, and Pictet Pa-

—

heontol.

i.

p.

320

— 322.

Order V.

Ruminant ia.

Feet bisulcate, with two toes insistent, ungulate; two supple-

mentary hoofs in many. Molar teeth complex, upper incisors
mostly none, lower eight, more rarely six; canines mostly none.
Four stomachs, or in some three. Metacarpal and metatarsal bone
single, bipartite below.

Otlier characters of the Artiodactyles.

41—2
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Ruminant ov hisulcate animals. Of rumination and the compound stomach we have ah-eady treated above (p. 579). In this
order we find the animals of greatest utility to man, and of which
the possession forms the principal riches of
Compare on

this order: C. J.

many

races of people.

Sdndevall Methodisk

ofversigt

af

idis-

lande djuren, Linne's Pecora; K. Vetensh. Akad. Handl. 1844, PP- i^i
(Translated into German by
280.
210, PI. 13, 14, 1845, pp. 265

—

—

HoRNSCHUCH

in his Arcliiv skandinavischer Beitrdge zur Naturgesch. 2ter

Theil, Greifswald, 1847,

s.

78

— 160,

s.

261

— 320;

also

pubhshed separately,

Metlwdische Uehersicht der wiedcrkduenden Thiere.)

Family XVII.
not divided,

sole

Tylopoda Illig.

Feet callous beneath, with

with

supplementary hoofs none.

didactylous,

Horns

Hoofs imperfect, covering the upper surface of digits only.
2

none.

.

.

Incisors ^; canines in both jaws.

The camels

New World

of the Old, and the lamas of the

form a

small group very distinctly separate from the rest of the ruminantia
as well

by

their hoofs as

by the possession of

incisor teeth in the

upper jaw.

These teeth are placed at the side of the intermaxillary
bone close to the canines, and agree with them in form. In the
presence of six incisors only in the lower jaw, in the lower jaw

being undivided, and in other peculiarities, chiefly osteological, the

camels form, in some sense, the transition from the ruminants to

du Mus. M.

the solidungulates ; see Cuvier Menag.

Meckel Archiv
stance also

is

filr die Physiol, viii.

1

s.

—

In

20.

8vo,

i.

p. 31,

this circum-

the camel similar to the horse and not to the rest of

the ruminants that no cotyledones are present, but the vascular
are dispersed over the whole of the chorion.

villi

Gamelus L.

Upper

(Characters of the family.

lip

cloven;

neck very long.)
c

Camdus
the

rest,

resembling a canine in form.

nearly to the apex.
two.

Molar teeth

Guv., Illig.

Back with a

-^

—

c
-

,

with

first

remote from

Toes conjoined underneath
hump, or with

single adipose

Ears short, obtuse.

Sp. Camelus dromedarius L., Buff. xi. PI. 9; Menaj. du Mus. 6d. 8vo, i.
pp. 126
139, with figure; Guee. Iconogr., Mmnmif. PI. 41, fig. 2, Diet,

—

univ. d'llist. nat.,

Mammif.

PI. 12; the skeleton in

Skelete der Wiederkduer, Tab. 3

;

Aristot. de Hist. Anim. Lib.
front of the soft palate

is

Pander

w.

D'Alton

the camel or dromedary {Gamelus arahicus
11.

cap. 2)

;

one

hump on

situated a duplicature of the

the back.

In

mucous membrane,

—

4
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which in males becomes highly vascular during the rutting season, and
often comes to view from the mouth between the canine and the molars.
ii. i, s. 84, Mater's Analecten zur vergl. Anat. 2te
Sammlung, Bonn, 1839, s. 42 44). Compare on the anatomy G. H.
RiCHTER Analecta ad anatomen Cameli dromedarii spectantia, Eegiomonti,

(EuDOLHi's Physiol,

—

1824, 8vo.

Camelus hactrianus L., Bdff. xi. PI. 22, Menag. du Mus.
fig. copied in Cuv. R. Ani., ed. ill, Mammif. PL 85,

pp. 31

I.

41 (with

the

fig. i);

two-humped camel, already named by Aristoteles Camelus iactrianus
Compare Fr. Mueller and C. Wedl Beitrdge zur Anatomie des
(1. 1.).

Mit 5 lith. Tafeln, Wien, 1852 (printed separately
from the 3rd Vol. of the Denhschr. der math.- naturw, CI. der Kaiserl. Akad.
zweibucJceligen Kameeles,

der Wissenschaften).

Camel

(in

Greek

t]

(and

6) KaiiyfKoi)

is

name borrowed from

a

guages of the East, Gamal Hebr., Gimal or Jemal Arabic.

the lan-

These animals

feed on dry and prickly plants, are moderate, and drink seldom.

They are

rapid in their course and bear large burdens (from 600 to 1000 pounds).

Hence they

are of inestimable service in the great deserts which extend
from Arabia, through Africa to the Atlantic Ocean, where no fresh plant
cools, no fountain gives fertility, and the wind acting on the dry whirlpools produces the effect of an interminable ocean of sand.
The ship of the
desert is with great propriety the

name which

the Arabians have given this

useful animal.

These animals endure a pretty moderate climate, especially the twocamel, which is dispersed over Asia up to high latitudes.
That

humped

with a single

hump

date-palms.

There

lives chiefly in
is

Arabia and Egypt in the country of the

at Pisa a stud of single-humped camels,

been maintained since the middle of the seventeenth century.
are they found anywhere in a wild state.

The two

producing a spurious offspring, which again

longer

species breed together,

sometimes

is

which has

No

the

prolific like

mule.

Auchenia

Illig.,

La/ma Cuv., Lacma Tiedem. Molar teeth

Back without hump. Sole cloven
Ears somewhat long, acuminate.

The lamas, which represent the camels
camels.

Compare on the anatomy

sistens de

Lama

in the

Mit 17
Sp.

^

Here

especially C.

is

7.

zur Kenntniss des Banes

live together in

much

smaller than

Christen

Diss, inaug.

are

Tubingse,
dei'

1827, 8vo,

and

innern Weichtheile des

imper. des Sc. de St-Petcrshourg, vi. S^rie,

Camelus glama L., Aucheyiia lama Brandt,

also

5

—

Tome

IV.

Steintafeln, St. Petersburg, 1841, 4to.

huanaco

Von

New World,

They

oiservationes nonnullas anat.,

Brandt Beitrdge
Lama, Mem. de I'Acad.

4

as far as the middle of fore-part.

troops on the mountains of Chili and Peru.

J. F.

5
:;

auct.^)

Buff. Suppl.

vi.

PI.

Wagn.

(and Auchenia

27 (cop. in Schreb. Sdugth. Tab.

usually referred as a race or variety the Alpaca, Camelus Pacos L.;

Tschudi, on the other hand, adopts four species

A. Alpaco and A. Vicunia,

:

Auchenia lama, A. Huanaco,

—
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Metek

306),

Nov. Act. Acad.

Cuv. R. AnL,

(cop. in

Gm., Buff. Suppl.

Family XVIII.

Leop. Carol, xvi. p. 552 sqq. Tab. 40

Cces.

ill.,

vi. PI. 28,

Mammif. PI. 85, fig. 2)
Tschudi Faun. Peruan.

Camelus vicur/na

;

Taf. 17.

Feet with the sole of each toe dis-

Ehiyhii.

included entirely within the margins of the hoof.

tinct,

teeth

ed.

-X

some none,
A.

—

canines none or only the upper, molars

,

in

j;

^

Incisor

Horns

.

in

some osseous, without a horny covering.

Feet furnished with supplementary hoofs.

Moschus L.
exsert in

Canine teeth in upper jaw,

[Tragulus Briss.)

Horns none.

Lachrymal sinuses none.

males, long.

Tail short or very short.
Pallas

Sp. Moschus moschiferus L.,
(fig.

ZEBURG Mediz.
of animal)

fig.

(Sj;jc.

Zool. Fasc. xiii. 1779

Brandt

of animal copied in Scheeb. Sdugth. Tab. 242),
Zool.
;

i. s.

41

— 51,

Tab.

The

the musk-deer.

7, 8, 11.

s.

c.

Tab.

m.

Rat-

347, 348 (with another
a young roe colour

size is that of

brown with white throat and a white streak on each

;

side of the neck, and,

often inconspicuous, whitish-grey spots along the sides at the back part of

the body

;

the hairs are

stiff, flat,

and with the edges sinuous.

The male

has a glandular sac in the neighbourhood of the navel, in which the
is

secreted at the adult period of

plains of central Asia,

and

is

The musk-deer

life.

musk

on the high

lives

dispersed as far as the East of China.

Smaller species with shorter ears and smooth hair, of which the legs are
slim, with the

supplementary hoofs at a greater distance from the ground,

are also distinguished by the absence of the musk-sac.

South of Asia, at Ceylon and in the Sunda Islands.
(Briss.) Sundev. {Tragulus and

Meminna Gray).

They occur

Sp. Moschus javanicus

Gmel. (from Pallas), Moschus Kanchill, Schreb. Sdugth. Tab. 245
(The genus Moschus scarcely

than the

Gervus L.

many.

Horns

giraffe,

(excl.

short,

^

from that of the Deers

;

c,

&c.

less at least

which Linnaeus united with them.)

of Camelopardalis).

Upper canine

teeth in

cast annually, peculiar to males (in females none,

one species excepted).
front of eye.

differs

in the

Sub-gen. Tragulus

A tuft of

Sebaceous gland

{sinus lachrymalis)

longer hair at the hind feet in most.

in

Tail

sometimes very short.

In the embryo of the Cervkloi (fallow-deer) Owen, Odont.

p. 540, discovered six

deciduous incisors in the upper jaw, as J. GooDSiR, Report of Brit, udssoc. 1839, ^^^
previously in the cavicornia (cow and sheep). Thus the deciduous series of teeth in

ruminaniia

is,

incisors -

,

canines
I

—

,

I

molars
4

—4

.

—

;

MAMMALIA.
The Deers
and in very

known

live principally in forests, as well in the

different climates

;

Old as the New World,

from Africa, however, only one species

Some

from Australia not one.

;

647

is

and so

species run with speed,

upon the ground is scarcely heard, but,
company, an incessant rattle of the joints of

lightly that the beat of their foot

when many

especially

are in

their thin legs or a peculiar cracking, as in the reindeer.

the deer are bony excrescences which are developed on a

The horns of

cylindrical process of the frontal bones (the

process

covered with skin and hair;

is

upon the

epiphysis

skull,

with which

it

it

so-named Rosenstoche)

With

speedily coalesces.

stock (the non-deciduous part of the horn) the horns of the

At

doubt correspond.

the point of the rose-stock

second year, the horn which

is

shed annually.

is

this rose-

beyond

giraflte

developed, after the

The growth of the horns

proceeds rapidly, so that in a few weeks they attain their
first

This

.

appears, shortly after birth, as an

full size.

At

they are covered by a woolly investment, a prolongation of the skin

afterwards the skin dies and
this death of the skin to the

falls

from the horns in shreds

;

many

refer

development of a knotted ring (the Rosenhranz),

is forming at its base above the
and which knots compress the vessels of the skin and so interrupt the course of the blood. Afterwards a separation begins above the
rose-stock; the horns become loose and at last fall off.— The females, with
the exception of the reindeer, have no horns but in old females they are
observed sometimes, just as we stated above (p. 362) that hen-birds at a
very advanced age occasionally assume the plumage of the male. When
stags are castrated the horns are not developed, or if they had been deve-

which, as the growth of the horn proceeds,

rose-stock,

;

loped before the operation they are not cast any more^.

Finally the cast-

ing of the horns in cold and temperate countries occurs at determinate

which

periods,

differ

for

different species

;

in tropical countries (South

America, East Indies) the casting of the horns

is less

regular.

Sandifort Over de rorming en onticikkeling dcr liorens van
zogende dieren, in het bijzonder van die der hertenheesten ; Nieuwe Verhand.
van de Eerste Klasse van het KoninM. Nederl. Instituut, 11. 1827, with many

Compare

Gr.

figures.

On

the genus of the deers compare

— 69;

Cuvieb Rech. s.

les Oss. foss. iv.

3ifeme

Ducrotay de Blainville Journal de
Physique, Tome 94, pp. 254
284, 1823; Hamilton Smith in Griffith
Animal Kingdom, Tom. v. 1827, Pocheean Monographie des especes die
Most
492.
genre Cerf, avec 8 pi., Archives du Mus. vi. 1852, pp. 265
of the species are when young ruddy-brown with white spots, a colour
^dit. pp.

23

des cerfs vivans;

—

—

which in Cervus Axis Erxl. from Bengal (Buff.
du Mus. II. ^d. 8vo, pp. 99 100, fig. of female)

xi.

PL

28, 29,

Menag.
whole

persists for the

life.

Sp. Cervus Alces L., ScHBEB. Smigth. Tab. 246 A, B, c, D, Diet. univ. d'Hist.
nat., Mammif. PI. 11 bis, fig. 2, Guv. R. Ani., ed. ill., Mammif. PI. 87,

1

nat.

LiNN^US
I.

ed. 12,

indeed says of the reindeer, " castratus quofannis cornua deponit." Syst.
p. 93.

denial of later writers.

This

is

maintained by Sdndevall

also, in opposition to

the

—

—
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fig.

I

horse

the

;

]

the largest species of this genus, equalling almost the
legs high, flat broad horns, large and palmated.

elk,

tail is short,

the

This species

is

found in the north of both hemispheres, in Russia, Poland,
in Lapland in the high North (the reindeer

Sweden and Norway, but not

;

Cervus Tarandus
begins to appear where the residence of the elk ceases).
L., Buff. Suppl. iii. PI. i8 bis, Schkeb. Scmgth. Tab. 258 c, d, Cuv. R.
ani., ed.

ill.,

Mammif.

PI. 87, fig. 2

the reindeer; the horns, which form

;

many branches terminating broad at the

extremity, occur in both sexes

;

they

are smaller in the female; the hoofs are broad and flat; the throat has
The reindeer lives on dried leaves, and espelong, dependent hairs.
cially

on the reindeer-moss (Lichen rangiferiniis L.);
who by means of it supply

it

food, clothing

and furniture

forms the chief

all their

wealth of the Laplandei-s,

wants of

every well-appointed family of Laplanders

;

The skulls of this species often
Compare on the reindeer C. F. Hoffpp. 144—168, and P. Camper Natuurk.

possesses at least 300 head of reindeer.

present remarkable differences^.

BEBG

Linn. Ammn. Acad.

in

iv.

Camper

Verhandelingen, Amsterdam, 1782 (CEuvres de P.

ScHREBER Sdugth.

V.

s.

1028

— 1074.

Cervus

Dama

L.,

i.

pp. 291

Buff.

— 353),

vi. PI. 27,

ScHBEB. Sdugth. Tab. 249, Bonap. Faun. Ital. I., Mammif. PI. 6,
the falloiv-deer ; the male with branched horns, flattened
and palmate above the winter-coat brown one-coloured, the summer-coat
ruddy with white spots, the tail longer than in most of the deer, black
above, white below in the South of Italy, Sardinia, Spain, North Africa,
28,

Dama platyceros ;

;

;

at Tunis, &c.

of Europe.

;

now

dispersed over

—Numerous

Elaphus L., Buff.

PL

vi.

Ratzebueg Mediz.

u.

are

many

Tab. vi. Cuv. R, Ani., ed.

1.

South
Cervus

Schreb. Sdugth. Tab, 247, Brandt

9, 10, 12,

Zool.

countries, especially of the

the species with cylindrical horns;

ill.,

Mammif.

commun, der Edelhirsch; in the forests of
Europe and Asia.;— Cervus capreolus L., Buff. VI. PI. 32, 33, Schreb.
the roe, roe-deer, le Chevreuil, das
Sdugth. Tab. 252, Cuv. 1. 1. fig. i
Reh; Cerv. virginianus Gm., Schreb. Sdugth. Tab, 247 H, Guer. Iconogr.,
Mammif. PI. 42, fig. 3. On the Sunda Islands a small species is found
with large rose-stocks and small horns, which has canines in the upper jaw
projecting from the mouth in the male ; there are no tufts of hair (scopw)
Cervus Muntjac Zimmerm., Gmel., Horsp., Zool. Research.
at the hind feet
No. VI. The same or a nearly allied species also occurs in Bengal (Che-

PI. 88, fig. 2

;

the stag,

le

ccrf

;

—

—

:

Allamand, Buff.

vreuil des hides

Wagn.

in

Schreb. Sdugth.).

On

Sup]jl. vi. PI.

26,

Cervus stylocerus

these species rests the sub-genus Cervulus

Blainv,
In the newer tertiary and diluvial deposits different species of deer have
amongst these is Cervus giganfeus Blumenbaoh, Mega-

been discovered
ceros hibernicus

;

Owen;

the distance between the points of the horns in

this deer is eight feet or

—

88,

Owen

Brit. foss.

more.

Mamm.

See Cuv.
pp. 444

RecJi.

—468.

s. les

Oss. foss. iv. pp.

70

(Certain skulls which have

been since found shew that the horns were absent in the female.)

^

Compare

W. Vrolik

Over eene vermoedelijk tweede sooH van Rendier, met afheel-

dingen; Nicuwe Vcrh. van de Eerste Klasse van het Koninkl. Nederl. Instituut,
Deel.

11.
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Feet loithout supplementary hoofs.

Gmel.

Camelopardalis Bodd., Schreb.,

Cervus L.,

(spec, of

6^/m^a Beiss.). Canines none. Two frontal horns in both sexes,
conical and truncated, short, covered with hairy skin, persistent.

Neck very

Fore^feet longer than hind

long.

Tail moderate,

feet.

with extremity setose.
Beschrijving van het Kameelpaard, 1787, with
et

Vosmaeb

Camelopardalis giraffa Gmel., Cervus Camelopardalis L.,

Sp.

Geoffe. Saint-Hilaike

fig.,

F. CuviER, Mammif., Livr. 61, Ann. des Sc. nat.

GUEKIN
89

Tome

Mammif.

PI.

Cuv. R. Ani., ed.

45,

ill.,

the skeleton in

;

XI. 1827, PI. 22,

Mammif. PI.
Pander u. D'Alton 1. 1. Tab. i. 11. the giraffe is the
mammals when standing up the height from the vertex to

Iconogr.,

tallest of the

;

;

the hoof of the forefoot

from 16

is

The colour

to 18 feet.

is

light yellow,

with large, red-brown spots. The horns continue for a long time as distinct

broad swelling at

e2np)hys€s; a

fore part of the frontal bones,

tlie

which

The

increases with age, has been incorrectly described as a third horn.

tongue

long and possessed of great mobility;

is

it is

used by the animal

to strip from trees the leaves on which the giraffe feeds
pally of the Mimosce.

Besides this

In

fore feet widely straddling.
in rising

and

of gestation

The

is

giraffe is

falling

;

it

its flight it

at other times

14 months,

it

;

these are princi-

grazes, without kneeling, with the

gallops with the fore legs

and the young

is

stiff

The period

has an ambling gait.

very large at the time of birth.

found in Nubia and Abyssinia, also in South Africa.

This

animal was known to the ancients and had been brought sometimes to
Eome, Plinius, Lib. viii. c. 18.
See on the anatomical peculiarities

Nubian
40

—45

III. X,

Giraffe, Transact,
;

den van eene
XII. 1845, bl.

anat.

On

the same

et

28, PI.

LiNN^us

iii.

I,

by

— 248,

the

PI.

2; Sebastian AanteeJceningen by het ontle-

PI. II.;

Jolt

et

Lavocat

Mem.

— 124 av.

en Physiol.

Recherches

hist., zool.,

de la Soc. d'Hist. nat. de

The

giraffe has, as

his arrangement, the closest afiinity

with the deers,

3 Livr. (1846), pp.

indicated

Anatomy of

1839, pp. 217

Giraffe, Tijdschr. voor natuu/rl. Gesch.

paleontologiques sur la Giraffe,

Strasbourg,

Notes on the

11. 3,

the birth of the Giraffe at the Zool. Gardens, ibid.

—
Nubische
185 — 224,

1842, pp. 21

Owen

of the Zool. Soc.

i

17 PI.

although in some respects

it approaches the antelopes.
In the neighbourhood of this genus is usually placed the Siratherium,
Cautley and Falconer, of which the remains were discovered in Sevalik,
a branch of the Himalayan mountains.

Family XIX.
molars ^

1

—

^

.

Cavicornia.

Horns

Incisor teeth ^

,

in both sexes or only in males,

and by

composed

The outer incisors in the lower jaw are representatives of
shewn by the analogy of the camels, by the lateness of their development,

[See note p. 646.

canines, as

canines none,

their frequent peculiarity of form.

Owen

Odontogr. p. 540.]

;
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of an osseous nucleus and a liorny

slieatli,

persistent.

Accessoiy

hoofs in several.
The Ibollow-lwrned Ruminants. In this family the horns consist of a
bony core and a horny case which covers the bone. The horny investment is produced by a papillary layer (as matrix) on the core (which
Here grow
under this layer is covered by corium and periosteum).
the hairs, which concreting into horny substance, form annually a

new

In various species of Antelope the bony nucleus has no internal
cavity; in others, in the ox and goat genera the nucleus is hollow inter-

ring.

and the

nally
first

horny

cavities are

case,

which

Compare on these horns Sandifort
and especially A. NuMAN Bijdrage

the horns become smoother.

work

14

cited above, pp.

The

connexion with the frontal sinuses.

in

hairy, shreds off in the second year; after this

is

—

19,

ontleedkundif/e en physiologische hennis der horens

van

het Rundvee,

in his
tot

de

Nieuwe

Verhandelinyen der Eerste Klasse van het Koninhl. Nederl. Instituut, xiii.
Dl. 3e Stuk, 1847; see also

G-.

Vrolik Over

gesteldlieid der horenfritten hij Antilopen,

Ahademie,

I.

liet

verscJiil

van de imvendige

Verhandelingen der KoninHijke

1853.

All the animals of this family form, as appears from their teeth and

whole structure, only a single large natural group, of which LiNN^us

their

known

distributed the species

to

him amongst the genera Bos, Capra and

Afterwards Pallas separated the antelopes from the genus Capra,

Ovis.

Miscell, Zool. pp.

i,

of the entire order.

which

On

is

wanting

1.

The

In

this family of

now form

antelopes

the most numerous division

ruminants the gall-bladder

present,

is

in the deers.

the arrangement Ogilbt {Transact, of the Zool. Sac. Vol. in. Pt.

1846, pp.

—

i.

Gray {Ann. and Mag. of nat. Hist. Vol. 18,
227—233) and Turner (ib. Sec. Ser. Vol. 8, 185 1, pp. 409 425)

1842, pp. 33

36), J.

E.

—

have treated ; comp. also Sdndevall op. laud.

Dicranocerus
locapra Okd.

Hamilton Smith,

Horns

Dicranoceras Wiegm., Anti-

in males compressed at the base, curved at

the point, with accessory branch porrect, subulate above the base

Lachrymal sinuses none.

in females tubercles instead of horns.

Accessory hoofs none.
Sp.

Tail short.

Dicranocerus furcifer,

Blainv.,
Tab.

II.,

Antilocapra americana Ord,

Cervus

hamaius

Hamilton Smith Transact, of the Linn. Soc. xiii. 1822, p. 28,
Richardson Faun, horeali Amer. i. pp. 261 268; of the size of

—

a goat, colour grey-yellow

;

the hair

it

lives in

dry and

stiff,

like that of

a deer,

and even in the horns shews some
large plains of North America up to 53° N. L;

with which this animal in the
correspondence;

is

tail also

the prong-horned antelope.

Antilope Pall, (in part).

Horns

in both sexes or in males

only, variously bent, annulate or folded at the base, towards the

point

round,

smooth.

The

osseous

nucleus

sometimes

solid.

65l
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Supplementary hoofs in most.
Lachrymal sinuses in many.
remote from the nasal
forehead,
Eyes at the upper margin of
Ears near the nape,
apertures, with head protracted forwards.
mostly long.
numerous in Africa. Comp. on
and Fasc. xii., Lichtenstein

species of Antelopes are peculiarly

The
this

genus Pallas Spic. Zool.

i.

pp.

i— 16,

Ueber die Antilopen dcs ndrdlichen Africa, besonders in Beziehuwj auf die
Kenntniss tvelche die Alien davon gehabt haben. Abhandl. der Akad. der
Wissensch. zu Berlin a. d. Jahre 1824, Berlin, 1826, s. 194—240, with
Dictionn. univ. d'Hist. nat. i. (1841) pp. 612—626,
Synopsis of the species of Antelopes, Annals of nat. Mist., Sec.

fig.;

Laurillakd

J. E.

Gray

Ser. Vol. 8, 185

1,

pp.

129—146, 211-228.

Various attempts have been made to separate this numerous genus into
subordinate divisions, or even to resolve it into different genera. The last
would be to be preferred, but it appears to me, after a comparative review
of the species, to be scarcely practicable, since although there be great
difference in habitus, still intermediate forms constantly present themselves,

and the characters moreover are of very

some

to the oxen,

placed
deers,

inferior interest

much

some even

to the asses.

higher and more backwards

and the base of the horns

margin of the

is

—In

all

instances the eyes are

in the antelopes

than in the

mostly placed forwards almost over the

The nasal bones

orbit.

+ With upper Up

are in most species

much

elongated.

sulcate, hairy.

Buhalus veterum, Acronotus Ham. Smith.
tracted.

and importance^.

species present external resemblance to the deers, others to the goats,

Many

Horns nearly contiguous

Head narrow,

^at the base,

pro-

soon divergent,

then converging, with the subulate apex bent backward, common
Ears acuminate, long. Back convex, with shoulders
to both sexes.
Two
(Lachrymal sinuses small.
Tail moderate, setose.
high.

mammse.)
Sp. Antilope Buhalis Yall. (in part), Cuv., A. inauritania Ogilby, Buff,
Suppl. VI. p. 14, Menag. du Mus. Livr. 5 (^d. 8vo, i. pp. 346—355) of
;

the size of an ass, one-coloured purplish-russet; from the North of Africa;
known to the ancients, (Plinius viii. c. 15, &c.,) the cervine antelope

—

Antilope

Mammif.

Caama
PI. 92,

Cuv., Buff. Suppl. vi. PI.
fig.

i

(figure

15,

Cuv. R. Ani., ed.

ill,

moderate, body too long). Smith Elustr.

Mamm.

very similar to the preceding,
PI. 30
but chestnut-brown with black forehead and black tail the hartebeest of
of the Zool. of S. Afr.,

;

;

1

This

is

chiefly true of the presence or absence of

that appears to have no value, and, even

the arrangement.

if it

horns in the female

;

a character

had, could not well be employed in

—

—

—

—
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the Cape colonists;

Ham. Smith, Smith
Houttuyn Nat. Hist. i. 3,

Antilope lunata

Antilope pygargus Pall.,

ScHEEB.

Sdiiffth.

IllnUr. PI. 31
PI. 24,

fig.

2,

Tab. 273; the ivhite-faced Antelope; these three species

are from South Africa.

Body narrower forwards, scarcely proHam. Smith.
Horns lyrate, approximate at tlie base, annulate, almost
always common to both sexes. Eai*s acuminate, long. Back even.
Tail short or moderate. Lachrymal sinuses distinct. Two mammae.
Gazella

tracted.

Vosmaer

Sp. Antilope euchore FoEST., BuFP. Suppl. vi. PI. 21,

van

eene nieuwe soort

van

Amsterd. 1784; the

liarteboh,

—

Besclirijving

pro7ikholc of the

Cape of Good Hope, the springer j Antilope dorcas Pall.,
Capra Dorcas L., Buff. sii. PI. 23; the gazelle; lives in large troops in
North Africa, and is the chief prey which is hunted by the lions in those
colonists at the

Antilope

countries;

neck and

species lives in

Dama

Lichtenst.,

back ruddy

1. 1. Tab.
3, 4; cream-coloured,
a white spot on the throat. This

;

Nubia and Kordefan;

closely resembling

it is

the Ant.

of Pall., Buff. xiii. PI. 32, from Senegal, from which tha Ant.

Mhorr Bennett,

Transact, of the Zool.

Morocco, scarcely

(Add sub-genus
Antilope

Soc.

1.

pp.

i

—

8,

PI.

from

i,

differs.

Lepticeros

Wagn.

Ham. Smith. Horns

smooth, turned in a

(A

Dama

fore part of the

with horns substraight, long.)

annulate, with rings exsert, the tip

approximate at the base in males only.

spiral,

sub-genus scarcely distinct from the preceding ; aberrant forms.)
Sp. Antilope cervicapra Pall., Capra cervicapra L.,

Tab.

r.

Buff. Suppl.

Zool. Soc.

I.

vi. PI. 18, 19,

p. 117, the

Spic. Zool.

i.

the

Indian antelope; the male has elegant horns twice

bent, with the points standing far apart
to the west of India

Pall.

Bennett Gardens and Menag. of

up

;

to the Indus;

this species is

found in countries

Antilope melampus Lichtenst.,

ScHREB. Sdugth. Tab. 274; a beautiful species from South Africa, of a

ruddy

colour, distinguished

Note.

by the absence of subsidiary

—Aberrant forms with small

ears.

Sp. Antilope gutturosa Pall., Spic. Zool. xii. Tab.

Sub-genus Pantholops HoDGS.

Horns very

Sub-genus Colus

Wagn.

legs

;

lachrymal sinuses

Tail very short.

i

;

with head deformed, nose tumid, convex,

Lives in Siberia and even in Russia as far as Poland.

Tragelaphus Blainv.,
acuminate, long.
four.

and slender

Sp. Antilope Saiga Pall., Capra tartarica L.,

Wagn.

rected backwards in males only.

Mammse

fleece,

long, with point acute, smooth.

Pall., Spic. Zool. xii. Tab.
very large.

In the Caucasus.

2.

Sp. Antilope Eodgsonii Abel, from the

mountains of Thibet, with woolly
none.

hoofs.

Tail short or very short.

Horns

contorted,

carinate,

Lachrymal sinuses none.

Supplementary hoofs small.

Tail

di-

Ears

moderate.

—

—

;

MAMMALIA.
Sp. Antilope strepsiceros Pall., Buff.
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Tab.

Su2'>pl. vi.

13,

Vosmaer

Besclir.

van de Condou, Amst. 1783, Smith Jllustr. of the Zool. of S. Afr., Mamm.
the Koodoo or striped antelope; Antilope scrlpda Pall., Buff.
PI, 42, 43

—

;

Mammif.

XII. PI. 40, Diet. univ. d'Hist. nat.,

antelope;

Supypl. VI. PI. 25

annulate in males only,

Mammae

i

hoschbok of the colonists at the Cape of

;

erect,

the harnessed

Good Hope, &c.

Horns

towards the tip bent forwards,

four.

With lachrymal sinuses none.

a)

Sp. Antilope redimca Pall., Buff. xii. PI. 46, Senegal;

Antilope ellipsi-

prymmos, Kohiis ellipslprymnus Smith Jllustr., Mamm.
waterhoh; a beautiful species from South Africa, &c.

PI.

28,

29, the

With lachrymal sinuses arched, transverse.

b)

Calotragus Sundev.,

Temm.

(Horns subulate, scarcely bent forwards,

Tail very short.)

short.
S}}.

;

Bedunca Ham. Smith.

Cervicapra Blainv., Sundev.,

round.

PI. 11, fig.

Antilope sylvatlca Spaem., Buff.

of Guinea, Senegal;

coast

—Antilope scoparia,

Antilope tra(/ulus¥oRS,T.
Note.

—Here

which the male

furnished with four horns,

is

&c.

seems, ought to be placed a Bengal species of

also, as it

the anterior very short,

conical, the posterior longer, subulate, ei'ect: Antilope quadricornis

Antilope Chiharra

XV. pp. 501

Hakdwicke, Linn. Trans,

— 505, PI.

19 (20)

;

Blainv.,

Hill ibid.
F. Guv. Mammif.

xiv. PI. 15 a, B.

Geoffe. Saint-Hil.

et

Livr. 44.

Sylvicapra Ogilby, Sundev.

Horns

reclined, distant at the base, either in

Mammae

Tail very short.

With

a)

subulate,

conical,

short,

both sexes, or in males only.

four.

vertex furnished with long hair.

Oblique

strise

or a round pit

in place of lachrymal sinus, in front of eyes.

Cephalolophus

Wagn., Cephalophus Ham. Smith, Sylvicapra Sundev.

—
—

—

Antilope natalensis Ham. Smith;
Antilope
Ham. Smith, &c. (On the synonymy of Ant. Grimmia Pall.,
Temminck Esquisses zool. sur la cote de Guine, pp. 224 sqq.)

Sp. Antilope mergeyisl&hM^M.,

Maxioelli
cons.

Antilope Hemprichiana Eheenb., Antilope saltiana Ceetschmar, Scheeb.
Sdwjth. Tab. 260
h)

With

hoofs none.

c.

(Sub-genus Neotragus

Ham.

Sm.,

Wagn.)

;

Abyssinia.

vertex without long hair. Lachrymal sinuses and supplementary

{Nanotragus Sundev.,

Temm.

sp. of

Neotragus

Ham.

Sm.,

Wagn.)

from the coast of Guinea; the young animal
was described by LiNN^Us under the name of Moschus pygmceus, as stated

Sp. Antilope spinigera

by Temminck;
fig.

1

•

83-87.

comp.

;

see a fig. of this in

Gubein

SuNDBVALL

of Kongel. Akad. Forh.

Ofvcrs.

Iconogr.,

Mammif.

PI. 42,

1846, pp.

—
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JUgocerus Ham.

Sundev.,

Hijypotragus

(Large species, with neck maned.

Horns of females

concave.)

Buff. Swppl. vi. PI. 20, Schreb.
Kolbe; a very rare species, extinct

Tab. 278; the hlaauwe hok of

Dutch

Buffon and

edition of

schappen to the

Mamm.

copied in the

Haarlem Maatschappij van WetenAntilcype equina Geoffb., Smith
Harrisii, Aigocerm niger Harris Trans,

collection of the

tlie

Museum
PI. 27

With %ipper

;

at

Leyden

Ant'do'pe

;

— 215.

ample, hroad, not sulcafe.

lip

Species from South

Lachrymal

Back

short, declivous,

Neck

sinuses.

Menag. of the
under the

5,

mammae.)

long,

short,

tufted.

with shoulders higher.

Buff. Suppl.

Zool. Soc.

belly,

Tail

short.

Sp. Antilope picta (and Tragocamelus) Pall.,

year 1771, PI-

(In all four

Portax Ham. Smith. Horns

Hipiyela-phus (from Aristot.),

recurved.

some

Allamand in the
French loc. cit., has now been

of the Zool. Soc. 11. 3; 1839, PI. 39, pp. 213
Africa to the north of the Colony at the Cape.
"M"

Sdugth.
in

South Africa; the individual figured by

transferred from

Illusfr.,

Tail moderate, setose; nose sub-

(Sometimes none?)

less.

Sp. Antilope leucophcea Pall.,

districts of

Horns annulate,

Sm.

Lacrymal sinuses none.

inserted over the eyes, recurved.

large,

p.

i.

125

PI.

vi.
;

Hunter

Philos. Trans, for the

Bennett Gardens and

11,

10,

the Nylghau, of a dark colour especially

from the continent of India, with a bunch of long, black

(Sundevall

hair under the neck.

states that the female also is horned,

perhaps exceptionally only or when of a great age.)

Oreas Desm.

Horns

(jDartialis

Ham.

reclined in both sexes,

Sm., Sundev., Boselaphus

marked by a

Tail moderate, tufted at the

Lachrymal sinuses none.
Sp. Antilope oreas Pall.,

Vosmaer

Besclirijving

Ham.

Sm.).

spiral keel in males.

van

het

tip.

Afrikaansche

dier,

hekend onder de benaaming ran Eland, Amsterd. 1783; Buff. Swppl. vi.

Smith

PI. 12,

Illustr.,

Mamm.

This largest species oi Antelope

PI. 40, 41.

and a height of 5 feet) lives in herds of 10 or more
together on the mountainous northern boundaries of the Cape Colony. The
male has a dewlap deeply hanging down ; colour yellowish-grey.
(it

attains a length of 9

Oryx Blainv., Ham. Sm. Horns in both sexes very long, reclined,
Lachrymal sinuses none. Tail

towards the tip smooth, acuminate.

moderate or long, at the
habitus of

(Legs strong ; trunk elongate

tip setose.

A sinus.)

Sp. Antilopie addaxLiicnTETUSi:.

1.1.

Tab.

11.

Eueppell

All. zu der Reise

im

nordl. Afr., Zool. Tab. 7 ; milk-white, head and upper part of the neck
reddish grey; a bunch of dark brown hair on the forehead, the horns bent

three times sinuously with

numerous rings;

Antil. gazella Pall.) Lichtenst.
PI, 44,

fig.

3

;

1.

1.

white with neck reddish

;

Tab.

Antilope Uucoryx Pall., (and
i.

Guek.

Iconogr.,

Mammif.

the horns, which are gently curved.

—

—
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terminate in a point and sometimes reach as far as the croup of the animal.

The white

tail

has long, black hairs at

(Capra Gazella L., partly

its

Ant'dope oryx Pall.

extremity.

excl. of synon.),

Buff. SuppL

vi. PI. 17,

copied

Tab. 257; this South-African species has very long
and straight horns, pointed at the tip, which may be compared with the

ScHKEB.

in

SdiKjth.

long tusk of the narwhal
the fore legs

is

white

;

;

colour light grey with brown legs

the long black hair of the

;

the knee of

sometimes hangs down

tail

nearly to the hoofs.

Catohlepas Gkay,

Ham.

Horns

Sm., Boselaphus Blainv.

sexes, broad at the base, at first diverging

and

then recurved, ascending. Muzzle broad, naked between the
Tail long, setose.
Sp. Antilope

den

Amsterd. 1784

;

vi,

PL

8, 9,

1.

Cdv. R. Ani.,

PI. 38,

beest.

id.

Vosmaer

Beschr. van

het xcilde beest of the colonists of the

Antilope taurina, Catoblepas taunna and Gorgon
1.

nostrils.

Neck maned.

Gnu Zimmerm., Buff. SuppL

boschbuffel,

in both

slightly descending,

ill.,

Mamm. PL

Ham.

92, fig. 2

Sm.,
;

Cape;

Smith

Illustr.

the blaauive wilde

Both are very remarkable animals of South Africa, which in some
body present the form of a horse, in others that of the antewith the head and horns of a buffalo. They live in the high, grassy

parts of the
lope,

mountain-plains to the north of the Colony at the Cape, and perform

annually a journey towards the South,

when

the last-named species does

not pass further than the Orange river, whilst the Gnu, penetrates into the
territory of the colony.

Rupicapra Blainv., Capella Keyseel. and Blas.

Horns

in

both sexes near the middle of the forehead, round, small,

erect,

hooked backwards. Lachrymal sinuses none.
glandular foramina behind the horns. False hoofs. Mammee

four.

with the

tip

Two

Sp. Rupicapra cemas nob., Capra Rupicapjra L., Antilope rupicapra Pall.,

Buff.

xii.

PL

16,

Schreb. Sdugth. Tab. 279; the chamois, die Gemse; of

the size of a goat, lives on the Alps of Switzerland and the Tyrol.

A local

(smaller) variety, or, according to some, a different species {Antilope pyre-

naica) lives on the Pyrenees.

Oreotragus

Sundev.

Horns

acute, erect, distant at the base.

in

males only, short, subulate,

Head

small.

Lachrymal sinuses

small. Hoofs high, compressed; spurious hoofs subrotund, approxi-

mate.

Tail very short.
Sp. Oreotragus saltator, Antilope saltatrix Bodd., Antilope oreotragus FoRST.,

Gm., Buff. Suppl.

vi.

of the Cape colonists

;

PL

22, Schreb. Sdugth. Tab. 259; the Klipsp-inger
on the mountains of South Africa ; in Abyssinia is

found a smaller variety of a lighter colour.

Hemitrngus nob., Nemorhedus Ham. Sm.

Horns

in both sexes,

annulate at the base, smooth towards the point, directed backwards.

—

——
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A

Lacliiymal sinuses small or none.

produced from the septum

Mammse

(Habit

four.

27, Antilojpe goral

Note.

—Eemitragus
Nostrils

genus.

Tail short.

.

liircine.)

Sp. Eemitragus sumatrensis, Aniilope sumatrensis

PL

naked region

large black

of the nose [Rliinarium)

Hakdw.

;

Shaw, F. Cdv. Mamniif.

Nepaul, &c.

HoDG. to be inserted here, is scarcely a distinct
Horns approximate, deflected, sub-incurved,

distant.

—

Sp. Hemltragus
Capra iharal Hodgson Asiat. Researches, xviii. 2, p. 129 (cited by
Wagnek), Schreb. Sdugth. Tab, 281 D; Hemitragii^ hylocrius, Kemas

thick at the base, undulately ringed, smooth at the tip.
iharal,

Ogilbt, Proceed. Zool.

Jiylocrius

Cap'a L.

(in part).

Horns

in both sexes, flat on the inside,

Mammse
in

spurious hoofs

Hoofs

Lachrymal sinuses none.

curved, annulate, often knotted.

compressed,

Soc. 1S37, p. 81,

rounded.

small,

Tail y&yj

short.

Throat bearded mostly in both sexes, sometimes

two.

(Eegion between

males only.

the

eyes and nostrils

flat

or

concave.)
Sp. Capra Ibex L., Buff. sii. Tab. 13 (Tab. 14 Horns), Schreb. Sdugth.

Tab. 281 c; der Steinbeck,

le

Bouquctin; with large, prominently knotted

horns, colour greyish-red, no beard, but only

the chin

;

on the Swiss Alps

somewhat longer

hair under

-Capra siberica Ehrenb., uEgoceros ibex

;

Capra beden Forsk., Cap)ra sinaitica
Spic. Zool. xi. Tab, 3;
Eheenb., Symb. physicce, Tab. 18, Cuv. R. Ani., ed. ill., Mammif. PI, 93,
fig, I, ScHKEB, 281 CO, &c. Upper Egypt, &c.
Pall.,

The goats live in troops on the mountains. Their senses are very acute.
The domestic goat, Capra Hircus L., has a sharp edge at the inside of the
horns, which is irregularly incised and sometimes vei-y broad. Of this species
there are many varieties. To this goat is similar Capra ^gagrus Gmel.,
the Paseng of the Caucasian mountains and Persia, Menag. dio Mus.
pp. 177

— 193,

d'Hist. nat.,
figs, 2, 3,

Guerin
Mammif.

Mammif.

Iconogr.,

PI.

44

bis,

fig. 2,

PI. 13 (Pall. Spic. Zool. xi, pp. 43

11,

Diet. univ.

—46, Tab, 5,

horns).

the genus Capra and not to the Antilopes, as I think (with Sunde-

To

vall), ought to be referred Capra montana

Ham, Smith,

Linn. Trans. Xlii,

Richardson, Faun.

bor.

Am.

i,
i.

pp. 38

Harlan, Ant Hope

—40, Tab,

iv.,

lanigera

Capra americana

Tab, 22, Schreb, Sdugth. Tab. 287 d.

This species has small horns, turned backwards and slightly curved, and
a white

Ovis L.

fleece.

Horns

It forms the genus Haj^locerus of

Ham. Smith.

in both sexes or in males only, striated wavily,

backward, with the tip mostly again
Hoofs compressed. Mammae two. Chin beardless.
K-egion between the eyes and nostrils convex.
transverse at the base, turned

bent forward.

MAMMALIA,
Wkh
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laclirymal sinuses none.

Sp. Ovis tra(jela]ihus Cuv.,

Schreb. Sdugth. Tab.

2

88 B; ruddy, the horns

thick at the base, bent outwards with the point in some degree curved

downwards ; long hair

at the neck

With laclirymal sinuses

b)

and

distinct.

Sp. Ovis Aries L., Schreb. Saugth. Tab. 289
tail

man

subject to

mentioned

many

the

diseases,

with the

sliccp,

This animal

has subjected to himself 1.

nally an inhabitant of mountains,
is

— 294 c;

usually longer than in any of the wild species.

the most useful which

It

North Africa.

fore legs, in

Since

it

is

one of

was

origi-

and dry regions.
amongst which the so-named /oo<-?-o< may be
it

thrives better in high

under which appellation, however, very different maladies have
been confounded. Frequently there arises a lameness of the feet ^, that to
;

which we allude, from the suppression of a secretion formed by the sebaceous glands of a sacculated inversion of the skin, which opens in front
between and above the hoofs of the fore and hind
swelling of the apparatus.
nants,

but in the hind

This dermal sac

See A.

feet alone.

and the consequent

feet,

found in some other rumi-

is

Bonn

Verhandel. der Eerste

Klasse der Koninkl. Nedcrl. Institwut, Amsterdam, 1820, V.

Klein

F.

tab.

bl.

125

— 155,

ungularum Ovis et Caprece, cum
1830, 8vo; E. Rousseau, Gubr. Eevue et Magasin de

Diss, inaug. de simt cutanea

Berolini,

510

Zoologie, 1852, pp.

Sheep begin

old they have got

which appear

—516, PL

21.

change their teeth

to

all their

permanent

in their first

year

teeth, except the

;

when

three years

two outer

incisors,

The ram is fit for procreation when
eighteen months old the ewe can copulate when one year old the period
of gestation is about five months, the produce one or two lambs. The
rams are mostly horned sometimes the ewe also has horns, which however
in the fourth year.
;

;

;

are smaller and less twisted.

There are

amongst which the merino-sheep
account of

its

many

varieties of the sheep,

(varietas hispanica) deserves

fine wool, the Astrac.an

lambs, and the Iceland sheep {varietas polycerata) for

In some the

mention on

sheep for the curly fleece of the
four or six horns.

its

pecuUarly broad and fat ; others are distinguished by
large deposits of fat on the croup {var. steotopyga Pall.).
tail is

In the wild species the
(L.,

tail is

in part) Cuv., Ovis argali

sheep.

Of

very short.

Pall.

this species both S3xes

To

these belongs Ovis

Tab.

S2nc. Zool. xi.

have horns, which

i

;

Ammon

the Argali

in the female are

smaller and at their base are set longitudinally on the skull (not with the

broader surface transverse, as
larly thick
is

and

large.

scarcely probable

;

is usual in the sheep), in the male particuThat our domestic sheep is derived from this species
compare TiLESius, who defends this derivation, and

Bojanus, who advances objections to it from difference in the skull,
in Act. Acad. Leop. Carol, xii. i, p. 279, pp. 291
300.
Ocher writers

—

1
it

Although "Pecus"

refers especially,

is

when no

applied by the ancients to denote

other

name

is

added, to sheep.

all

kinds of

cap. 47.
2

" Turpis podagra," Virgil. Georg.

VOL.

II.

cattle,

See Plinius Lib.

in. 299.

42

viii.
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suppose, without satisfactory grounds, that Ovis muscimon Pall. (Buff. xi.
29, SCHREB. Sciuffth. Tab. 288 A, Brandt u. Eatzeb. Mediz. Zool. i.

PL

fig. I, Cuv. J?. Ani., ed. ill., Mammif. PL 93, fig. 2), a species
from Sardinia and Corsica, which also occurs in Cyprus and in Persia, and

Tab. IX.

which

is

much

smaller,

is

to be regarded as our originally wild sheep.

Anoa Ham. Smith, Wagn. Horns remote

at the base, thick,

upwards, striated transversely, subulate at the point, smooth,
directed backwards, ascending but little. Khinarium continued as

flat

far as the

margin of upper

Ears short (scarcely equalling the

lip.

Lachrymal sinuses none.

third part of the length of head).

moderate, setose.
Sp.

Anoa

Ann.

Neck

Mammge

Legs low.

short.

depresslcornis, Antilope depressicornis

des Sc. nat. xvii. PI. ao,

423

i^p.

form, between the antelopes and oxen

Ham.

—426;

Sm.,

Quot

et

Gaimakd

Celebes; an intermediate

brown or blackish

;

Tail

four.

;

the thighs on

the inside and the fore legs at the lower part whitish.

Horns round

Bos L.

either throughout or towards the tip,

turned outwards, incurved at the

below the

tip,

ascending, with osseous nucleus

Lachrymal sinuses none.

cavernous.

Mammas

or with long hair throughout.

The genus

Rhinarium almost always

Tail moderate, tufted at the point

nostrils large, broad.

four.

of the oxen has a very wide geographical distribution, like the

family of the grasses on which they feed
originally wild species are
Ij.,

Buff.

cattle are included

under

Sp. Bos Taurus

met

iv. PI. 14,

this

;

in

South America, however, no

with.

name.

Schreb. Sdugth. Tab. 297; common
The forehead is flat and the horns are

set upon the edge which separates this flat forehead from the part of the
head which descends downwards. Oxen may attain an age of 20 or 25
years, but rarely five so long, since they are mostly slaughtered at an
earlier period.

calf

is

bom

Period of gestation of the cow

is

about 280 days.

The

with four incisors and with three molars in each jaw on both

sides; after the first year the

change of the teeth begins, and

third all the milk-teeth are replaced

by permanent

after the

teeth.

Every one is acquainted with the manifold usefulness of this animal, of
which the breed forms one of the chief sources of our national riches. Compare on the ox Wagnek in Schreber's Sdugth. v. s. 1566
1680, H. W.

—

Von Pabst

Anle'dung zur Rlndviehzucht, Mit 24 Bildern in lithogr. Far-

bcndrucTc, Stuttgart

und Tubingen, 185 1, 8vo, and (with special reference
Le Francq Van Berkhey NatuurlijJce Historie
181 1, 8vo, vi.
Holland, met platen, Leiden, 1805

to the cattle of Holland) J.

van

het rundvce in

—

Deelen.

There are fewer varieties

in

cattle

than in sheep.

belongs Bos indicus L., the zehu, distinguished by a
which, like

tliat

of the camel, consists of fat;

To

the varieties

hump

on the back

sometimes this race

is

—

MAMMALIA.
destitute of horns (see

Cuv. R. AnL,

ed.

ill.,

659

Menag. du Mus.

Mammif.

i.

pp. 235

PI. 94, fig.

r,

— 255,

pp. 218

11.

V. Pabst, PI.

2,

— 223,
s.

21).

met with in Arabia, Persia, the continent of India and
some parts of Africa. The cattle of the Dutch East-Indian colonists are
for the most part of this race, partly from crosses of this with the Sunda
This variety

is

ox, Bos sondaicus S.

Mueller

Overzeescke Bczittingen,

On

the continent of India (and,

different species.

To

Verh. over de nat. Geschiedenis der Nederl.

Mamm.

—

39; with the Javanese Banfang
former times at least, also in Ceylon) is a

PI. 35

m

Bos frontalis Lambert, Bos

gcuvceus.

Bos gaurus, Smith.

the same division of this genus belongs also a species occurring in

from which, according to the opinion of Cuvier, our ox

diluvial deposits,

See Ann. dio Mus. xii. p. 333 et suiv. This, however, is
not beyond doubt but that those remains belong to a species (Bos primi-

has descended.

;

genius Bojan.), which lived contemporaneously with man, has been asserted

by NiLSON, and

there is all probability that this was not different from
Bos urus, which was formerly dispersed through the forests of Germany
and which was recorded by C^sar.
In the Bisons the horns are situated in front of the sharp line which

divides the forehead from the descending part of the skull

convex and broad, there are fourteen pairs of

Bos bison L., Nilson, Bos

only thirteen.-

Nus De uro
Cces.

Leop.

iirus

;

the forehead

is

whilst Bos faurus has

Bojan.

Compare Boja-

Acad.
Eichvtald Naturvon Lithauen, Volhynien und Podolien, Wilna, 1830, 4to,

nostrate ejusqits sceleto commentatio, 1825, in Nov. Act.

Carol,

Mstorische STcizze

pp. 241

ribs,

xiii.

— 253 (with

414

pp.

2,

—478,

Tab. 20,

This animal, formerly

figure opposite the title-page).

nay even

dispersed throughout Germany,

in the

now

South of Sweden,

marshy forest Bialowesha in Lithuania, and in the Cau(EiCHWALD Fauna Caspio- Caucasia, 1841, pp. 40, 41). That Bos

lives only in the

casus.

americanvs Gmel., (Cnv. B. Ani., ed.

ill.,

Mammif. PL

94,

fig. 2)

differs

from it only slightly, is generally admitted, and whether there be sufficient
ground for the adoption of a specific difference is doubted by some; G.

J^GER

Wiirtemb. naturwissenschaftUche Jakreshefte ,

1854, pp. 204

Bos huhalis L., Buff.

Mammif.

Iconogr.,

X. the buffalo

;

projecting line.

draught

;

its

1847, P- ^T^j ^•

Schreb. Saugth. Taf. 300 A, Guerin
u. Eatzeb. Mediz. Zool. 1. Tab.

xi. PI. 25,

Brandt

PI. 45, fig. 3,

the horns are directed outwards and with a longitudinal

This species

is

originally

into Italy in the seventh century.

the ox.

ill.

— 209.

skin

is

The

highly valued, but

In India there

lives

from India, and was brought
is peculiarly adapted for

buffalo

its flesh is

much

inferior to that of

a variety of this species with very large horns,

the name of Bos ami; see the head figured in Blumenbach
Abbildungen naturhist. Gegenst. No. 6^. At Java and others of the Sunda
Islands the buffalo does not occur wild, but has returned to the wild state,

known by

and was perhaps introduced there with the cultivation
Karbau of the Malays see S. Mueller Verhandel. &c.

of rice.
op. cit.

;

Bos

caffer

It

PL

the

Sparrm., Gm., Schreb. Saugth. Tab. 301 the horns, placed
rough and sinuously ringed the
;

close together at the base, are very broad,
tip curved

is

40.

upwards and inwards

is

smooth;

;

this species lives to the east of

the Cape colony and in Mosambique.

42—2
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Bos gnmniens L., Bos jioephagus Pall., the Ywlc, a species from Thibet,
which occurs in the wild and the tame state, with long hair and a longhaired

tail, like

Of aU

that of a horse.

the species, that which deviates most from our cattle

a species

is

from the most northerly parts of North America, Bos moschatiis Zimmerm.,
Gmel., Scheeb. Sciugth. Tab. 302 a (after Pennant Arctic Zool.), 302 b.

Compare Hermann Zur

GeschicJite

des Bisamochses, Naturforscher xix.

This has a hairy muzzle (no rhinarium), and short
the horns approach each other at the
tail concealed under the long hair
base, and then proceed outwards and downwards, the point turning up
1783,

s.

91, Tab. V.

;

This species forms the genus Ovibos Blainagain, nearly as in the gnu.
viLLE, Desmae., and the transition to the genus Ovis.

Oeder VI.

Edentata.

{Bruta L., exclusive of the genera

El&phas and

Teeth in the

Tricliechns.)

both jaws none, sometimes "both jaws
claws large, cm-ved, often comwith
Toes

fore part of

entirely edentulous.

pressed.

mammals sometimes are altogether destitute of
teeth, as the name indicates, but sometimes, on the contrary, have
numerous teeth, which is in contradiction with that name in the
fore part, however, of the mouth the teeth are always absent.
The

edentate

;

Dasypus

sexcinctus L., (and Das. vUlosus) alone has, at the back

part of the intermaxillary bone, on each side a tooth, which must

consequently be

named an

incisor,

and opposite to these two upper

The

teeth are situated four in the lower jaw'.
teeth,

and

without
cease to

also

roots,

grow

no true canine

teeth.

rest

have no incisor

All the teeth are simple,

with an undivided hollow base; thus they never
worn down above ; they consist of dentine

as they are

and cement, without enamel.
All the species of the edentate
countries of the earth; in

mammals

live in the v/armest

Europe no one animal

is

found which

belongs to this order.
Compare
'

W. Von Rapp

Anatomische Untersuchungen ubcr die Edentaten

{Mit Steindrucktafeln,'JLubing&ii, 1843, 4to;

Family

XX.

Effodientta

Illig.

1^"

vermehrte Aiijlage, 1852.)

Head produced

an elongate, narrow snout. Feet short, hind feet longer.
Teeth either none or all similar in form.
curved, fossorial.

1

See F, CuviER Des dents des

Mammlf.

pp. 195, 196, PI. 96.

to

form

Claws

;

MAMMALIA.
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The burrowing edentate mammals are distinguislied by a pointed
They feed upon insects, some exclusively,
and elongated head.
whilst others add other food to this and feed principally upon offal,
Some climb
as Basypus duodecimcinctus and Das. septemcinctus.
dldactyla and Myrmec. tetradactyla or tawhich they are assisted by a prehensile tail. Manis
javanica also climbs trees and hides in their hollows. Most, however, live on the ground, or some few under ground in holes which
trees {^Myrmecophaga
'mandiia), in

they have dug.

Manis L.

with horny imbricate
The

Ears small, mostly indistinct or

Teeth none.

Tongue round,

scarcely any.

Body and

exsertile.

tail

covered

Tail long.

scales.

scaled animals live in

warm

They

skeleton has no clavicles.

countries of Asia

can,

and Africa.

when danger impends,

roll

Their

themselves

and are then protected by their scales, as the hedgehog is by
Compare on the species of this genus Sundevall Ofversigt af
282, and FoSldgta Manis, Sloclch. Vetcnsh. Akad. Handl. 1842, pp. 245
ciLLON Du genre Pangolin, Guebin Revue et Magas. de Zool. 1850, pp. 465
into a ball,
his spines.

—

—474;
Sp.

PP-

513— 534.

PI- 10, II.

Manis longicaudata Shaw, Manis

Buff.

tetradactyla L.,

Guer.

x. PI. 35 (Schkeb. Sdugth. Tab. 70),

35, fig. 4,

from the coast of Guinea

the head and trunk

;

the

;

tail is

Manis macroura Erxl.
Iconogr., Mammif. PI.

nearly twice as long as

the scales are large, black with yellow margin, and

—

upon the trunk in eleven rows. Another species from the coast of
Guinea has 19 or 21 rows of scales; these are small, yellow-grey, with
three points behind; Manis tricuspis Eafinbsque, Manis multiscutata
are set

Geay.

or

In other species the tail has about the length of the trunk with the head,
Here belongs that which lives on the continent
is something shorter.

of India and at Ceylon,

Manis laticauda

Illig.,

Manis pentadactyla L.

Erxl., Cuv. R. Ami, ed. ill., Mammif. PI. 74,
the largest known species of this genus Manis Temminchi Smuts, SunDEV. 1. 1. Tab. IV. fig. 2, Smith Illustr. of the Zool. of 8. Afr., Mamm.
PI, 7 to the north of the Cape Colony, in Mozambique, also in Sennaar
(in part),

Manis

hracliTjura

;

;

—Manis javanica Desmab., Eapp,
Myvjnecophoga L.

Body

11. fig.

2

;

Java, Borneo, &c.

Tail long.

ant-eaters represent in the

Africa and Asia.

Tab.

Ears small, rounded and oval.

Teeth none.

covered with hair.

The

1. 1.

They

New World the

scaled animals of

all live in South America, in the forests,

and feed on ants and white ants, whose nests they tear up with
Their
their large nails, and on other insects, caterpillars, &c.
mucus.
adhesive
an
covered
with
constantly
is
tongue
extensile

—

—
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With fore feet

Sp. a.

Buff.

jiibata L.,

tetradacti/lous,

x. Tab.

hind feet pentadactylous.

Myrmecophaga

m.

PI. 55 (scarcely

(fig.

-29

deformed), Siippl.

Blumenb. Ahlild. naturh. Gegenst. No. 82, Diet. imiv. d'Hist. nat.,
Mammif. PL 16, fig. 2; this is the largest species, and attains nearly four
The hair is long,
feet, besides the tail, which is more than 20 feet long.

better),

back forwards and on the tail, and bristly; the colour is
grey with black throat and a triangular black spot ascending from this
Myrmecophaga tetradacobliquely over the shoulders; Brasil, Surinam.
especially on the

tyla

L. (and tridactyla ejusd., a species to be suppressed), Myiinecophaga

tamandua Cvv., Scheeb. Saugth. Tab. 68
Tab. II,

(fig.

of

Maecgeaff), Eapp

1. 1.

(2d edit. Tab. 11, 6); smaller, the tail scaly at the extre-

fig. I

(Temminck distinguishes this Brasilian species
variously coloured.
Myrmecophaga hivittata from the species from Surinam which he names
Myrmecophaga tamandua, yellowish-grey, one-coloured, with longer tail
and somewhat larger ears.)
mity

;

as

jS)

With fore

hind feet

feet didactylous,

{^Snout shorter.

tetradactylous.

Myrmecophaga didactyla L., Scheeb. Saugth.
Tab. 66, Bldmenbach Aohild. No. 22, Gube. Icon., Mammif. PI. 35, fig.
2
this small species lives in Guiana and Surinam the ribs are very broad
and flat, and their posterior margin overlaps the anterior margin of the
Coat thick,

Sp.

looolly).

;

;

succeeding

rib.

Meckel

175, J. F.

Orycteroims

In

this species the vessels of the fore limbs

their anatomical structure

compare on

Archivf. d. Physiol, v, 1819,

Geoffr. St.-Hil.

molars various according to age
drical,

composed of

-;

s.

i

;

X. pp. 165

—67.

and canines none,
5—5
cylinthe aged - _ -

Incisors

—7

—

7

form plexuses

Daubenton, Buff.

77

,

in

,

Body

vertical tubes, with flat crown.

hairy.

Feet short, anterior tetradactylous, posterior pentadactylous, with
claws strong, fossorial, ungular. Ears elongate, acuminate. Tail
moderate, thick, hairy.
Sp. Orycteropus capensis G^oyfr. ,

Myrmeeoplmga afra Pall., Myrmecophaga

Gueein Iconogr., Mammif. PI. 35, fig. i, Pallas
Myrmecophagam africanam e Utteris CeV. P. Campee,

capensis Gm.,

Observa-

tiones circa,

excerpitfs

et

illustratce.

Tab. IX. B
capensis,

;

Act, Acad. Scientiar. Petropolit.,

comp, H. F.

Stuttgart,

J^gee A nat.

1837, 4to (with a

pro anno i777>

P* ^^Sj

Untersuchungen des Orycteropus

fig.

copied in

Rapp

1.

1.

Tab.

i).

This species, het aardvarhen of South Africa, lives in subterraneous cavities

and

attains a length of 4 feet and more.
In the skeleton itself there are
only four toes on the fore feet, whilst that of Myrmecophaga juhata has

five; the cervical vertebrae are particularly strong.

(In Abyssinia also

and

which have been regarded as different
species.
See Sundevall Velensh. Akad. Handl. 1842, pp. 236 242, DoVEENOY in GOEE. Revue et Magas. de Zool. 1852, pp. 581, 582, and Mem.
in Senegal similar animals occur

—

sur VOryct. duNil, &c. Ann. des Sc. nat. 3ifeme S^r. xix. pp.181
9, 10.)

Des

Compare on the

dents des

Mamm.

— 202, PI.

structure of the teeth in Orycteropus F.

PI. 82,

and

Owen

Odontogr. pp. 317

— 320,

Cuvieb

PI. 77, 78.

—

-;
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Teeth small,

Dasypus L.

distant, cylindric, in various

number,

Body covered by very hard mail formed of regular
in both jaws.
Ears
zones.
scutes, mostly hexagonal, the back intersected by
Hairs scattered between the scutes and the zones.
Tail of various length, covered by scutella, tuberculate or naked.
Feet either all pentadactylous or anterior tetradactylous.

somewhat

large.

The Armadillos. All these animals live in South America. The skeleton
well-developed
distinguished by the peculiar breadth of the first rib, by
the scapula
clavicles, and by a second projecting line under the spine of
elongation of
(also more or less present in the ant-eaters), and also by an
They buiy themselves under ground
the acromion over the humerus.
considered well-tasted. According to
is
flesh
some
the
By
vsrhen pursued.
AzARA the dorsal shield is used for making guitars by the Brasilians.
is

a)

With fore feet tetradactylous, hind feet pentadactijlous.

Dasypus novemcinctus L., Das. longicaudus Max. Neuw., Schreb.
tail ringed
Saugth. Tab. 74, Blumenb. Ahh. naturh. Geffenst. No. 83; the

Sp.

at every ring regularly attenuated, of the length of the

and

taco of

AzARA

with short

;

all the feet

tail.

pentadactylom.

This species has a short

Sp. Dasypus tricinctus L., Schreb. Saugth. 71.
tail,

~7

is one of the commonest and is found
Dasypus conurus IsiD. Geoffr.i, j^ja-

Guiana and Surinam.

b) With

—
7

;

This species

molars or thereabouts.
in Brasil,

body

the body very convex backwards, like a tortoise ;

it

can

roll itself up.

(The genus Tolypeutes Illig.) Dasypus seoocinctus L. (and octodecimcimtus
Gm.), Dasypus setosus Neuw., Schreb. Saugth. Tab. 71 b, Guerin Iconogr.,

Mammlf.

PI. 34, fig.

i.

Diet. univ. d'Hist. nat.,

Mammif.

PI. 15, fig.

i

;

Tatusia F. Cuv.

Dasypus gigas Cuv., Buff. x. PI. 45, Krauss
fig. 5 (the genus Priodon F. Cuv.).
The small molars are very numerous, 16, 18 or more on each side

The

largest species

is

Thierreich in BiUern, Saugth. Tab. 24,

^'

~^^

( 25-25

Y Cuv

a leno-th of 3

)
1

feet.

which they use

This species
^

is

found in Surinam and Brasil, and attains

The Botucodos make speaking trumpets from the

Neuwied

in the forests.

Reise nach Brasil.

l. s.

Q

CUamydophorus

{CJilamypJiorus

Haelan).

tail,

363, 364,

Q

Molar teeth g—-g

.

Back covered with a

Ears almost none, concealed under

hair.

coriaceous test, truncated posteriorly,

composed of transverse rows

of scutella

;

leg,

abdomen, and

sides hairy.

Feet pentadactylous

claws of fore feet very long, acute. Tail rigid, bent under the body.
1

Dasypus

GuEEiN Revue

tricinctus auctor.,

Zool. 1847.

in part;

see

Isidore Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire,

—

—

664

—

—

;
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Harl. Ann. of the Lye. of New Yorh, i. p.
Ann. des Sc. nat. v. 1825, pp. 5 17, PL i,
GUER. Iconogr., Mamm. PI. 34, fig. 3 an animal of the size of the common mole, found in Chili, and which mostly keeps under ground. See the
skeleton described by Yarrell Zool. Journ. ill. No. 12, 1828, p. 544, Tab.
16, 17, Oken's Isis, 1830, p. 926, Tab. IX. and especially a monograph by
Hyrtl Chlaiiiydophmd truncati cum Dasypode yymnuro comparati Eocamen
anatom., in Denksdtr. der Kais. Acad. d. Wissensch. ix. Wien, 1855,

Sp. Clilamydophorus truncatus

—

235, Tab. ai, copied in the

;

s.

66, with figures.

I

Family XXI.
flat.

Head

Tardigrada Illig.

truncated anteriorly,

Claws incurved,

Legs, especially the anterior, very long.

compressed.

The

South America, principally in the large

sloths live in

forests

they feed on the leaves of trees; the females bear only a single

young
hack

and carry

one,

as long as

it,

it

continues to suck, on their

'.

Compare CuviER sur
189

— 215,

cum

II.

PL

14

— 17;

Ann. du Mus.

VOsteologie des Paresseux,

A. Brants

v. pp.

Dissert, zool. inaug. de Tardigradis,

Tab. L. B. 1828, 4to.

Bradypus L. Body liairy. Molar teeth
Ears very short, concealed under hair. Fore

separate,

cylindric.

feet tridactylous or

didactylous, hind feet tridactylous, with toes conjoined as far as

the claws.

Tw^o pectoral mammae.

Bradypus

Illig.,

—

5

Acheus F. Cuv.

Molars

5\

-

-\ with the

t)

0/

individuals

Tail very short, or none.

longer than hind

first

small.

—

-

- (or in younger
* * \
Fore feet tridactylous,

Tail very short.

feet.

Sp. Bradypus cucidliger

Wagl., Bradypus

gularis Eueppell Mus. Senclc.
Cdv. R. Ani., ed. ill., Mamm. PL 70; Ai a dos
hride Daubenton in Buff. xm. PL 32; Surinam, Guiana;
Bradypus
pallidus Wagn., Bradypus tridactylus Maxim. Ahb. zar Naturgescli. Brasil.
III. s.

138, 139, Taf. XI.,

2te Lief.

(The name of Brad, tridactylus L.

to one of these

two

is

merely given arbitrarily

upon the opinion that there is
only one species with 3 toes on the fore feet.) Bradypus torquatus Illig.,
Maxim. Abb. zur Naturgesch. Bras. 6te Lief., Guer. Iconogr., Mammif.
PL 23, fig. r both species from the North and East of Brasil ; the last
also, though rare, in Peru;
Bradypus infuscatus Wagl. North western
species, since it rests

;

^

202

mode
Humboldt and Tschudi.

Interesting particulars on the

been given by

— 205.

of

life

See

and properties of the sloths have
Tschudi Fauna Peruana, I. jjp.

665
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Compare on these four species and some others of
which the distinction is not yet sufficiently established, Wagner in
Archivfur Naturgesch. 1850, s. 367— 387> and in Scheeb. Saugth. Supplementband, 5 Abth. 1853, s. 162—173.
part of Brasil, Peru.

Cholcepus Illig., Bradypus F. Cuv. First molar tootli very long,
acuminate, resembling a canine, with tlie inferior placed behind the
4
4
upper; remaining molars ^j
^ ^vith crown cuneate, worn obliquely

—

in front

Of
ally

is known, which
Bradypus dklactylus L.

one species only

this sub-genus

may

Tail none.

feet didactylous.

Fore

and behind.

,

name

retain the

of

therefore provision-

The head

is

more

protracted and the fore legs are less elongate than in the three-toed species.
figure may be seen in Scheeber's Saugth. Tab. 65, copied from Buffon

A

XII. PI. I,

and a better

skeleton

figured in

is

Guer. Iconogr., Mammif. PI. 33, fig. 1 the
u. D'Alton Das RiesenfauUhier, Bonn, 1821,

in

;

Pander

Tab. VII.
Different fossil species belong to the order of the edentates; most of

them

are found in diluvial deposits

and

in caves.

Some appear

to belong

Others form a transition between the two families
of edentates, and present in the malar bone, which terminates in a process
descending obliquely over the lower jaw, a resemblance to the genus Brady-

to the

genus Dasypus.

Here belongs

pus, whilst the bones of the limbs are massive and large.

the genus

Megalmyx Jefferson, Cuv. and Megatherium Cuv.

Ann. du Mus.

—

v. pp.

358

—400,

PI.

23

—

(comp. Cuv.

25, Recherches sur les ossem. fo&siles

The genus Megatherium is best known of the two.
159
195).
Megatherium Cuvierii was an animal which must have been about 12 feet
long and 5 feet high, and of which a skeleton was found not far from
Buenos-Ayres at the end of the last century, which is now preserved at
VI. pp.

Madrid.

Das

This skeleton

Riesenfaulthier,

is

beautifully figured

Tab.

i.

11.

by Pander und D'Alton

Afterwards was discovered the genus

Mylodon Owen {Description of the Skeleton of an eoUinct gigantic Sloth,
London, 1843, 4H ^»i»- ^^s Sc. nat. 26 S^rie, xix. pp. 221 263), of which
a skeleton found to the north of Buenos-Ayres is preserved in the collection of the College of Surgeons at London, the genus Glyptodon Owen

—

Dasypus and others. The investigations of
few years have contributed greatly to extend
and multiply our knowledge of these fossil animals. Compare Pictet
See Leidy On the extinct
Traite de Palceontologie, 2 ^d. I. pp. 263
278.

which more

Lund

closely follows

in Brasil in the last

—

Sloth trile of North

America ; Smithsonian

Co7itrihutions to Knowledge, 1855,

Vol. VII.

Order VII.

Glires

s.

Rodentia.

Incisor teeth in both jaws two, large, incurved, destitute of roots.

Molars remote from incisors by an interval, mostly
Feet ungmfew, rarely more than four in each side of both jaws.
Canines none.
culate, in

most pentadactylous.

CLASS XVII.
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The

The

Rodents.

by a plate of enamel on

incisors are covered

the anteiior surface only, which in

ruddy-brown (by a very thin layer

many species is coloured yellow or
of cement) \ Not only the enamel,

but also the anterior dentine is harder than the posterior of the
wearing down of these teeth is effected

incisors; hence a greater

by

at the back part

and

use,

their crowns acquire a chisel-shape

with a surface declining from the sharp anterior margin backward.
The condyle of the lower jaw is longitudinal, and slides forward

and backward.

The rodents

on vegetable

live principally, or exclusively,

food,

They are

often on hard parts of plants, as bark of trees, roots, &c.

commonly small, and exceedingly prolific. The species are very
numerous (compai-e p. 605) about one-fifth of these are found in
North America, where especially many species of the genus Arctomys, Sciurus and Lepus occur.
;

Comp.are on this order Pallas Novce specks Quadrupeduni
ordine, Erlangte, 1778, 4to; of the anatomical peculiarities

e Gliriiini

Rymer Jones

has given a compendious account in his article Rodentia, Todd's Cydo-

pmdia,

IV. pp.

368

— 396.

Family XXII. Duplicidentata. Upper incisors four, duplicate,
with two thin teeth placed behind the anteror and normal. Molars
destitute of roots, formed of two coalesced laminse, upper six or five
on each

side,

lower

Fore

six.

several (4

— 10).

much

(Molar teeth

longer than fore legs.

—

2—2
i.

:r

small, simple.

z-

feet tetra-

Teats

3—3
,

p.

^

—

^

,

Hind

Tail recurved, short.

^

Owen,

hind

Tail short or none.

Ears elongate.

Lej)us L.

feet pentadactylous,

Claws elongate, compressed.

dactylous with hairy soles.

3—3

—

m.

«

r^

—^

^
^—0

= 28,

.

legs

Dental formula

the last upper molar

Clavicles imperfect.)

The hares

are distinguished from

all

the other rodents by the two small

upper incisors placed behind the usual ones.

When

the

mouth

is

closed

the inferior molars are situated within the margin of the superior molars,
as in the ruminantia.
lateral

motion

is

Hence

required,

for the

which

is

due production of chewing a large

therefore facilitated

by the free articujaw and the

lation of the hemispherical articular condyle of the lower

shallow articular cavity.
equally

By

this

motion the surface of the molars

worn dovm, and presents projecting

^

Owen's

lines of

Odvntofjraplnj, p. 399.

is

un-

enamel with intervening

—

—— —

—

,;

MAMMALIA.
depressions of dentine.

by a

orbits are perforated

palate

very imperfect,

is

667

—

(Bennett Zool. Soc. i. 1833, P- 60). The two
The bony
single and common foramen opticum.
and forms merely a transverse strip between the

(These peculiarities also apply to the following genus

anterior molars.

Lagomys.)

Schkeb. Sdugth. Tab. 233 a; Guerin Iconogr.,
the hare, le lilvre, der Hase ; dispersed nearly
throughout the whole of Europe is not met with in Sweden and Norway
the ears are longer than the head; the tail white, black above; Lepus

Sp.

Lepus timidus L.,

Mammif.

PI. 3r, fig. i;

;

Schreb. Sangth. Tab. 235 a, b;
tail grey above

variabilis Pall.,

nearly of the length of the head

;

Scotland and Ireland;

Schreb. Sdugth. Tab. 236 a;

the rabbit,

le

summer brown

in the

;

which remain black; in

in winter white, except the borders of the ears,

Sweden, the Swiss Alps\

the mountain-hare, ears
;

Lepus cuniculus L.,

The

lapin, das Kaninchen.

wild rabbits are grey with a ruddy spot on the neck

;

the ears are some-

what shorter than the head. Lepus brachywrus Temm. from Japan, and
Lipus hispidus Pearson, from Assam, are distinguished by the ears shorter
than the head and the tail very short; of this last species Bltth has
formed the sub-genus Capirologus'^. Ann. and Mag. of not. Hist. XVII.

On

1846, p. 163.

the other species see

Waterhouse Mamm,

11.

pp. 33

147.

Lagomys Cuv.
5

—5

P

p

—

.

Ears

short, rounded.

(Molar teeth

Tail none.

Clavicles perfect.)

To

genus belong some small species, mostly from the North-West of

this

Asia.

The

skull

is

more elongate and

less

high in front.

alpinus, Lepus alpinus Pall. Nov. Spec. Glir. Tab.

Tab. 238;

11.,

Lagomys Ogotona, Lepus Ogotona Pall.

Sp.

Lagomys

Schreb. Sdugth.

ib.

Tab.

iii.

;

the

Lagomys

Ogotona of the Mongols, to the South of the lake Baikal, &c.

pninceps Richards. Faun. bor. Amer. PI. 19, in North America, Rocky

Mountains.

Many

fossil

remains belonging to this genus are found in the fissures of

the limestone rocks on the coast of the Mediterranean Sea, especially in

Corsica and Sardinia.

Family XXIII.
complex
lous,

Suhungulata

Fore

or lamellose.

hind

feet

feet

Illig.

Molar teeth

tetradactylous

or

4-4
-

—^

pentadacty-

mostly tridactylous, or peutadactylous, with lateral

Claws

digits small, remote.

large, uugular, or compressed, keeled

above.

'

2

"In cdpibus candidi
Waterhouse writes

stiff bristles {Kairpos,

;

rutilescunt annis omnibus."

Carpologus, but the

a hog).

Plinius Lib.

name appears

viii. c. 55.

to be derived

from the

—
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Body

Ears rounded or oval,

Tail short or none.

haiiy.

moderate.
These rodents, which have much

affinity

with Hystrix, were by

LiNNJEUS refen-ed to the genus Mus, by Klein, Pallas, Gmelin

They

united in a distinct genus, Cavia.

in

all live

South America.

Cavia Cuv., Illig. (Spec, of the genus Cavia Pall., Gm.).
molars destitute
of roots, lamellose, in rows converging anteriorly, formed of two
Incisors smooth anteriorly, white or pale yellow

;

triangular parts with cement filling the fissure between them.

mula Owen,

——

-

i.

1

Dolichotis

7
1

p.

,

=

1

Wagn.

—

——

m.

,

^

1

Waterh. Mamm.

from the other

Mara

PI. 3,

Ii.

some resemblance

this species has

20.)

magellanica Lesson Centurie

fig.

Lievre

i,

of this genus, which

high

legs)

in external aspect than in essential characters.

Cavia

(in the stricter sense).

Eeet short.

half the head.

pampa D'Azara;

to a hare, but differs (especially in the

more

sjaecies

more

large,

Tail very short.

Feet high.

Cavia patagonica Penn., Shaw,

Zool. PI. 42,

—

Ears broad at the base, somewhat

than half the length of head.
Sp.

-

Feet

(Dental for-

cloven, anterior tetradactylous, posterior tridactylous.

it

surpasses in

much

Ears rounded,

size,

shorter than

Tail none.

Maxim. Ahh. zur NaturgescJi. Brasil. Lief. iv. Tab. 3;
Moco of the Brasilians. The sub-genus Kerodon of F. Cuv. Dents des
Mammif. PI. 48 greyish, below pale-coloured the hind legs ruddy lives
Cavia aperea Erxl., Maxim. 1. 1.,
in the higher rocky regions of Brasil;
GuER. Iconogr., Mammif. PI. 32, fig. r, Sohreb. Sdugth. Tab. 173 a, fig.

Sp. Cavia rupestrls

;

;

3

;

;

with hair brown, at the point reddish-yellow

;

throat pale

;

lives in

grassy districts, at the edges of woods, throughout the greater part of

South America.

Mus

BoFF.
This

It has been

supposed that Cavia cohaya Schreb., Desm.,

porcellus L. (the guinea-pig,
VIII. PI. I,

little

le

Cochon d'Inde, das Meerschioeinchen),

Schreb. Sdugth. Tab.

173,

is

derived from this species.

animal, black with white and orange-coloured spots, procreates

very readily in Europe, and has often been submitted to physiological
experiments.
IV. pp.

190

See, respecting

— 209;

J. J.

it,

J. J.

Nauman

Ereuler Monographia

in

Linn. Amoen. Acad.

Cavice Porcelli zoologica,

Gottingse, 1820, 4to.

Upper

incisor

a superficial longitudinal groove.

Molar

HydrocJioerus Briss. (not BoDD.), Illig.,
teeth indented anteriorly

by

Cuv.

teeth destitute of roots, lamellose, the posterior tooth of both jaws
large,

composed of many

lamellas.

Head

thick, protracted in front

—

MAMMALIA.

Feet semi-palmate, the anterior tetradacty-

of eyes, with lip entire.

the

\o\is,

posterior

669

Tail none.

covered with hair thinly disposed, setaceous, long.
Sp. ffydrochcerus capybara Desm., Sus Hydrochceris L.,

GUERIN

lcono(jv.,

Mammif.

Body

Claws broad, imgnlar.

tridactylous.

Buff.

This animal

PI. 31, fig. 3.

xii. PI. 49,

the largest of

is

The capyhara lives on the
Surinam and throughout nearly the whole of

the order, and attains a length of 3 to 4 feet.

banks of rivers in
South America.

Brasil,

Molar teeth complex or semi-com-

Coelogenys F. Cuv., Illig.
plex.

Lip cloven.

hailucar wart

Fore

hind

;

skin under the

with four toes and unguiculate

feet

zygoma

and tumid.

large

(A

Tail very short.

feet tridactylous.

Comp. r. CuviER Du genre Paca,
203—209, PI. IX. A, figs. I 6.

fold of

Internal buccal pouches.)

Cceloc/enys,

Ann.

dii

Mus. X. 1807,

—

pp.

Sp. Cceloffenys suhnigra, and Cod. fidva, probably only varieties of the

same

Mus Paca

L. (Cavia Paca auctor.) Buff. x. PI. 43, Siq^j^l. m.
PI. 33, GUER. Iconogr., Mammif. PI. 32, fig. 3.
This animal attains a
length of nearly two feet colour dark brown or reddish with white spots,
species,

;

placed on the sides of the body in four or five longitudinal rows.

The buccal pouches were
by Geoffrot St.-Hilaire Ann. du Mus. iv. 1804, pp. 99

flesh,

which

very

is

fat,

is

eaten.

first

The

described

— loi,

Dasyjprocta Illig., Chloromys F.

Lip cloven.
tridactylous.

Fore
Tail

Cuv.

Molar teeth complex.

with four toes and hailucar wart; hinder

feet

a

short,

naked

tubercle.

Hair towards the

hind part of back and over the hips elongate.
Sp. Dasyjn-octa Aguti Desm.,

du Mus.

i.

Su2:>2)l. III.

— 284;

pp. 271
PI. 36,

GuER.

Mus Aguti

L.,

Buff.

Cuv. Menag.

viii. PI. 50,

Dasypr. Acuschy Desm., Cavia Acuschy Buff.

Iconogr.,

Mammif.

PI. 32, fig. 2 (with tail longer

than in the preceding).

Guiana and Surinam
ing they sit on the hmd
;

Family XXIV.
with undulate

striai

Both species from the North of
commonly pursued as game in Brasil
feet,

Aculeata.

Fore

holding the food with their fore

Molars in adults

of enamel in the crown.

4—4
-r
^

—

from

whilst feedfeet.

,

complex,

Incisors large, mostly

Body

covered with rigid, acumi-

feet tetradactylous,

with pollex very small,

coloured anteriorly, not grooved.
nate spines.

Brasil,
;

resembling a wart, hind

feet

pentadactylous or tetradactylous.

This family consists of the j)orcupines, the genus Hystrix L.
Species belonging to

it

are found both in the Old and the

New

—
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;
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World, but

witli tlie exception

all,

These animals possess

countries.

of a single species, in

clavicles, wliicli,

warm

however, are not

quite perfect, being attached to the sternum only and not to the

commonly fourteen ribs; the length of the tail
and the number of its component vertebrae is very various. The
skeleton presents, in all instances, five digits on the fore and hind
limbs, of which however the imaermost is short or impei'fect. They
feed on young shoots of trees, bark and fruits.
scapula; they have

Comp. F. CuviER Examen
Mus.'ix. 1S22,

pp.

des especes

413—437, with

du genre

fig.;

—J.

Mem. dii
Bkandt Mammalium

Pore-epic, &c.,

F.

exoticorum novormn vel viinus recte coynitorum Descriptiones
Petropoli, 1835, pp. 21

—

et

Icones,

89.

Tribe I. Philodendrce Brandt. Head short, truncate anteriorly.
Molar teeth with roots distinctly divided, somewhat short, sinking
into the jaws not very deeply.
Orbital process situated over the
first

molar tooth.

Beandt {SpMggunis and

Cercolahes

(Species American.)

Soles of feet warty.

Synctheres F. Cuv.).

with only four unguiculate

Tail

Hind

long, prehensile, thinly haired towards the tip, annulate.

feet

toes.

Sp. Cercolahes prehensilis, Hystrix prehensilis L., Buff. Suppl. vii. PI. 78,

Cuv. R. Ani.,
strong

ed.

Mammif.

ill.,

Brandt, Hystrix

PI. 30, fig. 2

11.,

i

Surinam, with

Brasil,

;

Cercolahes insidiosus

;

and are very slow

in their

;

a,

Gubr.

Max.

Iconogr.,

the spines concealed under the long hair

live in trees in

movements

Uebersiclit

iS/s<.

Schreb. Sdugth. Tab. 168

smaller

;

These species

of the back.

BuRMEiSTER

65, fig.

insidiosa Lichtenst., Spkiggurus viUosus F. Cuv.,

Ahh. zur Naturgesch. Lief.

Mammif.

PI.

black at the base, white at the point

sjaines,

;

South America, feed on

they mostly rest by day.

der Thieve BrasHiens,

i.

fruits,

(See also

Berlin, 1854,

s.

216

—225.)
Note.

— Sub-genus Chcetomys Gray
Spines

genus?).
setae

on the

flexile

^,

Plectroclioerus

Pictet

(is it

a distinct

on the head and fore part of the back, passing into

rest of the back.

Skull differs from that of the rest of the

Aculecda by the orbit nearly closed posteriorly and the broad zygoma.
Cercol. sid)spinosus
in the

North of

Kuhl.

suhspinosa Lichtenst.,

Sp.

Hab.

Brasil.

EretMzon F. Cuv.
late toes.

Wagn., Hystrix

Hind

Tail short.

feet

with

five

unguicu-

Spines concealed amongst the long hair.

Sp. EretJdzon dorsatum Cuv., Hystrix dorsata L., Buff. xn. PI. 55, Richards.

Faun.

bor.

Am.

i.

pp. 214

— 216;

in

North America from 37°

the individuals of this species are very variously coloured

brown, others black.

^

Proceed, of the Zool. Soc. 1843, pp. 21, 22.

;

N.L.
some yellow-

to 67°

MAMMALIA.
Tribe

Molars witli root formed at a late period
somewhat deep sockets. Orbital

Philogwai.

II.

671

only, long undivided, received in

process (anterior margin of orbit) placed over third molar tooth.
Soles of feet grooved, in other respects smooth.

(Species from the

Eastern hemisphere.)

Hystrix L.

(in

part),

AcantMon) F. Cuv. (add

ILjstrix (and

Hind

genus Atherura F. Cuv,).

with

feet

five unguiciilate toes.

Tail not prehensile.
Sp. Hystrix cristata L.,
fig. I,

GuEB.

Buff.

xii.

Schreb. Sdugth. Tab. 167,

PI. 51, 52,

Iconogr., Mamrnif. PI. 30,

i;

fig.

the porcupine,

le

pore-epic,

das Sfachelschwein; long bristly hair on the back of the head and neck;
the spines on the back long, with black and white rings tail short, provided as in some other species with hollow, horny tubes fastened on thin
;

stems, which at

first are closed at the end, but afterwards become open by
and when moved make a rattling sound. This species is found iu
Italy, Spain and the North of Africa.
A very similar species occurs in
South-Africa, but presents some difference in the cranium, Hystrix Africce
Australis Peters Reise nach Mossambique, i. Saugth. s. 170, Tab. 32, figs.

use,

6,

7,

A

third allied species occurs on the continent of India, Hystrix

—

Brandt, Hystrix leucurus Stkes. Hystrix javanica, AcantMon javanicum F, Gov., with awl-shaped, brown spines yellow at the base
and tip, &c.
hirsutirostris

In other species the

covered w-ith rings of scales, and fur-

tail is long,

nished at the extremity with a bunch of

flat,

Hystrix mccrouralu., Hystrix fasciculata

Shaw (Waterhouse

sinuous and tortuous bristles

:

distinguishes

three species here.)

Family

XXV.

front, coloured.

Falmi])edia

Molars

s.

Gastorma.

Incisors smooth in

4—4

j—^ complex,

with four folds of enamel,

the upper with three external, one internal;
external,

three

internal.

Ears small, rounded.

the lower with one
Feet pentadactylous, hinder palmate.

(Clavicles distinct.)

Castor L.
All the toes of hind
Second toe with two oblique claws.

Dent. form.

Owen,

1
i.

—1

j—^

Sp. Castor Fiber L., Buff.

p.

Tome

3

1
-

viii.

,

Pander and D'Alton

—3

m. :^—^
PI. 36,

Diet. univ. d'Hist. nat., Mamrnif. Pl. 9
in

connected by membrane.

Tail depressed, oval, scaly.

———
1

,

feet

a

Vergl. Osteal, v.

bis,

= 20.

Scheeb. Sdugth. Tab. 175,
fig.

Tab.

11.

i
;

;

the skeleton figured

the beaver,

le castor,

der Biber; attains a length of 2^ to 3 feet, without the tail; reddish or
yellow-brown.
These beavers, now repelled within nan-ower limits, live

CLASS XVII.
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solitary in
districts of

Europe and the North of Asia, and in society now only in some
North America. These social beavers fell large trunks of trees

by means of their sharp teeth for constructing domed habitations in water,
which they surround with a mound of trunks of trees, branches, earth, &c.^
These animals are hunted for their fur and for the castoreum. This last is
found in both sexes in two sacs, which in the male open into a canal
formed in and by the prepuce, in the female into the vagina. Below these
two sacs lie a pair of smaller sacs, of a more elongate form, which contain
an unctuous matter. Compare A. C. Bonn Anatome Castoris, L. B. 1806,
4to, c. tab. and especially Brandt tt. Ratzeburg Medizin. Zoologie, i. s.
12
30, Tab. III. IV. where a succinct account may be found of all that is
known of the economy and the anatomy of the beaver from works of the
Brandt has recently distinguished the American beaver
best authors.
{Castor americanus) from Castor fiber chiefly by osteological characters of

—

See his Beitrdge zur ndheren Kenntniss der Gattung Castor,

the skull.

Mem.

de VAcad. de St.-Petersbourg, vii. 1855, pp. 43

—

76.

Fifth toe of hind
Myopotamus Commerson.
beyond the membrane conjoining the rest of the toes.
elongate, pilose.

(Four teats on each

the belly, covered

by

one-third

fig.

29,

3

BOULLET Notes pour

86

making

— 88

Comm.,
;

Geopfe,

Guer.

Iconogr.,

three feet long, of which the tail forms nearly

;

servir

Tome

iii.

1846.

hats, bear in the trade the

name

The
of

Compare Lere-

rivers.

d V Anatomic du Coipou, avec

Soc. d'Hist. nat. de Strasbourg,

for

bonariensis

vi. PI. 35, pp. 8r,

Hves in Chili in holes on the banks of

;

back than

side, nearer the

Myopotamus

Saint-Hilaire Ann. du Mus.

Mammif. .PL

Tail round,

Dental formula as in Castor.)

hair.

Myopotanuis coypus Cuv.,

Sp.

situated

feet

1 pi.;

skins,

^ mertcaji

Mem.

de la

which are used

and are

Otter,

annually brought to Europe by hundreds of thousands.

Family

XXVI.

Murina.

Inferior incisors compressed, acumi-

Molars uniformly covered by enamel, mostly

nate.

——--3
3

Fore

.

and a

almost always furnished with four wide-spread toes,

feet

wart

for

a

thumb

often

unguiculate

;

Tail most frequently long, thinly haired.

hind feet pentadactylous.
Clavicles distinct.

Compare on this family and on other genera formed from the genus
Mus L., A. Brants het geslacht der muizen, Berljn, 1827, 8vo.

Hydromys Geoffr.
in front

;

molars

2—2
—^

(excl.
.

,

of Hydr. coypus).

Incisors

smooth

.

uniformly enamelled, crown with transverse

ij

^

A beaver even in

&c. to protect
p. 232.

itself

solitude built in the Jardin des Plantes at Paris a wall of bark,
from the cold; Geoffr. Saint-Hilaibe Mem. du Mils. xii.

—

—

MAMMALIA.
tubercles, little distinct

;

anterior molar larger.

lous, posterior semi-palmate.

Dental formula

romid.
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Feet pentadacty-

Tail thick at the base, thinlj haired,

Owen,

c.

^

p.

,

=

,

m.

= 12.

j

Hydromys cJirysogaster Geoffr., Guee. Iconogr., Mammif. PL ^s, fig.
Hydromys leucogaster Geoffr. On this genus from New Holland
and Van Diemen's Land, compare Geoffrot Saint-Hil., Ann. du Mus.
VI. pp. 88—90, PI. 36.

Sp.

;

I

Mus

L.

(excl.

smooth in

of several

Molars

front.

species).

—3
^
—
o
o

—

3

1^

,

enamelled uniformly, obtusely

tuberculate, the premolar the largest of

what naked,

Fore

exsert.

p-

A.

Tail thinly haired, ringed

+

WitJi internal buccal pouches.

Mus goliath Eueppell,

the Zool. Sac. 1840, pp.

Tab.

and

with hallucar wart

Dental formula,

ivith scales

"~

i.

1-1'

Head

in whorls, mostly long.

Tail long.

pi-otracted.

Cricetomys gambianus

i,

10, fig. I (cranium).

belly, toes,

Ears rounded, some-

_
1^-

Cricetomys Waterhouse.
Sp.

all.

feet tetradactylous,

unguiculate, hind feet pentadactylous.

1-1
2-2
r=T'^- 232 =

almost always

Incisors

Waterhouse,

Proceed, of

Edepp. Mus. Senclcenb. in. s. 114, Tab.
9,
very large rat from West Africa greyish-red
;

2.

A

;

tip of tail white.

Saccostomus Petebs.

Tail

somewhat

short, obscurely annulate,

thinly haired.
Sp. Saccostomus lapidarius Peters,
fig.

3,

++

Mus

lieise

nach Mossamhique, Zool.

i.

Taf. 34,

&c.

With buccal pouclies none.

(in stricter sense).

Incisors

smooth in

front.

Mus

Rattus L., Buff. vii. PI. 36, Schreb. Sdugth. Tab. 179; the rat,
Sp.
house-rat, black rat; black-grey on the back; fur glossy; tail of the length
of the body. The ancients were not acquainted with this animal accord;

ing to some this species was imported from America

;

others suppose

it

to

have come from the East. 3fus decumanus Pall., Buff. viii. PI.
27,
Schreb. Sdugth. Tab. 1 78 the broivn rat, le surmulot (Buff.), die Wander;

rafte; brownish-grey; tail shorter than the body.

This species, which first
penetrated into Western Europe from the East in the middle of the last
century (compare Buffon, viii. p. 206), is now in many countries more

common than
VOL.

II.

the preceding, which has been expelled

by

it

;

it

surpasses

43

—

—

—
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somewhat

this

Mus musndus

in size.

L.,

Buff.

vii.

PI. 39, Swppl. iii.

Cuv. R. Ani., ed. ill., Mammlf.
the mouse, la souris, die Hausmaus. These three species
PI. 58, fig. I
have been dispersed with man over nearly the whole world. Mus minutus
Pall., Mus pendulinus Hekm. (and M. soricinus and parvulus ejusd.^),
PI. 30, p. 182,

ScHEEB.

Sdtigth. Tab. 181,

;

Pall.
tail

Glir.

Tab. 24 b

smaller than the house-mouse and with shorter

still

;

light ruddy-coloured, white below.

;

This species builds in corn-fields

a nest of straw and leaves, which it suspends, and in which the female
See a figure of Gloger Nov. Act. Acad.
suckles and nurses her young.
Leap.

CcBS.

Mus

Car. xiv. Tab. 23.

sylvaticus L.,

Buff.

PI. 41,

vii.

ScHREB. Sdugth. Tab. 180, \he field-mouse, le midotj reddish-grey, white
below somewhat smaller than the house-mouse this species sometimes
;

;

much damage

multiplies so greatly as to cause
legs,

and especially the hind

legs, longer,

to the crops.

It has the

and moves by jumps.

makes

It

the transition to Meriones Illig.

The

largest

known

species of this genus

is

Mus

giganteus Raffles,

Linn. Transact, vii. PI. 18, from Bengal and Coromandel, which attains a
length of fully two

Some

feet.

have (especially on the hind part of

species

the back) spines dispersed under the hair.

Here belong Mus cahirinus

Geoffr., Lichtenstein Darstell. neuer od. wenig bek. Sdugtli. Tab. 37,
They form the sub-genus
fig. I, Mus dimidiatus Cretschm., Ruepp. &c.
Acomys of IsiD. Geoffr. Saint-Hilaire. In a new species from Mosambique the spines commence even on the head {Mus spinosissimus Peters,

Mossamh., Zool.

1.

p. 160, PI. 34, fig.

Upper incisors furnished
somewhat short.

Steatomys Peteks.

in

front with a

Tail

longitudinal groove.

Pelomys Peters.

i).

Upper

incisors grooved.

Outer

Tail elongate.

toe both before and behind short.

On
162

these African sub-genera consult

Upper

Dendromys Smith.

three toes and hallucar wart.
Sp.

Peters

1.

1.

pp. 157

— 166.

Mus

Smith

incisors grooved.

— 159 and pp.

Fore

with

feet

Tail long, thinly haired, ringed.

mesomelas Lichtenst.,

Dendromys

typicus

Smith,

&c.

Comp.

Zool. Journ. xvi. 1829, Bulletin des Sciences nat., AoUt, 1829, p. 275,

Brants

iV/i«seM, bl.

122—124.

Note.— On other sub-genera, here omitted {Pseudomys Gray, Proceed.
Akodon Meyen, &c.), comp. Wagner in Schreb.

Zool. Soc. 1832, p. 39,

Sdugth., Supplementband, 3tte Abth.
B.

1

Tail densely haired.

De Selys-Longchamps

68, 69.

Etudes de Micromammalogie, Paris,

1839,

^vo,

pp.

—

—

;
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Phlceomys Waterh.

Fore
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Ears moderate, hairy.

feet tetradactylous

Bristles very long.

with hallucar wart, with nail

Claws compressed, incurved,

pentadactylous.

flat

hind feet

;

Tail shorter

large.

than body.
Sp.

PMoeomys Cumingi Watekhouse, Proceed, of

the Zool. Soc. vii. 1839,

pp. 107, 108; from the Philippine Islands; a large species, blackish-browu,

with a red tint on the back;

tail

black; length 19",

external air withdraws this species from the genus
ever,

tail

13" or 14".

agrees in the teeth (which I have not been able myself to examine).

it

h-^
—o

Sminthus Nathusius, Blas. and Keyseel. Molar teeth

Upper

tuberculate.

Its

Mus, with which, how-

not cloven.

lip

Tail long, hairy.

o

,

(Feet and

habit of the mice.)
Nath., Sminthus Nordmanni Blas. and Ketserl. ;
Mus betiditnos Pall. Glir. Tab, 22, fig. i
comp. NiLSSON Skandinavislc Fauna, I. Lund. 1847, pp. 332 335.

Sp. Sminthus loriger

Sminthus betulinus Nilsson,

—

Brandt {Bemerhungen

ueber die Wirbelthiere des nordl. Russland,

unites all these species under the

name Sminthus

ing them likewise to form only one species, calls
Deutschl. 1857,

with

35)

Sminthus vagus.

Fauna

304.

Buccal pouches external, ample.

grooved.

thin, verticillate

it

3.

Blasids, believ-

4—4
Molar teeth j -, tnberculate; upper

Neuw.

Perognafhus
incisors

I. s.

subiilis;

scales,

and haired.

Tail long,

(Feet and

habit

of

mice.)
Sp. Perognathus fasciatus

Leop. Carol, xix.

Cricetus

molars

Cuv.

3—3
^ _ o

rounded.

i,

Maxim. Prinz zu Wied, Nov.

pp. 368

— 374, Tab.

Incisor teeth smooth in front, lower compressed,

uniformly enamelled,

>

Buccal pouches internal.

hallucar wart, hinder pentadactylous.

tuberculate.

Fore

feet

Ears

exsert,

with four toes and

Tail very short, hairy.

Sp. Cricetus vulgaris Desmar., Cricetus frumentarius Pall.,

Buff.

Act. Acad. Cces.

34; North America.

Mus

cricetus L.,

Schreb, Sdwgth. Tab. 198, Guer. Iconogr., Mammif.
PI. 26, fig. 2; the hamster; greyish -yellow or ruddy above, black below; the
nose, under jaw and legs white three large, whitish-yellow spots on each
xiii.

PI. 14,

;

side, at

animal

the fore part of the body; sometimes almost quite black.

lives in Siberia, Kussia,

Germany,

This

especially in Thuringia, in holes

under ground, and hoards there large stores of corn it sleeps through the
winter, but less deeply tlian the marmots. Compare F. G. Sulzeb Versv.ch,
;

43—2
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Gottingen u. Gotha, 1774,
des Hamsters. Mit Kupf.
discovered various other small species of this genus in Siberia,

einer Naturgescli.

Pallas

8vo.

as Oricetus sonyarus Pall. Glir, Tab. iGn, Crlcctus arenarius Pall. Giir.

Tab.

1

6 A, &c.

Hapalotis LiCHTENST., Comlurus Ogilby. Incisor teeth smooth,

3-3

—

coloured, molars ^
hair.

y

Feet pentaclactylous, anterior with

very long.

Bristles

Ears long, oval, with short

tuherculate.

,

pollex very short, resembling a wart, with claw small
long,

with three middle toes long,

saltatory,

posterior

;

subequal

claws

;

Tail long, tufted at the extremity with

incurved, compressed.

longer hair,
Sp.

Hapalotis albipes Lichtenstein,

Tab.

Barstelhing der Sdugth.

29;

Comlurus constructor Ogilby, Transact, of the Linn. Soc. xviiL p. 125,
Hapalotis constructor Gould, Mamm. of Aitstr. 11. PI. 8; grey, brown on
whitish below;

the back,

white below.

bi-own,

tail

a conical nest of tw;gs, resembling a beehive

Ogilby, Gould

MitcJiellri

much

1.

1.

i.

PI.

15,

;

This species builds

Hapalotis MitchelUi, Dipus

Krauss

1.1.

Tab. 20,

recalls the similarly

nat. Hist.

1839, pp. 307

II.

11;

— 309.

Meriones Illig., GerhiUus Desmae.

Upper

almost always by a longitudinal groove.

incisors indented

oval figures, like lamellse, surrounded

——

3

3

Molars

(^

enamelled), furnished with transverse hills forming,

Head

fig.

Compare on this singular genus, which
formed genus Dipus of Australia, Gray in Ann. of

smaller than the preceding.

by enamel.

^ equably

when worn,
Ears

exsert,

Fore feet with four toes
and hallucar wart, hinder pentadactylous, with tarsus and toes
oval.

elongate.

protracted, acuminate in front.

Tail long, hairy, often pencilled towards the

Sp. Merio7ies

Mammif.

tip.

pyramidumWAGN., Di2ms pyramidum Geoffr., Guer.
PI.

26,

fig.

i.

North Africa;

Iconogr.,

Meriones tamaricinus

Kuhl,

Dipiis tamaricinus Pall. Glir. Tab. 19 (copied in Schreb. Tab. 232), at
the Caspian Sea, &c.
tail with short hair and without a tuft at the tip,

A

occurs in Meriones ScJdegelii from the Cape of

mamm.

capens. Tab.

Good Hope, Smuts Enmn.

i.

(Here belong the genera Rhomhomys Wagner and Psammoniys CretschMAR, RuEPPELL, the last with upper incisors not grooved.)

Compare on
billes,

this

genus F. Cuvier Memoire sur

transact, of the Zool. Soc.

SuNDEVALL

in k. vdenslc. Ac.

Ii.

2,

les

Handl. 1842, pp. 226

animals do not spring on their hind

Gerhoises

1838, pp. 135

feet, like all

— 148,

et

les

PI. 22

— 235, Tab.

11.

Ger-

— 26;
These

the species of Dipics (see

below), with which they were formerly incorrectly associated.

——

—

—
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Saccomys F. Cuv.

Incisor

•
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teeth

smooth in

molars

front,

4-4
T

—

J,

what

large.

nail small,

Feet pentadactylous

Mem. du Mus.

This animal, probably of American descent,
the description of a single specimen only.

p. 592)

wished to unite

Hes^eromys Waterh,,
3
molars ^

crown heing

—3

—

^

,

X. pp.

419

—428, PI. 26.

apparently,

is,

known from

It differs entirely

Fischer {Addenda, Emendanda

hursarius with which

;

some-

pollex of fore feet short, with

;

Sp. Saccomys antlwphilus F. CuviER,

coloured

exsert,

Tail elongate, annulate, thinly haired.

flat.

Mamin.

Ears

Buccal pouches external.

complex.

et

from

Mus

Index ad Synods.

it.

Wagn.

smooth

Incisors

in

front,

complex, with tubercles in two rows, the

with folds of enamel more or less alternating
Ears moderate or somewliat large, exsert. Feet pentadactylous, with pollex short, or the fore feet with hallucar wart
entire,

when worn.

unguiculate.

Tail moderate or long, with short hair or somewhat

naked.
Until within a few years some species only of Mice from the

were known

many

these have been since increased by

;

New World

species, especially

from South America, which almost agreeing externally with the species of
the genus Mus, differ however from them altogether in the structure of the
molar teeth

;

as has been

Soc. V. 1837,

Mamm.

pp.

15

1839.

Sp. Hesperomys nasidus
2

;

shewn by Wateehodse Proceedings of the Zool.
and The Zoology of the Voyage of the Beagle,

— 21,

of the Beagle, Mamm. PL 17,
Oxymycterus hispidus Pictet, Notice sur

Waterh. Voyage

Hesperomys hispidus,

fig.

les

animauxnouv. du Musee de Geneve, 2e Livrais. 1843, PI. 10; Hesperomys
elegans Watekh., Eligmodontia typus F. Cuv, Ann. des Sc. nat.. Sec. S^r.
Tom. VII. 1837, p. 168, PI. 5; Hesperomys Darwinii Waterh. Voy. of
the Beagle, Mamm. PI. 23;
Hesperomys anguya, Mus anguya Desm.,
Pictet 1. 1. 3ieme et 4ifeme Livr. PI. 15.
Holochilus Brandt.
the fissure below,

Brandt,

Mamm.

Upper

lip

not fully cloven, a fold of skin uniting

Sp. Hesperomys leucogaster,
exot.

Mus

{Holochilus) leucogaster

Musei Acad. Petropoh, 1835 {3Iem. de I'Acad. de

Petersbourg, vi. Serie, Sc. math,

et

phys.

Eithrodon {Rheithrodon) Waterh,

Tome

in.

Upper

2,

Tab,

St.

12).

incisors indented

by

a longitudinal groove,
Hesperomys cuniculoides, Reithrodon cunicidoides Waterhouse, The
Zoology of the Voy, of the Beagle, Mamm. PI, 26 ; with two other species
in the most southern part of South America.

Sp.

—

;
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Incisors smooth, yellow in front;
Neotoma Say and Oed.
3—3
complex. Ears exsert, somewhat large, oval. Feet
molars n
rr

——

,

o

o

Tail long, clothed with long hair.

pentadactylous.

Drummondil, Eichardson Fauna hor. Amer., Mamm. p. 137,
North America the habitus resembles that of Myoxus or
Neotoma jloridanum Sat.
Chinchilla, more than that of Mus;

Sp. Neotoma

PI. TII. (VIII.),

;

—

Sigmodon Say and Ord.
Sp. Sigmodon hispidum
(a species

unknown

Hy^udceus Illig.
/3

smooth, molars [^

Say and Ord, Arvicola

hortensis

Harlan

Faun. Am.

to me).

Arvicola

(in part),

Lac, Cuv.

Incisor teeth

_ 3\

—

o) complex, with folds of. enamel describing

triangles, alternating in a double

row on the

surface of the crown.

Ears moderate or small, rounded, almost concealed under the hair
Fore feet tetradactylous with hallucar wart, hinder penof head.
Tail moderate or somesoles naked.
claws small
tadactylous
;

;

,

what

hany.

short,

r

T.

•

,

,

Dent. lorm.

r^

Uwen,

•

1.

2-2
^—^

1-1

1-1

t—7

P-

,

_

-.

ni.

,

^

16.
Sp.

Hypudwus amphihius

Illig.,

Mus

terrestris et

amphibius L., Buff.

vil.

ScHREB. Sdugth. Tab. 186, Cuv. E. Ani., ed. ill., Mamm. PI. 58,
fig. 3; the water-rat, le rat d'eau; 7" long besides the tail, which is 3" or
more long brownish, grey below as varieties of this species are regarded
Mus terrestris (L?) Hermann, which is smaller, Arvicola destructor Savi
PI. 43,

;

;

dL,TiA.

Arvicola monticola

De

Selys-Longch.

—Hypudceus

Musarvalis

arvalls,

Pall., Buff. vii. PI. 47, Schreb. Sdugth. Tab. 191; the field- campagnol,
meadow-mouse, of the size of a mouse tail only one-third the length of
;

the body ; colour yellowish-grey, below whitish-grey.

Mus

This species

is,

like

very numerous in some years, so as almost to destroy the

sylvaticus,

harvest; such was the case in 18 18 and 18 ig iu Holland and elsewhere
see C.

Nicati Commentatio de Mure

domeslico, sylvatico atque arvali iu

Ayinal. Acad. Rheno-Traject. 1823,

Hypudwus ceconomus

Illig.,

Mus

osconomus

Tab. 190; GuERiN Iconogr., Mammif. PI. 26,

fig.

Pall., Schreb. Sdugth.
3; this species, at

up a great quantity of roots, &o. against
indeterminate times in numerous troops.

in Siberia, lays
travels

away

at

Compare on

this

genus

mologie, 1839, pp. 81

and Gkebe Revue

449—460,

— 132

et

De Selys-Longchamps
;

Etudes de Micromam-

the same in Eevue zoolog. 1847, pp. 305

Magas. de Zool.

PI. II, 13, 14, 18, 19.

home

winter, and

1852, pp. 257

— 270,

305

— 312,
312,

—

MAMMALIA.
Myodes Pall,
feet

with

Blas. and Keyserl.,

(in part),

Ears hidden beneath the

Desmae., Brants.

Fore
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Lemmus

Link,

Soles

hairy.

fur.

Tail very short, hairy.

fossorial claws.

Sp. llypudceus leinmus Illig., Afus

lemmus L., Museum Wormianum, 1655,

of auimal and skeleton), Pall. GUr. Tab. xii. A, Schreb.

fol. p. 3'25 (fig.

195 A, Cuv. R. Ani., ed. ill., Mammif. PI. 59, fig. i the
lemming or Northeiti mouse of passage; 5" to 6" long, above ruddy-yellow,
on the top of the head and neck black, below pale ash-coloured. This
Sdugth. Tab.

animal

;

on the mountains of Norway and Sweden, and travels to

lives

other regions in multitudes, which eat every thing bare on their road, like
locusts. Tliis usually forbodes a

hard winter. The number of these animals,

thus suddenly appearing in situations where they were previously unknown,

gave occasion

former times to the strange opinion that they descended

in

from the clouds.

Lemmus

3Ius.

Worm.

p.

321

Hijpudceus migratorias Illtg.,

;

Brants, Pall. Glir. Tab.
Here is to be placed Georychus

ohensis

195 B, &c.

lutcus

laSoc. imp. des naturalistes de Moscou, 1840, p.
allied to

Lammxis

ohensis,

Fiber Cuv., Illtg.

Toes of hind

incurved.

Schreb. Sdugth. Tab.

xii. b,

-25,

Eversmann,
Tab.

but distinct according to MiDDENDORFF.

Ears hairy,
feet long,

short.

Claws compressed,

bordered at the sides by long,

Tail longer than half the body, compressed,

thick, shining hair.

two-edged toward the extremity, scaly, covered with
hair.
.

(Other characters nearly of Hypudeeus.)

1-1

2-2

1-1

176, Cuv.

short, thin

Dent. form.

Owen,

_

Sp. Fiber zibethicus Cuv., Castor zibethicus L.,

Sdugth. Tab.

Bullet, de

a species nearly

2,

if.

Ani., ed.

ondatra (name with the Hurons)

;

Buff.

Mammif.

ill.,

x.

PI.

PI.

length of the bodj' fully

i,

58,
r

Schreb.

fig.

foot,

2; the

without

tail, which is from 8 to 9 inches long the colour usually ruddy-brown,
on the top of the head and back darker, in some specimens dark brown.
This animal is found from 30° to 69° in North America, lives in grassy

the

;

marshes and lakes, and on the banks of sluggish

rivers.

Four

or five

hundred thousands of skins are annually imported into England, and used
in

making

hats.

Euryotis Brants,

Wagn.,

Upper incisors
by a longitudinal groove. Molar
lamella}.
Ears somewhat large,
Otomys F. Cuv.

(and mostly lower also) indented
teeth

composed of transverse

rounded, ample.

Tail moderate, thinly haired.

(Feet and habit

of mice.)
Sp. Euryotis irrorata

Brants Muizen,

p.

94 (and plate at the end of the
Mwmm. PI. 22, Otomys hisul-

work), Smith Ml. of the Zool. of S. Afr.,

Mammif.

Livr. 61 —Euryotis unisidcafa Smith, F. Cuv.
Mice of South Africa of the teeth F. Cuvier gave
a description and figure, Des Dents des Mammif. PI. 60, pp. 168, 169.

catus F. Cuv.,
1. 1.

Livr. 60,

&c.

;

;

—

—
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Note.

—Allied

Otomys Smith (not Cuv., Malacothrix
Comp. Scheebeb's Sdugth., Su;p;ple-

to this genus are

Wagn.) and Mystromys Wagn.
mentband, 3te Abth.

Family XXVII.

s.

496

— 501.

Cumcularia {GeorhycJn WiEGU.).

Incisors

4-4
exsert, cuneate, with

3

more seldom

—~ ^

apex truncated, straight; molars mostly j

—3

—

5

-^

Ears none, or

Feet pentadactylous, cloven.

•

'

few very short. Eyes small, sometimes concealed by skin.
thick, head obtuse, tail short or none.)

in a

(Body

Rhizomys Gkay, Nyctocleptes Temm.

—3
^
^
o—o

3
front,

with red enamel, molars

short,

truncated anteriorly.

—

,

Incisors broad, smooth in

small, complex.

Head

broad,

Ears very small, rounded.
Eyes
Fore feet tetra-

small, placed towards the upper surface of head.

with hallucar wart unguiculate

dactylous,

;

claws

Tail

short.

short.
Sp. Rhizomys decan nob., Nyctocleptes decan Temm.,
tot

de Naiuurh.

Mammal,

—

vii.

1832,

bl.

i

Temminck in Bijdragen
8, PL i, Monogr. de

—

3fus Sumatrensis Rafpl., Linn. Trans.

45, PI. 33,

Rhizomys Sumatrensis and Rh. Sinensis Gray, Proceed. Zool.

1830

I.

pp. 40

ii.

XIII. '258?

Soc.

Wetenschappen,

— 1831,

p.

95

;

an animal of the size of a rabbit that feeds on
it has not been observed at Suipatra, but in

the roots of the bamboo-cane ;

Wagner

Malacca and China.

refers to this

genus also Bathyergus splen-

dens UuEPPELL, a small species from Abyssinia, with ears more developed

and

some degree a

in

Tab.

12,

Krauss

1.

1.

different habitus;

Tab. 20,

fig. 2.

The

Eueppell Neue Wirbelthiere,
skull and the teeth appear to

support this opinion.

Blainv.

Ctenomys

Incisor

teeth

smooth, orange-coloured,

4-4

—j,

molars
the

-r

first

destitute of roots, simple, decreasing in size

which

to the last,

is

small,

with crown of the upper

obliquely lunate, concave outwards, of the lower oval.

Tail somewhat

short,

1-1

3-3

D'Orbigny's Voyage);

of the Zool. Soc.

Rigid, in-

(Dent. form.

Owen,

i.^j

ij-

,

_^.

Sp. Ctenomys hrasiliensis Blainv.,
figure in

Ears small.

clothed with appressed hair.

curved hairs at the base of claws.

from

11.

Tab.

17,

Krauss

1.

1.

Tab. 20,

fig.

5

(from the

Ctenomys magellanicus Bennett, Trans,

Waterhouse Mamm.

11.

PI. 9, fig. 2.

^
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Spalacopus Wagl., Poephagomys F. Cuv., Psammoryctes Poep'

PIG,

Wagn.

4—4

smooth; molars

Incisor teeth

destitute of

j^^,

narrowed in the middle on each side, hence
Claws compressed, incui-ved.
Tail short.

roots, simple,

Ears small.

bipartite.

Spalacopus noctimrjus, Psammoryctes noctivagus Poepp., Poephagomys
Cuv. Ann. des Sc. nat. 2e S^rie, Zool. i. 1835, p. 321, PI. 13,

ater F.

Waterh. Mamm.

PI. 9, fig. i,

11.

Gubk. Magas. de

Zool.

Mamm.

1836,

PI. 20.

(Scarcely diflferent, except

Waterh.

Schizodon

in

the ears a

little larger.)

Mamm.

Sp. Schizodon fusc^is^ KT^V^B..

il.

PI. ri, fig. 2

the GeorycJd of the Cape, burrows under ground

;

it is

a species which, like

;

found in the southern

part of the Andes-range.

Georychus Illig.
(spec, of

——

6

Eyes

^

,

with the

developed

last

j—

Incisors short, molars simple

Bathyergus G. Cuv.).

or often %

WiEGM., Bathyergus F. Cuv.
4—4

mihi,

(in part),

late,

the

of

first least

all.

6

small.

Claws of

Ears none.

Sp. Georychus capensis Illig.,

ScHKEB. Sdugth. Tab.

in

fore feet small.

Mus

204),

capensis Pall. Glir. Tab. 7
Buff. Suppl. in. PI. 33, P-

du Cap.

36, p. 252, la petite taupe

Tail short.

This animal, of the

size

(fig.
1

copied

94. vi. PI.

of a rat,

is

and often white on the nose, near the auditorypassages, above the eyes and on the middle of the occiput. This burrowing
mouse lives at the Cape of Good Hope, in the gardens of Cape Town and
(" F. Cuvier and Illiger ascribe to
in the fields further in the interior.
The first, the
this animal 3 molars in one skull, however, I counted 4.

greyish, with head black

;

largest in Bathyergus,
II.

p. 611).

—The

according to Peters
TENST.,

is

here the smallest."

it

Brants Muizen

Heliophohlus Peters.

except in the molar teeth
HeUophoUus
139—145, Tab.

first edit.

Wagn.,

does not differ from Bathyergus ccecutiens LiCHbl.

37.

(A genus
c

Sp.

Ilandb. der Dierk.

eyes are very small in Georychus holosericeus

-^

c
^

—

scarcely distinct

from Georychus

1)

argenteo-cinereus,

Peters

Reise nach Moss., Sdugth. pp.

31, fig. 2.

N'ote.— Whether this be the place for Ellohius Fischer, Chtonoergus

Nordmann, I

scarcely venture to determine.
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Sp.

Mus

Pall.

talp'inus

Tab.

Olir.

Sdugth., Swpplementland,

3te

Wagner

Comp.

xi. a.

in

Schreb.

Abth. pp. 362, 364, and the authors there

cited.

Guldenstaedt',

Sjjolax

3-3
exsert, molars

— o^

3

Head

broad,

complex, small,

,

Fur

soft.

larger than the rest.

Eyes very

small, hid-

Feet short, with claws

Ears none.

Tail none.

Mus

Sp. Spalax typlilus,

typJihis

Pall. GUr. Tab.

Sdugth. Tab. 206); Gder. Iconogr.,
{slepez is

very large,

Incisors

tlie first

above, truncate anteriorly.

flat

den under the hairy skin.
small.

Cuv.

Illig.,

Mammif.

viii.

PI.

(copied in Schreb,

I'j,

2;

fig.

the zemni

the Russian name); 8" big, lives underground like a mole, and

round about powerfully one who has pressed this animal in his hand
dies, and has been bitten by it, has acquired (according to popular
belief in the Uki-aine) the wonderful power of curing the goitre by laying
on his hands ^, This animal is found in Southern Russia from the Wolga

bites
till

:

it

Poland and in Hungary.

to the borders of

According to the investigations of Kessler the supposed larger species,
by Pallas, of 10 to 11 inches, and which has no lateral folds
on the crowns of the molars {OmmatostergusPaUasii NoEDMANN, Ketserl.

noticed

u.

Blasius WirheUJiiere Europa's,
copied by Krauss,

Demidofp and

depending on age.

Siplmeus

Brants

s.

op.

vii. 11, 31,
cit.

Bullet, de la Soc. imp. de

(spec, of

Fore

very small, conspicuous.

figured in the

PI. 20, fig.i)

is

work of

merely a variety

Moscou, xxiv. 185 1,

p. 127.

Georychus Illig. and Cuv.). Eyes
feet with claws of three middle toes

compressed, incurved, large, that of the third toe particularly long.
(Other characters of the preceding genus.)
Tail short.
Sp.

SipMeus Aspalax, Mus Aspalax Pall. GUr. Tab.

Saufjth.

Tab. 205),

Bathyergus Illig.,

Keauss

1.

1.

Tab. 20,

fig.

Orycterus F. Cuv.

6

;

x. copied in

Schreb.

the Zokor, Siberia.

Incisors

very large,

4-4
exsert,

upper indented by a longitudinal groove; molars ^^3^?

crown of
complex, bipartite from a transverse streak of enamel
Eyes
enamel.
worn teeth flat, surrounded by a single circle of
;

small.

Ears none.

Fore

feet

with large, fossorial claws, the claw

Novi comment. Acad. Petrop. xiv. P. i, p. 409.
" Itaqxie dccantaia virtus Regum Gallice apud Ukranos admodum dbvia et vilis est
Pall. Ghr.
nee spero minus efficax, si quid imaginaiionis vires in istos morbos valent."
1

2

p. 158.

—
MAMMALIA.
of second toe largest of
.

1-1

Tail short.

all.

3-3

1-1

vi. fig. 38

3

;

(fig.

Schreb. Tab. 204

fon),

skeleton figured in

(Deut.

Owen,

form.

-^.

Sp. BatJiyergus maritimus Illig.,

Buff. Suppl.
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b,

Pander

Mus mantimus Gmel. Mus suillus Schreb.,
Allemand from the Dutch edit, of BuP,

of

Gueb.

Iconogr.,

D'Alton

%ind

Mamin.

PI. 38,

fig.

Heft

Vergl. Osteolog.,

the

3,

vi.

Tab.

the sand-mole; this animal lives in sandy countries and on the sand-

hills at

the Cape of

Good Hope

;

it

feeds on roots, like the other species of

this family.

Ascomys Lichtenst.,

Saccostomiis

KuHL, Pseudostoma Say,
4—4
destitute
4 — 4j
rounded.
Eyes small.

Orycteromys or Oryctomys Blainv.

Molar teeth

,

of roots, suLcylindrical.
Ears very short,
Buccal pouches large, deep (when empty received in a cutaneous
fold, opening downwards by a long fissm-e at the inferior margin of
jaw).
Fore feet fossorial, with middle three claws long, incurved,

the third longest of

all.

Tail short.

With u]}per incisors deeply indented in the middle ly a longitudinal

a)

groove.

Sp. Ascomys canadensis Lichtenst.,

Richardson, Shaw Transact, of
(copied in

Desmarest

TENSTEIN Ueher

Mus
the

Encycl. meth.,

die dussere

hursarius

Mamm.

full

b)

s.

13-

— 20,

fig. 4)

;

viii.

LiCH-

Abhandl. der

Tab. 2; red-brown;
(In

hanging down on each

Shaw's

side of the

Ascomys mexicanus Lichtenst.; shining dark-brown.

With upper incisors marked by a very thin

smooth.

Tab.

227,

8", tail 3" long; this animal lives in Canada.

figure the buccal pouches are inverted,

head).

p.

PI. Suppl. x.

Backentasche der Nagethiere,

ATcad. der Wisseyisch. zu Berlin, vii. 1825,

trunk

Shaw, Geomys hursarius

Linn. Soc. v.

lateral groove or quite

Thomomys Maxim.

Sp. Ascomys lidbivorus, Biplostoma hullivornm Eichards. Faun. hor. Amer.,
Mamm. PI. 18 b, copied in Krauss 1. 1. Tab. 20, fig. 7; Ascomys rufescens

Wagn., Thomomys rufescens Maxim. Neuw., Oryctomys Bottw Etdodx et
Gervais (Guerin 3Iag. de Zool. 1836, Mamm. PI. 21, fig. 4, fig. of teeth),
in Wagner's opinion.

Haplodon Wagl., Wagn., Aplodontia ElCHAEDSON.
Sp. Haplodon leporinus, Aplodontia leporina Richards. Zool. Journ.
1829,
P- 335> -Pa""-- ior Amer. i. p. 211, Tab. 18 c, figs.
Arctomys rufa

7— J4,

Harlan, Fauna Americana,
North America near the

Philadelphia, 1825, p. 208; hab. the west of

river Columbia.

The animal unknown

to me,

—

,
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with molars

^—?,

the

first

ujiper small, with buccal pouches none, accord-

4-4

ing to Douglas, with claws of fore feet very long,

tail

very short.

Family XXVIII. Muriformia [Psammoryctma Wagn. in part,
Incisors with ajiex truncated, straight.
Orycterina WiEGM.)
4—4
Molars almost always

j^^

Feet pentadactylous or tetradacty-

•

Ears moderate, sometimes large.

lous, congruous.

This family contains some rodents, principally from South
America, which cannot well be referred to any of the other families,
but is not sharply defined. Under a future improved arrangement
of the Glires, for which the time appears not yet to have arrived,
and which may be much more simple than is now supposed, this

family will doubtless be dropped,

3
Ctenodactylus

Incisors white, smooth

Gkay.

molars

;

—3

^>_o

?

crown oblong, emarginate externally, the lower
side, oblique. Ears small. Whiskers

the upper with

with crown narrowed on each
long.

Feet tetradactylous

horny comb
claws.

rigid,

;

inner toe of hind feet furnished with a

;

curved hairs concealing the small compressed

Tail very short.
Gray, Spic. Zool. Tab. lo; Tripoli; yellowishlemming externally. Comp. Yaerell's elaborate de-

Ctenodactylus Massonii
grey, resembling a

1830

scription. Proceedings of the Zool. Soc.

— 1831, pp. 48—50.
4-4

Incisors smooth, pale yellow

Petromys Smith.

;

molars j

j^

with crown divided into two transverse, oval lamellte, the upper
Ears small, rounded.
folded internally, the lower externally.

Whiskers

Feet pentadactylous, with pollex short;
Tail elongate, clothed with

long, numerous.

claws incurved, small, compressed.

rigid hair, longer towards the extremity.
Sp. Petromys typicus

Mamm.

2, PI.

Smith

17, fig.

Cercomys F. Cuv.

Fore

feet

;

Zool.

of S. Afr.,

Mamm.

PI.

20,

Waterh.

of the size of a rat, red-brown, tail blackish.

—— j4

4
Molar teeth j

>

complex.

Head

pro-

Ears ample, somewhat naked. Whistetradactylous, with thumb-wart unguiculate,

tracted in front of mouth.

kers long.

i

MAMMALIA.
liinder pentadactylous

;
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outer toe short both before and behind.

Tail long, annulate, thinly haired.
Sp.
I.

Cercomys cumcularius F. Cuv. Mammif., Livr. 60, Nouv. Ann.
1832, pp. 449

—452,

PI. 18, fig.

I

(molar teeth), PI. 19,

clu

figs, i,

Mus.

a (cra-

nium), Hab. in Brasil.

Loncheres Illig., Echimys Geofpe, [EcJiinomys more correctly

Wagn.).

•

Incisor teeth smooth; molar

long, numerous.

j

—j, complex.

Whiskers

Spines almost always intermixed with hairs on

the back, lanceolate,

flat, or concave above.
Fore feet tetradactywith thumb-wart unguiculate, liinder pentadactylous. Claws
short, compressed, incurved.
Tail long, annulate, more or less

lous,

hairy.
Compare on this genua of South American rodents IsiD. Geoffk.
Saint-Hilaiee Notice sur les Rongeurs epineux in Guerin Magas. de Zool.
1840,

Mammif.

Dactylomys

pp.

i

— 57, PI, 20—

29.

toes of fore feet

Geoffr. Fore feet tetradactylous. Two middle
and three middle toes of hind feet much longer than

the lateral toes.

Tail long, annulate, thinly haired except the base.

Isin.

(Each molar tooth composed of two parts divided
by a transverse groove; crown of upper molars divided into two
Spines none.

triangles,

with the acute apex internal, emarginate externally,

crown of lower with

first

part triangular, incised internally, the

other part oval.)
Sp. Echimys dactylinus Desmae., DacUfornys fypus Ibid. Geoffr.
20,

Deville

in

Guerin Hevue

et

Dactylomys emhlyonyx Natterer,

Magas. de Zool. 1852, pp. 354

Wagn.

Echinomys (Ism. Geoffr.), Wagn,
Ears elongate, acuminate.
small,

with crown rounded.

I.

1.

PI.

— 357;

Characters of the genus.

Tarsi elongate,

narrow.

Molar teeth

Spines in adidts, mostly mixed with

hair,
Sp. Loncheres cayennensis (FiscH.), Echimys cayennensis Geoffe.,

Desmae.,

Loncheres myosurus (and hptosoma) Lichtenst., Guee. Iconogr.,

Mammif.

PI- 24,

fig. 3,

Waterh. Mamm.

11,

PI. 19, fig.

2.

(Younger individuals,

that had not got spines, occasioned the adoption of a distinct species,

Echimys

setosus Geoffr., Desm., Isid.
PiCTET Notice sur les Ani. nouv. du Mus.
Loncheres antricola, Nelomys antricola
Selshals Afhandl. viii. 1841, PI. 23, &c.

Geoffe,

1, 1.

PI, 25.

de Geneve, ire Livr. PI.

Compare
i

—

3)

;

Lund, Kongel. DansTce Vidensk.

Individuals destitute of tail which
occur not unfrequently in South America amongst these rodents, the loss

.
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beino- caused

probably by the sand-fleas (Pulex penetrans), have occasioned

the genus Mesomys

Wagn.

den naturh. Forening

i

See J. Eeinhaedt Vidensl: Meddelelser fra

Kjobenhavn, 1849, 1850, pp.

Syst. Uehers. der Thiere Brasiliens, 1854,

Nelomys Jourdan,

Isid.

s.

Buemeister

Wagn.

Geoffr., Loncheres

Ears moderate, rounded.

of the genus.

no — 115,

208, 209.

Characters

somewhat

Tarsi

short,

Molar teeth with crown oblong.

broad.

Sp. Loncheres cristatus Illig., Borm., Echlmys crisfatus G-eoefr., Desmae.,
Loncheres chrysuriis Lichtenst., Buff. Snppl. vii. PI. 72, (fig. and

Allemand),

descr. of
17, fig. 2

;

Isid.

Geoffe.

1.1.

in this large species the tail

is

PI. 21,

Wateeh. Mamm.

11.

PI.

hairy; other species have the tail

nearly naked, like mice, as Loncheres annatus

Wagn., Mus hispidm Lich-

tenst., &c.

Some
romys

have no spines. Such a species with a hairy tail is LasiuDeville, Gueein Revue et Magas. de Zool. 1852, PI. 15, pp.

species

villosiijS

360, 361.

Carterodon

Waterh.

Incisors broad, upper indented on the

4-4
by a

outer part

longitudinal groove.

Molars

.

_

.

complex,

,

crown quadrate and rounded, the upper with one internal and two
external folds of enamel, the lower with one external fold and two
Ears small, rounded.

internal.
flat

;

the other claws incm'ved,

spines,

Thumb-wart of fore feet with nail
concealed by rigid hair. Narrow

terminating in a very fine point, intermixed with hair.

Tail hairy, moderate.

Many
Lund in
first

years ago skulls of a rodent with grooved incisors were found by

caves of Brasil, which he referred to a species of Echinomys, and

named Echinomys

sulcidens,

but afterwards Aulacodm TemmlncUi.

Kongel. DansTce VidensTc. SelsJcabs Afhandl. ix. 1842, p. 136;

formed from

this

a distinct genus Carterodon

{Mamm.

it

undetermined whether or no the animal was

J.

Eeinhaedt obtained two

described in 1851 under the
delelser, &c.

TJdere Bras.

185 1, pp. 23
s.

il.

Waterhouse

fossil only.

living specimens of this animal,

name

— 26.

but

p. 351),

At

left

length

which he

of Carterodon sulcidens, Yidensh.

Med-

See also Buemeister Syst. Uehers. der

209—2 1 1

Aulacodus V. Swinderen, Temm. Incisors broad, short, trunMolar teeth
cated, straight, brown in front, the upper trisulcate.
"~
,

complex, upper with three external folds and one internal.

Ears somewhat

short, rounded.

Fore

feet

with thumb and outer

—

MAMMALIA.
digit very short

with

flexile

;

hind

Body

above, large.
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feet tetradactyloiis

covered with hair

;

flat

claws obtuse, rounded

and grooved above, or

Tail moderate or somewhat short,

spines.

thinly

haired.
Sp. Aulacodus Swinderianus,
248,

PI.

Mamm.

25,
11.

Esq. Zool.

16;

PI.

Temminck Monogr.

sur la

Peters

Reise,

i.

Africa and on the coast of Guinea.
Hysirix, and in

its size

p.

2"

destitute of roots, complex, with

5

gi-eat

pp. 245

Waterh.

part of South

This animal has an affinity with

Capromys Desmar., Isodon Say.

—

138; in a

i.

171;

deviates from the spined rats {Loncheres).

4-4
J

de Maminal.

de Guine, pp. 170,

cote

two

Molars

smooth.

Incisors

folds external in the

Ears

upper, internal in the lower, and one fold on the opposite side.

moderate.

Fore

feet

claw truncated, and

Claws

with a very short rudiment of thumb, the

with four

large, incurved.

toes,

hind

pentadactylous.

feet

Tail moderate or long, covered thinly with

hair.
Sp. Capromys Fournieri Desm., Isodon pilorides

Sat Journcd

of the Acad, of

London, 1825, pp.227
229, Desmarest Mem. de la Soc. d'Hist. nat. de Paris, I. 1823, pp. 43
60, Diet. univ. d'Hist. nat. PL 150—152 (Livrais. iii. No. i, Livrais. xv.

Nat. Sciences of Philadelphia,

—

Nos.

5, 6,

II.

p. 330, Zool. Jotirn.

figure of the animal, its skeleton

and

I.

.skull)

;

on the island of

This genus has unmistakeable affinity with Myopotamus (see above),

Cuba.

and, like that genus, with Cavia also.

On

the anatomy

detailed notice, Proceedings of the Zool. Soc. 1832,

— 103. —A

pp. 68

Owen

—

gave a
pp. 100

76,

smaller species with a longer tail is Capromys Poeyi Guerix
Magas. de Zool. 1834, Mammif. PL 15, Ico'aogr., Mammif. PL 25, fig.
12, which does not appear to be dififerent from Capromys prehensilis

(I have not had an opportunity to consult the work of Eamon
DE LA Sagra on Cuba.) On the island of St Domingo an allied species
occurs
Plagiodonta cedium, F. CuviER Ann. des Sc. nat., 2e Serie, vi.
Zool. 1S36, PI. 17, pp. 347
The folds of the molars are here placed
353.
more obliquely the tail is short, scaly and naked.

POEPPIG.

:

—

;

Habrocoma Waterh.
destitute of roots, with

Incisors narrow, smooth.

Molars

4—4

4-4r

crown of upper on each side sinuate

-.

,

inter-

nally with a fold of enamel, of lower with oblique folds describing

apex forward. Whiskers very long. Ears large,
somewhat naked. Fore feet tetradactylous, hinder pentadac-

triangles with the
oval,

tylous.

covered

Tail moderate, fasiform, covered with close hair.

by a dense

fur of very soft hair.

Body

—

—
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This genus has some conformity with Chinchilla, even in the skull; the
the skeleton has 1 7 pairs of ribs,
hullce tympanicw are particularly large
;

number occurring in this order. Two species are known, both
from Chili: Halrocoma Bennettii Waterh. Voy. of H. M. S. Beayle,
Mammal. PI. 28, and Hahrocoma Cuvieri, PI. 29.

the greatest

Bennett,

Octodon
jnolars

~
4—4
,

DendroUus

destitute of roots,

,

Meyen.

with crown oblique, with a fold

Whiskers numerous.

of enamel on each side, sinuate internally.

Ears somewhat

large, rounded,

smooth,

Incisors

somewhat naked.

Feet pentadacty-

with poUex very small, resembling an unguiculate
Claws small, compressed, incurved, hidden by long hair,
wart.
especially in the hind toes. Tail moderate or somewhat long, with
lous, the fore feet

tip

mostly pencilled with long hairs.
cZe^-its Waterh., Sciuriis dcgus Molina, Gmel., Octodon Oumingii
Bennett, Dendrohius degus Meten, Nov. Act. Acad. Cces. Leop. Car.xvi.
602, Tab. 44, Bennett Transact, of the Zool. Soc. 11, i, 1836,
1, pp. 600

Sp. Octodon

—

PI. 16

J

Octodon Bridgesii

Waterh.

This genus

is

nearly allied to the

preceding, and also lives in Chili.

Family
smooth.

XXIX.

Eriomyina [CJmichiUtdce BE^J^iEiT.)

4—4
Molars j j,

furnished with long hair.

Hind

feet longer

than fore

feet.

Tail

(Clavicles perfect.)

This small group of South American

known and even

composed of narrow

destitute of roots,

transverse parallel lamellae.

Incisors

for the

mammals has been more

most part discovered only within the

accurately

last

twenty

years.

Eriomys Cretschmae, Lichtenst., mihi. Molar teeth comEars large, somewhat naked. WhisHind feet tetradactylous. Claws incurved, small,
kers very long.

posed each of three lamellee.

nearly hidden under the hair of toes.

Body

covered with very soft

hair.
d)

Fore

Ears large, rounded {Eriomys
Bennett, Waterh.).

feet pentadactylous.

sense. Chinchilla

in stricter

Molina, Gm., Chinchilla F. Cuv,
and Geoffr. Saint-Hilaire, Mammif. Livr. 64, Bennett Gardens and
Menag. of the Zool. Soc. i. (October, 1829,) pp. i 12; in Chili and Peru.
The fur of the Chinchilla had been prized for some years for its fineness,
before any thing determinate was known with regard to the animal and its
position in the arrangement of mammals. Compare my paper in Bijdragen

Sp. Eriomys pellionum mihi, 3Iiis laniger

—

——

5

;

MAMMALIA,
tot
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de natuurh. Wetenschappen, vi. 1831,

now

bl.

105

shorter

tail,

Chinchilla hrevicaudcUa

— ti8,

(The opinion

PI. 2.

two species

prevails very generally that there are

one

;

Waterh., Eriomys

lai-ger

with

chinchilla LiCH-

Wagn., Lichtenst. Darstellung, Tab. 28, and Chinchilla lanigera
Waterh., Eriomys laniger Wagn., Eriom. pellionum milii, to which the
figures of F. Cuvier and Bennett refer.)
TENST.,

b)

Fore

Ears elongate.

feet tetradactylous.

Lagidiuni

Meyen,

Layotis

Bennett.

Bennett, On the Chinchillidce and a
new Genus, Trans, of the Zool. Soc.l. 1%^^, pp.35 64; Eriomys peruanus,
Lagidium 2:>eriianum Meyen, Lagotis paUipes Bennett 1. 1. i. 4, 1834, pp.

Sp. Eriomys Cuvierii, Lagotls Cuvierii

—

331—334,

PI- 42.

Lagostomus Brookes.
iamellge, except the last

Molar teeth formed of two transverse
Whiskers
Fore feet tetradactylous, hind feet tridac-

upper formed of three lamellas.

long, strong, numerous.

tjlous, with middle toe long, with claws long, compressed.

Tail

shorter than half the body, covered with longish hair.
Sp. Lagostomus trichodactylus

Tab.

IX.,

Lesson

III.

Brookes, Linn, Transact, xvi.

de Zool. PI.

8,

Waterhouse Mamvi.

pp. 95

i,

11.

— 104,

PI. 5, fig.

i

maximus Blainv., Desmar.) grey-brovni, white below, a dark black spot along the cheeks some longer black hair on the
back and along the sides. This large rodent lives in South America, eastwards from the chain of the Andes to 41° S.L., in the plains (Pampas).
the Viscacha {Dipus

;

;

XXX.

Family

00

or

'o

—

q

4—4
—^ O—O

Molar teeth j

>

rt

complex, mostly supplied with

J

hind feet elongate, saltatory.

Eyes

4—4

Dipoda Wagn.

Clavicles

large.

roots.

Fore

feet short,

Tail long, furnished with long hair.
Infra-orbital foramen very large,

pei-fect.

placed in front of the orbit and resembling a second orbit.
Pedetes

Illig.,

Helamys

F.

the inferior with apex broad,

Incisors

truncated

;

smooth,

4-4-

molars j

,

broad,

without

with crown divided into two transverse, oval portions by a

roots,

fold, external in

Fore

Cuv.

tetradactylous,
tufted.

II.

with claws elongate, acuminate

very long, with claws ungulgeform.

(Dent. form.

VOL.

Ears elongate.
hind feet

the upper, internal in the lower.

feet pentadactylous,

Owen,

1
i.

:,

—

r

——

1

1
,

p.

:j

1

-

,

m.

;

Tail long,

3—3 =
.3

—^

20.)

44

;
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Mus

Sp. Pedetes cafer Illig.,

Helamys
descrip.

capensis F. Cuv.,

PI.

28,

fig.

moves by wide leaps

;

i

it

vi. PI. 41, pp. 269,

;

sleeps

Gmel.,
and

(fig.

by day.

(ZiMMERMANN, ScHREB., Gmel.

Di])us

270

Scheeb. Sdugth. Tab. 230, Guerin Iconogr.,
jumping hare, in South Africa. This animal

of Allemand),

Mammif.

cafer Pall., Dipiis Cafer Schreb.,

Buff. SuppJ.

in part), Illig. (excl. of

Incisor teeth slender, acuminate, the upper grooved.

some spec).
3

—3

Molars ^

o

—

.

.
?

complex, with a fold of

furnished with roots,

enamel sinuate inwards at the surface of crown. Ears not longer
than half the head. Fore feet pentadactylous, hind feet tridactyTail long, hairy, with tip mostly tufted, and hair set in two
lous.
(Dent. form.

rows (distichous).

Owen,

1—1
i.

_

2—2

1—1
,

p.

j-—r m- ^TTo
?

= 16.)
Sp. Dipus sagitta Gm., Schreb.,

Schreb. Sdugth. Tab. 229)

;

ern Steppes at the Irtitsch.

Dipus

Mus

sagitta

between the

cegyptius Lichtenst.,

Pall. GUr. Tab. 21 (copied in

Don and

the Wolga, in the South-

A very sunilar species lives in
Mus

cegyptius

North Africa,
Hasselquist, wrhich species

occurs in Egypt and Barbary, Buff. Suppl. vi. PI. 39, 40, Cuv. R. Ani.,
See on the metatarsus, which consists of
ill., Mammif. PI. 60, fig. i.

ed.

one bone only, above p. 566. The vertebrte of the
See
the exception of the first, mutually coalesced.

shoi"t

neck have, with

Duvernot and Lere-

BOULLET Mem. de la Soc. de Strasbourg, in. 1842, PI. in. (skeleton of
Dipus mauritanicus, which Duvernot distinguishes froTn D. cegyptius; I
observe the same coalescence in the skeleton of a specimen from Egypt).
LiNN^Us united the North American and Asiatic species under the name
of Masjaculus {Syst. nat. ed. 12,

i.

p. 85).

Wagn., Alactaga F. Cuv.

Scirtetes

Incisor teeth smooth

4-4

——

molars ^
o

^

o

,

furnished with roots

;

first

upper small, cylindric,

the rest semi-complex with folds of enamel contorted.
tadactylous, or hind feet
insistent,

Feet pen-

tetradactylous, witli three larger toes,

one or two lateral toes raised, small.

Ears long, nearly of

the length of head, or longer than head.
Sp. Scirtetes jaculusVfKGS., Dipus jaculus Pall., Musjaculus Pall, (not L.)
Qlir.

Tab. 20 (copied in Schreb. Tab. 228); in the steppes between the

Donau and
Here

also

the Don and in the Crimea, the Alak-daagha of the Mongols.
belong various other species from the steppes on the East coast

of the Caspian Sea

and at the Sea of Aral,

America, Alactaga arundinis F. Cuv.

as also a species

from North

(The molars of this genus, more

—
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Mcmimif. No.

Jaculus

Upper

——

-^

:^

,

by F. Cuviek Des

are figured

complex than those of Dlpus,
76, p. 189.)

Meriones F. CuY.
by a longitudinal groove.

Wagler, Wagn.,

incisors indented

dents des

^

furnished with roots, the

first

Illig.).

(not

Molar teeth

upper small, the rest

witli

crown figured by undulant folds of enamel. Ears rounded, witli
short hair. Fore feet with four toes and hallucar wart with flat
nail
hind feet pentadactylous, with three middle toes long, strong.
;

Tail very long, somewhat Uidved.
Sp. Jacuhis lahrador his 'Wagn., Gerhillus labradorius
p. 157),

Harlan {Faun. Americ.
Am. PI. 7, p. 144;

Meriones labradorius Richardson, Fauna lor.

in the aSTortheni regions of

North America

of ahout 10 inches, of which the

tail

;

a small animal of the length

forms more than one-half; red-brown,

darker brown on the back, on the sides and below white.

VII.

— Genus

Dipodomys Gray, furn'shed with buccal pouches, is unSee Ann. of nat. Hist.
Sp. J). Philij^pii from Mexico.
Dipodomys agilis Gambel from California, ih.
1841, pp. 521, 522;

N'otc.

known

to me.

Sec. Series, Vol.

Family

III.

XXXI.

1849,

p.

318.

Incisor

Sciurina.

com-

smooth,

teeth

4
5 — 5/
4—4
pressed, molars mostly j
7 (sometimes j ^ °^ q

— 4\

continuously or complex, furnished with roots.

Feet either

—

—

—

,

5]'

enamelled

pentadactylous, or fore feet with four toes and thumb-wart.
hairy.

all

Tail

Clavicles perfect.

Phalanx

I.

Myoxlna.

Myoxus ZiMMER]MANN, BoDD., Gm.
rows in each jaw

parallel, remote, the

4-4

—^

Molar teeth j

^

"^ith

crown with transverse

strias

Ears moderate, rounded and oval, with short
Whiskers long. Fore feet with four toes and hallucar wart,

narrow, approximate.
hair.

clawless, hind feet pentadactylous

curved, sub-erect.

;

claws small, compressed, in-

Tail long, densely clothed with long hair, in

some sub-distichous.
Sp.

Myoxus

ffJis

ScHREB., Sciurus Glis L., Buff.

viii. PI. 24,

Sdugth. Tab. 225, Guer. Iconogr., Maminif. PI. 24,
SiehenscJddfer ; pale ash-coloured, white below, a dark

the eyes, size of a rat

;

fig.

2;

le

Scheeb.
loir,

der

brown ring round

this species is the glis of the ancients,

which they

44—2

—
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highly prized as a dainty, and used to fatten in separate hutches it lives
Myoxus nitela
in the South of Europe up to the Wolga, also in Georgia.
;

ScHREB.,

Mas

— Myoxus
VIII. PI.

26

with short
in Japan,

quercinus L., Bdff. viii.

avellanarius,
;

Mus

PL

25,

avellanarius L.,

Schkeb.

Siiugth.

the smallest European species, ruddy yellow.

ears,

Tab. 226.

Myoxus muscardinus Buff.

A

still

smaller,

and dark brown longitudinal streak on the back, occurs

Myoxus

Temm.

elegans

and feed chiefly on nuts, small birds, eggs
and beetles^; they sleep during the winter. In external form they have
some resemblance to the squirrel (especially the species first named). The
They have no
skull, however, between the orbits is much narrower.
From a
coecum, in which respect they deviate from all other rodents.
These animals

live in trees

from the Cape of Good Hope, which (probably only in aged inworn teeth) has simple molars without transverse bands,
F. CuviEE formed the genus Grapkiurus. The crowns of the molars
present indeed in the other species of this genus very great variety;
11, where
see CoviEE Eech. sur les Ossein, foss. iii. p. 299, PI. 68, figs. 8
species

dividuals with

—

they are described and figured in the three European species cited by us.

Phalanx

II.

Arctomyina.

Arctomys ScHREB., Gm, Incisor teeth smooth in

—

5—5
molars
cles

-.

-:

,

enamelled continuously, marked by transverse tuber-

on the crown, the

short, rounded, scarcely

first

upper tooth

less

than the

;

claws incurved,

rest.

Tail

strong.

feet

c
form. r^
Owen,

i.

1-1
—
—r

,

—

1-1
—
p.
:

,

feet

pentadacty-

a few moderate,

short, in

of body.
equalling or slightly surpassing half the length
"
•

Ears

Fore

emergent from the fur of head.

with four toes and hallucar wart unguiculate, hind
lous

rounded,

front,

(Dent.

4-4 = ^

m. ^3-5

^'^)

Compare F. Cuvier Considerations su>- les caracteres gener. de certaines
Mammif., appliques aux Marmottes et formation du genre Spermophile, Mem. du Mus. ix. 1822, pp. 293—305, PI. 15, 16; on the North
American species, J. Sabine Transact, of the Linn. Soc. xiii. 1822, pp.

families de

579--59I-

Arctomys F. Cuv.
with long hair from

Buccal pouches none.

Tail short, furnished

its origin.

1 Sometimes they attack small animals also.
Thus F. S. Leuckaet states that a
Myoxus nitela eat up some bats, with which it had been shut up for the winter
(Heusinger Zeitschr. f. die organ. Physik, ill, Heft 4, s. 480) the Count Tyzenhauz
states, that a Myoxus dryas in confinement eat up its two newly-born young ones
(GUEBIN Revue et Magas. de Zoologie, 1850, p. 363).
;

—

—

—

—
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marmota Schreb., Mus marmota

Sp. Arctomys

ScHREB.
i;

Siiugth. Tab. 207,

the skeleton figured in

Tab. 6: the marmot;

dark grey,

693

1,1

Cuv. R. Aid.,

Pander

m.

id.

D'Alton

Vergl.

PI.

viii.

Mammif.

Compare on

asleep.

this

Heft

v.

;

lives

they pass the winter in

;

Gesner Quadrup.

animal

fig.

top of the head

at the base russet, at the tip brown, incisors yellow

tail

28,

PI. 55,

Osteol.

feet long, tail 6"; gi-eyish-yellow,

near the snow-line on high mountains of Europe
their holes

Buff.

L.,
ill.,

p.

743,

ScopOLi ^?»i. kisf. nat. 11. 1769, pp. 37, 38. Arctomys bobac, Mus bobac
Pall. GUr. Tab. 5 in Poland, Russia and the North of Asia. The re;

maining species are from North America, as Arctomys monax Gm. (from
which Arct. empetra a,nd prmnosv,s, according to the Prince of Neuwied,
do not

ScHREB. Sdugth. Tab. 210, Gukr. Iconogr., Mammif. PI.

differ),

Spermojihilus F. Cuv.

Buccal pouclies.

Tail short or moderate,

and upper part of the

witli hair at the base

point and sides longer.

sides close, short, at the

(Species smaller and

Mus

Sp. Arctomys citellus Gm.,

Citellus L.,

Sdugth. Tab. 211 A; in Bohemia, Austria,

tomys Hoodii Sabine,

more

Pall.

slender.)
Tab.

Glir.

Hungary and

Schreb.

6,

Siberia;

Arc-

Richardson
from North America,

Sciurus tvedecimlincatus Mitchill,

Faun. bar. Am. I. PI. 14 a prettily marked species
brown above with yellow longitudinal stripes, alternating with rows of
;

round yellow spots

;

grey below, &c.

This sub-genus, more numerous in species than the preceding, forms the
transition

from the marmots to the

have much resemblance

process descending behind the orbits.

and

ever, flatter

Phalanx

III.

Atwvialunis

less

The marmots and

squirrels.

in their skull; the frontal

The

bone

skull of the

is

squirrels

furnished with a

marmots

is,

how-

broad between the orbits than in the squirrels.

Sciurina (in stricter sense).

Waterh.

—— 4

4
Molar teeth ^

1

5

complex,

with

crown quadrate, the lower grooved on the inside. Ears triangular
and oval, somewhat naked. Fore feet with four toes and hallucar
wart, hind feet pentadactjlous. Claws compressed, incurved. Hairj
skin expanded between the humerus and the hind feet, produced
from the soles to the thighs, and joining the tail at its base with
the thighs.
hair, longer

Tail longer than half the body, clothed with rigid
at the extremity,

and covered below

at the base

with

a double row of horny scales alternate, imbricate.
Anomalurus Fraseri Waterhouse, Proceed, of the Zool. Soc. 1842,
127; Anomalurus Pelii Temm. Esq. Zool. sur la cote de Guine,
p. 146; black, grey below, head above the nose and the posterior margin
of the parachute pure white, taU long and pale russet;
Anomfal, laniger

Sp.

pp. 125

—

—

—

—
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These species from the West coast of tropical Africa deviate from

Temm.
all

the Sclurlna in the absence of the post-orbital process of the frontal

bone, in the large infra-orbital foramen and in the large

have only

(15 pairs, whilst the rest of the Sciurina

which have

13).

Arctomys.

A

The

de I'Anomalurus

et

remarques

Rongeurs, Ann. des So. nat.,
fig.

^me

siir

la

the support of the

for

P.

Gervais Description
naturelle des

classification

238

S^rie, xx. 1853, pp.

— 246,

PI. 13,

1—7.

upper very small, placed
fore

and hind

at the sides of

feet, rising

tlie

j,

first

Feet as in

at the inside of the second.

Hairy skin

the preceding genus.

—5

5

Molar teeth j

Pteyomys C\]Y., Geoffe., Illio,

between the

of ribs

skull has a convex surface above the orbits, as in

cartilaginous, falciform ligament

parachute passes off from the ulnar process.
osteol.

number

except very few

12,

body produced

from the carpus

;

fibro-carti-

outside.

laginous falciform support inserted in the carpus at tlie
(Dent. form.

Owen,

Molar teeth complex. Tail

romicled,

Tail covered with hair below and above.

3-3 _.
1-1
2-2
^•rri'PT=l' ^^-333 = 22.)
.

Pteromys

(in stricter sense).

densely haired, of the length of body or longer than body.
Sp. Pteromys j)etam'ista, Sciurus iMaurista Pall. Misc. Zool. Tab. vi. Vos-

MAER

Beschrijving van den grooten Oost- Indischen vliegenden eekhoorn,
Amsterdam, 1767, 4to (with col. fig.); Pteromys nitidas, &c. (In this
and the following sub-genus the infra-orbital foramen is very smal^)

Sciuroj)terus F.

than body,

Cuv.

Tail shorter

Molar teeth tuberculate.

distichous.

flat,

Wagn., Sciurus volansh. (excl. syn. Catesb.), Schreb.
Blumenb. Ahhild. nat. Gegenst. No. 71; in the North-

Sp. Pteromys vuli/aris

Sdugth. Tab. 223,
east of

BaFP.

Europe and Siberia
X.

Pteromys

;

d'llist. nat.,

;

Sciurus L. (excl. some spec).

brown
5

—2

)

tuberculate,

continuously, with

Fore

PI. 23,

first

compressed, incurved.

Gm.,

Did, univ.

Incisor teeth smooth in front,

marked by exsert transverse

feet tetradactylous

fig. 3,

&c.

or orange-coloured, the lower compressed,

—5

J

volucella, Sciurus volucclla

GUERIN Iconof/r., Mammif.
Mammif. PI. 9 A North America,

PI. 21,

acute;

strice,

molars

enamelled

small and placed at the inside of second.

with liallucar wart unguiculate.

Skin not expanded

at the sides

Claws
of body.

—

—
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(Dental

Tail of various length, always longer tlian half the body.

formula as in the preceding genus.)

Compare on the subdivisions of
Mus. X. pp. 116—128, PI. X.
Tamias

genus F. CuviER Mem. du

Buccal pouches.

Cuvier.

Illtg., F.

this

;
Sp. Sciurus striatus L. (in part). Pall. Glir. p. 378, Siberia, also Japan
Sciurios Lysteri Richards. Faun. bor. Am. i. PI. 15, p. 181 (fig. cop. in

Cuv. R. Ani.,

ed.

ill.,

Mamm.

PI. 53, fig. 2);

included both species under the
this species agrees, according to

These animals
trees, like the

the

tail

and

in

name

North America (Linn^us
The mode of life of

of Sc. striatus).

Richakdson, with that of the

Siberian.

under ground and do not make their nest in
squiirels, which have no buccal pouches. They have

live in holes

common

shorter than the body, shorter feet than the rest of the squirrels,

some degree the habitus of Spermophilus.

Buccal pouches none.

Sciurus (in stricter sense).

riykl, setose, and ears short (Xerus Ehrenb.). Sp. Sciurus
FORSTER, Sciurus Levaillantii Kuhl. (A large speci. s from South
Africa, above pale ruddy-brown, below grey, tail variegated, brown and

With hair

a)

setosus

white, feet pale coloured, a white longitudinal streak on each side.

the species of this subdivision hitherto
/3)

With hair

known

All

are from Africa.)

Sp. Sciurus vulgaris L., Bdff. vii. PI. 32, ScHEEB.

soft.

Tab. 212; the squirrel, Vecureuil, das Eichhornchen ; commonly
reddish, chestnut-brown on the back, belly white, a tuft of hair on the
This species lives
ears, the hair on the long tail directed to the two sides.

Sduffth.

in trees in

Europe and the North of Asia in the North it becomes grey
Cuv. R. Ani., ed. ill., Maminif. PL 53, fig. i) it
;

in winter (see a fig. in

;

supplies in this state a fur

known by

the

name

Many

of petit gris.

species

are found of this genus (the most numerous of the whole order) in Africa,

Asia and America.

Amongst

the Eastern species

we

notice Sciurus maxi-

macrourus Erxl.), Schreb. Sdugth. Tab. 217,
Diet. univ. d'Hist. nat., Mammif. PI. 9, fig. i, and Sciurus exilis S.

mus ScHREB.,

(Sciurus

Mueller, Natuurhmdige Verhandelingen over de Nederlandsche Bezittingen,
Mammalia, PI. 15, fig. 4, as the two extremes as to size (the last from
Borneo not larger than a mouse). Sciurus laticaudatus S. Mueller, ib.
fig. I, a species from the same island, difi'ers remarkably from the rest
of the squirrel-species by its long and very narrow skull the sub-genus
;

Ta)iiias (see above) resembles

it

to a certain degree in its skull.

The sub-genus Macroxus F. Cuv. is distinguished by a narrow and more
and a large scrotum. Sp. Sciurus cestuans L., BuFP. VII.
PI. 65, Maxim. Abb. zur Naturgesch. Brasillens. Liefer, iii.

cylindrical tail

Chiromys Cuv., Geoffr., Illig.

Incisor teeth

compressed,

—4
4-4
4
acuminate

;

molars 5

—

3-3^

,

enamelled continuously, tuberculate,

flat,

;
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Feet pentadactylous, the anterior with

the crown being worn.

toes long, the middle toe very long, slender
raised, nail

flat,

hind

;

feet

with hallux

Tail elongate, villous.

broad.

Sp. Chiromys madac/ascariensis Desm., Sciurus madagascarunsts Gm., Son-

PL

NER. Voy. aux Ind. Or. {iq ed. Paris, 1806,

ScHREB. Sdugth. Tab. 38 D
26, fig. 4; the skull

in

fig.

(fig.

Tom.

92,

iv. p. 121),

PL

SoNNER.), GuER. Iconogr., Mammif.

CoviER E. Ani.

1817,

PL

2, figs,

i

—

3.

This

remarkable animal {Vaye-aye of the French zoologists) discovered by SoNisland of Madagascar, has the external form of Galago, a

NERAT on the

genus of the Lemurids, and forms (by

its

arched skull also) in some degree

the transition from the rodents to the quadrumanes.
ears, is sluggish

time.

The

fev7

and

lives in holes,

concealing

naked

during the day-

specimens v?hich have been brought to Europe hitherto,

are to be found, as

know,

far as I

Museum

in the

cimen of four months, Comptes rendihs de VAcad. des

GuERiN Revue de

An

Zool. vii. p. 436.

Vinson, Guer. Revue,

1.

1.

of the Jardin des

Lienard has given a note on

Plantes at Paris exclusively.

a living spe-

Sciences, 1855, XLi.,

adult animal was described

by

p. 478.

Order VIII.
Incisor,

It has large,

itself there

Ferce.

canine and molar teeth, or in place of canines false

molars, conical; molar teeth equably enamelled, tuberculate or cuspidate.

Feet unguiculate, with claws compressed, acute, uncinate;

pollex not separate from the other toes.
CarnivoTous animals.

The most live on animal food, some exand other vegetable matters. Their

clusively; a few eat fruits also,

motions are rapid ; their

muscular power.
developed.
of

On

irritability great

many have uncommon

the movements of the lower jaw and the disposition

its articulation,

see above, p. 576.

SECrnON

Family XXXII.
six,

;

Their organs of sight and smell are peculiarly

I.

Pinnipedia.

Pin7iipedia Illig,

Upper

incisors four

lower four, two, or having served for a short time

molars with crown either

flat,

somewhat depressed

all,

or

deciduous

or cuspidate,

Feet short, palmate, pentadactylous, the posterior turned
backwards, approximate to each other. Toes of fore feet often deacute.

creasing in size from the pollex, lateral toes of hind feet longer than
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Body

the three middle toes.

elongate, clothed with appressed hair,

smooth, attenuate backwards, terminated by a very short, conical
tail.

Phalanx

Upper canine

I.

L.

Triclieclius

Trichechus Manatus).

of

(excl.

teeth large, exsert, destitute of root.

Incisor

teeth

deciduous, except an upper one on each side, resembling a molar;

molars with crown

Muzzle covered, tumid
Four ventral mammge.

depressed, oblique.

flat,

Ears none.

forwards.

Sp. Trichechus Rosmarus L., F.

78

burg, 1675, 4to; pp.

— 83,

Martens
Tab. P,

Ham-

Spitzhergische Reisebeschr.

fig.

Cook's

i,

Atlas

Voycujcs, &c.

ill.,

Blumenb. Ahh. naturh. Gegenst. No. 15 1, Cuv. R. Ani., ed.
Mammif. PI. 45 the skeleton is figured in Pander und D'Alton

Die

Skelete der

fol.

PI. 52,

;

Robhen

Lamcntine {Vergl.

u.

Osteologie, Liefer, ix.)

Tab.

i.

Comp. K. E. Von Baer Anatomische u. zoologische Untersuchungen iiher
das Walross {^Trichechus rosmarus) und Vergleichung dieses Thiers mit
andern See-Sdugthiere, Mem. de I'Acad. Jmper. des
Ylieme

The Walrus
It

is

math, physiques

Serie, Sc.
{le

morse,

from 10 to 12

of 20

—mors or morsz

feet long

The walruses

feet.

naturelles,

et

it is

;

is

Tom.

Sc. de St Petershourg,
iv. 1838, pp.

95

— 235.

a Russian word for this animal).

said that

it

sometimes attains a length

live together in troops in

the sea towards the

and Nova Zembla and in Behring's
they sleep on the drifts of ice, whilst some keep guai'd, and when
Straits
danger threatens awake the others by bellowing.
The mothers defend
their young and carry them off when wounded.

North Pole,

especially at Spitzbergen

;

We

have not given the number of teeth on account of the great
which it is subject from the period of life. Comp. H.
Kersten Capitis Trichechi Rosmari descriptio osteologica. Cum Tab. 2,
difference to

Berolini,

das

1821, (from the investigations of Rudolphi),

Gebiss

G. Jaeger

ibid.

1844,

there are originally

molar and

all

regarded as the

Archiv

Walrosses,

des

-p

s.

molar

is,

Naturgcsch.

Wiegmann

1838,

s.

According to Rapp and

70—75.

fall

out

390

Wiegmann

;

the tooth which

is

usually

according to Rapp, the lower canine.

large superior canines, which are 15 or

Ueier

— 413.

molars, but the posterior

canines,

incisors,

the incisors soon
first

f.

more inches

long,

The

and of which each

weighs sometimes 10 pounds, are in some individuals with the points bent

1

This figure of

Blumenbach

is

a copy after the same original from which that of

De Laet Novus

Orbis, L. B. 1663, p. 38,

to Holland in

161 2, and which

Leyden.

was also taken, viz. a specimen brought alive
was described by A. E. Vorstius, Professor at
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towards each other,

was of

adopted.

in others

turned outwards.

Prof.

N. C.

De Feemery

that on this and other accounts two species should be

opinion,

Sundevall, however, justly observes that

two

scarcely

skulls

can be examined in which no minute differences in the direction and size of
the tusks can be observed; Aorsbcnettelser for 1837— 1840, p. in. See also
Stannius Ueber Gebiss unci ScMdeldes Walross u.s. iv. Mueller's Archiv
f.

u. Physiol. 1842, s.

Anat.

Phalanx

II.

_5

—

four

mammte,

Incisor teeth persistent, upper canines

{Phocina).

5
included, molars p

390—413.

6

—

^ or p

6
^.

Two

Ears none or small.

or

ventral, placed near the umbilicus.

live in various seas, and also occur,
mouths of rivers ; they are especially numerous in the polar regions, and are wanting in the tropical parts of
The structure of the body is adapted exclusively for
the ocean.
The seals creep upon the shore,
rapid and sustained swimming.
and then bend their spine in direct curves up and down, which

The

genus Phoca L.)

seals (the

at least in part, at the

motions have been compared with those of the surveyor caterpillars.
They delight in lying on the shore and on I'ocks in the sea to sun

They live upon molluscs, crustaceans, &c., but princiupon fish. Their note is a bark, not so strong as that of dogs,
and which they make heard at evening time especially, and on
Their body is covered with harsh
approaching change of weather.
skin secretes a fatty matter by
the
body
hair that lies close to the
and the body more effecglossy,
rendered
more
hair
is
which the

themselves.
pally

;

tually protected from the water; below the skin a thick layer of
fat is disposed over the
is

whole body, whilst on the other hand fat
We have already

almost entirely absent in the inward parts.

remarked above upon some peculiarities of their internal structure;
amongst which is the length of the intestinal canal (p. 582), the
They have no clavicles,
large sinus of the vena cava (p. .586), &c.
a very small humerus and femur, fifteen ribs, five lumbar vertebrae.
The brain is very large. The organ of smell appears to be peculiarly developed,
plates,

and

tongue

is

whilst the inferior turbinated bones have

many

mucous membrane.

The

aftbrd a large surface for the

rough and

attached to the

lips,

of the fifth pair.

bifid

at

the extremity.

Long

whiskers,

conduct the impressions of touch to branches

These hairs are thick and

of the species sinuous margins, which give

being knotted or jointed.

flat,

and have in most

them the appearance

(See Albini Annot. Acad.

iii.

Tab.

of
vi.

—
699
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fig.

The

6'.)

intellectual faculties of the seals appear to be very

and they possess much docility ^ What has been said
principally to the common species, Phoca vitulina, which has

considerable,
refers

been most observed and investigated.
Compare Blainville Sur qiielques crdnes de Phoques, Journal de Physique,
Tome xo. pp. -286 et suiv.; W. Vbolik Specimen anatomicozoologicum de Phocis, speciativi de Phoca vitulina, Traj. ad Rhen. 1822,
Ddvernoy Rech. anat. sur les organes du mouvement du
Svo, c. Tab.
Phoque commun, Mem. du Mus. ix. 1822, pp. 49 79, pp. 165 -169
F. CuviER De quelques especes de Phoques et des groupes gaieriques entre
lesquels eJles se partagent, Mem. du Mus. xi. 1824, pp. 174
214, PI. 12,
Rosenthal Vchcr die Sinnesorganc der Scehunde, Nov. Act. Acad.
15
1820, Octobre,

;

—

—

;

—

;

Leop. Car. xii.

1825,

2,

ibid. XV. 2, 1831,

himgen

ilb.

d.

s.

Bau

313

s.

673

— 348,

—694,

ejusd.

Zur Anatomic

der Seehunde,

Tab. 75

— 77,

E. H.

Weber

Einige Bemer-

des Seehundes, Berichte

die

iib.

Sachs. Gesellsch. d. Wiss., Math. Phys. Kl. 1850,

For a description of the northern
BRicius

Udforlig

Beslcrirelse

naturh. Selskahet. Kjobenhavn,

170;

Thienemann

Island,

le

Abth.

«.

over

de

Reise

Leii^zig, 1823, Svo,

S.NiLSSON Shandinavish Fauna,

The same savant

also

may

1.

Verhandl. der Kon.

108

— 129, &c.

be consulted

Gronlandske

1790, pp. 79

i.

Guenthee

species

s.

— 157,

SJccele;
I.

2,

G. Fa-

:

Skrivter

af

1791, pp. 73

im Norden Europa's,

vorziigiich in

(with col. figures); and especially

— 317.

2Uppl. Lund, 1847, 8vo, pp. 274

gave in the Transactions

Academy of
which a German
the

of

Stockholm

for

1837 a review of the whole family, of

translation

may

be found in Arch, fur Naturgesch. 1841,

p.

301.

The genus Phoca of LiNN^US has by modern zoologists been divided
into various genera.
For this end Peron employed the absence or the
presence of external ears Blainville borrowed his characters from the
number of the incisor teeth F. CuviER from the form of the skull and
;

;

from the disposition of the molars.

t External ears none.
Cystopliora NlLSS. [Macrorliinus F. Cuv.), Stemmatops F, Cuv.^

4
Incisor teetli

j.-

.

,

conic

.

.

;

canines

tliick,

laree, molars

^

——

^—^
-z

^

,

5

with

^ In no individual, however, of the Otarice investigated by me have the
whiskers,
which are very thick and homy in that genus, these sinuous margins.
^ Plinii Hist. Nat. Lib. ix. c. 13.
Compare F. Cdvieb Observations zoologiques

sur

les

PP-

377—3973

facultes physiques

"Qui

signifie

xxxix.

p.

p. 32.

The name

et

intellectuelles

front couronne,"

du Phoque commun, Ann. du Mus.

Mem. du Mus.

XI.

p.

xvii.

200, Diet, des Sc. Nat.

Consequently the author wrote incorrectly Stcmmatopus, from which
again the unmeaning etymology of Ag assiz was derived
Nomenclaior Mammal.
550.

;

is

an imitation of that of Phoca mitrata.

—

—
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simple root, distinct, small, conic or compressed at the apex, rugose
Nose of males fm-nislied with expansile appendage.
or striate.
r

/T^

r^

Owen,

(Dent. form.

•

i.

2-2
—
—^

c.

,

1-1
-—
^

Sp. Cystophora proboscidea Nilss.,

p.

,

3-3
^—^

2-2
^—^ = 60.)

m.

,

Phoca Iconina L. (not O. Fabr.), Phoca
(fig. from Anson's Voyage),

proboscidea Peron, Schreb. Sdugth. Tab. 83,

Pbron

Voyage, Atl. PI. 32

of cranium^), Dcs Dents des

F. Cov.

;

Mammif.

Mem. dm Mus.

137; the largest species,
in the southern hemisphere,

p. 510, PI. 132,

feet

;

it

lives

xi. PI.

pp. 123, 124, PI. 39 a,
it

is

14,

(figures

Owen

much hunted

and
Phoca

for the oil,

Cystojyhora horealis NiLSSON,

great numbers are killed annually.

Odont.

attains a length of 20 to 25

Erxl., Fabr., Phoca leonina 0. Fabr. previously, H. Egede
Gronlands nye Perlustration, Kjobenhavn, 1741, Tab. at p. 46, Klapmilts

cristata

Fabr. Skr. af not. Selskab. i. 2,
Cuv. Mem. dv, Mus.lA. PI. 13,
(the two lower canines have
figs, g, h, i, Dents des Mammif. PI. 38 B
This species occurs chiefly in Greenland, and
fallen out in some skulls).
becomes 7 or 8 feet long. The space between the external nostrils and the
(Dutch Trans., Delft,

1746,

p. 69),

12, fig. 2 (cranium), F.

120—139, Tab.

pp.

;

apertures in the bony head is occupied in adult males by a membranous
and muscular sac divided into two lateral chambers by a prolongation
of the septum of the nose when the nostrils are closed the seal can
see W. Rapp in Meckel's
inflate these spaces in a remarkable manner
;

:

Archivf. Anat. u. Physiol. 1829,

s.

236

— 241, Tab.
4
^

Wagn. Incisor teeth
—5
~, the hinder furnished
5 —5

Leptonyx Gray,
5

small,
'

molars

cuspidate, the lower

,

.

1^

Claws, especially of hind

feet,

7.

.

with a double root.

small.

Stenorhynclms F. Cuv. Molars compressed, with the edge of
crown divided by three or four lobes. Cranium narrow, elongate.
Sp.

Wagn., Phoca lijytonyx Blainv., Stenorhynchus
Mammif. PI. 47, fig. i, Mem. du Mus.
Stenorh. serridens
des Dents des Mammif. PI. 38 A

Leptonyx leopardinus

leptonyx F. Cuv. Diet, des Sc. nat.,
1. 1.

PI. 13, figs, a, b,

c,

;

Owen, Ann. and Mag. of nat. Hist. xii. 1843, p. 332, Phoca carcinophaga,
D'Urville Voy. au p6le sud, &c. The known species of this division are
Comp. Gray Voy. of the Erebus.
all from the southern hemisphere.
Pelagius F. Cuv.

Molars with base oblique, somewhat broad,

oblong, compressed towards the crown, with middle cusp conical.
Sp. Leptonyx monachus "Wagn., Phoca monachus

der Berliner Gesellschaft naturf. Frcunde, iv.

{d, e, f), there
individual of the same species.
1

Fig. 2

named Phoque

des

(Hermann
s.

Beschdftigungen

456, Tab. 12, 13), Phoca

Puiagons,

belongs

to

a younger

—

—

;

MAMMALIA.
Buff.

albiventer Bodd.,

iv. PI. 44, Enct/cl. method.,

Sfi2:>pl.

Diet, des Sc. naticr.,

fig. I,

701

Mamm.

PI. 47, fig. 2

Mamin.

PI.

no,

this species occurs in the

;

known

Mediterranean Sea, and seems to have been that most
It may attain a length of more than 10 feet.
ancients.

the

to

Compare on

CuviER Ann. du Mus. xx. pp. 387

this species the observations of F.

392.

molars

—

6
-^

6.
-g

with crown compressed,

,

6

Cuv.

Callocej>halus F.

PJioca L. (in part),

tlie

Incisor teeth j,

cutting edge usually

with three or four triangular cusps; (three premolars).
Comp.

F. Cdv.

Mem. du Mus. 1.

PI. 12

1.

;

des Dents des

Mamm.

pp.

1

18,

119, PI. 38.

With

a)

three or four anterior molars with simple root {the

Sp.

crown scarcely

Halichoerus Nilsson.

tricuspidate or undivided).

Phoca gryphus Fabk. 1. 1.
till Skand. Fauna, xx

Fig.

s.

2,

i.

Hiift,

167, Tab. 13,
PI.

34,

figs,

4; Nilss. Ilium.

fig.

2

j,

;

de Tcromneuzige

zeehond, the grey seal; a large greyish species, which occurs chiefly in the

and

Baltic

also in the

Icelanders, (comp.

there

North Sea

Hallgeimson

to the coast of Iceland, the Utselur of the
in

Kroejeb's

Tijdslcrift, 11. pp.

often a sixth smaller molar in the upper jaw;

is

91

—99)

Keinhaedt

ihid.

IV. pp. 313, 314.

With

b)

Sp.

Phoca

PI.

46,

all the

molar teeth, except

the first,

furnished with double

Schreb. Saugth. Tab. 84, Diet, des

vitulina L.,

Gov. R. Ani., ed.

Mamm.

ill.,

PI. 44, fig.

i

Sc. nat.,

the

;

roots.

Mamm.

common

seal,

phoque commun, veau-marin, der Seehund ; from 4 to 6 feet long. In
this and other species of this division the space between the large orbits at
le

is very small.
By the bony head arched in
and the greater distance between the orbits is
distinguished Phoca harhata Muell., which sometimes in extreme old age
loses all its teeth or retains only a pair of molars in the upper jaw.
The
skull of this large Norwegian species is figured in Fabricius lib. cit. PI. 1 3,
(In this species the
fig- 3> F- Cuv. Mem. du Mus. 1. 1. PI. 12, figs, h, I, m.

the upper part of the skull
front like that of a sheep

second and third toes of the fore feet are the longest.)

ft External ears
Otarta Pekon.
cisor teeth
Iby
•

-j

short.

{Arctocephalus, Platyrhynchus F. Cuv.).

In-

the four upper and middle with crown broad, divided

,

a transverse groove, the two outer conic; molar teeth with root
1

simple

6-6

—

-=

^

•

,

,

more rarely

5-5
p.

_

-

,

,

—

3-3-

premolars -

.

^ ore

Jb

,

^

ieet

—

—
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remote, witli

first

duced into

strips

sub-equal,

little

Sp.

toe longest of

beyond the

Membrane of hind feet proThree middle and hinder toes

all.

toes.

shorter than the lateral toes.

Otaria ursina Desmar., Phoca ursina L., Buff. Suppl. vi.

ScHREB.

Sdiigth. PI. 82

with brown, woolly hair

;

black, (Phoca pusilla Schreb.,

Phoca juhata ScHREB., Gm.
Tab. 83 B

Sdiujth.

PI. 21

—

Buff. Suppl.

part).

(in

is

Otaria jubataDESM.

xiii. PI. 53);

Otaria Stelleri Less., Schleg.

;

47,

vi. PI. 48,

Fauna

Schreb.

Mamm.

Jap.,

23, &c.

Compare the

figures of the skull in F.

of the teeth in the
PI. 132,

Buff.

PI.

young animal

the

;

work Des Dents

des

CuviER Mem.

Mamm.

PI. 39,

die

Mus.

and

XI. PI. 15,

Owen

Odont.

fig. 6.

Section

Camivora.

II.

n

Incisor teeth

^

,

canines large, acuminate

enamelled, with acute crown uneven,

one or more of the hinder

Toes mostly cloven.

teeth tuberculate.

To

molars uniformly-

;

this division belong the species which,

more than the

rest

name of carnivores or beasts of prey.
Although some {Lutra) have swimming membrane between the
toes, all are formed for running, a kind of movement for which the
deserve the

of the /erce,

animals of the preceding division are not adapted.

One

of the molar teeth, which exceeds the rest in

size,

is

fur-

nished with a sharp cixtting edge [dens lacerans, dens sectorius, la
carnassiere F. Cuvier)

named

are

Cuvier

work, so

the smaller molars placed in front of these

crowns are named tuberculate molar teeth;
Aim. du Mus. x. pp. 104 129, and in his
frequently referred to, on the teeth of mammals.
Owen

molars that have
see F.

;

false molars {fausses miolaires), whilst the hindmost
flat

—

in the

has given a different division of the teeth, which
gical.
OS,

He,

as has already

premolars and true molars; the

The

first

typical niimber of the premolars

side, that of

is

more physiolo-

been stated, distinguishes the molar teeth

the true molars

3.

are successional, the last not.
is

4 in both jaws on each

In the genus Felis the premolars

are 3 above and 2 below, with only one true molar above and

below: namely the small tuberculate molar of the upper jaw, and
the laniary or carnassial molar of the lower jaw.
See Ann. des 8c.
nat, 3e Serie,
pp.

898—935.

iii.

1845, Zool.

p.

116

— 128,

and Todd's Cyclop,

iv.

MAMMALIA.
Family XXXIII. Felina. Molar
on each side in both jaws
in
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—

4-4
teeth

^

^

two

,

molars

false

a single tuberculate tooth on each side

;

upper jaw only, small, transverse. Digitigrade, with soles hairy,

(Dental formula

The

^

i.

—^

c.

,

-

—

zr

—

p. -

,

^

,

m.

z

—

=-

= 30.)

which run, hke the dog, the
and not on the hand and the foot {carpus

digitigrades are those carnivores

cat, &c.,

and

Owen,

on the

digits only

tarsus), in contradistinction to the 2)lantigrades, as the bears.

Of the

No

digitigrades the feline genus forms a distinct family.

genus of carnivores has a smaller number of molar teeth; hence
they have short jaws

also.

With

the exception of

every

pai't

The head has a round contracted form.
Holland, they are met with in almost
The largest species live in warmer coun-

New

of the world.

tries.

Fore

Felis L. (Characters of the family.

hind

Claws

feet tetradactylous.

feet pentadactylous,

a few semi-retractile.)

retractile, in

Compare on this genus G. Cuvier Especes vivantes de grands
chats, Ann. du Mus. xiv. pp. 136
164, (with figures of the skulls;

—

408

— 448);

Linn.eus

(in the

also multiplied in his Reclh. sur les Ossem. foss. iv. pp.

Temminck Monogr.

des

Mamm.

i.

pp. 73

—

156.

twelfth edition of his Syst. nat.) counted only 7 species of this

number of

genus, the

now known

those

is

almost seven times

greater.
Sp. Felis Leo

Buff.

Ij.,

Menag. du Mus.
the skeleton in
the lion

;

i.

ix. PI. i, 2,

pp. 150

— 176

Scheeb.
(fern.),

Sau[/ih.

Cuv.

Pander und D'Alton Die

single colour, yellowish-ruddy

;

Tab. 97 a, b., Lacep.
298
310 (male),

ibid. pp.

—

Skelete der RaubtJiiere, Tab.

the

tail

i.

with a bundle of longer

in the male a mane along the neck, which begins to be
formed in the third year, and in an Indian variety continues small, (Smee
Account of the maneless Lion of Guzerat, Zool. Tranmct. i. 2, pp. 165
174,

hair at the tip

;

—

The

yoimg about

months the young come
into the world with darker stripes on the back and round spots.
To what
age the lion may attain is unknown it is said that some have lived for 60
or 70 years in confinement in England.
In the time of Xerxes lions were
still existing in Greece and attacked the camels of his army.
(Herodot.
PI. 24).!

lioness bears her

3

;

;

^

On

a

fur Anat.

homy
u.

point at the end of the tail compare G.

Physiol, vi. 1832,

s.

55,

Jaeger

in

Meckel's Archiv

and E. Bekker Der Stachel des Lowen an

dessen Schweif-ende, Darmstadt, 1855, 8vo.
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126)

125,

at present this species

;

Western Asia and

in

diluvial period a feline species

was larger
Goldfdss, Nov.

to the lion, but
Felis spelcea

is

met with only

some parts of

in

most countries of nearly the whole of Africa.
its

;

(In the

was living which had much resemblance
remains are met with in various caverns,

Act. Acad. Nat. Cur. ix. p. 476, Cuv. Ossein,

foss. IV. p. 450, PI. 36.)

Felis concolor L. (and discolor Schbeb.),

104 B

Tab.

Sdiigth.

Puma

the

;

darker, round spots

spicuous,

the

;

Gm., Buff.

ix. PI. 19,

tail

has not a tuft of hair at the

This species, smaller than the lion or the

extremity.

Schreb.

or Couguar, ruddy-yellow, with incon-

tiger, is dispersed

over a great part of America.
Felis Tigris L.,

Buff.

—44,

ix. PI. 9,

GUERIN

Schreb. Sdugth. Tab. 98, Menag. du

Mainm. PI. 18, fig. 2 the tiger;
and Eastern middle Asia, even in temperate regions between
45'' and 55" N.L. (see Eheenberg Ann. des Sc. nat. xxi. p. 387), from
Java and Sumatra to the peninsular of Corea. (Hybrids between lions and
tigers have been observed in menageries.)
Mus.

pp. 30

II.

Iconogr.,

;

in Southern

Amongst
Buff.

the large spotted species the

be recorded

first to

America and the southern part of North America,

of South
ix.

Tab.

—In Africa

12,

Azara

Voyages, PI. 9, F. Cuv.

found the ^an^Ae?'

is

(Felis

pard us

Li.,

Gm.), Felis leopardus Temm., Menag.

duMus.

somewhat smaller
Wagn., Felis pardus Temm.

with very long

islands a

Amongst

these spotted species

Felis guttata

Manim.,

Hermann, Schreb.

PI. 42,

fig. 2

;

we

two

Tab.

species,

1.

Livr. 17, 29.

B,nd Felis leopardus

p. 212,

and on the Sunda

tail,

Felis variegata

record also, on account of the claws

Felis jubata

only partially retractile^,

first

species,

Felis onca L.,

Mammif.

Gm.,

the Jagriar

is

Schreb. Sdugth. Tab. 105, and
105 b., Cdv. F. Ani., &d. ill.,

formerly confounded, of which the

occurs in India, the last in Senegal and Kordofan (see

Alem. de la Soc. d'Hist. nat. de Strasbourg,

11.

1835).

Dovernoy

They form the sub-

genus Cynailurus Wagler.

To the smaller species belongs our domestic cat, of which there are many
The anatomy of this species (osteology and myology) has been
treated circumstantially by Straus-Durckheim Anatomic descri2itive et comparative du Chat, 2 Tomes, Paris, 1845, 4to, and Atlas in fol.
It is supposed that this species is derived from a wild feline species of North
varieties.

Africa, Fells maniculata

Tab. 100

B, whilst that

mountain regions

Ruefpell,

Zool. Ail.

Tab.

i.,

Schreb. Suppl.

which occurs in the forests of Europe

in the Hartz, in the

(chiefly in

Carpathian mountains) and in some

Felis catus L., Buff. vi. PL i, Schreb. Tab. 107 a, is
and has a shorter tail there are also some difierences in the skull.
See Blasius Fauna Deufschl. i. s. 162.

parts of Asia,
larger

;

In some species the

To

^
I.

2,

tail is

very short and the ears with a pencil of hairs.

these belongs the lynx of the ancients, which, according to Covier, Felis

Owen On

the

1834, pp.

129—138,

Anatomy of

the Cheetah, Felis jubata.

PI. 20.

Transact, of the Zool. Soc.

—

3

MAMMALIA.
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native of Africa and Persia.

is

In

the North of Europe occurs Felis lynx L., Buff. ix. Tab. 21, of which Felis

Temm. and NiLSS. and Fells virgata NiLSS. are only varieties;
NiLSSON Skandinavisk Fauna, 2 Uppl. Lund, 1847, PP- 128, 129.
cervaria

Family
false

XXXIV.

—6

6

Molar teeth mostly

Viverrina.

-^

—

^

Only a

on each side in upper jaw, three or four in lower.

jaw

single tuberculate tooth on each side in lower

three

,

or none, almost

always two tuberculate teeth on each side in upper jaw.

Feet

mostly digitigrade, either pentadactylous or tetradactylous, with
claws often semi-retractile.

and

Glandular

follicles

betAveen the anus

genitals, secreting a sebaceous matter of disagreeable odour.

Tongue rough with
if

rigid papillse directed backward.

The Civets. The limits of this family cannot be sharply drawn,
we unite the genus Hycena with it, and not with the preceding,

which agrees indeed with Felis in the molar teeth, in the absence
of a tiibei'culate molar in the lower jaw, but in other respects has
with

little affinity

it.

We

are disjoosed

however to prefer natural

a strict and severe adherence to a single character, and

affinity to

with Waterhouse regard the Hygenas as a small divergent group
of civet cats.

HyoBna Beiss., Pennant, Store.

3—

——

molars ^
o

false

o

o

^

Owen,

^—^

Feet

from the

3-3

.

1.

thick,

^ single tuberculate tooth on each side in upper

?

declining backwarks
.

—5

—j,
4—4

.

jaw, in lower jaw none.

form.

5
Molar teeth -

c.
,

1-1
^Zi

shoulders.

Tail

4-4
'

Trunk

all tetradactylous.

P-

^^ZTg

'

™'

short.

short,

(Dent.

1-1 ^,,
I^l ^ ^'

Hycena striata Zimmeem., Bodd., Canis Hycena L.,
Scheeb. Tab. 96, Menag. du Mus. i. pp. 256
in North Africa, Asia Minor, Arabia and Persia.
anatomy Daubenton, Buff. ix. pp. 280
298 and

Sp.

Buff. Suppl. in.

— 270;

PI. 46,

—

Spicllegium ohservationum anat. de hycena, Berolini, 181

the hycena;

Compare on the
G.

E.

Eeimann

Hycena crocuta
Bodd., Canis crocuta Eexl., Gm., Schkeb. Sdugth. Tab. 96 b, Cuv.
Ani., ed. ill., Mammif. PI. 40, fig. 1
in South Africa, at the coast of
Guinea and in Senegal this species in the neighbourhood of the Cape

R

Colony is usually named wolf;

Hycena

villosa

19,

hemisphere.

and 4 or
II.

5

—Hycena hrunea Thdnb. (Act.Holmien^. 1820),
Linn.
xv.
1827, pp. 461 — 468,

Smith, Travis, of

GuEE.

colonists in

VOL.

;

;

;

PI.

7

Iconogr.,

the

Mammif.

South Africa.

Sac.

2,

PI. 18, fig.

i

This whole genus

is

;

the strand-wolf of the
peculiar to the eastern

There are 15 or 16 dorsal vertebrse (15 or 16 pairs of ribs)
vertebrse.
The tibia and fibula are much shorter than

lumbar

45

—
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corpses

Aeistot. Hist. Anim. Lib.

;

In caverns

vi. c. 32, viii. c. 5.

Hartz mountains,

in the

ally in the cave of

and exhume

eat all kinds of offal

The hyccnas

the bones of the fore-arm.

England

in Westphalia, in

Kirkdale in Yorkshire)

(especi-

bones of a large species

fossil

have been found, which has the most resemblance in the teeth to Hymna
see Cuvier Ann. du Mus. xi. pp. 127
crocuta: Hycena spelcea Goldfuss
144, PI. 42, and ^ecA. sur les Osseni. foss., Goldfuss iVov. Act. Acad.
;

Nat. Curios, xi. pp. 456—462, Tab. 56,

Cces.

pp. 138

Owen

Mamm.

Srit. foss.

— 160.
^5-5

Proteles IsiD.

Molar teeth small, distant (p-^v or

Geoffe.

~
only

frequently

j

Fore

.

pentadactyloiis,

feet

Back

raised, posterior tetradactylous, shorter.

Mamm.

PI.

17,

fig.

4,

Guerin

Viverra hycenoides Desmar.,

Proteles Lalandii IsiD. Geoffr.,

Iconogr.,

declining from the

Tail very short, villous.

shoulders backwards.
Sp.

with pollex

Cuv. B. Ani.,

id.

ill.,

Mamm.

PI. 40,

an animal from South Africa, of the bearing of a small striped
hycena ; it lives in holes, which it digs, like the fox. The molar teeth
differ much from those of the other carnivores this difference was formerlyascribed incorrectly to the supposed fact, that the skull under observation
belonged to a specimen not full grown. Compare on this remarkable
animal IsiD. Geoffr. Saint-Hilaire Mem. du Mus. xi. 1824, pp. 354

fig.

3

;

;

Ann.
GuER. Magas. de

371, PI. 20,

des Sc. nat., Seconde S6rie, viii. 1837, pp. 252

Mammif. PI.
Nat urforshames

Zool. 1841,

lingar vid de ShandinavisTce

31

Sundevall

;

tredje

in

— 255

;

Forhand-

Mote, Stockholm, 1842,

Oken's Isis, 1845, s. 436). There are 15 ribs
the bony palate is very broad and the underjawlow,

pp. 643, 644, (translated in

and

5

lumbar vertebrae

;

Viverra L. (excl. of some species).

2—2

3—3
molars
small,
.

—^

-r

?

tuberculate

incurved,

3-3

pollex

.

small,

—

6—Q
^
0—0-, false

Feet pentadactylous, with claws
(Dental

raised.

formula

Owen,

2-2

4-4

1-1

Molar teeth

^•333'^'m'P-4^'^'232 = ^^')
—

—

Comp. F. Cuvier Des Denis des Mamm. pp. 99 102, PI. 34. There are
commonly 13 dorsal vertebrse and 7 lumbar vertebrae, the ordinary
number in many carnivores, in the cat-tribe for instance, and the dogs.
The trunk is elongated.
Sp.

Viverra Zibetha L., Buff. ix.

Brandt und Ratzeb.
brown

spots

;

PL

Schreber's Sdugih. Tab. 112,
light brownish-grey with

31,

Mediz. Zool. Tab.

i.

fig. i

;

the throat whitish, with oblique dark stripes

than body, short-haired, with black and light-brown rings

— Viverra
218 — 234, Brandt

Indies.

pp.

civetta

Schreb., Buff.
u.

Ratzeb.

1.

1.

1.

1.

fig. 2,

PI. 34,

;

tail

shorter

East
Menag. du Mus. i.

Guerin

;

in the

Iconogr.,

Mamm.

—
MAMMALIA.
Cuv. B. Ani., id.

PI. i6,

figured in

Pander

Mamm.

ill.,

D'Alton

u.
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Pi.

fig.

38,

i

tlie

;

skeleton

die Skelete der Jtduhih. Tab. iv.

than the preceding, light brownish-grey, with larger black spots
short, long-haired, with some whitish spots, at the tip all black

back long hairs (mane)

Both

bique.

the

;

;

is

larger
tail

on the

Guinea and in Mosamname of civet cat, and from both is obknown in perfumery and medicine under the

in Africa, at the coast of

species bear the

tained the fat

name

;

;

substance

of civet {zibetha, zibefhium,

The negroes seek
have voided it by rubbing.
of musk.

civetta)

;

semi-fluid, smelling strongly

it is

this substance in trees

It

is

on which the civet cats

contained in two sacs, with an elongate,

common

opening, which are formed by a continuation of the integument,
and are surrounded by many smaU glands. Besides these there are two
other blind sacs, each of which has a separate small aperture on each side
These animals climb on trees, hunt for birds, and also feed
of the anus.
Viverra Genetta L., Buff. ix. PL 36, Guer. Iconogr.,
on roots and ft-uits.
Mavimif. PI. 16, fig. 3, Menag. du Mus. 11. pp. 207 217; smaller than
the Viverra zihetha, which in other respects it resembles the tail is longer
(little shorter than the body), with long hair, with black and white rings
in Africa and Spain.
Viverra indica Geoffr., Viverra rasse HoRSF. Zool.

—

—

;

;

Researches,

No.

6,

Guerin Mayas,

Mammif.

de Zool. 1836,

PI. 19; in the

East Indies, &c.

By

the body very slim and elongated, high legs, and long whiskers,

distinguished Viverra gracilis Desm., Viverra linsang

(Prionodon) gracilis Horsf.

A

1,

1.

single species of Viverra is

No.

Hardwicke,

i.

known from

the

new world

Las longer hair, a small pointed head and large ears

(Mexico).

Thierreich,

Herpesies Illig.

Tab.

i.

Teeth as

Ii. fig.

It

Viverra astuta,

:

Bassaris astuta Lichtenst. Darstell. neuer Sdugth, Tab. 43,

Krauss

is

Fclis

copied in

3.

Ears small,

in the preceding genus.

Feet pentadactylous or tetradactylous, with claws

short, rounded.

Hair long,

compressed, incurved, large.

rigid, often

ringed with

distinct colours.
a)

With

fferpestes

all the feet pentadactylous.

Ichneumon, Viverra Ichneumon'L. Herpestes Pharaonis Desm.,
,

Buff. Suppl. in. PI. 26, Schreb. Sdugth. Tab. 115 b, Geoffr. St.-Hil.
Menag. du Mus. i. pp. 319 333; the Ichneumon, called Nems or Nims by
the natives of Egypt with the tail about 3' long, hair yellowish-grey

—

;

with darker rings, the
blackish.

This animal

tail

with a tuft of black hair at the

eats, besides eggs, especially

snakes and other small animals,

Wagn., Viverra Ichneumon
R. Ani., ed.
b)

ill.,

Mamm.

/3

and

L.,

PI. 39, fig.

is

very shy.

&c.

A

legs

Herpestes pallidus

Schreb. Sdugth. Tab.
i,

tip,

of the crocodile, also

116

g,

Cuv.

very numerous genus.

With hind feet tetradactylous.

Sub-genus. Cynictis Ogilby.

(Legs

tall.

Ears rather larger than

in Herpestes.)

Comp. Ogilby On

the characters

nivora, Transact, of the Zool. Soc.

i.

and

description of

18^8, pp. 29

— 34,

a

netv

genus of Car-

PI. 3.

45—2

—
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—
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Steedmanni,

fferpestes

Sp,

both from South Africa

Steedmanni Ogilby

Cynictis

penicillatus, Cynictis Ogilby i,

Smith

according to

;

Rerpestes

;

1.

Manim. PI. i6,
Temminck only one and the same

in dress of dififerent seasons.

species,

1.

Zool. of South Afr.,

{Cynictis

melanura

is

a species of

Herpestes, Herp. hadius.)

With both fore and hind feet

c)

Bdeogale Peters.

Sub-gen.

Viverra crassicaudata,

Sp.
PI.

I'j

tetradactylous.

;

— Viverra

x>uisa,

Bdeogale

Peters Mossamh., Mamm.

crassic.

Bdeogale puisa Peters, ibid. PI. 28, both from

South Africa.
Note.

—In

Herpestes the orbit, from the junction of the processes of the

superior maxillary

and frontal bones,

which, however,

not perpetual and in some depends upon advanced age.

is

often closed

is

by a ring

posteriorly,

Galidia IsiD. Geoffr.
Comp.

Mamm.

Geoppr. Saint-Hilaiee, Guerin Magas. de

IsiD.
PI. 14

—

Zool.

1839,

17.

Sp. Galidia elegans IsiD. Geoffr. PI. 14, &c.

Small species from Mada-

gascar, which appear to stand half-way as

were between Herpestes and

it

and are regarded by Wagner as a sub-genus of Herpestes. The
molar of the upper jaw is very small and sometimes falls out in
the lower jaw there were constantly, in the skulls examined by GeopFROT, only 5 molars. (Such was also the case in the two skulls examined
Viverra,

first false

by me.

;

This difference

is

my

however, in

opinion, less interesting than

that of the entire form of the skull, which in the elongation and flattened

curvature of the upper surface has a greater resemblance to that of the
Miisteke than of the Ichneumons.)

2-2

5—5

Molar teeth

RJiyzcena Illig.

-=

2—2

—""^2-2
p

false -^

,

^

tnberculate

,

„~ „

3-3
^.3-3
O^en).
r^l' ^^'3^' ^-T^' P*3^I^' ™-2^r2""^^'
1-1

the feet tetradactylous, with claws, especially of the fore

compressed, incurved.

than half the body.
Sp.

Two

glandular, anal

(Orbit closed

Rhyzcena suricatta,

by a

fig.

GUER.

2,

of feet)

;

Iconogr.,

b,

Mammif.

17,

fig.

3,

Buff.

ed.

ill.,

xiii.

Mamm.

PI.

of cranium

(fig.

8,

PI. 39,

and

the zenik or suricate of Africa, especially South Africa, a small

Ichneumon, grey with darker transverse bands
a black tuft at the

the

;

tail is

ruddy, with

tip.

Crossarchus F. Cuv.

Molar teeth

5—5
-=

5
tooth with conical, acute tubercles.

Ears small.

long,

perfect osseous ring.)

Cuv. R. Ani.,
PI.

feet,

All

Tail longer

follicles.

Viverra tetradactyla PalI/.,

ScHREB. Sdugth. Tab. 117, 117

.„

.

z.

—5

2—2
,

false

-^

2

—2
::

,

lauiary
•'

Nose produced, proboscidian.

Feet pentadactylous, plantigrade.

Tail moderate,

—
;

MAMMALIA.
Anal glandular

shorter than body.
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(Orhit not circum-

follicle.

scribed posteriorly.)
Sp. Crossarchus ohsciiriis Geoffr. Saint-Hil. and F. C0V.

Cuv. R. Ani.,

ed.

coast of Africa

;

feeds

Mamm.

PI.

fig.

39,

3

;

on small mammals, insects

Cryptoprocta ferox Bennett, Trans. Zool. Soc.

(A young specimen of

Madagascar.

formula could not be determined.
grade;

Mamm.

Livr. 47,

mangue; on the west
and fnxits.

le

Bennett.

Crypfoprocta
Sp.

ill.,

claws retractile.

the

It

The
is

pp. 137

i.

— 140,

PI. 21

from which the dental

this animal,

feet are pentadactylous, planti-

not

known

to

me from

personal

inspection.)

n

(as

in the

by

^

Laniary tooth, especially the lower, thick,

Viverrce).

with conical tubercles.
conjoined

n

Molar teeth

Faradoxurus F. Cuv., Platyschista Otto.

Feet plantigrade, pentadactylous, with toes

skin, the pollex not raised.

sometimes voluble, never prehensile.

between the anus and the

genitals.

Tail long, cylindrical,

Naked

area or glandular fold

(Orbit not circumscribed pos-

teriorly.)
Sp. Paradoxurus typtts ¥. Cuv.

Mamm.

PI.

1 7,

by F. CuviER
correct

carried

name

This species

fig. i

;

Mammif. Livr. 24,
brown with darker spots

its tail

turned spirally

;

Guek.

(1821),
;

from

Iconogr.,

the specimen observed

this

he borrowed the

less

of the genus, which, however, has been generally adopted.
is

from the continent of India, Madras, &c.

(BuPFON had

previously caused this species to be figured, from a specimen exhibited in

a

under the name of Genette dc France, Suppl.

fair,

Other species occur

in the

ill.

PI. 47,

p.

East Indies, of which in Java the most

238.)

common

Paradoxurus Musanga Gray, Viverra Musanga Raffles, Hoesf. Zool.
No. i found also in Borneo, Sumatra and Timor.
Paradoxurus binotatus Temm. {Par. Hamiltoni Gray), is a species from the

is

Research, in Java,

;

west coast of Africa; see Temminck Ssquisses Zool. p. 119. These animals
live more on fruits than on animal food, and sleep by night on trees.

Compare on
PP- 312

this

genus Temminck Monogr. de Mammal.

— 344, with figures

trivirgatus

of the skull

11.

1841,

and the skeleton of Paradoxurus

Gray, Temm.

—Amblyodon

Jourdan (Compfes rendus, 1837), is a species of
Paradoxurus, namely Parod. Philipensis Ogilby (Temm. Monogr. Ii,
P- 339)> Parad. Jourdanii Gray.
Note.

Potamophikis Sal. Muellee, Cynogale Gray, Lamictis Blainv.

Molar teeth -

—

Ears small.

Snout produced, obtuse, depressed.

6-6
-

(as in the

Viverroe)', laniary

tooth tuberculate.
Bristles at the

—

—

3

;
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and beliind the eyes very long. Feet short, pentadactylous,
plantigrade. Tail short. (Orbit open behind. Habit, especially of
lips

the head, of Lutra.)
Sp. Potamophilus harhatus Sal.

140

pp.

— 120,
11",

i'

rarely
J

—

17,

tail

7".

Ganina.

8

or

7:

8

Tijdschriftvoor. nat. Gesch. v. 1838,

Mamni. pp. 115
Borneo; keeps in the neighbourhood of rivers; length

78———

7-7^

-s^

PI.

Mueller,

Verhatid. over de Overzcesche Bezittingen,

;

XXXV.

Family
7

— 145

rj,

8^

6-6
=—^

Molar teeth mostly

(more

two, more rarely three, tuberculate on each
''

side in both jaws. Tongue smooth. Feet digitigrade, anterior almost
always pentadactylous, with pollex raised, small, posterior tetradactylous\ No anal follicle, but in many a dermal gland above

the base of the

A

tail.

small and very natural group, which corresponds to the genus Canis

of LiNN^DS, with which, however, he united incorrectly the Hycenas.

Q

LiCHTENST.,

Otocyon

4—4

3—3
-.

:

4—4

,
'

tuberculate

^^

——

3

^

;

Wagn.

Molar teeth ^

h

,

spurious

laniary tooth less than the tuberculate
-^

lower tuberculate teeth with oblong crown and four conical, acute
tubercles.
Ears large, nearly of the length of head, erect. Tail
moderate, hairy.
Otocyon caffer Lichtenst., Canis megalotis Desm., Ccmis Lalandii

Sp.

Ham.

Smith Diet, class. d'Hist. not., Atl., Livr. 4, PI. 147, fig. 2, Griffith
Anim. Kingd. 11. p. 372, (fig. cop. in Krauss 1. 1. Tab. 1, fig. 3); greyish;
smaller than a fox South Africa.
tail black above and at the extremity
1

;

;

6-62
Cam's

Jj.

{exceipt

Hycena). Molar teeth

—

Upper laniary

2 — 2
tuberculate ^

-r.

tooth

=—=

.

,

spurious

bilobed,

acute,

3-3
.

_

,

,

with a

small additional tubercle forwards on the inside, the lower tripartite, the two anterior portions conical, acute, the posterior depressed,

common dog {Canis familiaris L.) the hind feet are provided
some the phalanges of this supernumerary toe are not connected with
F. CuviEB
the tarsus, but only with the skin, in others the toe is fully developed,
Ann. du Mus. xviii. pp. 342, 343, PI. 19, fig. 10.
3 In a skull of an American species {Canis Azarce or Canis cancrivorus I) I found
7 molars in the upper jaw also.
1

with

Sometimes

five toes

;

in the

in

)

MAMMALIA.

..

1^ =

i.

1-1

q^o?

^' ^

_^

?

42.)
Tail moderate, brushed ivith hair.

Pupil ohlony.

Vuljpes.

a)

Sp.

•3-3

Uwen,

torm.

(Dent.

tuberculate.
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Canis Zerda Zimmerm., Canis Cerdo Gm., Megalotis Zerdo Illig., Fen-

necus JBrucei Desmar., Encycl. meth.,
Zool. Atlas, Tab.

11.

Mammif.

light Isabel- coloured

;

PI. io8, fig. 4,

white below

;

;

Rueppell

very long ears

;

above at the base and at tip blackish lives in the sandy plains of
Nubia. This small species was formerly regarded by some as a Viverra,
by Geoffrot, on account of its long ears, as a species of Otolicnus, but

the

tail

has

now found its true

KART

;

Oken's

in

in the

Isis,

5,

1825, pp. 2 1

long ears only

;

it

Allied to

species of dog.)

Tab.

place in the canine genus.

from the same

1 foil.

Compare

(With Otocyon

also F. S.

this

Leuc-

animal agrees

does not differ in the teeth from the other
it

Canis famelicus, Rueppell Zool. Atlas,

is

district.

Canis viverrinusTEmi., Nyctereutes viverrinus Temminck, Fauna Japan.,
a small species with shorter very thickly-haired
p. 40, Tab. 8

Mamm.
tail,

;

short ears

and the

;

grey-brown

legs blackish.

a distinct genus

;

on the top of the head pale yellow

;

;

the

tail

(In the teeth I can find no difference that indicates

the skeleton has 14 pairs of ribs and 6 lumbar vertebrae,
1 3 pairs of ribs and 5 lumbar

whilst the rest of the species of dog have
vertebrae.

Canis Lagopus L. (and Canis Isatis Gmel., Thienem.), Schreb. Sdugth.
Tab. 93, TiLESius Nov. Act. Acad. Cobs. Nat. Curios, xi. 1823, Tab. 47,
388; ih.e isatis, pool- or ijsvos; very short, round ears; the feet
pp. 275
much haired below, in summer grey or dirty brown, in winter white;

—

length of the head and trunk 2
Iceland, Siberia,

,

taU

i'

;

this species lives in

The skin

Kamschatka and North America.

Lapland,
is

sought

for as a fur, especially that of a lead-coloured or bluish-brown variety.

Canis

Vulpes L., Buff. vii. PI.

Iconogr.,

Mammif.

species

;

triangular pointed ears

of the

tail is

PI. 16, fig.

4,

Schreb. Sdugth. Tab.

the fox j a

i,
;

little

90,

Guer.

larger than the preceding

colour ruddy brown

;

commonly the

white, sometimes black (Canis alopiex L.).

tip

This species

is

with some varieties met with throughout the whole of Europe, North
It is
Africa, North Asia and North America {Canis fulvus Desmar.).

a circumspect animal, digging holes; from its cunning a chief personage in
the fabulous tales of ancient and modern times.

The strong-smelling secretion above the base of the taU (in a gland
which the huntsmen of Germany name Viole^) cannot any longer be considered as an important characteristic of foxes, now that Retzius has
See
discovered dermal glands in the same situation in the wolf also.
Mueller's

1

in.

s.

G. F. D.

.4 cc/i-if,

1849,

s.

429.

Aus Dem Winckell Handbuch filr

65, 66, 70.

Jdger, 2te Auflage. Leipzig, 1822,
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Tail somewhat short, clothed with short hair.

Lupus. Pupil rounded.

b)

Sp. Canis

Lupus

R. Ani., ed.

Buff,

L.,

Mammif. PL

ill.,

PL

vii,

grey, below dirty yellowish-white

the

whilst the

tail,

downwards,

which

tail,

1*4" long.

is

;

Norway and Sweden,

commonly yellowish

the wolf;

attains a length of 4 feet to the base of

;

and hanging
forests, and

carried nearly straight

is

This species lives especially in

occurs in nearly the whole of Europe, and
in

Sdugth. Tab. 88, Cuv,

Schreb.

i,

36, fig. 3

numerous,

is

North America. A black variety
Ebxleb. fig. in Buff. ix. PL 41.

described as

is

particularly

North Asia and
Canis Lycaon Scheeb.,

north of Africa,

in the

in

;

Canis aureus L., Scheeb. Sdugth. Tab. 94, Tilesius 1. 1. Tab. 48 the
youdwolf ; ruddy grey, on the back darker or blackish, the
;

jackal, chakal,

throat whitish

;

in

Pallas regards

Africa.

This species lives in Asia, in the

smaller than the wolf.

Caucasus and in Tartary,

Europe, in Dalmatia and the Morea, in North

this species as the ancestor of the

Canis familiar is L.^; the dog ; the

tail

This well-known domestic animal, of which there are
followed

man throughout

the world.

domestic dog^.

curled upwards {cauda recurvata).

The dog grows

many

varieties,

has

for 2 years, lives 15,

most 20 years the period of gestation is 9 weeks the young are born
To which species the original ancestors of the dog belonged is
unknown, and on a subject, as to which so little can be determined with
The most original races of
certainty, the opinions are very divergent.
dogs resemble the wolf and have straight ears. It is possible that wolves
and jackals may have contributed to produce the numerous canine races
now in being. It is probable, nevertheless, that one or more original races
existed which attached themselves to man and remained with him as faithful followers, and that from these the very different races derived their
NiLSSON Skand. Fauna, i. p. 242.
origin.
at

;

;

blind.

There is a species of dog with fore feet having only 4 toes, which is
yellow vdth black and white spots, and which in the long, wide ears has

some resemblance

to a Hycena, for

which

it

was

The

at first taken.

teeth,

however, plainly indicate that this animal belongs to the canine genus.
Canis pictus Desmar., Rueppell Zool. Atl. Tab.

Mammif. PL
Icticyon

37, fig. 2

it is

met with

Lund, Cynalicus Gray.

single tuberculate tootli

—

72,

on

each- side

LuND, Danske

Sp. Icticyon venaticus
pp. 61

;

Tab. 41.

On

Cuv. R. Ani.,
and Kordofan.

12,

in S. Africa

Molar teeth

———

5

ed. iU.,

5

-

-

6

6

witli

a

above and below.
vidensh.

Selsk.

the genus Icticyon of

Afhandl.

Lund

Wishund. Verh, der koninkl. Akad. van Wetenschappen,

iii.

xi.

1845,

see Natuur-en

1855, with

fig.

of the skull.

Family

XXXVI.

Mustelma.

each side in upper jaw,

1

Hunter

five,

or

Molar teeth four or five on
more rarely six, in lower jaw.

even supposed that the wolf, jackal and dog, form only one species,

Phil. Transact. 1787, p. 253, 1789, p. 160.
2

XIII.

See the enumeration of the races of this in
pp. 66
69.

I.

—

Erxlebbn and Gmelin

Syst, not. ed.

MAMMALIA.
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Single tuberculate tooth on each side in both jaws.
tjlous, often pLantigrade

rounded

chws

;

not retractile.

Feet pentaclac-

Snout abbreviate,

cranium elongate, protracted behind the jaws.

;

jaw cylindric, transverse, strictly
cavity by exsert lines.
Coecum absent.)
of lower

(Condyle

inclosed in the glenoid

The head of these animals is round forwards like that of the cats,
but the distance from between the orbits to the great occipital
fora-

men

is

remarkable, so that the skull has a

much

elongated form at

the back part.

Lutra Ray, Storr, Illig.

(Spec, of Mustela L.)

5—5

^—^

Molar teeth

upper laniary tooth very large, with large accessory tubercle

,

internally, the lower tuberculate posteriorly.

Body

Feet palmate, short.
depressed towards
.

3-3

the

^•3^3'

tip,

flat

4-4

1-1

Ears small, remote.
Tail short, round, somewhat
beneath.
(Dent, form Owen

elongate.

1-1
riT' P'333' ^^-2^-36.)

''

Enhydra Fleming \ Enhydris Lichtenst.

Lower

incisor teeth

Ears very small, placed at the sides of head below
Fore feet short, with toes connate, densely haired,
the

(in adults) four.

the eyes.

hair covermg the

daws;

with outer toe longest of

posterior feet remote from anterior,
Tail short.

larc^e,

all.

Lutra marina Erxl., Desm., Mustela lutris L., Cook
Third Voyage,
PI. 97, ScHREB. Saugth. Tab. 128, Lichtenst.
Darstellung, Tab!
43, 50, Kraurs 1. 1. Tab. 10, fig. 6.
The sea-otter attains a length of
more than 3 feet the tail is 7^ inches long the colour of the
fur is dark
brown or black and shining. This species lives on the islands
of the west
coast of North America, and was formerly also found
upon the islands

Sp.

Atlas,

;

;

of the opposite coast of Asia and at Kamschatka.
these animals, amongst others, O.
J. 1823

— 1826,

II.

s.

24

Von Kotzebue

— 26.)

(See on the chase of
Reise

um

die Welt, in d.

In Lutra, as in many other Mustelina, the second incisor
of the under
jaw, counting on each side from the canine, is placed
almost behind the
third or middle one.
The first two or middlemost in Lutra marina fall
out
early, and hence those behind them take their place,
so that there are then
only four incisors in the lower jaw.

Anatomical particulars of the sea-otter have been also
given by
Philos. Transact, for 1796, pp.

385—394,

Pl.

HOME

8— lo.

Pteronura Gray, Pterura Wiegm. Tail moderate,
surrounded
by a lobed cutaneous border. Characters of Lutra.
Feet lar^e,
palmate, with toes apart.

^

Philosophy of Zoology, Edinburgh, 1822,

11. p.

187.

—

—
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Sp. Pterura Sambachii, Annals and

Mist.

1839, ^^- ^4

Ii.

5

Demerara.

Lutra

Middle toes longer than outer.

Tail moderate.

six.

Incisor teeth above and below

(auctor., in stricter sense).

higher than

Mustda Lutra

Sp. Lutra vulgaris Erxl.,

Sdugth. PI. 126; Cuv. R. Ani., ed.
lives in

Ears placed

eyes.
L.,

ill,

Buff.

1. 1.

Mammif.

vii. PI. 11,

PI. 35,

fig.

Scheeb.

3; the otter

Europe, the northern and temperate parts of Asia^, in Japan, on

the hanks of rivers, and feeds on fish and frogs.
similar species occurs,

—All the species of
larly coloured also,

which

this

much

genus

In North America a very

distinguished as Lutra canadensis Schreb.

is

resemble each other, are usually simi-

red-brown with white throat.

De La Lande discovered at the Cape of Good Hope a species which has
no claws on the fore feet (and at the adult period loses those of the hind
Lutra inunguis F. Cuv. Lesson has
feet, except some vestiges of them)
formed from it the genus Aonyx.
:

5

Mustela L.

some

(excl. of

with three or two

Molar teeth

species).

—

4—4-

_5

—

^ or -

^^

,

on each side above, four or three

false teeth

below upper tuberculate tooth with crown broader than long.
Ears short, rounded. Toes separate. Tail of various length in
various species, mostly moderate.
;

the whole these animals are small and, with the exception of the

On

insectivorous animals {mole, shrew, &c.), the smallest of this order.

much sought

species are

article of the fur-trade.

lumbar

With
3

Owen,

their fur,

vertebrae.
1

a)

Some

and form a principal
The skeleton has usually 14 pairs of ribs and 6
on account of

for

—

3

i.

I
,

—1

molars

false

c.

—

3

I

I— 1

3—3

,

(Sub-genus Piitorius Cuv.

.

—

I

-3

p.

,

—

1

m.

=

2—2

3—3

Pent. fonn.

34.)

Sp. Mustela putorim L. Buff. vii. PI. 23, Scheeb. Sdugth. Tab. 131, Cuv.

E. Ani., ed.

ill.,

4"

Mamm.

PI. 34, fig.

i

;

the pole-cat,

putois, der Iltiss,

le

7"; brown, head whitish, legs and
dispersed over a great part of Europe and temperate countries
tail black
Mustela erminia L., Buff. vii. PI. 29, fig. 2, PI. 31, fig. i,
of Asia.
de bonsem,

i'

or

I's" long,

tail

;

Scheeb. Sdugth. Tab. 137

A, B; the ermine-weasel, smaller

ceding species (female larger than male), in the

winter white, except the tip of the taU, which

—Mustela vulgaris L., Buff.
1

it

The

vii. PI. 29, fig.

;

black

Mammif.

PI. 15,

fig.

3.

;

in

a mucli-prized fur.

the weasel, la belette; small-

species of Otter of Pondicherry appears not to differ; F.

under the name of Lutra nair, Diet, des

Iconogr.,

i

is

than the pre-

summer red-brown,

Sc. nut. SXVii.

p.

CuviER has recorded
247

;

fig.

in

Gukein

—

——

;

MAMMALIA.
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long, tail very short, 2"; red-brown above, or light

of the colour of back, the under side white

tail

;

only in the far north

has this species also a white winter-coat as the rule.

Gulo canescens Illig., Bdff. Suppl.

Surinam, Brasil
Bell).

—In

(Wiegmann

Mustela barbara L.,

Schreb. Sdugth. Tab. 143 B

vii. PI. 60,

;

refers this species to the sub-genus Galictls

a species from the East and North of Europe the toes are

connected at the base by a hairy fold of skin, especially the two middle,
longer toes
tail

:

Mustela lutreola L., Pall. Spic. Zool. xi.

i

red-brown, the

;

dark brown, the chin white.

S)

With false molars

4—4

(Sub-genus 3Iustela Cuv.) p.

.

PI. 15, fig.

tail; dispersed

i

4—4

Guerin

Sp. Mustela canadensis Erxl., Gm., Bdff. xiii. PI. 43,

Mamm.

^

^

="

'

,

Iconogr.,

the pehan, a large brown species, with long black

;

over a great part of North America.

Mustela Martes L.,

Mustela abietum Ray, Buff. vii. PI. 12; dark red or brown, feet black,
the throat yellow ; in

many

countries of Europe and temperate Asia, &c.

4
Galictis Bell.

Molar teeth ^

2

4

—

^

,

false

—

-

2
^ (as in the Polecats).

Body

Feet subplanfcigrade, with palms and soles naked.

depressed,

Tail moderate, villous, subdistichous.

elongate.

Buff.

Sp. Mustela vittata, Viverra vittata Schreb., Gm., Chdo vittatus Desm.,

Suppl.

III.

PI. 23, Galictis vittata

1839, pp. ^oi

— 208,

(Buff. Suppl.

Part

the Zool. See. 11.

PI. 35; yellowish-grey above,

black; Guiana, Brasil.
PI. 37

Bell, Trans, of

Mustela Allemandi, Galictis Alleniandi Bell
iii.

Description and figure of

PI.

25,

cop. in

Allemand from

3,

under side and legs

Schreber

SdugtJi.

1.1.

Tab. 124?

a specimen not adult)

;

larger,

brown, black below, a greyish- white strip from the eyes over the ears;
Chili.

4-4
Mephitis Cuv.

Molar teeth

(Spec, of Vive7'ra L., Gm.).

more rarely three above on each

side

;

^

^

,

laniary tooth very large

upper tnberculate large, with crown square or transverse.

Ears
Snout somewhat promhient or proboscidean. Feet
pentadactylous, short, almost plantigrade, with claws of fore feet
Body elongate. Tail moderate or somewhat long,
large, fossorial.
with long hair.
(Dental formula as in Putoriiis.)
short, rounded.

Compare H. Lichtenstein Ueber

die Gattung Mephitis,

Eine ahade-

mische Abhandlung {Ah. der Wissenscli. zu Berlin, Physik. Kl. 1836),
1838, 4to.

Rhahdogale Wiegm., Wagn.

4—4

Molar teeth o

—
—

=

.

Upper

laniary

tooth with accessory tubercle internal, anterior.
Sp. Mephitis mustelina, Rhahdogale mustelina

Wagn., Mustela

Mephitis africana Lichtenstein, Sohreb. Sdugth. Tab.

zorilla

Desm.,

133 a,

Gueb.

—

5

,

.
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Iconogr.,

PI. 14,

fig. 3

the 'iimishond of the Cape colonists, black,

;

with white spot on the head and four white stripes running from the neck
along the back and diverging from one another. Dispersed over a large
part of Africa, also in Abyssinia and

The

Nubia

{Mephitis lyhica Ehrenb.).

skeleton has 15 pairs of ribs and 5 lumbar vertebrae.

4—4
Mephitis Lichtenst.

Upper

(ia

stricter

Molar teeth

sense).

^

—

^

.

laniary tootli with internal middle accessory tubercle.

PL

Sp. Mephitis zorrilla Lichtenst., Tivcrra putorius L., Bdff. xiii.

ScHREB.

white stripes along the back and one on each

upwards

;

41,

Tab. 123; black, or dark brown, with four yellowish-

Sdiigth.

(We

&c.

JVTexico,

side,

that bends from behind

are inclined to regard as a variety of this

Rafinesqub, Lichtenst. 1. 1. Tab. 11. fig. i,
Here probably belongs a figure of Catesby, which
Buffon, with some alteration, under the name of Conepate,

species Mephitis interrupta

from the Missouri.
occurs in

XIII. PI. 40).

Mephitis mesomelas Lichtenst., Darstell. Tab. 45,

Cuv. R. Ani.,

id.

putorius;

ill.,

— Mephitis

Mamm.

^EmnxuvT Kongel. Danske

Westermanni, J.

5te Eaekke.

hernes Selskabs Schrifter,

fig.

2,

under the name of Mephitis

PI. 35, fig. i,

Videnska-

Naturvid. og math, Afdeling, ivter

Bd. 1857.

—
—

3

Molar teeth -

Thiosmus Lichtenst,

plantigrade.

^

p

——

o

Claws

of

fore

compressed,

large,

feet

3—3

Owen,

^

i.

—

^

Snout

{as in Mejjhitts).

p,
o

Ears very small, immersed in

form.

(Dent.

4-4

Molar teeth

produced, proboscidean.

m.

Comp. Lichtenstein

1.

Mydaus F. Cuv.

straight.

3
p

Gmel. &c.

Viverra mapurito

Sp. Mephitis mapurito,
I.

5

somewhat

3—3

1—1
c.

>

^

z

Feet

fur.

,

„

p.

—^

= 34).

Sp.

Mydaus

Livr. 27,

meliceps F. Cuv., Mephitis javanensis Desm., F. Cuv.

HoRSFiELD

Cuv. R. Ani.,
of full

i',

ed.

ill.,

brown or

middle of the back

By

ranges only.
coUaris

No.

Zool. Res. in Java,

Mamm.

PI. 35, fig. 2

;

11.

Mammif.

(with figure of skull),

a small animal of the length

black, with a narrow longitudinal white stripe in the
;

the

tail is

very short

;

a very thin but longer

Gray, Arctonyx

collaris F.

Java, on the high mountaintail is

distinguished

Cuv. Mammif. Livr.

Mydaus

51, the Bali-saur,

of Hindostan.

Helictis

Gray, Melogale

—

5

Molar teeth ~

IsiD.

Geoffr. (Spec, of Mydaus Temm.).

5
-

,

with upper tuberculate tooth transverse.

genus

allied to the preceding,

claws,

more incurved.)

but with larger

ears,

(A

and smaller

—

—

—

—
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Sp. Gulo orientals Hoesf., Zool. Res. No.

GUER. Mac/as. 1835,

CI.

i.

ii,

Melogale fusca Isid. Geoffr.,

PI. 16; Java, &c.

5
Meles Stoee (Spec, of genus 3feles Bodd.), Molar teeth ^

3—3
false

2 with

J

5

first

upper very small, deciduous.

tooth with tubercles and internal process.

Upper

very large, lower often wanting through age.

under

Feet plantigrade

tail.

Body

Tail short.
form.

1.

g—g

c.

^-—

j,

p.

,

laniary

tuberculate tooth

Glandular

follicle

claws of fore feet large, fossorial.

;

4-4

1-1
,

Lower

depressed, covered with long, setose hair.

3-3

.

—5

—

0—0^

^^-^

1-1

_

^—y = 36,

ra.

,

(Dent.

'

„

.

Owen.)

Sp. Meles vulgaris Desm., ifeles taxus Bodd., Ursus Meles L., Buff, vii,
PI. 7,

ScHEEB. Sdugth. Tab. 1^2, Gdbr. Iconogr., Mamm. PI. 14, fig. i ;
le blaireau, der Dachs; grey above, the belly and legs black;

the badger,

a black stripe obliquely from the eyes along the whitish head in Europe
and Northern Asia. Meles lahradoria Sat, Wagn., Meles hudsonius Gov.,
Buff. Siq^pl. in. PL 49, Richardson Faun. hor. Am. 1. PI. 2 very like
;

;

somewhat smaller, ruddy grey, with white under surCompare on the skull of this species Waterhouse

the preceding, but
face

;

claws longer.

Zool. Transact,

ICS41,

ii. 5,

Faun. Japan., Mammal.

Meles amakuma Temm.
— 348,
—The badgers are nocturnal animals, which
PI. 59.

pp. 343

PI. 6.

dig holes and live principally on vegetable food.

Wagn.

Mellivora Storr, F. Cuv., Batelus SwAiNSON,

—2

teeth J

Molar

2—2

4—4

5

one on each

f^lse

5

—

5

'>

tuberculate tooth

side, transverse.

Lower

in

upper jaw only

laniary tooth with margin

upper with conical anterior and inner tubercle.
Cutaneous border around the external auditory meatus, rudiment of

acute, tricuspidate,

ear.

Short plantigrade

Hair long,

short.

feet,

rigid.

(Dent. form.

OwEN,

.3—3
i.

3-3
P-

1-1 „,,
333' ^-1^1 = 32.)

—

^

^-"^

,

c.

Sp. Mellivora capensis, Viverra capensis (and Viv. mellivora) Gm.,

Sdugth. Tab. 125, Cuv. R. Ani., ed.
grey,

Head

the anterior with large claws.

ill.,

Mammif.

PI. 33,

fig.

1—1
1-1^
:j

,

Schreb.
4; above

below black, a white stripe where the two colours separate. This
Cape of Good Hope, in Mosambique, &c. It digs out

species lives at the

the nests of wild bees, which

by observing and following these
birds, rats and snakes (Peters).
The absence of the tuberculate tooth in the lower jaw is a remarkable
anomaly of this family, but in other respects the molars almost correspond
it

finds

insects at evening time; feeds also

with those of Galictis

(see above, p. 715).

Shaw, Haedwicke, Linn. Trans,
of the Zool, Soc.

i.

on

pp. 13

Mellivora indica, Ursus indicus

ix. p. ii£,

Bennett Gard. and Menag.

— 20; much resembling the preceding, but without

—

—
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the white lateral stripe and with shorter

tail

;

northern part of

lives in the

India.

5—5

—

Molar teeth ^

Gulo Store.

3—3

^

—^

j

false

,

culate tootli transverse, lower small, with

Upper

.

tuber-

crown oblong and rounded.
Ears short, rounded.

(Laniary tooth as in the preceding genus).
Tail short.

Feet subplantigrade.

4-4

1-1

Sp. Guloarciicus

1-1

—3
_^

3

Owen,

(Dent. form.

i.

^

>

_.

Desmab., Mustela Gulo

UrsusGulo Pall., Gm., Scheeb.

L.,

Tab. 144, 144*, Guee. Iconogr., Mammif. PI. 14, fig. 2; the
glutton, le glouton, der Vielfrass; red-brown, on the back dark brown,

Sduffth.

preys
in Lapland, Finland and the North of Asia and Canada
and attacks reindeers and other large animals by leaping from
on their neck; compare Pallas Spic. Zool. xiv. pp. 25 41.

3'

in size

by

night,

trees

;

;

—

(The North American glutton, which does not appear to be a different
species, occurs in

Family

Linn^us under

XXXVII.

two

name

Two

Ursina.

side in upper jaw, one or

the

of Ursus luscus.)

tuberculate teeth on each

Laniary molar nearly

lower.

in

resembling the tuberculate tooth, with crown

Feet

thicker.

flat,

plantigrade, covered below with hairless skin, pentadactylous.

Ursus L.

(excl. of

some

Molar teeth

species).

—

often deciduous, tuberculate ^

^

with

,

last

3 — .3
j '-.,

Q—Q
=

,

false

upper and penulti-

mate lower, very large. Laniary tooth with flat, tuberculate crown.
Nose produced, mobile, truncate anteriorly.
Ears small, erect,
rounded.

Tail very short.

^^

(Dent. form.

Owen,

1—1
—
—— 01—

.3—3
i.

k

o

^

,

c.

-

--,

1

The Bears. Species of this genus are found in almost all regions of the
They are in part animals that live on vegetable as well as animal
food.
They dilacerate flesh, not with their molars, which are little suited
earth.

to that use, but with the incisors only.
selves upi-ight

on their hind

feet

and

When

excited they raise them-

strike with their fore feet.

Sp. Ursus Arctos L., Buff. viii. PI. 31, Schbebeb's Sdugth. Tab. 139, 140,

Menag. du Mus. i.
Ann. du Mus. vii.
brown,
pointed.

close,

pp. 177

— 198;

PI. 21, figs,

figures of the skull
i

—4;

the

common

may

be found in

or hrown hear; hair

woolly; head forwards between the eyes convex;

snout

This species lives in forests and mountainous districts of

countries of Europe
in case of need,

and Asia;

on mammals

it

many

feeds on fruits, roots, honey, ants, and,

also.

The bear

attains a great age

;

when

—

—

—

;;

MAMMALIA.
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—

youngthere is often a white band round the neck. Ursus americanus Pall.,
ScHKEB. Siiugth. Tab. 141 b, Menag. du Mus. 11. pp. 144: 155 (figures of
the skull in Ann. du Mus. 1. 1. fig. 5, 6) hair black and shining, the forehead fiat this species lives in North America. Another somewhat larger
species, chiefly distinguished by its long claws, lives in the interior of
North-western America: Ursus ferox Lewis and Clakke, Ursus cinereus
Desmar., Richardson Fauna horeali- Americana, 1. p. 24, PI. i. The

—

;

;

Prince

Max. Von Wied

this bear,

and a

careful

has given recently a beautiful coloured figure of

drawing of

its skull,

Carol. AJcad. der Naturforsch. Vol. xxvi.

Verhandl. der Kaiserl. Leopold.
i.

Ursus maritimus L.,

1857.

—

Ursus marinus Pall., Spic. Zool. xiv. pp. i
24, Tab.
Tab. 141, Blumenb. Ahhild. No. 33, Menag. du Mus.

i.

Schreb. Sdugth.

1.

pp. 55

— 68;

the

This species lives in the polar regions, more on the ice and in the

ice-hear.

sea than on the land, and feeds on

with nose black, not hairy;
soles of the feet longer

it

fish, seals,

than in the brown bear;

genus, and attains a length of

The

&c.

ice-bear

is

white

has an elongate head, shorter ears, and the
it

is

the largest of this

Ursus lahiatus Blainv., Ursus longi-

7 feet.

Tiedem., Bradypus ursinus Shaw, Naturalists' Miscellany, xix.

rostris

(London, 1792), Tiedemann Ahhandlung iiber das vermeintliche bdrenaiiige
Faulthier, mit einer Ahhild. Heidelberg, 1820, 4to
Reichenbach in iVov.
;

col. fig.); H. De PomMERESOHE Commentatio de Ursi longirostris sceleto, Berolini, 1829, 4to; in
Bengal
this animal was formerly referred incorrectly to the genus
Bradypus (or to a distinct genus of edentates, Prochilus Illiger), because
the specimen first observed had accidentally lost the incisor teeth,

Act. Acad. Cms. Nat. Cur. xiii.

i,

p.

325 (with a

;

Difi'erent species of bears

belonged to an earlier creation, to the diluvial

period chiefly, of which the remains have been found in caverns of lime-

stone-mountains that are

fiilled

with

These bones are but

stalactites.

slightly

changed and only somewhat lighter and more

brittle

recent.

The

Blumenb.,
Compare CuviER

species occurring

most frequently

Ursus

is

of which the size surpassed that of the largest ice-bear.
A^in.

du Mus.

2

1

T

'

340

Molar teeth

Procyon Stoer.
9

301 — 372,
— 380.

vii. pp.

3it!me ^d., iv. pp.

PI.

6
^

18—24, ^^^ Bech.

—_

s.

les

Ossem. foss.

3—3

6
-r^

than the

spelcetis

,

false

-r

—^

tuberculate

,

upper laniary tooth with internal central conic tubercle

lower laniary tooth oblong, thick, almost similar to the tuberculate
tooth.

^
Owen,

Snout acute.

.3-3
i.

3—3,

Toes cloven.

1-1
c.

j—^,

p.

4-4
^-^

Tail moderate.
,

(Dent. form.

2-2, „.
m. ^—^=A0.)

Sp. Procyon lotor Desmar., Ursxis lotw L., Buff. viii. PI. 43, Schreber
Sdugth. Tab. 143, Blumenb. Ahhild. No. 62, Guerin Iconogr., Mammif.
PI. 12, fig. 2, Diet. univ.

d'Hist. nat,,

Mammif.

PI. 7 b; the racoon,

le

Waschhdr; greyish-brown, the head above the eyes white, an
oblique black streak on each side below the eyes the tail with black rings

raton, der

;

this species lives in

before using

it.

North America.

The racoon

Procyon cancrivorus Illig.,

dips

its

food in water

Desm., Ursus cancrivorus

720
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Cuv., Buff. Suiipl.
figures of the skull

1838, Tab. XX,

I,

;

ruddy brown
in Nov.

;

Brasil.

in

A ct. A cad.

I have given

Cms. Leop.

xix.

Ca/rol.

figs. 1, 3, 5.

6-6

Nasua Store. Molar
but smaller, the

PI. 32

vi.

and the teeth

inferior

teeth

—

^^

^

,

preceding genus,

(as in the

narrower; canine teeth compressed, with

Nose produced into a mobile proboscis, with
apex acuminate).
upper margin acute, somewhat prominent. Toes conjoined by skin.
Claws compressed, incurved,

large.

(Dental formula as

Tail long.

in the preceding genus.)

A

genus very closely

so

allied to the preceding,

that the two might

perhaps be united without violence, as I did formerly
this

Handbook,

II.

p. 642,

These animals,

184).

Nov. Act.

Cces.

with the racoons,

edition of

(first

Leop. Carol, xix.
represent in the

i,

pp. 183,

new world

Lemunds of the Eastern hemisphere. They climb trees, living partly,
and even by preference, on fruits, hunt small birds, and eat eggs with
avidity.
Compare Maxim. Beitrdge zur Naturgesch. von Bras. 11. s. 283
121.
Sp. Nasua
292, BuRMEiSTER Uebersicht der Thieve Bras. s. 117
socialis Princ. Maxim., Viverra nasua L., Nasua rufa Desmar., Bdff.
VIII, PL 47 (cop. in ScHREB. Saugth. Tab. 118), Guer. Iconogr., Mammif.
PI. 13, fig. 3 (and Viverra narica L., Buff. viii. PI. 48, Schreb. Saugth.
The Coati; Brasil, Surinam, According to the Prince of
Tab. 119).

the

—

—

Neuwied

—

the colours cannot determine any difference of species; these

animals are brown or ruddy, with a long

tail

which shews black rings

Of the skull and the teeth I have given a
figure loc. cit. figs, i, 4, 6.
The Prince of Neuwied adopts a second (larger)
species under the name of Nasua solitaria, which has also been recognised
{Nasua montana Tschudi, Fauna
as distinct by Rengger and Lund.
peruana Tab. v. is it distinct from Nasua solitaria ?)
more or

less conspicuously.

—

—

:

JElurus

{Ailuriis) F.

Cuv.

5
]\Iolar teeth

o

—5
— o^

,

a single uni-

cuspidate false molar above on each side, the other four tuberculate,

two tuberculate teeth on each side below. Ears rounded, small.
Claws incurved, compressed, semi-retractile. Tail lax, moderate, at
the base thick, villose.
Sp.

Mlurus fidgens F. Cuv., Mammif.

mif.'Pl. 12,

fig. 3,

Cuv. R. Ani., ed.

WICKE, who equally with Duvaucel

ill.,

Guerin Iconogr., MamMammif. PI. 31, fig. 2; Hard-

(or

perhaps before), discovered this

Livrais. 50,

animal, has given a description and figure of the teeth, which I have not

been able myself to investigate, Linnman Transact. XV.
PI.

(I

II.

should almost suppose that there

is

the incisors which has fallen out, and that the normal

Nasua.)
cat, is

The animal

lives in

i,

pp. 161

—

165,

a small molar tooth behind

Nepaul, attains the

number

is six,

as in

a large domestic

size of

chestnut-brown above, has breast, belly and legs black; the head

whitish with a red-brown spot under the eyes; the
.some darker rings.

tail

is

is

red-brown with

—
MAMMALIA.
Arctictis

Temm.,

compressed, acute

Valenc, Cuv.

Ictides

—

molars ^

;
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^

,

Canine teeth conical,

spurious

r

j

conical

,

upper

;

laniary tooth with crown broad, transverse, with external tubercle
conical, separated

tubercle

middle

last

;

by a deep

longitudinal groove from internal

flat

lower laniary tooth with crown oblong, depressed in the

;

upper tuberculate tooth very small, with crown orbi-

Whiskers very long.

Ears pencilled. Tail long, nearly
equal to body, villous, thick at the base, prehensile.
(Dent. form.
cular.

.3-3

r.

Owen,

4-4

1-1

3-^,

>.

j-j

c.

,

p.

m.

j-^,

2-2,^,
= iO.)

^^

Sp. Arctictis penicillata Temm., Paradoxurus alhifrons F. Cuvier,

Mus.

IX. 1822, PI. 44, Ictides «?6j/'ro«s

Valenciennes, Ann.

Mem.

dii

des Sc. nat. iv.

I
the henturong or hinturong {musang or palm-civet) lives in Malacca,
Sumatra, Borneo and the western part of Java. The skull almost agrees
in form with that of Procyon; I found in the two skulls examined by me

PI.

;

only

molars on each side in the lower jaw.

five

Cercoleptes Illig., Potto

Cuv.

Molar teeth

——

5-

5
^

,

small, the

two anterior on each side in both jaws conical, remaining three
crown somewhat flat, the lower oblong, the upper
transverse, hollowed in the middle. Face short, rounded.
Tongue
tuberculate, with

(Dent. form.

Owen,

Cercoleptes caudivolvulus Illig., Viverra caudivolvula Pall.,

Vosmaer

slender,

exsertile.

3-3

1-1

.

^•3311'

^-

Sp.

Tail elongate, voluble.

3-3

P-

2-2 _,
3^3' ^•2^2 = "^-^

rri'

Beschrijving van een Anierikaansche wezel, Potto genaamd.

4to (with

col. fig.),

Amsterdam, 1771,

ScHEEB. Sdugth. Tab. 125

PI. 13, fig. 2; the teeth figured in F.

B, Guee. Iconogr., Mammif.
Cuvier Dents des Mammif. PI. 12,

yellowish-brown this animal feeds on fruits, honey, insects,
PP- 3I> 32
eggs, small birds, &c. ; it lives in Guiana,
Granada, also in Peru,
;

;

New

(V.

TscHUDi Fauna,

pp.

10.5,

106)

j

the Jcinkajou.

resemblance with that of the apes.

On

Proceed, of the Zool. Soc. 1835, pp. 119

— 124.

Section

III.

The

skull has

the anatomy compare

some

Owen

Insectivora.

Incisor teeth various in number,

which is almost always differno true canines in many, false molars with
double root occupying their place molar teeth with conical, acu-

ent in the two jaws

;

;

minate tubercles.
VOL. IL

Feet plantigrade, often pentadactylous.

46
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The

mammals are almost
much resemblance to

insectivoroits

sent in their form

All have a

under ground.
is

Many

live

In some the number of ribs

clavicle.

Odont. p. 423) developed and disappear before birth.

(Owen

Family XXXVIII.
feet fossorial,

and often pre-

The deciduous teeth of the moles and shrews

unusually large.

ai'e

small,

all

the rodents.

Body

Tal'pina.

with claws large.

Feet short, fore

hairy.

Eyes very small

Ears none.

or

indistinct.
/->

Ghnjsochloris

Lacep.

Incisor teeth ^
^

small,

cannies

narrow, true

none, molars

middle

the

,

—=

—

vacant space between them, false molars ^

^

inferior

Q-Q

7-7
-

—^

or ^

,

.,

,

with a

small, the true

>

with crown transverse, triangular in the upper, broader externally,
in the lower compressed,

Eyes covered by

linear,

divided by a transverse groove.

Nose naked,

skin.

coriaceous, produced.

Fore

with fourth toe very small, claAV of third toe

feet tetradactylous,

strong, broad, falciform

;

development of the teeth

hind
is

feet pentadactylous.

Tail none.

(The

unknown.)

Sp. Chrysochloris capensis Desmar., Taljpa asiatica L,, Sorex auratus Cov.,

SCHREB. Sdugth. Tab. 157, Vosmaer Beschrijving van den groenglanzigen
Amsterdam, 1787, 4to (with col. fig.), Gueein Icmiogr., Mammif.

mol, &c.,

PI. XI. fig. 3
size of

;

brown, the hair with a gi-een and purple
This species lives at the Cape of

the mole.

reflection,

of the

Good Hope, and not

in

by LiNN^us on the assertion of Seba. This genus
reminds us of Spalax amongst the glires. Some other species also have
Siberia, as stated

been discovered
sirostris

in

later times, all

South African, as Chrysochloris ohtu-

Peters, from Mosambique.

The

skeleton has 19 (in one species

The first rib is thick and broad the clavicle
even 20) pairs of ribs.
is long and thin. (In the distinction of the teeth we have, on the authority
;

of Peters, followed the view of
of toes of the fore feet,

Meckel

Blainville

Bcitr.

i.

1, p.

;

as also,

99,

the

in

number

and Peters.)

n

Condylura Illig., Rhinaster

Wagler, Wagn.

two upper middle broad, triangular, rounded

—

5

3—3

—

^, spurious p

p, conical,

Muzzle produced into a slender proboscis, furnished at
apex with caruncles arranged radiately. Eyes very small.

distant.

the

^

in front, lower pro-

7—7
cumbent, true canines none, molars ^

Incisors

Feet pentadactylous.

Tail moderate, thinly haired.

—
MAMMALIA.
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Sp. Concbjhira cristata Desm., Sorcx crhtaliis L.,

PL
is

in

XI, his, fig. 2

tail

;

GukR.

Mammlf.

Iconoyr.,

shorter than half the body, from

North America,

as

Condylura longicaudata Desm.; these animals resemble the mole
mode of life and in form. Compare on this genus Desmarest in

also

Oken's his, 1823,

s.

658

—663, Taf.

(The name Condylura

8.

on the fortuitous character, that the

tail in

\a

founded

assumes a

dried specimens

knotted form occasioned by the vertebne.)

Talpa L.

(excl.

nines none, molars

Talpa

Incisors ^ (or p), true cao V
0/

asiatica).

8-8
yZTi

^^^^ representing the canine (with the

*^^^

'

——— o3

3
upper placed in front of the lower) tuberculate ^
o
,

Eyes very

duced, truncate at the point.
tylous

;

-^

Nose pro-

.

Feet pentadac-

small.

the sole of fore feet turned backwards, with toes connected,

Tail short or very short.

claws strong.
Sp.

Taljia europcva L., Schkeb. Sdugth. Tab. 156,

viif.

PL

XI. his. fig.

r

;

the mole; 5 to 6" long,

tail

Guerin

i"

;

Iconorjr.,

Mam-

a well-known animal

that lives underground, feeds on insects and earth-worms, and has a very
Compare on this animal amongst others the descripfine sense of hearing.

—

tion of Daubenton in Bdffon Hist. nat. Tome viii. pp. 87
100, with
many figures; Blasids Fauna der Wirhelth., i. s. 109 114; J. F.
Meckel Vergkichimg der OsteoJogie des Europ. Maulwiirfs und des Maullourfs

vom Kap, &c.

in Beitrdge zur vergl. Anatomic,

(on Clirysochloris, see above)

cum Tab.;

Jense, 18 16, 8vo,

monti, 1827, 8vo.

—In

i.

1,

1809,

s.

91

loi

Jakobs Talpa: europcece Anatome,
Koch Be Talpce europcea; oculo, Eegio-

F. G. J.

;

C.

Italy a species occurs in which the middle incisors

and the eyes are not furnished with any visible
Talpa coeca Savi, Bonap. Fauna Ital. Fasc. 11. In Japan
found with only 6 inferior incisors
Talpa wogura Temsi.

are larger than the lateral,

ocular fissure

a species

Fauna

Urotrichus

is

Jap.,

—

:

;

Mamm. PL

Temm.

none, spurious molars

iv. figs. 2, 3, 4, 5.

Incisor teeth

2
-

,

large, conical, true canines

5-5
._.

,

the

first

upper conical larger,

the

other upper molars, especially the second, minute.

Feet pentadacTail short, furnished with long

tylous, with claws small, slender.
hair.

Urotrichus lalpoides Temm. Faun. Jap., Mainm. PL iv, figs, 6
11
Guer. Mag. de Zool. 1842, Mammif. PL 55 smaller than the mole, very
common in Japan an intermediate form between Talpa and Soi-ex.

Sp.

•

;

;

n
Scalo^ys

rounded in

Cuv.
front,

Incisor teeth

the

two

j

,

lateral

the two middle

upper large,

on both sides small,

linear,

46-2

4
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deciduous
distant,

two middle lower small

;

7—7

molars ^

;

^

—

spurious q

place of canines, cylindric, acuminate at

in

Eyes very

Muzzle produced, with nose proboscidean.

4—4

.
,

the apex*.

Feet

small.

(anterior resembling the feet of moles,) posterior

pentadactylous,

Tail short, annulate, thinly haired.

palmate.

Sp. Scal(yps canadensis Desm., Sorcx aquaticusJj., SiCUREB. Sdugth. Tab. 158,

GuER. Iconogr., Mamm. PI. xi. bis, fig. 3 on the banks of rivers in North
America somewhat larger than the mole, with which in form and mode of
;

;

corresponds.

life it

XXXIX.

Soricina.

ears in most.

Feet not

Family
distinct

;

Myogalea FisCHER {Synopsis
comp.

Body covered by
fossorial.

Mamm. p. 250), Mygale Cuv.

in the first synoptic table at the

I.

name given by Walckenaer

Eyes

hair.

to a

{Anat.

end of the volume

;

a

genus of the Aranece, and gene-

2

Incisors j, the upper large, broad, triangular, the

rally received).

two middle

inferior small

——

4-4

——

6-6

molars ^
b

o

depressed,

mobile.

true ^

,

-,-.

^

;

,

true canines none

Sp.

molars

—^

-^r

,

false

with crown quadrate. Nose proboscidean,

Ears none.

Feet pentadactylous, palmate.

Tail long, thinly haired, compressed at the
at the tail,

;

tip.

Glandular

follicles

arranged in a double row.
Myogalea

Desmar., Sorex moschatus Pall., Gmel., Castor
i, Pallas Act. Acad. Petropolit. 1781, Part 11.
e< 5 {Anat.), Schreb. Sdugth. Tab. 159, Guj^r.

-niuscovitica

moschatus L., Buff, x. PI.
(1785), p. 315, Tab.
Iconogr.,

Mammif.

body

shorter than the

1

3

PI. xi. fig. 2

;

tail

compressed through the entire length,

in the south-eastern part

;

of Russia

;

compare

only two incisors are allowed to this animal in the upper jaw.

Commonly

of opinion, however, that the

two which follow them on each

side,

so

named

I

am

false

molars, ought also to be referred to the incisors, since, according to the figure of

F. Cuvier {Des dents des Mammif. No. 22,
maxillary bone

;

in

observed more false

p. 54),

they are planted in the inter-

examined by me they were wanting. Eichardson
molars than F. Cuvier, and makes the total number of teeth in
the skull

genus 44 instead of 36 as above. Fauna hor. Amer. I. pp. 9, 10. It seems that LiNNiEUS drew his character of the genus Sorex (dentes primores inferiores 4, intermediis
this

hreviorihus)

formula

from

.

.

is

i.

?i

—

his Sorex aquaficus,
I

.5

3—3

,

c.

.

I

—
—

4

1

I',

p.
^

i.

—

4—4

e.

from Scalops. According to
.^

,

m.

"

—

3—3

=

Owen

416.
-»-'•»
44, Odont. pp.
11 415,

the dental

—

—
MAMMALIA.
Brandt Bemerhmgen

den innem

iiber

—
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Bau

Wiegmann's

des Wuychochol,

Archivfur Naturgesch. 1836, 1, s. 176 182.—Myogalea jpyrenaica Geoffr.
Saint-Hilaire, Ann. du Mus. xvii. PI. iv. figs, i, 3, 4, 5, MSm. du Mus.
10
I. PI. XV. figs.
12 (the skull and the teeth); smaller than the pre-

—

ceding, tail as long as the body, compressed at the tip only
lives at the foot

of the Pyrenees.

holes of which the entrance

is

They are aquatic

;

this species

animals, living in

in the water.

Smith, [Macroscelis Fischer, Rhinomys Lich6
Incisor teeth j? small, with upper middle larger; true

Macroscelides
TENST.).

7-7

7-7

—

—

canines none;

molars

than incisors.

Nose extended

^

^ or ^

^

3-3

.
,

spurious ^

—

into a long slender proboscis, with

nostrils in the extreiuity, perforated a little obliquely.

rate or

somewhat

Ears

large.

,

^, not longer

Eyes mode-

Fore

large, thinly haired.

feet

pen-

tadactylous, with pollex and outer toe short, raised, the hind feet

much

longer, with four toes equal and pollex short, raised or none.
Claws sliort, slender, compressed, incurved, acute. Tail long (tumid
below behind the base, with glandular follicles in some, or in

males alone).
With hind feet 2'>entadactyhus,

a)

Sp.

Macroscelides typiciis Smith, Zool. Journal, No. xvr. Bullet, des Sc. nat.

xviii.

10

1829, Aolit, p. 273, Illustr. of the Zool. of South Afr.

Macroscelides rupestris Smith, Illustr.

;

1.

1.

Mamm.

PI.

PI. 11, Macroscelides typus

—

Geoffr. St.-Hilaire, Ann. des Sc. nat. xviii. 1829, pp. 165 173,
Lesson Cent. Zool, PI. 12. This and some other species live in the south
of Africa.
In North Africa near Oran lives another species Macroscelides
TJozefo' DuvERNOT, Mem. de la Soc. d'Hist. nat. de Strasbourg, t. 2, 1833,
pp. 1—23, PI. I. II.
IsiD.

This genus of animals recalls Parameles amongst the Marsupialia.

It

agrees with the marsupials in the imperfect ossification of the palate, which
is

perforated by

many holes.

With hind feet

b)

tetrada^tylous.

(Sub-genus Petrodromus Peters.)

Sp. Macroscelides tetradactylus, Petrodromus tetradactylus Peters, EeiM nach

Mossami., Sdugth. Tab. xx.

Sorex L.
P
-

,

tlie

(excl.

two middle

posteriorly

Sorex cristatus and aquaticus).
*
large, the

a tubercle,

canines none

:

molars

the

6—6
4—4r

upper incurved, having at the base

lower procumbent,

~.

,

Incisor teeth

more seldom

5—5
r
5—5
-^

acuminate;
or

—

7—7
5-5

~z

^^

,

true

con-

—
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4-4

than incisors

tigiious, the spurious shorter

the true ^

;

—

^

upper

,

with crown transverse, quadrate, hist very small, lower with crown
tricuspidate externally, arranged obliquely inwards and forwards.

Head with nose
broad.

Eyes

produced, acuminate, mobile.

The shrews {mures

aranei,

Ears

small.

Tail moderate.

Feet pentadactylous, cloven.

musaraignes) are small animals, living in

les

The anterior
and below are very large, and are usually the only ones
Geoffkot St.-Hilaike announced that the anterior
incisors.

subten-anean holes and in general fonn resembling the mice.
teeth above

regarded as

small teeth, regarded as molars, are also implanted in the intermaxillary

They have no malar

bone^.

On

bone.

situated under the skin between the fore

by a

each side of the body a gland

and hind

legs,

which

is

surrounded

is

of short hairs, and secretes a fluid of the odour of musk.

circlet

This gland consists of tubes closely conglomerated and placed under the
skin

as they approach the surface of the skin they take a straighter

;

direction at the base of the hair-follicles

Hassling Ueher
Zool. V. 1854,

and

finally perforate

it.

See

VoN

die Seitendrilsen der Spiizmduse, Zeitschr. f. ivissensch.
In those species that live in water the ears are
29
39.

—

s.

folded together in the water, the antitragus closing the external auditory

passage, which

a second cover

guarded by the bended conch of the ear as by

in addition

is
;

when the shrews come out of
itself.
See Geoffroy
glandes odoriferantes des Musaraignes, Mem.

the external ear

unfolded

is

the water, just as the crown of a flower unfolds

Saint-Hilaike Mem. sur

du Mus.

I.

1815, pp. 299

Compare on
181

pp. 169

1,

this

les

— 311,

genus amongst others Geoffr. St.-Hil. Ann. du Mus.

— 187,

—

PI. 2

4,

du genre Musaraigne
Mem. du Mus. xv. pp. 117
especes

natur. sur

les

IsiD.

(also

Geoffr. St.-Hil.,

Mem

on Egyptian mummies of

— 144,

Mem.

Musaraignes,

— 3;

PI. 15.

PI, 4;

sur quelques
this genus),

Ddvernoy Fragmens

de laSoc. de Strasbourg,

il.

d'Hist.

1835, pp.

i

du genre
Musaraigne, Guerin Magas. de Zool. 1842, pp. 38 54; Nathusius Beitrdge zur Kenntniss der europ. Spitzmduse, Wiegmann's Arch. f. Naturgesch. 1838, pp. 19
47; De Selys-Longchamps Etudes de Micromammalogie, 1839, PP- ^^
49 Sundevall in Kongl. Vetcnsh. Acad. Handl.
PI.

36,

I

the same, Notices pour servir a la MonograpJiie

—

—

1842, pp. 163

— 188.

—

in this sense the shrews

and
to

first

teeth resemble those that succeed them,

have no milk-teeth

;

their other teeth simultaneously (possibly

Duvernoy.

gers,

>

(The

Tome

ix

,

See
sur

Mem.

les

and

although they change these

more than once?) according

de I'Acad. des Sciences de Paris, Savants Etran-

Dents des Musaraignes, 1844.

According to

Owen

Odontogr. p. 423, the shrews change their deciduous teeth before birth.)

Four small teeth in upper jaw on each side between the large incisor
a)
and the true molars, lower incisors not serrate, increased by an angle;

^

M(?m. du Mus.

Zeitschr. fiir

1.

p.

307

;

Naturgesch. 1852,

see also
s.

220

Peters Ueber

— 227.

die Gebissformel der Spitzmiiuse,

;

MAMMALIA.
Feet and
Duvern.)

apices of teeth coloured.

Wagleri,

Ili/drosorex
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toes protected

by

rigid hair.

{Crosso^us

Sp. Sorex fodiens Pall., Gmel., Sorex Daubentoni Erxl., Geofpr., Sorex

carinatm Hermann, Buff,
1842, PI. 51

viii. PI. ii,

Five intermediate teeth

b)

serrate

;

Duvernot, Gu^h. Mag. de

Zool.

the water-shreto.

;

upper jaw on each side; lower incisors

in

apices of teeth coloured.

Sp. Sorex vulgaris (L. previously)

{Sorex

Wagl.

in stricter sense.)

Blasius and Keyserl.,

Soi'ex tetragonurus

Herm., Sorex araneus L. (not Schreb.), Schreb. Sdugth. Tab. 159 B;
brownish grey, below ashy white, length with

which the

tail

brown.

This

will bite

it

makes
little

about

tail

4.J

inches,

of

i^ or lA inches, the points of the teeth blood-coloured

animal

is

very

common

with us.

to death, but are careful not to eat

It

is

said that cats

(on account of

it

its

strong

smell?).

Three intermediate teeth on each side

c)

jaw;
S}).

more

(or

inferior incisors quite entire; apices of teeth

rarely four) in upper

white {Crocidura WagJj.).

Sorex araneus Schreb., Blas. and Keyserl., Schreb. Sdugth. Tab. 160,

VIII. Tab. 10, Ddvern. 1. 1. PI. 38
varies in size, but is usually
somewhat larger than Sorex vulgaris; Sorex etruscus Savi, Nuovo Giornale
dei Leiierati, Pisa, 1822, No. i. c. icone, Duvernoy, Guer. 1. L PI. 54;
in Italy and afterwards found in Algiers also.
The smallest mammal
known, scarcely moi-e than 2^ inches long, of which the tail makes about

BoFF.

I

;

—

inch.

n

Solenodon Beandt.

Incisors ^,

two middle upper very

large,

by a void space from tlie small laterals; two
middle lower small, narrow, placed between two long conical, hollowed on the inner smface by a deep groove true canines none

triangular, remote

;

molars
crown.

—

7-7
-

^

.
,

spurious

3-3
„

—

^

-

.

,

4-4

^

conical, true v

—j

.,

,

with transverse

Lower jaw shorter than upper. Nose elongate, forming a
Eyes minute. Ears rounded, moderate, almost naked.

proboscis.

Feet pentadactylous, with claws curved, compressed.
gate, round,

somewhat naked,

for the greater part scaly.

Sp. Solenodon paradoxus Brandt,
Petropol.

Domingo

183s,
is

pp.

known

Mammal,

1—20, Tab.
to

me

Tail elon-

I.

11.

exoticor. Bescriptiones et Icones,

(This singular animal from St.

only from the figure and description just cited.

20^ inches long, of which the

tail forms 9 inches.
The teeth have
some resemblance to those of the Desman, but the second grooved incisor
of the lower jaw distinguishes this genus from all the others of which the

It

is

dental system

is

1

known

Oken's

hitherto.)

Is'ts,

1832,

s.

275

— 282.

;
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Gymnura HoRSF., VIGORS.
distant,

somewhat

true canines none

,

two upper middle

with the two following on each side small;

large,

molars

;

Incisor teeth ^

t^

——

5

o

,

spurious on each side four above

o

and below, the first representing a canine. Muzzle produced, obEyes small. Ears rounded, naked. Feet pentadactylous,
Avith three middle toes longer.
Long bristles, especially in the
back, scattered amongst the hair.
Tail somewhat long, thinly
1—1
4—4
3 —3
haired, scaly.
(Dent. form. Owen, i. .5
c.
^
^ p. j j
tuse.

m-

—

3-3
333 ^ 44.)

Sp. Gymnwi'a Rafflesii Vigors, Zool. Journal,

(copied in Cuv. R. Ani., ed.

Raffl., Linn. Trans,

xiii.

ill.,
i,

p.

Mammif.

,

:,

No.

5 pairs of ribs

and

5

lumbar

Rhynchocyon Peters.
deciduous, lower 6

molars

;

^z

4-4

——

a camne, the true k

gymnura

272; Malacca and Sumatra.

This animal

The

skeleton has

—7

—~'

^

,

incisors two,

the

first

very small, remote,

upper long, resembling

'
•

Nose

porrect, forming a very long pro-

Ears moderate.

Eyes

large.

o

boscis.

Viverra

vertebrse,

Upper
7

'

— 249, PI. 8

246

lo, ill. pp.

PI. 28, fig. 3),

resembles in external form the marsupials of America.
1

—

,

5

o

Feet tetradactylous, with

claws strong, the outer toe in fore feet remote, the hind

feet longer.

Tail long, ringed, thinly haired.
Sp. Rhynchocyon Cirnei Peters, Reise nach Mossambique, Sdugth. Tab. 2
this hitherto very rare

animal has the nearest

affinity

r

with Gymmira, at

the same time some resemblance also to Macroscelides.

Claclohates F. Cuv., Hylogale

4
-i

,

Temm., Tupaia Raffl.

the upper remote, the lower procumbent,

longer ;

true

canines none

;

molars

fz
i

divided

by a

duced.

Ears

——

-

transverse groove, cuspidate.
oval,

somewhat

large.

with four middle

——

true 5

,

i

Incisors

5

,

the lower

Muzzle attenuate, pro-

Feet pentadactylous.

Tail

long, densely clothed with hair, subdistichous.

The Tupaias
and in part

are small lively animals, found chiefly on the

also in the peninsula of India,

are also called Tupaias

by the Malays).
The

pterous insects, but also on fruits.

and

They
orbit

Sunda Islands,

live like squiiTels (which

feed principally on coleo-

is

closed behind

by a bony

—

—
MAMMALIA.
ring.

— Compare

1827,

s.

Huschke

758, 760,

and

and Sal. Mueller
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Ueher die Zdhie von Cladohates, Oken's

Isis,

from the Indian Archipelago Schlegel

for the species

Mamm.

in Verh. over de nat. Gesch. enz.,

pp. 159

168, PI. 16, 27.

Tupaia ferruginea Raffl., Goer.

Cladohates ferrugineiis,

Sp.

Mammif.

PI.

10,

fig.

Borneo, Java, Sumatra;

4;

Hylogale murina Schl. and Muel.

Hylomys Sal. Muell.
remote by a space from the

lateral,

Hind

subnude.

Tab. 26,

fig. 5

——

molars 5
o

;

Borneo, &c.

5

,

o

true ^

——

5

o

o

Eyes moderate.

Ears

Hylomys

tail,

Tail very

Muel., Verhand. over de nat. Gesch. enz., Mamm.
and teeth Tab. 25, fig. 4 7), pp. 153, 157; a
than 6" long from the point of the snout to the end of

suillus Sal.

fig.

I

which

except that

—

(the skull

;

small animal, less
the

large,

with short hair.

short, thinly covered

Tab. 26,

with

with three middle

feet longer, all pentadactylous,

toes longer, with claws compressed, incurved, acute.

Sp.

,

into a mobile proboscis, subrecurved

the point, with nostrils lateral.

at

1.

Incisors ^, two middle upper larger,

Nose produced

several cusps.

1.

Iconogr.,

Claddbates murinus,

is

only li" long; nothing

feeds on insects

is

known

was observed

of

mode of

its

life,

Java and Sumatra at a
height of 1200 to 2000 feet, and seems to be rare.
The skull, with some
conformity to that of the preceding genus, has, however, no bony ring at
the back of the orbit.

Family XL.
setas

Avith

setse

it

it

Back

Erinaceina.
intermixed.

;

in

protected

by

spines or rigid

Feet pentadactylous, not

fossorial.

Tail very short, or none.
Centetes Illig.

—— -

,

Teeth (38 or 40) incisors

conical, large, incurved, separated

incisors

(

^

o^^

^

)

5

canines

above and below from the

——

and molars by a void space, molars -

b

^^

,

which

of

6

—^^

4—4

resemble true molars. Snout elongate, nose proboscidean. Ears short,
rounded. Tail none. Back covered with spines and setse inter.'

mixed.

m.

,
fj.
f
(Dent.
form.

.2-2
1.

3-3,

or

3-3
^-^

1-1
,

e.

^--^

,

p.

3-3
3-3

,

|—3 = 38, or40.)
Sp. Centetes seiosus Desm., Erinaceus ecaudatus Gm., Buff. xil. PI. 56; le
tanrec (the young animal is figured in Gubr. Mag. de Zool. 1839, Mammif.
PI.

i);

—

Centetes

semispinosus Cuv.,

Buff.

Siippl.

in.

PI.

37,

Gukr.

—
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Mammif.

Iconogr.,

PI,

x.

fig.

(known

i

These

age only).

in early

ani-

mals resemble the hedgehog, but are not able to contract themselves into

a

ball.

n

Teeth

Erinaceus L.

upper middle

incisors ^,

(36),

—

lower procumbent, true canines none, molars
ance

Ears

—4
^
o,
o—o

—

4

—7
~=

7
-^

Body

Tail short.

appear-

\\\

Snout produced.

with crown square, tuberculate.

short, or moderate.

true

,

distant,

densely covered above

with spines, at the sides and below with bristles and hair, contractile into

m.

(Dent. form,

a ball.

o_o
5^^ = 36,
6—6

3_3

by development

i.

4_4

^—^
^
0—6Z—Z

^

,

p.

,

Owen.)
Buff,

Sp. Erinaceus europceus L.,
lo, fig.

1

;

the hedgehog,

on mice and
europcei

le

viii. PI. 6,

Compare

insects, torpid in winter.

Anatome,

4 tab.

c.

Gubr.

Iconogr.,

sen.

up

PI.

W^etter Erinacei

J. J,

1818, 8vo;

Gottingse,

bola ad Erinacei europcei Anatomen; accedunt Tab. 2

The

Mammif.

herisson, der Igel ; a nocturnal animal, living

M. Seubkrt SymBonnse, 1841,

lith.

by a strong cuticular muscle with thick
Compare F. Himly
margins, which is able to enclose the body like a sac.
Ueher das Zusammenhugeln des Igels, Braunschweig, 1801, 4to.
4to.

rolling

is

effected

—

Erinaceus auritm Pall., S. G.

Gmelin Nov. Comm.

Petrop. xiv.

i,

p.

519, Pallas, ibid. p. 573, Schreb. Sdugth. Tab. 163; in Southern Kussia,
Siberia and Tartary, at the Baikal sea, &c.
A species occumng in Egypt
and formerly confounded with the preceding is Erinaceus hrachydactylus

Wagn., Erinaceus

of

sldgtet

Ehkenb.

*

Wagner, Sundevall

Ofver-

Erinaceus, Kongl. Alcad. Velensk. Uandl. 1841, pp. 215

— 239.

Compare on the
sigt

lihycus

rest of the species, besides

— Erinaceus heterodactylus Sdndev. from Sennaar,
ment of thumb on the hind

With Erinaceus ought
tetes,

feet,

differs

by a small

though commonly referred to Cen-

to be placed,

the Tendrac of Buffon, xii.

PI.

57,

Centetes spinosus

Desmar.,

named improperly by Schreber and Gmelin Erinaceus setosus.
Geoffrot Saint-Hilaire forms from it his genus Ericulus, which
case should be placed between Centetes
entn-e

number

of teeth there are

GuER. Magas. de

Zool.

1839,

4
—

and Erinaceus.

PI.

i

molar

if it

less

Isid.
in that

AVith the same

See IsiD. Geoffr. in

incisors present.

Mammif.

— —W.
4,

afterwards distinguished another genus, which he

which,

rudi-

without claw.

named

C. L.

Martin

Echinops,

and

be sufficiently distinct from Ericulus, would seem to have one

on each side in the upper and lower jaw,

Martin, Trans, of

the Zool.

Soc.

myself investigated these animals.

11.

pp.

249—256,

Sp. Echinops Telfairi
PI. 46.

I have not

;

MAMMALIA.

Order IX.

CMroptera.

number

Incisor teeth various in

731

;

canines distinct

;

molars uni-

formly enamelled, multicuspid ate or furnished with crown deflat.
Feet pentadactylous. Bones of anterior extremities
and especially of fingers (except the pollex, always unguiculate)

pressed,

elongate, sustaining a very large
posterior toes short, all unguiculate.

To the
thecus

is

artificial

membrane, serving for flight;
Two pectoral mammae.

chiropterous or wing-handed

mammals

usually referred, and thus

the genus Galeopi-

order becomes an
union of two natural families presenting great differences.
also

Hence we consider

it

this

more expedient to I'eceive into this order no
commonly named hats, and which

other animals than those which are

alone are, in reahty, wing-handed animals {Chiroptera), from the
fly by
means of the membrane attached between the expanded palm of
But however well adapted for flight with the hands,
the hands.

elongation of four fingers of the anterior limbs; for they

these animals are

still

capable in some degree of seizing, in which

respect they differ from birds,
for flying.

their ears

'.

which are of very large

at a birth,

In

parent.

of I'otation.

On

compare above

anatomy

apices

Fore

feet

in

Todd's Cyclop,

3

—3

teeth ^

^

in the

all

shall cite below.

Section

the

in compai'ison with the

These animals have no ccecum.

whom we

True molar

size

are present; the fore-arm does not admit

all clavicles

this order

MINCK,
of the

whose anterior limbs serve exclusively

The bats are nocturnal animals
Their eyes are small
large.
They commonly produce one or two young ones

—

T.
i.

Bell has given a

pp. 594

—600,

(pere)

and Tem-

concise account

1836.

Insectivorous Beets.

I.

,

Geoffr. St.-Hilaire

cuspidate,

crown with two

triangles,

upper being internal, in the lower external.

with pollex unguiculate, the rest of the digits unarmed.

Whence

the appellation Vesperfilio

:

" Lucemque perosce

Node

volant, seroque Irahunt

a vespere nomen."

Ovid. Metamorph.

iv.

414, 415.

—

—
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Gape

of

mouth very

Index with a single osseous phalanx

large.

only, or with two.

Family XLI.
the single family

(Characters of the section those of

Nycterina.
also.)

t Bats with nose simple.
Vespe7'tilio

L.).

(

Gymnorhina Wagner.)

Geoffr. (and Plecotus
4

5-5

4_4 5-5
;

^—^

molars

,

g-^^

1

.

canmes t^T) simple,

Q-Q

^—^

or

g^^,

,

1-1

.

Incisor teeth ^, the upper middle remote,

strong

spec, of VespertiUo

ejusd.,

^
Tragus

.

.

ear

of

Tail connate with inter-

elongate, erect, resembling an opercle.

(Three true molars above and below, the rest

femoral membrane.

of the molar teeth premolars.)
LinnjEUS, in the
species in his

last edition of the

Systema naturce, enumerated only six

genus VespertiUo, of which the

last two, V. auritus

mis, alone find a place in this genus as limited

by

later writers.

and muriThese two

were the only European species of chiropters recorded by him. DaubenTON, however, had already discovered various new European species {Mem.
Subsequent
132).
del'Acad. des Sc. 1759, Buff. Hist. nat. viii. pp. 126

—

writers have added several,

arranged,

is

and the number of exotic

very remarkable, so that

are counted in the genus.

Fledermause, Hanau, 18

now

Compare on
17,

this

species, to

be here

scarcely fewer than 100 species

genus

:

H. Kuhl Die

deutschen

4to (printed separately from the .iwnaZew

de?-

Geoffkot Saint-Hilaibe Mem. stir le genre et
205, F. Cuvier
les especes de Vespertilion, Ann. du Mus. viii. pp. 187
Nouv. Ann. du Mus. i. pp. i 21, PL i, 2, Temminck Monogr.-de Mam262, KoLENATi Beitrdge zur Naturgesch. der Europciischen
mal. II. pp. 161
For the distinChiropfera; Mit 6 lithogr. Tafeln, 8vo, Dresden, 1857.
Wetterau-Gesellscli.

iv.),

—

—

—

guishing of the European species the accurate descriptions and the sub-

genera given by Ketserling and Blasius are of service.
Vesperugo Blas. and

Keyserl.

forwards under the tragus.)
viii. pi. 18,

species

;

fig. 2,

Sp.

(External margin of ears produced
VespertiUo serotinus Daubent., Buff,

Schreb. Saugth. Tab. 53; one of the most common

the tip of the tail extends free from the

extremity of the body.

VespertiUo pipistreUiis

membrane

at the posterior

Daubent., Buff.

1.

1.

Pl.

Schreb. Saugth. Tab. 54; the smallest indigenous species see a
Vespertilio
figure of the head in Guee. Iconogr., Mamm. PI. 9, fig. 2;
noctiila Daubent., Vesp. lasiopterus Schbeb., VespertiUo proterus KuHL,
19, fig.

I,

;

Schreb. Saugth. Tab. 44, 58; the under surface of the wing-membrane
along the arms much haired one of the commonest species in towns and
in the country; of European species this has the longest and narrowest
;

wings,
sunset.

it

flies

very high and with great celerity, soinetimes even before

;

MAMMALIA.
Vespertilio

Blas. and Keyserl.
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(External margin of ears terminating

6—6

—

Molars >

under the tragus.

7

.)

Sp. Vespertilio murinus auctor. (notL.), Vespertilio tnyotis Becrst., Buff.

1.1,

in

ScHREB. Sdugth. Tab. 51 the largest bat of Europe; it occurs also
the North of Africa and is entirely nocturnal.
{Vespertilio murinus L.

is,

according to NiLLSON, Vesp. discolor Natterer, a species belonging to

PI. 16,

;

Vesperiujo.)

Plecotus Geoffr., Blas. and

Keyserl.

Ears connate above the

fore-

head, longer than head, with external margin terminating under the tragus.

—

Molars >

>.

Sp. Vespertilio auritus L., Buff.

Arm. du Mus.

PI.

1. 1.,

1

7, fig.

Schreb. Sdugth. Tab.

i,

45 (fig. of head), PI. 48 (fig. of skull) the longeared hat; the ears i^ inches long; common in Holland and in England.
50,

On

VIII. PI.

the other genera of

see their

work Die

Amongst

;

Blasius and Keyserling, Synotus, Miniopterus,

Wirhelthiere Europa's,

the exotic species

we

s.

17, 18, 44, 45.

record, on account of the red stripes in

the wings along the fingers (which become pale yellow in dried specimens),

Pall., Seba Thes.

Vespertilio pictus

i.

Tab. 56,

figs. 2, 3,

ScHRBB. Sdugth. Tab. 49, Temm. Monogr.
from India and the Sunda Islands.
fig. 3,

Thyroptera Spix.

ir.

Buff. x.

PI. 56,

PI. 20,

figs,

{Thyreoptera, Cantraine's correction.)

—
—
d-d6-6
6

separate, with, trajms small.

Molar teeth

7^

_

g
7,

,

5
or -

-

intcrcrural

Tail with tip free, emerging

feet.

—

3

Ears

—5
.

Coria-

eeous orbicular disc set upon the pollex, larger in the fore
smaller in the hind

i

feet,

beyond the

membrane.

Comp. H. Rasch Nyt Magazin for
1843, PP-

^

—

10)

Tab.

I

;

NalurvidensJiab. iv. Christiania,

—F. Cantraine,

Bullet, de I'Acad. ray. de

Brux.

No. 5, 1845 (with col. fig. oi Thyreoptera bicolor Cantr.). Hyonycteris
LiCHTENST. and Peters is not distinct from this genus. Neue merkioiirdige
Sdugthiere des Konigl. Zool. Museums, Berlin, 1855, 4to.
XII.

Furia

F. Cuv.

Upper canine

teeth tricuspidate, lower cylindric,

with anterior and posterior basal cusp; lower incisors tridentate.
Sp. Furia horrens F. Cuv, Me7n.

du Mus.

xvi. pp. 149

— 155,

PI. 9;

from

South America.

Nycticejus Rafinesque.

Incisor teeth in adults

4\
^ )» iippsr conic, resembling canines; molars
.

rowed between the
crestjt

.

orbits,

.

—

4-4
-

.

2

-

,

(in

younger

(Cranium nar-

gibbous behind, furnished with exsert

—
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Geoffr. Ann. du Mus.

Sp. Vespeiiilio borbonicus

viil. PI.

46

(fig.

of head),

&c.

Dysopes Illig., Molossus Geoffr., Dlnops Savi.
in adults

-

——

o

p

.

22

or ^

j

,

sometimes

Ears broad,

Incisor teeth

2/

4
4\
fin younger ^j, molars ^

,-.

—4
_^

or

approximate or connate, with outer

short,

o

margin terminating

in

an erect lobe beyond the concha, the tragus

Wings

concealed within, small.
truncate, short

tail free at

;

the

toes furnished Avith rigid cilia

;

narrow.

Intercrural

membrane

Feet short, thick, with

tip.

strong-

claws incurved, compressed.

Compare Geoffeoy St.-Hilaiee Ann. du Mus. vr. pp. 150
Temminck Monor/r. de Mammal, i. pp. -205 240, PI. 17 23.

— 156,

and

—

—

To those of the
Species of this genus are found in both hemispheres.
Western hemisphere belong two bats, figured in Buffon, x. PI. 19, figs. 2,
3, which ScHREBER and Gmelin united under the name of Vespertilio
Also Molossus obscurus
molossiis, but which are imperfectly known.
Geoffr., Dysopes obscurus Temm. 1. 1. PI. 22, fig. 2, Guerin Iconogr.,
Mamm. PI. 7, fig. 4 (fig. of the head, the skull and the teeth), from Brasil
and Surinam, &c. and many others. In Africa is found Dysopes Geoffroyl
Temm. &c. (see also the new species made known by Peters from Mosambique) on the coast of Guinea this genus has not hitherto been observed.

—

;

—In

Asia Dysop)es tenuis Temm.

Cestonii,
if it

PI. 19 bis, &c.

1.

1.

Dinops Cestonii Savi, Bonap. Fauna

in Euroj^e Dysopes

;

Italica, xiv. (also in Africa,

does not differ from Dysopes JRujypeUii).

In one or two species from India the pollex of the hind feet is remote
from the other toes and provided with an obtuse round nail and many
On such is founded the genus Cheiromeles of HoRSbent, stiff", long hairs.
FIELD.

Sp. Cheiromeles torquatus

sopes chiropus

PI. 66, 67

;

Temm.

1.

1.

Horsf.

from the Sunda Islands.

No. viii., DyTemm. Monogr. 11.

Zool. Researches,

Cheiromeles caudatus

PI. 17.

In these animals there

found in

is

the axilla and on the front of the breast a glandular sac, of which the

brown

secretion diffuses a penetrating odour.

With

fat,

the exception of the

strong hair of the toes, these animals are covered by a nearly hairless
skin.

Stenoderma GeOFFK.

A

genus unknown to me;

Desmar.

Diet, des So. nat.,

tail

none,

Tom. 50

ears

separate,

Comp.
Mammif.

small.

(1827), pp. 489, 490, PI.

16, fig. 2.

Note.

— Genera

A'ello

and Celmno Leach

safely omitted.
See Trans, of the Linn.

f:oc. xiii.

pp.

70—72.

as doubtful are

more

—

—
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2

DicUdurus Pr. Max.

Incisor teeth ^

,

upper canines furnished

5—5

behind with a tuhercle at the base, molars ^

-z

In place of

.

tail

two horny capsules situated above the intercrural membrane, the
anterior orbicular, the posterior subtriangular, acuminate.
Sp. DicUdurus albus, DicUdurus Frcyrcissii
(Lief.

I.)

Max., Alb. sur Naturg. Bras.

Tab. xvi. Beitrdrje zur Naturgesch. Bras.

Ii. s.

239

— 260 (with

fig.

of cranium).

Urocryptas

Temm.

moderate, acuminate.

Incisors

71

molars

,

5
p-

—5
—
—

-

Ears oblon"'='

.

Tail very short, emergent at the tip above

the intercrural membrane.

Van der Hoeven

Sp. Urocryptus biUneatus Temm., in
p. 33,

Tab.

Monogr.

II. figs. 3, 4,

Emhallonura Temm.

p

—

—5
-.

pp. 301, PI.

Incisor teeth

upper canines with a process
5

11.

Tijdsckr. v.

6, figs. 3,

4
^

,

upper minute, distant,

at the base before

and behind, molars

Ears moderate, oblong, with tragus small, obtuse.

acuminate, somewhat prominent.

1838,

4; Surinam.

Nose

Tail short, connate at the base,

free at the tip.
Sp.
2,

EmbaUonura monUcola Temm.
figs,

Peters

r,

1,

Monogr.

Reise, Sdugthiere,

in

V. D. Hoeven Tijdsckr. v. p. 25, Tab.
figs, i, 1, J a,va, ;— EmbaUonura
afra

Pi.

61,

Tab.

xii.

11.

;

EmbaUonura

hoscidea saxatiUs Spix, VespertiUo naso Pr.

Max.,

saxatiUs Temm., Pro-

Brasil.

In a species from Brasil there is situated in male individuals in
the
anterior margin of the wing, above the humerus, a glandular
sac, which
secretes a reddish, fat, odorous matter, EmbaUonura canina Temm.
see
Reinhardt Annals of nat. Hist., Sec. Ser. in. p. 386.— In another species
•

a similar larger

sac, furnished internally with folds, is situated
(perhaps in
males only) on the under surface of the wing near the ulna, which
opens
by a fissure on the dorsal surface. On this species is founded the

genus

Saccopteryx Illig. (VesperiiUo lepturus Schreb. Sdugtk. Tab.
57; see F.
Krauss Archiv f. Naturgesch. 1846, s. 178—182, Taf. vi., and by the
same Das Thierreich, Sdugth. Tab. 6, fig. 4.)

Ta2)hozous Geoffr.
Two small incisor teeth above in youno-er
individuals, in the cartilage occupying the place of the intermaxillary bone, in adults none; molars

5

—5

?-—k- Snout conical, with nostrils

——

—
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Tail short, emerging

separate.

crural

Ears moderate,

Forehead with a rounded cavity.

approximate.

by

its

above the

free tip

Gu^rin

Sp. Taphozous mauritianus Geopfe.,
of head)

(fig.

I

Tab.

V. p. 12,
1.

Tab.

1.

13,

Mammif.

Iconogr.,

I,

fig.

Monogr.

7,

both from Africa.

21);

20,

figs.

p. 525, PI. 17

Other species are from

Hardwicke, Trans, of the Linn.
Taphoz. saccolaimus Temm. 1. 1. &c.

Noctilio L.

4
sor teeth

^

;

;

4-4

—

^

Soc. xiv. 1825,

Gm.)

two middle upper elongate, acuminate, the

Snout

.

sliort,

with upper

lateral

Ears mode-

lip cloven.

by

Tail short, emergent

separate, lateral.

Inci-

lower minute, bilobed; canines large;

small, obtuse, deciduous,

molars ^

ed. xii, sp. of VespertiUo

[Syst. nat.

Tijdschr.

cranium in Peters

PI. 60, fig. 7 (see

il.

PI. 9, fig.

Hoeven

Taphozous leucopterus Temm. in V. D.

;

Asia, as Taph. longimanus

rate,

inter-

membrane.

its

apex above

the inter crural membrane.
Sp. Noctilio leporinus, Vespertilio leporinus L, previously, Noctilio aniericanus
ejusd., Noctilio dorsatus

Abbild.
Iconogr.,

unicolor
species.

Geopfr., Schreb. Sdugth. Tab. 60, Pr. Maxim.
Brasil. 11. s. 218
223, Guer.

—

£eitr. zur Naturgesch.

Lief, ix,

Mammif. PI.
Pr. Maxim,

7, fig.

5

Burmeistee,

belongs, according to

— These South American

feed on fruits, which

of head, mouth, skull, teeth).

(fig.

is

to

Noctilio

the same

bats would seem, according to some, to

not probable; the Prince of Neuwied, too, has

found insects in the stomach oi Noct. dorsatus.

Gray.

Chilonycteris

Lower

truncate.

tragus distinct.

lip

4
Incisor teeth

marginate.

-r

5
molars ^

—5

—

,

Ears narrow,

^

.

Snout

erect, remote,

with

Tail placed above the ample intercrural membrane,

free at the apex.

A
p.

4,

genus unknown to me. Comp.
Proceed, of the Zool. Soc.

Ahhandl. v.

Gray

1843,

in

p.

Annals of rmt. Hist. iv. 1840,
Wagner Mimchn. Acad.

20,

i.

Mormo2)s Leach.

4
Incisor teeth

connate, with tragus lunate.

Lower

-^

lip

,

molars

——

5
-

5
^

.

Ears

large,

expanded, sinuous, furnished

anteriorly with a quadrangular, warty lamella.
Genus from the West Indies unknown

to

me

;

belongs to the following division (naso foliate).

Gattung Mormops,

according to Peters

See Peters

l/eb.

it

die

ArcJtiv fiir Naturgesch. 1856, 22te Jahrgang, Bd.

i.

——

—
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— 310.

Gray Ann.
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Comp. Leach Trans, of
of nat. Hist. iv. pp. 3

—

(he Linn. Soc. xiii. p. 77,

PI. 7,

5.

t+ Bats with nose furnished with

crest

or foliaceous lamellce.

{Histiorhina.)

2

Rhinopoma Geopfr.

Incisor teeth

4-4

molars ^

—

^

Forehead excavated.

^.

small lamina.

upper small, separate

5

by its base with the
beyond the membrane.

Tail connate

brane, produced

Rhinopoma microphyllum Geoffb.

Sp.

by

Nostrils operculate
intercrural

habitat in Egypt.

;

;

a

mem-

I have not

seen this species.

4-4

IjEKQK.

Incisor teeth

^ molars t
?

two transverse

leaves, the posterior larger.

gate, coalesced

above the forehead.

Sp. Nyctophilus Geoffroyi

kundiye Wetenscluippen,

46—48,

pp.

—

2

Ny ctopMlus

Ears very

large, elon-

Tail of length of trunk.

Leach ^, Temminck
1832, pp. 143

vii.

Nose with

7.

in Bijdragen tot de natuur-

— 145

(with

Monogr.

fig.),

il.

PI. 34.

Nycteris Geoffe.

4-4

4
Incisor teeth

^^

,

=.

molars ^

Forehead

deeply indented by a longitudinal groove, surrounded by cutaneous
folds.

Ears

large, not coalesced, almost

always conjoined

base by a cutaneous fold extending over the forehead.

membrane

large, containing the tail terminating

at the

Intercrural

by a forked

car-

tilage.

Compare Geoffr. St.-Hilaire Ann. du Mus. xx.
Meise iiach Mossamh., Sdugth.
1.

1.

PI.

I

pp. 11

— —

—

20,

Peters

44 50. Sp. Nycteris javanica Geopfr.
Nycteris Daubentonii Geoffr., Buff. x. PI. 20, figs, i, 2

;

s.

Schreb. Tab. 46, fig. Bdpf.)
Nycteris fuliginosa
These animals are found in Asia and Africa.
According to Geoffr. the skin is loose, as in frogs, which, however, is by no
(

Vespertilio hispidus

Peters

1.

1.

;

Tab. x. &c.

means confirmed by Peters

;

that these bats are able to inflate their skin,

as G. has certified, has been contradicted

Rhinolophus Geoffr.
distant,

^

in

the

Incisor

cartilaginous

by

teeth

this meritorious traveller.

2
j

,

intermaxillary

or

j, upper small,

bone.

Molar teeth

The characters of seven genera of Bats with foliaceous appendages

Trans, of the

Linnwan

VOL. IL

to the

Soc. xiii. p. 23 sqq.

47

nose;

—

—

—

—5/4

5

——

—
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^

—

—

—4

^ lor ^

5
^

or

^

— 5\
f]

Nose

.

with a complex

furnislied

membranous

apparatus, a cordate or semiorbicular leaf, bilobed in

front of the

aperture of nostrils, a longitudinal crest along the

nasal region, and a transverse, erect leaf at the posterior part, over

Ears

the forehead.
culate

by

a lobe

large, separate, destitute of tragus, often oper-

at

the

base of external margin.

Tail long,

membrane.

connate with intercrural

—

Compare Geoffe. St.-Hilaiee Ann. du Mus. xx. 1813, pp, 251 260;
Temminck Monogr. 11. pp. i 39.—This genus is altogether peculiar to

—

most
The females of the European

the Eastern hemisphere and does not extend far towards the North,
of the species being found in
species

and

also of

warm

countries.

most (though not

of the exotic have at the posterior

all)

part of the abdomen, close to the region of the pubic bones, two short,

nipple-shaped appendages, of which the use

flat,

hang clinging by

these animals

theii"

is

By day

unknown.

hind feet with the body rolled in the

wings as in a mantle.

Two

sub-genera have been distinguished.

Ehinolophus
VIII. PI.

20

With

(in stricter sense).

(cop. in

frontal leaf erect, lanceolate.

Sp.

Rhinolophus unihastatus Geoffr., Buff.

JRhinolophus Ferriim equinum,

ScHREB. Tab. 62, upper

figures of the

fig.),

head in

Daubenton, Blumenb. Abb. Naturh. Gegenst. No. 42, Geoffr. 1. 1. PI.
&c. in Southern Europe, Southern Germany, France, Italy, the Crimea
;

Hhinolophus hippocrejns, Hhinolophus bihastatus Geof¥r., Buff.
fig. 2

(ScHREB. Tab. 62, lower

fig.),

Geoffr.

England, France, Switzerland, &c.

Krauss Das
Jteise,

Thierreich,

i.

Tab.

5,

;

fig.

1.

c. (fig.

of head)

v.
;

viii. PI. 17,
;

Germany,

RJiinolophus capensis LiCHTENST.,
8 (head)

;

Rhinol. lobatus Peters,

Sdugth. Tab. ix. &c.

Phyllorhina BoNAP., Peters. "With frontal leaf broad, depressed. (Only

two phalanges

in toes of hind feet,

Peters.)

Sp. Rhinolophhus nobilis Horsf. Zool. Research. Nos. 6, 7, Temm. Monogr.
II. PI. 28;
Rhinolophus {Vespertilio) speoi-is Schneid., Schreb. Sdugth.

Tab. 59 b,
Phyllorhina

Peron
viltata,

Voy.

aux

terr.

Austr. PI. 35

Peters, Reise Sdugth. Tab.

vi.

Rhinolophus

;

vittatus,

&c.

molars ^^^
-r
Small
4'
5 —5
cartilage in place of intermaxillary bone.
Nose with complex
membranous apparatus.
Ears very ample, coalesced, furnished

Megaderma Geoffr.

with tragus.

Incisor teeth

.

,

Tail none.

Compare Geoffr. St.-Hilaire Ann. du Mus. xv. pp. 187
This genus, like the preceding,
Sp.

Megaderma frons Geoffr.,

is

— 198, PI.

Diet, class. d'Hist. natur. Livrais. xiv.

Diet. univ. d'Hist. nat., Atlas,

12.

proper to the Eastern hemisphere.

Mammif.

PI. 7 a,

fig.

No.

4,

2; the head figured

—

—

—

—

;

MAMMALIA.
Ann. du Mus. xx.

PI.

i

in Senegal,

;

739
Megaderma

on the coast of Guinea.

spasma, Vespertilio Spasma L., Megaderma trifolium, Geoffr. St-Hilaire,

ScHEEB. Sdugth. Tab. 48; the head figured Ann. du Mus. xv.

PI.

12

j

Java.

Fliyllostmia Cuv.,

4

Geoffe.

Incisor teeth j

,

small, lower very

small, placed in front of canines, nearly contiguous at the base

canines

large
°

molars

;

-z

—-b

^

b

more seldom

(

\

Nose with double membrane, one
Ears moderate,

75

-^

6-6

or

,

-p

—

^
5-5/

.

the other subhorizontal.

erect,

with tragus small, elongate.

distant, furnished

)

Tail

mostly short, in some none.
Compai-e Geoffe. Saint-Hilaiee Ann.

du Mus. xv.

pp. 163

— 187.

Geoffe. 1. 1. PI. 10, Goeein Iconogr., Mammif. PI. 8, fig. I ; with tail of which the extremity extends somewhat
beyond the membrane between the hind legs. Phyllostoma spectrtim, Vespertilio spectrum L., Scheeb. Sdugth. Tab. 45 (fig. from Seba Thes.) without tail ( Vampirus Geoffe.) The sxxh- genus Arctibceus Leach, Nyctiplanus
Geoffe., is distinguished by the absence of a membrane between the hind

Sp. Phyllostoma crenulatum

—

legs.

These large bats

They

South America.

live in

on

Their tongue

is flat

and

elon-

but suck also the blood of sleeping animals,
and, according to some, even of man.
See Pe. Maxim. Beitr. z. Natur-

gate.

gesch. Bras.

live

11. s.

insects,

175, 176,

V. Tschudi Perw,

Reiseskizzen,

Glossophaga Geoffr.
elongate,
tragus.

Incisor teeth

Ears moderate,

thin.

small or none

;

tail

,

distant,

Nasal appendage double.

rough with reversed

-^

ft

molars ^

7:

Tongue very

from South America,

very similar genus, but smaller.

sophaga amplexicauda Geoffr.

long, extensile,

iv.

pp. 411

—418,

like those of the preceding

4 (Scheeb. Sdugth. Tab. 47);
Tab. 18, fig. A, &c.

3,

1. 1.

Glos-

Gray.

Sp. Brachyphylla badia

of Nat. Hist. IV.

Geat, Proceed, of

p. 2,

PI.

r,

fig.

i

;

the Zool. Soc. 1833, p. 123, Annals
from the West Indies ; a species un-

me.

Desmodus Pr. Maxim.
(in

with small

Sp. Glossophaga soricina, Vespertilio sori-

cinus Pall. Spic. Zool. in. Tab.

to

Snout

membrane mostly

Compare Geoffe. Saint-Hilaibe Mim. du Mus.

known

.

244, 245.

papillge.

PI. 17, 18; the species are

BracJiyphylla

—

furnished

Intercrural

short or none.

11. s.

n

A

2
Incisor teeth

younger 6 small), lower small,

bifid

;

-r

,

upper large, incurved

upper canines compressed;

47—2

—

—
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—2
k small, with crown compressed, acute. Nose with
o —o
Ears moderate, acuminate, furnished
crested membranous folds.
with tragus. Pollex long, extended in front of alar membrane.
(Dent. form. Owen,
Intercrural membrane small.
Tail none.
2
^

molars

>

.1-1
''

2-2
3-^ = 2^-)

1-1

2^' ^TTl'
A

P-

genus very distinct from

all

the rest of the bats

terminating in a cutting edge, from tropical America.

Maxim., Abbild. z. Naturgesch. Bras. Liefer x.
Compare Bdrmeister Syst. Uebers.

Note.

— Genus Diphylla Spix, imperfectly
is

its

Desmodus rufus

small molars

ejusd. Beitrdge,

;

— 23S, &c.
modus,

by
Sp.

s.

55

—

il.

s.

231

57.

known,

allied to Des-

somewhat
somewhat short, and by the absence of
Comp. Wagner in Schreber's Sdugth.

distinguished by the inferior incisors pectinate,

long, the ears lunate, pollex

membrane.

intercrural

Supplementhand,

s.

i.

381

Section

— 383.
Frugivorous Bats.

II.

Molar teeth with crown

flat,

Ears small, destitute of tragus.
almost always unguiculate.

membrane

small,

protracted,

gape of mouth

with middle longitudinal groove.

Index with three phalanges,

Tail very short or none.

Family XLII.

less

Interfemoral

(Head with

deeply excised posteriorly.

face

than in the preceding.)

Pterotocyna.

(Characters of the section.)

TKq frugivorous
order,

bats are, on the whole, the largest species of this
and are found in the warm regions of the eastern hemi-

sphere only.
Compare on
pp. 86

— 108,

this division

Geoffr. Saint-Hilaire, Ann. du Mus. xv.

—IsiD. Geoffr. Saint-Hilaire,
nat. xiv. pp. 695 — 708;
Temminck, Monogr.
pp. 49 — 112.
4—8;

PI.

article Roussette,

Diet, class. d'Hist.

— 204,

11.

Hypoderma
Cephalotes

aged ^

;

Temm.)

molars

Geoffr.,

IsiD.

.

pp. 157

GeOFFR. in part,
4
2
younger j in adults ^ in

[Cejphalotes

Incisor teeth in

g—^

i.

Index unarmed. Tail

,

distinct.

of wings produced above the skin of back, continuous.

,

Membrane

— —

—

—
MAMMALIA.

Hypoderma Peronii,
Temm. Monogr.
Timor, Amboyna.
PI. 7;

35,

4
Incisor teeth
i.

——

Z

Tongue very

z.

i

_

5

thin.

c.

,

2

>

Snout elongate,

.

Rudiment of

long, vermiform.

—

,

,5

—^

Molar teeth ^

Macroglossus F. Cuv.

—

1

-r

^j

Index always
— 1
2 — 2
p. k
—^
—o
1

-j.

2-2

Owen,

(Dent. form.

00

PL

io6,

p.

ii.

Geoffk., Temm.

unguiculate.

Geofpr. Ann. du Mus. XV.
fig. 7 (fig. of head); Banda,

Cephalotes Peronii,

Sp.

Pteropxis
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tail

emerging

above intercrural membrane.
minimus Geoffr., Pteropus
Temm. Mmogr. i. PI. 15, figs. 25

Sp. Pteropus

No.

3,

HoRSP., Zool. Research.

rostratus

—

28, PI. 16, figs, i, 2 (skeleton);

Java, Sumatra, Celebes, &c.

—

4-4

Molar teeth — -z.
o—o

Pachysoma Geoffr.

Snout

Tail

short.

very short or none.
Sp. Pteropus brevicaudatus Geoffr.,

Temm. Monogr.

Pteropus melanocephalus Temu. Monogr.

head);

With

a)

Peters.

Cynonycteris

short.

tail

(fig.

of

PI. 12, &c.

—5

5

Molar teeth ^

Fteropits (in stricter sense).

PI. 35, fig, 9

11.

I.

-

Snout elongate.

.

(Pollex

involved in alar

membrane.)
Sp. Pteropus amplexicaudaius Geoffr., Ann.

Pteropus Peters.

Tail none.

b)

du Mus. xv.

PI. 7, &c.

(Pollex free.)

Sp. Pteropus edulis Geoffr., Temm., Vespertilio vampyrus L. (in part),
Thes.

Tab. 57,

1.

in Java,
fig.

I

No.

(head)

;

figs,

i,

2,

Temm. Monogr.

IV.

is 4'

8", or even

red neck, which last colour

Indian Archipelago and
especially.

PI. 15, figs,

i.

the Kalong, the largest of the

viduals the flight

is

is

4'

Harpyia

I,

species

10"; the colour

in

Diet. univ. d'Hist. naf.,

Iconogr.,

Illig.,

Mammif. PL

Temm.

7, fig.

is

;

Incisor teeth in

Index unsruiculate.

in

11.

PI. 35,

some

indi-

brown-black with

Java

;

by day

it

hides in fig-trees

Mamm. PL

7

a

ill.,

Mammif.

bis; brown-red,

Pteropus Dussumierii IsiD. Geoffr.,
i

;

from the continent of India, &c.

Geoffr. St.-Hil., in
2 \
4—4
adults
(in younger ^?), molars -=
p
^
{Cephalotes

2

part.)

—6 (cranium),

sharply defined; this species lives in the

common

with brown-black back, Madagascar;

GuER.

i

known

Pteropus Edwardsii Geoffr., Cuv. R. Ani., ed.

PI. 23, fig.

Seba

Pteropus javanicus Desm., Horsf. Zool. Res.

Tail distinct.

/.

Nostrils tubular.

—

.
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Sp.

Harpyia

Tab.

a rare

Temm.,

Pallasii

'BvYY.Suppl.

I. II.,

species,

III.

Pall., Spic. Zool.

Vespertilio cephalotes

PI. 52,

Temm. Monogr.u.

iii.

Amboyna;

PI. 40;

of which a few specimens alone have been brought to

intermaxillary bones are perfect, whilst Hypoderma, with

Europe.

The

which

genus was formerly united, presents traces of them only, con-

this

The wings, when expanded,

nected by cartilage.

Oeder X.

Ptenopleura

Incisor teeth and molars

;

are full 14 inches broad.

Dermoptera.

s.

true canines none, their place teing

occupied by false molars, with root double, crown elongate, com-

Feet pentadactylous, with fore toes not elongate,

pressed.

Body surrounded by

unguiculate.

panded from the nape
form of a triangle as

and from the hands
and produced behind the

to the hands,

connecting the hind

soles,

feet,

it is

to

the

feet in

far as to the tip of the tail.

This small order contains a single genus only.
order

all

a hairy lateral membrane, ex-

From

the preceding

very distinct, but more nearly connected with some insectivores,

and most nearly of all with the first family of the succeeding order, with
which it might be united, in case it should not be regarded as a distinct
These animals have a large ccecum.

order.

Family XLIII.

(Characters of the order.)

Galeopiilieci.

Galeopithecus Pall.

Incisor teeth

4
j two upper on both
,

sides

placed at the sides of the intermaxillary bone, compressed, with

crown

acute, separate

by a wide vacant space

in

procumbent, with crown incised like a comb. Canines

—

6-6
^
.

''

-7

,

true

2-2
3^^'

4-4.
2 with

—

2^

2-2

1-1
"•

crown cuspidate.

'

T^V

P-

(Dent.

lower

front,

—

-z

z^

form.

,

molars

Owen,

3-3

^,,
2^' ^•3^=^^-)

Sp. Galeopithecus variegatus Geoffe.,

Pallas, .4 c«. Acad. Petrop. 1 780,

i.

Lemur

p. 208,

volans L., Galeopithecus volans

Tab.

8,

Guebin

Iconogr.,

Mamm.

4 (4 a the skull, 4 b the lower incisors) ; the skeleton is figured
In Java,
in D'Alton Die Skelete der Chiropteren u. Jnsectivoren, Tab. I.
PI. 9,

^

"The

fig.

third incisor, viewed through the analogy of the Lemurs, seems to be a

canine, but in nature its

&c.

Owen

crown

Odont. p. 431.

is

in advance of the last intermaxillary tooth above,"

— —
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Borneo and Sumatra

in the last-named island the

;

animal

is

named Kooleen

Java Tando. It keeps in the depths of the lofty forests, is of a wild
The females carry about their
disposition, and seeks its food by night.
young for a long period hanging at their belly. There is a great variety of
colour in different individuals, some are light grey, or brownish grey, some
are russet, some marbled with black stripes and large light-coloured round
spots. (In Sumatra there lives, according to Temminck, a distinct species
in

of the last-named colour, Galeopithecus marmoratus, of which Galeopitkecus

rufus would seem to be the male.

Coup

d'oeil

sur

This naturalist adopts three species

Possessions Neerlandaises,

les

ii.

Sal.

p. 87.

Muellee

disposed to recognise only one species in the individuals observed by

;

is

him

Sunda Islands, Verh. over de nat. Gesch. der Nederlandsche Bezittingen
Zoologle, p. 19.— Wateehouse is of opinion that the specimens from the
They are smaller and have
Philippine Islands are specifically distinct.
He names this species Galeopithecus Philippinensis, whilst
larger molars.
in the

he refers

the others to a single species, to which he gives the

all

o{ Galeopithecus TemmincJcii. Trans, of the Zool. Soc.
PI. 58,

with figures of the

Incisor

—342,

Quadrumana.

canines and molars

tcetli,

new name

1841, pp. 335

skulls.)

Order XI.

Feet unguiculate, either

ll.

;

molars equably enamelled.

pentadactylous or only the posterior,

all

with anterior tetradactylous, pollex none.
tylous feet remote from the other

fingers,-

Pollex in the pentadac-

with nail

flat.

Mammae

pectoral.

Four-handed Mammals ;

so

named on account

of the disposition

of the digits in the anterior and posterior limbs.

Compare

J. B.

VIII. (1800) fol.

AuDEBERT

Hist. nat. des Singes

with beautifully coloured figures.

et

des Malcis, Paris, an.

Geoffr. Saint- Hilaire

—

Tableau des Quadrunianes, Ann. du Mus. xix. pp. 85
122, pp. 156
170.
article Q,uadrunian.a by W. Veolik in Todd's Cyclopcsdia, iv.

The copious
pp. 191

up

— 221, maybe consulted with advantage, in which also the literature

to 1845

is

noticed.

Lemurma

Family XLIV.
four,

mostly in

pairs,

s.

approximate

Frosimn.

Upper

incisor teeth

to the canines, separate

by an

intermediate edentulous space, lower four or two, very often pro-

cumbent.

Both

finger longest of

fore
all,

and hind

feet

pentadactylous, with fourth

the hind feet longer than the fore

feet,

with

nail of second finger incurved, narrow, subulate, suberect ; the other

nails

flat.

Compare on

this family

Plates, Frankf. a.

M.

G. Fischer Anatomic der Mahi,

1804, 4to,

and

my

Bijdragen

tot

I.

Bd. with 24

de kennis van de
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Lemuridce of Prosimii, Tijdschr. voor nat. Gesch. xi. 1844, pp.
I

—

The lemurs

in the

— 48,

PI.

or spectre-animals, makis (a small family of which

m.ore than 30 species are
as their

i

3 (also printed separately, fol.)

home

warm

now known),

belong chiefly to Madagascar

a few species live on the continent of Africa, others

;

regions of Asia and in the Indian Archipelago.

These

animals are distinguished from the monkeys and further removed

from man by the two-horned uterus, by the lower jaw remaining
permanently divided in the middle, and by the orbits open behind

and not separated from the temporal
sphenoid bone.

There

from the temporal

is,

fossae

by the great

alse

of the

however, a bony ring separating the orbits

and formed by the junction of a process

fossae,

of the frontal with the malar bone, a disposition not present in

Linn^us united the

Galeopithecus.

Galeopitliecus in his

Phalanx

Nail of

I.

him with

to

the

index alone of the soles incurved, subu-

Upjyer incisor teeth four, in ]) airs.

late.

A.

With tarsus not

elongate.

4

Lichanotus Illig., Indris Geoffr.

—1
1—1

known

species

genus Lemur.

1

molars

—

5

—5

-z,

.

i.

,

p.

,

V. D. HOEVEN

7

—

9, PI. i,

Tijdschr. XI.

PL

chief colour black, throat, buttocks

and

PI. 5, fig. 3,

'^'

'

"^ZPk

Guer.

l. fig.

Iconogr.,

5 (skull)

heels, white.

Lichanotus Avahi mihi, Indris longicaudatus Geoffr.,

Gmel., Maquis a bourres SoNNER.

V. D. HoEVEN

Tijdsch. xr. PI.

iii.

1.

1.

(the skull, PI.

fur woolly, chief colour brown, with a

on the
long

the belly grey

tail,

tail it is

habitus; on

;

PI. 67,

i, fig.

in the eastern parts of

founded the genus Hahrocebus

a very short

Lemur

laniger

vil. PI. 35,

6); a long tail, the

tint over the legs

Madagascar.

distinguished from the preceding, which

it is

;

Voy. aux
Mammif.

Madagascar.

Bdpf. Suppl.

more ruddy

canines

_.
^ ^^'^

Lemur Indri Gm., Indri Sonnerat,

Ind. Or. PI. 36, AUDEB. Makis, pp.

;

^ZZ^

,

feet elona-ate.
°

3-3

2-2

1-1
y—
—

c.

Sp. Lichanotus brevicaudatus,

tail

Hind

Ears small, rounded.

5—5^
-2-2
T.
. ^
form. n
Dent.
Owen, -—j
,

Incisor teeth ^

is

and

By

its

very different in

Wagn.

Propithecus Bennett.
Note.

— Genus

unknown

to me, with upper incisors

expanded towards

—

See Proceed, of the Zool. Soc. 1832, pp. ao 22.
Habit, in
Sp. Propithecus diadema Benn., Habrocebus diadema Wagn.

the crown, approximate.

the island of Madagascar.

Blainville

Osteographie,

See the skull of a younger specimen figured in
iii.

PI. 8

;

fig.

of teeth, ibid. PI.

11.

Blainville

—

b

MAMMALIA.
asserts that the skull scarcely differs

same

745

from that of Lichanotm Indris of the

age.

Stenops Illig. (genera Loris and Nycticebus Geoffr.)
teeth

-7

4

,

canines

.

1—1

molars

,

—

-.

D—

tj

Index of hand

large, approximate.

Ears

.

Incisor

Eyes

short, rounded.

short, not longer than pollex.

Tail short or nons.
teeth of this genus are 36 in number,

The

and agree

respect as in their arrangement with those of the genera
lic7ius.

— Formerly the

as well in this

Lemur and

six anterior teeth placed horizontally in the

Oto-

lower

jaw were regarded as incisors, and Linn^us gave as a character of his genus
Lemur, " denies primores inferiores sex." Of these six teeth the four middle
the most external on each side is conspicuously thicker.
ones are very thin
;

This

now

is

regarded as the inferior canine, since the canine of the upper

jaw (about which there can be no doubt, since the intermaxillary suture is
seen in front of it), when the mouth is closed, is placed behind this outerConsequently the tooth, which
most, just as in monkeys and carnivores.
as the canine of the lower jaw,

was commonly regarded
the

first false

Tail

a)

is

now

indicated as

molar.

Index of hand very

sliort.

sJiort,

resemhliwj

an unarmed

{Perodicticus Bennett.)

tubercle.

Geoffr. An7i. du Mus.
Bosman, Beschrijving van
de Guinese Goudhust, 1737, 4to, pp. 30, 31, fig. 4 (opposite p. 29), Bennett
1 1 1
V. D. Hoeven
Proceed of the Zool. Soc. 1830, 1831, Part i. pp. 109
Tijdschr. XI. bl. 20
27, PI. II. (figure of a young individual; its skull is

Lemur

Sp. Stenops potto,

potto Gm., Nycticebus potto

XIX. p. 165, Perodicticus Geoffroyi Benn., Potto

—

;

—

figured

ib.

PL

fig.

I.

3)

;

The Aposo

skeleton, the teeth, &c.).

coast of Guinea

on

is

eerste

Klasse van het Kon. Ned.

or

Aposou of the negroes on the Gold

a nocturnal animal which keeps on trees and lives

The spinous

fruits.

two

Verhand. der

3e Reeks, iv. 1851, (with 2 plates, figure of the adult animal, of the

Instit.

processes of the last five cervical

and of the

first

dorsal vertebrae are long and pierce through the hairy integument of

the back, with a weak, horny covering.

Prof.

Halbertsma

attention to this peculiarity, which I have observed in

first

drew

my

two specimens.

Tail very short {Nycticebus Geoffr.).

b)

Sp. Stenops tardigradus auct.,

Beschr. van cene

1770 (with
Iconogr.,

tot

fig.).

nu

toe

Lemur tardigradus L.

Buff. Suppl.

Mammif.

(in part),

Vosmaer

onbekende vijfvingerige luijaardsoort, Amsterdam,

PI. 6, fig. 3

vii. PI. 36,
;

Audeb.

yellowish-grey,

Loris, PI.

r,

Guer.

with black stripe along

the middle of back, a narrow whitish stripe between the eyes, 4 incisors

above

;

Bengal, Siam, Sumati-a, Borneo

bus javanicus Geoffr.
2

incisors

eyes.

in

;

the upper

;

Stenopts javanicus nob., Nyctice-

very similar to the preceding,

but with

only

jaw and more white between and above the

—

—
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Compare on these two
VIII. 1841, bl.

my

species

337—348, with

remarks

in Tijdschr. voor nat. Gesch.

figures.

See for the anatomy Schkoeder Van der Kolk, ibid. bl. 277 and foil.,
and W. Vrolik Nieuwe Verhand. der eerste Klasse van het Koninkl.
Instit. x.

Nederl.
c)

1843.

Body

Tail none {Loris Geoffr.

Nose

contiguous.

slender

Lemur tardigradus L. [Mus. Ad.

Sp. Stenops gracilis, Loris gracilis Geoffr.,

Frid.

Lemur " cauda omnino

1754,

Addeb.

Loris, PI. 2

On

species.

;

nulla," p.

Buff,

4),

in the island of Ceylon, smaller

PI.

xiii.

30,

than the preceding

the vascular plexuses of the limbs in this genus see above,

Under

p. 586.

eyes very large, almost

;

acute, sub-ascending).

the tongue in this genus and the following

aponeurotic lamina, which

divided at

is

This arrangement

filaments or slips.

its

(a

anterior,

situated

is

an

thinner end, into

development of the frenum of
my judgment, as though the

the tongue) has been described, incorrectly in

tongue were double, or even as

if

a bird's tongue were present under the

mammalian tongue.

Lemur L.

(excl.

of

Lemur

tardigradus and

Lemur

volans).

Snout produced. Eyes lateral.
Index of hand longer than thumb. Tail very long,

Teeth as in the preceding genus.

Ears

short.

hairy throughout.
Sp.

Lemur

Mus.

II.

Catta L.,
pp.

Mammif.

Buff.

15 seq. (with

PI. 6 B, fig. 2

grey,

;

PI. 22,

Mem. du

PI. 4,

Diet. univ. d'NisL nat.,

ruddy on the back, white below

Tab. 217

Gleanings,

Audeb. Mahis,
figure),

Lemur Macaco

ringed white and black.

Edwards's

xiii.

an excellent

(fig.

L.,

Lemur

copied in

;

the tail

niger Geoffr,,

Schreb. Tab. 40

a),

Lemur Macaco auctor.. Buff. xiii. PI. 27, Audeb. Makis,
Lemur Mongoz L., Buff. xiii. PI. 27, (cop. in Schreb. 39 a);
PI. 5, 6;
To these species, known to LinNjEUS, various others have been since
added: Lemur albifroris Geoffr., Audeb. Mahis, PI. 3, Guer. Traite elem.
variegated

:

—

d'Hist. nat., Zool. PI. 2,

fig.

3,

&c.

All the species are from the island

of Madagascar.

(A

Chirogaleus Geoffr.

shorter, the interorbital space
Sp.

Lemur

Milii

The

Geoffr.

figures of

{ibid.

pp.

With tarsus

Otolicnus Illig.,

Eyes

large.

Ears

body), villous.

with head

Buff. Suppl. vii. PI. 34, Audeb. Makis, PI. 7
Geoffr., 3Iyspithecus typus Cuv. Mammif. ed. 4to,

;

CoMMERSON {Ann. du Mus.

171

referred to these species,

B,

distinct gemis,

and ridge of nose convex.)

griseus Geoffr.,

— Chirog.

PI, 83.

scarcely

— 175)

xix. PI, 10), on which

originally founded this genus,

which were discovered

cannot be

later.

elongate.

Galago Geoffr. (Teeth 36, as in Lemur).
Tail long (mostly longer than

large, naked.

MAMMALIA.
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Sp OtoUcnus yalago Wagn., Galago senegalensis Geofpk. Saint-Hilaire,
Magasin encycloiiedique, i. 1796, p. 20, PI. i (fig. cop. in Schreb. Sdugth.
Tab. 38 b), Audeb. Galago, PI. i. Guerin Iconogr., Mammif. PI.
6,
fig. 2,
CuviER
Ani., ed. ill., Mammif. PI. 21, fig. 2, (under the

R

name

wi-oug

of

Lemur

Gm.); chief colour grey, passing into pale
Dispersed through great part of Africa,
Senegal, Sennaar (Rueppell), Mosanibique (Peters), Kafferland (Smith
Otohcnus MolwU).
OtoUcnus crassicaudatus Wagn., Galago crassicauyellow on the legs,

potto

brown.

tail

—

datus Geoffr. Saint-Hilaire, Grand Galago Gov. R. Ani. i. 1817, PI. r,
fig. I, Peters Mossamh., Sdugth. Tab. 11. ; of the size of
a rabbit ; in the
south-eastern part of Africa.
These animals feed on fruits and insects ; in
a small species from the coast of Guinea,

OtoUcnus Peli Temm. {Esqumes
stomach but remains of insects. On
Galago compare the Academical Essay of Dr

Zool. p. 45), nothing

was found

the anatomy of this

little

Hoeckema Kingma

P.

Ucnus

in the

Eenige ontleedlcundige AanteeUningen over den Oto-

Leiden, 1855, 8vo, with a plate.

Peli.

Mierocehus Geoffr., Wagn., Peters.

(Small species differing

from Otoliams in having the ears more hairy,
upper incisors broader.)
Sp.

facial whiskers,

and

OtoUcnus pusillus, Galago Mudagascariensis Geoff., 3ficrocelus murimts
Jlat de Madagascar, Bdff. Suppl. iii. PI. 20, Audeb. Makis, PI.
8;

Wagn.,

—Mierocehus myoxinus Pet.

Phalanx

1.

1.

Tab.

iii.

Ui)2Jer incisor teeth contiguous.

Tarsius Store.

Incisor teeth _

,

subulate, middle upper longer

than external, lower oblique; canines
,

.
)

,

conic, the true molars

Eyes very

3^,

1-1

molars

—

^-6-,

false

-,

with several acute conical tubercles.

Ears ample, somewhat naked.

large.

long, with tarsus elongate.

the

both species from Madagascar.

Nails of second and third fingers of soles incurved^

II.

suhidate, suh-erect.

3-3
g_g

;

Tail

much

Hind

very

feet

longer than body, tufted at

tip.

Sp.

Lemur spectrum Pall. (Glir.); le tarsier
Nau, Naturforscher, xxv.1791, Tab. i., Audeb.
Guerin Iconogr., Mammif. PI. 6, fig. 4 grey-

Tarsius spectrum Geoffr.,

BuFFON,
Makis,

B. S.

XIII. PI. 9,

le

Tarsier,

fig.

i,

;

brown
is

;

this

remarkable

little

animal

lives in forests, leaps like

a frog, and

found at Celebes, Borneo, Banca, &c. and also at the Philippine
Islands.
species which have been proposed for adoption are not suffi-

The various

ciently distinct.

On

the

anatomy Burmeister has made important conMonograph Beitrdge zur ndhern Kenntniss der

tributions in his interesting

Gattung Tarsius. Mit

Family
proximate;

XLV.
canines

:

7 Tafeln. Berlin,

Simice.
distinct,

1846, 4to.

Incisor teeth four in both jaws, apconic,

longer than

incisors,

upper

—

—
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remote from incisors

6-6
or

——

7^

b

Third

7i

molars equably enamelled, triturators, ^

;

—5

=

.

Fore

Face denuded.

.

feet often

longer than hind

feet,

o

middle) finger both of fore and hind feet longest of

(or

The monkeys form with LiNNiEUS a
1

single genus only, Simia (in the

2th edition of the Syst. nat. with 33 species).

many

adopted

may

Three large genera

180.

number

genera, whilst the

all.

Modern

writers have here

of species has increased to about

be distinguished, which

many now

regard

as separate families.

^

+

Spurious
molars
^

'

^.

3—3

Phalanx I. Hemipitheci. Feet pentadactylous, with thumb of
palms not remote from the other fingers. Nails incurved, compressed, acute, except that of thumb of soles, which is flat, broad.
Molar

teetli

5
^

—5
-

.

Hapale Illig. [Jacchus, Midas Geoffe.). False molars with
outer margin unicuspidate, true with outer margin bicuspidate, the
upper with crown broader than long, the last in both jaws smaller.
Face obtuse; nostrils severed by a broad septum, opening laterally;
Tail long, villous.
*

With lower

incisors long, narrow, convex outwards.

{Jacchus Geoffr.)

Hapale Jacchus, Simia Jacchus L., Buff. XV. PL 14 (cop. in Schreb.
Tab. 33), AuDEB. Singes, Fam. 6, Sect. 2, PI. 4, ouistiti; grey with black
Hapale penicillata, Jacchus peniringed tail and white tufts at the ears
cillatus Geoffr., Cuv. R. Ani., ed. ill., Mammif. PI. 19, fig. i, &c.

Sp.

;

**
Sp.

With lower incisors

Hapale

short, Irroad.

{Midas Geoffr.)

Simia (Edij)ns L., Buff. xv.

osdipus,

PI. 17, Pinche,

Schkeb,

Sdugfh. Tab. 34 (fig. of Edwards), Audeb. 1. 1. PI. t ; grey-brown, white
Hapale rosalia,
below, tail ruddy long white hair on the head and neck
;

;

Audeb. 1. 1. PI. 3; light russetHapale midas, Simia Midas L., Midas
coloured, the tail often browner
rufimanus Geoffr., Buff. xv. PI. 13, Audeb. 1.1. PI. 5; dark brown,
with yellow-russet hands; in Guiana and Surinam. The I'est of the received
species are from Brasil some occur also in Peru.
Simia Rosalia L., Buff. xv.

PI.

16,

;

;

These small monkeys

live together in the great forests of South America
numerous troops they feed on insects and fruits, and jump about on the
trees like squirrels.
The skeleton, in most of the species, presents twelve
dorsal and seven lumbar vertebrae; the caudal vertebrae are from 26 to 31.
The frontal bone in many extends between the orbits above the nasal
bones and is convex at that part.

in

;

—

Phalanx

II.

tuse anteriorly.

Hesperopitheci.

Fore

feet in

Nails rounded, truncate or ob-

some

tetradactylous, in

some penta-

—

D

•

MAMMALIA.
somewhat

dactylous, with pollex distinct,

—

—6
b—

6

Molar teeth

the other finders.
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-^

by a broad septum, patulous

Nostrils severed

These monkeys (the genus Cebus Erxl.)

From

exclusively proper to America.

from

with four ohtuse tubercles.

,

-p^

short, little separate

laterally.
are, like the preceding,

the form and position of

Geoffroy gave them the name of Platyrhini. The
thumb only slightly distinct from the other
fingers, whence Ogilby proposes to name these monkeys pedimana^.
All of them have a tail, but, like the preceding division, have no
buccal pouches, which occur in the monkeys of the old world
alone.
They are on the whole small in comparison with the
monkeys of the old world, and have small molars ^
their nostrils,

anterior limbs have a

+

Tail lax,

villous, not pi'ehensile.

Piihecia Desm.,
obliquely, 'the
small.

Illig.

lower long,

Incisor

teeth

canines

large,

somewhat prominent
thick,

conic,

molars

Tail very villous.
Tail long, equalling hody.

a)

Sp. Pithecia leucocej>hala AuDEB., Simla

pithecia L., Pithecia chrysocepJiala Isid.

ScHREB.

Geoffr., Buff. xv.

PI. 12 (cop.

Tab. 32), Archives du Mus. V. PI. 29; the young
animal has the points of the hair yellow; it is the Pithecia rufiventer
in

Sdiigth.

Geoffr., Buff. Suppl.
fig.

Guiana;

3,

Pithecia satanas
fig.

vii.

PI. 30,

31,

Guer.

Iconogr.,

Mammif.

PI. 4,

Pithecia hirsuta Spix (and P. inusta ejusd.) Brasil;

Hoffmann segg, Cuv,

R. Ani., ed.

ill,

Mammif.

—

PI. 18,

I.

b)

Tail

much

shorter than

body {Brachyurus Spix in part).

melanocephala, Bimia melanocephala,

Humb.

Sp. Pithecia

Recueil d'Observ. de Zool.

I.

PI. 29.

Nyctifpiihecus Spix, {Nocthora F. Cuv., Aotus Illig.).
Two
middle upper incisors broad, lower obliquely procumbent canines
;

Eyes

Ears partly hidden amongst the hair of
head.
Hind feet longer than fore feet. Tail longer than body.
(Orbits very large.
Zygomatic bones inflated behind the orbits.)

moderate.

^

ter,

large.

Observations on the opposable poiver of the thumb, considered as a zoological charac'

Loudon's Magazine of Nat.
2

Hist. i. 1837, p. 49 seq.
Figures of the skulls of Lagothrix, Pithecia, Chrysothrix and Callithrix have

been given by
Tab.

II. s.

510.

Wagner

in Abh, der Miinchn.

Akadem., mathem. physik. Kla^se

11.

—

—

;
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HuMB.

PI. 28,

Cuv. R.

Nyctvpithecus felinus Spix,

Geoffr.

Sp. Nyctlpithecus trivirgatus, Aotus trivirgatus

Ani., ed.
el

ill.,

Mammif.

PI. 18, fig. 2

;

1.

1.

Cuv. Manunif. Livrais. 43, Guer. Iconogr., Mammif.

PI. 5, fig.

i

douroucouli; grey-brown, ruddy below; white above the eyes and a large

black spot on the forehead.
eat not fruits only, but

sent the

Lemurs

in

and small

for insects

Very

South Africa.

IsiD. Geoffr., Archives

Wagner,

These animals sleep by day,

hunt also

du Mus.

similar

the

iv. PI. 2,

and

live in pairs,

They

birds.

repre-

NyctipUhecus lemurinus

is

same

species, according to

as Nyctip. vociferans Spix^.

CalUthrix Geoffe.

Eyes moderate.

lucisor teeth straight.

Tail slender, round.

Two

CalUthrix (in stricter sense).

Canines short, scarcely longer than
Sp.

(Lower jaw

high.)

Max.

CalUthrix personata Geoffr., Simia personata Hdmb., Prino.

Abb. zur Naturgesch. Bras. Lief.
vielanochir Pr.

Max.

Chrysoihrix Kaup.

than

middle upper incisors broad.

incisors.

rest, conic,

2,

ScHREB. Sdugth. Tab. 30 a;

— CalUthrix

Lief. 4, &c.

Canine teeth large;

first

molar tooth larger

with accessory internal basal tubercle.

Sp. CalUthrix sciwea, Simia sciurea L., Buff. xv. PI. 10, Schreb. Sdugth.

Tab. 30, Cuv. R. Ani., ed.
greyish-ruddy

ff

;

Mammif.

ill.,

fig.

17,

3; the Saimiri,

{Last ca^idal vertebrce dilated.)

Tail prehensile.

Head rounded.

Cebus Geoffe.

PI.

legs yellowish, tip of tail black.

Feet congruous.

Tail long,

hairy throughout.
Sp. Cebus fatuellus Erxl., Simia Fatuellus L. and Simia Apella ejusd. (the

young animal). Buff. Suppl. vii. PL 29, Audeb. Singes, V. 2, PI. i the
young animal figured by LiNN.s:us, Mm. Ad. Frid. Tab. i, Buff. xv.
brown,
PI. 4, Audeb. 1. 1. PI. 2, Guer. Iconogr., Mammif. PI. 4, fig. 2
the legs and tail black the old animal with the hair in two distant tufts
Cebus capuon each side at the top of the head five lumbar vertebrae
cinus Erxl., Simia capucina L., Mus. Ad. Frid. Tab. 11. Buff. xv. PI. 8,
Audeb. 1. 1. PI. 4 smaller, brown face and throat greyish-yellow head
;

;

;

;

;

;

black above

;

six

Compare on
Halle,

Ateles

rounded.

none
1

II.

1854,

this
s.

;

vertebrae, &c.

genus Bukmeister Abhandl.

81

d.

Nat. Gesellsch.

zu

— 124.

Geoffe., Illig.

(more correctly Atelochirus).

Extremities slender, very long

or very short.

The

;

lumbar

;

fore feet

Head

with thumb

Tail towards the tip naked below.

skeleton of one of these species {Nyctip. felinus)

is

figured in J. GiSTL

BescJireibung des Shetes des dreistreifigen NacMdffers, Leipzig, 1836, 8vo, and

ner Abhand. der Miinchn, Akadem., math.

i.

physik. Klasse

11. s.

420

— 432,

by WagTab.

i.

—

—
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Compare Geoffr. Saint-Hilaire Mem. sur les singes A main imparAnn. du Mus. vii. pp. 260 273. (The last species noticed there,
Ateles polycomos, is from the Eastern hemisphere, and belongs to Colobus

—

faite,

Illig.)

(With fur woolly.)

Sub-genus Eriodes IsiD. Geoffr.

Maxim., Ahh.

Sp. Ateles hypoxanthus Pr.

GUER.

Mammif.

Iconogr.,

PI. 4, fig.

ziir

Naturgesch. Bras. Lief.

{Brachy teles 1 Spix), with a

i

I.

very-

thumb on the anterior limbs, without nail. (Eriodes hemidactylus
Mem. du Mus. XVII. PI. 22, differs by having a nail on this
thumb, but is, according to Wagner, of the same species.) The fore feet
short

IsiD. Geoffr.,

—

have, on the contrary, only four fingers in Ateles arachnoides Geoffr.,

Ann. du Mus.

xiii. PI. 9,

although in the skeleton one phalanx

to the metacarpal bone of the

is

thumb (Wagner Supplementband,

attached

5te Abth.

81).

s.

Sub-genus Ateles

(in stricter sense,

with long, rigid

Sp. Ateles paniscus, Simia Paniscus L., Bdfp. xv. PI.
PI. 2

;

Vosmaer

i.

hair).

Adder.

Singes, v. i,

Beschnjving van eene Amerikaansche langstaartige aapsoort,

Amsterdam, 1768, 4to; the coaita, dark black, the face red; fore feet
without thumb; the skeleton is figured in Pander und D'Alton Die
Skelete der Vierhander,
cies

a short

Geoffr.,

thumb

Tab.

11.

;

Surinam, Brasil.

In a very similar spe-

occurs: Ateles pentadacfylus Geoffr., Ateles belzebut

Cercopithecus

belzebut

Briss.,

Geoffr. Ann. du Mus.

vii.

PI. 16, &c.

Geoffr.,

LagotJirix

Oastrimargus

Feet very long, fore

beardless.

feet

Head rounded,

Spix.

pentadactylous.

Fur

soft.

Tail with tip naked below.
Sp. Lagotkrix cana Geoffr., Gastrimargus olivaceus Spix, Schreb. Sdugth.

Tab. 26 F
Ani., ed.

Lagothrix infumata, Gastrimargus infumatus Spix, Gov. R.

;

ill.,

Mammif.

PI. 16, fig. 4.

(This genus difiers

little

from the

preceding.)

Mycetes Illig., Stentor Geoffr.

Head

pyramidal, bearded.

Fore feet pentadactylous. Tail naked below at the apical part.
(Lower jaw very high hyoid bone expanded into an ample, resonant bulla.)
j

Sp. Mycetes seniculus, Simia Senicidus L., Buff. vii. PI. 25,
V.

I,

PI. 7,

VAlouatte,

le

(Wagner

is

Gder.

Iconogr.,

Mammif.

PI. 3, fig. 3

;

Adder.

Singes,

the hoivling monkey,

hurleur roux, der Brullaffe; South America, Surinam, Brasil.

Humb. Recueil, i. PI. 30, and
Geoffr. may be referred to this same species.) Mycetes
Beelzebut, Mycetes rufimanus Kdhl, &c.
Compare on this genus IsiD.
Geoffr., Gderin Magas. de Zool. 1831; Gray Ann, of nat. Hist. xvi.
of opinion that Mycetes ursinus

Stentor chrysm-us

pp. 217

— 221.

—

—

2
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1

Phalanx
apex.

III.

Fore

—

Spurious molars

"H"

.

Heopitheci.

Nails

feet pentadactyloiis,

Nostrils severed

obliquely under the

none.

Eegion

(Tail

at the tubers of

———

5
p
o

p

o

by a

nose.

5

Molar teeth

tetradactylous without thumb.
tuberculate.

or sulDrotund, obtuse at the

flat

with thumb remote, very rarely
molars

false

,

small, narrow septum, opening

never

prehensile,

sometimes

ischium almost always destitute of

hair, callous.)

Nates

Buccal pouches.

A.

callous.

Last molar tooth of lower jaw

Cynocephalus Cuv.

witli

one or

two accessory tubercles; the two other true molars quadritubercuFace produced into a truncate snout. Eyes small, approxilate.
mate, placed beneath the transverse ridge of the exsert margin of

Trunk

frontal bone.

declining backwards.

Tail very short or

moderate, inserted high, with tip often tufted.
With

a)

very short {Papio Briss., Erxl., Mormon),

tail

Sp. Cynocephalus maimon, Simia Maimon L. (and Simla mormon AllsteoMER, Gm.) Buff. Suppl. vii. PI. 9, Audeb. Singes, 11. 2, PI. i, Gov.

Menag. du Mus.
the mandril; a

yeUow

i.

pp. 334

— 345, Guer. Iconogr.,

large, brownish-black naonkey,

beard, the nose in the adult red

and the

Mammif. PL

face

blue, with deep, longitudinal folds; in Africa at the

Mammif.

With

h)

tail

(ed. 4to), PI.

fig.

2;

on each side purple-

Gold Coast.

phalus leucophceus Desm., Simia leucophcea Cuv., Ann. du Mus.
PI. 37,

3,

the belly dirty-white, a

— Cynoce-

ix. p. 477,

48—52.

moderate, tufted at the tip {Cynocephalus in stricter sense).

Sp. Cynocephalus sphinx, Simia Sphinx L., Buff. xiv. PI. 13, 14 (with tail
truncated)',

Audeb.

Singes,

iii.

PI.

i, 2,

Cynocephalus papio Cuv.

Mammif.

A

similarly formed, but
45 coast of Guinea, Senegal.
more darkly coloured monkey represents this species in South Africa:
Cynocephalus porcarius, Simia porcariu Boddaert, Naturforscher xxil.
(ed. 4to), PI. 44,

Tab.

Guer.

r,

Iconogr.,

Mammif.

PI. 3, fig.

i

;

it

is

the black ape of the

Cynocephalus papio {Cynocephalus babuin Desm.) Cuv.

colonists.

Mus.

;

IV. PI. 19;

Mem. du

Cynocephalus hamadryas, Simia hamadryas L., Buff.

Svppl. VII. PI. 10, Schreb. Sdugth. Tab. 10, lo*, Cuv.

Mammif.

(ed. 4to),

two last-named species live in Abyssinia the last is the
monkey, sacred to the god Thoth, of the Egyptians, so often represented
on their monuments see Ehrenberg Ueber den Cynocephalus, &c. Berlin,
PI.

46

;

these

;

;

1834, 4to.

In Asia also some species of this genus occur, Cynocephalus niger Desm.
and Papio nigrescens Temm. both from Celebes, and the (formerly referred
to Macacus) Cynocephalus silenus, Simia Silenus L., Buff. xiv. PI. 18,
Zool. Gardens, i. p. 21, Cuv. Mammif. ed. 4to, PI. 38 this monkey has been
,

;

—

—

;
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named Wanderoe, a name which belongs

incorrectly

monkey

to a species of

on the continent of India, although
often imported into Ceylon from the coast of Malabar Keelaart Prodroin Ceylon, whilst this species lives only

;

mus Faima

Zeylanicce, Ceylon, 185

Wagn.

Inuus Cuv.,

1,

8vo, p. 8.

(and Macacus Cuv.).

Last molar tooth of

lower jaw quinquetuberciilate, the two other true molars quadri-

Eyes placed under the

Face produced, rounded.

tuberculate.

shade of the exsert margin of frontal bone.

Tail of different

length in different species, with tip not tufted.
This genus

not sharply distinguished from the following, except by

is

Hence

the last molar of the lower jaw.
this character is present

placed here,

if it

tail

Mammif.

PI.

2,

fig.

Imms

moderate.

is

Nemestrina L., Buff. xiv. PI. 19
Iconogr.,

the long-tailed species in which

be the object to form an exact representation of this

In the most the

genus^.

all

ought to be removed from Cercopithecus and

Audeb.

;

2,

the aborigines to pluck cocoa-nuts.

Singes,

Sumatra;

— In

VII.

PI.

2,

Guer.

3,

Iconogr.,

is

one species there

ejusd.),

Mamm.

PI.

i,

this species

Guer.
by

2,

trained

only a

is

little

Inuus ecaudatus Geoffr.,

short tubercle present as indication of tail:

Simia Inuus L. (and Simia Sylvanus

nemestrinus, Simla
11.

Buff. xiv.

PI. 2, fig. 3

PI. 8, 9, Suppl.

the face dirty flesh-

;

This monkey lives in North Africa and
upon the rock of Gibraltar. It was this species (and by no
means the orang) which Galenus dissected.
Compare on this species
F. W. Theile Ueber das Arterien-System von Simia Inuus, Mueller's
coloured, the hair yellowish-grey.

also wild

Archil', 1852,

s.

419

—449, Tab.

xi.

Ekxl. Last molar tooth of lower jaw with four
Face produced, rounded. Eyes somewhat prominent.
Tail equalling body or longer than body,
Cercopithecus

tubercles.

A

numerous genus of monkeys, proper

sab(Eus

F. Cuv.,

PI. 37,

Audeb.

Cercopithecus

Singes, iv,

2,

to Africa.

callitrichus

PI. 4,

IsiD,

Sp.

Cercopithecus

Geopfb.,

Cuv. Menag. du

Mm.

Buff, xiv,

11.

pp.

9—14

back greyish-yellow, belly whitish; the face black, the tip of the tail
russety; on the coast of Guinea, in Senegal;
Cercopithecus griseus F.
Cuv,, Cercopithecus sabceus IsiD. Geoffr., F. Cuv. Mamm. (ed. 4to),
PI. 20, Diet. univ. d'Hisf. nat.,

Mammif.

resembling the preceding, with grey
this

species

is

PI. 6;

tail;

Nubia, Abyssinia

according to IsiD.

indicated by LiNN.s;us in his Simia sabcea;

much
Geoffroy
;

— Cercopithe-

Diana De8M. (in part), Simia Diana L., Schreb, Sdugth. Tab. 14,
Audeb. Singes, iv. 2, PI. 6; from the coast of Guinea; the fur is used for
many purposes by the negroes, and is often also brought to Europe.
cus

^

The

Cercopithecus cethiops and Cercop. fuliginosus, which

with his Simia

VOL.

LlNN^US confounded

cethiops.

II.

48

—— —

——
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Mamm.

Gray, Zool. ProDiana F. Cuv., Mammif. (ed. 4to),

Cercoijilhecus Pluto

Oercopithecm leucampyx FiscH.,
ceed. 1848,

PI. 3, Cercopithecus

PI. 14, &c.

Buccal pouches none.

B.

+

Buttochs callous.

Semnopithecus F. Cuv.

rudiments of pouches.
lower jaw mostly with a

folds,

Last molar tooth of

produced.

little

fifth

Buccal

Colohus Illig.).

(and

Face

Feet

accessory tubercle behind.

long, fore feet with thumb very short, in some none, with third
and fourth fingers long, subequal. Tail long, equalling body or

mostly

far surpassing

Colohus Illig.
of thumb, or

it.

Fore

thumb

with a tubercle in place

feet tetradactylous,

none.

Sp. Semnopithecus polycomos, Simla polycomos Zimmekm., Colohus polycomos
Wagn., Pennant Quadr. PI. 46 (fig. cop. in Buff. Suppl. vii. PL 17,

ScHREBER Sdugth. Tab. 10
Tab.

I,

haardmannetje {hearded manildn) of
long,

Ogilbt, Frasbr Zool.

Coloh. ursinus

D),

the tail 1 feet 8 inches

;

Bosman

this

;

monkey becomes

black, the tail white

especially the male, has long white hair

;

2 feet

the adult animal,

on the head, the neck and the

—

Compare Temminck Esquisses Zool. sur la c6te de Ouine, pp. 21 24.
Colohus Temminchii Kuhl, Colohus fuliginosus Ogilby, Simia ferruginea

chin.

—

typ.

Colohus vellerosus IsiD. Geoffr., Colohus leucomeros Ogilby; the

Shaw,

also

from the coast of Guinea.

Guereza Edeppell,

A hyssinische

Semnopithecus Ouereza, Colohus

Wirhelth. Tab.

i.,

P.

Gervais

in

Guerin,

Magas. de Zool. 1836, Mammif. PI. 18; Abyssinia; black, with long
white hair along the sides and a white tail with a large brush of hair at
Coloh. verus V. Beneden, Bullet, de I'Acad. de Brux. V. 6.
the end.

Semnopithecus F. Cuv.
shoi-t.

Fore

feet pentadactylous,

(The species known hitherto are

all

with thumb

from Asia.)

SimiaNemceus L. (Mantiss. plant. 2, p. 521), Buff.
r, PI. i, Cuv. Mamm. (ed. 4to), PI. 12;
a beautifully variegated monkey from Cochin-china, grey
le douc Buff.
fore legs and tail white, hind legs black at the upper part, below the knees

Sp. Semnopithecus nemasus,

XIV. PI. 41,

AuDEB.

Singes, iv.

;

Semnopithecus nasicus, Simia nasica Scheeb., Simla rostrata
Blumenb., Ahb. Naturh. Gegenst. No. 13, Buff. Suppl. vii. PI. 11, 12,
AuDEB. Singes, iv. 2, PI. i, Verhandel. over de Nederl. Bezittingen, Mamm.
Semnopithecus entellus Cuv.,
PI. 12, fig. 3 (the young animal), Borneo;
Mammif. (ed. 4to), PI. 8, 9, Cdv. R. Ani., ed. ill., Mammif. PI. 13, fig. i,

red-brown

;

Bengal, Assam;-

Semnopithecus cephalopterus, Cercopithecus cephalopterus

Zimmerm., Cercopithecus leucoprymnus Otto, Nov. Act. Acad. Cces. Leap.
518 (with 2 PL); at Ceylon, where this species is
Carol. XII. pp. 503

—

above Cynocep>hah(S Silen us) ;— Semnopithecus meSimia melalophos Eaffl., Linn. Trans. XIII. p. 40, Gu^.R.

named Wanderoe
lanolophus,

(see

—
MAMMALIA.
Iconogr.,

Lesson

Mammif.

PI. i,

fig.

i

(and Semnopith. flavimanus Isid. Geopfr.,

Centurle Zool. PI. 40), Sumatra, &c.

See on the stomach in this genus above,

Head

Hylohates Illig,

when

the body

755

p. 579.

Feet very long, the anterior,

small.

touching the ground.

is erect,

Tail none.
They have a

The long-armed apes have been named Gibbons.

flat skull,

large orbits and very large canine teeth, especially those of the upper jaw.

To these belongs from
(Homo lar L. Mantiss.

further India Hylohates albimanus, Simia lar
plant. 2, p. 521),

Buff. xiv.

Gm.

PI. 2 (and Hylohates

Geoffr., Arch, du Mus. 11. PI. i); Hylohates syndactylus,
Simia syndactyla Rafpl., F. Cuv. Mammif. ed. 4to, PI. 1, Guerin
Iconogr., Mammif. PI. i, fig. 3
the Siamang at Sumatra, where also
entelloides Isid.

;

Hyloh. variegatus Geoffr. (agilisY. Cuv.) occurs; at Borneo lives
hates concolor;

AuDEB.

Java Hylohates

at

Singes,

1, PI. 2

1.

These animals

;

Kuhl, Simia

(comp. on this species BoiE,

live in troops

raise, especially

leuciscus

Isis,

iTj/^o-

leucisca Schk.,

1828,

s.

1027).

trees in the mountains,

on the tops of

and

towards morning, a loud, single-noted cry.

Butioclcs covered %vith hair.

"H"

Head large.
Teeth, especially the canines,
Simia Illig.
Fore feet longer than hind feet, reaching beyond the knee
strong.
when

the

body

is erect.

Sp. Simia satyrus L. (exclus. of synonjTnes under

/3),

the orang-outan; figures

young animal are to be found in Vosmaer Beschrijving van den
orang-outang, Amsterdam, 1778, 4to (copied in Blumenb. Ahh. Naturh.
the best figure of
Gegenst. No. 12), and in Audeb. Singes, i. i, PI. 2
of the

—

;

adult animal in Verhandel. over de Nederl. Overzeesche Bezittingen,
PI.

I

hair

is

ruddy brown

along the jaws
heels

;

Mamm.

This ape occurs at Borneo and the eastern part of Sumatra.

.

;

the arms,

;

often the

thumb

when

the animal

is

erect,

reach nearly to the

of the hind feet has no nail (which would seem,

On

according to Swinton, to be peculiar to the female).
the hair

is,

as usual, directed

upwards, which

is

The

the adult male has a projecting ridge behind the eyes

the upper

arm

downwards, but on the fore-arm, from below

also the case in the

genus, in Hylohates syndactylus.

Chimpanzee, and, in the preceding

The resemblance of

the orang to

man

has

been exaggerated, and in this the skulls of younger individuals, which
with

less strongly

developed face necessarily present a larger facial angle,

have been compared with the human skull. At present it is known that
the adult orang (Simia Wu7'mhii) possesses a skull of a peculiarly animal
form.

This ape

lives in

low marshy regions.

In the wild state the orang

eats chiefly fruits, especially figs, also fruit-buds

various shrubs. It forms for

summit where
ground.

In

its

it

itself

a kind of nest

and the young leaves of
though not on the

in trees,

spends the day, but lower, about four feet from the

nest

it

covers itself with leaves of trees, and, being very

when the dew
The organs of sense, with

sensible of cold, leaves its resting-place late in the morning,

and vapours have been dispersed by the sun.

48—2

— —

—

;
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the exception of that of hearing, are not acute

the eye seems to be short-

;

Except in the pairing season the old males live mostly alone;
of the adult orangs on the contrary, and of the females, often two or three
The orang climbs rapidly, extending his hind legs
are found in company.
his progress on the ground is effected on
far apart to grasp the branches

sighted.

;

the fore legs, the animal trailing his hind legs after him.

Compare on the orang, amongst
Description d'un orang-outang

du Mus.

XVI. pp. 46

— 65

et

bl.

i

sur

observ.

Camper

P.

others,

Verhandelingen, Amsterdam, 178-2, 4to,

—

ses

PI.

i-jo,

i

NatuiirTcundige

—4;

F. CuviER

A nn.

facidtes inteUectuelles,

Rudolphi Ueher den Orang-outang und Beweis

;

doss derselbe ein junger Pongo sei; Ahhandl. der Akad. der Wissensch. zu
Berlin, a. d. J. 1824,

mil

dem

J. C. G.

des

s.

131

— 136;

Menschen verglichen,

Tiedemann

Ldc^ Der Pongo- und Orang Schddel

Ahhandl. herausgegeb. von der Senckenb.
154

8.

— 167;

and

Jlirn des Orang-outangs

Zeitschr. f. Physiol.

11. i,

17

—

Gesellsch.

Mueller and H. Schlegel

especially S.

over de nat. Gesch. der Nederl. Bezittingen, Zoogdieren, bl.

Sandifort

Tab. iv.

28,

auf Sjiecies und Alter,
Frankf. a. Main, 1854,

in Bezug

29

Ontleedk. Beschrijving. ibid. bl.

— 56

in Verhandel.
i

—

28, and G.
and Owen's

(1840),

writings, referred to under the Chimpanzee.

Simia

No.

troglodytes

GUER.

II,

Mammif.

PI.

Blumenb., Gmel., Blumenb. Abbild. Naturh. Gegenst.
Mammif. PI. i, fig. 2, Cdvier R. Ani., ed. ill,,
Chimpanzee, dark-brown hair, the arms reach to the

Iconogr.,

1 1

;

knees only, the ears are very large

;

in the west of tropical Africa,

at

present driven further from the coast.

Compare Tyson Orang-outang

Homo sylvestris, or the Anatomy of a
W.Vrolik Recherches d'Anatomie comparee

Pigmie, London, 1699,

sive

184 1,

folio

the Zool. Soc.

Simia

I.

1855, pp.

343—379,

gorilla, Troglodytes gorilla

PI. 48

4**'-

Chimpanse, Amsterdam,

the Osteology

Saint-Hilaire Ann. des

in general),
Transact, of

— 56.

Savage and Wyman,

Sc. nat., sifeme S^rie, xvi. 185

r,

Isid.

Geofpr.

Zool. pp. 154

This species (the largest of the apes) attains a length of

full 5

has short posterior limbs, smaller ears than the preceding species.

The

158, PI.
feet,

le

work on the anatomy of monkeys
of the Chimpanzee and Orang-utan,

capital

(a

Owen On

E..

sur

gorilla is

7.

found in the interior of Lower Guinea, near the

line

;

this species,

Hanno centuries before our era, waa
by the missionary Savage (Boston Journal of
Nat. Hist, V. 1847, Description of the characters and habits of Troglodytes
Gorilla, and of the Osteology of the same, with 4 plates; translated in Ann.
des Sc. nat. 1.1. p. 176 et suiv.). Compare Owen Ostcol. Contributions to the

known

to the Carthaginian voyager

discovered not long ago

Nat. Hist, of the Chimpanzee, including the Description of the skull of a
large species,

1849, pp.

Troglodytes gorilla Savage, Transact, of the Zool. Soc.

381—422,

male Gorilla, &c.
Comparison of

PI. 58

ibid.

62,,

Description of the cranium of

Vol. iv. Part

3,

1853, pp.

the skull of Troglodytes Gorilla

75—88; by

tcith

that

iii.

an adult

the same,

of the Troglo-

dytes niger. Catalogue of the osteol. series in the Coll. of Surgeons,

London,
782—784, and ivith that of a male Negro, ibid. pp. 785 802
DuvERNOY Des caractires anatomiques des grands Singes pseudo-anthropo-

II.

1853, pp.

morphes. Archives
PI.

I— 16.

;

dit

Museum

d-Hist. natur.

Tome

viii. 1855, pp.

1

— 24,
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Bimana.

and molar teeth even, contiguous; molars equaon each side. Feet pentadactylous,
anterior limbs furnished with hands; nails all flat, broad.
Gait
Incisor, canine,

bly enamelled

incisors four

;

erect.

Family

Homo

XL VI.

Erecta.

4

L.

(Incisor teeth ^

inOwen, .2-2
^—^

f
formula

i.

Homo

Sp.

(Characters of the order.)

ftainens

canines

1-1
^-—^

c.

,

5—5

1—1
r

^j

—

molars \

,

2-2
,

p.

^—^

'

i^-

p

;

Dental

3-3 ^^,
333 = ^2).

L. (Nosce te ipsum).

man

Altlioiigli

,

as a

moral and reasoning creature

above the animals, yet when his bodily structure

is

is

raised far

contemplated,

no characters can be indicated which remove him from the class to
which he is here referred. Man is distinguished from animals by
an erect gait, for which even the monkeys that cori-espond to him
most nearly in corporeal structure are

unfitted,

him

he preserves the free use

the only natural one, since by

is

it

and which with

His hand

is more unrestricted in the motion of the
him an instrument of instruments, as it was named
by Aristoteles\ The brain has a great preponderance over the

of his hands.

and

fingers,

is for

nerves and the spinal cord, of which the large amplitude of the

human cranium
has the largest

Man

is

as

compared with the

face is a consequence;

further distinguished from animals by speech.

the least civilized peoples, have a language;
of the reason of

guage

thus as

is

although

it

^

7/

5^

All, even

the embodiment

;

may, no

;

less

tradition of experience;

6pyavu)v.

it is

man words are forms of human thoughts lanmuch a property of man as is his understanding,

enlarged and cultivated.

by

man

facial angle.

than his understanding, be developed,

Through

it

man

possesses a history, a

a progressive education, which

is

imparted

this tradition to succeeding generations.

Xdp

De

ioLKev elvM

o^x

^f

ipyavop dXXa TroXXd" icri 'yap uffTrepel Spyavov vpb

partibus Anhnal. iv. 108.

Compare on the hand, as evincing design,
Charles Bell.

the elegant Bridgewater treatise of the eminent physiologist Sir

—

—

—

ia

dispersed
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As man,

in

a greater degree than any other creature,

over the whole globe, there are numerous varieties also of the

which, at least in part,
of

life.

The

may

be explained as the

and mode

effect of climate

difference in different races of people has chiefly reference to

The

the form of the skull, to the colour and the kind of hair.
of

human genua

Blumenbach

{Varietas caucasia, mongolica,

malaica) do not include

all

these modifications.

celhiopica,

five races

americana,

Natural history

et

affords, in

human species;
men have spread over

our judgment, no foundation for the adoption of different
another question of an historical nature, whether

all

the earth from a single point and from a single ancestral pair,
its

province, and

it

can only

offer a

judgment as

is

beyond

to the greater or less

probability of such an origin.

Man

appeared upon the surface of the earth at a later period than

the animal species of which the remains are

met with

the tertiary

in

deposits.

Compare on the natural history of man, amongst others, J. F. Blumenbach De generis huniani varietate nativa, ed. 3 (ultima), Gottingse, 1795,
8vo; Ejusd. Decades craniorum diversarum gentmm yi. Gottingse, 1790
Stanhope
1820; Nova Pentas Collectionis suce craniwum, ibid. 1828.
Smith Essay on the causes of the variety of complexion and figure in the
Human Species, Philadeljoliia, reprinted Edinburgh, 1 788, 8vo G. F. LuDwiG Grundriss der Naturgeschichte der Menschenspecies, Leipzig, 1796, 8vo;
Prichard Researches into the Physical History of Manhind, 4 Vols, with
engravings, London, 1841, 8vo (3d. ed.); J. C. NoTT and G. E. Gliddon
Types of Mankind, or Ethnological Researches, illustrated hy selections from,
the inedited papers of &. G. Morton, London, 1854, 4to.

—

—

;•

•

EXPLANATION OF PLATES.

Plate.

Fig.

1.

I.

Vertebrate Animals.

Fishes.

Plan of the circulation of tlie blood, after
gen

Anthropologie,

ilher

Tab.

iv,

Yon Baer,

Vorlesun-

The heart

fig. 4.

is

repre-

sented as divided into two poi'tions at a distance from each
other;

the

the venous heart

I. II.

ventricle;

iii. iv.

ventricle.

left

the arrows.

—

i.

the right auricle;

the arterial heart

The course

—

iii.

the

of the blood

The upper half of the

figure

the right

ii.

left auricle;
is

iv.

indicated by

shews the motion

of the blood through the respiratory organs; the lower half

the course through the body, in which the arterial blood be-

comes venous.
Fig.

2.

Compare

p. 3.

Brain of Lophms piscatorius, natural
I.

size,

seen from above.

Anterior cerebral lobes or hemispheres of the cerebrum,

ii.

iii. Posterior
Middle cerebral mass, corpora quadrigemina.
mass, cerebellum.
A, Hypophysis, attached by a long pedicle.

1

First pair of cerebral nerves, &c.

Compare

pp. 43, 44.

as well as the following figures of this Plate are
Fig. 3.

This

from nature.

Perpendicular section of the basis of the skull of a new-born
child,

shew the bodies of the tliree cranial vertebrse.
the vomer or body of the fourth ; see p. 8,

to

front of

III. is

In
nat.

size.

Fig.

4,

Skull of the pike, Esox lucius, half the natural size and seen

from the

—

side, to illustrate

the osteology of fishes

:

compare

For more convenient comparison, the bones are
marked with the same cyphers as those used by Cuvier in the
pp. 18

23.

skeleton of the j)erch in his Hist. nat. des Poisso7is, but the small
size of

the figure does not allow

Those noted are

1

all

the cyphers to be given.

the frontal bone, the frontale posterius of
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CuviER, 6 the sphenoid bone,

11

the great ala of the sphenoid,

12 the OS mastoideum ; of the suspensory bones of the lower
jaw, the epi-tympanicum 23, the os-tympanicum 27, the malar

bone 26 (Jiypotympanic Owen). Behind these is placed the
namely: 30 prceoperculum, 28 operculum, 32 suhOf the bones of the face, 19 is
operculum, 33 interoperculum.

gill-cover,

the

of the sub- orbital bones, 17 the intermaxillary bone,

first

18 the superior maxillary bone, 18' accessory bony plate, 22
fig. it is the bone seen in shadow behind the upper

(omitted in

part of the superior maxillary) the palate bone, 34 the dental
portion"of lower jaw.

—

37,

38 The two

flat

bony pieces {cornua

of the hyoid bone), to which the rays of the brancliiostegous

membrane 43

(here fourteen in

number) are attached; 40

bone connecting the cornua with the body of the hyoid bone;
41 glosso hyale; 42 the unpaired bony plate which runs backwards from the tongue-bone.
Fig. 5.

Scale of a pike, magnified about 7 diameters, compare
posterior margin

The

a of the

p.

46.

free edge of the scale is smooth.

Consequently the scale belongs to the cycloidea of Agassiz;

compare
Fig.

6.

p. 81.

Scale of a perch, similarly magnified, the posterior margin a
is

provided with numerous spines.

ctenoides of Agassiz,

Plate
Fig.

1.

Gills

the

This figure illustrates the

p. 1 30.

Fishes, continued.

and heart of a perch in the natural

position, seen

and somewhat from below.
The gill-cover and gill-rays have been removed;

from

left side

heart;

h,

without;

the four branchial arches of the
c,

the inferior margins of the

seen from within.
Fig. 2.

II.

compare

Compare

gills

left

a,

side,

the

from

of the right side

p. 33.

Stomach and pyloric appendages of the cod, Gadus morrhua.
The duodenum and posterior extremity of the stomach are
In the former are seen four openings of the coecal
laid open.
appendages.
Compare pp. 25 27.

—

Fig.

3.

Hea.d of Peti'oniyzon Jluviatilis seen fi-om above;
nostril

on the middle of the head.

a,

the unpaired

See pp. 57, 60.

;;;
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John Mueller Ueher den Bau u.

die Lehenserscheinungen des Branchiostortia luhricum, Tab.
fig.

Fig. 5.

1

twice the natural

;

L

size.

Heart of Squatina vulgaris, pp. 65, 66. B, ventricle; c, muscular appendage of tlie heart with three rows of valvular
projections a, valves at the upper margin of the appendage.
;

See
Fig.

6.

p. 60.

Head

of Sphi/ra or Zygcena Blochii Cuv.,

one-fourth the natural

size,

p. 68,

the five branchial apertures on the right side ;

7.

h, h,

the eyes

the nostrils.

c, c,

Fig.

from Java;

seen obliquely from below; a, a,

Heart of Ortfiragoriscus mola,
A, auricle; b, ventricle laid

78,

p.

open

half the natural

at the deep part of

;

it is

size.

seen

the transverse oi^ening of the auricle, provided with valves;
a, a,

semilunar valves at the upper part of the heart

the two small accessory valves)

Compare

elastic tissue.

Plate
Fig.

1.

c,

;

one of

p. 75.

Fishes, continued

III.

(d,,

bulb of the aorta, formed of

and

Skeleton of the Perch, Perca Jluviatilis,

concluded.

200, reduced, after

p.

Cuvier et Valenciennes Hist. nat. des Poiss. PI. i., as an example of an Acanthopterygian. The anterior rays of the dorsal
p

fin

d,

are spinous

;

p

vp, the pectoral fin; p
Figs. 2

Fig. 2.

and

is

the caudal fin

the ventral

fin.

v

;

a,

the anal fin

Compare

pp. 16, 17.

Gills of the Lophohranchii, pp. 75, 76.

3.

Head

A.

a,

c,

v,

of Syngnathus acus,

from the

77, seen

p.

the small branchial aperture.

Fig. 2, B, the

left side;

same head from

below; on the right side the gill-cover has been removed, and
there the clustered gills a are seen below them is a partition
;

which
middle

closes the branchial cavity
is

situated the heart

Untersuchungen

Fig.

4.

b.

Fig. 3 (copied

from H. Rathke

den Kiemenapparat, Taf.

iv. fig. 2).

A,

a

two rows of short gill-leaves may be seen
one of these gill-leaves apart, more highly magnified.

gill
B,

iiher

behind; behind this in the

magnified

Upper jaw

;

on

it

of JDiodon bicolor,

ii.

in the collection of comparative

p.

79,

from a preparation

anatomy

at Paris, to illus-

trate the characters of the Pectognathi, comp. p. 77; a, superior maxillary

bone

;

b,

intermaxillary bone ;

c,

rough surface
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corresponding to another on the superior maxillary bone

which has been removed to the
Fig. 5.

Head

rig. 6.

Chironectes pictus, p. 141.

Fig.

Head

7.

of Anableps tetrojihthalmus,

«',

apart.

p. 95.

Cuvier et VAiiENCiENNES, 1. 1.
shew the convoluted appendages above the gills,

which are here exposed,

pp. 201, 202.

Plate IV.
1.

and figured

of Osphromenus olfax, after

PI. 205, to

Fig.

side

Heart with the origin of the
Crocodilus sclerops,

p.

315.

Reptiles.
arteries of a Crocodile or
R, o,

Caiman,

right auricle which on the

anterior or ventral surface covers a large part of the right ventricle.

L,

dorsal surface.
arterial sac;
2,

auricle, smaller

left

o,

In

and placed more on the

front of the ventricles

from this 5 stems

arise;

1,

is

placed a large

pulmonary artery;

descending aorta, which curves behind the trachea or the

bronchus;

left

3, left

branch of the ascending aorta;

4, right

branch of the ascending aorta; 5, most to the right side, a
second descending aorta which curves over the trachea or over
the right bronchus.

Thus the two stems, 2 and

5,

forming an

round the oesophagus, descend and unite to form
The right stem 4 of the ascending
the aorta abdoniinalis.
aorta forms the subclavian artery in this species only from the

arterial ring

;

left

stem, on the contrary, of the ascending aorta the arteria

ca7-otis a, c, arises,

which, only

when

it

the cranium, divides into a right and

has reached the base of

Compare

left carotid.

pp. 217, 218.
Fig. 2.

Posterior surface of the skull of
p.

250, the

left side

Rana

omitted, natural

cutipora
size,

to

DuM. et Bibr.
shew the two

occipital condyles ft, one of the characters of the Reptilia diplopnoa. * The auditory ossicle of the right side, which extends

from
Fig.

3.

t\iG fenestra ovalis

to the

tympanic membrane.

Skull of a young Crocodilus biporcatus, also seen from behind,

t Unpaired occipital condyle, one of the characters of the
Reptilia haplopnoa, p. 255.
Fig. 4.

Skull of Trigonocephahis rhodostoma,
of the venomous serpents;

k,

p.

261, as an example

the quadrate bone;

I

external,
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r, superior maxillary bone with a
and another in the living animal conand turned backwards, which, when the first

internal pterygoid bone

;

poison-tootli in use,

cealed in the
falls out, is

Fig. 5.

6.

and

anterior frontal or lateral ethmoid bone;

intermaxillary bone;
to

it,

263;

p.

277;

superior maxillaiy bone;

7',

Dvpsas dendrophila,

Skiill of

bones;

^

bones;

t,

b,

266, seen from above;

p.

nasal bones; w, lower jaw.

See this

grooved.

as in

r,

species, the jiosterior tooth

last magnified, Fig. 8 a.

4

fig.

fig.

6) seen from below;

n, palate-bone.

;

Skull of Amphisbcena alba,

The

a, a,

parietal bone; g, g, ossa mastdidea; k, k, quadrate
t,

Left upper jaw oi Python molurus (see

m,

q,

attached

I,

anterior frontal bones or lateral ethmoid

b,

Right upper jaw-bone of the same
is

nasal bone;

t,

the anterior extremity of the external pterygoid bone.

frontal bones;

Fig.

p.

as in the preceding figure.

r,

Anterior part of the bony head of Python molurus,
b,

Fig. 7.

its place.

Right superior maxillary bone of Naja tripudians,
b

Fig.

gum

destined to take

p.

281

;

k, as

in

figs.

4 and

7.

anterior extremity of the skull of a Caiman, Grocod'dus

sderops

(p.

315) after Cuv. Ann. du Mus.

x. PI.

fig.

i.

fourth tooth of the lower jaw, of which the apex

is

16;

*,

received

in a cavity of the upper jaw.
Fig. 12.

Skull of the G-avial, Crocodilus gangeticus,

Ann. du Mus.
b, b,

PI.

xii.

Fig. 6; a, a,

i.

superior maxillaiy bones;

mal bones
bones ;

;

h, h,

c, c,

malar bones;

anterior frontal bones

h, proper frontal bone

and the frontal bone

ai'e

;

316, after Cuv.

p.

intermaxillary bones;

;

h', h',

i,

i,

lachry-

posterior frontal

m, parietal bone ; between

it

seen the large round apertures which

and especially of the
from that of the caimans; through these apertures

distinguish the skull of the crocodiles,
gavials

are seen the internal pterygoid bones f, f;
hora.Q's,

{ossa squamosa), mastoids

Owen.

Figs. 11

squamous
and 12 are

*,

fourth tooth

n, n,

reduced.
Fig. 13,

Skull of a young Crocodilus biporcatus
of the lower

jaw which

is

margin of the upper jaw.
articular portion

;

x,

(p.

315),

received in a notch on the outer

In the lower jaw

is

seen y, the

the coronoid bone, surangular Ow.

;

v,
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angular bone

ii,

;

Fig. 14.

The other

dental bone, dentary Ow.

correspond with the same in

letters

12.

fig.

Ri^ht half of the lower jaw of Iguana delicatissima (Iguana,
The attachment of the teeth to the inside

nudicollis), p. 305.

of the margin of the

jaw

298

seen, p.

is

;

z,

os

complementarium,

and OS ojyerculare; the other letters correspond to those of
13.

fig.

Plate V.
Fig.

1.

Head

Continuation and conclusion.

Keptiles.

o{ Coicilia hypoc2/anea from

the eye the branchial aperture *
Fig. 2.

a,

is

jonng

individual.

Behind

seen, p. 238.

Anterior portion of Hypochthon xanthostictus FiTZ.,

p.

241;

in front of the three-toed fore leg the large branchial tufts are
seen.

Fig.

3.

Fig. 4.

Anterior portion oi Amjyhiuma tridactylum,

p.

241.

Full grown embryos of Salamandra atra,

p.

242.

an embryo stretched out;

an embryo

B,

A,

such

folded, as it lies in

the oviduct of the parent.
Figs. 5, 6,

Head

7.

side

;

same

fig.

of Homalopsis angulata, p. 268.

6 from above

species

fig.

;

from below

:

Fig. 5

from the

7 head of another specimen of the

to explain the

nomenclature of the

scutes in the heads of serpents (see the note, p. 262), used

Merrem

(Systerna Amphihiorum Prsefat.

Scutum

a.
b. b.

occipitalia.

c. c.

Scuta

siqyerciliaria.

Scuta

teni2}oralia.

Scuta frontalia posteriora.

e. e.

f.

Scuta frontalia anterior a (only a single scutum in the

drawn by us).
Scutum rostrale.

figure
g.

h.
i.

k.

by

:

vertebrale [scuta vertebralia).

Scuta

d.

xii, xiii)

Scuta ocularia posteriora.
Scuia ocularia anterior a (scutum ocidare anterius).
Scuta

lorea.

m. Scuta marginalia labii superioris.

medium

n.

Scutum

0.

Scuta labialia accessoria (Fig. 7

q.

Scuta mentalia (Fig. 7

r, r, r, r.

labiale

(Fig. 7 n).
o, o).

Q, q).

Scuta marginalia

labii inferior is (Fig. 7 R, r).

;
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Fig. 9.
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of Vipera paljyehrosa, p. 261.

same

Tail of the

from below {Scuta subcaudalia

species seen

Integra).

Fig. 10.

Portion of

of Homalopsis angulata, p. 268, also seen

tlie tail

from below {Scuta subcaudalia divisa^
Fig. 11.

Head

of Amphisbcena alba,

Fig. 12.

Head

oi

p.

281.

Chamwsaura anguina,

p. 290; a, eye with small ocubetween the eyelids; * external auditory aperture

lar fissure

in front of the

membrane

of the

tympanum

fore foot, not

b,

;

divided into toes.
Fig. 13.

Right hind foot of Platydactylus guttatus,
below; the thumb is destitute of nail.

Fig. 14.

Hind

legs

and base of the

tail

311, seen from

p.

oi Hemidactylus, Cuv.

li.

p.

538,

platyurus of Schneider, after a figure by him.
Here
the pari femorales may be seen, often noticed in the systematic

Stellio

arrangement of the

saurii.

Fig. 15.

Head and

Fig. 16.

Tongue of Faranus

Fig. 17.

Tongue of Teju^ monitor,

left fore leg

of Platydactylus vittatus,

p.

311.

bivittatus, p. 298.
p.

297; of nearly similar form to our

lizards.

Fig. 18.
Fig. 19.

Tongue of

Calotes gutturosus, p. 308.

Chelmiia imbricata,
this figure,

which

321, after Bell, British Peptiles. Except

p.

is

much

smaller than the specimen,

others are of the same size as the specimens, and

all

the

drawn from

them.

Plate VI.
Fig.

1.

The
size.

Birds.

skeleton of Falco cosrulescens of Java
A,

546), of natural

(p.

the skull ;

B,

the lower jaw; t the quadra tebone ;

furcula ;

o,

coracoid bone, or second clavicle ;

clavicle,

c,

E,

the

the

cervical vertebrae; r, the dorsal vertebrae; h, the caudal vertebrae; l, the

sternum;

radius ; r, the ulna ;

i,

n, the scapula; p,

thumb) w, the thigh-bone (femur)
;

n, single

the humerus;

the hand (the letter
;

x,

is

the tibia ;

bone representing the root of the foot

foot {metatarsus)

;

1

Q,

the

placed on the
y^

the fibula

and fore
thumb, 2 internal, 3 middle and 4 exter{tarsus)

;
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The bones

nal finger (pp. 329—333).

of the limbs of the right

side are omitted in this figure.
Fig. 2.

Sternum and

Fig.

3.

clavicles of the

same bird seen from before ;

c, c,

in the preceding figure.

o, o, L, as

Skull of the ostrich, StrutJdo camelus,

bone

reduced j

a, frontal

bone;

malar bone

d,

Ow.); f, parietal;

g,

417, from the side and
superior maxillary

c,

quadrato-jugale, squamosal Ow.);

(d',

(tympanic Ow.);

quadrate bone

p.

nasal bones ;

h,

;

e,

temporal bone (mastoid

e,

g, occipital bone;

g',

unpaired upper

piece {pars occipitalis), g, lateral occipital (ex-occipital Ow.);
i,

intermaxillary bone;

bones

{u, v, x, y,

lower jaw composed of different

k,

compare the skull of

noid bone; \ foramen

crocodile, PI. iv)

;

/,

sphe-

opticuvi; m, anterior ala (orbito-sphe-

noid Ow.).
Fig. 4.

Connexion of the quadrate bone with the
inferior

surface of the

pp. 333, 334;

bone;
Fig. 5.

q, q,

in

skull,

sphenoid bone;

I,

as or}idideum

Crax

glohicera.

os

omdideum ;

o,

/>,

24 hours, seen from

above, but so that the section only of the shell and its
is

Ta£

iii. fig.

3;

a,

the shell;

the shell-mem-

c,

;

middle and internal albumen;

e,

the germ-membrane (plastoderma^
h,

h,

boundary between the external and middle albumen
ligamentum alhuminis of Tredern d, boundary between the

brane ;
c,

i.

mem-

Baeb Ueber Entwickelungsgesch.

represented ; from V.

der Thiere,

palate-

quadrate bone.

A hen's egg that has been brooded about
brane

on the

Compare

boundary of the

foetal

area; A,

e,

;

i,

chalazoe ; g,

boundary of

the vitelline circle;

g, h,

the vascular area;

space in which the embryo lies; this last

is

i,

the

seen as a transverse

streak in the middle of the space, pp. 351, 352.
Fig.

6.

Eye of the swan, horizontal
a, optic nerve;

pecten, pp. 365
Fig.

7.

sclerotic;

c,

D.

W.

Soemmerring,

cornea; d, crystalline lens;

e,

— 367.

Tongue of Rhamphastos (lingua 2>ennacea) with the tonguebone reduced,

Fig. 8.

h,

section, after

p.

446.

Tongue-bone o( Pavo

cristatits,

reduced, compare p.»364.

;
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Plate VII.

Fig.

Feet and heads as

Bikds.

almost

all

Larus,

p.

388.

Fig. 2.

lisft foot of

Fig. 3.

Right foot of

Fig.

Middle claw of the right foot of Ardea,

4.

390.

p.

Ihis, p. 402.

Right foot of Gallus,

Fig. 5.
Fig. 6.

Left foot of Picv^, p. 457.

Left foot oi Paralcyon,

p.

Right

Fig.

Right foot of Gaprimulgus,

9.

407.

466.

Fig. 8.

foot of Cypselus, p. 535.

Right foot oi Hcdiaetus,

Fig. 10.

p.

p. 426.

Fig.

7.

of certain families

reduced, according to very different scales.

Right foot of Garho,

1.

cliaractei-s

767

p.

536.

p.

551.

Fig. 11.

Bill oiScythrops, p. 452.

Fig. 12.

Head

of Phcenicopterus, p. 410.

Fig. 13.

Head

oi

Fig. 14.

Head

of Certhia, p. 506.

Fig. 15.

Head

of Anthus, p. 518.

Fig. 16.

Head

oi Hirimdo,

Favo

(jnuticus), p. 424.

p.

534.

Plates VTII. and IX.

Mammals.

Skulls.

The

figures are

and 7 of

5, 6

PI.

drawn from specimens

IX. are of the natural

in the Rijks-Museimi.

size;

Figs. 3,

the rest are reduced in the

proportion indicated for each figure.

In

all

these figures a

upper jaw-bone;
bone;

g,

d,

is

the frontal bone;

the malar bone;

the occipital bone;

i,

b,

the nasal bone;

c,

the

the temporal bone; f, the parietal
the intermaxillary bone; k, the lower
e,

jaw.

Plate VIII.
Fig.

1.

Fig. 2.

Skidl of Thylacinus Harrisii
Skull of

Manis javanica

g, p.

|, p.

620.

661.

seen, p. 571.

Fig.

3.

Skull of Delphinus tursio

|,

p. 628.

Here no malar bone

is
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Hyrax

Fig. 4.

Skull of

Fig. 5.

Skull oi Arctomys

monax

Fig.

Skull of the horse,

Equus Cahallus

6.

capensis

|, p.

636.

^, p.

692.
\, p.

639.

^, p.

645.

Plate IX.

glama

Fig.

1.

Skull of the Lama, Camelus

Fig.

2.

Skull of Bradypus cuculliger

Fig.

3.

Skull of the Hedgehog, Urinaceus europceus,

|, p.

664.
p.

730.

Fig. 4.

Skull of Felis caracal i

Fig.

Extremity of the lower jaw of Galeopithecus variegatus,

5.

704.

p.

p.

742,

seen from above to shew the singularly notched incisor teeth.
Fig.

6.

a, b,
a,

Stenops javanicus,

p.

745.

lower jaw seen from above;

six incisor teeth

canines placed close at the sides of them;

from

before,

two

incisors

and two canine

Fig. 7.

Skull of Stenops potto,

Fig.

Skull of Hylobates leuciscus

8.

p.

745.
|, p.

755.

b,

teeth.

with two

upper jaw, seen

.
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ALPHABETICAL INDEX

LATIN GENERIC NAMES.

Anarrhiclias.

A.

143.

Anas. 384.

Acanthyllis. 535.

Acanthurus. 139.
Accentor. 518.
Acerina. 197.
Acipenser. 71.
Acontias. 283.

Acrochordus. 274.
Actinodura. 512.
^gotheles. 538.
^lurus. 720.
Agania. 299.
Agriopus. 184.

B.
Bagrus. 86.

Anastonius. 405.
Anguilla. 122.
Anguis. 284.
Aiioa. 658.
Anolius. 302.

Balsena. 624.
Balseniceps. 404.
Balistes. 80.

Anomalurus. 693.
Anoplotherium. 640.

Bathyergus. 682.
Batrachus. 142.
Bdellostoma. 59.
Belone. 108.
Bembras. 186.
Beryx. 193.

Anser. 385.

An thus.

518.
Antilope. 650.
Aphritis. 193.
Apistus. 184.

Barita. 487.
Basiliscus. 306.

Alabes. 121.
Alsemon. 503.
Alauda. 503.
Alca. 379.
Alcedo. 465.
Alepocephalus. 113.
AUocoturus. 517.
Alytes. 247.
Amadina. 496.

Apogon.

Apsilus. 198.
Aquila. 550.
Aramus. 408.
Arctictia. 721.
Arctomys. 692.
Ardea. 407.

Betta. 202.
Bipes. 285.
Blennius. 145.
Blepsias. 185.
Boa. 276.
Bombicilla. 527,
Bombinator. 247,
Boridia. 179.
Bos. 658.
Bovicbthys. 192.

Ambassis. 199.
Amblyopsis. 118.

Argentina. 105.
Argus. 425.
Argyropelecus. 102.
Arpephorus. 308.

Box. 174.
Brachycephalus. 254.
Bracbylophus. 304.
Bracbymeles. 286.

Ascomys. 683.
Aspredo. 83.
Aspro. 199.

Brachyphylla. 739.
Brachystacus. .84.
Bradypus. 664.

Ampelis. 480.

Astrapia. 490.

Brama. 166.

Amphacanthus. 140.
Amphioxus. 56.
Amphipnous. 120.
Amphiprion. 132.

Astroderm us. 157.

Breviceps. 254.
Bubo. 542.
Bucephalus. 268.

Amblyopus. 1 49.
Amblyrhamphus. 493.
Amia. 74.
Ammocoetes. 59.
Ammodytes. 123.

Amphisbsena. 281.

Amphiuma.

199.

Aptenodytes. 378.
Apteryx. 416.

Astur. 54S.
Ateleopus. 125.
Ateles. 750.
Atherina. 182.

Anableps. 95.

Attagis. 434.
Aulacodus. 686.
Aulopus. 104.
Aulopyge. 90,

Anampses. 136.

Anlostomus. 137.

241.
Anabas. 203.
Anabates. 472.

VOL.

II.

Buceros. 461.

Bucco. 449.
Bufo. 253.
Bungarus. 265.

Buphaga. 491.
Buteo. 548.
Butyrinus. 113.

49

.
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Chamassaura. 290.
Chamseleon. 309,
Characinus. 98.

238.
Csereba. 508.
Calamaria. 274.
Calamoherpe. 522.

Csecilia.

Charadrius. 413.

Chasmorhynchus. 482.
Chauliodus. 103.

486.
Callichthys. 84.
Callasas.

Cheilinus. 134.
Cheilodactylus. 177.
Chelidoptera. 449.
Chelonia. 320.
Chelys. 318.
Chilodipterus. 199.
Chilonycteris. 736.

Callionymus. 146.
Callisaurus. 304.
Callithrix. 750.
Callopistes. 297.
Calocitta. 485.
Calotes. 307.

Corvus. 483.
Coryphaena. 157.
Corythaix. 451.
Corytophanes. 305.
Coturnix. 429.
Cottus. 186.
Crateropus. 522.
Crax. 422.
Creadioa. 492.
Crenidens. 174.
Cricetus. 675.
Crocodilurus. 296.
Crocodilus. 314.

Caranx. 163.
Carapus. 119.
Carbo. 388.

Chorinemus. 160.

Crossarchus. 708.
Crossoptilon, 425.
Crotalus. 259.
Crotophaga. 452.
Crypsirhina. 486.
Cryptoblepharus. 285.
Cryptobranchus. 241.
Cryptonyx. 430.
Cryptoprocta. 709.
Crypturus. 427.
Ctenodactylus. 684.
Ctenomys. 680.
Cuculus. 454.
Cursorius. 412.

Choristopus. 385.

Cybium. 161.

Chromis.

Carterodon. 686.
Caryocatactes. 484.

Chrysochloris. 722.
Cichla. 131.
Ciconia. 405.
Cinclosoma. 512.
Cinclus. 516.
Circaetus. 550.
Circus. 546.
Cirrites. 194.
Cissa. 511.
Cissopis. 501.
Cladobates. 728.
Cladorhynctius. 398.

Cyclodus. 288.
Cyclopterus. 149.
Cyclura. 304.

Calyptorhynchus. 445.
Calyptura. 479.
Camelopardalis. 649.
Camelus. 644.

Chimsera. 70.
Chionis. 411.
Chirocolus. 29 T.

Campylorhyuchus
Cancroma. 406.

Chirocentrus. 113.

.

514.

Canis. 710,

Cantharus. 174.
Capito. 448.
Capra. 656.

Caprimulgus. 536.

Capromys. 687.
Capros. 165.

Cassicus. 493.
Castor. 671.
Casuarius. 417.
Catarrhactes. 379.
Cathartes. 554,
Causus. 263.
Cavia. 668.
Ceblepyris. 526,

Cebus. 750.
Centetes. 729.
Centriscus. 137.
Centropomus. 200.
Centropristis. 198.

Chiromys. 695.
Chiron ectes. 14O.
Chirotes. 282.
Chirus. 186.

Chlamydera. 487.
Chlamydophorus. 663.
Chlamydosaurus. 306.
Chloropygia. 462.
Choeropus. 619.

1

30.

Cyprinus. 91.
Cypselus. 535.
Cystignathus. 249,
Cystophora. 699.

Clarias. 88.

Climacteris. 506.
Clinus. 145.

Centropus. 453.
Cephaloptera. 62.
Cepola. 154.
Ceratophora. 308.
Ceratophrys. 248.
Ceratorhyncha. 380.
Cercolabes. 670.

Clupea. 115.

Cercoleptes. 721.
Cercomys. 684.
Cercopithecus. 753,
Certhia. 506.
Cervus. 646.
Ceryle. 465.
Chsetodon. 169.

Colobatris. 474.
Coluber. 273.

Chalceus. 99.
Chalcidea. 291.
Chalcophanes. 494.
Chalybseus. 488.

Cygnus. 385,
Cymindis. 548.
Cynocephalus. 752.
Cynopotamus. loi.
Cyprinodon. 96.

Cobitis. 90.

Coccyzus. 454.
Coelogenys. 669.
Coilia. 238.

Colaris. 462.
Colius. 460.

Columba. 435.
Colymbus. 38 1
Comephorus. 147.
Condylura. 722.
Conirostrum. 509.
Cophosaurus. 304.
Copsychus. 514.
Coracias. 463.
Coracina. 482.

D.
Dacnis. 508.
Dactylopterus. 188.
Dascyllus. 132.
Dasyprocta. 669.
Dasypus. 663.
Dasyurus. 620.
Delphinus. 626.
Dendroaspis. 263.
Dendrobates. 253.
Dendrochelidon. 536.
Deudrocitta. 486.
Dendrocolaptes. 470.
Dendroechis. 264.
Dendrolagus. 615.
Dendrophis. 273.

Dentex. 173.

Desmodus. 739.
Diceeum. 508.

OF THE LATIN GENERIC NAMES.
Dicholophus. 410.
Diclidurus. 735.
Dicranocenis. 650.
Dictyosoma. 143.
Didelphys. 621.

Didunculus. 439.
Didus. 440.
Diglossa. 509.
Dilophus. 492.

Eudroinia. 428.
Eupetes. 516.
Euryceros. 462,

Draco. 307,
Drepanis. 508.

Dromas. 411.
Drymoica. 522.
Drymophila. 525.
Dryophis. 267.
Dysopes. 734.

Gypaetus. 553,
Gypogeranus. 552.
Gypobierax. 553.

Euryotis. 679.
Eurypyga. 408.
Exocbocicbla. 518,
ExoccEtus. 109.

Habrocoma, 687.

Haliaetus. 551,
Halicore. 630,

Falco. S45.
Falculia. 467.
Felis. 703.
Fiber. 679,
Fistularia.

E.

Eleotris.

X47,

Elephas. 632.

Elapomorphus. 269.
Elops. 114.

Emballonura. 735.
Emberiza. 500.
Erays. 318.
Enchelyopbis. 124.
Engraulis. 117.
Enicunis. 517.
Enodes. 495.
Enoplosus. 200.
Epibulus. 134.
Epicyrtus. 99.

Epimachus. 489.
Eques. 1 79.
Equula. 166.
Equus. 638.

H.
Hfematopus. 41 r,
Haladroma. 391.
Halcyon. 466.

F.

Hapale. 748.

138.

Fluvicola. 478.

Formicivora. 475.
Fringilla. 498.
Fulica. 393.
Fulix. 383.
Fumarius. 471.

G.

Echeneis. 150.
Ecpleopus. 291.
Edolius. 528.
Elacate. 16 r.
Elaps. 264.
Eleginus. 1 79.

Gymnotus. 119.
Gymnura. 728.

Eurylaimus. 539.
Eurynorbynchus. 400.

Diodon. 79.
Diomedea. 392,
Diploprion. 200.
Dipterodon. 168.
Dipsas. 266.
Dipus. 690.
Discoglossus. 249.
Doras. 84.
Dorcopsis. 615.

771

G-adus. 125.
Galaxias. 107.

Galbula. 458.
Galeopitbecus.

'J4.2,

Galictis.

715.
Gallinula. 394.
Gallus. 426.

Hapalotis. 676.
Haploactis. 184.
Haplodactylus. 191.
Haplodon. 683.
Harpagus. 546.
Harpyia, 741.
Heliases. 131.
Helicops. 271,
Heloderma. 295,
Helostoma. 203.
Helotarsus. 551.
HemeroccEtes. 147.

Hemicbelidon. 525,
Hemilepidotus. 185.
Hemipodius. 428.
Herairampbus. 109.
Hemitragus. 655.
Hemitripterus. i87»

Garrulax. 512.
Garnilus, 485.
Gasteropelecus. 99.
Gasterosteus. 182.

Henicocicbla. 518.
Herpestes. 707.
Herpetodryas. 272.
Hesperomys. 677.
Heterodon. 270.

Gempylus. 161
Georycbus. 681.

Heterognatbodon. 176

Gerres.

Himantopus. 398.
Hippopotamus. 643.
Hirundo. 534.

.

1

72.

Gerrbonotus. 291,
Gerrbosaurua. 292.
Glareola. 412.
Glaucosoma. 176.

Glossopbaga. 739.
Glypbisodon. 132.
Gobius. 148.

Heterotis.

112.

Histiurus. 306.

Holocentrum. 194.
Homalocranium. 269.
Homalopsis. 268.
Homaloptera. 91.

Gompbosus. 136.
Gonorbyncbus. in.
Gonostoma. 103.

Homo.

Gracula. 491.
Grallina. 517.

Huro. 200.

757.

Hoplicbthys. 147.
Hoplostethus. 193.

Eretbizon. 670,
Erinaceus. 730.
Eriomys. 688.
Erytbrinus. 97.

Grammistes. 199.

Hysena. 705.
Hydrocboerus, 668.

Grus. 409.
Grystes. 198,
Gulo. 718.

Hydrocyon. 10 1.
Hydromys. 672.
Hydrophis. 266.

Eiytbrolampus. 269.
Eryx. 275.
Esox. 107.

GunneUus. 144.
Gymnarcbus. 118.
Gymnetrus. 154.
Gymnoderus. 482.
Gymnopbthalmus. 285.

Hyla. 250.

Etelis.

198.
Etroplus. 130.

Hylactes. 474.
Hylaedactylus. 253.
Hylobates. 755.

Hylomys.

729.
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Hynnis, 164.

Hyodon. 114.
Hypocbthon. 240.
Hypoderma. 740.
Hypsibatus. 304.
Hypsipetes. 511.
Hypsipryninus. 614.
Hypudaeus. 678.
Hyrax. 636.

Hysteropus. 284.
Hystrix, 671.

Lethrinus. 173.
Lichanotus. 744.

Monocentris.

Limosa. 397.
Liotbrix. 513.
Lobotes. 1 76.

Monopterus.

Lomatodactylus. 31
Loncheres. 685.
Lopbius. 141.

Icterus. 494.

Luvarus. 159,
Lycodon. 272.
Lycognatbus. 268.

Inuus. 753.
Irena. 528.

Lyriocephalus. 308.

Irrisor. 467.

Macquaria. 1 76.
Macronus. 513.

Jaculus. 691.
Jora. 513.
Julis.

Macronyx. 504.
Macropus. 614.

136.

Macroscelides. 725.

Macrurus. 124.
Malaconotus. 531.

K.
Keris.

Malapterurus. 88.
Maltbe. 142.
Malurus. 523.

138.

Kurtus. 158.

L.
Labrus. 135.
Lacerta. 293.
Lactarius. 159.

Lsemanctus. 303.

Lagomys. 667.
Lagostomus. 689.
Lagothrix. 751.
Lampris. 165.
Lamprotornis. 494.
Lanius. 530.

Lams.

Lavarus. 159.
Leiolepis.

300.

Meleagris. 424.
Males. 717.

Mebpbaga.

510.

MeHtbreptus. 509.
Mellivora. 717.

Mepbitis. 715.

Leipoa. 420.

Lemur. 746,
Lepadogaster. 150,
Lepidopus. 155.
Lepidosiren. 204,
Lepidosoma. 291.
Lepidosteua. 73.

Leptoeephalus.

Mauatus. 630.
Manis. 661.
Mastacembelus. 152,
Mastodon. 632.
Megacepbalon. 421.
Megadenna. 738.
Megapodius. 420.

Mene. 166.
Menobrancbus. 241.
Menura. 473.

390,
Latilus. 177.

1

23.

Leptonyx. 700.
Leptosomus. 456.
Lepus. 666.

Mugil. 181..
Mullus. 189.
Mursena. 122.

Mergulus. 380.
Mergus. 383.
Meriones. 676.
Merops. 464.
Mesites. 421.
Microglossus. 446.
Microps. 254.
Milvus. 547.

Mimus.

Monasa. 449.

Myiotbera. 474.
Myletes. 99.
Myliobatis. 62.

Myopotamus. 672.
Myoxus. 691.
Myripristis.

79.

193.

Myrmecobius. 621.
My rmecopbaga. 66 1
Myxine. 59.
Myxodes. 145.
Myzomela. 509.

N.
Naja. 263.

Nandus.

195.

Naseus. 139.
Nasua. 720.
Nauclerus. 1 60.
Naucrates. 160.
Nebris. 179.
Nectarinia. 507.

Neniorhedus. 655.

Neotoma. 678.
Nestor. 445.

Nipbon. 198.
Noctilio.

736.

Noraeus. 159.
Notacantbus. 152.
Notopterus. 112.
Nuruenius. 401.

Numida. 423.
Nycteris. 737.
Nyctibius. 538.
Nyctipitbecus. 749.
Nyctopbilus. 737.
O,
Oblata.

513.

Molacantbus.

Mydaus. 716.

Myobatrachus. 247.
Myogalea. 724.

M.

J.

Motacilla. 517.

Mus. 673.

Ilysia.

278.
Indicator. 455.

Moscbus. 646.

Muscicapa. 525.
Muscipeta. 525.
Muscivora. 477.
Musophaga. 45 1
Mustela. 714.
Mycetes. 751.

Luscinia. 519.
Lutodeira. 113.
Lutra. 713.

Iguana. 305.

20.

Loricaria. 82.

Lucoscombrus. 161.

195.

1

Mormon. 380.
Mormops. 736.
Mormyrus. 1 10.

Loxia. 497.
Lucioperca. 198.

Ibidorhpichus. 402.
Icbtbelis.

1.

Lopbocitta. 485.
Lopbopbonis. 425.
Lophotes. 154.

Ibis.

402.

182.

Monodon. 626.

1

74

Octodon. 688.

Ocydromus. 394.

.
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Ocypterus. 533.

Pentaceros.

Odax. 134.
Odontognathus. 117CEdicnemus. 413.
Onychognathus. 486.

Pentapus. 1 73.
Perameles. 618.

Ophicephalus. 203.
Ophidiuai. 124.
Ophiops. 293.
Ophiopsis. 285.
Opliisaurus. 290.
Ophisurus. 123.
Ophryoessa. 304.
Opisthocomus. 461.
Opisthognatus. 146.

Oreosoma. 189.
96.

Oriolus.

490.

Petromyzon. 59.
Phaeton. 388.

Phaleris. 3S0.
Phascolarctos. 616.

Ornithorhynchus. 610.
Orthonyx. 522.
Orthotomus. 523.
Orthragoriscus.

78.

Ortyx. 430.
Orycteropus. 662.

Osphromenus. 202.
Osteoglossum.

Perca. 200.
Percnopterus. 554.
Percophis. 193.
Perdix. 43 r.
Pericrocotus. 526,
Periophthalmus. 148.
Peniis. 547.
Perognatbus. 675.
Petromys. 684.

Phalangista. 616.
Phalaropus. 401.

Oreotragus. 655.
Orestias.

198.

1 1 1

Ostracion. 81.
Otaria. 701,
Otis. 415.
Otocryptis. 30S.
Otocyon. 710.
Otolicnus. 746.
Otus. 542.
Ovis. 656.
Oxyrhamphus. 472.

Phascologale. 619.
Phascolomys. 612.
Phasianus. 426.
Phibalura. 481.

Phoca. 701.

Pagellus.

174.
175.

Pagrus.
Palamedea. 418.
Pandion. 551.
Paradisea. 489.
Paradoxornis. 498.

Paradoxurus. 709Paralcyon. 466.
Paralepis.

104.

Pardalotus. 532.
Parra. 395.
Parus. 504.
Pastor. 492.
Pavo. 424.
Pedetes. 689.
Pedionomus. 429.
Pegasus. 76-

Polynemus. 191.
Polypleetron. 425,
Polyprion. 197.
Polypterus. 74.

Pomacentrus. 132,

Pomatomus.

199.

Pomatorbinus. 512.
Porpbyrio. 393.

Portbmeus. 160.
Potamopbilus. 709.
Premnas. 132.
Priacantbus. 195.
Priodon. 139.
Prionites. 463.
Pristiopborus. 66.
Pristipoma. 178.
Pristis.

65.
Procellaria. 391.
Procbilodus. 98.
Procnias. 501.

Phodilus. 543.
Phcenicophaus. 453.
Phoenicopterus. 410.
Phryniscus. 254.
Phrynocephalua. 300.
Phrynosoma. 301.
Phyllastrephus. 529.
Phyllomis. 511.

Procyon. 719.
Promerops. 510.

Phyllostoma. 739.
Physeter. 625.
Pliytotoma. 483.

Pseudopus. 290.

Picumnus. 457.
Picus. 457.
Pimelepterus.

Pachycephala. 531.
Pachyptila. 39 r

Polyacanthus. C02.
Polybonig. 552.
Polychrus. 303.

Prosorinia. 526.
Proteles. 706.

Psammophis. 267.
Psenes. 160.
Psettus. 168,
Pseudis. 249.
Psilorbinus. 485.
Psittacopis. 498.
Psittacus. 442.

Psopbia. 409.
167.

Pimelodus. 85.
Pinguipes. 192.
Pipa. 246.
Pipra. 479.
Pithecia. 749.
Pitta. 474.
Pitylus. 500.
Platalea. 403.
Platax. 168.
Platurus. 265.
Platycephalus. 1 86.
Platycercus. 302.
Platydactylus. 3 1 1
Platypterus. 1 46.

Platyrhynchus. 478.
Platystira.

525.
Pleuronectes. 128.
Ploceus. 495.
Plotosus. 88.
Plotus. 387.

Pteraclis.

158.

Ptererbytbrius.

Pteromys. 694.
Pteronemus. 177.
Pteroptochus. 473.
Pteropus. 741.
Ptilocbloris.

481.
Ptilogonys. 527.
Ptilorbyncbus. 487.

PufSnus. 391.
Pungitius.

187.

Pycnonotus. 529.
Pyrenestes.

496.

Pyrrbocorax. 488.
Pyrrbula. 498.
Python. 276.
Pyxicephalus. 249.

E.

Pelamys. 266.

Podargus. 538.

Pelecanus.

Podiceps. 382.

Rachiodon, 271,

Podoa. 393.

386.

Pempheris. 167.

Podoces. 488.

Raja. 63.
Rallus. 394.

Penelope. 422.

Pogonorhynchus. 447.

Kana. 250.

Pelor.

184.

532.

Pterocles. 433.
Pterois. 185.
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Recurvirostra. 399.

Setopbaga. 524,

Regulus. 505.

Sialia.

Rhamphastos. 446,
Rhinobatus. 64.
Rhinoceros. 634.
Rhinolophus. 737.

Rhinopoma. 737.
Rhizomys. 680.
Rhynchaea. 401.

Rhynchocyon. 728.
Rhynchops. 389.
Rhynchotus. 428.
Rhytina. 629.
Rhyzaena. 708.
Rupicapra. 655,
Rupicola. 480.
Ruvettus. 161.
Rypticus. 198.

S.

Saccobranchus. 87.
Saccomys. 677.
Saccoph arynx. 1 2 r
Salamandra. 242.
Salanx. 10 1.
Salarias.

145.
Sabninus. loi.
Salmo. 105.

Sargus. 175.
Saurothera. 454.
Saurus. 104.
Saxicola. 519.
Scalops. 723.
Scarus. 133.
Scatharus. 174.
Sceloporus. 301.
Schedophilus. 157.
Schizorbis. 451.
Scisena.

179.

Scincus. 287.
690.
Sciurus. 694.
Scolopax. 396.
Scolopsides. 177.
Scirtetes.

Scomber. 162.
Scomberesox. 109.

Synodontia. 84.
Syrrbaptes. 434.

519.
Sicydium. 148.
Sigmodon. 678.
Sillago. 196.
Silurus. 87.
Simia. 755.
Siphneus. 682,
Siredon. 242.
Siren. 238.

T.

Tachydromug. 295.

Sisor. 83.

Sitta.

505.
Smaris. 171.

Smintbus. 675.
Solea.

129.

Solenodon. 727.
Solenostomus, 76.
Sorex. 725.
Spalacopus. 681.
Spalax. 682.
Sparus. 1 75.
Spasornis. 530.
Spatularia. 72.
SpbEeriodactylus. 313.

Spbagebrancbus. i2i.

Tacbyglossus. 6n.
Tacbypetes. 388.
Talegallus. 421.
Talpa. 723.
Tanagra. 501.
Tantalus. 404.
Tapbozous. 735.
Tapirus. 637.
Tarbopbis. 268.
Tarsipes. 618.
Tarsius. 747.
Tejus. 296.
Teninodon. 159.
Testudo. 320.

Tetragonurus. 181.
Tetrao. 432.

Tetrodon.

Spbecotberes. 491.
Spbeniscus. 379,
Sphenostoma, 505.
Spbyra. 68.
Spbyraena. 190,
Spirobrancbua. 201.
Squalus. 66.
Squatarola. 414.
Squatina. 65.

Thinocorus. 434.
Tbrenoedus. 482.
Thylacinus. 620.

Steatornis. 539.
302.
300.

Todus. 478.
Torpedo. 63.
Totanus. 398.

Stenodactylus. 313.

Toxotes. 167.
Tracbinotus. 1 60.
Tracbinus. 192.
Trachypterus. 153.
Tribolonotus. 292.
Tribonyx. 394.
Tribrancbus. 123.
Triccus. 478.

Steirolepis.
Stellio.

Stenoderma. 734.
Stenops. 745.
Stenorbina. 269.
Sterna. 389.
Sternarchus. 119.
Sternoptyx. 102.
Stomias. 108.

Tbynnus. 162,
Tbyrsites.

Tilapia. 202.

Timaba. 512.
Tityra. 476.

Tricbas.

Scyllium. 68.
Scytbrops. 452.

Sturnus. 493.
Stylepborus. 153.

Trigla.

Sebastes.

Sudis. 112.
Sula. 387.
Surnia. 543.
Sus. 640.
Sylvia. 520,
Sylvicola. 524.

Scorpis.

166.

185.

Semiopborus. 307.
Semnopitbecus. 754.
Sepedon. 262.
Seps. 286.
Sericulus. 491.
Seriola. 159.
Serranus. 196.
Serrasalmus. 100.

Symbrancbus.

1

Synanceia. 182.

Syngnatbus.

76.

2

161.

Ticbodroma. 506.

Strepsilas. 415.
Stringopsis. 446.
Strix. 541.
Strobilurus. 302.
Stromateus. 158.
Strutbio. 417.

Scopelus. 103.
Scopus. 406.
Scorpsena. 185.

79.

Tbamnopbilus. 475.
Tberapon, 194.

524.
Tricbecbus. 697.
Tricbiurus. 155.
Tricbomycterus. 89,
Tricbonotus. 147.
Tricbopborus. 52S.

1

188.

Trigonocepbalus. 260.
Tringa. 399.
Triodon. 79.
Trionyx. 317.
Trocbilus. 468.
Troglodytes. 514.
Trogon. 450.
Tropidonotus. 271.
Tropidophorus. 289.
Tropidurus. 301.

.
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Trygon. 62.
Trypauchen. 149.
Turdus. 515.
Typhlops. 280.
Tyrannus. 476.

U.
Ulula. 541.

Uperodon. 254.

Upupa. 466.
Urauoscopus. 19 1.

Una.

Vanellus. 414,
Vanga. 530.
Varanus. 297.
Vespertilio. 732.
Vidua. 496.
Vipera. 26 1
Vireo. 532.
Viverra. 706.

Vomer.

163.

Xiphias.

156.

Xiphostoma. 102.
Xirichthys. 135.

Yunx.

456.

Z.

X.

Urotrichus. 723.

Xenodermus. 275.
Xenodon. 270.

XJrsus.

Xenopeltis.

718.

Xenops. 472.
Xenopus. 246.
Xenurus. 479.

Vultur. 554.

381.

Urocentron. 302.
Urocryptus. 735.
Uromastix. 300.
Uropelta. 279.
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Zeus. 164.
Zoarces. 144.
Zonurus. 292.
Zoothera. 516.
Zosteropa. 509.
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Mackintosh's Miscellaneous Works
Memoirs of a Maitre-d'Armes
Maitland'sChurchin the Catacombs

H
16
13
]3
13
22
14
J4

Martineau's Miscellanies
Moore's Church Cases
Printing: Its Origin, &c.
22
Pycroft's English Reading 17
Rich's Comp. to Latin Dictionary 18
Riddle's Latin Dictionaries 18
Rowton's Debater
.
18
Seaward's Narrativeof his Shipwreckl9
Sir Roger De Coverley 19
Smith's (Rev. Sydney) Works
20
Southey's Common -place Books - 20
"
The Doctor &c.
20
'Souvestre's Attic Philosopher
22
" Confessionsof a Working Man 22
Stephen's Essays .
20
Stow's Training System
21

--.](;

!

Thomson's Laws of Thought
Townsend's State Trials
Willich's Popular Tables

-

24

-

-

-

Yonge's English-Greek Lexicon
'*
I^atin Gradus
-

Zumpfs Latin Grammar

-

21
21
21
24
24

-

-

-

Natural History in general.
Catlows Popular Conchology
Ephemera and Young on the Salmon
Garratt's Marvels of Instinct
Gosse's Natural History of Jamaica
Kemp's Natural History of Creation
Kirby and Spence's Entomology Lee's Elements of Natural History
Maunder's Natural History -

8
8
22
11
11

Blaine's Rural Sports
4
Brande's Science, Literature, and Art 4
Copland's Dictionary of Medicine 6
Cresy's Civil Engineering
S
Gwilfs Architecture
.
8

Johnston's Geographical Dictionary 11
Loudon's Agriculture 12

Rural ArchUecture
Gardening
-

13
12
"
Plants .
13
Trees and Shrubs 12
M'CuUoch's Geographical Dictionary 14
**
DictionaryofCommerce 14
Murray's Encyclo. of Geography - 16
Sharp's British Gazetteer
.
19
Ure's Dictionary of Arts, &c. 23
Webster's Domestic Economy
24
-

"

Religious

& Moral Works.

Amy

Herbert
.
Bloomfipld'sGreekTestament
Calvert's Wife's

Manual

-

.

-

-

Cleve Hall
.
.
Conybeare's Essays
_
_
Conylieare and Howson's St. Paul
Cotton's Instructions in Christianity
Dale's Domestic Liturgy
DeCencf o! Eclipse of Faith Discipline
_
_
Earl's Daughter (The) Eclipse of Vaith
.

jg
4
6

jg
6
6

6

...

Letters to

my Unknown Friends

"
on Happmess Lyra Germanica M.icnaught on In"-' .v.on
JIaguire's

Pome

-

.

-

_

...
-

MaitJand'sf^hurch inCatacombs

Margaret Percival

-

-

-

-

"

"

" 's Man
Monnonism

-

-

Mornin" Clouds

-

,
-

_
.

-

-

.

Ranke's fc'erdinand & Maximilian
Readings for Lent
.
.
"
Confirmation Riddle's Household Prayers Robmson's Lexicon to the Greek
Testament ,Saints our Example
.

Sermon in the Mount
Journey of Life
Smith's (Sydney) Moral Philosophy
"
(G.V.)AssyrianProphecies
"
(G.) Wesleyan Methodism
"
(J.) St. Paul's Shipwreck Southey's Life of Wesley
Stephen's Ecclesiastical Biography
Taylor's Loyola
Sinclair's

"

Wesley
Theologia Germanica

-

-

-

-

-

-

Thumb

Bible (The)
Tomline's Introduction to the J?ii?c
Turner's Sacred History Young's Christ of History
-

"

Mjstery

-

-

-

18

Practical

-

_
-

-

ig

19
19

20
20
19

20
20
20
21
21
5
21
21
23
24
24

and the Drama.

Poei ry
Aik.

I's

Arno
Bailh

Poems

-

's

-

-

(Joanna) Poetical

11
It
19
i9
11
11
5

-

14
14

-

14
19

-

-

-

-

-

.

...
-

.

-

Horsemanship
Richardson's Horsemanship .
Ronalds' Fly-Fisher's Entomology
Stable Talk and Table Talk Stonehenge on the Greyhound
Tliackev's Courser's Guide
The Stud, for Practical Purposes -

Cecil's Stable Practice

.
-

Lyra Germanica

-

-

-

-

Practical

-

Horsemanship

'*

De

Ferguson's Swiss Travels
Flemish Interiors -

-

-

-

Forester's

Rambles

**

.''ardinia

Irish Melodies

Songs and Ballads

Reade's Poetical Works
Shakspeare, by Bowdler
Southey's Poetical Works
"
Pritish Poets Thomson'L- reasons, illustrated

-

"^^ and
'

Hudson

M'Culloch'sO«6f

.el4

Diet;

-

Willich's PopuJi

-

22
24

The Sciences in general
and Mat^i jxnatics.
Sci-tw Propeller

Catechism of Steam- Engine
Boyd's Naval C:' ct's Manual
Brande's Dictio ary of Science, &c.
" Lectures 01 Organic Chemistry
Cresy's Civil Fngineering
DelaBeche's eologyofCornwall,&c.

De

's

la Rive's electricity

-

-

Grove's Correla. of Physical Forces
Herschel' Outlines of Astronomy
Holland
Mental Physiology
HumboiJt's Aspects of Nature
-

"
Cosmos
Hunt n Light
-

-

-

-

-

-

Lar uer's Cabinet Cyclopaedia

-

Mircet's (Mrs.) Conversations

-

4
4
4
6
7
7

8
9
9
10
10
10
12
15
16

Morell's Elements of Psychology ^»loscley'sEngineering& Architecture 16
22

Our Coal -Fields and our Coal-Pits
Owen's Lectureson Comp. Anatomy
Pereira on Polarised Light Peschel's Elements of Pliysics
Phillips's Fossils of Cornwall, &c.

Mineralogy
"
Guide to Geology Portlock's Geology of Londonderry
Powell's Unity of Worlds
Smee's Electro-Metallurgy •'

Steam-Engine(The)

!

f

2:

-

2'

.

-

Wilson's Electric Telegraph

-

-

.
-

in

-

.

Norway

and Corsica

-

...

-

-

-

Hewitt's Art-Student in Munich "
(W.) Victoria Hue's Chinese Empire Hue and Gabet's Tartary & Thibet

Stati:t

ttie

-

Gironi^re's Philippines Gre^orovius's Corsica
Halloran's Japan .
.
Hill's Travels in Siberia
Hinchliffs Travels in the Alps
Hope's Brittany and the Bible
"
Chase in Brittany

Dodd's roc
Greg's Politica
Laing's Nota^-o.

'*

I

II

Medina and Mecca .
Turkey and Greece

-

"

"

|

.

Custine's Russia

-

Selections (illustrated)

Lalla

Political

.

-

**

"
"

1

Eothen

Moore's Poetical Works

Rookh

1

Ij

....

The Dog
The Horse

Carlisle's

Montgomery's Poetical Works

17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
19
4

22

J

.
.

.
-

Aukljo's Ascent of Mont Blanc
Haines's Vaudois of Piedmont
Baker's Wanderings in Ceylon
Barrow's Continental Tour Earth's African Tmvels
Berkeley's Forests of France
Burton's East Africa

Macaulay's Lavs of Ancient Rome
Mac Donald's Within and Without
"
Poems -

]

5

...

" Stud Farm
Hunting-Field (The) .
Miles's Horse-Shoeing **
on the Horse's Foot
Pocket and the Stud
-

Voyages and Travels.

.

Fairy Family (The)
Goldsmith's Poems, illustrated
L. E. L.'s Poetical Works
Linwood's Anthologia Osoniensis-

'

]

Veterinary Medicine, &c.

Works

CaTvert's Wife's Manual
De Vere's May Carols E^tcourt's Music of Creation

-

11
11

-

Hints on Shooting
Pocket and the Stud
-

"

Bourne on

U

Farm

Hawker's Young Sportsman
The Hunting-Field

-

7

10

Stud

Cricket-Field

Y'ouatt's

(Dr.) British Poets

d's

3
4
4

9

"
The

Davy'sFishing Excursions, 2 Series
Ephemera on Angling _
"
's Book of the Salmon -

Richardson's Horsemanship

-

7

Baker's Rifle and Hound in Ceylon
Berkeley's Forests of France
Blaine's Dictionary of Sports
Cecil's Stable Practice -

Stable Talk and Table Talk Stud (The)
.
.
-

7

19

Rural Sports.

Idle's

-

Soul and Body
and his Motives

Neale's Closing Scene

14
14

15
18
15
15
15
22
jg
le
22
19
19
18

-

3

ig

Jameson's Sacred Legends "
Monastic Legends "
Legendsof the Madonna
"
Lectures on Female Em.
ployment
Jeremy Taylor's Works Katharine Ashton
KSnig's Pictorial Life of Luther Laneton Parsonage
-

-

-

-

Hue's Christianity in China 10
Humphreys's Parables Illuminated 10
Ivors

-

-

Arago's Meteorolo ical Essays
'^
Popular A .tronomy -

7

Englishman's Greek Concordance
7
"
Heb.&Chald. Concord. 7
Experience (The) of Life
19
~
Gertrude
.
.
Iq
Harrison's Light of the Forge
8
Hook's Lectureson Passion^Veek
9

Home's Introduction to Scriptures
"
Abridgment of ditto
-

Hymns

7

1-Volume Encyclopgedias
and Dictionaries.

*'

"

Merivale's Christian Records
Milner's Church of Christ
Moore on the Use of the Body

6

14
Turton's Shells oftbeBritishlslands 23
Van der Hoeven's Zoology 23
Von Tschudi's Sketches in the Alps 22
AVaterton's Essays on Natural Hist. 24
Youatt's The Dog 24
'*
The Horse
24

"

Martineau's Christian Life

and

Rambles in Iceland Osborn's Quedah Pfeiffer's Voyage round the World

Miles's

"

Second ditto

-

Scherzer's Central -^.raerica

;

Mont

Kennedy's

.
.
Blanc .
Hughes's Australian Colonies
Humholdt's Aspects of Nature
Hurlbut's Pictures from Cuba
.
Hutchinson's African Exploration
~
Jameson's Canada Jerrmann's St. Petersburg .
Laing's Norway
•'
.
Notes of a Traveller
M'Clure's North-West Passage
MacDousall'sVoyageoftheiJesohi^c
.
Mason's Zulus of Natal

.

-

-

-

Seaward's Narrative
Snow's Tierra del Fuego
Spottiswoode's Eastern Russia

;

;

.

'.

;
'

:
I

'

1

I
I
]

i
]
1

-

1

-

*

-

I

Von Tempsky's Mexico and Gua_
.
temala
Weld's Vacations in Ireland *'
United States and CanadaWerne's African Wanderings
Wilberforce's Brazil &Slave-Trade

;

!
I

'

I

AVorks of Fiction.
Cruikshnnk's Falstaff
Howitt's Tallangetta

...
-

-

1

Macdonald's Villa Verocchio
Melville's Confidence-Man .
Moore s Epicurean
.
Sir Roger De Coverley Sketches (The), Three Tales
Southey's The Doctor *c.

-

1

Trollope's Barchester To^vers

-

"

Warden

-

-

-

.

1

-

1

-

1

.

1

-

5
'

5

—

-

ALPHABETICAL CATALOGUE
of

NEW WORKS

and

NEW EDITIONS

PrSLISHED BY

LO^-GMAN, BEOWN, GEEEN, LONGMANS,

Messrs.

and

EOBEETS,

PATERNOSTER ROW, LONDON.

Miss Acton's Modern Cookery

for Private

Families, reduced to a System of Easy Practice in a Series of carefully -tested Receipts,
in which the Principles of Baron Liebig and
other eminent Writers have been as much as
Newly-repossible appUed and explained.
with 8 Plates,
vised and enlarged Edition
comprising 27 Figures, and 150 Woodcuts.
Fcp. 8to. 7s. 6d.
;

English Bread-Book for Domestic Use, adapted to Families of every
Containing the plainest and most
grade
minute Instructions to the Learner, and
Practical Eeceipts for many varieties of
Bread with Notices of the present System
of Adulteration and its Consequences, and
of the Improved Baking Processes and
Institutions established Abroad. Fcp. Bvo.

Acton's

:

;

price 4s. Gd. cloth.

Aikin.

— Select

Poets, from

Works

of the

British

Ben Jonson

to Beattie.
Critical Prefaces

With

Biographical and
by Dr.
AiKiN. New Edition, with Supplement by
Lucy Aikin consisting of additional Selec
tions fi'om more recent Poets. Bvo. price 18s.
;

Arago (F.)— Biographies of Distinguished
Scientific

Men.

Translated

W. H. Smyth, D.C.L., F.R.S.,

by Admiral
&c.

;

the Rev.

Baden Powell, M.A. andEoBEET Geaht,
;

M.A., F.R.A.S.

8vo. ISs.

Translated and
H. Smyth, D.C.L.,

Arago's Popular Astronomy.

W.

and Robeet Geant,M.A., F.R.A.S.
In Two Volumes. -Yol. I. 8vo. with Plates
and Woodcuts, 21s.

F.R.S.

A New

Edition,

revised and elucidated ; and enlarged by the
addition of many pieces not prmted before
Collected and Edited by Robeet Leslie

Ellis, M.A., Fellow of

Trinity College,
Cambridge; James Spedding, M.A. of
Trinity College, Cambridge ; and DoUGLAS
Denon Heath, Esq., Barrister-at-Law, and
late Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge.
The publication has commenced with the
Division of the Philosophical IForl.s, to be
completed in 5 vols., of which Vols, I. to
III.
8vo., 25rice 18s. each, are now ready.
Vols. IV. and V. are in the press.

m

Joanna Baillie's Dramatic and Poetical
Works Comprising the Plays of the Pas:

Dramas, Metrical Legends, Fugitive Pieces, and Ahalya Baee.
Second Edition, with a Life of Joanna
BaiUie, Portrait, and Vignette.
Square
crown 8vo. 21s. cloth ; or 42s. bound in
sions, Miscellaneous

morocco by Hayday.

—

The Rifle and the Hound in
Ceylon.
By S. W. Bakee, Esq. New
Edition, with 13 Illustrations engraved on
Wood. Fcp. 8vo. 4s. 6d.

Baker.

Baker.

By

— Eight
S.

Years' Wanderings in Ceylon.
Esq. With 6 coloui-ed

W. Bakes,

Plates.

8vo. price 15s.

—

Travels and Discoveries in
Earth.
North and Central Africa Being the Journal of an Expedition undertaken under
:

"With an
Arago's Meteorological Essays.
Introduction by Baeon Humboldt. Translated under the superintendence of Lieut.
Colonel E. Sabine, R.A., Treasm-er and
V.P.R.S. 8vo. 18s.

edited by Admu-al

Lord Bacon's Works.

the auspices of

Her Britannic

Majesty's GrO1855.
By
Heney Baeth, Ph.D., D.C.L., Fellow of the
Royal Geographical and Asiatic Societies,
&c.
Vols. I. to III., with 11 Maps, 100

vernment in the Years 1819

—

Engravings on Wood, and 36 Illustrations
Vols. IV.
in tinted Lithography, price 63s.
and v., completing the work, are in the press,

—

;

Arnold.—Poems.

By Matthew

Third Edition of the

First

Arnold.

Series.

Fcp.

8vo. price 5s. 6d.

Bayldon's Art of Valuing Rents and
Tillages,
and Claims of Tenants upon
Quitting Farms, at both Michaelmas and
Lady-Day as revised by Mr. Donaldson.
;

Seventh Edition, enlarged and adapted to the
With the Principles and
Present Time
Mode of Valuing Land and other Property
for Parochial Assessment and Enfranchisement of Copyholds, under the recent Acts of
:

Arnold.— Poems, By Matthew Arnold. Second
the rest finally
Series, about one-third new
selected from the Volumes of 1849 and 1852,
now withdrawn. Fcp. 8vo. price 5s.
;

Parhament.
By Robeet Bakek, LandAgent and Valuer, 8to. 10s. 6d.
B 2

;

;

NEW WORKS
A Month in

AKD

NEW

EDITIONS

— A Treatise on the Screw Pro-

By

Bourne.

the Hon. Geantley F. Beekelet, Author
of Reminiscences of a Huntsman. 8yo. with

peller:

2 Etehu)gs by John Leech

Edition, thorouglily revised and corrected.
With 20 large Plates and numerous Wood-

the Forests of France.

(1 coloured).

\_Nearhj ready.

cuts.

Black's Practical Treatise on Brev/ing,
based on Chemical and Economical Pi'inciples With Formulae for Public Brewers, and
:

Instructions for Private Families.
New
Edition, with Additions. 8yo. lOs. 6d.

Blaine's Encyclopaedia of Rural Sports
or, a complete Account, Historical, Practical, and Descrii^tive, of Hunting, Shooting,
Fishing, Racing, and other Field Sports and
Athletic Amusements of the present day.
New Edition, revised by Haeet Hieovee,

Ephemera, and Mr. A. Geaham.
upwards of 600 Woodcuts.

With

8vo. SOs.

Chronological and Historical
Tables, from the Creation to the Present
Time With Additions and Corrections from
the most authentic Writers including the
Computatiou of St. Paul, as connecting the
Period from the Exode to the Temple.

Blair's

With

provement.

Suggestions of ImC.E. New

4to. price 38s.

—A

Boyd.

various

By John Bouene,

Manual

for

Naval Cadets.

Published with the sanction and approval
of the Lords Commissioners of the Admi-

By John M'Neill Boyd,

ralty.

R.N. AVith Compass-Signals
and 236 Woodcuts. Fcp. 8vo.

Captain,

in Colours,
lOs. 6d.

Brande.—A Dictionary of Science, Literaand Ai-t
Comprising the History,
Description, and Scientific Principles of
every Branch of Human Knowledge with
the Derivation and Definition of all the
Terms in general use. Edited by W. T.
tm-e,

:

;

Beande, F.R.S.L. and E.;
J.

Cauvin.

rected

;

by De.

assisted

Third Edition, revised and cor-

with numerous Woodcuts. 8vo. BOs.

:

;

Under the revision of Sie Henet Ellis,
K.H. Imperial 8vo. 31s. 6d. half-morocco.

—

Bloomfield.
The Greek Testament,
with copious English Notes, Critical, Philological,
and Explanatory.
Especially
adapted to the use of Theological Students
and Ministers. By the Rev. S. T. BloompiELD, D.D., F.S.A. Ninth Edition, revised.
2 vols. 8vo. with Map, price £2. 8s.

Professor Brande's Lectures on Organic
Chemistry, as applied to Manufactures
including Dyeing, Bleaching, Calico-Printmg, Sugar-Manufacture, the Preservation
of AVood, Tanning, &c. ; delivered before the
Members of the Royal Institution. Arranged
by permission from the Lectm-er's Notes by
J. ScoFFEEN, M.B. Fcp. 8vo. with Woodcuts, price 78. 6d.

Brewer.

— An Atlas of History and Geo-

Commencement of the
ComChristian Era to the Pi-esent Time
prising a Series of Sixteen coloured Maps,
arranged in Clu-onological Order, with Illustrative Memoirs. By the Rev. J. S. Beeweb,
M.A., Professor of English History and
King's College, London.
in
Literature
Second Edition, revised and corrected.
Royal 8vo. 12s. 6d. half-bound.

graphy, from the

:

Dr. Bloomfield's

and

College

School

Edition of tlie Greek Testament : With
brief English Notes, chiefly Philological and
Explanatory, especially formed for use in
Colleges and the Public Schools.
Seventh
Edition, improved ; with Map and Index.
Fcp. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Dr.

Bloomfield's

College

and School

Lexicon to the Greek Testament.
New
Edition, carefidly revised. Fcp. 8vo. price
lOs. 6d. cloth.

Bourne.

— A Treatise on

the Steam-En-

Brodie.

— Psychological

Inquiries, in a

Series of Essays intended to illustrate the

Influence of the Physical Organisation on
the Mental Faculties. By Sir Benjamin 0.
Beodie, Bart. Third Edition. Fcp.8vo. Ss.

—

Mines, Mills,
Steam-Navigation, and Railways.
By the
Artisan Club. Edited by JohnBoitene, C.E.
New Edition with 33 Steel Plates and 349
Wood Engravings. 4to. price 27s.

Bull.
The Maternal Management of
in Health and Disease.
By
Children
T. Bull, M.D., Member of the Royal
College of Physicians formerly PhysicianAccoucheur to the Finsbiu-y Midwifery
Institution.
New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 5s.

Catechism of the Steam-Engine in
Applications to Mines, Mills,
Steam-Navigation, Railways, and Agricul-

Dr. T. Bull's Hints to Mothers on the

in its Application to

gine,

;

;

Bourne's
its

various

tiu'e

:

With

Practical Instructions for the

Manufacture and Management of Engines
of every class. Fourth Edition, enlarged ;
with 89 Woodcuts. Fcp. 8vo. Gs.

ment of

Manage-

their Health during the Period of

Pregnancy and in the Lying-in Room With
an Exposure of Popular Errors in connexion
with those subjects, &c. ; and Hints upon
:

Nursing.

New

Edition.

Fcp. 8vo.

5s.

;; ;;

;;

LONGMAN, BEOWN,

PUBLISHED BX

Buckingham.— Autobiography

James

and CO.

Silk Buckingham : Including his Voyages,
Travels,
Adventures, Speculations, Successes and Failures, frankly and faitlifully

Burton.— First Footsteps in East Africa
or, an Exploration of Harar.
By Eichard
F. Bueton, Captain, Bombay Army. With
Maps aud coloured Plates. Svo. 18s.

narrated
with Characteristic Sketches of
Public Men. Vols. 1. and II. post 8vo. 21s.

Burton.

of

;

— Christianity

Bunsen.

and Mankind,
Prospects.
By

Beginnings
and
Christian Chaeies Josias Bunsen, D.D.,
D.Ph.
D.C.L.,
Being a New Edition, corrected, remodelled, and extended, of Hippolyius and his Age. 7 vols. 8vo. £5. 5s.
their

*** This Second Edition of the Eippo?i/tiis is composod
of three distinct worlis, wliicli may be liad separately, as
follo'n'S

:—

2.

Hippolytus and his Ape; or, the Begiuninss ar.d
Prospects of Christianity. 3 vols. 8vo. price £1 Ids.
Outline of the Philosophy of Universal Histoiy ppplied to Language and Religion: Containing an Aecomit of the Alphabetical Conferences. 2 vols. Svo.

3.

Analeota Ante-Nica?na.

1.

.

price

Bunsen.

,61. 13s.

3 vols. Svo. i-rico i2. 2s.

— Ljra Germanica:

Hymns

the Sundays and chief Festivals of
Translated from
Christian
Year.

German

by

Catheeine

for
the
the

Winkwobth.

Third Edition.

Fcp. Svo. Ss.
German Hymnp has been made from
a coUection published in Germany by the Chevalier liUNSEX
*** This selection of

and forms a companion volume

Germanica: "Which setleth forth
lineaments of Divine G'tuth, and

Theologia

many

to

fair

saith very lofty and lovely things toucliing
Transhited oy Susanna
a Perfect Life.

Winkvtoeth. With a Preface by the Eev.
Chaeles KiNfiSLES- and a Litter by ChevaFcp. 8vo. 53.
lier Bunsen. Third Edition.
;

Bunsen.

— Egypt's

Place in Universal

An Historical Investigation, in
History
Five Books. By C. C. J. Bunsen, D.D.,
Translated from the GerD.C.L., D.Ph.
man by C. H. CoTTEELL, Esq., M.A.
:

With many Illustrations.

H.)— The History

(J.

of Scotland

Last Jacobite Insurrection (1689-1748).
John Hill Bueton. 2 vols. Svo. 263,

By

Bishop S. Butler's General Atlas of
Modern and Ancient Geograpliy comiDriswith
ing Fifty- two full-coloured Maps
;

;

New

Edition, nearly all
re-engraved, enlarged, and greatly improved.
Edited by the Author's Son. Boyal 4to.
24s. half-bound.
of tS full-coloured Maps.
Koyal Svo. price r2s.
;
< -jj^g Ancient Atlas of 2t full-coloured Maps.
lioyal Svo. price 12s.
(
(

„
i
Separately
,

The Modern Atlas

Sketch of Modern aud
New Edition, thoGeography.
roughly revised, with such Alterations intro-

Eiiviiop

S.

price 24s.

The Cabinet Lav/yer

A Popular Digest

:

of the Laws of England, CivU aud Criminal
with a Dictionai-y of Law Tenns, Maxims,
Statutes, and Judicial Antiquities ; Correct
Tables of Assessed Taxes, Stamp Duties,
Excise Licenses, and Post-Horse Duties;
Post-Office Eegidations ; and Prison Discipline.
17th Edition, comprising the Publio
Acts of theSession 1857. Fcp. Svo. 10s. 6d.

The Cabinet

Gazetteer

:

A

Popular

Expo-

World

sition of All the Countries of the

Government, Population, Ecvenues,
Commerce, and Industries
Agricultiiral,
Manufactured, and Mineral Products Eeligion. Laws, Manners, and Social State
With brief Notices of their History and Antiquities.
By the Author of I'/ie Cabinet
their

;

;

Lawyer.

bound
"

Fcp. Svo. 10s. 6d. cloth

;

or 13s.

in calf.

The author has neglected

that

it

contains there

is

a

no modern sources of inl'urniation, and all his sliort, succinct, and neat descriptions

\ast amount of geographical
and topographical intbrma-

of the different places are
quite conformable to present
Sarawak, for
knov.ledge.
example, in Borneo, is not
omitted, and of San Francisco there isquite a detailed
The work is
description.
compiled with considerable
care, and in the 912 pages

J

condensed.
Cabinet
Gazetteer,
not
intended to
supersede more elaborate
works, will, to some extent,
have that effect but it will
be sure to find a large and
tion

pleasantly

he

though

;

permanent circulation of
own,"

its

ECO!<"OMIST.

Calendar of English State Papers, Domestic Series, of tiie Ecigns of Edward VI.,

from the Revolution to the Extinction of the

complete Indices.

;

Vol. I. Svo. 28s.

Vol. II. 8vo. 30s.

Burton

—

Personal Narrative of a Pilgrimage to El Medinah and Meccah. By
Eichaed F. Bueton, Captain, Bombay
Army. Seci.nd JCdi / ion,reyiscd with coloured
Plates and Woodcuts.
2 vols, crown Svo.

Butler's

/T'cient

diH'cd as continually progressive Discoveries
aud the latest Information have rendered
Post Svo. price 7s. 6d.
necessary.

—

Mary, Elizabeth, 1547 1580, preserved in
the "state Paper Department of Her MaEdited by
jesty's Pubhc Eecord Office.
EoEEET Lemon, Esq., F.S.A., under the
direction of the Master of the Eolls, and
sanction of Her Majesty's Secretary of State for the Home Department.
Imperial Svo. 15s.

with the

Calendar of English State Papers, Domestic Series, of the Eeign of James I.,
1(303_1610 (comprising the Papers relating
to the Gunpowder Plot), preserved in the
State Paper Department of H.M. Public

Eecord

Office.

Edited by

Maet Anne

of The Lives of the
Princesses of England, &€., under the direction of the Master of the Eolls, and with
the sanction of H.M. Secretary of State for
the Home Department. Imperial Svo. 15s.

Eveeett Geeen, Author
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NEW WOEKS

—

AND

NEW

EDITIONS

or,

Conybeare and Hov«rson.— The Life and

Prayers, Thoughts, and Songs on Several
Occasions of a Matron's Life. By the Eev.
W. Cala'ERT, M.A. Ornamented from Designs by the Author in the style of Queen
Second Edition.
Elizabeth's Prayer-Book.

Epistles of Saint Paul
Comprising a complete Biography of the Apostle, and a
Translation of his Epistles inserted in
Chronological Order. By the Rev. W. J.
Conybeaee, M.A.
and the Rev. J. S.
HowsoN, M.A. Second Edition, revised and
corrected ; with several Maps and Woodcuts, and 4 Plates.
2 toIs. square crown
8vo. 31s. 6d. cloth.
*** The Original Edition, witli more nivmerous Illustra-

Calvert.

Crown

The

Wife's

Manual

;

8vo. 10s. 6d.

A

Carlisle (Lord).— Diary in Turkish and
Greek Waters. By the Right Hon. the
Eael of Carlisle. Fifth Edition. Post 8yo.

:

;

tions, in 2 vols. 4to. price ISs.— may also be had.

price 10s. Gd.

Conybears.—Essays, Ecclesiastical and Social
Reprinted,
with Additions, from
the
Edinburgh Review.
By the Rev. W. J.
Conybeaee, M.A., late Fellow of Trinity
College, Cambridge.
8vo, 12s.
:

Catlow.— Popular Conchology;
Shell

Cabinet

or,

the

arranged according to the

Modern System

:

With

a detailed

Account

of tlie Animals, and a complete Descriptive
List of the Families and Genera of Recent
By Agnls Catlow.
and Fossil Shells.
Second Edition, much improved ; with 405
Woodcut Illustrations. Post 8vo. price 14s.

Cecil.

— The

Stud Farm;

or,

Hints on

Breeding Horses for the Turf, the Chase, and
the Road. Addressed to Breeders of RaceHorses and Himters, Landed Proprietors,
and especially to Tenant Farmers.
By
Cecil. Fcp. 8vo. with Frontispiece, 5s.
Cecil's Stable Practice

;

or,

Hints on Training

the Chase, and the Road
with Observations on Racing and Hunt-

for the Turf,

Wasting, Race-Riding, and Handicapping Addressed to Owners of Racers,
Hunters, and other Horses, and to all who
are concerned in Racing, Steeple- Chasing,
and FoxHunting. Fcp. 8vo. with Plate,
ing,

Dr. Copland's Dictionary of Practical
Medicine
Comprising General Pathology,
the Nature and Treatment of Diseases,
Morbid Structures, and the Disorders es:

pecially incidental to Climates, to Sex, and
to the different Epochs of Life with nume;

rous approved Formulae of the Medicines
recomaneuded. Vols. I. and II. 8vo. price
£3 and Parts X. to XVIII. 43. 6d. each.
;

*«*

Part XIX., comi:)leting the work,

Cotton.— Instructions

is

nearly ready.

in the Doctrine

and Practice

of Christianity.
Intended
chiefly as an Introduction to Confirmation.
Sy G. E, L. Cotton, M.A. 18mo. 2s. 6d.

:

price 5s. half-bound.

—

History of Gustavus Adolphus,and of the Tliirty Years' War up to the
King's Death AVith some Account of its
Conclusion by the Peace of Westphalia, in
1648. By B. Chapman, M.A., Vicar of

Chapman.

:

Letherhead.

8vo. with Plans, 12s. 6d.

Chevreul On the Harmony and Contrast
of Colours, and their Applications to the
Arts Including Painting, Interior Decoration, Tapestries, Carpets, Mosaics, Coloured
Glazing, Paper- Staining, Calico-Prhiting,
Letterpress-Printing, Map-Colouring,Dre8s,
Landscape and Flower-Gardening, &c. &c.
Translated by Chaeles Maetel. Second
Crown 8vo.
Edition ; with 4 Plates.
price 10s. 6d.
:

Cresy's

Encyclopaedia

and Miners Including the Services of the
Corps in the Crimea and at the Siege of
Sebastopol. By T. W. J. Connolly, Quartermaster of the Royal Engineers. Second
with 17 coEdition, revised and enlarged
loured plates. 2 vols. 8vo. price SOs.
:

;

Civil

Engi-

Supplcment,comprisingMetropolitan WaterSupply, Drainage of Towns, Railways,
Cubical Proportion, Brick and Iron Construction, Iron Screw Piles, Tubular Bridges,
The Supplement
&c. Svo. 63s. cloth.

—

separately, price 10s. 6d. cloth.

The

Cricket-Field

History of the

or,

;

Game

the Science and

of Cricket.

By

the

Author of

Principles of Scientific Batting.
Second Edition, greatly improved ; with
Plates and Woodcuts. Fcp. Svo. price 5s.

Crosse.'— Memorials, Scientific and Literary, of

Andrew

Crosse, the Electrician.
Post Svo. 9s. 6d.

Edited by Mrs. Ceosse.

Cruikshank.

Connolly.— History of the Royal Sappers

of

neering, Historical, Theoretical, and Pi-actical.
Illustrated by upwards of 3,000
Woodcuts.
Second Edition, revised and
brought down to the Present Time in a

— The

Falstaff, illustrated

Life of Sir John
by George Cruikshank.

a Biography of the Knight, from* authentic sources, by Robeet B. Brotjgh,
Esq. Royal Svo. In course of pubhcation

With

—

monthly, and to be completed in 10 Numbers, each containing 2 Plates, price Is.
The first 6 Numbers are now ready.

;

PUBLISHED BY

Lady

Gust's Invalid's Book.

valid's

LONaMAN, BROWN,

— The

In-

Own Book A
:

Collection of Recipes
and various Countries.

from various Books
By the Honourable Ladt Cfst.
Fcp. 8vo. price 23. 6d.
Edition.

Second

The Eclipse

AND CO.

of Faith

;

or,

a Visit to a

Religious Sceptic. WiEdition. Fcp. 8vo. 5s.

The Eclipse of Faith, by its
Being a Rejoinder to Professor
Newman's Heply Including a full Examination of that Writer's Criticism on the
Character of Christ and a Chapter on the
Aspects and Pretensions of Modern Deism.
Second Edition, revised. Post 8vo. 53. 6d.

Defence of

Author

:

-.

Dale.— The Domestic Liturgy and Family
Paet I. Church
Chaplain, in Two Parts
:

Domestic Ube, with

Services adapted for

Day of the Week, selected
from the Book of Common Prayer Part
II. an appropriate Sermon for Eveiy Sunday
By the Rev. Thomas Dale,
in the Year.
M.A., Canon Residentiary of St. Paul's.
Second Edition. Post 4to. 21s. cloth
Prayers for Every

;

;

31s. 6d. calf
c

Separately

Davy

;

or £2. 10s. morocco.

The Family

Chaplaiit,

12s.

\ j^j, domestic Liturgy,

(Dr.

J.)

— The

10s. GJ.

Angler and his

Piscatory Colloquies and FishBy John Davy, M.D.,
ing Excursions.
E.R.S., &c. Fcp. 8vo. price 6s.

Friend

;

or.

The Angler in the Lake District Or, Piscatory
Colloquies and Fishing Excursions in WestBy John
moreland and Cumberland.
Daty, M.D., F.R.S. Fop. 8vo. 6s. 6d,

The Englishman's Greek Concordance of
the New Testament Being an Attempt at a
:

^Verbal Connexion between

the Greek and
the English Texts ; including a Concordance
to the Proper Names, with Indexes, GreekEnglish and English-Greek. New Edition,
with a new Index. Royal 8vo. price 423.

The Englishman's Hebrew and Chaldee Concordance of the Old Testament Being an
Attempt at a Verbal Connexion between
the Original and the English Translations ;
with Indexes, a List of the Proper Names
2 vols, royal
and theu' Occurrences, &c.
:

:

Delabeche.— Report on the Geology of
Cornwall, Devon, and AVest Somerset. By
Sir H. T. Delabeche, F.R.S. With Maps,
8vo. price 14s.
Plates, and Woodcuts.

DelaEive.— A Treatise on Electricity
in Theory and Practice. By A. De la Rive,
Professor in the Academy of Geneva. Translated for the Author by C. V. Walker,
F.R.S. In Three Volumes; with numerous
Woodcuts. Vol. I. 8vo. price 18s. ; Vol. II.
price 28s. Vol. III. is in the press.

—

Carols. By Aubrey de
Veee, Author of The Search after Prosjierine,
Fcp. 8vo. 5s.
&e.

De Vere.— May

8vo. £3. 13s. 6d.

Ephemera's

large paper, £4. 143, 6d.

;

Handbook

of

Angling;

teaching Fly-Fishiug, Trolling, BottomFishing, Salmon-Fishing With the Natiu-al
History of River-Fish, and the best Modes
of Catching them. Thu-d Edition, corrected
and improved J with Woodcuts. Fcp. 8vo. 5s.
:

—The Book of the Salmon: Comprising the Theory, Principles, and Pi-acLists of
tice of Fly-Fishing for Salmon
good Salmon FUes for every good River in
the Empire ; the Natural History of the
Salmon, its Habits described, and the best

Ephemera.

;

way

of artificially

mera

assisted

;

it.
By EpheANDREW YouNG. Fcp.

Breedmg

by

Svo. with coloured Plates, price 14s.

Fairbairn.—Useful Information for Engineers Being a Series of Lectures delivered
to the Working Engineers of Yorkshire and
:

Discipline.

By

the Author of " Letters

to my Unknown
Edition, enlarged.

Friends," &c.

18mo. price

Second

23. 6d.

Lancashire. With Appendices, containing
the Results of Experimental Inquiries into
tlie Strength of Materials, the Causes of
Boiler

Dodd.— The Food

of

London

:"

A

Sketch

of the chief Varieties, Sources of Supply,
probable Quantities, Modes of Arrival, Processes of Manufacture, suspected Adulteration, and Machinery of Distribution of the
Food for a Community of Two Millions and
By George Dodd, Author of
a Half.
British Manufactures, &c. Post 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Estcourt.— Music the Voice of Harmony
Selected and arranged
Creation.
Mary Jane Estcourt. Fcp. 8vo. 7s. 6d.
in

by

Explosions,

&c.

By WiLLlAM

Fairbairn, P.R.S., F.G.S. Second Edition ;
with numerous Plates and Woodcuts. Crown
Svo. price lOs. 6d.

The Fairy Family: A

Series of Ballads

and Metrical Tales illustrating the Fau-y
Mythology of Europe. With Frontispiece
and Pictorial Title. Crown 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Flemish Interiors.

A

By

the Writer of

behind the Grilles of Belif/ious
Houses in France. Fcp. Svo. 7s. 6d.
Glance
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NEW WORKS

AND

Forester.— Travels in the Islands of Corand Sardinia.
Author of Rambles
sica

By TnoiiAS Forester,
in Ncrwa!/. With nume-

rous coloured Illustrations and Woodcuts,
from Sketches made during the Tour by
Lieutenant- Colonel M. A. Biddulph, R.A.
\_Iii the press.
Imperial Sto.

Garratt.—Marvels and Mysteries of InBy
or, Curiosities of Animal Life.
stinct

NEW

EDITIONS

Gwilt's Encyclopaedia of Architecture,
Historical, Theoretical,

Joseph Gwilt.

Wood

CIaruatt. Second Edition, revised
with a Frontispiece. Fcp.

and improved

By

Practical.

1,000

Engravings, from Designs by J. S.
Thii'd Edition.
8vo. 42s.

Gwilt.

Halloran.—Eight Months' Journal kept
on board one of H.M. Sloops of War, during
Visits to Loochoo, Japan,

Alfred

L.

;

George

and

With more than

By

and Pootoo.

Halloran, Master, R.N. With

Etchings and Woodcuts.

Post 8vo.

7s. 6d.

;

Hare (Archdeacon).— The Life of Luther,

8vo. 4s. 6d.

By

in Forty-eight Historical Engravings.

Gilbart.— A Practical Treatise on Bailing. By James William Gilbart, F.E.S.,
General Manager of tlie London and WestBank.
and enlarged. 2

vols.

— Logic

for

minster

Sixth

GusTAV XoNia. With Explanations by
Archdeacon Hare and Susanna WinkWOETH. Fcp. 4to. price 28s.

revised

Edition,

12mo. Portrait, IGs,

Harford.— Life of Michael Angelo Buonarroti
With Translations of many of his
Poems and Letters also Memoirs of Savo:

Gilbart.

the

Million:

A

Familiar Exposition of the Art of Eeasoning.
By J. W. Gilbart, F.R.S. 5th Edition
with Portrait of the Author. 12mo. 3s. 6d.
;

Poetical Works of Oliver Goldsmith.
Edited by Bolton Cornet, Esq. Illustrated
by Wood Engravings, from Designs by
Square
Members of the Etching Club.
crown 8vo. cloth, 2l3. ; morocco, £1. I63,

The

John S. Haeeobd, Esq.,
Member of the Academy

D.C.L., F.R.S.,
of Painting of
St. Luke, at Rome, and of the Roman Archffiological
Society.
With Portrait and
Plates.
2 vols. 8vo. 25s.

Illustrations, Ai-cMtectural

and

Pictorial, of

the Genius of Michael Angelo Buonarroti.
With Descriptions of the Plates, by the

R.A.

Esq.,

;

;

C. R.

Cockerell,

J. S. Harford, Esq.,
Folio, 733. 6d. haif-bound.

and

D.C.L., F.R.S.

Harrison.— The Light of the Forge

Green.— Lives of the Princesses of England.
By Mrs. Mary Anne Everett
Green, Editor of the
Illiislrious

Complete in 6

traits.

Letters of Itoi/al

—

V7. R.

;

or,

Counsels drawn from the Sick-Bed oi E. M.
By the Rev. W. Harrison, M.A., Domestic
Chaplain to H.R.H. the Duchess of CamFcp. 8vo. price 5s.
bridge.

vols, post 8vo. price

Any Volume
10s. 6d. each.
separate!!/ to complete sets.
Mr,

and

With numerous Por-

Ladies.

By

and Vittoria Colonna.

Commendatore Canina

—A

Naturalist's Sojourn in
Jamaica.
By P. II. Gossb, Esq. With
Post 8vo. price 14s.
Plates.

Gosse.

;

narola, Raphael,

may

be had

Harry Hieover.— Stable Talk and Table
Talk or, Spectacles for Young Sportsmen.
By Harry Hieovee. New Edition, 2 vols.
;

Greg's Essays on Political

Social Science, contributed chiefly to the
Edinburgh Review. 2 vols. 8vo. price 24s.

Svo. with Portrait, price 24s.

and

—

Selections from the Correspondence of B. E. II. Gretson, Esq.
Edited by the Author of The Eclipse of
2 vols. fcp. 8vo. price 12s.
Failh.

Greyson.

Grove.

— The

half-bound.

Harry

Hieover.

—

Horsemanship.
Second Edition with

Practical

By Harry Hieover.
Fcp. 8vo.

;

5s.

half-bound.

Correlation of Physical

Gurney.— St. Louis and Henri IV. Being
:

Second

5s.

2 Plates.

Forces. By W. R. Geote. Q.C, M.A.,
Third Edition. 8vo. price 7s.
F.E.S., &c.

a

Harry Hieover.- The Hunting-Field. By Harry
Fcp. Svo.
Hieover. With Two Plates.

Series

of

Historical

Sketches.

the Rev. John 11. Gurnet, M.A., Rector
of St. Mary's, Marylebone. Fcp. 8vo. 6s.

By

Evening Recreations or, Samples from the
Lecture-Room. Edited by the Rev. J. H.
GuENEY, M.A. Crown 8vo. 5^.
;

Harry Hieover.— The Pocket and the Stud; or,
Practical Hints on the Management of the
Stable.
By Harry Hieover. Second
with Portrait of the Author. Fcp.
;
Svo. price 5s. half-bound.

Edition

Harry Hieover.— The Stud, for Practical Purposes and Practical Men: Being a Guide
to the Choice of a Horse for use more than
By Harry Hieover. With 2
for show.
Plates.

Fcp, Svo. price

5s.

half-bound.

;

PUBLISHED BY

Hassall. —Adulterations

LONGMAN, BROWN,

Detected

or,

;

the Discovery of
Frauds in Food and Medicine. By Arthuk
Hill Hassall, M.D. Lond., Analyst of 17/1?
Lancet Sanitary Commission, and Autlior of
the Reports of that Commission published
under the title of Tood and its Adulterations
(which may also be had, in Svo. price 28s.)

Plain

Instructions

for

With 225 Illustrations, engraved on Wood.
Crown Svo. 17s. 6d.
Hassall.— A History of the British Fresh
Water Algre Including Descriptions of the

Holland.
tions.

axd CO.

—Medical Notes and ReflecBy Silt Henry Holland, Bart.,

M.D., F.R.S., &c.. Physician in Ordinary
to the Queen and Prince Albert.
Third
Edition.
Svo. 18s.
Holland.— Chapters on Mental Physiology. By
Sir Henry Holland, Bart., F.R.S. &c.
Founded chiefly on Chapters contained in
the First and Second Editions of Medical
Notes and Rejleel ions by the same Author.
,

Svo. price 10s. Gd.

:

Desmideffi and Diatomacefe. With upwards
of One Hundred Plates of Figures, illusBy
trating the various Species.
Hill Hassall, M.D., Author of 31icro2
scojvc Anatomy < f the Unman Bod;/, &c.
vols. Svo. with 103 Plates, price £l. 15s.

AETHm

Col.

Hawker's Instructions to Youngall that relates to Guns and

Sportsmen in

Shooting. 10th Edition, revised and brought
down to the Present Time, by the Author's
Son, Major P. W. L. Hawker. With a
Portrait of the Author, and numerous
Plates and Woodcuts. Svo. 21s.

Haydn's Book of Dignities
EoUs of the

Official

:

Containing

Personages of the British

Empire, Civil, Ecclesiastical, Judicial, Military, Naval, and Municipal, from the Earliest
Together
Periods to the Present Time.
with the Sovereigns of Europe, from the
the
Foundation of their respective States
Peerage and Nobility of Great Britain &c.
Being a New Edition, improved and continued, of Beatson's Political Index. Svo.
;

;

25s. half-bound.

Sir

John Herschel.—Essays from the

Edinliirgh and Quarter Jij Revifivs, with AdBy Slit John
dresses and other Pieces.
F. W. Heeschel, Bart., K.H., M.A. Svo.
price 18s.

of Our Lord's
Course of Lectures on the
principal Events of Passion Week.
By
the Rev. W. F. Hook, D.D. New Edition.
Fcp. Svo. price 6s.
Ministry

:

A

Hooker.— Kew Gardens;

or, a Popular
Guide to the Royal Botanic Gardens of
Kew. By Sib William Jackson Hooker,

K.H.,

New

&c.. Director.

many Woodcuts.

16mo.

Edition;

with

price Sixpence.

— Museum of Economic Botany or, a
Popular Guide to the Useful and Remarkable- Vegetable Products of the Museum
in the Royal Gardens of Kew. By SiE W. J.
With 29
Hookee," K.H., &c.. Director.
Woodcuts. IGmo. price Is.

Hooker.

;

Hooker and Arnott.— The British Flora
comprising the Phcenogamous or Flowering
Seventh Edition,
Plants, and the Ferns.
and nuwith Additions and Corrections
merous Figures illustrative of the Umbelliferous Plants, the Composite Plants, the
By Sir W. J.
Grasses, and the Ferns.
Hooker, F.R.A. and L.S., &c. and G. A.
Walker-Ahnott, LL.D., F.L.S.
12mo.
with 12 Plates, price 14s. with the Plates
;

;

;

coloured, price 21s.

Home's Introduction

John Herschel.— Outlines of Astronomy. By Sin John F. W. Heeschel,
New Edition; with
Bart., K.H., M.A.

Sir

Plates and Woodcuts.

Hook.— The Last Days

Svo. price 18s.

to the Critical
Study and Knowledge of the Holy Scriptures.

Tenth Edition,

revised,

con-ected,

and brought down to the present time.
Edited by the Rev. T. Haetwell Hoene,
the Rev. Samuel
B.D. (the Author)
Davidson, D.D. of tlie University of Halle,
and LL.D. and S. Pbideadx Teegelles,
LL.D. With 4 Maps and 22 Vignettes and
Facsimiles.
4 vols. Svo. £3. 13s. Gd.
;

Hill.— Travels in Siberia, By S. S. Hill,
Esq., Author of Travels on the Shores of
With a large Map of European
the Baltic.
and Asiatic Russia. 2 vols, post Svo. 243.
Hinchliff.— Summer Months among the
With the Ascent of Monte Rosa.
Alps
By Thomas W. Hinchliff, of Lincoln's
With 4 tinted
Inn, Barrister-at-Law.
Views and .3 Maps. Post Svo. price 10s. Gd.
:

Hints on Etiquette and the Usages of
Society: With a Glance at Bad Habits.

New
Lady

Edition, revised (with Additions) by a
of Rank. Fcp.Svo. price Half-a-Crown.

;

*,* The Four
follows :—

Vol. I.— a

Volumes may

be bad separately as

.also

Summary of the Evidence for the Genuineness,

Authenlicitv, Uiicori-upted Preservation, and 1 nspiratlon of
the Holy Scriptures. By the Rev. T. H. Home, B.D. .Svo.los.
Vol. II.— Tlie Text ofthe Old TestomeHf considered Willi
a Treatise on Sacred Interpretation and a brief Introduction to the Old Testament Books and the Apoeri/pha. By S.
:

;

8vo. 25s.
Davidson, D.D. (Halle) and LL.D
Vol. III.— a Summ.arv of Biblical Geography and AntiSvo. ISs.
quities. By the Rev. T. H. Home, B.D
^'oL. IV.— All Introduction to tlie Textual Criticism of the
Neio Testament. By the Kev. T. H. Home, B.D. The
Critical Part re-written, and the rcm.iinder revised and
8vo. 18s.
edited by S. P. Tregelles, LL.D
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NEW WORKS

10

—A

Home.

Compendious Introduction
By the Eev.

Study of the Bible.
T. Hartwell Hoene, B.D.
with Maps and Illustrations,
to

AND

tlie

New

EDITIONS

Hudson's Plain Directions for Making
Wnis in conformity with the Law With a
:

93.

Hoskyns,— Talpa or, the Chronicles of
An Agricultiu-al Fragment.
a Clay Farm
By Chandos Ween Hoskyns, Esq. Fovu-th
;

relating to the
distribution of Personal Estate in the case
of Intestacy, two Forms of Wills, and much
useful information. New and enlarged Edi-

tion

including the Provisions of the Wills
Fcp. Svo. 2s. 6d.

;

:

With 24 Woodcuts from the
GeoEGE CeuiKSHANK.

Edition.

original Designs by
16mo. price 5s. 6d.

How to

Help

to the

Intended

:

Nurses in the
but containing
who have the

Hospital for Sick Children
Directions of service to all
charge of the Yoimg. Fcp. 8vo.
;

Howitt

M.)

(A.

— An

Is. 6d.

Art-Student

in
2

By Anna Maey Howitt.

Munich.

vols, post 8vo. price 14s.

Howitt.— Tallangetta,

Howitt.

the

— Land,

Labour,

Two

Squatter's

and

Gold;

Years in Yictoria With Yisit to
Sydney and Yan Diemeu's Land.
By
William Howitt. 2 vols, post Svo. 2l3.
or,

:

Howitt.— Visits to Remarkable Places
Old

Halls, Battle-Fields,

and Scenes

tive of Striking Passages in

the Statutes
enacted, and the Judicial Decisions pronounced since the last Edition incorporated,
comprising the Probate and Administi-ation
Acts for England and Ireland, passed in the
first Session of the New Parliament.
Fcp.
Svo.
\Just ready,

Hudson and Kennedy.—Where there 's
a Will there 's a Way An Ascent of Monfc
Blanc by a New Eoute and Without Guides.
By the Rev. C. Hudson, M.A., St. John's
Cambridge ; and E. S. Kennedy,
B.A., Caius College, Cambridge.
Second
Edition, with Two Ascents of Monte Rosa ; a
Plate, and a coloured Map. Post Svo. 5s. 6d.
College,

English History

— The

Eural Life of England,

New

Edition,

By
cor-

and revised ; with Woodcuts by
Bewick and WUliams. Medium Svo. 21s.
rected

Hue-

Christianity in China, Tartary,
and Thibet. By M. I'Abbe Hue, formerly
Missionary Apostolic in China Author of
;

The Chinese Empire, &o.

:

:

Humboldt's Aspects of Nature. Translated,
with the Author's authority, by Mes. Sabine.
16mo. price 6s. or in 2 vols. 3s. 6d. each,
:

cloth

;

2s. 6d. each,

Humphreys.

2

vols. Svo, 21s.

Hue and

Chinese Empire:

A

and

Thibet.

of

Our Lord,

Noel Humpheets.

Square fcp. Svo. 21s.

in massive carved covers

or 30s.

;

bound

in

Hunt.

— Researches

on Light in its
Relations ;
embracing a Consideration of all the Photographic Processes,
By RoBEET Hunt, F.R.S. Second Edition,
with Plate and Woodcuts. Svo. 10s. 6d.
Chemical

Hutton.— A Hundred Years Ago; An
Histoi-ical Sketch, 1755 to 1756. By James
Post Svo.

Sequel

Gabet's Journey through Tartary
By the Abbe Hue, formerly
Missionary Apostolic in China.
Second
Edition ; with Map. 2 vols. Svo. 24s.
to

— Parables

illuminated and ornamented in the style of
the Missals of the Renaissance by Heney

Hutton.

Hue— The

sewed.

morocco by Hayday.

6s.

William Howitt.

Translated, with

the Author's authority, by Mes. Sabine.
Vols. I. and II. 16mo. Half-a-Crown each,
sewed ; 3s. 6d. each, cloth or in post Svo.
12s. each, cloth.
Yol. III. post Svo.
12s. 6d. cloth
or in 16mo. Part I. 2s. 6d.
sewed, 3s. 6d, cloth ; and Part II. 3s. sewed,
4s. cloth.

;

Fcp. Svo. price

Humboldt's Cosmos.

:

William Hewitt's Boy's Country Book: Being
the Heal Life of a Country Boy, written
by himself; exliibiting all the Amusements,
Pleasures, and Pursuits of Children in the
Comitry.
New Edition with 40 Wood-

Howitt.

New and

with

;

illustra-

and Poetry. By William Howitt. With
about 80 Wood Engravings. Neto Edition.
2 vols, square crown Svo. price 25s.

cuts.

Edition

A

Story of Australian Life. By
William Howitt, Author of Two Years in
Victoria, &c,
2 vols, post 8vo. price IBs.
:

Hudson's Executor's Guide.

:

Howitt.— The Children's Year. By Mary
Howitt. With Four Illustrations, from
Designs by A. M. Howitt. Square 16mo. 5s

Home

Act Amendment Act.

improved

Nurse Sick Children

especially as a

Law

clear Exposition of the

Edition,

12mo.

NEW

Idle.— Hints on Shooting, Fishing, &c.,
both on Sea and Land, and in the FreshWater Lochs of Scotland Being the Expe:

riences of C. Idle, Esq.

Fcp. 8v0j 5s.

'.

::

prBMSHED BY LONGMAN,

and Martyrs, as represented, in Christian
Art Foi'ming the First Series of Sacred and
Third Edition, revised and
Legfndari/ Art.
improved with 17 Etchings and upwards
of 180 Woodcuts, many of which are new
2 vols, sqiiare crown 8vo.
in this Edition.
:

;

31s. 6d.

Legends

the Monastic
Christian Art.
Forming tlie Second Series of Sacred and
Second Edition, enlarged
Legendary Art.
with 11 Etchings by tlie Autlior, and 88
Woodcuts. Square crown Svo, price 28s.

Jameson's

Orders,

of

Jameson's

Legends

of

the

as represented in Clu-istian Art
the Tlm-d Series of Sacred and

:

Madonna,
Forming
Legendary

Second Edition, revised and improved
with numerous Etchings from Drawings by
the Author, and upwards of 150 Woodcuts.
{Nearly ready.
Square crown Svo.
Art.

:

Mrs. Jameson's Commonplace-Book of
Thoughts, Memories, and Fancies, Original
and Selected. Part I. Ethics and Character
Part II. Literature and Art. Second Edit.
revised *ad corrected with Etchings and
;

;

Crown

Woodcuts.

Two
Women.

Mrs. Jameson's

ment

of

11

of Geography,

Descriptive, Physical, Statistical, and Historical: Forming a complete General Gazetteer
of the World.
By A. Keith Johnston,
F.R.S.E., F.R.G.S., F.G.S., Geographer at
Edinburgh in Ordinary to Her Majesty.
Second Edition, thoroughly revised. In 1
vol. of 1,360 pages, comprising about 50,000
Names of Places. Svo. 36s. cloth ; or halfbound in russia, 41s.

as represented in

;

Mrs.

xsd CO.

Johnston.— A Dictionary

Mrs. Jameson's Legends of the Saints

Mrs.

BROWN,

Svo. 18s.

Lectures on the Employ-

1.

SisTEES of Charitt, CathoUc and Protestant,
Abroad and at Kome. Second Edition, with new-

2.

The CoMMUNiou- of Labotjr

Preface.

Fcp. Svo.

4s.

the Social Employments

:

A Second

ofWomen.

Lecture on
Fep. Svo. 3s.

Jaquemet's Compendium of Chronology
Containing the most important Dates of
General History, Political, Ecclesiastical,
and Literary, from the Creation of the
World to the end of the Year 1854. Edited
Second
by the Eev. J. Alcoen, M.A.
Post Svo. price 7s. 6d.
Edition.
Jeffrey's Contributions to The
Edinburgh Eeview. A New Edition, complete in One Volume, with a Portrait engraved by Henry Robinson, and a Vignette.
Square crown Svo. 21s. cloth or 30s. calf.

Lord

;

— Or in 3

Kemble.— The Saxons

Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons
England, &c. Square post Svo. 7s. 6d.

Kirby and

of

Introduction to
Elements of the Natural
Histoiy of Insects Comprising an Account
of Noxious and Useful Insects, of their Metamorphoses, Food, Stratagems, Habitations,
Societies, Motions, Noises, Hybernation,
Instmct, &c. Seventh Edition, with an Appendix relative to the Origin and Progress
of the work. Crown Svo. 5s.
Entomology

Spence's
or.

;

:

Mrs. R. Lee's Elements of Natural HisComtory or, First Principles of Zoology
:

;

prising the Principles of Classification, interspersed with amusing and mstructive Accounts of the most remarkable Animals.
New Edition ; Woodcuts. Fcp. Svo. 7s. Gd.

Letters to my Unknown Friends. By
a Lady, Author of Letters on, Happiness.
Fcp. Svo. 5s.
Fourth Edition.
Letters on Happiness, addressed to a Friend.
By a Lady, Author of Letters to my Unknown
Fcp. Svo. Gs.
Friends,

L.E.L.— The Poetical Works
Ehzabeth Landon

;

of Letitia
comprising the Lnpro-

the Venetian Bracelet, the Golden.
the r;-^^^^^^^^^, and Poetical Remams,
Edition with 2 Vignettes by R. Doyle.

visatrice,
Fiolet,

2

Bishop Jeremy Taylor's Entire Works
With Life by Bishop Hebbe. Revised and
corrected by the Rev. Chaeles Page Eden,
Now
Fellow of Oriel College, Oxford.
complete in 10 vols. Svo. 10s. 6d. each.

:

Kesteven.—A Manual of the Domestic
Practice of Medicine. By W. B. Kesteven,

New

vols. Svo. price 4.2s.

A

in England
History of the English Commonwealth tiU
the Norman Conquest. By John M. KjemBLE, M.A., &c. 2 vols. Svo. 283.

Dr.

vols.

;

IGmo.

lOs. cloth

;

morocco, 21s.

John Lindley's Theory and Practice

and the

of Horticulture ; or, an Attempt to explain
the principal Operations of Gardening upon
Physiological Grounds Being the Second
Edition of the T/i^ory of Horticulture, much
enlarged ; with 98 Woodcuts. Svo. 21s.

Being Two Essays on
of Darkness.
the Blind and on the Deaf and Dumb. By
the Rev. B. G. Johns, Chaplain of the
Blind School, St. George's Fields, Southwark. Fcp. Svo. price 4s. 6d.

John Lindley's Introduction to
Dr.
Botany. New Edition, with Corrections a)id
copious Additions. 2 vols. Svo. with Sis
Plates and niunerous Woodcuts, pi'ice 243.

Johns.— The Land
Land

of Silence

:

b6

:

.

NEW WORKS
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AND

NEW

EDITIONS

LARDNER'S CABINET CYCLOPAEDIA
Of History, Biography, Literature, the Arts and Sciences, Natural History, and Manufacturer
A Series of Original Works by
Bishop Thirlwall,
Thomas Keiohtley,
The Rev. G. R. Gleig,
John Forster,
J. C. L. De Sismondi,
Sir Walter Scott,
John Phillips, F.R.S.,
Thomas Moorf,
AND OTHER EMINENT WRITERS.

Sir John Herschel,
Sir James Mackintosh,
Robert Soi;they,
Sir David Brewster,
Complete

The Works

A

in 132 vols. fcp. 8vo. with Vig-nette Titles, price, in cloth,

List of the

Works

2 vols.

.

De Morgan
De Sismondi's History

Republics
Sismondi's Fall of the

31.
35.

7s.

Brewster's Optics
6d.
Cooley's M;\ritime and Inland Discovery 3 vols. 10s.
3 vols. 10s. 6d.
Crowe's History of France .
.

36.

38.

of the Italian

Roman Empire

1 vol. 3s. 6d.
2 vols. 7s.

39.

40.

2 vols. 7s.
5 vols. 179. Cd.

Dunham's Histoi-y of Denmark, Sweden,
and Norway
Dunham's History of Poland
Dunhiim's Germanic Empire
Dunham's Europe during the Middle

6d

43.

Montgomery and

Shelley's

eminent

Cd.

SS-s.

Ita-

lian, Spanish, and Portuguese Authors 3 vols. 10s. Gd.
Moore's History of Ireland
4 vols. Its.
Nicolas's Chronology of History
1 vol. 3s. Gd.
Phillips's Treatise on Geology
2 vols. 7s.
Powell's History of Natural Philosophy 1 vol. 3s. Gd.
Porter's Treatise on the Manufacture of

3 vols. 10s. Gd.

Silk
1 vol. 3s. Gd.
Porter's Manufactures of Porcelain and
Glass
1 vol. 33. Gd.
j^vol. 3s. Gd.
46. Boscoe's British Lawyers
47. Scott's History of Scotland
2 vols. 7s.
4S. Shelley's
Lives of eminent French
45.

vols. 7s.

1 vol. Ss. 6d.
Great Britain
2 vols. 7s.
Fergus's History of the United States
Fosbroke's Grecian & Roman Antiquities 2 vols. 7s.
Forster's Lives of the Statesmen of the
.

5 vols. 17s. Gd.

Commonwealth

2ts.

10 vols.

44.

2
Dunham's British Dramatists
Dunham's Lives of Early Writers of
.

2 vols. 7s.

1 vol. 3s. 6d.

4 vols. lis.

j^,,es

41.
42.

3 vols. lOs.

3s. Gd.
3s. Gd.

Mackintosh, Forster, and Courtenay's
Lives of British Statesmen
7 vols.
Mackintosh, Wallace, and Bell's History
of England

1 vol. 3s. Cd.

Donovan's Chemistry
Donovan's Domestic Economy
Dunham's Spain and Portugal

Lardncr on Heat
1 vol.
Lardner's Hydrostatics and Pneumatics 1 vol.
Lardner and Walker's Electricity and

Magnetism
37.

1 vol. 3s. 6d.

on Probabilities

Volume.

composing the Cabinet Cyclop.edia:-

3 vols. 10s. Gd.
1 vol. 3s. Gd.

De

Nineteen Guineas.

separately, in Sets or Series, price Three Shillings and Sixpence each

BcU's History of Russia
Bell's Lives of British Poets

G.S.

49.

50.
51.

Authors
Shuckard and Swainson's Insects
Southey's Lives of British Admirals
Stebbing's Church Histoiy

i

,

,2

vols. 7s.

1 vol. 3s. Gd.
5 vols. 17s.

G(.l.

2 vols. 7s.

54.

History of the Reformation. 2 vols. 7s.
Swainson's Discourse on Natural History 1 vol. 36. Gd.
Swainson's Natural History and Classi-

1 vol. 3s. Gd.
Hersehel's Astronomy
Herschel's Discourse on Natural Philo-

55.

Swainson's

1 vol. 3s. Gd.

56.

2 vols. 7s.
1 vol. 3s. 6d.

57.

Swainson's Birds
Swainson's Fish, Reptiles, Ac

3 vols. 10s. Gd.

59.

5 vols. I7s. Gd.

GO.

1 vol. 3s. Gd.

Gl.

Gleig's Lives of British Military

52. Stebbing's

Com-

manders
Grattan's History of the Netherlands

..

.

Henslow's Botany

sophy
History of Rome
History of Switzerland
Holland's Manufactures in Metal
James's Lives of Foreign Statesmen
Kater and Lardner's Mechanics
Keightley's Outlines of History
Lardner's Arithmetic
Lardner's Geometry

—

S vols. lOs. Cd.
1 vol. 3s. 6d.
1 vol. 3s. Gd.

1 vol. 3s. Gd.

1 vol. 3s. Gd.

53.

.

fication of

Animals
Habits

1 vol. 3s.

and

Instmcfs

Animals

58.

1 vol. 3s. Gd.
2 vols. 7s.

2 vols. 78.

Swamson's Quadrupeds
1
Swainson's Shells and Shell-Fish
1
1
Swainson's Animals in Menageries
Swainson's Taxidermy and Biography of

vol. 3s. Gd.
vol. 3s. 6d.
vol. 3s. Gd.

Gd.
8 vols. 28s.

1 vol. 3s.

Zoologists
02. Thirlwall's

Gd,

of

History of Greece

1 vol. 3s. Gd.

sive

Loudon's Encyclopaedia of Trees and

Florilegium e Lusibus poeticis diversorum

Shrubs, or Arboretum, et Fruticetum Briiannicnm abridged Containing the Hardy Trees
and Shrubs of Great Britain, Native and
Foreign, Scientifically and Populai-ly DeWith about 2,000 Woodcuts.
scribed.

Linwood.— Anthologia Oxoniensis,
Oxoniensium Grsecis

et Latinis dccerptuin.

Cui'ante Gulielmo Linwood, M.A
Christi Alumno. 8vo. price Ids.

Lorimer's

(C.)

,

iEdis

Letters to a Young Master

Mariner on some Subjects connected with
his Calling. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 5s. 6d.

Loudon's Encyclopaedia of Gardening:
Comprising the Theory and Practice of HorFloriculture, Ai-boriculture, and
Landscape- Gardening. With many hundred
New Edition, corrected and
Woodcuts.
improTed by Mes. Loudon. 8vo. SOs.

ticulture,

:

Bvo. 503.

Loudon's Encyclopaedia of Agriculture
Comprising the Theory and Practice of the
Valuation, Transfer, Laying-out, Improvement, and Management of Landed Property,
and of the Cultivation and Economy of the
Animal and Vegetable Productions of Agriculture.
New and cheaper Edition ; with
1,100 Woodcuts. Bvo. 31s. 6d.

—

;

LONGMAN, BROWN,

PUBLISHED BT

Loudon's Encyclopaedia of Plants Com:

prising the Specific Character, Description,
Culture, History, Apphcation in the Arts,
and every other desirable Particular respecting all the Plants found in Great Britaiu.
New Edition, corrected by Mrs. Loudon.
With upwards of 12,000 Woodcuts. 8yo.
£3. 13s. 6d. Second Supplement, 21s.

—

Loudon's

Encyclopaedia

of Cottage,
Farm, and Yilla Architecture and Furniture.
New Edition, edited by Mes. Loudon with
more than 2,000 Woodcuts. Svo. 63s.
;

Macaulay.— Lays

Gardeners, Foresters,

and Farmers

Young

for

BaililTs,

Land Stew-

in Aritliinetio, Bookkeeping, Geometry, Mensuration, Practical
Trigonometry, Meclianics, Land-Sui'Teying,
Lereliing, Planning and Mapping, Architectural Drawing, and Isometrical Projection
and PerspectiTe. Svo. Portrait, 7s. 6d.
ards,

and

Ivry
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16mo,
bound

Jrmac/a.

price 4s. 6d.
in morocco.

cloth;

Lord Macaulay's Lays
With ntimerous

Rome, with
By the Eight
New Edition.

of Ancient

the

Hon. LoED Macaulay.

or

10s. 6d.

of Ancient

Rome.

and
from tlie Antique, drawn on Wood by
George Scharf, jun., and engraved by Samuel
Wilhams.
New Edition. Fcp. 4to. price
21s. boards

Mac
Loudon's Self-Instruction

CO.

autd

Mac
out.

Illustrations, Original

or 42s.

;

bound

in morocco.

—

Donald.
Poems.
By George
Donald, Author of Within and iruhFcp. Svo.

7s.

;

Mac Donald.—Within and Without

:

A

By Geoege Mac Donald.

Dramatic Poem.

Second Edition, revised

;

fcp. Svo. 4s. 6d.

Macdonald. — Villa Verocchio; or, the
Youth of Leonardo da Vinci A Tale. By
the late Miss D. L. Macdonald. Fcp. Svo.
:

Loudon's Hortus Britannicus

Catalogue of all the Plants found in Great
Britain.
New Edition, corrected by Mks.

Loudon.

;

or,

Svo. 31s. 6d.

price 6s.

trated by

Mrs. Loudon's Lady's Country Companion

;

or.

How

to

Enjoy a Country Life

Foiirth Edition, with Plates
Fop. Svo. 5s.

Eationally.

and Woodcuts.

Mrs.

Amateur

Loudon's

Gardener's

Calendar, or Monthly Guide to what should
be avoided and done in a Garden. 16mo.

with Woodcuts,

7?. 6d.

Low'sElements

of Practical Agriculture;
comprehending the Cultivation of Plants, the
Husbandry of the Domestic Animals, and
the Economv of the Farm. New Edition
with 200 Woodcuts, Svo. 2l3.

of War illus-

MacDougall.— The Theory

numerous Examples from His-

ByLieutenant-CoIonel MacDouoall,
Superintendent of Studies in the Royal
Military College, Sandhurst. Post Svo. with
10 Plans of Battles, price 10s. 6d.
tory.

M'DougalL— The Eventful Voyage

of

Discovery S/iip Resolute to tlie Arctic
Regions in Search of Sir John Frankliu and
the Missing Crews of H.M. Liscoverg Ships
To
Erebus and Terror, 1S52, 1853, 1854.
which is added an Account of her being
II. M.

with by an American Whaler, after
her ahandonmeut in Barrow Straits, and of
her presentation to Queen Victoria by the
fallen in

Government

the

of

United

By

States.

F. M'Dougall, Master. W^ith a
S Illustrations in tinted
coloured Chart

George

;

Macaulay.— Speeclies of the Right Hon.
Lord Macaulay.

Corrected by Himself.

Lithography

;

and 22 Woodcuts. Svo. price

21s. cloth.

Svo. price 128.

Sir

— The

James Mackintosh's Miscellaneous
Including his Contributions to The
Complete in One
Review.
with Portrait and Vignette.
;

History of England
By
from the Accession of James II.
New
the Right Hon. Lord Macaulay.

Works

Vols. I. and II. Svo. price 32s.
Vols III. and IV. price 36s.

Square crown Svo. 21s. cloth

Macaulay.

Edition.

Critical and Historical
Essays contributed to The Edinburgh
Review. Four Editions, as follows

Lord Macaulay's

:

1.

A LiBEAET

2.

Complete in One Volume, with Portvait and VigSquare crowH Svo. price 21s. clotli ; or
nette.

Edition

New

Edition,

in S vols. fcp. 8to. priea

21s. cloth.
4.

The People's Edition,
Ss. cloth.

;

or 30s.

bound

in calf: or in 3 vols. fcp. Svo. 21s.

James Mackintosli's History of England
from tlie Earliest Times to tlie final Esta-

Sir

blislmient of the Reformation. Library Edi2 vols. Svo. 2l3.
tion, revised.

Macleod.— The Theory and Practice of

30s. calf.

Another

Volume

(the Einhth), in 3 vols. 8to.

price 3Gs.

3.

:

Edinburgh

in 2 vols,

crown Sro. price

Banking: With the Elementary Principles
of Currency, Prices, Credit, and Exchanges.

By Henry Dunning Macleod,

oi

the

Inner Temple,Esq., Barrister-at-Law. 2

vols,

royal Svo. price 30s.

NEW WOEKS
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AND

Macnauglit.— The Doctrine of InspiraBeing an Inquiry concerning the Inand Authority of
fallibility, Inspiration,
By the Eev. John MacHoly AVrit.

tion

:

naught, M.A. Second
Crown 8v'0. price 4s. 6d.

Edition,

rcTised.

M'Cullocli's Dictionary, Practical, Theoretical, and Historical, of Commerce and
Illustrated with
Commercial Navigation.
Plans. New Edition, corrected
to the Present Time ; with a Supplement.
8vo. price 50s. cloth ; half-russia, 55s.

Maps and

M'CuUoch's Dictionary,

Geographical,

and

Historical, of the various
Places, and principal Natural

Statistical,

Countries,
Objects in the World. Illustrated with Six
large Maps. New Edition, revised; with a
Supplement. 2 vols. 8vo. price 633.

Maguire.— Rome its Ruler and its Institutions.
By John Francis Magcjiee,
;

M.P.

AVith a Portrait of Pope Pius IX.

Post 8vo. price 10s. 6d.

A Description of the Primitive
combs
Church of Eome. Illustrated by its SepulBy the Kev. Chaeies
chral Remams.
Maitland. New Edition
with several
Woodcuts. Svo. price 14s.
:

;

Out-of-Doors Drawing.— Aphorisms on
Drawing. By the Rev. S. C. Malan, M.A.
of Balliol College, Oxford ; Vicar of Broadwiudsor, Dorset. Post Svo. 3s. 6d.

Mrs. Marcet's Conversations on Chemiswhich the Elements of that Science
are familiarly explained and illustrated by
Experiments.
New Edition, enlarged and
improved. 2 vols. fcp. Svo. price 14s.
try, in

Mrs. Marcet's Conversations on Natural Philosophy, in which the Elements of that
Science are familiarly explained.
New Edition, enlarged and corrected ; with 23 Plates.
Fcp. Svo. price 10s. 6d.

Martineau.—Endeavours after the Christian Life
Discourses. By James Mar:

2

vols,

EDITIONS

Maunder's Scientific and Literary Treasury A new and popular Encyclopaedia of
:

Science and the BeUes-Lettres ; including
all branches of Science, and evei-y subject
connected with Literature and Art. New
Edition. Fcp. Svo. price 10s. cloth ; bound
in roan, 123. ; calf, 12s. 6d.

Maunder's Biographical Treasury

;

con-

of Memoirs, Sketches, and bi-ief
Notices of above 12,000 Eminent Persons of
All Ages and Nations, from the Earliest
Period of History Forming a new and complete Dictionary of Universal Biography.
Ninth Edition, revised throughout. Fcp. Svo.
lOs. cloth; bound in roan, 12s. ; calf, 123. 6d.
sisting

:

Maunder's Treasury of Knowledge, and
Library of Reference. Comprising an English Dictionary and Grammar, a Universal
Gazetteer, a Classical Dictionary, a Chronology, a Law Dictionary, a Synopsis of the
Peerage, numerous usefid Tables, &c. New
Edition, carefully revised and correcte(|
throughout
With Additions. Fcp. Svo.
10s. cloth ; bound in roan, 12s. ; calf, 12s. 6d.
:

Maitland.— The Church in the Cata-

tineau,

'

NEW

post Svo. 7s. 6d. each.

Martineau.— Hymns for the Christian Church
and Home. Collected and edited by James
Martineau. Eleventh Edition, 32mo. 3s. 6d.
cloth, or Ss. calf; Fifth Edition, 32mo. Is. 4d.
cloth, or Is. 8d. roan.

Martineau.—Miscellanies Comprising Essays
on Dr. Priestley, Arnold's Life and Correspondence,
Chui'ch and State, Theodore
Parker's Discourse of Religion, "Phases of
Faith," the Church of England, and the
:

Battle of the Churches.
TINEAU. Post 8V0. 9s.

By James Mae-

Maunder's Treasury of Natural History;
or,

a

Nature

Popular Dictionary of Animated
In which the Zoological Character-

:

that distinguish the diflerent Classes,
Genera, and Species, are combined with a
variety of interesting Information illustrativQ
of the Habits, Instincts, and General Eco«
nomy of the Animal Kingdom. With 900
Woodcuts. New Edition. Fcp. Svo. price
istics

10s. cloth

;

roan, 12s.

;

calf, 12s.

6d.

Maunder's Historical Treasury

;

com-.

Outhne d
Universal History, Ancient and Modern,
and a Series of separate Histories of everj
prising a General Introductory

principal Nation that exists ; their Rise,
Progress, and Present Condition, the Mora]
and Social Character of their respective In'
habitants, their Rehgion, Manners and Cus*
New Edition ; revised thi'oughtoms, &c.
out, with a new General Index. Fcp. Svoi
10s. cloth J roan, 12s. ; calf, 12s. 6d,

Geographical Treasury.—"
The Treasury of Geogi-aphy, Physical, His-

Maunder's

torical, Descriptive,

and

Political

;

contain-

ing a succinct Account of Every Country in
the World Preceded by an Introductory
Outline of the History of Geography a
Familiar Inquiry into the Varieties of Race
and Language exhibited by different Nations;
and a View of the Relations of Geography
to Astronomy and the Physical Sciences.
Commenced by the late Samuel Maundee ;
completed by William Hughes, F.R.G.S.,
late Professor of Geography in the College
for Civil Engineers.
Nmo Edition with 7
Maps and 16 Steel Plates, Fcp. Svo, 10s.
cloth ; roan, 12s. ; calf, 12s. 6d.
:

;

;

PUBLISHED BY

LONGMAN, BEOWN,

—

Melville.
The Confidence-Man: His
Masquerade. By Herman Melyille, Author of Ti/peey Omoo, Sac. Fcp. 8vo. 63.

—

Merivale.
A History of the Romans
vmder the Empu-e. By the Rev. Charles
Merivale, B.D., late Fellow of St. John's
CoUege, Cambridge. 8vo. with Maps.
Vols.

I.

and

II.

Julius C(ssar.

28s.

and V. fi'om Augustus

Body, considered

of the Soul over the
Health and

in relation to

Morals.

By George Moore, M.D.

Edition.

Fcp. Svo.

Fifth

Gs.

" It shows that unless
principle be
disciplined, purified, and
enlightened, vainly must
we look for that harmony

between mind and body

the inward

Monarchy by AuUs.

so

human

necessary to

We would
Uead the book."

enjoyment
say,

Athenaeum.

Moore.—Man and his Motives.

Moore, M.D.

By George

Third Edition. Fcp. Svo. 63.

to Claudius, B.C. 27 to
32s.

Merivale.— The Fall of the Roman Repub-

A

Short History of the Last Century of
lic
the Commonwealtli. By the Rev. C. Merivale, B.D., late Fellow of St. Jolin's CoUege,
Cambridge. New Edition. 12mo. 7s. 6d.
;

Moore.— The Power

15

comprising the History to the Fall of

Secouil KtUtion

Vol. III. to the establishment of the
gustus. Second Edition

Vols. IV.
A.D. 51

i

and CO.

Merivale.—An Accoimt of the Life and Letters
Translated from the German of
of Cicero.
Abeken and Edited by the Rev. Charles

Moore.-The Use of the Body in relation to the
Mind. By George Moore, M.D. Third
Fcp. Svo.

Edition.

Moore.

6s.

—

Memoirs, Journal, and Correspondence of Thomas Moore. Edited by
the Right Hon. Lord John Russell, M.P.
With Portraits and Vignette Illustrations.
S vols, post Svo. price 10s. 6d. each.

;

Merivale, B.D.

12mo.

9s. 6d.

Thomas Moore's

Merivale (L. A.)— Christian Records

By

Short History of Apostohc Age.
Merivale. Fcp. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

:

A

L. A.

Poetical

Appendix on Shoeing in general, and Hunters
in particular, 12 Plates and 12 Woodcuts.
By W. Miles, Esq. Imperial Svo. 128. 6d.
*** Two Casts or Models of Ofif Fore Feet, No. 1, Shod for
All Purposes, No. 2, Shod with Leather, on Mr. Miles's plan,
may be had, price 3s. each.

:

Com-

—

morocco by Hayday,

Miles.— The Horse's Foot, and How to
Keep it Sound. Eighth Edition ; with an

Works

prising the Author's recent Introductions
and Notes. The Traveller's Edition, complete in- One Volume, printed in Ruby Type
with a Portrait. Crown Svo. 12s. 6d. cloth
21s.
Also tlie Library
Edition complete in 1 vol. medium Svo. with
Portrait and Vignette, 21s. cloth ; morocco
And the First collected
by Hayday, 42s.
Edition, in 10 vols. fcp. Svo. with Portrait

—

and 19

Plates, price 35s.

—

Moore.
Poetry and Pictures
Being Selections
Thomas Moore
:

from
of the

most popular and admired of Moore's Poems,
Miles.— A Plain Treatise on Horse-Shoeing.
By William Miles, Esq. With Plates and
Woodcuts. Small 4to. price 53.

C. W. Cope, R.A.
E. C. CORBOULD,
J.

Milner's History of the Church of Christ,
With Additions by the late Rev. Isaac

A New

MiLNER, D.D., F.R.S.
T.

Grantham, B.D. 4

Edition,

Notes by the Rev.

revised, with additional

vols. Svo. price 52s.

Montgomery.— Memoirs

of the Life and
Writings of James Montgomery Including
Selections from lais Correspondence, Remains
in Prose and Verse, and Conversations. By
John Holland and James Everett. With
Portraits and Vignettes. 7 vols, post Svo.
price £3. 13s. 6d.
:

Collective Edition ; with the Author's Autocomplete in One
biogi'aphical Prefaces,

Volume with Portrait and Vignette. Square
;

crown Svo. price 10s. 6d. cloth morocco,
Or, in 4 vols. fcp. Svo. with Portrait,
2l8.
and 7 other Plates, price 148.

—

;

p. R. PlCKEESGILL, E.A.

G.

Read,
Thomas,

F.

TOPHAM,

S.

Cropset,

Duncan,
BiRKET FOSTEB,
E.

H. Waerbn,

HoRSLET, A.B.A.
H. Le Jeune,

J. C.

Haerison Vveie, and
F.

Wtburd.

printed on toned paper, and ele{Nearly ready.
gantly bound.

Fcp.

4to.,

Moore's Epicurean.

New

Edition, with

the Notes from the collective edition of
Moore's Poetical Works ; and a Vignette en-

Wood from an original Design by
D. Maclise, R.A. 16mo. 5s. cloth; or
12s. 6d. morocco by Hayday.

graved on

Moore's

James Montgomery's Poetical Works:

with highly-finished
Engravings from original Designs by

copiously illustrated

Wood

Songs,

Ballads,

and

Sacred

Edition, printed in Ruby
Type ; with the Notes from the collective
edition of Moore's Poetical Works, and a
Vignette from a Design by T. Creswick, R.A,
16mo. with
An Edition
32mo. 2s. 6d
Vignette by R. Doyle, price 5s. 5 or 12s. 6d.

Songs.

New

—

morocco by Hayday.

m

—
;;

NEW WORKS

16

AXD

An Oriental
Lalla Rookh
Eomance. With 13 highly-finished Steel
Plates from Original Designs by Corbovild,
Meadows, and StephanofiP, engraved under

Moore's

;

of the late Charles
Square crown 8vo.
Edition.
price 15s. cloth ; morocco, 28s.

superintendence

the

NEW

EDITIONS

Morell.— Elements of Psychology

New

Moore's Lalla Rookh.

Edition, printed

Preface and
Notes from the collective edition of Moore's
Poetical Works, and a Frontispiece from a

Euby Type

with

;

the

Design by Kenny Meadows. 32mo. 23. 6d.
—An Edition in 16mo. with Vignette, 5s.
or 12s. 6d. morocco by Hayday.

Part

[A book of practical

Morning Clouds.

in foi*m of letters of

ethics,

counsel,

Edi-

tion, with 13 highly-finished Steel Plates,
from Original Designs by
V>. Maclise, R.A.
C. W. Cope, B.A.
T. Ckeswick, R.A.
A. L. Egg, A.R.A.
W. P. Fbith, R.A.
W. E. Frost, A.R.A.

HOKSLEY,

MiLLAis, A.R.A.
R.A.
J. Saut,
F. Stonb, A.R.A. and
Wakd,
R.A.
E. M.
J. E.

W. MULKEADT,

en-

couragement, and sympathy, specially addressed to young women on their entrance
Post Svo. price 7s.
into life.]

Moseley.— The Mechanical Principles of
By H.
Engineering and Architecture.
MosEiET, M.A., F.R.S., Canon

A New

Moore's Irish Melodies.

J. C.

:

containing the Analysis of the Intellectual
Powers.
By J. D. Moeeld, M.A., One of
Her Majesty's Inspectors of Schools. Post
8vo. 73. 6d.
I.,

New

Heath.

in

;

of Bristol,

Second Edition, enlarged with numerous Corrections and Woodcuts. Svo. 24s.
&c.

;

Memoirs and Letters of the late Colonel
Aemine S. H. Mountaik, C.B., Aide-deCamp to the Queen, and Adjutant- G-eneral

;

Square crown 8vo. price 21s. cloth
handsomely bound in morocco.

;

or 31s.6d.

of

Her Majesty's Forces

in India.

Edited

by Mrs. Mountain. With a Portrait drawn
on Stone by R. J. Lane, A.E.R.A. Post
Svo. Ss. Gd.

Moore's Irish Melodies, printed in Ruby Type
with the Preface and Notes from the collective edition of 3Ioore's Poetical Works, the
Advertisements originally prefixed, and a
32mo. 2s. 6d.
Portrait of the Author.
An Edition in 16mo. with Vignette, Ss.
or 12s. 6d. morocco by Hayday.

—A

Critical History of the Language and Literature of Ancient Greece.

Mure.

By William Muee, M.P.
Second Edition.
36s.

;

Vols.

I.

Vol. IV. price 15s.

;

of Caldwell.

to III. Svo. price
Vol, V. price ISs.

Murray's Encyclopaedia of Geography
Illustrated by D.
Melodies.
New Edition with 161
Machse, R.A.
Designs, and the whole of the Letterpress
engraved on Steel, by F. P. Becker. Super-

Moore's

Irish

;

royal

8vo.

31s. 6d.

boards

;

£2. 12s. 6d.

morocco by Hayday.

comprising a complete Description of the
Exhibiting its Relation to the
Earth
:

Heavenly Bodies, its Physical Structure, the
Natural History of each Country, and the
Indizstry, Commerce, Political Institutions,
and Civil and Social State of All Nations.
Second Edition with 82 Maps, and upwards
of 1,000 other Woodcuts. Svo. price 60s.
;

Moore's Irish Melodies, the Music with
the Words; the Symphonies and Accompaniments by Sir John Stevenson, Mus. Doc.
Complete in One Volume, small Music size,
convenient and legible at the pianoforte, but
more portable than the usual form of MuImperial 8vo. 31s. Gd.
sical publications.
cloth ; or 42s. half-bound in morocco.

Moore.— The
ments

Crosses, Altar, and Orna-

in the Churclies of St. Paul's, Knights-

and St. Barnabas, Pimhco A concise Report of the Proceedings and Judgments in the Cases of Westerton v. Liddell,
Hoi*ne, and others, and Beal v. Liddell,
Parke, and Evans as heard and determined
by the Consistory Court of London, the
Arches Court of Canterbury, and the Judicial Committee of H.M. Most Hon. Privy
bridge,

:

;

Council.

By Edmund

M.A., Barrister-at-Law.
12s. cloth.

F.

Moobe,

Esq.,

Royal 8vo. price

Neale.

— The Closing Scene

tianity

and

or, Chris;
Infidelity contrasted in the Last

By the
Hours of Remarkable Persons.
Rev. Eeskine Neale, M.A. New Editions.
2 vols. fcp. Svo. price 6s. each.

Oldacre.— The Last of the Old Squires.
A Sketch. By Cedbic Oldaceb, Esq., of
Sax - Normanbury, sometime of Christ
Church, Oxon. Crown Svo. price 9s. 6d.

Osborn.

— Quedah

;

or,

Stray

Leaves

from a Journal in Malayan Waters. By
Captain Sheeabd Osboen, R.N., C.B.,
Author of Strai/ Leaves from cm Arctic Journal, and of the Narrative of the Discovery of
With a coloured
the North-West Passage.
Chart and tinted Illustrations. Post Svo.
price 10s. 6d.

;

LONGMAN, BEOWN,

PUBLISHED EY

Osborn.— The Discovery of the NorthWest Passage by II.M.S. Tnvestir/ator, Captain E. M'Cltjee, 1850-1851..

Edited by
Captain Sheeaed Osboen, C.B., from the
Logs and Journals of Captain E. M'Clure.
Second Edition, rerised witli Additions to
the Chapter on the Hybernation of Animals
in the Arctic Eegions, a Geological Paper
by Sir Eodeeick I. Muechison, a Portrait
of Captain M'Clure, a coloured Chart and
;

tinted Illustrations.

8vo. price 15s.

Animals, delivered at the Eoyal College of
Surgeons.
By Eichaed Owen, F.E.S.,
Hunterian Professor to the College. Second
Edition, with 235 Woodcuts. 8vo. 21s.
Professor Owen's Lectures on the Comparative
Anatomy and Physiology of the Vertebrate
Animals, delivered at the Eoyal College of
Surgeons in 1844 and 1846. With numerous
Woodcuts. Vol. I. Svo. price 14s.

Memoirs

of Admiral Parry, the Arctic
Navigator. By his Son, the Eev. E. Paeey,
M.A. of Balliol College, Oxford Domestic
Chaplain to the Lord Bishop of London.
Third Edition with a Porti'ivit and coloured
Chart of the North-West Passage. Fcp.
;

;

Svo. price 5s.

17

Phillips's Elementary Introduction to
Mineralogy. A New Edition, with extensive
Alterations and Additions, by H. J. Beooke,
F.E.S., F.G.S. ; and W. H. Millee, M.A.,
F.G.S. With numerous Wood Engravings.

Post Svo. 18s.

Phillips.— A Guide to Geology. By John
Phillips, M.A., F.E.S., F.G.S., &c. Fourth
Edition, corrected to the Present Time
with 4 Plates. Fcp. Svo. 5s.

—

Owen.
Lectures on the Comparative
Anatomy and Physiology of the Invertebrate

and CO.

—

Figures and Descriptions of the
Palaeozoic Fossils of Cornwall, Devon, and
West Somerset
observed in the course
of the Ordnance Geological Survey of that
District. By John Phillips, F.E.S., F.G.S.,
&c.
Svo. with 60 Plates, price 93.

Phillips.

;

Piesse's Art of Perfumery, and Methods
of Obtaining the Odours of Plants With
Instructions for theManufacture of Perfumes
for the Handkerchief, Scented Powders,
:

Odorous Vinegars, Dentifrices, Pomatums,
Cosmetiques, Perfumed Soap, &e.
and au
Appendix on the Colours of Flowers, Arti;

Fruit Essences, &c. Second Edition,
revised and improved ; with 46 Woodcuts.
ficial

Crown

Svo. Ss. 6d.

Captain Portlock's Report on the Geology

Elements of Materia
Dr. Peruira's
Medica and Therapeutics. Third Edition,
enlarged and improved from the Author's
Materials, by A. S. Tayloe, M.D., and
G. O. Eees, M.D. With numerous Wood-

of the County of Londonderry, and of Parts
of Tyrone and Fermanagh, examined and
described under the Authority of the MasterGeneral and Board of Ordnance. Svo. with
48 Plates, price 243.

:

cuts. Vo1.I.8to.28s.; Vol. II. Part I. 21s.;
Vol. II. Part II. 248.

Pereira's Lectures on Polarised Light,
together with a Lecture on the Microscope.
2d Edition, enlarged from Materials left by
tke Author, by the Eev. B. Powell, M.A.,
&c. Fcp. 8vo. with Woodcuts, 7s.

Dr.

Perry.— The Franks, from their First
Appearance in History to the Death of King
Pepin. By Waltee C. Peeey, Barristerat-Law, Doctor in Philosophy and Master
of Arts in the University of Gottingen.
Svo. price 12s. Gd.

Trans-

Peschel's Elements of Physics.
lated from the German, with Notes, by
E. West. With Diagrams and Woodcuts.
3 vols. fcp. Svo. 2l8.

Ida

Lady's Second Journey
World: From London to the
Good Hope, Borneo, Java, Sumatra,

PfeifFer's

round the

Cape of

Celebes, Coram, the Moluccas &c., California,
Panama, Peru, Ecuador, and the United
States.
2 vols, post Svo. 21s.

Spirit of the
Inductive Philosophy, the Unity of Worlds,
and the Philosophy of Creation. By the
Eev. Baden Powell, M.A.,F.E.S.,F.E.A.S.,
F.G.S., Savihan Professor of Geometry in the
University of Oxford. Second Edition, re-

Powell.— Essays on the

vised.

Crown

Svo. witli Woodcuts, 12g. 6d.

Pycroft's Course of English Reading,
adapted to every taste and capacity With
New and cheaper
Literary Anecdotes.
Edition. Fcp. Svo. price 5s.
:

Raikes.— A Portion of the Journal kept
by Thomas Eaikes, Esq., fromlSSl to 1S47:
Comprising Eeminiscences of Social and
London and Paris during
Vols. I. and II. {Second Editliat period.
tion), post Svo. 21s.; Vols. III. and IV.
Political Life in

with Index, completing the work, price 21s.

- The Poetical Works of John
Edmund Eeade. New Edition, revised and

Reade.

corrected

;

with Additional Pocuis.

fcp. Svo. price 20s.

4

vols,

;

KEW WORKS

18

AKD

:

;

NEW

EDITIONS

Dr. Reece's Medical Guide Comprising
a complete Modern Dispensatory, and a

Rivers's Rose-Amateur's Guide containing ample Descriptions of all the fine leading

Practical Treatiseonthedistinguishing Symptoms, Causes, Prevention, Cure, and Palliation of the Diseases incident to the Human
Frame. Seventeenth Edition, coirected and

varieties of Roses, regularly classed in their

:

enlarged by the Author's Son, Dr. H. Reece,
M.R.C.S., &c. 8vo. 12s.

Companion to the

Rich's Illustrated

Latin Dictionaryand Greek Lexicon Forming a Glossary of all the Words representing
Visible Objects connected with the Arts,
:

Manufactiu'es, and Every-Day Life of the
Ancients. With about 2,000 Woodcuts
from the Antique. Post 8vo. Sis.

Richardson.

— Fourteen

Years'

Expe-

Water Its Uses and Abuses.
By Captain M. Richaedson, late of the

rience of Cold

4th

Light

:

The

first

Post

Dragoons.

Woodcuts, price

8vo.

with

6s.

object

of

[

dues not iuterruptaman's
but can be
worn even at work. The
general expositions are
avocations,

principally consists in the
substitution of wet ban

daoes covered by dry bandagesforthe wet sheet and
other processes of established hydropathy. Cap-

tain Richardson considers

the bandage not only more
beneficial medically than
the sheet, but much more
easily applied, while it

Richaidson's
book is to extend the use
of the cold-water cure to
the humbler classes, by a
simpler mode of treatThis simplicity
ment.

Captain

I

I

[

|

followed by directions for
the treatment of diseases
under the Captain's sys-

tem."

Spectator.

or, the Art of Riding
and Managing a Horse, adapted to the Guidance of Ladies and Gentlemen on the Road
and in the Field: With Instructions for
Breaking-in Colts and Young Horses. By

Horsemanship

;

Captain Richaedson,
Dragoons.

With

4th Light
Square crown

late of the

5 Plates.

;

their History and
respective Families
Mode of Culture. Fifth Edition, corrected
and improved. Fcp. Svo. 3s. 6d.
;

Dr. E. Robinson's Greek and English
Lexicon to the Greek Testament. A New
Edition, revised and in great part re- written.
Svo. price ISs.

Mr. Henry Rogers's Essays selected from
Contributions

Second and

to

c/«^«;)i"r

the Edinburgh Review,
Edition, with Additions.

3 vols. fcp. Svo. 21s.

Dr. Roget's Thesaurus of English Words
and Phrases classified and arranged so as to
facilitate the Expression of Ideas and assist
in Literary Composition.
Sixth Edition,
revised and improved.
Crown Svo. 10s. 6d.

Ronalds's

With

Fly-Fisher's

Natural and

Entomology

Representations

coloured

of

the

and a few Observations and Instructions on Trout and
Artificial Insect,

Grayling Fishing. Fifth Edition, thoroughly
revised by an Experienced Fly-Fisher
with
20 new coloured Plates. Svo. 14s.
;

Rov/ton's Debater:

A Series

of complete

Debates, Outlines of Debates, and Questions
for Discussion; with ample References to the
best Sources of Information.
Fcp. Svo. Gs.

New Edition.

The Saints our Example. By the Author
of Letters to my Unknown Friends, &c,
Svo. price 7s.

Fcp.

Scherzsr.— Travels in the Free States of

8vo. 14s.

Central America
Nicaragua, Honduras,
and San Salvador. By Dr. Gael Scheezeb.
:

Household Prayers for Four Weeks
With additional Prayers for Special Occasions.
To which is added a Course of
Scripture Reading for Every Day in the
Year. By the Rev. J. E. Riddle, M.A.,
Incumbent of

St. Philip's,

Leckhanipton.

With a

coloured

Map,

"Central America is not
an inviting place for the
lounging traveller.
The
roads are bad; there are no
inns; food is scarce; the
people are dishonest scomi;

Crown

8vo, price 3s. 6d.

drels

swarm

nor property

Riddle's Complete Latin-English and
Dictionary, for the use of
New and cheaper
Colleges and Schools.
Svo. 21s.
Edition, revised and corrected.
/The English-Latin Dictionary, 7s.
a„,„,..,t„i,.
ateij
sepai
^ ^^^ Latin- Jii.gush Dictionary. 15s.

English-Latin

Diamond Latin-English Dictionary.
A Guide to the Meaning, Quality, and
right Accentuation of Latin Classical Words.
Royal 32mo. price 4s.

Riddle's

Riddle's Copious and Critical LatinEnglish Lexicon, foimded on the GermanLatin Dictionaries of Dr. William Freund.
New and cheaper Edition. Post 4to. 31s. 6d.

neither

;

life

Dr.
Seherzer
travelled
with
guides of doubtfid fidelity,
was forced to keep his hand
is

safe.

2

vols,

post Svo. 16s.

mets of pasteboard and tinsel;
a hammock
a filthy hovel
anon receiving the President of a
State by the light of a candle
stuck in a bottle. Altogether
having a hardaiid hazardous
life of it.
But he does not
complam.
A cheerier and

now swinging in
in

;

now groping at night through
a forest, now escorted by

braver traveller seldom has
made his way in outlandish
tracks far beyond the limits
of the civilised world
The Central American question will probably endow Dr.
Seherzer s book with an ad-

barefooted soldiers with hel-

ditional attraction."

on liis gun imd revolver,
sometimes compelled to eat
a few black beans or starve

Globe.

Dr. L. Schmitz's History of Greece, from
the Earliest Times to the Taking of Corinth
by the Romans, B.C. 146, mainly based upon
Bishop Thirlwall's History. Fourth Edition,
with Supplementary Chapters on the Literature and the Arts of Ancient Greece and
illustrated with a Map of Athens and 137
Woodcuts, designed from the Antique by
G. Scharf, jun., F.S.A. 12mo. 7s. 6d.
;

i

;

PTTBMSHED BY

Scrivener's History of the Iron Trade,
from the Earliest Records to the Present

New

Period.

Edition,

corrected.

8to.

price 10s. 6d.

Sir Edward Seaward's Narrative of his
Shipwreck, and consequent Discovery of
in the Caribbean Sea.
certain Islands
Third Edition. 2 vols, post 8vo. 21s. An

—

Abkidgment,

The Sermon

in

16mo. price

in the

23. 6d.

Mount.

Printed by

C. Whittingham, uniformly with the Thumb
Bible ; boxmd and clasped. 64!mo. Is. 6d.

—

Amy Herbert. By a Lady.
Sewell.
Edited by the Rev. William Sewell, B.D.,
Fellow and Tutor of Exeter CoUege, Oxford.
New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. price 6s.
Sewell.— The Earl's Daughter. By the
Author of Jmt/ Herbert. Edited by the Eev.
W. Sewell, B.D. 2 vols. fcp. Svo. 9s.

—

Gertrude
A Tale. By the
Author of Am// Herbert. Edited by the Rev.
W. Sewell, B.D. Ecp. 8to. price 6s.

Sewell.

:

— Margaret

Percival.
By the
Author of J?n!/ Herbert. Edited by the Rev.
W. Sewell, B.D. 2 vols. fcp. Svo. price 12s.

Sewell.

By

tJie

same Author, Neto Editions,

2 vols.

Ivors.

;

LONGMAN, BEOWN, AND

New

Sharp's

CO.
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British Gazetteer, or Topo-

graphical Dictionary of the British Islands
and Narrow Seas Comprising concise Descriptions of about Sixty Thousand Places,
Seats, Natural Features, and Objects of Note,
founded on the best authorities.
2 vols.
8vo. price £2. 16s.
:

" We have ah'cady had occasion to mention this hook,
and a careful examination of
its contents has convinced us
of its great value. The remarkable clearness with
which its condensations and
abbreviations are made a])pears to us its most au-

is

constructed on the plan

of facilitating reference by
bringing together as many
articles as possible imder
distinct heads
All the po>
sitions have been retaken
from the maps and not only
;

the county but the quarter
of the county given in which

We have a name might be looked for.
no book of similar bulk in We must, in short, repeat

mirable feature.

the language containing anything like the amomit of information of various kinds

with a liberal acquiescence
what Mr. Shai-p himself re-

so well arranged and so easily
accessible as in tlis new gazetteer. Every article bears
the mark of studied, careful,
and e:iaet compilation. It
comprehends both the topography and the hydrograpliy
of the United Kingdom, and

gent labour, that it will be
found to comprise, in a clear

marks of

his five years' dUi-

and

legible type, more substantial mformation, collected from original sources, and

put into a convenient form,
than the bulkiest of its

EXAMIMEE.

class."

Short Whist; its Else, Progress, and
Laws With Observations to make any one a
Whist-Player. Containing also the Laws of
:

Cassiuo, Ecarte, Cribbage, BackBy Major A. New Edition to
which are added. Precepts for Tyros, by
Mrs. B. Fcp. Svo. 3s.

Piquet,

gammon.

;

—

The Journey of Life. By
CATnERiNE Sinclair, Author of The Busi-

Sinclair.

fcp. Svo. price 12s.

2 vols. fcp. Svo. price 12s.
Katharine Ashton. 2 vols. fcp. Svo. 12s.
The Experience of Life. Fcp. Svo. price 7s. 6d.
Laneton Parsonage A Tale for Children, on
Cleve Hall.

:

the Practical Use of a portion of the Church
Catecliism.
2 vols. fcp. 8vo. pric« 12s.

Readings for Every Day in Lent
Compiled
from the Writings of Bishop Jeeemy
Taylob. Fcp. 8vo. price 5s.
:

Readings for a Month preparatory to Confirmation
Compiled from the Works of Writers
of the Early and of the Enghsh Church.
New and cheaper Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 48.
:

ness of Life.

New

Edition.

Fcp. 8vo.

5s.

Roger De Coverley. From the SpecWith Notes and Illustrations, by
W. Heney Wills and 12 Wood Engrav-

Sir

tator.

;

ings from Designs by P. Taylee.
Second
and cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo. 10s. 6d.
or 21s. in morocco by Hayday.
An Edition
without Woodcuts, in 16mo. price Is.

—

The Sketches: Three Tales.
Authors of Amy Herbert, The

By

the

Old Man's

Home, and Haickstone.
The Third Edition ;
with 6 Illustrations in Aquatint. Fcp. 8vo.
price 4s. 6d. boards.

Bowdler's Family Shakspeare

:

In which

nothing is added to the Original Text but
those words and expressions are omitted
which cannot with propriety be read aloud.
Illustrated with Thirty-sis Vignettes engraved on Wood from original Designs by
;

G.
n.

COOKE, E.A.
COOKE,

H. HOWAliD, B.A.
H. SINGLETOIf,
E. SltlBKE, E.A.

STOTHAKD, E.A.
H. THOMSON, R.A.
E. WESIALI/, E.A.
E. WOEDFOEDE, K.A.

T.

New

Edition, printed in a more convenient
6 vols. fcp. 8vo. price 30s. cloth
separately, 5s. each.

fomn.

*«* Tlie LiBEARY Edition, with the same lUustrations,
in One Volume, medium Svo. price 2l3. eloth.

Smee's Elements of Electro-Metallurgy.
Third Edition, revised, corrected, and considerably enlarged

;

witli Electrotypes

numerous Woodcuts.

and

Post Svo. 10s. 6d.

— History

of Wesleyan MeVol. T. Wesley and his Times.
By George Smith, F.A.S., Member of the
Royal Asiatic Society, &c. Author of Sacred
Annals, or Researches into the History and
Crown Svo.
Religion of Mankind, &c.
with 8 Facsimiles of Methodist Society

Smith

(G.)

thodism

:

;

Tickets, price lOs, 6d. cloth.

—
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—
AND

Smith (G.V.)— The Prophecies relating
to Nineveh and the Assyrians.
Translated
from the Hebrew, witli Historical Introductions and Notes, exhibiting the principal
Results of the recent Discoveries.
By
George Vance Smith, B.A. Post 8vo.
with a Map, price 10s. 6d. cloth.

NEW

EDITIONS

Southey's Correspondence.

—

Selections
from the Letters of Robert Soutliey, &c.
Edited by his Sou-in-Luw, the Rev. John

Wood Warter,
Tarring, Sussex.

The

B.D., Vicar of West
4 vols. post8vo. price 42s.

and Correspondence of the late Robert
Edited by his Son, the Rev.
C. C. Southey, M.A., Vicar of Ardleigh.
With Portraits and Landscape Illustrations.
6 vols, post Svo. price 63s.
Life

Southey.

Smith

—The Voyage

(J.)

and Shipv/reck

With

Dissertations on the Life
and Writings of St. Luke, and the Ships and
Navigation of the Ancients.
By James
Smith, of Jordanhill, Esq., F.R.S. Second
with Charts, Views, and WoodEdition
cuts.
Ci'own 8vo. 8s. 6d.

of St. Paul

:

;

A Memoir

of the Rev.

By

his Daughter,
Selection from

a

Sydney Smith.
Lady Holland. With

Southey's Doctor, complete in One
Volume. Edited by the Rev. J. W. Warter,
B.D. With Portrait, Vignette, Bust, and
coloured Plate. Square crown 8vo. 2l8.

edited by
Edition. 2 vols. 8vo. 28s.

his Letters,

Mks. Austin. New

Commonplace-Books, complete in
Edited by the Rev. J. W.
Warter, B.D. 4 vols, square crown 8vo.

Southey's

Four Volumes.
price £3. 18s.

The Rev. Sydney Smith's Miscellaneous

Each Commonplace-Boolc complete in
had separately, as follows
First Sebies — CHOICE PASSAGES, &c.
,

Works Including his
:

Edinburgh Eeview.

A LiERAET

1.

The

:

Edition

with Portrait,

Contributions to
Three Editions

(the Fowrth),

iii

3 toIs. 8to.

3(!s.

Complete in One Volumb, witli Portrait and Vignette.
Square crown 8vo. price 21s. cloth or SOs.

2.

may

itself,

be

:

18s.

Second Series — SPECIAL COLLECTIONS. 18a.
Third Series— ANALYTICAL READINGS. 21s.
Fourth Series— ORIGINAL MEMORANDA, &c.

21s.

;

boimd

in calf.

Another

3.

fop. 8vo. price 21s,

The Rev. Sydney Smith's ElementarySketches of Moral Philosophy, delivered at
the Eoyal Institution in the Years 1804,
1805,andl806. Third Edition. Fcp.Svo.7s.

Snow.— A Two-Years'

Cruise off Tierra

del Fuego, the Falkland Islands, Patagonia,
Narrative of Life
and the River Plate.
Paeker
in the Southern Seas.
By
Snow, late Commander of the Mission
Yacht Allen Gardiner; Author of "Voyage
of the Prince Albn-t in Search of Sir John

A

W.

With 3 coloured Charts and 6
tinted Illustrations.
2 vols, post 8vo. 24s.
" A Robinson-Crusoe style Islands, with the dangers of
Franklin."

their navigation and the peculiar character of the River
Plate, have a novelty beyond

of narration, and a kind of
rough and picturesque treatment, sustain the interest of
t he
nautical
descriptions
more than might be supposed the wild and violent
weather of the Falkland

the

Fuego are very interesting."
Spbctatob.

Robert Southey's Complete Poetical
Works containing all the Autlior's last Introductions and Notes. The Library Edition, complete in One Volume, with Portrait and Vignette. Medium 8vo. price 21s.
;

bound

—

Also, the
morocco.
First collected Edition, in 10 vols. fcp. 8vo.
with Portrait and 19 Vignettes, price SSs.
;

42s.

in

2 Portraits, price 28s.

Spottiswoode.

—A

Tarantasse Journey

through Eastern Russia, in the Autumn of
1856. By William Spottiswoode, M.A.,

With a Map of Russia, several
Engravings, and Seven Illustrations
in tinted Lithography from Sketches by the
Author. Post Svo. price 10s. 6d.
F.R.S,

Wood

Stephen.— Lectures on the History of
France. By the Right Hon. Sir James
STEPHEN,K.C.B.,LL.D.,Professor of Modern
History in the University of Cambridge.
Third- Edition. 2 vols. Svo. price 24s.

common run of voyaging.

The adventures in Tierra del

;

doth

Southey's Life of Wesley and Rise and
Progi'ess of Methodism.
New Edition, with
Notes and Additions. Edited by the Rev.
C. C. Southey, M.A.
2 vols. Svo. with
;

New Edition, in 3 vols.

Stephen.— Essays in Ecclesiastical Biography from The Edinburgh Review. By
theRight Hon. Sir James Stephen, K.C.B.,
LL.D., Professor of Modern History in
the University of Cambridge. Third Edi;

tion.

2 vols. Svo. 248.

Stonehenge.— The Greyhound

;

SouTHEY.

Medium

8vo. price SOs.

Being a

and Training Greyhounds for Public Running ; their Diseases and Treatment Con:

taining also Rules for the

Select Works of the British Poets from
Chaucer to Lovelace inclusive.
With
Biographical Sketches by the late Robert

:

Treatise on the A-rt of Breeding, Rearing,

Management of

Coursing Meetings, and for the Decision of
Courses.

By Stonehenge. With

piece and Woodcuts.
price 21s. half-bound.

Frontis-

Square crown Svo.

'

;

ruBiisHED BY LONGMAIS',

Stow.

— The

System, Moral

Training

Training School, and Normal Seminary for
preparing Schoolmasters and Governesses.
By David Stow, Esq., Honorary Secretary
to the Glasgow Normal Free Seminary.
Tenth Edition ; with Plates and Woodcuts.

Post 8vo. price

6s.

—

Any Volume
6d. each.
separately to complete Sets.

Memoirs

may

be had

of Rear-Admiral Sir William

Symouds, Knt., C.B., E.E.S., late Surveyor
of the Navy. Published with the sanction
of his Executors, as directed by his Will;
and edited by J. A. Shaep.
8vo. with
Plates and Wood Engi'avings.
[/« the

—

and CO.
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Thomson's Seasons.

Edited by Bolton

CoEKET, Esq.

with 77 fine
Engravings from Designs by Members of the Etching Club. Square crownSvo.
21s. cloth ; or 868. bound in morocco.
Illustrated

Wood

Thomson

—

Lives of the Queens of
Strickland.
England. By Agnes Sthickland. Dedicated, by express permission, to Her MaEmbellished with Portraits of every
jesty.
Queen, engraved from the most authentic
sources. Complete in 8 vols, post Svo. price
7s.

BROWN,

(the Rev. Dr.)

the necessary

— An Outline

Laws

lege,

:

Oxford. Fo/irt/i Edition, carefully reFcp. Svo. price 73. 6d.

vised.

Thomson's Tables of

Interest, at Three,
Four, Foiu'-and-a-Half, and Five per Cent.,
from One Pound to Ten Thousand, and from
1 to 365 Days, in a regular progi-ession of
single Days
with Interest at all the above
;

One to Twelve Months, and
from One to Ten Years. Also, numerous
other Tables of Exchanges, Time, and Discounts. New Edition.
12mo. price 8s.
Rates, from

jiress.

Taylor.
Loyola and Jesuitism in its
Eudiments. By Isaac Tatiob. Post 8vo.
:

Thornbury.— Shakspeare's England
Sketclies of Social History during the

of

price 10s. 6d.

—

Taylor.
Wesley and Methodism. By
Isaac Tayloe. Post Svo. Portrait, 10s. 6d.
Courser's Annual Remembrancer and Stud-Book Being an Alphabetical Return of the Running at all the
Public Coursing Clubs in England, Ireland,
and Scotland, for the Season 1856-57 with

Thacker's

By

Elizabeth.

G.

;

the Pedigrees (as far as received) of the
Dogs. By Robert Abeam Welsh, LiverSvo. 21s.

;

or,

Reign

W. Thoenbuet,

Author of Histonj of the Buccaneers^ &c.
2 vols, crown Svo. 21s.
" A work which stands unrivalled for the variety
and entertaining cliaractei- of its contents, and wliicli well
deserves a place on the library-slielf, by the side eitlier of
the historians of England or the prince of dramatists."
JOHIS" BCT,!,,

:

pool.

of

A

of Thought
Treatise
on Pure and Applied Logic. By William
Thomson, D.D., Provost of Queen's Col-

The Thumb Bible or, Verbum Sempiternum. By J. Tatloe. Being an Epitome of the Old and New Testaments in
;

English Verse.
of 1693

Reprinted from the Edition

bound and clasped.

;

64mo.

Is.

6d.

*«* Published annually in Octobei:

Thirlwall.— The History of Greece. By
the Right Rev. the Loed Bishop of St.
David's (the Rev. Connop Thirlwall). An
improved Library Edition with Maps. 8
vols. Svo. price £3.
An Edition in 8 vols,
;

—

fcp. Svo.

Thomas.

with Vignette Titles, price 28s.

—

Historical Notes relative to
embracing the
the History of England
Period from tlie Accession of King Henry
VIII. to the Death of Queen Anne inclusive
(1509 to 1714) Designed as a Book of instant Reference for the j^ui^pose of ascertaining the Dates of Events mentioned in
History and in Manuscripts. The Names
of Persons and Events mentioned in History
within the above period placed in Alphabetical and Chronological Order, with Dates;
and the Authority from whence taken
given in each case, whetlier from Printed
History or from Manuscripts.
By F. S.
Thomas, Secretary of the Public Record
Department. 3 vols, royal Svo. pi-ice £2.
;

:

Bishop Tomline's Introduction to the
Study of tlie Bible Containing Proofs of
the Authenticity and Inspiration of the
Scriptures ; a Summary of the History of
the Jews an Account of the Jewish Sects
and a brief Statement of Contents of seve-'
ral Books of the Old Testament.
New EdiFcp. Svo. 5s. 6d.
tion.
:

;

Tooke.— History

of Prices,

and of the

State of the Circulation, during the Nine

Years from 1848 to 1856 inclusive. Forming Vols. V. and VI. of Tooke's History of
and
Prices from 1792 to the Present Time
comprising a copious Index to the whole of
the Six Volumes.
By Thomas Tooke,
F.R.S. and William Newmaech. 2 vols.
;

Svo.

pi'ice 52s.

6d.

Townsend.— Modern State
and

W.

Trials revised
Essays and Notes. By
C. Townsend, Esq., M.A., Q.C. 2 vols.
illustrated with

Svo. price 30s.
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NEW

EDITIONS

COMPLETION

THE TRAVELLER'S LIBRARY.
TRAVELLER'S

LIBRARY, now complete in 102
the Contents of the
Parts, frice One Shilling each, or in 50 Volumes, price Is. Qd. each in cloth.^
To be had also, in complete Sets only, at Floe Guineas per Set, bound in cloth,
lettered, in 25 Volumes, classified as follows

Summary of

.—

VOYAGES AN D TRAVELS.
IN

EUROPE.

IN ASIA.

by J. BARROW.
maYNE
BY „
*. MAKJNi!,.
BT I. HOPE.
BY I. HOPE.

A CONTINENTAL TOUR
ARCTIC VOYAGES AND \
/
DISCOVERIES
BRITTANY AND THE BIBLE
BRITTANY AND THE CHASE
BY

CORSICA

GREGOROVIUS.

F.

GERMANY, ETC. NOTES OFl
t ajng
g LiAiJNG.
by &.
;
A TRAVELLER
BY P. MILES.
ICELAND
by S. LAING.
NORWAY, A RESIDENCE IN
by T. FORESTER.
NORWAY, RAMBLES IN
BY THE MARQUIS DE CUSTINE.
RUSSIA
:

.

.

.

.

RUSSIA AND TURKEY
ST.

PETERSBURG

.

.

by

J. B. M'CULLOCH.
by M. JERRMANN.

THE RUSSIANS OF THE SOUTH, by S. BROOKS.
SWISS MEN AND SWISS! BY „
FFRGTTSON
K. I'EKGUSON.
MOUNTAINS
J
by J. AULDJO.
MONT BLANC, ASCENT OF
^^^"^^ BY F. VON TSCHUDI.
}
ra\™E ALPS
VISIT TO THE VAUDOiSI
by j, BATNFq
BAlNi^S.
'^

OF PIEDMONT

„

l!>.

J

CHINA AND THIBET
BY THE ABBE' HUG.
SYRIA AND PALESTINE
"EOTHEN."
THE PHILIPPINE ISLANDS, BY P. 6IR0NIERE.
IN AFRICA.

AFRICAN WANDERINGS
by M. WERNE.
MOROCCO
BY X. DURRIEU.
NIGER EXPLORATION by T. J. HUTCHINSON.
THE ZULUS OF NATAL
BY G. H. MASON.
IN AMERICA.
BRAZIL
BY E. WILBERFORCE.
CANADA
BY A. M. JAMESON.
CUBA
BY W. H. HURLBUT.
NORTH AMERICAN WILDS .... byC. LANMAN.
IN AUSTRALIA.
AUSTRALIAN COLONIES
by W. HUGHES.
.

.

ROUND THE WORLD.
by IDA PFEIFFEE.
A LADY'S VOYAGE

HISTORY AND BIOGRAPHY.
MEMOIR OF THE DUKE OF WELLINGTON.
THE LIFE OF MARSHAL I by the REV. T. O.
COCKAYNE.
TURKNNE
/
SCHAMYL .... BY BODENSTEDT and WAGNER.
^ OAN^'lf ^ ^- ^^ ^^™'- } BY RANKE.
FRANCIS ARAGO'S AtfTOBIOGRAPHY.
THOMAS HOLCROFT'S MEMOIRS.

ESSAYS BY LORD MACAULAY.
LORD BYRON.
COMIC DRAMATISTS OP THE RESTORATION.
FREDERIC THE GREAT.
HALLAM'S CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY.
CHOKER'S EDITION OF BOSWELL'S LIFE OF

WARREN HASTINGS.

LORD CLIVE.
WILLIAM PITT.
THE EARL OF CHATHAM.
BANKE'S HISTORY OF THE POPES.
GLADSTONE ON CHURCH AND STATE.
ADDISON'S LIFE AND WRITINGS.
HORACE WALPOLE.
LORD BACON.

WORKS OF
THE LOVE STORY, fkom SOUTHEY'S DOCTOR.
SIR ROGER DE COVERLEY.

CHESTERFIELD & SELWTN, BT A. HAYWARD.
SWIFT AND RICHARDSON, by LORD JEFFREY,
DEFOE AND CHURCHILL .... by J. FORSTER.
ANECDOTES OF DR. JOHNSON, by MRS. PIOZZI,
TURKEY AND CHRISTENDOM.
LEIPSIC CAMPAIGN, by the REV. G. R. GLEIG.
AN ESSAY ON THE LIFE AND1 by HENRY
GENIUS OF THOMAS FULLER/ ROGERS.

SPECTATOR.
MEMOIRS OF A MAITRE-D'ARMES, by DUMAS,
CONFESSIONS OF A 1
__
SOm-ESTRE
vi^HiKJi.
g
s,uu
by
WORKING MAN .. /
.

.

.

}

JOHNSON.

LORD MACAXJLAY'S SPEECHES ON PARLIAMENTARY REFORM,

FICTION.
AN ATTIC PHILOSOO
PHER IN PARIS.. J
SIB

^j;
SOUVESTRE
ftUUViOiKii.
BT
EDWARD SEAWARD'S NARRATIVE OF
J!i.

HIS SHIPWRECK.

i'..

NATURAL HISTORY,
NATURAL HISTORY OF

1 "^
„^ ^"rm t,
'*^^-*i^
^- kEMP
CREATION
;
INDICATIONS OF INSTINCT, by DR. L. KEMP.

&c.

ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH,

&c.

by DR. G.WILSON.

OUR COAL-FIELDS AND OUR COAL-PITS.
CORNWALL, ITS MINES, MINERS, &c.

MISCELLANEOUS WORKS.
LECTURES AND ADDRESSES {^^J'^^'j^^^^^^ °^
SELECTIONS FROM SYDNEY SMITH'S
WRITINGS.
BY A. STARK.
PRINTING

RAILWAY MORALS AND! BY il.
oi-n,
gpENCER.
jj &±-J;.i>
|
RAILWAY POLICY
MORMONISM BY THE REV. W. J. CONYBEARE.
£Y J. R. M'CULLOCH.
LONDON
•

.

.

•

PUBLISHED BY

The

Traveller's Library being

LONGMAN, BEOWN,

now com-

plete, the Publishers call attention

to this

collection as well adapted for Travellers and
Emigrants, for School-room Libraries, the Libraries
of Mechanics' InstHutions, Young Men's Libraries,
the Libraries of Ships, and similar purposes. Tlie
separate volumes are suited for School Prises,
Presents to Young People, and for general instrucThe Series comprises
tion and entertainment.
fourteen of the most popular of Lord Macaulay's
Essai/s, and his Speeches on Parliamentary Reform.
The department of Travels contains some account
of eight of the principal countries of Europe, as
well as travels in four districts of Africa, in four of

America, and in three of Asia. Madame Pieiffer's
First Journey round the Tf'orld is included and a
general account of the Australian Colonics.
In
Biography and History will be found Lord Macaulay's Biographical Sketches of Warren Hastings,
Clive, Pitt, Walpole, Bacon, and others
besides
Memoirs of Wellington, Turenne, F. Arago, &c. an
;

;

;

Essay on the Life and Genius of Thomas Fuller,
with Selections from his Writings, by Mr. Henry
Rogers and a history of the Leipxic Campaign, by
Mr. Gle:g,
which is the only separate account of
this remarkable campaign.
Works of Fiction did
;

—

not come within the plan of the Traveller's Library but the Confessions of a Working Man, by
Souvestre, which is indeed a fiction founded on fact,
has been included, and has been read with unusual
interest by many of the working chisses, for whose
use it is especially recommended. Dumas's story
of the Maitre-d' Amies, though in form a work of
fiction, gives a striking picture of an episode in the
history of Russia. Amongst the works on Science
and Natural Philosophy, a general view of Creation
is embodied in Dr. Kemp's Natural History of
Creation; and in his Indications of Instinct remarkable facts in natural history are collected.
Dr.
Wilson has contributed a popular account of the
Electric Telegraph. In the volumes on the CoalFields, and on the Tin and other Mining Districts
of Cornwall, is given an account of the mineral
wealth of England, the habits and manners of the
miners, and the scenery of the surrounding country.
It only remains to add, that among the Miscellaneous Works are a Selection of the best Writings of
the Rev. Sydney Smith; Lord Carlisle's Lectures
and Addresses ; an account of il/o;HiOMm«, by the
Rev. W. J. Conybeare; an exposition of Railway
management and mismanagement, by Mr. Herbert
Spencer an account of the Origin and Practice of
Printing, by Mr. Stark; and an account oi London,
by Mr. M'Culloch.
;

atic countries, and examples
from the works of Souvestre
and Dumas. Dound together,
they form twenty-five convenient volumes, which any
society of a hundred and five

veller'.t Library.
It is tlie
best Sliilling Series extant.
Here are Mr. Macaulay's
best writings, the anthologia
of Sydney Smith, some adniirable literar.v essays by
different authors, several excellent volumes of science,
narratives of travel in eiglit
European, four American,
!om' African, and three Asi-

members may possess, upon
paymentof one shillingeach.

'

An

association of this kind,

formed in every small town,
would thus create sufficient
basis for a free library upon
a modest scale, dood books
are not beyond the reach of
working men, if working
men will combine to obtain
them."
Leader.

^^
as

The Traveller's Library may also be had
originally issued in 102 parts, Is. each,

forming 50

vols. 2s. 6d. each

parts or volumes.

;

or any separate
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By An-

TroUope.— Barchester Towers.
THONT Teollope.
31s. 6d.
" Barchester

Towers

(a

kindofseqiielincontiiiuiition
of Mr. Trollope's foimer

Warden) does
novel The
not depend only on story for
its interest
the careful
>vi-iting, the good humour
with a tendency often to be
Shandean in its expression,
;

3 Yols. post 8vo. prlce
the sense and right
which the way
threaded among questions
of high church and low
church, are very noticeable,
and secure for it unquestionable rank among the few

and

feeling with
is

really well-written tales that

every season produces."

EXAMINEB,

TroUope.—The Warden. By Anthony TroUope.
Post 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Sharon Turner's Sacred History of the
attempted to be Philosophically
considered, in a Series of Letters to a Son.
New Edition, edited by the Eev, S. Ttieneb.
3 vols, post 8vo. price Sis. 6d.

World,

Sharon Turner's History of England
Comprising the
during the Middle Ages
Keigns from the Norman Conquest to the
Accession of Henry VIII. Fifth Edition,
4 vols.
revised by the Kev. S. Tueneb.
:

8vo. price 508.

Sharon Turner's History of the AngloSaxons, from the Earliest Period to the

Norman Conquest. Seventh Edition, revised
by the Rev.
Dr. Turton's

S.

Tuenee.

Manual

3 vols. 8vo. 36s.

of the

Land and

fresh- Water Shells of Great Britain. New
Edition, thoroughly revised and brought xip
Edited by Dr. J. E.
to the Present Time.
Gray, E.R.S., &c.. Keeper of the Zoological
in the British Museum. Crown
8vo. with Coloured Plates.
[/« the press.

Department

Dr. lire's Dictionary of Arts, ManufacContaining a clear Expotures, and Mines
sition of their Principles and Practice.
most of
Fourth Edition, much enlarged
the Articles being entirely re-written, and
:

;

;

"If we were called upon to
lay the first stone of a Mechanics' Institute or BookSociety s Collection, it should
be composed of the hundred
and two parts ot the Tra-

and CO.

many new

With nearly
Articles added.
2 vols. 8vo, price 60s.

1,600 Woodcuts.

Van Der Hoeven's Handbook

of Zoology.

Translated from the Second Dutch Edition
by the Eev. William Claes, M.D.,F.R.S.,
&c., late Fellow of Trinity College, and Professor of Anatomy in the University of
Cambridge, with additional Keferences furnished by the Author. In Two Volumes.
Vol. I. Invertebrate Animals; with 15 Plates,
comprising numerous Figures. 8vo. 30s.

Vehse.— Memoirs

of the Court, Aristoand Diplomacy of Austria. By Dr. E.
Translated from the German by
Vehse.
Feanz Demmlee. 2 vols, post Svo. 21s.
cracy,

-

NEW WOEKS
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Von Tempsky. — Mitla A Narrative
;

of

Incidents and Personal Adventures on a
Journey in Mexico and Guatemala in the
Years 1853 and 1854: With Observations
on the Modes of Life in those Countries. By
G. F. Von Tempsky. Edited by J. S. Bell,
Author oi Journal of a Residence in Circassia
in the Years 1836 to 1839.
With Illustrations in Chromolithography and Engravings
on Wood. Svo.
[/?^ the press.

Wade.

—

England's Greatness Its Rise
and Progress in Government, Laws, Religion,
and Social Life
Agriculture, Commerce,
and Manufactures Science, Literature, and
the Arts, from the Earliest Period to the
Peace of Paris. By John Wade, Author of

2

vols. Svo. 24s.

Wilmot's Abridgment of Blackstone's
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Third Edition.
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A New Edition,
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